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ADVERTISEMENT.
The publications of the National Museum

consist of

two

series:

Proceed ino^s and Bulletins.
The Proceedings, the first volume of which was issued in 1878, are
intended primarily as a medium of publication for newly acquired
facts in biology, anthropolog-y, and geology, descriptions of new forms
of animals and plants acquired by the National Museum, discussions of
nomenclature,

etc.

bution to libraries,

A

volume is issued annuall}' or oftener for distriwhile in view of the importance to science of the

prompt publication of descriptions of new species, a limited edition of
each paper is printed in pamphlet form in advance.
The present volume is the twenty-sixth of the series.
The Bulletin, publication of which was begun in 1875, is a series
)f more elaborate papers, issued separately and l)ased for the most
The}^ are monotart upon collections in the National Museum.
graphic in scope, and are devoted principally to the discussion of
iarge zoological groups, bildiographies of eminent naturalists, reports
)f

expeditions, etc.

A quarto

form of the Bulletin, known

as the

"Special Bulletin," has

been adopted in a few instances in which a larger page was deemed
indispensable.

The Annual Report of the National Museum (being the second volume of the Smithsonian Report) contains papers chiefly of an ethnological character, describing collections in the National Museum.
Papers intended for publication

l)y

the National

Museum

are usually

composed as follows: Frederick
W. True (chairman), William H. Holmes, George P. Merrill, James
E. Benedict, Otis T. Mason, Leonhard Stejneger, Lester F. Ward,
and Marcus Benjamin (editor).
'
/>'^ S. P. Langley,
Secretanj of the Svdtlisonlan Institution.
referred to an advisory committee,

"
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A REVIEW OF THE BERYCOID FISHES OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Hknry W. Fowler,
Of

tJie

LcUuid Stavfvrd Junior

The present paper contains

Unirer,slti/.

a review of the species of Berycithe and

related families, found in the waters of Japan,

collected
in the

United States

It is

based on material

summer of 1900, and on material
National Museum, largely collected by the United

by Jordan and Snyder

in

the

Commission steamer A/hat/'om in 1900.
The Berycoid fishes, as a whole, may ])e characterized by the presence

States Fish

of thoracic ventral fins, each with one s[)ine and usually seven soft

head usually with conspicuous mucous cavities; air ))ladder in
{Beri/,r^ Ilolocentrus^ retaining- its duct through life,
in others {TracJiicJitJiys^ PolymLrhi) losing it with age; vertebra^ in
species examined 24 to 30; shoulder girdle and pharyngeals normal,
the post-temporal not fused with the cranium; no suborbital stay.
ra3\s;

some species

The Beryces,

form a natural group among the
and Scombroidei, but marked as a

as thus characterized,

Percomorphi, allied to Percoidei
whole by the occasional retention
sistent air duct and the increased
acters derived from the Haplomi,
ecessors in the rocks as fossils.

of the archaic characters of the per-

number

of ventral ra3's, both char-

their immediate ancestors

The group

is

and pred-

a ver^' old one in

geologic time, older than any of the other Acanthopteri, the allies of
Bcry.r, being

among

the earliest spin3'-ra3'ed fishes known.

In the

deep-sea forms the spinous dorsal is afc:arcel3' developed, and the scales
are usually either cvcloid or wanting.
In the species of tropical
shores the spinous armature of fins and scales

is

better developed than

most of the percomorphous fishes. All, except Aphredoderus^ are
marine fishes, inhabiting the tropical shores or the abysses of the
ocean.
The pertinence of Pol3"mixiidt« to this group has been questioned, but according to Boulenger its skeleton is essentialh' Ber3'coid,

in

although its curious barbels are almost exactl}' like those of
and Upetteux..

MuUus

We

remove the Zeida? from the Berycoids, although having similar
and the post-tempis attached to the skull as in the Chtiitodonts.
The Monocentridfe

ventrals, because no other distinct likeness appears,
oral
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are doubtless modified Berycoids, and
althoujjfh recognizing'

no very close

we

vol.

xxm

leave them in association,

affinities.

According

to

Boulenger,

the Pempheridte, with the Bathyclupeidffi, are near allies of the Berycoids, although

having the ventral rays

among

Ap/iredoderifs

further relegates

I, 5.

Boulenger also places

the Ber^'coid fishes with ai)parent justice.

Steph'inolx'i'ij,!'

arrangement which may be open

He

and ISfdlaamircas to the Haplomi, an
to (juestion.

FAMILIES OF BEKYCOIDEI.
a.

Ventral rays I, 6 to 1, 10, usually I, 7.
Chin without barbels; branchiostegals mostly 8.
c. Dorsal fin single, with 2 to 8 spines; anal spines 1 to 4.
(/.
Anal tin, with 4 spines its base, much long r than the dorsal base; subBerycid.e, I.
orbitals narrow; scales firm; ventral rays mostly I, 10
dd. Anal fin I'elatively short, shorter than the dorsal; anal spines 1 or 2; ventral rays mostly I, 6, scales various; suborbitals usually broad,
Trachichthyid.e, II.
cc. Dorsal tin deeply notched, with 10 to 13 strong spines; anal spines 4; scales
'
Holocentrid.e, III.
firm, very rough
hh. Chin with 2 long barbels attached just behind symphysis of lower jaw;
branchiostegals 4; dorsal fin continuous, with 5 spines; anal spines 3 or 4;
scales moderate ctenoid; Vjody deep, compressed; vertebne 29,
h.

PoLYVIIXIID/'E, IV.
the spine very large; dorsal spines isolated, the anterior very
strong; body covered with a coat of mail formed of rough scales,
MoNOCENTRID.E, V.

Ventral rays

art.

I, 3,

Family
.

Body oblong

foliate, or

ered

b}'

oi'

BERYCID.E.

ovate, compressed, covered with ctenoid, or eycloid,

granular

thin skin.

either side.

I.

Mouth

Head with

scales.

Eyes

lateral,

wide, oblique.

large nuu-iferous cavities, cov-

usually large.

Nostrils,

two on

Premaxillaries protractile; max-

with a sup})lemental bone. Suborliitals
narrow, not sheathing the cheeks. Bands of villiform teeth on jaws,
and usually on vomer and palatines; no canines: no suborbital stay.
Opercular bones usually spinous. Branchiostegals 7 or S. (lill-niemillary rather large, usually

branes separate, free from the istinnus. Gills 4, a slit Ix'hind the
Gillfourth.
Pseudobranchiffi present; lower pharyngeals separate.
rakers moderate.
Cheeks and opercles scaly. No barbels. Dorsa!
fin

continuous, with 2 to 8

weak

spines; anal with 4 spines and

much longer than the dorsal; ventral fins
number of rays usually I, 10, always g-reater

soft rays,
I, 7,

fin

the

usually forked.

Pyloric coeca nimierous.

many

thoracic, mostly

than

I,

5; caudal

Vertebra^ 24.

Fishes

mostly of the deep seas; the general color red or black. This group
is an ancient type, a great number of extinct species being" now known,
from the Upper Cretaceous and later rocks. The following skeletal
character.^ are added by Boulenger, these applying also to the Trachich-

j

I

'

NH.

AND FOWLEH.
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i;'.or,.

3

and Holocentrid&\ One or more of suborbital bones, with
an internal lamina supporting the globe of the eye. Anterior vertebne
without transverse processes; all or most of the ri])s inserted on the
transverse processes, where these are developed.
thyidfB

a.

Scales ctenoid; teeth villifonn

(Hi

jaws, palatines,

and vomer; verteline24; muzzle

short; chin projectin.o:; ])reoi)ercle spineless; opercles serrated; dorsal spines 4
to

7,

graduated; anal rays IV, 26 to 80; ventrals

BERYX"

1.

i>Vr//,i-

CuviEK, Regne Anim., 2d ed.,

are regularly arranged.

1.

Cuvier.

II, 1829, p. 151

Body deep, compressed, covered with rather
Avhich

Beryx,

10

I,

Abdomen

{(Iccadactijlm).

large, ctenoid scales,

trenchant, but without

Head large, with thin bones and high ridges with
enlarged scutes.
Snout short, the mouth oblique, the chin
cavities.
nuiciferous
deep
prominent; eye large; both jaws, vomer, and palatines with villiform
Opercles serrated, the opercle usually with spine; preopercle
teeth.
unarmed.

C'audal forked; anal spines 4, soft rays 26 to 30; dorsal

continuous, with 4 to

bladder simple.

(3

spines; ventrals with about 10 soft rays.

Pyloric

ct\?ca

Deep-sea

numerous.

Air

tishes, beautifully

colored, chiefly scarlet.
{jUpvB,^ Beryx, a

Greek name of some

tish,

taken

b}^

Gesner from

Varinus.)
(t.

Scales in lateral line 64 to 65

1

;

).

I

V, 16 to 19

dccadaciylm,

1.

Kplendens,

2.

Scales in lateral line 71 to 76; D. IV, 13 to 15

(tit.

I.

BERYX DECADACTYLUS

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Benjx di'cadadiilm Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. I'oiss., Ill, 1829, p. 222;
Madeira or Portugal. Poey, Synopsis, p. 297. Goode and Bean, Oceanic
Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, 1, 1883,
Ichth., 1895, p. 175.
Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 58; Tokyo.— Jordan and
p. 12; Tokyo.
EvERMANN, Fish N. and M. Amer., I, 1896, p. 844. Steindachner, Ichth.
Bericht., IV, p. 1, pi. i; Canary Islands.

Head, 2^; depth, 2i; D. IV, 16 to
Lateral line
14 to 1.5; V. I, 9 to 10.
out caudal scales 21 to 22.
its

2(»;
1(»

A.

HI

or IV, 27 to 30; P.

11,

to 11, 70 to 73 (60 to 65) with-

Body oblong, considerably compressed,

height greatest at the origin of the dorsal; scales sharply ctenoid,

with a strong middle keel.

eye very large,

its

upper

The maxillary reaches almost to the orbit,
impinging upon the upper profile of

liml)

the head, and 2i in the length of the latter; operculum with an indistinct spine; the preorbital spine about one-third the eye; snout about
'•Accordijig to Dr. Boulenger, the genus PempJier'n^ should be placed with the

"Benj.r and Feniplieris agree so completely in structure, both external and
with the sole exception of the rays in the ventral fins (1, 6 in Femphcris)
that I am inclined to doubt whether the difference between them should be regarded
as greater than that between the former and Truchichthtjs."

Berycidfe.
internal,

I'ROCEF.DINdS OF

4
two-fifths,

eye.

and the inter

The base

THE XATIONAL MUSEUM.

the head; the insertion of the anal

from the teeth

its
is

behind the ultimate ray of the dorsal;
the ventral

is

half the

height, the latter two-thirds

approximately in the vertical
and its middle is slightly

to the twelfth dorsal ray.

the pectoral to the snout
anal;

somewhat more than

orbitiil .space

of the dorsal exceeds

vol. xxvi.

is

tht>

distance of the insertion of

equal to the length of the base of the anal

inserted under the axil of the pectoral, reaching the

caud:il s:ronglv forked.

Length, 87 cm. (about 14^ inches).

(Description after Giinther, Steindachner, Goode, Bean, Doderlein.)

Deep seas; recorded from Portugal, Madeira, Japan,
Japanese specinjens ^een by us.
{6tKa^ ten; daKTvXag^ linger.)
2.

BERYX SPLENDENS

KIMMEDAI

and.

Cuba.

No

Lowe.

(GULI)P:N-KYE PERCH).

Beryx splendens Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1833, p. 142; Madeira. (toode
and Bean, Oceanic Ichth., 1895, p. 176. Steindachner and Doderlein,
Fische Japans, I, 1883, p. 12; Tokyo. Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. and
M. Amer., I, 1896, p. 844.— Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 62;

Yokohama.

Head,

3;

10 to 11.

depth, 2|; D. IV, 13; A. IV, 27 to 29; P.

I,

Scales 10-7-l:-18, counted in the lateral line.

16 to 17; V,
Bod}^ elon-

and the deepest part forward; covered with modwhich are furnished with fine prickles, giving a
somewhat rough touch. Head large, compressed, and many of the
ridges or edges of the bones roughened or finely serrate; eve very
large in front of the head above, li^ in the maxillary and 2| in the
head; upper profile of the head slightly convex from the tip of the
snout; snout very l)lunt; lower jaw produced; mouth very oblique, so
that the tip of the snout is level with the middle of the eye; the nostrils close together on the snout in front of the eye; the posterior
larger; the maxillary is expanded distally for a little more than half
an eye dianu^ter and does not reach to the margin of the eye behind;
teeth of the jaws very fine and in bands; a short spine in front of the
eye directed backward; symphysis with a slight knob below in front;
snout a little less than half the eye and 1^ in the interorbital space;
interorbital space fiat; gill-opening very large, the membrane free
from the isthnnis; gill-rakers long and slender, 6-16, the longest
equal to half the eye.
Dorsal spines weak, graduated to the fourth,
which is the longest, though falling short of the first ray, which is the
highest of the dorsal fin; the origin of the anal falls below the base of
the posterior dorsal ray, the spines graduated to the third, which is

gate, compressed,

erate-sized scales,

first ray, then sloping down till
about half as high, so that the posterior part of the fin is of uniform
height; pectorals very long, equal to the base of the soft anal and

the longest; soft anal highest at the

JAPANESE BERYcoil) FISHES—JORDAN AND FOWLER.

No.isoc.

reaching the base of the third soft ray; ventrals a

little in

advance of

the dorsal but behind the pectorals and a little shorter than

tlic

latter

forked, the lobes pointed; caudal peduncle com-

leno-th; caudal

in

5

pressed, two-thirds to three-fourths the length of the eye; lateral line

inclined concurrent with the back,

hig'h,

of the caudal; the rudimentary caudal

and runnino- out on the base

rays,

:>

or 4 sharp oraduated

spines above and below.

Color in alcohol uniform pale; in life bright scarlet, silvery white
This description from two specimens, length 1(»^ inches,
obtained by Mr. Otaki from outside the entrance to Tokyo Bay, where
below.

b}^ Jouy near
more slender than Atlantic specimens l)ut
The species is known from Madeira and from the

Other specimens were obtained

said to be not rare.

it is

Yokohama.

Form

otherwise similar.

a

little

Gulf stream.
{xplendens^ shining.)

Family
This family

TRACHICHTHYID.I^..

11.

composed of deep-sea Ber^'coids

is

differing

from the

Berycida' in the short anal, shorter than the dorsal and usually with
or 2 species.

The

dorsal

scales various, usually

is

1

single, the ventral rays usually 1, 6; the

rough and deciduous; the belly compressed, with

a serrated edge; suborbitals usually broad; vertel)ra?, 26 to 28; color
blackish; size, rather small.
(t.

TVachlchtJu/ina'.

— Scalen large,

Vent normally

b.

i)laee(l,

Dorsal spines 7 or

('.

cc.

Dorsal spines

6,

8,

normally formed; teeth small.

well behind the ventrals, the abdominal
strong, the

median ones highest

slender, graduated.

Vomer

before

it.

toothless; opercle entire; scales

large

H(ii)h»<tet]i us, 3.

Vent inserted well forward
behind it; vomer toothless

bij.

2.

close

behind the ventrals; the abdominal

GEPHYROBERYX

serrpe

ParnlrucliirlilJii/s, 4.

Boulenger.

Gephyrobery.r Boulenger, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., March,

Body

seme

Cjephyrobenj.r, 2.

11)02,

]>.

20.'>

((Jarir'ni).

rather short, covered with large rough, irregular scales; ven-

snout short, rounded; mouth oblique; eye large;
on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Vent far behind ven
trals.
Branchiostegals 8; a strong spine on the shoulder girdle; one
on angle of preopercle; a small one on the opercle; suborbital with
radiating ridges; dorsal single, with 7 or 8 spines, strong and wide
apart, the middle ones highest; ventral rays 1, 6; caudal forked.
Fishes inha))iting consideral)le depths, known from Madeira, India,
and Japan. The genus is allied to Trachichthys, differing in the
stronger and more numerous dorsal species.
{ye^vpos^ bridge: Beryx.)
tral ridge serrated;

very

tine teeth

PROCEEDINaS OF THE NATTONAL AfUSEUM.
3.

TniHiichllii/.'^

Hoad
in

GEPHYROBERYX JAPONICUS

(Doderlein).

jdjxniicns DihiBRLVA^, Fisclic Japans,

[,

2i; depth

^.

D. VII, 15; A.

vol.xxvi.

'

ISS.S,

III. 12; P.

F,

]>.

10;

U;

V.

Tokyo.
I,

»'.;

pores

the lateral line 80; a})dominal serra? 14.

Hodv deep and compressed, and covered with
scales;

small, rouo-h ctenoid

the scales containing- the pores of the lateral

line

a tritle

and the scales on the front of the back very small. Head
very deep and compressed, the ridges of the l)ones somewhat elevated
and forming mucous cavities, over which are thin covering meml)ranes; upper profile slightly convex, or nearly straight with the
snout very obtusely rounded; eye small, its posterior margin a little

eidaro-ed,

nearer the gill-opening than the tip of the snout 3i in the head, a little
over 2 in the maxillary, and equal to the interorbital space; mouth
very oblique, the maxillary extending to below the posterior part of
the eye; nostrils large, the posterior the larger, directly in front of
the anterior margin of the eye above, and the anterior about half an
eye diameter distant; jaws rough, and with a single series of small
hrm teeth along the edges; the lower jaw projects and the symphj^sis
is somewhat knoli})ed, so that it protrudes a little in front; vomerine
teeth small; at the origin of the lateral line at the back part of the
head above a sharp spine, another on the posterior margin of the
opercle above, still another in front of the base of the pectoral, and
one at the lower part of the preoperculum, the latter strong, long, and
sharj);

two

small, short spines at the front of the snout;

operculum

strongly striate; interorbital s[)ace convex; gill-opening large;
rakers long, slender,

pointed,

gill-

seven-sixteenths;

branchiostegals 8;
dorsal tin begins a short

gill-membrane free over the isthmus. The
distance behind the gill-opening, the spinous part highest in the
middle, then descending to the soft dorsal, which is also higher in
front; tirst anal spines short, the third the longest; soft anal high in
front, sloping behind; pectoral long. If in the head; ventrals short,
not reaching the origin of the anal by half their length; caudal deeply
emarginate, the lobes pointed; rudimentary caudal ra3"s developed as
Lateral line inclined from the upper part
6 spines above and below.
of the head to the base .of the caudal caudal peduncle three-fourths
of the e3"e; vent far behind ventrals, space from between the ventrals
to the anus with a single series of bon}' scutes or serra^.
Color in alcohol, brown, the tins pale, the inside of the mouth
Length 4^^^ inches.
Here
blackish, and the peritoneum black.
described from an example dredged by the United States Fish Commission steamer Alhatros.s in Suruga Bay at Station 3710. The species
is otherwise known only from the description given by Dr. Doderlein
of specimens from Tokyo, probably taken in Sagam-i Hay. Dr. Boulen;

1
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gev speaks of the occurrence of Gephyroheryx darwlnl Lowe (from
He has doubtless reference to Gejjkyrobet'yx
Madeira) in Japan.
jajxnucHS a species which needs comparison with (r. <h(ririnl^ fi'om

which

it

differs, p«M-haps, in the

presence of 7 instead of 8 dorsal spines.

HOPLOSTETHUS

S.

Noplostetlnts

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Cuviek and Valenciennes,

Hist.

Nat.

Poiss.,

IV, 1829, p. 469

{)nediterraueti.s).

Body short and deep, nuich compressed. Head short, compressed,
very bhmt anteriorly, deeper than long, with very conspicuous
mucous cavities.
Eye ^ery large. Mouth very oblique, the jaws
Maxillary long-, ])road behind, with
equal when the mouth is closed.
a distinct supplemental bone, which reaches the posterior border of

on jaws and palatines, none on
and a few spines; a vertical ridge on the front of the opercle.
Opercle little developed, its
spine small or ol)solete; a strong spine at the angle of the preopercle;
the long vertical limb of the preopercle iinely serrated.
Gill-memBranchiostegals 8.
branes separate, free from the isthmus.
Scales
moderate or small, ctenoid; lateral line present, its scales enlarged;
abdomen with a series of ]>ony plates, each ending in a retrose spine.
in number; anal
Dorsal tin continuous, short, the spines graduated,
with 3 graduated spines; caudal forked, its rudimentary rays spinous;
pectorals low, rather long; ventrals T, !, rather short.
Air bladder
simple.
Pyloric c(eca numerous. Vertebne 11 -|- 15. Deep-sea tishes,
the eve.

Teeth very

the vomer.

tine, villiform,

Subor])ital with radiating ridges

red in color.

Roulenger, following Lowe, unites ]TnpJost,tlni^ with TracJiichthys.

The

ditierence

is

certainly slight, JIojtlostet/iKs kicking vomerine teeth

and having 6 dorsal spines instead of
[onXov, armor; ffrf/ftog, ])reast.)
4.

3.

HOPLOSTETHUS MEDITERRANEUS

*
,

Cuvier and Valenciennes.

IIINCHIDAI (FLINT-PERCH).
Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV,
Jordan and
Sea.—-Gunther, Cat., I, 1859, p. 9
Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 458. Goode and Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,
1895, p. 181.— IsHiKAWA, Pre!. Cat., 1897, p. 58; Kii.
TracInditJiys preiiosus Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lonil., 1839, p. 77; Madeira.
Hoplosiethus japonicus Hilgendorf, Sitz. Ges. Naturforschende Freunde, Berlin,

Hoplosiethus meditcrraneuft

1829, p. 469; Mediterranean

—

,

1879, p. 78; Japan.
Ifophstetinis vtediterrmifus (var. ?) Steindaciinkh, Fische Japans.
pi.

i;

I,

iss;!,

to 2t; depth, 2 to 2|; D., VI, 13 to U; A., IH, 9
14 to 16; v., I, 6; ventral scutes, 9 to 15; scales, 28
Body ovate, deep, compressed, and covered with small ctenoid
except those of the lateral line, which are enlarged; above and

Head, 2|

P.,

I,

j).

10,

Tokyo.
to 10;

to 29.
scales,

on the

8
back

PROCEEDIXaS OF THE NATTOXAL MUSEUM.
in front the scales are

exceedingly small.

Head

vol. xxvi.

ver}'^

deep, the ridges of the bones elevated and forming large

large and

mucous

cavi-

between covered with thin transparent membranes; upper protile
roundly convex from the snout; eye very large, in the upper half of
the head, its posterior margin nearer the gill-opening than the tip of
the snout, 3 in the head, 2 in the maxillary, and a little more than the
width of the interorbital space; mouth oblique, the maxillar}- extending till a short distance from the posterior margin of the eye; nostrils
large and directly in front of the upper part of the eye, like most of
the exposed ridges of the head roughened; the lower jaw projecting
and with a small protruding process at the symphysis; above the
operculum, at the origin of the lateral line a strong spine, and another
at the end of the preoperculum below, the latter very broad; 3 bony
ridges cross over from the eye to the preoperculum; teeth small, tine,
and in broad bands in the jaws, forming a series slightly enlarged
inside; no vomerine teeth; interorbital space high and convexl}'
ties

rounded; opercles with many striie; gill-openings very large; gillrakers O-j-lO, very long and slender, much larger than the gill-tilaments;
branchiostegals 8; gill-membrane free from the isthnms; dorsal a short
distance behind the gill-opening; the spinous tin graduated to the last
spine, which is as long as the qjg, but not as high as the anterior soft
dorsal rays, which are the highest part of that tin, and rounded; anal
spines with the tirst 2 ver}^ short, and the third very long, though
not equal to the longest anal rays; pectoral very long, shorter than the
head, and reaching the origin of the soft anal; ventrals short, about
If in the head, and not reaching the anus; caudal deeply emarginate
and with the lobes somewhat pointed; rudimentary caudal ravs devel
oped as 6 graduated spines above and below. The lateral line a series
of large pores obliquely from the upper part of the head to the base
Space from between the ventrals to the anus armed
of the caudal.
with a single series of backwardly directed serrje. Caudal peduncle
compressed and al^out equal to the eye.
Color in alcohol brown, the tins pale, the inside of the mouth and
Here described from
the peritoneum black. Total length, 9f inches.
specimens dredged in Sagami Bay b}- the U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Albatross.
In young examples the ventrals reach tlie anus, the pectorals are
longer, the preopercular spine is longer, and in the smallest examples,
from Kishyu, the sides are scaly like the rest of the body. All the
specimens have the single bony l^ridge across the preoperculum from
one margin to the other at about one-fourth its height.
Coasts of Japan in deep water; our specimens dredged in deep water
by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer AlhatroKS in Sagami Bay, at
stations 2339 and 2348 and at stations 3721 and 3738 in Suruga Bay.
We also have a small specimen from Kishyu (Kii).
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yo.vm.

Wo
and

9

arc wholly unable to find any difference between our specimens

th(^

accounts given of the Mediterranean species, which

diii'used in the deoj) Avators of

4.
Par<(tr(«-]tirhthi/><

This genus

is

tion of the vent,

is

also well

the Atlantic.

PARATRACHICHTHYS
Waite, Scient. Kesulte, IL M.

Waite.

C. S. Tlietis, 1899,

]i.

04 (IraiUii).

allied to (Tephyr(>l>ii'y.i\ difforino- in the anterior inser-

which

is

close behind the ventral tins; a series of

serra^ l)ehind the vent.

Scales small, rough

teeth; dorsal spines 6, graduated.

bony

— ctenoid;

no vomerine
Japan to Austral'a. in deep water.

[napa, near: TrachicldhyH.)
5.

PARATRACHICHTHYS PROSTHEMIUS
Head, 2|; depth, 2t; D. VI, 14; A.

tral

scutes, 9; scales,

5-1.

Body

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

Ill, 9; P. 1, 11;

V.

I,

«];

ven-

elongate, compressed, and covered

Fig. 1.— PARATRACHICHTHYS PROSTHEMIUS.

with small, rough, ctenoid scales, those of the lateral line not espeenlarged; a])ove. on the front part of the back, the scales are
very small. Head largo, deep, and compressed, the ridges of the
bones somewhat olovatc^d and forming nuicous cavities between which
are thin covering membranes; upper protilc roundly convex, the snout
very obtuse, eye large, its posterior margin nearer the tip of the snout
cially

than the posterior margin of the gill-oponing. 2f in the head; 1^ in the
maxillary, and greater than the interorbital space; mouth very oblique,
the maxillar}^ e>;tending nearlv to the posterior margin of the eye;
nostrils large and din^ctly in fi-ont of the eye; above, teeth of the jaws

very hue and in broad l)ands; no vomerine teeth; lower jaw projecting;
most of the protruding ridges of the head roughened; above the operculum, at the origin of the lateral line a sharp spine directed back-
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ward, another on the posterior margin of the opercle above, and still
another at the end of the preopercuhim below; there are no distinct
bony ridges connecting the eye with the anterior edge of the preoperculuni, and the latter is parallel with its posterior edge but not crossed
l>y a bony bridge; interorbital space flatly convex; opercles with many
stria^; gill-<)])ening very large; gill-rakers 6-15, very long and slender,

much longer than the longest gill-tilaments; branchiostegals, 8; gillmembrane free from the isthmus. Dorsal a short distance behind the
gill-opening, graduated to the last spine, which

is

the longest and

nearly equal to the eye; soft dorsal high in front and then sloping

behind; anal graduated to the third and longest spine, which is not
equal to the higher soft rays; pectoral small. If in the head, and reaching beyond the ventrals; ventrals short, about If in the space between
their

own

origin and the origin of the anal; caudal emargii.ate and

graduated
the lobes pointed; rudimentary caudal rays devoloped as
ol)liquely
I'unning
from the
The lateral lino
spines above and ])elow.

Caudal peduncle
Space from between the ventrals nearly
to the origin of the anal provided with a single series of backward!}'
Vent in front of the abdominal serra? and between
directed serra\

upper part of the head

compressed,

''2'i

in

to the base of the caudal.

the head.

the ventrals.
in alcohol l)rown, the lins all pale, blackish between the manand over the branchiostegal membranes; peritoneiun black and

Color
dibles

some parts of i\\o mouth blackish inside. Lt^igth, :ij\ inches. Here
descrilxnl from a specimen dredged at station 37:^0 by the U. 8. Fish
Connnission steamer A/hi/f/'o.s.s in Suruga Bay.
It is iuun))ered 50575, U.8.N.M.
[TT/joae/iiog,

forward, in allusion to the location of the vent.)

FAMILY

III.

HOLOCENTRID.E.

s()LI)Ip:r-hbhe8.

Body

o])long or ovate, moderately compressed, covered with veiy

strongly ctenoid or spinous scales.

eye

lateral,

very large;

Head with

large muciferous cavities,

preorbital very narrow;

mouth moderate,

oblique; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary very large, with supple-

mental bone; bands of viliiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines.
Opercular bones and membrane bones of head generally serrated or
Branchiostegals 8.
Gill-membranes
spinescent along their edges.
Gills -t, a slit behind fourth.
Pseudoseparate, free from isthmus.
Sides of head
Gill-rakers moderate; no barbels.
branchifB present.
Lateral line present.
Dorsal tin very long, deeply divided,
scaly.
with about 11 strong spines depressible in a scaly groove; anal with 4
spines, the third longest and strongest; ventrals thoracic, with 1 spine
and 7 rays; caudal deeply forked, with sharp rudimentary rays or
•
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Vertebiw about

fuU-ra at base.

Pyloric

27.

ccjeca

11

Air blad-

8 to 25.

der large, sometimes connected with the organ of hearing. General
Young with the snout sharp and produced (constituting
color red.
the nominal genera MJiyncJi.lchthyx^ RJiduiphohcry,!', and RhlnolHryx.,
Skeletal characters
based on peculiarities of inuiiature examples).
Bery.i\ the fin spines nuicli stronger,

essential!}' in

(iaily colored

inhabitants of the tropical seas, abounding about coi'al reefs.
without conspicuous spine at
rough

I'l-eoperclo

a.

and
cui.

ver}'

Prt'opercle with a conspicuous spine;
ni( xlerate,

5.

S8 to 55;

angle; scales very large (about 28)
Ostidithys, 5.

suburbital arch simply serrated;

mouth moderate

OSTICHTHYS

scales

Holocentru)^, 6.

Jordan and Evermann.

(Langsdorff Ms.) Cuviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Til,

(hlirjithj/.t

1829, p. 174 (japonlcuii;
Osticli(hi/.<!

its

name

onlj',

passing reference).

Jordan and Evermann, Fishes N. and M.Am., 1,

This genus

is

(japouiima).

closely rcdated to IfoJocentrus, differing externally, in

the al)sence of the large spine at
cially in the

189<), p. 84(5

tlu'

angle of the preopercle and espe-

very rough surface of the large

scales.
In this regard it
which, while lacking also the preopercular

differs

from

spine,

has the scales of JLilocentrxs.

Myrljfi'lsti'^^

genus with similarly rough
the scales ver}'

much

IlolotracJiys {Jhun)^ another

scales, differs

from

smaller, about 45 in the

OxtlcldltyH in

latei'al line

having

instead of 28,

as in OxflchthyK.

(oot/ok,
6.

])()ne;

^I'^^'s, fish.)

OSTICHTHYS JAPONICUS

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

KINDAI (GOLDEN PERCH); NISHIKIDAI (BROCADE PKRCH); UMIKI-

NUWO
Myri]>rlstis japouiria^
p. 173, pi. Lviii;

(8EA COED-FIHH).

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1829,
Japan Coll. Langsdorff. Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss.,

1847, p. 23, pi. IX a; Nagasaki.

(iunther, Cat. Fish.,

I,

1859, p. 25; Jai>an,

China, lie de France.

Steindachner, Fische Japans, I, 1883, p. 14; Tokyo.
OsticJUliysjaponicKS Jordan and Evermann, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902,
p. 334; Formosa.

Head, 2|; depth, 2i; D. XII, 13; A. IV, 11; P. 1, 16; V. I, 7. Scales,
Bod}- deep and compressed, covered with large scales which are
provided with parallel stria? forming a prickly edge behind, and some
of the middle ones sharp and strong.
Head, large, the ridges of the
bones large and striate; upper profile convex; eye. large, above and
in front. P.| in the head, about
in the maxillary, and 2^ in the height
of the preoperculum; the mouth is very large, inclined, the maxillary
expanded distally, so as to fall verv little short of an eve diameter,
and i-eaching posteriorly })eyond the eye; jaws large and powerful,
the upper scooped out in front so that the symphysis of the mandible

4-28-T.

H
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in; the

lower jaw projects; teeth

the jaws;

in

nosti'ils close

in small

VOL. XXVI.

rough patches or

together, directly in front of the

band.s

(\ye,

and

the posterior very large, 4 in the eye; lips thick, Heshy, and papillose;
interorbital space If in the eye; ver}" slightly elevated; opercle

above

with a strong. ])ackwardly produced spine; 9 scales along the posterioi

edge of the preoperculum on the operculum cheeks scaled; gillopening, very large, the membrane free from the isthmus; gill-rakers,]
Dorsal inserted!
6, 11, very long, slender, pointed, and 1\ in the eye.
third
and
fourth species
gill-opening,
the
posterior
edge
of
before the
depth
of
the
body;
soft dorsal
about
in
the
and
strongest,
longest
2i
highest in front, nearly equal to the highest dor.sal spines; the third
anal spine the longest to the eye, the soft part of the spine nearly as

^

X
Fig.

2.

— O.sTicHTHV.s

.taponicits.

high as the soft dor.sal; pectorals low, a little in front of the dorsal,
not reaching the vent, and 1^ in the head; ventrals below pectorals
shorter, and the spines a triHe shorter than the fourth dorsal spine.
Lateral line inclined to the base of the caudal from the upper part of
Caudal peduncle rather thick, compressed, and If in the
the head.
ventral spine.
Color, in alcohol, pale; in

life,

bright crim.son.

Length, 13i inches.

Here described from a specimen from Giran, Formosa.
Of this fine large fish we have examined a living specimen in the
Asakusa Aquarium from Misaki, and another from Giran, Formo.sa.
It is occasionally taken

ott'

but it is nowhere common.
specimen.

the rocky headlands of Southern Japan,

Our

figure

is

taken from the Giran

NO.
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HOLOCENTRUS

VS

(Artedi) Scopoli.

Holorentrinn Aktedi, Seba, III, about 1738, iionl)iiioiiual [nihrnm).
Holorcntriis ihio^iow, Zoophyl, 1763, p. 65 {rostralus, iionl)inoiiiialj

HolocenOirns (Gkonow) Scopoli, Int. Hist. Nat., 1777,

\^.

449 (misprint).

Holocentnix'Ri.ovH, Iclithyol., IV, 1790, p. 61 (sogo).
Rhynchiclitliijs

CrviKu and Valenxiennes,

Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

VII, 1831,

j>.

503

{pekunidls; young).

Rhinobery.v Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

1862,

ji.

237

(braclii/rlii/iiclnis;

young; scales said to be 25; may represent a distinct genus).
Hulocentrum of authors generally.

compressed, the ventral outline nearly
Head compressed, narrowed forward.
Operculum with a strong spine aljova\
below which the edge is sharpl}' serrated; a strong spine at the angle
Bod}' oblong-, luodenitely

straig-ht,

the back a

of preopercle.

little

elevated, the tail very slender.

Orbital ring, preorbital, preopercle, interopercle, sub-

opercle, occiput, and shoulder girdle with their edges sharply serrate.

Mouth

small, terminal, the maxillary not extending to the middle of

young (which consupposed genera Rh)/ncJtle]ttJnjs and Hfilvohenj.r) the snout
Maxillary broad, striate, with a supplemental
is much produced.
bone.
Eye excessively large. Scales moderate, closely imbricated,
the posterior margin strongly spinous.
Lateral line continuous.
eye; the lower jaw projecting in the adult; in the

stitute the

Dorsal deeply emarginate, the spines usually 11. depressible in a
groove; soft dorsal short and high; anal with 4 spines, the first and
second quite small, the third ^ery long and strong-, the fourth smaller;
caudal widely forked; both lobes with the rudimentar}- rays spine-

very strong. Species inuuerous,
remarkable for the development of sharp spines almost every where on
like; ventrals large, I. T, the spine

the surface of the bod}-.
{oXog.^
ft.

whole; Kkvrpov^ spine; spinous

all

over.)

Scales 36 to 37.

Color red, striped with white; spinous dorsal plain
sinnosissimus, 7.
Color red, striped with black; spinous dorsal with Ijlack blotches, .alboruber, 8.
cm. Scales 48; color red, striped with darker; base of pectoral and tips of caudal
black
ittodai, 9.
h.

bb.

7.

HOLOCENTRUS SPINOSISSIMUS

Schlegel.

ITTODAI (NUMBER ONE PERCH).
Holorcntrns
."aki.

^pino!^l.<i.'<imt(s

— GtJNTHER,

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1847,

Cat. Fish.,

I,

]>.

22, pi. viii.

A; Naga-

1859, p. 41 (copied).

Head, 2f; depth, 2f; D., XI, 18; A., IV, D; P., I, 13; V., 1, 7.
Scales 8-37 or 8S-().
Body rather long, compressed, and covered with
large, striated scales, rather rough to the touch.
Head compressed,
and the upper profile somewhat convex; eye large, its posterior margin
nearer the gill-opening than the tip of the snout, 2f in the head and equal

u
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to the maxillary; snout bluntly pointed. 2 in the eye; nostrils directly'
in front of the eye, and the posterior y(My large; mouth inclined, the
maxillary expanded distally till it is l^f in the eye, and reaching below
the first two-thirds of the eye; teeth in fine, roughened bands in the
jaws; the lips rather thick and fleshy; the lower jaw projects but little;

interorbital space concaye

aboye and

ecjual to

about three-fifths the

eye; bones on the head rough, striated, and with the edges serrated;]
two opercular spines; preoperculum with its lower angle with a strong

rows of

on the cheeks; preorbital spine
strong; gill-opening large; gill-rakers T-flO, rather short and most of'
them poorly deyeloped. Dorsal before the edge of the gill-opening;
and the pectoral, the third and fourth spines the highest; soft dorsal
highest in front and nearly as high as the spinous dorsal; third anali

backward spine;

fiye

scales

•

I

Fig.

3.

— HoLorENTRiT,s

spinosissimu:^

spine yery strong and long, though not as long as the longest rays,

and a))out
behind pectorals and
with their ti})s reaching for nearly two-thirds the space between their
bases and the origin of the anal; caudal emarginate, the lobes distinct;
rudimentary caudal rays seyeral and deyeloped as graduated spines
aboye and below; lateral lines inclosed from the head to the base of
the caudal; caudal peduncle compressed, about two-thirds the eye.
Color plain brown in alcohol, with traces of H longitudinal silyery
bands, and the cheeks and opercles silyery.
Length 7 inches. Here
described from two examples from Wakanoura.
Color in life brilliant scarlet, \vith white stripes, one stripe extending
obliquely below the eye.
which are

in front; pectoral a trifle shorter than the yentral,

equal to the third anal spine; yentrals a

little

i

N(..i306.
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This beautifully colored fish is occasionally taken on rocky shores
Our six-ciniens are frOm
the Kuro Shiwo, of southern Japan.
Wakanoura, where it is common in the open water.
in

(ppinosissiinus,

8.

most spiny.)

HOLOCENTRUS ALBORUBER

/

rubra Forskal, Descr. Anim., 1775,
Ptrca rubra Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801,

f

Holocentrus ruber HvvPFA.h, Atl., 1828, p. 83,

/ Sciit'iia

48;

\>.

p.

Lacepede.

Red

Sea.

90 (after Forskal).

pi. xxii, fig. 1;

Red

Sea.

Holocentrum rubrum Gunther, Cat. Fish., I, 1859, p. 35 (in part?); Anil)oina,
Bleekeh, Atl. lelith.
Japan, Louisiades, Philiiipines, China, India, Red Sea.
IX, pi. Ill, fig. 4.
{Holocentrum rubrum Day, Fishes India, pi. xu, fig. 4, is apparently some other
tlsh.)

Holocentrum rubrum Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 58; Miyakoshinia.
Holocentrum alboruhrum Lacepede, Hist. Poiss., IV, 1803, p. 372; China Seas,
from a Japanese print. Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 223; Canton.

New

f

Perca jjraslin L.\cepede, Hist. Poiss., IV, 1803,

f

Holocentrum orientaleCi-viFAi and Valenciennes, Hi.st. Poiss., Ill, 1829, p. 197;
VII, p. 497; Red Sea, Pondicherry.
Holocentrum marginatum Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., Ill, 1829, p.

f

p. 418;

Britain.

216; India.

Head, 2|; depth, 2|; D., XI, 13; A., IV, 10; P., I, 13; V., I, 7.
Body elongate, compressed, and covered with
rather large ctenoid scales. Head moderate, the upper profile strongly
convex over the eyes; eye large, 2| in the head and impinging upon
the upper profile; snout pointed, a little over half the eye; mouth
terminal, inclined, the lower jaw slightly projects, and the maxillary
does not reach the middle of the eye; teeth minute and in ])ands in the
jaws; no.strils directly in front of the eye and the posterior very much
Lateral line 3-36-7.

the larger; cheeks with 4 rows of scales; interorbital space slightly concave; opercles with two strong spines; the preoperciUum with a single
strong spine below, and the preorbital spine short; head more or less
striate, and with the edges of the bones more or less denticulate; gillopening large; gill-rakers 6-10, slender, pointed, rather poorly devel-

Dorsal about over the pectorals, the spinous fin rather high,
highest in the middle and in front; soft dorsal about over the spinous
anal, the anterior rays the highest, ])ut not as high as the anterior rays
oped.

of the soft anal, which are also the highest of that fin; third anal spine

strong, long, and at least equal to the highest anal ray; pectorals
shorter than the ventrals, about If in the head; ventrals l)ehind the
pectorals; the spine a little

more than two-thirds the length

of the

fin,

and its tip not reaching the vent; caudal forked, the lobes produced;
rudimentary caudal rays as 4 graduated spines aliove and below. Lateral line nearly concurrent with the back to the base of the caudal;
caudal peduncle compressed, about li in the eye.
Color in alcohol brown, dark and deep above, the sides with about
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9 longitudinal broad bands following the course of the scales; dorsal

with the membrane between the first 3 spines, with a ])road
blackish band above, which is continued on the membrane of the rest
of the tin as a broad black blotch in front of each spine; mem«brane,
including the fourth anal spine to the fii'st soft ra}^ Idack; edge of the
caudal above and below brownish; the head above is more or less uniform brownish; the lower surface of the body has a silvery appearlight,

ance;

membrane between the

ventral spine and the

lirst

ray white.

In life the species was deep red with white longitudinal stripes.
Length about 5f inches. Here described from an example from

Okinawa, Riukiu.

Of

this strongly

Okinawa.

marked

species

we have one specimen from Nafa,

in

It agrees fairly with Giinther's description of Ilolocentrus

ruher, or rather with the Japanese, Louisiade

and Amboina specimens,

having the anal spine 5 in total length, not 4i, as in the Red Sea
example, presumably typical of 11. ruber. In Bleeker's figure the
preopercular spine

is

represented as

much longer than in our examples.
so much that we suppose them to

Day's description and figure differ
belong to another species. In view of the uncertainty as to the identitj^ of the Japanese form with Ilolocentrm ruher of the Red Sea, we
retain provisionally the name IloJocentrns alhoruhei\ which seems to
admit of no doubt. The species may however prove fully identical
with Ilolocentrus
{cdhus.,

g.

Head

r\iher.

white; ruhe7\ red.)

HOLOCENTRUS ITTODAI
8^, depth 2^;

Lateral line 3-48-7.
small, ctenoid scales.

Jordan and Fowler,

D., XI, 14; A., IV, 11;

Body
Head

new

P.,

I,

species.

13; V., I, 7.

elongate, compressed, and covered with

rather small, the upper profile strongly

convex over the eyes; eye very large, 2i in the head, and impinging
upon the upper profile; snout pointed, about 2 in the eye; mouth
small, inferior and inclined, the maxillary not reaching to the middle
of the eye; teeth minute and in bands on the jaws; nostrils directly in
front of the eye and the posterior very nuich the larger; interorbital
space slightly concave, cheeks with 5 rows of scales; opercles with 2
strong spines; the preoperculum with a single strong spine below, and
the preorbital spine short; head more or less striate and with the
edges of the bones finally denticulate. Gill-opening large, the gillrakers 5+11, slender, pointed, rather poorly developed. Dorsal about
over the pectoral, the spinous fin rather high, highest in the middle;
soft dorsal beginning over the origin of the spinous anal, the anterior
the highest, but not as high as the anterior raj^s of the soft anal,
which are also the highest of that fin; third anal spine strong, long,

ra3's

and equal to the highest soft ra}^; pectorals shorter than the ventrals,
about li in the head and about equal to the third anal spine; caudal

NO.
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forked, the lobes produced; rudiinentary caudal rays as 4 graduated
spines above

and

])elow.

Lateral line inclined to the base of the caudal;

caudal peduncle compressed, about 1\ in the

ej^e.

brown, the sides with 11 white longitudinal ))ands following the course^ of the scales; spinous dorsal with
a narrow white longitudinal l)and running not far from the base of
the tin, above which in front is a broad 1)hu'kish band, distinct between
Color red

th(^ first

in alcohol

in life,

3 spines only.

Total length 1]
Okinawa, Riukiu.

Fk;.

Of
It is

Here described from

inches.

|

4.

— HOLOCENTRUS

a

specimen from

ITTODAI.

this species we have a single example from Nafa, in Okinawa.
apparently nearest to Ilolocentrus diadema, but it is markedly

different in color.
{ittodai,

numl)er one Tai or Porg}';

many, (pro))ably for

its

Itto,

meaning number one among

beauty.)

Family IV.

POLYMIXIID.E.

BARBUDOS.

Body
line
tile;

rathei" elongated and compressed; scales not serrated; lateral
continuous with back; head compressed, and with a decurved propreoperculum serrated; mouth with a lateral and nearly horizon-

tal cleft;

teeth villiform, on both jaws and on palate; branchiostegal

apertures large, the gill-mem])ranes separate, free from the isthmus;

branch iostegals 4; dorsal moderately elongated, with several spines,
increasing backward; anal opposite the posterior portion of dorsal,
armed with ?> or I spines; pectorals with liranched rays; ventral tins
thoracic, each with a spine and
or 7 rays. Vertebrae in increased
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

2
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The family is distinguished by the combination of chin
number of rays, and small number of branchiosteThe increased number of ventral rays and the structure of the

number

(29).

barbels, increased
gals.

According to Boulenger, the
and the species resemble Mullida3 in the peculiar hyoid barbels, but in no other regard.
A single genus, with a few species, inhabiting rather deep waters in
the tropical Atlantic and Pacific.
fins

points plainly to Berycoid affinities.

skeleton

is

essentially that of Bery,r^

POLYMIXIA Lowe.

7.

Polymix ia howE, Trans. Cambr. Pliil. Soi'., 183<S, p. 19S (nobilis).
Nemobrama Valenciennes, Berliei'-Webl) and Berthelot, Ichth.

lies.

Cauar.,

1844, p. 40 {webbii).

Dhiemus VoEY Memorias
,

II, 1860, p.

160 {venustus).

Characters of the genus included above.
(TCoXvg, many; jxt^is, mixing; a mixture of the characters of

many

groups.)
10.

POLYMIXIA JAPONICA

Steindachner.

(tINME (SILVKR F>YK).
Polyndxid
1883;
.

Head

jajioiiica

Steindachner, Fische Japans,

Tokyo.— IsiiiKAWA,

I,

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 58;

1883, p. 12, pi. iv,

lig.

2,

Tokyo.

2| to 3; depth 2f to 2f ; D., V, 33 to 3tt; A., IV, 15 to IH;
Body long, compressed,
6.
Scales 7-60-16.

P., I, 15 to 16; v., ],

with the anterior

jirofile

convex and descending from the eye

the snout; posterior profile gradually descending to the caudal

to

fin;

and rough. Head
eye large, 3 in the head and If
in the maxillary; snout short, very o))tuse, produced, about If in
eye and 3 in the maxillary; mouth large, inferior, the maxillary
expanded distally until a little more than half the eye and reaching
a short distance behind the eye; jaws with broad, rough patches of
minute teeth; mandibular barbels reaching the ventrals in smaller
specimens; suborbital narrow, about one-third the eye; nostrils close
together in front of the eye, the posterior an elongate slit, the
anterior rounded and covered by a fiap; interorbital space convex,
scaled till even with the front margin of the eye, a little less than the
eye and 2 in the maxillary; preoperculum and operculum scaly. Gillopening large, the gill-rakers 5+9, moderate, compressed. Origin of
the dorsal nearer the tip of the snout than the base of the caudal; the
spinous dorsal with weak spines, graduated to the last, which is the
longest and more than half the length of the highest soft rays which
includes the first 7 or 8, the rest of the soft dorsal being low and of
uniform height; anal spines weak and graduated to the fourth or
longest; first anal ray the longest, higher than the fourth anal spine,
and similar in shape to the dorsal; pectorals low, short, reaching
posterior profile nearly

compressed and more or

straight.

less scaly;

Scales small

NO.
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beyond the

first
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dorsal rays and about equal to the maxillary; ven-

beginning in front of the dorsal and extending for about
four-ninths the distance ])etween their own })ases and the origin of the
Lateral lino oblique
anal; caudal deeply forked and the lobes pointed.
to the base of the
straight
to the caudal peduncle, where it runs
to
the eye.
compressed
and
ec^ual
Caudal i)eduiu'le
caudal.
darker and richer;
the
back
and
on
Color in alcohol brown, above
trals short,

on the sides series of longitudinal stripes of silvery; base of the pectoral black, together with the caudal lol)es and the upper portion of
the anterior soft dorsal rays; peritoneum l)lack.

Length 8i inches. Here described from examples from Misaki.
Our numerous specimens were taken at Misaki on long lines ))y
Kumakichi Aoki, the fisherman collector of the marine laboratory of
The species is sufficiently distinct
the Imperial University of Tokyo.
from Pohjniixla lowel of the Atlantic, having smaller scales and larger
It is

fins.

known

to fishermen as G'lnine or Silver Eye.

Family V.

MONOCENTRID^E.

PINE-CONE FISHES.

The characters of the family are those of the single genus, Monocentrlx.
Two species are known, Japanese and Australian. The single
geiuis
to

is

notably unlike any other kind of

whatever, but

fish

it

seems

be nearest the Bcrvcoids.
8.
3/o»orr»/)-/.s"

MONOCENTRIS

SciiXEinEK, Syst. Ichth., hSOl,

p.

Schneider.
100

{cariiiatii.'^).

Lepisacanthus Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1802, p. 321 (japonicus).

bony scales,
form a coat of mail. Snout blunt, rounded, protruding
beyond the mouth; mouth moderate, villiform; teeth on jaws and
palatines, none on vomer; eye moderate; branchiostegals 8; opercular

Body

short, deep, compressed, covered with very large

joined to

bones entire; suborbitals with radiating ridges. Dorsal spines isolated; soft dorsal moderate; ventrals reduced to a strong spine and 3
soft rays.
Caudal not forked. According to Boulenger, the skeleton
of Moriocentrls

show some

affinity to that of the Bii'ycldie^ l)ut differs

considerably in "the total absence of ribs on any of the vertebny anterior to the seventh."
{/Aovos, one;
II.

Ktvrpnv^ spine.)

MONOCENTRIS JAPONICUS

MATSUKASA UWO

(Houttuyn).

(PINK-CX)NE FISH); MATSUKASAGO (PINE SCULPIN)
(DICK, THE BRIDECROOM FISH).

TAIMUKO-NO-GENPACHI«

Gasterosteusjapomcus Houttuyn, Act. Soc. Harl.,
Sciicna japonica {cataphnicta)
pi. Ill;

XX,

Thunberg, Nor. Act.

1782, pi.

Sci.

ii,

p. 329,

Nagasaki.

« Genpachi, a boy's

name corresponding

to

Nagasaki.

Suec, XI, 1790,

Tom

or Dick.

p. 102,
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Monocentris cataphracta Bleeker,

Kon. Ak. Wet. Amob.,

Lejnsacunthus japonicus Lacepede, Hist.

1853, p. 5;

vol. xxvi.

Kaminoseki.

Nat. Poiss., Ill, 1802, p.

.S21

(after

Houttuyn).
Monocentris japonicus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss., IV, 1829, p. 461,
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1847, p. 50,
pi. xcvii; Japan (Coll. Tilesius)

Nagasaki Steindachnek, Fisehe Japans, I, 1883, p. 9; Enoshima, Nagasaki, Kanagawa, Philippines.
Monocentris carinata Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 100, pi. xxiv; Japan (c-alled
pi. XXII, fig. 1;

Monocentris cataphracta on plate).

Head
13;

V, I

V

or VI; 11 to 12; A. 10; P. I,
2i to 2^; depth If to If; D.,
Body deep, compressed, covered with
3; scales 2-12 to 11-4.

large scales, which are ver^' roughly striated and each with a median
keel

armed with a series of several backwardly projecting- .short spines,
form 7 rows along the sides; there is a ventral keel similar to

so as to

Head without

the scales along the sides.

scales I)ut

very rough, the

ridges elevated and with papillose skin stretchng from one to the
other, leaving large

mucous

cavities underneath; the depth of the

eye a

head

front of the middle, 3i in the
head, greater than the snout, and 1^ in the interorbital space; nostrils
directly in front of the eye, the posterior very much the larger; snout

about

eipial to its length;

little in

very i"ound, obtuse, and projecting beyond the mouth; the mouth
large, o])li(|ue, and inferior, with the maxillary extending to ))elow
the posterior margin of the eye; jaws without teeth; interorbital space
roundly convex; gill-opening rather large, with well-developed flap

and forming a free fold across the isthuuis; gill-rakers somewhat
niunerous, slender, and at least as long as half of eye; the skin between
the jaws below is coarsely papillose or fringed; origin of the dorsal a
little behind the gill-opening; spinous dorsal composed of at least 3,
very often 1, very robust, strong, pointed spines, inclined alternately
somewhat to one side of the body or the other, the first always the
shortest, and the second alwaj's the longest, the other dorsal spines
obsolete; soft dorsal high in the middle w^ith rounded edge; anal high
in front and sloping behind; higher than the soft dorsal; pectorals
low, I2 in the head; ventral spine very strong, long, 1-k in the head,
and reaching the anus caudal with ])oth lobes pointed, the edge emarginate; caudal peduncle a little less than the eye.
Color ill alcohol, pale brown; each scale with sivin at its base blackish, forming a reticulated pattern as it shows along the edges; jaws,
blackish; several blackish l)ands radiating from the eye and around
the opercles.

Here

Total length, 5 inches.

from Nagasaki examples.
Color in life, coppery l)rown above and on the fins; sides and below,
coppery yellow; outlines of scales, ])lackish.
This extraordinary little fish is rather common in clear waters with
rocky bottom off the coast of Japan. Our lunnerous specimens are
from Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura, Sagami Bay, Suruga Bay, Nagasaki,
descri))ed

and Nafa

in

Okinawa.
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Houttuyn observes
the equal of it."
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regard to this species: ''I have never seen
one of tlie most a))errant of all known

in

It is eertainly

fishes.

RUINIMARY.
Kami

1.

(hnulaehjlHit C'nvier
s/ili'ixh'iis

and

(Jnvior.

II.

TuAciiiciiTirYiD/K.

fleplii/rohiri/.r JJoulcngiM'.

(Dciderlein); Suruga Bay.
3.

vu'illlt'rrdiiriiii

IIojiJoMcthvit C\\\'wv

prostltemhifi

l>ay, Surnifa

Bay, Kishyn.

Paratrdcldcldhys Waite.

Jordan and Fowler; Surnga Bay.

Family
5.

G. j((ponir)ifi

and Valenciennes.

Cnvier and Valenciennes; Saganii
4.

5.

I.kkycid^.

ValciiciciiiK's.

2.

4.

I.

Ijowc; Tokyo, Yokoliaiiiu.

Family

;i j(ij)n)iirii.9

V

7.Vt//,c

1.

2.

I,

III.

OsticJifliys

HoLocENTRin.K.

Jordan and Kveiinann.

(Cnvier and ValencienneH); Misaki,
G.

7.

.9/>mo.si.%"/mH.s

S.

(dhorube)'

il.

iltoddi

Schlegel

<

iiran.

Jlolorcnlnis Sco})oli

Wakanonra.

;

Lacepede; Okinawa.
Jordan and Fowler; Okinawa.

Family IV. I'oLYMixnn.K
7.

10.

Poli/mi.fi<i

Lowe.

japnvira Steindaeher; Misaki.

Family V. Moxocentrid.k.
S.

11. jfiponiriiii

and

Xal'a.

Mmiocrnirh Schneider.

(Ilonttnyn); Tokyo,

]\Iisaki,

Wakanonra, Snrnga Bay, Nagasaki

JAPANESK STALK-EYED CRUSTACEANS.
By Mary
Second

The

As.^ist<iiil Ciirtifor,

collection here described

J. RATiiiiUN,
T)lr!slon of Mdrlite. Tnvertelirdles.

was obtained

summer

l)v

Dr. David S. Jordan

while making a
Japan under the auspices of the
The specimens were
Hopkins La))orator3' of Stanford University.

and Mr.

f7.

O. Snyder durino- the

of

11»0(),

special investigation of the tishes of

The new species number nine
taken along- shore, mostly in the seine.
shrimps and one hermit crab. To show the relation of the species
two additional

of Parapendeits of the velatinus type, descriptions of

Museum

species in the U. S. National

are included.

The drawings were made ])y Miss Sigrid Bentzon.
mens are in the U. S. National Museum.

Order

BRACHYURA.

OCYPODID^E.

EUCRATE CRENATA
Cancer {Eucrak') crendtus de

%.

speci-

DECAPODA.

Suborder

Family

The type

de Haan.

Haan, Fauna Japon.,

Crust., 1835, p. 51,

jil.

xv,

1.

Encraie crenata Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

LXIX,

1900,

j).

oOO,

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura, Kii; 2 males,

1 female.

CARCINOPLAX LONGIMANUS

(de Haan).

Cancer {Curtonolus) longiinanuti de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,

p. 50, pi.

VI, fig. 1.

Cnrdnojdox longbnmms Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

LXIX,

1900,

\).

303,

and synonymy.

Wakanoura,
medium.

Kii; 4 males, 3 females, large; 15 males, 13 females,

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1307.
23
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CARCINOPLAX VESTITA
Cancer (Cartonohis)

vet^titus

dk Haax, Fauna

vol. xxvi.

(de Haan).
JajMin., CVnst., 1S35, p. 51,

v,

j)!.

fig. 3.

Cnrcmoplnx

resilliii<

Mii-ne Edwards,

Ann.

Nat.

Sci.

(.']),

Zool.,

XVIII,

1S52,

p. 1G4 [128].

Wakauoura.

Kii;

»»

males, 8

foiiiales.

P^aiiiily

(rRAPSID.T^].

HEMIGRAPSUS SANGUINEUS
Grapstis
XVI,

{Grapftnx) siiiKjuineuti de II a an,

Fauna Japon.,

Crust., 18.35, p. 58, pi.

fig. 3.

Heterograpans saiKjulneua
p.

de Haan).

(

Milne Edwards, Ann.

Sci.

XX,

Nat. (3), Zool.,

1853,

193 [159].

Tok^^o, 9 males; Misaki, Sagami, 1 male;

ERIOCHEIR JAPONICUS

Wakanoura,

Kii, 1 female.

de Haan.

Grapsus {Eriocheir) japonieuft de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,

p. 59,

jil.

XVII.

Eriochinis japoninis

Milne Edwards, Ann.

Nat. (3), Zool.,

Sei.

XX,

1853,

\^.

176 [142].

Aomori, Rikiioku;
River,

Same, Rikuoku;

Wakanoura,

Kii;

Chikiio-o

Kunime. Chikugo.

PLATYGRAPSUS DEPRESSUS

(de Haan).

Grapsus {Platynotu>t) depressus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,

p. 03, pi.

VIII, fig. 2.

Plaiygrapsus depressus Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858,

p.

104 [50].

Hakodate, Hokkaido.

SESARMA (HOLOMETOPUS) H/EMATOCHEIR
Grapmis (Pachywina) Immatoclieir de Haan, Fauna Japon.,

(de Haan).

Ci'ust., 1835,

]).

02,

pi. VIII, fig. 4.

Holometopus hivmatocheir ]Milne PjDWARDS, Ann.

8ci.

Nat. (3), Zool.,

XX,

1853,

p. 188 [154].

Mog-i, near Nagasaki.

Family

PTLUMNID.E.

LIAGORE RUBROMACULATA

de Haan.

Cancer {Liagore) ruhromacuJntiix de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,
pi. V, fig. 1.
Bektiiold, Abh. Ki'diigl. Ges. Wiss. Gottingen, III, 1845,

Wakanoura,

Kii; lO males,

1>

females.

p. 49,
p. 18.

JAPANESE STALK-EYED CRUSTACEANS— RATHE UX.
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ATERGATIS OCYROE
Cancer ocyroe Herhst,

Kral)lKii

Niitiir. d.

ii.

25

(Herbst).

Krebse, Til, Tt.

ISO],

2,

20, pi.

]..

Liv, fig. 2.

Atmjalls floriilus Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, ]>X\'II,

ISiis,

!is,

;mil

lOii

ami

|..

synonym}'.

Mi.saki, Sagaiiii.

XANTHO SCABERRIMUS
Walkkk,

Xantlio sciilierrimiis

Liun. Soc. T.oiidon,

XX,

LSS7,

])](.

pi. VII, ligs. 1-4.

1 ir>,

(LupJio.ranfhKs)

Xaiitlid

.Tour.

Walker.

sciihcrrl)iiii.'^

Alcock, Jour.

Asiali<' Soc.

Bengal, I.,XVTT,

1898, p. 116.

Wiikanoura. Kii;

1 t'oinale.

LEPTODIUS EXARATUS

(Milne Edwards).

MiLVE Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust., I, 1834, p. 402.
Milne Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Mus. ITist. Nat. Paris, TV,

Chlorodhis rxdratiis

Leptodius exaratiin A.
1868, p. 71.

Xantho

{Leptodinti)

p. 118,

ciaratu!^

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, TjXVTI, 1898,

and synonymy.

Mi.saki. Sao-anii.

Family

POBTUNID.E.

OVALIPES BIPUSTULATUS
Phiti/oniclius hipnslul^dll.< IVIilne

Edwards,

(Milne Edwards).

Hist. Nat. Crust.,

I,

18.'14,

ji.

4.^7, ])1.

XVII, tigs. 7-TO.

Cori/Mrs {Aiiiaopns)

punHatd de ITaan,

I'^auna Japou., Crust., IS.V), p. 44,

i)l.

ii,

fig. 1.

Oral'iprx bipiisiidalvx

Rathbi-n,

U.

I^roc.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXT,

1898, p.

r)97.

Same, Riknokti.

LIOCARCINUS STRIGILIS
Portimuii {Poriimus) corriigatiia

(

Stimpson)

de Ha.\x, Fauna Jaixm., Crust.,

18.Sri,

]i.

40 (not

P. corrugutuH \je^ch)

Portnnus

^TiMi'soy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila.

sir igil Is

,

X,

1858, p. 38

[.35].

Misaki. Sagami; Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen.

As compared
narrower
0. 7!>

to Z. a'/riu/cftiis (Leach),

— length

to 0.87

i).'6^i

to 0.8 of width.

of

width;

Z.
in

xti'!(/Uis is

longer and

Z. c(/r7'ugatus^ length

The antero-lateral margin is relatively longer
The median tooth of the front is more tri-

than the postero-lateral.
angular,
<l<ttux

its

sides at right angles to each other, tip acute; in Z. corru-

the sides form an obtuse angle, which

Ditjienslons.

length 26.2

— Male,

mm., width

said to be 0.28 of

is

bluntly rounded.

length 22.6 mm., width 26. (! nmi.
3<»

mm.

Stimp.son's type

an inch long, 0.8 of an inch wid(\

;

female,

was very small,
This

is

i)robably
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an error, as in his figure (unpublished) the carapace measures 13.5
long b}^ 15.5 mm. broad; the figure is enlarged twice, making
the actual measurements 6.75 nun. ])y 7.75 mm., or 0.26 l\y 0.8 inch.

mm.

PORTUNUS PELAGICUS

(Linnaeus).

Cancer pelagicns Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., lOtli ed., I, 175H, p. 626.
Portunus pelugicns Fabkicius, Suppl. Fiiit. Syst., 1798, p. 367.
Neptunus pelaglcus Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soo. Bengal, LXVII, 1898,

not

all

references to

Kawatana;

1

male, 1 female.

PORTUNUS TRITUBERCULATUS

(Miers).

Portunus {Neptunus) pdagmis de IIaan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,
IX

and

p. 34, part;

synonymy.

j).

37, pis.

X.

Neptunus tntubercukdus Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), XVII,
and (5), V, 1880, p. 238.
Neptunus {Neptunus) pelagicas var. triluheradatus Ortmann, Zool.
VII, 1893, p.

Wakanoura,
date, 1 female,

187(i, p. 22],

Jalirl)., Syst.

74.

Yokohama, 1 male, 1 female, and HakoFish Connnission steamer Alhafross; Japan, 8

Kii, 1 female;

V

.

S.

males, 2 females.

This form seems to me specifically distinct from P. j>elagicut<^ of
which 82 specimens have been examined. In 2\ trittiherculatax, the
granules of the carapace are much finer and more numerous. There
is a very prominent lump on the postgastric and two on the cardiac
The front has only two teeth between the inner orbital teeth,
region.
the two small teeth at the base of the epistomial spine being absent.
is rounded, not dentiform
margin
of the arm carries 4 (in one case
nor spiniform. The anterior
The length of the sixth abdominal somite in the male is
8) spines.
greater than its proximal width; in P. pektgica.'^ less, or just equal to
The sternum of the female is coarsely granulate; carinse
that width.
of second and third abdominal segments laterally strongly produced

Th<' middle lobe of the supraorliital l)order

in

an acute tooth or spine.

PORTUNUS GLADIATOR

Fabricius.

Portunus gladiator Fabricius, Suppl. Ent. Syst., 1798, p. 368.
Neptunus {Amph'drite) gladiator Alc(K'k, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXVIII,
1899, p. 35,

Wakanoura,

and synonymy.

Kii;

1

male, 1 female.

media Stimpson, as figured b}- him in his unpublished
report on the Crustacea of the North Pacific Exploring Expedition,
difl'ers from P. (jhidlntoi' in the nearly equal and ecpially advanced
teeth of the front, the appressed and overlapping antero-lateral teeth,
Aiii2>h!trite

the shorter lateral spine.
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Fabricius.

Portunus hastatoides Fabricius, Suppl. Entom. Syst., 1798, p. 368.
Neptwms {Ilellenus) hastatoides Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXVIII, 1899,
p. 38,

and synonymy.

young male,

Wakiinoiiiii, Kii, 1

1

female; Nagasaki, Hizen, 4 males,

5 females.

CHARYBDIS JAPONICA

(A. Milne Edwards).

—

dentatus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835, ]>. 41,
Not Cancer scxdentatus Herbst.
Goniosoma japonicum A. Milne Edwards, Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, X, 1861,

Portunus {Charybdis) 6
pi. XII, fig. 1.

p. 373.

Matsushima, Rikuzen; Tokyo; Wakanoura, Kii; Onomiehi, Bingo;
Nagasaki, Hizen.

CHARYBDIS MILES

de Haan.

Portunus {Charyhdh) miles de IIaan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,

p. 41, pi. xi,

fig. 1.

Charyhdis (Goniosoma) miles Alcock, Jour. Asiatic 8oc. Bengal, LXVIII, 1899,
p. 62,

and synonymy.

Wakanoura,

Kii.

CHARYBDIS VARIEGATA

(Fabricius).

Portunus variegatusYABRicivs, Suppl. Ent. Syst., 1798, p. 364.
CJiaryhdis {Goniosoma) variegata Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXVIII,
1899, p. 60,

Wakanoura,

and synonymy.

Kii, 1 male,

1

female; Nagasaki, Hizen, 2 males,

1

female.

The specimens have been compared with a photograph

museum

types in the

at

of Fabricius's

Copenhagen.

CHARYBDIS TRUNCATA

(Fabricius).

Y x^uicwa, Suppl. Ent. Syst., 1798, jt. 365.
Portunus (Thalamita) truncatus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835,
Portunus truncatas
fig. 3,

and

pi. xii, fig. 3,

Goniosoma ornatum A. Milne

P]i)\vards,

Charyhdis
Y>.

64,

(

Goniohelleiius) oDtaia

jNIus.Hist. Nat.

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXVIII, 1899,

and synonytny.

CJiaryhdis (Gonionepfunus) truncata

Laccadive Arch.,

I,

Borradaile, Fauna and Geog. Maldive and

1902, p. 200.

Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen.
The specimens were compared with
type.

ii,

Arch. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, X, 1861,

and 385. Not G. truncatum A. Milne Edwards, Arch.
X, 1861, pp. 380 and 385, pi. xxxiv, fig. 4.

pp. 376
Paris,

p. 43, pi.

male only.

a photograph of the Fabrician
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CHARYBDIS SUBORNATA

vol. xxvi.

(Ortmann).

Portuims {Thalarnita) trnncatus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1835, p. 43,
pi. xii, fig. 3, female only; 1849, p. 244.
Pnrtunus {Charyhdh) tnincafvs, vdricfai^, he TIaan, Fauna Japou., CruRt., 1838,
p. 65, pi. XVIII, fig. 2.

flomnncpiimiiif xnhoniatiis

Ortmann,

Zool. Jalirl)., 8yst., VII, 1893, p. 79, pi.

iii,

fig. 9.

{Gonionepiumis) tnmcala Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, I.XYIII,
07.
Not Gonioaonia trmicatiim A. Milne Edwards, Arch. Mu.'^. Hist.

('h(tr!ib(ll.'<

1899,

]).

Nat. Paris, X, 1861, pp. 380 and 385,

Wakanoura.

Kii;

ThalamUa slwa Milne P^dwards,
(

fig. 4.

Milne Edwards.

Hist. Nat. Crust.,

I,

1834, p. 460.

and synonymy.
Thalmnita) arcuatus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust.,

Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

fig. 2;

xxxiv,

Onomichi, Bingo,

THALAMITA SIMA

Pnrtunnn

])1.

LXVIII,

1899,

j).

Alcock, Jour.

81,

1835, p. 43, pi.

ii,

pi. XIII, fig. 1.

Misaki, Sagami; Nagasaki, Hizen.

Family

CANCRID^.

TELMESSUS ACUTIDENS
C'hriraf/nnns aeiitldens Stimpson, Proc.
Tdmi'ssits
fig. 1,

(wutidem Benedict, Proc. U.

(Stimpson).

Acad, Nat.
S.

Sci. Phila.,

X,

1858, p. 40 [37].

Nat. Mus., X\', 1892, p. 228,

pi.

xxvi,

and synonymy.

Mororan, Hokkaido; Hakodate, Hokkaido (many young); Aomori,
Rikuokii.

Family MAIID^E.

HUENIA PROTEUS

de Haan.

Maja {Tluenia) donfjata de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. xxiii, figs. 4, 5.^'
Majd (Ilnenia) henddica de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. xxiii, fig. 6.«
Majd {Iluenia) jjrotens de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1839, p. 95.
Huenla proteus Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXIV, 1895, ]>. 195, an<l
synonymy.

Nagasaki, Hizen.

PUGETTIA QUADRIDENS

(deHaan).

Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. xxiv, fig. 2, 1838.''
Pmi. {Halimus) incisa de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. xxiv, fig. 3, 1838.
Pisa {Menneihius) incisa de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. Ci.
Pisa {Menneihius) quadridens de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. g.
Pisa {Menoethius) quadridens de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1839, p. 97.
Pisa [Meiioelhins) incisus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1839, p. 98.
Pngettia quadrideus Rathbin, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XYII, 1894, \}. 71, and
synonymy.
Pisa {Halimua) quadridens de

Hakodate, Hokkaido, and Misaki, Sagami; specimens of typical form.
f'

Specific

name

''Pp. 65-72

and

corrected in text.
pis.

xxiv, e and

p.

Fauna Japon.,

ing to Bull. Sci. Phys. Nat. Neerlande, Aug. 31,

Crust.,

18.38.

appeared in 1838, accord-
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Stimpson.

Doclen canalifcra Stimpsox, Proi". Acad. Xat. 8ci. Phila., IX, 1857,

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXIV, 1895, p. 228.
Doclea japonica Ortman.v, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VII, 1893, p.
Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXIV, 1895, p. 227.

217 [23].

j).

lu, fig. 4.

pi.

46,

Wakanoiira, Kii; 3 males, 3 females.
largest males agree with descriptions of I), jajx'nlai ; in
the four smaller specimens, however, the spines are all better developed, the posterior of the branchial spines being the largest one on
Stimpson's description was based on a youngthe lateral margin.
male, of which a figure was made, but is yet unpublished.

The two

HALIMUS DIACANTHUS
Pha

de Haan).

(

[Nxxia) diacantha de H.van, Fauna Japoii.,
1839, p.

Hyastenns

and

9(3,

(liacaiitJnts

pi.

«

t'rust.,

xxiv,

18.38, pi.

fig. 1;

(;.

Alcock,

Bengal,

,I(mr. Asiatic Soc.

LXIV,

1895,

210,

j).

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen.

MICIPPA PHILYRA
Cancer pkilyra Herbst, Natur.
Lvni,

Krabben

(Herbst).

Krebse, III,

u.

Pt. 3, 1803,

j>.

51, pi.

fig. 4.

Micippa philyra Alcock,

Jour.

Asiatic Soc.

LXIV,

Bengal,

1895, p. 249,

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura,

Kii.

MICIPPA THALIA
Cduri'v tiKtfIa

Hekbst, Natur. Krabljen

u.

(Herbst).

Krebse, III, Pt.

3,

1803,

50,

pi.

251,

and

p.

Lviii, fig 3.

Micippa thalia Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

LXIV,

1895,

p.

synonymy.

Nagasaki, Hizen.

PARTHENOPID^E.
LAMBRUS VALIDUS de Haan.

Family

Paiiheuopr
fig.

1,

LamhruK

(L((]iihriis) ralida

and

ralidits

Wakanoura,

de HAAN,Fauna Japon.,

ORTMASti, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VII, 1893,

Parfhcnaps {Larnhrufi) laciniata de
figs.

p. 414,

and synonymy.

Kii.

LAMBRUS LACINIATUS
XXII,

Crust., 1839, p. 90, pi. xxi,

pi. XXII, fig. 1.

2

and

3 {ralida

Lambrus laciniatns Ortmann,
synonymy.

on

de Haan.

Haan, Fauna Japon.,

Crust., 1839,

j).

91, pi.

plate).

Zool.

Jahrb.,

Syst.,

VII,

1893,

p.

415,

and

Wakanoura, Kii; Onomichi, Bingo; Nagasaki, Hizen.

is

«I have shown elsewhere (Free. BioL Soc. Wash., XI, 1897,
a synonym of Halinius.

p. 157) that lltjastenus
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Family

CALAPPID^.

CALAPPA PHILARGIUS
Cala2)pa})hilarghis

vol. xxvi.

(Linnaeus).

AhcocK, Jour. Aniiitic^oc. Bengal,

LXV,

1896,

145,

p.

and

synonymy.

Nagasaki, Hizen; 1 female.

Family MATUTID.4^].

MATUTA LUNARIS

I

'

(ForskSl).

Cancer lunaris Fokskal, Descriptiones Animaliuni, 1775,

ji.

01.

Not

C. hniaris

Rumi^h, 1705.
Cancer victor Fabricius, P^nt. Syst., II, 1793, p. 449.
victor Fabku'ivh, Suppl. Ent. Syst., 1798, p. 809.

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic

Maiula

LXV,

Soc. Bengal,

1896, p. 160,

Nagasaki, Hizen; 1 female.
j\I(ifiit(i lunnrls Alcock" .should

The

original of Herb.st's pi. vi,

not to be found during

my

and synonymy.

known

])C

tig.

44,

a.s

J/. pla^'ipcH Fahricius.

pro})ahl3^ not extant;

is

visit to the Berlin

Museum

it

was

,

in iStHI.

Family LEUCOSIID.F.

PERSEPHONA FUGAX

(Fabricius).

Myrajurfax Alcock, Jour. Asiatic 8oc. Bengal,

Wakanoura,

LXV,

1896, p. 202,

and synonymy,

j

Kii (numerous); Nagasaki, Hizen.

I think that the

genus Myra Leach

not distinct from PermpJtona

is

Leach.

1

LEUCOSIDES LONGIFRONS
Leucosia

lonr/ifroii.^

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic

.Soc.

(de Haan).

Bengal,

LXV,

1896, p. 220,

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura,

Kii;

1

male.

Leucosl(Jei< Kathlnin, 1897,'^

was substituted for Leucosia Leach, not

Leucosia Fabricius. restricted by Latreille.

ARCANIA SEPTEMSPINOSA
Arcania xepicmxphtoxn Alcock, Jour. Asiatic

8oi'.

(Fabricius).

Bengal,

LXV,

1896, p. 265,

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura,

Kii.

ARCANIA UNDECIMSPINOSA

de Haan.

Arcania undecimspinosa Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

LXV,

and synonymy.

Wakanoura,

Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen.
« Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

'>Proc. Biol. Soc.

LXV,

Wash., XI,

1896, p. 161.

p. 160.

1896, p. 266,
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Family DORIPPID.E.

DORIPPE DORSIPES
Dorippe dorsipea Alcock, Jour.

(Linnaeus).

Asiati'- Soc.

Bengal,

LXV,

1S9(>,

277,

p.

and

synonymy.

Wakanoura, Kii;

Najj^asaki,

Hizen.

DORIPPE JAPONICA
I)ori]>pe

de Siebold.

japonicd dk Sikbom), Spicilegia Fauna* Japonit-a', 1824,

Dorippe callida de Haan, Fauna

Wakanoura,

Fekl'ssac,

p. 14.

de Haax, Fauna Japon., Crust, 1849,

Bull, des Sci., IV, 1825, p. 87.

Jai:>on., Crust., pi.

xxxi,

l.«

lig.

Not

p. 122.

Fabricius.

Kii; 2 females.

DORIPPE GRANULATA
Dorippe sima de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust.,

de Haan.
pi.

xxxi,

2."

fig.

Ncjt

Milne

Edwards.
Dorippe ffranalata de Haan, Faurta Japon., Crunt., 1889, p. 122.
lata Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXV, 1896, \^. 279.

Not

i>.

(jranu-

Minyako, Rikuzen; Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Tlizen.
D. (/ranu/ata is ver}^ ditterent from I), faeclthio (Herbst).

The

covered with granules, especially dense on
the branchial regions, smallest on the protogastric and frontal regions,
absent from the sulci and from the margin of the gastric region. The
width between the tips of the exorbital teeth is only half or less than
The spine at the lower inner
df the greatest width of the carapace.
a gle of the orbit is very short, not nearly as advanced as the front.
lie roof of the endostomial canal projects as a slight rim beyond the
front.
The outer surface of the chelipeds is granulate except on the
lingers, and, in the female and the smaller cheliped of the male, on
(ho lower central and distal portion of the palm.
The margins and
carina' of the second and third pairs of legs, save on the dactyli, are
granulate, the granules very tine on the propodi.
Dihtensions.
Male, length 28.3 mm., width 32.5 nun,, exor))ital
width 14.0 mm., length of second aml)ulatory leg 7(5 mm.
Female,
length 24. t) mm., width 27. > nnn., exorbital width 13.4 mm., length of
second ambulatory leg 65 mm.
surface of the carapace

is

li

i

—

Suborder

ANOMURA.

Family RANINID^?^.

RANINA RANINA

(Linnaeus).

Cancer ram/ms LiNN^us, Hyst. Nat., 10th ed.,

Eanimi scabra,

serrata,

and dentata

Misaki, Sagami, 1 male,

1

« Specific

I,

1758, p. 025.

of authors.

female; Nagasaki, Hizen,

name

corrected in text.

1

nude.
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Family DROMIID.E.

DROMIA DORMIA
Oincer Donnia Lixx.eus,
I,

AiiKjeii.

(Linnaeus;

Acad., VI, 1763,

413; Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

]).

Pt. 2, 1767, p. 1043.

Dromid Rumphii Alcock,
synonymy.

Wakaiioura. Kii;

Join-. Asiatic Soc.

Bengal,

LXVIII,

1899,

137,

i>.

and

male.

1

Family LATREILLIID^E.

LATREILLIA VALIDA

de Haan.

db Ha.vx, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1839, p.
Hexderson, Challenger Rept., XXVII, 1888, p. 24.

Ldtreillia valida

Wakanoura,

107, pi.

xxx,

fig.

The

female with ova, lacking- the chclipeds.

Kii; 1

1.

frontal ^pine.s have a subterminal spinule.

Family

LITHODID.F.

CRYPTOLITHODES EXPANSUS
('n//>f<ditlio<1(V

('.ry((o/.s(f.s

^NIieks,

Miers.

Proc Zool. Soc. London, 1879,

jip.

21

and

47.

Minyako, Rikiizen, 1 male.
Length 51.(3 mm., length of ro.strum J>.5 mm., width 78. nnn.
length measured from outer ang-le of orbit backward 45 mnL
Carapace transversely ol)long, without lateral angles, covered with
minute vesicular s'.^tte springing' from minute punct^e, and also with
There is a
larger puncta:^.
prominent
protuberance
on
i"
the cardiac region, and one
on either side of it on the
!»

branchial region, the three
forming' a transverse series

and springing from a common l^ase. A similar prominence occupies the gastric
region, and through it a
median ridge runs on to the
distal half of the rostrum.
Fiu. 1.— Ckyi'tolithodks kxpansi's,

CARAPACE, X

outline ok

4.

The

anterior half of each

expansion is occuright expansion
pied
is tuberculated.
The margin of the carapace is furnished
is a little larger than the left.
with small blunt teeth or tid)ercles at irregular and remote intervals;
these number about 34, the largest ones being at the outer angle of the
lateral

l)y

a low prominence Avhich

The rostrum

The

moderately detlexed, projects well beyond the
anterior margin of the carapace, is nearly as long as its width at base,
orbit.

is
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gradually converging and slightly convex, extremity truncate,

save for a small median tu])ercle.
The eyes reach half the length of the rostrum.

The second segment

of the outer antennsv has a bispinose outer crest, one spine i)ointing

The

forward, the other backward.
axial length; its distal

margin (which

In the left cheliped (the right

tul)erculous below;

merus

is

acicle
is

is

much broader than

directed obli({uel3')

is

its

concave.

missing), the basis and ischium are

tricarinate, the inner carina cut into 4 irreg-

and continuing a similar carina on the ischium; the upper,
is rough, the inner margin and angle laminar,
Palm and
the outer carina blunt, a blunt tooth at lower distal angle.
fingers tuberculous inside and out, a sharp carina on upper surface of
palm, ending distallv in an acute conical tooth, a blunt carina on lower
nmrgin of propodus. Fingers considerably longer than upper margin
of palm, almost meeting when closed, dactylus carinated above, carina
ending proximally in a lobe. The ischium of the ambulatory legs is
provided with a tooth on the posterior distal angle of the upper margin, this tooth increasing in size from the first to the third pair. Margins of succeeding joints broadh" laminate; the meri with 1 superior
and 2 inferior lamina^, carpi with 1 superior, propodi and dactyli with
The legs in a natural position are concealed,
1 superior and 1 inferior.
but when extended, the last and half of the penult segment reach bej'ond
ular teeth,

surface of the carpus

the carapace.

The length of the abdomen exceeds by a small particle its width at
The first segment is verj^ short, almost linear; its width is less
than half the width of the second.
The second has a median suture
and each half is ventralh' concave. The sutures between the lateral
plates alternate with those between the segments.
The third to sixth
segments, inclusive, taken together are concave; the third is narrow
base.

and transversely

sulcate.

Family PAGUfilD.E.

DARDANUS

Paulson.
Stimpson. IVoc Acad.

I'uauiUH Fabricius, Syst. Entom., 1775, p. 410 (part).
"

Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p.

23.3 [71].

Davdanvs Paulson, Crust. Red Sea, 1875,
Pcujurkt^ Benedict, Bull. U. 8. Fish

p. 90.

Comm.

for 1900, II, 1901, p. 141.

a genus made by Paulson for Paguriis depr^essus Heller,
shown by Kossmann" not to differ from Pagunis (so called). The
name Dardanus is therefore available in place of Pac/urias Benedict,
tlic name Pagurvj^ having been transferred to the group called Eupa/^i/r(/a)w>>.

is

ilHi'ua b}"

Brandt.
"Zool. Ergeb. Keise Kothen Meeres, 1877,

Proc. N.

M.

vol. XXVI— 02

3

\^.

70,
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DARDANUS PUNCTULATUS

vol. xxvi.

(Olivier).

Pagmnis pimctulaius Olivier, Encyc. Meth., Hist. Nat., Insectes, VIII, 1811,
641.
Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VI, 1892, p. 286, and synonymy.

Wakanoura, Kii; two
Lamarck."

.'specimens,

one

p.

in shell of P\ji'ula reticulafu

DARDANUS SCULPTIPES

(Stimpson).

Pagurus setifer he Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 209 (not Milne
Edwards).
Pagurus sculptipes Stimpson, Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p. 246 [84].
Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VI, 1892, p. 287, and synonymy; X, 1897,
p. 275.

Wakanoura, Kii; 12 specimens in shells of Dolium variegatuiib
Lamarck, Ranella alhivaricosa Roe, JFhisus inconstmu Lischke, Septa,
nodifera Lamarck, and Hemifusus tornatinua Gmelin.

DARDANUS IMPRESSUS

(de Haan).

Pagurus impressus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849,

Wakanoura, Kii;

1

male

in shell of

p. 207, pi. xlix, fig. 3.

Doliuin finibriatum Sowerby.

DARDANUS HAANII,

new name.

Pagurus asper de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 208, pi. xlix, fig. 4.
Not P. asp,r
Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p. 246 [84].
Milne Edwards, 1848.
IVIisaki,

Sagami;

larger hand 21.6

than the one figured by de Haan. in
The thorax measures 38 mm. long, the

1 male, larger

shell of Tffrho jajjonlofs Roe.

mm.

long on

its

lower margin.

The peduncle of the outer antenna is a little longer than the eye.
The lower margin of the ischium of the left cheliped has a row of 3
molariform tubercles. Lower inner margin of ischium and merus
armed with stout irregular spines, one at the proximal end of merus
much the strongest. Outer margin of merus denticulate; from this
margin a short row of tubercles extends along lower surface; upper
margin squamose, a terminal spine. Carpus spinose; 4: spines on inner
margin, ! smaller on anterior margin; 2 oblique intermediate rows, one
of 5 spines terminating at inner distal angle, the other of 3 spines;

lower

distal

margin

in part cristiform

and denticulate.

The depth of the palm is greater than its width; lower margin
marked by a sinuous line of strong molariform tubercles; lower half
of outer surface nearly smooth, densely punctate, and with fine
granules near the margins; upper half of surface armed with tubercles
arranged for the most part in -1 or 5 longitudinal rows, with some

granules interspersed; near the upper margin they become stronger,
«

The

sheila

mentioned in

this paper

were named by Mr.

C. T. Simpson.
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and somewhat spiniform; the innermost row of 4 spines runs along the
proximal three-fifths of the palm; the next row% of 4 spines also,
onl}'^ the distal half.
The pollex has a row of pearly granules
near the upper margin; the opposing margins of the fingers are dentate,
fitting neatly together, the proximal teeth very fine; the dactylus

occupies

rows of tubercles on

carries 3

its

outer surface.

PAGURUS MIDDENDORFFII

Brandt.

Faffurus {Eupagurus) middendorfii Brandt, in INIiddendorff's Sibir.

Reise,

II,

Pt. 1, 1851, p. 108, pi. V, figs. 1-lfi.

Eupagiirm middendorffii Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

X, 1858 p 250

[88].

EiqMgurm

OvnuA^^,

middendorffi

Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VI, 1892, p. 301.

Mororan, Hokkaido, 2 small;
shells of

Litorina

(?

Hakodate, Hokkaido, 6 small, in

sitchana Philippi) and CMorostoma.

PAGURUS,

sp.

Misaki, Sagami, in shells of Natlca adamHiana Dunker and Lam2 young specimens of a species allied to F. sdosiM (Benedict), P. kennerlyl (Stimpson), and P. constans
(Stimpson). The carpus and palm of the right

2?anla sp.

;

cheliped have longitudinal rows of spinules,
those of the carpus larger than those of the
hand, those of the margins scarcely larger

than those on the dorsal face.

CLIBANARIUS JAPONICUS, new
Mororan, Hokkaido;

species.

female (Cat.

1

No.

26151).

Anterior and lateral portions of carapace
rugose; there are about 10 tufts of hair, of
which 13 tufts are arranged in a pear-shaped
figure.
Median tooth of anterior marp-in
more advanced than lateral tooth, and armed
1

1

,

,

,

with a small spine, which
just below^

margin of

,

,

is

,

,

fi«-

-'-clibaxauu.s j.vponicus,
ANTERIOR PORTION, X 2.

almost concealed beneath a tuft of hair;

lateral tooth there is also a small spine pointing

outward.

The inner portion of the eye-scales is suboval and entire; at the
extremity below the margin is a small spine. Eyes slender, shorter
than the front is wide. Antennular peduncle longer than eye; third
segment a

longer than second, reaching to end of peiuilt segAntennal peduncle not quite so long as
eye; acicle slender, sickle-shaped, reaching to middle of last segment.
The chelipeds are more unequal than is usual in the genus. The
left is the larger; the merus extends beyond the line of the
eyes; its
lower surface is bordered by spines within and without; superior

ment

little

of outer maxillipeds.
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subterminal spines.

The carpus

margin with 2

distal spines, 2 smaller

longer than broad, has 2 dorsal rows of spines; anterior margin
spinose; outer face with a short row of spines at the upper distal end.
The propodus is spinose above, the spines arranged in about seven
uneven rows; the palm widens considerably distally:
its inner margin is little more than half as long as the
dactylus; tbe lingers have each about 3 rows of spines
is

a])ove, their

The

margins meet when closed, the

spines have corneous tips.

tips cross.

The cheliped

also

is

beset with bunches of hair arising near the bases of
the spines.

The

right cheliped reaches just to

end of palm of

merus

left one; the

falls

short of the end of the eyes.

The

spines are smaller and are less

arranged in rows, the palm
widens very little toward its distal
end, the dactylus is li times longer
than inner margin of palm.
The first ambulatory leg extends
definitel}"

3.— CuBANARius
JAPOXICUS, LEFT
CHELIPED, X IS.

Fig.

beyond

left cheliped

,*,,,,,

1

by
1

half the length of dactylus;

"^
•

fig.

4.— clibanakh

JAPOXICUS,

•^

s

RIGHT

\
both hrst and second pairs are stout, pilose above,
cheliped, x i?.
The lower margin of
dactylus longer than propodus.
the merus and the upper margin of the carpus of the first pair have a
row of spines; dact^li of l)oth pairs armed on inner face with several
rows of dark spines. These legs are not striated, and in alcohol show
no transA^erse bands of color.
i.

i.

Dimensiotis.

— Length

of

body 58 mm. length of ceph;

alothorax

mm.;

26.2

dis-

tance from tip of rostrum to
cervical

suture

10

mm.;

width of anterior margin

11.

mm. length of ej^e-peduncles
mm. length of jiropodus of
;

1)

outer pace of first
AMBULATORY LEG ON RIGHT SIDE, X IS.

Fig. 5.—clibanarius japoxicus,

dactylus of same

13.4:

;

first

^-^^^

ambulatory

^^^

^^^^^^^

,

leg,

right

J^^^^J^

^^

mm.; length of propodus of second ambulamm.; length of dactylus of same 15.6 mm.

tory leg, right side, 13.4

DIOGENES EDWARDSII

(de Haan).

dk Haax, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 211, i>l.
Diogenes edwardsi Oetmann, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VI, 1892, p. 295.
Pagunis

edioardsli

l, fig. 1.

Wakanoura, Kii (abundant), in shells of Cassis japomca Roe, EhuriKt
japonica Sowerby, PoUnices <7y/?/'^»Philippi, JRane7Iaa7Mvari'cosa/Roi\
JVassa genimidata Lamarck, SipJionaUa signutn Roe and Turho japon
icus Roe.

.
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Nagasaki, Hizen, in shells of Sij^honalia lignum Roe and Fu.sus
Lischke.
Nearly all of the crabs have an actinia n" attached to the outer surface
of the larger palm, while the shells may carry one or more of the
incoii-'<taii><

same

species.

SPIROPAGURUS SPIRIGER
Pagurus

sptrigcr

Spiropagnrus

(deHaan).

de IIaan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 200, pi. xlix,
Orhnaim, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., VI, 1892, p. 297.

fig. 2.

ftpirigcr

Pyrula reticulata Lamarck,
young, D.fim'hriOassisjaj)on/eaB.oe,
l*olhuces
ampia Philippi,
Sowerby,
japonica
EJmrnea
atuni Sowerby,
Lamarck,
and Si2)honaUa
gemmulata
Nassa
alhivaricosa
Roe,
Ranella

Wakanoura, Kii (abundant),

in )>he\\s oi

DoUum varicgatum Lamarck ?,

Nagasaki, Hizen.

s!g/mm Roe.

Suborder

MACRURA.

Family PALINURID.F>.

PANULIRUS JAPONICUS

(de Siebold).

PaUnurus japonirus de Siebold, Spicilegia Faunje Japonicje, 1824, p. 15.
Ferussac, Bull, des Sci., IV, 1825, p. 87. De Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust.,
1841, p. 158, pis. XLi and xlii.

Nagasaki, Hizen; 3 specimens of

Family

medium

size.

PEN^IDvE.

PENiEUS CANALICULATUS
PaLrmon

canolicnlatus Olivier,

(Olivier).

Fncy. Meth., Hist. Nat., Kntoni., VIII, 1811,

p. 660.

Pena us

canaliciil at us

Cru-st., II, 1887, p. 414.

Mih'SE KiiVTARDH, Hist. Nat.

Peiiaeus canaliculatm Kishinouye, Jour. Fisli. Bureau,
pis.

Pc

1 1

I

and

;cus canaliculatus var.
pi.

xxxi;

Tokyo, VIII, 1900,

p. 11,

VII, figs. 1, la, lb, Ic.

pi.

xxxii,

japoniais Bate, Challenger Rept.,
fig.

4;

pi.

xxxvii,

XXIV,

1888, p. 245,

fig. 2.

Tokyo; Hiroshima, Aki.

PENiEUS LATISULCATUS
Penaeus

latisulcatas

Kishinouye.

Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900,

p. 12,

pi. II, fig. 2; pi. VII, figs. 2, 2a.

Nagasaki, Hizen;

1

male, 1 female.

Also taken at Mogi

l)y

Dr.

June IS, 1881, 1 male, 2 females; and at Tokyo
Fish Commission steamer Alhatrr^ss, October, 189(3, 1

F. C. Dale, U. S. S. F(do.%

by the U.
male,
«

A

1

S.

female, the latter measuring 18.5 cm. long.

description of this actinian,

in this

voluma

by Dr.

J. Playfair

McMurrich,

will be

found later
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PEN^US ASHIAKA
PenieuH aemimlcatus Stimpson,

^ot P.

[113].

semis^^lcatus

vol. xxvi.

Kishinouye.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 44

de Haan.

Penaens ashiaka Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900,
Tii; pi. VII, figs. 4, 4a, 41) (not 3, 3a, 3b).

p. 14,

])1.

Tokyo: Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen. Females only.
This species is very near I\ semlsidcatus de Haan (not = P. moriodon
Fabricius. Kishinoaye), but the posterior gastric tooth is further back:
the lateral grooves reach distinctly ])ehind that tooth, while in P. s( m!sulcatus the grooves fade out near the last tooth: the thelycuni is
slightly diflferent: the telson is longer than the sixth segment, in P.

sem Is id eat us sho rter

PARAPEN/EUS AFFINIS
Penxus

affinis

Parapenseus

Milne Edwards,

affinis

(Milne Edwards).

Hist. Nat. Crust., II, 1837, p. 416.

Smith, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., VIII, 1885, p. 176.

Penaeiis affinis Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900, p. 16, pi. iv,
fig. 1;

pi. vii, figs. 5, 5a, 5b, 5c.

Onomichi, Bingo: 1 male,

1 female,

PARAPEN.(EUS INCISIPES
Pmxus

incisipes

Bate, Challenger Rept.,

Pmams mm/pes Kishinouye, Jour.
fig. 2; pi. vii, figs. 6, 6a,

XXIV,

(Bate).

1888, p. 257, pi. xxxiv,

fig. 2.

Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900, p. 18, pi.

iv,

6b.

Kii; Hiroshima, Aki; Nagasaki, Hizen.

Wakanoura,

PARAPEN^US JOYNERI
Pemnis joyneri

^NIiers,

Ann. Mag. Nat.

(Miers).

Hist. (5), V, 1880, p. 458, pi. xv, figs. 8-10.

Penaeus joynei-i Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900,

p. 19, pi. v,

pi. VII, figs. 7, 7a, 7b, 7c.

Tokyo;

2 males.

PARAPENiEUS CURVIROSTRIS

(Stimpson).

Penseus curvirostris Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 44 [113].
Penaeus curvirostris Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900, p. 23,
pi. VI, fig. 4; pi. VII, figs. 10, 10a,

10b, 10c.

Hakodate, Hokkaido; Aomori, Rikuoku; Nagasaki, Hizen.

PARAPEN.(EUS LAMELLATUS

(de Haan).

Penaeus lamellalus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 193, pi. xlvi, figs. 4, 5.—
Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900, p. 25, pi. vi, fig. 1; pi.
VII, fig. 12.

Nagasaki, Hizen;

1 female.
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Penieus velutinus Bate, Challenger Kept.,
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species.

XXIV,

1888,

p.

253 (part).

Not

P. velutinus Dana.

Penneus velutinus Kishinouye, Jour. Fish. Burean, Tokyo, VIII, 1900,

p. 26, pi.

VI, fig. 2; pi. VII, figs. 11, 11«, life.

1 think that this species can not

be Dana's P. velutinus^ as the max-

much shorter and the lateral spines of the telson are very
Our species, however, coincides with some of the Challenger

ilhpeds are
large.

specimens collected in 8 fathoms in Japanese waters, labeled P. velutimis b}' Bate, and presented to the U. S. National Museum. The
Japanese form is not that iigured b}^ Bate (pi. xxxiii, fig. 1). His

remarks " indicate that he combined a number of species under the name
velutimis.

Kishinouye^ mentions, without description, the occurrence in
Japan of some species verj" closely allied to that which he calls
Penaeus velutinus; there is one such species (see beloAv) in the Jordan
and Snyder collection, and two others in the U. S. National Museum.
The four species agree in their pubescence, in the lack of a carina on
the carapace behind the gastric spine, and in the long lateral spines of
the telson.

In ParajyenaRus akayehi {— Penaeus velutinus Kishinouye), the rostrum is horizontal or nearly so, and in adults extends to the end or
beyond the end of the second segment of the antennula.
Dorsal
spines 7 or

8,

the posterior spine situated a

little

anterior third of the carapace (rostrum excluded).

in

front of the

A pair

of ventral

The

spines between the bases of the feet of the second pair.

sixth

and seventh pleonic segments are elongate; the sixth segment is about
three-fourths the length of the carapace.
Dimensions. Female, length 87.9 mm., length of carapace and
rostrum 31.1 mm., length of carapace 17.5 mm., length of sixth
pleonic segment, on median line, 1-1 mm.
Localities.
Wakanoura, Kii (3 males, 1 female); Onomichi, Bingo
(1 female); Kawatana (1 female); Nagasaki, Hizen (•! males, 1 female);
Jordan and Snyder, coll. Japan; R. Hitchcock, coll. (1 male, 6 females;
types. Cat. No. 26152), Mogi; Dr. F. C. Dale, U. S. N., U. S. S. Palos,

—

—

collector.

This species, according to Dr. Kishinouye,
"akayebi."

is

PARAPEN.(EUS MOGIENSIS, new

known

in

Japan

as

species.

The rostrum is straight, inclined slightly upsvard and does not
extend quite to the end of the second antennular segment. Dorsal
XXIV,

a

Challenger Report,

«>

Jour. Fish. Bureau, Tokyo, VIII, 1900, p. 27.

1888, p. 256.
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the posterior one situated at the anterior fourth of the
Ventral spines
carapace, or further forward than in P. akaySL
between the bases of the feet of

spines 8 or

1),

The

the second pair rudimentar3^

sixth and seventh pleonic segments

are shorter than in
the sixth segment

carapace;

b,

xlg;

seventh

^YiQ

sixth segment of abdomen.

aluii/^^)!:

carapace;

the
a,

/\

about three-

long as

tifths as
Fig. (5.— Parapen.^us MOGIENSIS, FEMALE,

is

a

longer

little

than the sixth. The thelycum and petasma are distinctive; the right branch of the latter is very ))road
at the end; the left branch is pointed at the end,

and bears a few subterminal denticles.
Dliucnslons.

Fig.

— Female,

7.

PakapeNjEUS

mogiexsis, petasma,
VENTfiAI, VIEW,

< 4^.

length 80.7 mm., length
of carapace and rostrum

2t»

nun., length of

carapace IS.l mm., length of sixth pleonic

segment, measured on median
Fig.

8.

-PAEAPENiErS MOGIENSIS,
THELYCUM, X 4^.

mm.
Type

locality.

— Mogi,

line,

11.4

Japan (with the

preceding); Dr. F. C. Dale, U. S. N., U. S. S. Palos, June 18, 1881;
(Cat. No. 26153.)
2 males, 5 females.

PARAPENiEUS DALEI, new
The rostrum
slightly

is

nearl}-

species.

horizontal,

convex or straight, and does not
beyond the
extend
middle of the second
antennular

The

9.— PakapenjEus dalei, female,
X Ig; a, carapace; b, .sixth segment
OF ABDOMEN.

Fig.

segment.

dorsal spines are T (exceptionally

S),

the pos-

terior one at the anterior fourth of the carapace.

A

pair of ventral spines l)etvveen the l)ases of the feet
of the second pair.

The

sixth pleonic .segment

Fig. 10.— Parapen.eus

DALEI, petasma, ven-

tral view,

; 44.

is

longer than in P. 'iiioylcn.s/,s', l)ut not so
long as in

P. ul'ayebi; it is aliout
two-thirds as long as the

The left branch of the petasma has
much more slender tip than in P. niogfcnxls.,

carapace.

a

and the subterminal denticles are
Dimensions.

trum 19 mm,,

— Female, length

Fig. n.~PARAPEN.«:us

THELYCUM, X

dale-

6§.

larger.

nun,, length of carapace and roslength of carapace 12,,5 nmi,, length of sixth pleonic

segment, measured on median

,57

line, 7,9

nun.
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Six malos and six females were taken at Mogi, with the
Lnc<(nf!es.
two preceding species, by Dr. F. C. Dale, U. S. N., U. 8. S. l\iloi>,
June 18, 1881; types (Cat. No. 2(5151). A somewhat larger male, of
which the I'ostrum and the abdomen behind the third segment are
lacking, was captured at Hakodate, Hokkaido, hy Dr. Jordan and Mr.
Snvder.

PARAPENiEUS ACCLIVIS, new

Rostrum ascending, reaching

tiie

be3'ond the end of

little

Dorsal spines 8 or

the second antennular segment.

Fii;. ]-J.— Parapen^:us

end or a

species.

acclivis, female, xlg: a, carapace:

*,

sixth segment of abdomex.

A

spine at the anterior fourth of the carapace.

the posterior

9,

pair of ventral spines

The

l)etween the bases of the feet of the second pair.

sixth pleonic

segment is about seven-tenths as long as the caraThe
pace, and a little shorter than the seventh.
petasma is most nearly related to that of P. akayehl.
D IN e n 8 i o n s. Female,

—

/

length 85.1 mm., length of

carapace

and

rostrum 30

mm., length of carapace 18

mm.
Fii;.

]3.— Parapen;eus acclivis,
3!.
TIIELYrrM,
.

length of sixth pleonic
segment, measured on me,

dian line, 13

mm.

IT. S. S.

Jii))po/t/lc

name

crisUdus i)K

— Mogi

Palox,

SICYONIA CRISTATA
Haan, Fauiiu Jupon.,

(

14.

Parapen.kus
peta.sma,

acci.ivis,

Tyjye local! ty.

Japan; Dr. F. C. Dale, U. S. N.,
2 females.
(Cat. No. 26155.)

Fig.

ventkai, vikw,

June

•;

3^.

18, 1.S81; 3 males,

de Haan).
Crust.,

\>\.

xia',

fiu;.

10.

(S]H>citic

corrected in text.

Sici/oina criiitaia

de Haan, Fauna

.Tapon., Crust., 1S4H,

\>.

194.

Nagasaki, Hizen.
Mogi (Dr. F. C. Dale).
Dorsal spines 7 or 8 (1 on the carapace proper): apex of rostrum
tridentate.

SOLENOCERA DISTINCTA
Penaeus distindus

i)E

Haas, Fauna Japon.,

Solenocera didinctu Miers, Proc. Zool. Soc.

KoEBEL, SB. Ak. Wien, XC,

Wakanoura.

Pt.

Rii; oiKi specimen.

1,

(de Haan).

Crust., 1849, p. 194.

London,

1878, p. 302;

1884, p. 314, pi.

ii,

%s.

1879,

1-7.

j>.

22.
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CRANGONlDiE.

CRANGON CRANGON

(Linnaeus).

Cancer crangon Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., I, 1758, p. 632.
Crangon vulgaris Y ABRiciv^, Suppl. Entom. Syst., 1798, p. 410.

Crangon crangon Ortmann, Proc. Acad.

Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

1895,

p.

179 (not

synonymy).

Hakodate,
Same, Rikuoku; Jordan and Snyder; one specimen.
Hokkaido; U. S. Fish Commission steamer AlhatroKs., several specimens.
craitijon of Europe the form occurring in
I have separated from (
America (Atlantic and Alaskan coasts) under the name C. xepteni^pilUMi Sa}^ on account of the antennal scale being narrower at the distal
end, this margin sloping backward toward the inner end, instead of
forward as in C. crangon; the spine of the scale is also proportionally
longer in C. septemspinosa., equaling or exceeding the distal width of
'.

the blade, while in O. cran<j<>n the spine

is

usually shorter than the

width of the blade,
Japanese specimens resemble the European rather than the American species. The scale is about two-thirds as long as the carapace
(rostrum excluded). The length of the palms of the chelipeds varies

distal

from 2.4

to 2.8 times the width.

CRANGON PROPINQUUS
Crangon propinquus Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Stimpson.
Sci. Phila.,

XII, 1860,

\).

25 [94].

Aomori, Rikuoku; 4 specimens.
Scale
Rostrum narrow, exceeding the eyes, slightly spatulate.
carapace,
exclumeasured on outer margin al)out five-sixths as long as
The palms of
sive of rostrum; spine more advanced than the blade.
the cheltie are about 3i times as long as wide, and the distal margin
against which the dactylus folds, is directed
about 45 degrees.
The third and fourth segments of the pleon
obliciueh^ at an angle of

are bluntly carinate.

The

telson

is

nearly

as long as the carapace (rostrum excluded).
The sixth segment and the telson are flattened above, and incompletely and indistinctlv sulcate.

CRANGON HAKODATEI,
Fig. 15.— Ckangon

new

species.

hakodatei;

Doi'sal surface pubescent, except on the
One median gastric
abdominal carina.
spine.
Rostrum not exceeding the eyes, gradually tapering, tip rounding.
Scale (measured on outer margin) four- fifths as long as carapace,
exclusive of rostrum; spine projecting beyond the blade as far as the
a,
C,

CARAPACE, X2|;
CHELIPED, X 3i.

d,

ACICLE, xSJ;
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width of the blade. The outer maxillipeds reach to the extremacicukr spine. Pahns of chelipeds 2^ times as long as wide;
distal margin, against which the dactylus folds, inclined at about 45
degrees to the side margins. Abdomen furnished on the third, fourth,
and tifth segments, with a hi'gh, l)lunt, naked, median carina: sixth
and seventh segments with a shallow median sulcus.
Drinenshms. Female, length of bod}^ from tip of rostrum to tip of
telson44.5 mm. length of carapace from tip of rostrum 12.2 nnu.,
length of scale (outer margin) 7.5 mm., length of palm of chela 5.5 mm.
Hakodate, Hokkaido; S specimens (Cat. No. 2»Uo6).
Ty2)elocaUt[i.
ilisttil

ity of the

—

,

—

ALPHEID^E.
ALPHEUS RAPAX Fabricius?, Coutiere.
Family

fAlpheus rapax Fabricius, Suppl. Entotn. System., 1798, p. 405.
Alpheus brevicri^tatus de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., pi. xlv,

name

.Uiihras malabaricus

de Haan, Fauna Japon.,

AlI ilieus rapax Coutiere, Ann.

Tokyo

(1);

Sci.

Misaki, Sagami

Crust., 1849, p. 177.

Nat. (8), Zool., IX, 1899,

(3);

Nagasaki, Hizen

ALPHEUS BREVIROSTRIS
Puleemon

(Specific

fig. 1.

corrected in text.)

brevirostria

(2

p. 14.

specimens).

(Olivier).

Olivier, Encyc. Meth., Hist. Nat., F^ntom., VIII, 1811,

p. 664; Tabl. Encyc. Meth., 1818, pi. cccxix, fig. 4.
Alpheus rapax de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 177,

xlv,

i)l.

fig. 2.

Not

A. rapax Fabricius.
Alplieus digitalis

Alpheus

de Haan, Fauna Japon., p.
CowikuE, Ann. Sci. Nat.

brevirostris

178, pi. xlv,
(8), Zool.,

fig. 4.

IX, 1899,

p. 14.

Wakanoura, Kii; Onomiclii, Bingo; Nagasaki, Hizen.

A

good

series.

Family HIPPOLYTID^F].

SPIRONTOCARIS MORORANI, new
Very
carina

species.

Differs as follows: The dorsal
daUl Rathbun.
armed with 4 equal larger spines (instead of 3), of which

close to S.
is

8 are on the carapace

proper and one over

the base of the eye; remainder of the ros-

trum furnished with 10 small spines above
and 4 spines below, of which one is near
the tip and makes it appear bitid.
The
rostrum

is

a little shorter than in 8. dalli,
.-,

mororaxi,
FEMALE, X •if.

fi«- io.-.spiroktocakis

CARAPACE

(tF

reachmg halt way l)etween the end or the
Of the two
antennular peduncle and the end of the antennal scale.
supraorbital spines one is situated well behind the other; the anterior
The basal scale of the antennula
is nearly as strong as the posterior.
_j

J.

The antennal scale is
reaches just to the end of the second segment.
narrower at the end than in A', dalli; the laminar portion is separated
by a deep narrow slit from the spine. The outer maxilliped extended
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reaches just to the end of the aciele; it is furnished Avith exopod and
Dactyli
cpipod; also the first three feet with epipods, as in -S', cA////.
of last three feet longer than in S. dall/', being- more than one-fourth
The sixth segment of the
the length of their respectiAe propodi.

abdomen

is

much

shorter than in S. ddI//\ being less than half the

lengtR of the carapace (rostrum excluded).
Female, length 33.5 mm., length of carapace and
I>!iiiensions.

—

rostrum 11.8 mm., of rostrum 5.1 mm.
Type locality.— MovoYixn. Hokkaido;

1

female (Cat. No. 26157).

SPIRONTOCARIS JORDANI, new

species.

Near S. Ted/hr(Mrix (Stimpson) of which I have at hand one specimen
from Fusan, Korea (P. L. Jouy, collector, 1885), and one specimen
from Hakodate Bay, Japan, Hi fathoms (station 3(>56, U. S. Fish
Commission steamer AJhatroH^).
In S. jordani the rostrum extends barel}' to the end of the antenna!
peduncle, nearly straight and horizontal, slightly convex above, narrow% of about even width throughout, armed with 8 spines aliove, of
which 2 are behind the orl)it, and 1 beneath,
subterminal; the posterior spine

is

situated

at the anterior fifth of the carapace; at its

posterior base there
spine.

As

is

a rudiment of another

in S. rectirodri>< there

is

no su-

praorbital, an antennal, a very small pteryFiG. 17.-SPIKONTOCARI8

111

.K.KDANi,

The antennular scale
^Qgtomian spiuc.
=
reaches to the end of the second antennular segment; the antennular peduncle to the middle of the antennal
scale; this scale is very broad at its extremity, the blade exceeds the
(CARAPACE OF FEMALE, X 2f

The outer maxillipeds overreach the scale by half the length
They are destitute of an exopod, but are provided
with an epipod, as are also the first three pairs of feet. The third

spine.

of the last segment.

pair of feet overreach a

little

as long as their propodi.

the

The

first pair,

sixth

their dactyli are one-fourth

segment of the abdomen

is

three-

long as the carapace (rostrum excluded). Telson as long as
the inner uropod, much sliorter than the outer one.
Dliii'-nsioni^.
Female, length 46.5 mm., length of carapace and

fifths as

—

rostrum 13.2 nmi., of rostrum 5 mm.
Type Ayr(//%. ^Hakodate, Hokkaido;

1

female (Cat. No. 26158).

SPIRONTOCARIS GREBNITZKII, new

species.

Neai S. stylus' (Stimpson), but stouter. Rostrum nearly as long as
the rest of the carapace, reaching to end of antennal scale, straight,
Dorsal carina arising at the middle of the carapace, armed
acute.
with 8 equal and equidistant spines, 2 of which are behind the orbit,
the posterior one at the anterior fifth of the carapace, the anterior
Lower margin armed
spine just before the middle of the rostrum.

N(..
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with

'2

or 8 spinos, the posterior of

A

of the superior spines.

Avhicli is just jintcrior to
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the distal

strong- autennal, a niinuti; pteryg-ostomiaii

Eyes \cry small. Antenniilar pcdunele falling short of the
middle of th(^ ant(Muial scale; hasal scale of antennula reaching- about
Antennal scale three-fourths as long as
to middle of second segment.
spine.

much exceeding spine. The maxillipeds reach just to
end of scale, are devoid of an cxopod, l)ut provided with an epipod,
The sixth segment of the abdomen is
as are the tirst three pcreiopods.
a little more than half as long as the carapace.
The telson is shorter than the sul)equal uropods, and is armed with -i pairs of lateral
carapace; blade

spinules.
Dn/iension,s.

— Female,

length 54.5

length of carapace and rostrum 18.5
of rostrum 8.7

is.— spirontocaris grkbnit^kh, carapace of female,

fig.

mm.

—

One specimen was secured by Dr. Jordan and Mr.
Mororan, Hokkaido, ))ut as it is imperfect, I have takei^. for
type another from the same localit}^ collected a few j^ears ago

Tf/p'' locallfij.

Snyder
the

mm.,
mm.,

at

by N. Grebnitzki

(Cat.

No. 26159).

SPIRONTOCARIS GENICULATA
Hippoliiti'

(/niic)iliil((

Acad.

iStimpsox, Pruc.

(Stimpson).

Nat. 8ci.

I'liila.,

XII, 1860,

p.

84

[103].'

Mororan, Hokkaido; Jordan and Snyder; 6 small.
Miura, Atami District, March, 1890; F. Sakamoto; 2 females with
ova.
Called ''Kushakoshi ebi or grass-belt shrimp.''
Rostrum longer than the carapace (measured on median line from
posterior nuirgin to line of orbits), not cpute reaching tip of antennal
scale, straight, horizontal,

Fig. 19.— SPIRONTOCARIS

GENICULATA,

CARAPACE OF FEMALE, X

13.

acuminate, armed with 1 or 5 teeth above,
1 or 2 of which are ])ehind the orbit, and
5 to 8 teeth below, 1 or 2 of which may
be subterminal.
A strong antennal, no
supraorbital nor pterygostomian spine.
Thc antennular peduncle reaches abou

'1
j-1,
4.I,
i-U
one-third
the length or the acicle;
•

1

1

j-1

i!

"i.

its

I

1

basal

segment. The antennal peduncle
reaches to end of second segment of antennular peduncle; the acicle is
scale extends a little lieyond tirst

a little longer than the carapace, extremity

ing

l)y

far the spine.

very oblique,

The outer maxillipeds and

Ijlade

exceed-

the fifth pair of

pereiopods reach just to the end of the antennular peduiude; the second
pair of pereiopods to the middle of the acicle.
The maxillipeds have
an epipod but no exopod; the pereiopods are destitute of epipods.

The abdomen

bent at a right angle at the third segment; in prorounded; the posterior part of tlu> third segment is
strongly compressed.
This compression and angulation is very well
marked in the adult females from Miura, much less so in the specimens,
tile

the angle

is

is
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two-thirds the size, from Mororan.
as long as the carapace,

shorter

thanWopods,

The

sixth

segment

is

vol. xxvi.:

1

three-fifths

and four-lifths as long as the telson. Telson
which the inner is shorter than the outer;

of

'

lateral spines 3 or 4.

—

DJuK'nsions.
Female with ova; Length (iO.l mm., length of carapace
and rostrum 21.8 mm., length of rostrum 11.4 nun.

PLATYBEMA PLANIROSTRE

(

de Haan).

de Haan, Fauna Japoii., Crust., pi. O.*^'
Fauna Japoii. Crust., pi. xlv, fig.
Cyclorhynchus planirostris deH-Wth, Fauna Japon., Cruwt., 1849, p.

Lysmata

planirostris

Hippolyte plmiirostris iiF^tlAA^,

,

7."
175.

Rhynchocyclus planirostris Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860,
p. 27 [96].— MiERS, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1879, p. 55.
Rhynchocyclus mucrowitus Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, ISfid,
p.

28 [96].

Platyhcma planirostris

13 ate.

Challenger Macrura, 1888,

p. 578.

Hakodate, Hokkaido; 2 females with ova.
In both these specimens the posterior median spine

is rudhnentarv,
In the only
being present in the shape of a smooth rounded lobe.
specimen provided with a rostrum, the teeth above the point number
Anterior margin of carapace behind the antennjv
15, those below^ 1'2.
Antennal flagellum nearl}^ as
armed with about
pectinated spines.
The carpus of the first pair of feet is not carinate
long' as body.
above, and is provided with a tooth at the upper distal end. Carpus
of second pair triarticulate, first and third articles equal, both together
nearly as long as second.
S»

Family

PANDALID.E.

PANDALUS HYPSINOTUS
Pandalus

hypsinotiis

und Osten

Brandt.

Brandt, in Middendorff's Reise in den

Sibiriens, II, Zool.,

I,

iiussersten

Norden

1851, p. 125.

Mororan, Hokkaido; one young specimen about 25 mm. long. This
localit}^ is an extension of the range, the species having a distribution
from Bering Sea southward, on the one hand to the Straits of Fuca
1
and on the other to the Kurile Islands.
the
Decapoda
forthcoming
report
on
figure
will
l>e
given
in
the
A
of the Harriman Expedition.

PANDALUS LATIROSTRIS,

new

species.

Carapace and rostrum as long as the abdomen, lacking one-fourth
Rostrum one-third longer than the carapace, basal half
horizontal, terminal half slightly ascending, broad at base, gradually
Dorsal carina arising at
tapering, a prominent smooth lateral carina.
the middle of the carapace, armed with a series of 16 to 18 movable
spines, of which 4 or 5 are behind the orbit, the posterior spine at
of the telson.

«

Generic

name changed

in Errata.

NO. 1307.
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about the anterior sixth of the carapace, anterior spine near the middle of the rostrum; in addition, there is one subterminal immovable
Extremit}^ of rostrmii spiniform.
spine, occasionally two.
Lower
limb rather deep in front of the eye, o-radually diminishing anteriorly,
armed with 10 to 13 immova))le spines. Antennal spine strong;
pterygostomian spine nuich smaller, but well marked. E3^es of moderate size, cornete dilated, reddish

brown

in alcohol.

Peduncle of antennules reaching about one-third the length of the
antennal scale; l)asal scale half as long* as first segment, second segment about one-third longer than third. Outer flagellum reaches to

Fig.

20.

Pandalus latirostris, carapace, side view, x

IJ.

the end of antennal scale, slender terminal portion two-fifths as long
as thickened basal portion; inner flagellum one-half longer than outer.

Peduncle of antennte reaching just to the end of the second segment
of the antennular peduncle, the scale reaches not quite to the end of the
rostrum, the end of the blade is very obliquely rounded and overreaches considerably the outer spine; the flagellum is as long as the
body, exclusive of the telson.
The outer maxillipeds reach only to the middle of the antennal
scale, and are rather stout; the first pair of feet reach to the middle
of the last joint of the maxillipeds.
Of the second pair, the right

Fig. 21.— Pandalus latirostris,

carapace and antenn*:, dorsal view, x

l*.

and shorter, reaching as far as the first pair; the left
by the length of the chela and half the
last carpal joint, and exceeds the third pair l)ut little; the fourth and
fifth pairs are successivelj'^ shorter than the third, and nearer the same
length than the third and fourth; the dactyli are contained a little
more than three times in their propodi; the latter are not essentially
foot is stouter

foot exceeds the maxilliped

different in the sexes.

The abdomen

is

smooth; the third segment

is

very

little

pi'oduced

The infero-posterior angle of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth segments is armed with a spine.
Sixth segment twice as long
as wide, and two-thirds as long as the telson, Avhich is armed with 5

over the fourth.
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The tel.son iimy be a little longer or shorter
or 6 .spimiles on each side.
than the inner uropods; the outer iiropods longer than the inner.

—

Female, length 127 mm., length of carapace and
Dhuen.sJoiix.
rostrmu OCT) mm., hnigth of rostrum 34.5 mm.
Mororan, Hokkaido; Jordan and Snyder; 18 specimens,
Localltie.^.
males and females, types (Cat. No. 261(50). Two specimens were colTokyo, 1
lected previously at the same place by N. Grebnitzki.
young; flordan and Snyder.
In four instances the acicle on one side is a little longer than thaton
the other, though l)oth are regular in shape.

—

PANDALOPSIS MITSUKURII, new

species.

Carapace as long as the abdomen, lacking half the telson.
as long as the rest of the carapace,

Slender.

Rostrum one and two-thirds times

Fig. 22.

— PANDALcirsis

mitsikckii,

(

auapace, side view,

:;

13.

basal half horizontal, terminal half slightly ascending, slender.

carina blunt,

behind the
pace, and

armed with

orljit,

8 to 10

movable spines, of which

the posterior spine

marking the end of the

at-

Dorsal

2 or 3 arc

the anterior hfth of the

carina; anterior spine but

carj.-

little in

front of the posterior third of the rostrum; ventral spines 13 to is.

becoming distally very small and appressed; tip of rostrum tritid.
Antennal spine strong, the margin of the carapace retreating rapidly
from that point; pterygostomian

spine

large.

as

cornete

two-thirds

Eyes

small,

little dilated,

of a

dark bluish-gra}' color

in

alcohol, a small black ocellus

})ehind

the

corneal

margin and on the upper
Fig.

23.-

-PANDALUP.SIS MITSUKURII, CARAPACE
nORSAIj VIEW, X IJ.

AND

ANTENN.*:,

outer surface.

The peduncle

of the an-

tennules reaches about two-iifths the length of the antennal scale;
second segment nearly twice as long as third; basal scale small, reach-

ing only to middle of cornea; inner flagellum a

little

longer than outer

Peduncle of antenn;v
Teaching to the middle of second antennular segment; the flagellum
may equal the length of the body, excluding the telson. The scale
extends to al)Out the distal third of the rostrum, oblong, very little

and barely attaining the end of the rostrum.

tapering, extremity of blade oblique, projecting beyond the spine.
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and when extended lie along
segment has a narrow
laminar expansion below. The first pair of feet attain the end of the
penultimate joint of the maxilliped; the merus joint has the expansion

The outer maxillipeds are rather

stout,

three-fifths of the antennal scale; the antepenult

The feet of the second pair are equal,
carpus 11 or 12 jointed, the proximal and the distal joint elongate, the
intermediate joints short and subequal; the chela' exceed the maxillipeds l)y the length of the fingers. The third pair reach scarcel}"^
beyond the second pair; the fourth and fifth pairs are much shorter
characteristic of the genus.

and there

is little

difference in their length; the fifth pair reaches as

far as the first pair; the propodi are three times as long as the dactyli

four times as long in the

in the third pair,

fifth pair,

intermediate in

the fourth pair.

The abdomen

is strongly ))ent at the third segment, which is latercompressed, forming a rounded carina. The fourth, fifth, and
sixth segments are armed with a postero-inferior spine.
Sixth segment three-fifths as long as carapace and four-fifths as long as telson,
the latter armed with 4: or 5 spinules on each side.
Telson a little
shorter than the uropods, of which the inner pair are shorter than the

ally

outer.

—
—

Female: Length 105 nnn., length of carapace and
Dimensions.
rostrum -15 mm., length of rostrum 28.1 mm.
Type h)c((Uty. Mororan, Hokkaido; Jordan and Snyder; 55 specimens, types (Cat. No. 20161). Two specimens had been taken previOQsl}' at the

The

same

specific

by N. Grebnitzki.
given in honor of Prof. K. Mitsukuri, of the

locality

name

is

University of Tokyo.

Family ATYID^E.

XIPHOCARIS COMPRESSA
.'

Epityra

comjyressit

de Haan, Fauna Japon.,

(de Haan).

Crunt., 1<S49, p. 186, pi. xlvi,

tig. 7.

Xiphocaris compra^i^t Oktmann, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894, p. 400, and

synonymy.

Lake Biwa, Matsubara, Omi; many specimens about 1 inch long;
Jordan and Snyder.
Tsushima Island, Japan; P. L. Jouy, May, 1885, 1 female with ova.
Near Fusan, Korea, in fresh-water streams: P. L. Jouy, 1 specimen.

CARIDINA DENTICULATA
Hippolyte denticiihtlaK

name changed

Dii

Haax, Fauna Japon.,

de Haan.

Cruyt., pi. xlv,

tig. 8.

(Generic

in text.

Oiridhtd dentindata de

Vnw. Acad. Nat.

Haax, Fauna Japon.,

Crust.,

1849, p.

18f).

Oktmann,

Sci. Piiila., 1894, p. 406.

The rostrum extends eithei to the middle of the third antennular
segment, to the end of that s(\gment, or even beyond it. The dorsal
Proc. N.

M.

vol. xxvi-~(i2

i
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-1 behind the orbit, ventral spines -1 to 6, terminal third of rostrum unarmed. The maxillipeds reach nearly to the
end of the antenniilar peduncle; the first pair of feet not quite to the
end of antennal peduncle; the carpus is about one and a half times as
long- as wide, longer than the palm of the hand; the fingers longer than
The second pair of feet reach to the end of the antennal
the palm.

spines are 14 to 18, 3 or

peduncle; carpus and propodus subequal in length, palm enlarged disThe propodus of the fifth pair of feet
tally, shorter than the fingers.
is

three times as long as the dact^^lus.

A

female with ova measures 22.8

mm.

long; the eggs are 0.9

mm.

long.

Kurume, Japan; Jordan and Snyder, July 23; 1 female with ova.
Near Fusan, Korea, in fresh-water streams; P. L. Jouy; many
specimens.

This species is very close to, perhaps identical with, C. pareparensis
de Man,« from Celebes, which has a shorter rostrum, with only 2
inferior teeth.

CARIDINA LEUCOSTICTA
Caridlna leucosticta Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Stimpson.

Sci. Phila.,

XII, 1860,

p.

28 [97].

Ortmann, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894, p. 406.
Aiya tvyckii Hick.son, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hisr. (6), II, 1888, p. 357, pis. xiii and xiv.
Caridina itycM Oetmann, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1894, p. 405, and synonym}'.

Kurume, July

23; about 25 specimens.
In most of the specimens the rostrum is broken ofi' near its base; in
none is the tip perfect.
Dorsal spines 17 to 23 (2 on carapace); ventral spines 11 in the only
specimen where complete (Stimpson says 10). Anterior third or
fourth unarmed above, except near the tip, where there is at least one
spine.
Antennal spine high, quite above the antenna. The color and
white spots described by Stimpson are not visible in the preserved
specimens.

Family

PAL.EMONID^E.

PAL^MON JAPONICUS
Leander
pi.

longirostris \a,r. japonicus

XXXVII,

Ortmann,

(Ortmann).

Zool. Jahrb., Syst., V, 1891, p. 519,

figs. 14, 14z.

Matsushima, Rikuzen; Enoshima,

Sagami; Kawatana; Nagasaki.

Hizen.

The reference

of the

name

Edwards,* and later by de
cal error.
^'

Say

'^

Pala^.mon longirostris to Saj' by Mibic

Man^ and

is

founded on a

"Weber's Zool. Ergeb. Reise Niederl. Ost-Indien, II, 1892, p. 379,

?'Hist. Nat. Crust., II, 1837, p. 394.
c

Ortmann,'^

cleri-

described only two species of Pala&mon^ both Ameri-

Notes Leyden Mus.,

f'Zool. Jahrb., Syst.,

Ill, 1881, p. 141.

V, 1891,

eJour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

p. 519.
I,

1818.

pi. xxii, fig. 25.
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page ^48, and J\ tenidcorniH on page 249.
Milne Edwards'' refers to both of Say's species, to P. vti/f/aris on])Sige
Palemon frnn!ro><trr'^ on page 395, but his footnote
394, and to
references "(2)" and "(3)" to Say's descriptions, instead of being placed
correctly in the text, i. e., (2) after P. vulgaris and (3) after P. tenui/•ostre, are made dependent, (2) on I\ longirosfrls and (3) on 1\ vulgaris.
Tlie name P. longlrostrls Milne Edwards, occurring on p. 394, was
ciumged by him in Errata, vol. Ill, p. H3S. 1S40, to P. sttyliferux. a
name apparently overlooked by subsequent authors, l^ut which uuist
The name I\ longirostris should be used for
stand for that species.
the species so designated by Milne Edwards on p. 392 {— P. edvMrdsii
can, viz, P. vulgaris on

''''

Heller).

Ortmann

^

makes

japonic us

7*.

;i

variety of

/*.

xtyliferus. V)ut it is

distinguished as follows: P. japouicus has no dorsal spines on the ros1*. styliferux has 2 or 3 on the termitoO ^'entral spines, I\ styliferus 8 to 10.
In P. japouicus the sixth segment of the pleon is nearly two-thirds as
long as the carapace (rostrum excluded); in /•*. stijliferus it is shorter,
In P. jajKmicus the carpus of
barely more than half the carapace.

trum except
nal half.

at the base, while

P. jajH/nieu.s has 4

the second pair of feet

is

P. .sfyliferus the carpus

as long as the meru.s or the fingers, while in

is

considerably shorter than merus or lingers.

U. S. National Museum a number of specimens of
P. styliferus from Kurrachee, India, collected b}^ Francis Day.

There are

in the

PALiEMON PAUCIDENS

de Haan.

Palemon ixiuciden-s de Haan, Fauna Japon., C!ru.st., 1849, p. 170, pi. xlv, fig. 11.
Leander paucidens Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 40 [109].

Aomori, Rikuoku; Matsushima, Rikuzen; Misaki, Sagami; Lake
Biwa, Matsubara. Omi (abundant): Kawatana; Kurume; Nagasaki,
Hizen.
Korea, P. L. Jouy coll.: Fusan: Gensan, brackish streams flowing
into the sea.

The rostrum has

5 to 6 teeth

above

(1

on carapace), 2 to 3 below,

extends about to the end of the
acicle.
The branches of the outer flagellum of the antennulse are
joined for about 8 segments or less than half of the length of the

and

is

usually bitid at extremity;

shorter branch.
ma}^ or

may

it

In fulh^ developed specimens the outer maxillipeds

not exceed the antennal peduncle, and the carpus of the

second pair of feet usually exceeds the acicle.

—

Dimensions. A large female measures 60.5 mm. long.
Several
hundred specimens were taken at Lake Biwa, all smaller than those
from salt water; a female with ova measures 38 mm.
Stimpson''
records its occurrence in fresh water, in rivers near Simoda.
a Hist. Nat. Crust., II, 1837.

&Zool. Jahrb., Syst., Y, 1891, p. 519.
'•Proc.

Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phila.,

XII, 1800,

p.

40 [109].
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PALiEMON SERRIFER
Leamkr

(Stimpson).

Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XII, 1860, p. 41 [110].—
Notes Leyden Mus., Ill, 1881, p. 139.— Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb.,

xtrrifcr

De Man,
Syst.,

V, 1891,

p. 525, pi.

xxxvii,

%.

Misaki, Salami; Jordan and Snyder

17.

Atami

collection.

Sakamoto collector, April, 189-i.
Out of 21 specimens with perfect rostrum,
remainder varying from 2 to

Stout.
little

Rostrum about

below, the

5 teeth.

PALiEMON MACRODACTYLUS, new
or a

district; F.

have 9 teeth above,

7

remainder mostly 10 teeth above; 15 have 3 teeth

the

VOL. XXVI.

as long- as carapace,

it

species.

may be

a little longer

shorter, overreaching a little the antennal scale; straight in

basal half, slightly inclined

upward

in distal half;

armed above with

9 to 15 teeth, 3 of which are on the carapace, 3 to 5 below, tip usually
bifid;

p/

tooth
"

posterior

dorsal

more remote from

the others; the anterior

tooth

ma}?^

be

remote

from the others or remote from the tip. Only
large specimens have 13
to 15 teeth above;
Fig. 24.— Pal^mon
3,

ACICLE,

X

2|;

c,

OF THIRD PAIR, X

macrodactylus; a, carapace, x If;
CHELA OF SECOND PAIR, X 2g; rf, FOOT
3i.

usual numlier
12.

cle

fourth of scale; antennal peduncle to end of

is

the

10 to

Antenuular pedunreaching

to

distal

first antennular segment.
Filaments of outer flagellum of antennula united for from 7 to 9
joints; short filament uiuch longer than the basal portion.
Acicle
oblong, very broad at extremity.
Outer maxillipeds reaching beyond antennal peduncle by at least
two-thirds of the last segment. The first pair of feet, extended, touch
the end of the scale; the carpus is one and two-thirds times as long as
the chela; the palm is a little longer than the fingers. The second
pair of feet may exceed the scale by the length of the chela and part
of the wrist.
The carpus is subequal to the merus, exceeds the manus
in length, and is distally enlarged.
Palm compressed, broader than
carpus, longer than fingers.
The last three pairs of legs are very
nearly of a length, the fifth pair attain the end of the scale; the
dactyli of the third pair are contained twice or two and a half times,
of the fifth pair about three times, in their propodi.
The sixth segment of the abdomen is half as long as the carapace
(rostrum excluded), and three-fourths as long as the telson, which has
two pairs of lateral spinules, and at the extremity a short median and
lateral spine and a very long intermediate spine.

JA PA NESE STA LK-E YED CR USTA CEA NS—RA THB UN.

NO. 1307.

D///u'/is/(>/is.

— Female with ova:

Leno^th, 55 nun.

;

leno^th of

53

carapace

and rostrum, 23.7 mm.; len^-tli of I'ostrum, 12. T mm.
Aomori, Kikuoku (type locality, Cat. No. 2(»i(>2); MatLocalities.
ALso collected by P. L. Jouy in
sushima, Rikuzen; Nagasaki, Hizen.
Korea, at Fusan, Gensaii, and Chemulpo.
This species in appearance much resembles /\ sen'ifer, but differs
in havino", as a rule, more rostral teeth, broader acicle. lonoer fingers

—

of second chelipeds, longer dactyls of last three pairs.
the rostrum

may be

In the

palm and

a little convex abo\'e, the

young

lingers of the

second pair sul^equal.

PALiEMON PACIFICUS

(Stimpson).

Leander pacificus Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
[109].— Dk Man, Notes Leyden Mns., Ill, 1881, p. 137.

XII,

1860, p. 40,

Rostrum extending beyond antennal

scale for about one-third of its
its
extremity,
armed with 7 to 8
upturned
toward
length, stronglv
tip
carapace),
or
5
below,
usually trifid.
above
or
3
on
4
teeth
(2

The

filaments of the outer flagellum of the antennulte are united for

from 10

to 12 joints; the free

joints; its
is

end of the short filament has 2S to 36

outer margin or that which

fits

against the longer filament

strongly serrate.

Otherwise this species is much as in I\ affints Milne Edwards.
Misaki, Sagami; Wakanoura, Kii; Nagasaki, Hizen.

BITHYNIS NIPPONENSIS

(de

Haan)

Palemon nipponeriMs de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 171.
Palxmon nipponensis Ortmann, Zool. Jahrb., Syst., V, 1891, p.
figs. 4 and 4z, and synonymy.

23

7^?>, pi.

xlvii,

Wakanoura, Kii; Chikugo River, Kurume, Chikugo; Kurume, July
(many specimens).

BITHYNIS LONGIPES

(de Haan).

de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust.,
Ortmann, Zool. .lahrb., Syst., V,

Palemon

Ion(jipes"

1849, p. 171.

Pahemon

longipes

1891, p. 715.

Kawatana,

Jul}" 22

(many specimens); Nagasaki, Hizen.

The two foregoing
separated

species are very closely related; they ma}" be
by the following characters, which are not absolutely

constant:

In £. nipponensis the rostrum
12 or 13 teeth above; in

J3.

is

longipes

usually nearl}^ straight and bears
it is

usually

more arched and has

10 or 11 teeth above.
In B. nipponensis, adult, the fingers of the second cheliped are

=

Leander
have given a new name, Palsemon ortmanni, to P. longipes (Ortmann)
Ortmann, not P. longipes de Haan. There is in the U. S. National Museum
a specimen of P. ortmanni from Tsushima Island, .Tapan, collected by P. L. Jouy.
«I

longipes
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nearly as long as the palm, very hairy, the teeth at their base small
in hair; in B. lomjqyes^ adult, the tinkers are only one-

and concealed

There

half as long- as the palm, very little or not at all hairy.

is

one

well-developed tooth near the base of the pollex and two either side of

near the base of the dactjdus.
In B. nipj^onensis^ young, the lingers are longer than the palm; in
B. longijx's, young, they are nearl}' as long as the palm.

it

Order

1

STOMATOPODA.

ODONTODACTYLUS SCYLLARUS

(Linnaeus).

Cancer scyllarus Linnteus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., I, 1758, p. 633.
Odontodactylus scyllarus Bigelow, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894,

synonymy. Bokkadaile, Proc.
and synonymy.

Wakanoura, Kii; one male.
The dactylus and distal end

London,

Zool. See.

p. 496,

1898, p. 36, pi. v,

and

fig. 6, flj

*'

of propodus of the raptorial limb are

bright red in the specimen preserved in alcohol.

LYSIOSQUILLA LATIFRONS

(de Haan).

SquiUa latifrom de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p. 222, pi. li, fig. 3.
Lysiosquilla {Coronis) latifrons Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), V, 1880,
Lyaiosquilla latifrons Bigelow, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894, p. 503.

I
p. 10.

Nagasaki, Hizen; one female.

Length from
carapace 14.5

tip of

rostrum to end of telson 64.4 mm.; length of

mm.

The dactylus

of the right raptorial limb in de Haan's figure has 6|

teeth, of the left

limb T teeth; in

specimen the dactyli of botl

oui*

limbs have 6 teeth.

The posterior margin of the telson is armed with 12 small spines
one side of the sinus, 11 spines on the other side.

CHLORIDELLA'/ FASCIATA
Squilla fasciata

de Haan, Fauna Japon.,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XVII,

(de Haan).

Crust., 1849, p. 224, pi. li,

Miers, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5) V, 1880,
XVI, Stomatopoda, 1886, p. 37, pi. in,

p.

oi

fig. 4.

29.— Brooks, Challenger Rept^

figs. 4, 5;

pi.

ii,

fig.

8.

Bigelow

1894, p. 510.

Tsuruga, Echizen, 2 males; Nagasaki, Hizen, 1 male, 1 female.
The intermediate denticles of the margin of the telson are eithej
8 or

9.

The

largest specimen measures 76.5

mm.

long;

carapace, 19 mii

long.

«In 1899 (Jour.

Inst.

Jamaica,

II, p. 628), I called attention to

the fact that

tl

was preoccupied for a genus of Amphipoda b|
O. F. Miiller, 1776 and 1788, by Scopoli, 1777, and by O. Fabricius, 1780. The on^
One who co^
available name for the stomatopod genus is Chloridella Miers, 1880.
siders Chloridella generically distinct from Squilla J. C. Fabricius should substitutej

name

Squilla J. C. Fabricius, 1793,

new name

for the latter.
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(Fabricius).

an Haan, Fauna Japun., Orust., 1849, p. 222, pi. li, Jig.
Bigelow, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, 1894, p.
synonymy.

Squilla Invrpax

1.

Sqidlla raphidea

535,

Wakanoura.

Kii; 5 specimens.

CHLORIDELLA AFFINIS

(Berthold).

de Haan, Fauna Japon., Crust., 1849, p.
Bigelow, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII,

Squilla oratoria

223, pi.

Squilla affinis

1894, pp. 537

fig.

22,

and

li, fig. 2.

and

538,

and synonymy.

Same, Rikuoku; Tokj'o; Tsuruga, Echizen
Wakanoura, Kii (abundant); Onomichi, Bingo; Nagasaki,

Aomori, Rikuoku;
(abundant);

Hizen.

CHLORIDELLA COSTATA
tSquilla

costata

de Haax, Fauna Japon.,

MiERs, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,
Mus., XVII, 1894,

Wakanoura,

(5),

(de Haan).

Crust., 1849, p. 223, pi. li,

V, 1880,

p.

21.— Bigelow,

fig.

5.

Proc. U. S. Nat.

p. 511.

Kii, 2 specimens,

male and female; Nagasaki, Hizen,

3 males.

The surface of the carapace is tuberculate, especially between the
median and submedian carinie, the tubercles more or less confluent.
The marginal denticles of the telson are 3-4, 6-8, 1.
The largest specimen measures 87 mm. long; carapace, 22.5 mm.
lonsf.

A REVIEW OF THE HEMIBRANCHIATE FISHES OF JAPAN.
By David Stakr Jordan and Edwin Chapin Starks,
Of

the Li'Iwid

In the present paper

known

Hkmford Junior

Uniirrsltii

given a review of the Hemil)ranchiate fishes
It is based on material in the

is

to inhabit the waters of Japan.

Leland Stanford Junior University and in the U. S. National Museum,
most of it collected by Jordan and Sn3'der in the sunnner of 1900.
In a previous paper in these Proceedings" ]\lr. Starks has discussed
the osteolog}^ of the suborder Hemibranchii and of its component
families.

ACANTHOPTERGII.

Order

Suborder

HEMIBRANCHII.

Opisthotics absent; parietals usuall}^ absent; exoccipitals never
meeting over surface of basioccipitals; myodome usually al»sent or
rudimentary, sometimes well developed; posttemporal never typically
forked, sometimes united to cranium suturely; a portion of the hypocorcacoid sometimes enamelled, appearing- externall}" as a sepjirate ])one
on either side (interclavicle); supraclavicle usually al)sent, small when
present; postclavicle when present composed of a single bone; superior
pharyngeals and usually elements of branchial arches reduced in number; inferior pharyngeals present, not united; four anterior vertebras
more or less elongate, sometimes united; transverse process present
on all abdominal vertebrje; snout more or less produced and tubelike with a small mouth at its end; ventrals abdominal, sometimes
anteriorly placed.
These fishes are allied to the Percemces^ from
ancestors of which it is probably descended.
Their relations to the
Lopho])ranchii are close, the characters of the Lophobranchii being
largeh' extremes of the same modifications.
(V/<«, half; ftpayxos, gill.)
In the following analysis of families

we adopt

the arrangement of

families as given in Dr. Gill's valuable discussion of ''The

Mutual

Relations of the Hemibranchiate Fishes."*
«Proc. U.
?'Proc.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

Acad. Nat.

Proceedings U.

S.

XXV,

1902, p. 618.

Sci. Phila., 1884, p. 154.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1308.
67
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Dermal arjuatiire absent, oi- developed only as plates on side or back; vertebr;<!
numerous (80 to 36); pubic bones placed close to scapular arch; spinous dorsal
represented by isolated spines.

a.

Vertebrae anteriorly

h.

enlarged; ventrals subthoracic, each with a sharp

little

spine.
c.

cc.

Branchiostegal rays three; ventrals with one soft ray each; snout conic or
Gasterosteid.e, I.
but slightly tubiform
Branchiostegal rays four; ventrals with four soft rays each; snout tubi-

form
hh.

Vertebrpe anteriorly

(first

four) elongate; ventrals

AULORHYNCHID.E, II.
abdominal or near middle

without spines, but with 6 (or 5) soft rays.
Dorsal spines developed, weak; body compressed, moderately long, with
Aulostomid^, III.
ctenoid scales; no caudal filament
dd. Dorsal spines undeveloped; body depressed or subcylindrical, very long
without scales; caudal with the two middle rays produced into a long
Fistulariid.e, IV.
filament
of body,

d.

developed anteriorly and especially about the back;
elongate; tail with its axis continuous with that
of the abdomen; branchihyals and pharyngeals mostly present (fourth superior
branchihyal and first and fourth superior pharyngeals wanting); pubic bones
remote from the scapular arch a spinous dorsal fin developed.
Macrorhamphosid^, V.
aaa. Dermal armature connate with the internal skeleton and developed as a dorsal
cuirass in connection with the neuropophyses; six or more anterior vertebrae
extremely elongate; tail with its axis deflected from that of the abdomen by
encroachment of a dorsal cuirass over the dorsal fin; branchial system usually
feebly developed; a spinous dorsal feebly developed under the posterior proCentkiscid^, VI.
jection of the dorsal buckler

Dermal armature

aa.

superficial,

four anterior vertebrae

much

;

Family

I.

GASTEROSTEIDAE.

STICKLEBACKS.

Body more

or less fusiform, somewhat compressed, tapering behind

to a slender caudal peduncle.

Head moderate, the

anterior part not

greatly produced, but all the bones of the suspensory apparatus somewhat lengthened. Mouth moderate, with the cleft oblique, the lower

jaw prominent; maxillary bent at right angles and overlapping the
premaxillary at corner of mouth. Teeth sharp, even, in a narrow
band in each jaw; no teeth on vomer or palatines; premaxillaries proPreorbital rather broad; suborbital plate large, often covering the anterior part of the cheeks, forming a connection with the
Branchiostegals 3.
Gill membranes broadly joined, free
preopercle.

tractile.

from the isthmus, or not; gill rakers moderate or rather long.
Toothed superior pharyngeals 2; that of fourth arch missing or
united to third.
Opercles unarmed. Skin naked or with vertically
oblong bony plates; no true scales. Dori^al tin preceded by two or

more

free spines; anal similar to soft dorsal, with a single spine; ven-

abdominal, anteriorly placed and overlapped slightly at the
girdle, though not connected to
consisting of a stout spine and one or two rudimentary rays.

tral fins

side
it,

by a process from the shoulder

Middle or sides of belly shielded by the pubic bones.

Pectorals
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unusually far behind the gill openinos, preceded by a
C'audal tin
area, which is covered with shining skin.
naked
quadrate
l)la(lder
simple;
few
pyloric
Air
a
c(eca.
lunate.
narrow, usualW
vertebra^
little
enlarg-ed.
anterior
30
to
Vertebne
35;
Small tishes inhal^iting the fresh waters and arms of the sea in
northern Europe and America; noted for their pugnacity. They are
exceedingly destructive to the spaAvn and fry of large tishes.
ratlier short,

(I.

ail.

openings restricted, the meml)ranes mesially united to tlie isthmus; dorsal
Gasterosteus, 1.
with two free spines; skin mailed, partly mailed, or naked
Gill openings confluent, the gill membranes forming a broad, free margin across
the isthmus; dorsal spines 8 to 11, divergent; skin naked or mailed.

(4ill

Pi/gosieus, 2.

GASTEROSTEUS

1.

Linn^us, Syst. Nat., X, 1758,

Gasterosteus (Artedi)

Gasteracanthus Pallas,
ie'iuTO.s

(Artedi) Linnaeus.

Mem.

Ac.

St.

p.

489 (nculeatus).

Petersb., Ill, 1811, p. 325 {cataphr actus).

SwAiNSON, Nat. Hist. Class' n Fishes,

II, 1839, p.

242 {gijmmirus).

Sticklebacks with the innominate bones coalescent on the median
line of

the belly, behind and between the ventral

triangular or lanceolate plate.

Gill

forming a

tins,

membranes united

to the isthnms.

and usually keeled. Skin variousl}^ covered with bony
Dorsal spines 3 in number, strong, with nondivergent bases.
Fresh waters and shores of all northern regions;
Species numerous.
the species highly variable, those found in the sea usually with the
body completely mailed, the fresh and brackish water forms variously

Tail slender,
plates.

mailed or even altogether naked. It is probable that the reduction in
armature is in some degree connected with life in fresh waters. It is
almost certain that the partly naked forms are in each species derived

from mailed forms of the same region.
{yaffT7}p^he\\y; offtsov^ bone.)
I.

GASTEROSTEUS CATAPHRACTUS

TOGEUWO

(Pallas).

(PRICKLY-FISH).

Gasteracanthus cataphrartus Pallas,

Mem. Acad.

Petersb., Ill,

1811,

p.

325;

Kamchatka.
Gasterosteus obolarius

500;

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., TV, 1829, p.

Kamchatka.

Gasterosteus viscvlptus
figs. 1, 2,

and

3;

Kichardson, Last Arctic Voyage, 1854,

p.

10,

pi.

xxv,

Northumberland and Puget sounds.

Ayres, Proc. Cal. Acad.
Sauvage, Revision des Fipinoches, 1874,

G(usterosteus serratiis

Sci.,

1855, p. 47;

San Francisco.

p. 13.

Gasterosteus rnter^nedius CiiHAiU), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 135;

Cape

Flattery.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 396.
Jordan and Evermann, Fishes N. and M. Amer.,

Gasterosteus aculeatus cataphractus
Gasterosteus cataphractus

I,

1898, p. 749.
Gasterosteus aculeatus Ishikaava, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 58;

Hokkaido, Kuriles, Ugo,

Yechigo, Shimotsuke, ^lusashi, l^sen, Niigata.
Gasterosteus tvilliamsoid GuiAKT), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854,
liamson's Pass, near Saugus, California; naked form.

p. 103;

Wil-
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Girard, Proc. Acad. Nat. Pci. riiila., 1S54, j). irj."^;
Tulare T^akc; lialf-maikvl form.
147: Presidio;
^rV(,s-/r/v(,s7('»,s' j>/r/;('/».s (i IRAKI), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. I'liila., isr)4, \>.

G<tsterostcvs microceplialus

Kaweah

lialf

II.,

mailed.

Gasterosiens inopinatH.-< (\\R.\Hi), Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

I'liila.,

1854,

]>.

147; Presi-

dio; half mailed.
Gasterosteus 'pngetti (tirakd,

Bteilacooni,

The

Proc.

Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

ISoi;,

p.

i;i,5;

Fort

Washington; half mailed.

following" description

from Ugo, northwest

is

tuken from u specimen So nnn. long

»Tapan:

Dorsal 11-1, 13; anal 1, 1(». Body slender,
compressed; head small and pointed; mouth obli(iu(\ maxillary not
Processes from
reaching eye', caudal peduncle depressed, keeled.
shoulder girdle slightly divergent, leaving a narrow, naked area on
breast; naked area in front of pectorals equal to length of snout.
Dorsal spines long and slender, the length equaling distance from
snout to pupil third dorsal and anal spines very small, curved; ventral spines long, slender, as long as snout and eye, or even longer in
some specimens; serrate at ])ase and Avith basal cusp; ventral plate as
long as spine in many specimens, narrow, the greatest width 3i in
Lateral armature complete, the plates gradually reduced in
length.
Dark grayish or blusize posteriorly, forming a distinct caudal keel.
ish black above, silvery below, witii a few dark punctulations, thickest
Alaska, Kamon caudal peduncle and near tip of ventral spines.
Very abundant northward; the mailed form rarely
chatka, and Japan.

Head

3i; depth 4i; eye 3|.

;

or never entering fresh water.
have also marine specimens from Kushiro and northern Japan,
which we have compared with specimens from Alaska and Puget

We

Sound, and have found them to l)e similar.
Specimens from I])i and Mino rivers near Ogaki in Mino seem to be
inseparalde from the naked specimens from Colton, California (called
" Gasterosteus wilUamsoni''-).
They ditfer greatly from the marine

form in being deeper, in having the ventral plate broad and short, in
being only partially armed, in being conspicuously mottled, and in
exhibiting all of the differences which fresh-water specimens at the
extreme of variation from California and Alaska exhibit. Since it has
not been possible to satisfactorily separate the Western American
from those found in the sea, we can not consider

fresh- water species

we have no intergrading forms
Formula? of soft rays of dorsal and anal:

these as distinct even though

Locality.

at hand.
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2.
Pi/i/osteKs (BrevDDi-t

name

)

PYGOSTEUS

(iir.L,

Cat. Fislies

ST. IlKS.

fi

America,

39;

1

Brevoort.

Vjns~t

Coa,«t Nortli

Gafiterostea

Canadian Naturalist,

II, 18()5,

Sxvx AGE, Revision des Epinoches,

This genu.s

is

characterizod

l)y

j'-

^ {occidentalis)

1874,

]>.

29

{

jyungltins)

the presence of 9 to 11 divergent

by the weakness of its innominate bones. The
Vertebrai 14
branes form a l)road fold across the isthmus.

spines and

((.

gill

mem-

+ 18 = 32.

pubic region; ocrreov^ bone.)

Dorsal with 8 spines

aa. Dorsal

ISfil, p.

only.

Pyi/oxtcH.t (\\iA.,

(jtvyr}^

1

Me'mddchiieri, 2.

with 11 or 12 spines
2.

undecimalis,

PYGOSTEUS STEINDACHNERI

3.

Jordan and Snyder.

Gaslewsteus japonicus Steindachner, Ichthy.

Beitr., IX, i). 27, pi. lu, tig. 2;
Gulf of Strielok, near Vladivostok. (Not of Houttuyn.
Pi/gosteu~s steindachneri Jordan and Snyder, Proceedings TJ. S. Nat. Mus., 1901,
p. 747, after Steindachner.
Gdntnostevs ^/«j(//i7(«s Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, yi. 59; Lake Inokashiro, near

Tokyo.
Gio^terostens

i^Y*.

xshikawa,

Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 59;

The following description

is

Yamashiro.

taken from 4 specimens from Yama-

shiro:

Head 3f in length; depth 4i. Dorsal VllI-11; anal 1-8, or 9.
Diameter of eye equal to snout or slightly greater, contained 3^ times
in head; width of interorbital two-thirds diameter of eye; maxillary
barely reaching to under anterior adge of the eye in the males,
slightly shorter in the females.

Length of ventral spines equal to distance from tip of snout to
middle of eye; length of middle dorsal spines two-thirds to threefourths eye, last spine a little longer, equal to anal spine; length of
pectoral equals snout and e^^e; length of anal base equal to dorsal base
and eijual to length of head without snout.
Anterior part of body with vertical bony plates which decrease in

become small round plates on posterior half of
body; on the caudal peduncle they form a sharp keel; they number

length posteriorly and

from 32

to 35.

Color in spirits very light yellowish brown with only a trace of small
dusky punctulations. The membrane of the spinous dorsal dusky or
conspicuously black. The soft dorsal and anal ranging from colorless
to dusky.
Pectoral and caudal without color.

Numerous specimens taken from
near Tokj'o, and one specimen from

a pond
Aomori

at Inokashiro, jNIusashi,

onh" from these in
being much darker or more
dusk}-.
The tins are all more or less dusky and the meml)rane of the
spinous dorsal is not darker than the body color.
Of 16 specimens
counted an ecpial number have 8 and 9 spines. Botb these and the
being entirely devoid of plates and

in

difi'er
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mailed specimens from Yamashiro

^vol•o

presented

]>y

the Imperial

Museum from the many examples collected ))y Dv. Ishikawa.
and to have
Steindachner^s specimens seem to have been more slender
had higher spines than ours.
(Named for Dr. Franz Steindachner.)
3.

PYGOSTEUS UNDECIMALIS

Jordan and Starks, new species.

an
Head '6\ to 3| in length; depth 5 to 5i. Dorsal XI or XII (in
snout
head;
Eye
3iin
anall-9.
or
10
11;
specimens)—
equal number of
4; interorl)ital slightly less

than diameter of eye.

Maxillary reaching

Depth of head li to If its length.
slightly past tmterior margin of eye.
equaling in length two-thirds
slender,
and
short
yery
Ventral spines

The dorsal spines are subequal in
to three-fourths diameter of eye.
scarcely half the diameter of the
are
and
last
the
length to the next to
a third higher and is equal in
about
is
one
last
The
eye'in length.
length to the anal spine.

,-r

Pig. 1.— Pygosteus undecimalis.

The body
in

is

bony plates in our specimens, except
few plates form a keel on the caudal peduncle.

entirely deyoid of

one example where a
Color dark brown above, lighter below,

of the tins dusky.
demdachnerl in having a
all

more
ventral
slender
more
slender form, a slightly longer head, shorter and
numerous and shorter dorsal
spines, and particularly in having more
lliis species differs

spines.

thicker.

from Pygodeus

The mouth appears to be
The color is darker.

larger and the caudal peduncle to be

presented by the bapSix specimens, the longest 53 mm. in length,
by Mr. Nozawa.
poro Museum, were taken at Chitose in Hokkaido
Museum.
University
The type is No. 7119, Leland Stanford Junior
{undecim, eleven.)

Family
3.

11.

AULORHYNCHID.F:.

AULICHTHYS

Aidkhthy^ (Brevoort) Gill,

Vvov.

Aca.l.

Brevoort.
Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

1862,

p.

234,

{ja'po}ilcus).

plates, each ending in a
Lateral line with a series of sharply keeled
inserted under middle of
spine; pectoral tin not emarginate; ventrals
length of the pectoral tin.

HEMIBRANCHIATE FISHES—JORDAN AND
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STARK'S.

(53

Northern Japan; one species known, well separated from the Caliby the row of lateral spines; the Hn
rays about the .same.

fornian AulorJi i/n chits flavidus^
tube; ix^^vg^

(orvA-Os-,

4.

fish.)

AULICHTHYS JAPONICUS

Brevoort.

AuUchthys japoiiicvs (Brevoort), Gill, Proi-. Acad. Nat. 8c'i. Phila., 1862,
Shimoda. Jordan and Snyder, Check List Fishes Japan, 1901,

p. 234;
p.

60;

Yokohama.
Aulorkynclvus japuiiicux Steindachnkk Ichth. Beitr., X, 1881, p.

Yokohama.
Genus?
Fwlulariichi' f

)Si)ecies?

Ishikawa, Prel.

Cat.,

1,

pi. v, tig. 1;

1897, p. 31; Nos. 551,

552; Boshu.

The

following' description

is

from

a

specimen from Tokj^o, 15 cm.

long-.

Head 3f

in length;

Lateral plates 55.

depth

'2

Dorsal

in snout.

Postcaudal plates 13.

Ej^e

-1

XXV-9;

anal 1-10.

in snout, 2 in post-

orbital part of head.

The mouth

is small, the maxillary is contained 2^ times in the manwhich is about half the length of the snout. From the l)ackward-extending process from the maxillary a shallow channel runs
backward on top of the snout to within a distance of the eye equal to
From the supraorbital rim a short channel
the diameter of the eye.
runs forward to each side of the termination of the anterior median
The interorbital space is slightly convex and somewhat
channel.

dible,

The length

rugose.

of the opercle

is

twice that of the rest of the

postorbital part of the head.

The pectoral fin is inserted a distance equal to the length of the
from the edge of the opercle. The lower rays are the longest;
their length is equal to their distance from the posterior orbital margin.
The front of the dorsal is midway between the base of the caudal and
the middle of the opercle. The anal is directly under the soft dorsal and
opercle

about equal to

it

in length.

Where the anal and the dorsal are depressed

the tips of the longest rays just reach to the base of the last ra}".

The

length of the caudal equals the length of the postorbital part of the

The lower edge

is rough and is only
appears as a line of dermal bone and runs back
nearlj^ to a similar but wider line formed by the edge of pubic bones.
The length of the ventrals equals the diameter of the eye.
Caudal slightly dusky, other fins colorless; top of head dark; opercles dusky above with fine l)rown points; a dark brown streak runs
along prcorbital region to middle of e^^e.
We have .specimens from Tokyo, Matsushima, and Boshu. The
species is not rare in northern Japan on sandy shores.

head.

covered

bj'

thin skin;

it

of the shoulder girdle
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Family HI.

Body

elongate,

conipve.ssed,

AULOSTOMID.E.
covered with

ctenoid scales.

.small,

Head long-; mouth small,
Lower jaw prominiMit, with

end of a
compressed tube.
a l)ar1)el at the
Premaxlllary feeble, not protractile; maxillary broad,
symphysis.
Teeth minute, in l)ands on
triangular, with a supplemental bone.
lower jaw and vomer. Branchiostegals 4. Gills 4, a slit behind the
Lati'ral line continuous.

long,

fourth.

Pseudol)ranchia^ well developed.

at the

Gill rakers obsolete.

Gill

Air bladder large.
mem])ranes separate, free from the isthnms.
Post-temporal free from cranium. Spinous dorsal present, of 8-12
very slender free spines; soft dorsal and anal rather long, similar posterior, with 23 to 28 rays each; caudal small, rhombic, the middle rays
longest, l)ut not produced into a filament; ventrals abdominal, of 6
rays, all articulated; i)ectorals Itroad, rounded, the space in front of

them

scaly.

Two

First four verte])rce elongated.

single genus, with

two

species,

found

AULOSTOMUS

4.

pyloric caeca.

A

in tropical seas.

Lacepede.

AulostomuH Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., \, 180o, p. 357 {chlnensis)
Aulostoma Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1845,. p. 820; change of spelling.
Polytericlithijs Bleekek, Ternate, II, p. fiOS {valent'mi=cMnensis).
Solenostonms Gkonow, Cat. Fishes, FA. Gray, 1854, p. 146 {chinensis).

Characters of the genus included above.
(avXog.^ tube; (Tto^uy, mouth.)
5.

AULOSTOMUS-' VALENTINI

VvVLENTiJN, Olid- eu Nieaw-Oost-Ind.,

Amboyna,

Bleeker.

III, 1725, pp. 823, 448, 494.

Bleeker, Ternate II, alxnit 1850, p. 60S; Ternate.
Aitlostoma sinends Schlegel, Fauna .Taponica, 1845, p. 520; "Tres rare dans
mers du Japon."
I'olypterichtJi!j,i tnlentiiil

les

Aulustoma chlneni^e Gv^tiikr, Oat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p. 5;>8; Ani])(>yna; Ancutum
(not Aulostomns cldneni^i!^ Lacepede, which, after Linnauis, is a West Indian
epecies.

The following description is from a specimen 48 cm. in length from
Honolulu. Head 3 in length; depth 11. Dorsal XI-2(»; anal 2(); scales
about 230.
Bod}' elongate, compressed, the least depth just ))ehind base of pec-

where the body is constricted below. Body expanding vertisomewhat at soft dorsal and anal, and abrupt narrowing at caudal

torals
cally

peduncle, which

is

long and slender with parallel

Eye contained 2f

sides.

in post or])ital part of head, Ti in snout.

•aw somewhat hooked up at tip over front of premaxlllary,
ries

verv

l>road, their

width a

little

greater than eve and twice as long.

« Fistularia c/tme?m.s Linnaeus is based chiefly in the Solenostomus

Gronow, which

is

the West Indian species, Aidoi^tomus coloratns.

should properly bear the

name

cliinensis.

Lower
jNIaxilla-

caada rotundaUt

The

nf

latter species

IIEMIBRANCIIIATK FISHES—JORDAN
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Scales fine, strongly ctenoid, at nape becominof

Area

in front of pectorals closely scaled.

Head

65

somewhat embedded.
naked.

Pectorals short and broad; their length equals twice the diameter of
Ventrals inserted midway' between base of caudal and middle
eye.

Dorsal placed directly over anal, which is of equal length.
Base of dorsal equal to postorbital part of head and half eye. Length
of caudal contained 8| in length of snout.
Color in alcohol brownish, with 10 or 11 narrow light crossbars,
between each of which is a more or less conspicuous broken bar composed of diffused spots. Fins yellowish. A black stripe across base
of dorsal and anal rays; a round black spot on upper and lower rays
of caudal; a black spot on base of ventrals; and one on middle of maxOther specimens very dark, with scarcely anj^ crossbars.
illary.
Others show conspicuous longitudinal light bars.
This species, common in the tropical seas from Hawaii to India, is
recorded by Schlegel as very rare in Japan. It doubtless belongs to
the fauna of the Riukiu Islands.
of eye.

(Named for its discoverer, Fr. Valentijn, who wrote in 1725 on the
"Oud- en Nieuw-Oost-Indien" and the " Waterdieren van Amboina.")
Family IV. FISTULARIID.E.
elongate, much depressed, broader than deep.
but having bony plates present on various parts of the body,
mostly covered by the skin. Head very long, the anterior bones of
the skull much produced, forming a long tube, which terminates in
the narrow mouth; this tube formed by the sj^mplectic, proethmoid,
metapterygoid, mesopterygoid, quadrate, palatines, vomer, and mesethmoid.
Both jaws, and usually the vomer and palatines also, with
minute teeth; membrane uniting the bones of the tubes below, very
lax, so that the tube is capable of much dilation.
Post-temporal
coossified with the cranium.
Branchiostegals .5 to 7; gills 4, a slit
behind the fourth.
Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus;

Body extremely

Scaleless,

Basibranchial elements wanting.
Fourth supepharyngeal missing or anchylosed to third. Pseudobranchisv
present.
Air bladder large. Spinous dorsal fin entirely absent; soft
dorsal short, posterior, somewhat elevated; anal fin opposite it and
similar; caudal fin forked, the middle rays produced into a long filament; pectorals small, with a broad base, preceded by a smooth area;
processes from hypocoracaid greatly lengthened; supraclavicles XBvy
small; ventral fins very small, wide apart, abdominal, far in advance
of the dorsal, composed of 6 soft rays.
Pyloric coeca few; intestine
short. Vertebra3 very numerous (4+44 to 49+28 to 33); the first four
vertebra^ very long.
Fishes of the tropical seas, related to the sticklebacks in structure, but with prolonged snout and different ventral
fins.
A single genus, with a few species.
gill

rakers obsolete.

rior

Proc. N.

M.
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5.

FISTULARIA

v<.i..

xxvi.

Linnaeus.

-Sofcnostomws Klein, Missus, IV, 1740, p. 23 (nonbinomial).
Flsfularia Linx.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 312 {tabacaria).

CannorhyvcJius Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 1850, p. 211 {tabacaria; Fistularia l)eing
regarded as preoccupied by Donati in 1750 for a pre-Linnfean genus of

Polyps).
Flagellaria GRoy^nv, Cat. Fishes, 1854, p. 146 {tistiUaris=(abacaria)

The

Character.s of the genus included above.
teristic of this

The narrow

1.

])ony shields, charac-

genus, are the following:
strip "along the

median

line of the

hack behind the

skull (confluent neural spines).

The

These shields are
is prolonged and
extends far backward between the muscles of the back. This ridge is
flexible, and does not interfere with the lateral movements of the fish.
It appears to serve as a base for the attachment of muscular fibers.
3. The narrow shield on the side is the postclavicle, its posterior part
being dilated and fixed to the lateral dorsal shields.
2.

pair of broader lateral dorsal shields.

the longest, provided anteriorly with a ridge, which

4. The ventral shields are the processes from the hypocoracoids.
Their posterior half is broadest, much pitted interiorly. The}^ are
narrower before the middle, leaving a free lanceolate space between
them, and are again a little widened anteriorly, where thev join the
These plates extend as far backward as the
clavicle and urohyal.
anchylosed vertebne.
{fistula^ a tube or pipe.)
a.

Upper

lateral edges

Two middle

}).

on snout sharply serrated.

ridges on snout well sej^arated, diverging on anterior part of

snout, converging finally

on

its

foremost part; skin nearly smooth.

greenish
bb.

Two middle

Color

dejyressa, 6.

ridges

on snout close together and

parallel

on anterior half

length, slowly converging forward from the middle;

reddish

skin rough.

of its

Color,

jH'timba, 7.

6.

FISTULARIA DEPRESSA

Giinther

YA(tARA ARROW-SH AFT
(

)

GiJNTHER, Shore Fishes Challenger, 1880, p. 69, pi. xxxii,.
D; Sulu Islands, Natal, Zanzibar, Amboyna, China, New Guinea, New
South Wales, Fiji, Lower California. Jordan and Evermann, Fishes N.
and M. Amer., 1, 1898, p. 757; Gulf of California, Panama.

Fistularia deprcasa
tig.

The following

from a small specimen 31 cm.
from Wakanoura.

description was taken

in leng'th (without caudal filament),

Head 2| in length. Depth at pectoral fins equal to long diameter of
Width just behind pectorals three-fifths of width at a point just

eye.

behind ventrals.

Body

Dorsal 15; anal 14.

from above the sides are nearly
behind pectorals, where it is narrower

elongate, depressed, as viewed

parallel for a short distance

HEMIBRANCHIATE FISHES—JORDAN AND STARKS.
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than posterior part of head, but grows abruptl}^ broader at the posterior Olid of the upper lateral plates and tapers gradually to the
caudal.

The jaws are armed with a row of

fine teeth.

The maxillary is conEye nearly twice

tained Si times in the snout, the mandible 5^ times.
as long as high;

extreme length of orbit equal to length of maxillary.
somewhat concave, less so than in F. petimha, in

Interorbital space
larger specimens

the width

anteriorly;

it is flat

at the sides with a channel along its middle;

one-third of orbit.

is

the distance between

The median ridges on snout diverge
them is everywhere greater or as

them to the upper lateral ridge.
The ventrals are inserted from the pectorals a distance equal to the
distance of the pectoral from the anterior margin of the ej^e.
They
are separated at their liase by a space equal to the long diameter of
The dorsal and anal are directly opposite to each other and
the eye.
similar in shape.
The skin is everywhere smooth to the touch.
All of our specimens from Japan are plain brown greenish above,
but as specimens from other localities may be either plain brown or

great as the distance from

with longitudinal stripes and spots of blue, probably blue-spotted

examples occur.
The following color description was taken from a fresh specimen
from Panama, 69 cm. in length:
Olive ])rown on upper parts, white below,
A pair of narrow blue
stripes, interrupted anteriorly and posteriorly, begin at the nape,
diverge backward, and cross the lateral line just in front of the point
where it becomes straight, then runs just above and parallel to the
lateral line as far as the tail.

Another pair of

streaks,

blue spots, run close along each side of mid-dorsal line,

made each of
from a point

above axil of pectorals to front of dorsal. Behind dorsal, a single
series of spots occupies the median line of back.
We have compared specimens from Panama, La Paz, Mexico, and
from the Hawaiian Islands with our Japanese material and can appieciate no difl'erence.
The species occurs also in Samoa.
Several specimens under 32 cm. in length were collected at Wakanoura, Misaki, and Matsushima.
{deprei^sus,

depressed.
7.

FISTULARIA PETIMBA

Lacepede.

YAGARA.
Fistiduria Vivk,

John White, Voyage New South Wales,

pi.

lxiv,

fig. 2.

tabacaria \ar. Block, Ichth., 1794, pi. ccclxxxvii, fig. 2, "Coll. Linke
at Leipzig;" wrongly figured as spotted with l)lue; snout serrate; 2 caudal

FiKliiltirui

filaments.
FiMrilaria petimba 'Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poisg., V, 1803, p. 349 (excl. syn.

);

New

Reunion, ecpiatorial Pacific; based on specimens and manuscripts of Commerson; snout serrate; body inniiaculate.
Jordan and EvebMANN, Fish N. and 31. Amer., I, 189S, p. 758.
Britain, Isle of
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Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817, p. 349 (after Bloch).—
533.— GtJNTHER, Shore Fisheg, Challenger, p. 68,
1880.—Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 390.—

Fistularia serrata Cuvier,

GuNTHER,
pi.

Cat., Ill, 1861, p.

xxxii,

flg.

C,

IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 31; Tokyo, Kii.
Fistularia immaculata Cuvier, Eegne Animal, Ist ed., 1817, p. 349; Sea of the
Indies; after Commerson and John White.
|
Fisfnlaria commersonii Ruppell, Neue Wirbelthiere, 1834, p. 142; Red Sea.

The following description was taken from a specimen 30 cm. in
length from Wakanoura:
Head 2i in length; depth at pectorals a little less than long diameter

Dorsal 15; anal 14.
jj
^
depressa in the following characters:
This species differs from
The ridges on the top of snout are close together and parallel. The
distance between them is always much less than the distance from
them to the upper lateral ridge of snout. The head is more deeply
sculptured and the ridges are rougher. The interorbital space is

of eye.

K

deeply concave and without flat supraorbital areas in the adult. The
species may be at once distinguished by the touch, the skin feeling
harsh like very line shagreen. The lateral line is armed posteriorly

with sharp bony plates.
Some of our specimens show faint traces of broad cross-bars a))out
as wide as the diameter of the eye; 3 or 4 are on the snout and 12 or
14 on the rest of the body. It is pale or dull reddish brown in life.
depressa, but neither
It seems to be rather less common than
species was found at
This
Japan.
of
bays
shallow
in
rare
is
species

K

Wakanoura, Misaki, and Nagasaki.
{petimhuaha a Portuguese name.)
,

Family V.

MACRORHAMPHOSID^E.
SNIPE-FISHES.

or elevated, covered with small, rough
no lateral line; some bony strips on the side of the back and on
the margin of the thorax and abdomen, the former sometimes confluent
Bones of the skull much prolonged anteriorly, forming
into a shield.
Gill
a long tube which bears the short jaws at the end; no teeth.
openings wide; branchiostegals 4. Branchihyals and pharyngeals
mostly present, the fourth superior epibranchial and the first and

Body compressed, oblong,

scales;*^

fourth superior pharyngeals only wanting.

Two

dorsal

fins,

the

first

of 4 to 7 spines, the second of which is very long and strong; soft doror
sal and anal moderate; ventral fins small, abdominal, of 1 spine and 4
not
5 soft rays; pectorals short; caudal fin emarginate, its middle rays

produced. Air bladder large; pseudobranchite present. Gills 4, a
ones nmch
slit behind the fourth; vertebrae about 24, the four anterior
lengthened; no pyloric c(eca; intestinal canal short. Three or more
species, chiefly of the Old World, placed in two genera, Macrorhamphostis

and Centriscops.

i

-

i
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MACRORHAMPHOSUS

69

Lacep^de.

MacrorhamphosusL,.\CEP'kT)E, Hist. Nat. Poiss, V, 1803, p. 136 {ronmtm=scolopax).

Regne Anim., 1st. ed., II, 1817, p. 350 {firolopa.r, not
which Mas based on scutatus alone).
Macwguathus Gronow, Cat. Fishes, 1854, p. 147 (scolopax).
Centriscus Cuvier,

Cnilrlscus,

Linnteus,

Orthlrhth)js Gihh, Proc.

Body oblong,

Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1862,

j).

234

{rellUiriK).

g-raduating- into the caudal peduncle;

back straight;
Characters otherwise included above.
(/.laKpog, long; paju^og, snout.)

dorsal spines about 7.

<i.

(((I.

Body deep, the depth 4 in length to base of caudal
Body more slender, the depth 4J in length to base
8.

MACRORHAMPHOSUS SAGIFUE

mgifue,
of caudal

8.

jtiponlcus, 9.

Jordan and Starks,

new

species.

SAGIFUE (BIRD FLUTE).
Centriscus sp.

Ishikawa, Prel.

Cat., 1897, p. 32;

Head, 2 to 2i in length; depth, 4 to
in snout;

tti;

Kagoshima.

eye 5i to

in head,

3^ to 4

snout 3 to ^\ in length.

Fig.

2.—MACRORHAMPHOSUS SAGIFUE.

Dorsal V-12; anal 18 (or 19, counting the last ver}^ small slender
which is crowded close to the preceding one.)
Outline of head concave from tip of snout to occiput and from man-

ra}',

dible to tip of clavicles.
to dorsal spine,

Dorsal outline of body convex from occiput

nearly level between dorsals dropping steeply oblique

Vencurved from shoulder girdle to caudal peduncle.
Mouth small, toothless; maxillary scarcely as long as the diameter
of pupil.
A slight ridge runs from above e3'e along upper lateral edge
of snout, conspicuous near e3^e, growing lower anteriorh^
Another
ridge runs from the anterior mai-gin of the eye straight forward and
unites with the upper ridge.
The preopercular ridge touches the posterior margin of the orbit and I'uns obliquely in a straight line nearly
to lower margin of head under anterior margin of eye and is thence
continued forward following the contour of snout.
Bony strips along back and armature of abdomen as described for
at anal

base to caudal peduncle, less steep on caudg|^eduncle.

tral outline evenl}^

M.

scolopax.
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The length

of the second dorsal spine

is

VOL. XXVI.

variable, reaching only

caudal rays in

some examples,

t(

to abovi

the base of the rudimentary
others; its insertion ii^
the middle of the longest caudal rays in the
point midmidway between the base of the middle caudal rays and a
equal
pectorals
The
opercle.
way between the eye and the edge of the
of
the
part
postorbital
and
eye
in length the base of the anal, or the

head.

Color in spirits silvery below, brownish above;
red in

tins colorless; ])ale

life.

We have compared this species with two specimens of MacrorUamphmm f<cdop<i.>' from the Canary Islands. From them it differs in

smaller eye and
being a little more slender, and in having a slightly
longer snout.
from deeper
Specimens from Misaki and Enoura on Sagami Bay and
the U. S.
by
dredged
water at Sagami and Saruga Bays, where it was
is numEnoura
from
Fish Commission steamer Alhatr<m. The type
co-type
A
Museum.
bered T125 in Leland Stanford, Junior, University
the U. S. National Museum. The species
deep waters along the coast of Japan.
{mglfue^ the Japanese name.)
is in

9.

Centriscus

is

MACRORHAMPHOSUS JAPONICUS

japonlms m^TR^ii, Cat. Fish.,

common

in rather

Giinther.

Ill, 1861, p. 522;

Japan; China.

Dorsal IV or V-11; anal 18 or 19.
The height of the body is contained 2|
operculunt from base of caudal. Second

to 3 times in distance of
dorsal spine very strong,
the U^igth alwut
not (or very indistinctly) denticulated posteriorW,
from the
opercle
the
of
of the distance

1

one-fourth or two-ninths
caudal.

gracihx
The above is Dr. Giinther's description of Macrorhamplioms
in ha\japonims
M.
From this species he differentiates
of Europe

ing a shorter dorsal spine.
The species was not seen by Jordan and Snyder.
Giinther was doijjj^less from Misaki.

The type

of Dr.

Family VI. CENTRISCID^..
Anterior bones of skull
terminating in a small
is connate
mouth. Body covered with a bony dorsal cuirass which
long spine
in
a
terminates
it
with the internal skeleton. Posteriorly
axis oJ
longitudinal
The
end.
its
with or without a movable spine at
o\
encroachment
the
l)y
truidc
the
the tail is deflected from that of
dorsai,
spinous
a
including
ffns
Vertical
dorsal cuirass over it.

Form of body elongate, iiuich compressed.
much produced and forming a long tube

the

crowded together under the terminal spine of dorsal

cuirass.

VentraL

HEMIBRANCHIATE FISHES— JORDAN AND STARKS.
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Teeth none.

abdominal.

Posttemporal

Parietals absent.

71
.suturally

connected to cranium; supraclavicle present. Ribs developed. PostEast Indies. Species few and small, fantastically
clavicles present.

formed, the translucent carapace suggesting that of a shrimp.

v^OLISCUS Jordan and

7.

Starks,

new genus

(strigatus).

from Centriscus Linnaeus {AmphisUe Cuvier),**
dorsal spine borne by the spine which terminates the cuirass.
The dorsal cuirass of Centriscus ends posteriorly
This genus ^EoUscus includes also ^olisin a long unjointed spine.
cus imnctulatus (Bianconi) and perhaps also the fossil species called
This genus

chiefly in

diti'ers

having the

iirst

Amphls'ile heinrlvli i.
(aioXog, moving.)
lo.

Amphmle

Head 2^

strigala

Guntiier, Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861,

(Gunther).
p. 28;

in length to base of soft dorsal rays;

11 or 13 in head;
orbit.

yEOLISCUS STRIGATUS

depth 3

in

head; orbit

]tito2in postorlntal part of head; interorbital

Dorsal III, 10; anal

Fig.

Bod}^ very

Java.

f

12.

3.— ^oliscus strigatus.

much compressed and

rather elongate, resembling in

— thin

and rounded above, tapering
below to an extremely thin drawn out cutting* edge. Head and body
cuirassed with smooth, bony plates; tapering anteriorly into a long
bony snout; terminating posteriorly in a long spine.
Outline of head concave above from occiput to tip of snout; the
rostral tube bent upward anteriorly and terminating- in an extremely
small toothless mouth.
The length of the mandible is less than half
the diameter of the eye. The interorbital is co«nvex and longitudinally
striated; its width is equal to the diameter of the eye.
The supraorbital margin of the eye is a projecting rim.
The third lateral plate of the body is nearly twice as long as deep;
its lower edge is midway l)etween the outline of the V)ack al)ove it and
the base of the ventral tin.
There are 11 lower ventral plates (ribs), 2
in front of the pectoral and 9 behind.
transverse section a razor blade

"

The name Cenlrucus Linnaeus, was based on Cenlrlscux scutatus alone, described
Gronow. It is therefore equivalent to Amphmle of Cuvier and .l'r))/;v/r////u'iof

after
Gill,

and can be used neither for Macrorhamphosun nor

for ^Eoliscus.
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fins are crowded.
Directly below the posterior .spines the vertical
backward, the
straight
nearly
point
The spinous dorsal and soft dorsal
The
downward.
straight
anal
the
caudal obliquely downward, and
diameter
the
to
equal
distance
a
opercle
pectoral is inserted behind the
head; its posterior margin is
of the eye and the postorbital part of the
lower rays are the longest,
and
upper
concave; the extreme

'

slightly

longer than the latter. The ventrals are inserted
midway between a point below the anterior orbital rim and the base
They are in some individuals long (probof the posterior anal ray.
depth of the body
ably a sexual variation) and are contained li in the
slightly exceeding
or
to
equal
short,
above them; in others they are
in length to
equal
is
spine
dorsal
first
diameter of the eye. The

the former a

little

the

the edge of the
or slightly exceeds the distance of the pectoral from
bears
it a tiny spine
which
process
From the end of the
opercle.
a membrane.
spine
by
dorsal
the
to
projects downward and is connected
posihorizontal
in
a
spine
dorsal
the
The fish is evidently able to lock
the
to
angles
right
at
downward
When declined it projects
tion.

The second and third dorsal spines are curved
The second reaches about three-fifths of the disslightly downward.
the dorsal
tance from its base to the base of the first. The tips of
length
The
dorsal.
second
the
rays reach a very little past the tip of
The
rays.
dorsal
the
of
length
of the caudal rays are equal to the

spine that bears

it.

of the base of
anal rays are shorter and are about equal to the length

the

fin.

Color brown, lighter above; a dark streak running through the eye
appears as a double streak on opercles, thence takes an irregular
naked
course to pectoral base, behind which it is continued along the
at
slightly
widens
it
where
portion of the body below lateral plates,
the
between
ends
and
vertebrse
each rib; behind it crosses the caudal
spinous and soft dorsals.
Numerous specimens were obtained from Yaeyama, Ishigaki Island,
Riukiu, having been collected by Capt. Alan Owston.
{drigatus, striped.)

SUMMARY.
Suborder

Family
1.

1.

3.

I.

Gasterosteid.k.

Gasteroftleus (Artedi) Linnanis.

cataphract as (Pallas); Kushiro, Ibi River,
2.

2.

HEMIBRANCHII.

Mino

River.

Pygosteus Brevoort.

Jordan and Snyder; Yamashiro, Inokashiro, Aomori.
and Starks; Chitose, Hokkaido.
Jordan
undecimalis

steindaclineri

^

NO. 1308.

HEMIBRANCHIATE IISHES—JORDAN AND STARRS.
Family
3.

4.

II.

AuUcldlnjs Brevoort.

japonicu^ Brevoort; Tokyo, Matsushima, Boshii.

Family
4.
5.

Aulorhynchid^.

III.

Aulostomid^.

Auloslomus Lacepede.

valenihii Bleeker.

Family IV.
5.

6.

depressa Giinther;

?.

petiuihu Lacepede;

Fistulariid.ic.

Fistularia Liniifeugi.

Wakanoura, Misaki, Matsushima Bay.
Wakanoura, Misaki, Nagasaki.
Family V. Macrorhamphosid.k.
6.

8.
9.

sagifue

Macrorhainphosus Lacepede.

Jordan and Starks; Misaki, Enoura, Sagami Bay, Saruga Bay.

japonicus Giinther.

Family VI. Centriscid^.
7.

10. strigal as

^Eoliscus

Jordan and Starks.

{Gunther); Ishigaki Islands.
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i)ESCRlPTTONS

OF NEW SPECIES OF HAWAIIAN CRABS.
By Mary

J.

Rathbun,

Second Assistant Curator, Division of Marine

Mr. H.

W. Henshaw,

of Hilo, Hawaii, has

Inveriehrates.

from time

to time sent

Among- them are two
crustaceans to the U. S. National Museum.
The species of Oyclograpsus
crabs wliich appear to be undescribed.
by Mr. R. C. McGregor.
drawn by Miss Sigrid Bentzon.

has since been taken also

The

tig'ures

are

CYCLOGRAPSUS HENSHAWI, new

species.

Carapace four-fifths as long as broad, sides subparallel for nearly
Surface almost smooth, punctate, the
three-fourths of their length.
punctae coarse on the front, a few depressed granules in the anteroand gastro-cardiac suture faintly
lateral region; cervical suture
marked.

Postero-lateral

region crossed obliquely

by

granulated

lines.

Margin of front not

visible

broken

in a dorsal

view, straight,

about throe-eighths as wide
carapace,

as

granulate.

edges margined,
granulate, and entire.
AlLateral

coholic

specimens
*^

six

show

Fig. 1.— CYCLOGRAPsrs

henshawi, male, X

\\.

white spots on the an-

one on either side of the gastric region
middle and two farther forward, arranged transversely nearer the lateral margin.
Chelipeds subequal.
Merus granulate on upper margin and sparingly so on outer surface; inner margin denticulate, usually furnished
with a lobe on the distal half.
Carpus for the most part smooth; inner
margin and angle granulate. Hand and fingers smooth; fingers gaping,

terior half of the carapace,
just in front of the

inner edges crenulate.

The merus joints are granulittle rough.
on the anterior margin, the granules continued sparingl}' on the

The ambulatory legs are a
late
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The anterior margin of the propodi is covered with
The dactyli have six rows of the same, in which

upper surface.

sliort ))lack bristles.

the spinules are almost hidden.

—

Length of male 13.5 mm.; width 17 mm.; frontowidth 11.7 mm.; width of front 6.2 mm. Length of largest
male 16 mm.; width 19.5 mm.
Hilo, Hawaii; H. W. Henshaw, collector (types, Cat.
Localities.
Kahului,
Maui; R. C. McGregor, collector. Oahu, GaJaNo. 22857).
received
from Copenhagen Museum, labeled " C cineexpedition;
thea
DiiJienslo)is.

orl)ital

—

reiis

Dana.''

crab is not rare in the Hawaiian Lslands.
It has been
high-water
mark,
Henshaw
under
stones
associated
Mr.
at
found by
with C granaJatus Dana, which may be distinguished by its arcuate side margins and the dense

This

little

granulation of the anterior two-fifths of the carapace.

FiG. 2.— cyclograpsus

HENSHAwi, ABDOMEN

C.

dnereus Dana, of which there are speci-

mens in the U. S. National Museum from San
Lorenzo Island, Peru, has a narrower carapace, and
the abdomen of the male wider and of a different
form (see Dana's figure). The new species approaches nearest to- C^ parmdus de Man " from Atjeh,

^hc f rout Is wldcr in our species, the upper
margin of the orbit is not directed backward, the
merus of the maxilliped is longer, and the sixth segment of the abdomen of the male shorter.
\y^i

OZIUS HAWAIIENSIS, new

species.

Length of carapace four-sevenths of width.
in a

longitudinal and transverse direction.

A

Carapace convex both
narrow depressed area

extends around the front and antero-lateral region as far as the
penultimate tooth. Surface irregularly punctate; the anterior third is
roughened with depressed granules and irregular pits. The anterior
part of the mesogastric region is very narrow and marked b}^ deep
There is a shallow gastro-cardiac suture; otherwise the
grooves.

•

•

>

boundaries of the regions are not indicated. On either side are two
shallow pits disposed obliquely in front of the middle. The fronto
The front is about:
orbital w^idth is three-sevenths of the entire width.

'i

and so defiexed that its real margin is not visible
margin is four-lobed, the inner lobes larger than
the outer and separated from each other by a deeper and narrower
The inner orbital tooth is well marked.
sinus than from the outer.
Antero-lateral margin cut into four teeth; the first is almost obliteras

wide as the

orbits,

in a dorsal view; the

ated in the adult, being

margin

is

merged with the

longer than that of the second.

of equal length, the second

orbital angle;

The second and

most prominent.

«Zool. Jahrb., Syst., IX, 1896,

p. 350; 189S, pi.

xxxii,

fig.

42.

its

outer

third are

i
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The subhepatic and subbranchial regions are roughened near the
A ridg-e runs from

anterior and hiteral niarg-ins of the carapac-e.

near the posterior end of the
maro-in of the

lirst

antero-lateral tooth to the lower

or1)it.

Fig. 3.— Ozius hawaiiensis, female,

Chelipeds unequal

(in

>;

li.

The merus has a subterminal
The outer surface of the carpus and

the female).

notch on the upper margin.

upper surface of the manus are roughened with irregular and mostly
transverse pits, the intervening ridges deeply punctate.
has two blunt inner teeth, one below the other.

marked with a few

slightly

The

The carpus

lingers are black',

im-

pressed lines of pits; the pollex

is

wider than the dact3dus, which is
considerabl}' longer than the upper
margin of the palm. The fingers

Fig.

4.— Ozius hawaiiensis, margin of front,
X6t.

hand gape a little; each has a larger tooth near the base.
The ambulatory legs are sparsely hairy.
Dimensions. Length of female with ova 16 mm.; width 28 mm.;
fronto-orbital width 12.5 mm.; width of front 6 mm.
Tyjje locality.
Hilo, Hawaii, under stones at high- water mark;
H. W. Henshaw, collector (Cat. No. 22852). Only females and 3'oung
of the larger

—

—

have been secured.
Oziits hmvaiiensls differs from allied species, such as (). ven'eauxii
Saussure and O. tr'vneatvs Milne Edwards, in lacking a sharp ridge
on tl;e carapace, extending obliquely inward anct forward from the last

or penultimate antero-lateral tooth.

CONTRIBUTION TO A MONOGRAPH OF THE INSECTS OF
THE ORDER THYSANOPTERA INHABITING NORTH
AMERICA.
By Warren Elmer Hinds,
Of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College.

INTRODUCTION.

Very

attention has been given to the Thysanoptera of
North
So far as I can learn, descriptions or names of only twentythree species have thus far (June, 1902) been
published, besides three
little

America.

which have been recognized as previously descril)ed
from Europe.
in this country, four at least are
certainly unrecognizable (Z;;y.r>^^y^>s' ^f/vY/c/
Packard, rhla'othrips mali
Fitch, P. caryai Fitch, 7y//v> phylloxera Riley).
Of the remaining
twenty-two, six have been found identical with
previously described
species and therefore become synonyms—
the large number is not

Of the twenty-six species thus known

surprising as many of the early descriptions are
entirelv too brief to
insure positive identification.
Therefore only sixteen "species have
hitherto been known to occur in this country.
may say that
almost no systematic work has been done on the
order ii/the United
States, and, with the exception of a study
of the '^Thripidse of

We

Iowa,"
by Miss Alice M. Beach, most of the
descriptions are scattered
through different publications. I have endeavored
to collect and
present here such important facts as have
already been published

members of this order, together with' the observations
have been able to make. An attempt has ])een made
to place
the work upon a systematic basis, and
in order to make the descriptions uniform, and thus comparative,
all the existing types that it has
been possible for me to see have been
examined and redescribed. In
all, thirty-seven species
are thus treated in the systematic part of this
paper.
Other descriptions which it has not been possible for
me to
place are given together by
themselves in the hope that some one
more fortunate or skillful than myself may
have material by which
to identify them.
relating to

which

I
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species which I f
"Xliere are given herein descriptions of eighteen
collected at
been
having
believe to be'' new, all but two of them
the Massaof
miles
of
2
Amherst, Massachusetts, and within a radms
yet been
not
has
field
this
chusetts Agricultural College, but even
withm
obtained
species
new
thoroughlv collected. The abundance of
this
upon
done
been
has
little
such narrow limits shows us how very
attention
more
when
order and therefore it will not be surprising,
collectors, if this small order,
shall be given to these tiny insects by
as well as in
which has been considered as insignificant in numbers
in the
extensive
quite
be
the size of its individuals, should prove to
a
paper,
this
in
described
Of the new species
species.

number

of its

the Massachusetts Agriculexist, has been deposited
tural College; a set of cotypes, so far as they
set of cotypes I have
third
in the Unit^'ed States National Museum; a
also deposited in
have
I
retained for my own use, and the remainder

complete set of types has been deposited

in

number of specimens
the Massachusetts Agricultural College. The
each description.
follows
from which the species has been described
species have
American
Eleven of the thirteen previously described
have been
believe
I
which
redescribed as have also a number

|

been

stages have
previously described in Europe. Descriptions of early
in each
noted
therefor
been given where known and the authority
of the
description
the
It will be noticed that in all cases
instance.
wanting
be
may
latter
female precedes that of the male, or the
Among the Thysanoptera the females are much more
entirely:.
both are
abundant than the males and also more characteristic when
mainly
leased
are
these reasons all of the descriptions

known. For
upon the female.

It

|

to give a bibliography of
including many references to

would be impossible

the species of this country without
include
European works. Therefore the bibliography is intended to
North
for
than
the literature of this order for the world rather
be
could
it
that
so
Each reference has been numbered

America

|

i,

alone.

whole title.
referred to by number when desired without repeating the
bibliographical
Such references have been made by inserting the
number inclosed by a parenthesis where authority for a statement is
referred to, thus, (I).
I desire here to acknowledge that I

am under many

!

^

ol)ligations to

by kindly
those who have assisted in making this paper more complete
identifithe
which
loaning type specimens, without the examination of
state,
should
I
cation of several species could not have been certain.
H.
Prof.
C.
to
that these types were not loaned to me directly, but
them,
for
responsibility
who kindly took upon himself the
Fernald,

to
but as I have been the one to profit by them it gives me pleasure
kindness
whose
express my thanks to Prof. J. H. Comstock, through
to Prof. Herbert
I was able to see the type of Zimothrips poaphagus;
Osborn for the privilege of examining at my leisure his type of Thrips^

'
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striata; to Prof. C. P. Gillette for the loan of his

supposed Thrips
H. E. Somers for sending- the types of Miss Beach
and Professor Osborn, with their kind permission, to Dr. Henrv
Uzel for the positive identification of Thrips tahacl with his Thrips
communis^ and finally to Dr. L. O. Howard and Mr. Theodore
Pergande for giving nie access to the material in the United States
striatus; to Prof.

National

Museum

collection.

This paper forms the major portion of a thesis for the degree of
doctor of philosoph\ at the Massachusetts Agricultural College, where
it has been prepared under the supervision of Prof. Charles II. Fernald
and Dr. Henry T. Fernald, Avho have charge of the work in the department of entomology. To both, for the many ways in which they have
guided and encouraged me in the work of the past three years, I give

my

heartiest thanks.

HISTORY OF THYSANOPTERA.
These insects were

name Physapus
species

(2).

first described b}^ DeGeer in 1744, under the
Linnteus ignored this name and placed the four

known to him in a genus which he called

llirqj,^,

order Hemiptera, immediately after his genus Coccus

Dumeril raised the group

locating
(5).

it

in the

In 1806, C.

rank of a family, which he called
it in the order Hemiptera
C. F. Fallen (17), in 1814, changed the name of the family to
(11).
"Thripsites,'' but did not change its ordinal position, and this name
was retained by Newman (01) as the name of a "natural order," which,
however, had only family value.
In 1826, Latreille (50) used for
them the names Thripsides and Physapi. A. H. Haliday, in 1836,
published an extensive study of the British insects belonging to this
group and concluded that thev should be given the rank of an
Probably
order, for which he proposed the name Th^'sanoptera (68).
ordinal
about two years later, Burmeister (69) also gave them
rank,
with the name Physapoda, since which time most writers have
adopted one or the other of these ordinal names. Those who adopt
Physapoda appear to base their preference largelj" upon the priority
of Dumeril's use of the name Physapodes, Physopoda (Physapoda)
being a re-formation of the term.
It does not, however, seem to the
writer that this position can be sustained, as at that time there was no
genus Phympus^ DeGeer's name having no standing, as it was given
before the tenth edition of Systema Nature."
It seems therefore that Haliday was the first to give the group the
rank of an order and to apply thereto a properly formed ordinal name:
Thysanoptera, from Siffavog^ a tassel, and 7tTepoi\ a wing. This
basing of the name upon characters of the wings is in accord with
general usage in the various orders of insects.
I believe that Thysanto the

Vesitarses or Phj^sapodes but retained

"See Canons

Proc,

K

M.

vol.

Y and

XIII, A. O. U. Code, 1892.

xxvi~02
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optera can claim priorit3^ and correctness of formation and should
therefore be adopted.
While the scientitic name of the group has been su])jected to so
changes, the most frequent!}^ used common name has persisted
unchanged since the time of Linnteus. It is nothing more or less
than the name which lie gave to the genus Thrips, and is now applied
It is therefore
in the same form to any individual of the order.
incorrect to drop the '"s" when referring to an individual, as isJ
frequently done. Thrips is a Latin name derived from the Greek'
^ptip, meaning a wood-louse, and is in the singular number and masculine gender, as will be also all generic names of which it forms the

many

termination.

Various other connnon names based upon two of the most striking
characters of the group have also been used to a limited extent: Bladder feet (Blasenfusse or Vesitarses), referring to the peculiar structure
is appropriate and much used by German
Fringe-wings, from Th3^sanoptera, has also been used, but

of the extremity of the leg,
writers.

much more

^

rarely.

SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF THYSANOPTERA.
group has undergone unusual change'
Working as he did upon the
establishment by Linnaeus.

The systematic
since its

most striking

position of this

superficial characters, Linnteus recognized in Thrips

Hemiptera-Homoptera, in which order he
placed them. About 1828 through the anatomical studies of StrausDurcheim and Latreille, sufficient evidence was obtained to lead
Latreille to separate them from the Hemiptera and place them among
the Orthoptera. By other writers they have been regarded as Pseudocertain affinities with the

neuroptera, but at the present time the general opinion

is

that they

form an order by themselvies.
So far as the writer can learn, the best work dealing with this quesHis studies were made princition has been done by Jordan (309).
pally upon Ilel'wtlirlpii dracxiix Heeger, representing the Terebrantia
and Phhvothrips hrunnea Jordan, representing the Tubulifera, but.
many other species were also considered and his conclusions are basec
upon anatomical (both external iuid internal) and biological consideraj
tions.
The following is a free translation of a portion of Jordan's
conclusion.

we must classify them according to thei!
form in the line of the Orthoptera, HomopteraJ
Hemiptera, wherein they should be placed according to their anatomy and biology!
In habits the Physapoda, especially the larvje, resemble small Cicadellina\ Th«
hypognathism of Thrips is found in such marked degree that the mouth cone com€
to lie under the prothorax as in the case of Homoptera, especially Phytophthira
The number and position of the ocelli resembles the Orthoptera s. 1. more than th«
Homoptera, while the position of the antennae is siniilar to that of the Orthopter
In regard to the place

immersed germ band and

of Ph;/sapoda,

their larval
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and Aphidpe. In the structure of the mouthparts, the Physapoda are not as far
reniov'ed from the Orthoptera as are the Rhynchota; the Physapod prol)OScis is of a
tyjie between the biting mouthparts of Orthoptera and the sucking mouth of the
Rhynchota, l)y which it is not meant that the Homoptera have developed from our
Pliysapoda. The biting mouth organs of the Orthoptera are here concealed by the
transformation of the mandibles into piercing bristles and the growing together of
the labrum with the maxilke and labium, while the piercing bristles form a short
tube to the sucking iiroboscis. In this respect the Physapoda should be considered
as Rhynchota together with the Homoptera and Heteroptera.
Thrips have the free prothorax in common with the Orthoptera s. 1. and the RynThe development of the meso and metathorax shows that at lea.«t the metachota.
sternum and mesosternum are nearly equal to those in the Orthoptera, while the
absence of the metaphragma, which is always present in the Orthoptera, and the disappearance of the long metathoracic muscles which are not reduced there, bring
Thrips into close connection with the Homoptera. The first ventral ring is maintained through the absence of the first ventral plate and the entrance of the dorsal
plate into the thoracic covering in the Phj-sapoda just as in

Homopterous

Ps3-llid;p,

shown

many

Orthoi^tera

s. 1.,

abdominal segment of the
a sign that Orthopteroid characters may be retained even in

but a quite similar condition

is

also

in the first

genuine Rhynchota.
A reduction of the system of venation of the wing takes place in the Phytophthira
Th- i'hysapod
as in the Physapoda, but not in the same degree in the Orthoptera s. 1.
wing is a Phytophthiran wing in which the large spread is greatly reduced, as in the
Pterophoridje, by the development of long fringes.
In regard to the concentrated nervous system, Thrips come veiy close to Rhynchota and are far removed from the Orthoptera, but in this connection it is worth
noting that the aberrant Mallophaga, pn^vided with biting mouth parts, also possess a
concentrated nervous system. Aside from these doubtful cases, all other Orthoptera
have a developed chain of ventral ganglia. The tracheal system of Thrips has the
small number of three or four pairs of stigmata.
We find the stigmata reduced
Among the Rhynchota we
usually in the breathing organs of holometabolous insects.
find it as in the Coccidae; all other Rhynchota and the Orthoptera are holopneustic.
The alimentary canal of Physapoda is characterized by the possession of four malpighian vessels which occur in like manner in all Rhynchota with the exception of the
Aphidaj which have none, and the Coccidae which have two urinary organs. The
Orthoptera have a large number of urinary tubes, with the exception of the Termitid:p and Psocidte with six and the Mallophaga with four.
The long, slender oesophagus of Terebrantia which reaches even into the abdomen is found also in the
Psyllida^, the large loop of the midgut of Terebrantia is characteristic of many Homoptera, but in these the enlargement of the loop of the gut running back, takes place
at the beginning of the midgut.
The male sexual apparatus, with its simple, often pear-shaped testes, resembles the
Mallophaga about as much as the Phytophthira; the female organs, from the rosette
arrangement of the ovarian tubes, resembles the tubes in the Rhynchota; the want
of connective strands of the eggs with the germ area places the ovaries esi)ecially
beside those of theCicadellin;e.
The genital armature of the Terebrantia is found in
the Orthoptera and Phytophthira.
In anatomical respects, therefore, the Physapoda come nearer the Homoptera than
the Orthoptera s. 1. There is also a series of biological facts which strengthen still
further the connection of these insects with the Homoptera.
First, I would recall
that the Physapoda with their nymph and pronymph stages, in which they take no
nourishment, exhibit a very similar transformation to that which is known to take
place in Coccid males.
The parthenogenesis of Thrips is not Orthopteroid, but a
method of reproduction which is peculiar chiefiy to the Phytophthira. The frequent
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occurrence of apterous species without rudiments of wings, the condition that one
sex is so frequently winged while the other is wingless, that among the normally
winged species there appear individuals with reduced wings, that the latter phenomenon occurs especially toward autunm; all these are occurrences which take place to
a considerable degree in the Phytophthira.
The manner of nourishment of Thrips, their

life

in larval colonies, the rapid

and

successive development of each generation, the sucking of plant roots by the larviv,
the periodical swarming of nmltitudes of the winged species give to Thrips through-

out an Aphid-like character.
Therefore we can not doubt that we must separate the Physapoda from the
Orthojitera s. 1., but we must still determine whether we may inc(jrporate them into
the Rhynchota. If we maintain the division of the insects into eight orders Thysanura, Orthoptera s. 1., Rhynchota, Neuroptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera,
and Coleoptera) and include in these orders the aberrant Siphonaptera, INIallophaga,
(

Strepsiptera, the first in the Diptera, the others in the Orthoptera and Coleoptera,
then we must also consider the Physapoda as Rhynchota and divide the Rhynchota
into Heteroptera,

Homoptera, and Physapoda.

according to Brauer's classification, we break up the conglomeration of the
Orthoptera s. 1. into several orders of insects equivalent to the well-defined Coleopthe
tera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, and Neuroptera, and also consider
aberrant Siphonaptera as a single order, just as the Bryozoa, Echinorhyncha, etc.,
represent aberrant types of worms, then there is no necessity for destroying the unity

But

if,

of the type of the

erect for

Thrips a

Rhynchota by the incorporation

new

of the

order, the phyllogenetic value of

have branched off from the line

of the

Physapoda, but we can
find in that they

which we

Orthoptera-Homoptera-Heteroptera where the

Orthoi)teroid characters of the Homoptera are not entirely suppressed, and that they
exhibit special mouth parts which morphologically still remain somewhat OrthopThe Mallophaga with their Rhynteroid, but functionally are quite Rhynchotoid.

and their four malpighian vessels must have branched off
special connection with the Physapoda arises from
Their
Physapoda.
the
before
the fonn of the tracheal stigmata in the development of the thorax in which the
metanotum, as in the Physapoda, is larger than the mesonotum in contrast with all
Rhynchota and Orthoptera. If we collect the Mallophaga, Psocida?, and Termitid;e

chota-like nervous system

as Corrodentia with Brauer, then

we must

place Physapoda in the system between

Corrodentia and Rhynchota.

COLLECTION OF THYSANOPTERA.
A.s the life habits of species of this

methods of collection must

})e

order differ very greatly, the

varied according to the species.

be found

in flowers, grass, etc.

The

many

majority of these insects are to
are found exclusively in turf or near the surface of the ground; othersare taken most commonlv under the bark of trees, on foliage, etc.
For the grass-inhabiting species, I have found a short-handled sweeping net, made of tine muslin, most serviceable. Other cloths may be
;

tiner than that of cheese
pass through it and
easily
can
cloth or many of the smaller species
the observation of
facilitates
greatly
As a white background
escape.

used, but the texture

must be considerably

these small creatures, the contents of the net may be carefully examined by slowly turning it inside out without emptying it or the net
may be emptied and the contents be examined upon a sheet of white

paper carried for the purpose.

Small phials serve as convenient reeep-
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from various plants or other sources and thus
if desired.
The most convenient method

separate

found for catching these lively little animals is to moisten a tine
camers-hair brush and place it directly upon the escaping actively
jumping or flying forms. Those that are more sluggish in their movements can be easily lifted upon the point of the brush and transferred
to the phial, which may be stoppered with a cork or wad of cotton. A
label giving such data as it is desired to preserve may be placed in the
3^et

and a bit of the food plant may well
be placed inside with the insects. In this bottle they ma}" be kept
alive for some time, if it is not convenient to preserve them at once.
phial or attached to the outside

Uzel recommends for collection from flowers, inclosing the flower
head, insects and all. in a four-cornered paper bag, folding the upper
edge over twice and fastening with a pin. Flowers of only one sort
should

home

l)e

The contents

placed in a bag.

of the bags are

examined at

upon a sheet of white paper and the escaping creatures captured

with the aid of a tine brush dipped in alcohol. In winter, dried flowers and grass stems yield many hibernating forms.
Tree-inhabiting species
face, or foliage

may

may

be found by beating over a white sur-

be collected and sifted by means of a fine beetle

which is a great convenience for this work. In this way. ma}" be
found also many species inhabiting turf, moss, fallen foliage, or decaying bark. The sifting may be done directly over white paper or the
siftings collected by means of a fine bag fastened around the sieve and
examined at the collector's leisure at home. Some species are known
to inhabit certain oak galls and probably other galls will be found to
sieve,

shelter other species.

The

gall

is,

as a rule, the

work

of

some other

which the Thrips has appropriated for its home, but in Australia some galls are said to be formed b}- the Thrips themselves.
Both
Uzel and Jordan state that many inhabit fvngi, but I have not yet
found any in such a location.
insect

PRESERVATION AND MOUNTING.
Various methods of preserving these tiny insects have been tried.
Being so small that it is impossible to study them without the aid of
a compound microscope, the method has been sought for which Avould
best preserve the natural form and color of the insect and the most
satisfactory results have been o])tained in the following simple way:
The specimens to be mounted, having been brought into the laboratory alive in small bottles, are quickly killed, and at the same time
cleared, by dropping them directly into xylol in which they are left
for about an hour.
They may then be mounted directly in balsam dissolved in xylol without danger of cloudiness resulting from moisture
in

The mounts are clear, natural colors
when dried they are permanent and always

the insect bod}'.

preserved, and

are well
available
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small insects, it is difficult to arvangc
but with patience and care this can
slide,
the
them satisfactorily upon
wings shouhl V,e spread, and this
The
well.
be accomplished fairly
obtained by transferring the
easily
most
been
condition has, as a rule,
clean slide, and then teasing
of
a
center
the
insect from the xvlol to
The
of a tine bristle.
means
by
position
desired
the wings out to the
lowered onto the insect
balsam is then placed on the cover and gently
the wings, legs, and
out
carry
to
tends
As the balsam spreads it
It is a conveniencr
study.
antennae so that they are in a position for
one ])eing dorsal,
slide,
same
the
on
specimens
in study to have two
should not
species
different
of
Specimens
the other ventral side up.
desired to keep a large nun.
be placed upon the same slide. If it is
to mount them all u.
advisable
perhaps,
ber of duplicates, it is not,
placing the living
by
preserved
well
fairly
this way, as they can be
is, however,
Alcohol
alcohol.
cent
per
80
insects ^directlv in about
the body,
of
distension
abnormal
an
liable or even likely, to cause
specmiens
distended
these
of
some
if
and
especially wi^h Tubulifera,
for study it Nvill be found that
are afterwards mounted permanently
so changed that the species is
become
their o-eneral appearance has
I can recommend alcohol only
reason
this
For
scarcely recognizable.
and never for undescribed
species
for duplicates of well known

for study

Working with such

material.

While balsam mounts, made

as described,

seem

to be best tor pre-

insect, mounts made in
serving the general natural appearance of the
chitinous structur.^
the
of
study
anothel- way are more useful for
the specimen to
allowing
by
dissolved
Everything but the chitin is
in a cold 1»> per
hours
thirty-six
to
mascerate for from twenty-four
minutes in a
few
for
a
boiling
by
cent solution of caustic potash, or
specimen
the
cleared
thoroughly
When
little of the same solution.
dehydrated
water,
in
washed
or
may be mounted directly in glycerin,
Such
then mounted in balsam.
in alcohol followed by xylol, and
many
reveal
and
lenses
high-power
mounts can be examined under
ordinary
chitinous structure which can not be seen

m

fine details of

mounts.

I

^

.

regard to glycerin mounts may save some one such
has caused me.
disappointment and loss as my experience with them
were made by
mounts
of
number
During one summer quite a large
low cell, made
in
a
contained
placing the insect directly into glycerin
cover ghis^
the
jelly,
glycerin
either^of white zinc cement or hard
each case.
in
cement
zinc
white
being carefully sealed on with the
aside for
placed
were
and
first
mounts were beautifully clear at

A few

words

in

Thei.

after a few months
study during the winter. When examined again
every specimen
Nearly
worthless.
they were found to be ruined and
spiracles and
the
around
especially
was more or less thickly covered,
needle-like
white,
of
clusters
thin membranous areas, with dense

i
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As

many

of which

were

also

a result these slides, containing

floating
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throug-h the gh'cerin.

most of the

results of a sunmier's

had to be thrown awa3\ The exact composition of the
crystals was not determined. l)ut it is suppo.sed that they were mostly
phosphat(\s which had been dissolved in the juices of the insect's body.
As the juices were gradually drawn out, the phosphatic salts, not
being soluble in the glycerin, were deposited as the white crystals.
There are still other objections to glycerin as a mounting medium
for Thysanoptera, though it may be all right for other insects.
The
dark pigment of the eyes is frequently dissolved out by glycerin, and
spreads all through the head, suffusing it with a dark color, Avhich
collecting,

obscures all details in that region. Furthermore, glycerin does not
preserve the tissues of the body for a very long time. They gradually
go to pieces, the segments spread apart, and the mount becomes
worthless in the course of a few years. Of course this objection to
glycerin does apply to the mounting of chitin which has been cleared

from

all

by treatment with
by glycerin.

soft tissues

chitin is unatiected

caustic potash solution, as

EXTERNAL ANATOMY.
INTKGUMENT.

Adult.—T\iQ chitinous skeleton of these insects is quite lirm. The
body wall is made up of strongly chitinized, rigid plates joined together
by thin and very flexible mem})ranes. The texture of the plates
appears usually to be quite uniform in diflerent parts of the same
specimen.
In the head, especially, several of them are so smoothly
joined that no sutures arc visible.
The thin connecting membrane

may

smooth and of a uniform thickness,

or, as in many parts of
peculiar structure in the nature of regular, distinct, very minute, plate-like thickenings, varying in form
but
often circular or hexagonal, giving a decidedly granular appearance to
])e

the Tubulifera,

it

may show a

the area.

The

is frequently thrown into more or less distinct folds or
most frequently transverse in direction, but often branching
and running together to form a reticulated structure. The back of
the head and the pronotum are most frequently marked in this way.
Sometimes the ridges become very thick and pronounced, and form a
regular network over the surface so conspicuous as to be of use in

chitin

ridges,

{Ildlothnp^, PdrthrnothupH, see Plate VI, fig. 64). This
the whole outer surface of the body,
legs, and even the fore wings, but always seems to be heaviest
upon
the head and pronotum. It is not known to occur in the .Eolothripidie,
but is found in several species of Thripida^, and I have discovered it
classification

reticulation

in

may extend over

an undescribed species of Phloeothripidje.
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In certain parts of the body there are found invaginations of the
chitinous, external .skek>ton serving as advantageous points for the

attachment of muscles.

These can best be seen on the meso and

metasternal plates of winged species of Thripid^e, and are darker than
the plates in color.

Many

species

show

a narrow, transverse line

across the second to seventh dorsal al)dominal plates near the anterior

edge of each. This dark line is caused by a chitinous, ridge-like
thickening forming an arch on the inside of each of these plates.
The chitin of the skeleton is rarely entirely unpigmented. Pigmentation may take })lace in the cuticle itself, when the color is usually
gra}', yellow, brown, or black, or color may appeal* from pigments
deposited in the hypodermis or fat-body.

Such deposits are,usually

very irregular and of a yellow, red, or purple color. Pigments are
frequently present in both places in the same individual. Metallic
colors do not occur.
Larra. The chitin of the larva is much less firm than that of the
adult, and there is scarcely an}^ difl'erentiation in texture or structure
between the plates and connecting membranes. The surface is not
reticulated, but is usually considerably wrinkled transversely and
roughened, though sometimes it is quite smooth.
Pigments are rarely present in the chitin of the larva, and when
they do occur the colors seem to be limited to gray, yellow, or brown.
Larvfe are usually of yellow or red color, but these colors are due to
h3'podermal or fat-body pigments, and to some extent, perhaps, to the

—

body

fluids.

—

The delicacy of the chitinous covering of the early stages
can be seen during the period of transformation. It is then thin,
smooth, and often shining. The cuticle forms a delicate sheath around
Pupa.

the wings, antenna?, and legs, and toward the end of this stage can be
plainly seen separated
hiteg amental

from the body of the inclosed

f/j}j)end(((7e.'^.— These

adult.

are present in the form of hairs,

which are variously modified. They are frequently
borne upon small warts or tubercles which can be most distinctly seen
upon the cheeks of many Tubulifera. The membranes of the wings
are thickly set with microscopic hairs, usually either darker than the
bristles, or spines

membrane

itself

or sharing

various species) the

giving

it

abdomen

its
is

color.

In some species {Sencothri^fy.

also thickly set with microscopic hairs,

a sleek, velvety appearance, and whorls of similar minute

hairs often

mark the antennal segments.

The posterior

fringes of the

wings are always composed of long slender hairs, usually more or less
spiral or wavy in appearance and inserted either directl}" into the edge
of the wing (Tubulifera) or attached by a joint to a fixed base upon the
edge (Terebrantia). This joint allows of motion only in the plane of
the wing and toward its tip; it facilitates the folding of the hairs into
line with thfe edge of the wing when the latter is brought to rest.
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numerous short, small s})ines are borne upon
upon th<^ prothorax, legs, and antennie.

the various parts, especially

Larger and more conspicuous spines or bristles mark especially the
exposed parts of the })ody such as th(> vertex of the head, the angles
of the prothorax, the veins of the wings in the Terebrantia, and the
Special modifications of
last two or three segments of the alidomen.
thes(^ larger spines are found in many adult Tu1)ulifera in the form of
hairs which have usually a slender shaft and at the tip are roundly
knobt)cd or irregularly funnel-shaped, though sometimes they are
short and cut otf squarely at the tip where they ar(> fully as large as at
their base.

Larva^ and pupa? of both suborders, in many cases, bear such
when present in the pupte, are even

knob])ed or funnel hairs which,

longer and more slender than in the larva*.

The spines

in

manj' cases

are placed in quite regular segmental rows, both in transverse and
longitudinal directions.
HEAD.

The form

of the head

is

peculiar and extremely variable.

But while

(See

figs. 4,

between
difi'erent species, the proportion of length to breadth in the same
The different sclerites forming the head are
species is very constant.
so completeh" fused as to be indistinguishable and we can therefore
designate the regions of the head only in a general ^\^y. The dorsal
portion back of the eyes is called the occiput, that between the eyes
and extending forward to the bases of the antennae is the vertex,
between the bases of the antennas and the attachment of the mouth
cone on the ventral side is the frons, while the sides of the head are
called the cheeks (gense of other orders).
The usual appendages of
the insect head are present and will be considered separatelv.
Antennte.
These are inserted upon the extreme front of the lunid
and stand quite closelv together upon the front margin between the
eyes.
They are always much longer than the head and may be two or
three times as long.
The number of segments is a character of much
importance in classification and varies from six to nine. The form of
the segments ranges from cylindrical to almost spherical, and this
character is also of importance in classification.
The spines upon the
segments become more numerous as the apex is approached, and on
the intermediate segments are mostly borne upon the apical half of
each.
The ^IColothripidjB lack the specialized form and arrangement
of the spines which is found in Thripidse; their antennre are quite
14, 27, 55,

1*3,

107, etc.)

this variation is great

—

uniformly clothed with short hairs or bristles. In the Thripida? this
is lost, except in those species having whorls of hairs
around intermediate segments, while a few^ much longer and usuall}^
more conspicuous spines are developed. The antenna! spines of Phloeothripidai resemble in a general way those of Thripidie.
In both

general hairiness
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much

modifica-

become specialized as sense organs of some particular
sort,
(See Plate XI, fi^s. 123, 124.) The}- are larger than the unspecialized spines, thin walled and aliuost transparent, and usually end in
In some species they are (piite prominent, l)ut as a rule
a l)lunt point.
are inconspicuous and require a careful adjustment of the light to be
They are always simple in Phl(eothripidt\> and are
clearly seen.
usually borne upon segments three to live, sometimes three to seven.
tion and to have

In the Thripida^ similar structures are found, but they have under-

I

most cases. In a few genera
{ChlrotJvrlps^ Ltniothrlps^ ^i/)finofhrljJs, and J \(rfhc?wt/irij).'^) they are
simple and stand singl}'-, one to a segment, upon the outer angles of
segments three, four, and sometimes five, and upon the inner side at
about the middle of six. In most cases, however, it appears that two
of these specialized spines have approached and luiited at their base,
so that we find upon the upper side of segment three and the under J
"
side of four, near their tips, a peculiar cresceutic organ having the
same apparent structure as the specialized spines just described and
borne upon a small stalk standing in a clear, membranous area. (Plate
XI, fig. 123.) In some cases these organs are shaped much like the
horns of cattle and are curved in two directions, being curved forward
and also toward the axis of the antenna. The fifth segment sometimes
bears a simple spine and another one is also well developed upon the
gone even greater specialization

innei- side of the sixth.

in

The function

of these structures

is

uncertain,

but they are usually called sense cones.
In the ^^^^olothripida) an entirely different tj'pe of sense organ is _
found, though the two may possibW have much the same function. I
Upon the underside of segments three and four are narrow, nmch
elongated longitudinally, thin, membranous areas, situated upon the
outer half of each segment and a very small round spot of similar
similarly placed near the tip of segment five.
(Plate XI,
These membranous areas strongly suggest an auditory
function, but this is, perhaps, only a possibility.
Al)normal antennte are not uncommon, and one or both may be
deformed. The most common variation is in the line of a reduction
in the number of segments through the fusion of two or more of the
apical ones.
Such deformed antenna? may not be shorter than the
normal ones, but there is usuall}' some reduction in length. In one

structure
fig.

is

122.)

case, at least {Aptinothrips

Tufus var. connatticornis)^ there occurs a

regular and apparently normal fusion of the two segments constituting the style of the typical form with the sixth segment (Plate V,
52, 54),

which

increase in the

one or more,

figs.

considered as a varietal distinction. An
of segments above the normal, by a division of

in this case is

is

number

not known.

The antennie are

carried extended forward in front of the head, and
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are not normally laid back along the body when at
rest.
In the
Terebrantia the first two segments are usually markedly
broader than
the others.

Larval antennae vary considerably from those of adults. The
number of segments is constantly smaller, and the form
is generally
changed. Sense cones are not present, and the arrangement
of spines
is quite different from that in the adult.
ORGANS OF

VISION.

Eyes.— KAwXt Thrips possess faceted

eyes, which are borne upon
the front angles of the head and extend downward
onto the frons
about as far as they do upward onto the vertex; rarely they
are situated farther back upon the sides of the head, but stilf
near the front.
They are circular, oval, or reniform in outline. The size

and number

of facets varies consideral)ly in different species, as
does also the closeness of the facets to each other.
The eyes are quite large, as compared with the size of the head, being together about
one-half the

width of the head through them. In many species, especially
in Terebrantia, they are strongly protruding {fldiothrlj)^,
PaHh^nothrlpd).
The individual facets are usually considerably swollen, and small
hairs
project from l)etween them, thus giving the eye a

peculiar resemblance to the surface of a raspberry.
The cornea is quite thick, transparent, usually slightly tinged with yellow, and appears
like a lightcolored margin around the outside of the eye.
The part of the head
closely adjoining the eye is frequently also much
lighter in color than
the remainder of the head.

The pigmentation
by transmitted
light

of the eye is dense and dark, so that, as a rule,
light the eye is entirely opaque, while by reflected

may be

red or very dark purple in color.
are much smaller and simpler than those of the
consist of but few large, separated facets, and are situ
ated farther back upon the sides of the head.
6>c^//*.— These are adult structures, and are not present
in larv«,
though the pigment of the developing ocelli can sometimes
be seen
late in the larval stage.
They are not always present, however, even
in the adults.
They are three in number, situated more or less closely
together between the eyes on the vertex of the head, and
are placed
always in the form of a triangle, with its apex forward.
Rarely only
two ocelli are present, and it is then the front one which is
wanting.
Ocelli are present in all winged forms, and
usually also in the shortwinged forms of winged species. They are absent,
however, in
entirel}^ wingless species.
it

The eyes of
adults.
They

larvffi

MOUTH

The mouth
modified that

PARTS.

parts of Thiips are difiicult to study, and so peculiarly
it has been found hard to determine their
homoloo-ies.
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This fact accounts largely for the man}' changes which have been made
in the classification of this group.
It is now generally admitted that
their action
to

show

suctorial.
They exhibit structures which seem
from a mandibulate to a haustellate form, and for

is largel}'

a transition

this reason are of peculiar interest.

As

a whole the

mouth apparatus appears

as a broad, unjointed cone

attached to the extreme posterior edge of the under side of the head,

being carried so far back that
lies

largely under the

cone

and

is

its

pronotum

attachment to the rest of the head

(Plate

X,

fig. 111).

The apex

of the

usually quite sharp, but never as slender as in the Heraiptera,

lies,

when

fore cox*.

at rest, in a depression of the

In

many

the Terebrantia

it is

thickening, running

species the

mouth cone

prosternum between the
is

bluntly rounded.

In

attached to the frons by a strongly chitinized

more or

less

obliquely across the under side of the

In most species this dark thickening

is nearer the left eye than
connected by a similar thickening with the margin of
This connection is wanting on the
the left eye (Plate XI, fig. 120).
right side, though a portion of the thickening still remains close to the

head.

the right and

right eye.

is

In theTubulifera the base of the mouth cone

is

much more

nearly symmetrical and the connections with the eyes are entirely

wanting (Plate XI, fig. 127).
Axi/inmetry.
So far as we can learn, Prof. H. Garman was the first
to call attention to the very peculiar asymmetry which is characteristic
of the mouth parts of the members of this order, and he gave a new
interpretation to certain of these parts, which we believe to be correct.
Not only is the connection of the mouth cone, as a whole, with the
frons asymmetrical, but also some of the individual parts of the mouth
The most striking of these are the form of the
are markedlj^ so.
labrum and the absence of the right mandible. These parts will be
considered more in detail by themselves.
Lahrum. The labrum forms the front wall of the cone (Plate XI,
It is decidedly asymmetrical in all Thysanoptera, but
figs. 120, 127).

—

—

especially so in the Terebrantia.

It is irregularly triangular in

form,

does not reach to the endocranial thickening, but is attached by its
broad base to the clypeus by an indistinct membranous connection.
From the base it narrows to the tip, where it is more or less rounded
in Terebrantia, but is quite pointed and spine-like in many Tubulifera,

though l)luntly rounded in others. It is drawn out much farther
toward the right cheek than toward the left, and on the right side also
approaches most closely to the transverse thickening. The labrum is
usually abruptly darker in color than the area between its base and
the transverse thickening.

—

Ma.v'dlx.
The mixillte are broad, flat, and external. Like the
labrum, they are wedge-shaped or triangular in general form, and they
They taper toward their
constitute the side walls of the mouth cone.
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where they are quite sharply pointed and strongly chitinized, and
reach sliohtly beyond the labrum. At about the middle point of
the side of each maxilla i.s borne a two or thi-eo segmented palpus.
In the xEolothripida> this is always three seu-mented and o'eniculate;
in the Thripida> it is composed of two or three approximately equal
seg-ments and is straight, the segments being cylindrical hut decreastips,

may

ing successively in diameter; in the Phloeothripidjv it is always two
segmented and the segments are very unequal in length, the basal one
being short and rounded while the second is long, slender, and cylindrical.
The terminal segment is in all cases provided with a few touch
bristles which are but rarely distinctly and easily visible.
Lah!i()n.—Th& labium is believed to be formed by the union of the
second pair of maxiil». and in many insects evidence of this can be
seen, but in the Thysanoptera there is no visible suture along the
median line, though sometimes a deep median notch is present at the
tip.
It forms the hind wall of the mouth cone and is, as a rule, considerably broader at the tip than the other parts.

Tubulifera especially,

In

many

species, of

very broad and heavy at the tip, but in
others it is narrowed and the whole mouth cone is then usually elongated and pointed.
Standing closely together, each upon a membranous space a little to one side of the middle of the tip, are the two or
four segmented, cylindrical, labial palpi. The maximum number of
segments is here found also in the ^EolothripidiB, and the minimum
number in the Thripidie and Phhjeothripida?. Around the tips of the
labial palpi are borne a few touch bristles similar to those upon the
it

is

maxillary palpi.

Within the hollow cone formed by the parts just described lie the
piercing organs of the Thysanopteran mouth.
These
organs are three in number and of two kinds. Their homologies have
been confused bv various writers.
protrusile,

MandMr. — This

is

the large, unpaii'ed, piercing spine lying on the

mouth cavity. It has been variously interpreted as
epipharynx, mouth spine, etc. In the right side of the head there is
no trace, or but a mere vestige, of the corresponding organ. The
left side in the

a])sence of the rig-ht

mandible appears to be closely correlated to

all

asymmetry of the mouth parts of these insects. The mandible consists of two parts, though these are not separated in any
way. The
the

large bulbous base appears to be mostly muscular and

is attached to the
endocranial thickening behind the loft eye close to the angle which is
made by the endocratiium at this point, and about in line with the

branch from this thickening running to the left eye in Terebrantia,
which branch thus appears to form a strong brace. On the right side
the absence of this endocranial branch is doubtless due to the
nondevelopment of the right mandible, and the labrum has grown out
farther on the right side to take the place in

some measure of the
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The muscular base

wanting- structures.
stricted,

and from

is

this point to the tip the
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short and abruptly con-

mandible continues as a

slender, strono"h^ chitinized spine having a very sharp point.

structure

is

This
capable of protrusion for only about one-fourth of its

length, and therefore appears to be used onl}^ for piercing the outer,

tougher tissues of plants. The mandible in the Tubulifera is decidedly
shorter and more bent than is that in the Terebrantia,
Maxillary lohes. This pair of piercing organs has been considered
by the majority of writers as the mandibles, but such they surely are
Dissection shows that they are attached by a movable joint to
not.

—

Each lobe is composed of two parts: A short
muscular arm or lever attached to the maxilla, and at the other
end united to the enlarged, muscular base of the spine which is very
slender and strongly chitinized. These spines are longer and more
slender than the mandible and are developed alike on each side. When
retracted into the mouth, the basal arm or lever extends obliquely forward so that the lever forms an acute angle with the spine, which then
reaches just to the mouth, but when protruded the lever is brought
down toward the mouth so as to straighten this joint, and the spine is
thus thrust out from the mouth opening to a considerable distance.
As these spines are more slender and protrude farther from the mouth
than does the mandible, it appears probable that the latter is used to
start the puncture through the hard, tough outer tissues, while the
weaker lobes of the maxilla?, penetrating deeper through this opening,
reach into the inner tissues. Some writers have stated that the three
spines are hollow and used as suction tubes, but I have not found this
to be the case in the species examined.
There is a marked difference in length of the maxillary lobes in the
two suborders. In the Tubulifera they are extremely long, and when
retracted curve far forward under the eyes, while in the Terebrantia
the bend of the lobes scarcely reaches beyond the transverse thickening.
In the Tubulifera these lobes are altogether longer than the entire head
and can be protruded in many species as far as the hind edge of the
mesosternum.
Other mouth structures.
Attached to the inner surface of the labium
are certain other chitinized structures hard to describe and of uncertain homology, but considered bj" some as an hypopharjmx.
the bases of the maxilltB.
basal,

—

Larvse.

—The mouth parts of the larva are

of the adult, though
of these structures

weaker and

less

much

shed at each molt, and

is

the same as those

strongly chitinized.

may

The

chitin

then be seen con-

nected with the cast-off skin.

Movements of mouth
the

—

The parts forming the external wall of
being united by a membranous connection
the tip of the cone there is a small opening. It

mouth cone are not

parts.
free,

along their sides. At
thus appears that structurally these insects are incapable of biting or
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chewing^ their food to any degree, though
ticles of leaf tissue

it has been stated that parhave been detected in their excrement. This ma}^

be accounted for by the fact that the mouth parts
are quite strongly
chitinized at their tips,

and so may serve, to some extent, to rasp

or tear the tissues, small particles of which
alimentary canal with the sap.

may

be drawn into the

THORAX.
(Plate XI,

The thorax

is

figs.

116-119, 125-127.)

composed of three

The prothorax

well developed.

distinct segments, each of

which

is

separated from the mesothorax by
a deep constriction and is freely movable. The other
thoracic segments are closely grown together and form what is
conveniently
called the pterothorax.
The larval thorax shows no particular
is

chitin-

ized plates

and

whole structure and the arrangement and development of the spines have been but little studied.
its

Most previous descriptions of the thoracic structure of these
insects
have been very brief. Unfortunately Dr. Uzel has
given the entire
anatomical part of his monograph in Hungarian,
and

therefore his
description of the thorax has not been available.
It is evident that
there is considerable variation in the thoracic
structures in different
species, and it may be that when carefully worked
out these parts will
be found to have considerable importance in
classification,

whereas

they have not been used in this way heretofore.
A general description of the parts of the thorax is difficult
to give and must be subject
to much modification in many species
as the homologies of some parts
are not well established.

Prothora.r.~Th\s segment

is as wide or wider than the head
and
proportions and form. It is rarelv much longer
than wide, usually exceeds the mesothorax
in length, and in most cases
approximately equals the metathorax. The form in
the Terebrantia
IS usually more or less
rectangular, with the sides and hind edge especially somewhat rounded.
This form is also found in some Tubulifera,
but as a rule among them the thorax is
trapezoidal, being much wider
at the hind edge than at the front.
This trapezoidal form appears to
be closely related to the development
of the fore legs, since in the
genus ChiTothnj>s where the fore legs are
extremelv thickened there
IS found the same
form of prothorax as in the Tubuliferan genera
where the fore femora are also enlarged.
The pronotum is strongly chitinized. In the Thripidait is usually
more or less transversely striated and
often bears numerous small
spmes.
In the other families it is generally
smooth.
In most Thysanoptera the
prothorax bears long conspicuous spines,
the number and arrangement
of which are much used in classification.
Ihese stand usually around the
outside of the pronotum— one or two

varies

much

in

its
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and a pair on each of the transverse margins, and in
some species one in the middle of each side. The maximum number
When onlv one or two pairs are present they
is therefore twelve.
are at the hind angles. The form and size of these spines is also variaThey may be quite short and inconspicuous or nearly as long as
ble.
In many Plceothripidje they are knobbed or
the protonum itself.
at each angle

funnel shaped at the
In a

number

tips.

of species of Tubulifera, a division of the

pronotum

Two

triangular

into plates near the hind angles has been observed.
plates

coming up from

l)ehind the middle on the side

and at about the

hind angles meet at a point considerably within the margin and above
The prosternum is less strongly chitinized than the
the fore coxa?.

pronotum and at about the middle of the fore edge is often indented
The insertions of the fore coxse are
to accommodate the mouth cone.
at the hind angles and the distance between them depends upon the
width of the hind edge of the prothorax. In some species the prosternum appears to be entirely membranous, while in others there are two
The episternum
small plates between the coxte near the hind margin.
and epimeron arc more easily distinguishable in most Tubulifera than
in Terehrantia.

2fesothorax.

—The

mesothorax

is

a broad, short segment, often the

The mesonotum

is shorter than the mesosternum,
though the latter approximatel}^ equals the metasternum as a rule, in
consequence of which the division between the meso and metathoracic
segments is oblique. The mesoscutum is usually a rather hexagonal
plate, somewhat broader than long, and has thickened edges which are
bent inward and used for the attachment of muscles, as is shown by
cross sections of this region of the l)ody.
A narrow prescutum can
be easily distinguished in some species, though in others it appears to
be closely fused with the scutum. On each -side of the scutum is a
membranous area upon which the fore wings are inserted, at the
bases of which there are chitinous thickenings for the attachment of
muscles and also serving as pivotal points. A small, curved, triangular
tegula is present in many, if not all, Terebrantia.
Upon its ])road

broadest of the body.

edge, next the base of the wing,

it

is

furnished, in ^^olothrips, with

a row of five or six small, stout spines which point directly toward

upon which, very near its base, there stands a
when the wings are extended
points toward and would appear to engage some one of those

the base of the wing,

somewhat
in flight,

larger, curved spine which,

upon the tegula. This is a peculiar and interesting structure the
purpose of which can only be conjectured. In Thripida^ the tegida is
present, but I have found no species having the spines fully developed,
though little knobs or vestiges of such structures are present in some
The tegula is not always distinctly visible. At each anterior
cases.
angle of the mesothorax there is a larger or smaller spiracle, which is
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much elongated and narrow in

Terebrantia, while in Tubulifera
In front of the spiracle a narrow plate extends
up over the shoulder and meets the mesoscutum. This plate in some
cases is oul_y an upturned portion of the broad mesosternum, but in
it is

more rounded.

others is distinctly separated therefrom.
This plate may be called the
episternum, either separate or fused with the mesosternum. Behind
the spiracle and below the attachment of the fore wings, there are one
or two quite broad skeletal pieces which are rather triangular in shape.

The mesosternum usually covers the whole ventral surface of the segment and its edges bend upward at the sides (e. g., Ileliot/irtps, see
Plate XI, tig. 119). In some species, however, it is an hexagonal plate
similar to the mesoscutum and but little larger, while the episternal
and epimcral plates are elongated and meet the sternum upon the
ventral surface.
Upon the median line of the sternum there is in all
species, though very weak in the wingless ones, a quite deep chitinous
invagination more or less forked and serving for the attachment of
strong muscles (Plate XI, figs. 117, 119, 127). These endothoracic
structures are plainly visible in most species.
The middle legs are
inserted far apart at the very hind angles of the mesosternum.

Metatkorax.— This segment is usually slightly narrower than the
preceding and generally tapers slightly to the base of the abdomen.
Its dorsal plates are

two, usually distinctly separated: a scutum and a
each side of these a membranous strip continuing that
from the mesothorax, extends backward to the base of the abdomen.
The hind wings are attached quite close to the fore wings and in a simscutellum.

On

ilar manner.
Near the bases of the hind wings lies in Tubulifera a
very distinct rounded or oval spiracle. This spiracle is present and
visible in many (Uzel says " all ") Terebrantia, but I have been unable

some

to find it in

species; in others it

ently functionless, while in

metasternum
the body.

is

At

still

others

is
it

extremely small and apparcan be distinctly seen. The

broad and its edges curve upward around the sides of
the front edge of this side lies a narrow triangular

plate, the meta-episternum, while the meta-epimeron is here a narrow
elongated plate lying above and close to the upturned edge of the
sternum. The metasternum bears also a prominent endothoracic

structure in the middle and the edges of the plates are often bent
inward and thickened. The attachment of the abdomen is so oblique
that the hind (^oxt\i lie beneath the first abdominal segment.
The hind
coxje are well separated

and the steriuun usually projects back between
them as a distinct lobe or conical protuberance.

—

Variation in the structure of the pte^'othorax in wingless species. The
pterothorax is similar in ])oth short and long winged individuals and

we ma}^ expect to

winged specimens of usuall}^ short
In species which are entirely wingless, however, or
those one sex of which is always wingless, a marked variation in

winged
in

find at times long

species.

Proc. N.
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the structure of the pterothorax

The
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evident in the wingless individuals

pterothorax becomes greatly
such cases as no great muscular development is needed to
move the legs alone and the pterothorax is, perhaps, but little larger
than the prothorax. The dorsal plates of both segments lose the usual
form and become rectangular and transversly broadened, extending

XI,

(Plate

reduced

fig.

125).

size of the

in

over the membranous space which is usually present along each side.
No traces of wings are present and there is no longer any place for
them. As a consequence of the decrease in musculature the endothoracic structures have become verv much weaker, though still plainly
visible.

APPENDAGES OP THE THORAX: LEGS.

The legs of Thrips are among their most characteristic structures
and can hardly be mistaken for those of any other insects, whether
short and powerfully thickened or long and slender. They are composed of the usual parts of the insect leg, which may be readily disThe attachments to the thorax are quite far apart and at
tinguished.
the very hind edge of each segment. The fore legs are often shorter
and thicker than the others and more specialized.
This basal segment is large, usually subconical and quite
Ooxa.

—

freely movable.

The fore

coxte, especiall}^ in Phkeothripid;e, often

bear a few short, very stout, sharp spines and one long spine at tho
outside, but aside from these spines the coxae exhibit little that seems
to be worthy of note.
T7'0Ghante?\—This is a short, small segment between the coxa and
the larger femur, its line of attachment with the latter being often
considerably oblique.

Femur.

—This, the

and more or

first

prominent segment of the

less cylindrical or fusiform.

distinguished by

much

The

leg, is quite long

fore pair

is

frequently

greater thickness than those of the other legs,

enlargement taking place in the upper
and diminishing toward the outer end. In ChlrotJtrq'S
the lateral surface is strongly chitinized and bent backward somewhat
In thickened
at the tip so as to appear almost tooth-like at that point.
femora, especially, the inner side toward the base is grooved to receive
the base of the tibia when the latter is closed inward, and in a few
species with this kind of femur the angles here have become sharply
pointed and chitinized so as to form two sharp teeth at the tip (Plate
(especiall}^ in Phlceothripidse), the

side of the base

VIII,

figs. 89, 90).

Tihia.

—The tibia

is,

as a rule,

nearl}^ cylindrical or often

base where

near

its

in a

few

as

it is

it is

often slightly bent.

species, the tibia bears

usually called.

about as long as the femur and more

club-shaped in form.

At

It is

most slender

the extremity within,

an erect, stout, recurved hook or tooth

NO.
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—

Ta?\s>/s.
This is the most distinctive part of the leg. As a rule it
composed of two segments, though in larvw and the fore tarsi of
many species but one is present. The division between the two is
oblique so that the under surface of the first segment is longer than the
upper. Both segments are more or less cylindrical. The last segment
termintites in a cup-shaped or hoof -like end which has been mistaken
sometimes for a third tarsal segment. Upon the inner side of the fore
tarsi are found structures which are nearly always characteristic of
famiUes. The ^l^^olothripida^, in both sexes and it is stated also in the
pupal stage, bear upon the tarsus a peculiar hook-like structure the
function of which is not understood. (See Plate I, fig. 9.) The fingerlike hook is bent back upon itself, pointing toward the base of the
tarsus and almost touches the point of a short, stout spine standing
In many species of Phloeothripida?, though not in
erect at its tip.
all, there is on the inner side of the tarsus a more or less stout tooth
which stands nearh^ erect and is slightly recurved at its tip, and when
this tooth is strongly developed, the tarsus, so far as is known, has
only one segment. The development of this tooth seems also to be in
proportion to the degree of development of the fore femur and its
function appears to be to act as a hook in giving a firm hold and thus,
assisting the little creature in crawling through small places.
Some
Phlcjeothripid* show no traces of such a tooth and all grades of development can be found in different members of this familj-. Both sexes
usualh^ possess such a tooth, though that of the male is sometimes
is

much

stouter than that of the female.

In the Thripid^e the tarsi are

simple, without either of these structures in nearly

all

species, only a

few having a small tooth.

The tarsi are usually said to be clawless, but I do not consider this to
be always the case, for some species have one and some two distinct,
movable claws on the

apparentl}'

—Each segment of

sides near the end.

may bear numerous spines, and
some of these may be particularly well developed and worthy of note.
In many Tubulifera there is upon the inner and lower side of the
femur near its base a slender spine very much longer than any of the
others.
The hind tibia in most species of Thri]3id8e is furnished with
a row of ^stout spines along the inner side and in man}" species a pair
of similarly stout spines is borne at the tip of each tibia.
Other
Sjnnes.

the leg

specialized spines are sometimes found.
Bladdci'.

—This

suggest the

structure, so remarkable and characteristic as to

name Physopoda

for the order,

is

protrusile from the end

and in both adults
and young, but its structure and action does not ^eem to be quite the
same in the mature and immature stages.
As has been said, the end of the adult tarsus is cup-shaped. The
wall of the cup is firm and in some parts, especially the underside,

of the last tarsal segment.

It is

found

in all species
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strongly chitinized.
cate,

protrusile,

is
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fitted a

When

very

deli-

the foot

is

is wholly withdrawn into the end segment
raised or at rest,
is
the
case in a majority of mounted speciand becomes invisible, as
of
the
tarsus
is
now blunt and flat and often seems to
mens. The end
bladder
is, however, always protruded and
be minutel}^ haired. The
tarsus
is put down or brought into conwhen
the
brought into action
is then pushed out and forin.s a
The
membrane
tact with an object.
than
the cup portion which had previously
lobe, larger in man}' cases
The
mechanism
of this complicated structure is
wholly contained it.
difficult
to
stud3^
It has, however, been worked
very interesting but
and
Uzel. The following paraout, partially at least, by both Jordan
from
Jordan's
description and my
graph on this point is gathered

the bladder

own

observations:

—

Bladder mecJumism. A strong chitinous rod, attached to muscles
in the tibia, runs out through the tarsus and ends in the broadened,
The end of the plate is
heavily chitinized under surface of the cup.
drawn out into weak cords running to the outer parts of the cup wall.
Opposite the chitinous rod

'

lies a

double fork provided with a

joint.

The fork is cut short at a chitinous rod lying in the terminal segment of the tarsus and is movably joined thereto. Both arms of the
fork are connected with the chitinous rod at their base by a tendon.
Between the fork and the terminal plate of the chitinous rod the wall
of the cup is usually thin and quite transparent, but in Phloeothripidfe
Looking down
especially it is quite strongly chitinized and opaque.

upon a foot that

is

inactive (bladder retracted) so that the chitinous

rod lies along its middle line, the end appears more or less pear-shaped
and small. Upon the surface lies the terminal enlargement of the
Between the tips of
rod, while the double fork occupies the sides.
When
the fork the extremity appears folded in toward the middle.
the foot is brought into action the chitinous rod is drawii back somewhat, so that the attached fork is erected and spread out. The i^reviously invisible bladder is now thrust out from the end of the tarsus.
The ends of the fork and the chitinous rod continue into the bladder
wall as fine rays. The bladder is elastic and ver}" mobile, easil}' accommodating its shape to the surface upon which it rests. Looking at
a larval tarsus from the side, the chitinous rod is seen to run obliquely
from the middle of the tibia to the under wall of the cup. Here it
appears to end suddenly without being broadened into a plate as in
the adult; still the end of the rod is continued into the wall of the cup
The dorsal part of the cup is occupied by a curved claw,
as tine rays.
the basal part of which is attached to a sort of bracket-like thickening
of the wall of that part of the end segment at the base of the cup.
Furthermore, the base of the claw is united to the chitinous rod by a
sinew, and above the extremity of the claw the tarsus is drawn out
into a membranous, longitudinall}' folded lobe.
W^hen viewed from
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above,

it is seen that the bases of the claws are strong!}broadened
within and somewhat less so without, and that the inner prolongations
touch and are flexibly joinetl together. Both claws are supported

upon

the bracket-like ring at the base of the cup, while the folded
membranous wall reaches beyond the claws. The chitinous rod unites
near
the support with the two tendons coming from the outer
projections
of the claws.
\Mien the bladder is brought into an active condition,
the claws bend out from each other and the folded portion
Ijetween
them spreads out, while the distal portion, unseen in the inactive foot,

becomes pushed out as the bladder. By a proximal pull upon the
chitinous rod the tendons are drawn back and the claws thereby
are
spread out, moving around the bracket-like support with which
they
are connected as on a pivot.
As the claws are grown together with
the folded lobe, the lobe must be unfolded, but this does
not explain
the membranous lobe can be protruded as a swollen bladder.
If
a swollen bladder be pricked or ruptured the blood pours
out and the
bladder collapses quickly.
must therefore conclude that ])lood

how

We

pressure, acting with the

mechanism

just described,

is

largely instru-

mental in the protrusion of the bladders.
Other' organs of douUful funetion.—ln the basal
segment of the
tarsus or the extremity of the tibia there has been
found in a few
European species a small, pear-shaped organ which has been considered as a gland, and some have thought this the structure
which produced the swelling of the bladders, but as this supposed gland is
much
smaller than the bladder which it is supposed to fill, this
can not be,

and its function remains still problematical.
Near the line of union of the femur with the trochanter, Tryboni
has found in certain Phceothripidte an organ or a group
of organs
which suggest to him the auditory organ on the base of the til)ia
in
some Locustidfe. Trybom speaks of 'this structure as an

elongated,
thinly chitinizod area, almost transparent.
The areas are found on the
side of the base of each femur near the line of its
union with the
trochanter.
They are variable in shape and may ])e different on the

opposite legs of the same pair. In each light area is a row of
round
structures having a dark point in the center of each.
These peculiar structures are small and easily overlooked,
but
Trybom has seen them in many species of Terebrantia as well
.

as

Tubulifera, and the writer has seen them in every species in
his own
collection.
It appears, therefore, that they are afways
present, but as
to their function we can only guess.

The wings of Thysanoptera are no less characteristic than are their
To be sure each character shown by them may be found in the
wings of some other group of insects; nevertheless
the combination of
characters found here is unifjue.
They are long, slender, meml)i-anous,
feet.
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fringed, and not folded; they have few veins, and
of the base of each there

is

a

usuallj'" distinct

vol. xxvi.

upon the hind edg-e
The fore

lobe or scale.

and hind wings are formed quite similarly. When at rest, the wings
are folded back flat upon the abdomen, the fore wing covering the
hind one completely and the pairs lying parallel in the Terebrantia,
while in the Tubulifera the wings all overlap at their tips so that the
The wings
full surface of only one can be seen when the}^ are at rest.
are usually about as long as, though sometimes much longer than, the
abdomen, but in many Tubulifera they are shorter. The wings of
^olothripidffi are proportionally the broadest in the order, being in

Those of
the middle about one-seventh as broad as their length.
Thripidte are much more slender, ranging from one-tenth in the fore

wing

of Parthenotlirifs to about one -twenty-sixth in that of

SerlcotJirips; the average in the species of this famih^

known

to

some

me is

about one-fifteenth. Three general types of wing are found in the
order, each of which is characteristic of a family.
Family types. ^^olothripidfe possess wings which are comparaTheir breadth continues nearly to their
tiveh^ broad, as we have seen.
(Plate I, fig. 2.) The hind
tips, where they are broadly rounded.
wings resemble the fore wings closely in general outline and size.

—

The wings

from the preceding.
from base to tip, where

of Thripidre are distinctly different

Besides being

much more

slender, they taper

they are sharply pointed, the whole wing being usually slightly curved
(Plate II, figs. 16, 23.) The fore wing
so as to be quite sabre-shaped.
of Parthenothrips approaches most closelj'^ that of ^olothrips, being
broad and straight but pointed instead of rounded at the tip, and the

The hind wings are somewhat shorter and
is very different.
narrower than the fore wings.
The third type of wing (Plate VII, fig. 75), found in the PhlcBothripidsB, resembles that of >^Eolothrips in being broad and rounded at the
The hind wing is also similar in size and form to the fore wing.
end.
In some species the wing is narrowed in the middle so that it reseml)les
somewhat a shoe sole. Other characters, as venation, fringing, etc.,
separate them very decidedly from the ^Eolothripida?.
Venation.—The venation is even more characteristic of the families
than the form of the wings. In the ^^olothripida?, the fore wings
show the most complex venation found in the order. They are entirely
bounded ])y a strong ring vein and pierced b}^ two longitudinal veins
extending from the base to near the tip, where they bend outward and
Four or five cross veins are also present, two
join the ring vein.
uniting each long vein with the ring vein at about the first and second
thirds of the wing and one cross vein uniting the long veins before
the middle. The hind wings have no fully developed veins.
In the Thripidaj the veins are much less prominent, except in ParOne or two longitudinal veins are present, but cross
thenothri^ys.
nearl}^ disappeared, though vestiges of most of those
have
very
veins

Venation
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found in ^Eolothripidte can sometimes be observed in this family.
wings have always one longitudinal vein, but no ring or

Ttie hind

cross veins.

The wings

marked

})y the absence of veins.
but a partial development
This is quite strong and marked at
of one median longitudinal vein.
the base, but rarely reaches to the middle of the wing before it disappears.
There is no trace of a ring vein,

of Phloeothripidte are

In ])oth fore and hind wings alike there

is

—

As a rule, fringes of long, slender hairs are borne upon
Fringimi.
both margins of the wing and so make up for the narrowness of the
membrane. The hind fringe is always present, but the fore fringe is
nearly absent in ^-Eolothripidw, always present in Phloeothripida?, and
more or

less fully

of a single

row

developed

in Thripidge,

of hairs which,

when

The front fringe

consists

fully developed, are stouter in

Terebrantia than those upon the hind edge, but in Phheothripidfe they
are similarly developed on both edges.
In some Thripidtxi the front
fringe

is vestigial,

On

being very weak and sparse, or

it

may be

entire!}^

more uniformly well
developed than upon the fore wings, and both fringes are single. The
hind fringe of the fore wing in Terebrantia consists of two rows of
hairs so placed that they stand, when in flight, at diflerent angles to
the edge of the wing and thus by crossing give mutual support and
form a mesh-work which is more stronglj^ resistant to the air. The
hind fringe hairs of l)oth wings in Terebrantia are more or less wavy
or spiral in form while those of the front fringes are straight, as are
also both fringes in the Tubulifera.
The hind fringes of both wings
of Tu])ulifera are single except that near the end of the fore wing the
fringe is double for a short distance.
The length of the hind fringes
is from two to seven times the breadth in the middle of the wing.
absent.

the hind wings the front fringes are

Fringes are wanting near the base of the wings.

The method
is

of

interest.

directly for

of insertion of the fringes differs in the suborders

and

In the wings of Tubulifera the hairs are inserted

some distance

graduallj' disappear.

into the

membrane

of the wing,

where they

Thej^ are so flexible near the base that they can

be bent back along the edge when the wings are folded at rest. In
Terebrantia, however, the fringe hairs are borne upon small supporting bases on the edge of the wing and are in general stifler than are
those of Phloeothripidffi.
One row of those upon the hind margin is
attached differently from the other. The hairs stand upon small,
conical, basal enlargements, to

which

the}^ are attached

by a

joint so as

an easy folding of the long hairs toward the tip. Toward the
base of the wing, however, the side of the somewhat conical support is
drawn out into a point, which prevents the folding of the hairs toward
the base and keeps them at nearly right angles to the edge of the wing
during flight.
to allow
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—In the Terebrantia the entire upper surface of

is

thickly set with microscopic spines which are wanting in

Tubulifera.

Besides these there are usually borne along the longitu-

the

wing

some larger, prominent spines, which vary in
number, size, and arrangement sufficiently to give in many species of
Those borne
the Thripid{i3 characters of specific and generic value.
upon the costa appear intermixed with the fringe hairs, though reall}^
they are not in the same plane. Their development seems to be in
inverse proportion to that of the fringe, so that when the latter is
strongly developed the costal spines are not larger than those upon
the other veins, but when the fringe is weak or absent the costal
spines develop greatly and to some extent replace it.
In ^Eolothripida? the spines upon the veins are always quite small,
while the front fringe of the fore wing is wanting. In Phloeothripidje
dinal and costal veins

there are usually three stout, erect spines near the base of the vein in

the fore wing.

—

Taking flight. It has been frequently noticed and mentioned that
manj^ of these insects throw up the end of the abdomen, much as do
the rove beetles (Staphylinida?), as though threatening to sting. This
movement is made to assist in the proper spreading of the wings for
When at rest, the fringe hairs lie along the hind edges of the
flight.
wings and are more or less interlaced. As the abdomen is raised, the
wings are drawn down over its sides in such a manner as to make it
appear that the spines upon the sides of the abdominal segments are
used to some extent as a comb by means of which the hairs are
straightened out and put in their proper position. This operation
often has to be repeated several times before the wings are brought
into a condition for successful flight.

The power

of springing, pos-

seems to be of assistance in taking flight.
These statements appl}" only to Terebrantia, however, no observations
having been made upon Tubulifera.
Coordination of the wings. This is accomplished in a manner
strongly suggestive of the Hymenoptera, though the structures concerned are less highly developed. Upon the costa of the hind wing,
near its base, stand about five short spines in Terebrantia and two or
When the wings
three in Tubulifera, which are hooked at their tips.
are spread in flight these tiny hooks engage a membranous fold on^
sessed

by some

species, also

—

the underside of the scale of

the

fore wing.

Beyond these small
^

hooks stands a single stouter spine which also forms a hook. Froi
the hind angle of the scale of the fore wing proceed two long, stoul
spines, standing so closely together as to often appear like one, anc
these engage the solitarj^ stouter hook on the hind wing. Thus unitec
the wings move together, but as the connection is so near the bases oi
the wings it can not be very strong.
Reduction oftJie wings. It is an interesting fact that in this ordei

—
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the wings may be fully developed, reduced to short pads not reaching
beyond the thorax, or even entirely absent. Intermediate conditions
are rare, though I have found a few specimens in which the wings
were about one-half their normal length and cntircl}- functionless.
These three conditions may occur even in the same species {C'hirothrips inmiicatm Haliday).
When the wings are reduced, the little
pads are rounded or oval in shape and are laid closely upon the
The fore pad is larger, bears a few small spines, and covers
thorax.
the spineless hind pad completely.
No fringes are present, but the
Trybom, who has made quite an extenfore pad has a distinct scale.
sive stud}^ of this subject (425), recognizes eight classes into which

these insects

may be

divided according to the varying conditions of

the wings.
1.

2.
3.

Both sexes entirely wingless.
Males and some of the females wingless.
Males entirely wingless, but females with normally developed

wings.

Long winged and wingless individuals of l)oth sexes occur.
Males and a majority of females with reduced, but a number of
females with normally developed wings.
0. Both sexes always short winged,
T. Long winged as well as short winged individuals of })oth sexes
4.
5.

occur.

Both sexes always long winged.
of a long winged generation following several
which have short wings is strongly suggestive of a similar condition
among the Aphidfe. In at least some species of Thysanoptera where
this condition obtains the summer generations develop long wings
while the fall generations are almost entirely short winged, so that
nearly all the hibernating females have onl}^ wing pads.
Long and
short winged forms commonly alternate in the same sex, but short
winged and entirely wingless forms of the same sex are not kno^vn.
When only one sex is wingless it is the male. Wing pads are usuall}^
rather difficult to see, but their presence or absence can be deduced
from the structure of the thorax, even though they are themselves
8.

The appearance

invisible.

ABDOMEN.

The form of the abdomen varies from cylindrical to elongate-ovoid.
In Terebrantia the segments are nearly C3'lindrical in cross section,
while in Tubulifera the abdomen is flattened, giving the cross section

The terminal segments especially are difl^erformed and characteristic of the suborders. The abdomen is
always composed of ten segments, of which the second to the seventh,
inclusive, are similarly formed in nearly all cases, while the others are
varial)lc and bear the most distinctive characters of the abdomen.
an elliptical outline.
ently
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—In the Terebrantia each segment except the

first and
composed of a broad dorsal plate reaching- to the
sides, a somewhat narrower ventral plate, and one or two very narrow
plates on each side connecting these.
Jordan states that one of the
two pleural plates comes from the ventral, the other from the dorsal
plate, but the dorsal pleural plate is sometimes wanting or indistinct.
The dorsal plates of segments, two to seven inclusive, are usuallj^
strengthened, especially in the Terebrantia, by a chitinous ridge
along the inside somewhere in the anterior third, and this appears
externally as a darker, narrow stripe on these segments.
The first
segment has a well-developed dorsal plate covering the hind part of
the oblique metathorax, and small side plates are present in some cases,
while the ventral plate is so short and small as to be easily overlooked.
In the females the ventral and pleural plates are wanting upon segments nine and ten, the broad dorsal plate bending around the sides
and approaching beneath to form the sheath for the ovipositor. In
both sexes all the segments are similar except the last two or three,
which in the females usuall}^ form a more or less sharp cone, while in
the males, as a rule, the end is bluntly rounded; only a few species
are formed alike in both sexes.
Each segment bears, as a -rule, but few spines, which are
Spines.
small upon the anterior segments, but increase in size and prominence
These are most prominent upon the sides of the segposteriorly.
ments and especiall}^ around the last two, where they are called anal
In some species, as
spines and are frequently very long and stout.
Quaintance has observed (454), these stout anal spines are the weapons

Terebrantia.

the last three

is

—

of offense and defense.

—In this suborder

all but the first and the last one or two
Each is composed of only a dorsal and
The ventral
ventral plate joining at the sides by an indistinct suture.
plate of the first segment is onl}^ slightly, if at all, developed, while the
terminal segment appears to be a simple cylinder or tube and is foi'med
The dorsal plate of the first segment, in some
alike in both sexes.
species, is drawn out anteriorly into a rounded projection, attaching to

Tuhullfera.

segments are formed

alike.

ji

the metathorax, and on each side of the projection is a separate side
The arrangement and relative development of the lateral spines
plate.
is

much

the same as in the Terebrantia.

plates of segments

two

As

to seven inclusive,

a rule, upon the dorsal
on each side at about one-

fourth the cross diameter of the segment from the edge, there stands
a pair of peculiar, inwardly bent, acute spines, and outside of these
there

is

frequently a segmental row of

much

longer, straight, blunt

These dorsal spines appear to serve entirely for the confinement of the wings when at rest. The last segment bears at its tip a
spines.

circlet of long, slender hairs, usually as

segment

itself.

long

as,

or longer than, the
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—

Stigmata.
Either three or four pairs of stigmata arc present in
Thysanoptera, In the adult they appear constantly at the anterior
anoles of the mesothorax, and on the sides of the tirst and eighth a})dominai segments, while the fourth pair, always present in Tubulif era and
sometimes distinguishable in Terebrantia as well, occurs close behind
the attachnuMit of the hind wings.

Uzel sfeites that four pairs of spiThis is surely often the case,

racles are jjresent in the Terebrantia.

but the metathoracic pair is very small, and in some species I can not
find it even in specially prepared mounts, and in some cases where
traces of the stigma can be found, 1 am convinced that it is vestigial
and really functionless. The mesothoracic stigma is frequently elongated dorso-ventrally, sometimes being very narrow.

In the

the stigmata are situated at the front angles of the

larv{\?

mesothorax and upon the sides of the second (instead of the first) and
eighth abdominal segments.
The structure of a stigma is peculiar. In a surface view at the
sharpest focus, upon an anterior abdominal stigma of, e. g. Anapho,

thrJpx .striatum, cleared in caustic potash, the stigma appears to be
made up of a number of irregularly polygonal, cell-like bodies, sep-

arated from each other by dark lines and each cell showing one or
more dark spots near its center. In focusing down onto its surface,
its appearance changes quite strikingly.
As it first comes into view,

though before

it is clearly seen, it appears as a dark field with quite
regular, small, light spots, the dark lines giving a reticulate appearance.
When a little more nearly in focus, the cells appear dark, while

and the intercellular lines and angles are very much
Brought into sharp focus, the cells are seen to be more irreg-

the central spots
lighter.

ular than they appeared at

first, the surface appears light colored,
whereas formerly it appeared dark, while the intercellular lines and
central spots have now become dark (Plate X, fig. 112.) This reversal
of the light and dark parts is peculiar and very noticeable.
On one

side of the center a larger, rather indistinct,

rounded area can usually
the bulbous enlargement at the end of the trachea
opening by a quite large orifice to the exterior.
cross view of a
stigma (Plate X, fig. 113) shows a remarkable structure. The cellular
areas are now found to be mushroom-like bodies with slender stalks,
be seen, which

is

A

standing with their heads close together. These are quite strongly
and dark. ^Vhether the little air chambers between them
connect in any way with the trachea has not yet been determined.

chitinized

SEXUAL characters: terebrantia.

Female ovfposUor.

—

The most prominent external sexual character
the ovipositor which is attached to the ventral side of
the eighth and ninth abdominal segments (Plate XI, fig. 121) and is

of the female

is
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through the body of the insect. It is composed of four
two of which, forming the under or anterior
pair, are attached to the very narrow ventral plate of the eighth segment and two, forming the upper or posterior pair, are attached to the
The
sides of the ventrally extended dorsal plate of the ninth segment.
ovipositor as a whole is curved either upward (^-Eolothripidjv) or downward (Thripidffi) and terminates in a very slender, sharp point. The
valves lie verj'^ closel}^ together, but their inner surfaces are groo^'od,
forming a passagewa}'^ for the egg. The two plates on each side are
fitted together in such a wa}^ as to slide back and forth upon each other
without being displaced. The upper edge of the lower plate is grooved
and into this groove fits a ridge or tongue formed by the lower edge
The upper edge of the upper plate, except at its
of the upper plate.
base, is fitted with sharp, saw-like teeth pointing toward the base of the
The lower plate is provided with similar teeth on the under
valve.
side of its distal third, while the middle third bears a number of pecuThe ovipositor is movably connected with
liar, broad-cutting teeth.
the abdomen by a number of small supporting plates or levers which
plainl}^ visible

distinct plates or valves,

,

also assist in its manipulation.

In at least two species of Thripidte known to me, the ovipositor docs
not appear to be functional though it is plainl}^ present {Chirothrijjs
ohesus and ThrijJS j.^er_plexus).

When
is

not in use, the ovipositor

is

drawn up

close to the bod}"

received into, and entirelv enveloped b}% a

along the

last

eighth and ninth segments in
a rule the conical

female.

In

is made possible bj^ the absence of
The sexual opening is between the

two segments which

the ventral plates at this place.

As

and

membranous sheath

many

all

Terebrantian females.

form of the

tip of the

abdomen

also indicates a

of the light colored species, just in front of the base

of the ovipositor, is a plainly visible internal organ which has sometimes been called the seminal receptacle. It usually appears as a
small spherical or rounded body of an orange or brownish color,

agreeing closely in this respect with the color of the spermaries of the
males in species where males are known. This organ presents the
same appearance, however, in certainl}^ unfertilized females of bisexual
species, and it is also always present, having the same size and color
in several species known to me in which the males are extremely rare
or possibly wanting altogether. Certainly a seminal receptacle can not
l)e functional in parthenogenetic species, yet I have found this organ
constantl}" present through eight or ten generations of a species bred
in the laborator^^

Ifale.

where males were never produced.

—Males are, as a rule, considerably smaller

The abdomen

is

conical, tliough a

The

than the females.

usually bluntly rounded at the end instead of sharply

few species resemble the females

in this respect.

stoutest spines are usualh^ at the sides of the ninth segment.

In
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.Eolothripidse this

segment is much larger than the others and is
hind angles into hooks and processes which
apparently
assist in copulation.
The sexual opening is between the ninth and
tenth segments, and frequently from this point
there protrudes more
or less of the retracted copulatory apparatus,
which is usually

drawn out at

its

drawn into the ninth segment through the walls of
which
more or less distinctly seen. Three separate outer
parts,

entirely

'it

can be

which are

strongly upcurved, can be seen proceeding from
a complex basal part
and the entire apparatus is protrusile. Within the
abdomen the two
elongated, irregularly pear-shaped, orange or
brownish colored spermaries are plainly perceptible, lying usually in about
the seventh and
eighth segments.
Upon the ventral surface of the second to the
seventh abdominal segments, inclusive, in many
species there arc distinct rounded or transversely elliptical
depressions found only in the
males.
Males are often lighter in color and quicker in
movement
than the females.
TUBULIFEKA.

Female.— ThQ sexual characters of

Tul^ulifera are

much

less distinct

and numerous than are those of the other suborder.
The end of the
abdomen is tubular and the sexual opening is between the
ninth and
tenth abdominal segments in both sexes.
In this region are also found
the strictly distinctive characters.

In the female the basal edge of
regular and entire. Near the hind edge of the ninth
segment below there is a short, strongly chitinized rod (Plate
X, fig.
the tube

is

which

dark and plainly visible

115)

is

the l3ody at this point

the question of sex

is

is

in light colored species,

but when
nearly opaque, the rod can not be seen and

often in doubt.

jy«/e.-The male is usually smaller and more slender than the
female,
the sixth, seventh and eighth segments of the
abdomen being noticeably
narrower. The base of the tube is cut out
below in the form of a
semicircular notch (Plate X, fig. 114), which can
usuallv be plainly
seen except in very dark specimens, and
through the opening formed
by this notch the sexual apparatus can be protruded.
The structure
of this apparatus

is

colored specimens

much
it

the same as in the Terebrantia and in light
can be seen wholly retracted within the ninth

segment.

In some species this segment bears a broad scale
at the base
In a few species the sixth segment bears on each
side a
thick, fleshy, unjointed appendage.
The males in manv species have
more strongly thickened fore femora and stouter
teeth upon the fore
tarsi than do the females.
of the tube.

Cojmlation.—Thh I have rarely observed, and therefore the
following statements are mainly gathered
from Jordan\s article (306).
In the Tubulifera the male rests upon
the back of the female, and
holding firmly to her thorax by his legs,
he places the ventral surface
ot his abdomen along the
side of the abdomen of the female and bends
_
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of the female, so that the ventral

surfaces of the last segments are toward each other.

The copulatory

then pushed out, while the female ])ends the
tube upward so as to leave the sexual opening free. Copulation lasts
for about half a minute, when the female begins to move and the male

apparatus of the male

is

leaves her back, but the connection

is

not at once broken, and the

stronger female drags the attached, struggling male behind her for

some distance. One male fertilizes a number of females successively.
In one case Jordan states that a male of Phldsothrljys hrunnea Jordan,
in one-fourth of an hour, fertilized six females, and his spermaries
still about half tilled.
In the Terebrantia the males are carried around upon the backs of
the females and the union takes place in much the same manner as has

were

just been described for the Tubulif era.

DEFORMITIES.
Slight deformities are

by no means

rare.

The most common form

consists in a reduction in the number of segments in one or both antennge, brought about, in most cases, by the fusion of two or more seg-

though intermediate segments are sometimes wantIt frequently happens that the antenna with fused segments is
ing.
Only very rarel}^ does it appear
scarcely shorter than the normal one.
is
result
of injury, though this would
the
that a redaction in number
seem very possible. So far as is known, an increase over the normal
number by a division of segments never takes place. Sometimes the
wings are so deformed as to be useless. Deformities in the abdomen
are ver^^ rare, but I have found two cases. One in which the posterior
segments were constricted being abruptly smaller than the preceding,
the other with a half segment wanting on the left side at about the
middle of the abdomen. The right half of the segment was wedgeshaped, reaching in to the median dorsal line and giving the abdomen
a corresponding crook at that point.

ments

at the end,

REPRODUCTION.

The method of reproduction in this group is of interest and also has
an important bearing upon its distribution. So far as known, it is
always oviparous and sexual, but two distinct forms are common in
most

species.

—

Bisexual T&production. This is the normal and most common form,
but the two sexes are not found in anything like equal proportions, as
females are almost alwaj's more abundant than males. This nia}^ be
the case and reproduction yet be entirely bisexual, as in some species,
perhaps in all, one male fertilizes a nmnljer of females. In a few species
the males are found abundantly throughout the year; in others the}' are
abundant only at certain seasons; in others males are rarely found at
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any time;

in

.still

HI

others, while the females are very abundant, males

The explanation for the relative scarcity or absence
males is found in the second method of g-eneration.
Unisexual reproduction. Parthenogenesis is the usual mode
are unknown.

—

of
of

reproduction in at least ten species, all Terebrantia, and probably
occurs very frequently in many others, though positive statements
l)e made upon this point until more extensive collecting has
been done and life histories have become better known."
It seems that parthenogenesis must take place to some extent in
those species in which the males are comparatively rare or arc active
for only a short season.
However, no su ^h thing as a regular alterna-

can not

is yet known to exist among ThyIn his studies of Parthenotii -ips dracmnx Jordan found

tion of generations, as in Aphidc^,

sauoptera.

that the normal

method of reproductior

unisexual, Avhile on plants standing in a

warm greenhouses was

in

room an abundance of
males was developed, and this condition lasted in the cool room
throughout the winter season. The males of Aptinothrijys rufiis have
ool

been found only at haying time, and then only very rarely.
i

DISSEMINATION.
been noted that in most species there appear for some
some generation or in one sex, individuals beardeveloped wings, and we can not doubt that the wings play

It has already

part of the season, in

ing

full}^

a large part in the distribution of the species.
Certain it is that the
power of flight is greater than would seem possible with such delicate
Hvings as these insects possess.

After harvest or toward autumn some
some instances have caused considerable annoyance by entering houses for hibernation.
Winds may
easily carry them for considerable distances, and when so scattered it
is evident that their power of parthenogenetic reproduction is of great
species fly in large numbers, and in

establishment of the species in a new localit3\
Speunder the bark of trees growing upon the banks of streams
are probably often carried for long distances on wood floating in the
water, as some species which have been observed are found to endure
^ large degree of moisture and even submersion for some time without
^i^ji^iy^ aw<l moist, decaying wood is their normal food.
Species living
ppou cultivated plants, as in greenhouses, have doubtless been dissemiQated in commercial ways.
Strange as it may seem, a species which
is entirely wingless {Aptinothrips
rufus Gmelin) is one of the most
svidely distributed.
It is hard to believe that this species can have
ittained its present distribution in both Europe and America through
:he slow method of crawling.
lassistance in the

bies living

« Males of the following species included in this paper are rare or unknown: Parhenothrips dracamw, Heliothrips ha-morrhoidalis, Aptmothrlps rnfm, Anaphothripn striaus,

Thrips tahacl.

Some

others are too

little

known

to

be placed here.
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movements

place here to speak more parfrom flying. The Tubulifera are
movements, both in crawling- and

aside

very slow and deliberate in their
Terebrantia vary in this
fl3dng, and the}^ never spring or run.
respect, though in general they are much more active, and many run
Some possess a power of
quite rapidly and take flight quickly.
springing which is well developed and often used in place of flight.
The abdomen, head, and prothorax are raised and the little creature
balances itself by its middle legs. Then suddenly the upraised parts-

i

>

down together and

arc })rought
distance

by the force of the

the insect

is

thrown a considerable;

contact.

DEVELOPMENT.

—As may be inferred

from what has been said of the
its own method oft
The Terebrantian female cuts a slit with her saw through
oviposition.
the epidermis and deposits her eggs singly in the tissue of the plant.
O'viposition.

sexual apparatus of the two suborders, each has

i

The process

of oviposition

is

as follows in AnaphothrijJS strlatus and!

most points for the group:
raised somewhat and the ovipositor

will doubtless hold in

is let down
The abdomen is
from the sheath till it is nearly ai right angles to the Ijody. The
abdomen is arched to bring the weight of the body to l)ear upon the
slender saw, the valves of which are then moved back and forth upon
each other by j)owerf ul muscles in the ninth segment. The toothed
blades are gradualh^ worked down somewhat oliliquely into the tissue,
and when the slit is sufficiently large there may be seen successive contractions of the abdomen as the Qgg is pushed out between the valves-

•

I

of the ovipositor and under the epidermis

The

till

it

is

nearly concealed.

entire operation requires about one and a half minutes, and

upom

completion the female moves off a short distance to rest or feed.
Occasionally the ovipositor becomes so firmly wedged in the plant as
to hold its possessor prisoner for some time, frequently until death
its

i

results (469).

I feel sure that Thr'ips 'perpleoc/iis and Chirothrips obesus will be found
to deposit their eggs externally.

The number

by a single female has been observed only
from a numl>er of which an
average of from 50 to 60 was obtained, the maximum average from
a lot of 5 females being 72. These observations were made in the
laboratory upon females confined in bottles. The percentage of eggs
which hatched was also observed in this species and was found to
vary in the laboratorj^ from 35 to 40 per cent. It seems very probable
that the artificial conditions under which these experiments were
made must have in this case greatly reduced the percentage that
hatched below the normal.
of eggs laid

in the case of Anaphothrlps driatns,

>
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Tubulifera deposit their eggs externally, either singly or in groups,

upon leaves and llower.s or under bark, etc., according to their habitat
The period of oviposition in all species in this order is quite long.

^W-—The

eggs of Terebrantia are more or

less

elongated and

They are colorless, delicate in structure, and no
micropyle is apparent. The position of the eggs in a thin leaf is easily
seen upon holding the leaf before a l)right light, when they appear
as
brighter spots in the darker green tissue of the leaf.
Eggs are laid in
slightly bean-shaped.

almost any green part of the plant, but not in the petals of flowers.
The eggs of Tubulifera are of an elongate-oval shape, attached with
the long axis perpendicular to the surface, and have at the
free end a
thickening of the chorion with a micropyle in the middle. The
eggs
vary from 3'ellow to brownish in color.
Fm7)/-i/oIof/y.—The development of the embryo can be observed in
the translucent eggs of Terebrantia.
Various writers agree in stating
that the germ band is innnersed.
Before revolution the appendages of
the embryo lie along the convex side of the egg, after revolution
along
the concave side.
The length of the egg stage varies considerably
in

different species and,

even within the same species, according to the

weather conditions. So far as life histories are known, this stage
appears to last from three to fifteen days in Terebrantia, but no record
is found upon this point for the Tubulifera.
The pigmented eyes of
de^•eloping embryos are particularly prominent.
If the egg bed dries
the egg is quickly destroyed, but if moist, even though decaying,
the

development continues.

j

Fnicnjence of the /arm.— When ready to emerge, the young
Terebrantian lan^a breaks through the tender chorion and
pu.shes up
through the slit in the epidermis made for the insertion of the
egg.
The larva works its way up till all but the tip of the abdomen is free,
but remains supported by the tip in this upright position
until the
antenna and legs have separated from the body, to which they are
at
first closely applied, and have become sufficiently
dried and hardened
ior use. It then falls forward onto its feet and is ready to
travel or
to feed almost immediately.
No observations have been found on this
point for the Tubulifera, but just as their eggs are laid
singly or in
groups, so also do we find the larvte.

Larval stage.—The length of the larval stage varies with the species,
and the statements recorded place it at from five to forty days.

When

just hatched the

head of the larva

is

very large' in proportion

to the body and the

mouth parts are essentially like those of the adult.
The thoracic segments are subequal. The abdomen is strongly
contracted and very rough.
As the larva grows the thorax and abdomen
enlarge noticeably, while the head shows little change.
In some spepies {IIeIiofknj)s) the abdomen becomes strongly
distended and shining
3.S

though under considerable pressure, and a globule of
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

8

fluid excre-
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frequently held by the hairs around the anus. The larva? are
The larless active than the adults and have no power of springing.
PhlreoIn
adult.
the
than
val antenna always has fewer segments
and
tarfemora
Thickened
thripidffi the number is constantly seven.
and
segmented,
one
be
sal hooks do not occur, the tarsus appears to
foot
is
nuu-h
the
of
structure
claws may or may not be present. The

ment

is

more

distinct than in the adult.

are not compound, l)ut com-

The eyes

posed of a few separated facets, which are strongly elevated and always

The number of facets increases in successive molts,
form is retained. The rudiuients of the ovipositor or

circular i n outline.

but the circular
genital apparatus appear on the under side of the eighth and ninth
segments as indistinct lobes. The food habits of the larvtv are just as
varied as are those of the adults, and some species are also found upon
the roots of plants.
J/<>/?'.v.

— From two to four molts appear

to occur while in the larval

marking the change to the pupa. The chitinous covering of the internal mouth parts and of the bladders can be distinctly
When larvw have become full grown they
seen in the cast skin.
cease to feed, become restless, and seek some very secluded place in
stage, the last

which

to molt.

In this search they are so successful that in

many

species pupee are hard to find.

Nijnqyh nr Pupa.

—The metamorphosis of Thysanoptera

is

peculiar,

for though complete in many respects, it is nmch
Two stages are distinguishable while in the nymph condition.

less so in others.

After

larval appearance, the

the last larval molt, the insect still retains its
antennie are extended, and the pro-nymph is moderately active. The
wing pads are partially developed, extending to al)out the second
abdominal segment, and the beginning of the formation of the adult
appendages can be seen. After another molt, the true nymph stage is

reached and the animal remains quiet unless disturbed, when it is
capable of slight movement. No food is taken during this ]5eriod.
The antenna? are laid back upon the head and prothorax; their segmentation has become indistinct and the adult antenna can be seen
within the nymphal skin.

The numl)er

of facets in the eyes greatly

The logs are inclosed in
producing the adult condition.
loose sheaths and the wing pads reach to and from the sixth to the
eighth segments. The pads extend obliquely outward along the sides
The fringes appear along
of^the body and do not cover each other.
to\vard
the edges of the forming wings, the fore fringe being directed
forming
the tip and hind fringe toward the base of the wing. The
lobes representing the ovipositor elongate, and those on each side overincreases,

Within them develop the pointed valves of
the adult ovipositor, which now extends to ,tho tip of the abdomen.
The development of the male genital apparatus takes place in a very
lap l)ut remain separate.

similar

way

to that of the ovipositor of the female.

The nymph

stage
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passed in some secluded place, pup* being found in the loose
soil
about the base of the plant, in the leaf sheath, or some similarly protected place, and many have been recorded as transforming in
galls.
.When these changes have been completed, another molt takes place and
the adult emerges.
is

;

The most noteworthy points in the metamorphosis may be summaThe larva reseml)les the adult in general form and in
mouth parts; wings are developed in external sheaths; the transitional
rized as follows:

stage between larva and adult
is taken.
The metamorphosis
plete

quiet,

and during

it

no nourishment

therefore intermediate between com-

and incomplete.

//^7v6'r;?«?'/o//.— Thysanoptera

or adult stages.

i

is
is

pass the winter in either larval, pupal,

Many species, without doubt, hibernate

the same places in which they have fed.

in

very nearly

The bark-inhabiting forms

remain in such places, together with many of the leaf forms'
which
migrate onto the trunk. The dried stems of flowers and grasses
shelter many species, while many of the leaf -inhabiting forms
fall to the

ground and are among those which may be found under fallen foliage,
in moss, etc.
Lichens and fungi shelter some as winter guests, while
[dead grass and turf contain many forms.
It appears very probable
that some of the larvae which have been found upon the
roots of
plants were hibernating there rather than feeding thereon, as
has been
supposed.

The hibernating individuals appear to be able to withstand extreme
degrees of cold and moisture. I have brought in a number of
species
gathered by pulling the frozen grass from bare mowings in midwinter
after a temperature of -21- F.
Upon being l^rought into a warm
room, they very soon became active and ran about.
Thrips emerge from hibernation very early in the spring, and
as
^oon as their normal food plants begin to grow most of them
are in a
condition to deposit eggs for a new generation, which in some
cases in
Massachusetts hatch during the latter part of April or the tirst of
May.
I

'

Length of Ufe.~YQ\f observations have been recorded upon this
but it seems improbable that even the longest lived exceed
a
,mgle year. Among those species which produce several
generations

'

point,

n a season, the hibernating individuals must live for
at least seven
nonths in the northern United States while the summei- generations
ire nmch shorter lived.
Their age however, as a rule, considerabl3\
exceeds the length of the life cycle, for oviposition is a slow
process,
ind in Ana2)hothr{2Js striatm is known to extend
over a period of
^ve or six weeks.
As a result of this there is an indistinguislia))le
)verlapping of broods.
I have kept a female of a midsummer generation of .1. striatus confined in a bottle in the
laboratory for almost
Ive weeks.
This species has eight or nine generations in u season.
:nd

may

ummer.

therefore be expected to be one of the shortest lived in
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS.
INJUKIOUS FORMS.

insects are, they can.
Small and apparently insig-nificant though these
Only a few species,
standpoint.
not be disregarded from an economic
but these arej
injurious,
decidedly
to be sure, must be considered as
really^
damage,
much
Doubtless
widely spread and hard to control.
but;
conspicuous
more
to
caused l)y these tiny foes, has been attributed
country
this
in
species
The most important
less injurious insects.
importance of each oft
belong to the family Thripidfe. The economic
its description, buti
with
these "species is considered in connection
of note which may,
worthy
there are, however, some general points

be considered together here.
flowering and some
Feeding hah Its. ^Thvi^s are found upon most
is
The general mode of feeding the same throughliowerless plants.
plant, chiefly, are punctured
out the order. The green parts of the
therefrom by sucwithdrawn
by the piercing mouth parts and the sap
as they dry
shriveled
The emptied plant cells become white and
tion
veins of the leaf,
up and the insect, standing usually parallel to the
are thus left in
feeding
moves on to fresh cells. The traces of their
as they feed,
them,
Behind
irregular streaks of dried, whitened cells.

excrement, which, it seems,;
they leave rows of dots of dark colored
have sometimes been mistaken for eggs.
states
Thrips are most abundant in summer. Burmeister
'

^

On

flowers

with nourishment, and Perthat the nectar of flowers furnishes them
this does not seem tc
gande has expressed a similar opinion (219); but
sucking
me to be the case, as when present on flowers they are found
but nol
petals,
the
extent upon
sap not nectar. Thev feed to some
ui
sepals
the
of
The inner surface
so freely as upon the green parts.
oi
parts
essential
The
oviposition.
a favorite place for feeding and
attack and it is jusi
general
the
of
part
their
for
in
come
the flower
Injury of this
caused.
here that the greatest injury to the plant is
Quaintanc(
by
strawberries
sort has been reported, especially upon

Osborn (218, 223
and upon apple and other fruit blossoms by
injury to the styles by then
221),'in which cases they caused so much
(Set
of the fruit.
punctures as to prevent fertilization and the setting
tahac
Thnps
and
Buthrips trUici, p. 152.) Probalfly Euthnp. fntlcl
a very simila;
recorded
has
Mally
injuries.
such
of
most
are guilty of
species of the family Thrii
injury to cotton bolls by an undetermined
Many other flowers, though perhaps of less economij
pidte,' (311).
feed also up|
importance, are similarly attacked. Flower species
(151),

.

a large variety^'
the leaves of plants and trees may be found
the under surface of th,
species, most of which feed mainly upon
from sun, rain, and enemieg|
leaves, probably chiefly for protection

On
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though it is also possible that more tender tissues may be an attraction.
Such species avoid the light and, if a leaf be turned over, the insects
The constant su(^king of
will move around to the under side again.
myriads of larv» and adults soon causes the feeding ground to wither,
the leaf becomes encrusted with dead cells and dark colored spots of
excrement and it is not long })('fore its death results. Unless disturbed,
most species do not travel much, and thus in time there appears to be
something of a colony feeding around the place where the mother has
fed and deposited her eg*gs.
Though many plants thus suffer from
the destruction of their leaves, the onion seems to be most severel}^
afflicted.
(See Thrips tahaci, p. 183.)
Grasses and cereals may be included in a third class in which the
nature of the injury

is

somewhat different.

Besides the abstraction of

sap from the leaves of these plants, Thrips cause a greater injury by
attacking the tender axial stems, thus cutting

oft'

directly the supply of

sap to the head, w^hich therefore fails to bear fruit and
killed.

This

is

the waj^ in w^hich "Silver

Top"

is

may be

entirel}^

caused, and

impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy the

it is

damage which

results to the hay crop.
Besides working in this way, Thrips are
charged with attacking directly the growing kernels of cereals. In the
case of wheat, rye, oats, etc., they suck the nutritious milk directly
f j'om the growing kernels in the ear and produce an abortive condition
of much, if not all, of the head, which is then called "pungled.'"
Greenhouse species appear to be l)ecoming more numerous and more
injurious each year.
The principal injury here is done to the leaves,
and nearly all kinds of greenhouse plants are subject to attack. Thrij^s
tahaci^ which has recently come into prominence, especially in cucumber and carnation houses, has an unusually wide range of food plants.
It has already proved to be a serious pest, capable of the complete
destruction of a crop, and is exceedingly difficult to control.
BENEFICIAL FORMS.

Predaceous Thrijys.

—The late B. D. Walsh once expressed the

opin-

ion that Thrips "are generally, if not universally, insectivorous,

and

that those that occur on the ears of the wheat, both in the United

States and in Europe, are preying there

upon the eggs or larvse of the
and are consequently not the foes, as
has been generally imagined, but the friends, of the farmer" (127 and
132).
Such an opinion from so eminent an entomologist is likeh^ to
have some basis in fact, though w^e question whether his conclusion is
even usually correct. Thrips have been frequently found in the galls
caused by other insects, either with the makers of the galls or alone,
and the conclusion has been drawn, though frequently, we suspect,
without a direct observation to that effect, that the Thrips were preying upon the makers of the galls.
Walsh also wa-ites that he has

Wheat Midge

{Diplosls

tritici)^
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"found Thrips prejang upon the gall-making larv;^ of more than
twenty different galls, so that there is now no manner of doubt in my
mind that Thrips is a true cannibal insect"' (132). All recorded
obseryations which I haye seen seem to agree that such gall-frequenting forms belong to the Phloeothripidse, and in yery many of
the cases noted it is said that they are in the pupal stage (123).
It seems to me entirely possible that in many cases their presence
in the gall may be incidental, they haying entered it for protection.
It is impossible for Thrips to make for themselves an entrance into
any closed gall, and when present in such it can onl}' be after the exit
of the gall maker or some parasite upon it, so here certainl}-^ the Tlwips
Furthermore, it does not seem improl)a])le from
is not predaceous.
what we know of the food ha])its of the Tubulifera, which feed mainly
upon leayes or decaying wood or fungi, that they may live peacefully in
company with the true maker of an open gall which they can readilj
enter, hnding there the same favorable conditions for abundant foo|
and a secure retreat as does the gall maker. Ph3dloxera galls ha^
often been found to contain Thrips, l)ut the same doubt exists as t^
^\'^alsh states that he has founc
the real purpose of their being there.
six or seven i"ed Thrips pupa^ in nearly every gall of PhylJoxeTG
caryae-foJliv. This o))servation shows-plainly one object for which these]
insects seek out and enter galls, as a safe refuge during pupation,]
and this will account for the frequent presence of larvje and adults ir^
both inhabited open galls, as those of Phylloxera, and deserted close]
galls, as those of Cynipida?.
It may be true that Thrips prey upon thi
gall makers, but further observations upon this point are desirable
before we can fully accept that conclusion.
Thrips fhyUoxer
of Riley's manuscript (one of the Phloeothripidee) is said hj him to "do more than any other species to keep the
leaf-inhabiting grape Phylloxera within bounds" (165).
species
Phlwothrips has been observed destro3^ing eggs of the Gypsy Mot|
'"''

•a'''''

A

(353).

Some
insects

species of Thripidro have been observed feeding

and are undoubtedly

beneficial.

repeatedly observed feeding upon

upon

othei

Thi'lps 6-maeulatus has beei

"mites" or "red spiders," an]

other species have been said to do the same.

Riley observed a Thripl
Missouri (143a and 114)
Thrips trifasciatus Ashmead is apparently predaceous and was observe]
feeding on the cotton Aleurodes {Alewrodes gossypii) in Mississipj
I have occasionally noticed that under the influence of cor
(386).
finement without plant food Anapliotltrips striatns^ which is certain]
normally her})ivorous, becomes cannibalistic and will feed upon its owi
larva feeding

upon the eggs of the Curculio

in

species.

FJoicer fertilizers.
the "wild pansy"
relation

— It

is

is

very probable that a few flowers, of whic!

one, are fertilized by Thrips, although such a"

must be exceptional.

Few

flowers are adapted to thus profit
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by the presence of Thrips, as their action would tend almost entirely
to self-fertilization of the flowers, which Nature does not generally
approve. Therefore I believe that their value in this wa}^ must be
very limited.
NATURAL CHECKS.
Insects

and Acari^

etc.

—The most

important insect enemy appears

Say, which is very common on flowers and
ma}^ often be found with a Thrips impaled upon its rostrum and
held in the air while the captor sucks the juices from the l)ody of its
The eggs of TripJdeps are laid in a similar manner to those of
victim.

to

be

Trl'plileps insidiosus

Thrips and the larva? of the former also prey upon the larvte of the
The length of the life cycle of Trlphleps is about the same as
latter.
Megilla macidata also devours Thrips in great numthat of Thrips.
Chrysopa and Sipphus larva? have
bers when both arc aliundant.
been found feeding upon the larva? of Thrips taljaci. Heeger has
recorded Scymnus ater^ GyrojpTmeim manca^ and some fly lar^'te as
preying upon them, and Uzel has found TrlpTdeps inimdn also.
1 have frequently found Anaphotlirlps striatus bearing one or more

Tromhidiwn) attached to
some membranous area of the body.
Both I'^zel and Quaintance have found the eggs and adults of Nem-

small, scarlet Acari (probably the larva? of a

atode

worms

in the Iwdies of Thrips,

Uzel recording over

2()0

worms

from one specimen.
riant pximsltes. Thaxter (297) has taken Empusa {Entomojyhthora)
spliaerosperma Fries from a species of Thrips which it was destroying
Pettit has found in Michigan
in larval, pupal, and adult stages.
another parasite which he thinks will prove to be a Gregarinid (464).
It was most abundant in the moist breeding cages, causing the insects
I have rarely found a fungus growing in a
to die and turn black.
dead specimen which appears to be a species of 2facrosporlum, but it
was not possible to tell whether the fungus caused the death of the
insect or came m later.
Rahi. Of all the natural checks, none can compare in efiiciencv
with a hard dashing rain. It has been noted that Thrips tdbaci and
Anaphothrips striatus, which become extremel}' abundant during hot,
dry weather, disappear almost entirely as soon as the heavy showers
of midsummer begin, and as long as such showers continue at frequent
The same result
intervals the Thrips do not again become abundant.
will probably be found true in most outdoor leaf-inhabiting species.

—

—

ARTIFICIAL CHECKS.

These

fall

naturally into two groups,

insecticides

and cultural

methods.
Insecticides.

means of

— So far as we know, no attempts

insecticides

to control Thrips by
have been made outside the United States. Here
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economic species, TJirips tahaci,
each of the three most important
striatus, has been experimented
Anaphothrips
trltici, and
Euthrijys

Webster recommends, for Thrh]}i< tahacl in the
with considerably.
1 pound of Standard w-hale-oil soap in
field, spraying thoroughly with
says also, "The grassy borders of
he
and
8 gallons of water (476),
kerosene with excellent results."
with
sprayed
ditches have been
Quaintance (454) tried many insecticides for Thrips tabaci and EutJirips
leaf insecticide"—! pint in s
trltlci in Florida and found that "rose
cent of the insects, and was
per
70
65
to
from
killed
o-allons of water—
77ir^>.^• tahacl he recomFor
tested.
anything
of
the most successful

mends "whale-oil soap (Anchor brand),

at the rate of 1

pound

of

SOU]) to 4 gallons of water," or ''•rose leaf insecticide at the rate of 1

pint to 4 gallons of water."

Sprays must be very thoroughly applied to do even fair service, and
ditches and margins around fields, as well as the ground betw^een rows,
should ])e treated also. Even with the most careful treatment many
of the tiny insects will escape the spray, and the embedded eggs are
Therefore, spraying, to be at all successful, must
be repeated after a short interval. It must be admitted that at best
spraying is an unsatisfactory remed}'-; still, it is perhaps the best
method we know of at present for field work.
In greeidiouses spraying may be more successful than in the field,
entirely unharmed.

but fiunigation methods are here preferable. These also must be
repeated in about a week to be successful. The most satisfactory
results have here

of

"Nikoteen"

in

been ol>tained l)y the vaporization at night of ^0 cc.
750 cc. of water for 5,000 cubic feet of space. This

treatment did not injure the cucumber plants, while nearly

all

of the

were killed (471).
Cultural methods. These are undoubtedly too important to be
neglected, even if insecticides be used, and in some cases they may
prove even more efficient than the latter. For the Onion Thrips, WeliT/irtj).s

tahacl

—

ster says: "All culls, tops, and other refuse of onion fields should l)e
burned in the fall." He also recommends the burning of the grass
along ditches and around the margins of the fields in winter or early

spring to destroy the hibernating insects (476).
For the Grass Thi-ips it seems that cultural methods are the only
ones that can be of any considerable help.
thorough burning of
the old grass in early spring before growth begins destroys large

A

numbers of hibernating insects—Thrips and many others. The attacks
of the Grass Thrips are worst upon old, worn-out meadows, fields, and
lawns, largely because Poa jjratensls (June grass) is most common in
such places.

Infested grass should be cut as early as possible or fed
as I can learn, the seed of June grass is sold only in
lawn mixtures and is not used for field seeding, though it comes in
naturally as the other stouter-growing species which are usually sown
green.

run out.

So far

The appearance of

a large

amount of " Silver Top "

is

there-

No.isio.
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Such fields should
is becoming exhausted.
plant
^ith
some
cultivated
advisable
to
crop for
plowed,
and
it
is
he
at least one season before re-seeding.
fore a sign that the field

CHAKACTEES OF THYSANOPTERA.
Small insects; length ranging from one-fiftieth to one-third of an
Wings usually present; four in number, long, narrow, membranous, never folded, with at most two longitudinal veins and few or
no cross veins; hind margin alwaj's, front margin usually, fringed
with long, slender hairs much exceeding in length the breadth of the
moml)ranoas part of the wing; wings laid horizontally along the
abdomen when at rest; wings sometimes reduced to short pads not
reaching bej'^ond the hind edge of the thorax and entirely absent in
a few species.
inch.

Mouth
chewing

parts intermediate in form Ijetwecn those of sucking and

but probably used almost entirely for sucking;
a cone situated on under side of head and
placed so far back that it lies almost entireh' under the prothorax (see
Plate X, fig. Ill), and is more or less concealed from the side by the
fore coxa^ and femora. Mouth cone formed hy the labrum, the broad,
flat, triangular, external portion of the maxilke bearing each a tvro or
three segmented palpus, and the labium ])earing two or four segmented palpi; these external parts grown together and not freely
moA'able.
Mouth always asymmetrical, only the left mandible being
developed. Mandible and lol)es of the maxilla? modified as internal,
protrusile, bristle-like piercing organs.
AntenniB quite slender, six to nine segmented, situated closely
together upon vertex of head.
Ocelli always present when long
wings are present, alwaj^s absent in entirely wingless forms; usually
present, sometimes absent, when wings are reduced to pads.
Prothorax distinctly separated from mesothorax* and freely movable. Meso
and metathorax firmly and closely united; metanotum longc^r than
mesonotum. Tarsi usually two but sometimes one segmented; the
terminal segment fitted at the tip with a protrusile, bladder-like organ
which can be withdrawn entirely within the segment so as to be invisible.
Abdomen ten segmented. Terminal segment either conical or
tuljular.
Three pairs of stigmata are always present and a fourth
pair is found in all Tubulifera and man}^ Terebrantia.
In the adult
these are situated one pair each upon mesothorax and first and eighth
al)dominal segments. The metathoracic pair in Terebrantia is small,
invisible except in carefully prepared specimens, and in some cases I
have been unable to find au}^ trace of it. In the larva the stigmata
are distributed in the same wa}" except that they are present on the
second abdominal segment and not on the first.
Young resemble adults in general form, structure of mouth parts,
and in food habits. There is, however, a distinct pupal stage during
insects,

ari'anged in the

form of
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all, and takes no food,
which the insect moves very little or not at
are outside the body
and
stage
this
during
entirely
'llic wing-s develop
to
a complete one, but
closely
approaches
The metamorphosis
skin.
forms
and mouth parts
adult
and
larval
of
similarity
on account of the
is oviparous
Reproduction
incomplete.
as
considered
it nuist still be

and fi-equently parthenogenetic.
MP^.TFIOD

OF MEASUREMENTS.

few of the descriptions of Thysanoptera previously published
have been found to be too brief and general for the recognition of the
Another difficulty which has been noted in some descripspecies.
tions is the giving of comparative dimensions relative to other speThis may be useful to the collector if he happens to have or
cies.
know all the species referred to; otherwise he is at an utter loss to

A

know what

is

meant.

times, the writer

came

Having exjierienced these

difficulties at various

to the conclusion that each description slioukl

be al)solutely complete in itsf^lf and independent of all others, and that
therefore a system of measurements based entirely upon the species
under consideration would frequently prove of service in the determi-

The eye can not be relied
nation and separation of these insects.
upon for exactness in this matter, as has been frequently found in the
course of this work, and therefore all measurements given in tlic following descriptions have been made in the same way, by means of an
eyepiece micrometer, as follows: A stage micrometer of reliable make
was first pro^-en to l)e accurate b}^ comparison with a steel millimeter,
then with each combination of lenses used the num])er of spaces
on the image of the stage micrometer covered b}^ the scale of the e}'epicce micrometer w^ere determined, two points being selected where

scale,

the divisions coincided.

Then the number of spaces covered on the
by the number of spaces of the eye-

stage micrometer w^as divided

piece micrometer covering tliem, and the quotient was, evident!}', the
fraction of a micromillimeter upon the stage shown by one division of

This quotient may be called the factor of
the eyepiece micrometer for that combination of lenses and will hold
unchanged for any object measured w^ith that magnification, ))ut wdll

the eyepiece micrometer.

of course vary for every other magnification.
Illustration: Using a
1-inch objective and a 1-inch eyepiece (Bausch and Lomb) with the
tul)e closed, I find that the fifty divisions of the eyepiece micrometer

cover, say, exactly

1 millimeter of the stage micrometer.
Dividing
then 1 millimeter by 50, I have two one-hundredths millimeter, which
is the factor for that combination of lenses.
Now, placing the object

to be

measured upon the stage, we find, e. g., that forty -five spaces of
our eyepiece micrometer just cover the object to be measured. INIultiplying by the determined factor, we have two one-hundredths millimeter times forty-five, which equals ninety one-hundredths millimeter
as the length of the object measured.

This method has been used in
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the species herein

described.

When

comparative lengths onl}' are desired, as e. g. in the comparative lengths of segments of antenntv, relative length and breadth of the
head, etc., there is no need to determine the actual measurement.
It
is

sufficient to

compare

directly the

eyepiece micrometer, and this

is

number

of spaces read

upon the

the method used in such cases.

In

the case of the comparative lengths of segments of the antenna\ all

measurements have been made with a |-inch ol)jective and a 1-inch eyeThe measurements given show, therefore, not only a comparipiece.
son between the segments of one antenna, but also between the segments of all antennfe so measured. The number of the segment has
been given above the line, and directly below it the number of spaces
Illustration:
of the eyepiece micrometer covering that segment.

12

Number

15

of segment,
3
etc.
Spaces of micrometer, 5 10 11 12 S) etc.
It has been found that there are slight individual variations in the
lengths of corresponding segments in dilierent specimens of the same
species,
is

and even

in the

two antennte of the same specimen, still there
agreement in this respect and the proporThe antenn;e were selected for such critical

in general a quite close

tions hold

very well.

an evident variation in the proportional lengths
and because the antennas are the most
surely availalile for a careful, accurate study of any organs of the
insect.
Then, again, proportional measurements do not vary nearly as
study, because there

is

of segments in each species,

much

as do the absolute

All statements

made

measurements of

the descriptions herein given are based

made

different sized individuals.

and comparative, in
upon actual measurements

as to lengths, both actual

one or the other of these ways, an average being taken of the
of specimens used in the description.
In describing colors it has been my intention to follow a few definite
rules, which are given herewith: First, to name colors in plain, wellknown terms when possil)le; second, when the color being descri])ed
appears to result from a mixture, in equal proportions, of two more
elementary colors, they have been given together in the same form and
connected b}' a h3^phen (graj^-brown); third, when a predominant
ground color is modified by more or less mixture with another color,
the name of the ground color has been given last with the modif^dng
color preceding it (gra^'^ish brown).
Depth of coloring is indicated by
such words as light, dark, etc.
total

in

number

INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS.
Individual variation must always be considered in specific determinations

and due allowance made therefor. The most common variation
be found in the line of color. It is prol)able that to a

will naturally

slight extent the

age of the individual

may

influence the depth of the
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short time
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required, in several species which have

of the adult from the pupal
been observed at least, after the emergence
There is, however,
acquired.
is
stage before the full depth of coloring
to
difference in age,
due
not
apparently
a common variation in color,
varieties. These
color
species
variable
producing in some of the most
ma}' be either lighter or darker than the color of the typical form, but,
are to be
so far as our observations have gone, complete intergrades

found.

from the usual number of segments in the antennae is
quite fre<|uently met with, but this is alwa3^s in the line of a reduction
in numlier du(^ usually to a fusion of the last two or more segments.
The length and breadth of the abdomen is, perhaps, the most variable
character, as in most species the segments are slightly telescoped naturally, and being connected with each other by a flexible membrane are

A variation

This

capable of great distension.

taneous development of a

When

may be caused naturally by the

number

specimens are mounted

in

of eggs

simul-

in the ovaries of a female.

balsam, glycerin, or any such

medium

danger of compressing the body of the insect if
mounting medium, and
the usual result of this compression is the distension of the abdomen.
Measurements of a series of specimens show that a variation, often
amounting to one-sixth, sometimes as- high as one-fourth, frequently
occurs between the extremes in the size of individuals in the same
for study, there

is

care be not taken to have present plenty of the

species.

SYNOPSIS OF SUBORDERS

AND FAMILIES.

ovipositor.
Terminal segment of abdomen of female
males rarely like females, but usually bluntly rounded. Fore
at least one longitudinal vein reaching from base to tip of wing.

Female with a saw-like
conical; that of

wings witli

Terebrantia
Female without an

(p. 124').

2

Terminal segment tubular in both sexes. Both
pairs of wings similar in structure with only one median longitudinal vein, and
this only partially developed, never reaching to tip of wing. .Tubulifera (p. 187)
ovipositor.

Includes single family Phloeothripida'.

'Antenna; with nine segments. Wings broad and rounded at the tips; fore wings
with cross veins. Ovipositor of female up-curved
^olothripid^ (p. 126).
2Antennse with six to eight segments. Wings usually narrow and pointed at tips,
without cross veins. Ovipositor of female down-curved. .Thripidjs (p. 132).

CHARACTERS OF TEREBRANTIA.
Antenna?, have

being usually

from

much

six to nine segments, the terminal segments
smaller than the preceding.
Ocelli absent in the

entirely wingless
noi)tera,

forms {AjAmothrlps rufus) as in all wingless Thysaand sometimes in the wingless males of species in which the

females are winged, they are present in all long winged
forms. Maxillary palpi usually three, sometimes two
segmented, and labial palpi
usually two, sometimes four segmented.

I

:;io.
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Prothorax rarely longer than broad, but usually transverse, frewide as long, ordinarily rectangular in genei-al outline
and scarcely wider at the hind edge than at the fore edge, except in the
genus C/t/'rothrij)s, in which it is strongly broadened behind, where it
is about t\vice as wide as at front edge.
The fore wings are broader,
stronger, and much more specialized than the hind wings, shaded
As a rule they have more veins, there ])eing
darker, if shaded at all.
usuall}' two, sometimes apparently only one, fully developed longitudinal veins besides frequently a strongly developed vein following the
border of the wing and known as the ring vein; cross veins are present
The veins are usually set with more or less numerous
in some cases.
and conspicuous spines which vary in size, the smallest being minute
and indistinct, the largest extremely stout and conspicuous, exceeding
in length the breadth of the membrane of the wing.
The membrane
itself is thickly set with numerous microscopic spines.
A fringe is
always present upon the hind margin, consisting on the hind wing of
one, on the fore wing of two rows of long usually wavy hairs.
On
the fore w ing these rows appear to be placed at different angles to
the edge, so that instead of the hairs being parallel when the wing is in
action, the}" cross each other at a slight angle, thereby forming a meshwork W'hicb must add materially to the strength and resistant power
of the wing.
Spines such as are found on the other veins are wanting
upon the hind margin. The fringe upon the front is always shorter
than that upon the hind edge and is composed of a single row of
stouter, more bristle-like hairs.
The development of the fore fringe
appears to be in inverse proportion to that of the spines borne upon
the costal edge, and when these last are very stout the fringe is vestigial, though sometimes both fringe and spines are wanting on the
In many cases the shading of the fore wings takes the form of
costa.
dark cross bands alternating with light or almost white bands or areas.
The hind wings are more slender and more delicate than the fore wings
and have but one median longitudinal vein, usual 1}^ fully developed,
and no ring or cross veins. The median vein is without spines such
as are borne upon the veins of the fore wing.
The hind fringe is
single instead of double and the fore edge always bears a more or less
well-developed fringe.
Shading of the hind wings is very slight and
a distinct banding of them is not known.
When at rest the wings are
laid straight back upon the abdomen, the fore wing of each side completely covering the hind wing and each pair lying parallel to but not
upon the other. The hind fringes are ver}^ flexible or jointed at their
attachment to the wings and when at rest point backw^ard between
them. The wings are very frequently reduced to small, rounded or
oval pads which are usually invisible even when present.
Rarel}' they
are entirely absent, but when this is the case the structure of the
thorax indicates the fact. The fore leo-s are often more thickened
([uently twice as
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others—in the genus Chirothrips they are extremel,y thickThe hind legs are usually longest and sometimes exceed the
ened.
ahdomen in length.
The abdomen is constricted somewhat at its junction with the thorax
and is always ten segmented. The terminal segments are usually
shaped difl'erently in the two sexes; in the females the last three segments form a cone the apex of which is quite pointed, and rarely the
thiiii th(>

segment is rather tubular instead of conical. The abdomen of
the male is usually more slender and lighter than that of the female,
and as a rule its end is much more blunt, though occasionally shaped
The ninth segment is comparatively
nuieh like that of the other sex.
and frequently the tenth
apparatus,
genital
the
large and contains
last

segment
opening

is

also

much

retracted within

it.

In the females the sexual

is between the eighth and ninth abdominal segments, but
the males it is between the ninth and tenth.

The female has

in

a four-valved, saw-like ovipositor fitted to the under-

and reaching to about the tip of
beyond. When at rest this apparatus
lies partiallv concealed in a sheath on the underside of the last three
segments; when in action it can be let down so as to work at almost
The copulatory apparatus of the
an}^ angle less than 90 degrees.
male is almost or entirely withdrawn into the body, but it is freely
side of the eighth and ninth segments

the abdomen, sometimes a

little

protrusile.

The males are often quicker motioned and more active than the
Most of the members of this suborder move rapidly, though
some arc quite sluggish; they run rapidl}^ and take flight readih'.
Some species, provided with well-developed wings, seem loath to use
them, and many possess a considerable power of leaping.
females.

Family

.EOLOTHRIPID.E.

The antenna' are nine segmented. Ocelli are present in both sexes.
The maxillary palpi are three segmented, and the la))ial palpi two or
four segmented. The wings are large, broad, and rounded at the
outer ends.
In addition to a heavy ring vein, each fore wing has two
longitudinal veins extending from its base to tip, where they unite with
the ring vein on each. side of the tip, while the hind Avings have only
a vestige of a median longitudinal vein.
Four or five cross veins are

present in each fore wing.
the front edge, though some

The fore wings are without a fringe upon
more or less stout hairs are there present

some species. Both sexes bear a peculiar hook-like
the underside of the second segment of each fore tarsus.
in

appendage on
(See Plate

I,

The ovipositor of the female is bent upward so that its convex
side is ventral.
The males have the first a])dominal segment much
longer than the second. The members of this family run rapidly,
having very long legs, Imt they do not appear to have the power of

tig. 9.)

springing.
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^EolotJirips is the only one of the three genera of this

family found in the United' States.

Genus .^OLOTHRIPS Haliday.
Head about as broad

Ocelli present in Ijoth sexes.

as long-.

Anten-

nine segmented, the last three or four segments being very much
shorter than the preceding and closel}' joined together; third segment
na?

Maxillary palpi three segmented,
other.
Prothorax about as long or a little longer than the head,
without large bristles. Legs very long and slender; fore femora
somewhat thickened in both sexes; hind femora broadened; fore tibije
unarmed; second fore tarsal segment, in both sexes, wdth hook-like
appendage. Wings usuall}^ present in ))oth sexes; fore wing some-

much longer than any
geniculate.

what narrowed before the middle; fore part of the ring vein furnished with very short hairs, which hardly overreach the edge of the
Fore wings Avhite, with two broad, dark cross bands. First
wing.
abdominal segment in the males much longer than the second, and the
ninth segment is drawn out at the hind angles into short clasping
organs or hooks.

The two species which I place here can be distinguished by the
presence of a white band around abdominal segments two and three in
the female of ^1. l>ieoloi\ which band is wanting in the female of A.

The last four segments of the antenna taken together are
much longer in A. hlcolor than the fifth, while in A. fmclatus the last
fasciatii><.

four segments together are approximately as long as

iEOLOTHRIPS FASCIATUS
Plate

I, tigs.

is

the tifth alone.

(Linnaeus).

1-3.

Thrijtsfasclata'Lii^i^MVii, ^yst. Natura;, 10th ed., 1758, p. 457.
Tlirlps fasciata

Linn.eus,

Fauna

Svecica,

abregee des Insectes, 1764, p. 385.
T Imps fasciata Linnaeus, Syst. Naturae

1761,

p.

Geoffroy,

266.

]2tli ed., Holinia",

and

llistoire

13tli ed.,

Vindo-

Ijonai, I, Pt. 2, 1767, p. 743.

TJirips fasciata Fabriciits,

Systema Entoniologia, 1775,

p. 745.

Thrips fasciata Schrank, Enumeratio Insectorum Austrite indig., 1781, p. 297.
Thrips fasciata Fabuicius, Sjiecies Inse('tornm, II, 1781, p. 397.
Tlirips fasciata Fabkicius,

Mantissa Insectorum,

II, 1781, p. 320.

Thrips fasciata Gmelin, Linn. Syst. Nat., 13tli ed., Pt.
Thrips fasciata Berkenhout, Synop. Nat. Hist. Gt. Br.

4,

1788, p. 2223.

and

Ire., 1789, p. 123.

Thrips fasciata Fabricius, Entom. Systematica, IV, 1794, p. 229.
Thrijxs fasciata

Stew, Elem. of Nat. Hist.,

II, 1802, p. 114.

T trips fasciata

Fabricius, Systema Rhyngotorum, 1803, p. 314.
Thrips fasciata TuRTON, A General Syst. of Nat. (Transl. from Gmolin's Syst.
I

Nat., 13th ed.), II, 1806, p. 717.

Haliday,

Mag., Ill, 1836, p. 451.
Entom., II, 1838, j). 417.
^Eolothrips fasciata Amyot and Serville, Hist. nat. d. Ins. Hemipt., 1843,
-Eolothrips {Coleothrips) fasciata
.Eolothrijis fasciata

Burmeister, Han<ll)ueh

Eiit.

d.

p. 646.
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Haliday, Walker, Homopt.

jEolothrips {Coleotlmj)s) fasciaUt

31-42.
Pt. 4, 1852, p. 1117, pi. VII, figs.
fasdala Heeger, Sitzungsb. d.

yEolothrlps

Acad.

d.

vol.

xxv

Ins. of Brit. Miis.,

Wiss. Wien, VIII, 1852,

pi. XXI.

pp. 135-136,
(MeothripstrifanclataFncn, Count. Gent., VI, Dec. 1855, p. 385.
Nox. Ins. N. Y. 1857, p. 308 (or 540).
Coleothrips trifaaciata Fitch, Second Kept.
v. Entomol., 1871, p. 147.
Reutek, Diagnoser ofver nya Thysanop. fran
214.
Finl., 1879, p. 7, or iofv. Fin. Soc, XXI, 1879, p.
April,
1882,
Entomologist,
p. 95.
Pergande,
Coleothrips fasciata
Coleothrips trifasciata Webster, Kept. Dept. Agr., 1886, p. 577.
Coleothrips trifasdata Thaxter, Eept. Conn. Agr. Exp. Sta. for 1889, (1889), p. 180.

ThripsfasciataDEMA^N, Tijdschr.

J'Mlothrips {Coleothrips) fasciata,

Coleothrij)s

3-fasdata

Riley-Howard,

Coleothrips trifasdata Tow-niHEJiT),

Ins. Life, III, 1891, p. 301.

Canad. Ent.,

XXIV,

1892, p. 197.

Exp.
Mich. Agr. Exp.

Coleothrips trifasdata Gillette, Bull. 24, Col. Agr.

Sta., 1893, p. 15.

Coleothrips trifasdata Davis, Bull. 102,

Sta., 1893, p. 39, fig. 10.

Cockerels, Bull. 15, X. Mex. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1895, p. 71,
Uzel, Monographie d. Ord. Thysanop., 1895, p. 72, pi. i,

Coleothrips trifasdata

JEolothrips fasdata
fig. 4;

pi. V, figs.

46-48.

Coleothrips trifasdata Davis, Special Bull.

No.

Mich. Agr. Exp.

2,

Sta., 1896,

p. 13, fig. 4.

JEolothrips fasdata TIimpel,

Die Geradfliigler Mitteleuropas, 1901,

p.

286,

pi.

XXIII.

— Length, 1.63

1.76 mm.); width of mesothomm.). General collor yellowish brown to
Head slightly wider than long, rectangular in outline,
dark brown'.
retracted slightly within prothorax; cheeks arched but slightly behind
eyes; front nearly straight; surface of head but faintly striated and
Eyes large, black, elongated downbearing numerous minute spines.
ward; borders of eyes light; ocelli small, well separated, orange-

Female.

rax, 0.30

mm.

miii. (1.3G to

(0.27 to 0.31

yellow with maroon crescents.

Mouth cone

sharpl}^ pointed; maxil-

lary palpi geniculate, three segmented; labial palpi four segmented;

from left e^-e connected with that at
mouth cone with frons; just a trace of such thickening
extends down from right eye; the two spines standing at base of

chitinous thickening extending

juncture of

frons close to transverse thickening are less than twice as long as sub-

antennal pair of spines.

Antennas nine segmented, nearly three
times as long as head and very slender, approximate at base; relative
lengths of segments:

-1
5.5

Segment one

A A A
A
26 17
15

31

^"^

^^

17

thickest, cylindrical; two is a little thicker than three;
segments are closely joined and from base of six they taper
gradually to the tip. Antenna brown except tip of two and all but
extreme tip of three nearly white; all segments quite thickly and
uniformly clothed with short spines; those around tip of two })oing
much the stoutest; no sense cones present, but both three and four

last five
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have an elongated, narrow, membranous sense area on under side of
outer half; live bears a small, rounded spot of similar texture near
tip below.

Prothorax somewhat wider than long, and a

little

wider than head,

nearly rectangular in shape; sides but slightly arched, without conspicuous spines but with immerous minute ones. Mesothorax smoothly

rounded

at front angles.

Metathorax slightly narrower

than mesothorax and tapering somewhat posteriori}

.

at front

end

Wings always

present, about one-seventh as broad as long, rounded at tips; fore
wing heavily veined having a ring vein and two longitudinal veins
which extend from the base and join the ring vein just before the tip
of the wing; fore vein united to costa by two cross veins at one-third
and two-thirds its length; longitudinal veins united by one cross vein
just before the middle and the hind vein is joined to the hind ring vein
opposite the outer front cross vein; hind wing veinless.
No fringe
upon costa of either wing, but costa and longitudinal veins set with a
number of short, dark spines; hind fringe hairs short and straight,
double row on fore wing. Fore wings with three white bands (at base,
middle, and tip) and wider dark brown cross bands between these;
hind wings with similar areas, but the two darker bands are so pale
gray that they are hardly noticablc. Legs gray-brown, dark brown
in dark specimens, very long and slender; fore femora slightl}^
thickened and tarsi armed with a peculiar, hook-like structure opposed
to a stout tooth something like a forefinger and thumb (Plate I, fig. 9);
first segment of all tarsi very short; all legs thickly set with short
spines; all tibifB armed with very stout spines at tips.
Abdomen about two-thirds the length of the whole bod}", small at
base, enlarging to the middle;

segments frequently overlapping con-

siderably in the last half; last three segments long and tapering to tip;

ovipositor very long and up-curved; spines
long, dark,

and conspicuous.

upon

last

two segments

Entire body yellowish brown to dark

brown; connective tissue red.
Redescribed from seven specimens. No males found.
Food 2)1(mts.—AAioM'a.^ buckwheat, celery, clover, Compositaj, oats,
onion, tansy, wheat, various grasses and weeds.
Ilahitat.
England (Haiiday), Vienna (Heeger), Finland (Renter),
Germany (Jordan, Bohls, near Berlin, Uzel), United States: Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Mexico, New York,

—

Ohio.

—

Larva.
"Larva j^ellow, the abdomen behind deeper orange, a whorl
of hairs on each segment, more conspicuous on the last two; prothorax
elongate; antennae shorter than in the perfect insect, the number of
joints similar; mouth nearly perpendicular, not inflected under the
breast; joints of maxillary palpi not \Qvy unequal."
Haiiday.
Life histor}" unknown.
Fitch observed that it was abundant on

—

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

9
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and afterward passed to later-flowering
Webster found it common
vulgare).
{Tanacetum
plants, such as tansy
Ohio.
in
buckwhcnit
in all stag-es on
Thaxter believed that this species caused the rust of oats in ConDavis has reported it as the most common species on the
necticut.
heads of clover in Michigan, and found it both in and out doors on
wheat early

in the season

man}' plants.

iEOLOTHRIPS BICOLOR, new
Plate

I, figs.

species.

4-9.

of mesothorax, 0.29 mm.; width
General color light yellowish brown to dark

Female.— ljQngt\ l.Umni.; width
of abdomen, i>.38 nmi.

brown.

Head

as wide as long, also as long

and as wide as prothorax; cheeks

slightly arched behind eyes; anterior margin slightly arcuate; occiput
Eyes
transversely striated, quite thickly clothed with minute spines.
large, black, elongated
tinct, slightly pilose;

downward, coarsely granulated, each facet
ocelli separated,

dis-

bright reddish yellow^, mar-

gined inwardly with maroon crescents. Mouth cone sharp; maxillary
palpi three segmented, geniculate, third segment very small; lal)ial
Chitinous thickening
palpi four segmented, first segment very short.

around

left

eye connected with that uniting

mouth cone

a short vestige of such thickening below right eye;
spines are borne

upon frons

in front of

to frons; only

two long, slender

the middle of the transverse

thickening and one cquall}' long spine upon middle of labrum; these

upon the head. Antennae
pro and mesothorax together, slender, filamentous,
approximate at l)ase; relative lengths of segments as follows:
spines are man}^ times as long as an}^ others
as long as head,

1
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and unite with the ring vein; fore longitudinal vein
united to front part of ring vein by two cross veins at about the first
and second thirds of its length and to the hind vein by one cross vein
just before the middle of the wing; hind vein united to hind part of
just before the tip

ring vein by one cross vein at about three-fifths the length of the
Fore part of ring vein and both longitudinal veins set with
wing.
numerous short, dark spines; ])oth pairs of wings thickly covered with

microscopic spines; no fringe upon front edge of fore Avings, but a
very light one upon hind wings; posterior fringe on fore wings double,
on hind wings single; hind wings veinless. Wings clear white; fore
pair conspicuously marked with two broad, brown bands so that there
are narrow white bands across the base, middle, and tip of the wing;
hind wings almost clear white. Legs concolorous with body, very

long and slender; fore femora slightly thickened, but less than half as
wide as long; second segment of fore tarsus fitted with a peculiar
hook-like structure recurved toward base of segment and at tip
opposed to a stout tooth. All legs quite thickl}^ set with small spines;
hind legs much the longest, nearly as long as wdugs; each tibia armed
at

apex with two or more stout spines.

Abdomen

small at base, enlarging gradually to its sixth segment,
about one-fifth as wide as the body is long; eight, nine, and
ten tapering uniformly and quite abruptly; no marked difierence in
Posterior part of segment one and segments two
length of segments.
and three white or yellowish in color; remainder of abdomen ^^ellowish
brown to dark brown. No spines apparent upon the abdomen, except
on last three segments; nine bears a circlet of eight long slender
Oviposl)ristles near its posterior edge; ten bears six similar bristles.

where

itor

it is

very powerful, up-curved, and extending a

little

beyond the

tip of

abdomen.
Described from nine females.
G>/y/>tf.— Cat. No. 6323, U.S.N.M.
Male. Length but little more than 1 mm.; width of mesothoGeneral color tawny
rax slightly less than one-fourth liody length.
yellowish with brown extremities to appendages, not nearly as dark

—

as female.

Head subequal in length and breadth and slightly smaller than
prothorax; spines in front of transverse thickening at base of mouth
cone not conspicuously long. Antennae three and one-half times as
long as head, almost equal to length of abdomen; relative lengths of
sepiiients as follows:
1
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Hind legs very slender, longer than abdomen; all femora and
above; middle and bind
fore tibiie brownish 3^ellow shaded darkest
tibim and tarsi gray-brown to dark ))rown.
haiiy.

Abdomen very small, but slightly longer than antennae and not as
broad as mesotho rax, narrowed' somewhat at attachment to thorax,
increasing gradually in breadth up to ninth segment; tenth segment
vervabruptly smaller and conical. Segment one very long and marked
by two brown, longitudinal carina dividing it into thirds dorsally.
Ninth segment also peculiar, ])eing very long and as broad as any in
thcal)donien; hind angles produced into a pair of claspers, also bearing
a pair of stout spines; tenth segment small and set with quite long,
Second, third, and fourth segments nearly white, somestout spines.
times irregularly suffused with yellow; rest of
Described from three males.

abdomen tawny

yellow.

Cotype.—O^t. No. 6323, U.S.N.M.
These males differ much more than is usual from the description of
the female but it seems that they are more closely allied structurally to
A. Ijicolor than to A. fasciatus, and so I place them with the former
species.

—Brunella vulgaris,

Panicimi sanguinale^ bindweed,
and various grasses in mowings.
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Ilahltat.

Food

plants.

—

Family

The members

THRIPID^.

of this family have

from

six to

eight segmented

antennae (apparentl}^ nine segmented in A?ia2?hothrlps striatus and

Pseudothrps iaequalls); the segments beyond the sixth are usually
is called the style.
Maxillary palpi are usually
three, sometimes two segmented; labial palpi never composed of more
than two segments. The wings of Thripidse are usually slender,
gradually tapering more or less and pointed at the tips. The fore wings,
as a rule, present two parallel longitudinal veins, the front one running from the base to near the tip of the wing; the hind vein appears
usually as a branch from the fore vein at about one- third the length
of the wing.
Sometimes, however, all connection between these vems
is wanting.
Cross vems are rarely visible, though traces of them can
sometimes be seen. The ring vein is not usually very heavy or prominent.
A fringe is generally present upon the front margin of the fore
wing, but may be vestigial. More or less stout spines are found along
the veins and costa of the fore wing.
The hind wing has one median,
longitudinal vem without spines and no cross or rmg veins, but the
costa bears a f rmge.
The ovipositor of the female is bent downward,
i. e., concave side ventral.
short and form what
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SYNOPSIS OF TPIRIPID.E.
fAntennfc with eight segments
Antenna' with seven segment::;
n (Body with markedly reticulated surface
iBody without reticulate surface
/Alidomen clothed with fine hairs and liaving a silky luster.

2

,

11

"

I

Ifflio{}ir!ji.<<

(p. 168)

,St'ricothrlj>.<t

(p. 141)

8

4
iBody without clothing of fine hairs
jLast two segments of the antenna longer than the sixth. . Rnphidoilirips (p. 158)
5
\Last two segments shorter than sixth
[Terminal segment of abdomen with a pair of extremely stout, short spines
IJinolliripii (p. 138)
near the tip above
6
^Terminal segment without unusually stout spines
Antennae with second segment drawn out into an acute process on outer

5

<

angle

Cliirothrip^

segment of antenna' normally symmetrical
Ajil'moOirips
y /Ocelli and wings wanting
k)celli and wings present
Q /With spines at hind angles of prothorax
UVithout spines at hind angles of prothorax
lii(iji]iut]irlp>!
q /With two long spines at each hind angle of prothorax
iWith one long spine at each hind angle of prothorax
Pi<eudolJiri]is
Enthrlps
10 /^^'ithout a long spine at middle of each side of jirothorax
I With a long spine at middle of each side of prothorax
Scolollirips
/Fore wings broad and without front fringe
Part]ieno1hrip>>
iFore wings slender, spines on outer half fewer than on basal... Tlirips

(

ii.

183)

p.

166)

I Second

-,-,

Genus
Bod}-^ thickened.

CHIROTHRIPS

Head very

7
(

8

9
(p. 160)

10
(p. 146)
(p. 147)
(p. 157)
(p. 175)
(]).

178)

Haliday.

small and in front of the eyes

drawn

out into a three-cornered process upon which the antennas are situated.
Ocelli present in the females and located very far back; wanting- in

Antenna? eight segmented, the second segment ending in
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Prothorax nearly twice as long as the head, and trapezoidal
in form, being about twice as broad at the hind edge as at the fore
Two prominent spines present at the hind angles or wanting
edge.
in some species.
Legs short; the fore j)air extremely thickened, so
that the tibia? are short and broad and the tarsi small,
Wings long
and very slender; fore wing with two veins upon which there stand a
few small spines; front fringe well developed. Males wingless.
the males.

a blunt prominence at the outer angle.

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.
(

\
f

I

With two moderately long

spines at each hind angle

Without long spines

hind angles

Abdomen
Abdomen

at the

light yellow
light

brown

manicatus (p. 134)
2
ohc'^K.'^

(p.

187)

crassus (p. 136)

J
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CHIROTHRIPS MANICATUS
Plate II,

ligs.

vol. xxv..

Haliday.

14-16.

Ill, 1836, p. 444.
Thrips {Chirotlmpi^) manicaUi Haliday, Entom. Mag.,
manlcata Bi-rmeistkr, Ilandb. d. Entomologie, II, 1838, p. 413.
Thrips longipennk 'BvKyiKiaTKU, Handb. d. Entomologie, II, 1838, j). 413.
Thrij)s

C/wroi/iryw TOrtnicrtto

Amyot and Serville, Ins. Hemipteres, 1843, p. 642.
Amyot and Serville, Ins. Hemipteres, 1843, p. 642.
manicata Haliday, Walker, Homopt. Ins. Brit. Mus.,

Chirothrips longipennis

{Chirothrips)

Tliripi<

p.

1106, pi. VI,

1852,

fig. 12.

Thripn {Chirothrips) manicata Reuter, Diagn.

i'Av.

nya Thysanopt.

f.

Finland,

(1878-79), pp. 5,6.
Chirothrips antennatiis Osborn, Canad. Ent., XV, 1883, p. 154.
Chirothrips antennalus Lindeman, Bull. d. Soc. Imp. d. Nat. d.

Moscow, LXII,

No. 4, pp. 322-325, fig. 12.
Chirothrijjs manicata J ABLONOWSKi, Termes. Fuzetek, XVII, 1894, p.
Chirothrips manicata Uzel, Mon. d. Ord. Thysanoptera, 1895, p. 80,
1886,

47.
pi.

i,

fig. 2;

pi. VI, fig. 49.
( 'hirolJi

rips

Female.
0.27

— Length 1 mm.

mm.

3'ollo\vish

manicata Tvmviu,, Die Geradfiigler Mittelenropas, 1901,

(0.24 to 0.?)2

p. 287.

1.18 mm,); width of mesothorax
General color quite uniform dark

(0.84: to

mm.).

brown.

Head somewhat shorter than wide, almost conoid
hidden up to the

ej^es in

in shape,

frequently

the prothorax; cheeks only about one-third

the length of the e^^e; head prolonged into a triangular process in

front of the eyes; a

row of four small

.spines across the

head between

the front edges of the eyes and one small spine on each side of the
Ej^es large, black, rather coarsely faceted; ocelli
subapproximate, almost white or pale yellowish with heavy maroon
cresceiitic inner margins, placed in a low triangle far back between
hind half of eyes.
Mouth cone short, broad and blunt; maxillary

anterior ocellus.

palpi three segmented.

Antennas less than twice the length of head;
segments thick and more or less rounded; relative lengths of segments
as follows:
1
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prothorax, widest behind, sides curving forward; nietathorax
somewhat narrower, and its sides curve inward to ])asc of

iil)ruptl3'

Wings

always fully developed in females, about
and in middle about one-seventeenth as
broad as long, sharply pointed at ends, heavily fringed on both edges.
Hind longitudinal vein branches from the fore at about one-fourth
the length of the wing; fore vein bears six or seven spines before the
branching off of the hind vein; beyond this the fore vein bears
usually two and the hind vein four spines; costa bears numerous
Fore wings gray-brown; hind wings gray. Legs short
short spines.
and powerful; fore femora extremely short, nearly as broad at base
as long, wrinkled on surface and at tip outside with chitin turned up
into a sort of tooth; fore tibi;v also extremely short and thick; each
tibia bearing a row of spines of gradually increasing length and stoutness on inner side toward tip; these are most strongly developed on
Legs dark brown except tarsi more or less gray or
hind legs.
at)domen.

nearl}'

four-fifths as long as l)ody

yellowish.

Abdomen ))roader than mesothorax, hardly twice as long as broad
(segments usually overlapping considerably and giving a dark and
light brown l»anded appearance); spines around last two segments
moderately long and stout, dark ])rown and conspicuous; ovipositor
good length. Color of abdomen uniform dark brown; receptaculum seminis inconspicuous or invisible.
Kedescribed from ten females.
Length 0.83 mm. (0.6(5 to 0.90 mm.); width of mesothorax
Male.
<K-1-1 mm. (O.L>(» to 0.24 mm.).
Ocelli wanting; spines on head as in female.
Relative lengths of
antennal segments as follows:
of

—

1
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Life history

unknown oxeopt

that they hil^ernato in dried flower

and in turf.
haye compared niy ypecimens with those of Osborn's C. anteimatus
and they are identical.
stiMus
I

CHIROTHRIPS CRASSUS, new
Plate II,

jremale.

— Leng-th O.TS mm.

;

figs.

species.

17-20.

width of mesothorax 0.26 mm. Genabdomen graj^-brown or yellow-

eral color of head and thorax l>rowu;
ish

brown.

Head yery

small, slightly

wider than

long-,

narrow^ed

in

front

between the eyes and elongated anteriorily; distance between eyes
equal to one-half the width of head; frons between antenna bluntly

Eyes reddish orange by reflected light; ocelli placed in a
acuminate.
low triangle far back between hind edge of eyes; each ocellus pale,
margined inwardly with a dark-red crescent. Mouth cone yery short
and l)roa'dly rounded; maxillary palpi short, three segmented. Antenna' approximate at liase; relative lengths of segments as follows:

i.5

6

T

6.5

6

8.3

2.8

3

Basal segments large, longitudinally compressed, nearl}^ twice as
wid(^ as long;

segment two drawn out

at outer angle into an acute

process; three with slender peduncle, subpyriform, l)earing one promi-

nent sense cone on outside, as does also four; four and fiye rounded;
four nearly as thick as long; fiye somewhat narrower; six elongated;

seyen and eight moderately slender.
three to six shading gradually to a
also

medium

One and two pale straw yellow;
medium brown; seven and eight

lirown.

Prothorax one and one-half times as long as head, one and threefourths times as wide as long, twice as wide at posterior edge as at

above fore coxjb, with promMesothorax one and one-fourth times
prothorax, quite a deep constriction between mesothorax and

anterior; sides nearly straight, indented

inent spines at posterior angles.
as

wide as

metathorax; pterothorax with more or less rusty tinge.
Wings long,
saber-formed, slightly overreaching the tip of the alxlomen; fore wings
shaded with gray, hind wings nearly clear. Fore longitudinal vein
extends through the wing; hind vein arises from fore vein at one-third
its

length; both veins disappear before reaching the tip of the wing.
two spines on distal half; hind vein bears Ave spines.

Foi-e vein bears

Legs

short; fore pair strongly thickened; all femora grayish or yellowish brown; fore tibiae and all tarsi pale yellowish; middle and hind
til)ia> ]>rownish at bases and above, fading
to pale gray or yellow

beneath and at extremities.
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and
upon last two segments short,
weak, and inconspicuous; ovipositor short and weak. Color rustygray i)rownish upon sides, and pale yellowish upon last two segments.
Described from two females.
(htype.—Q2it. No. 6324, U.S.N.M.
Length 0.66 mm. (0.58 to 0.78 mm.); width of mesothorax
jr((l(\
General color of head and prothorax
0.28 mm. (0.19 to 0.25 mm.).
grayish or yellowish brown; pterothorax abruptly pale 3'ellowish,
shading through gra}^ to chestnut l)ro'svn upon last two al)dominal
elongfate-ovate in outline, bluntly pointed at tip. one

four-tifths times as lono- as l)road; spines

—

segnuMits.

Head as wide as long, without
segments as follows:
1

2

ocelli; relative

lengths of antennal
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transverse diameter
First ,seo-nient imicli coinpvesscd longitudinally;
its length; two very strongly drawn out externally
a stout, conical elongation; segments three, four, and five rounded;

more than twice
into

three with a quite long peduncle; three and four each bear one stout,
Color of one and two clear
transparent sense cone upon outer angle.
pale yellow; three to six

becoming gradually more brownish;

six to

eight uniforndy chestnut brown.
IVothorax one and one-third times as long as the head; anterior edge

but slightly wider tiian hind edge of head; sides slightly concave,
divergent so that width at posterior edge is more than twice that at
anterior edge; hind angles acute, without long spines; sides quite
Sides of mesothorax rounded, converging anteriorly; metathorax narrower than mesothorax, its sides
Color of thorax light yelalso rounded but converging posteriorly.
Fore legs very short and
lowish brown, sometimes splashed with red.
extremely thickened; other legs short, l)ut not thickened. Legs pale

deeply indented above fore coxae.

yellow, middle and hind tibise slightlv brownish on upper side, 1)asal
Wings long, sabrepart of fore femora shading to light brown.

formed, overreaching tip of abdomen, shaded with gray. Two long
veins, the hind one branching from the fore at about one-third the
length of the wing; ])oth veins disappear before reaching the apex.

Each vein

l)ears

four to six spines; basal third of wings unfringed;

fore fringe sparse, long and slender.

Abdomen ovoid, acuminate at apex, broadly attached to metathorax,
one and twH)-thirds times as long as broad. Spines upon last two segments xery short and weak, and those upon ventral plates weak and
inconspicuous.

Ovipositor very short and weak, apparently not func-

open above. Color of abdomen uniformly
apex brownish and posterior edges of segments faintly brownish, receptaculum seminis over base of ovipositor
tional; t(Mith

segment

split

clear pale yellow, except

bright reddish orange.

Described from three specmiens.
Cotype.— Cat No. 6825, U.S.N.M.

Male unknown.
I^ood i>^((nts.
Habitat.

—Fcstuca ovina^ Poa pratenah.

— Amherst, Massachusetts.
Genus

LIMOTHRIPS

Haliday.

Body powerful. Head longer than wide, broadened behind, and in
front of the eyes extending into a triangular projection upon which
the antennje are borne.
Ocelli present in females, but wanting in
males.
blunt,

mented

Antennae eight segmented; third segment drawn out into a
triangular process at outer angle.
Maxillary palpi two seg-

(Z. cereaUum three?).
Prothorax somewhat shorter than
the head, slightly broadened at hind edge; hind angles provided with
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Wings quite
Leg's rather short and thick.
and of medium breadth; costa ])earing- a fringe; veins ])earing a
few short spines. Terminal segment of al)domen in female elongated
somewhat and approaching a tubular form, split open above; each
side bears a short, extremely stout spine and similar stout spines are
borne upon the sides of the eighth segment.
Male entirely wingless. End of abdomen bluntly rounded; ninth
segment bears a stout spine at middle of each side and a pair of simione

lono-, stout spino.

long-

together near the dorsal line above.

lar spines stands closely

Species of this genus
I

move

slowly and have no power of leaping.

found only the new species

avenee- of

the genus.

LIMOTHRIPS AVEN^, new

Fcindle.

— Lengtli

0.28 nun. (0.26 to

Plate

I, figs.

1.57

mm.

<».3()

mm.).

10-12; Plate 11,

(l.-iSto 1.06

species.

fig.

l.'!.

mm.); width of mesothorax
slender. General color

Form elongated,

dark yellowish l)rown.
Head a little longer than wide, tapering a little anteriorly; cheeks
very slightly arched; surface of head not at all, or l)ut very faintly,
cross striated and bearing a few scattered minute spines; front strongl}^
arcuate, produced considerably between bases of antenna^; color of
head dark brown. Eyes of moderate size, black with 3^ellow margins,
triangular above, protruding slightly; ocelli fairly well separated,
anterior one smallest, pale yellow with very dark red crescents on
Mouth cone short and moderately thick; maxillary
inner margins.
Antenna rather short, about one
palpi short, only two segmented.
and one-half times as long as the head, considerably separated at
bases; relative lengths of segments as follows:

I

1
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rusty brown in color. Wings present,
as broad in middle as
one-seventeenth
quite long and slender, about
longitudinal veins in
two
tip;
to
base
long, tapering graduall.v from
about one-fourth its
first
at
the
from
fore wing, the second branching
rather
short,
stout, dark ])rown
few
a
lenoth; both veins and costa bear
twelve,
of which only two
about
vein
spines: costa al)out twenty, fore
allol; |)t(M-<)thorax

more or

less

stand l)eyond the middle of the wing; hind vein about nine spines;
fore wings dark, smoky gray; hind wings very slightly gra^^; costal
Legs rather short, but not thickened; femora and middle
fringes long.

and hind til)iie dark brown; all tarsi, fore tibia? and extremities of
middle and hind tibia^ yellow; fore tibia^ shaded with brown above;
hind tibia' alone bearing stout spines.
Abdomen about two-thirds the length of the body and only about
one-fourth as wide as long, almost C3dindrical in form; segments not
overlai)ping. width of segments increasing very graduall}^ up to the
sixth, then diminishing rapidly; last three segments conoid, prolonged
Spines on sides of abdomen weak and inconspicuous
at tip of tenth.
before the seventh segment; eight bears three or four short, very
stout, slightl}" curved, dark brown spines on each side; nine bears a
circlet of long, slender spines; tenth segment split open above, sharply
tip, and on each side above is a short, very stout, straight,
dark ])rown spine reaching but slightl}^ beyond the tip; color of
abdomen gray-brown, shading to almost black at tip; connective tissue
pale yellow; surface of segments finel}^ reticulated.
Described from eight long-winged females.
Cotijpc.—C^t. No. 6326, U.S.N.M.
Male. Length 1.05 mm. (1.02 to l.OS mm.); width of mesothorax
0.22 mm. (0.20 to 0.22 mm.).
Head as broad as long. Ocelli generally wanting, though some-

pointed at

—

Antennte only one and one-third times as
long as the head; relative lengths of segments:
times vestiges are present.

12

3
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which are parallel and the black marking tapers to a point anteriorly; on each side of these peculiar processes stands a long, slender spine; at about the middle of each side of
ninth segment is a very al)rupt, angular, chitinous projection shaded
almost black, supporting on the inside of it an exceedingly short,
stout, dark brown, blunt spine; other spines on this segment slender,
Segment ten is blunt at end and bears a row of
but not very long.
small
spines
above, close to hind edge; nine is cut out on upper
short,
about
half
of ten, which at tip does not (][uite reach to tip of
side over
3'^ellow-brown.
abdomen
under
side;
nine or
projections, the inner edges of

Described from four specimens.
Cotype.—Q>'^it. No. 6326, U.S.N.M.
Food plan ts. Oats. Fedkica pratenHiS.
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts.
Ilahitat.

—

—

Life history unknown.
This species was verv alnuidant upon and caused much damage to
oats at State College, Pennsylvania, during the summer of 1898.

Genus SERICOTHRIPS Haliday.
Bod}^ broad and having a silk}' luster due to the presence of numerous minute spines on the abdominal segments. Head fully one and
Eyes large and protruding; ocelli
one-half times as wide as long.

Antenna eight segmented. Maxillary palpi
Prothorax much longer than the head, without long

present in both sexes.
three segmented.

spines at hind angles (one present in S. cariahilis).

Legs,

especiall}''

Wings either reduced or fully developed;
wing is broad at l^asal fourth, the remainder

hind pair, quite slender.

when

present, the fore
being ver}" narrow; only one longitudinal vein developed; fore fringe
Abdomen
long; spines on veins numerous and moderatelj" developed.
in

of

some species strongly arched and its segments broad and short; tip
abdomen conical in both sexes. Abdomen of male much more slen-

der throughout.
Species of this genus leap readily.

The characters

of this genus are extended to include the following

species:

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.
Body nearly black except segments

four, five,

and

six of

abdomen almost

white;

cUigulatus (p. 141)
wings reduced
Bddy yellow with brown or gray markings; wdngs present and with two spines on
ruriabilw (p. 143)
lahit fourth, where hind vein usually is

SERICOTHRIPS CINGULATUS, new
Plate III,

Female.
0.25

mm.

— Length

mm.

species.

27-29.

(0.84 to 1.25 mm.); width of mesothorax
mm.); width of abdomen 0.37 mm. (0.31 to
General color very dark brown; abdomen cross-banded
1

(0.22 to 0.31

0.15 mm.).

figs.

with white in the middle.
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as compared with following segments, one-half as long
through the eyes and constricted considerably behind
widest
as wide
them, neck-like and sunken slightly in the prothorax; front slightly
ITctid

narrow

Eyes small, rounded,
depressed at the insertion of the antenna?.
only
one-half
the width of
together
occupying
protruding,
strongly
light
yellow;
margins
ocelli presgranulated;
coarsely
black,
the head,
anterior
one
prominent;
indistinct.
not
separated,
well
small,
ent, very
Color of head brown; surface bearing scattered small curved spines.
to about the posterior edge of prosternum max-

Mouth cone reaching
illa rv

;

Antennte very nearly as long as head
eight-segmented; relative lengths of seg-

palpi three segmented.

and thorax together,
ments:

.slender,

1

^

_3_

578

9.9

16.4

^

14.5

_5_

_6_

12.2

14.3

_7^
3.2

8^

4.

two segments thickest; spines slender and inconspicuous.
Segments one, two, and three light j^ellow; third shaded with brown
toward apex; remainder dark brown except four, which is yellowish
at base and style is somewhat lighter brown.
Prothorax nearly twice as long as head and one and one-half times as
broad as long; widest in middle, tapering abruptly to the head and
less abruptly to posterior angles; surface marked with deep, transverse,
reticulating wrinkles appearing like stria? in dorsal view; each anterior
angle bears a pair of short, divergently curved spines; one short, anteriorly curved spine at each hind angle; color dark brown.
Meso and
metathorax together scarcely as long as prothorax, onh^ slightly wider
than prothorax; yellowish brown, except notal plates dark ))rown;
sides of metathorax not converging posteriorly; metanotum uuich
wider than long. Wings reduced, the pads reaching only to the first
a])dominal segment.
Fore and middle legs of approximately same
length; fore pair thicker; hind pair longest and quite slender; all
femora shaded with brown in middle but lighter at extremities: tibiiB
yellowish brown, more yellow at basal attenuations, fore pair lightest;
tarsi uniformly yellowish, slender, and tapering evenly from their
bases to tips.
Surface of all femora and tibia? thickly covered with
transverse ridges; spines upon hind tibici? especially long and slender.
Abdomen very large, acutely ovoid, about one-half as broad as long,
uniformly thickly covered with minute spines which appear most
clearly as a fine fringe at posterior edge of each segment; a transverse
dorsal row of about twelve quite uniformly long, brownish spines
regularly spaced across the middle of segments two to six, and six
similar spines stand in as many small, dark depressions along the
posterior edge of the sternal plates of these segments.
First three
abdominal segments light brown; four, five, and six abruptly pale
Basal

gray, or yellowish gray, tinged with brown in middle of dorsum,
most broadly on sixth segment; last four segments again abruptly

dark brown.

A narrow, dark-brown,

transverse, chitinous thickening

J

,'
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(appearing as a stripe) extends across two-thirds of the width of the
two to seven near their anterior edges;
spines upon terminal segments short and weak.
dorsal plates of segments

This species possesses a Avell-developed power of leaping.
Described from twenty specimens.
(

'otype.—C?^. No. 6327, LI.S.N.M.

}[((]('.

0.21

— Length

mm.; width

mm. (0.66 to 1 mm.); width of mesothorax
abdomen, 0.27 mm. (0.22 to 0.30 mm.).

0.87
of

Relative lengths of antennal segments:

End

of

_1_

J_

3

5.8

9.3

15

abdomen shaped

^

_5_

_6_

J_

^

12.8

10.3

12.8

2.8

3.7

as in female; a transverse elliptical depres-

sion in the middle of ventral plates of segments five to seven.

Seg-

ment nine long and tapering; tenth elongate and retracted within the
Genital apparatus appears to be wholly protrusile.
and
brownish yellow in color.
large
Cotype.—C^t. No. 6327, U.S.N.M.
Food j^l'^int-s. Various grasses.
Ildhltat.
Amherst, Massachusetts.
ninth.

—

Testes

—

Life history unknown.

SERICOTHRIPS VARIABILIS
Plate II,

li^.

Thrips variabilis Beach, Proc.

Feviale.

(Beach).

23; Plate III, figs. 24-26.

Iowa Acad.

Sci., 1895, III, 1896,

pp. 220-223.

— Length 0.84 to 1.23 mm.; width of mesothorax about one-

fourth the length of the body.
less striking

General color yellow, with more or

brown or graj^-brown markings.

Head about two-thirds

as long as broad,

broadest through eyes,

retracted considerably into prothorax; cheeks moderately full, con-

verging somewhat posteriorly; anterior margin nearly straight, but
slightly elevated between bases of antennae.
Spines upon head inconspicuous; but one moderately long spine on each side of fore ocellus,
and one behind each hind ocellus; a row of four short, strongly curved
spines across front near margin, and a few small spines upon cheeks;
color of head pale yellow with dusky shadings. Eyes moderately large,
protruding a little, nearly black, coarsely faceted, plainly pilose, occuP3'ing about three-fifths the width of the head; ocelli large, approximate, reddish orange, heavily margined inwardly with maroon, situated
upon a slight]}" raised area between the eyes. Mouth cone tipped with
Antenna^ eight segblack; maxillary palpi slender, three segmented.
mented, more than twice as long as head, bases separated by about
two-thirds the width of a basal segment; relative lengths of segments:
1
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Segment one nearly spherical and slightly narrower than two which is
similarly formed to four at its
broadest; three and four fusiform; five
broadly joined to six which
rather
and
base, but quite broad at its apex,
white and nearly transOne
Color:
with style tapers gradually to tip.
four
pale yellow; three
and
three
parent; two pale or brownish yellow;
remainder
of antenna light
half;
outer
lio-ht brownish at tip and four in
lighter.
somewhat
to dark brown, base of live
Prothorax about three-fourths as long as wide, a little longer and a
angles rounded; translittle wider than the head; sides about parallel;
spine at each hind
slender
long,
one
versely striated on dorsum; only
with
head, remainder
concolorous
angle; anterior third of ]n-()notum
the
anterior
edge of
brown,
of
patch
marked with a saddle-shaped
eight
medium-sized
or
spines
six
which is concave and sharply defined;
six
more
or
less
are
wellthere
stand in this dark border, behind it
apparently
symmetrically
and
large
Pterothorax
dt^iined brown spots.

formed on account of first segment of abdomen l)eing closely joined to
metathorax and closelj^ approaching it in color; meso and metathorax
equally wide and about one and one-half times as wide as the prothorax; metanotal plate light brown; rest of pterothorax bright or
dusky yellow, except small brown spots at anterior edge of mesonotuni
and

at anterior angles.

fore wings very slender

Wings

long, reaching to tip of alxlomen;

beyond the basal fourth, breadth

at middle

only about one twenty-sixth their length; only the fore longitudinal
vein is f ullv developed, though vestiges of the hind vein may be seen
at the base.

Spines upon costa and fore veins dark broAvn and con-

spicuous; twent3^-two to thirty on costa; twenty to twenty-six on fore

vein placed at regular intervals; two isolated spines stand
last

upon the

fourth of the wing on the line where the hind vein might be

its inner edge and one
Fore wings uniformly dusky or marked with
three white and two gray-])rown cross bands alternating; scale also
gra}" -brown; anterior fringe long and fine on outer two-thirds of costa.
Legs, especially hind pair, quite long and slender; general color pale
3'ellowi^h with brown markings on fore femora above, both outer and
inner sides of fore tibiae, around outer halves of middle and hind
femora, around middle of these tibia?, and bases of all bladders. Tarsi
slender and tapering; hind tibia? without stout spines within.

expected; the scale bears four spines along
discal near its base.

Abdomen cylindrical, tapering sharply from anterior edge of eight,
or acute avoid; two to two and one-third times as long as broad; thickly
clothed with minute slender spines appearing most prominently as a
fringe on hind edges of dorsal plates.
Eight to ten spines upon each
segiucnt from two to eight, two or three of these stand quite closely
group upon each side, and the middle pair stand very
upon segments two to five, but separate more widely
upon following segments and become larger; spines upon last twosegtog(>ther in a

closely together

NO. 1310.
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ments short, weak, and not strong-ly radiating. Segments two to seven
marked with a very prominent dark-bi'own cro.ss line at anterior third
of each; on each side of these segments behind this line is a more or
less extensive brown shading which on seven extends clear across the
back; ground color of these segments is white or pale yellowish gray;
eight, nine, and ten are without the brown markings, and are pale or

dusky yellowish.
Length
J/rt/ J.— Similar to female with the following exceptions:
0.64 mm.; width of thorax 0.19 mm.; abdomen only four-fifths as
wide as thorax, and more than twice as long as wide, nearly cylindrical
to seventh segment; eight to ten conoid; spines upon last segment
short; the testes large and brownish orange.
Relative lengths of antennal segments:
1
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marked with brown; the markings on the thorax and bands

heavily

at

of second and third only),
bases of first, second, and third (sometimes
abdomen
are extended until
the
of
segments
eighth
and seventh and
surface
of the head is
dorsal
the
bands;
broad
form
they coalesce and
are
brown;
the legs are
segments
caudal
the
of
all
brown; sometimes
femora,
of
and
surface
frequently
dorsal
on
streaks
brown
white, with
variety."
Beach.
preceding
in
as
same
antenna?
on tibiie also;

.Food plants.— Cnaumhcv, grass, smartweed.
llaUtat. —Iowa, Mas.sachusetts.

PSEUDOTHRIPS, new
Head much

broader than long.

three s(>gmented.

genus.

Ocelli present.

Maxillary palpi

Antenna eight segmented (apparently nine seg-

mented, owing to an apparent division of the sixth segment). Prothorax nmch longer than head and somewhat broadened posteriori v;
one stout spine at each hind angle. Wings with two longitudinal
veins which, with the costa, are thickl}" and regularly set with quite

prominent spines; fore fringe well developed. Abdominal segments
two to eight, inclusive, bear across the middle of each dorsal plate
four weak spines, of which the middle two are close together upon
anterior segments but diverge posteriorly.
This genus is erected for the single species Inequalis.
Opii/\)

{il:evdoo, false;

PSEUDOTHRIPS INEQUALIS
Plate III,
Thrips InequaUs Beach, Proc.

Female.

Sciences, 1895, III, (1896), pp. 223-224.

mm.; width of mesothorax, 0.22 mm.; genthorax and abdomen tinged with orange.

and one-half times as broad as long, slightly conhind edge, and retracted into the prothorax somewhat;

fully one

stricted at

cheeks

Iowa Acad.

30-32.

—Length 0.88

eral color yellow;

Head

figs.

(Beach).

full;

anterior margin nearl 3^ straight.

Eyes of medium

size,

rounded, slightly protruding, slightly pilose; ocelli large, well separated, with orange- red margins; ocellar bristles present, but not very
long or prominent. Mouth cone moderately sharp and somewhat

shaded with l)rown at tip; maxillary palpi three segmented. Antennt^?
over two and one-half times as long as head; eight segmented, though
therc^ appear to be nine segments; relative lengths of segments as
follows:
1

2

^ ^

5

4

T

8.5

8

8.5

_6_
8+2

7

8

2

3

Segment six has a distinct annulation around it at four-fifths its
length, the outer part appearing nmch like a separate segment.
Segments one and two quite stout and rounded; three irregularly, and
four regularly clavate; seven and eight cylindrical.
Segment one
paler than two, concolorous with head; three to six pale yellow in
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brown toward the tips; seven and eight
dark brown; spines distinct but not prominent, becoming more slender toward the tip.
Prothorax about one and one-half times as long as head, and one
and one fourth times as broad at posterior edge; sides nearly straight,
diverging l)ackward; dorsal surface })earing a number of small, dark
spines, mostly near lateral and posterior borders; one stout, prominent spine at each hind angle.
Mesothorax over one and one-half
times as wide as head; sides rounded and converging anteriorly; fore
angles prominent.
Metathorax but little narrower than mesothorax;
its sides nearly parallel, curving inward abruptly at hind angles.
Wings reaching almost to tip of a))domen; two longitudinal veins quite
prominent; both veins and costa thickly and regularly set with prominent dark brown spines; costal twenty-four to twenty-eight, fore
vein eighteen to nineteen, hind vein ten to eleven, scale five, internal
one.
Fore wing about one-fifteenth as broad in middle as long, shaded
basal parts, shading to dark

faintly yellowish: costal fringe well developed.

quite slender; fore

femora

Legs dusky yellow,

thickened; femora and

tibia? bearing numerous short spines; inner side of hind tibia? with but few
stouter spines except one pair at tip; each hind tarsal segment with
one stout, dark spine on the side; a dark brown spot on under side of
each tarsus at tip.

slightl}-

Al)domen elongate-ovate; few dark spines along the sides; segments
two to eight bear across the middle of each dorsal plate four weak
spines, the middle two are close together upon anterior segments, but
diverge posteriorly; posterior edge of nine bears a circlet of six stout
spines, the median pair being only slightly more than half as long
All spines on body, and spines and fringes on wings
as the others.
conspicuously dark brown; abdomen dusky yellow, dark brown at

extreme tip.
Redescribed from one female, "Type" of Miss Beach.
Male unknown.

—Aster.
—Ames, Iowa,

Food plant.
'

Habitat.

This species bears a close general resemblance to Euthrips
with which

it

tritici,

was taken.

Genus

EUTHRIPS

Targioni-Tozzetti.

PHY80PUS."

more or less rudimentary.
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Pro-

Ocelli usually present but sometimes

Antennae eight segmented.
«

The name Phympus was used by Amj'ot and Serville for this genus in 1843, but it
name was previously used by Leach for a genus of the Neurop-

can not hold, as this
tera in 1817.

I have been unaljle to see Targioni-Tozzetti' s characterization of his genus Enthrips,
but as nearly as I can tell it may include the species which have been jilaced in the
genus Physopua, and I therefore adopt it for this genus.
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thorax as long or somewhat longer than the head, with two long spines
upon each hind angle and one similar spine upon each anterior angle
Legs usually unarmed,
in many species, but this is wanting in others.
under
side of fore tibia at
on
tooth
stout
with
a
species
but in a few

When
usually fully developed but sometimes reduced.
longitudinal
two
veins
have
broad,
which
moderately
are
thev
present
regular
intervals
in
those
at
spines
species
stout
numerous
with
are set
having a spine at the fore angle of the pronotum. Spines upon
abdomen moderately stout; anal spines long and slender.
end.

Wings

These species are active and can spring.

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.
JGeneral color of

f

body yellow
body brown

2.

[General color of
(Fifth antennal Hcj^ment about five-sixths as long as four
^
|Fifth anteinial segment about two-thirds as long as fourth

3.

occidentalis (p. 152)
tritici (p.

(Antennae about three times as long as head
[Antenna! but slightly more than twice as long as head

EUTHRIPS TRITICI

WHEAT
Plate IV,
Thrips

tritici

Thrips

tritici

148)

fuscus (p. 154).
nervosus (p. 155).

(Fitch).

THRIPS.
figs.

36-39.

j
1

FiTCM, Count. Gent., VI, Dec. 13, 1855, p. 385.
Fitch, Rept., II, Nox. Ins. N. Y., 1857, pp. 304-308.

Tlirips tritici

Ashmead, Orange

Thrips

tritici

Thrips

tritici

Osborn, Canad. Entom., XV, 1883, pp. 152, 156.
Osborn, Trans. Iowa St. Hort. Soc, XVIII, 1883-1884, pp. 520-521;

Insects, 1880, p. 72.

Iowa Agrl. College, 1885, pp. 96,
Hubbard, Ins. Affect. Orange, 1885, p.

Coll. Bull., 2,
TJirips tritici

97.

164, fig. 77, pi. xi, fig. 5.

Thrips

tritici

Thrips

tritici

Forbes, Centralia, III., Sentinel, 1887; Prairie Farmer, June
Lintner, Cult, and Count. Gent., LII, June 9, 1887, p. 459.

Thrips

tritici

Weed,

Prairie Farmer,

LIX,

1887, p. 343; Trans.

111. St.

4,

1887.

Hort. Soc,

1887, pp. 230-233.

Thrips

tritici

Tlirips tritici

TJirips sp.

Thrips

Osborn, Insect Life,

1888, p. 141.
III, 1888, p. 176.

CoMSTOCK, Bull. XI, Cornell Agr. Exp.

Riley-Howard, Insect

tritici

Forbes, 16th Rept.

ThrijJS tritici

Rept.

I,

Weed, Popular Gardening,

St.

Entom.,

111.,

St.

Life, I, 1889,

Entom.,

Sta., 1889,
j).

111.,

]..

131.

340.

1890, p. ix, pi. v,

fig. 4;

17th

1891, pp. xiii, xv.

Tlirips tritici

Weed,

Thrips

tritici

Forbes, Insect Life, V, 1892, pp. 126, 127.

Thrips

tritici

Webster, Bull.

Thrips

TowtiSEUD, Canad. Ent., XXIV, 1892, p. 197.
tritici Bruner, Rept. Nebr. St. Bd. Agr., 1893, (1893), p. 457, fig. 96.
tritici Bruner, Nebr. St. Hort. Rept., 1894,
(1894), pp. 163, 214, fig. 82.
tritici Ashmead, Insect Life, VII, 1894, p. 27.
tritici Craw, 4th Biennial Rept. St. Bd. Hort., Calif, for 1893-94, 1894,

Thrips

Thrips
Tkrips

Thrips

Ins.

and

Insecticides, 1891, p. 95.

45,

Ohio Exp.

Sta., 1892, pp. 207, 208.

tritici

p. 88.

Thrips

tritici

Weed,

Thrips

tritici

Thrips

tritici

Uzel, Mon. d. Ord. Thysanoptera, 1895, pp. 220, 278.
Smith, Economic Entom., 1896, p. 102, fig. 73.

Ins.

and

Insecticides, 1895, p. 146.
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Lintnek, 11th Kept. N. Y. St. Entom., 1896, pp. 247-250.
Rolfs, 10th Aim. Meet. Fla. St. Ilort. Soc, 1897, p. 97.

TIiHpx tntiri Qv\i^r.\y!CK, Bull. 42, Fla. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1897, jip. 5.52-5G4.
Tliri])!f irifici Powkrs, Fla. Farmer and Fruit Grower (editorial), March 27, 1897.
llirips tritici

Quaintance, Bull.

Thrljjs trltin

Howard,

46, Fla.

TlmpstrUin Rolfs, 11th Ann. Meet.
Ft'Jiude.-

Agr. Exp.

Sta., 1898, pp. 77-103, figs. 1-9.

Bull. 18, N. S., U. S. Dept. Agri., 1898, p. 101.

— Lent^th about

1.22

Fla. St. Hort.

mm.;

Soc, 1898, pp. 84-38.

Avidth about

<>.2t>

mm.

General

color brownish 3'ellow, thorax tinged with oranoe.

Head three-fourths

as long* as

broad and four-tifths as

long- as pro-

thorax, but slightly withdrawn therein; cheeks but slightly arched

behind the eyes and converging slightly posteriorly; anterior margin
very nearl}' straight; back of head transversely striated. Eyes large,
dark, and slighth^ pilose, occupying together about three-fifths the
width of the head; ocelli present, sub-approximate, pale yellow, margined inwardly with bright reddish orange crescents; spines between
ocelli on each side long and conspicuous; post-ocular spines shorter.
Maxillary palj)i three segmented. Antennie nearl}^ two and one-half
times as long as the head; relative lengths of segments:
1
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Abdomen cylindrical-ovate, pointed at the apex; dark brown stripe
across segments two to seven near their anterior edges; dorsal plates,
except nine and ten, shaded more or less with brown; three or four
moderatel}^ stout brown spines stand out prominentl}' upon the pale
yellow sides of segments two to eight; terminal spines long, stout, and
dark colored; tip of abdomen dark brown.

Redescribed from eight females.
Length about 0.7 mm. (0.64 to 0.80 mm); width of mesothorax 0.195 mm. (0.18 to 0.23 mm.).
General color pale yellow
darkest upon pterothorax.
J/"«/f.

—

Eyes somewhat smaller than those of female. Antennaj about two
and one-third times as long as the head. Relative lengths of segments
as follows:

4.3

8

11

10.8

7.9

10.1

iTe

2

Wings large and reaching beyond the tip of the abdomen. End of
abdomen (ninth segment) Iduntly conical; tenth segment retracted and
not reaching the tip of the ninth; nine bears four pairs of long,
stout,
dark spines, of which one pair stands on each side near the anterior
end of the segment, and one pair on each side near the tip; near
the
middle above stand two short spines.
Described from four specimens.

Food 2)lants,—A\Mi^., apple, asparagus, aster (cultivated), bindweed, blackberry, buttercup, canna, cherry, clover, cone-flower,
dandelion, dog-tooth violet, English pea, golden rod,
grasses, hardback,
heal-all, heliotrope,

honeysuckle, hydrangea,

mesquite, orange,'

I

red clover, rose,
Sj^imnthes simplex,

I
I

lilies,

pea, peach, pear, pink, plum, potato, raspberry,

shrubby Althea, smartweed, SoUdago HcoJor,
squash, strawberry, sunflower, sw^eet william,
wheat.
IlaUtat.—CoMiovmix, District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois,
Iowa,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico,

The following
tance

"

descriptions of early stages are taken

New York.'

from Quain-

:

Egg.—^izo. 0.25 by 0.1 mm.; clear whitish

in color; oblono-,

curved

in shape.

Larva, first stage.— L&ng{h^^oui().h\nm.^
width of thorax nearly
nun.; body fusiform, gradually tapering
c-audad from fifth or sixth
abdonnnal seguient. Color, clear whitish;
eyes reddish.
Antennae
1

distinctly tour-jointed; basal
joint cylindrical, short;

second somewhat

urn-shaped, with distinct distal rim,
about as long as broad; third joint
conical, apex of cone united
to second; fourth fusiform, widest near
basal fourth, quite as long
as other three joints together.
Joints two,
ttirei^, and four ringed,
two and three rather obscurelv, but on fourth
joint the rings are qui^
e^nounced, where, on distal part, they
"Bull. 46, Fla.

P]xp.~^
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appear to divide the joint into short, cylindrical segments. On the
Numerous large sette are
fourth joint the rings are minutely setate.
Legs stout; hind
fourth.
also present on all joints, most numerous on
in clawterminating
femur about as long as tibia; tarsus one-jointed,
wanting.
apparently
adults
like fork; l)ladder-like expansion of
Abdomen composed of ten segments, marked dorsally with four longiAll of these setaj appear
tudinal rows of seta? and a row on each side.
except one pair on
distally,
to be somewhat enlarged and rounded

dorsum of last segment. On tentli segment these setfe are quite long,
being from two to four times longer than the others.
Larva^ i<eeond stage.— h^VLgih about 1 mm.; width of thorax about
Color of body deep orange
0.22 mm.; shape about as in stage one.
yellow; legs and antenna? lighter; eyes reddish; antenna? four-jointed,
as in tirst stage; basal joint short, cylindrical, about one-half as long
as wide; second, subcylindrical, somewhat longer than wide; third,
subconical, about a third longer than wide; fourth, about as long as

proximal three together, fusiform, thickest about basal fourth. Joints
three and four plainly ringed, the rings of fourth joint quite distinct
and minutely setate, as in first stage. Large sette are also present
about as in stage one. Femur of hind legs about as long as tibia; tarsus one-jointed, somewhat forked distally, and bearing a membranous
expansion.
JS^yinph or

pupa, young

shape; in color
antennte,

it

is

much

and wing-pads

the full-grown larva in
yellow, with legs,
light
being
lighter,

7^?/7/y>/i.— Resembles

still

lighter.

Eyes reddish.

In the antenn;v, legs, and wing-pads the nymph skin appears somewhat as a sheath to these parts of the forming adult. The antennai
The basal
are three or four jointed, apparently, thick and clumsy.
is about
second
the
wide;
than
joint is large, swollen, slightly longer
Third
middle.
in
constricted
twice as long as wide and somewhat

about a third longer than second, gradually tapering distally
When the nymph stage is first entered the antenna
to an obtuse end.
In six or eight hours, however,
project cephalad in normal position.
prothorax. In the hind legs,
and
they are laid back over the head
indistinctly one-jointed,
tarsus
length;
femur and tibia of about equal
short, scarcely reaching
Wing-pads
very short, and rounded distally.
one or two seta?.
bearing
segment,
caudal end of second abdominal
of
setai, which, howrows
lateral
and
Abdomen as in larva, with dorsal
caudal margin,
near
segment,
ninth
of
On the dorsum
ever, are acute.
which appear
cephalad,
curving
are four stubby, hook-like processes,

joint

to

is

be the four moditied

setie of this region.

1 mm.; width of thorax about 0.22
similar to that of adult Thrips.
very
mm.; color light yellow; shape

Mature nymph.— l^^wgih about

separated from the body of the adult within,
particularly so in the legs, antenna?, mouth-parts, wing-pads, and

Nymph

skin

more or

less
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The wing-pads reach
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to a))out the sixth

segment.

Life histori/.— "The life cycle of Thr/^?s tritici is quite short, reijuirEggs are deposited in the tissues of infested
but twelve da3^s.
The larval state lasts for about five
plants, and hatch in three days.
days durino- which time the insect makes two molts, the second when
The nymph stage continues for about
errtering the nymph stage.
four days, during which time they take no food, rarely move to any
ino-

extent, but remain hidden away.''

—

Ecoiwmic considerations. This is one of the most widely spread
and generally injurious species in this country. The specimens from
which Fitch described the species were taken at Geneva, Wisconsin,
from a wheat field which was being injured by the little pests. At
various times it has been noticed swarming in the blossoms of orange
and (;ausing injury thereto. It is a very common species on a large
number of flowering plants, both wild and cultivated, but unless present in great numbers their injuries are likely to pass unnoticed.

By

damage appears to be done to strawberries, in the
blossoms of which they swarm, and by theii- punctures of the essential
parts of the flower they prevent its fertilization and the consequent
far the greatest

development of the fruit. This failure of l^loom, though perhaps produced at times by other insects and in other ways, is known to growers as "buttoning." The most serious injuries have been reported
from Florida and Illinois. In Florida' the strawberry crop in some
sections has been reduced to one-third in <lrv seasons.

EUTHRIPS OCCIDENTALIS
Tfirips sp.

CoQuiLLETT, Ins. Life, IV, 1891,

x).

Pergande.

79.

Euthrips occidental^ Pergandk, Ins. Life, VII,

1S9.^,

|).

392.

—

Female.
Length about 1 ram.; width at mesothorax about onefourth the body length.
General color head pale lemon yellow,
thorax orange A^ellow, abdomen ])rownish yellow.

Head about one and one-third times

as broad as long, three-fourths
prothorax and considerably withdrawn into the latter.
Eyes rather large, occupying together about three-fifths the width of
as long as the

the head, dark, slightly pilose; ocelli subapproximate, pale yellowish,
margined with reddish orange crescents; one very prominent spine

between ocelli on each side; post-ocular spines very conspicuous.
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Antenme about two and one-half
times as long as the head; first segment slightly shorter than the style;
two is one and one-half times as long as one; three is longest; four is
six-sevenths as long as three; five is five-sixths as long as four; six
nearly as long as three; seven very short, about one-fourth as long as
five: eight is one and three-fifths times as long
as seven.
Color of one*
translucent whitish; two brownish yellow (uniform), basal parts of
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three.

Four,

abruptly to
lighter than

and
light

live

pulo yellowish;

brownish;

six

apieal

unit'ornil}'

parts

brown;

.
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shadino- quite
style

slighth'

Spines upon antennal segments, especially two to
four, are unusually stout and prominent.
Prothorax nearly one and one-third times wide as long; color
One pair of
intermediate between that of head and pterothorax.
six.

prominent, stout spines at each angle; one short anteriorly directed
spine close to the lower one of each fore pair; a row of live small
spines (the fourth is stoutest) stands on each side of hind margin
between pair at angle and median line. Anterior angles of mesothorax rounded; metathorax slightW narrower than mesothorax. its sides
nearly straight and parallel; mesonotal plate bears one stout spine at
each lateral angle and two pairs of small spines on posterior margin;
metanotal plate bears two pairs of spines close to anterior edge, the
middle pair being much the stouter; color of pterothorax bright

Wings very slightlj^ yellowish; ])oth longitudinal veins
extend from base to tip of wing; both internal and the costal veins
bear very stout, brown spines set at regular intervals; costa twentyfour to twentj-six, fore vein nineteen to twenty-two, hind vein fifteen
Fringe upon costal edge
to eighteen, scale five, internal on scale one.
is very light, that upon hind edge is long and wavy; cross veins can
sometimes l)e seen between the longitudinal veins and between the

orange.

fore and costal veins at about tw^o-fifths their length from base and
sometimes a third at about four-sevenths between the fore and costal
Legs uniformly concolorous with head, bearing numerous
veins.

small spines; a pair of strong spines at inner side of tip of each tibia.

Al)domen elongate-ovate in outline, conical at apex; a transverse,
narrow, brown band extends across anterior part of segments three to
se\-en; brownish tinge on abdomen fades behind sixth segment leaving
only the apex of the cone brown; a group of three or four stout spines
stands upon each side of segments two to eight; terminal spines long,
stout; all spines brown.
Length al)out 0.65 mm.; width about o.lT mm. Lighter in
JI(i/(/.
color than the females; nearly a uniform lemon yellow, slightly darker
on throax; form more slender; apex of abdomen blunt, terminated on

—

by two pairs of long, stout, inward curving spines; ninth segalso bears two pairs of very long, stout spines near its posterior
border and near the dorsal line on this segment is a pair of short
spines; the brown bands across the abdomen of female are wanting in
males and they have fewer spines on sides of segments; the l)right
sides

ment

orange- colored testes are ver}- prominent.

Food

— Apricot, orange, potato, and various weeds.
— California.

plants.

Ihihifot.

liedescri])ed

from specimens at the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
presumably types.

Division of Entomology

—
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—This species

is

very

vol. xxvi.

similiir to Knflir!ps iritlci (Fitch),

is also sliuhtly
though more
antenna
is
one
and
three-lifths
the
wider; the terminal segment of
stouter
and
more
body
on
prominent,
times as long as seven; spines
Both Enthrijj.H tritici and Euthrij).^ occidentidis approach very closely

but

it

has a

retracted head, whicli

loii»-cr

to Fliym^yus

,

j

j

nigrmentrh Uzel.

EUTHRIPS FUSCUS, new
Plate IV,

— Length 0.93 mm.

species.

figs. 40, 41.

mm); width of mesothorax
General color brown. In dark specimens the abdomen is blackish })rown; in light specimens the general!
color is yellowish brown.
Head about one and one-half times as wide as long, about one-fourth
retracted into prothorax occiput deeply wrinkled transversly; anterior margin of head slightly and smoothly elevated in middle; cheeks
Eyes moderately large, occupying together
straight and parallel.
about one-half the width of the head, dark, slightly protruding;
margins pale yellow; ocelli smaller than facets of eye, pale yellow,
margined with dark red, widely separated, posterior ones contiguous
with yellow margins around eyes; one stout spine in front of each
Mouth cone short and tapering abruptly; maxilposterior ocellus.
Antenna? inserted a little below
lary palpi slender, three segmented.
the margin, about three times as long as dorsal length of head;
relative length of segments:
Female.

0.21

mm.

(0.18 to 0.24

(0.70 to 1.08

mm.).

;

12
5.5

8.8

3

10.4

45678

10.2

9

11.7

2.3

3.8

First segment rounded, one-third broader than long; two is cupshaped; three to six subequal in thickness; three to five somewhat
clavate; three with very slender peduncle; six cylindrical-ovate.

Antenna^ quite uniformly brown (sometimes three, four, and five
lighter gray-brown, especially at bases), only segment three somewhat
more yellowish; spines on segments tw^o to five quite stout and dark
colored.
Color of head uniform grajdsh to orange-brown.
Prothorax fully one and one-half times as wide as long and one and
two-tifths times as long as the head; sides arched; angles rounded;
wider l)ehind than in front; one large curved spine at each anterior
angle and another on anterior margin between this and the median
line;

two stout spines

at each posterior angle, the inner one of which
the weaker; also a stout spine on the posterior edge between
the pair and the median line; other spines on prothorax small and not
IS

much

conspicuous.

Mesothorax but very

little

piojeeting prominences at anterior angles;

wider than the prothorax;
mesouotum broad, without
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prominent spines; posterior edge nearly straight for one-third the
width of the segment; metathorax narrows abruptly after the anterior
edge till narro^\'er than prothorax, then sides run nearly parallel to
abdomen; mesonotum with two pairs of spines near anterior edge, the
outer one of each pair being much less stout than the inner one; mesothorax and metathorax together not longer than the prothorax. Wing-s
reduced, barely reaching to the first abdominal segment; pads set with
Legs of medium length and of moderate size,
several stout spines.
with short bristles, concolorous with, or usually
body; bases of posterior femora and inner sides of
posterior tibial more yellowish; thorax colored nearly like head.
Abdomen one and one-half times as wide as the mesothorax (shortwinged female) and twice as long as broad, or nearly twice as long as
head and thorax together; elliptical in outline except that apex is
conical; broad, dark bands cross the abdomen at the anterior edge of
Each segment except one and
dorsal plates on segments two to eight.
quite thickly set

lighter

than

ten l)ears

two or three

short, stout spines on sides;

in addition to

these nine bears a circlet of eight unusually long, strong spines, and
ten also bears a circlet of six long spines though these are somewhat

Segment ten is split open
shorter than those on previous segment.
above; color of abdomen yellowish brown to brown-black, usuallj'^ considerably darker than head and thorax; segments usually more or less
telescoped.

in

Described from eighteen short winged females tsiken
Februar}' and November.
( htyjX'.—Cnt. No. 6328, U.S.N.M.
Food plant. Grass ?
Massachusetts,
Ilahitat.

—

in hibernation

—

Life history unknown.

EUTHRIPS NERVOSUS
Plate III,
Plii/sopus nervosa

figs. 33,

Uzel, Monographie

(Uzel).

34; Plate IV,
d. Orel.

Thrrps {Euihrips) maidis Beach, Proc.

fig.

35.

Thysanoptera, 1895,

Iowa Acad.

p. 102.

Sciences, 1895, III (1896),

pp. 219, 220.

—

Female. Length 1.33 mm. (1.22 to 1.39 mm.); width of mesothorax 0.32 mm, (0.28 to 0.34 mm.). General color dark yellowish
1)ro\vn.

Head somewhat pentagonal

form, not as long as wide; cheeks
straight and converging slightly posteriorly; front broad and obtusely
angular; back of head transversel}" wrinkled and bearing a few minute
spines.
Eyes rather small, black with light yellow borders, rounded
01" oval in outline; ocelli yellow, widely separated, posterior ones contiguous with light borders around eyes; one very long slender spine
ou each side midway between ocelli. Mouth cone pointed, tipped
in

15(>
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AntenniB .slight!}- moie
with biack; luaxillMvy palpi three segmented.
heyond
second segment:
slender
and
very
head
as
loiioas
t\vi('(>
than
comparative k^ngtiis of segments as foUows:
1
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Head wider than

retracted

long,
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genus.

considerably into

prothorax.

Eyes protruding-; ocelli present. Maxillary palpi three segmented.
Antenna? short and thick; sense cones very long. Prothorax slightly
longer than head and somewhat broadened posteriorly.
Spines
arranged as follows: One at each anterior angle, one halfway between
these angles and the median line, one at the middle of each side, two
at each hind angle, and one between this pair and the middle of the
hind margin.
Wings present, slender, with two longitudinal veins
ring
and
vein strongly developed; fore fringe very weak but spines on
veins ver}^ strong.
Intermediate abdominal segments with one spine
on each side at the hind angle.
This genus is erected for the species G-niaculatus.
(skgjXo'^ prickly or thorny; Opii/\)

SCOLOTHRIPS 6-MACULATUS
Plate IV,

(Pergande)

figs. 42-45.

Thrips 6-macul.ata Pergande, Trans. St. Louis Acad., V, 1894, p. 542.
Iowa Acad. Sciences, 1895, III, (1896), pp. 226-227.

Thrips pallida Beach, Proc.

Female.

— Length,

thorax, 0.21

mm.

Head about

0.83

mm.

mm.); width of mesoGeneral color clear pale yellow.

(0.72 to 0.97

(0.18 to 0.25 mm.).

three-fourths as long as wide, frequently considerably

retracted witliin

prothorax,

straight and parallel; front

even to the eyes sometimes; cheeks

margin rounded; vertex elevated between

ey^es.
Eyes large, protruding; posterior ocelli nearly contiguous
with margins of e3^es; one ver}' long, backwardly curved spine stands
in front of each posterior ocellus, and two pairs of curved spines stand

the

upon the margin

in front.
Maxillary palpi slender, three segmented;
very long and slender. Antennae rather short and compact; inserted below front margin; approximate at base, relative
lengths of segments:
labial palpi

1
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median line, one at middle of each side, two
middle of hind marut each hind angle,- and one between this pair and
times
one-third
as wide as the proMesothorax about one and
oiii.
side.
of
each
Wings long,
middle
at
thorax, with one slender spine
about
one-seventeenth
middle
at
as
reaching nearl.y to tip of abdomen,
longitudinal
with
two
wing
veins
Fore
broad as long, pointed at tips.
and a verv heavv ring vein; hind longitudinal vein branches from the
Spines upon
fore vein at about one-third the length of the wing.
long
and
fully
stout,
ecpialing
veiy
veins
costal and botli longitudinal
from
l)ears
fifteen
to
twenty,
costal
vein
those upon the anal segments;
third
or
six
(the
hind
vein
five
and
eleven,
fore vein from nim^ to
have
which
counted
second
also,
1
as
the
fourth spines, sometimes
to
the
the
same
angle
wing
stand
at
as
do
vein,
standing upon the fore
those upon the hind vein and really belong thereto, though the veins
have united); the front fringe of the fore wings is extremely sparse,
short and weak, and does not extend to the tip; hind fringes also
unusually short. Fore wings are characterized by three light brownone at base of wing, one immediately beyond sepaish s|)ots on each
veins, and the third halfway from the second
longitudinal
ration of
third is a band extending clear across the
(the
the
wing
to the tip of
with
body, sparsely set with slender spines.
concolorous
wing). Legs
pointed
cylindrical-ovate,
at extremity, surface smooth;
Abdomen
posterior
of
any
prominence
at
side angles of segments
one
spine
only
spines
nine
and
upon
segments
ten
not as strong as those
eight;
two to
upon the wings; color nearl}" uniformly pale yellow without prominent
waA^ between these and the

—

markings.
Redescribed from ten specimens.
Male. Male smaller than female, but otherwise agreeing very closely^
with the foregoing description. Abdomen bluntly conical at tip; tenth

—

segment partially retracted within ninth, which is cut out in last half
above the tenth; spines borne on top and sides of nine are shorter and
weaker than those on wings.
Described from one specimen.
Food 2)l(mU- "Found on man}' plants infested with red spider, on
which it has repeatedly been observed to feed." Pergande. "Feeding on mites in fold of cottonwood leaf." Rruner.
Taken on bean,
blackberry, elm, and hop.
Beach.
IlaUtat.
Missouri ?; Ames, Iowa; Barraboo, Wisconsin; Lincoln,
Nebraska.

—

—

—

—

—

Thrqj.s ijalUda Beach is positively identical with this species, as has
been learned from an examination of her types.
•

Genus
Ocelli present.

RAPHIDOTHRIPS

Uzel.

Antennse eight segmented; the fifth segment short
abruptly at the end so that it joins the base of the sixth by
an unusually ])road surface; style very slender, composed of two equally

and cut

off

'
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long segments, which are together as long as are the fifth and sixth.
Maxillary palpi three segmented.
Prothorax a little longer than the
head and somewhat broader at the hind than at the fore edge; no long
ilspine at the front angles, but two at each hind angle.
Legs unarmed,
'

Wings usually reduced, but when present they are of medium length,
land have two longitudinal veins which are set with small spines.
I find here only the new upecies fuse ijyetmis.
j

!|

RHAPHIDOTHRIPS FUSCIPENNIS, new
Plate V,

fig(^.

species.

46-48.

—

FehiaJe.
Length 1.32 nmi. (1.20 to 1.66 mm.); Avidth of mesothorax 0.21 mm. (0.22 to 0.27 mm.). General color nearly uniform
chestnut brown.

Head
it is

as long as wide,

retracted a

little;

but little shorter than prothorax, into which
anterior margin slightly elevated and rounded;

constricted a bit close behind the eyes; cheeks nearly straight behind
the constriction and diverging slightly posteriorly so the head is
jwidest at hind edge; back of head finely striated.
J]yes quite large,
tt'ounded, protruding;

margins light; ocelli present, larger than facets
eye. light colored with dark crescentic margins, well separated, but
posterior ones not contiguous with margins around eyes; ocellar spines

jof

very long and conspicuous; post-ocular spines quite large. Mouth
cone extending back to anterior edge of mesosternum, slender, so that
head from below appears considerably elongated; labial palpi small;
maxillary palpi quite long, slender, and three segmented.
Antennas
twice as long as head; relative lengths of segments:
1

2
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pronotum frequently extending consideral)ly over fron1!|
al^out one and one-third timesj
edge of niesonotal plate. Mesothorax
wider than metathoraxj
considerably
and
as wide us the prothorax
mesothorax very acute;:
of
angles
anterior
except at its anterior edge;
Wings sometimes
pterothorax.
upon
spines
no conspicuously large
one-thirteenth
as broad ir
about
and
long
reduced: when present,
gray,
pale
brownish
with
along
shaded
wings
middle as long; fore
yellowish;

veins clear at base; second longitudinal vein arises at about two-fifth.Spines upon all veim
the length of the wing, its origin indistinct.
quite long and slender, but not thickly set or very conspicuous; costa
bears seventeen to nineteen, fore vein eight or nine, hind vein eight

or nine.

present, not overreaching the pterothorax,

Wing pads, when

Let's moderately strong, but not thickened; femora and tibiae darti
brown like body; inside of fore tibite, extreme tips of the others anc

pale gray or yellow; legs scatteringly set with line spines
apex of hind tibite alone bearing a pair of stouter spines.
Abdomen ver}^ long almost twice as long as head and thora?
all tarsi

—
times
as
three
and
—
together

long as broad, nearly cylindrical, taper

ing abrupth^ from anterior edge of eighth segment to the apex; seg
ments overlapping more or less when al)domen contains no eggs; coloi
uniform dark brown without conspicuous markings or spines excep
those upon two terminal segments, which are quite long and slender.

Described from six females, five of them long-winged.
Cofyj)e.— Cat No. 6329, U.S.N.M.

Male unknown.

most respects with B. Jorigistylosi
Head as wide as long; secomantennal segment somewhat shorter than third, fourth, and sixth; fiftl
segment lighter colored at tip than sixth. Bod}^ length, average (exclu
This species agrees very

closel}^ in

Uzel, but differs in the following points:

sive of egg-filled females), 1.25

Food plant.
7f(il>/f<tt,

mm.

—Grass.

— jMassuchusetts.

Life liistory unknown.

Genus

ANAPHOTHRIPS

Uzel.

Antenmv eight segmented (apparently nine i
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Prothorax about a
long as head. Legs unarmed.
Wings usually present (usually abseii
in the fall generations of striatus)., with two longitudinal veins; spine
Ocelli

present.

A. driatm).

upon veins small and inconspicuous. No stout spines at angles of pre
thorax; all spines on body short except the anal spines, which areshoi
and slender (in fitrlaius they are short and stout).
IVIales have usually two pairs of very short, stout spines upon th
ninth abdominal segment above, of which the anterior pair is stronge
than the posterior.
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genus have no power of springing.

In this g-enus I find only the species striatm.

ANAPHOTHRIPS STRIATUS

(Osborn).

GRASS THRIPS.
Plate V,

figs.

49-51.

Lhuoihrips poaphagnsCoyii^TOCK, Syllabus ot Course of Lectures at Cornell and
Peoria, 1875, p. 120.
Llmiithrips poajihagus Lj^tser, Rept. N.

Y. Agr. Soe., 1881-82.

Osborn, Can. Ent., XV, 1883, p. 155.
IJmnthrrps poaphofjus Fernald, Grasses of Maine, 1885, p. 42.
N. E. Farmer, June 19, 1886.
LiNTN-ER, 3d Rept. Ins. N. Y., 1887, pp. 96-98.
Lbnotlirips poaphayus Comstock, Introd. to Ent., 1888, p. 127.

Tlmps

striata

Packard, Ent.

Thrij^s striatus

for Beginners, 1888, p. 73.

Fletcher, Ent. Anier., IV, 1888, p. 152.
Howard, Ent. Amer., IV, 1888, p. 152.
Limoihrips 2waphagus Osborn, Ins. Life, I, 1888, p. 140.
Thrips striatus Packard, Stand. Nat. Hist., 2d ed., II, Append., 1888.
Fletcher, 19th Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1888, p. 11.
Fletcher, Ann. Rept. Exp. Farms, 1888, pp. 59-62.
Limothrips 2ioaj)hagm 'LiSTSER, Rept. N. Y. Agr. Soc, 1888.
Phloeothrips poaphagus Fletcher, 20th Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1889, pp. 2, 22.
Brodie, 20th Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont., 1889, p. 8.
Limothrips 2)oap]Ktgvs l^iNT^BR, 5th Rept. N. Y. St. Ent., 1889, pp. 153, 304.
OsBORX,'Can. Ent., XXIII, 1891, pp. 93, 96.
Fletcher, Ins. Life, V, 1892, p. 124.
Forbes, Ins. Life, V, 1892, p. 127.
Fletcher, Ann. Rept. Exp. Farms, 1892, p. 3.
Limothrips poaphagus Comstock, Man. for Study of Ins., 1895, p. 120.
LimotJirips poaphagus Uzel, Mon. d. Ord. Thysanopt, 1895, pp. 279, 435, 446, 448.
Thrips striata Uzel, Mon. d. Ord. Thysanopt., 1895, p. 220.
Hopkins-Rumsey, Bull. 44, W. Va. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1896, pp. 270, 271.

—

Smith, Economic Ent., 1896, p. 102.
Putnam, N. E. Farmer, July 2, 1898.
Anaphothrips striata Hinds, 37th Ann. Rept. INIass. Agr. College, 1900,
4 pis., 33

jip.

Sl-105,

figs.

AiiaphotJirips striata

pp. 3-9, pi.

I,

Fernald and Hinds,

Bull. 67, Mass. Agr.

Exp.

Sta., 1900,

figs. 1-6.

— Length 1.3 mm.

(1 to 1.6 mm.); width of mesothorax 0.25
mm.). General color yellow, with more or less dusky
or brownish shading upon some parts.
Head very slightlv wider than long, rounded in front; cheeks straight
and parallel surface back of eyes faintl}^ striated head yellow with
brown posterior border, without long spines. E3^es small, rounded,
black or very deep purplish red ocelli subapproximate, yellow, with
orange-red margins.
Mouth cone moderately sharp, and very prominently tipped with black maxillary palpi three segmented. Antennte
approximate, about twice as long as head, eight segmented, though

Female.

mm.

(0.23 to 0.26

;

;

;

;

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi-02

11
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division of the sixth segapparently nine segmented, owing to the
its length.
three-fourths
about
Relament l)y an o})lique suture at
tive lengths of segments:
1

9,

5

8:5

H
"11

4-

5

6

7

8

10

10

9.5+3.5

2.25

3.25

and two rounded; three to six fusiform. One is pale,
two light brown; three lighter than two; three to six
shading gradually to dark brown, almost black; spines pale and not
Seu'inents one

almost white;

I

conspicuous.

Prothorax but slightly longer and a little wider than the head;
rounded slightly and without prominent spines. Mesothorax
Metanuu-h Avider than prothorax; fore angles obtusely rounded.
thorax (juite smoothly joined with mesothorax and tapering gradually
Wings usually present in summer generations,
to base of abdomen.
sides

reduced to mere pads in hibernating females; when present, approximatelv as long as abdomen, about one-thirteenth as broad as long and
tapering gradually; two longitudinal veins in fore wing extending

from base

to tip; veins quite

prominent, being darker than rest of

All veins bear a few very small, rather indistinct spines;
fringe on fore edge well developed, being nearly half as long as posFore wings shaded with yellowish gray; hind wings
terior fringe.

wing.

Legs of medium length and

nearl}^ w^hite.

size; stout spines

only on

inner side and at tip of hind tibiie; legs pale yellow shaded with light

gray or brown above on femora and tibia^, and Avith prominent dark
brown spot at tip of tarsi within. Pterothorax darker yellow than rest
of body, with row of irregular dusky spots on each side close to middle, curving outwardly at both ends.
Abdomen quite long, cylindrical, widening somewhat at first two
segments and tapering from eight to tip; eight to ten sharply conical.
Spines on nine and ten short and weak, but dark-colored and quite
conspicuous; other spines on abdomen small, pale, and indistinct.
Abdomen pale yellow; segments one to seven slightly dusky on top,
segment ten shading to dark brown at tip.
Redescribed from six long-winged and four short-winged females.
Male unknown.

Food plants.

— Poa pratcmls and Phleuni pratense.

1 have also found genuine "silver top" upon the following list of
grasses at Amherst, Massachusetts, but I can not positively connect
this species with all the injury: Poa serotlna, P. neiiiordJis, P. eom-

pressa, P.

arachniferct, I\ fietcherl^

AgnMls

P.

aquatica,

P. trivmlh, P.

A. canina, A. stolon Ifera, A. vulgaris, Festnca
olcoll, J< h'teroi)lixjlla, F. elatior, F. ovlna, F. duriuscola, F. ruhra,
Panicum crus-galli, P. sanguinale, Elymus striatus^ E. vlrginietis,
ramus erectus, B. inermis, Avenaflavescens-vera, Agropyrum caiuimm,
Arrlieaatheruin, aoenaceum, Lolmm pereiwie.
c:vs!.((,

B

alha,

,

j

i|

'
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Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts,

Illinois,

New
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York, Ohio,

Ontario.
I

have

soujilit in

vain for the males of this species, for although I

have mounted over a thousand specimens, and have bred many more
in bottles in the laboratory, and have taken and examined large numbers of them in the held, I have never seen any that 1 even suspected

were males. A series of experiments begun in the laboratory in July
and continued into December showed that no males are developed in
Experiments were begun the following seathe autumn generations.
hibernating
females before the weather was warm
son by obtaining
enough for them to move out of doors and confining them in bottles
These became active and deposited eggs, from
in the laboratory.
generations
developed without the appearance of
which succeeding

any males. 1 conclude, therefore, that this species is parthenogenetic,
and reproduces without the intervention of males, at least for a series
of generations, in this localitv.

The following descriptions are of the early stages:
Eggs. The eggs are reniform, and vary in length from 0.265 mm.
The average
to 0.33 mm. and in width from 0.085 mm. to O.l-tS mm.
dimensions taken from twenty-five eggs are: Length, 0.288 mm.;
The color is a translucent white. By transmitted
width, 0.11 nun.

—

light the

eggs are seen to be

filled

with a mass of yolk globules which

vary considerably in size.
Larra. As the larva emerges from the egg

—

and nearly white.

The eyes

it is

very

soft, shiny,

are purplish red in color; the appendages

are folded closely against the ventral side of the bod3^

mm. and

the width

The length

about 0.1 ram.
Body tapers from eighth segment to tip; head is nearly as wide as the
Antennte are comparatively large, approximate at base, and
thorax.
composed of seven segments, of which the last four are closely joined
and appear almost like a single conical segment; fourth segment is
larger than an}" other, and distinctly ringed with whorls of minute
hairs; the second and third are indistinctly ringed; basal segment
bears one small spine on inner side; two has four spines which are
directed forward and one very long spine which is directed backward
toward the head; the third bears five short spines, and the terminal
part of the fourth and each of the following segments a number of
Legs are stout; tarsi one
spines, which are quite long and stout.
segmented and terminated by two claws. The bladder-like expansion
Abdomen much compressed longitudinally and, except the
is present.
tenth segment, marked with six longitudinal rows of setie, three pairs
to each segment.
The four dorsal rows also extend forward along the
thorax and head; tenth segment })ears six-very long setiu two dorsal,
two lateral, and two ventral.
The full-grown larva is fusiform, about 1.2 mm. in length and about
Antennie
0.3 mm. in breadth, while the width of head is about 0. 1 mm.
soon after emergence

is

about 0.3

is

—
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at their base and rather thick
seven segmented, somewhat separated
of the body, often nearly
that
than
darker
for their length; color
more distinct than in
segment
fourth
beyond
black; segmentation

four segments subequal in thickness, and third
length, and each as long as the first and
iiiid fourth nearly equal in
last three segments much smaller; fifth
together;
second segments

immature larva;

first

Spines arranged much as in younger stage; third segment
Each segment, except last two,
distinctly ringed and without setge.
thickened at their extremities,
slightly
are
which
spines
bears short
on last two segments long
spines
larva;
young
the
in
and arranged as
shortest.

Integument of body roughened by transverse rows of
Body marked by dorsal and lateral longitudinal
clearlv defined ridges.
are most distinct upon thorax; dorsal stripe
which
yellow
stripes of

and acute.

widest.
p,,j)((,

—

Its

general form resembles that of the larva; color of legs,

wing pads, and antenna clear white; thorax and
When the pupal stage
yellow; eyes bright red.

abdomen very

light

entered the
antenna' are apparently three or four segmented, much shortened, and
directed forward as in the larva; but after a few hours they are laid
Wing sheaths short and developed
back upon the head and thorax.
outside of the body; legs thick and clumsy.
ninth segment, near posterior

recurved, hook-like processes;

is

first

Upon

dorsal side of

margin, are four prominent, stout,
abdominal setaB slender and acute.

sheaths finally extend to the sixth segment and fore pair bear
few small spines.
Life history. About 98 per cent of the adults which hibernate are
of the short-winged form, while from 90 to 95 per cent of the first
generation in the spring develop long wings, and this form predominates until late summer, when the proportion declines, and in October
only a small number of winged adults can be found. The females
continue to deposit eggs and the 3'oung larva? develop and may be
taken from the grass upon warm fall days till snow covers the ground;
but so far as I can find, only the adults survive the winter. Hibernating females do not appear to suti'er from exposure to a temperature
of —21" F., and they may be brought in at anj^ time during the winter
by pulling a few handfuls of grass from infested fields and bringing
it into a w^arm room, where the little animals will very soon become
lively and begin to crawl.
Accidentally it was found that they could
survive for several days though completel}^ submerged in a weak solution of potassium hydrate, and they have been found to revive after
being frozen solid in a 2 per cent solution of the same; but so far as
my experiments went, freezing in pure water killed them. The females
become active very early in the spring and the development of eggs
begins.
As man}^ as eight apparently fully developed eggs have been
seen at one time in the body of one of these hibernated females. Ovipo-

Wing

a

—
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sition soon begins, and lasts for from four to six weeks in many cases.
They seem to oviposit as readily at night as in daylight. The deposiThe eggs may
tion of an Qg^ requires about one and one-half minutes.

be readily seen in the leaf by holding
as small, lighter spots;

they

stripping off the epidermis.

may be

it

before a light,

when they appear
from the leaf by

easily separated

The length

of the egg stage varies

ten to fifteen days for the iirst generation to

from four

from

to seven days

during the heat of summer.
The length of the larval stage varies from two weeks in early spring
The mature larv^ select secluded
to about four days in midsummer.
places in which to transform and are hard to find in the field, but it
appears that the}^ usually go down to the basal leaves near the root or
The pupal stage is longer for
into the sheaths higher up the stem.
the long-winged females than for the short, in the former requiring
four or five days in early spring, whereas

the short-winged form
from two to three daj^s at the same season. As the
weather becomes warmer they transform more rapidl3^
The appearance of a number of winged adults early in Ma}" marks the maturity
requires only

of the first generation, but as the length of the period of oviposition

exceeds the length of time required for the early stages, there

is no
between the generations out of doors after this time.
The length of the life cycle is from about twelve to thirty days.
Common name. Since Professor Comstock's first mention of the
injury done by this species of Thrips to June grass and timothy, several economic entomologists have referred to the most conspicuous
effects of its work, the dead tops of these grasses, as "Silver top" or
" White top." Man}' have questioned the agency of Thrips in producing this injury and have ascribed it to some other suctorial insect, but
the majority of writers are now inclined to credit Thrips with a large
part, if not all, of this damage.
As they had no means of identifying
the little pest, they have usually referred to it as the "Grass Thrips."
This name has been very generally used for this species and for no
other, so far as we can learn.
It therefore appears to be the generally accepted common name.
Economic notes. Extensive injuries to grass have been reported
from the New England States, New York, southern Canada, Ohio,
northern Illinois, and Iowa.
Without dpubt the insect causing this
damage infests a larger territory than this, for it is so small that
it easily escapes ol)servation, and the damage done by it is often
attributed to other agencies.
In southern Maine, Professor Eernald
reported (253) that by haying time one-fourth of the June grass {Poa
2)ratensis) in the fields was dead and worthless.
In 1887 it produced
great injury around Emmet, Ohio, where 30 per cent of the grass was
killed (272).
In 1888 and 1889 widespread injury was reported from
New York (291) and Ontario (322), where it appeared to work most

distinct line

—

—
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In Massachusetts, especially in dry seait having been stated by Prof. W. P.
sons, its injuries are severe,
to grasses here than any
Brooks that this tiny foe does more damage

upon lawns and meadows.

other single insect.

APTINOTHRIPS

Genus
Body

Haliday.

Head longer than wide, extending

slender, almost naked.

Eyes small; ocelli
Idunt projection between the eyes.
forward
(six segmented in .4. mfufi var.
segmented
eight
Antenna;
wanting.
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Prothorax shorter
comiaUicornlH).
in a

than the head and somewhat broadened posteriorly, without long spines
Legs short; femora plainly thickened; tibite very slender at
at angles.
Wings
the base, the remainder unusually broad; tarsi equally broad.

Hairs at end of abdomen short and very slender.
Males with two spines in middle of ninth segment above.
Species of this genus move slowly and have no power of springing.
I have found only the species rufus and its variety, connatticornis^

entirely absent.

belonging to this genus.

APTINOTHRIPS RUFUS
Plate V,
" Dei' rothe Blasenfuss" v.
1764, pi. XVI,

figs.

figs.

(Gmelin).

52-54.

Gleichen, das Neueste aus

6 and

dem Reiche

d. Pflanzen,

7.

Thrips rufa Gmelin, Caroli a Linne Systema Nat., 1788, p. 2224.
Thripsrufa Nicholsoin, Journ. Nat. Phil., 179-, pi. viii, fig. 1.
Thrips {Aptinothrips) rufa Haliday, Entoni. Mag., 1836, p. 445.

Thrips {Aptinothrips) rufa

Haliday-Walkee, Homopt.

Ins. of Brit. Mus., 1852,

p. 1103, pi. V, figs. 5-11.

Aptinothrips rufa IjIndeman, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Natur. d.

319-320,

Moscow,

1886, pp.

fig. li.

Aptinothrips stylifera

Trybom, Entoni.

Tidskrift, Arg. 15,

Hiift.

1-2, 1894, pp.

41-58.
Aptinothrips rufa Uzel,
fig.

Mon. der Ord. Thysanoptera,

1895, pp. 152-154, pi.

II,

17; pi. VI, figs 78, 79.

Aptinothrips rufa

Trybom, Ofv. Ak. Forh.,

Aptinothrips rufa Reuter,

Uber die

1896, p. 613.

Weissilhrigkeit der Wiesengrilser in Finland,

1900.
Scattered references, especially pp. 92-120.
Aptinothrips rufa TtJMPEL, Die Geradfliigler Mitteleuropas, 1901, p. 290.

—

Female. Length 1.22 mm. (1.06 to 1.30 mm.); width of mesothorax
about 0.18 mm. (0.16 to 0.20 mm.). General color, entire body and
legs clear, pale yellow; outer part of antenna, mouth parts, and tip of
abdomen shaded with brown. Body slender and smoothly fusiform.
Head considerably longer than broad, rounded in front; cheeks
straight and parallel.
Eyes small, black, oval, composed of few
facets, situated at anterior angles, protruding very slightly; ocelli
always absent. Mouth cone moderately long, not sharply pointed,
tipped with brown-black; maxillary palpi three segmented. Antennae
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only one and three-sevenths times as long- as the head, approximate at
base,

composed

in the t^'pical

relative lengths:
1

form of eight segments of following-
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Haliday.

Bod}^ especially the head and prothorax, with a deeply recticiilated
Head broader than long, uneven, somewhat broadened
Cheeks
behind, and with a sharp hump between the eyes in front.
Eyes prominot arched, contracted into saddle-shape in the middle.
nent but not protruding-. Ocelli present. Antennae eight segmented;
second segment of style very much longer than the first and provided
with a short, slender hair at the tip. Maxillary palpi sometimes
Prothorax shorter than the head,
two, sometimes three segmented.
without long spines at angles. Legs unarmed. Wings present, not
Fore wing broad at base, with two longitudinal veins,
reticulated.
though the fore vein runs very near to and sometimes fuses with the
structure.

costa; veins set with slender spines; fore fringe, in

weak and

when

sparse, and

strongly developed.

The characters of

some

species, very

this is the case the costal

spines are very

Anal spines weak and light.
genus have been extended

to include these

this

species

SYNOPSIS OF SPECIES.
yellow
(Middle and hind

2

)AI1 tilmi'

brown

tibise

3

JeinoraUx (p. 172)
Antenna' nearly three times as long as head
" JAntennte only about twice as long as head
hiemorrlioidalis (p. 168)
two and one-half times as long as head; segments three and four modioIAntennie
Maxillary palpi three segmented
fasciatus (p. 174
liform.
Maxillary
Antann,'e twice as long as head; segments three and four fusiform.
J

palju two segmented

fasciapennis (p. 171

HELIOTHRIPS HAEMORRHOIDALIS

(Bouche).

Thrrps Jiaeniorrhoidalis Bouche, Schiidl. Garten-Insecten, 1833,
Heliothrips

adonidum Haliday, Entom. Mag.,

Ileliothrips haemorrhoidalis

Bukmeister, Handb.

Heliothrips JtaemorrJioidaUs Bukmeister,

p. 42.

Ill, 1836, p. 443.
d.

Entomologie,

II, 1838, p. 412.

Genera Insectorum, colored

illustration,

1838.
Heliothri2JS Jiaemorrhoidalis

Amyot and

HeUothrijis ]iaemorrhoidalis

Haliday, "Walker, Homopt.

1002, pi. VI,

Herville, Ins. Hemipt., 1843, p. 641.
Ins. Brit. Mus., 1852,

p.

fig. 13.

Heliothrips haemorrhoidalis

Heeger,

Fi'infte

Fortsetzung. Sitzungsb. Kais. akad.

Wiss., Wien, IX, 1852, p. 473, pi. xvii; separate,

Wien, Gerold,

1852, VIII,

pp. 3-4.
Thri])s haemorrhoidalis

from Abhandl.

d.

Bremi, Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1855, pp. 313-315.
Zurich Gartenbau-Gesell., Ill, pp. 260-261.

Ileliothrips haemorrhoidalis

XVII,

Low, Verhandl.

Reprinted

d. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesellsch.,

Wien,

1867, p. 747.

Heliothrips haemorrhoidalis Boisduval, Ent. Hortic, 1867, pp. 233-235, fig. 32.
Heliothrips haemorrhoidalis Packard, 17th Ann. Rept. Mass. Bd. Agr., 1870, p.
263, pi. I, fig. 2; Injurious Ins. new and little known, p. 31.
Thrips adonidum Cook, 3d Ann. Rept. Pom. Soc. Mich., 1873-74, 1874, p. 501.
Ileliothrips haemorrhoidalis Packard, Half Hours with Ins.,
1881, pp. 118-119,
fig. 86.
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Ileliuthripn

Lekevre, Ent.,

Pergande, Pnyche,

XY,

III, 1882,
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381.

1882, p. 240.

Thrips haemorrlioidalis Feic, Pfirodopi.s zivocisstva, 1882, p. 113.
2d Kept. Ins. N. Y., 1885, pp. 29, 31, 38, 56.
Bull. Soc. Ent. Belgique, XXIX, 1885, p. lxx.
Helioihrips haemorrhaidalis
HdiotJtrlps adonidum Cameron, Trans. Nat. Hist. Soc. Glasgow (new ser. ), I,
Hellothrips huemorrhoidalis Lixtner,
,

1886, p. 301.
Ileliothripif liaemorrhoiduUi^

Targioni-Tozzetti, Cronaca entomcilogica dell

aiiiio,

1887, (1888), p. 5 (7).
Ileliothrips haemorrhoidalis

Jordan,

Zeit.

f.

Wissens. Zool.,XLVII, 1888,

]>p.

541-

620, pis. xxxvi-xxxviii.
Ilcliothripi^

harinorrhoidaUs Reuter, Meddal.

af.

8oc.

Fauna Flora Fenn., XYll,

1891, pp. 164-165.

Helioihrips haemorrhoidalls Uzel,

Mon.

d.

Ord. Thysanopt., 1895, pp. 168-170,

pi. VI, figs. 90-92.

TJirips {Heliothripn) haeniorrhoidalis

Frank, Die

tierparasitiiren Kranklieiten der

Pflanzen, 1896, p. 134.
Ildiothrips hiiemorrhoidalis Bufpa, Riv. Patol. Yeget., VII, No. 1-4, pp. 94-108;

continued, VII, Nos. 5-8, 1898, pp. 129-135,136-142.
Tumpel, Die Geradfiiigler Mitteleuropas, 1901,

Hellothrips luieinorrlioldalls

— Length 1.23 mm. (1,12 to 1.39 mm.);

]>.

290.

width of mesothorax
mm.). Color of head and thorax dark brown;
abdomen ^'^ellowi.sh brown, fading- at tip to brownish yellow. Entire
body and legs .showing reticulating chitinous thickenings, which are
heaviest upon the head, thorax, and anterior sides of abdomen.
Head
one-fourth wider than long, outline ver}- irregular and rough; cheeks
slightly concaved, narrowed abruptly near posterior edge into a short
neck; anterior margin strongly arcuate; dorsal surface of head bears
a few small spines, the bases of which appear li*ke small air bubbles
in the angles of reticulations; frons reticulated.
Ej^es protruding
considerably, strongl};' pustulated; three ocelli situated on sides of an
elevation between the eyes, separated considerably from margins of
eyes, pale yellowish, verj' faintly or not at all margined inwardly by
Mouth cone short, blunt, not i-eticulated;
crescentic pigmentation.
maxillary palpi three segmented, second segment longest; labial palpi
Anteunie twice as long as head; relative lengths of segments
short.
Female.-

0.30

mm.

(0.25 to 0.35

as follows:
1
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segments three to

four and the inner angle of six;
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live

faintly

unimlated.
]*r()thorax transverse, only

about three-fourths as long as head, but

nearly twice as wide as long, rounded at the angles; sides slightly concaved, bearing a few small spines, of which only the bright bases are
usually visible; reticulation heavy, but interrupted across the middle.

Mesothorax one and one-fourth times as wide as the prothorax;
reticulation upon mesonotum quite heavy, regular upon anterior half,
ui)on posterior half elongated toward a deep incision in the hind
margin of the plate, the longitudinal thickening becoming weaker.

Wings very
triangular, strongly reticulated.
broadened
abruptly at
abdomen,
of
tip
to
reaching
slender, not nearly
middle:
only
one
distinct
diameter
at
their
twice
than
base to more
oblique
l)ranch
short
to
costal
off
a
sends
this
and
longitudinal vein,
posterior
cpiite
long
sparse;
and
and
short
very
fringe
vein. Anterior
Mctanotum prominent,

heavy; no prominent spines upon veins. Legs rather short and thick;
pale yellowish, except coxse brownish; first and second pairs about
equally long; hind pair a little longer; all legs reticulated.

Aljdomen elongate-ovate, pointed at tip; dorsum reticulated; segments two to eight with irregular transverse brown line near front
edge of each. Spines upon abdomen mostly small and indistinct; most
prominent ones situated upon middle of dorsum of segments two to
eight, close to median line; these gradually increase in size posteriorly;
Color of abdomen varies from brownish
anal spines short and w^eak.
y(>llow to dark brown; last two segments usually much lighter but less
variable in color than rest of abdomen, being regularly brownish yellow tipped with dark brown.
Redescriljed from eight females.
Male unknown.

Germany this species is called "Black Fly."
Food plants. Aspidiuni, azaleas, Croton, dahlias,

In

—

ferns, Liliace^e,

Pellea hastata, Phhxc, pinks, verbenas, vines, etc.

Hahitat.

—England

(Walker, Cameron), German}^ (Bouche,

Bur-

meister, Bremi, Jordan, Bohls), Vienna (Heeger, Low), Finland (Reu-

United
Michigan.
ter).

States:

District of

Columbia, Iowa,

Massachusetts,

Life history unknown.
In

liis

original description

land of this species

is

Bouche

America.

states that

he believes the native

In both countries, however,

it

has

been found almost entirely confined to greenhouses and feeding upon
greenhouse plants.
It has been very injurious in some places.
Packard calls it "one of
our greatest pests in hothouses," and Cook records it as "one of the
worst pests around Detroit, at Adrian, and in the southern counties"
of Michigan.
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HELIOTHRIPS FASCIAPENNIS, new
Plate VI,

FeiiKiJe.

0.22

mm.

figs.
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species.

58-61.

— Length 0.92 mm. (0.90 to CO-imm.);
(0.22

dark l)rown.

width of mesothorax
and 0.23 mm.), (leneral color yellowish brown or
Head, thorax, and legs distinctly but not deeply

reticulated.

Head about one and

one-third times as wide as long; form rather

rectangular; front margin depressed at insertion of antenna^; cheeks

nearly straight.

Eyes dark,

(piite large,

prominent but

truding, margins lighter; ocelli present, approximate,

with dark crescentic margins, well removed from

two segmented.

ej'es.

hardl}" pro-

pale 3'ellow
Maxillarj^

Antenna? eight segmented, twice as
long as head: relative lengths of segments:
palpi small,

1

2
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yellow with brown shading at bases of bladders;
apines weak and light colored; hind coxa? large, approximate, and
about twice as long as wide.
At)donien elongated ovoid, about twice as long as wide; width of
segments graduall}' increasing up to the fourth, then decreasing gradtips; all tarsi pale

ually to tip; greatest width equal to about twice that of head; dark
line across segments one to eight irregular, conspicuous only on the

on segment one curving forward greatly in
faintly reticulated, but this is not
middle.
on last two segments short and
spines
specimen;
visil)le on darker
lightest along middle.
brown,
dark
to
brown
line; color yellowish
lighter specimen; that

Surface of

abdomen very

Described from two females.
Cotyjje.—OAt. No. 6330, U.S.N.M

Male unknown.
Food plants. Taken on grass.
Amherst, Massachusetts.
JIahltat.

—

—

HELIOTHRIPS FEMORALIS
Plate V,

figg. 55,

56; Plate VI,

HeHothrips femoralis Reuter, Meddel.

XVII,

af.

Reuter.

fig. 57.

Societas pro

Fauna

et

Flora Fennica,

1891, p. 166.

Pergande, Ins. Life, VII, No. 5, 1895, pp. 390-391.
Mon. d. ord. Thysanoptera, 1895, p. 170.
HeHothrips femoralis Bekgroth, Ann. Soc. Ent. Belgique, XL, 1896,
Ildiothnps

cestrl

IleUothrips femoralis Uzel,

Pt. 2, p. 67.

—

Female. Length 1.3 mm. (1.12 to 1.5 mm.); width of mesothorax
about one-fourth the body length. General color dark brown to 3'elEntire surface of body weakly
lowish brown, lighter at extremities.
but plainl}' reticulated.
Head two-thirds as long as broad, widest in front; anterior margin
depressed at insertion of antenna; vertex carinated; bases of antennas
separated by a prominence as high and nearly as wide as the first
antennal segment; two transverse wrinkles near back of head more
prominent than the others; behind the anterior one of these two the
longitudinal parts of the reticulations become very faint; spines upon
head .scattering and small. Eyes quite large, protruding anteriorly,
coarsely granulated; eyes and margins of ocelli bright, dark red by
reflected light; ocelli placed on sides and front of a distinct elevation
on top of head between eyes. Head light brown with light ^^ellowish
longitudinal stripe on each side between eye and ocelli.
Maxillary
palpi three segmented, short, small; labial palpi minute.
Antenna
eight segmented, slender, nearly three times as long as head; relative

lengths of segments as follows:
1

^

_3_

5

8.8

16.6

Segment one

^

12.2

5

6

7

8

11

S.i)

4.3

10.5

cylindrical, three-fourths as

broad as two, which

is
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barrel-shaped and animlated; remaining segments narrower than these

two and more elongated; three and four fusiform; seven and eight
nearl}' cylindrical; eight very slender; one, two, and three nearly
ooncolorous, light yellow with tinge of gray or ])rown on one and
two; four and iive light yellow in basal half, shading to light brown on
apical half: six, seven, and eight uniforudy chocolate ])rown; segments

two to live annulated; spines slender, light colored.
Prothorax transverse, about one-fifth wider than the head, twice as
wide as long and shorter than the head; sides round(Kl; without conMesothorax about one and two-thirds times
spicuously large spines.
as wide as the head; anterior angles prominent; mesonotum with deep
incision on posterior margin; metanotum with four spines standing in
Wings present, long, about one sixteenth
a square near its center.
as broad as long; fore wings broadened at base, with two longitudinal
veins, the second l)ranching from the first not far from the base of
Spines upon veins of fore wing stout, dark colored, and
the wing.
set at uniform distances; costa bears seventeen to twenty, fore vein
fourteen to seventeen, hind vein ten to thirteen, scale three to five
besides pair at its tip; spines on basal fourth of wing are light colored,
smaller and much less conspicuous; anterior fringe on both wings
fairly long and stout; posterior fringe long, slender, and dark colored.
Wings grayish brown to dark gra}", lighter between the longitudinal
veins; three nearly white cross bands; one across base before branching of veins, another at three-fourths the length of wing and the third
Legs: All tibise, tarsi, and fore femora yellow; midacross the tip.
dle and hind femora dark brown, yellow only at ends; spines upon
legs small and inconspicuous except ten to twelve on inner side of
hind

tibia?.

Abdomen broadly

ovoid, conical at tip, twice as wide as head; ovi-

segment split open above; segments
dark cross line near anterior edge. Two or three
spines on sides of each segment from two to eight, not conspicuous;
anal spines weak.
Color of abdomen yellowish brown to dark ])rown;
last two segments umch more 3"ellow, but shading to browni at poste-

positor long and slender; tenth

two

to eight with

rior edges.

This species has the power of springing.

No males

found.

—Ainarillis

sp., Aralia, Amm, Oestrum- nocturnum,
cucumber, Dracaena %^^. Eucharh grandip>ra,Fi(yus elastica.^ F. grandijiora^ Gardemia^ Gossypium, Hydrangea.,
M'ma lohata, moonflower, Panda?im^ Phoefiix, Rlchirdia aethiopiea.,

Food 2jlant8.

Chri/santheiim7n, Crinimi,

.,

tomato, Ylth.

—

Ilahlfat.
Helsingfors, Finland (Renter), United States: District of
Columbia; Amherst, Massachusetts.

Life historv unknown.
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HELIOTHRIPS FASCIATUS
Heliothripsfaxcidta

Pkkgande,

Ins. Life,

vol. xxvi.

Pergande.

VII, No.

5,

1895, pp. 391-392.

inm.
Body
imii.; width of mcsothorax ().:21>
General color dark brown.
Head about two-thirds as long as wide; cheeks straight; anterior
maro-in depressed at insertion of antenna; color uniformly l)rown.
Eyes small, black, not protruding; ocelli pale yellowish margined
with reddish. Mouth cone moderately long; maxillary palpi slender,
Antennte two and one-half times as long as head,
three segmented.

J^emal'.^heugth

1

faintly reticulated.

eight segmented; bases separated

by low elevation;

relative lengths of

segments:

12
4.5

9

3^^

_5_

JL

13

9.25

6.5

11

A A
3.5

Segment one rounded, wider than long; two

is

7.5

broadest, constricted

abruptly at base, broad at outer end; three and four are of similar
shape:, modioliform (uniformly constricted at each end with median
enlargement regular); outer end of five is quite broadly cut off; six
is abruptly constricted at base, outer half tapering gradually'; seven
nearly cylindrical; eight tapers gradually and bears one verj^ long,
One and two
slender hair at tip nearly as long as segment itself.
uniforml}^ brown, concolorous with head; three and four with light
l)rownish ring around middle of enlargements; remainder pale 3^ellowish, as is also basal half of live; rest of antenna brown; .spines around
middle of segments three and four and near end of live are long,
dark, and conspicuous.
Prothorax full}- twice as wide as long, slightl}^ wider at posterior
edge than at anterior, without conspicuous spines, colored like head.
Mesothorax widest at posterior edge; sides curving gradually inward
to anterior edge.
Metathorax as wide at front edge as mesothorax
is at hind edge, and its sides curve gradually to base of abdomen, so
pterothorax appears smoothly rounded. Wings present, extending to
tip of al)domen, slender except where broadened at base; tw^o longitudinal veins, the second branching from the first near the broadened
base; the fore vein then inclines toward the costal and runs contiguous
with it to tip of wing; the hind vein runs close to hind edge, but is distinct.
Costal spines twenty in number, very large and stout, nui"h
longer than the very weak fringe; fore vein bears four stout spines at
basal third and two not far from tip; hind vein bears five moderately
long spines; posterior fringes dark, heavy, and wavy.
Wings grayish brown, darkest over veins; fore wings at base and a rather broad
band at three-fourths their length transparently white, darkest brown
around the outer shaded portion. Legs of medium length; femora
and tibia^ dark brown except around outer ends of femora, and both
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extremities of tibiae pale yellowish;

tarsi

also yellowish,
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brownish

bearing quite a number of inconspicuous spines;
hind tibiie alone bearing stout spines at their tips.
Abdomen broadly ovate, pointed at tip, wider than thorax. Color
dark brown, somewhat lighter on last two segments. Anal spinels

around

tips; legs

weak, especially on last two segments; the few spines on sides of segments two to eight are inconspicuous.
Redescribed from one specimen at U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Division of Entomology.

Male not known.
Food plan is. Orange leaf infested with Asjjidiotus auranUi.

—

(Prob-

ably not feeding on scale.)
Ilahltat.

— Yuba Coiint}^,

California.

Life history unknown.

Genus

PARTHENOTHRIPS

Uzel.

The body, principally the head and prothorax, with deeply
lated structure.

Head broader than long, with

a

reticu-

hump in front between

the eyes; cheeks swollen, constricted into a short neck at hind edge.

Eves protruding;

ocelli present.

Antennte seven segmented, very

two segments; style one segmented, hair-like,
as long as the sixth segment and bearing a slender hair of equal length
Upon the third to the sixth segments, separated from each
at the ti}).
other, there are alwaj's two sense cones.
Maxillary palpi two segmented, the second segment being distinctly longer than the first.
slender except the first

Prothorax plainly shorter than the head, uneven, ])roadened posterione long spine upon each hind angle.
Legs unarmed.
Wings very broad and long, so that the}^ reach be3^ond the end of the
abdomen. The fore wings have the form of a "" cake-knife;" their surface is reticulated and there appears to be only one longitudinal vein
and a ver}" strongly developed ring vein. The vein arising from the
base of the wing bends forw^ard at the first fourth of the length of the
wing and unites with the unusuall}^ strong ring vein from that point,
while the hind vein, branching from the main vein at this point, bends
toward the hind edge of the wing and runs parallel to it, but remains
distinct.
The fore fringe has disappeared and its place is taken by the
stout costal spines.
The hind vein is set with stout spines at regular
intervals.
Beyond the first fourth the wing is somewhat narrower
than at the basal fourth.
The front edge is nearly straight and the hind
edge bending forward unites with it to form a sharp point. The last
two abdominal segments are distincth" naiTowed in the females. The
spines at the end of the abdomen are weak and light.
The species
belonging here have the power of springing.
I have found only the species dracaense of this genus.

orly, with

1
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PARTHENOTHRIPS DRACiENiE
Plate VI,

figs.

IMtothrips dracxnx Heeger, Sitzungsb.

<1.

62-65.

math.-naturw. Classed,

Wissensch., Wien,

XIV, December,

Naturgeschichte

Insecten Osterreichs, pp. 3-7.

d.

(Heeger).

kais.

draamx Kegel, Bull, phys.-mathem. Acad. Sciences,
XVI, 1858, pp. 333-336; Melang biolog., II, 6, pp. 628-633.

Akad.

d.

Beitrage znr

Separata.

1854., p. 365.

St.

Petersburg,

IMiothrips dracxnx v. Frauenfeld, Verhandl. d. k. k. zool.-bot.
XVII, Zool. Miscellen, XIII, 1867, pp. 793-801.

Gesellsch.,

Thrips

HeUothrips dracsense Pergande, Psyche, III, 1882, p. 381.
VII, 1888, pp. 541-620
Parthenofhrips dracima; Jordan, Zeit. f. Wiss. Zool.,

XL

(Biological part).

Parthenothripa dracsenx Reuter,

Meddel

af.

Soc.

Fauna

et Flora Fennica,

XVII,

1891, p. 166.

IMloihripH dracxnir Trybom,

En torn.

Tidskrift, 15 Arg.,

Haft

1-2, 1893, pp.

56-58.
Pitrtbenothrips
figs.

dracxnx Uzel, Mon.

12-14; pi. VI,

fig.

d.

Ord. Thysanopt., 1895, pp. 171-173,

pi.

ii,

93.

Parihenothrips dracpenx TtJMPEL, Die Geradfliigler Mitteleuropas, 1901, p. 291.

— Length

about 1.15 mm.; width of mesothorax about
General color dusky yellow, more or less strongly shaded
Head, thorax, and wings
with brown, especially upon the abdomen.
covered with more or less clearly defined reticulating ridges.
Head widest in front through the eyes, four-fifths as wide as length;
general shape quadrangular above, though front margin is somewhat
elevated in middle; heavily reticulated; cheeks straight, but abruptly
Female.

0.28

mm.

constricted at hind edge, neck-like; color quite

low.

Eyes black, very strongly protruding

uniform brownish

yel-

at fore angles; a slight

depression surrounds each eye; ocelli small, approximate, with dark

red margins contiguous, situated upon a slight elevation between the
eyes and well removed from them.

Maxillary palpi two segmented,
more slender than the first.
Antenni^ seven segmented, very slender bej^ond second segment,
about two and one-half times as long as the head; relative lengths of
segments:
the second segment being longer and

1

_2_

5

9.7

Segment one nearly

^

jl

_5^

_6_

J__

20.5

17

16.5

14.3

13.5

narrower than
and about
one-half the diameter of two, faintly ringed; seven very slender and
bearing at its tip a still more slender spine, which may be nearly as long
as the segment.
Segments one and two slightly more dusky yellow
than three to five; five is shaded with brown at its tip; six and seven
brown or gray -brown.
Prothorax transverse, fully twice as wide as long and about twothirds as long as the head, wider behind than in front; sides somewhat

two, which

is

spherical, fully as long as broad,

thickest; three to six subequal in thickness
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rounded; surface reticulated like head and concolorous with it; one
Fterothorax on dor.sal line only twostout spine at each hind angle.
thirds as long* as wide, one and one-fourth times as wide as prothorax;
metathorax nearly as wide as mesothorax; color of ptero thorax somewhat more ^^ellow than head and prothorax; mesonotal phitc deeply
incised in middle ])ehind; reticulations converging to anterior end of
Wings very long and about one-tenth as l)road. overthis incision.
reaching the abdomen considerably; form and venation unique; fore
wings somewhat longer and a])Out one and one-half times as broad as
the hind wings; their front edge runs straight clear to the tip; the

hind edge runs nearly parallel to

it till

near the end, where

it

curves

forward to join the fore edge at the tip; the entire wing is bounded
by one very heavy ring vein. There appears to be only one longitudinal vein; this at about basal fourth of w^ing curves forward to the
costal vein, which it joins;'^' then it curves backward and runs parallel
with and quite close to the hind edge till it joins the ring vein before
The costa bears no fringe, but is set with numerous stout
the tip.
spines as is also the longitudinal vein; hind edge bears a double fringe
of long hairs; surfac^e of fore

are three rather faint

brown

wing shows

faint reticulation.

There

spots on fore edge, the darkest being

and one longer spot on hind edge;
the others.
Legs
concolorous with body, finely reticulated; hind coxiB approximate;
fore femora brownish yellow, the others brown, 3'ellowish at extremities; tibiae and tarsi concolorous with second segment of antennae;
tarsi tipped with dark brown; spines very weak and light colored.
Abdomen distinctly wider than thorax and broadly joined to it;

where the fore vein joins the

costa,

spines standing in these spots are

much darker than

about twice as long as broad, ovoid, pointed at tip; general color
brown or yellowish brown; last three segments yellow; sometimes
the sides of each segment are much more 3'ellow than its brown central
area; anterior edge of segment one is curved forward very abruptly

middle forming a rounded apex to the dorsal plate; prominent
dark stripe on anterior edges of three to seven; anal spines weak and

in the

light.

Redescribed from five females taken in Amherst, Massachusetts, on
Kentia and J^/'ck.s. I have no male, but Heeger saj's:
The abdomen in males is distinctly more slender than in
3fale.
females; is yellow-brown, thinly chitinized; about twice as long as the
meso and metathorax together; almost cylindrical, with tapering anal
extremity naked, set with some long bristles only at the hinder edge

—

;

of the last three

Foodjjlant.s.

abdominal segments.
Dr'acsentt, Ficus elastica^ Kentia halinorlna.

—

«I believe that the fore vein coincides with the costal from the spot where they
the cross vein being more apparent than real, and that the vein v.hicli runs
parallel with and close to the hind edge is really the hind vein.

johi,

Proc. N.

M,

yol.

xxyi— 02

12
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llabUat.—W iennn (Heeger,

v.

vol. xxvi.

Frauenfeld), Finland (Renter),

St.

Bohemia (Uzel), United
Petersbnro- (Kegel), (lerniany (Jordan, Bohls),
Amherst,
Massachusetts.
Columbia;
States: Washington, District of
early stages are described as follows:
^^^^/._The eggs are nearly membranous, greenish white, elongateovate, -i's'" long, half as broad.
Zarva.—ljSiVVse are milky white, nearly cylindrical; only the last
three abdominal segments taper gradually to a blunt point; they are

The

about li'" long, t as thick. The head is inverted conical, a little more
slender hut noticeably longer than the breadth of the al)domen; mouth
Eyes are on the
parts are thin, horviy, yellowish, pointed, snout-like.
sides of the head, circular, not raised; relatively large and clear red.
The antennte are thread-like, white with gray points, five segmented,

somewhat longer than the head;

first

three segments small, cup-shaped,

of equal size; fourth, spindle-shaped, about as long as first three
together; fifth is gray, conical, very pointed, somewhat longer than

the fourth.
is somewhat longer than the antennas, swollen, fiat
prothorax is rounded-triangular, somewhat shorter than the
pterothorax, the segments of which are grown together, and are
The legs are close together, with
elongated-rectangular and rounded.
very large coxse; nearly as long as the antennae; middle pair noticeably shortest, hind pair longest; femoi'a shorter and thicker than tibi;e,
which are cylindrical; tarsi very short, indistinctly two segmented.
Abdomen spindle-shaped, nearly as broad and somewhat more than
twice as long as the entire thorax; the nine segments are hardly per-

The thorax

beneath

;

ceptibly marked, equally long and set at sides with single,

knobbed

hairs.

—

Nyiiqtli or p>q>"The nymphs in the last days before their transformation are whitish, fusiform; their eyes are raised, round, and
red; antennae indistinctly eight segmented, laid back over the head
near one another; wing sheaths lying at the sides of the abdomen,

edge of the sixth segment
and set with many transparent, white hairs, as is also the spindleshaped abdomen; the hind edge of the next to the last and the end of
the last segment set with single, knobbed hairs.

slender, bottle- shaped, reaching to the fore

Genus THRIPS Linnseus.
Ocelli present.
Antennas seven segmented (style one segmented).
Maxillary palpi three segmented. Prothorax regularly somewhat
longer than the head; two long spines alwaj^s present upon its pos-

Fore legs usually unarmed. Wings usually present,
moderately broad, with fore fringe developed and veins set with short
terior angles.

spines.

The

species belonging here have the

power of springing.

NORTH AMERICAN

NO. 1310.

Althoug-h this

is
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the largest genus of the order, I have here found

but two species which I can place in
distinguished by their colors.

These two may

it.

])e

easily

Head brown, thorax reddish l)rown, al)domen yellow or gray-hrown. perjHej'us{Y).
Color uniformly light yellowish varying to brownish yellow

THRIPS TABACI

184).

tahaci (p. 179).

Lindeman.

ONION THRirs.
Plate VII,
f Liittofhrips trilicl

Packard,

2(1

figs.

69-71.

Ann. Rept.

Ins. of Mass., 1872, pp. .5-8, 2 tigs.;

19th Ann. Rept. Secy. Mass. Bd. Agr. for 1871, pp. 333-3.36, 2 figs.; reprinted
in 9th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Geog. Surv. Territories for 187.5, pp. 742-744,
pi. Lxvii, figs. 3-5.

Thrips on onion plants, Shipley, Bull.

10, IVIiscell.

Information Roy. Gardens,

1887, p. 18.
Tlirips tiibaci

Lindeman, Die schadlichsten Insekten des Talmk

in Bessarabien,

1888, p. 15, 61-75.

Thaxter, Ann. Rept. C^onn. Exp. Sta. for 1889, 1889, p.
Riley-Howard, Insect Life, III, 1891, p. .301.
Thrips tahaci Ritzema Bos, Tierische Schtidlinge und Niitzlinge,
Thrips

sp.

Thrips

sp.

180.

1891, pp. 577,

578.

Thrips tahaci Targioni-Tozzetti, Animali ed Insetti del Tobacco in Erbal del

Tobacco Secco, 1891, pp. 222-224.
sp. Lintner, Count. Gent., LVII, Oct.

Thrips

27, 1892, p.

809; Abstract in 9th

Rept. Ins. N. Y., p. 445.
Limothrips sp. Baker, Amer. Florist, VII, 1892, p. 168, fig.
Thrii)s striata ? Gillette, Ann. Rept. Col. Exp. Sta. for 1892, 1892,
Thrips on onions, Webster, Ins. Life, V, 1892, p. 127.
Thrips striatvs Ctillette, Bull. 24, Col. Exp. Sta., 1893, pp. 13-15,
Thrips striatus Riley-Howard, Ins. Life, VI, 1893, pp. 4-5, 343.

p. 36.

figs. 11, 12.

Thrips striatus ? Gillette, 5th Ann. Rept. Col. Agr. Exp. Sta. for 1892, 1893,
p. 36; 6th Ann. Rept. Col. Agr. Exp. Sta. for 1893, p. 55.
Onion Thrips, Smith, Ann. Rept. N. J. Agr. Col. Exp. Sta. for 1893, 1894, p. 441.
Limothri])s tritici Webster, Ins. Life, VII, 1894, p. 206.
Thrips alia Sirrine and Lowe, Bull. 83, N. S., N. Y. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1894, pp.

680-683,

pi. II.

Thrips alia Webster, Ohio Farmer, Aug.

Nov.

7,

2,

1894, p. 97; Aug.

2.3,

1894, p. 157;

1894, p. 373.

Thrips alia Sirrine and Lowe, 13th Ann. Rept. N. Y. Exp. Sta. for 1894, 1895,
pp. 758-760, pi.
Thrips aim Osborn-Mally, Bull. 27,

Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., 1895, pp. 139-142.
Thrips tahaci Pergande, Ins. Life, VII, 1895, pp. 392-395.
Limothrips tritici Web.ster, Bull. 58, Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta., 1895, pp. xxxiiixxxiv, fig. 3; also in Ins. Life, VII, 1895, p. 206.
Thrips communis Uzel,
fig.

Mon.

d.

Ord. Thysanoptera, 1895,

pji.

176-179, pi. vi,

100.

Mon. d. Ord. Thysanoptera, 1895, p. 447.
Slingerland, Rural New Yorker, LV, 1896, p. 561.
tahaci P'rank, Die tierparasitiiren Krankheiten der Pflanzen, 1896,

Thrips tahaci Uzel,
ThrijJS tahaci

Thrips
}).

?

134.

Thrips sp. near (abaci Davis, Special Bull.

2,

Mich. Agr. Exp.

Sta., 1896, p. 13.
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vol. xxvi.

102.
Thrips on cabbages, Smith, Economic Ent., 1896, p.
Sta. for 1896, 1897.
Thrips on cucumber, Britton, 20th Kept. Conn. Exp.
St. Exp. Sta. for 1896, 1897, pp.
Y.
N.
Kept.
Ann.
15th
Sirrine,
tabaci
Thrips

?
?

612-613.

Onion Thrips, Sirrine, Bull. 115, N. Y. Exp. Sta., 1897, p. 70.
Onion Thrips, Slingerl.^nd, Rural New Yorker, May 8, 1897, p. 309.
Nat. Hist., 1898,
Thrips tahaci Lintner, 51st Ann. Kept. N. Y. St. Mus.

p. 363;

3:^^3.
Separata, 13th Kept. Inj. Ins. N. Y., 1898, p.
Exp. Sta., l"-8, p. 44.
T/irips .s<n«iM.s Gillette, Bull. 47, Col.

Thrips tabaci Quaintance, Bull. 46, Fla. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1898, pp. 103-114, figs.
10-12.
Thrips tabaci Howard, Yearbook, IT. S. Dept. Agr. for 1898, 1899, pp. 142, 143,
fig.

27.

Thrips tabaci Pettit, Bull. 175, Mich. Exp. Sta., 1899, pp. 343-345, figs. 1,2.
Remedies, variThrips tabaci Quaintance, Bull. 20, N. S., U. S. Dept. Agr., p. 59.

ous authors, 1899, p. 60.
Thrips tabaci Webster-Mally, Bull. 20, N.

S., U. S. Dept. Agr., 1899, pp. 67-70.
Thrips in Greenhouses, Fernald-Hinds, Bull. 67, Mass. Exp. Sta., 1900, pp. 9-12.
Thrips communis TIjmpel, Die Geradfli'igler iNlitteleuropas, 1901, p. 293.

Thrips tabaci

Garman,

Bull. 91,

Thrips tabaci Webster, Journ.
4

Kentucky Exp. Sta., 1901, pp. 42-45.
Columbus Hort. Soc, XVI, 1901, No.

3,

7 pp.,

figs.

Thrips tabaci Hinds, Proc. 17th Ann. Conv. Soc. Amer. Florists, 1901, pp. 90-92.

—

Female. Length about 1.1 iinn.; width about one-fourth the length.
Color quite uniformly light 3^ellowi.sh varying to brownish yellow.
Head one-fifth wider than long; cheeks slightly arched behind the
eyes; frons slight!}' arcuate between them; occiput indistinctly transversely striated; hairs

upon the head few and minute; eyes not pro-

truding, coarsely granulated, very dark red

b}'

reflected light, black

by transmitted light, sparsely pilose; ocelli sul>approximate, standing
well back to the line of the hinder edge of the eyes but posterior
ocelli not contiguous with margins of eyes; color light j^ellow, margined inwardl}^ with light brown crescents. Maxillary palpi three
segmented; first and third segments equally long, second shorter.:
Antennie seven segmented; relative lengths of segments as follows:

J^

^

3

^

5

6

7

4.4

8.7

11.1

10

8.6

10.6

4

Segment one short and globose; two barrel-shaped; three

to

fivej

pedunculate, elongated ovoid; five joined by moderately broad surfacel
to base of six which tapers

somewhat

f i"om

end; seven tapering slightly, blunt at apex.

its

middle to

Segment one

its

apical

lightest

in

and seven uniformly light grayish!
brown; three light brownish yellow; four and five colored like three at
their bases l)ut apices nearl}^ as dark as six.
Prothorax as long as head, one-half wider than long; pronotum,
indistinctly transversely striated and sparsely clothed with small
spines; each hind angle bears a pair of very stout, conspicuous spines.

color, clear light yellow; two, six,

[
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and between these pairs, along- the liind edge of pronotuni. stands a
row of three smaller spines on each side. Metathorax one-third wider
than prothorax; nietanotal plate bears a few small spines.
Wings
about one-fourteenth as broad as long, slightly colored with light
yellow; costal fringe of fore wings composed of short, stout bristles
intermixed with a row of shorter spines. Fore longitudinal vein bears
from ten to twelve spines arrang-ed in three groups, as follows: Two
groups upon the basal half of vein, the first of three or four spines,
the set'ond group of three, and beyond the middle of the wing four to
six spines scattered at considerable distances along the vein to its tip;

when

onl}'

four are present in last group the}' stand at nearly equal

distances apart; hind vein bears

from fourteen to seventeen spines.
may be seen between the for(> vein

Occasionally one or two cross veins

and the costal at about one and two-thirds its length, ])ut usually they
are not present; hind vein arises from fore vein at about the middle
Hairs composing posterior fringes on })oth
of second group of spines.
wings are long, slender, wav}', and light colored. Legs concolorous
with bod}" or somewhat lighter, quite long- and slender; second segments of tarsi much longer than first; spines on inner side of hind
tibia' weak, except the pair at its extremity; legs sparcel}' clothed
with fine hairs.

Abdomen

as wide, or slightly wider,

than the mesothorax, about

twice as long as wide; each dorsal plate of segments two to eight

marked near

its anterior edge with a narrow, transverse line of dark
chestnut-brown color, widest at its middle and tapering gradually
toward the sides, disappearing at the upper edge of the groups of
three to five short spines which stand upon these segments just abo^'e
the pleural plates.
Posterior edge of ninth segment bears a circlet of

eight long, stout spines, most prominent dorsally; terminal segment

bears six spines which are nearly as long as the preceding; besides
these long spines both of these segments bear a

few

finer spines.

Redescribed from many specimens.
Male.
"Head and abdomen yellowish white; thorax yellow. The
first two antennal segments white, the third at the end very weakly,
the fourth and fifth more strongly shaded with g-ray the sixth is gray,
at the base or even to the middle white; the seventh segment entirely

—

;

Wings present."
Food jjldnts. Apple,

gray.

—

cabbag'e,
foil,

— Uzel.
aster (cultivated), blanket fiower, blue grass,

candytuft, catnip, cauliflower, celery, chickweed, cinque-

clover, coneflower, crab-grass,

Ericjeron

cucumber, dandelion,

honeysuckle, Jamestown

weed, jimson, kale, melons, mignonette,

mullein, nasturtium, onion, parsle}', pink, plum,
eral species,

pumpkin, Jiuhxs sev-

shepherd's purse, SpeciUaria., squash, stonecrop, sweet

clover, timoth}', tobacco, tomato, turnip, wheat.

I

ErccJitJiitcs^

canadensis, four-o'clock, garden leek, goldenrod, heal-all,
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— Russia

(Liiuloinau),

England (Shipley),

Italy (Targioni-

Bohemia, Helgoland (Uzel), Bornuida, United States: Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Long Island, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Distriet of Colunil)ia, Virginia, Florida, Kentucky, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, southern Canada, Colorado, CaliTozzctti),

fornia.

Quaintance" as follows:
mm.; in shape the ^gg is
Fresh eggs are clear white. In eggs with

The

early stages are described ])y

Egcj.

— Length

0.26 ram.; width

O.li!

elliptical and curved.
ad\anced embryos, the reddish eyes are distinctly visible.
Larva, frd stage. (About one-half hour after hatching). Length,
0.38 mm.; width of thorax, 0.14 mm.; somewhat fusiform in shape;
gradually tapering caudad from fourth or iifth al)dominal segment;
Head in dorsal
body, legs, and antennte clear white; eyes reddish.

—

aspect about as })road as long; the e3^es are situated at the cephalic
In cephalic aspect the head is seen to be
lateral margins; no ocelli.

considerably produced

— ventrad and caudad;

suboval in outline.

The

four jointed antenna? are borne upon the vertex, and are approximate at
base.

Basal joint short, cylindrical, about half the length of second;

second segment sul)pyriform, slightly longer than wide; third subspherical, about as long as ^eco.id; fourth joint as long as the proxi-

mal three together, club-shaped, thickest neai" the basal third, tapering
distally to a point.
Joints three and four ringed; in the distal part
of four these are much more pronounced, dividing it into what might
be taken ioY short, indistinct segments. The antenntB bear setw, which
are much more numerous on fourth joint.
Legs stout; coxa and
trochanter short; femur al)out as long as tibia and tarsus together.
The tarsus appears to be composed of but one joint, which terminates
distally in two diverging claw-like processes; the bladder-like expansion on tip of tarsus does not seem to be present in tliis stage.
Abdomen composed of ten segments; on the dorsum are four longitudinal
acute sette, and a row on each lateral margin.
On the tenth segment
these setie are ([uiti^ large, being from two to four times longer than
the others.

Jfafure larva (second stage).
a])out fifth

—

Length 0.94 nun.; width of mesoBody elongate; abdomen tapering caudad from
segment. Head slightly longer than wide.
Color green-

thorax 0.22

mm.

varying to greenish white. Legs and antennte lighter; eyes
brown; ocelli wanting. Setae practically as in stage 1.

ish yellow,

reddish

Antennic four-jointed;* basal joint short, cylindrical; second, subcylindrical, about twice as long as tirst.
Third joint a fourth longer
"Quaintancc, Bull. 46, Fla. Agr. Exp. Sta.
"Lindeinan regards the antennje as six jointed, but to me joint four has not
appeared to allow of being considered as made up of three joints, although there are
four more or less well-defined parts, as determined by the rings, which, if considered
as joints, would make seven in all, instead of six."
''
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nuiTow "neck," rather
proximal three together,
Antenna' bearing seta? much more
chib-shaped, ringed as in stage 1.
numerous on fourth joint. Tarsi without the pronounced claw-like
tluin

second; .subpyrifonn, united to second

closel}'

Fourth, about as

ringed.

structures of the

1>y

lono- as

In other respects essentially as in pre-

tirst stage.

ceding stage.
Xijiiiph

{ahoiit

tico

less;

eyes reddish.

old).

d(fyj^

niesothorax about 0.15

mm.;

—Length

about 0.7 mm.; width of

color yellowish, varying to almost color-

somewhat separated from the body

Pu])a-skin

proper, being particularly noticeable in the caudal end of the abdomen,

In these two latter the joints are very

wing-pads, legs, and antennte.

them

obscure, the pupa-skin covering

as a sheath.

seta^

on the bod}', antemue,

legs,

The wing-pads

There are numerous

reach to about the eighth abdominal segment.

and wing-pads.

On

the

abdomen
The

they have practically the same position as in the adult larva.

nymphs

dorsal setje of the last segment in the

are ver}^ stout, almost

hook-like, curving cephalad.
Z//('

111

dorij.

— Dr.

are so different

Lindeman's conclusions, quoted by Dr. Lintner,
from those which have been reached by workers upon

the same species in this country that

we

are led to suspect that he has

confused the early stages of very different species.
In Massachusetts, using specimens found infesting a cucumber house

January and February, I have found that the ^^^ stage varies from
Pupation takes place in seven or eight days and
lasts for nearly a week, when the adults emerge and after a few days
lay their eggs.
The whole life cycle in a greenhouse thus occupies
from three to four weeks.
In Florida Quaintance found that the ^^g stage lasts in summer
from three and a half to four days; the larval stage from seven to nine
days, during which time the larva molted twice; the nymph stage four
days, the total life cycle thus requiring about sixteen days.
There
appeared to be no distinct broods at any season.
Ill Ohio Professor Webster has found that this species hibernates
in larval, pupal, and adult stages, the tirst i^redominating, being found
in matted grass or refuse tops left in the onion fields, and that they
safely passed through winters when the temperature fell to —23 to
in

four to seven days.

— 2.5

degrees F.

Keonomie considerations.
to

— Dr.

record the ravages of the

thrljjs tritici Fitch,

A.

S.

Packard,

in 1872,

"Onion Thrips," which he

believing

it

to

was the first
Limo-

called

be identical with the

"Wheat

While Dr. Packard's description is unidentifiable, it is suffi
cient to show that the insect was not Thrips tritici Fitch, nor did it
belong to the genus Limothrijjs. Furthermore, Packard states that
the antenna consists of eight segments, which would separate it from
TJirips tahaci^ which has only seven.
Still the injury recorded is so
like that which is known to hav(^ been committed by T/irips tahacl at

Thrips."
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various times that I have included a reference to it under this species,
its correctness is questionable.
Dr. Packard found that this insect has been observed attacking onions

thouo-h

for fifteen j^ears previously, but the damage in 1872 was unusually
severe in Essex County, Massachusetts, amounting that year to at
least one-tenth of the crop, and having a money value in that one

county of at least $10,000.
In 18S9, Dr. Thaxter found the Onion Thrips generally distributed
and ver}' injurious to onions in Connecticut, the injury produced ))eing

i<nownas "White Blast."
The next report of very serious injury was made by Prof. C. P.
Gillette from Colorado, where for several seasons it had been noticed
It has also been found
as very abundant and doing considerable harm.
a serious pest all through the Middle States and in several of the
This shows its
Atlantic coast States as well as on the Pacific coast.
very wide general distribution, and since its attacks seem to be most
severe upon onions and cabbages two important garden crops it

—

must be considered

as,

—

perhaps, the most injurious species of the order.

THRIPS PERPLEXUS
Plate VI,
Sericothrlps? perpZea,-a

figs.

(Beach).

66-68.

Beach, Proc. Iowa Acad. Sciences, 1895,

III, (1896), pp.

216-218.

—

Female. Length 0.935 mm. (0.80 to 1.0 mm.); width of mesothorax 0.197 mm. (O.IS to 0.21 mm.). General color: head brown and
thorax reddish orange-brown, very much darker than the pale yellow
or gray-brown abdomen; body slender.

Head very

large,

somewhat pentagonal, approximate!}^

as long as

broad or but slightly shorter, almost as large as prothorax, within

which

it

is

slightly

withdrawn; cheeks

nearl}^ straight

and

parallel;

anterior margin broadly elevated; without special prominences between

bases of antenna?; occiput transversely wrinkled; without conspicuous
spines.

Eyes black, not protruding, together occupying about one-

half the width of the head, margins lighter colored; ocelli conspicuous,

large and well separated, placed far forward, all three being in front
of the middle of the eyes, reddish yellow with maroon inward margins;

\.

ocellar bristles moderately long.

Maxillary palpi three segmented,
Antennae fully twice as long as head, subapproximate; relative lengths
of segments:

12

6.6

7.6

3
10.4

4
12

5

6

7

8.8

13

6.1

Segment one broader than two which is intermediate in thickness
between one and three; three and four thickest at about their middle
then tapering gradually to the ends; seven bluntly conical.
Spines

j

j

I
•
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long and slender, but not very eonspicuoiis; those on three to tive
the niidcUe than usual.
Color of one, two, live, six, and seven

ne:ir(>i'

blown

and four pale yellowish or gray; four shaded
brown, increasing toward tip; basal constriction of live

like head; three

slightlv with

yellowish.

Frothorax not longer and but very slightly wider than the head,
nearly square, without stout spines upon fore angles but with two

Mesothorax about one and one-half

long spines at each hind angle.

times as AV'de as head, slightly wider than luetathorax; greatest Avidth
at

hind

edge;

color

or orange-brown.

reddish

Wings reaching

usually beyond the tip of al)donien, al)out one-seventeenth as broad as
long; fore w:ing with

two longitudinal

veins; the origin of

tlie

hind

vein indistinct; neither vein heavy; costa set with about twenty quite

long spines l)esides the fringe hairs; fore vein bears ten to twelve

weak spines and the hind vein about thirteen similar spines.
Legs I'ather short; fore femora slightly thickened; yellow to graybrown, bases of bladders dark brown; spines small except ros\' of
eight or nine on inner side of hind tibite.
Abdomen nearly cylindrical and long, two and two-thirds times as
long as wide; but vei y slightly wider than mesothorax; last three
segments very short and tapering Aery al>ruptly to the acute apex.
Color pale yellowish or grayish brown, Aery much lighter than thorax
and head; ninth and tenth segments shading to ])roAvn-black; intersegmental membranes pale yelloAvish or gray. Segments not overlapping; receptaculum seminis placed far back beneath eighth dorsal
rather

plate,

bright orange-red;

very conspicuous,

vestigial; tenth

segment

split

ovipositor indistinct,

open above and sides

nearl}"

meeting

beneath; anal spines long, slender, not A^ery dark.

Redescribed from seven females taken on grass at Amherst, Massachusetts.

Male unknown.

—

Food plants. Cyperus sp., corn and grass
ata^ Panicnm sanguinale., and various other

(Iowa), Dactylis glomer-

grasses (Massachusetts).

— Ames, loAva;

Amherst, Massachusetts.
These specimens haAe been compared Avith Miss Beach's
Ilah'itat,

are identical.

The

vestigial

tA'pes

and

condition of the OAnpositor. however,

misled her into thinking her specimens

all

males, whereas thcA' are

really all females.

This species

is

exceptional

functional ovipositor, but

it

among
is

the Terebrantia in lacking a

surely vestigial in this case.

The

eggs are very large, Avhile the ovipositor is disproportionately short
and Aveak, and it seems that it must be impossible for this species to
In this respect they thus shoAv a
its eggs in the plant tissue.
divergence toward the Tubulif era, Avhich lay their eggs Avholly exterdeposit
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vol. xxvi.

seems probal)le that the so-called ''rod" of the Tul)uovipositor.
'Phe wing
lifeian female is but the vestig-e of a former
nearest
the prim^Eolothripidfe
come
the
that
indicates
venation also
diverged
farthest
from thehave
Thheothripida?
that
itive form and
This
between.
species
in
is
somewhere
I'hripidie
the
type, with
one
of
the
possibly
being
guideas
interest
considerable
of
therefore
posts to the phyllogeny of the order Thysanoptera.
It also

nullv.

CHARACTERS OF TUBULIFERA (PLCEOTHRIPID7E).
of this suborder agree so closely in general characters
that they have all been included in the single faudly Phloeothripida?.
They are, as a rule, considerably larger and more powerfully formed

The members

than the Terebrantia, some of them being the giants of the order.
In the insects belonging to this suborder the head is always as long
In most of those
as broad, and may be two or three times as long.
front
is smoothly
heads
the
short
species which have comparatively

rounded, but in those having ver}'
considerably elevated, in
conical projection of

The eyes

some

much

elongated heads the vertex

cases even

the vertex

is

forming a very prominent

beyond the bases of the

and number of

antennte.

Ocelli are gen-

widely in size
The cheeks are usually nearl}^ straight and parallel,
some species set with more or less numerous spine-bearing
Nearly every species has a pair of well-developed spines standvarj^

facets.

erally present.

and

in

warts.

ing immediateh^ behind the eyes, and therefore called post-ocular
The antennas are invariabl}^ eight segmented in the adult
spines.
stage and the sense cones on the intermediate segments are always
simple.

The mouth cone

varies in form, being in

some

species short

and blunt, and none of the external parts are acute at the tips; in
others the labrum is abruptly constricted beyond the middle, its end
forming a sharp spine-like process, which reaches beyond the broadly
rounded lal^ium; in still others the entire mouth cone, labium and
all, is

elongated and tapers to a quite slender tip, which, how^ever,

These different forms of mouth cone have been
thought to possess a generic value in classification, but my studies
thus far have led me to the conclusion that too high a value has
been placed upon this single character. The maxillary palpi have
always two segments, of which the basal is very short, and the labial
palpi are also two segmented, though frequently they are short
and indistinct.
The prothorax has, in most cases, a trapezoidal form, and this is

is

not spine-like.

especially noticeable in those species

much

enlarged.

The

in

which the fore femora are

regularity of the outline of this trapezoid

is,

however, more apparent than real, as will be seen by reference to Plates
VIII, IX, and X. The projecting fore coxae fill in the hind angles
so smoothly that in manj^ cases careful focusing is necessary to show
that the outline is not entirely that of the prothorax alone.
The pro-

iWiaio.
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of conspicuous,

fore femora are fretjuently oivatly cnlaro-ed, and

the case there will be found

upon

tlu>

tore tarsus a

more

In most species the femoia and tarsal
or less stout tooth or hook.
The j)t(>rothorax is
teeth are larj^vr in the males than in the females.

very compact and nearly- rectangular in outline. The wings, which
They
arc usually present, are all very similar in form, venation, etc.
are either (juite slender throughout or somewdiat constricted near the
They have almost no ^eins, (here
middle, and are rounded at the tips.
being no ring or cross veins, and only one partially developed median
Along the margins of each wing there is born(^ a

vein in each wing.

long, slender fringe,

which

is

single except near the outer end of the

hind margin of the fore wing, where

it is

double for a short distance.

The membrane of each wing lacks microscopic spines such as are
found upon tlie wings of Terebrantia. When brought to rest the
wings are laid back closely upon the middle of the abdomen, so that
they o^'erlap in their second halves. They are here held in place, and
the long, slender fringes confined by the rows of inwardly curved
spines which stand upon each side of the second to seventh segments.
In some species the wdngs are reduced to short, rounded pads, while
in others

even these are wanting.

The abdomen is very similar in both sexes, except that in the male
it is usually more slender, especially through the sixth, seventh, and
The female has no ovipositor. The sexual opening
eighth segments.
is between the ninth and tenth segments in both males and females.
The last segment is a simple tul)e in ])otli sexes and at its base, beneath,
The female is distinare found the distinctive sexual characters.
guished by a short, strongly chitinized rod upon the ninth segment
The male is
near the l)ase of the tube which is regidar and entire.
distinguished

l)y

a semicircular notch in the ])ase of

the underside

opening for the protrusion of the copulatory
wholly retracted into the ninth segment. In many

of the tu))e. providing an

apparatus which
species the

is

abdomen

cross section

is

is elliptical

somewhat

flattened dorso-ventrally so that a

in outline.

Tubuliferans live usualh' in secluded places, as between the parts of
composite flowers, under the bark of trees, on the underside of foliage,
in galls, moss, turf, fungi, etc.
Their movements are very deliberate
and the}' never run or spring.

SYNOPSIS OF PHLCEOTHKIPID/E.

1

(-Body slender, head more than one and one-haU' tiniey as long as wide
Body more or less thickened, head less than one and one-half times as
long as wide
'^

2

'

^

o

8

-

j
•-

Breadth of abdomen of female nearly or (juite one-half its length
Breadth of al)domen of female not nearly equal to one-half its length
Head broadly munded in front, cheeks without warts
Trichothrips
Head narrowed in front
Eunjtlmps

2
o
4

[\^.

191)

(p. 202)

1
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jWi
Wings always present,

usually inhal)iting flowers
bark or turf

5

usually reducied, usually inhabiting

7

I

Wiings
Cheeks without spine-bearing warts
Cheeks with spine-bearing warts

f

antennal segments unFore feniora with teeth at tip within, intermediate

I
(

lniIiofhrip!<

(

p. 188)

6

Acanthothrrps

usually long and slender

(

p. 198)

male, intermediate
Fore femora without teeth in female and usually in
Phlaothrips (p. 195)
antennal segments not elongated
Cephaloihrips

Head verv large, rounded in front
Head small, narrowed in front
Head more than twice as long as wide
^
\ Head less than twice as long as wide
K,

/

Malacotlmps

I

(p.
(

194)

p. 200)

Idolothrlps (p. 206)

j

Genus

<

ANTHOTHRIPS

'rtiptoilmps

(

p.

205)

Uzel.

longer than wide, rounded in front; cheeks nearly
Antennje neaidy twice as long- as the head.
parallel, without warts.
Wings narrowed in
Ocelli and wings always present in both sexes.
breadth
at its base;
the
than
Mouth cone not longer
the middle.

Head but

little

Fore tarsi
labruni narrowed toward tip but not sharply pointed.
than in
larger
in
males
armed with a tiny tooth which is somewhat
Males without a scale at base of tube.
The two species belonging here may be easily separated by the

females.

In A. niger (p. 188)
presence or absence of spines upon the head.
there
are no post-ocular
the cheeks are smooth, without spines, and
small spines not
bear
spines, while in .1. verbascl (p. 189) the cheeks

standing on warts and the post-ocular spines are well developed.

ANTHOTHRIPS NIGER
Plate VII,
Phloeothrips nigra

figs.

(Osborn).

72-75.

Osborn, Canad. Entom.,

XV,

1883, p. 154; Kept. U. S. Dept.

Agr. for 1887, (1888), pp. 163, 164; Ins. Life, I, 1888, pp. 137-142; Ins.
Life, V, 1892, pp. 112-113.— Davis, Bull. 116, Mich. Agr. Exp. Sta., 1894,
pp. 62, 63.
Anthothr'tps nigra

Feviale.

0.34

mm.

Uzel, Mon.

— Length 1.5 mm.
(0.3 to 0.1

mm.).

d.

Ord. Thysanoptera, 1895,

p. 242.

(1.1 to 1.8 mm.); width of mesothorax
General color more or less dark reddish

brown.

Head approximately

as

long as broad,

longer than prothorax,

smoothl}" rounded in front; cheeks straight, parallel, and without

Eyes

and well sepawith margins of e3^es; no
post-ocular bristles.
Mouth cone shorter than its breadth at base and
blunt at tip. Antennae subapproximate, as long- as width of mesothorax; segments quite short and stout; fourth thickest and most
rounded; relative lengths of seg-ments as follows:
warts.

small, finely faceted; ocelli quite large

rated, posterior ocelli almost contiguous

1

_2_

_3_

6

10.3

12.3

^

12.9

_5_

6

j^

11.5

10.7

10.6

_8_
7.4
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Color nearh' uniform brown; three and ba.se of four y<>ll()wish
brown; spines short and weak; sense cones short and bhmt.
Prothorax one-half as long as breadth to outer ang-les of coxa>;
front and hind edges nearly parallel, g-ently curved; one short spine
at each posterior angle and one nearly halfwa}' between this and
middle of hind edg-e. Mesothorax somewhat wider than prothorax
but usually less than twice as wide as the head; sides of pterothorax
nearly straight, shorter than its breadth.
Legs short and moderately
stout; fore femora but slightly thickened; fore tarsi armed with a
tiny tooth near tip within; middle and hind tibite with one prominent
spine ext(!rnally at tip.
Legs In'own; middle and hind tarsi slightly
yellowish, sometimes ]>rown; fore tarsi and tip of tibia? yellow.
Wings always present, narrower in middle than at ends, shaded with
brown onl}' at base, where fore wing bears three erect spines. Wings
and fringes nearly equal; fringes single, except on hind border of fore
wing near tip, where for seven or eight hairs they are doul)le.
Abdomen about twice as broad as head, averaging about two and
one-half times as long* as wide; segments overlapping somewhat; sides
nearly parallel to

Tube about

middle, then tapering gradually to base of tube.

four-tifths as long as head, only slightly tapering; sides

straight; terminal spines shorter than tube.

All spines on

abdomen

weak, and not conspicuous.
Redescribed from seven specimens.

short,

Male unknown.

Food 2}lanU.

— Achillnt rruUefolium^ ox-e3"e daisy, red clover, white

clover, various grasses.

Hah! tat.

—Iowa, Michigan, Massachusetts.
ANTHOTHRIPS VERBASCI
Plate VII,

OsBORX, Ins.
Phlceothrips verbasci

— Length

figs.

(Osborn).

76-78.

Life, I, 1888, pp. 137-142.

Osborn, Proc. Iowa Acad. Sc,

mm.

III, 1896, p. 228.

mm.); width of mesothoGeneral color dark brown.
Head but slighth% if any, longer than wide; cheeks nearh* straight
and parallel, set with few minute spines; post-ocular bristles prominent; hind margin of head not covered by front margin of prothorax.
E3*es linely and closel}* faceted, rounded, not protruding; ocelli
wideh" separated, posterior ones contiguous with the light margins
of eyes; front ocellus placed at extreme vertex.
Mouth cone about
as long as it is broad at base, pointed.
Antenna? approximate, almost
twice as long as head; relative lengths of segments:
Female.

rax 0.38

mm.

1.8

(1.42 to 2.12

(0.32 to 0.11 mm.).

1

^ ^ ^

9

12

15

15

5

6

7^

_8_

15

11

12.6

10.6
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Segment three

clavate; four fusiform; live

slender and less fusiform;
Segment one and base of

and

seven cylindrical;

six becoming-

more

'j

eight sharply conical.

two dark brown; tip of two, seven, and
Spines
eight yellowish brown; intermediate segments pale yellow.
blunt.
and
pale and weak; sense cones short
Trothorax short, only about three-fourths as long as head; fore and
hind margins nearly parallel and curving backward; one stout spine
at each angle, one in middle of sides, and one on each side between
those at the angle and the median line on both fore and hind margins;
hind angles appear to entirely cover the fore coxte as a rule; each fore
coxa bears one stout spine. All these stout spines are blunt but not
Sides of pterothorax full and smooth; fore angles oblique;
kno])bed.
color of thorax uniform dark lirown or yellowish brown, more or less
Wings present, narrowed in midirregularly mottled with dark red.

,

transparent except at base, where the fore wing bears three long
Fringes long,
spines upon the remnant of the single median vein.
dle,

end of hind fringe of fore wing where it is double
Legs moderately long and slender; fore
for ten or twelve hairs.
femora only slightly thickened; fore tarsus one segmented and armed
All femora and middle and hind tibit« dark brown;
with a tiny tooth.
middle and hind tarsi slightly yellowish or grayish brown; fore tibias
and tarsi bright yellow like middle of antenna?; fore tibias shaded
One long slender
a little with brown toward their bases outside.
fore
coxa with one
femur
below;
each
spine near base of each fore
single, except near

;

ij

i

long spine.

Abdomen broadh^

joined to metathorax and

but slightl}' wider,
segments more or
wide
head;
as
widest at base but less than twice as
about
four-lifths as
Tube
less imbricate, tapering gradually to tube.
base,
bearing
a circlet
long as head, tapering slightly, not swollen at
on
abdomAll
spines
of spines at tip which are shorter than the tube.
quite
uniform
inal segments slender and rather faint; color of abdomen
yellowish brown to dark brown. In the lightest colored specimens
the irregular dark mottlings show up most prominentl}^
Rcdescribed from eight females.
Male. The male agrees quite closely with the foregoing description;
it is usually somewhat smaller throughout; relative lengths of antennal
segments are as follows:

,

I

i

ij

|

j

'

—

A

_J_-

_L

^

A

„§_

1 1

8.6

11.5

13.5

14.5

14

12.8

12

10

armed with a medium-sized tooth, which is larger than
Of the four spines standing near the hind edge of
the ninth segment, the outer pair is very short, stout, and acute; the
abdomen seems to be somewhat more slender than in female.
Described from four males.
Fore

tarsi are

that in the female.

'
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Food J)]a)) t. Mullein
Ames, Iowa; Amherst.

Uahitat.

—

Genus
Head about
small.
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Massacliusetts.

TRICHOTHRIPS

as broad as

long,

Uzel.

Inoadly rounded

in

front.

Ocelli present in both these species, but often wanting-.

Eyes
]\Iouth

cone not longer than its breadth at base; labrum pointed at tip.
Fore
femora somewhat enlarged and tarsi armed witli a tooth.
Wings
usually wanting, but present in both these species, slender throughout.
Abdomen very broad and heavy; tube very slender in proportion to
width of abdomen: no scale at base of tube in the male.
The two species which I have placed in this genus may ])e distinguished bv the following characters:
Tube fully as long as the head
Tube two-thirds as long as the head

beacJii (p. 192)

uinhitus (p. 191)

TRICHOTHRIPS AMBITUS, new
Plate VIII,

Female.

— Length 2 mm.;

figs. 81, 82.

width of mesothorax

color brownish yellow shading to

Head

species.

0A5 mm.

General

brown or reddish brown.

slightly longer than wide, widest just behind the eyes,

rounded

cheeks straight and converging posteriori}"; at hind edge
only six-sevenths the diameter at widest part; frons slightly elevated
in front;

between bases of antennte; post-ocular bristles present; a few scatupon head not raised upon warts; surface faintly
reticulated.
Anterior half of head light brown flecked with reddish,
Eyes small, finely granposterior half fading to j^ellow at the neck.
tering small spines

ulated, compact, not pilose, purplish by transmitted light, reddish
orange by reflected light; ocelli present, subapproximate, pale yellow
Mouth cone reachniai'gined inwardly with reddish brown crescents.
ing nearly to posterior edge of prosternum; maxillary palpi two segmented; labial palpi short and thick; labiimi broad and rounded;

converging abruptly below the palpi and short. Antenna?
one and three-fourths times as long as the head, eight segmented,
though the joint between seven and eight is very indistinct; relative
maxilla?

lengths of segments as follows:

12

18

28

20

21

20

15

8

Segment one truncate, conical; two constricted toward base into a
broad stalk, cut off squareh^ at end; three to seven slenderly stalked
at bases; three to six clavate; seven cylindrical -ovate, very closely
Color of one
united by full width of end to eight which is conical.
pale brownish j^ellow; two and three clear yellow; four 3'ellow at base
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remaining segments dark brown.

Sense cones on segments three to six very long and slender; transparent spmes npon each segment also long and slender.

Prothorax three-fourths as long as head and three

fifths as

long as

One
wide; fore coxa^ project considerably beyond posterior angles.
middle
and
near
anterior
of
edge,
side
medium length spine on each
one near each anterior angle, one at middle of each side and one longer
one at each posterior angle. Mesothorax equal in width to prothorax
and concolorous with it; mesonotum bears one long spine close to base
Metathorax equal in width to mesothorax, narof each fore wing.
rowed but very slightly posteriorly, pale yellow in middle, shaded on
Each fore coxa bears a single long spine on
sides, splashed with red.
outer side; fore femora somewhat enlarged; each femur bears a single
long, erect spine on the outer side near

its

extremity; tarsi short and

|

armed
pair yellowish brown; fore tibi» and
thick, fore pair

with a stout tooth.

Femora gray -brown,

tarsi pale yellow;

Wings reaching

fore

middle and
abdomen;

hind tibi?e and tarsi almost white.
both pairs equal in size, edges parallel, heavily fringed; fore wrings
bearing a costal group of three long slender spines between the fringe
and base of wing. Color of wings clear, transparent, except a slightly
clouded band across fore wings at about one-third their length.

Abdomen broad and heavy;

last

!|

1

to tip of

:

three seg-ments tapering abruptly;!

segment one and one-sixth times as broad as thorax. Tube
two-thirds as long as head and at middle one-seventh as broad as the
fourth abdominal segment; terminal spines about as long as tube.
A'
stout bristle projects anteriorly from each side angle of first segment;
each following segment, except tube, bears on each side one spine;
these are short upon first segment and increase in length and size posteriorly.
Color brownish yellow in middle, shaded with dark reddish
brown on sides; tube bright brownish yellow tipped abruptly with
gray -brown.
Described from one female.
Male unknown.
at sixth

— Grass.
— Amherst, Massachusetts.

Food 2:)lant,
Habitat.

TRICHOTHRIPS BEACHI, new
Plate VII,

fig.

79;

Plate VIII,

species.

fig. 80.

Female.—'Length. 1.81 nmi. (abdominal segments one-third telescoped): width of mesothorax 0.18 nun.
General color yellow-brown.
Head as broad as long, rounded in front; cheeks slightly converging
behind the middle, set with scattered, small, stout spines borne upon
small warts; post-ocular bristles quite long and acute.
finely faceted, rounded; ocelli large, distant, posterior

Eyes sni:ill.
two almost

.NO. KJio.
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I

eontiguoiLs with lig-ht j^cllowish margins around eyes, color reddish

yellow.

Anteiime more than twice as long as the head; length and

breadth of segments increase gradualh' from l)asc to middle, then
decrease to tip of antenna; relative lengths of segments as follows:
1
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Genus
Head

CEPHALOTHRIPS

Uzel.

considonil)ly lonj^cr tluui its breadth or the length of the pro-

thorax, broadly rounded in front and larij;-er than in nio.st .species in
Eyes small; ocelli present. Antenproportion to the other segments.
Mouth cone
na' about one and one-half times the length of the head.

shorter than itsj>readth at base; labrum not narrowed

and ending
tarsi

in

a ])lunt point.

with a tinv tooth.

Male without
1 place

Wings

a scale at base of the tube.

here oidy one species,

j/iiccn'.

Plate VIII,

Female.

— Length

0.21)

the middle

usually rcnluced or wanting- entirely.

CEPHALOTHRIPS YUCCiE, new

thorax

in

Fore femora slightly thickened and

mm.

1.48

mm.

(0.28 to 0.30

species.

figs. 83, 84.

mm.); width of mesoGeneral color yellowish brown,

(1.40 to 1.56

mm.).

irregularly mottled ^vith dark-red

hypodermal pigmentation.

about one and tw^o-tifths times as long as
wide; cheeks slightly arched and smoothly joined to eyes, converging
slightly toward neck; front smoothly rounded; post-ocular bristles
E3'es
present, but rather small and not prominent; cheeks smooth.
small, each being less than one-fourth the l)readth of the head through
them, triangular above and surface even with that of head, very dark
red in color; ocelli small, situated far forward, quite widely separated,
with very dark red inner margins. Mouth cone short and rather
blunt.
Antenna3 nearly one and one-half times as long as head, considerabl}" separated at liases with but slight elevation between them;
relative lengths of segments as follows:

Read broad and

1

large,

I
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Legs rather short and
somewhat beyond thorax; fore femora
thickened and the tarsi armed with a tiny tooth; tibia of each

pterothorax nearh^ as wide as the abdomen.)
thick;

fore eoxtv

slightly

project

leg slightly shorter than its femur; all tarsi short

and thick. All
hrown: all tarsi and fore tibia',
base outside, pale yellow: a prominent brown spot at tip of

femora and middle and hind
except at

ti})i;e

tarsi within.

Alxlomen a})()ut three-tifths the length of the body; about one and
one-fourth times as broad as the mesothorax; nearly cylindri<'al to
seventh segment, then sides curve smoothly to base of

tu))e.

Tube

less

than one-half as long as head and at middle only about one-ninth the
])readth at middle of a))domen.
Spines on abdomen of moderate
length, slender, acute, light colored,

men

and not prominent.

The abdo-

darkest at sides and tip; on each side of segments two to
eight, slightly outside the line of wing-contining s])ines, there is a
is

rounded or

elliptical clear

yellow spot.

The

))ody lacks

any

striking-

coloration.

Described from ten wingless and two winged females.
<'<>fi/l>c.^L\\i. No. 0831, U.S.N.M.
The males are al)out five-sixths as large as females. Their
Jfah'.
antennte are about one and two-fifths times as long as the head; there
appears to be less difl'erence in the length of anteimal segments than
in female; relative lengths of segments as follows:

—

1
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two species

1 place

in thi.s genus.
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They may be separated by

the

folloAving- characters:
nzell (p. 196).
All femora dark T)rown; tibuie and tarsi ))right yellow
yellowish. ..ywrr/aHz/r/ (p. 197).
LegH gray-brown; tarsi somewhat lighter; fore tibia;

of the species uzeU comes within the definition of the
but the male of this species has the teeth at the
PhlcBothrips^
o-enus
which is the principal chamcter upon whicli
femora,
fore
the
tip of

The female

This species, therefore,

Uzel has separated his genus livantliothripH.
appears to

emphasis

is

unite the characters of these two genera, and as more
i)laced upon the description of the female than upon that

of the male, I have preferred to include this species in the established
genus Phla'otkrips rather than to erect a new genus for it.

PHLCEOTHRIPS UZELI, new
Plate
FciiKilc.
O.SJ)

tibia'

ligs.

S7-90; Plate IX,

ligs.

91, 92.

— Length l.Tbunu. (1.72 to 1.80 mm.);

nun. (0.38 to

and

VUl,

species.

O.-IO

mm.).

width of mcsothorax
General color dark brown with yellow

tarsi.

Head about one and one-fourth times
front; cheeks nearly straight

and

as long as wide,

rounded

in

parallel, set with several short, stout

spines b3rne upon small warts; post-ocuhir ])ristles quite long and
t^yes moderately large,- rounded, finely faceted; ocelli
knobbed.
prominent, distant, reddish 5^ellow, posterior ones contiguous with
Mouth cone long and pointed, reaching to poslight borders of eyes.
Antennae about one and three-fourths
terior edge of prosternum.
times as long as the head, slightly more than twice as long as width of
head; relative lengths of segments as follows:
1
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stout,

about four times as long as
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liead, as

wide

from

tliei-e

as niesothorax; sides nearly parallel to sc^venth segment,

tapering roundly to base of tube; segments overlapping about oneTube four-fifths as long as head; sides straight and convcn-ging
third.
slightly; breadth in middle^ one-seventh that in middle of abdomen;
bail's about the length of the tube, very slender.
on sides of al)domen blunt; abdomen. qu.it(Min if ormly vidlowish
brown (dark brown where segments overlap).
Described from three females.
Coti/2)<\—Q^t. No. 6332, U.S.N.M.
M(ih\ Males about six-sevenths as large as femal(\s.
Cheeks
slightlv fuller; rc^lative lengths of antennal segments as follows;

terminal circlet of
S})ines

—

1
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Anteiiniv twice as long as width of head; rehitivc lengths of

lahlnni.

segments as follows:
1

2

3^

4

5

6

10

11

22

21

IT

11

T
13

o
8.5

Color of antenna' brown with bases of three, four, five, and six
and intensity of yellowish ness; sense cones about

decreasino- in area

one-third the length of segment three; spines quite long, dark, and

conspicuous.

Prothorax only five-sevenths as long as head, and to outer angles of
coxtt^ slightly more than twice as wide as long; usual prothoracic
Mesothorax as wide as width
s])iiies present, quite long and knobbed,
across fore coxse, closely joined with prothorax; pterothorax very
compact, sides converging slightly to base of abdomen. Wings long
and powerful. Legs quite strong; fore femora nuich thickened, over
Color
one-half as Inroad as head; fore tarsi armed with a small tooth.
of legs uniformly gray-brown; tarsi somewhat lighter; fore tibiae yellowish, shaded with brown at bases and on top.
Abdomen less than twice as broad as head, equal in width to mesothorax, nearly cylindrical to eighth segment; eighth and ninth tapering abruptly to base of tube. Tube only two-thirds as long as head;
sides straight, tapering somewhat; breadth in middle about one-eighth
that of middle of al)domen; terminal hairs a little longer than tul)e.
All large spines on body, except those on hind edge of nine and at tip
of tube are short and knobbed; those on nine and tube are acute.
Color of abdomen pale ])rownish yellow, lightest in middle; bloodred pigmented tissue confined mostly to sides of abdomen in this
fore

specimen.

Described from one female.

Male unknown.
Taken on grass.
llahltat.
Amherst, Massachusetts.
I name this species for Mr. Theodore Pergande, by

J^ood plant.

—

—

whom

several of

our native species have been described.

Genus

ACANTHOTHRIPS

Uzel.

Head somewhat longer than wide; cheeks with spine-bearing warts.
Antemne very nearly twice as long as head; intermediate segments
elongated and bearing very long sense cones.
Mouth cone considerably longer than

and quite slender. Fore femora
and with one or twH) teeth at tip within; tarsus
armed with a stout tooth (Uzel says the tooth is weaker in the male
its

l)readth at base

enlai-ged in both sexes

than

in

the FeniMlc).

of tube in the male.

Wings present

in

both sexes.

No

scale at base

so.im.

J
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I have pliicod the sino'lo species iiKKiniifouoraJix in this genus, though
do uot know the female, 'i'be characters of the fore femora and

antenna? are sufficient to separate

it

generically from PJdceothrips.

ACANTHOTHRIPS MAGNAFEMORALIS,
Plate IX,

}r(d(\

— Length

2. Itl

mm.; width

tl^'s.

9.'},

new

species.

94.

mm. General
and eighth and ninth abdom-

of mesothorax 0.42

color yellowish lirown with untennie, legs,

segments banded with nearly transpai'ent or yellowish white.
as long as wide; cheeks bulging a))ru]^tly and greatly l)ehind the eyes, then converging to the neck,
which is as wide as the diameter through the eyes; cheeks, especiallj'"
anterior parts, set with short spines borne upon very prominent tubercles; front between eyes ver}^ narrow, carinated.
P^yes large, finely
faceted, reniform above, inner edges parallel; ocelli small, approximate, and placed between the middle of the eyes. Proboscis long,
slender, pointed; labrum sharply pointed.
Antenna^ scarcely twice as
long as the head and ver^^ slender; relative lengths of segments as
inal

Head nearly one and one-fourth times

follows

10

Segments one

12

29

26

23

15

15

9

to five subequal in thickness; three to five similar in

shape, elongated, urn-shaped; eight sharply conical.

S(^gments one,

two, seven, and eight quite uniformly dark brown; bases of three to

and four pale yellowish, nearly white on three;
brownish tinge on outer half;
antenna? appear annulated Avith pale yellow and dark brown.
Spines
and sense cones long, slender, and light colored; the cones on three to
five fully one-third the length of segment three and on six about three-

five

and

tips of three

six entirely pale yellow, with slight

fifths its length.

Prothorax a])out two-thirds as long as head; width to outer angles
margin nearly straight;
the usual stout spines on thorax and abdomen, except those at tip of
tube, are extremely short and blunt.
Mesothorax slightly wider than
the abdomen; middle of pterothorax concaved slightly.
Wings long
and rather slender. Legs moderately long; fore femora extremely
thick and large, almost as wide as length of fore tibia?; fore femora
armed with a stout tooth at the tip within; fore tibijv bent outward at
base; fore tarsi one segmented, armed with a very stout tooth; middle
and hind tibii« rather short and swollen in the middle, their tibiae
quite slender and their tarsi two segmented.
Fore femora j'^ellowish
brown; fore tibia? and tarsi pale yellowish, tibiti? alone shaded with
brown on middle of outside; middle and hind femora almost transparent white at base, outer half shaded with brown and having a

of coxte nearly twice its length; transverse

rROCEEDimiS of the national museum.
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vellowish spot on side of dark area; middle and hind

pah' veUowish at base and tip, banded with dark brown around
thf inid(Ue, these tarsi pak^ yellow, lu-own at tips; surface of all legs
rou^'h. })einu- thickly set with minute warts, each bearing a small

tibia'

spine.

Abdomen

a))out two-thirds the length of the Ixxly, tapering gradu-

ally

from second segment

less

than that of niesothorax.

to tip;

width at second segment but slightly

Tube

slightly

as h)ng as head; diameter at middle of tu})e

more than three -fourths
about one-sixth that

at

middle of abdomen. Sides of metathorax and surface of a))domen, up
to about the seyenth or eighth segment, peculiarly roughened with
The tube
closely set small warts, many of which bear small spines.
is nearly cylindrical, without a scale at its base, and at the tip bears a
circlet of eight

extremely long, slender, acute hairs, which are nearly
The basal third of tu})e is yery pale yeltu})e.

three times as long as

lowish white; the outer two-thirds

is

abruptly })rown-l)lack; segments

eight and nine pale yellow; three to seyen appear irregularly striped

with pale yellow and dark ])rown; dorsal stripe pale yellow and about
the width of the wings; a subdorsal row of dark-brown, semicircular

which stand one in the middle on each side of these segments
with the straight side toward the dorsal line, giyes the appearance of
a subdorsal stripe; then follows on each side an irregular, pale yellow
stripe, and the middle of the sides of the segments is shaded with
brown. Spines on sides of a))dominal segments and the back of eighth
spots,

and ninth are extremely short and
Described from one specimen.
Female unknown.
VooiJ plant.
II(ih!t((t.

—

l)lunt.

%

— Miami,

Florida.

MALACOTHRIPS, new

genus.

Head plainly longer than wide and narrowed in front. Cheeks full
and with spine-])earing warts; yertex eleyated. Antemuv nearly twice
as long as head.
Mouth cone as long as its breadth at base, reaching
the hind edge of the prosternum; labrum quite sharply pointed at tip.
Prothorax two-thirds as long as head. Pterothorax somewhat constricted in middle.
Fore tarsi with a tiny tooth. Wings usually
reduced to pads. Abdomen large and full in the female. A closely
lying scale at ))ase of tul)e

in the male.
This geiuis contains only one species,
{iKuXaKog, soft: ^pif.)

Ccoitafiis.

MALACOTHRIPS ZONATUS,
IMate IX,

Fri„ah:—\jox\aih
0.:>.()

nun.

((>.L>T

!.<)!>

mm.

fifrs.

new

95-98.

(1.50 to l.OS nun.);

to {).?A nun.).

species.

width of pterothorax

(Jeneral coloi- pale bi-ight yellow on

N...
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thorax and segments one, three, four, and five of the abdomen; head
Body apparently weaklj'^
and other abdominal segments brown.
chitinized.

Head

nearly one and one-third times as long- as wide, narrowed in

and set with a few small spines borne
upon small warts; head appears constricted close behind the e^'es, and
front; cheeks moderatel^^ full

slightly so at neck; post-ocular bristles well developed: front of head

between eyes developed into a prominence bearing the antennaj; vertex produced into a sort of hump, which, however, does not overreach

Eyes small, finely faceted, dark pursurrounded by pale yellow margins; ocelli present, subapproximate, borne well forward upon the hump, the front ocellus being
upon its vertex; pigmentation around ocelli l)right red. Mouth cone
moderatel}" long and slender; labrum aliruptly constricted and sharply
pointed at tip. Antennje approximate at base, almost twice as long as
head; relative lengths of segments as follows:
the insertion of the antennte.
plish red,

_1_
9.8

_§_

_A_

A^ _L

13.5

18.1:

16.5

15.8

iL

A^

13.9

12.4

^

11.4

Basal segments large, truncate-conical, placed divergently; three

from three to eight the segments become gradually more
Antenna nearly uniformly brown, except three, w^hich is

clavate;

nar-

row.

yel-

lowish brown; spines and sense cones quite long, but slender and light
colored, so inconspicuous.

Prothorax about two-thirds as long as head and across outer angles
wide as long. All the usual prominent prothoracic spines well developed, but light colored; hind margin not
sharply defined.
Pterothorax in iniddle slightly narrower than width
across fore coxaj; mesothorax short, slightly narrower than metathorax and slightly brownish yellow in color.
Wings reduced to ver}^
small pads, each fore pad bearing three quite long, blunt spines.
Legs
of medium length and middle and hind pairs quite slender; fore coxee
projecting considerably beyond thorax; fore femora slightly thickened
and tarsi armed with a small tooth. All legs pale yellow or pale
r)rownish yellow with prominent brown spot within tip of tarsus.
Abdomen about one and two-fifths times as broad as metathorax,
quite stout to eighth segment, then sides converging to l)ase of tu]>e.
Tube a})out three-fourths as long as head and one-third as wide at middle as long; sides straight, tapering slightly; terminal spines about as
long as tube; spines on sides of al)domen pale, ])ut quite prominent in
reduced light. Segment one is concolorous with metathorax; three to
five are clear, bright yellow; two, six, seven, and eight are yellowish
brown, darkest on sides; nine and tube are darkest brown.
Described from four females.
Coff/pe.— Cat. No. 6333, U.S.N.M.
of coxa3 about twice as
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Male.— Jjcngth alumt
lUMirlv as

loi»o-

tive-sixths that of female;

head and prothorax

as in IVinalc; relative lengths of antennal seo^ments as

follows:
1

10

^

3^

11

16

^

5_

M

1?>.8

6_

7

8

11. S

10.5

9.5

only about four-fifths as long- or as Itroad as in female and
tapering- more uniformh' from base to tip.
Described from two specimens.
Ootf/jje.— Cat. No. 6383, U.S.N.M.

Abdomen

Food jyhmt.—TsLki^n

in turf.

//aZ»/to/.— Amherst, Massachusetts.

EURYTHRIPS, new

genus.

somewhat longer than wide, narrow^ed in front.
Eyes small and vertex between them elevated. Antennj\^ fully twice
Prothorax
as long- as the head and thicker than in most species.
Fore
tarsi
with
a small
head.
about two-thirds the length of the
Wings
usually
female.
than
in
the
tooth, which is larger in the male
proand
heavy
in
large
unusually
reduced to short pads. Abdomen

Head

as long- or

'

Males with a closely lying scale

portion to the rest of the body.

at

the base of the tube.

The

species amjyliventrali.s
{svpvg^ broad; Opiip.)

is

the type of this genus.

may

be separated by the
about one
breadth of the abdomen, which
while
in
osborni
the
pterothorax,
and two-thirds times as wide as
(p. 203)
pterothorax.
as
the
one-fourth
times
as
wide
it is only about one and

The two

species belonging to this genus

in avi2>llveiitrali'< (p. 20:2) is

EURYTHRIPS AMPLIVENTRALIS, new

— Length

Plate IX,

figs.

mm.

to 1.20

species.

99-101.

mm.); width at middle of
General color of head and
legs clear yellow to brownish yellow; body shading posteriorly to dark
brown beyond middle of abdomen.
Head slightly longer than wide, slightly narrowed in front, broadest
at neck; cheeks diverging gradually behind the ej^es; vertex drawn
out into a hump between and in front of the eyes; post-ocular bristles
quite long; head clear, brownish yellow with some red hypodermal
pigment on vertex. Eyes extremely small and composed of but very
few large facets, slightly protruding, oval in outline, Idack; oc(dli
wanting. Mouth cone short and blunt; labrum not constricted bej^ond
middle.
Antennae approximate, large, and heavy, fully twice the
length of the head, with peculiar, semicircular, shelf-like support
visible on under side at base: i-elative lenu-ths of seo-ments as follows:
Female.-

pterothorax 0.24

1.08

mm.

(1

(0.22 to 0.25

mm.).

|

'
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frequently more or loss hidden by irregu-

lar dai-k-red local pigmentation, placed well forward
between the eyes; postocular bristles quite long.

upon an elevation

Mouth cone

short

and blunt; la})rum not constricted abruptly. Antennae very large and
long, fully two and one-half times as long as head, with a semicircular,
shelf-like

support below^ bases; bases approxmiate; elevation between
half the height of first segments; relative lengths of

them extending

seo-ments as follows:
1
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coii.siderably

enlarged and tooth upon tar.sus quite stout.
in females and tapering more g-raduall3\
five males, all short winged.
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Abdomen

more slender than
Described from

Cotype.—Ciit. No. 6335, U.S.N.M.

— G rasses
— Amherst, Massachusetts.

Food i^lan U.
Ildhitat.

This species
years

shown

is

named

for Prof. Herbert Osborn,

Genus
Head

who

has for

many

consideralilc interest in the study of tluvse tiny insects.

CRYPTOTHRIPS

UzeU

one and one-half times as long as wide.
Eyes large and prominent. Vertex strongh^ elevated and bearing the
jSIouth cone about as long as its
anterior ocellus at its extremity.
al)out
two-thirds
across the prostcrnum;
reaching
breadth at base and
width
of head.
Legs
al)Out
as
long
as
Prothorax
labrum ])lunt.
tarsi
unarmed.
Wings
enlarged;
fore
l)ut
slightly
slender; fore femora
Male with a scale at ])ase of
present, slighth^ narrowed in middle.
cylindrical, fully

tube.
I iind

only one species belonging to this genus,

CRYPTOTHRIPS ASPERSUS,
Plate

— Length

X,

new

asjyer.'^Hs.

species.

figs. 104-10(3.

mm.

(1.45 to 2 mm.); width of mesotliorax
General color yellowish l)rown to brownblack; body and legs considerably marked with irregular, dark-pur-

Feindh'.

0.32

mm.

plish,

l.^iS

(0.28 to 0.36

mm.).

hypodermal pigmentation.
cylindrical, one and one-half times

as long as wide, about as
wide as length of prothorax; cheeks almost straight and nearly parallel,
set with a few minute, slender spines; postocular l)ristles short; surEyes quite large, finely faceted,
face of head linely cross-striated.
very slighth^ protruding, dark-purplish red with pale yellowish inner
margins; ocelli present, small and inconspicuous, frequenth^ concealed
by local hypodermal pigmentation, situated far forward; posterior
ocelli close to margins of e3'es, front one on apex of prolonged vertex
Mouth cone rather short, reaching only to middle of
of the head.
prosternum; maxillary palpi long and slender; sides of labrum straight,
its point l)lunt.
Antenntv inserted l)elow vertex, approximate at base,
slightly moi-e than one and one-half times as long as the head, quite
slender; relative lengths of segments as follows:

Head

1
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Prothorax small, scarcely two-third,s as long- as head. One spine at
each posterior angle alone prominent; those at fore angles smaller
than the anterior marginals; all indistinct; midlaterals wanting; posterior marginals small and not visible except on lightest specimens
with careful focusing. Pterothorax approximately as wide asahdomen;
Wings present; hind fringe of
its sides nearly straight and parallel.
Legs long and sleritip.
near
hairs
six
or
five
for
double
fore wing
scarcely thickened
femora
fore
strongly;
projecting
coxie
fore
der;
fenuir
belovv much
each
base
of
near
spine
one
unarmed;
tarsi
and
longer than others on legs and longest on for(>, femora; legs concol-

|i

|

orous with l)ody.
Abdomen long and slender, cylindrical to about seventh segmentJ
about twice as wide as head, from seventh segment tapering ([uite
gradually to tube. Tube short, only one half as long as head; its sides

,

I

straight and converging slightly; width at n)iddlc about one-third
width of head; terminal hairs at)out as long as tube. Spines at sides,

of abdomen slender, pale, and not very prominent; segments usually
overlapping considerably; sides darkest in color.
Described from eight females.
6%^>6^.— Cat. No. '6336, U.S.N.M.
Male. Male about five-sixths as large as female, though antenna'
are (>f about same size in both sexes; relative lengths of segments as

—

follows
1

^ ^^ ^

8

12

Abdomen nmch
base to

16.5

^6

16

13

12.5

]_

^

11

8

>

smaller than in female and tapering gradually from

tip.

Described from one specimen.
Food plant. Grape.
llahltat.
Amherst, Massachusettso

—

—

Genus IDOLOTHRIPS Haliday.
.1

Anterior ocellus remote from the base of the antennw. Proboscisi
reaching the base of the prosternura; lal)ial palpi papiliform; vein
one of the fore wings shortened by one-half or abbreviated. Head
very long, rounded; abdomen hollowed out. Antenmc slender, three
or four times as long as the thorax; prothorax unequally tuberculated;
metatarsi unarmed.

In this genus

marked with three or
only the species conffcrarmii.

Size large,

I find

IDOLOTHRIPS CONIFERARUM
Plate X,
Idolothrips coniferarum
Idolothrips coniferarum

tigs.

more

lines.

Pergande.

307-110.

Pergande, Entom. News, YII, 1896, pp. 63-64.
Trybom, Festskrift for Lilljeborg, 1896, p. 218.

« This generic description is translated

from Haliday's original description.
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1.^

—

Length about 4 mm. (3.34 to •i.2<) mm.); breadth of mesoFrmalc.
thorax 0.55 mm. (U.5(> to 0.(50 mm.). Color coal-blaek without markings.
long" and cylindiical; proi)ortional length more \'aria])le than
species,
but averaging about two and one-third times as long
most
in
a.s wide; surface of head transverseh' finely striated; cheeks set with
a number of short, stout spines; head In'oadened a trifle just before the
neck-like constriction at the l)ase; vertex produced into a very prominent, conical hiuiip in front of the 03'es and overreaching the insertion
Eyes large, finely faceted, bulging slightly, extendof the antenna*.
ing as far around on under side of head as on u])])er; ocelli small,
Avidely separated, the anterior one occupying the extreme vertex; the
posterior ones, nearly on a line Avith the middle of the eyes and close
to their margins, are often invisible, unless in favorable light, owing
Mouth cone short and rounded. Antennae
to the opacity of the head.
approximate at base, inserted under the vertex, only about one and
one-sixth times as long as the head, and slender; relative lengths of
segments as follows:

Head

1
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Male.— Conivixry

to the usual rule, these

than the females,^ being 4.22

mm.

vol. xxvi.

two specimens are longer
mm.). They are

(4.34 to 4.10

somewhat more slender, especially through the middle of abdomen.
Heads about two and two-thirds times as long as wide; antenna; longer
as head; relative
than in female, a))out one and one-lifth times as long
lengths of segments as follows:

12^4 ^^

14

20

42

34

29.5

21.

.5

'^

14.5

A
15.5

Prothoi-ax nearly one-half as long as the head; fore feujora considerably thickened (almost as broad as the head) and each fore tarsus
bearing an extremely stout tooth; fore tarsi and inside of tibiffi yellow.
Abdomen at second segment only two-elevenths as broad as long;

tube three-fourths as long as head and very slender.
Male newly described from two specimens.
Food 2>lants.—Pinm lops, Jimiperm r!r<j inland, and Ahlcs sp.
either green or dry branches in spring and early fall and
bark.
under
hibernating
Ilahltat.—^env Washington, District of Columl)ia; Amherst, Massa-

Found on

»

chusetts.

^

UNCLASSIFIED DESCRIPTIONS.

LIMOTHRIPS TRITICI

(Fitch) Packard.

females alone are winged, the males being wingless and closely
resembling the larvfe. The body of the female is smooth and shining, uniformly greenish yellow, with no other markings; the legs are

"The

a

Tittle

paler toward the articulations.

slightly longer than the head; the

two

The antennae are

eight-jointed,

basal joints are the largest; the

three succeeding joints equal, regularly ovate, the sixth a

little

longer

than the lifth; seventh and eighth minute, seventh a little shorter than
This species differs
eighth, each joint bearing four large bristles.
joints, the seventh
eight
but
having
from the European Z. ceraUum, in

and eighth being minute, and with no intermediate short one, as)
described in the European insect.
"The prothorax is square, the scutellum short, crescent-shaped, and
the abdomen is long and narrow, smooth and shining, ten-jointed.!
Length, four one-hundredths of an inch, or less than half a line.
"The larva (fig. 2) is entirely greenish yellow, the head and prothorax of the same color as the rest of the body. The eyes are reddish.1
feet and antenm\3 are whitish, not annulated, as in L. ceraUum.

The
The

ending in a point.
having two- jointed feet (tarsi)!!
and seven-jointed antenna?, those of the larva being four-jointed. The
second joint is exactly l)arrel-shaped, with two ridges or lines sur-,
rounding it, third and fourth joints long, ovate, the third being a lit-jj
feet (tarsi) consist of but a single joint

"The male

differs

from the larva

in
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larger than the fourth, and with about twelve transverse lines, there
about eight on the fourth joint, from the end of which projects

being-

The fifth joint is square
with about eleven transverse lines, and throe or four stout
hairs externally; sixth joint minute and spherical, while the seventh is
three times as long as the sixth, and is finely striated, and with four
It is just twice the length of the female, measunequal stout hairs.

a remarkable tubercle, as seen in the figure.
at the end,

uring 0.08 inch."

THRIPS TRIFASCIATUS

Ashmead.

—

Length O.S mm. Light brown; eyes strongly faceted,
''•Female.
purplish-brown in certain lights; three basal segments of the abdomen
white; apical segments light
above, dark brown; segments 4, 5, and
brown, the sutures dusky; legs, except hind femora toward tips, white;
wings linear, strongly fringed, without nerves, the ground color ])rown
or fuscous, with three transverse white bands, i. e., the front wings
have a white band at base, another at about two-thirds their length,
and with the apices white.
''^

Ilahltat.

—Near Utica, Mississippi."
THRIPS SECTICORNIS

I

Trybom.

have been unable to see the description of this species which was
Forhandlingar,

pul)lished in Ofversigt af k. Vetenskaps-iVkademiens.

18U6,

page

620.

PHLCEOTHRIPS MALI

Fitch.

"Tiiis insect measures only six-hundredths of an inch in length and
in width.
It is polished and shining, and of a blackish

one-hundredth
purple color.

which are rather longer than the head and
composed of eight nearly equal joints, have the third joint of a white
The abdomen is concave on its upper side, and is furnished
color.
with a conical tube at its tip which has a few bristles projecting from
its apex.
The wings when folded are linear, silvery-white, and as
long as the abdomen; they are pressed closely upon the back, spreading asunder at their bases, and appear like an elongated Y-shaped
mark. Viewed from above, the head is of a square form, longer than
wide.
The first segment of the thorax is well separated from the
second, is broadest at its base, and gradually tapers to its anterior end,
where it is as wide as the head. The following segment is the broadest part of the body and square, with its length and breadth equal."
Its antennse,

PHLCEOTHRIPS CARYiE

Fitch.

"This insect is 0.07 long, of a deep black color and highly polished.
head is narrower than the thorax and nearly square. The third,
fourth, and fifth joints of the antennaj are longer th;in the others, 3'ellow, and slightly transparent; the last joint is shortest and but half as

Its

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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The abdomen is egg-shaped, with its
thick as those which precede it.
long as it is thick, with four long
as
thrice
tube
a
into
out
drawn
tip
and the abdomen is furnished with bristles at each
The wings do not reach the tip of the abdomen.

bristles at its end,

of

its

sutures.

and fringed with ])lack hairs.
form with a dull greenish
yellow head, a white thorax with a broad black band anteriorly, a pale
red abdomen with a black band at its tip, and whitish legs."

They are white and
In

its

larva state

it

slightly transparent

has a

more slender

linear

F08S1L THYHANOPTEKA.

Tiny though they are, these insects are not unknown as fossils. The
White River deposits are the only ones in this country from which they
Three species, representing as many genera, have been
are yet known.
found there in Tertiary rocks, and have been described by Dr. S. H.
Scudder (174, .336), whose descriptions of these insects follow. The
Of the genus ^LlauotJiripsi^ no living
last two genera are extinct.
representative has as yet been found in this country, though a species
of this genus is known in Europe.

MELANOTHRIPS EXTINCTA
Melanothrips

e.rlincta

Kept. U.

S.

"Head small,

Scudder, Bull. U.

S.

Scudder.

Geol. (leog. Surv. Terr.,

I,

1875, p. 221;

Geol. Snrv. Terr., XIII, 1890, p. 371.

tapering; the only appendages visible are the antennte;

these are only sufficiently ])reserved to recognize that they are very

long and slender, longer than the thorax.

The thorax is

rather small,

quadrate; wings nearly as long as the body, fringed on

border as

in PalsQothrl'ps fomUlH.

The abdomen

is

the costal

composed of only

is very long and very tapering, fusiform, the last joint
produced, as usual in the Physapods; the third joint is the l)roadest;i
of the wings only the costal ])order ;iind a part of one of the longitudinal veins can be seen; there arc no remains of legs.

eight joints, but

"Length
of thorax,

of l)ody, 2.2
0.5

mm.;

mm.

of

;

of antenna?, O.S

mm.

;

of head, 0.14

mm.;

abdomen, 1.56 mm.; greatest breadth

abdomen, 0.5 nun.
"Chagrin Valley, White River, Colorado.

of

One specimen, WJ;

Denton.""

Genus LITH ADOTHRIPS

ScuDDEK, Bull. U. 8. Geol. (^eog. Surv. Terr.,
Geol. Surv. Terr., XIII, 1890, p. 372.

Lit/i(t(lo(hrij)s

U.

S.

Scvidder.
I,

1875, p. 221; Kept.

"Allied to Melanothrips Haliday. The head is large, broad, globose;;
the eyes exceedingly large, globose, each occupying on a superior
view fully one-third of the head; the antenna very slender, equal, as

long as the thorax, the joints eight or nine in number, cylindrical,
The prothorax is no

equal, scarcely enlarging toward their tips.

I
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it, the whole thorax shaped
Onh' fragments of the wings remain, sufficient to
render it prol)a])le that they agree well with the character of the group
The legs resemble
to which Melanothrips and ^l^^olothrips belong.
those of PaUeothrips, but are slender and appear to be rather profusely
supplied with hairs. The abdomen differs considerably in the two

larger than the head, of equal breadth with

as in

Pah^othrips.

specimens referred to this genus.

In one

it is

very ])roadly fusiform,

the tip a little produced, nine joints visible, the apical furnished with
a

few

and bluntly rounded at the tip; the other has the sides
apex not at all produced, but very broadly rounded, only

hairs,

equal, the

seven or eight joints vaguely definable.

"A

single species

is

known."

LITHADOTHRIPS VETUSTA
LUhadothrips vetusta Scudder, Bull. U.
Kept. U.

S.

S.

Scudder.

Geol. Geog. Surv. Terr.,

I,

1875, p. 222;

Geol. Surv. Terr., XIII, 1890, p. 372.

"The specimens, both of which represent the upper surface of the
body with fragments and vague impressions of the members, are too
poorh^ preserved to add anything to the al)ove description of their
generic features, excepting the following measurements:
Length of body 1.76 nun., of antenna' 0.6 nmi.,
'^ First s2)eciinen.
of thorax 0.6 mm., of abdomen 0.87 mm.; breadth of head 0.!^8 nun.,

—

mm., of abdomen 0.56 nmi.; length of fore femora, 0.37
breadth of same, 0.11 mm.; length of hind femora, 0.42 mm.;
breadth of same, 0.13 mm.

of thorax 0.62

nun.

?;

— Length of bod}^

l.lHi mm., of antennae 0.76 nun.,
abdomen 1.10 mm. breadth of head 0.38 mm.,
of thorax 0.5*J nun., of abdomen 0.61> mm.
" Fossil Canyon, White River, Utah. Two specimens, W. Denton."
^^

Second specivien

mm.,

of thorax 0.66

of

;

Genus PAL^EOTHRIPS Scudder.
Pahrothrips i^LTDUKR, Bull. U.S. Geol. Geog. Surv. Terr.,

I,

1875,

i>.

222.

is allied to ^l^^olothrips Haliday.
The head is small,
rounded, nmch smaller than in Lithadothrips; antennjfi
slender, fully as long as the thorax, not more than seven jointed, the
joints cylindrical, subequal.
Prothorax considerably larger than the
head, the thorax as a whole very large, stout, and tumid; fore femora
very stout, scarcely more than twice as long as broad; fore tibipe also
stout, a little longer than the femora; the other legs are moderately
stout, long, reaching )ie3"ond the tip of the abdomen, with a few scat-

''This genus

globo.se; eyes

tered, rather short, spinous hairs; the

hind

tarsi three jointed, the last

and altogether two-sevenths the length
Fore wings unusually broad, broadest apicall}^, where

joint smaller than the others,

of the tibia?.
their breadth

more than equals one-fourth

of their entire length, pro-

vided with two longitudinal veins, dividing the disk into three nearly
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equal portions, connected in the middle by ii cross vein, and with
either border by other cross veins at about one-third and two-thirds of
the distance from the base to the tip of the wing; the wing is heavily
f rini'-ed,

Hind wings veinless,

especially along the hind border.

nearly

Abdomen
as long, and at the tip nearly as broad, as the fore wings.
nine jointed, half as long again as the thorax, rather tumid, scarcely
or not at

all

produced apically."

PALiEOTHRIPS FOSSILIS

Scudder.

Palxothrips fumlis Scudder, Bull. U. S. Geol. Geog. Surv.
pp. 222-223.— Zirr EL, Handb. d. PaLieontology, I, Pt.

%.

"Head

Terr.,
2,

I,

1885, p.

1875,
784,

999; Kept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., XIII, 1890, pp. 373-374.

small, tapering a little in front, where, however,

it is

broadly

The antenniB are certainh^ seven jointed, and none of the
apical joints show any indication of being connate, the last joint being
of the same length as the two preceding it, tapering, and bluntly
pointed; none of the joints show any enlargement in the middle, but
rounded.

the middle joints are slightly larger at the distal extremity than at the
The prothorax is subbase; they appear to be destitute of hairs.

rounded sides; the fore
width of the prothorax.
The longitudinal veins of the fore wings approach each other somewhat
aljruptly in the middle, where they are united by a cross vein, and at
the tip of the wing they curve away from each other; the two cross
quadrate, a

l)roader than long, with

little

femora are unusually

stout, as long as the

veins on the lower third of the

wing

are, respectively, slightly farther

from the base of the wing than the corresponding veins of the upper
third; the fringe

on the posterior border

is

largest near the tip of the

wing, where the hairs are about three times as long as those on the
The first hind tarsal joint is scarcely longer than broad,
costal border.
cylindrical; the second of about the same length, but decidedly broader
at

apex than at the base; the apical joint

is

nearly globular, smallest

at base, as large in the middle as the l)ase of the other joints.

are a few hairs at the tip of the

abdomen and

a

There

few short ones on the

hind tibite; the apical ones stouter than the others, resembling spines;
but the insect appears to have been unusually destitute of hairs,
excepting on the wings, where not only the edges but also all the
veins are fringed.

•'Length of body 1.6 to 1.8 mm.; of antennae 0.58 mm.; of fore
femora 0.32 nun.; breadth of same 0.14; length of fore tibire 0.32
mm.; of hind femora 0.88 mm; breadth of same 0,11 mm.; length of
hind tibi<\3 0.42 mm.; of hind tarsi 0.12 mm.; of fore wings 1.4 nnn.;
of hind wings 1.27 mm.; greatest breadth of fore wings 0.37 mm.;
length of prothorax 0.16 mm.; breadth of same 0.32 mm.; length of
wliole thorax 0.64
sanu> 0.;)7

mm.

;

of

abdomen

0.i)2

nnn.

;

greatest breadth of the

mm.

"Fossil Canyon, White River, Utah.

W. Denton."

NO
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GENERAL (lONSIDERATK )NS.
As has been shown

Jordan's conchision

in

regard to the S3"stem-

in

oroup (see p. 82), Thysanoptora have branched off
from the line of the Orthoptera-Hemiptera and res(nnblethe Honioptera more closely than they do any other t^rou}).
Startin<;' with a oiven form which we may call Prothysanopteron, 1
believe that changes in the degre(> of d(>velopmcnt of any of its organs
must be correlated Avith changes in its habits and environment. What
was Prothysanopteron like^ Judging from its line of phyllogeny, it
must certainly have been an active running and flying insect, having
elongated mouthparts which were pro])aV)ly ])ecoming suctorial in
function and ])earing near the other extremity of the body a saw-like
Having these organs which would be concerned in the
ovipositor.
nutrition, locomotion,
chief relations of its life to its environment
and reproduction — what can we infer as to the habits of that primiIt fed externally upon the juicy parts of plants, proljabl}-^
tive insects
puncturing them with its elongated mouthparts and sucking up the
exuding juices. It flew^ from flower to flower or tree and ran about
atic position of this

—

actively thereupon.

In the tissue of

eggs, cutting the necessary
Its legs,

slits

for

its

food plants

them with

its

it

deposited

its

saw-like ovipositor.

used chiefly in running or crawling, would present few.

if

wings, though surely slender, were probably broad as compared with those found in the order to-daj^ and the
hairs which happened to stand along their edges had begun to elongate

any, modifications, while

so as to compensate, in

With sucih an
we can name

its

some degree, for the narrowness

of the juem-

and such habits as this hypothesis suggests, if
reasona))le changes in habits which, acting in
accordance with the laws of Nature as we know them to be actingto-day, will produce the various forms of insects which we now include
in this order, we feel that our hypothesis can be as well sustained as
any such hj'pothesis with reference to primitive forms is capable of
branes.

insect

being.

some of the descendants of our external-feeding Prothysanopteron
struggle for existence should, in the course of numerous generations, acquire a habit of feeding in some well-protected part of the
If

in their

plant,

e. g.,

inside the closely rolled central leaves of Jl(ccaJiJ<(ii(rntosa^

where they would be comparativeh" safe from the attacks of their enemies (a change of habit easily produced by natural selection), then,
this environment being favorable, they w^ould no longer find as frequent or as urgent use for their wings and legs as liad their ancestors,
and they would be favored by remaining in a very restricted place.
As a result, wings would degenerate from disuse, and the movements
of the insects upon their feet would become slower,
^^'ings might,
and ]:)robably would, be a distinct disadvantage in such a restricted
ha))itat, so that many influences would tend toward their reduction,
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which, however, could not bo conipk^te without entailing- a decided
disadvantage to the species l)v hindering- its spread to other food plants.

Nature has established her line of equilibrium somewhere between the
two extremes, and we have a majorit}^ of short-winged individuals
favored by the absence of long Avings, l)ut yet in nearly every species
will

be preserved in some sex, g-eneration, or individuals fully develThis line of
assist in the" spreading of the species.

oped wings to
"balance'' will

we may

1)0

affected

by nearly every habit of the species, so that

naturally expect to find

different habits,

and such

is

it

in dift'erent places in species having,

indeed the case.

(See p.

10.5.)

Such a change of habit from frequenting an exposed to a protected
feeding ground would affect other organs than the wings. There
would no longer be any need of embedding the eggs for protection,
and should the atmosphere prove suflicienth' moist, they would
undoubtedly develop though laid upon the surface of the leaf or stem.
This would save much of the energy of oviposition, and in the course.'
of time the practice of embedding the eggs would cease altogether.
Having now no use for the ovipositor, that, too, would degenerate
from disuse till, at most, a mere vestige would remain of this origi-i
Some such course of development I benail}" well-developed organ.
lieve to have taken place in the Phhpotliripidfe, and the chitinous rod
now found on the underside of the ninth a])d()minal segment just in
front of the sexual opening seems best explaina1)le as the remaining
vestige of the former ovipositor.
(See Plate X, fig. 115.) As the
ovipositor ])ecame weaker and weaker otlxM- changes correlated to this
nuist have been in })rogress.
The sheath which had contained the

|i

\

i

ovipositor, being no longer needed,

The

would naturally ])ecome closed up.
room

ventral plates which had previously disappeared to provide

for the sheath Avould not again develop, ])ut the edges of the dorsal

around still further would meet on the ventral line|
forming the tube of the Tubulifera. At the same time the sexual
opening seems to have moved backward till it reached the hind parti

plates closing

where it is now found.
Other modifications of the Prothysanopteron, found in the Tubulifera (mainly), may logically ])e traced to this one change of habit.
Ij
refer to the trapezoidal form of the prothorax, the enlargement off
the fore legs, and the development of a tooth upon the fore tarsus
wliich thereby has lost one segment in a large number of forms, also
the flattened character of the ])ody, and possibly its elongation.
In regard to the moditications of the prothorax and the fore pair of
legs, it is very evident that tiiey may all be related to the one simple
change of habit in regard to the place of feeding, which has beeni
assumed. Naturally considerable effort would frequently, perhaps
usually, })e required to drag their bodies through such narrow places
as those in which they lived.
Any variation in the line of a more
of the ninth segment,

'
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powerful development of the muscles of the fore leo^s or of any modificiition of the tarsus which would tend to give a iirmer hold in crawling,
being favorable to the insect, would be preserved ])y natural selection,
and thus in the course of many generations the tarsal tooth and the
powerful, thickened femora of most Tulndifera would be developed.

There would also ])e a cori'elative broadening and flattening of the
prothorax, which would nc^cessarily result in pushing farther apart the
The logical result of
fore coxa^, which are attached to its hind angles.
these changes is the trapezoidal form of the prothorax always found
in those species having such thickened femora and well-developed
tarsal hooks.

The elongation and flattening of the body are doubtless referable in
same change in the conditions of external life, for
such a changed form would certainh^ have been favorable to its possessors, and we are surely .safe in assuming that the favorable changes
soiue degree to the

which have been preserved, while the unfavorable ones
We do not presume to say that all the descendants of Prothysanopteron followed this suggested line of change; some
Neither do we presume that all
of them certainly may have done so.
the descendants of those which did follow some such line of development would continue in an even similar environment till all the modiflcations which have l)een named had been accomplished.
We have
just as nnich reason to expect a change of environment anywhere along
the phyllogenetic line as at its beginning, and such changes certainly
must have taken place. What would be the result if this were the
Difl'erent enviroiuuents acting upon different subjects, or even
case?
upon like sul)jects, w^ould favor entirely different variations. Structur(>s which had become dexeloped during the changes subsequent to
Prothysanopteron might l)e lost, but those that had been lost could
never again be developed in their original form; e. g., tarsal teeth
and thickened femora might develop and then disappear, but an ovipositor of the original type would never again be found in the Tubulifera.
We would expect then that the descendants of Protubuliferan
would vary in habits, habitat, form, and life rather than in the tubular nature of the terminal segment of the body.
Such is indeed the
case, and so while there do take place great modifications of each
are the ones

have been eliminated.

organ, the presence of the tube

is

We

constant.

cluding that the family Phhjeothripida^ has

feel justified in con-

now diverged

far

more

widely from Prothysanopteron than has either of the families of the
Terebrantia.

The two

families constituting the suborder Terebrantia resemble

each other (juite closely in
such
the

marked points
Phlwothi'ipidje.

many

The

principal

We

find

between them no

we do between

each of them ancJ

respects.

of difference as

ditferences

which do exist

ar/e

mainly various moditications of the .same organ, and the most impor-
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which we must uotice are the antennae, wings, and

ovi-

are the chief points of difl'erence that we find in the
structure of these organs'^ Only a modification in the structure of
each organ has taken place. In ^Eolothripidte we find always nine
positor.

What

segmented antemuB, comparatively broad wings, which are rounded at
their extremities, and have, in the fore wing, the fore fringe and
the spines along its veins very weakly developed, a strong ring vein,
two longitudinal veins, and four or five cross veins, and finally a
strongly developed ovipositor, which curves upward toward the tip of
In Thripida? we find antennae with from six to eight
the abdomen.
segments, wings which are nearly always slender and quite sharply
pointed at their tips; that in the fore wing the fore fringe and numer-

ous spines along its veins are nearly always well developed, two
(sometimes only one) longitudinal veins are present, the ring vein is
rarely strongly developed, cross veins are absent or but slight traces
of them occasionally appear, the ovipositor is moderately well developed in most cases, but sometimes is small, weak, and functionless,
though it is always plainly present and curves downward away from
the tip of the abdomen.
Between these two families we shall find it much more difficult to
decide just what influences may have favored the development of the
Certainly many influences were concerned, and
differences noted.
they could not have been of such a nature as to favor such radical
changes as have resulted in the development of the Tubulifera. Rather
than attempt to outline these varied influences and their prolxible
results, we prefer, in this case, to base our conclusions upon the general tendencies which now appear to be acting, and which we may
reasonably assume to have been acting in the same way during much,
perhaps all, of the past history of this suborder.
We have shown that Phloeothripidse have diverged more widely from
Prothysanopteron than have any other members of the order. A
comparison of the antennte in the three families will aid us in determining the order in which the families must be arranged. In the
Phloeothripidifi these organs are always eight segmented.
The intermediate segments are, as a rule, much thicker in the middle than at
the ends, and are sometimes rounded.
Stout spines are borne around
the apical thirds of segments two to six, inclusive, and more slender
spines are more generally distributed over the last two segments.
A
whorl of small spines stands also around the first third of each segment
from three to six, inclusiv^e, and simple, stout, specialized sense cones
are borne at about the outer third of these segments in most cases.
The antenna} of Thripidse consist of from six to eight segments, of
which the intermediate ones are always considerably thicker in the
middle than at their ends. Stout spines are usually present around
the apical ends of segments two to five inclusive.
More slender spines
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are generally distributed over segments six, seven, and eight, and

from three

to five

whorls of small spines are often discernible around
Sense cones are found

the middle half of each intermediate segment.

upon segments three to six, inclusive; in some cases these are all simthough in the majorit}^ those upon segments three and four are
dou])le or crescentic in form.
The antenna? of ^Eolothripida^ have
always nine segments, of which the intermediate ones are always much
elongated and regularly cylindrical in form.
Stout spines are found
only around segment two, while the remaining segments, except the
basal, are thickly set with small spines, which are irregularly, but
generally distributed.
Of these last two t3^pes of antenna, that of
Thripidic unquestional)ly approaches more closely to that of PhloeoGranting that the latter exhil)its the extreme degree of
thripida'.
divergence from the original type, we must place Thripida? next, and
this leaves the antenna of ^^^]olothripidi\3 as resembling most closely
ple,

that of Prothysanopteron.
If

we examine

the wings in like manner,

we

shall find that

both

and
Ring vein and cross veins have entirely disapEach wing has only one longitudinal vei-ii, which is median
peared.
and though quite strong at its base usually disappears before the middle of the wing.
The fringes upon both margins are equally well
developed and quite similar in all respects. The membrane of the
wing is smooth and the veins are not set with spines except for about
three, which usualh' stand near the base of the vein in the fore wing.
Thripidie have wings which differ in many regards from those of
Phloeothripida? just described.
The fore and hind winys are dissimilar in many respects.
They are both, however, long, x^vj slender
(except the fore wing of Parth'enothvl])^^ and sharply pointed at the
tips.
The fore wing is alwa3's somewhat stronger than the hind wing
and has more veins and heavier fringes. There are usually present in
it two fully developed longitudinal veins (sometimes only one), and
these disappear before reaching the end of the wing.
The ring vein,
though very strong in the one species of Parthenothrl'ps^ is weakly
developed in most species and in some is hardly distinguishable.

pairs of those of Phloeothripida3 are similar in form, long, slender,

rounded at their ends.

Traces of cross veins can sometimes be seen, but they are never
strongly developed except the one between the two longitudinal veins

While entirely absent (with the excepmost species, there may occasionally appear individuals having wings which show traces of cross
veins, and it is very significant that these ahva3"s occur at just the
same positions in the wing as are occupied b}' the cross veins of ^Eolothripida?, which will be more fulh^ described in connection with that
family.
The hind wing has one longitudinal vein which is median,
but no ring or cross veins are present. Fringes usualh' occur upon

at the first third of the wing.

tion

named

as strongly developed) in
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both inavgins of both win^s, but are dili'oront upon the two inaro-ins,
the fore fringe being single, .shorter, and usually stouter than the hind
The veins of the fore wing alone bear more or less strongly
one.
developed spines which upon the costa may even take the place of the
The membranes of l)oth wings are thickly set with very
frino-e.

In ^5Colothripida? we find wings which
and rounded at their extremities.
broad,
are long, comparatively
are dissimilar in many respects,
wings
hind
Here also the fore and
miiuit(% microscopic spines.

The
the fore wing being stronger and far more heavily veined.
ring
vein,"
two
longitudinal
developed
strongh^
fore wing has always a
veins which extend throughout the wing and unite with the ring vein
and four or five well-developed cross veins
The hind wings have no fully develon
p. 129.
situated as described
No fringe
trace
of cross or ring veins.
no
and
vein
oped longitudinal
fore
wing
and
onl}^
of
the
a very
margin
front
the
is developed on
upon
the
hind
wing.
The
veins
of
present
here
is
short, weak fringe
membranes
of
both
Avings
and
the
spines
short
only
bear
the fore wing
are thickl}^ set with small spines which, though minute, are larger
on each side of the

tip,

than the similar spines in Thripida\
Comparing now these three types of wing point by point, and balancing the weight of evidence, we are led to the conclusion that Mo-

and Phkeothripida stand at the extremes in respect also to
somewhere between them but nearer to the
former than to the latter group. The strong, constantly developed

lothripida'

their wings, withThripidte

ring vein of ^I^volothripida^ has become much weaker or entirely disappeared among Thripida", while in the widely divergent Phlcjeothripit is found.
Cross veins are also disappearing in
idffi no trace of
Thripida, and their occasional presence in nuich the same position in
the wing as in ^^i^olothripida suggests the idea that they are undergoing degeneration and that this process has gone farther in some
species than in others.

In ^Eolothripida* the longitudinal veins join

the ring vein near the tip, in Thripida^ they do not reach this point

l)ut

taper out and disappear before the tip, while in Phloeothripida^ they
rarely reach ])eyond the middle of the wing.

The micr6scopic

spines

upon the meml)ranes and the comparative de^•elopment of the fore
fringes both point to this same relation of the families.
In only one
character do the Avings of the extreme grou|)s closel}' resemble each
other this is in the broadly rounded tips. The Phheothripida^ being,
as we have seen, the most widely divergent group, we nuist conclude

—

that, so far as wings are concerned, those of ^'Eolothripidai resemble
most closely the wings of Prothysanopteron.
In regard to the ovipositor Imt little will need to be said.
It is
always found more strongly developed in ^^^]olothripida than in Thrip-

"ThiH lieavy
learn, notliinjj:

riufj

hke

vein

it is

is

a

most remarkaV)le character and, so

fonnd in any

ntlier

order of insects.

far as

the writer can
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it is entirel}' wanting.
Moreover, there
wide variation in the degree of its development,
So in this respect, also, we must place our
as has alread}^ been shown.
three families in the same relation to each other, and if Prothysanopteron possessed an ovipositor, as we can not doubt from its ph yllogeny
must have been the case, the well-developed organ found in ^'Eolothripidiv must very proljabl}^ approach most clos(dy to tlic primitive

ida3,

while in PhlcBothripidjvi

exists in Thripidte a

form.

Summarizing the conclusions which we have now reached, we tind,
that the Tubulifera (Phheothripidie) have diverged more widely
from Prothysanopteron than have either of the families of the Terefirst,

brantia.

Second, a comparative consideration of antenna^ wings, and

ovipositor shows that ^l^]olothripid{« and Phkeothripida? present the

extreme types of these structures found

in the order.

Therefore we

conclude that the ^^olothripidie most nearly' preserve the characters
present in the Prothysanopteron ancestor of this order.

From

this

it

appears that the descendants of Prothysanopteron early divided into
two main groups, one of which diverged widely from the original form

and has developed the Tubulifera of to-day. The other of these
groups continued nearly along the original line, but in time it divided
again and a group (Thripidte) branched otf, taking in some respects the
direction of Phloeothripidiv, while in the majority of characters it followed a line of its own. The group which still continued most nearly
in

the original direction includes the insects which

the family ^T^Jolothripida?.

we now

place in
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118,158

mites
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I'ago

^^^

6-maculata
6-maculatus

niger

^^°

sphaerospenna

nigra

^^°

striata ?

81, 179

1'5"1

striata

81, 161

"""

nervosa
l"^'*^?

nervosus

nigriventrirt

-

obesns
ocddontaliH

108, 112, 133, 137

onion thrips

120, 179, 183, 184

148, 152, 154

osborni
Pala'ot

1 1

ri

ps

pallida

l*artlienothrips
<»0,

HI, 102,

pergandt'i

Ktriatus

112, 115, 118, 119,

166
119

tal )aci

81,

111, 116, 117, 119, 120, 179, 180, 183

1

79,

Tn KiPiD^

124, 132, 133, 186, 216, 217, 218, 219

84

184

TIrripK

61, 188,

157, 158, 161, 166, 168, 169, 176, 183

Thrips

189

82, 110, 118, 188, 195,196,

Phylloxera
phylloxera;

197,209
118
79,

Physapi
Physapodes
Physapus

118

120, 133, 178, 179, 180, 183, 184, 209

81

,

Thripsides

81
187, 191, 192

Trichothrip:^

81

3-fasciata
trifasciata

147, 154, 155

81

TlIRIPSITES

81
147

Physopm

81,

82, 108, 111, 112, 116, 117, 118, 119,

79,

PhlcA'otlirips

79,_80, 81, 118, 127,

134, 143, 145, 146, 148, 152, 155,156,

93,96, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104, 114,
118, 186, 187, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219

79, 87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 95,

96, 99, 102, 103, 104, 108,116, 118,

87, 89, 90,

1

128
128

trifasciatus

Triphleps

1 1 8,

80, 161

146

Pseu(lothri])s

132, 133,

Kaphidothrips

133, 158, 159
118, 158

red spider

166

rufa
rufus

Scolothrips

90,111,124,166,167
133,157

triticl

tritici

209
119

,
-^

poaphagus

132, 160, 161

Syrphus

1

PMaoth >!]>.<<

1:^0,

211,212
1-^7, 158

perplexa
2,

107, 111,

dylifera

111,133,175,176,217
197

1 1

179

striatus

87,

108,

119

202,203

-

perplexes
Phlocothripid.e

157

US, 157

79, 179, 183, 208

116, 120, 147, 148, 154

Trombidiurn

119

uzeli

196

variabilis

141, 143, 145

verbasci

Vesitarses

1

88,

189

81, 82

Scymnus

119

vetusta

secticornis

209

wheat thrips

184

ynccse

194

zonatus

200

Sericothrijis

Sericothrips

8.S,

102, 133, 141, 143

211
148, 183

INDEX TO FOOD PLANTS.
Generic names begin with capitals, speciiic and coninion names with small
Scientitic

names are

letters.

italicized.
Pago.

Page.

Abies

208

apple

Achillea

189

ajjricot

153

a'thlopica

173

aquatica

162

Agropyimm

162

arachnifera

162

Agrostis

162

Aralia

173

alba

162

Arrhenatherum

162

Arum

173

50, 181

alfalfa

129, 150

Althea

150

asparagus

150

AmariUia

173

Aspidiuin

170

NO. 1310.
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147,150,181
162

aster

Avena

285

Elymus

162

P^nglish i)ea

150

162

Erechtltites

181

Azalea

170

erectus

162

halmorina

177

Eriyeron

181

bean

158

Eucharh

173

hirolor

150

ferns

avenaceinn

bindwei'd

132, 150

blackberry
blanket flower

150, 158

1

Festuca

70

138, 141, 102

Ficus

173, 177

181

jUamentosa

195

blue grasH

181

Jlavescem-rera

162

Bromus
Bnmella

162

Jletcherl

162

132
129, 130

buokwlieat
buttercup

four-o'clock

181

Gardeni

1

lit.

150

garden leek

184

gloinerald

rivskt

162

goldenrod

r(in(uh'iisl.<;

181

(io.ssypiiiia

candytuft

181

yrdvdijiora

cdiiiiKi

162

grape

C(tni)itnii

162

grans

canna

150

grasses

capilare

137

181

cal)bage

,

catnip

181

cauliflower

181
129, 181

celery

73

181

185
150, 181

,

195
1

73

173

206
146,

1.55,

160, 172, 185, 192, 198
129, 132, 135,

143, 150, 156, 167, 185, 189, 197, 205

hackberry
hardback

145

hastata

170

cereals

135

hawthorn

Cestrum

173

heal-all

cberry

150

heliotrope

chickweed

181

heteropJiyUa

Chry^antliem um

173

honeysuckle

cinquefoil

181

hop

Clematis

145

Hydrangea

150
145
150, 181

150
162
150, 181

158
1

50,

1

73

clover .... 129, 130, 135, 145, 150, 181, 197

inermis

162

Composite

1

29

iops

208

compresaa

1

62

Jamestown-weed

181

jimson

181

50, 181

cone-flower

1

corn

156, 185

June

gra.ss

120, 165

Cottonwood

158

Juniperinus

208

cral)-grass

181

kale

181

Crinum

173

Kentta

177

Croton

1

Liliaceae

170

lilies

150

crus-gulli

cucumber

^

70

162

146,173,181

Cyper-us

185

Dadi/lis

185

dahlias

170

dandelion
dog-tooth violet
DraciirM.

durmscola
elaMlca
elatlor

elm

150, ISl

150
173, 177

162
1 73, 1

77

162
145, 1.58

lohuta

173

Loliwn
melons
mesquite
mignonette

162
181

150
181

vtdlcfolhun

189

Mina

173

moutawt
moonflower

197

mullein
nasturtium

173
181,191
181
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Page.

nemorali'i

1"^

noclurnmn

1

shrubby AUhea

l-'^O,

ovina

153,

1

75

Speeillaria

38,

1

62

Spiranthes

1

146, 150

150
181

150

189

squash

173

stolonifera

102

132, 137, 162, 185

stonecrop

181

150

ox-eye daisy

Pandanux
Panicum

20, 165

150

smartweed
SoUdayo

129,181,184

onion
orange

1

simjjlex

129,130,141
162

oats
olcoll

150

silver top

''^

150, 181

parsley

181

strawberry

pea
peach

150

siriatiis

150

sunflower

pear

150

Pellea

170

sweet clover
sweet william

pendulu

197

Tanacetum

perenne

162

tansy

129, 130

Phleum

162

timothy

165, 181

Phlox
Phoenix
pink
Pinux

170

tobacco

173

tomato

150, 170, 181

trkialis

208

plum
Poa

181

197

Verbena

120, 138, 141, 162, 165

181

quince

193

raspberry

150

red clover
liichurdia

173

150

rubra

162

Rubus

181

sanguinale

162

shepherd's pnrse

181

70

1

70

virginiav((

208

mrffinicus

162
130
132, 162

vulgaris

weeds
wheat

129,153
129, 150, 181

white blast
white clover
white top
wild carrot
Yucca

EXPLANATION OF
wing.s of species of Terebrantia the

184

189
165
135

195

PLATP:S.
hind fringes are not fully represented on

great length.

PLATE
1.

173

vulgare

132, 162, 185

serotina

1

vines

Vitis....

150, 189

rose

Fig.

162

167,202

Ulmus

162

tlieir

181
173, 181

turnip

pumpkin

acponnt of

130

turf

150, 153

tlic ligiires of

150

150, 181

potato

In

150, 181

120, 138, 162, 165

pratense
pratensis

162

150

,

^EolothripK faxciahis Linna?us.

I.

Head, prothorax, antennse, and fore

legs of

62
female.

1-

2.

yEolofJtrijis fasnatvs, left fore

3.

yEolofJiripsfasciatus,

4.

jp,oloUir'tpK bicolor,

wing

of female.

—

62
1

feniaU

end

of

abdomen

new

species.

end

of

—

of female.

Head, j)rothorax antennfe, and fore

()2
1

5.

J'JolutlirlpK hlcolor,

abdomen

of female.

62

legs of

NO. 1310.
i
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of iibdonien of female.

end

Fi«. 28. Srrlcothrip!^ cinffvlahis,

end

abdomen

of

29.

Scric»lln-ii>n ciiii/n/iihis,

;;0.

IWndotliripx liicqnd/is (Beacli),

•

-^

107

of male.

^-

Head, prothorax,

antenn;i-,

and

fore

le>,';s

of

--

,

end

abdomen

of

Psnulollirips hirtjudUs,

32.

JWudnthrips inequali% right fore wing of female.
Euthripi^ nervosas

—

female.

107
-•
—

of female.

81.

34.

xxvi.

107

female.

•^•^.

vou

-—
and

Head, prothorax, antenna',

(Uzel).

fore

legH

of

•

Ealhrip.^ iwrm-via,

end

of

abdomen

y

of female,

•

I'LATE IV.

Fiy^.

'S?>.

EiilhrlpK tirrrosiis {\]'Ae\).

36.

E'ullir-ij»f Iritici

(39
"•

Eight fore wing of female.

Head, prothorax, antenna', and

(Fitch).

fore legs of female.i|

107
1
37.

Eidhrijis

Iritici,

end

38.

Eutlirijts tritici,

39.

EuthripK

40.

Enthrip^i fmcus,
f

1

lemale.
41.

end

tritici, left

alxlomen

of

abdomen

of

fore

new

wing

end

legs of female.

—

•

Head, prothorax, antenna^, and fore

species.

of

abdomen

legs of

-^|

Head, prothorax, anteinia\ and

fore

—
end

of

44. Scolollirij>sH-)ii((cvJ.atHs,

end

of

alxlomen

abdomen

45. Scolothrijis 6-niucuUUns, right fore

Fig. 46. Raj)hiil()tlirij>sjuscipeuui!<,
legs of female.

107

of female.

(Pergande).

43. Scolothripf^ 6-macalatti,x,

^

new

wing

species.

—-•

of female.
of male.

——
107
—-•

of female.

Head, prothorax, antennte, and

f(jn

•

I\ap}il(l(>tJirij)i< fiiscipevnli^,

.

85

female.

-r

Evt.}iri])s fuscu.t,

,

—

107

42. Srolothrips 6-)nacalatUK

47.

—
107

of male.

»f

<

107
-•

of female.

em\

of

abdomen

.

.

48.

Raphidothrips fuxcipciiniK,

49.

Anaphothrips

slriatus

left fore

(Osborn).

wing

85
ot female,
.

y"
85

,

of female.

^

Head, prothorax, and antennfe

85
1'
50. Anaphothripsstriatus,

end

oi

•

abdomen of female,

85

-y

of female

NORTH AMERICAN TUYSANOPTERA— HINDS.
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Fig^. r,l.

52.

Aj>lhiolln-i]).<i

riifiis

wing

right fore

Aimjilioflirijis stririfui^,

239

85

y-

of female,

Head, jjrothorax, and antennte

(Gtiieliii).

of female

107
1

alxlomen of

5o. AjiliiKithrijis r«/W.s-,.end of

107

54.

Aj>llnofhripsrufii.'iva,r.ro)iniiUiror)iix\l'At'].

55.

Hdiothrips femoraUs Renter.
female.

y--

fi^nale.

AntenmT^ of female,

107

-p-

Head, prothorax, antennae, and fore

legs of

62
1

56.

Hdi(jlIirlj»iJ'f'iiior(Uis,

end

of

abdomen
PLATE

Fig. 57.
58.

IIi/liilliri/)s fititord/ix

HcliothripH

female,

new

VI.

-r

•

Head, prothorax, and antennae

abdomen

of female,

of

'f.
end

fIrhofJirl]>>ifasci.apcnniH,

60.

Hf/ioflirips fa.HciapenniK, right

61.

lleUothripsfasciapennis, right fore

62.

Parthenothrlps dracsenx (Heeger).

of

antenna

of female,

wing

107
-t—

•

^j—
85

of female,

t--

Head, jirothorax, antennae, and forelegs

y

female,

63.

Partlituofhrljiti (lr((r;nt;r,

end of abdomen

64.

Parllieii<)llirij).s ilnicrn;!',

jiortion of reticulation

65.

Parthcnuthrips dracivmr,

left

66.

Thripx perplexm
female,

62

species.

59.

r>f

^•

Left fore wing of female.

Renter.

fdsrlajtnmis,

of female.

(Beach).

fore

wing

of female.

Y'

^-

from head of female.

of female,

y

•

Head, prothorax, antennw, and

fore

legs of

-y
end

abdomen

67.

TIn-ipx perplexHK,

68.

Thripii perplexHK, left fore

HI).

Tliripx

of

107
of female.
1

wing

107
of female.

,

PLATE Vn.
Fig.

female.

Head,

Lin<lenian.

tdbitfi

i)rothorax, antenna-,

and fore

legs

o:
'

1

end

abdomen

70.

Thrljix liihucl,

71.

Tlirlps tdhaci, left fore

72.

.1 iilliolh rips n'ujer

73.

Anthotlirips niger,

74.

Anthothrips niger,

(

of

wing

Osborn

)

.

107
—

of female.

of female.

85

Head, prothorax, and fore legs of female.

end of abdomen of female.
left

antenna

ol female.

—

—

62

of
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77.

Tnchothrips Iwarhi,
50
of female.

antenna

left

vcrlxtsci,

79.

new

femora of female,

alxlomen

of female,

83. Ccphulothrips yaccx,

new

species.

85.

Fhkcothripspcrgandi'i,

i/uccn',

fore legs

50

—

new

species.

em\

oi

Head, antenn;e, prothorax, and fore

legs

—

1

86.

Pldceothrips pcr'jander,

87.

PhlijEothrips uzeli,

abdomen

new

species.

of

of female.

50

—.

Head, prothorax, antenna', and fore

legs of

50

—

,

male.

abdomen of

88.

I'hheothrips uzeli,

end

89.

Phlceothrips uzeli,

under side

Phlceothrips uzeli,

upper side

91. Fhlceothrips uzeli,
1

female.

male.

50

—

85

of right fore leg of male.

y.

85

of left fore leg of male.

PLATE

new species.

y.

IX.

Head, ]>rothorax, antenme, and

fore legs oi^

50

'r

--.

'

N

1

92. Phlceothrips uzeli,

end

of

abdomen

Acanthothrips magnafemoralis,
fore legs of male.

new

of female.
species.

62

—-.

Head, prothorax, antenna, and

-—

Acanthothrips magncifernoralis, end of

95. Malacothrips zcmatiis,

abdomen

new genus and new

antenna', and fore femora of male.
96.

y.

50

ote tfemale.

94.

50

Head, prothorax, antenna-, and

end of al)domen of female.

Ccphalothrips

93.

fore

-

84.

r

.

'y.

of

90.

^

Head, prothorax, antenn«', and

end

—

50

species.

TrichothripH ambitus,

of female.

fore legs

VIII.

Find of alxlomen of female.

species.

new

Trichothrips aiahitus,

y.

Head, prothorax, antenna-, and

species.

new

Trichothrips heochi,

j.

85

of female,

PLATE

8L'.

50

of female,
Anthothrips rcrhasri, end of alxlomen

Anthothrips

81.

legs of

.

78.

Fig. 80.

j.

Head, protliorax, antenn;e, and fore

Anthothrips verb(m-i (Osl>orn).
teinale.

Fig.

62

of female,
Anthotlirips nirjer, left fore wiiij;

Fig. 75.

Malacoihrips zonatus, end of

abdomen

of male.
species.

50

y.

Head, prothoraxjj
•

y.

lA male.

50

50
—

-.
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Fij.'.

^*7.

MiddCdtlirips

head,

zoiiatm\,

])rothorax,

and

antenna',

241

fore

legs

fe-

<>f

male.
98.

Mdlarothrlps

99.

Enri/tliripi^

end

zoiiatti-'^,

(ii)ij>/irt'iitra/ii<,

50

of alxlonien of female.

new genns .md new

-.

Head, thorax, and

species.

fore legs of female.
100.

Ennjllirip.^ (iinplivenlrnlix,

101.

Ennjthrips

Fig. 102.

of

and fore

Ki(ri/(lirlp>t (ishorni,

104.

<

end

aspi-n^iis,

'ri/pt()lhri])S

of female.

of female.

new genus and new

legs of female.

10;!.

ahdomen

antenna

<niipllrt')Uralis,. left

Eio'ijUiripx oitborni,
na",

eml

species.

.

Ilea<l,

prothorax, anten-

".

~.

of alxlomeii of female.

new

'^'

specii's.

Head, prothorax, and

abdomen

of female.

foi'e

legs

of

legs

of

female.

end

105.

<

106.

t'n//*^o///A'ii}w a.sy«'r,s«.s-,

'rifptolhrij)^ tispcrsi{.<^

I

male.

right

antenna

50
85

of female.

Head, prothorax

Pergande.

rotiifcrarmii

107. Idolotln'ipi^

of

and

fore

33

abdomen

50

108.

Idoluthripx coitiferarinn,

end

109.

Idolofhrip.s rntilftTdriiiii,

head, protliorax, and fore legs of female.

110.

Iilnlothrips coiiiferannn, right

111.

Thrijis Udiuci,

of

.

of nervous system

body
and

abdominal

seg-

—.

Mriatut^,

surface view of stigma

AiKipliolhrips slriatus, cross

from

first

segment.

stigma from

lirst

abdominal

.

114. AidhotJn-ips rerbasci,

under side

A, notch in base of tube.
Anllmllirips

section through

716

.

115.

'

'.-.

716

,

ment.
113.

of female.

head and thorax and position

alimentary canal.
Anaphothripx

antenna

of male.

longitudinal-vertical section through anterior part of

showing form

112.

of

rc.rb<(sri,

of last

two abdominal segments

of male;

—".

mvler Hide

of last

two alxlominal segments

of female;

6"'

A, chitinous rod.
PL.\TE XI.
Fig. 116,

b

.Eolothrips fasckitus, dorsal view of pterothorax of female.

abdominal tergite; A2, second abdominal
metascutum; M3, metascutellum.

Proc. N.

M.

\o\.

xxvi— 02

10

tergite;

-".

Al,

first

Ml, mesoscutum; M2,
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Fig. 117.

.Eolothri])!^ f(tscl<(fu.%

ET
SI

ventral view of pterotliorax of female.

endothoracic invaginations; MS, niesostcrnnni; ]MT, nietasternuni;
abdominal sternite; S2, second abdominal sternite; T, trochanter.

first

view

118. I[eliofhripsf('uior(ilis,dori^a\

of i)ter()th(irax of female.

abdominal tergite; A2, second abdominal
metascutnm; M3, metascutellum.
I

HI.

base of

mouth cone;

ML,

mandible;

MX,

ET, en-

'".

115

—^.

female.

EC, endocranial thickening

at

labium; LP, labial palpi; LR, labrum; MD,
MP, maxillary palpi;

LI,

internal ]>iercing lobe of maxilla;

maxilla.

121. AnapJtothrl])^
,

.

122. uEololhripti

i^idv

!<tri(ili(s,

lowered mto
1

first

mesostenunn; ]MT, metasternnin.

]\rs,

AnaplioiliripK striidKs, face of

Al,

--.

Ml, mesoscntum; M2,

tergite;

ventral view of ])terotliorax nf female.

Ifi'JiotJiriiisfi'iiioralift,

dothoracic invaginations;
120.

C, coxa;

-.

-.•

,

])osition

J>ii'ii/<>f,

view of end of alidomen of female; ovipositor

i-

107

use.

ioi'

under side

-.

of antennal

segments two

to five.
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^.

SA,

sense areas.
910
123.

71irlps

p('rj>I('xiix,

upper side

of antennal

segments two to seven.

"^.

SC,

sense cones.
124.

Trichotlirips

(diihitit.^,

upper side

of

anteimal segments two to seven.

-1—

SC, sense cones.
125.

L*nio^/(c/y*.s f(rr»,T,

first

dorsal view of jiterothorax of wingless male.

.

Al,

alHlominal tergite; A2, second abdominal tergite; Ml, mesoscntum;

M2, metascutum.
126.

AnUiofhrijii^ rerlxisci, dorsal

view of head and thorax

abdominal tergite; A2, second abdouunal
M2, metascutum; M3, metascutellum.
first

of female.

tergite;

62
-:^.

Al,

Ml, mesoscutum;
6'*

127.

Anthotliripi^ rcrhciKcI, ventral

view

of

head and thorax

endothoracic invaginations; ^IS, mesosternum;
first

abdominal

sternite; S2,

second abdominal

of female.

-^.

MT, metasternum;

sternite.

ET,
SI,
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descriptions of a new genus and forty-six new
spp:cies of crusta(jeans of the family GALAtheid.e,

with a list of the known marine

SPECIES.

By James

E. Benedict,

Assistant Curator of

The

Marine

Invertebrates.

United States National Museum,
paper is based, began with the first dredgings of the
U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross in 1883, and has grown
as that busy ship has had opportunit}' to dredge.
During the first period of its work many of the species taken were
identical with those found by the U. S. Coast Survey steamer JBlake,
afterwards described by A. Milne-Edwards, and in addition several
new species were collected. During the voyage of the Albatross to
the Pacific Ocean through the Straits of Magellan interesting additions were made to the collection.
Since then the greater part of the
time spent by the Albatross at sea has been in Alaskan waters, where
Galatheids do not seem to abound.
However, occasional cruises elsewhere have greatly enriched the collection, notably three one in the
Gulf of California, one to the Galapagos Islands, and one to the coast
of Japan and southward.
The U. S. National Museum has received a number of specimens
from the Museum of Natural History, Paris, and also from the Indian
collection of Galatheids in the

upon which

this

—

Museum, Calcutta.
The literature of the deep-sea Galatheidie from the nature of the case
is not greatly scattered.
The first considerate number of species were
described by A. Milne-Edwards from dredgings made by the Blake in
the West Indian region.
Prof. S. I. Smith then described some
interesting forms from the U. S. Fish Commission dredgings
the
ofi:'

United States. This was followed by the report
of the voyage of the Challenc/er, by Prof. J. R. Hen-

east coast of the
of the

Anomura

which contained descriptions of many species of Galatheids
from widely separated localities. In 1893 Dr. Faxon published preliminary descriptions of 24 new species from the Albat7'0ss expedition
derson,

Proceedings

U. S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1311.
2-13
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Galapagos Islands in 1891; also 38 species and subspecies dredged
by the Indian survey ship Investigator since 1884 have been described
by Wood- Mason or by Alcock and Anderson.

to the

Family

GALATHEID^E.

The Galatheidii?, as has often been pointed out by recent writers,
belong to the Macrura Anonialia, but with more or less brachyuran
relationships.

In form they resemble the true Macrura, and are closely related to
the Porcellanida% which at iirst sight, on account of their form and
habits, would be placed with the Brachyura.
Most of the Galatheida? live on the bottom and, with the exception
like Grimothea and Pleuroncodes, probably do not
any great distance. Some of the genera are blind,
inhabiting deep water and even ab3^ssal depths, others again have a
While man}' Galatheids
well-developed cornea divided into facets.
must prefer a sea bottom atiording numerous hiding places, others,
as some of the genus Uroptychus^ are well fitted for climbing on

of a

few forms

swim

freely to

sponges, hydroids, or corals.
Occasionally a specimen will be found with a small worm tube on
carapace, though usually they are as completely free from any

its

foreign growth as are any of the

more

More

active Crustacea.

fre-

quently the carapace will be distorted by the presence of an Isopod
parasite in the branchial chamber.
This family presents problems in classification of considerable

The genus 3fvnidopsis, as now constituted and upheld by
interest.
some good natui'alists, is made to include several of the genera estabIn a long and able article* on the sublished by A. Milne-Edwards.
ject, A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier contend for the generic
With the groups united in one genus,
distinctness of the groups.
the species differ widely in form, more widely than is desirable,
because the name does not convey to the mind a sufiiciently distinct
picture of the forms designated by it.
On the other side of the question it may be said that if the genera were divided a satisfactory ke}'^
could not be

made on generic

lines unless

perhaps in the case of

Galathodes.

The

species placed in the genus

Munida come

fairly well

generic name, with the possible exception of one or

more

under one

species some-

times placed under Grimothea, about which much has yet to be learned,
especially in regard to the young forms, which do not seem to have the

same development as the young of other
tions within the species are not
will be

unarmed, where usually

« Considerations Generales sur

XVI,

p. 191, 1894.

species.

uncommon.
it is

armed.

Individual varia-

Sometimes the abdomen
This

is

more often

La Famille des Galatheides, Ann. des

true

Sci. Natr., (7),

SOME

NO. 1311.
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having an armature of v^ery small spines, as if chance condieasily pushed aside the less emphatic character.
In old
specimens of some species (and perhaps of all) the spines have a tendency to become blunted or even aborted, the chelipeds to become
The relative
elongated, and the lingers to be separated })y a hiatus.
lengths of the supraocular spines are as a rule uniform, and, in conThe size and
nection with others, furnish a very good character.
arrangement of the spines of the carapace and also of the abdomen, if
armed, are important. Correlated with other characters, the width
of the lines of the carapace, the length and character of the cilia, and
the size of the granules are of value in determining species.
Some of the species in the U. S. National Museum are represented
by but few specimens or even single individuals. In other cases the
Large numbers of Miiuida iris A. Milnerepresentation is greater.
Edwards, were taken on the tile-fish grounds during the first years
work of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer J^ish Ilmvk. So numerous in fact was this Muni da that it gave character to the ground. Yet
two years later, when the Albatross went over the same ground, the
hauls of the beam trawl showed that this species, formerly so abunThree degrees farther south, however, in latitude
dant, was wanting.
87° north, numerous specimens were found.
It will be remembered that the so-called tile-fish {Lojfholatilus
chamaeleonticeps Goode and Bean) was found abundantly during the
year 1880, and that some time afterwards a vessel passed through
miles of water covered with dead fish of this species.
It was not again
taken for a long time.
The Fish (commission steamer AJhatross
dredged and set trawl lines on the ground time and again without
taking either tile-fish or Munidas; and even farther south, where the
Munidas were found in abundance, the fish were not to be had. It is
interesting to note that the bottom Crustacea suffered at the same
time and probably from the same cause.
Munida refulgens, M. tenella., and M. pusilla^ species with elongated
chelipeds, have, like M. iris^ been found in large numbers, while M.
sidfrugosa and 2f. quadrispina^ are species with short prismatic chelipeds, and are represented in the collection by a smaller but 3 et plentiful
number of specimens. Some interesting, though bv no means novel,
deductions may be drawn from the character and environment of some
in species

tions

more

of the genera.

The mass of ova carried by the female Munida contains a very large
number of individuals in comparison with some genera of the family
living in much deeper water.
To count the individuals in the %^^
mass of a Galathea or Munida would be a long task, while to count
those of a Munidojpsis^ Galacantha^ or Urojptyckiis would be a very easy
matter.

Some

species of Uroptychus live in moderate depths that

furnish innumerable hiding places.

Here there

is

abundant protection
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for the individual.

The

natural inference

is

viduals of the species having- large eggs and
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that the young- indi-

few

number, do not
encounter the dangers which must be common to the species having
numerous eggs, and, as a matter of fact, it can hardly be supposed
that a Galaccmtha or a Mwndapsis, blind and with limited activity,
passes an eventful life on the soft bottom of the deep sea.
Another matter worthy of consideration is that where the brood is
small and matures near the parent it is not liable afterwards to become
greatl}'^ scattered, a fact which would be expected to aid in the formation of I'aces and species in the same way that it is known to have
done in the cases of nonmigrating birds inhabiting- islands or other
And here it may be remarked that little is known
isolated localities.
Onl}" a beginning has
of the range of any species in the deep sea.
been made. A dredging station here and there shows a few of the
forms of life which the dredge chances to bring up from a \Q,rj limited
Until the sea bottom has been examined to a very much greater
area.
extent it would seem l)etter to hold that distinguishable specimens
from distant places represent distinct species rather than subspecies.
In sharp contrast with those Crustaceans which have few eggs and
live under conditions where the individual must l)e better cared for
are those having an immense number of eggs, as, for instance, some
of the shallow-water Rrachyura, in which the bulging- egg-mass is but
partly covered by the abdomen, and nearly equals the body of the crab
in size.
Here the eggs are minute and when hatched become free
swimming and are carried by the currents to distant places to live or
This effort of nature is pardie, as the place proves suitable or not.
alleled by the forest tree which yields seed, season after season, during
a long lifetime and perhaps dies without leaving a single descendant.
But if this effort has not greatly increased the individuals of the
species in question, it has always been ready to do so if opportunity
offered, and in the meantime has helped to sustain the life of myriads
of other living things.
In this paper 45 species are described as new. The keys to the
in

were made

to include all the Galatheids in the U. S. National
Following the descriptions a list of the known species, with
partial synon^^my, has been given.

species

Museum.

DESCRIPTIONS OF

Genus

NEW

GALATHEA

SPECIES.

Fabricius.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF GALATHEA EXAMINED.
a.

With only two spines or tubercles on the front of the gastric area.
Hands without spines except on the margins
Hquamifera,
h. Hands with spines on the palm,
c. Three pairs of spines on the rostrum beyond the basal pair.
h.

(1.

Row
e.

of four or five spines

Palm wide

p.

303

on the palm.
titrigosa, p. .303

I
SOME

NO. 1311.
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Palm narrow.
/.

Spines of rostrum weak

/.

Spines of rostrum strong

andrev:si, p.

Row of nine or ten spines on the palm of the hand
orientalh,
Two pairs of spines on the rostrum beyond the basal \>di\r .califormenshy

d.
c.

a.

300

intermedia, p. 302

With more than two spines or spinules on the front of the
With a row of spinules on the front of the gastric area.
c. Rostrum entire lieyond the l)asal spines
c. Rostrum armed.

p.

302

p.

247

gastric area or none.

I).

lines on the carapace strong, elevated, few
Lines but little elevated, more numerous
Without a row of spinules on the front of the gastric area.
c. Spines on the rostrum weak or none.

integra, p. 248

rostrata, p.

d.

d.

b.

d.
(/.

c.

No spines on the rostrum beyond the basal pair
With spines on the rostrum beyond the basal pair

Spines on the rostrum large

agassizi, p.

pauciUneata,

dispersa

GALATHEA CALIFORNIENSIS, new

303

intermedia, p. 302

and nexa, pp.

p.

300
249

301, 302

species.

The rostrum is more than twice as long as the eyes. It is armed
with two pairs of stout spines. The sides of the rostrum are parallel

Fig.

1.—Galathea californien.sis, x

J.

between the spines. At the angle formed by the base of the rostrum
and the front there is a pair of small spines. The carapace lacks but
iittleof being as broad as long; the transverse ridges are elevated and
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slightly set with hair.
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There are six spines on the margin behind

On the gastric region there is a pair of spines
the antennal spine.
The chelipeds are
pair on the rostrum.
posterior
the
behind
directly
hairy
the
merus has five
moderately
and
spiny
very
stout,
and
long
;

rows of spines; the carpus has three rows on its inner surface and four
rows on its upper and outer surfaces; the outer surface of the palm has
three rows of spines which are continuous with rows on the merus
and carpus. The merus and carpus of the ambulatory legs are spiny;
is one row on the crest of the merus and two on the carpus; the
propodus and dactyl are scabrus. The merus of the maxillipeds is
armed with one long stout spine and one short one.
Length of a large male from the front to the end of the telson, (31
mm.; length of cheliped, 100 mm.; length of merus, 38 mm.

there

Locallfy.—M)atrosH station" 2946,
45" W. depth, 150 fathoms.

lat.

33° 58' N.; long. 119°

30'

;

Type.— Cdii. No. 20551, U.

S.

N.

M.

GALATHEA INTEGRA,
To

the eye the rostrum

is

entire

new

from the

species.

spine- like point to the

spine which forms the inner angle of the orbit; under a lens the

lat-

margins are seen to end in spinules at about one-sixth of the distance from the apex to the cornea; beyond these spinules the rostrum
is spine like in shape; behind the spinules the margins run divergently
back to a point opposite the spines which form the inner angles of the
eyes, where the direction is changed to parallel; the portion of the
rostrum between the eyes is excavated in the form of a very open V.
The outer angles of the orbits are guarded by spines. A little
behind and to one side of these spines are the smaller spines of the
eral

antero-lateral angles.

The carapace

is

armed on the gastric region with four spines placed
Between this row of spines and the posterior

in a transverse row.

margin the median

long raised transverse lines. In addiintermediate lines.
The spines of
the lateral margin, six or seven in number, are fragile, often wanting.
The merus of the maxillipeds is armed with a single large spine.
The chelipeds are elongated, in large specimens, with widely gaping
fingers; the merus is sparsely set with short, stout spines; the carpus
has a row of four spines on its upper surface and a row of five or six
on the inner margin, but its most prominent armature is a single very
tion there are

line cuts six

more or

less short,

little below the inner row.
Three rows of spines arm
the palm; those of the crest are the largest and most numerous.
Length of carapace, including rostrum, 7.5 mm.; length of cheli-

large spine a

«A

complete list of the dredging stations of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer
compiled by Mr. C. II. Townsend, will be found in U. S. Fish Commission Eeport for 1900, pp. 393-419.
Alhatrosx,

I
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Taken from numerous stations off Honshu Island,
peds, 30 mm.
Japan; the types are from AlbatrosH station 3708, in 60 to 70 fathoms.
Type.— C^t. No. 26168, U.S.N.M.
Galathea integrarostris Dana, resem})les this species. It has a
rostrum with margins unbroken by spines, but much shorter and
broader in proportion to its other measurements. If Dana's figure is
correct, the inner angle of the orbital sulcus is shaped by an incision
of the rostrum which forms
a broad tooth, which can not
possibly be confounded with
the sharp slender spine oi G.

/^^^

Integra.

i

.

-^

GALATHEA PAUCILINEATA,
new

species.

The rostrum

is

rather nar-

row, with a few small spines
on the sides; at the angle of
the front and rostrum there
are two short paired spines,

which stand out well from the
margin; those of the rostrum
proper lie closely along the
margin. On the front, above
the insertion of the antennae,
there

is

the antero lateral angle
the lateral

The

Galathea paucilineata, x

is

rounded; there are

five or six spinules

on

margin.

raised lines that cross the carapace are widely separated

little ciliated.

The merus

long and slender spine.

of the maxillipeds

The ambulatory

Type.— 0,^1. No. 20552, U.S.N.M.
Locality.—Albatross station 2818, latitude
89° 54' 30" W., in 392 fathoms,

CERVIMUNIDA,

ne^A^

is

armed with a

and

single

feet are slightly spinulose

on the crests of the meral and carpal joints.
Length of the carapace, 6 mm.; breadth, 5.5

to

Jy.

a small paired spine;

mm.

00'- 29'

00"

8.,

longitude

genus.

Like Munida, but with a compressed rostrum which is arched so as
permit free movement of the eyes, and bears large teeth.

CERVIMUNIDA PRINCEPS,

new

species.

The rostrum in this species is armed with three sharp ti-iangular
two on the upper margin in advance of the eyes and one below

teeth,

and in advance of the upper ones;

in addition to this

armature one or
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spinules are usually found between the apex and the

two

teeth

above.

The direction of the rostrum is horizontal but opposite the eyes it
forms an arch, resuming- its horizontal direction beyond. In cross
section the rostrum is triangular with the short side below, the lower
margins arc carinate, the carina running' around to the supra-ocular
spines; the .length of the rostrum from the tip to the base of the free
portion of the supra-ocular spines is equal to the distance from the
latter point to the posterior margin of the gastric region.

The supra-ocular spines reach the middle of the eyes;

their free por-

tions are equal in length to the antero-lateral spines.

The gastric pair of spines are larg-e and sharp with no intermediate
armature; in line outside is a small paired spine and in some specimens
a second much smaller one; an unusual spine in the gastric area is at
the intersection of the first ciliated line with the median line of the
carapace; the usual spines occur at the extremities of the ciliated

line.

'~\

Fig.

There

is

3.

Cervimunid

.

princeps, x

2.

a single paired spine in the fork of the suture and one in the

usual place just behind the suture.

The lower margin

of the

merus

of the maxillipeds has a spine at each extremity.

The chelipeds are elongated; spines are scattered over the merus
and carpus; the fingers are longer than the ridge of the palm; the
movable finger is armed with a row of spines on the inner surface just
below the ridge; numerous small spines are scattered over all surfaces
of the palm, except the lower; the chelipeds are hairy in the large

specimens; the ambulatory legs are squamose and hairy.
The abdomen is armed. The 13 specimens examined show for the
most part eight spines on the second and fourth segments; the third

segment shows six, seven, or eight spines, but usually six; in the other
segments the number of spines also varies but not so frequentl3\
The length of the largest specimen examined is 147 nun. carapace,
from the base of the rostrum, 27 mm. chelipeds, 102 mm.
Type.— OA.i. No. 25404, U.S.N.M., from Albatross station 3698, in
153 fathoms off Honshu Island, Japan.
,

;
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS MUNIDA EXAMINED.
1.

Alidomeii unarmed.
a.

a.

Rostruui with several lateral spines near the ai>ex
Rostrum without spines at apex.
h. Palm much shorter than the fingers
I).

inexicutia, p.

264

Palm ranging from a trifle shorter to much longer than the fingers.
e. Palm and fingers subcylindrical.
r/.
No spines posterior to the middle transverse depression, .simplex, j). 272
d. With spines posterior to the middle of the transverse depression.
e.
('.

c.

Supraocular spines not reaching the middle of the eyes .debilw,
Supraocular spines reaching the middle of the eye
irrasa,

Palm and fingers fiattened.
d. With several spines posterior

to the

d.

No

p.

256

p.

810

middle transverse depres-

sion

2.

refuhjens, p. 'M2

sculpta, p. 270

-

spines posterior to the middle depression

quadrispma,

p.

269

Second segment of the abdomen armed.
a. Chelipeds more than four times the length of the carapace, including the
rostrum; palms sulx'vlindrical, armed with but few spinules.
b. Supraocular spines, reaching nearly to the distal margin of the cornea.
irh, p.

Supraocular spines, short, not reaching the cornea
Chelipeds less than four times the length of the carapace.
h. Gastric spines, with two or three small intermediate spines.
c. Cornea but little larger than the peduncle.
d. Merus of maxillipeds armed with one spine
h.

a.

d.
c.

Merus armed with two spines

310

pimlUi, p. 268

perlata, p. 266

'microphthidma, p. 311

Cornea wide, spreading; much larger than the peduncle.
No spines on the margins of the fingers.

d.

e.

Fingers three times length of palm

e.

Fingers not three times the length of paliD.
/.

Rostrum cutlass-shaped, elevated

curvamnna,
to

curvatura, p. 253

andamnnka,
Rostrum sigmoid, horizontal
d. With spines on the margins of the fingers.
prupiuqwt,
e. Supraocular spines, reaching beyond the eyes
e. Supraocular spines not reaching beyond the eyes.

p.

306

\).

312

sancti-pauli, p.

312

/.

Fingers straight.

Spines in the gastric row,

g.

h.

One spine

h.

No

(J.

/.
h.

No

six.

in the triangular area

spines in the triangular area

Spines in the gastric row, twelve

much

Fingers shorter than the palm.

Hand

Ijent

.forceps, p. 307

longer than the i)alm

Fingers

downward

at the base of the fingers, all surfaces spinu(DKjidata,

lose

•3.

honshuensis, p. 261

intermediate spines.

c.

d.

decora, p. 257

curvipcs, p. 254

Fingers curved

c.

d.

307

an angle of 45 degrees above

line of carapace

/.

p.

Hand

not

bent,

broad,

spinulose

on outer surface and

Second and third segments of the abdomen armed.
a. A pair of spines between the large gastric pair.
(See
b. Without spines behind.the cervical suture.
b. With spines behind the cervical suture

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— U2

IS

]>.

252

margins.

nuda,

p.

2 above). .-f?ecorfl,

]».

obesa, p.

265

257
;!1
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Without spines between the large gastric pair.
valida,
With a pair of spines near the middle of the gastric, region
media,
h. Without middle gastric spines
Second, third, and fourth segments of the abdomen armed.
a. Posterior margin of the carapace armed.
.
h. Spines of the posterior margin more than two.
With si)ines on the cardiac region.
evermanni,
d. Cardiac spines one only

xxvi.

a.

b.

4.

p.

314

p. 262

('.

d.

p.

307

Cardiac spines more than one.

jjerarrnata, p. 311
Cardiac spines one pair
hispida, p. 259
Cardiac spines in two rows
bamffica, p. 306
c. Without spines on the cardiac region
Spines on the posterior margin one or two.
c. Fourth segment of the abdomen with a pair of spines on the anterior
margin and a single spine on the median line near the posterior margin.
e.
c.

h.

d.

Spines on the middle of the gastric region one or more.

Supraocular spines longer than eyes
affinis, p. 305
Supraocular spines shorter than eyes
.flinti, p. 258
d. Without spines in the middle of the gastric region.
e. With a row of spines on each side of the t'ardiac region . .normani, p. 311
Without rows of spines on the branchial region near the cardiac
e.
e.

('.

prolixa, p. 313

region

Fourth segment of the abdomen without median spine.
lougipcs, p. 310
d. Supraocular spines longer than the rostral spine
stimj)soni, p. 313
d. Supraocular spines not longer than the rostral spine
Posterior margin of the carapace unarmed.
tenelln, p. 274
b. Chelipeds long and slender; merus cylindrical
b. Chelipeds short and stout; merus prismatic.
c. Two or more spines on the outer margins of Itoth fingers of the chelipeds
constricta, p. 307
c. No spines on the outer margins of the fingers.
d. Merus of the maxillipeds unarmed.
e. Eyes produced beyond the line of the sides
gregaria, yovug, p. 308
e. Eyes not produced beyond the line of the sides
gregaria, p. 308
d. Merus of the maxillipeds armed
subrugosa, p. 314
c.

a.

MUNIDA ANGULATA,

new

species.

The carapace is broadest a little behind the middle. The gastric
region has eight spines, six of which are in a line behind the front.
These spines are subequal in size. A single spine is placed on the
side near the margin of the hepatic area; single spines on the anterior
branchial regions are the only other spines on the carapace, excepting
those of the lateral margins.
The supraocular spines are about onehalf the length of the eyes.
The rostrum is moderately long and
nearly horizontal. The peduncles of the eyes are stout and a little
longer than usual

is less dilated.
The front retreats from
margin of the merus of the maxillipeds
is armed Avith two sphies.
The chelipeds are spiny and spinulose; the
fingers are cylindrical and in all specimens examined are in contact

the eye spines.

« Occasional

;

the cornea

The

inferior

specimens found with posterior margin

(.)f

carapace unarmed.
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throughout the length of their prehensile edges.
is the shape of the hand, which

acter of this species

A
is

253

striking char-

bent downward

from the base of the fingers. A row of from two to six spinuies
arms the second segment of the abdomen; in some specimens the
armature is wanting.
Length of the abdomen, 9 mm.; length of chelipcds, 20 mm.;
length of palm, 5.5

mm.;

length of fingers, 4

mm.

I

Fig. 4.— MUNIDA

LoeaUty.— Albatross

ANGULATA, X

4.

stations 2370, 2372, 240(), 2411, 2413,

m

25,

and 24 fathoms.
Type.— C'At. No. 20532, U.S.N.M., station 2406.

27, 26, 27,

The rostrum
base

it

degrees

is

MUNIDA CURVATURA,

new

long, sharp, and a

compressed, })eginning at

little

curves rapidly upward, so that at

from the

line

of

the

carapace.

species.

its tip

its

direction

The supraocular

is

its

45

spines
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divei^butUttle, they eld^^i^dto^^^^neariy

vQi--

xxvi

.

to the extremity of the

|

eyes are large with a

^^The

brown

iris,

which has small, but

distinct

broadest at about the anterior third, the gastric
much smaller spines are intermediate,
of spines are large, a pair of
outside of the pair is a paired spine,

''tIic c'U-inace is

mir
^'

equal to the intermediate spines in
size; outside of this are one or more
very small ones; at the extremities of
the first ciliated line are the only other

^%^^^^
FIG.

5.-MUNIDA cuEVATUEA, X

2.

'

«

spines on the surface of the carapace,
two spinules
^^ .^j^
^j^^ cxception of
ciliated ridges are rather

The
behind the fork of the cervical suture.
short cilia.
having
lines
are
ridges
the
coarse; between
with two well-separated
armed
is
maxillipeds
the
The merus of
spines.

t
^
of the distal extremichelipeds are short and stout, the spines
The palms have
are unusually large.
ties of both merus and carpus
there are no spines on the
three rows of spines on the outer surface,
of the merus of the
margins of the fingers. The distal extremities
.,

i

The

ambulatorv legs are very large.
The second segment of the abdonieu

.

is

spines.

The length

.

of the carapace

from the base of the rostrum

is

17

mm. length of chelipeds 40 mm.
station 3698, off Honshu Island,
Albatross
Yyoxw
Locality.—

length of rostrum 9

-

.

armed with eight good-sized
mm.:

;

Japaii,i|

153 fathoms.

Type.— OAt. No. ^5466, U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA CURVIPES,
The carapace

is

new

broadest in the middle;

species.
it is

crossed by numerousj

The gastric region is armed with six!
stride which are stronglv setose.
largest; two paired spines
spines, those of the gastric pair are much the
the side is opposite th(
nearest
at the side make up the six; the one
the antero-latera
second spine on the margin, or the one next behind
one of whicl
granules,
three
are
Between the gastric spines
spine.
granules
spiny
Three
lens.
a
with
has a sharp point to be seen only
part o
greater
The
pair.
gastric
and behind the

are situated close to
spines reach th<
the rostrum is unfortunately lost; the supraocular
as in Mimid^
armed
is
antennte
the
end of the cornea. The peduncle of
wherd
article
terminal
the
of
exception
spinosa Henderson, with the
lens
a
under
except
out
made
be
the spine is so small that it can not
Th(
genus.
the
of
species
many
The eyes are much smaller than in
margii
the
spinesj
long
two
merus of the maxillipeds is armed with

SOME

NO. 1311.

between them

NEW DEEP SEA

is
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straight and not at

The chelipeds are

all

as

shown

255

in the fijjfuie of Jf.

and rather slender, armed with slender spines placed for the most part in rows; there are about eighteen
spines on the merus, large and small; the carpus has at least an equal
number; there are four rows of spines on the palm; the lingers of the
left hand are unarmed; those of the right are both armed.
The secf)nd segment of the a])domon is armed with six spines, which
nearly equal the gastric pair in size; the other segments of the abdomen
sjjlnosa.

long-

are smooth.

Fig.

6.

—MxiNinA

curvipks, x

IJ.

This species is closely related to Mnnlda sj)mosa Henderson. It is
separated by the lines of the carapace, which are not so strong, by
the different shape of the pleura of the abdominal segments,
the Challenger figure

is

correct, the

merus of the

inaxillipeds

and
is

if

very

different.
« Challenger
fig. 3, a,

b.

Report, Anomura,

J.

R. Henderson,

XXVII,

1888, p. 128, pi. ni,
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vol. xxvi.

—

Measurements. Length of .specimen from the base of the free part
of the rostrum to the end of the telson 30 nmi. length of the cheliped
40 mm. pahii 10 mm. fingers, 8 mm.
Alhatross station 2788, off Port Otway, Patagonia, in 1,050
Locality.
;

;

;

—

fathoms.
Ti/j><.—C\it.

No.

The carapace

is

20.583,

U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA

DEBILIS, new

broad

front;

in

species.

the spines of the antero-lateral

angles are longer than the free portion of the supraocular spines.

Fig. 7.— Munida debius,

There

is

a

row

4.

of eight spines on the front of the gastric area and a

spine at the extremities of the

first continuous ciliated line.
Between
and the gastric row is a ciliated line interrupted at the median
by a semicircle of the same character.

this line
line

x

SOME

NO. 1311.

The rostrum
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long and slender; the lateral margins are denticulated

i.s

near the apex; the .supraocular spines are united to the rostrum for
one half their length. The peduncles of the eyes are short and the

The inferior margin of the merus of the
dilated.
spines, two on the proximal half and
three
with
armed
maxillipeds
chelipeds
are long, slender, cyrmdrical,
The
angle.
distal
on
the
one
merus
margin
of
the
is armed with about six
inner
the
scabrous;
and
the carpus has a
on
upper
surface;
three
the
are
there
spines;
large
cornea very

much

is

single large spine at the distal inner angle.

This species

distinguished from an}' other described species from the
by its slender elongated che-

is

easily

West Coast

liped in connection with the

unarmed abdomen.
Locality.

—Albatros.^ station

22° 52' 00" N., long.
10!)" 55' 00" W. in 31 fathoms.
2829,

lat.

,

Type.— Cat,

No.

20534,

U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA DECORA, new species.
The carapace

crossed by

is

continuous ciliated and
between
lines;
granulose
six

these

lines

numerous

are

other lines of the same character,
arcs,

but broken into small
which are arranged in

beautiful patterns.

apace

is

spines; there are

area

gastric

The

car-

devoid

nearly

of

two on the

in

the

usual

with several spinules
line between and at the

place,
in

posterior to this

row

there are no spines on

the

sides;

surface.

The marginal

Fig.

spines are small.

8.— Munida decora, x 1^

The supraocular

spines

diverge and reach nearly to the extremities of the eyes. The rostrum
is strong
about twice as strong as the supraoculars and is serrate
The peduncles of
near the end, above and below, and on the sides.

—

—

the eyes are very short and

much

constricted; the cornea

is

dilated

margin of the merus of the maxillipeds is
armed with two large and widely separated spines, between which
are one or more spinules.
The chelipeds are broad, flattened, and hairy. The spines of the

at the sides.

The

inferior
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distal margin of the merus are large; those of the carpus are smaller.
There are four rows of spines on the palm— one on each margin
and two on the surface behind the gape of the fingers; there are
also two spines on the crest of the palm, in a parallel line with the
maroinal row; a single spine is placed near the middle of the inside of the palm; the inside surface is roughened b}^ numerous spiny

granules.

The ambulatory feet are compressed and moderately spinose. The
abdomen has a line of spines on the second segment.
The specimen described is a female measuring 33 mm. from the front
to the end of the telson; length of larger cheliped, 39 mm.; length of
palm, 7

mm.

;

mm.
Albatnm

length of fingers, 7

ZomZ%.— South

of Cuba;

station 2133.

Lat. 19^ 55' 55"

W. In 290 fathoms; eight specimens, one large
Long.
and seven small.
Type.— CsLt No. 7810, U.S.N.M.
One of the largest of the small specimens measures 17 mm. in
The}^ difi^er from the large one taken for the tA'pe in having
length.
but one row of spines on the outside of the palm and several in having
The
the third segment of the abdomen armed with only two spines.
N.

;

75° 48' 03"

supraocular spines are shorter.

MUNIDA

FLINTT, new

species.

The rostrum usually extends l)eyond the eyes about one-half of its
The supraocular spines are shorter than the eyes, both the
rostrum and the supraoculars are smoother than in 3f. affinis. As in
that species the normal number of spines on the gastric area is seven,

length.

the middle spine, however,

is

carapace are the same as in

affinis.

ules are not

crowded as

often wanting, the other spines of the

in affi7iis,

The tranverse

and the

cilia

lines and the grando not reach from line

to line.

The armature

of the abdomen is the same as in affinis except in the
which number two on each side of the central pair on
the second segment and but one on the third segment, while the fourth
segment has only the central pair and a single posterior spine on the
median line. The chelipeds are scabrous and spiny; the merus has
about fourteen spines on or near the crest, and here and there a single
spine on other parts of the surface.
The palm of the hand is densely
scabrous, the spinules are few and scattered.
The dactyl has a row of
widely separated spinules on its margin. The prehensile edges of the
fingers are set with hair and armed with well separated teeth; between
the teeth the edge is crowded with denticles.
This species is nmch like affiiii.s and sf!mj)sonl in general appearance, but very different from either in detail.
Named for Dr. J. M.

lateral spines,

SOME

NO. 1311.

Flint,

U.

NEW DEEP SEA

S. N{iv3%

CRUSTACEANS—BEXEDTCT.

surgeon on tho V.

Fish Commission .steampr

8.

All the specimens were taken l>y th(^ Allxi/mss
northern part of the Cnilf of Mexieo.

(hirinu- u cnii.si' in

the

— Alhatrons station 2402 in 111 fathoms, two specimens;

sta-

Fig.

Locality.
tion

2403

259

in

9.— Munida flinti, x

88 fathoms; station 2404 in

Tyjje—Cfit. No. 9778,

(30

".;.

fathoms, eleven specimens.

U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA HISPIDA,

new

species.

broadest at about the posterior third; the breadth
The front is
is greater than the front.
flattened, almost transverse l)etween the supraocular spines and the

The carapace

at

is

the posterior margin
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spine behind the antennae.

The transverse

lines are strong, granulose,

and sometimes spinulose.

Fig. 10.— Munida hispida,

The gastric
and a

little

spines are small; a

closer together.

On

x

%.

much

smaller pair is placed in advance
the median line of the gastric region

there are five or six spines, and on a ridge behind these there

is

a row

SOME

1311.
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two spines obliquely plaeed; a number of spinules are scattered over the anterior portion and sides of
There are about sixteen spinules on the trianjrular areathis area.
of .spinulps; at the side there are

a spine on the branchial area just behind the apex of the triang-le,
and another paired spine just ])ehind this. The posterior border of
the carapace has an armature of low spines about eighteen in number
in the figured specimen, and about ten in the smaller ones; the spines
of the lateral margin num])er from seven to ten.
T^'he rostrum is more than twice as long as the supraocular spines;
it is slightly sigmoid and minutely serrate.
The supraocular spines
area little longer than the eyes, are stout at the l)ase and taper rapidly
The merus of the niaxillipeds is armed on its into a sharp point.
ferior margin with two spines, which are widely sepai'ated.
The
chelipeds are stout, prismatic, and spinose.
The luerus of the amlmlatory feet is triangular in cross section; both upper and lower anterior
margitis are thickly set with short curved spines.
The second, third, and fourth segments of the abdomen are armed,
the second and third with two rows of spines and the fourth with a
single row; the second row of the double rows is composed of smaller
spines, and in all but the largest specimens these are usually wanting.
Length of the type from the extremities of the rostrum and telson,
83mm.; length of right cheliped, 180 mm.; merus. 70 mm.; palm, 53

mm.;

mm.

fingers, 30

Locality.

— Alhatross
Off

tion 2987.

station 2817,

Lower

Galapagos Islands; Alhatross

California seven specimens

much

sta-

smaller than

the type.

%>.^— Cat.
The

No. 20535, U.S.N.M.

variation between the large specimen taken for the type and

the smaller specimens

ones lack

many

is

considerable.

The carapace

of the smaller

of the spinules, and the spines are larger; the fourth

segment of the abdomen may show only two small protuberances in
place of the row of spines.
The chelipeds are much shorter, and they
are armed with definite rows of spines; the palm is prismatic, and the
prehensile edges

rostrum

in

of

the fingers are

some of the smallest

this variation,

is

in

contact

The

throughout.

slightly bent upward.

however, the specimens intergrade, and

in

With

my

all

opinion

give no ground for separation.

MUNIDA HONSHUENSIS,
The rostrum

is

species.

and is more than twice the length
which do not quite reach the cornea.

slightly sigmoid,

of the supraocular spines,

The

new

spines of the gastric area are sixteen in

gastric row, a pair separated

by the

first

number

— twelve

ciliated line,

spine at the base of the antero-lateral spine; there

is

in the

and a paired

a single^ paired

spine in the fork of the cervical suture and one ^ack of the fork.
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The

merus of the

spines of the

inaxillipods

iiro larg'e

and situated

at

the extremes of the segment.
The chelipeds are short, stout, and prismatic; the spines of the distal
portion of the merus are very large, becoming smaller proximally.

on the carpus. The largest occupy
row on the outer surface near the lower
margin. Medium-sized spines occupy the rows that arm the inner and
outer surfaces. The outer margins of thetingei-s are each ai-med with

There are four rows of

spin(\s

the crest, the smallest the

four i-ather large spines.
The second segmiMit of the abdomen

is

armed with nine spines, which

are short and blunt.

The length

from the end of the rostrum

of the carapace

is

16 nun.

length of chelipeds, 26 mm.
One specimen, female, from Alhatrofts^ station 3708, in 60 to 70

fathoms,

off

Honshu

Island, Japan.

Type.—Gixt. No. 25472, U.S.N.M.
This species is an addition to the group of which

Munida

\

^j.

L]^

ft^^p^a

Henderson is the typical example.
having spines on the median line of
the carapace and in its shorter and less divergent
supraoculars.

p.*''*':^*.'"-^/.*.-^

yii^'""^

f^*^"^^^^^-

^

The hands

__^

"^

t^^^s^-^r^^

onilitaris

It differs in not

line of the

tigure of

of this species are compressed, the out-

palms

M.

is

straight,

militaris in the

and not as shown

in the

Challenge^' report; the

is made up of two planes
which intersect at the median row of spines.
Fig. ii.-Mx'NiDA
Two males were taken at station 8739 in 55 to 65
HONSHUENSIS. X2i.
/Y
c
fathoms, which dmer from the specmien taken as the
tj^pe in that the chelipeds are elongated, and are without any prominent spines, there are numerous small spines on the merus and carpus,
a few on the pahn, and one or two on the margins of the tingers.
There is a hiatus between the tingers, the prehensile edges of which
are set with small teeth even in size and with roun:^ed ends; the hiatus
which extends the length of the tingers is tilled with bristles which
arise from the lower surface of both tingers.
't*^3'^^^^^*^^^S*-^

outer surface of the palms

\:2ss5;^^^^^-^SS2i7

1

.

l

i

•

MUNIDA MEDIA,
The carapace
anterior portion

The transverse

is
is

new

species.

widest in the middle; the sides are arcuate, the

armed with

stria^

six or seven spinuies.

are not crowded; are both granulated and

ated; the cilia are iridescent.

The postocular or

cili-

gastric spines are

small; a nuu'h smaller paired spine stands at the side in line with them;

another paired spine

The

placed farther down near the hepatic region.
deep; where it meets the side there is a notch;
in ])oth branches are longer than elsewhere.
The triangular

cervical groove

the cilia

is

is

NO. 1311.
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five or six spiimh's.

There are also several spimdes on the anterior border of the branchial
The posterior l)order of the carapace is unarmed.
reg-ion.
The rostrum is shMider and elongated, ecjualing in length the width
of the carapace; the supraocular spines are shoi't, not reaching the

The inferior l)ordcr of the
armed with three slender s[)ines graded in

distal extremity' of the cornea.

lucrus of

maxillipeds

size,

is

the

proximal being the longest.

Fig.

The
The

e3^es

V2.

— :Mun'ida

media,

>: 4.

are large with spreading cornea.

chelipeds are long, slender, and subcylindrical; the imn-us and

carpus are armed with slender spines, the palm with spinules.
The merus of the am))ulator3' logs has a row of spines on the upper
margin; in line with these there are five or six on the carpus; the U)wer

margin of the propodiis has a row of seven spinules.
The second segment of the abdomen has a row of eight small spines
and the third segment a single pair. The other segments are smooth.
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The

leug-th of the bod}^

from the front

end of the toLson is
length of the palm, 5 mm.

to the

lU mm. length of the chelipeds, 24 mm.
length of the fingers, 4.3 mm.
Locality.— O'^ Habana, Alhdrcm station 2343, 279 fathoms.
;

;

Type.—Q^t. No. 9524, U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA MEXICANA,

Fig.

13.

new

species

Munid.\ mexicana, x

31.

The carapace is widest at about the beginning of the posterior third;
from the widest point it tapers forward to a rather narrow front.

The

ciliated lines are

miusuallv distant; the

cilia

are short.

NO

SOME

1311.
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There are eight spines on the gastric area, six in a transverse line
and two separated by the length of the tirst ciliated line. There is a
paired spine in the fork of the cervical suture; no spines occur posterior
to these.

The rostrum
is

is

nearly twice the length of the eyes,

its

upper margin

slightly roughened; the supraocular spines are about one-half the

length of the eyes and twice the size of the antero-lateral spines.

The

merus of the maxillipeds is armed on the inferior border with three
slender spines and l)y three small denticles and a spine on the opposite
The merus of the anterior feet shows upward of twenty-five
border.
spines when viewed from above; the carpus is short and is armed with
spines and spinules; the palm is short and spinulosc; the fingers are
much longer than the palm, and in some specimens have a large hiatus
The abdomen is unarmed.
near the base.
The length of the largest specimen is 12 mm. from the front to the
end of the telson; length of the chelipeds, 29
10 mm.; length of palm, 5.2 mm.
Locality.

— West

mm.; length

of dactyl,

coast of Mexico, 9 to 78i fathoms; stations 2794,
and 3012.

2S09, 2816, 2826, 2829, 2833, 2988,
Type.

—Cat.

20536, U.S.N.M., Albatross station 2816,

ofi'

Galapagos

Islands.

Variations:

The proportionate length

MUNIDA NUDA,
The carapace

is

broadest anteriorly.

separated and are almost devoid of

of the fingers varies.

new

species.

The transverse

cilia;

lines are widel}^

the only unbroken line runs

it is conspicuous on account
ending at a spine on the sides of the gastric
region.
There are eight subequal spines on the gastric I'egion four
in a row near the front and a pair on each side near the hepatic region;
the larger one of the pair is higher up on the area and at the end of
The front is broad and produced in the
the straight carinated line.
middle.
The supraocular spines are short and stout, not reaching

across the middle of the gastric region;
of its straightness

and

its

—

more than one-half the length of the eyes.
The rostrum is compressed, serrate above, less so on the sidt^s, :ind
smooth below. The merus of the lower border of the maxillipeds is
armed with one large spine. The chelipeds are strikingly difierent
from those of any species examined. They are short; the merus has
about ten spines; the largest are on the distal margin; the carpus has
two or three large ones on the inner margin and a large number of
smaller ones on the upper surface; the outlines of the hand are elliptical;

spines run along the borders nearly to the ends of the fingers;
upward of fifty spines on the outer surface; the inner sur-

there are

face is free

from

spines.

The second segment

of the

abdomen has

2(>6
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Leni^th of body, 12 mm.; length of cheliped, IT mm.;
four spines.
of palm, 4 nun.; of lingers, 4 mm.
Locality.— Albatross station 233S, latitude 23^ 10' 40" N., longitude
One male. Cat. No. 9516, U.S.N.M.
82° 20' 15" W.; 189 fathoms.

Fig. 14.— Munida nuda,

MUNIDA PERLATA,

x

new

4i.

species.

The carapace is broadest in the middle, where it nearly equals th(
distance from the posterior border to the line of the gastric spines
In the single specimen obtained there are but two spines on the cara
In line with these, between an(
some specimens would probabl}^ occu
as spines.
The ciliated lines are elevated. There are six small spine
on the margin behind the antero-lateral angle. The ej^es are small

pace; these are on the gastric area.
outside, are tubercles which in
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the cornea but little dilated
lipeds

is

liped.s is

armed with a
present; this

267

The merus of the niaxilOnly one of the chcand much flattened. The spines of the

and

jet black.

single ^'erv large spine.
is

short

nierus are small, except those of the distal ])order, where there are

There are two large spines on the innei' margin
The hand is very hairy;
a row of spines on each margin of the palm.
The second

four very large ones.

of the carpus and smaller ones elsewhere.

there

is

segment of the abdomen has a row of spines.

Fir,

15.— MlMDi PEELVTi

>

2;.

This species in some of its characters superticially resembles small
specimens of M. ^;vy>^>/7?^;/</ Faxon and of J/. mhTophthalina A. jSI.
Edwards. From the first it is distinguished by its small ^\q^^ from
both by the armature of the maxillipeds. The supraocular spines are
also

much

shorter

m jxrlata

than in microphthahn((.
telson, 24 mm.; length of

Length from the front to the end of the
the cheliped, 21

Local /ty.

mm.

— Station

;

length of palm, 4 nmi.

;

length of fingers. 4

2808, off the Galapagos Islands;

One female with eggs.
Type.— Csit. No. 20538, U.S.N. M.
19
Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi— 02

mm.

034 fathoms.

'H\S
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MUNIDA PUSILLA,
The ranipacc

is

new

})roade.st posteriorly;

vol. xxvi.

species.

the sides are arcuate.

The

The

spines and spinules of the
gastric area \ary in number; the largest are those of the pair behind
the supraocular spines; in line with these are one or more pairs of

transverse lines of

spinules; there

is

cilia

are iridescent.

also a pair close to the hepatic area.

Fig. 16.— Munida pusill.\.

x

There are two

4.

or three spinules in the fork of the cervical suture and one on the
branchial region behind the fork of the suture.
The sides of the front

The supraocular spines are
than one-half the length of the eyes. The rostrum is long and
slender and is raised but little above the horizontal. The superior marretreat a little to the antero-lateral angle.

less

NO. 1311.
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is armed witii but a .single spine.
Tlie anterior
male are vxry long and slender; in man}^ specimens there is
a prominent hiatus near the base of the fingers of one hand; in one
specimen the hiatus exists in both hands. The spines, or rather spinules, of the merus are very small; the palm is scabrous, much as in
M. irk. There are Init few very small spines on the am])ulatory legs;
the only ones at all prominent are those at the distal ends of the merus
and carpus. The second segment of the abdomen of many specimens
has a wideh" separated pair of spinules; in other specimens with

gin of the maxillipeds
feet in the

correlated characters the spinules are wanting.

The females are readily distinguished by the shorter and more spiny
The spinules of the second segment of the abdomen are

ehelipeds.

often wanting, as in the males.

Male: Length of body, 10 mm,; ehelipeds, 28 mm.; palm, s mm,;
fingers, 4.5

Locality.

mm.

—

AIhatr<>><s station 2405,

Gulf of Mexico;

also, at stations

2120, Caribbean Sea; 2365,2372,2406, 2407, and 2640, Gulf of Mexico.

A

lot of three specimens is labeled "Warsaw, New Providence,"
Type.— C^t. No, 20539, U.S.N,M, Station 2405,

MUNIDA QUADRISPINA,
The carapace
angles are

is

new

species.

narrowest near the front margin; the posterior

much rounded.

There are

six spines

on the gastric area, four

in a line in the usual

place behind the supraocular spines, and one on the sides near the hepatic

region; the terminal spines of the line are very weak and small, but
one spine occupies the anterior branchial region. The marginal spines
vary from eight to ten in number.
The rostrum is long and compressed, moderately serrate above and
The supraocular spines do not reach quite to the
slightly so below.
ends of the eyes; the}^ are united to the rostrum for nearly one-half
of their length.
is

armed on the

The eyes

The merus

are small.

of the maxillipeds

inferior border with four spines; the first

The
maxillipeds are rather more
The anterior feet are well
long, the others short.

and

last are

ends of the terminal segments of the
dilated than is usual in the genus.

distal

set

with spines and spinules.

The merus

has fourteen spines; the carpus about twenty spines and spinules; and

palm upwards
The ambulator}'

the

of thirt3\
feet are compressed; the meral and carpal joints are

spiny —spines short, l)lunt, inconspicuous.

Length of a large specimen, 85 mm.
of fingers, 13

;

length of i)alm,

1

5

mm.

;

length

mm.

Local ity.—Alhati'osx

<^ii\i\o\\

Ty2)e.—C?it. No, 20537,

2iH;o;

267 fathoms, 2s7s,

U,S,N,M,

Also taken at stations 2861, 2866, 2871, 2878, 2886, 2936, 3053, 3104,
8170, 3183, 3445, 3449, 3454," 3457, 3461, 3666,

and 3673.

One

spcci-
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men

in the collection is lal)eled Sitka,

N., LS82, No. 13047.
The merus of the niaxillipeds

Alaska, Dr.

W. H.

vol. xxvi.

Jones, l^

S.

commonl}^ armed with four spines
on the lower border; variations are numerous; while the two medium
This is not always the
spines are usuall^v smaller than the others.
case, as they

may range from

is

small tubercles to large spines.

Vu;. 17.— MVNIDA

QUADRISPINA.

MUNIDA SCULPTA,

new

I5.

species.

The carapace is broadest behind the middle, and is moaerately swolThe ciliated lines are rather more than usually elevated, and its
anterior edges are thickly set with minute denticles.
The cilia are
worn from the anterior and central portions of the surface, but on the
len.

region near the iifth pair of legs are intact, and are brightly iridescent; the cilia cover about two-thirds of the space

The carapace

is

armed with more spines than

is

between the

lines.

usual in species with

f^OME
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iinarnicd abdomons.
A row of cig-ht spines on tho gastric area is
arranged in size as follows: The gastric pair is th(^ largest; the next
are the second and fourth pairs; those of the tliii-d pair are little more
than spinules; a little behind the third and fourth paired spines of
the front row is a spinule, and on the sides are two other paired spines.
On eacli of three females there is a denticle near the extremities of a
ciliated line

forming the anterior margin of the posterior

Fig. is.

— MUNiD.i

sculpta,

>;

l(>h(»

of

tlie

'J.

These spinules are wanting in the three males, in the
fork of the cervical suture are three or four spines; on the border
behind the suture there is a row of from three to live paired spiiudes.

gastric area.

The rostrum extends beyond the eyes by more than one-half
length,

it is

slender, slightly compressed, and

is

of

its

obscurely serrated

above.

The

su])raocular spines extend to about the middle of

antero-lateral spines equal the supraoculars in length.

tiie ev<'.

The
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border of the inerus of the inaxillipeds is armed with
three or more .spin(\s o»i the ])roxinial and one on the distal (Mid.

The

iiiFerior

The ehelipeds

The

are shorter than those of J/, /irasa.

nierus has

alignment; the surfaces on

three ro\Ys of ten or more spines in »>()od
each side of the middle row are tlat and diverge at an angle of 90
There are seven or eight spines on the carpus and two rows
deo-rees.
on the inside of the palm; all of the articles are scabrous throughout.

The abdomen is unarmed.
The type specimen is an ovigerous female, and

more nearly perfect
is unknown; it is
than the others.
come from
other
specimens
labeled ''Caribbean Sea, 1S84.'' All of the
These specimens differ from the type in having
the north of Cul>a.
is

Unfortunately, the exact locality

the supraocular spines less divergent and in having three spines on
the m(n-us of the maxillipeds where the type has four; the distal
terminal spine is also wanting in these specimens. The type measures

from the front

to the

of ehelipeds, 38
Locality.

—

end of the telson 82 nmi.; width. 12 mm.

mm.; length of palm,

mm.;

!>

;

length of fingers,

length
1»

mm.

Albatross station 2159; 98 fathoms; one male and one

female.
(Station 27,

Iowa State University Expedition; two males and one

female.)

%>e?.— Cat. No.

8942,

U.S.N.M.

MUNIDA SIMPLEX,

new

species.

The carapace is l)roadest behind; the transverse ciliated lines are
well separated; the cilia are iridescent and extend forward one-fourth
There are six spines in line near the
of the distance to the next line.
front of the gastric area and a single spine at the extremes of the first
Two paired spines are situated in the fork of the cerviciliated line.
cal suture,

The eyes

making twelve spines

in all

on the surface of the carapace.

are large; the supraocular spines extend to the cornea.

the type specimen the lower border of the merus of the maxillipeds

In
is

armed with a long spine and three rudimentary ones in the other specimens; the merus has but one or two rudimentary ones.
The ehelipeds are long and cylindrical, and under a lense they are
lightly scabrous; the scale-like areas are bordered with iridescent cilia.

The merus has about twenty-five spines, large and small, in a dorsal
The spines of the carpus are small; there is a row of small spines
near the crest of the palm. The hands are long and a little curved
inward, and l)ent slightly downAvard from the base of the fingers,

view.

which are a

little

longer than the palm.

In the speciuien selected for

the type the ehelipeds are unequal; the left one

is

the smaller, and

has the most marked bend at the base of the fingers, making a large
shallow sinus in the lower outline; the outline of the dactyl is eoncave; the curves in the right hand are not so strong as in the left, and
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three s|)eciin(Mis from the other

stations.

The length of the body from the front to the end of the telson is
The chelipeds are S-i and 37 mm. in hMioth, respeetively, and
1-i mm.
of
the riofht is
p.dm
mm.: the tinkers. \K'2 mm.
the
t>

Fig. 19.

— Mrxin.x

simplex,

Ti/pe.— Cut. No. 7789, ir.S.N.M., from

^:

'A.

.lM^///v/.s-,v

station

!>!()!»:

depth

78 fathoms.

A

second specimen was taken at station 2820

other specimens were taken at station 2822
stations

were

oft'

Habana, Cuba.

IHO fathoms; two
fathoms: the three

in

in 11.5

274
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MUNIDA TENELLA,

new

Fig. -jo.— MrNiDA texella,

species.

x

3.

The carapace is l)roadest in the anterior-middle, tapering slightly
forward to the sl(>nder spines behind the antenna. The ciliated lines
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are well separated, the cilia are short and sliohtly iridescent; the lines
are for the most part unbroken.
The gastric pair of spines is small,
and the other spines of the gastric row are very small; in some

specimens they should be designated as spinules.
spines in the gastric

row and two

There are

eio-ht

at the extremities of the first

cili-

gastric area.

A

large spine occu-

pies the area in the fork of the cervical suture

and

a second paii'cd

making ten spines on the

ated line,

spine the l)order just behind the fork.

The rostrum is about twice as long as the eyes; two or more
spinules break the continuit}^ of the sides; the upper liordcr is sub-

The supraocular

serrate.

spines are small and reacli only about the

middle of the eyes.
The eyes are large, the cornea

is

much

inflated,

and the })eduncles

are very short.

The

margin of the merus of the maxillipeds is armed with
on the proximal part and l)y a short spine on the distal
The merus of the chelipeds is armed with three rows of spines,
part.
the inner row with seven, the middle with six. and the outer with nine.
There are five spines on the carpus, three on the distal border, and
two small ones on the inner margin. The upper margin of the pahii
has a row of from ten to fourteen small spines.
The ambulatory feet
are spinulose.
The second segment of the abdomen has a line of six
spines, the third and fourth two each.
Length of a large specimen, from the front to the end of the telson,
18 mm.; length of chelipeds, 39 mm.; of palm, 9 mm.; of fingers,
Taken by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alh(di'os.'< at
8 mm.
several stations ofi St. Josephs Island, Gulf of California, in from 39
inferior

a large spine

to 71 fathoms.

Type.—Cfit. No. 20540, U.S.N.M.

The gastric row of spines may have six spines in small
The rostrum may show several spinules or none. The
second segment of the abdomen may have l)ut one pair of spines in
some of the smaller specimens; usually six can be made out under a
Variations:

specimens.

lens.

Genus MUNIDOPSIS Whiteaves.
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF MUXIDOPSIS EXAMINED.
0.

Eye spines present.
Eye spines short,

h.

c.

conical.

Chelipeds short, bearing but few spines.
d. Carapace broadest behind; gastric area with six spines
andeata,
d. Carapace broadest in front
gastricarea with two spines. .sMfesr/wajrto.sa,
Chelipeds elongated, bearing numerous spines.
;

c.

d.

Aljdonien unarmed.
Auxiliary eye spine at the base of the large eye spine
e. Auxiliary eye spine wanting
e.

d.
b.

Eye

Abdomen armed
spines long.

p. 315
p.

327

scabra, p. 325
tanneri, p. 327

hydrir, p. 321
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Without supines or teeth on the front liehind the antennal peduncle.
hairdi, p. ol7
margin of the carapace
iL With four spines on the posterior
Without spines on the posterior niartrin; margin roughened l)y a large
(I.

<.

nunil)er of sharp granules.
antonii, p. 316

Rostrum straight
e. Eostrum curved
With spines or teeth on the front behind the antennpe.
Spines wanting on the gastric area
(J.
ij.
Spines on the gastric area two or more.
e.

r.

e.

One eye spine

r.

Two

-

r/.

g.

crasm,

Merus

of chelipeds

p. .318

with ten to twelve spines (exclusive of the

Merus

ter-

simUis, p. 326

of chelipeds with six to eight spines

verrilli, p.

291

nitida, p. 323

Crest of palms not spiny

/'.

Eye

279

.tjnnomilala, p. 827

-

minal spines)

h.

i).

eye spines.
Crest of palms spiny.

f.

a.

heringana,

spines not present.

Rostrum l>road, with subparallel sides; extends considerably beyond the eyes
where it terminates in a trident.
c. Rostrum long and strongly bent upward, as in (Jalicantha.
expansa, p. 282
d. Carapace without spines except on margin
gUU, p. 283
d. Carapace with spines on the surface
•

c.

Rostral point short, horizontal (Galathodes).
d. Gastric area armed with two spines or spinules.

Palm spiny above and below
Palm not spiny

e.
e.

.,

trifida, p.

mina,

p.

329
285

Gastric area without spines or spinules.

d.

e.

Maxillipeds with the inferior margin of merus armed with three spines.
trideiUata, p. 328

Sides of rostrum convex

./'.

hahnmmsis, p. 278
/.
Maxillipeds with the inferior margin of the merus armed with two spines.
/. Both spines slender from the base.
g. Carpus of chelipeds with a single long slender sTpine. tenuirostris, p. 289
Sides of rostrum straight

e.

Carpus with three long slender spines
Both spines not slender.
g. Fingers of the chelipeds acuminate from base to
g. Fingers not acuminate
Rostrum not tridentate.
c. Abdomen unarmed.
d. Eyes movable.
e. Gastric area with two very short conical spines
g.

latifrotis, p.

321

/.

h.

/.

With a sharp
g.

plafiro.ttris, p.

324

spine at the anterolateral angle.

Rostrum broadest

at base.

Spine of anterolateral angle very short
/(.
Spine of anterolateral angle long
g. Rostrum broadest in the middle
Without spine on the anterolateral angle.
//.

/.

g.
g.

Eyes long, cylindrical
Eyes short

cylindropus, p. 281
sigshei, p.

326

armata, p. 316

cylindrophthahnns, pp. 319, 281
polita, p. 324

Eyes innnovable.
e.
e.

c.

modesta, p. 286

Gastric area without spines.

e.

d.

tip. acuminata, p. 277

Surface of carapace smooth, punctate
Surface of carapace rough, coarsely granulated

Abdomen anned with

spines or tubercles.

espinis, p.

282

sfjiiamosa, p. 327
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Rostrum arimvl with lateral spine.''.
RostruMi armed with a single pair

i\

/.

Posterior marixiri unarmeil

/.

Posterior margin

armed with

g.

Spines four to six

g.

Spines numerous, small

277

of lalcral sidiieH.
n-iiidct'd,

\>.

:;'2l)

mpinifer, p.

327

sericcn, p.

326

.^ipiiies.

Rostrum armed with two or more spines on each side.
op<descenH, p. 287
/. Eyes immovable
hamata, p. 320
/. Eyes movable
d. Rostrum not armed with lateral spines.
c. Armature of the abdomen not confined to the median line.
/. Armature of abdomen consisting of small conical spines, uniform in
size, placed in a double row on the second, third, and fourth
e.

segments

scohina, p. 325

Annature consisting of prominent spines on the median line and a
single spine on each side.
serratlfronn, ji. 326
g. Spines on the posterior margin of carapace, 2
g. Spineson the posterior margin of carapace, more than 2. /ia.sfi/i'y, p. 284
e. Armature of abdomen confined to the median line.
/. Gastric area armed with 1 or more spines or tubercles.
latimsii-ls, ]>. 321
g. Rostrum depressed
g. Rostrum curved upward.
irillosa, p. 330
h. Median line on the gastric area free from spines
h. Median line on the gastric area armed with spines or tubercles.
.

i.

Orbicular sinus well developed.
k.

Rostrum strongly curved upward and much longer than the

A'.

Rostrum nearly horizontal and but

robnsta, p. 325

eyes
little

longer than the eyes.
toirnsendi, p.

?.

290

Orbicular sinus lacking.
k.

Carapace of nearly uniform width, widest in middle, not cut

k.

Carapace not uniform in width, cut into lobes by cervical

up

simplex, p. 326

into lobes

sutures.

Broadest near anterior end
I.
Broadest near posterior end
Gastric area lacking spines or tubercles.
g. With sharp anterolateral spines
g. Anterolateral spines wanting.
/.

/.

/(.

Rostrum

short, broad, concave,

322

curvirosira,

319

apex rounded.
longimana, p. 322
carimpt's, p. 317

Carapace of uniform width
i.
Carapace broadest in front
Rostrum acuminate.
/.
Lateral margins of carapace straight
/.
Lateral margins arcuate

MUNIDOPSIS ACUMINATA, new

quadrata, p. 325
aspera, p. 316

species.

The rostrum extends beyond the eyes about one-third
is

points.

The antennal spines are a little

The spines of the
M. aspera

of

its h'nn-th:

long as the lateral
smaller than the rostral spines.

l)road; the rostral point is twice as

the base

«

]>.

abbretiata, p. 315

/.

}).

longirostris, p.

lateral

number,

including- the

as the rough granules are general

on the carapace.

margin are four

may be an exception,

in
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antiM-oliilcral spino.

The posterior spine

is

VOL. XXVI.

situated just l)ehind the

l)ran(h of the eervieal suture, as indicated b\' a slight notch; the auterioi- bi-anch of the suture ends in a notch just behind the anterohiteral spine; both branches are
indistinct, while the

well

marked

groove

is

liehind the gastric

area.

The carapace
l)y

short,

is roug-hened
granulose rugje;

there are no spines on any part
of the gastric area. The spines
of the ambulatory legs are confined to the crests of mei'us and

carpus.

The chelipeds have

spines on the crest and on the

inner margin of the merus and
on the distal margin of the
carpus.

The lower margin of the hand
is

nearly straight, with a slight

swelling at the palm and a slight
sinus at the base of the fingers;

the fingers are acuminate, the
outline of the closed fingers
Fig. 21.— MUNIDOPSIS

acuminata,

from the Imse

to the tip

is tri-

This feature distinthe
subgenus
Galathodes.
guishes the species from all related forms of
were
taken
one
female,
l)v the
The two specimens, one male and
Carolina.
ofi'
South
Albatross at station 2663, in 421 fathoms,
TyjJe.—Cixt. No. 11490, U.S.N.M.
angular.

MUNIDOPSIS BAHAMENSIS, new

species.

The rostrum is seven-eighths as long as it is broad at the base,
measured from the base to the base of the lateral points; between the

The lateral teeth are
from the margin. The inferior margin of
the merus of the maxillipeds is armed with three spines; the proximal
points

it is

three-fourths the length of the base.

large and stand out well

is as long and is uniform in
sometimes inconspicuous or wanting. The
merus of the chelipeds has two rows of spines and two large spines
between them; the carpus has a large spine at the inner angle and a
smaller one at the condyle; the palm is broad and unarmed; in large
specimens there is a hiatus between the fingers. The upper margins
of the meral joints of the ambulatory feet bear a row of spines; the

spine

is

broad at the base; the second

size; the third is short,

NO. 1311.
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carpal joints have a single spine placed at the distal ani>Ie of the upper

margin.

Length of
mm.; length
width, 16

a large male

from the front

of chelipeds, 51

to the end of the telson, 44

nnn.; length of the earapace, 18

mm.;

mm.

Locality.

— AJhatroa-s

station

2<W;H.

852 fjithoms,

oil

tlu'

coast of

Florida.
Ty2>c.'-Cixt.

No. 20555, U.S.N.M.

Fig. 22.

Munidopsis bahamensis, x

1^.

MUNIDOPSIS BERINGANA," new

species.

Three specimens of a Munidopsis were dredged in Bering Sea,
which at first sight would be called 2L antonii; but a careful examination shows that the texture of the carapace dili'ers, that the rostrum
is curved and not as in M. antonlL which, though directed upward, is
perfectly straight.

The carapace
«

of the Bering Sea species

Allowance must be made for the figure

the exuvije

still

partly attached to one.

is,

in its texture,

more

like

specimens were soft;
however, hard, and this

of this species, as the

The small one

is,

confirms the specific characters given to the large specimens. The short rugose lines
of the posterior sides are more marked in the specimens than in the figure.
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M. anion H %arcd by Hendcr.son in the ChaUen<jrr Ano^
sharp granules are arranged in short lines or sqiuinue on
The
mura.
The specimen figured has
portion of the carapace.
posterior
the
The smallest
gastric area.
on
the
spines
sharp
short,
twenty
about
that of the

specimen, a male, has fifteen; a large female, with a part of the exuviae yet attached, has the same spination as a specimen of M. antonii
from the Paris Museum of Natural History (taken by the Talisman).^

but otherwise

it is

like its

companions.

The TaJmnan specimen and

the Bering Sea species agree in being broadest behind and tapering
gradually forward; the Challenger figure shows a species slightly narrowci- a little

beyond the middle; the figure of the

Fig. 23.

Munidopsis beringana, x

shows

|

a slight ditference in the spines of the gastric area

the center where the other species have two.

latter also

— a single spine

In comparing

3L

in

Ijerm

^«w« with M. aciileata Faxon, the spination of the gastric area is very
The coi'nea of aculeata is much larger than herlngana and
similar.
the eye-spines smaller; the rugae of the posterior portion of the caraaculeata., and exceedingly numerous
and crowded in herhujaiui
Length of the large female, figured from the middle of the posterior margin to the margin behind the eye, 32 mm.; greatest width,

pace are coarse and separated in

28

mm.
Locality.

—From Alhatroas station

Type.—Cut. No.

20557,

U.S.N.M.

8()()3,

1,771 fathoms.

i

i

,

|

:;

SOME

NEW DEEP SEA

CRUSTACEANS— BENEDICT.

MUNIDOPSIS CYLINDROPUS, new
[•

The rostrum

I

I

\

j

sharp; the distal one-half

is

species.

triangular in crots sec-

extends horizontally forward beyond the eyes by about onehalf of its length.
From the apex to the eyes the upper margin is a
sharp ridg-e; from this point the ridge is forked, the branches running
back to the front of the gastric areolation, inclosing a slight triangular
tion;

i

i.s

281

it

depression.

The

antero-lateral

angles are

right angles with shaip

apices; that portion of the front

which lies between the bases of the
antennae is much advanced beyond the line of the angles.
The articles of the antennal peduncles are each about as long as
broad; the flagelli are long and thread-like, reaching
far beyond the chelipeds.

lateral

is 5.5 mm. in )>readth and 6.5 mm. in
measured from the front behind the e3^e; the
margin is but slightly arcuate from the middle

to the

front, but

The carapace
i

i

I

length,

much more

so posteriorly.

areolations are protuberant; the surface

is

The

everywhere

broken by raised transverse lines varying- greatlv

in

length.

The chelipeds measure 20 mm.
almost uniformly
I

i

1

in length

and are

mm. in diameter throughout, the
1.2 mm. at the base of the dactyl.

fig.
^'/

24.-munidopcylindkopus,

palm enlarging to
The merus and carpus are granulated, while the palm is smooth and
slightly iridescent; two spines arm the inner surface of the merus and
two or three the distal margins of both merus and carpus.
The lingers are shorter than the palm their prehensile edges are
thin and minutely dentate.
The ambulatory feet are granulated; with
;

the exception of a small graduated

comb under

the dactyls thev are

from spines.
The merus of the maxillipeds is armed with two spines.
The abdomen is wanting in both spines and tubercles; the margins

free

of the second, third,

and fourth segments are

raised,

forming deep

transverse channels.

This species in

its

general appearance very nuich resembles Jlnnl-

dopsis cyJtndt'ophthahiius, but close inspection shows marked differences in many characters.
The latter species has a nuich broader

rostrum and smaller eyes; the carapace

is

much smoother, and

its

antero-lateral angles are rounded.

This single specimen, a female without eggt^, was taken by the
station 3697, in 265-120 fathoms, off Honshu Island, Japan.
77//A^~-Cat. No. 26163, U.S.N.M.

Alhatnm at
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MUNIDOPSIS ESPINIS, new
The rostrum

is

species.

al)out three times as long as ])road in the middle;

The carapace is ijibout as broad as long, subciuadthe apex is ])lunt.
triangular, blunt
rate; the antero-lateral angle is formed by a broad,
rostrum.
The margin
the
of
base
the
l)eyond
projects
tooth, which
triangular
a
projec;divided
by
is
tooth
the
and
between the rostrum
two parts; the inner part is semicircular.
immovably fixed both to the front and rostrum.

tion into

In this the eye

On

behind the antero-lateral tooth is a double-pointed tooth; behind
and in front of a deep transverse depression is a small tooth.

Fk;. 'JS.— Munidopsis ESPINIS,

This species

is

is

the margin
this

X 2^

altogether without spines, with the exception of two

on the merus of the maxillipeds.
The carapace is 7,5 mm. in each dimension.
Locality.— Albatnjfi.s, station 2351, 426 fathoms,
Ti/pe.—Odt. No. 20559, U,S.N.M.

MUNIDOPSIS EXPANSA, new

ofi'

Yucatan,

species.

The front extends forward horizontally and ends in two points and"
The carapace is ver}'^ broad, and, except-

a sharply upturned rostrum.

ing on the margin,

is

altogether devoid of spines; the surface

is

rather

crowded with short, semicircular, raised lines; the antero-lateral angles
are formed by triangular teeth, the points of which are directed forward; behind the angles are two teeth on a small lobe and a third one
at about the middle of the margin.
The merus of the maxillipeds is
unarmed. The distal margins of the meral joints of both the chelipeds

SOME

NO. 1311.

and ambuliitory
are

much

NEW DEEP SEA
leg.s
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are armed with tubercular spines; the chelipeds

.shorter than the body.

Length of the body from the
telson, 52

CRUSTACEANS— BENEDICT.

mm.; length

tip of the

from the sinus behind the eye, 20 mm.
Locality.

rostrum to the end of the

mm.: length of carapace
breadth in the middle, 22 mm.

of the chelipeds, 80
;

— Station 2663, 421 fathoms,

off Florida.

Type.— Cat No. 20561, U.S.N.M.

Fig.

'iCi.

— MuNiDOPSis

MUNIDOPSIS
The rostrum

expansa,

GILLI, new

projects forward and ends in

1|.

species.

two horizontal points and

The portion of the
The lateral margins are very
small spine marks the antero-lateral angles;

a sharply upturned rostral point, as in Galicantha.

front behind the rostrum

is

unarmed.

uneven. A lobe bearing a
behind the angle is a lobe with two points, followed l\v a sinus, then
another short spine or point. There are eight or more small tubercular granules on the posterior border and numerous similar granules
The different areolations are
scattered over the carapace and legs
protuberant; the gastric area is surmounted by three spines, placed
at the points of an equilateral triangle; there are two short spines on
the cardiac area.
The merus of the maxillipeds is armed with three
spines; the first

third

is

is

very stout at the base, the second

short.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

20

is

slender, the
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VOL. XXVI.

The clK^lipeds are shorter than the body. The .second, third, and
fourth seonients of the abdomen are each armed with a single spine.
Length of bod}- from the rostrum to the end of the telson, 58 mm.
breadth, 10.5 mm.
length^'of carapace from behind the eyes, 24 mm.;
fathoms,
off Bahama
Locality.—AXbatr(m. station 2629, 1,169
Islands.

Type.-'i^^i. No. 20562,

Named
Museum.

for Dr.

U.S.N.M.

Theodore

ri(.

Gill, associate in zoology,

27

— MlNIDOPSIS

GILII,

U.

8.

National

1.

MUNIDOPSIS HASTIFER, new

species.

The rostrum is rather broad, its sides are arcuate, the apex is acute,
and the margin is cut into small serrate teeth; a prominent carina runs
from the apex to the highest part of the gastric protuberance. The
sides and front meet in an obtuse angle which is armed at the apex
with a small spine.

The

front runs forward

from the angle

to a point almost

under the

eye, then back around the eye to the rostrum, leaving the ej^e in a

semicircular orbit in which the eye moves slightly.
The carapace is about one-sixth longer than broad, the areolations
are protuberant and curiously

armed with compressed

spines,

many

NO.lSll.

SOME

NEW DEEP SEA
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having- sharp procurvod points, especially those near the sides of the
carapace; the gastric area has two large spines of this nature and

numerous smaller
The

cardiac area.

ones.

There are two on the median
margin of the carapace is

posterioi"

line

on the

raised, the

from spines, 1)ut on either side of this space is a
and procurved.
The chelipeds are about thi-ee times the length of the carapace, not
including the rostrum; the merus is set with rows of elongated granules, the middle inner surface is set
with three sharp spines on one
cheliped and with two on the other;
there are three spines on the distal
margin. The armature of the carpus is similar; the palm is thickly
middle third

is

free

pair, rather large

set

with small spiny granules below,
upper mar-

large ones run along the

gin in a well-formed line. There
is a line of hair along the ridge of

movalde linger; the hiatus
formed by the lingers is set with

the

hair.

The ambulator}'

feet

are

thickly set with spiny granules.

The second, and third segments
abdomen are armed with
spines, the second segment has two

of the

spines in a central position on the

posterior margin, and a paired
Fig. 2S.— MUNIDOPSIS hastifp:r,
group of two on the surface nearer
the side; the third segment has a spine on the median line on the anterior margin and a pair separated b}^ the line on the posterior margin,
also smaller spines near the sides.

The carapace of the largest specimen, a female without eggs, is 9.5
in length measured from the orbit, and 8 mm. in width; the
chelipeds are 28 mm. in length, the palm at the base of the dactyl is
3.3 mm. in width, the lingers are 4.5 mm. long, and the palm 6.8 mm.
Three specimens were taken at Alhah'oss station 3697 in 265-120
fathoms, off Honshu Island, Japan.
Ti/jje.— Cat No. 26164, U.S.N. M.

mm.

MUNIDOPSIS MINA, new
The rostrum

is

species.

measured from its base to
The distance between the lateral points

a!)out as long as broad,

the base of the lateral points.

about live-eights of the length of the base. The carapace is elongated; the sides are slightly arcuate and armed with four short spines.
There are two short spines on the gastric area, as in 21. tridens
is
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The merus

A. M. Edwards.

The

spines.

first

is

VOL. XXVI.

is armed with four
but sharp jwinted; the second is

of the maxillipeds

ver}' broad,

The merus of the right cheslender; the third and fourth are short.
liped has a row of small spines on the upper margin and three or four
The carpus

large spines on the inner surface.

is

armed on the

margin with five spines. The palm is slender, a
smooth on the sides, granular above and below.

Fig. 29.

— MuNiDOPSis

little

distal

compressed,

mina,

Length of body from the
iU nun.
16

;

tip of the rostrum to the end of the telson,
length of carapace from the front to the posterior margin,

mm.; width of carapace,
Locality.

—Albatross

%?6.— Cat,

12.5

mm.
392 fathoms,

^t2ii\on 2818,

MUNIDOPSIS MODESTA, new
The rostrum

is

])r()ad;

the lateral points at

The

off

Galapagos Islands.

No. 2055Y, U.S.N. M.

antero-lateral

tion of the genus.

its

the rostral point

species.

is ver^-

much longer

than

base.

and other marginal spines are small for this secis inconspicuously set with short hair;

The carapace

NO. 1311.

SOME

KEW DEEP

SEA CRUSTACEANS—BENEDICT.

the hair on the chelipeds unci ambulatorv logs

is

lonu^.

Imt not

287
at all

There are no spines on the carapace.
The inferior margin of the merus of the niaxillipeds is ai'incd with
two short, sliarp-i)ointed teeth. The spines on the nierus of the chelipeds vary in nunil)er. in most specimens there are fonr or five on the
There is but a single true spine on the carpus, situated
inner surface.
The hands are smooth; the pahns arc rather
inner
angle.
at the
ambulatory
feet ai'e ahnost unarmed; the terminal spines
The
broad.
joints
are the most conspicuous.
meral
and
ear})al
of the
dense.

Fig.

Munidopsis

30.

modi:"..^,

x

3.

Length of the carapace from the front behind the eyes, 8.5 nmi.;
breadth of carapace, T mm. length from the tip of the rostrum to
the end of the telson, 22 mm. length of chelipeds, 22 mm.
;

;

Locality.

— Allatroxs station 2818, 892 fathoms,

ofi'

Type.— Cat. No. 20558, U.S.N.M.
A number of specimens, one small female with

MUNIDOPSIS OPALESCENS, new
The rostrum

is

sharp pointed, triangular

in

eggs.

species.

section,

sides with three or four spines irregularly placed.

subquadrangular

in

Galapagos Islands.

armed on the

'I'he

carapace

is

shape; the antero-lateral angles are armed with a
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siiio-h^

.spine,

which stands out diaoonally and curves forward.

The

areolations arc very protuberant; three spines arise from the i^astric
area, a transverse pair near the front and one on the median line

There is a hxrge spine on the cardiac area, foHowed by
one or more smaller ones; three spines on the post-branchial area are
in line near the margin; behind the antero-latoi-al angles there are
The posterior border is armed with six or
three spines on the margin.
farther back.

Fig.

;;i.

— Munidopsis

opalescens,

L'f.

more spines. In addition to the spines enumerated there are a variable
number of spinules and spiny granules scattered over the surface.
The second segment of the abdomen is armed with two large spines;
anterior to these at the sides are one or more paired spinules.
The
third segment is armed with four spines, a pair on each of the two
ridges; the anterior pair are the larger.
The inferior margin of the
merus of the maxillipeds is armed with four spines, the third is
usually the shortest; the superior margin has three or four snmll
denticles.

NO. 1311.

SOME

NEW DEEP SEA
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The chelipeds are slender; the spines on the merus are distantly
placed in three princii)al rows; there is a very large spine at the inner
angle of the t-arpu.s; many smaller ones are arranged in three rows.
The palm has a single row of spines on the superior margin; the
Color very

with br'Hiant opalescent reflections.
to the end of
the telson, 2U mm.; length of chelipeds, 27 mm.
Alhatrcm station 2781 in 3-i8 fathoms and 27S5 in -i-iQ
Locality.

lingers are short.

light,

Length of a female from the margin behind the eyes

—

fathoms,

Patagonia.

off

Type.—Ciit. No. 20558. U.S.N.M.

MUNIDOPSIS TENUIROSTRIS, new

species.

The length of the rostrum from base to tip is equal to one-half the
width of the carapace at the antero-lateral angles; the distance
between the lateral points is
two-lifths of the length of
the base.

The carapace

is

hairy and devoid of spines;
the anterior half of the

margin
male and a
eral

is

lat-

straight in the

little

arcuate

in

the female; the margin be-

tween the spine above the
antenna^ and the base of the
rostrum is transverse; the
antero-lateral
and other
spines of the margin are
subequal.

The inferior margin of
merus of the maxillipeds
armed with tAvo slender

the
is

spines and one very short
conical one. There are two
rows of spines on the merus
of the chelipeds, with two
large spines between them;
the hands are flattened and
a little elongated.

Length of the carapace
from the margin behind the

Fig. 32.— MUNIDOPSIS teniirostris,

x

eye to the middle of the posterior margin is 11 nun.: breadth of carapace, \) mm. length of cheliped, 32 mm.
Local (ty. Albatross station 2-115, 440 fathoms, off' the coast of
Georgia.
;

—

Type.— Cat No.

20560,

U.S.N.M.

290
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MUNIDOPSIS TOWNSENDI, new

species.

longer than wide, measuring- from the base
it is almost as quadrate as 3f. qKadratus
Faxon. The areolations are jjrotuberant, and the entire surface is
These granules
thickly set with tubercular granules subequal in size.

The carapace

of the rostrum.

is

a

little

In shape

extend to the end of the rostrum. The rostrum is short and narrow,
tooth on the margin behind
extending but little beyond the eyes.
the antennae forms the outer angle of the orbital sinus.

A

The posterior margin

is

armed with granules of the same

size

and

character as the surface of the carapace.

The second and third segments of the abdomen are armed each with
a large tubercle; the tubercles and the surfaces of the segments are
covered with the same granulations as the
carapace; the other segments are smooth.

The upper surface of the merus of the
is armed with about fifteen short

cheliped

and very stout

the lower surface

is

semicylindrical and smooth; the carpus

is

syjines;

armed with nine to twelve short tubercles.
The palm is rather longer than the fingers and a little narrower. On the outer
surface, in

line

with the gape of the

lingers of the right hand, are the three

largest spines on the cheliped; near the

and parallel with the line of large
is a row of very much smaller ones.
a X 3^,
X 2.
The lingers are compressed, thin, and
evenly toothed on the prehensile edges. On the left hand the three
spines behind the gape are replaced by six smaller ones, and one or
two of the parallel rows are hardly indicated.
The merus of the ambulatory feet is tubercular or spiny on the distal
half, the carpus is tubercular, and the propodus is smooth with the
exception of a lino of three to four conical spines on the upper surface.
The dactyls are short and nuu-h curved. The merus of the maxillipeds is armed with two short, stout spines.
Length of carapace, from base of rostrum, 7 mm. greatest width,
crest

Fig. 33.— MUNIDOPSIS townsendi,

spines

?)

;

8 nun.

Named

for Mr. C. H. Townsend, who served as naturalist on the
Fish Conunission steamer AJhatrosn.
The type is a female with eggs from Albatross station 2818.

U.

S.

Type.—Q2X. No. 26107, U.

S.

N.

M.

N0.1311.

SOME

NEW DEEP SEA
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MUNIDOPSIS VERRILLI, new

291

species.

The rostrum is slender and triangular in cross section; the upper
margin runs hack as a carina to a point behind the spines of the gasThe front from the
th(^ rostrum is slightly bent upward.
tric region
base of the rostrum to a point under the anterolatei-al spine is nearly
straight and is at an angle of about 45 degrees to the median line. The
eyestalks are armed with two spines, of which the inner is much the
The carapace is iridescent; the short and rather elevated
longer.
The abdomen is unarmed.
ruo-te are hairy.
;

Fig. 34.— jNIunuxjpsis veiIRILLI,

The merus and carpus
of the chelipeds

is

x

1|.

of the ambulatory legs are spiny.

triangular in cross section;

it

The merus

has four spines on the

upper ridge and two on the inner; there are live or six spines on the
carpus, and two prominent spines on the crest of the palm: the prehensile edges of the fingers are evenly dentate.
This species is related to J/! hrevtnurna Henderson and to J/, clliata
Wood-Mason and to M. nitida Milne-Edwards.
Taken by the Albatross at stations 2919 and 2!>28. oti' southern
California.

Named

for Prof. A. E. Verrill.

Type.— 0,21. No. 20656, U.S.N.M.
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Genus
KIOV
11.

UROPTYCHUS

TO TilE

Sl^KC'lES

Lateral margin of the rarapace
h.

Merus without
<\ Rostrum but

vol. xxvi.

Henderson.

OF ITROFrYCHUS KXAMINEl).

armed with spines or

spiuules.

spines, except at the articulation with the carpus.
little

longer than the eyes.

(1.

Gastric region smooth

ih

Gastric region rough

armatus,

]>.

330

scandens,

j).

29S

gmnulatm, ]>. 293
Rostrum about twice the length of the eyes
h. Merus spiny.
c. Spines on the merus few.
minutus, p. 296
(7. Rostrum broad, triangular, not twice as long as the eyes
npiniger, p. 298
d. Rostrum about three times the length of the eyes
c. Spines on the merus numerous.
bellm, ]). 331
d. Without spines on the gastric region
d. With spines on the gastric region.
puhescens, p. 332
e. Spines on the lateral margin short and stout
e. Spines on the lateral margin long and slender.
Chelipeds long and slender; spines on the crest of the palm larger and
f.
spinomM, p. 333
more numerous than those of the lower margin
/. Chelipeds stout, with spines of the crest and lower margin longer and
jmnceps, ]>. 296
about equal in size and number
a. Lateral margin of the carapace unarmed.
h. Carapace and legs densely spinulose (including lateral margin) ..riujosm, p. 333
r.

/;.

Carapace not spinulose.
Carapace pubescent
c. Carapace not conspicuously pubescent.
d. Rostrum about twice the length of the eyes.
e. Cornea not larger than the eyestalk
e. Cornea spreading, much larger than the eyestalk
d. Rostrum not twice as long as the eyes.

capillatus, p. 293

(,'.

e.
e.

.jamaiceiisis, p.

Rostrum cylindrical
Rostrum flat, triangular.
/. Outline of hands arcuate on both margins
/. Outline of hands straight on both margins.
g. Rostrum longer than eyes
g. Rostrum much shorter than eyes

UROPTYCHUS BREVIS,
The rostrum
of the carapace

is

short, subcylindrical,

is

new

294

nitidus, p. 332

brevix, p.

vndfer,

j).

292
333

occidentalis, p. 332
scaiiihus,

\>.

297

species.

and blunt. The only armature
from which a fingerlike

at the antero-lateral angles,

tubercle extends directly forward.

much broader
near the posterior margin; the
about one-half the breadth; the sides are immarginate.

The carapace

remarkable for

its

than long; the l)roadest portion

is

front

is

The merus
ped

is

is

of the maxillipeds

cylindrical,

armed

is

dimensions, being

unarmed. The merus of the cheliupper angle with a single small

at the distal

is a little compressed, Avith a row of 5 small tuberon the upper margin and a spine and 2 tubercles on the distal
-border.
The palm is compressed to a thin crest above; the crest is

spine; the carpus
cles

SOME

NO. 1311.

the

.serrate;
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touch only at the tips; a tuben-h^ on each extends

The

across the hiatus.

CRUSTACEANS—BENEDICT.

])ropod;il

ambulatory h'os are
flattened andcurv^ed, forming more
joints of the

than a
witii

semicircle in

connection

the curved dact3'ls.

Leno'th of the carapace from the
margin behind the eyes to the end
of the median line, 5.5 ram.;

mm.; length

breadth,

<).8

trum, 1.5

mm.

Zoca lity

.

— AJhatt

yasw

of ros-

station

2351 in 126 fathoms, lat. 22 41'
00" N.; long. 84° 16' 30" W., oti"

Fig. 35.— Uroptychus brevis,

Yucatan.

Type.^OAi. No. 20566 U.S.N.M., female with egg

UROPTYCHUS CAPILLATUS,
The rostrum

is

new

species.

as long as the carapace; its breadth at the base is

ecjual to one-half of its length.

armed on the
ules; all

The carapace

is

broader than long,

margin with a number of spinsurfaces are granular and covered with short
lateral

This species is much nearer to U. 7'ugo8U8 ih?in
any other in the collection; it differs in having a
dense coat of short hair where in rugoHus it is long
and scattering; the spines of the margin of the ambulatory legs are smaller and more numerous in cajjUlatHs; the upper margins of the propodal joints of
the ambulatory legs are spiny only on the proximal
half in rugosus.
In this species the whole margin is
spiny.
The chelipeds are wanting in both specimens.
Length of carapace, 3 mm. breadth, 4 nmi. length
hair.

to

;

Pig. 36.— UROPTYCHUS

TAPILLATUS, X 3

of rostrum, 3

|.

Locality.
lat.

;

mm.

—

Alh<(tr<).ss

20° 59' 00" N., long. 86° 23' 00"

station 2353 in 167 fathoms,

W.

Type.— Cut. No. 20565 U.S.N.M.

UROPTYCHUS GRANULATUS,

new

species.

The rostrum of a large female is 5 mm. long, is l)road at the base,
and sharp at the apex. It is slightl}' depressed, in conformit}^ to the
curve of the convexity of the carapace; it is deeph' concave at the
base.
The antero-lateral angles are armed with stout spines. Near
this is a smaller spine at the outer angle of the ])road and deep orbital
sulcus.
The lateral mai'gins of the carapace are very strongly arcuate
and unevenly serrate. There is a spine on the margin behind the
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anterior branch of the cervical depression and one Ijehind the posterior
On the carapace near the tirst spine there is a tubercle which
branch.
is replaced by a spine; in a third and much
spine is but slightly indicated and the serrations
this
specimen
smaller
inconspicuous.
are
and spines
The surface of the carapace is set with large, well-separated granules.
The chelipeds are long, cylindrical, and free from spines, except at
The surfaces, how^ever, have the same character of
the articulations.
The ambulatory legs are smooth: the
carapace.
the
as
granulations
teeth, which form a comb on the
horny
short,
of
row
a
have
dactyls

in

a smaller female

lower margin.

Fig.

37.

—UROPTYCHrs grantlatus,

x

1.

Length of carapace, 11 mm.; breadth between the antero -lateral

mm.; a little behind the middle, 12 mm.; at the posterior
margin, 10 mm.; length of chelipeds, 59 mm.; of the palm, 18 mm.;

angles, 7

of the fingers, 8

mm.

Taken by the Albatross at station 2818 in 392 fathoms, Galapagos
Islands.
Three females, the two largest with eggs.
Type.— Cat No. 20567 U.S.N.M.

UROPTYCHUS JAMAICENSIS,
The rostrum

new

species.

is deeply excavated on the basal half of its surface; it
above and below. The surface of the carapace is moderately
swollen; the lateral margins are arcuate, ending at the anterolateral
is

flat
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The carapace is smooth, g-labrous, and
punctuate under a lens. The cholipeds are loni>-: the carpus is much
longer than the merus and equal to the palm; ]K)th merus and carpus
are cylindi-ical; the palm is compressed; the lingers are less than onehalf the length of the palm; the merus and carpus have a spine at

angles in a small paired spine.

each of the anterior condyles.

Fig. as.— Uroptychus jamaicensis,

x

If.

Length of the carapace, 8 mm. greatest breadth, mm. length of
from the margin behind the eyes, 5 mm.: breadth of rostrum at base, 2.5 mm.
;

!>

;

the rostrum

Locality.— Alhatross station 2117, in 683 fathoms,
long. 63^ 31' 30" W., Caribbean Sea.
Tyi^e.—C^ii. No. 20568,

U.S.N.M.

lat.

15^ 24' 40" N.,
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UROPTYCHUS MINUTUS,

new

VOL. XXVI.

species.

The rostrum is long, sharp, and broad at the base the sides are straight.
The carapace is broadest near the posterior margin; the lateial margins are armed with six or seven spinules, and converge to a narrow
The species is
front.
;

the

for

remarkable

large size of the hands.

The palm

com-

is

mm

e
o)
pressed th e i
finger is longer than
;

which

dactyl,

the
closes

of

inside

its

there

hooked apex;

large

several

are

)i 1

spines on the merus

and carpus. The propodal joints of the am-

FlG. 39.

— UROPTYCHUS MINUTUS,

Fig. 40.— UROPTYCHUS PRINCEPS,

X 1^

bulatory legs have four or five long, slender spines on the lower margin.
This is the smallest species examined. Length of carapace, 3 mm.
chelipeds, 10
Locality.

mm.

— Alhdtrosx station 2120, in 73 fathoms,

%?6^— Cat.

oti'

Trinidad,

No. 7833, U.S.N.M.

UROPTYCHUS PRINCEPS,

new

species.

The rostrum is long, sharp pointed, Ijroad at the base and curved
downward; four or five small spines lie along its margins irregularly
placed. The carapace is broader than long, flattened, armed on the margin with fine, long, slender spines.
A row of spines extends across the
carapace a little behind the front; the row is interrupted in the middle.
There are numerous spinules on the carapace near the margins.
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The upper distal angle of the merus of the maxillipods is urnied
with a single spine; the corresponding angle of the following joint
with two.
There are four lines of spines on the merus of the chelipeds: the
spines near the distal margin are long; there are seven i-ows on tiie
carpus; the palm is compressed and long; eleven spines on the crest
and fifteen on the low^er margin; a few spinules are placed on the
outer surface near the carpus and crest; the inner surface is smooth.
The ambulatory legs have a single row of spines on the crest of the
meral and carpal joints; the meral joints have two additional rows
below.

The carapace is 12.5 nuu. in length and 13.5 mm. broad.
trum is 5.5 mm. long; the chelipeds 55 mm. in length.
Locality.

—AJhati'om station 2752, in 281 fathoms,

lat.

The

I'os-

13^ ol' 00" N.,

00" W., Lesser Antilles.
Type.—Q.^i. No. 20564, U.S.N.M.

long.

61^^ 04'

UROPTYCHUS SCAMBUS,

new

species.

The rostrum is triangular, its apex reaches the base of the cornea.
The front is cut back into semicircular orbits, which are continuous
with the rostrum on the inside and
nearh' so witn the finger-like projection
at the antero-lateral angles

which guard

the outer angles of the orbital sinus.

The carapace
measuring 7

is

mm.

broader than long,
length to S nun. in

in

breadth, it is convex in all directions,
and has no marginal or other spines;
the surface

is

glabrous: the sides are

p-,,.

,i._UROPTYCHrs .cambu., x

2|.

prolonged at the antero-lateral angles
In shape the
into finger-like processes, which do not suggest spines.
carapace is triangular, with rounded posterior apices and the anterior
apex cut ofl' to make room for the eyes and other appendages.
The merus of the maxillipeds is unarmed.
The elongated chelipeds are unarmed, with the exception of some
slight projections at the distal margins of the merus and carpus and

two tubercles in the gape of the fingers.
The ambulatory feet are cylindrical; the dactyls are subprehensile,
and armed beneath with a row of little spines which are hidden ))y a
dense growth of hair.

be seen by the figures that this species is very closely related
Uroptychushrevis oi the Antillian region; the subprehensile dactyls common to both, in conjunction with the proportions of the carapace, might well enough warrant generic distinction, if the genus as
at present constituted was overcrowded, which can hardly be claimed
It will

to

for

it.
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The type and only specimen is a female with eggs, dredged by the
Alhatroi^-s off Honshu Island, Japan, at station 3706, in 337 fathoms.
Type.—Q^t No. ^6165, U.S.N.M.

UROPTYCHUS SCANDENS,
The rostrum is about 1.2 mm.
The posterior line of the

above.

new

in length,

species.

narrow, pointed, concave
is but little behind the

orbital sinus

line of the ante ro- lateral angles.

are cylindrical and about 1

The carapace

is

mm.

ij

The eyes

'

in length.

4 mm. in length, measured

I

from the orbit to the posterior margin at the
median line and 4.5 mm. in breadth.
The lateral margins are spinulose; a few

'

\

spinules are placed along the side of the gastric region,
Fig. 42.— ITeoptychus

X

scandens

4.

replaced on the front of the

re-

gion hy granules. The antero-lateral angles
are armed with spines a little

larger than those of the margin.
The chelipeds are long, slender, and altogether lack-

ing in armature, with the exception of a tubercle on the
prehensile edge of the movable finger; the opposing
finger has a sulcus into which the tubercle nicely fits.

The

dactyls of the ambulator}- feet are short and

them preThe carapace and legs are

blunt; a fringe of short sharp spines render

hensile in no small degree.
set

with long

fine hair.

The type and only specimen is a female, with eggs,
dredged by the Albatross at station 371.5, in 68-65
fathoms, off Honshu Island, Japan.
Ti/2?e.— Cat No. 26166, U.S.N.M.

UROPTYCHUS SPINIGER,

new

species.

— UROPTYCHUS SPINIGEB,

Fig. 43.

The rostrum

is

slender and sharp pointed, concave on

The antero-lateral
marked by large and very sharp spines.
margins are armed with spines of uneven size, the one
antero-lateral is small, followed by a large one, which in

the upper surface of the basal half.

angles of the carapace are

The

lateral

behind the
turn is followed by two much smaller ones.
The meral and carpal joints of the maxillipeds are each armed on:!
the distal upper angle with a single spine.
The coxa and ischium of
the chelipeds are each armed with a single spine; the merus with six
very stout spines, three in a transverse row on the proximal portion,
two near the middle, and one on the distal margin; there are three or
four on the surface of the carpus and four short conical spines on theil
border next the palm. The merus of the ambulator}^ legs has two
spines on the upper border.
,

i
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mm.; breadth,

Long-th of carapace, 8.7
;-)

mm.; length
Locality.

I

No. 7795,

U

.

S.

N

mm.: lenoth

of rostrum,

mm.

of chelipeds, 18

— Alhafrosx station 2152,

Ty2?e. —Cat.

-t
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.

in

387 fathoms,

oti'

Habaua.

M

Genus PTYCHOGASTER A. Milne-Edwards.
PTYCHOGASTER DEFENSA, new species.

Fii;.

'A.

— I'TV(H()(;AsTr,K

dkkknsa, x

1.

The rostrum is slender and styliform, about twice as long as the
The gastric area is armed with seven slender spines similar to
the rostrum in appearance, but somewhat shorter; one is placed in the
center of the area and the others at equal intervals from it, forming a
Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi— 02
21
eyes.
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four spines on the cardiac area form a square; there are six
paired spines on the branchial areas and one on the hepatic.
The first and second segments of the abdomen are each armed with

circle;

row of large spines; the third, fourth, and fifth segments have a
large paired spine on the side with a smaller spine close behind it;
The spines of
the sixth segment has a group of about twelve spines.

a

the legs are long, slender, and curved, numerous but not crowded.
This species is distinguished from 1\ -^Investtijatoris Alcock and
Anderson by the larger size and lesser numbers of the spines on the
chelipeds and ambulatory feet, and by the armature of the abdomen.
spines of the carapace seem to be a little longer in P. defenm, but

The
in

general the species are closely related.

Length of body from the margin behind the eyes to the end of the
telson, 33 mm.; of the cheliped, 104 mm.; of the first ambulatory leg,
60

mm.
Locality.— Alhatross station 2818, in 392 fathoms, Galapagos Islands.
Type.--Q>2X. No. 20563, U.S.N.M.

KNOWN MARINE SPECIES OF GALATHEID^.
GALATHEA ACANTHOMERA Stimpson.

LIST OF

Galatliea acanthomera Stimpson, Proc.

Bonin Islands, between

Acad. Nat.

coral, at a

Sci. Phila.,

depth of

GALATHEA ACULEATA
Galathea aculeata Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc.

1

X, 1858,

p. 252.

fathom.

Haswell.

New

South Wales, VI,

p. 761; Cat.

Aiist. Crust., 1882, p. 162.

GALATHEA AEGYPTIACA
Gnlathm

aecpjptutca

Paulson.

Paulson, Izsledovaniya Rakoobraznikh Krasnago Morya,

Kief, 1875, p. 94, pi. xii,

fig.

I,

1-lb.

GALATHEA AFFINIS

Ortmann.

Galatliea affinU Ortm.xsn, Zool. .Tahrb. System., p. 252, 1892, pi.

GALATHEA AGASSIZI

ii, tig.

9.

A. Milne-Edwards.

Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 47.
Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool., (7), XVI, 1894,
252; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 17, pi. i, figs. 6-15.

Galathea agassizi A.
A.
p.

West

India region.

GALATHEA ANDRE\A^SI

Kinahati.

Galathea amlreinfi Kinahan, Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc, Dublin, II,

p.

58, pi. xvi,

fig. 8.

Galathea intermedia Bonnier, Bull. Sci. France et Belg., (3),

Specimens

in

the

Museum

(see key, p. 247); the

review

XIX,

1888, p. 130.

can be distinguished from G. mtermedia
however, incomplete

is,
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Stimpson.

Galathea audraUmsis Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p. 251.
Galathea australiensis Haswell, Gat. Aunt. Crust., 1882, p. 1(31.

GALATHEA BREVIMANA

Paulson.

Galathea hrevimana Paulson, Izsledovaniya Rako()l)raziiikli Krasnago Morya,

1,

Kief, 1875, p. 95.

GALATHEA CALIFORNIENSIS,

new

species, see p. 247.

GALATHEA CORALLICOLA
Haswell,

GalatJwa. coraUicola

New

South Wales, VI,

Haswell.

Cat. Aust. Crust., 1882, p. 102; Proc. Linn. See,

p. 761.

GALATHEA DEFLEXIFRONS
Galathea

deflexifroni<

Haswell, Proc. Linn.

Soc.

Haswell.

New

South Wales, VI,

p. 761

Cat. Aust. Crust., 1882, p. 163.

Albany Passage, among Comatulids.

GALATHEA DISPERSA

Spence Bate.

Galathea dispersa Spence Bate, Jour. Proc. Linn. Soc. Lond., ZooL, III, 1859,
Bonnier, Bull. Scient. France etBelg., (3), XIX, 1888, p. 154, pi. xiii,
p. 3.

(See for synonymy.)

tigs. 1-3.

GALATHEA ELEGANS
Galathea elegam

Haswell,

Adams and White,

Adams and White.

Zool. Samarang, Crustacea, pi. xii,

fig. 7.

Cat. Aust. Crust., 1882, p. 163.

Holborn Island, 20 fathoms.

GALATHEA GIARDI

Th. Barrois.

Galathea giardi Th. Barrois, Crust. Podopht. de Concarneau, 1882, p. 22; Cat.

des Crust. Marins Recueillis aux A^'ores, 1888,

GALATHEA GRANDIROSTRIS

p. 21, pi.

11, fig.

1.

Stimpson.

Galathea grand If ostr is Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p. 252.

Japan, Kagosima Bay, in 5 fathoms.

GALATHEA INCONSPICUA

Henderson.

Galathea incompiriia Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5) XV'1, 1885, p. 408;
,

Voyage

of the Challenger,

XXVII, Anomura,

1888, p. 122, pi. xii.

GALATHEA INTEGRA, new species, see p. 248.
GALATHEA INTEGRIROSTRIS Dana."
Galathea integrirostris Dana, U.
fig.

S.

Explor. Exped., Crust., 1858,

p. 482, pi.

xxx,

12.

Dredged

at Tahaina,

Sandwich

Islands.

"Galathea Integra differs in that the rostrum is very nun-h more acute in /ji/ejrra
is short and broad, its inner margin armed with a

and the merus of the maxillipeds
large spine.
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GALATHEA INTERMEDIA

vol. xxvi

Lilljeborg.

Forhandl., 1851, p. 21.
Galaihea intermedia \.u.i.3^^o^G, Ofvers. Vet. Akad.
du Golfe de Marseilles,
Galathea parroceli Gourret, Decapod. Macrou. nouv.
1034.
CV,
1887,
p.
Acad.,
Rend.
Cornpt.
Galathea

XIX,

intermedia Bonnier, Bull. Sclent. France et Belg., (3),

1888,

p. 130.

Of

Bonnier makes G. cmdreimi a synon,yiii of this species.
correctness of this I do not feel at all sure.

GALATHEA LABIDOLEPTA

the

Stimpson.

251.
Galathea labidolepta Urnivso^, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858, p.

Cape of Good Hope.

GALATHEA LATIROSTRIS
Galathea latirodris Dana, U.
Fiji

Ishmds.

Among

Dana.

Explor. Exped., Gruyt., 1858, p. 480,

S.

corals

and

in

pi.

xxx,

tig. 8.

of the coral rock.

cavities

Nearly colorless.

GALATHEA LONGIMANA

Paulson.

Galathea longimana Paulson, Izsledovaniya Rakoobraznikh Krasnago Morya,
Kief, 1875, p. 94, pi. xii,

tig.

GALATHEA LONGlROSTRIS
Galathea longiwstris Dana, U.

Fiji

Islands.

S.

I,

2-2a.

Dana.

Explor. Exped., Crust.,

p. 482, pi.

xxx,

fig. 11.

Brought up on a comatula from a depth of 10

fathoms.

GALATHEA MACHADOI

Th. Barrois.

Galathea machadoi Barrois, Cat. des Crust. Marins Recueillis aux Azores, 1888,
A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des
p. 22, pi. II, tig. 2-10.

—

Sci. Nat., (7),

XVI,

1894, p. 252.

GALATHEA MAGNIFICA
Galathea magnifica Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc.

Haswell.

New South Wales,

VI,

p. 761; Cat.

Aust. Crust., p. 162.

GALATHEA NEXA

Embleton.

Galathea nexa Embleton, Proc. Berwick. Nat. Field

France et Belg.,

(3),

XIX,

Club.— Bonnier, Bull. Scient.
(See for synonymy.)

p. 149, pi. xii, tigs. 6, 8.

GALATHEA ORIENTALIS

Stimpson.

Galathea oriental^ Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., X, 1858,

Ortmann,

Zool. Jahrb. Syst., 1892, p. 252, pi.

In the Strait of

Lyimoon near Hongkong,

ii,

in

fig.

10.

25 fathoms.

p.

252.—

I
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NO. 1311.

GALATHEA PAUCI-LINEATA, new species, see
GALATHEA PUBESCENS Stimpson.

I

Galafhea pubescenH ^TiMvsos, Pruc. Acad. Nat.

Japfin, in the
to

o.")

i)<)rt

X,

Sci. I'liila.,

of Hiikodsidi. and at tho

i.slaiid

303

p. 249.

1(S58,

j).

252.

of Ousiina. in

Jf)

fathoiDs.

GALATHEA PUSILLA
Galatlu'ii j)iiKil/a

Voyage

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

of the Cliallenger,

XXVII,

Otf Twofold Bay. Australia,

in

Mem. Mus.

p. 252;

West

Comp.

Zool.,VIII, 1880, p. 47.

E. L. Bouvier,

Ann. des

Sci. Nat., (7),

XIX,

1897, No.

2, p. 14, pi.

Conip. Zool.,

1885, p. 407;

A. Milne-Edwards.

Galathea roxtrata A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus.

Milne-Edwards and

XVI,
fig. 1.

150 fathoms.

GALATHEA ROSTRATA
A.

Hist., (5),

1888, p. 121, pi. xii,

i,

XVI,

1894,

figs. 1-5.

India region.

GALATHEA RUFIPES
Gclathea rufipes A.

XVI,

(7),

Milne-Edwards and

1894,

p.

252;

Brachy. et Anom., 1890,

Cape Verde

Edwards and Bouvier.

E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat. Zool.,
Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman,

p. 280, pi.

xxix,

figs.

4-8.

Islands.

GALATHEA SPINOSOROSTRIS
Galathea spinosorostrix Dana, U.
fig.

S.

Dana.

Explor. Exped. Crust., 1858,

p. 480, pi.

xxx,

9a.

Sandwich

Islands.

GALATHEA SQUAMIFERA

Leach.

Galathea squamifera'LEACH, Edin. Encycl., VII, p. 398.
(jlaklthea fabricii Leach, Encycl. Brit. Supp., pi. xxi.

Galathea squamifera Leach, Malacostraca Podophthalmata Britania?, 1815, pi.
XXVIII A., fig. 1. Bonnier, Bull. Scient. France et Belg., (.3), XIX, 1888,
p. 143, pi. XII, figs. 1-5.

(For synonymy see this.)

Northern Europe.

GALATHEA STRIGOSA

Linnaeus.

Cancer strigosus Linn.eus Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,'1766,
Astac-us fttrigosus

Pennant,

Galathea strigosa Fabricius,
Scient.

France

p. 1052,

No.

(59.

Brit. Zool., 1777, pi. xiv, fig. 26.

Ent. Syst. Suppl., 1798,

et Belg., (3),

XIX,

p.

414.— Bonnier, Bull.
(synonymy).

1888, p. 160, pi. xxiii, figs. 4-6

Northern pAirope.

GALATHEA SUBSQUAMATA
Galafhra

siihsijiiaiii((t<i

fslaiid of

Ousiina.

Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Stimpson.
Sci. Piula.,

X,

1858, p. 252.
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GALATHEA VITIENSIS
Cilalhm

ritiemli<

Dana, U.

S.

Explor. Exped.

vol. xxvi.

Dana.

("rust., 1.S5S, p. 481, pi.

xxx,

10a.

tig.

about corals. Length, one-fourth of an inch, nearly colorless.

Fijis,

GALACANTHA.
GALACANTHA CAMELUS

Ortmann.

Galarmitha anndi(f< ORTM\sy, Zonl. .Tahrb. Syst.,

]>.

GALACANTHA DIOMEDEiE

257, 1892, pi.

14.

Faxon.

Oalacantha diomedex Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1893,
Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 79, pi. xxv, fix. 1.

GALACANTHA FAXONI,

ii, fig.

p.

180;

Mem.

new name.

Oalacantha rostrata Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 52;

MuH. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

The

C. rostrata oi the

West

B,

Mem.

figs. 1, la.

my

opinion separate this species from
were .clearly seen by Mr. Faxon.
region
Indian

which

differences

p. 78, pi.

INIus.

in

before him seven specimens from stations 3362, 3400, and
His conclusions were that "The AUatross specimens differ
3414.
constantly from the typical West Indian form in the following partic-

He had

spines at the antero-lateral angles of the carapace are more
divergent, the anterior spine being more nearly parallel witli the axis
of the body; the posterior spine is relatively longer; the abdomen
ulars:

The

smoother toward the central part of the segments; the dorsal spine
In other regards there
of the fourth abdominal segment is smaller.

is

is

considerable variation

among

different individuals."

GALACANTHA INVESTIGATORIS

-

Alcock and Anderson.

Oalacantha investigatoris Alcock and Anderson, Jour. x\siat. Soc. Bengal, LXIII,
1894,p. 173.— Alcock, IUus. Zool. Investigator, Crustacea, 1895, pi. xii, fig. 4.
Oalacantha rostrata var. investigatoris Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crus^t. Indian

Museum,

1901, p. 276.

Arabian Sea,

the Island of Minicoy, 1.200 fathoms.

off"

GALACANTHA ROSTRATA

A. Milne-Edwards.

Oalacantha rostrata A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1880, YIII, p.
52.— S. I. Smith, Bull. Mus. Comp. ZooJ., X, 1882, p. 21, pi. ix, fig. 2; xAiin.
Report U. S. Fish Com. for 1882, 1884, p. 355.— A. Milne-Edwards and
BouviER, Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 271.— Faxon, Mem. Mus.

Comp.

Zool.,

XIX, No.

2,

XVIII,

1895, p. 78, pi. b, figs.

1,

la;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

1897, p. 60, pi. iv, figs. 21-24.

Oalacantha talismani H. Filhol, La Vie an Fond des Mers, 1884, pi. iii. Ed.
Henderson,
Perier, Les Explorations Sous-Marines, 1885, fig. 8, p. 341.
Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 167, pi. xx, fig. 1.
Oalacantha bellis Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 167,
pi.

XIX,

fig. 6.

Oalacantha areolata Wood-Mason, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891,

p. 20U.
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National Museum, VII, lS«o,
Fish Com. for 1885, 1886, p. 45, pi. vi, fig. 1.
Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust., 1901, p. 275.

Mtinidopfti.s rodralii S. I. 8mitii, rroc. U. S.

Report, of the
Gulnciintlid

i-osfritta

Western Europe

iind

West

Indies.

GALACANTHA SPINOSA
(lalncantha spinosa A.
53.

— A.

XVI,

p. 498;

IT. H.

Milne-Edwards,

Milne-Edwards and

1894, p. 270;

A. Milne- Edwards.

Bull. ]VIus. Cornp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p.
Ann. des Sci. Nat. Zool., (7),

E. L. Bouvier,

Mem. Mas. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX,

1897, p. 56, pi. iv,

figs.

15-20.

GALACANTHA TRACHYNOTUS

Anderson.

Galacantha trachynotus Anderson, Jour. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

LXV,

1896, p. 100.

Alcock, Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crustacea, 1896, pi. xxv, fig. 3.
Galamntha npinosa var. trachynotus Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust., Indian

Museum,

1901, p. 277.

Arabian Sea, 912-981, and 947 fathoms.

PLEURONCODES

Stimpson.

PLEURONCODES MONODON

(M. Edwards.)?

FGalathea monodon M. Edwards, Hist. Nat. Crust.,

II, 1837, p. 276.

fPIeurou codes monodon Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. N. Y., VII, 1860,

Faxon, Bull. Mus.Comp. Zool.,
XVIII, 1895, p. 72, pi. XV, fig.

XXIV, 1893, p.

p.

Mem. Mus. Comp.

245.

Zool.,

3.

PLEURONCODES PLANIPES
Pleuroncocles planipes Stimpson,

176;

Ann. Lye. Nat.

Stimpson.

Hist. N. Y., VII, April, 1860,

p. 245.

CERVIMUNIDA, new

genus, see

CERVIMUNIDA PRINCEPS, new

MUNIDA
Munida Leach,

Diet. Sci. Nat.,

XVIII,

MUNIDA AFFINIS

p.

249.

species, see p. 249.-

Leach.
1820, p. 52.

A. Milne-Edwards.

affinis A. Milne- P^dwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 48.
Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat. Zool., (7), XVI, 1894,
p. 257; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 53, pi. iii, fig. 14.
Munida affinis Benedict, The Anomuran Collections made by the Fish Hawk

Munida
A.

Expedition to Porto Rico, U.

S.

Fish Commission Bull, for 1900,

p. 147.

This species was taken off Habana at stations 2169 in 78 fathoms,
Off
in 230 fathoms. 2329 in 118 fathoms, 2346 in 200 fathoms.
the south coast of Cuba at stations 2129 in 27-1 fathoms, 2130 in 175
fathoms, 2131 in 202 fathoms, 2133 in 290 fathoms, 2135 in 250
fathoms.
Oft' the west end of ('uba at station 2350 in 250 fathoms.
One lot is hibeled station 2138 in 23 fathoms off the east end of
2^21
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fJumaica.

Jt

is

possible that

some

luistiiko

has l)oen iiiadc

in

this sta-

not occur in other shallow-water

this species did

as

tion Mumlx'i'.

vol. xxvi.

dredging-.

MUNIDA ANDAMANICA
Munkla

Alcock.

andmnuniai Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

militaris car.

Hist., (6), XIII,

1894, p. 321; Illus. Zool. of Investigator Crust., 1895, pi. xiii,

Peepsea Crust., Indian Museum,

Cat. Indian

fig. 2;

Desc.

p. 2-42.

" From the Andaman Sea," '' lT3-il!» fathoms, and from the Arabian
Sea, in the neighborhood of the Laccadives and Maldives, 210-^60
fathoms."

MUNIDA ANGULATA,

new

species, see p. 252.

MUNIDA AUSTRALIENSIS
Mmnda Ktibrugosa

var. australienfiis

Henderson.

Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII,

1888,

p. 125, pi. XIII, fig. 3.

The characters given by Mr. Henderson are
rank in the absence of intergrading forms.

Moncoeur

Okallenf/er station 162 off East

Island, Bass Strait; depth

Several specimens, the majority of which are

38 to 40 fathoms.
females; the

sufficient for specitic

body of the

largest measures only 25

MUNIDA BAMFFICA

mm.

in length.

(Pennant).

tamj^CMS Pennant, Brit. Zool., IV, 1777, pi. xiii, fig. 25.
GalathearKgosa Fabricivs, Ent. Syst., II, 1798, p. 472; SuppL, p. 415.
Galathea longipeda Lamarck, Syst. des Anim. sans vert., 1808, p. 128.

J.stacMS

Munida

rondeletii

Gordon, The Zoologist, X,

1852, p. 3678,

London.

Muiiida bamffia Norman, Eeport on Dredgings, Shetland, 1868, p. 265.
Munida tenuimana G. O. Sars, Vidensk. Selsk. Forhand. Christ., 1871, p. 257.

Munida

bamffia Bo^^niER, Bull. Sci.

XIII, figs. 7

and

France

et Belg., (3),

XIX,

1888, p. 164, pi.

8.

Munida

bamffica A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Crustaces Decapodes
provenant des cainpagnes du yacht I'Hirondelle (1886, 1887, 1888), Pt. 1,
Brachyures et Anonioures, Res. Camp. Sclent., Albert, I, Pt. 7, 1894, p. 83,
pi. vii, fig. 1-7; Pt. 12, XIII, 1899, p. 75, pi. iv, figs. 6-16, Monaco.

The

work referred to show the variations of
work and that of J. Bonnier full synonymy
can be made out.

ten figures in the last

this species.

From

this

and reference
European waters.

MUNIDA CARIBiEA
Munida

caribiea Stimpson,

Dr. Faxon says of

Ann. Lye. Nat.

this:

Stimpson.

Hist.

New

York, VII, 1860,

p. 244.

"'The specimens doubtfull}^ referred

to,

Munida

car/hxa Stimpson, by Prof. S. I. Smith are Munida iris of
Milne-Edwards. Stimpson's Munida carihxa is absolutely indeterminable from his brief notice of it, and the types were burned in the
great Chicago

fire.

Milne-Edwards's

The name

iris Sind'irrasa

Mem.

Mus. Conip.

carihsea should then be

should be retained. "«
Zool.,

XVIII,

1895, p. 73.

dropped and
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MUNIDA COMORINA

Alcock and Anderson.

Miinida coniorhia Alcock and Anukk.son, Ann. and Mag. Nat.
1899, p. 18;

Ilhif^.

3 ()

Zool. Invet^t. Crnnt., pi. xliii,

MUNIDA CONSTRICTA

Iliyt., (7), IIJ,

fig. 8.

A. Milne-Edwards.

Mniiidd const ri (ill
p. 52.

A. MiLNE-P2D\v.\Kns, Bull. Muh. ('(imp. ZooL, VIII, 1880,
]\Iilne-Kdw.\rds and Bouvier, Ann. 8ci. Nat. Zool., (7), XVI,
256; Mem. INIus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1S97, No. 2, p. 40, pi. in, fig. 5.

— A.

1S94, p.

West India

rej^ion.

MUNIDA CURVATURA,

MUNIDA CURVIMANA
Munlda

new

species, see p. 253.

Edwards and Bouvier.

Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bocviek, Ann. des Sci. Nat.
XVI, p. 256; Exped. Sclent, du Travailleur et du Talisman,

ciirvimana A.

Zool., 1894, (7),

Brachyures

et

Anomoures,

1900, p. 287, pi. xxix,

12-16.

tig.

MUNIDA CURVIPES, new species, see p. 254.
MUNIDA CURVIROSTRIS Henderson.
Munida

curvirosfrl.t

ifunida

inilitaris xar. curvirostriH

p. 139, pi.

Ilahltat.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 412.
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888,

Ill, fig.

7.

—Station 200,

bottom, green mud.

An

including the rostrum).

off

Sibago, Philippines; depth, 250 fathoms;

adult male measuring 25

mm.

in length (not

Zebu, Philippines; depth,
^\\ adult female measuring 20 mm.

Station

21<>,

375 fathoms; bottom. ])lue nuid.

oft"

in length.

i

MUNIDA

DEBILIS, new

MUNIDA DECORA,

new

species, see p. 256.
species, see p. 257.

MUNIDA EDWARDSII
Munida edwardsii Miers, Alert Crustacea,

Miers.

1884, p. 560, pi.

MUNIDA EVERMANNI

li, fig.

A.

Benedict.

Munida evermanni Benedict, Anomuran Collections made by the Fish
Expedition to Porto Rico, 1901,

MUNIDA
European

Hawk

p. 146, pi. v, fig 4.

FLINTI, new

species, see p. 258.

seas.

MUNIDA FORCEPS

A. Milne-Edwards.

Munida forceps A. Milne-Edwards,

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 49.
Perrier, Les ^Explorations Sous Marines, fig. 109, p. 220.— A. MilneEdwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat. Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 256;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

West

Indian reo-ion.

Zool.,

XIX,

1897, No. 2, p. 28, pi.

11, fig. 8.

vouxxvu
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MUNIDA GRACILIPES
Munida

Faxon, Bull. Mu..

i/rucUlpes

Mils.

Comp.

y^ooL,

XVIII,

Faxon.

C'onip. Z0..I.,

1895, p. 77, pi. xvi,

XXIV,

1893, p. 179;

Mem.

tigs. 2-21).

(hilf of Piuuinia.

MUNIDA GRACILIS
]l„ni<hi

^/mcnis

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.
XXVII, 1888, Anomura,

Cluiilenger Report,

Challenger station 166; depth,

Two

'276

XVI,

Hist., (5),
p.

U3,

pi.

xiv,

fathoms, west of

1885, p. 412;

tig. 4.

New

Zealand.

specimens.

MUNIDA GRANULATA

Henderson.

Munida gmnulata Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,
Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 133,

(5),
pi.

XVI,

xiv,

1885, p. 409;

tig.

3.

Islands.
Challenger station 173; depth, 315 fathoms, off Fiji

Nine

specimens.

Henderson says of this (page 134): ''The second and third abdommal
on the
segments bear six spiniiles each, four of which are arranged
bears
live
segment
anterior and two near the posterior margin the third
which
is
margin,
spinules, a mesial one l)eing present on the posterior
rather
somewhat prominent."^ Did he not mean third armed segment
His figure shows
than third segment, which he had just described^
;

spines on the second segment only.

MUNIDA GREGARIA

(Fabricius).

Galathea gregaria Fabricius, Ent. Syst., II, 1793, p. 473.
50.-Dana, U.
Grimothea gregaria Leach, Diet. d. Sci. Nat., XVIII, 1820, p.
Expd. Crust., XIII, 1852, Crust., Pt. 1, p. 483, pi. xxxi, fig. 1.

S.

Expl.

Vile Campbell,
(himothea nonv zelandiR' YiLno-L, Passage de Venus, Mission de
(Institute de France.)
1874, p. 426.
gregaria Miers, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, p. 73.
Jlfumdasut™<70.sa Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888,

Munida

Munida gregaria A. Milne-Edwards, Mission
p. F. 32, pi.

II,

Scient.

Anomura, p. 124.
du Cap Horn, Crust., 1891,,

I

tig. 1.

Guerin's figure of " Orlmotea gregaria''^ shows eyestalks as long as
in
those of the New Zealand specimen, but it seems to have little else
differthe
of
account
best
the
given
has
A. Milne-Edwards
connnon.
ences separating this species from M. suhrugosa and has shown in a good
figure the differences observed

between

its

own

^

adult and immature

forms. In my opinion the question of the identity of the Cape Hornij
species with that from New Zealand remains yet an oi^en question,'
which can only be settled by comparison of a large series of specimensi

from both localities.
The vouno- of Munida qreqaria differ more from the adult than is
the case with the young of any other species represented in the col"GuC^rin,

Voyage de

la Coquille, II, Pt. 2, 18.30, p. 32; Atlas, pi.

iii, tig.

1.
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New Zealaiul, the ro.struiii is onlv a
than the eyes and the su]>ra()cular spines arc wry short
and much more diverj^-ent than in the adults. The eyestalks are proportionately longer than in any species of the genus in the collection.
In alcohol the e^^es are transverse in direction and extend beyond the
Ici'tion.

Ill

three speciuiens from

little l()ti(:;er

line of the sides

The

by about one-half of the diameter

of the cornea.

antero-lateral angles are

rounded

in the

young,

in

sharp

contrast with the angles of the
adult,

which are armed with a

double spine, g'iving it
angular appearance. The
carapace in the young has the
large

an

two spines on the gastric area
behind the supra-ocular spines
and a very small paired spine in
line with these. The posterior
FTG. 45.

margin of the cervical suture is
In
armed with four spines.

—MUNIDA

GARiA,

::

GRE-

Fig. 46.

—MuNiDA

OARIA, YOrKG, X

1.

gre2^.

addition to these spines in the adult there are about eight spines on

behind the gastric pair and another pair posterior
of the abdomen is the same in both forms;
th(; maxillipeds are similar, but longer in the young.
The three specimens from New Zealand range about 4:5 nun. in
length while numerous specimens of the adult from the Straits of
Magellan range from 110 to 115 mm. Younger specimens ma}' vary
nmch more from the adult form.
the

tirst ciliated line

to these.

The armature

MUNIDA HASWELLI
Miniidti hdxii'eUi

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI,
XXVII, Anomura, p. 1.39, pi. in, fig.

Ctiallenger Report,
('h((llrn(/(i'

station

163A, depth 150 fathoms,
three young.

MUNIDA HETERACANTHA
hf''rrar<nitJi(i

Japan.

Ortmaxn,

Twofold Bay,

oil

MUNIDA HISPIDA,

new

pi.

2rtrt,

ii,

fig.

12.

species, see p. 259.

new

MUNIDA INCERTA
inci'rfa

Ortmann.

ZooI. Jalirb., VI, 1892, p.

MUNIDA HONSHUENSIS,

Mnnida

p. 411;

One male and

Australia.

Mini'ida

ISS."),

•'i.

species, see p. 261.

Henderson.

Hen'dersox, Challenger Report,

XXVII,

ISSS,

]>.

i:!0,

j)!.

xiii,

fig. 4.

(^y/Y/ZA'/zy'/'

i])pines.

station

!:!00,

One imperfect

depth 250 fathoms,
sper-imen.

off

Sibago

Isiatid. riiil-

H1
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MUNIDA INORNATA

Henderson.

Miinida inornata Hendekson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hiyt., (5), XVI, 1SS5,
Challenger Keport, XXVIl, Anomura, 1885, p. 140, pi. xvi, fig. 6.

CluMengei' station

21t>.

depth 150 fathoms, north of

New

p.

411;

(hiiiiea.

One specimen.

MUNIDA

IRIS A. Milne-Edwards.

iris A. Milne-Edwakds, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool., YIII, 1880, p. 49.
Milne-Edwakds and Boivier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894,
256; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 21, i^l. ii, figs. 2-7.

}funida
A.

ifunida caribaxif^.

I.

p.

Smith, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Ill, ISSl, p. 428; VI, 1883,
Report U. S. Fish Commissioner for 1882, 1884, p. 255,

p. 40, pi. Ill, fig. 11;

and Report
Munida,

for 1886, 1886, p. 39.

sj>ecies indt. S. I.

Smith, Bull.

^NIus.

Comp.

Zool.,

X, 1882,

]..

22, pi. x.

AlhatroHs station 2420
Off the eastern coast of the United States.
stations.
numerous
other
A very
and
at
in a depth of 47 fathoms,

abundant

species.

MUNIDA IRRASA

A. Milne-Edwards.

Munida irrasa A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 49.
Munida caribimA. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 49.
A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894,
p. 256; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 25, pi. i, ligs. 16-20;
II,

1)1.

fig. 1.

Southeastern coast of the United States and West India reo-ion.

MUNIDA JAPONICA
Mmiida japonico Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat.
MANN, Crustacea

of the

Stimpson.
Sci.

Phil.,

Senion Collection, 1894,

]>.

X, 1858,

24; Jena.

OrtMiers, Proc.

p. 252.

Zool. Soc. Lond., 1879, p. 51.

In

Kagoshima Bay, Japan,

in 20 fathoms.

MUNIDA LONGIPES

A. Milne-Edwards.

long'qyes A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p.
Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI,
257; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 44, pi. in, figs.

Munida
A.
p.

West India

50.

1894,

9-13.

reg-ion.

MUNIDA MEDIA,

new

species, see p. 262.

MUNIDA MEXICANA, new species, see p. 264.
MUNIDA MICROPHTHALMA A. Milne-Edwards.
Munida microphthdraa A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1880, A'lII,
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, ]>. 127, pi.
p. 51.
Ill, fig. 4.
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,

M. Edwards?) Faxon, Bull. Mu8. Comp. Zool.
XXIV, 189;-!, p. 179; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 78.— a!
Milne-Edwards and BorviER, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, ].. 256;
Mem. Mm. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 32, pi. ii, figs. 9-13.

.Vidiidd

iiiicrophthdhiKi

West India

(A.

reg'ion.

MUNIDA MICROPS
Miinidu

Au'ock, Ann. and ^lag. Nat.

rulrrup.'<

XIII, 1894, p. 32(); lUus.
Desc. Cat. of Indian DeepAnomalia, in the Indian ^luscuiu, 1901, j). 240.

Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1895, pi. xiii,

Sea Crust.

,

Macrura and

Alcock.

MUNIDA MICROPS

var.

Hist.,

((5),

fig. 5;

LASIOCHELES

Alcock.

Muiiida microps var. lasiochelca Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (H), XIII,
Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1895, pi. xiii,

p. 327; Illus.

Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in the Indian

MUNIDA MILES

INIuseuni, 1901,

\>.

Desc. Cat. of

fig. 8;

241.

A. Milne-Edwards.

Milne-Edwakds, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoo!., VIII, 1880, p. 51.
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 126. A. MilneEdwards and BouviER, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 256; Mem.
Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897. No. 2, p. 35, pi. iii, figs. 1-4.

}riuiula )iiH(s A.

—

\A^^st

India region.

MUNIDA MILITARIS

Henderson.

Miniida inUitarix Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 410;
Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 137, pi. ^w, figs. 2, 5.
J/»/((V/a

ti/<(>)i,s-w

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

ChaUet)(jer .station 173,

depth 140 fathoms,

depth 815 fathoms,

oil Little

Ki

Island.

MUNIDA NORMANI
}[miiil<(

tionnani

Hist., (5),

oil

Matukii.

Amboina.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,
XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 129,

station 173, off

Matuku.

MUNIDA NUDA,

new

1<>()

Station

ll>:i,

fathoms,

(5),

XVI,

1885, p. 408;

pi. xiii, fig 5.

species, see p. 265.

Faxon.

Muinda olwxa Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIV, 189;>,
Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 73, pi. xvi, figs. 1, la.

Panama;

410.

Fiji Islands; depth, 315 fathoms.

MUNIDA OBESA

(fulf of

p.

1885,

Henderson.

Challenger Report,
C/ia///'/i(/c/'

XVI,

station 3355 in 182 fathoms

p.

176;

Mem. Mus.

and station 3389

in

210

fathonLs.

MUNIDA PERARMATA

Edwards and Bouvier.

perarmata A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sei. Nat., Zool.,
XVI, 1894, p. 257; Result, des Camp. Scient. de I'Hirondelle (Supp.)
et de la Princesse-Alice, Ft. 13, 1899, p. 81 Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et
du Talisman, Brachyures et Anomoures, 1900, p. 305, pi. xxx, tig. 1.

Mitnidtt

(7),

;

European waters.

vou xxvi.
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MUNIDA PERLATA,

new

species, see p. 266.

MUNIDA PROPINQUA

Faxon.

Mrmkla pvopm<iaa Faxox, Bull. INIus. Coinp. Zool., XXIV,
xviii, figs. 1,
.AIus. Coinp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 76, pi.

Gulf of Panama and near the Galapagos

MUNIDA PROXIMA
Mioiuld

pnmma

Island.s,

189:!, p. 17S;

385 to 511 fathoms.

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Xat. Hist.,
XXVII, 1888, Anomnra, p. 135,

Challenger Report,

XVI,

(5),

new

MUNIDA QUADRISPINA,

refulgens

Mus. Comp.

Faxon, Bull. Mus.
XVIII, 1895,

Zool.,

fathoms.

15(»

species, see p. 268.

new

species, see p. 269.

MUNIDA REFULGENS
Munida

1885, p. 410;

pi. xiii, fig. 2.

Challenger station 219, north of New Guinea: depth
Three adult specimens, one with ova.

MUNIDA PUSILLA,

Mm\.

la.

Conii).

Faxon.

XXIV,

Zool.,

1893,

i>.

177;

Mem.

p. 75, pi. xvii.

Cocos Island, oti' coast of Ecuador, and near Tres Marias Islands;
depth 42 to 112 fathoms. Sixty-seven specimens.

OH

MUNIDA ROBUSTA

A. Milne-Edwards.

rohust.a A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 48.
Milne-Edwakds and Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat, Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p.
256; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 42, pi. iii, figs. 6-8.

Munida
A.

West India

region.

MUNIDA SANCTI-PAULI
Munida

Kanrti-puuli

p. 411;

St.

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885,
XXVII, 1885, Anomura, p. 142, pi. iii, fig.

Challenger Report,

(i.

PauFs rocks; depth 10 to 60 fathoms.

A

female with ova and

a

\'Oung male.

MUNIDA SCABRA
Munida

ncahra^

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.
XXVII, 1888, Anomura,

Challenger Report,

Station 192, off Little

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1885,

p. 134, pi. xv, fig.

Ki Island; depth 140 fathoms.

]>.

409;

1.

Fifteen speci-

mens.

MUNIDA SCULPTA,

new

MUNIDA SEMONI
Munida

semo)ii

Ortmann, Crustacea

of the

species, see p. 270.

Ortmann.

Semon

Collection, Jena, 1894, p. 24.

SOME NE W DEEP SEA CR USTA CEANS— BENEDICT.

NO. 1311.

MUNIDA SIMPLEX,

new

species, see p. 272.

MUNIDA SPINICORDATA

Henderson.

Mmiida spinicordata Hendkkson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.
413; Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura,

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1>S85, p.

p. 146, pi. xv, fig. 3.

('hdUenger station I74d, oif Kandavu, Fiji; depth 210
niiile

313

A

fathoin.s.

specimen.

MUNIDA SPINIFRONS
Munida

spinifrons

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI,
XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 144, pi. xv, fig.

Challenger Report,

(7ia f I em/ er stsition 113a,

A

to 25 fathoms.

anchorage

sjjiiiono

Voyage

]>.

412;

1.

Fernando Noronha; depth

off

7

single specimen.

MUNIDA SPINOSA
Miniida

188.^,

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,
XXVII, 1888, Anomura,

XVI,

(5),

of the Challenger,

\k

128, pi.

1885, p. 408;

m,

fig. 3.

(Indhniitr station 320, off Rio de la Plata; deptli (>(i») fathoms; botSeveral specimens, the majority of which are young.
g-reen -sand.

tom

MUNIDA SPINULIFERA
Mniuda

i^pimdifera ]\Iiers, Crustacea in Zool.

XXXI,

fig.

A.— Henderson,

Arafiira Sea, 32 to

3(3

Miers.

H. M.

Challenger Report,

Alert, 1884, p. 279, pi.

S.

XXVII,

1888, p. 128.

fathoms.

MUNIDA SQUAMOSA

Henderson.

Mutiida squamosa Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5),

Challenger Report,

XXVII,

('liaUemjei' station 219.

1888, p. 131, pi. xiii,

north of

MUNIDA SQUAMOSA

New
var.

fig.

XVI,

188.5, p.

409;

1.

Guinea; depth 150 fathoms.

PROLIXA

Alcock.

Miniida sqiKonosa var. prolixa Alcock, Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (H), XllI, 1894,
p. 322; Illus.

Investigator Crust., 1895,

Deep-Sea Crust., 1901,

pi. xiii, fig. 3;

Des. Cat. of the Indian

p. 244.

MUNIDA STIMPSONI

A. Milne-Edwards.

Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p.
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, p. 126, pi. xiv, fig. 1.— A.
Milne-Edwards and Boivieh, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 257;
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 48, pi. iv, figs. 1-13.— Benedict, Anomuran collection made by the Fish Hawk Exi)edition to Porto Rico,
1901, p. 147, in U. S. Fish Commission Bulletin for 1900.

Munida

sfimpsonl A.

47.

West India

region.
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MUNIDA SUBRUGOSA
Munida
pi.

Exploring Expedition, XIII, 185L', CruHt., p. 479,
Erebus and Terror, Crust., 1874, p. 3, pi. in,
Zealand Crust., 1876, p. 68.— Targioni Tozzetti, Crust.

ffuhragosa

Dana, U.

XXX,

7.

fig.

fig.

S.

— MiEKS,

New

Cat.

2;

Dana.

Zool.

]\Iagenta, 1877, p. 234, pi. xiii, fig. 5.

ilalalhea

suhrugom Cunningham, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., (Zool.), XXVII,

1S71,

p. 495.

Munida mbrugosa A. Milne-Edwakds, Mission

Scient.

duCap Horn,

Crust., 1891,

II, fig. 2.

p. F. 36, pi.

MUNIDA TENELLA,

new

species, see p. 274.

MUNIDA TRICARINATA

Alcock.

Munida trkarlnaUi Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., (6),

Illustrations of the Investigator Crustacea, 1895, pi. xii,

XIII, 1894,
fig. 1;

324;

j).

Descriptive

Catalogue of the Indian Deep-Sea Crustacea in the Indian Museum, 1901,

p.

246.

Andaman

Sea, lli^ fatlionis; Arabian Sea, otf the N.

Maldhx

Atoll,

210 fathoms.

MUNIDA TROPICALIS

Edwards and Bouvier.

Maiddatropicalis A. MiLNE-Ei)\VAKi)sand E. L. Bouviek, Bull. Mus. of Nat. Hist.,
Ill, 1897, p. 364;

La Praya,

Exped.

Scient, duTravailleuret

et

75 to 127 fathom.s.

MUNIDA TUBERCULATA
Muidda

du Talisman, Brachyures

1900, p. 286, pi. xxix, figs. 9-11.

Anomoures,

tuberculata

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Challenger Report,

p. 413;

Henderson.

XXVII,

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1888, Anonuira, p. 145, pi. xv,

ChaUenger station 173, 315 fathoms,

olf

Matuku,

1895,

fig. 2.

Fiji Islands.

Two

specimens.

MUNIDA VALIDA
Mimidu

vulkla S.

Henderson
identical with
it

distinct.

I.

Smith, Proc. U.

S.

S.

I.

Smith.

National Museum, VI, 1883,

]>.

42, pi.

i.

Anonuira, page 126, makes this species
A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier" make
specimens in the Museum eoUection 1)ear out

in the Challenger

M.

iiulex.

Several tine

the latter view.

MUNIDA VIGILIARUM

Alcock.

Mimida

riglllaruvi Au'ock, Des. Cat. of the Indian
Indian Museum, 1901, p. 243.

«Ann.

des. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),

XVI,

Deep-Sea Crust,

1894, p. 256.

in

the

^o. KUi.

NEW DEEP SEA

SOME

CRUSTACEANS—BENEDICT.

MUNIDOPSIS
jl/»mV/o/>*'/s

Whiteaves.

Whiteaves, Amer. Jour. Arts and ScL,

MUNIDOPSIS ABBREVIATA
(icdatltodes

315

«>r.,

.'Jd

\'II, 1.S74, p. 2\'l.

(A.Milne-Edwards).

ahbrematun A. Milne- Edwards, Bull. Mu8. Coinp. Zool., VIII, ISSO,

p. 55.

3fimkIop6-is abhrevluta A.

XVI,

(7),

189-4, p.

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. desSci. Nat.,
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2,

Zool.,

275;

p. 91,

pi. V, fig. 1.

/)V^/Xv' .station

in

583 and

73-1

195, in 502 fathoms; jMartini([uo.
fathoms; Guadeloupe.

MUNIDOPSIS ABDOMINALIS
Elus^nonotus abdominalis A.
1880, p. 61.
(7),

XVI,

—A.

1894,

Stations 161 and

\^')-l.

(A.Milne-Edwards).

Milne-Edward8,

Bull.

Mu8. Conip. ZuoL,

VIII,

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool.,
p. 282; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 101,

pi. VIII, figs. 7-10.

Blake station 291.

in

200 fathoms. Barbados.

MUNIDOPSIS ABYSSORUM

(Edwards and Bouvier).

Mimldopsis (d/yssorwn A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Bull. ^lus. Nat.
Hist., Ill, 1897, p. 365; Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman,

Brachyures et Anomoures, 1900,

p. 319, pi.

xxx,

figs.

15-19.

European waters.

MUNIDOPSIS ACULEATA
Miniidopsls subsfjuraiiom var. aculfida
1888,

Anomura,

Henderson.

Henderson, Challenger

Reiiort,

XXVII,

p. 153, pi. xvi, fig. 1.

Munidnpsis .^ubsquamom aculmta Faxon,

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XVIII,

1S95,

p. 86.

Ohallenger station 1-16, depth 1,375 fjithoms, between ]\Iarion Island
and the Crozets, a single specimen; also station 302, depth 1.-150
fathoms, west of Patag-onia.

MUNIDOPSIS ACUMINATA, new
MUNIDOPSIS ACUTA

species, see p. 277.

(A.Milne-Edwards).

Milne-Edwards, Comp. Rend. Acad, des Sd., 1881, p. 932.
Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,
XVI, 1894, p. 230; Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman,

(ralathodes acutus A.

Mitnidopsis acuta A.
Zool., (7),

1900, p. 312, pi. xxx, figs. 2-1.

MUNIDOPSIS ACUTISPINA, new

name.

Minddopsis aculeala A. Milne-Edwards and E. f.. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,
Zool., (7), XVI,p. 275; Exped. Scient. du Travailleur etdu Talisman. P.racliyures et Anomoures, 1900, p. 327, pi. xxxi, figs. 1-4.

A

new name is necessary as aculeata was used b}' Hend(>rson
Sec under aculeata^ above.
Challenger Anomura.
22
Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi— 02

in

the
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MUNIDOPSIS AGASSIZII

Faxon.

Munidopm agassizii Faxox, Bull. Mus. C^omp. Zool., XXIV, 1893,
Miis. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 88, pi. xviii, fig!^. 4-4a.
Albatrosf< .station 33S9.

:Meni.

p. 182;

depth 210 fathoms, (lulf of Panama.

MUNIDOPSIS ANTONII

i

A. Milne-Edwards).

Galathodes antonii A. Milne-Edwards in Filhol, La Nature, XII, 1884, p. 231, fig. 2.
Mimidopsis antonu Henderson, Voyage of the Challenger, XXVII, 1888, Ano-

mura,

p. 151, pi. xviii, fig.

Muiiidopsis antoni A.
Zool., (7),

XVI,

Brachyures

et

1.

Milne-Edwards and
1894, p. 275;

Exped.

Anomoures, 1900,

]>.

MUNIDOPSIS ARIES
Orojihorhynchm
p.

58.

XVI,

— A.
1894,

321, pi. iv,

(A.

fig. 2;

xxx,

pi.

Milne-Edwards

figs.

20-24.

i.

ur'u'f! A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880.
Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),
p. 287; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. Ill, pi.

pi. X, figs. 1, 2.

IX, figs. 7-11;

Blah^ station

Ann. des Sci. Xat.
du Travailleur et du Talisman,

E. L. Bouvier,

Sclent,

23«), in 1.51»1

fathoms, west India region.

MUNIDOPSIS ARIETINA

Alcock and Anderson.

Munidopsis arietina Alcock and Anderson, Jour. Asiatic 8oc. Bengal, XLIII, Pt.
2,

1894, p. 171; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1895, pi. xii,

fig. 3.

Munidopsis {Orophorhynchm) arietina Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in the

Indian Museum,

Bay

p. 269.

of Bengal in 1,520 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS ARMATA

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Elasmunotus armatus A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880,
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 159, pi.
p. 61.
XIX,

fig. 5.

XVI,

— A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des

1894, p. 282;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX,

Sci. Nat., ZmoI., (7),

1897, No.

2, p.

104, pi.

VIII, figs. 11-14.

Blake station 137,

in

625 fathoms.

West

MUNIDOPSIS ASPERA
Elasmonotiis asper

India region.

(Henderson).

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1885, p. 416;

Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 163, pi. xix, fig. 4.
Munidopsis aspera Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIV, 1893, p. 188;

Mus. Comp.
(

Zool.,

XVIII,

liaUenger station 311, off Patagonia, in -125 fathoms.

dozen specimens.

Mem.

1895, p. 96.

Upward

of a

NU.1311.

SOME NEW DEEP SEA CRUSTACEANS—BENEDICT.
MUNIDOPSIS BAHAMENSIS, new
MUNIDOPSIS BAIRDII

317

species, see p. 278.

(Smith).

Galdcantha balrdll Smith, Report U. .S. Fish Coinuiissioa for l.SS'i, 1884, p. 356.
Munidopsis bairdii Smith, Proc. U. S. Xational ]\Iuseuin. Yll, 1884, p. 493; Ann.

Report U. S. Fish Commission for 1885,
:\rein. Mas. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

p. (549,

pi.

v,

fig.

2.— Faxon,

<S3.

1,497 fathoms, otl Viroinia.

Alhatt'oati .station 2lU*3. in

Fig.

1S8(),

p.

47.

Muntdopsls b.mrdii, x

MUNIDOPSIS BERINGANA, new

1.

species, see p. 279.

MUNIDOPSIS CARINIPES

Faxon.

Munidopsk rarinipi's F.\xoK, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool., XXIV, 1893, j). 189; Mem.
Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 97, pi. xxiv, figs. 1, la, lb.
FAa^inonotuH carimpes Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), 1894, XILI, j).
333.— A. Milne-Edwards and Bol-vier, Ann. des Sci. Xat., Zool., (7), XIV,
1893, p. 281.

Alhatro.sx station 3o5;->. in (iUa

fathoms,

MUNIDOPSIS CENTRINA

oft'

Panama.

Alcock and Anderson.

Munidopsix cmtrbia Alcock and .-V.nderson, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXIII,
Pt. 2, 1894, p. 170; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1895,

M n iiidopsh {Orophorhiinrlnix)
Indian Museum, 1901,
I>uv of Beny-al, in 1,5!2(>

\>.

ccidrhut

Alcock, Cat. Indian

270.

fathoms.

iil.

xi, fig.

<>.

lK'ei)-Sea Crust, in the
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MUNIDOPSIS CERATOPHTHALMUS

Alcock.

Mwddop.sl.s ceratuphthalnms Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in tlie Indian

Museum,

Andaman

1901, p. 271, pi.

iii, fig. 2.

Sea, in 480 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS CILIATA Wood-Mason.
Wood-Mason, Ann. Nat. Hist., 18(Jl, p. 200.— Faxon, Mem. ]Mus.
XVIII, 1895, p. 84, pi. xviii, fig. 13.
Mwiidopsis brevimana Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), 1885, XVI, j). 414;
Challenger Report, Anomura, XXVII, 1888, p. 154, pi. xvii, ngs. 1 and 2.
Munidopsi'! ciliata

Comp.

Zool.,

Alcock,

Illus. Zool. of

the Investigator, Crust., 1895,

pi. xi, fig. 3.

MunidopsiH [Orophorhynchus) ciliata Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in the
Indian Museum, 1901, p. 267.

Dr. Faxon's specimens were from Albatross stations 3353, in 095
fathoms; 3363, in 978 fathoms; 339;^, in 1,270 fathoms; 3393, in 1.020
Five specimens at the four stations.
fathoms.
Professor Henderson's specimens were from Challenger stations 191
oli' the Arrou islands, in 800 fathouLs. and 218 between Papua and the

Admiralty

islands, in l.o70 fathoms.

The Indian Museum specimen was taken

in the

Bay

of Beng-al, in

1.310 fathoms.
Professor Henderson's iigures 1 and 2 in the CliaUenger report
probabl}^ represent

two

smoother

distinct species; not only the nnich

carapace and lack of prominent lateral spines in the young foiin

shown in
from the

tig. 2,

but the lemarkable difference in the line of the front

antero-lateral angle to the end of the rostrum,

are correct, marks a difference not due to age.
likely, as the

form shown

form shown

in ffg, 2

This

if

the figures

the

is all

more

was taken at a distance from the

in fig. 1.

Mdtildopsls nltida A. Alilne- Edwards, from the West India region,

by Dr. Faxon, is a closely related species;
specimens in this musiHim from station 2110 off Jamaica show a
great range in size; five are under 6 nun. in length, and one is 21 nun.,
as has been pointed out
six

measured from the
carapace; in

all,

tip of the

rostrum to the posterior margin of the

much

the lines of the front are

shown in Professor Henderson's
more like fig. 2.

S. I.

Edwards and

Smith, Proc. U.

E. L. Bouvier,

S.

J/

ciliatif,

while the carapace

fig. 1,

MUNIDOPSIS CRASSA
Munidopsis crassa

like

S.

I.

is

as

nmch

Smith.

Nat. Mus., VII. 1885, p. 494.— A Milne-

Ann. des

Sci. Nat., 1894, (7),

XVI,

p. 275.

Off' the east coast of the United States. Alhafroxs station 2221, in
2,574 fathoms, latitude 36
.

NEW DEEP SEA

f^OME

NO. 1311.

CRUSTACEANS—BENEDICT.

MUNIDOPSIS CRINITA
Comp.

:Nrns.

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zcioi., XXIV, lSi>."., ]>.
XVIII, 1895, p. 92, j)!. x.v, figs. 8, :^a.
A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. ilcs Sci.

XVI,

is.");

[Mem.

Zool.,

(Idlathodi:^ crinitus
(7),

Faxon.

Faxox,

Mnnlihiitxis cviiitta

319

1894,

]).

Xat., Zool.,

279.

Allxifrnss stiitioii ;{;)S4.

ill

4r>S fiithoiiis. off

One

Panaina.

MUNIDOPSIS CURVIROSTRA

fciualc

Whiteaves.

Whiteaves, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, (3), VII, 1874, p.
Smith, Bull. Mus. Cnnip. Zool., X, 1882, p. 21, pi. viii, figs. 2

}fiintdoj»<ix ciirriroslrd

212.— S.
and o.

I.

Otf east coast of North America.

MUNIDOPSIS CYLINDROPHTHALMA
E/(isia<>iii)his

i-iilhidrupJitJiahnaa

(Alcock).

Alcock, Ann. Mag. Xat.

Hist., (6),

XIII, 1894,

p. 333; lUus. Zool. Investigator, Cru.st., 1895, pi. xiii, fig. 4.
.ViiaifJopsis

in the

Andaman

(Ehismonotux) ri/lindruphthalmus Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust,
Indian Museum, 1901, p. 272.

Sea, 18S-220. 250. and 2<i5 fathoms;

Arabian Sea, 406

fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS CYLINDROPUS, new
MUNIDOPSIS DASYPUS
Mn)iido2)sls dasijpu.'^

Bay
Sea.

Investigator Crust., 1895,

in the

Indian Museum, 1901,

of Bentjal,

Alcock.

Xlvovk, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Illus.

4!^>8

species, see p. 281.

oti'

the

Hist., (6),

XIII, 1894,

Cat. Indian

pi. xiii, fig. 9;

p. 329;

Deep-8ea

Cru.'^t.

p. 252.

Andamans,

and 561 fathoms; Andaman

48<)

fathoms; Arabian Sea, 636 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS DEBILIS
GalatJiopsis di'hilis

1

Henderson

Hexdersox, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

1.

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1885, p. 417,

1885.

Elasmonotus dehdix Hexdkksox, Challenger Bejiort,

XX VII,

Anomura,

1888, p.

165, pi. XVIII, fig. 4.

A mah^ specimen. Stadepth 375 fathoms. A male specimen.

('hallenger station 173, depth 315 fathoms.
tion 210, among- the Philippines,

MUNIDOPSIS DEPRESSA

Faxon.

Munidupsis depresm Faxox, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

XXIV,

p. 96, pi. xxii, figs.

Alhitross station 3425, in 680 fathoms,

ott'

1893, p. 189;

Mem.

2-2h.

Mexico.

One

male.
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MUNIDOPSIS EDWARDSII

(Wood-Mason).

Elmmonotusedwardsu^Noo-D-M^so-s, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1891, p. 201.

Orophorliynchw edwardsil Milne-Edwards and Eoitvikr, Ann.
1894,' (7),

XVI,

Mivnidopf^is {Or(>j>horhynchns) edwardsil

the Indian

Bay of

Sci. Nat., ZdoI.,

p. 287.

Museum,

Auock,

1901, p. 265, pi.

Ben^-al, in 1,300

and

1.3i(>

iii,

Cat.

ii^r.

Indian Deep-Sea Crust,

in

4.

fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS ERINACEA

Milne-Edwards).

|A.

Galathodi's erinacea A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 53.
Manidopsh crinacea Henderson, Challenger Raport, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, \).
-A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. Sd. Nat., Zool.,
149, pi. XVI, fig. 4.
XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 67, y\.
(7), XVI, 1894, p. 275; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

—

VII, figs.

9-12.

Milne-Edwards's specimens were from a number of stations in the
India region in depths that range a little abo^e 400 fathoms

West

(steamei- IlhiVt).

MUNIDOPSIS ESPINIS, new

species, see p. 282.

MUNIDOPSIS EXPANSA, new
MUNIDOPSIS

GILLI, new

MUNIDOPSIS GOODRIDGII

species, see p. 282.

species, see p. 283.

Alcock and Anderson.

Munidopsis goodridgii Alcock and Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (7), III,
1899, p. 21; Illus. Investigator Zoology, Crustacea, 1899, pi. xi.iv, lig. 2;
Cat. Indian

A

Deep-Sea Crust, in the Indian Museum, 1901,

single female from off

MUNIDOPSIS GRANOSA
MiOiidujms gnuiosa Alcock, Cat. Indian
1901, p. 266, pi.

Bay

Ill, fig.

p. 258.

the Tra\ ancoro coast. 430 fathoms.
Alcock.

I>'fei)-Sea Crust, in

the Indian ^Nluseuni,

1.

of Bengal, in 1.520 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS HAMATA
Muliidojhsis hainatd

Mus. Comp.

Alhatnm

Faxon.

Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIV, 1893,
XVIII, 1895, p. 95, pi. xxi, figs. 2-2b.

p. 187; :\reni.

Zool.,

stations

38'»1:

and 3395.

and 730 fathoms.

in -til

(Iiilf

of

Panama.

MUNIDOPSIS HASTIFER, new

MUNIDOPSIS HEMINGI
Mii)ildo})xlx licmingi

III, 1901,

!>.

Cat. Indian

species, see p. 284.

Alcock and Anderson.

Alcock and Anderson, Ann. and Mag.

19; Illus. Zool. of

the Investigator, Crust.,

of Xat. Hist., (7),

pi. liv, fig.

Deep-Sea Crust, in the Indian Museum, 1901,

Off the Travanc'ore coast, in 430 fathoms.

4.—Alcock,

p. 251.

s

.
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MUNIDOPSIS HENDERSONIANA
Miinidd/isis

]

undersonlana Faxon, Bull. Mus.

Mem. Mus. Comp.

XYIIl,

Zool.,

1895,

Orophorhiiiiclnof liendersonidiKi P^.dw.xrds

XVI,
^i//y/^//v;.s-.s'

1894,

100, \A.

and BorviEit, Ann.

in

luthoius. (iiilfof

iDlitt

MUNIDOPSIS HYSTRIX

and

341T, in

.station

Alhi(tr(>-'<s

670 and

84:45 in

tij,'s.

1898,

)).

lilO;

2-2c.

Sci. Nut., Zodi., (7),

-il*;-*

p. 89, pi.

XXIV,

\i\,

t'athoni.s.

P;in;iiii:i.

Faxon.

F.\X()X, Hull. .Muj^. C'ouip. Zool.,

]it/stri.r

Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

o4-24

XXIV,

wiv,

287.

1).

stiltioii '.V.VX\.

Mtoildupsix

Faxon.

Coiiip. Z(kjI.,

!>.

\'2l

tiji^.

ISIi;!,

p.

18:',;

Acapulco.

Oft'

Mem.

la.

1.

Station.s

«)80 fathom.^, re.spectively. otl Tiv.s Maria.s

Islands.

MUNIDOPSIS INERMIS
Comp.

.Vmiidopsix Inermix F.vxox, Bull. Mus.
:Mus.

Com.

Zool.,

XVIII,

Allxifroxs station o3;iI in

p. 20; Tllus.

XXIV,

Zool.,

1895, p. 98, pi. xxiii,

Alcock and Axdeksox, Ann. Mag.
Investigator Zool., Crust., 1899,

Fifty-two specimens from

oft'

191;

Mem.

pi.

Xat. Hist., (7|, III, 1899,
xliv,

fig.

1.— Alcock,

Cat.

p. 255.

the Travancoro coast. 4;)0 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS L/EVIGATA
Hendkksox, Ann. and

hrrif/dtti.s

p.

Alcock and Anderson.

Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in the Indian Museum, 1901,

<kd(it}ioi>»ix

hSH."!,

figs. 2, 2a.

822 fathoms. Gulf of Panama.

MUNIDOPSIS IRIDIS
MiinJdopsls iridls

Faxon.

(Henderson).

INIag.

Nat.

Hi.«t.,

(5),

XVI,

1885,

p. 417.
Eldniiioiiofiis

hirif/dtiix

XXVTI,

Challenger Report,

Anonnira,

p.

I<i4,

pi.

xviii,

fig. o.

(ItalJeiujei' .station

21U. depth 150 fathoms.

One

North of Pa])ua.

specimen.

MUNIDOPSIS LATIFRONS
(Inlatliodex httijronx
p. 57.

1894,

A. Milxe-Edwakd.s,

i

A. Milne-Edwards

Bull.

Mus. Comp.

— A.
I).

Milxe-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann.
279; :\Iem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX,

Sci.

).

Zool.,

VIII, 1880,

Nat., Zool., (7),

1897,

No.

2. p. 94,

XVT,
vm,

])!.

figs. 2, o.

Bhilt' station 2SS, in

8!»i»

fathoms. Bai-bados.

MUNIDOPSIS LATIROSTRIS

One specimen.
Faxon.

and Mag. Xat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p.
Anomura, p. 160, pi. xix, fig. 1.
Milxe-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci.

Elas)nonotuH latifrons UEWERSoy:, Ann.
416; Challenger Report,

Orophorhi/nrhux latifrons A.
Xat. Zool., (7),

XVI,

XXVII,

1888,

1894, p. 287.

Munidopsi.'< kdirostris Faxo:^,

]Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

female.

Station 3391, in

p. 99.

Malpelo Island. One
153 fathoms. Gulf of Panama. One fem;il.'.

.4//w/'/vm station 3381, in 1,772 fathoms, off
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MUNIDOPSIS LEVIS
2, p.

Alcock and Anderson).

Alcock and Anderson, Jour.

Batlij/nriki/ristes Icris

1894, Pt.

(

Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

175; lUus. Zool. of the Investigator, Crustacea, pi.

Mumdopslft [Bathyanhiristefi)

Indian Museun), 1901,

Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust,

Irris

MUNIDOPSIS LIVIDA

Oropliorynchus
Zool., (7),

vailleur et

in

Ed.

Perrier,

Les Explor.

sou.s-

242.

fig.

A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,
XVI, 1894, p. 287, and fig. 12, p. 208; Exped. Scient. du Tradu Talisman, Brachyures et Anomoures, 1900, p. 343, pi. iv, fig.

lividuf!

XXXI,

3; pi.

fjithoins.

<!?><]

(A.Milne-Edwards).

Milne-Edwakds,

A.

lIvUlus

marines, 1886,

the

in

p. 274.

Ar:i))i!m Soji. in thi^ iioig'hborhood of tho Liiccjidives.

EJasmomdus

LXIII,

i.v, fig. 3.

figs.

17-22.

MUNIDOPSIS LONGIMANA

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Elasmonotufi longlmanus A. Milne-Edvvarbs, Bull. Mas. Comi:). Zool., VIII, 1880,
p. 60.

— A.

XVI,

(7),

Milne-Edwards and
1894, p. 282;

E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool.,

Mem. Mus.

XIX,

Cornp. Zool.,

1897, No.

2, p.

106,

pi. IX, figs. 1-6.

Blake station 195,

in

5(.)2

fathoms, Martinique; station 130, in 451

fathoms, Frederickstad; station 221, -1:23 fathoms, St. Lucia; station
188, in 372 fathoms. Dominica; station 222, in 422 fathoms. St. Lucia.

MUNIDOPSIS LONGIROSTRIS Edwards
Mumdopm

and Bouvier.

Milne-Edwakds and E. L. Bouvier, Bull. Mus. Nat.
Camp. Scient. de rHirondelle et de la Prin1899, p. 82; Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et du Talis-

lunglrodrln A.

Hist., 1897, p. 365; Result, des

cesse-Alice, Pt. 12,

man, Crust. Deca., Brachyures
XXX,

figs.

et

Anomoures,

1900, p. 314, pi. iv,

fig. 4;

pi.

5 to 9.

MUNIDOPSIS MARGARITA

Faxon.

Munidopsis margarita Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895,

p. 91, pi.

Albatross station 3404. in 385 fathoms.

xx,

XXIV,

1893,

]>.

184;

Mem.

fig. 2.

Male and female.

Near the

Galapagos Islands.

MUNIDOPSIS MARGINATA
ElaKuioiiotus marginatiix
p.

416;

Voyage

(Henderson).

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885,
XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 161, pi. xix,

of the Challenger,

fig. 2.

Orophorliynchus marginalv.^ A.
Nat., Zool., (7),

C7t(/lle?H/er
l)()tt()m, ])lue

.station

mud.

XVI,

Milne-Edwards and

E. L. Bouvier,

Ann. des

Sci.

1894, pp. 286, 2S7.

168, otf

New

Zealand;

depth, 1,10»> fathoms;

SOME NEW DEEP SEA CRVSTACEANS— BENEDICT.

NO. 1311.

MUNIDOPSIS MARIONIS
mariniii><

(i((lath(t<h's

A. Mii.ne-Edw.vkds,

323

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Kapport

la

f*ur

fanne sons-marine,

p.

17 (note).
(troplKiHiyrirhuft iii(iHo7ris

A. Milne-Kdw.m-ds and K. L. Boivikk, Aim. des.

XVI,

Nat., Zool., (7),

1894, p. 287; Exped. Scient.

Talisman, Brachynres et Anomonres, 1900,

\xxr,

pi.

:^)40,

p.

dn Travaillenr

Sci.

et

<ln

14-lt).

ties.

Europcim waters.

MUNIDOPSIS MEDIA
Mimidopsis

A. Milne-Edw.\rds

ineiliii

XVI,

Zool., (7),

1894, pp. 275, 825;

man, Brachyures

et

Anomonres,

Edwards and Bouvier.
and E.
Exped.

Bouvier, Ann. des

L.

Scient.

Sci.

Nat.,

dn Travaillenr etdn

Talis-

1900, p. 325, pi. xxx,

tig.

25.

European waters.

MUNIDOPSIS MIERSI

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p.
XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 102, ]>l. xix, fig.

El<(sm(jitoius iiuersi

Voyage

(Henderson).

of the Challenger,

ChaHeiujci' .station 173, off

Matuku

416;
8.

Island, Fiji; depth, ?Ah fathoms;

bottom, coral mud.

MUNIDOPSIS MILLERI
Mxnidopsis
(

millerl

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

XXVII,

'hallenger Report,

^OT, depth, T<»o fathoms,
female with ova and two males.

C7u(Ilen(/e/' >it'dtion

pines.

A

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1888, Anonnira, p. 155, pi. xvii,

MUNIDOPSIS MINA, new

Tahlas Island, Philip-

species, see p. 285.

MUNIDOPSIS MODESTA, new

MUNIDOPSIS MORESBYI

off'

1885, p. 414;

fig. 3.

species, see p. 286.

Alcock and Anderson.

Munidopsis nioreshyi Alcock and Anderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,
1899, p. 22; Illus. of the Investigator, Zoology, Crnst., 1899,

Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crnstacea, 1901,

Arabian Sea,

off the

Travancore

coast,

MUNIDOPSIS NITIDA
OropIiorJiiiiicIiiifi

4:'dO

pi.

xi,,

(7), III,
fig.

3.—

p. 259.

fathoms.

(A.Milne-Edwards).

hiddus A. Milne-Edw.vrds, Bnll.

!\Ins.

Conip. Zool., VIII, 1880,

p. 59.
OropJiorhi/vcliii.s spinosuK

A. ^Milne-Edwards, Bnll. Mns. ('omi>.

Z(ki1., \'III, 1880,

p. 58.
M)tiiidop.ti.'<

nitidn A.

Zool., (7),

XVI,

MiLNE-EinvAROs and E. L. Bocviek, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,
1894, p. 275; Mem. Mns. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2,

p. 74, pi. VI, figs. 6, 7.

Blale station 163,
fathoms, Dominica.

in

Ttl!)

fathoms, Cxuadeloupe.

Station 180, in

Vi^'l
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MUNIDOPSIS OPALESCENS, new

MUNIDOPSIS ORNATA
Mini'idnpHiii
i\Iu^<.

ornatd Faxon, Bull. Mus.

("omj). Zonl.,

XVIII,

Comp.

species, see p. 287.

Faxon.

Zoo!.,

1895, p. 87, pi. x\,

XXIV,
tij^s.

181):',,

\>.

ISt;;

Mem.

(H),

XIII,

la.

1,

AlJxdros.s station :^404, in 3S5 fathoni.s, (xuliipao-os Islands.

MUNIDOPSIS PALLIDA

Alcock.

Mimidopsis suhaquamom var. pallida Alcock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1894, p. 331; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crustacea, 1895, pi. xiii, flg. 7.
Mimidopsis {Oropliorhiinchvs) snhsquamosa var. pallida Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-

Sea Crast. in the Indian Museum, 1901,

Bay

p. 268.

of Bengal in 1,803 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS PARFAITI
Elasmonoinx

jiarfaiti

(A. Milne-Edwards).

A. Milxe-Edwakds, in Filhol, La Vie an

Fond des

^lers,

1885, pi. VII.

Orophorhynchns parfaiti A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. BorviER, Ann. des

Soi.

du Travail leur

et d 11

in,

pi.

xxxi,

Munidopsis pilusa Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885,
Challenger Report, XXVII, Anoniura, 1888, p. 157, jil. xvii, fig. 5.

p. 415;

XVI., 1894, p. 287; Exped.
Talisman, Braehyures et Anomoures, 1900, p.
Nat., Zool., (7),

Scient.
236, pi.

tig.

1;

11-13.

tig.

European waters.

MUNIDOPSIS PILOSA

Henderson.

Challenge/' station 196; depth 825 fathoms, near Philippine Islands.

One

male.

MUNIDOPSIS PLATIROSTRIS
Orophorhiinclius platirostris A.
(7),

XVI,

pi. IX, tigs.

1894, p. 287;

12-15; pi. X,

(A.Milne-Edwards and Bouvier.

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann.

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX,

)

8ci. Nat., Zool.,

1897, .No.

2, p.

114,

tig. 3.

U. S. Coast Survey steamer Tlasshr,

Deeember

27-P.().

1S71, 100

fathoms, Barbados.

MUNIDOPSIS POLITA
Anoplonotus
1

;

1)1.

politiix 8. I.

Ill, tigs.

Smith,

I'roc.

V.

iS.

(S.I.Smith).

Nat. Mus., VI, 1883,

]>.

50, pi.

11,

tig.

l-5a.

East North Atlantic.
Dr. Faxon says: " ''As the genus Anoj)lonotus of Smith does not seem
to

be sufficiently distinct from Elasiaonotm^

it is

here merged, with the

latter, in Munidopsis.^''

"Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XVIII,

18;)5,

j).

81.

NO

SOME
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MUNIDOPSIS POSEIDONIA
Munkiopsir.

XS—nEXEDICT.

I

825

Alcock and Anderson.

pomdonJa Aixock and Anderson,

J(jur. Asiatic Soc.

Bengal LXIII

Pt. 2, 1894, p. 167; IIlus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., pi. xii, fig. 2.
.]fiinldopsitt

{Galdfliodes)

pomlmiia Alcock, Cat. linlian Deep-Sea Crust,

Indian Museum, 1901,

Buy of

Madras

Bo.Mo-al, off

Faxon.

Mimidopsix quadrald Faxon, Bull. Mus. Gonip. Zool.,

Mus. Comp. Zool., 1895,
(7),

XVI,

XXIV,

189:5,

]>.

Mem.

188;

p. 97, pi. xxiii, figs. 1, Ic.

Milne-Edwards and Bocvikk,

.Ann. Sei. Nat., Zool.,

1894, p. 282.

AIhatros.s station 3424, in 676 fathoms, tmcl station 3425
fathoms, Tres Marias Islands.

MUNIDOPSIS REGIA

Asiatic

680

Deep-Sea Crust, in the Indian Museum, 1901,

Bengal, LXIII, Pt.

iSoi-.

1894, p. 168; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1895,

off

in

Alcock and Anderson.

Alcock and Anderson, Jour.

Miinidopsii^ regia

Arabian Sea,

the

coast, 21(> fathom.^.

MUNIDOPSIS QUADRATA

Elasmo7iotus quadralus A.

in

p. 268.

[>1.

xi, fig. 1; Cat.

2,

Indian

p. 261.

Colombo, 142-400 fathoms, Andaman Soa. 405

fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS REYNOLDSI

(A.

Milne-Edwards).

MiLNE-f]D\vARDs, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880,

GaJafliodes reynoldsi A.
p. 56.

^f>lludo]>ds reynoldsi A.

XVI,

Milne-Edwards and Bocvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),
Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 80, pi. vi,

1894, p. 275; INIem.

figs. 1-5.

B/akc station 13S

in

2,376 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS ROBUSTA

Ham's

Bluff.

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Galathodesrobustus X. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comj). Zool., VIII, 1880,

Milne-Edwards and Bocvier, Ann.
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No.

Miinidopsis robusta A.
1894, p. 275;

15-20; pi.

BJahc station

2,

p. 54.

XVI,

p. 69, pi. vi, figs.

vii, fig. 1.
2.")S

in

159 fathoms, Grenada.

MUNIDOPSIS SCABRA

Faxon.

Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
Mus. Comp. Zool., XVIII, 1895, p. 93, pi. xxi,

yiunldopsis scabra

AIhatro.ss

Sci. Nat., (7),

station 3424

in

XXIV,

1893, p. 186;

Mem.

figs. 1, la.

676 fathoms, and station 3425

in

680

fathoms, Tres Marias Islands.

MUNIDOPSIS SCOBINA

Alcock.

Mmiidopsis scobina Alcock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (6), XIII, 1S94, \^. 3:!0; lUus.
Investigator, Crust., 1895, pi. xiii, fig. 1; Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Cru.st.

Indian Museum, 1901,

p. 254.

Northern end of the Bay of Bengal,
fathoms.

11»3, 24i>,

272, 405-285, and 409
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MUNIDOPSIS SERICEA

Faxon.

Munidopsh aericm Faxon, Bull. Mus. Coinp. Zool.,
Mn.«. Conii). ZooL, XVIII, 1895, j). 90, pi. xix,

H8!H

Alhafr(>s!< station

Gulf of

in .Ml futhonis.

MUNIDOPSIS SERRATIFRONS
(Inhithodcii

A. .Milxe-Edwakds,

>ierr(it[fr()ni<

XXIV,

ISDP,,

1S4;

]>.

Mem.

figs. 8, 8a.

Paiuiina.

(A. Milne-Edwards).

lUill.

Mns. Comp. Zool., VIll, No.

1,

1880, p. 55.
J/H»if/o;W.s
I).

Henderson-, Challenger Report,

.s'erra/;/'rojis

tig. 3.

149, pi. XVI,

XIX,

Comp.' Zool.,

— A.

Milne-Edwards and

1897, p. 78, pi. vi,

fig.

XXVII,

1888, AiK.niura,

E. L. Bouvier,

Mem.

Challenger
.station 185 in 333 fathoms, Dominica;
station
Alhatross
2151,
fatiioms;
in
1,075
Bermuda,
56, off
Cul)a.
Habana,
off
fathoms,

Blah'

MUNIDOPSIS SHARRERI
Orophorhiiiiclnis

.•<li(irft'ri

^lus.

12-14.

station

310

in

(A. Milne-Edwards).

A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus.

Comp.

Zool., VIII, 1880,

59'.
J).

Munidopsin

A.

aliarrerl

Zool., (7),

XVI,

Milne-Edwards and

1894, p. 275;

E. L. Bouvier,

Mem. Mus. Comp.

ZooL,

Ann. des

XIX,

Sci. Nat.,

1897, No. 2,

p. 71, pi. VII, fig. 2-5.

Santa Cruz,

in 21:8

fathoms, steamer Blah:

MUNIDOPSIS SIGSBEI

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 56.
Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, Anomura, j). 150,
A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., (7),
pi. XVIII, fig. 2.
XVI, 1894, p. 275; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XEX, 1897, No. 2, p. 83, pi. v,

Oalathodes.

sifji^hei

Mwddopfiis

sigsbel

A.

—

fig.

8-26.

Blake station

2(»0 in

472 fathoms, Martinique.

MUNIDOPSIS SIMILIS

S.

I.

Smith.

S. I. Smith, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., VII, 1885, p. 496.— A.
Milne- P^dwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XA^I,

Munidopsin mnill.s
1894, p. 275.

Off the east coast of the United States: Alhatross station 2192,
tude 39°, in 1,060 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS SIMPLEX
Galatliode.'i .thnplcx

Zool., (7),

(A. Milne-Edwards).

A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. ]Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880,

Munidojysis simplex A.

XVI,

Milne-Edwards and

1894, p. 275;

E. L. Bouvier,

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

Ann. des

XIX,

St, Viiic(Mit, ?>33 to

982 fathoms.

j).

56.

Sci. Nat.,

1897,-

p. 89, pi. V, figs. 2-7.

Guadeloupe, Martinique,

lati-

No.

2.

SOME

NO. 1311.
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A. Milne-Edwards.

Munidopsis spinifer A. Milnk-Edwards, Bull. Miis. Comp. Zoo!., VIII, 1880,
p. 54.— A. MiLNE-EDWAunsanil Bouviick, .Van. dos Sci. Nat. Zo<il., (7), XVI,
1894, p. 275; Mem. Mas. Cbrap. ZooL, XIX, 1S97, No. 2, p. ()4, pi. vii, ti<rs.,
6-8.

I)/fd-e,

station

in i^45 fathom.s: St.

14(>,

Kitts.

Station

250

10»i in

to 4(H) fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS SPINOCULATA

i

A. Milne-Edwards).

Orophorhi/nchus spinocidatiia \. Milnk-Euwakds, Bull. Mui^.

Comp.

Zool., VIII,

1880, p. 59.

Mimidopi^is spinoculala A.
Nat., Zool., (7),

No.

Milne-Edwards and

XVI,

1894, p. 275;

2, p. 75, pi. VI, tigs.

Ann. des

E. L. Bouvier,

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX,

Sci.

1897,

8-11.

Dominica, in 824 fatlioms.

MUNIDOPSIS SQUAMOSA

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Milxe-Edwards.

OropJiurliynchus squamosus A.

Bull.

Mus. Con)p.

Zool., VIII,

1880, p. 58.

Elasmonoius srjuamosus A. Milne-Edward.s and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci.
Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 282; Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool, XIX, 1897, No. 2,
p. 99, pi. viii, figs. 4-6.

St. Lucia, in 116 fatlioms.

MUNIDOPSIS STYLIROSTRIS Wood-Mason.
MunklopHlx

Wood-Mason, Ann. Mag. Nat.

M[/llrostriK

Alcock, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,
Zool., Crust., 1895, pi. xiii,

Arabian Sea.

(6),

XIII, 1894,

328; Illus. Investigator,

fig. 6.

in 738, 824, 836,

and 947 fathoms.

MUNIDOPSIS SUBSQUAMOSA
}fn)udopsis sidjsquamma

Hist., (6), 1891, p. 201.

p.

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist.,

(,5),

XVI,

Challenger Report, XXVII, Anomura, 1888, p. 152, pi. xvii,
Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in Indian Museum, 1901,

p. 414;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XVIII,

MUNIDOPSIS TALISMANI
Zool., (7),

XVI,

Exped.

Brachyures and Anomoures, 1894,

256;

Yokohama.

Edwards and Bouvier.

Milne-Edwards and

1894, p. 275;

4.—

p.

1895, p. 85.

Challenger^ station 237, in 1875 fathoms, off

Munidoptiis Udismani A.

1885,

fig.

E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,

Scient.

p. ol6, \A.

du Travailleur
xxx,

figs.

et

du Talisman,

11-14.

European waters.

MUNIDOPSIS TANNERI

Faxon.

mmidop.v.s hnmeri Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

Mus. Comp.
Alh((ti'<>sK;

in

Zool.,

station

XVIII,

1895, p. 94,

33<>(), in 25',»

85 fathoms. Gulf of Panama.

j)!.

XXTV,

\.\ii. ligs.

1,

1898, p. 187;

Mem.

la.

fathoms, gulf of raiianui;

.station 38!>7,
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MUNIDOPSIS TAURULUS
Miniiilop-six tdKnihis {)\iiyu\ss,

Zod.

.lalirl).,

liathynnkyrisies

Ortmann.

System, 1S92,

MUNIDOPSIS TENAX

vol.xxvi.

[..

25(1,

ti<T.

ii,

i>l.

Alcock.

Alcock, Jour. Asiatic Soc Bengal, LXIII, 1894,

.^pliio.'<vs

p. 174, pi. IX, fig. 2; IIlus.

Ki.

Zool. Investigator, Crustacea, pi. lv,

Tt. 2,

tig. 2.

MiDiklopsis {Bathymihjrhtci^) tena.r Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust. Imlian

.Museum, 1901,

273.

]>.

Sea. oft Ross Ishuul, 2H5 fathoms.

AiuliUiiiiii

MUNIDOPSIS TENUIROSTRIS, new

MUNIDOPSIS TOWNSENDI, new

MUNIDOPSIS TRACHYPUS
Mttiiidopsis

species, see p. ago.

Alcock and Anderson.

trachypm Alcock and Anderson, Jour. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, LXIII,

Pt. 2, p. 169; Illus.

1<S94,

species, see p. 289.

tig.

2.—

LXIII,

1S94,

Investigator, Crust., 1895, pi. xi,

Zool.

.\lcock. Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust. Indian ^Museum, 1901, p. 262.

Arabian Sea, north of the Laccadives,

MUNIDOPSIS
Mnnidop^in. trixna

fathoms.

TtHH

TRI.flENA Alcock and Anderson.

Alcock and Anderson, Jour.

Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

Pt. 2, p. 168; Illus. Investigator Zool. Crust., 1895, pi. xi, fig. 5.

Munidopsis {Galathodes)

Museum,

triacna

Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust. Indian

1901, p. 261.

Ba}^ of Bengal,

oft'

the

Andaman

coast, in

MUNIDOPSIS TRIDENS

—A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier,

279;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX,

and oT5 fathoms.

(A.Milne-Edwards).

Galathodes tridens A. Milne-P^dwards, Bull.
57.

'24:()-'2\M)

jNIus.

Comp.

Ann. des

1897, No.

Zool., YIII,

Sci. Nat., (7),
2,

p. 96,

i)l.

1880, p.

XVI,

vii,

1894, p.

figs.

13-15;

pi. VIII, fig. 1.

Blake station 148,

208 fathoms.

in

St. Kitts.

MUNIDOPSIS TRIDENTATA

(

Esmark).

Gnlathea trideniata Esmark, Forlidl. Skandin. Naturf.,

Galathodes r'osaceus A.

Milne-Edwards, Rec. de

7

Mikle, (1856), 1857,

Fig. de Crust., 1883,

]>.

])1.

157.
xiii,

fig. 1.

L. Bouvikk, Crust, liirondelle
Milne-Edwards and
Monaco, 1899, p. 83.
Alcock and Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1899, (7),

Gdldthodes trideritatus A.

1'',.

et Princesse- Alice,
f

Mu)ildo2)sis rosacea
III, p. 19.

Munidopsis (Galdlhodrs)

Museum,

1901, p.

'!

fridciilata

Alcock, Cat.

liitlian l)cci»-Sea Crust.,

'"Two hnndred and thirty-seven specimens were taken
oft' the Travaneore coast, in 430 fathoms."

Sea.

Indian

2114.

in the

Aiabian

SOME

N...i:!ii.

NEW DEEP f^EA
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MUNIDOPSIS TRIFIDA

(Uildthode!^ trifidus

XVI,

XXVII,

XVT,

liist., (5),

Anoumra, ]>. 156, pi. xvi,
A. Milne-Edwards and iiofviEu, Ann. des

Cliallenger Report,

(7),

Henderson.

IIendeksox, Ann. Mag. Nat.

^fllllidop'<l'< frijirhf

329

1888,

iSSo,

fig.

ji.

415;

2.

Nat., /ool.

Sci.

1894. p. 279.

;U0.

ClidllciKjci' .stutioii

4iM) futhoiii.s.

ill

Sui'iiiicnto ('luumcl.

Pat;i-

j>oiii:i.

Ml'. Hcndei'.son (le.scril)es

lii.s

.scattcrtMl

ovor the .surface."

nuisi'uni.

()n(>

from station

from

specimcii.-i

This

Allxttro.ss station

:^T85 in

having "a few

2781. in

.shoit hairs

from the type

Alcock and Anderson" have referred to M.
the •'Arabian Sea, north of the Laccadives,

in this

fathoms, and one

;^>48

Both stations are

fathoms.

i-ti»

of Patagonia at no great distance

ii.>^

true of the specimens

is

off the

west coast

locality of J/, irijida.

specimens from
fathoms; Bay of Ben-

trijicla

'o?>(d

the Andamans. 480 fathoms; Andaman Sea, 4i»8 fathoms.''
Contrary to the character of the t3'pe and topot^^pes, these specimens
are descril)e(l as tomento.se.
"Body and appendages tomentose.
Carapace when denuded transversely rugose, especially posterogal, otf

laterally."
It

does not seem at

improba))le that specimens from localities

all

widely separated and difljering so

much

being naked and the other clothed)

.so

amount of hair (the one
would show additional diverse
the

in

characters when placed side by side; however, in the absence of intergrading specimens, this character alone renders the forms specitically
distinct.

known

1

therefore propose that the form from the Indian Seas be

as 2fun!cl(>psis tomenfosd.

MUNIDOPSIS UNGUIFERA
Mitnidopsis iinguifera
Pt.

2,

Alcock and Anderson.

Alcuck and Anderssun, Jour.

Alcock, Cat. Indian Peep-Sea Crust., 1901,

Bay

MUNIDOPSIS VAILLANTI
Ehii<)noni>tiis

(7),

niiUanti A.

1881.

XVI,

(A. Milne-Edwards).

Milxe-Edwards, C'omp. Rend. Acad, des

1894, p. 282;

Exped.

Scient.

p. 333, pi.

du Travailleur
xxxi,

MUNIDOPSIS VERRILLI, new

:Mu9.

Comp.

Faxon, Bull.
XVTII,

Zool.,

Alhitfraxs station
8:iS2 in 1.

:«>:-}

38f)(»,

in

fig.

1,(;T0

pi.

du Talisman, Brach-

8-10.

Faxon.

Mu.<. Conip. Zool.,

1895, p. 85,

et

xvui,

XXIV,
figs.

189:1, p.

.'<or.

liengal.

ISl;

Mem.

2-2a.

fathoms. Oulf of Panama; station

fathoms, (nilf of Panama.

"Jour. Asiatic

8ci., p. 932,

8ci. Nat., Zool.,

species, see p. 291.

MUNIDOPSIS VICINA
^flUlidopsi.f riciu((

4.—

Sea. in 4!H) fathoms.

— A. Milne-Eduards and E. L. Bocvier, Ann. des

yures et Anomoures, 1900,

LXlll,
fig.

p. 253.

Andaman

of Bengal, in 145-25<» fathoms.

Dec,

Asiatic 8uc. Bengal,

1894, p. 172; lUus. Investigator Zool., Crust., 1895, pi. xr,

LXIII,

Pt. 2, 1894. p. 168.
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MUNIDOPSIS VILLOSA

Faxon.

Munidopsis villom Faxon, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XVIII,

vol. xxvi.

XXIY,

1895, p. 86, pi. xix, fig

Mem.

1893, p. 182;

2.

Albatross station 339-i. in 511 fathoms, Gulf of Panama.

MUNIDOPSIS WARDENI

Anderson.

Munidopsis wardeni Anderson, Jour. Asiatic 8oc. Bengal,
99;

Investigator Zool., Crust.,

Illus.

Deep-Sea Crust, 1901,

in

lv,

pi.

tig.

1.

LXV,

Pt. 2, 1896, p.

Alcock, Cat. Indian

p. 257.

Arabian Sea, in -^OQ, 4:57-589, 459, and 581 fathoms; Bay of Bengal,
480 and 594-225 fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS

Henderson.

DiptydiUH X. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880,
preoccupied).

(new name) Henderson, Report Voyage Challenger,

Uroptychus

UROPTYCHUS ARMATUS

p.

1888,

(name

61

]>.

173.

(A. Milne-Edwards).

DiptycJms (irniaius A. Milxe-Edwards, Bull. Mus.

Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880, p.
Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),
XVI, 1894, p. 306.— Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, No. 2, p. 132, pi. xi, lig.
3; pi. XII, figs. 8 and 9.
59.

Blake

—A.

st'dtion

'24:1\

depth,

lt)8

fathoms; Cariacou.

UROPTYCHUS AUSTRALIS
Diptijdius australis

Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat.

(Henderson).
Hist., (5),

Uroptychus australis Henderson, Challenger Report,

XVI,

XXVII,

1885, p. 420.

Anomura,

1888,

p.

179, pi. XXI, fig. 4.

Challenger station 171,

near the Kermadec Islands;

depth,

600

fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS AUSTRALIS

var.

Vroptydius australis var. indirus Alcock, Cat.

Museum,

INDICUS
Indian

Alcock.

Deep-Sea Crust. Indian

1901, p. 284.

Arabian Sea,

off

Cape Coniorin, 459 fathoms; Bay of Bengal,

off

Ceylon, 805 fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS BACILLIMANUS

Alcock and Anderson.

Uroptydius badllimanus A\x:ock and Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,
1899, p. 25; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1899, pi. xlv, fig.
Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust, in Indian Museum, 1901, p. 285.

(7), III,

3.— Alcock,

A young- male and female from off the Travancore coast, 430
fathoms, and an egg-laden female from off Ceylon, 32l»-29<i fathoms.

SOME

NO. 1311.
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UROPTYCHUS BELLUS

I

Comp.

Vrophjchus bellus F^axon, Bull. Mus.

Mus. Comp. Zool., 1895,
Diptijrhus

A.

helhiti

"XVI, 1894,

p. 102, pi.

XXIV,

189.",,

}>.

Ifl.S;

Mem.

2-2b.

fig?.

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann.

de.s Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),

p. 306.

A/bafross station 3354. in 322 fathoms.
off

Faxon.

Zool.,

xxvi,

331

Station 3355, 182 fathoms,

Panama.

UROPTYCHUS BREVIS,

new

UROPTYCHUS CAPILLATUS,
UROPTYCHUS FUSIMANUS
UrojJty chilli

species, see p. 292.

new

species, see p. 293.

Alcock and Anderson.

fuslmanus Alcock and Anderson, Ann. Maoc. Nat. Hist., (7), III,

1899, p. 26; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., 1899, pi. xliv,

Cat. Indian

Deep-Sea Crust. Indian Museum, 1901,

Seven specimens from

oft'

the Travancore coast, in 430 fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS GRACILIMANUS
Diptychitfi

Alcock,

fig. 4.

p. 283.

(Henderson).

XVI,

graeilimanus Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5),

1885, p.

420.

Vroptychus. graeilimanus

Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII,

1888,

Anomura,

p. 181, pi. XXI, fig. 5.

Challenger station IG-tB,

Port Jackson; depth, 410 fathoms.

oft'

UROPTYCHUS GRANULATUS,

new

UROPTYCHUS INSIGNIS

species, see p. 293.

(Henderson).

Diptychus insignis Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 419.
Uroptychiis insignis Henderson, Challenger Report, Anomura, XXVII, 1888, p.
175, pi. XXI, fig.

Challenger station

1.

145 A,

oft'

Prince Edwards Island; depth, 310

fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS INTERMEDIUS

(A. Milne- Edwards).

Diptychus intermedius A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus.
p. 63;

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

XIX, No.

2,

Comp.

Zool., VIII, 1880,

1897, p. 127, pi. xii,

fig.

1-7.

Blal'e station 241; depth, 163 fathoms; Cariacoii.

UROPTYCHUS JAMAICENSIS,
UROPTYCHUS MINUTUS,

new

new

species, see p.

29,

species, see p. 296.

UROPTYCHUS NIGRICAPILLIS

Alcock.

Vropiyclim nigricapiUis Alcock, Cat. Indian Deep-Sea Crust. Indian INIuseum,
1901, p. 283, pi.

Andaman

Ill, fig. 3.

Sea, 669 fathoms.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

23
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UROPTYCHUS NITIDUS

vol. xxvi.

(A. Milne -Edwards).

Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mas. Comp. ZooL, VIII, 1880, p. 62.—
Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., ZooL, (7), XVI, 1894,
306; Mem. Mus. Comp. ZooL, XIX, 1897, p. 134, pi. xi, figs. 21, 22; pi.

Diptych'usnitirlus A.

A.
p.

XII, figs. 10-16.

Uroptychus nitidus Henderson, Challenger Report,

Anomura, XXVII,

1888, p.

174, pi. XXI, fig. 6.

Blake station 137; depth, 625 fathoms; Frederickstadt.

Station

227; depth, 273 fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS NITIDUS

var.

Diptychuf! nitidus var. concolor A.

Nat., ZooL, (7),

XVI,

(supplement) et de

la

and Bouvier, Exped.
pi.

xxxii,

fig.

CONCOLOR

(Edwards & Bouvier).

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des

1894, p. 306; Result, des

camp,

scient.

Princesse- Alice, Pt. XIII, p. 87,
Sci.

pi.

i,

du Travailleur etdu Talisman,

Sci.

de I'Hirondelle

fig. 2.

Edwards

1900, p. 360, pi. iv,

15-19.

Uroptychus nitidus var. concolor

M. Caulliery,

Result, de la camp,

du Caudan,

II,

p. 393.

UROPTYCHUS OCCIDENTALIS
Uroptychus nitidus occidcntalis Faxon, Bull. Mus.
192;

Mem. Mus. Comp. ZooL, XVIII,

Diptychus nitidus var. occidentalis
Nat., ZooL, (7),

XVI,

Faxon.

Comp. ZooL, XXIV,

1895, p. 101, pi. xxvi, figs.

1893, p.

1, la.

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des

Sci.

1894, p. 306.

Albatross, station 3384; depth, 458 fathoms; off

See Uroptychus occidentalis, Key,

\).

Panama.

292.

UROPTYCHUS PARVULUS

(Henderson).

Diptychus par vulus Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 420.
Uroptychus par mdus Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, p. 177, pi. xxi,
fig. 3.

Challenger station 310; Sarmiento Channel, Patagonia; depth, 400

fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS POLITUS

(Henderson).

Diptychus politus Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 420.
Uroptychus poUtus Henderson, Challenger Report, Anoniura, XXVII, 1888, p. 178,
pi. VI, fig. 2.

Challenger station 171,

Kermadec

near the

Islands;

depth, GOO

fathoms.

UROPTYCHUS PRINCEPS,

new

species, see p. 296.

UROPTYCHUS PUBESCENS
Uroptychus pubescens Faxon, Bull. Mus.

Mus. Comp. ZooL, XVIII, 1895,
Diptychus puhescens A.

XVI,

Faxon.

Comp. ZooL, XXIV,

p. 101, pi.

xxvi,

1893, p. 192;

Mem.

figs. 3, a, b.

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann.

Sci. Nat.,

ZooL,

(7),

1894, p. 306.

Albatross stations 3354, in 322 fathoms, and 3355, in 182 fathoms,
off

Panama.

NEW DEEP SEA

SOME

NO. 1311.
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UROPTYCHUS RUBRO-VITTATUS
Diptijcliiiii

(A. Milne-Edwards,

333
i

Milne-Edwarixs, Ann. dew Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI
Exped. Sri. du Travailleur et du Talisman, 1900, p. .356, pi.
6-14.
M. CviLLERY, Result. de la camp, dn Caudan, Pt. 2,

rubro-mttatvti A.

1894, p. 306;

xxxii,

fig.

—

1896, p. 393.

UROPTYCHUS RUGOSUS

(A.Milne-Edwards).

Diptychus rugoms A. Milxe-Ed\vards, Bull. Mu?.
63.

—A. Milxe-Edwards and E.

1897, No.

West

India

2, p.

L. Eouvier,

Comp.

Zool., VIII,

Mem. Muh.

1880, p.

XIX,

Comj). Zool.,

124, pi. xi, figs. 4-14.

reg-ioii. in

*,>5

to 240 fathom.'^.

UROPTYCHUS SCAMBUS,

new

UROPTYCHUS SCANDENS,
UROPTYCHUS SPINIGER,

species, see p. 297.

new

new

species, see p. 298.
species, see p. 298.

UROPTYCHUS SPINIMARGINATUS
Diptychiin spinimargiiiahts

(Henderson).

Ue^dersos, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist., (5),

XVI,

1885, p.

419.

Vroptyrlms

ajtiniw/irgiiiatiis

1888, p. 176, pi. XXI,

Henderson, Challenger Report, Anomura, XXVII,

fig. 2.

C7ia//e?u/er station 170, off

Kermadec

UROPTYCHUS SPINOSUS
DiptycJius spinosus A.
(7),

XVI,

pi. XI, figs.

West India

Islands; depth. 520 fathoms.

(A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier).

Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. des. Sci. Nat., Zool.,
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 129,

1894, p. 306;

15-20.

region.

UROPTYCHUS TRIDENTATUS

(Henderson).

Diptychus tridentatus Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 421.
UropiyrliKs tridentatus Henderson, Challenger Report, XXVII, 1888, p. 181, pi.
VI, fig. 1.

Amboina, depth?

UROPTYCHUS UNCIFER

(A.

Milne-Edwards).

Diptychus uncifer A. Milne-Edwards, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., VIII, 1880,

p. 63.

A. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier, Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894,
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., XIX, 1897, No. 2, p. 140, pi. xi, figs. 1 and

p. 306;
2; pi.

XII, figs. 17-29.

Blah' station 232; depth, 88 fathoms;
depth,

1<I3

fathoms; Barbados.

St.

Vincent.

Station 273;

Station 269; depth, 12-i fathoms; St.

Vincent.

PTYCHOGASTER
rtyrhoijdstrr A.

•

Milne-Edwards,

A.

Milne-Edwards.

Bull. Mus.

PTYCHOGASTER DEFENSA,

Comp.

new

Zool., VIII, 1880, p. 63.

species, see p. 299.
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PTYCHOGASTER FORMOSUS

A. Milne-Edwards.

Milne-Edwards and

Fti/clicqctsterformosvs A.

vol. xxvi.

E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,

20.— A. MiLNE-EDWAKDis and
Expd. Scient. du Travailleur et du Talisman, Crust. Decap.
Brachynres et Anomoures, 1900, p. 350, pi. iii, fig. 2; pi. xxxii, fig. 1-5. fSee
for Synonymy.
Zool., (7),

XVI,

1894, p. 205,

p. 216, fig.

fig. 9;

L. Bouvier,

IC.

PTYCHOGASTER HENDERSONI

Alcock and Anderson.

Alcock and Anderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan., 189!t,
Alcock, Cat. Indian deep-sea Crust. Indian Museum, 1901, p. 280;

Pfi/clwgas(er hendersoni
28.

p.

lUus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., pi. xlv,

fig. 2.

PTYCHOGASTER INVESTIGATORIS
Ptychogaster inrestigatoris

Alcock and Anderson.

Alcock and Anderson, Ann. Mag.

1899, p. 24; Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., pi. xlv,

Indian deep-sea Crust. Indian Museum, 1901,

PTYCHOGASTER L/EVIS

Nat. Hist., Jan.,

Alcock, Cat.

fig. 1.

p. 281.

Henderson.

Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885, p. 418;
XXVII, 1888, Anomura, p. 172, pi. xx, fig. 3. A. MilnkEDWARDsand E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat., Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, p. 302.

Pli/chof/afiter hrvis

—

Challenger Kept.,

PTYCHOGASTER MILNE-ED\A^ARDSI
Piychogastcr milnR-eduardsi

Ann. Mag. Nat.

XXVII,

Henderson, Narr. Chall. Exp.,

Hist., (5)

,

1885,

1888, p. 171, pi. XX,

XVI,

p. 418;

64.

Milne-Edwards,

— A. Milne-Edwards and E.

XVI,

1894, p. 302;

I,

1885, p. 900,

fig.

330;

Kep. Anomura Challenger Ex.,

fig. 2.

PTYCHOGASTER SPINIFER
Ptycliogmter spinifer A.

Henderson.

A. Milne-Edwards.

Mus. Comp.
Ann. des

Bull.

L. Bouvier,

Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool.,

Zool., VIII, 1880, p.
Sci. Nat., Zool., (7),

XIX, No.

2,

1897, p. 118; pi.

IX, fig. 16-22; pi. X, fig. 4-16.

EUMUNIDA

S.

EUMUNIDA PICTA
Eumunida plcta

Smith.

1.

S.

I.

Smith.

Nat. Mus., VI, 1883, ]i. 44, jtl. ii, fig. 2;
Report Com. Fish and Fisheries, p. 46
(1885), 1886.— A. Milne-Edwards and E. L. Bouvier, Ann. des Sci. Nat.,
Zool., (7), XVI, 1894, pp. 211, 230, fig. 14; Exped. Sci. du Travailleur et du
Talisman, Brachyures et Anomoures, p. 364, 1900, pi. v, fig. 1; pi. xxviii,
S. I.

Smith, Proc. U.

6-10; pi. IV,

pi.

Ill,

fig.

26; pi. xxxii, figs. 20-24.

fig.

fig.

S.

1-3;

EUMUNIDA SMITHH

Henderson.

Euuiimlda smithii Henderson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), XVI, 1885,
Voyage of the Challenger, Report on the Anomura, XVII, 1888, p.
XV,

fig. 5.

p.

413;

169, pi.
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SYNOPSIS OF thp: family venerid.t^ and of the

NORTH AMERICAN RECENT
B}^

SPECIES.

WiLiJAM Hkai;ky Dall,

Honontrji

('iirator,

Division of Mollnsks.

is one of a series of similar summaries of the families
mollusks
which have been prepared by the writer in the
of bivalve
revision
of
our Peleeypod fauna in the light of th(^ material
course of a

This synopsis

accumulated

While the

in

the collections of the United States National

lists

of species are

made

Museum.

as complete as possible, for the

the United States, the list of those ascribed to the Antilles,
and
South America, is pro])ably subject to considerable addiCentral
tions when the fauna of these regions is better known and the literaNo claim of completeness is therefore
ture more thoroughly sifted.
made for this portion of the work, except when so expressly stated.
So many of the southern forms extend to the verge of our territory
that it was thought well to include those known to exist in the vicinity
when it could l)e done without too greatly increasing the labor involved
in the known North American list.
The publications of authors included in the bibliograph}' which
follows are referred to by date in the text, but it may be said that the
full explanation of changes made and decisions as to nomenclature
arrived at is included in the memoir on the Tertiary fauna of Florida
in course of pul)lication by the Wagner Institute, of Philadelphia, for
The rules
the writer, forming the third volume of their transactions.
of nomenclature cited in Part 111 of that work (pp. .561-56.5) are
thor^e upon which this revision has been foiuided, and are believed to
expi(\ss the opinions of the majority of those who have given thorough
Authors wdio do not accept
stud}- to the subject of nomenclature.
coasts of

the British Association rules, as thus developed, can not expect to tind
theii'

It

personal views reflected in this revision.

may

be thought that the su])division of groups has been carried
can only rejily that in

farther than desirable, to which the writer

tracing the genealogy of our recent species through the Tertiary,
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1312.
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XXVI.

found the minor divisions of very
scrutiny and study which they
thorough
great assistance, the more
irksome
to superficial students, ])einij;is
which
naturallv require, and
in
paleontology,
and no small help
work
essential to really thorough
other
hand,
those
On
the
whose studies
forms.
in handling the recent

from horizon

to horizon, he has

do not require this insistence on apparently minor characteristics do
not need to use the sectional names, and may easily fall hack on those
names by which the larger groups are called.
The family Veneridte represents the culmination of Pelecypod evoIn
lution, so far as this may be represented by any single family.
in
multiplicity
color
pattern,
and
delicacy
of
beauty of color and
variety of sculptural developments, in wide distribution and bathymetric range, the Veneridte equal if they do not surpass an}' other
Teleodont group. While the shells are often exquisitel}^ beautiful,
the coloration and appendages of the soft parts are also frequently
similarh^ attractive, leading to wonder wdiy parts which are ahvays
covered by the mud or sand or hidden between the valves should
develop such beauties. The periostracum is usually thin and inconspicuous, but sometimes b}" color or quality of surface adds attractiveness to shells otherwise dull or colorless.

The geographical distribution of gi'oups in the VeneridtB has some
marked characteristics, which are especially brought out when the disOmittribution is scrutinized by the minor groups, such as sections.
ting fossils, which in the main agree ver}^ closely with the recent
species in distribution, Sunetta and the whole group covered by
Gafrarlnm and Lioconcha^ except the section Gouldia; Meretrix, and
most of the sections of Cytherea^ except Cytherea and Yentricola^
Mysia^ Gom/pldna^ Macrldiscus; most of the sections of Katahj.'da,
and all the great group of Paphla^ except the usually dull and unattractive PrototJuica^ are unknown in the waters of the New World.

On

the other hand, Transennella, Pachydesina^ Ilysteroconcka^ Cycll-

and Parastarte appear to be exclusively American. EutheJa
and EucaUista belong to the southeastern shores of America, Liocyma
to the boreal seas, Saxidomus and Protothaca to the west coast of
America, with slight extensions to northeastern Asia and Australasia.
Ventis is originally and typically American, with one emigrant in
northern Japan.
Gemma and Psepliidia agree in the main with
Venus.
No member of the group of Circe or Gafrariam occurs on
the Pacific coast, though I anticipate that Gouldia will turn up there
sooner or later.
Chionella^ Pitaria^ Katalysia^ and Yenerxipis are
almost ubiquitous. Of the Dosiniinaj onl}' Clementia and Dosinidia
are know n to be residents of America.
In harmony with the late
development and specialization of the famih' is the fact that of the one
hundred and thirty-seven species known as American onlv tw^o exist
on both shores of North America. Eighteen species extend through
nella^
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and ))oreal re^-'ions, beloiioinu- to twelve o-j-onps, of which
and Px, ph'idhi have no representatives known in ouf tropThe Tropics in America have representatives of twentyical waters.
nine groups, of which T'lvcJa and Chiouc are the most prolific in
species; none of the other groups exceeds four species.
In individuals
the groups of the Temperate Zone seem to be most prolific, such as
Yoiux, PrototJiaca^ Saxidonixs^ and Agriopohid^ and fi-om these the
greater portion of the food supply derived from meintiei-s of this
family by man is obtained.
The southern limit of the tropical fauna on the west coast of South
America is near Payta, Peru. On the east coast it descends at least as
far as Rio de Janeiro, its northern limit reaching the latitude of Cape
Hatteras offshore and Cape Canaveral on the actual coast. On the
west coast the temperate fauna meets the northernmost extension of
the tropical fauna near Point Conception, California.
The northern
limit of the strictly temperate-region fauna, on the west, is the line of
floating ice in winter in Bering Sea, about the latitude of the Pribilof
group of islands. On the east we may put the boundary near Cape
Breton Island, but, owing to the inshore polar current on this side of
the continent, the arctic species reach farther south and the census of
the temperate fauna is more meager than on the more favored northwest coast of the continent or the western shores of Europe in the
same latitude.
the temperate
Sa.i'!d<»jnis

The recognizable ancestry of the Veneridte appears
Cretaceous or

apjjears before the Tertiary.

successive horizons are

have

No

Lower Eocene.

Ihj])hant<)S(nn<i

most

The

in the

Upper

true Yenerid, in the strict sense,

modifications followed through the

interesting.

Oligocene we
In the
traces hardlvto be found.

Thus,

in the

with fine zigzag chiseling of the surface.

Pliocene this sculpture

is

obsolete and

its

The recent type has a smooth surface, but when attacked by decay the
manner in which the shell weathers reveals the zigzag internal structure hidden under an apparent!}' normal, smooth exterior, and the
color-pattern frequently follows a zigzag lineation which is no longer
expressed in terms of sculpture.

The beauty of the shells has led in some cases to a traffic in them by
means of aboriginal trade. Thus Ilyderoconclia was long carried to
the Orient by the Lascar crews of ancient Spanish galleons, and this
has led to

wrong

ideas of geographical distri])ution.

Jlcretrl.i'

is

a

and Japanese, not mereh' as a source of food
or ornament, but is incorporated into lacquer work and imitated in
porcelain or ])ott(^ry.
The conunon Yenu!< of our own eastern coast
was the source from which the Dutch and Indians prepared their shell
money or wampum and ceremonial ])elts. A south European species
in ancient times was the eml)lem of Aphrodite, and in the South Seas
species of Veuerid^ were largeh^ used for personal adornment.
favorite with the Chinese
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TABLP: of distribution of

north AMERICAN VENERID/E.

W. = WEST COAST;

E. = EAST

COAST.

[Extralimital species in piarentlieses.]

Temperate
or Ore-

gon ian.

GENUS AND SECTION.

W.

Dosinia:
Dosinidia

dementia
Transennella
Tivela

Pachydesma
Gaf rarium
Gouldia
Macrocallista

Chionella

. .

Amiantis
Eucallista
Callocardia

.

.

Agriopoma

.

Pitaria

HysterocoiK'ha
Lamelliconcha
Cytherea
Ventricola
Saxidoniiis
Cyclinella

Chione
Timoclea.
Lirophora.

Anomalocardia

Venus
Marcia
Venerella
Protothaca

1
1

.

1

Callithaca.

1
I

Liocyma

'

Venerupis

3
1

Gemma
Parastarte

Psephidia

2

Totals in each fauna
Species native to both oceans

14

14

Total North American Yeneridfe.

WORKS REFERRED TO

IN

THE TEXT.

I-IV et appendix, 1685-1692.
Systema Naturae, tenth edition.

1692. Lister, Historise conchyliorum,
1758. Linnaeus,
1761. Linnaeus,

Fauna

1767. Linmeus,

Systema Naturw, twelfth

Suecica.
edition.

Murray, Fundamenta testaceologica.
1776. Da Costa, Elements of Conchology.
( Not consistently binomial.
1777. Scopoli, Introductio ad Historia Naturalis.
1771.
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1777. Pennant, British Zoologj', lY.
177S.

Da

1778.

Born, Index reruni naturahnni

17cS0.

Born, Testacea niusei Ctesarei Vindobonensis.
]\Iohna, Saggio sulla storia naturale del ChiH.

1782.

Costa, British C'oncliology.

(Consistently

liiiicunial.

)

N'indohonensis Testac-ea.

niiisei Ca^sarei

Chemnitz, Conehyhen Cabinet, VI. (Not binomial.)
Chemnitz, Conchylien Cabinet, YII. (Not binomial.)
17S;). Solander, [in] The Catalogue of the Portland Museum.
17S7. Meuschen, Museum Geversianum.
(Not Linnean in nomenclature.
17K8. Chemnitz, Conchylien Cabinet, X.
(Not binomial.)
17i/l. Poll, Testacea Utriusque Sicili;e, I.
(Not binomial.)
1792. Gmelin, Systema Natune, YI.
1782.

17S4.

1797.

Humphrey.

(See

Anonymous.

Enoyclopedie Methodique, Yers: Atlas, 1797-8.
1797. [Anonymous] Museum Calonnianum [stated to be edited by Da Costa from a
MS. of Ilvass and publislied by George Humphrey, auctioneer].
1798. Poll, Testacea Utriusque Sicili;e III.
(Not binomial.
1798. Bolten, Museum Boltenianum, first edition.
1797. Bruguiere,

1798. Spengler, Skrifter Naturhistoriske Selskapet,
1799.
1801.

1\

Lamarck, Prodrome d'un Nouveau Classification jles Coquilles.
Lamarck, Systeme des Animaux sans Yertebres.

1802. Bosc, Histoire Naturelle des Coquilles, III.
1803. ]\Iontagu, Testacea Britannica.
1805. Roissy, Sonnini's Buffon, ]\Iollusques, YI.
1806.

Lamarck, Annales du Museum

d'

Histoire Naturelle, YII, YIII.

and German

translation by Froriep in the same
(Not binomial.
Link, Beschreibung der Rostock sammlung, II.
Montagu, Testacea Britannica, supplement.
]\Iegerle von Miihlfeldt, INIagasin der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde

1806. Dumeril, Zoologie Analytique,

year.

1807.

1808.
ISlT.

zu Berlin.

Oken, Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte.
1817. Dillwyn, Descriptive Catalogue of Recent Shells, T.
1817. Cuvier, Regne Animale, II.
1817. Schumacher, Essai d'un nouveau systeme des habitations des vers testaces.
1818. Blainville, Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, X.
1818. Lamarck, Histoire des Animaux sans Yertebres, Y.
1818. Defrance, Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, XII.
1819. Bolten, Museum Boltenianum, second edition.
1820. Schweigger, Ilandbuch der Naturgeschichte.
1822. Turton, Dithyra Britannica; or, Bivalve Shells of the British Islands.
1822. Say, Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 11.
1815.

1823. Defrance, Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles,
1823. ^lawe,

The Linnean System

of

XXY.

Conchology.

1823. Kriiger, Geschichte der XJrwelt, II.
1824. Say,

Journal of the

1825. Gray,

1825.
1826.
1826.

1827.

of Natural Sciences, Philadeli)hia,

of Philosophy,

HI.

XXY.

de Malacologie, I-II.
(and Gray), Index testaceologieus; Supplement in 1828.
Basterot, Memoire geologique sur les envinms de Bordeaux.
Sowerby, Mineral Conchology, YI; Genera of Shells, Part XXVIII.
Risso, Histoire naturelle de r Europe meridionale, IV.
Valenciennes (cited by Bory St. Vincent), in explanations of the jjlates of the
Encyclopedia Methodique.

1825. Blainville, flannel
1825.

Academy

Thomson's Annals

Wood
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1827.

Bruwn, Illustrations

Eecent Conchology of (ireat
Linn^enne de Bordeaux, IT.

of the

1828. Basterot, Bulletin, Soci^te

Britain.

1829.

Menke, Verzeichniss Conchyliensaninilung, erste Ausgahe.
Manuel de I'histoire naturelle des mollusques.
Defrance, Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, LVIII.

1829.

Sowerby, Zoological Journal, Y.

1828.

1829. Bang,

1829. Broderip, Zoological Journal, V.
1830.

Menke, Synopsis Molluscorum

1830. Deshayes, Encyplopedie
1831. Conrad, Journal

in

Museo Menkeano, second

Methodique, Vers, Part

Academy

('<litiuii.

1.

of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, \'I.

Sowerby, Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells, XXXIII.
1831. Say, American Conchology, Part III.
1832. Deshayes, Encyclopedic Methodique, Parts II and III.
1831.

1832. Lesson, Centurie Zoologique.
1832. Conrad, Fossils of the Tertiary
1833.

Valenciennes, in

Formation,

I.

Humboldt and Bonpland,

Recncil d'observations en

Am^-

rique, II.

1833.

American Journal of Science, XXIII, Xo.
Brown, Zoologist's Text-book.

1833.

Lea, Contributions to Geology.

1833. Conrad,

1833. Gray, in GrifHth

2.

and Pidgeon, The Animal Kingdom, XII, Mollusca and

Radiata.
J

Journal Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, first series, VII.
Sowerby, Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells, XLI.
INIorton, Synopsis of the Organic Remains of the ('retaceous Grouj) of the
United States.
Totten, American Journal of Science, first series, XX^'I.
Ravenel, Catalogue of the Ravenel Collection of Shells.
Swainson, Elements of Modern Conchology.
Sowerby, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
Broderip, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
Philippi, Enumeratio Molluscorum Siciliie, I.
Rogers, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, second series, ^'.
Conrad, Journal Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, VII.
Anton, Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, I.
Bronn, Lethsea geognostica.
Wagner, Journal Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, VIII.
Gray, The Analyst, VIII, No. XXIV, pages 302 to 309.
Conrad, Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the United States, No. 1
Sowerby (and Gray), Zoology of Beechey's Voyage to Bering Strait.
Sowerby, Conchological Manual, first edition.
D'Orbigny, Mollusques (etc.) recueilles aux iles Canaries par Barker- V.'ebb

834. Conrad,

1834.

1834.

1834.
1834.

1835.
1835.
1835.
1836.
1836.
1837.

1837.

1838.

1838.
1838.
1838.
1839.

1839.
1839.

et Berthelot.

Anton, Verzeichniss der Conchy liensamndung.
1839. Brown, Conch ologist's Text-book, fourth edition.
1839. Deshayes, Revue Zoologique, Societe (\ivierienne.
1840. Swainson, Malacology.
1839.

1841. Goldfuss, Petrefacta Germania?, II.

1841. Delessert, Recueil des Coquilles

non

figurees.

1841. Gould, Invertebrata of Massachusetts, first edition.
1841. Conrad, American Journal of Science, XLI, October.
1842. Gould, Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History,
1842. Sowerby, Conchological INIaaual, second edition.
1842.

H. C. Lea, American Journal

of Science, first series,

I.

XLIII.
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^Mt'ridionale, T'ali'ontologie.

1842. Gray, 8ynoi)sis of the Collection of the British INIuseniu.

de Zoologie, (nu'rin-Meneville.

1843. Deshayes, Magasiii

1843. Conrad, Proceedings of the
1843. Philippi,

Academy

of Natural Sciences of riiiludelphia,

chylien,

I,

Part

Venus.

2,

New

1843.

De Kay, Natural History

1843.

llanley. Descriptive Catalogue of Recent Shells

1843.

Migliels,

1844. Philippi,

J.

Abbildungen und Beschreibungen neue oder wenig gekiinnte conof

York, Zoology, Part
(

I,

IMollusca.

]843-185(>)

Boston Journal of Natural History, IV (1843-44).
Abbildungen und Beschreibungen neue oder wenig gekannte con-

chylien,

I,

Artemis.

de Douai, II.
Enumeratio Molluscorum Siciliee,

1844. Potiez et ?»Iichaud, Galerie

1844. Philippi,

II.

(»*^«' a/.so

Philipjii, 1847.)

1847.

Hanley, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
Hinds, Zoology of the Voyage of the Sulphur, Mollusca.
Jonas, Zeitschrift fur Malakozoologie, I.
Jonas, Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie, II.
Philippi, Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie II.
Linsley, American Journal of Science, first series, XLVIII.
Conrad, Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, III.
'H. C. Lea, Transactions American Philosophical Society, second series, IX.
Hanley, Proceedings of the Zoological Society. {See also Hanley, 1843.)
Troschel, Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, XI, Part 2.
C. B. Adams, Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, II.
D'Orbigny, Mollusca Cubana, II, in Sagra, Histoire de I'ile de Cuba ( 1845-1853).
Valenciennes, Voyage autour du monde sur la Venus, 1836-1839. (Plates only.)
Philii)pi, Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie, III.
(.S'ec afeo Philippi, 1847.)
Nyst, Coquilles Fossiles de Belgique.
Herrmannsen, Index (renerum Malacozoorum, I.
D'Orbigny, Voyage dans I'Amerique Meridionale, Mollusques (1846-47).
Conrad, American Journal of Science, second series, II.
Pfeiffer (in) Philipjii, Abbildungen und Beschreibungen neue oder wenig
gekiinnte conchylien, II, Part 18.
Cray, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
Gray, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, XX.
Chenu, Illustrations conchyliologiques.
D'Orbigny. (^S'ee D'Orbigny, 1845 and 1846.)

1847.

Adams, Catalogue

1847.

Pliilippi, Zeitschrift fiir

1847.

Menke,

1844.
1844.
1844.
1845.
1S4.'5.

1845.
1845.
1845.

1845.
1845.
1845.
1845.
1846.
1846.
1846.
1846.

1846.
1846.
1846.

1847.
1847.
1847.

Zeitschrift

1847. Philippi,
lien.

1848.

of the Collection of C. B.

fiir

Malakozoologie,

Adams.

IN'.

Malakozoologie, IV.

Abbildungen und Beschreil)ungen neue oder wenig gekiinnte conchyCytherea et Venus (1843-1847).

Dunker, Zeitschrift

fiir

Malakozoologie,

A'.

1848. Gistel, Naturgeschichte Thierreichs, first (nlition.

Forbes and Hanley, British Mollusca, I.
Gould), American Journal of Science, second series, VI.
1849. Conrad, Journal Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadeli)hia, secon<l
1848.

1848. Linsley (in

Part

series, I,

3.

United States Exploring Expedition, Report on the (Jeology, Ap-

1849. Conrad,

pendix.
1849. Deshayes, Traite elementaire
1849.

Menke,

de Concliyliologie,

II.

Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie, VI.

1850. Philippi,

Abbildungen und Beschreibungen neue oder wenig gekiiimter con7, Venus et Cj'therea.

chylien, III, Part
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1850. Reeve,

vol. xxvi.

Conchologia Iconica, VII, Monograph of Artemig.

1850. Philippi, Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie, VII.
1850. Gould, TTnited States

Exploring Expedition, Report on the Mollusca.
Boston Society of Natural History, III.

1850. CJouId, Proceedings of the
1851. Recluz, Journal
1851. D'Orbigny,

de Conchyliologie,

1851.
1851.
1851.

1851.
1852.

1852.
1852.
1852.
1852.
1852.

1852.
1852.

1852.
1853.
1853.
1853.
1853.

II.

New

England.
Sowerby, Thesaurus Conchyliorum, II, Monograi)h of Cytherea.
Philippi, Zeitschrift fiir Malakozoologie, VIII.
Gray, List of British Animals, British Museum, Mollusca.
Gould, Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History, IV.
Morelet, Testacea Novissima insulpe Cubanpe et America centralis, II.
D'Orbigny, Prodrome de Paleontologie, III.
Recluz, Journal de Conchyliologie, III.
Jay, Catalogue of Shells, fourth edition, supplement.
Gould, Boston Journal of Natural History, VI, Art. XXIV.
Sowerby, Thesaurus Conchyliorum, II, Monograph of Artemis.
C. B. Adams, Contributions to Conchology.
C. B. Adams, Catalogue of shells collected at Panama.
Leach, Synopsis of the Mollusca of Great Britain, edited l)y Gray.
Recluz, Journal de Conchyliologie, III.
Searles Wood, Crag Mollusca, II, Bivalvia.
Philippi, Handbuch der Conchyliologie und der Malakozoologie.
Woodward, Manual of Recent and Fossil Shells (1851-1856).
Conrad, Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadeljihia, lirst

1851. Stimpson, Shells of
1851.

I.

Prodrome de Paleontologie,

series,

VI.
1853. Deshayes, Catalogue of the Conchifera in the British

^Museum, Part

I,

Vene-

ridee.

Boston Journal of Natural History, VI, Article XXIV.
Morch, Catalogus Conchyliorum de Yoldi, II.
Sowerby, Thesaurus Conchyliorum II, Monograph of Venus.
Huppe, (in) Gay, Historia de Chile, VIII, Moluscos.
Huppe, Revue et Magazin de Zoologie.
Conrad, Proceedings, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, VII.
Conrad. See Gould, 1855.

1853. Gould,

1853.

1853.
1854.
1854.
1854.
1855.

1855. Carpenter, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1855.

Toumey and Holmes,

Pleiocene Fossils of South Carolina (1855-1858).
Arthur Adams, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1855. Gould and Conrad, Pacific Railroad Reports, and appendix.

1855.

1856. Carpenter, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1856. Petit, Journal
1856.

de Conchyliologie, V.

Tuomey and Holmes,

Pleiocene Fossils of South Carolina.
Report on the Mollusca of the West Coast of America, in Report
of the British Association for the xldvancement of Science for 1856.
Carpenter, Catalogue of the Mazatlan shells in the British Museum.
Romer, Kritische Untersuchung der Arten des Molluskengeschlechts Venus,
bei Linne und Gmelin, Inaugural Dissertation.
Morch, (in) Rink's Greenland, appendix on Mollusca.
H. and A. Adams, Genera of Recent Mollusca, II,
Deshayes, Journal de Conchyliologie, VI.
Dunker. See Romer, 1857.

1857. Carpenter,

1857.
1857.

1857.
1857.
1857.
1857.

of Natural History, XL
de Guadeloupe, par P. Fischer.
1858. Holmes, Postpleiocene Fossils of South Carolina.

1858. Jeffreys,

Annals and Magazine

1858. Beau, Catalogue des Coquilles
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Conrad, Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, IX
Gabb, Journal, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, second series, IV.
1860. MiJrch, Malakozoologische Bliitter fiir 1859, VI.
1860. Romer; Malakozoologische Blatter fi'ir 1860, VII, July.
1860. Deshayes, Journal de Conchyliologie, VIII.
1858.

1860.

from Maine to Georgia.
Boston Society of Natural History, VIII.

1860. Stimpson, Checklist of shells
1861. Gould, Proceedings
1861.
1861.
1861.
1862.

1862.
1862.

Gabb, Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
Morch, Malakozoologische Blatter, VII, pages 194-198.
Fischer, Journal de Conchyliologie, IX.
Romer, ]Monographie der ]\Iolluskengattung Dosinia.
Chenu, Manuel de Conchyliologie, II.
Romer, Malakozoologische Bliitter, IX.

of Philadeli)hia.

1862. Gould, Otia conchologica.

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, XIV.
Conchologia Iconica, XI V, Monographs of Dione, Venus.
1863. Baird, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1863. Jeffreys, British Conchology, II.
1863. Conrad, Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1862.
1864. Reeve, Conchologia Iconica, XIV, Monograph of Cytherea.
1864. Carpenter, Supplementary Report to the British Association for 1863.
1864. Conrad, Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1863.
1864. Romer, Monographic der Molluskengattung Venus, I (1864-1869).
1864. R5mer, Malakozoologische Blatter, XI.
1864. Krebs, The West Indian Marine Shells.
1864. Meek, Checklist of Invertebrate Fossils of North America, Miocene.
1864. Adams, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, third series, XIII.
1864. Carpenter, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, XIII.
1865. Dunker, Novitates Conchologicpe, MoUusca Marina.
1865. Carpenter, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, XV.
1865. Carpenter, Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1865.
1862. Conrad, Proceedings

1863. Reeve,

1865. Carpenter, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1865.

1865.
1866.
1866.

1866.

Gabb, Proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sciences, III.
Conrad, American Journal of Conchology, I.
Guppy, Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, XXII.
Gabb, Paleontology of California, I, Part 1.
Conrad, Checklist of the Invertebrate Fo.ssils of North America, Eocene and
Oligocene.

Conrad, American Journal of Conchology, II.
1868. Conrad, American Journal of Conchology, IV.
1868. Pfeiffer, Malakozoologische Blatter, XIV.
1869. Gabb, Paleontology of California, II.
1869. Perkins, Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History, XIII.
1870. Pfeiffer, Malakozoologische Blatter, XVI.
1870. Verrill, American Journal of Science, XLIX, March.
1870. Conrad, American Journal of Conchology, VI.
1870. Romer, Monographic der .Molluskengattung Venus, II (1870-1872).
1866.

Fauna, II.
Binney, Gould's Invertebrata of Massachusetts, new edition.
1870. Verrill, American Journal of Science, second series, XLIX, Article VI.
1870. Dall, Proceedings Boston Society of Natural History, XIII.
1871. Dall, American Journal of Conchology, VII, Part II.

1870. ^I. Sars, Christianiafiordens
1870.

1872.

1873.

Romer. See 1S70.
Gabb, Topography and (ieology

of

Santo Domingo.
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Report on the Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound.
de Conchyliologie, XXII.
1874. Tryon, American Marine Conchology (1873-1875).
1875. Conrad, (in) Kerr, Geological Report of North Carolina, Appendix
1875. Verrill, American Journal of Science, 3d series, X.
1876. Jeffreys, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, XIX.

vol. xxvi.

1873. Verrill,

1874. Monterosato, Journal

1876.

I.

Meek, Paleontology of the Upper Missouri.
de Conchyliologie, XXIV.
Guppy, Sketch of the Marine Invertebrate Fauna of the (iulf of Paria.
Arango, Contribucion a la fauna Malac. Cubana, 1878-1880, and Dunker,

1876. Crosse, Journal
1877.

1878.

cited

in the same.

MoUusca Regionis Arcticaj Norvegise.
(Morch), Catalogue of the West India Shells in the collection of Dr.

1878. G. O. Sars,
1878. Poulsen

C.

M. Poulsen.

Pelecypoda of India.
and Smith, Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Sciences, V.
Verrill, Proceedings of the United States National Museum, III.

1879. Stoliczka, Cretaceous
1880. Verrill
1880.

1881. E. A. Smith, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.
1881. Jeffreys, Proceedings of the Zoological Society.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, IX, No. 2 (July, November).
Cossman, Journal de Conchyliologie, XXX.
Dunker, Index Molluscorum Maris Japonici.
Dall, Science, I'l, September 28, 1883, page 447.
Dall, Proceedings United States National Museum, VI.
Monterosato, Nomenclatura Conchiglie Mediterranee.
Tryon, Structural and Systematic Conchology, III.
Whitfield, Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Rai-itan Clays of New

1881. Dall, Bulletin

1882.
1882.
1883.
1883.
1883.

1884.

1885.

Jersey.
1885. E. A. Smith, Challenger Expedition,

1885. Verrill, Transactions Connecticut

1887.

1887.
1887.

1888.
1888.
1889.
1889.
1889.

of Sciences, VI.

Comparative Zoology, XII, No. 6.
Cossman, Catalogue Illustre des Coquilles Fossiles de I'Eocene des Environs
de Paris, I.
Cossman, Catalogue Illustre des Coquilles Fossiles de I'Eocene des Environs
de Paris, II.
Fischer, Manuel de Conchyliologie.
Barrois, (in) Zittel, Traite de Paleontologie, II.
Sowerby, Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London.
Jousseaume, Memoires de la Societe Zoologique de France, I.
Dall, Proceedings United States National Museum, XII, No. 773.
Dall, Bulletin Museum of Comparative Zoology, XVIII.
Dall, Bulletin United States National Museum, No. 37.

1886. Dall, Bulletin

1886.

Museum

Report on the Lamellil)ranchiata.

Academy

1889. Heilprin,

of

The Bermuda

Islands.

United States National Museum, XII.
1890. Stearns, Proceedings United States National Museum, VIII, No. 813.
1890. Yates, Santa Barbara Society of Natural History, Bulletin No. 2.
1891. Pilsbry, List of Mollusca collected by Frederick Stearns in Japan.

1890. Dall, Proceedings

1891. Dall,

The Nautilus, V, July, 1891.
The Nautilus, V, July, 1891.
The Nautilus, V, April, 1892.

1891. Stearns,
1892. Dall,

Museum of Comparative Zoology, XXIII, No. 6.
Bucquoy, Dautzenberg and Dollfus, Mollusques de Roussillon, II.
Stearns, Proceedings United States National Museum, XVI, No. XXV.
Dall, Bulletin Museum of Comparative Zoology, XXV, No. 9.

1893. Bush, Bulletin
1893.
1893.
1894.
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May, 1895.
Miocene Molluscaof New Jersey.
Locard, Annales de TUniversite de Lyon, Campatrne dn ("audaii.
Dall, The Nautilus, X, No. 5, September.
Dall, Proceedings United States National Museum, XVIII, XIX.
Wagner, Transactions Wagner Institute of Science, V.
Verrill and Bush, Proceedings ITnited States National Museum, XX, No.
Locard, Expeditions srientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, II.
Bucquoy, Dautzenberg et Dollfus, Mollusques Marins du Roussillon, II.

1895. Dall,

Nautilus, IX,

1895. Whitfield,
1896.

1896.
1896.
1897.

1898.
1898.
1898.

1189.

Conspectus Fauna Gronlandite.
Wagner Free Institute of Science. Ill, Part 5.
Chiamente, Revista Italiana Sci. Nat., XX.
E. A. Smith, Proceedings Malacological Society of London, IV.
Sacco, I molluschi del terreni terziarii del Piemonte e della Liguria, XXVIII.
Dall and Simpson, Report on the MoUusks of Porto Rico.
Jousseaume, Le Naturaliste, Septembre, 1901.
Whitfield and Hovey, Bulletin American Museum of Natural History, XI.
Dall, Proceedings United States National Museum, XXIV.
Dall, Proceedings United States National Museum, XXV.

1898. Posselt,

1899. Dall, Transactions
1900.

1900.
1900.
1901.
1901.
1901.
1902.

1902.

,

Family VENP^RID.E.

The suhdivdsions adopted are characterized

a.s

follows:

SiabikiTiiiy Dosijsriiisr^ai;.

and three or four right cardinals, usually with
an anterior left lateral fitting into a pit in the opposite v^alve and someSiphons long and united to
times a developed posterior right lateral.
their tips; foot large, arcuate, without a byssus or by.ssal groove; shell
usually orbicular and generally more or less compressed, with a dis-

Hinge with three

left

tinct pallial sinus.

A. Anterior and sometimes posterior laterals present^ the lunule
Impressed^ hut not distinctly limited.

Genus DOSINIOPSIS Conrad,

1864.

Eocene.
]). Meelxll Conrad.
Shell orbicular, heavy, concentrically striated, with a thick, polished

Type,

periostracum; lunule impressed, but not circumscribed distinctly, and
there is no defined escutcheon; inner margins smooth; pallial sinus
short, free, acutely angular, and ascending; hinge strong, with corrugated nymphs and a strong rugose left anterior lateral fitting into a
opposite valve; right valve with a stout distinct posterior right lateral, which fits into an excavated socket in the left

rugose pit

in the

valve.

the only genus of the family with a distinctly developed
posterior lateral tooth, and if it ^vere not for the number of cardinals
and the presence of a pallial sinus it might be referred to Cyprlna.

This

is
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Subgenus ^ora Conrad, 1870.

vol. xxvi.

Type, ^£. cretacea Conrad.

Cre-

taceous.

This is still imperfectly known, but differs from Dosiniojpsix chiefly
bv beino- smaller, more delicate, and of a more elongated form.
Type, Cytherea hatcJietigherii.sJx
Subgenus Pelecyora Dall, VM)'!.
Aldrich,

Eocene.

188(3.

Shell orbicular, with rugose nymphs, simple anterior lateral and
socket; no posterior lateral; the pallial sinus narrow, angular, ascending; the cardinals entire except the right posterior one, which is bifid;
otherwise as in .Dosmloj)si.s, though the only known species is very
much smaller than the known species of DoxiniojM!!'^.
This group differs from Dosiniopsis by its smooth lateral and socket,

and by the absence of the posterior lateral and socket, and by its relaFrom ^E'>m the same characters, as well
tively deeper pallial sinus.
as the nonbifid left cardinals and orbicular form, suffice to distinguish

The rugosity of the nymphs is more like the semiradial rugffi in
Tivela than the fine granulations of the type of Doslniojysis.

it.

B. Anterior lateral tooth

and a

delined liniide 2>r<'><eid.

Genus DOSINIA

Scopoli, 1777.

Type D. afrlmna Hanley (Le Dosin, Adanson,

1757).

Cytherea (sp.) Bolten, 1798; OrUculus a and /i, Megerle,
1811; Art/ienu's (Poll) Oken, 1815; Asa (Leach) Basterot, 1825; Arcfoe
Kisso, 1826; Exoleta Brown, 1827; Artemis Conrad, 1832; Arctoa

This

is

Herrmannsen,

18-1:6;

Gerana Gistel, 1848; Assa (Leach) Gray, 1851;
Dosina Gray, 1838.

Ariiphlthcea Leach, 1852; but not

Section Dosinia s. s.
Lunule impressed, small; escutcheon narrow, elongate, flattish, bordered on each side by a ridge or keel, at which the concentric sculpture
tends to become lamellose; middle cardinals often grooved or bifid, the
other teeth smooth; pallial sinus angular, ascending, usually narrow
and extended forward at least halfway from the posterior to the
anterior adductor; valves moderateh' convex.

The form

of the escutcheon differs in this

group from an obscure

unequal in the two valves, to a distinctly keeled area
with sculpture differing from that outside the boundary, but in the
series of species almost ever^^ gradation between these forms may be

flattening, often

observed.
Section Orhlculns Megerle, 1811.
Type, Yenus exoleta Linmvus.
In this section there is no escutcheon, the pallial sinus is very long
and narrow, and the anterior lateral is strong.

Megerle, founded on Venus jjrostrata Linnaeus, is a
Most of the generic s3mon3mis cited under the genus
were based on the conunon European species which is the type of this
Orhlcidns

i^

typical Dosin la.
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retain
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any corrugations on the posterior

cardinals.

Section Austrodosinia Da;l, 1902.

New

Type, Gy therm anus Philippi.

Zealand.

Lunule deeph' impressed, escutcheon impressed and bordered by
prominent keels; pallial sinu.s short and angular; anterior lateral and
the pit into which it is received, and usually some of the anterior cardinal teeth sharply corrugated; the middle cardinals bifid.
This group is represented in New Zealand and Japan.
Section Dosiniaca Dall, 1902. Type, Artemis (data Reeve.
Areas of the lunule and escutcheon pouting mesiall}^ defined by a
deep sulcus, forming a posterior wing which recalls Phacoide8\ sculpture of fine, rather distant, tiiarp lamellae, sometimes with radial striation; pallial sinus deep and lingular.
This group is distributed in Australia and Japan.
Section D<mnorhk Dall, 1902.
Type, ArteituH Ijllunulata Gray.
Japan.

Lunule and escutcheon deeply impressed, the former surrounded by
is the escutcheon by a lamellated keel; valves
compressed, beaks produced, sculpture on the middle of the disk
obsolete, becoming lamellas laterally; pallial sinus short, angular;
right posterior margin grooved beyond the hinge plate, to receive the
beveled edge of the opposite valve.
Thi.*- large and remarkable species appears to be unique in the genus.
In the young the dorsal margins pout on each side of the ligament.
Section Dosliildia Dall, 1902.
Type, Venus concentriea Born.
a larger area bordered as

Valves, suborbicular, subcompressed, white, with a sculpture of
concentric grooving, never lamellose, furnished with an obvious peri-

ostracum; lunule small, impressed; escutcheon absent; pallial sinus
ample, ascending, angular in front; posterior cardinals serrate or corrugated in the nepionic young, smooth in the adult.
This group
America.

confined to the tropical and

is

warmer temperate

seas of

Section Dosinella Dall, 1902.
Type, Oytherea angulosa Philippi.
East Indies.
Valves suborbicular with a shallow flattish lunule; the escutcheon
narrow, flattish, hardly defined; pallial sinus ample, ascending, deep,
blunth' rounded at the anterior end; anterior lateral and posterior right
cardinal teeth absent or obsolete.

There are a few small species in which the bight of the pallial sinus
rounded, but in this large form the contrast between the blunt
rounded form and the angular form usual in the genus is so marked
is

that, after

some

consideration,

it

Proc. N.

hesitation, taking the obsolescent hinge-teeth into

seemed advisable

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

to separate

24

it

sectionally.
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C. Lateral teeth absent,

no lunule or escutcheon.

Genus CYCLINA Deshayes.

1849.

Type, Yenns sinensis Gmelin. China seas.
Soft parts like Dosinia; shell orbicular, concentrically and radially
striate, without lunule or escutcheon; inner margins crenate; pallial
sinus angular, ascending; teeth as in Dosinia, but without laterals, the
posterior right cardinal obsolete.
It is not Oyclinus

Kirby, Goleoptera, 1837.

Genus

CLEMENTIA

Gray, 1842.

Type, Venus papyracea i}mj
Soft parts as in Dosinia, according to Woodward; valves thin, concentrically unduhite, convex, without lunule or escutcheon; inner
margins simple, sharp; pallial sinus subangular, ascending; three cardinal teeth in each valve, the posterior right cardinal bifid;

lateral

teeth absent.

This

is

Blainvillia

Huppe, 1854, not of Desvoidy, Diptera,

1830.

Subfamily MIERJETRICHST.^:.

An
of

it

anterior lateral tooth present; though sometimes obsolete, traces

can always be detected in normal specimens.

Genus

GRATELOUPIA

Type, Donax irregularis Basterot.

Desmoulins, 1828.
Miocene.

Valves elongate-oval, concentrically striate; three cardinals in each
valve, the posterior right cardinal fused with the nymphal rugosities;
the pallial sinus long and acute, reaching to the vertical of the anterior
lateral lamina.

Subgenus Cytheriopsis Conrad, 1865.
rad.

Type, Cyth&rea hydana Con-

Eocene.

Valves trigonal, recalling Tivela, the left posterior cardinal fused
with the nymphal rugosities; the pallial sinus short and rounded.
This is not Cytlieropsis McCoy, 1849, and if the two names are

judged incompatible, might be called Grateloupina.
the precursor of Grateloupia and Tivela.

Genus
Type,

T.

TRANSENNELLA

It

is

probably

Dall, 1883.

conradina Dall.

form and coloration of Tivela, but a
hinge with three cardinals in each valve, the middle left cardinal bifid,
and an elongate left lateral received into a socket in the opposite valve;
the hinge has no rugosities, the lunule but not the escutcheon is defined,
Shell small, having the general

internal margins sharply tangentially

grooved with numerous

the pallial sinus angular, free, obliquely ascending.

sulci;
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Tropical and subtropical waters of America; receding in time to the
This group is unique in the family in the peculiar sulcation

Miocene.

of the inner margin, which

the Astartida3.

A

is

only paralleled elsewhere once

among

Pacific coast species is viviparous.

Genus TIVELA Link,
Type, Venus corhlcula Gmelin (=

1807.

V. rtiactroideH Born).

Shell porcellanous, solid, smooth externally with a dehiscent periostracum; the coloration variable with a tendency toward dark brown
and purple; valves trigonal, subequilateral, with prominent beaks and
a short ligament; lunule large, faintly defined, escutcheon not defined;
pallial sinus small, free, rounded in front; hinge variabk^ with anterior

and from three to six cardinals, partly rugose and some of
Habitat, subtropical and tropical seas.
Tj^pe, Venus mactroideH Born.
Section Tivda s. s.
Valves trigonal, with smooth interior margins, usually a pilose
periostracum over a polished surface; cardinals varying in difi'erent
laterals

whii'h ma}^ be bifid.

species.

This is Trigona Megerle, 1811, not Jurine, Hynienoptera^ 1807; and
perhaps Dollfusia Cossmann, 1886, which 1 know onh^ by figures.
The group is unique in the variability and occasional large number of
cardinals, which are perhaps due to splitting up of the originally
single posterior cardinals.

Section

Pachydesma Conrad, 1854. Type, Donax stultoruin Mawe.
and ponderous, with smooth interior margins and

Shell very large

a thick vernicose periostracum; hinge with four cardinals in each valve.

This

is

Ti'lgonella

Conrad, 1837, not of

Da

Costa, 1778.

It is a

Californian type.
Section Euflrcla Dall, 1891.

Type, K. pci'jilr.nt Stearns. Argentina.

Shell small, elongate-trigonal, with crenulato interior margins, thin,

polished periostracum, three left and four right cardinal teeth.

This t3^pe points the

way toward

Genus
Type, Donax

Sunetta.

SUNETTA

Link, 1807.

scrljjfa Linnaeus.

Shell variable in form,

smooth or concentricalh' sculptured, polished,

often with vivid coloration; with an

impressed, unequally divided

the right valve, and a deeply excavated escutcheon;

lunule, larger in
posterior end of shell shorter than the anterior; pallial sinus wide,
short, and rounded; inner margins conspicuously crenate; three cardi-

and rather elongate anterior laterals.
Eocene of south Europe and tropical seas of the Old World.
Section Smiitta s. s.
Type, Donax >«-rlj>f(( Lininvus.
or less inequilateral, the edge of
more
Shell elongate-ovate,

nals in each valve,

the

posterior cardinals finely rugose; sculpture concentrically sulcate or
striate.
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Ctmeus Megerle, 1811, not of Da Costa, 1776; and Meroe
Schumacher, 1817.
Type, S. solandri Gray.
Section Solanderina Dall, 1902.
subequilateral.
Shell inflated, smooth,
Section Sunetthta Jousseaume, 1901. Type, S. sunettlna Jousseaume,
8. memtrualis Menke, etc.
Shell suborbicular, compressed, smooth.
This

is

Genus
Type

GAFRARIUM

Bolten, 1798.

(by elimination), Venim j^ectinata Linn{eus.

Shell equivalve, subequilateral, with a simple or sliohtl}^ sinuous

each valve, entire or faintly grooved,
sculptured.
Tertiary and

pallial line; three cardinals in

and the usual anterior
recent

warm

seas of the

laterals; surface

Old World.

Section Gafrarium Bolten,

s.

s.

Surface with strong, chieflv radial, more or less dichotomous sculpture, that of the posterior slope difl:ering- from the rest; valves

moderately convex, umbones subcompressed with a narrow lunule and
feebly defined escutcheon; pallial line simple, inner margins of the
valves crenate, the ligament sunken but not immersed; middle left
cardinal feebly grooved.
is Papli'ia Oken, 1815, not Bolten, 1798, or Lamarck, 1801;
Romer, 1857; and Circe^ species, of many authors.
Type, Ventts pidcherrima Deshayes,
? Section Badioonsta Dall, 1902.

This
Crtsta

Journ. de Conchy]., VIII, 1860, p. 381, pi. xiv, figs. 1, 2. Tertiary.
Shell with the form of ChioneJla the disk and anterior part ele-

margins of the dorsal area
behind separated from the sulcate area by strong radial ril)bing; the
lunule not definitely circumscribed, but with its margins thickened and
surface concentrically striated or smooth; escutcheon elongate-ovate,
equally parted l)etween the valves, nearly smooth.
Interior^
The horizon and internal characters of this remarkable fossil are
unknown, but it is provisionall}' located here, pending further

gantly, regularly, concentrically sulcate;

information.
Section Gould/a C. B. Adams, 1847.
Type, Thetis cerina Adams.
Shell small, reticulately sculptured, the radials toward the ends of
the valves, and the concentri(^ sculpture in the middle of the disk
stronger; there is no specialized posterior area; moderately convex,

umbones not compressed; pallial line slightly flexuous behind,
cardinals and inner margins of the valves entire.

the

Warm-temperate and
This group

Sowerby, 1826.

is

tropical seas.

Adams, 1845, not of Oken, 1815, or
not Gouldia Bonaparte {aves)^ 1850.
It is the

Thetis C. B.
It is

only representative of the Gafrariuin or Circe group in American
Tertiary or recent seas, and has not yet been found on the Pacific
coast.
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Subgenus Circe Schumacher. Type, Venus scrtpta T.innivus.
Shell compressed, with only concentvic sculpture, with smooth compressed beaks, narrow lunule and escutcheon; pallial line simple, jimcr
maro-ins smooth; posterior right cardinal grooved: ligament d(!epW
sunken, but not entii'ely immersed.
Section Puninilhin Dall, 1902.
Type, Circe cornujdtii (Dillwvn)
Deshayes.
Shell with the umbonal region flattened and coarsely divaricately
ribbed, the rest of the surface concentrically sculptured; disk (except
the umbones) convex; pallial line slightly flexuous, inner margins
finel}' crenulate; lunvile and escutcheon narrow, flat, the ligament

depressed; cardinals entire or faintl}" grooved.
Section (Jircenita Jousseaume, 1888.

Type,

C.

(irahiva

Lamarck.

Valves convex; surface feebly concentrically sculptured, the beaks
not compressed; posterior slope without specialized sculpture; lunule
distinct, narrow, escutcheon hardlv deflned; ligament hardly depressed;
pallial line with a minute sinus, the inner margins of the valves entire.

Genus
Type, Venus

LIOCONCHA

eastreiisis

Morch, 18§3.

Linnasus.

Shell solid, porcellanous, suborbicular,

smooth or concentrically

sculi)tured, vividly colored; lunule sharplv circumscribed, impressed,

but no defined escutcheon; ligament almost immersed, pallial line
margins smooth, anterior left and posterior

slightly flexuous, inner

right dorsal margins grooved to receive the beveled edge of the opposite valve;

anterior lateral large

and strong; three smooth, entire

cardinals in each valve.

Tropical seas of the Old World.

Genus
Type,

Ve7iu><

MACROCALLISTA

Meek, 1876.

nimhosa Solander.

Shell ovate, microscopicallv radially lineated, with low concentric

waves, or smooth, with vivid coloration and vernicose periostiacum; a
defined lunule, l)ut unequally divided between the valves; no defined

escutcheon; internal margins smooth, pallial sinus free, ample. pointed
in front and horizontally directed; cardinals three in each valve,

smooth and

entire, except a bifid right posterior tooth.

Section ^Lio'ocalUsta
Shell

much

nals slender

The type

s. s.

elongated, the pallial sinus short, the posterioi- cardi-

and elongated.
is

better

known

as Cytherea or Callista giganttu (Gmelin)

Lamarck.
Section (Jhkmella Cossman, 1886.
Shell ovate-trigonal;
short.

pallial

Type, Cytherea ovallna Deshayes.

sinus

long;

the

posterior cardinals
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This is Chione Gray, 1838, not Megerle, 1811, or Gray, 1851; Dione
Gray, 1851, not of Hiibner, Lejndojjtera, 1816; and Oallista Morch,
1853, not of Leach, 1852.

Genus AMIANTIS Carpenter,

1863.

Type, Cytherea callosa Conrad.
Shell ovate, concentrically waved, with vernicose periostracum;
lunule and a linear escutcheon, defined; inner margins smooth: pallial
sinus ample, acute in front, free below, slightly ascending; anterior
cardinal very thin; anterior laterals large and strong.

Section Amiantis
Shell with

s.

s.

radial ribs internally, near the

two obscure

middle of the

disk; posterior cardinals elongated, strong, the right one bifid, the
other teeth entire; the posterior left cardinal and the edge of the right

rugose; the posterior right dorsal margin beyond the hinge
Californian.
to receive the edge of the opposite valve.

nymph
plate

grooved

This

is

called Amyanti.s

by Stoliczka, 1871.

Type, Ch/therea jnirjmixita Lamarck.
Section EucalHsta Dall. 1902.
Shell with the posterior cardinals short; the opposite faces of the
nymphs with interlocking rugosities; the teeth smooth; interior without radial ridges.
Lamarck himself called attention to the remarkable corrugated areas
It is a Brazilian
of this shell which recall those of V..i)iercenarla.
species which has been confounded with one

Genus
Type, Venus

MERETRIX

meretTi'X.,

Shell trigonal,

plump,

from west America.

LaiTiarck, 1799.

Linnasus.
thin, nearl}^ equilateral,

smooth with a verni-

cose periostracum, a peculiar olivaceous tone of coloration; lunule
and escutcheon not circumscribed or distinctly defined: three cardi-

and well-defined anterior laterals; the middle left
and two anterior right cardinals entire, smooth, the others grooved or
bifid: right nymph and posterior left cardinal corrugated; anterior
left and posterior right dorsal margins beyond the hinge plate sharply
grooved to receive the edge of the opposite valve; internal margins
smooth; the pallial line with a shallow arcuate flexuosity, but no
nals in each valve

angular sinus; ligament hardly depressed.
Distribution chiefly in the China seas, Japan, and the Indo-Pacific
region.

This group is CytJterea (Lamarck) and Citherea Roissy, 1805, and
Lamarck, 1806; CytJiersea Defrance, 1818; JSfympha Morch, 1853, not
Fitzinger, 1826; and Meretrlx^ ex parte^ Deshayes, 1853.
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C. guttata
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A.

Adams,
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1864.

A. Adams.

Shell ovate, plump, thin, concontrioally striated with

more or

less

involute umbones; pallial sinus nearly obsolete; lunule feebly circumscribed, not impressed, escutcheon not defined; left anterior lateral

received between two obsolete laminae in the opposite valve; three
cardinals in each valve not radiating- from a point under the umbo, on
the dorsal valve margin; the two anterior left cardinals continuous
above and separated from the valve margin b}" a sulcus; the anterior

and posterior right cardinals similarly connected, and dorsally separated by a groove from the margin; the arch of the two left cardinals
fits over the middle right cardinal, the arch of the outer right cardinals
over that of the two left ones, so that the middle right and the posterior left cardinals remain isolated; the dorsal margins beyond the
hinge plate, in front in the left and behind in the right, are grooved
to receive the beveled edge of the opposite valve.
In this group the teeth retain in the adult state the conditions which
normally obtain in the earlj^ stages of hinge development as shown b}^
Bernard.

The group

is

Hiibner, 1816;

identical with Caryatis (part)

Romer, 1862, not of

Yenerlglossa Dall, September, 1S86; and Atopodonta

Cossmann, October, 1886. It is distributed in tropical and temperate
seas and goes back to the Eocene in time.
The type was named CaUocardia guttata by A. Adams in 1864. In
1888 Mr. Sowerby renamed it Cytherea isocardia on account of the
existence of a Oytherea {Oallista) guttata of Romer. The latter,
however, was not described until 1866, so that it does not antedate
Adams's name. If Romer's form is entitled to specific rank, it will
not require a new name, as under the present arrangement it will be
referable to the genus Macrocallista^ section ChioneUa.
Subgenus Agriopoma Dall, 1902. Type, Oytherea texasiana Dall,
1892.

This differs from the typical CaUocardia by its large, heavy, and
chalky shells, without the involute umbones or any color pattern, and
by the presence of a deep and angular pallial sinus. It is more northern in distribution than CaUocardia proper, and more limited in geographical range, though receding to the Eocene in America, The
peripheral species indicate a transition in the cardinals of the right
valve toward the conditions found in the following group:

Genus PITARIA Romer

(em.), 18S7.

Type, Venns tumens Gmelin.
Shell trigonal, plump, concentrically striate or rippled, with an inconspicuous periostracum and delicate coloration; lunule circumscribed,
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but the escutcheon not defined; inner margins smooth, pallial sinus
ample, elongate, somewhat ascending, pointed in front; middle cardinal stout, the others slender; the posterior cardinals feebly grooved,
the others entire; the cardinals of the right valve discontinuous where
they touch the dorsal margin and not sei)arated from the latter by a
groove; anterior lateral adjacent, distinct; nymphs and teeth smooth;
dorsal margins grooved as in Meretrix.

Widely distributed

in

the

Tropics.

Romer's original name, Pifa/\ is a vernacular African word, not
really entitled to be used without Latinization, for which, in 1862, he
substituted Oaryatis, which is preoccupied in Lepidoptera since 1816.
It is

probable that a Latinized form as above should be adopted for

the group.

Type, Vemis tumens Gmelin.
Section Pltaria s. s.
Shell smooth or with concentric striation, usually convex, subtrigonal or ovate, with a pointed sinus.
Section Ilyphantosoma Dall, 1902.

1866.

Type, Cytherea carbasea Guppy,

Oligocene.

Shell with zigzag sculpture on the surface like Textivenus Cossmann,
of the Venerine series.

Section

Ticelhia

Lamarck.

Eocene.

Cossmann,

1886.

Type,

Cytherea

teUinarai

Shell pointed l)ehind with a Tellina-like twist to the valves, which are
concentrically striate; hinge as in Pltdrla; pallial sinus short, bluntly

rounded.

Subgenus Hysteroconcha Fischer, 1887. Type, Verms dione Linnaeus.
Shell subtrigonal, plump, concentrically laminate; lunule and escutcheon defined by incised lines and impressed, the laminae becoming spinose
near the boundary of the escutcheon; shell with tinted coloration not
in patterns; inner margins smooth, pallial sinus linguiform, ample, free,
slightly ascending; hinge as in Pitaria, the edges of the

nymphs finely

granular and the stout middle cardinal sometimes obscurel}^ channeled.
Tropical American waters.

This is Dione Gray, 1817, not Gray, 1851, nor Hiibner, 1816; and
Venus Megerle, 1811, not of Lamarck, 1799.
Section Lamelliconclta Dall, 1902. T^^pe, Cytherea condnna Sowerby
Shell trigonal, subcompressed, concentrically ribbed or laminate,
without spines; the edges of the njaiiphs smooth; otherwise like
Hysteroconcha.
Tropical seas, especially in America.

Genus

CYTHEREA

Bolten, 1798.

Types (by elimination), Venus puerpera Linngeus,
and

V. rugosa

Gmelin,

V. verrucosa Linnteus.

Shell large and rotund, convex, with strong predominantly concentric
sculpture with well-marked lunule and escutcheon, the latter unequally
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pluinp. lioanient deep

bitid; anterior lateral small, i)apilli-

form; inner margins crenate; pallial line with a short rounded .sinus.
Subgenus Cytherea Bolten, s. s. Type, V<')iii^ pihrprra Liinueus.
Shell large, reticulately sculptured, the right portion of the escutcheon produced over the sunken ligament; lateral tooth minute.
Tropical seas.

This

is

Afiiigona Romer, 1857, not Schumacher, 1817.

Section Clcijusina Brown, 1827.

Type, Yenus verrucosa Linnaeus.

Shell large, strongly concentrically lamellose, with obscure divari-

cating radials toward the ends; right portion of the escutcheon not
overlapping the ligament; pallial sinus small, narrow, angular.

Tropical and temperate seas.
is Venasiirius (Dumeril) Froriep. 1806 (not binomial); Dosina
Gray, 1838; Venim Swainson, 1840, not Lamarck, 1799; Calista (Poli)
Leach, 1852, not Morch, 1^3; CalUsta Fischer, 1887, but not Clausina

This

Romer, 1857.
Section Ventricola Romer, 1857.

Tj'pe, VeniLS r^igosa Gmelin.

Shell large with strong, distant, evenly spaced concentric lamella,

between which are smaller concentric threads; pallial sinus small, angular, lunule deeply impressed; right part of the escutcheon obsolete.
Tropical seas of l)oth hemispheres.
Subgenus Aphrodina Conrad, 1868. Type, Meretrix tijypana ConCretaceous.

rad.

Shell

concentrically striated, with a circumscribed lunule. but

no

defined escutcheon; inner margins smooth, pallial sinus ample, free,

ascending, rather rounded in front; hinge with three cardinals in each
valve, the right posterior cardinal bitid; an elongate anterior lateral

corrugated on both sides and received into a pit with similar con-uga-

nymphs smooth.
This form wants the posterior lateral and the granular nymphs of
DosiniopHls^ and differs from Cydorisnia by its form, the presence of

tions;

an anterior lateral and a defined lunule.

Subgenus Antigona Schumacher, 1817. Type, Cytherea lamellari.'i
Schumacher (+ Do.shia lainarckH Gray).
Shell having the form and sculpture of a CMone (Megerle), but with
a lamelliform well-developed anterior lateral entering a socket in the

right valve; the posterior right cardinal broad and deeply bitid: pallial

sinus small, triangular.

Schumacher's type has been confused with CMone cancellata. but an
examination of his figures and references makes his meaning plain.
Section Antigona

s.

s.

Shell rather elongate, with profuse concentric lamellation crenulated

by

fine

radial

ribs; lunule

deeply impressed, the

ligament

exposed, the overlap of the escutcheon small.
This is not Antigonm Hiibner, 1816, or Antigona Romer, 1857.
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Section Artena Conrad,

187<).

Type,

vol. xxvi.

Venus staminea Conrad.

Miocene.
Shell trigonal or short, with acute concentric laminae, between which
are minute elevated concentric lines; lunule not deep; escutcheon
large, not overlapping; posterior right cardinal narrow, laminar; other

features as in Antigona.

This section bears to Antigona much such a i-elation as Ventricola
does to typical Cytherea., in the other subgenus. It was called Artenia

by Try on in 1884.
Subgenus Circomphalus Morch, 1853.

(=

Type, Vhiiis plicata Gmelin

Y. dysera Liniueus j;/'c>/M/'/'t^).

Shell cordate, compressed, with distant elevated reflected laminae

which have

expansions near the posterior border; lunule and
striate, sharply limited, unequally divided
between the valves; ligament deeply sunken; inner margins crenate,
leaflike

escutcheon, impressed,

pallial sinus small, triangular; anterior right

and posterior left cardiminute pustular ante-

nals slender, laminar, entire, the others bifid; a
rior left lateral present.

This is Analtis Tryon, 188-1, not of Duponchel, 1829, or Romer, 18.57;
and Ohiona Romer, 1857, not of Morch, 1853.
V. calophylJa Hanley,
also belongs here.

Subgenus Lepidocardia Dall, 1902.

(+ Vemis africana

Type, CMone fiorkleUa Gray

Philippi).

donaciform, smooth or concentrically
but there is no defined escutcheon;
internal margins smooth; pallial sinus linguiform, pointed in front,
horizontally directed, partly confluent with the pallial line below;
dorsal margins beyond the hinge plate grooved; teeth delicate, the
anterior laterals well developed, the posterior right and anterior two
left cardinals more or less distinctly grooved.
Though compressed, this form recalls Gompliina by its external
Shell

small,

compressed,

striated, polished; lunule defined,

characters.

Genus
Type,

S. nuttalUi

SAXIDOMUS

Conrad, 1837

Conrad.

Shell large, rude, chalky, ovate-quadrate, with low beaks, and concentric

usually feeble sculpture; the ligament

is
strong and not
no defined lunular area or escutcheon; internal
margins smooth; pallial line with a deep, rounded siiuis; hinge with

depressed; there

is

three cardinals in each valve; the posterior right cardinal bifid; anterior
laterals closely adjacent to the cardinals, one of the left ones often in
line with the anterior cardinal.

Shores of the North Pacific.
This group has been generally misunderstood and placed, as by
Deshayes, near Tapes. His group of radial sulcate Saxidormis, of 1853,
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belong to CaUithaca. The anterior lateral is so dose to the cardiit has been counted in with them.
The animal is meretriciiie,
The group u\\ the Pacitie eoast
with long, closel}' united si[)hons.

all

nals that

recedes to the P^ocene in time.
Siablkin.il y VP:]SrERI]Sr^E3.
A.VTERIOK I.ATERAr, TEETH ABSEXT.

Genus CYPRIMERIA Conrad,
Type,

C

excavata Morton.

1864.

Cretaceous.

Pallial line feebly fiexuous ]>ehind.

Sul)genus Cyclorisma

Conrad.

Pallial line

This

is

Dall,

Type, Cyclothyris carolinensis

10()2.

Cretaceous.

deeply sinuated.

Cych)thyr!s Conrad, 1875; not of

Genus

THETIRONIA

Type, Thetis major Sowerby, 1826.

McCoy. Brachiopoda,

1844.

Stoliczka, 1871.
Cretaceous.

Surface granulose; pallial sinus high, angular yertically ascending;
no lunule or escutcheon. This is Thetis Sowerin', 1826, not of Oken.
1815.
?

Sul^genus Thetiopsis Meek. 1876.

Hiyden.

Meek and

T^^pe, T. circular is

Cretaceous.

Smaller and smoother, the sinus shorter and irregular at

its

anterior

basal part.

This

is

Tethiopsis Fischer. 1887.

Genus MYSIA (Leach MS.) Lamarck,

1818.

Type, Venus undata Pennant.
Siphons separated; hinge with two right and three left cardinal
European.
teeth; a circuuiiscribed lumile, but no escutcheon.
This is Liicino2)sis For))es and Hanle}^, 1848, but not Myxia Cra}',
1847.

Genus

CYCLINELLA

Dall, 1902.

Type, Dosinia tenuis Recluz.
Three cardinal teeth in each yalye; otherwise like Mysia.
This genus extends to the Oligocene in time.

Genus

CHIONE

Megerle,

American.

1811.

Type, Yenus cancellata Lamarck.
Three cardinal teeth in each yalye; pallial sinus short, angular;
lunule and escutcheon defined, sculpture cancellate, inner margins of
the yalves crenate; concentric sculpture dominant.
Subgenus Chione s. s. Type, V. cancellata Lamarck.
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This is Ckiona Morch, 1853, and of Roiiier, 1857; Chroi/ij)halus
Adams, 1857; and Omphaloelathrmn Trj^on, 1884, not Morch, 1853.
It is not

Chion Scopoli, 1777; 6%/wv /.s Forster, 1788; Oh!one Desvoidy,
Chionca Dalman, 1810; nor Chio)tc Gray, 1838, Iiv^a

Di]}fera^ 1830;

few of the liirger species like C. g7iidia^ a feeble fourth cardinal is
sometimes present in the right valve l)elow the ligament; and the right
posterior dorsal margin behind the ligament is sometimes grooved to
In Gomphina alone
receive the beveled edge of the opposite valve.
have 1 found any anterior grooving of the margin in the left valve.
The siphons are separate and short, the cardinals entire or feebly
channeled.
Section Chione

s.

s.

(See above.)

Section Timoclea Brown, 1827.

Tj^pe, Venus ovata Pennant.
Sculpture predominantly radial, the concentric element feeble, the
escutcheon smooth; the middle left and two posterior right cardinal

teeth grooved.

This

is P^/^i/^Affe-'

Leach, 1852, notRisso, 1826; Leukoma Roira^v, 1857,

and Leucoind Sto\\Q.7AvA, 1871, not of Stephens, 1829; Oyfherea^. and
A. Adams, 1857, not of Bolten, 17l»<; Marcia (part) Romer, 1857, not
of Koch, 1835.
Type, Venuf< fasciata Da Costa.
Section Olaumnella Gray, 1851.
Sculpture of broad concentric waves and fine concentric stria^, the
radials obsolete; the waves not pinched out behind; the ligament
covered by the margin of the valves when closed.
This

is

Zuclelca Leach, 1852.

Section Liroj)hora Conrad, 1864.

recent species

is

F.

Type,

Ve^uis athleta

Conrad; a

papkia Linnaeus.

Sculpture of broad concentric waves, attenuated and often conspicuously lamellose distally; radiall}' striate; ligament exposed; the edges
of the right

nymph and

posterior left cardinal with interlocking rugos-

ities.

This

is

Clausina Romer, 1857, not of Brown, 1827; Anaitis {paphia)

Fischer, 1887, not of Tryon. 1884; and

Anaitk

(part)

Romer, 1857,

not A)iaiti>i Duponchel, 1829.
?

Section Vohipia Def ranee, 1829.

Type,

V.

rugosa Def ranee. Eocene

of Hauteville.

Shell small, sculpture superficially resembling Lirophora^ })ut with

lunule and posterior area defined

])y a deep sulcus dividing the disk
by thick, swollen, concentric ribs; beaks high
and curved; hinge of three teeth, of which one is bifid; pallial line not

into three areas crossed

sinuated ?

In placing this shell here I have followed Fischer, since the species
has not been well figured and the descriptions given of it are far from
clear.

From

I have not been able to obtain specimens for examination.
the very obscure figure of Defrance 1 should have suspected
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be Lucinoid and to belong somewhere in the vicinity of

Here Gabb.
Section Cha nielea

M.oyc\\, 1853.

Type,

Venu.s (/allhialjmxwi^wH.

Sculpture of narrow, close concentric waves or low lamellee, without
distal lamellation or radial sculpture; teeth entire; ligament exposed;
the escutcheon

and lunvde smooth.

Brown, 1827, not Boie, 1826; Jlermione Leach, 1852,
not of Blainville, 1828; Orthyg!a Morch, 1853; Chamelfm H. and A.
Adams, 1857; Ihircia (part) Romer, 1857, not of Koch, 1835, and
This

Orti/gia

is

probably Parvivenun Sacco, 1900.
Sul)oenus Gomphina Morch, 1853. Type, Yenu^ wuhiloxa Morch.
Valves more or less rostrate, the surface usually smooth and polished, inner margins entire; dorsal margins gooved and beveled
beyond the hinge plate; the posterior right and two antei-ior left
cardinals grooved; ligament exposed.
Pallial sinus short, free, and

rounded

in front.

s. s.
Type, K andulom Morch.
Valves usually heavv, solid, and very tumid: the lower edge of the
right nymph and the upper edge of the left posterior cardinal with

Section (romphina

reciprocal rugosities.

This

is

Marcia (H. and A. Adams part) Chenu, 1862, and Try on,

not of Fischer, 1887; Ileinitapes Stoliczka, 1871, not
(part) 1857; not Goiivphhui Chenu, 1862.
188tl:,

Romer

J/«c/'^'c//,'*c?^§« Dall, 1902.
Type, Venus dequilatera^ovf ^rhy.
Valves more equilateral, trigonal and compressed, less heavy and
sometimes with feeble striation distally; nymphs and teeth entire,
smooth.
This is Gomphina H. and A. Adams, 1857, not of Morch, 1853.

Section

Genus

ANOM ALOCARDIA

Schumacher,

1817.

Type, Yenux^lJuctiiosa Linna?us.
Valves rostrate, with a vernicose periostracum, sculpture obsolete
mesially the inner margins crenulate, the ligament exposed, the lunule
and escutcheon impressed; cardinal teeth entire, three in each valve,
the anterior right cardinal feeble, sometimes obsolete; pallial sinus
small, angular, sometimes nearly obsolete.
Section Anonialocardhi s. s.
Surface with predominantly concentric sculpture, vernicose periostracum. and the adjacent surfaces of the posterior left cardinal and
right nymph minutely rugose.
America and West Africa.
This is Tr'iqitcti'n Anton, 1839, after Blainville, 1818, but not of
Conrad. 18-t6; it is Crypiograniina^ov^h^ 1853.
Section AnomalodUcux Dall, 1902, Type, Cyfhrreai<<piamom Lamarck.
Surface with reticulate subcqual sculpture, a dull paper}^ periostracum, and the hinge without rugosities. Indo-China.
;

«

From

Macer, not from /laKpo?.
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(Linnaeus) Lamarck, 1799.

Type, Venus mercenaria Linn^us.
Siiell largo, heavy, earthy, trigonal; with faint radial and stronger
concentric lamellar sculpture; lunule and escutcheon well defined;
internal margins crenulate; pallial sinus small, triangular; there are
two bifid cardinals in the left valve, one bifid and two anterior simple

cardinals in the right valve, with a rugose area in each valve representing a supplementary cardinal below the ligament, the rugosities

when the valves close; the ligament is strong and wholly
posterior dorsal margin of the right valve grooved to
the
exposed;
The genus is American.
of the left valve.
edge
the
receive
and Orassivenus Perkins, 1869.
Schumacher,
1817,
is
Mercenaria
It
interlocking

Genus

MARCIA

and

(H.

A.

Adams,

18B7) Fischer, 1887.

Type Venus exalhida Dillwyn.
Shell large, subquadrate, concentrically lamellose and striated, without radial sculpture, and with a dull, earthy surface; internal margins
smooth; pallial sinus small, angular, free; hinge with three left and
four right cardinals, the middle ones larger and grooved above. Aus-

and southern South America.
Subgenus Marcia s. s. (See above.)

tralasia

This
ginal

is

a Venus without hinge rugosities, radial sculpture, or marThere is a well-defined lunule, but no defined

crenation.

escutcheon; the ligament
It is Katelysia (part)

is

exposed.

Romer, 186T, not of Tryon,

Subgenus Katelysia (Romer, 1857) Tryon, 1881.
larina Lamarck.

1881.

Type, Vmus

sca-

Shell rounded-trigonal, subcompressed, very inequilateral, sculptured with concentric riblike ridges, sharper distally, polished, porcellanous, with no radial sculpture; coloration lively, anterior end
sharper; lunule smooth, circumscribed, escutcheon defined only by

absence of sculpture; ligament short, internal margins smooth; hinge
plate buttressed between the pedal and adductor scars; three cardinals
in each valve, the anterior right

and posterior

left slender, entire, the

others grooved or bifid; the anterior left and posterior right dorsal
margins beyond the hinge plate sharply grooved to receive the beveled

edge of the opposite valve.
Section Katelyslri

The

inequilateral

s.

s.

South Seas.

(See above.)

ovate form of these shells

is

quite striking.

Chamelea Chenu, 1862, not Morch, 1853; Murcla (part) Romer, 1857,
not Koch, 1885; and Cafdysta Fischer, 1887, are synonymous.
Section Ileiiiltapcs Romer, 1857.
Type, Ve7ms rimularls Lamarck.
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Shell trigonal, tumid, with a keeled escutcheon and short, rounded
pallial sinus.

This

is

otherwise essentially like the preceding section, but owing to
form appears very distinct.
It is not Ilemitapes of

the different

Stoliczka, Trj^on,

and Fischer.

Section Venerella Cossniann,

Deshayes.

Type,

1886.

Venm

hermonvillensis

Eocene.

Shell small, ovate, concentrically striate; lunule large, circumscribed,
escutcheon not defined; internal margins smooth; pallial sinus small
free, ascending, rounded in front; three cardinal teeth in each valve,

the margin of the hinge plate excavated at the interspaces; posterior
right cardinal long, bifid; the other teeth entire.

These forms are distinguished from the smaller species of Katelysia
by the form and disposition of the teeth.
Section Mercimonia Dall, 1902.
Type, Yenim Bernayi Cossraann.

chiefly

Eocene.
Shell small, ovate, concentrically striate, rather tumid; hinge normal, the posterior left cardinal slender, not elongated; posterior right
cardinal grooved; margins entire; the pallial sinus nearly obsolete.

This

Mercenaria Cossmann, 1880, not of Schumacher, 1817. The
Cossmann's list which possess a small but deep
sinus might be referred to Venerella^ from which they hardl}^

is

species included in
pallial
difier.

Section Textivenus Cossmann, 1886.

T5''pe,

Venus texta Lamarck.

Eocene.
Shell ovate,

convex, sculptured by

divaricate subequal threadlike

ridges;

fine

obliquely reticulate or

lunule small, circumscribed,

bordered by a radial ridge; internal margins smooth,
angular, free; three cardinals in each valve, the
right posterior cardinal broadly bifid the right posterior dorsal margin ])ehind the hinge plate grooved to receive the edge of the opposite
escutcheon

pallial sinus small,

;

valve.

Section Samarangla Dall, 1902.
Type, Venus qtiadrangularis Adams
and Reeve.
Shell rounded-quadrate, subcom pressed, white, with a dull surface;
sculpture of concentric striation, more forcible distally; internal margins smooth; lunule unevenly divided

between the valves, smaller

in

the right valve; escutcheon not defined; pallial sinus moderate, angular in front, free below; three cardinals in each valve, the middle
and two posterior right cardinals bitid; hinge strong.
The species belonging to this group are.massiA'e and solid. V.

left

h')i-

an exam})le. The anterior left and posterior
right dorsal margins are grooved behind the hingeplate to receive the
beveled edges of the opi)osite valve.
ticmlarls

Sowerb}"

is
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Genus

PAPHIA

Bolten, 1798.

rotundata
Type, P. alapapilionis Bolten (= Venus
not Liunteus).
Cardinals, three in each valve;

vol. xxvi.

(part)

Gmelin,

the anterior right and posterior

often bifid.
left cardinals entire, the others

Subgenus Paphia

s.

s.

concentric riblets
Valves elongate-oval, subcompressed, with close
a^vernicose periostracum and without radial sculpture;

covered by

escutcheon and lunule narrow, smooth, impressed,
portion encroaching on the
the lunule unequally divided, the right
free, ample, rounded in
sinus
pallial
the
smooth;
margins
innoicoloration brilliant;

>

]

\

j

i

loft-

fi'ont, ol)liquely ascending.

I

_

temperate and tropical seas in the eastern
The
from the Tertiaries of South Europe
reported
are
and
hemisphere,
1900, and CaMistotapes Sacco,
Chiamenti,
Eiitapes
Eocene.
the
since
synonymous.
are
1900,
'Bim>da Stoliczka, 1871. Type, Venus fnujiUs D'Orbigny.
species are of

warm

Section

Cretaceous.
Valves elongate, thin, with purely concentric sculpture; the postesimple; pallial
rior cardinals elongated, sometimes grooved, the others
sinus ample, horizontal, rounded in front; margins entire.
This group appears to be the Mesozoic precursor of Paphia. The
Tertiary Taiirotapes craveri (Michelbtti) Sacco, seems hardly distinct

l

.?

;

i

i

from Baroda.
Section Icanotia Stoliczka, 1871.

Type PsammoUa impar

Zittel,

Gosau.
This is stated to differ from Baroda only by the presence of more
or less radial sculpture.
Typo, Venus textile Gmelin.
Section raratapes Stoliczka, 1871.
Valves elongate, turgid, smooth or feebly concentrically sculptured;
lunule circumscribed, narrow; escutcheon undefined; middle cardinals
bifid

as

in

PajMa;

inner margins^ entire;

pallial

sinus obliquely

ascending, small, squarish anteriorly.
This is Te^drix Romer, 1857, not Sundeval, 1833.

Section Proiapes Dall, 1902.

Type, Venus gaUus Gmelin (+

V.

inalaharica Dillwyn).

Valves trigonal, closely concentrically ribbed, with no radial sculpture; a vernicose periostracum; a large elongate impressed lunule, no

smooth inner margins; an ample, obliquely
ascending pallial sinus, rounded in front; the two anterior and the
and
left posterior cardinals entire, the others bifid; all the teeth short
differentiated escutcheon;

concentrated.
is Pullastra Chenu, 1862, not Sowerby,.1826.
Subgenus Tapes Megerle, 1811. T'ype, Ve^ms literata Linnseus.

This

^
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Valves oblong, subcompressed, vertically expanding and subangular
on the posterior dorsal margin; lunule set off by an incised line, the
escutcheon defined by a carina, both long and narrow; surface concentricall}" grooved; internal mai'gius smooth; pallial sinus ample, horizontal, free below, rounded in front; the posterior right and two anterior left cardinals bifid or grooved; colors lively, often with a dark
Uneated pattern on a paler ground.
Tropical and temperate waters of the Old World.

synonymous.
isST,
Section Tapes Megerle

Paremhola Romer,

is

s.

s.

(See above.)

Type, Vemts aurea Gmelin.
Section PoUtitapes Chiamenti, 1900.
Valves oldong, plump, not angular above, behind; surface with fine
concentric sculpture and obscure radial striation; lunule .small, circumscribed, escutcheon not defined; pidlial sinus short, ascending, free
below, rounded in front; color delicate and variable.
The siphons arc united for three-fourths of their length in T. virginThe group is Tapes Sacco,
eus which is not known to form a byssus.
1900, not Megerle, 1811.

PuUmtra Sowerby, 1826. Type, Venus pullastra Montagu.
Shell oblong, tumid, blunt behind; valves finely reticulately sculpnearly
tured, with hardly differentiated lunule or escutcheon; the latter
Section

margins entire; pallial sinus deep, ample, horizontal,
rounded in front and confluent with the pallial line below; the two posThe
terior right and middle left cardinals are bifid; coloration feeble.
linear; inner

siphons are three-fourths united in the typical species.
Section 3£yrsus H. and A. Adams, 1858. Type, Ta2)es corrugatus
Deshaj^es.

Valves as in Pullastra, but the concentric sculpture is broken and
habit,
corrugated, the shell more elongate, though, from its nestling
not
or
obscure
very variable in outline; teeth as in Ptdlastra, lunule
pallial sinus
defined, the escutcheon with a feebly carinate margin;
front; inner
in
small, slightly ascending, free below and rounded

margins smooth; coloration dull and unattractive.
Bonelli)
This is Metis Adams, 1857, not 1856; Myrsopsis {pernarum
slightly.
Sacco, 1900, from the Italian Tertiaries, differs but
Subgenus Ruditapes Chiamenti, 1900. Type, Venus decussata Lmna3us.

sculpture

Valves convex, oblong; surface dull and feebly colored;
inosculatstrong distally, more or less reticulate, the concentric ridges
sculpradial
the
disk;
ing anteriorly and feeble on the middle of the
below,
free
large,
sinus
ture stronger; inner margins smooth; pallial
the escutcheon
horizontal, rounded in front; lunule circumscribed,
the siphons
bifid;
le.ss
or
all the inner cardinals more
feebly defined;

wholly free from each other and a byssus present.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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Temperate and tropical regions of the Old World.

This

is

Amyg-

dala Romer, 1857, not of Van Phelsum, 1774; CJuneus H, and A.
Adams, 1857, but not of Da Costa, 1776. It is not Amygdalwn Megerle,
1811.

(See above.)
Section Rad'dape^ s.s.
Subgenus Protothaca Dall, 1902. Type, Venus thaca Molina (+

^'

d<ynd)eyi Lanuiix'k).

Shell ovate, convex, coloration white or dull; surface dull, reticulately sculptured, the radials usually stronger; sculpture

distinctly divided into three areas,
chiefly radial, the anterior radial

more or

less

the middle of the valves with

and scabrous, the posterior with

irregularly concentric sculpture; lunule and escutcheon of the left
valve, sharply circuniscribed; in the type species the right valve shows

no escutcheon and the margin partiall}^ overlaps that of the left valve
but does not conceal the ligament; middle cardinals grooved or ]>itid;
pallial sinus free, moderate, pointed in front; the inner margins
sharply crenulated in the typical section.
(See above.)
Section Protothaca s. s.
united, the foot hatchet-shaped

of this

Zealand

and not

The siphons are short and
The distribution

bj^ssiferous.

group includes the west coast of America,
(

Y. costata

fJapan,

and

New

Quoy).

Type, Tapes tenerrlma Carpenter.
Sculpture delicate, uniform over the disk and reticulate except in
distorted individuals; lunule feebly defined with no escutcheon; the
Section CalUthaca Dall, 1902.

dorsal margin not overlapping in the right valve; inner margins entire,

otherwise as in Protothaca.
Distribution, Northwest America.

The

tropical species of Proto-

thaca are maculated, the northern forms yellowish white, with a dull
surface.

There

is

no byssal groove and the papillose siphons are
The group is Saxiaomiis /?

united to their tips in the type species.
of Desha3^es, 1858.

Genus

LIOCYMA

Dall, 1870.

Type, Venus fluctaosa. Gould.
Shell small, white or unicolored, covered with a vernicose periostracum, and concentrically waved, without radial sculpture; lunule
circumscriV)ed, escutcheon absent; inner margins smooth; pallial sinus
short, free, rounded triangular; three cardinals in each valve, the
anterior right and posterior right, entire, the others bitid; siphonal

tubes unequal, the anal shorter, l)oth united to their tips; foot long
and pointed, without a byssal groove; the mantle open ventrally and
smooth edged.
Distribution, Boreal and arctic waters of the Northern Hemisphere.

The group was

called Lyocruia l)y Barrois in 1887,

were formerly referred

to Tapes.

and the species

NO. 1312.
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Type, Yenns irn!< Linnanis.
Valves elongate and .subquadrate; sculpture radial with distant,
prominent concentric lamellation; lunule and right half of the
escutcheon absent, left half of the latter detined by a keel; ligament
exposed; the

pallial sinus short,

nal margins smooth

ascending, free, blunt in front; inter-

type species; there are three cardinals in
anterior
right
and posterior left entire and slender,
the
valve,
each
deeply
broad
and
bitid;
others
the siphons are long, united for
the
with
their
length
and
papillose
orifices.
half
in the

The species of this group are nestlers and often deformed. They
have been much confused with species of Pcti'icolidw.
The name has been spelled Yenerirtqjis by Sowerby and Venererupes
Petrifora Latreille, 1827, may be identical, but Irus
by Swainson.
Oken, 1815, is a sj'nonym of Saxicava.
SulafkiTiily G-OEMliyEIN".^.
SPECIES VIVIPAROUS, MINUTE.

Genus

GEMMA

Deshayes, 18SS.

Type, Venus geiinna Totten.
Shell subtrigonal, with concentric sculpture, a short external ligament, and large lunule, but no escutcheon; inner margin of valves
cienate; pallial sinus distinct, small, triangular; siphons separate, the

branchial longer and papilliferous; an elongated posterior

left

and

anterior right lateral tooth received into a groove on the margin of

vahe; foot linguiform, not byssiferous.
l)elongs to the Atlantic coast of North America, but has
been introduced on the Pacific coast with seed 03'sters.
It is repre-

the opposite

The genus

sented in the eastern Tertiaries.
It is Tottrnla Perkins, 18(59.

Genus

PARASTARTE

Conrad, 1862.

Ty})e, Astaiic triquetiu Conrad.

Shell trigonal, with

prominent elevated

l)eaks, ecpiilateral,

heavy,

with a short ligament and large lunul(\ but no escutcheon; surface

smooth, l)rightly colored, with a vernicose periostracum; internal
margins crenate; pallial line slightly tiexuous behind, but with no
d(>tinite sinus;

right ^•alve with a strong middle cardinal and

ones; left valve with

two strong

two feeble

cardinals, but no lateral teeth; dorsal

margins outside the hinge plate feebly grooved to receive the edges of
th(>

opposite valve.

This genus is confined to the coast and Tertiaries of the southeastern
United States.
It is Callicistronia Dall, 1883, olim.
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Genus PSEPHIDIA
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Dall, 1902.

Type, Pse2)hls lordi Baird.
Shell small, veneriform, polished, with faint concentric sculpture;
beaks not prominent; valves inequilateral, with a narrow, feebly
defined lunule and no escutcheon; inner margins not crenate; pallial
sinus distinct, angular; hinge with three delicate entire cardinals in
each valve, but no laterals; animal with the mantle edges fused below,
the siphons short, simple; an anterior opening for the foot, which is

not byssiferous.
This group is confined to the Pacific coast as far as known, and is
It is Pseplm Carpenter, 1864,
represented in the Pacific Pliocene.
not of Guenee, Le^ndoptera., 1854. Carpenter named several species
In 1865 he selected P. lordi Baird
without specifying a type in 1864.
as type, and for the first time gave a distinctive diagnosis of the
genus. Part of the species, among those originally referred to the
group, belong elsewhere. P. tantilJa appears to be a Tra')ise7ineUa,

and P. telUrayalls

is

the neiDionic

young

of Petricola.

EAST AMERICAN SPECIES.

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) CONCENTRICA
Florida

Born, 1780.

Keys (Conrad); Martinique, Porto Rico, Guadeloupe, Virgin
and St. Thomas, West Indies; Colon or Aspin-

Islands, Santa Cruz,

wall; Maracaibo to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

The Venus amamtrica of Gmelin is a mixture of various species, the
name is fixed by Born's figure, which represents the southern type.
The concentTiGa of early American writers was the Z>. discus of Reeve.
The D. concentrica of Reeve is the D. elegans of Conrad.
The present species is Arthemis patagmiica Philippi, 1844; Venus
philippii Orbigny, 1847; Venus dilatatu Solander, 1797; and Dosin'm
fioridana Conrad, 1866, was probably founded on a 3'oung specimen.
D. concentrica is the analogue of the Pacific coast D. ponderosa

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) ELEGANS

Conrad, 1846.

In the oft'shore warm water, near Cape Hatteras, North Carolina; at
Charleston, South Carolina; east and west Florida, theTortugas, Texas,
and south to Yucatan and St. Thomas, West Indies.

This

and evenly concentrically sculptured species was
288, fig. 124), and is one of those long confounded
under the name of concentrica. The young were referred to D. ohovata
Conrad by Miss Bush in 1885.
fine,

flat,

figured by Lister

(pi.

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) DISCUS

Reeve, 1850.

Cape May, Virginia, and south on the coast of the mainland
Cruz, Mexico.

to

Vera
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is the most compressed and dark-colored of our East Coast
and has liner and closer striation than any of the others. It is
the Artemis or Dosinia concentrica of the earlier American writers,
but not of Born. The color which resides in the periostracum is frequently distributed in darker and lighter zones.

This

species

TRANSENNELLA CUBANIANA
Cape Florida

A

to St. Croix,

West

Orbigny, 1847.

Indies.

pure white species, living- in 8 to 30 fathoms, and
It was inadvertently and erroneespecially abundant in Porto Rico.
ously referred to Gouldla in the report on the Blake moUusks.
small, usually

TRANSENNELLA STIMPSONI
Cape Hatteras, Egmont Key and south

to

Dall, 1902.

Key West,

in

15 to 31

fathoms.

White, with brown lineation or maculation externally, and orange or
deep purple internally, in the central part of the valves. By an accident this species was hgured" for the following species, which is a
T. stimpsoni is the largest and pretsmaller and more rostrate shell.
tiest of the genus so far recognized.

TRANSENNELLA CONRADINA
St.

Andrew Bay, on

Dall, 1883.

the north coast of the Gulf of Mexico in west-

Keys and north on the east
Palm Beach, near low- water mark.
This peculiarly cuneate species has much the same range of

ern Florida, south to the Florida

coast of

Florida to

T. diiHj)son!^

but

is

color as

different in form.

TRANSENNELLA CULEBRANA

Dall and Simpson, 1901.

Culebra Island, Porto Rico.

A specially trigonal, short form, white inside, and light yellow brown
externally.

TIVELA ABACONIS

Dall, 1902.

Abaco, Bahamas, and Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Shell small, subtranslucent, of a
distally.

It is notable for

warm

rose color, passing into white

having only three cardinals

TIVELA MACTROIDES
Bahama

Islands and through the

West

in

each valve.

Born, 1778.

Indies and adjacent continen-

shores and south to Santa Caterina, Brazil.
This species may be white, or chestnut ))ro\vn, or with l)ro\VM rays
on a lighter ground. The form is almost as variable as the coloration.

tal

The

adults appear to have
«Proc. U.

S.

more tumid umbones and

Nat. Mus.,

XXIV,

pi.

xxxi,

figs.

a longer and
5

and

7.

more
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pointed posterior end than the juvenile specimens. The species is the
Vemis corMctiJa of Gmelin, 1792; Tivehi milgaris of Link, 1S07; Trigonaradiata Megerle, 1811; Venns turgens {SoXundQV MS.) Dillwyn,
1817; Trigoiia fcisciataSch\xm2iCh(}\\ 1817, and the Cytherea corhiGula
of Lamarck, 1818.

TIVELA (MACTROIDES

NASUTA

var.?)

Dall, 1902.

Santa Marta, Colombia; Baker.
Having- the striped color pattern and tints of varieties of madroides^
this shell has a very much more elongated form and more delicate
There is nothing- in the collection which enables me to bridge
hino-e.
the gap between the two.

TIVELA TRIGONELLA
West
This

Indies,
little

Lamarck,

1818.

and the Gulf of Paria.

oval species appears to be rare.

It is the

Trigona angu-

liferaoi Gray, 1838, and perhaps the Cytherea in certa, Sowerby, 1851.

TIVELA BRASILIANA

Dall, 1902.

This form was at
but
after
study
Gra}^
it was found to
first supposed
differ, being a heavier and less angular. shell, with the dorsal slopes less
straight and the pallial sinus shorter and relatively smaller, though the
The type is from Brazil;
shell attains a greater size than T. hieolor.
Antilles
to be the same.
young
specimens
from
the
appear
some
is
not
at
all
certain
that
the
diUwyni
Deshayes,
1853 {T. inac
It
T.
is
an
troides Sowerby, 1851),
not, after all,
extreme variety of maetroides Born; there is a specimen of T. hicolor Gv^j in the collection,

West

Indies; Santa Caterina, Brazil; Ihering.
to be

T. hicolor

,

marked

as

from Florida, but

it is

doubtless adventitious.

TIVELA FULMINATA

Valenciennes, 1827.

Coast of southern Brazil at Rio and Santa Caterina.
Arcuate, with Ijrownish umbones and more or less zigzag tracery.
It has a length, when adult, of 60 mm.

TIVELA (PACHYDESMA) VENTRICOSA

Gray, 1838.

Southern coast of Brazil.
This fine species is figured from juvenile specimens in Romer's Monograph, and in all the manuals it is stated to come from China. Dr.
von Ihci-ing has repeatedly collected it from the coast of Brazil, and
the Chinese habitat is certainly erroneous.
One specimen in the

United States National Museum measures 105 mm. in length, 00' mm.
in h(Mght, and 70 mm. in diameter.
It is usually white with a dehiscent
vernicose periostracum.
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the Rio

La
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Stearns. 1891.

Plata,

in

10 to 15 fathoms

muddy bottom.
Notable for

its

crenulated margins and yellowish-white coloration.

TIVELA (EUTIVELA) IHERINGI

Ball, 1891.

Sao Paulo and Santa Caterina, Brazil, Ihering.
delicate and arcuate than the last species, and mottled or
banded* with purplish brown on a paler ground color, the interior

More

more or

less purple.

GAFRARIUM (GOULDIA) CERINA

C. B.

Adams,

1845.

Cape Hatteras. North Carolina, and southward to Bermuda, the
and to 90 miles southwest of Cape San Roque, Brazil, from

Antilles,

low water to 95 fathoms.
This was first described as Thetis cerina by Professor Adams.

GAFRARIUM (GOULDIA) BERMUDENSIS

E. A. Smith, 1885.

Bermuda, Barbados, and Cura^'ao in 5 to lOO fathoms.
More convex, heavy, and more coarsely sculptured than G. cerina
as a rule, but sometimes varying toward that species, which is also
found in Bernmda.

GAFRARIUM (GOULDIA) INSULARIS
Porto Rico,

in 5 to

Dall and Simpson, 1901.

30 fathoms; also in the Oligocene of Bowden,

Jamaica.

more

Smaller,

and destitute of the lively color painttwo species above mentioned. G. insularis is

inequilateral,

ing charactei'istic of the
of a grayish-white color.

MACROCALLISTA NIMBOSA
Beaufort, Nortii Carolina, south to

Gulf

Cuba and west

to

Mobile on the

coast.

This

is

Venus gigantea of Gmelin, 1792 (after Chemnitz, 1788);

Peetunc^ihis irimho.sus

1798;

Solander, 1786.

"Humphrey,'' 1797; Papliia ala-avis Bolten,
Menke, 1830; and Callistd {2Iacrocalli.st(()

thjtherea riinltiradidta

gigantea Meek, 1876.

This is the most showy of American Venerida?, and the largest of
genus.

its

MACROCALLISTA (CHIONELLA) MACULATA

Linnaeus, 1758.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and southward to the shores of the
Gulf of Mexico, the Florida Keys, through the Antilles, and to the
vicinity of Cape San Roque, Brazil.
It is the Cardimn trigoniun of Martyn, according to Araugo.
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AMIANTIS (EUCALLISTA) PURPURATA
Cuba (Arango) and southward
This

is

Lamarck,

vol. xxvi.

1818.

to Brazil.

Oytherea lubrica Deshayes, 1853, but not of Broderip, 1835;

and was named Ohione purpurascens by Gray, 1838. It is not Venus
purpurata Gmelin, 1792, but is Venus hrasiliensis var. /5 of Guielin.

CALLOCARDIA VESICA

Dall, 1886.

Gulf of Mexico to Barbados, in 84 to 175 fathoms.
White and concentrically grooved with isocardia-like beaks.
scribed as Oytherea

(

De-

Veneriglossa) vesica.

CALLOCARDIA (AGRIOPOMA) TEXASIANA

Dall, 1892.

Coast of Texas from Galveston to Indianola.
Resembles the following species, but is larger, much more elongate,
and with a narrower lunule. Described as Oytherea texasiana.

CALLOCARDIA (AGRIOPOMA) MORRHUANA

Linsley, 1848.

Prince Edward's Island, and southward to the vicinity of Cape HatNorth Carolina, in 10 to 107 fathoms.
Rounded trigonal, earthy white, with fine inosculating, concentric

teras.

wrinkling externally. This species has long been confounded with
the fossil Oytherea convexa Say, 1824, not of Brongniart, 1811; which
name was replaced hy Conrad in 1833 by O. sayana. Both names
have been applied to the present shell, which has also been called O.
sayii by Perkins, 1869.
O. morrhuana has lower beaks, a narrower
and more delicate hinge plate, and is in general less trigonal than the
Miocene fossil. Linsley's name was given to a very young shell, without description, and subsequently identified b}^ Dr. Gould from Linsley's specimens.
It has been proposed to use the name Sayana for the
recent shell, but this is clearly inadmissible, and Conrad himself
retained it for the fossil after he decided that the two were not
identical.

CALLOCARDIA (AGRIOPOMA) ARESTA
Porto Rico,

More

in

Dall and Simpson, 1901.

12 to 30 fathoms.

porcellanous, inequilateral, and rostrate than the preceding

species.

CALLOCARDIA (AGRIOPOMA) ZONATA

Dall, 1902.

North Carolina coast near Cape Hatteras, in 18 to 22 fathoms.
Small, trigonal, evenly concentrically grooved and zoned with vellow
brown.

PITARIA ALBIDA

Gmelin, 1792.

From the Florida Strait through the West Indies and on the northern shores of South America, in 4 to 25 fathoms.
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An elongate, squarish, white species, with the anterior end somewhat attenuated, frequently confused with bleached valves of P.
fulininata.

PITARIA FULMINATA

Menke,

1830.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, to Bennuda, the Antilles, and Brazil,
depths varying from a few feet to ITo fathoms, the latter locality
having afforded living young specimens.
This is supposed by Krebs to be the Cytherea hehra?a of Lamarck,

in

1818.

This species appears to be very common in the West Indies. Norradial or zigzag painting of bright j^ellow
it is white, with
brown, under a chalky periostracum. The dead valves, bleached and
worn, are frequentl}" taken for P. alh'tda. It is the Cytherea varkms

mall}"

of Hanley,

18-±-l;

C. ruhighiosa Philippi, 1845;

but not C.fulmliiata

Philippi, 1845, or Venus fulininata Valenciennes,
is

1827.

The

latter

a Tivela.

PITARIA PENISTONI
Bermuda, and

A

St.

Heilprin, 1889.

Thomas, West Indies.
more or less painted with brown outside and

small thin oval shell,

with purple inside.

PITARIA SIMPSONI

West

coast of Florida, at

Tampa and

Dall, 1895.

Sarasota bays, low water to 26

fathoms.

Larger, more trigonal, and solid than the last species, but very simithough it is occasional!}' pure white. This is a modified
descendant of the Tertiaiy species of Ilyjjhantosoina.
larly painted,

PITARIA EUCYMATA

Dall, 1889.,

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and southward
Cape San Roque, Brazil, in 20 to 111 fathoms.

to the Antilles

and

Short oval, inflated, elegantly distantly concentrically grooved, polished, and painted with brown and cream color and internally with
rose; this rare species is one of the most elegant and attractive shells
of the coast.

PITARIA
Thomas, West Indies.
young and dubious shell,

MUNDA

Romer,

i860.

St.

A

as yet untigured.

PITARIA (HYSTEROCONCHA) DIONE

Linnaeus, 1758.

to Costa Rica and Colon; also the Antilles and Trinidad.
This beautiful and well-known shell has been fortunate in escaping
with a single specific S3'nonym, Dtone verieris Desha3^es, 1853, the
other names which have been cited for it being derived from authors
with no standing in binomial nomenclature, unless we except the

Texas coast
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anonymous Pectuncuhts aculeatus of the Museum Calonnianum,

in

1797.

A

variety in which the spines are aborted

is

not uncommon.

PITARIA (LAMELLICONCHA) CIRCINATA
The

Antilles, the northern shores of

Born, 1778.

South America, and southward

to Santa Caterina, Brazil.

This shell can hardl}' be separated from the P. alternata Broderip,
of the Pacific shores of South and Central America, and has been
stated to occur on the Avest coast of Africa as the YenuH gvmeensis

Gmelin, 1792. Other synonyms are Cardium purpurea Martyn, 1784,
and Venus ruhra Gmelin, 1792.

CYTHEREA (CYTHEREA) LISTERI
From Lake Worth,

Gray, 1838.

Florida, and the keys, southward through the

Antilles, as far as Tortola

and the Virgin Islands.

This has been erroneously identified with V. reticulata Linnaeus and
Y. crisjmta Deshayes, 1853, and wrongly referred to the Indo-Pacific
fauna by Deshaj^es. There is a dash of purple under the nymphs.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) RIGIDA

Dillwyn, 1817.

Florida Keys to Rio Janeiro, including the West Indies; also in the
Gulf of California.
This well-known shell is th^Yenus rugosa Gmelin, 1792, not of Linnaeus, 1771; it is the Pectunculus rlgidus Solander MS., 1798; Y. cincta
Gmelin, 1792, is probably the 3'oung, and Schroter wrongly identified
our shell with Yentts casina.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) RUGATINA

Heilprin, 1886.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, the Gulf of Mexico and southeastward to Porto Rico in 26 to 85 fathoms; also fossil in the Florida
Pliocene.

primary concentric lamellae
and the secondary lamelhe more distinct. The margin
below the lunule is produced into a point.
Shell resembling C. rigida^ but with the

more

distant

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) STRIGILLINA
From Key West,
Cape San Roque,

Florida, to Barbados, and 90 miles southeast of

Brazil, in 20 to 100 fathoms.

Shell entirely white,

with very

much

Ball, 1902.

finer,

much smaller than the preceding species, and
though similar, sculpture. The lunule is also

proportionately larger.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) CALLIMORPHA
Barbados in 7(5 fathoms; a young
San Antonio, Cuba, in 300 fathoms.

shell,

Ball, 1902.

perhaps identical,

off

Cape
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Shell small, with a rosy flush internally and a yellow brown periostracum over a white disk. This species was identified dou))tt'ully with
Reeve's Venus inhda in the BJal'e report, but I am now^ contident that
The sculpture resembles that of C strigillina, but is
it is distinct.
less dense and prominent.

CYCLINELLA TENUIS

L

Recluz, 1852.

Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Brazil. Oruadeloupe. West Indies,
Recluz; and northward through the West Indies to Cedar Keys, West
Florida.

This was erroneously identified with C. Jcroyeri Philippi, in Poulsen's
It is not the Artemis tenuis of Sowerhy. of slightly later
tenuis Recluz; it is smaller and more delicate than the
than
A.
date
Lucinopsis gundlaehl Dunker, in Arango,
species.
American
West
Cataloo-ue.

svnonymous, and probably the unfigured
from
St. Thomas.
1860,

1878,

is

CHIONE (CHIONE) CANCELLATA

C. fragilis

Romer,

Linnaeus, 1767.

From Cape Fear, North Carolina, southward to Brazil, including
Bermuda, the West Indies, and the adjacent coasts, in shallow water.
This very abundant and variable shell has naturally received many
names, and by the early naturalists was confounded with other cancelIt is the Venus dysem and
lated species of Linnams and others.
ziczac of various authors, but not of Linnffius;

1817;

V

it is

V. cingenda Dillwyn,

elevata (and probably F. inxquaMs) Say, 1822;

V.

Marty n,

lamellata

It
Deshayes, 1853, in synonymy; and Cardiuni
ziczac
of
the
V.
is the Venus lamarckii of Beau, but not of Gray,
Morch and Krebs, but not of Linnceus; the V. maculosa of Graelin, 1792.
Jyicolor

CHIONE (CHIONE) SUBROSTRATA

Lamarck,

1781.

1818.

Miami, Florida, and the Keys, and south to the Abrolhos Islands, off
the Brazilian coast, and Rio Janeiro, in shallow water; also on the
shores of the Pacific at Mazatlan, etc.
This is also the Venus heaui Recluz, 1852; and Venus portvsiana
Orbigny, 1816. It is the V. crenifera of Carpenter in the Mazatlan

Catalogue, and Sowerby, 1835; probably also Venus lunularis Philippi,
1811 (as of Lamarck), but not of Lamarck, 1818.

CHIONE (CHIONE) MAZYCKII

Dall, 1902.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and southward to the vicinity of
Cape San Rociue, Brazil, in 15 to 127 fathoms.
The bright rose color of the interior and its quadrate form are the
most striking characteristics of this small but pretty species. It was
cited in Bulletin 37, United States National Museum, as Venus
lamarckii Gray, the young of which it nmch res(Mnbles, but the latter
is an Indo-Chinese species, and has a different hinge.
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CHIONE (CHIONE) INTAPURPUREA

Conrad, 1849.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and southward to Florida and the
and westward on the mainland coast to Texas. Also fossil in

Ke,y.s

the Pliocene of Florida.

This elegant species is the Yenus punctulatd of Conrad, 1848, not of
Valenciennes; and the F; lacimata Reeve, 1863.

CHIONE (CHIONE) PUBERA

Indies and northern shores of South

West

species has been

the

Valenciennes, 1827.

name

of Oythereacfrenata(^vci^\\^^ 1792,'^'

present species

America.

This

fine

much confused with an East
is

a Chlone^ ^^w^

is

Indian form for which
should l)e retained. The

the Yeiius cniinlata of Sowerhy,

1853, and Reeve, 1863, but not of

Dillwyn, 1817, or Deshayes (ex
specimen with the valves somewhat worn is
figured on Plate 267 of the Encyclopedic Methodique (figs. 4, l:a),
and to this in the explanation of these plates ))v Bory St. Vincent, in
1827, page 152, is attached the name of Venus jn/hera Valenciennes.
To figs. 3 and 3a is given the name of Veiiu!< jniiictata A^alenciennes,
but it is not the Venus punctata of Linnt^us. Conrad, in 1843, cited
fig. 4 as Venus punctulata Valenciennes,'^ thus committing a double
error. Our shell is Venus exi/nna Philippi, 1847, and V. supri'lja Guppy,
1875.
V. Jacunatus Reeve, 1863, is probal)ly a 3'oung specimen of it.
It is remarkable for its resemblance to the Oriental ('i/therru
referred to, but can at once be distinguished )iy the absence of the
parte), 1853.

A young

vestigial anterior lateral.

rather short

Venus dounieti Bernardi.

young specimen

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) PECTORINA
The
It is

and southward to Brazil
Venus elegans Gray, 1828.

Antilles,

18<i().

may

be a

of this species.

at

Lamarck,

1818.

Sao Paulo.

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) GRANULATA

Gmelin, 1792.

and throughout the West Indies to Brazil.
Venus inar/ea Born, 1780, but not of Linna?us, 1768; C.
lavacrum Bolten, 1798; and Venus pi unihea Reeve, 1864. It is T" violacea^ and perhaps F. puipumta, Gmelin, 1792.
Lamarck and Bory
St. Vincent have confused numbers of the figures on the plates of the
Encyclopedic Methodique, so that the same figure is made to stand foiV. f/vY/y/y/A/A/ Gmelin, T" cardloides Lamarck, and Venericardki rududu
Valenciennes, 1S27, V. cardloides is probably not an Antillean species,
and may be identical with 7 apes Mstrifmica Sowerhy, as well as Cytherea
cardilla Lamarck.
Belize,

This

is

« Veims crenulata
ftProc.

Chemnitz, Conch. Cab., VI, 1782,
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I, p. 311.

p. 370, pi.

xxxvi,

fig.

385.
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Cape Hatteras, North

Holmes,
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1858.

and south and wost on the mainland
Also fossil in tlie Pliocene.
This little shell has been very generally confused with Venus pygmaea
Lamarck, but it is perfectly distinct. It ma}' perhaps be V. antillarum
Orbigny, 1853; but this can not l)e positively determined at this time.
It is Venus jMrva Sowerby, 1854, but not of Sowerby, lS'2d, or Munster,
The
1836; and it Avas named Ven'us trapezoidal) by Kurtz in 1860.
animal has two .^ubcqual, closel}' united, fringed siphons, two-tifths as
(^aroliiia,

coast to Yucatan, in 12 to 60 fathoms.

>^

long as the shell.

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) PYGMAEA

Lamarck,

1818.

Florida reefs, and throughout the Antilles.
little shell was named Venus ln-xq\tivalvtx ]>yOrbigny in 1853.

This

white color, with brown maculations and a brown spot on the

It is of a

hinge, with coarser sculpture and attaining a larger size than C. grus.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) PAPHIA

Linnaeus, 1767.

West Indies and southward to the coast of Brazil, in shallow water,
and thence to 30 fathoms, usually on a sandy bottom.
This line and well-known shell is the Pecfun cuius i)etula of Da
It is pro])aCosta, 1778, but it is not the Yenus pa^hia of Pulteney.
bly the shell listed as C. affinls Gmelin, by Poulsen, 1878.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) LATILIRATA
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, south
in 10 to

to

Conrad, 1841.

Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil,

124 fathoms.

Distinguishable from C. }yap)lda by

its ribs,

which are not pinched

It is Venus
behind and do not bear any elevated expansions.
of
Conrad.
not
varicosa Sowerby, 1853. and V. alveata Bush. 1885.

oil'

CHIONE (GOMPHINA) KOCHII

A
but

Philippi, 1843.

from Belize was collected by the Rev. Mr. Stanton,
believed to be derived from ballast, since no living specimens

single valve
it is

were obtained.

ANOMALOCARDIA BRASILIANA

Gmelin, 1792.

Wilmington, North Carolina, and south to the West Indies and to
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
It is the Venus flexuosa Born, 1780, not of Linnteus, 1767; the V.
macrodon of Hanley, 1843, and Sowerby (fig. 88), 1853; V. lunularis
Lamarck, 1818; and 0?yjjtogra j/tn/ a Imtsilia >ia of U6nun%lS67. This is
the common Aiwmalocardia of the West Indies, a shell very variable
in

form and

color.
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ANOMALOCARDIA CUNEIMERIS
From Lake Worth,
to Cartag-ena,

islands of the

Conrad, 1845.

Florida, and on the .shores of the continent south

Colombia.

West

vol. xxvi.

It is not yet authentically reported

from the

Indies.

Venus J) line fi^era Gray, in Sowerby, 1853; T'^ rosfrata Sowerby, 1853, a young shell; V. Jlexuosa Chenu, 1862, l)ut not of LinIt
It is V. macrodon Reeve, in part.
na?us, 17(57, nor Born, 1780.
than
the
macrodon
delicate
T'.
of
more
is smallei", more slender, and
This

is

Lamarck.

ANOMALOCARDIA LEPTALEA

Dall, 1894.

Lagoon at Watling Island, Bahamas. Small, very thin, curiously
depauperate from its extraordinarily saline habitat. The inner marThe coloragins are entire and there is no trace of radial sculpture.
tion

is

very variable.

ANOMALOCARDIA MEMBRANULA
St.

Romer, i860

Thomas, West Indies; Romer.

Elongate like A. leptalea, but with numerous (23) concentric lamela ferruginous brown, with white
lae, obsolete posteriorly, and of
Perhaps a variety of the next
specks; the inner margin crenulated.
species.

ANOMALOCARDIA PUELLA

Pfeiffer, 1846.

Punta do Maya, Matanzas Bay, Cuba.

brown liecks between concentric
The lamella are persistent and
lamelhe; intei-nally reddish brown.
about 13 in number, in a shell 11 mm. long. The inner margin is
Small, whitish, with radiating

Venus aiiberiana Orl^igny, 1853,

crenulated.

VENUS MERCENARIA

is

probably

identical.

Linnaeufe, 1758.

Living from Bay of Chaleurs, Gulf of St.
Island, southward, locally, to Cape Cod, and
ward to the Florida Keys, westward to the
sparsely, on the coast of Texas as far west

Lawn-ence, and at Sable

thence generally southMississippi Delta, and,
as

Corpus Christi Bay.

Fossil from the early Miocene to recent times.

This

is

the Venus onercenarid of Spengler, 1785, and sul)sequent

authors; the V. merctrix Bolten, 1798, not of LinnaHis, L758; Mercenaria vlolacea Schumacher, 1817; M. cancelhiia Gabl), 1S()(); M.
antiquaN^,xx'\S\.^V^'~ih\

and Crcissivemis mercenaTi(tV^YV\xy&^ 1869.

VENUS MERCENARIA

New England
This form

is

var.

NOTATA

to Georgia.
lines, and is desVenus obUqua Anton,

marked by zigzag brown blotches and

purple coloration internally.
1837, and V. cyjprinoides Anton, 1839.

titute of the

Say, 1822.

It is
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VENUS MERCENARIA

A

CANCELLATA

var.

Gabb,

377
i860.

from the ^Miocene, and occasionally found
which the medial smooth space of the type is concentricalljinto Hat riblets by shallow grooves, the riblets being also

rare variety, described

living-, in

di\'ided

radially sulcate.

VENUS MERCENARIA
Similar to the

last,

var.

RADIATA

Dall, 1902.

except that the smooth medial area

not con-

is

centrically sulcate.

VENUS MERCENARIA
form the

In this

interior

is

var.

ALBA

like notata^

Dall, 1902.

and the exterior destitute of

colored lineation.

VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS

Gmelin, 1792.

Chesapeake Bay and southward to Cuba; westward to Texas and
southward to Yucatan, near low-water mark. Fossil from the Miocene
to recent faunas.

This

is

the largest species of the famih" and

most ponderous,

th(>

characterized by high inflated beaks, blunt ends, white shell,

f recjuently

with zigzag brown lineation in the 3'oung externally, and a surface
sculpture of dense, low, thin concentric lamellation. The young usubegin in a somewhat quadrate form, with more distant lamellation,
without a purple border internalh^, but sometimes a purple flush in
It passes through a series of mutations analthe cavit}^ of the beaks.
ally

ogous to those of V. niercenaria.
The young shells about 2 inches or so in diameter have been named
VemiK cdJciircd b}^ Philippi, 1844-, V. tenuilamellatd Sowerby, 1853,
and V. fid (J II I'd n.'i 'Tvjon^ 1865. Gmelin's type was also an adolescent
shell.
The recent adult has been named V. prepared Say, 1822; Y.
fiiortoiu

To

the

the fossil state the

fol-

Conrad, 1837, and V. alhoradiata Sowerby, 1853.

various nmtations exhibited by the species

m

lowing names have been given: V. tdrlcn Conrad, 1838; V. 2>ei' magna
Conrad, 1838; V. cajxm Conrad, 1844; Y. siihnortoni Or))igny, 1852;
Mercenarl<i. ohtasa Conrad, 1866; M. ouneafa Conrad, 1868, and 2L
carnll)ienf<ix

CV)nrad. 1875.

VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS

var.

ALBORADIATA

Sowerby,

1853.

Shell with l>road l)rownish rays on a paler ground.

VENTIS CAMPECHIENSIS
Shell small,

(juadrate,

yellowish white.

thin,

var.

QUADRATA

Dall, 1902.

compressed, and unicoloi'ate, usually
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VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS

var.

TEXANA

Dall, 1902.

1
Texas

coast.

Shell suborbicular, inflated, with the concentric lamellaj toward the
middle of the disk coalescent, forming broad, more or less inosculating,

low, flat-topped ribs
lineations of the

w' ith

younger

polished tops, sometimes showing the

brown

stages.

VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS

var.

TETRICA

Conrad, 1838.

Shell with the size and dense surface sculpture of the typical form
but the produced trigonal outline of V. ineTcenar'ia.

VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS

CUNEATA

var.

Conrad. 1868.

Shell subtrigonal, yery thick, with yery prominent beaks, and very

short and blunt, the antithesis of the elongated variety tetrica.

VENUS CAMPECHIENSIS
much

Shell

like the

var.

CAROLINENSIS

Conrad, 1875.

normal form but with the lamellae more or

less

coalescent in the middle of the disk and not flattened or polished.

This occurs living and also in the miocene of North Carolina, from

which

it

was described.

LIOCYMA FLUCTUOSA

Gould, 1841.

Arctic, Spitsbergen, and Greenland seas, and the Sea of Okhotsk;
southward to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Nova Scotia, on the

Atlantic coast.

A variety hrunnea^ of rich
noted from the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
It is the Venus astartoides (Beck MS.) Philippi, 1849, but not of
D'Archiac, 1847.
Tapes arctica Reeve, 1864, from the ""Arctic Seas,"
though not this species, may belong to this group.
The

typical

form

is

cream}^ white.

chestnut or yellow l)rown,

is

GEMMA GEMMA

Totten, 1834.

Labrador to Woods Hole, Massachusetts; New York Bay?
Flatfish and irregularly rippled concentrically.
The type is more
or less purple, var3dng to pure white, which forms the variety Manhattaiumsis Prime, 1862.
The species is Gemma totteni Stimpson, 1860,
and Tottenia gemma, Perkins, 1869.

GEMMA (GEMMA
Cape Cod

More
defined.

to the

PURPUREA

H.

C. Lea, 1842.

Bahamas and Texas.

inflated, trigonal,

It is

var.?)

Gemma

and with uniform concentric threads sharply

concentrica Dall, 1889.

but usually paler than G.

totteni.

The

color

is

variable,

NO.
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From
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Conrad, 1845.

Hillsboro Inlet, on the east coast of Florida, .south to the Keys,

and on the west coast north to Cedar Keys,

Also

fossil in the Pliocene.

Small, polished, ver}- elevated, purple and white.
resembling- Gennna^

more elevated

it

Though much

can easily be discriminated by

its

smooth and

shell.

NOTES ON AND DESCRIPTIONS OF EAST AMERICAN SPECIES.

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) ELEGANS
Plate XII,

Owing

tis. 6;

Plate XIII,

Conrad.

fig. 7.

to the confusion that has involved this species a tigure of

it

was thought to be desirable.

The figured

shell

is

from Florida.

Cat. No. 6120,

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) DISCUS
Plate XII,

No good

figure of

can publication, one
Carolina.

tliis

is

tig. 1;

Plate XIII,

Reeve.

tig.

1.

species being available in any recent Ameri-

now

Cat. No. 54094,

The specimen

supplied.

is

from South

U.S.N.M.

TRANSENNELLA CONRADINA
Plate XIII,
Cijtherea

U.S.N.M.

Dall.

fig. o.

{Traiwenndla) conradina Dall, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus., VI, 1883, p. 340.

A figure drawn from a specimen of T. stinvpsoni Dall, as noted below,
was inadvertently published under this name, so I now give a figure
taken from one of the typical specimens.
Cat. No. 64437, U.S.N.M.
TRANSENNELLA CUBANIANA
Plate XIII,

Yenns cuhaniamt Orbicny, Moll.
tigs.

tig. 4.

Ciibana (Sagra),

II,

1853, p. 278, pi. xxvi,

44-46.

An enlarged

figure of this species

flecks dorsally,

Florida.

Orbigny.

though

is

given, which shows a few

this species is usually

Cat. No. 54135,

pure white.

brown
from

It is

U.S.N.M.

TRANSENNELLA STIMPSONI,
Meirtrix roiiraiViiKi Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat.

]\Ius.,

new

species.

XXIV,

j)l.

xxxi,

figs. 5, 7.

Shell small, rounded trigonal, rather [)lump, polished, painted with
purple-brown on a white ground externally, the lunule, and central

portion of the disk internally usually purplish;
incurved, small; lunuledefined

by a

beaks

prominent,

sulcus, elongate, narrow; escutcheon

not defined; beaks five-fourteenths of the length from the anterior end,

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

26
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which

is

rounded, with the dorsal slope rather

flat;

vol. xxvi.

posterior end attenu-

ated; hinge normal, the posterior left cardinal obscure, thin, consolidated with the nj^mph; internal margins tangentially sulcate; pallial

sinus deep, narrow,
10.5; diameter 7

somewhat rounded

Cat. No. SIlOO,

Type locality.— E^gmont Key, Florida.

The

shell is

Length

in front.

14; height

mm.

marked

b,y line

U.S.N.M.

concentric lines of growth, and by a

few, irregularly distributed, stronger concentric
evanescent toward the middle of the disk.

TIVELA ABACONIS, new
Plate XIII,

sulci,

which become

species.

fig. 3.

Shell small, subtranslucent, deep rose color at the beaks and in the

middle of the disk, becoming paler toward the margins; beaks high,
pointed, subcentral; shell moderately inflated, the ends rounded, the
base gently arcuate; surface polished; hinge delicate; the teeth small,
three cardinals in each valve, the anterior lateral elongate, thin, distant; pallial sinus short, wide, rounded; length, 11; height, 8.2;

diameter, 6
lyp<i

mm.

locality.

— Abaco,

Bahamas,

I.

Greegor.

Cat.

No.

103551,

U.S.N.M.
The shell is smaller, more delicate, more equilateral, and of a difl'erent color and texture from T. trigondla Lamarck, which is the only
species comparable with it and which is white and opaque with a conspicuous periostracum.

TIVELA NASUT \, new
Plate XII,

Shell of

moderate

size, solid,

species.

fig. 2.

nearly equilateral, somewhat rudely

concentrically striated, with a reddish-brown polished periostracum;
shell substance white,

wdth numerous pale purple

posterior margin near the end dark

radii, the

dorsal

brown within and without; beaks

pointed, dorsal slopes nearly straight; luiuile impressed, defined b}^ a

end rounded, posterior end narrower,
almost rostrate; hinge solid, with four cardinals, the anterior lateral
lamelliform, prominent; pallial line with a short, small, rounded sinus.
Length, 32.5; height, 25; diameter, 17 mm.
Tyjje locality.
Santa Marta, Colombia; Baker. Cat. No. 153377,
distinct incised line; anterior

—

U.S.N.M.

By

its

seems to

rudely striated surface and produced posterior end,
from the other Antillean forms.

ditter

this
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species.

fig. 3.

Shell subtriangular, tiattish, with high, pointed, opisthoo-yriitebeai^.s;

cream color with darker yellowish zones; surface smooth; lunular
region impressed, lunula narrow, elongate, pouting a little at the junction of the valve margins; posterior slope straight, flattened, with a
short ligament; interior pale yellow brown; hinge with live right cardinals, the posterior pair rugose; the anterior lateral adjacent, strong:
the pallial sinus rounded, about as large as the posterior adductor scar.

Length 40; height 34; diameter 20 mm.
Type locality. ~^&ntsi Caterina, Brazil.
This peculiarly flat and triangular form

Cat. No. 125468, U.S.N. M.
recalls the T. planulata

Sow-

erby, of the Pacific coast.

CALLOCARDIA (AGRIOPOMA) ZONATA, new
Plate XII,

%.

species.

4.

Shell small, thin, arcuate, with a dull surface, whitish with concen-

zones of yellow brown: surface concentrically striated or sulcate
with wider interspaces, forming low riblets; beaks high, inflated, their
tric

by a
no visible escutcheon; ends rounded, base prominenth^ arcuate;
interior porcellanous, with a small ascending angular pallial sinus;
hinge verging toward CMonella.
Length 23; height 18.5; diameter

apices small, anteriorly directed, lunule large, cordate, deflned
sulcus;

14

mm.
Type

loeallty.

— United

States Fish

Commission

station 2608. in 22

fathoms, sand, off the coast of North Carolina.

Cat.

No

92015,

U.S.N.M.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) STRIGILLINA,
Plate XII,

new

species.

fig. 5.

Shell rotund, inflated, grayish white; beaks prominent, their apices

anteriorly directed; lunule deeply impressed, cordate, striated; disk

covered with low, uniform, slightly recurved thin primary concentric
lamelhe, a])out 1 millimeter apart, the interspaces with much finer
and smaller secondary laraelhe; there is no defined escutcheon, but the
posterior dorsal slope, as usual, is less prominently lamellose; hinge
strong, with large teeth, the anterior lateral large,

and the posterior

cardinal on the right valve bifid; pallial sinus very small, wide, and

angular; internal margins of the valves finely crenulate.

height 39; diameter 32

Type

locdllfy.

fathoms, coral,
9566S,

mm.

— United
ofl'

U.S.N.M.

Length 45;

States Fish

Commission

station 2317, in 45

Key West, bottom temperature

75^ F.

Cat. No.
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This species is easih" distinguished by its fine close sculpture and
pale grayish color from either of the other American species of
Cytherea.

The

interior

is

pure white.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) CALLIMORPHA,
Plate XIII,

new

species.

fig. 6.

Shell small, globose, covered with a thin yellowish periostracuni
over a white shell with a salmon-colored flush internallj^; beaks full,

23rominent, the apices turned forward; lunule cordate, circumscribed,
evenly striated; surface with about 27 primary concentric lamellfe

having a T-rail section, the flat interspaces having 6-8 extremely fine
low concentric threads, crossed by fine radial striation; escutcheon
limited by an obscure ridge, ending in a subangular projection of the
margin; in front of the ridge is a wide shallow radial depression;
hinge well developed; posterior right cardinal long, distant from the
others and bifid; middle right cardinal deeply bifid; anterior lateral
small, papilliform; interior surface polished,' with a salmon-colored
flush behind the beaks; pallial sinus small, sharply angular, ascending;
inner margins finely crenate. Length 16; height 14.5; diameter 12 mm.
Station 272, in 76 fathoms, at Barbados,

West

Indies, United States

U.S.N.M.
renders
them verv liable
lamellse
primary
the
of
form
The peculiar
and the survisible
trace,
no
leave
ofl'
they
broken
to fracture, and if
Coast Survey steamer Blale.

Cat. No. 64292,

face appears uniformly concentrically threaded, since the basal attachment of the primaries is no wider than the normal width of the

secondary threads.

CHIONE MAZYCKII, new
Plate XIII,

species.

fig. 2.

Shell small, subrostrate, with low distant concentric lamella? crossing
flat radial

ribs, those

radials in front of the middle later

becoming

double, while the ribs behind the middle remain single; all the ribs
are separated by subequal smooth interspaces except near the anterior

margin, where

threads appear;

interstitial

become laminate,

the

concentric

lamellae

especially on the right valve, near the posterior end;

striated; escutclieon defined by a keel,
somewhat overlapping the other, painted with
brown streaks or entirely brown; disk white with pale-brown or rose-

lunule distinct,

lanceolate,

striated, the right half

colored radial l)ands and occasional darker-T)rown flecks; interior rose
color with white near the end and basal margins; hinge normal, with
a rose-colored

ray lielow a very short ligament; pallial sinus very

small and ])lunt. inner margins crenulated.

Length, 14.2; height,

11.2;

diameter, 8 nnn.
Tt/2)e

locality.

— I'nited

States Fish

Commission

station 2616,

ofl'
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Cape Fear, North Carolina,
U.S.N.M.

17 fathoms, sand.

in
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Cat.

No. 92022,

This pretty little species is easily discriminated b\' its form and color
It is nanicnl in honor of
fro'u C. aotceUata at any stage of growth.
Carolina.
South
Charleston,
of
Mazyck,
W.
G.
Mr.

NOTES.

The following nomina nuda have been cited in connection with the
American fauna: Yenim lanceata ''Say" and T^. metastriata

P^ast

''Sav,"

Venus jyunctulata "Valenciennes*' and Cytlierea elevata Con-

by Conrad, 1846: Cytherea heUd and Venus orbicularis Kurtz,
Names of West American species have been mistakenly applied
I860.
to those of the east coast, or West American specimens have been
rad,

wrongfully attributed to eastern
nosa Sowerby, Taj^es grata Say,

localities as follows:

Yenm puUcaria

Cytherea pan-

Broderip, Chione

clngulata and Artemis hroyeri Philippi, Chione asperrima Sowerby,
and CalUsta cxspinata Reeve. Exotic species wrongly given east
American habitats are: Venus crenata "Chemnitz," Cytherea affinis

"Gmelin," Sowerby, 1853, Cytherea kingii Gray and C. modesta Philippi, Dosinia dilatata Philippi, D. lucimdis Lamarck, D. cyclas
Romer, and D. kraussii Romer.
Species from exotic localities like St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands,
cataof which the names are repeated in American waters, have been
Venus
and
logued as from the latter; such are Dosinia radiata Reeve
Cytherea occulta Say, 1S22, is unfigured and
verrucosa Linnieus.
known only by the original description. Most of the names of Amerspeican TiveJa have been indiscriminately cited from both coasts, the
Venus
connected.
cies being difficult to discriminate and genetically
Deshayes
foveolata Sowerby, 1853. was described from Martinique, but
places,
both
from
adds to the locality "China." It does not come
since
Indies
AVest
but has not been authentically reported from the
Locard, in the report on the Talisman expedition

Sowerby's time.

Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, in 35
with
Ta2)es occidentalis Reeve, 1864, appears to be identical
not
certainly
is
It
species, figured on the same plate.

mollusca, reports

fathoms.
a

Bombay

it

from

St.

ascription of Venus decorata Broderip and SowIt is
erby, 1835, by Reeve in 1863, to the West Indies, is erroneous.
suspect
I
Moluccas.
of a strictly oriental type and comes from the
the fact
Venus sallei Reeve, 1864, of a similar origin, notwithstanding
Caribbean
the
in
Island,
that it is said by Reeve to come from ''Bird

West

Sea. "

and

Indian.

The

Bird Islands " scattered over the world,
Indoso far as I may judge from the figure, has an

There are a great many

this shell,

^

'

Pacific aspect.

CyclineUa
Dosinia turgida Reeve, 1850, through confusion with
habitat.
American
an
tenuis Recluz, has erroneously acquired
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SPECIES.

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) PONDEROSA

Gray, 1838.

Pavta, Peru, northward to the Gulf of California, and to north
on the west coast of Lower California; in the Pleisto-

latitude 26° 30'

cene north to San Pedro, California.
This, the largest and finest of the genus, recalls somewhat the
It is the Artemis ponderosa Gra}', 1838, the
Atlantic D. concentrica.
Artemis gigantea Sowerby (in Philippi, 1847), and the Venus cycloides
Artemis d/stans Sowerby, 1852, if frora Puerto
Or])ignv, 1847.
Potrero, Costa Rica, as suggested by Carpenter, may be identical with

the

young of

this species.

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) DUNKERI

Philippi, 1844.

West Colombia, at Santa Elena; Panama Ba} the Galapagos Islands;
and northward to Mazatlan and the head of the Gulf of California;
also to Magdalena Bay, on the west coast of Lower California.
This is Dosinia simplex Hanley, 1845, not of A. Adams, 1855, and
Cytherea pacifica. Troschel. 1845, not Venus pacijica Dillwyn, 1817.
;

DOSINIA (DOSINIDIA) ANNiE

Carpenter, 1857.

Mazatlan and the Gulf of California.
This is less tumid, more elongated and smoother than D. Dunkeri.,
and has a more horizontal pallial sinus. The small D. nanus Reeve,
1850. was probably based on a very young specimen of this species.

CLEMENTIA SOLIDA

Dall, 1902.

Topolobampo, on the west coast of Mexico; collected by E. Daniels.
This is a large and squarish species, with a more solid shell and less
degenerate hinge than any of the others heretofore known. It has
somewhat the aspect externally of Saxidonms giganteus.

TRANSENNELLA TANTILLA

Gould, 1853.

Sitka Harbor, Alaska, and southward to Lower California at Todos
Santos Bay, in 3 to 1() fathoms; also fossil in the Pleistocene of
Santa Barbara, California.

Trigonal, moderately convex, rather elongate; white, with or without zigzag brown painting, usually with the posterior dorsal slope
dark purple within and without.

This species is viviparous and was referred by Carpenter to his
genus Psephis on that account, but has a wholly different hinge. It
has Ijeen referred to Venus, Trigona, etc., but on the basal margin has
the sulcations of Trrmsennellu though less distinct than in the typical
species.
The Pleistocene specimens were named Venus r/ti/som/'a by
,

Gabb

in 1861.
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The more northern specimens arc smaller and more

oval than those

NO. 1312.

the purph- streaiv is
from Santa Barbara, the type locality; and
is occasionally wholly
which
flush,
distinct
less
or
more
reduced to a
hardly pronounced enough
seem
however,
characters,
These
absent.
to deserve a varietal

name.

TIVELA PLANULATA

Sowerby,

1829.

and southward to the
Gulf of California. (Julf of Tehuantepec,
coast of Ecuador.
18;-^5; Donax lesson)
This includes the variety sujfasa Sowerby,
a color variety;
1851,
Sowerby,
Deshayes, 1835; Oytherea undulata
It is extremely
1778.
Born,
and a mactroides Lamarck, 1818, not of
triancompressed
its
well
fairly
variable in coloration, but maintains
gular form.

TIVELA HIANS

Philippi, 1851.

Chile.
Magdalena Bay, Lower California, to Valparaiso,
and i-ostrate,
elongated
more
is
This form, described from Mazatlan,
behind,
gape
distinct
very
a
and
has a more livid purplish coloration

by which

it is

separated from T. pJanulata.

TIVELA ARGENTINA

Sowerby, 1835.

AVest Mexico and south to Panama.
thin shell, and arcuate
Distino-uished bv its yellowish- white color,
^quilatem Deshayes,
GytKerea
is
It
ends.
attenuated at both

form

TIVELA ARGUTA
Gulf of California to Panama.
Shell small, thin, and oval, recalling

TIVELA GRACILIOR

Romer,

1864.

T. trigonelh, of the Antilles.

Sowerby,

1851.

Puntarenas, Costa Rica.

j.
r
elevated radial lines
a species of peculiar form, with tine
Komer under this name.
It is not the shell figured by
anteriorly.

This

,

is

TIVELA BYRONENSIS

Gray, 1838.

Gulf of California,

Scammoivs Lagoon, Lower California and the
and southward to the coast of Ecuador.
Megerle, IsU: \enmeolanThis is r. y.«.Z.V/to Sowerby, 1835, notof
Menke, ^'^^'- '^^^^ ";/™^;
stultorum
r/.m'.'.0rbignv,181T; Oytherea
Lamarck,
notot
1817,
^^^"^iJ^'J^'^'''^
1823; Cythereaco,^lc^daM^r^,
Sowerby, 1851, and 1.
irdermedia
0.
perhaps
1851, and
pidla Philippi,

elegansY^vr\\\,mO.

appears to be
^,v>,^« At.m7'/. Carpenter, 185 <.

Menke ^^
^^'^^^^
of this species: T. semifdva
^
cohn
is a striped and la^icecl
1811,
Hanley,
/i/.././/
variety, and 'j:
(oast
acih<
he
ot
1
comm<ni
form of the young shell. It is the most
Antilles.
the
of
species and the analogue of T. madroldcs

the

young frv

^^fy
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TIVELA DELESSERTI
Scammoivf-i

Lugoon

(young-!;);

Cape

Deshayes,

8t.

vol. xxvi.

1854.

Lucas, the Gulf region, and

south to Acapulco.

This is the Cytherea nitidula Sowerby, 1851, not of Lamarck, 1.S18;
the 3'oung f r}^ were named Tivela inarglnatd I)}' Carpenter, ])ut 1 do
It is an elegant
not find that this name has ever been defined in print.
painted
with
light
purplish
brown
delicately
on a creampolished shell,
colored ground.

TIVELA (PACHYDESMA) STULTORUM Mawe.
Santa Cruz, California, and south to Ballenas Lagoon, Lower Caliand perhaps to Mazatlan.
This is the Donax stultoruni of Mawe in 1823, but not the Tivela
stulioruni of Menke in 184T; the Trigonella crassateUoide.^ Conrad,
fornia,

6'y^7i6T6?<* 6Y>//c//.w//;^t« Philippi, 1851; C. sequilatera Romer, 1857,
not of Deshayes, 1839; C.la/j/arch'i, O. sti/Itorum, and O. crassatelloides

1837;

This is the largest and finest species of the genus,
of Reeve in 1861.
and is well known to most conchologists under the name of Puchydesina
('f(i.s8ateUoides.
A related fossil, P. inezana, is said by Conrad to exist
in the California Miocene.

MACROCALLISTA (CHIONELLA) SQUALIDA

Sowerby,

1835.

Cerros Island, Pacific coast of Low^er California, to the Culf and
to Peru, in 7 to 27 fathoms.
Chione hlradlata Gray, 1838, and Cytherea ddonoia Menke, 1847,
are synonymous. The Philippine C. elegana Koch, in Philippi, 1814,
has been united with them, but is probably distinct. The species is

southward

nmch

like Macrocallista chione of

Europe, but less attractive. It is
M. maculata Linnaeus, of the

the analogue for the Pacific coast of
Antilles.

MACROCALLISTA (CHIONELLA) AURANTIACA
(julf of California,

Cape

St.

Sowerby, 1831.

Lucas, and southward to Guayatiuil,

in

10 to 18 fathoms.

More compressed,

redder, and with a dark and dull instead of trans-

compared with M. .^(^tiallda. It was
named in Sowerby's Genera of Shells, Part XXXIII,
but Hanley's name of aii7X(ntia given thirteen years later has been
more generally used.
lucent vernicose periostracum,
first

figured and

MACROCALLISTA (CHIONELLA) PANNOSA
Cape

St.

Sowerby, 1835.

Lucas, the Gulf of California, and southward to Valparaiso,

Chile.

This prett}' little species is extremely variable in its color pattern.
Cytherea lutea Koch, in Philippi, 1845, is synonymous.
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Carpenter, 1864.

Gulf of California and south to Acapulco.
Marvelously like J/, paniumi in color and form, but always a smaller
and thinner shell, with other distinctive characters.
These two species have a great similarity to the Eocene type on
which the section CMonella was founded.

AMIANTIS CALLOSA

Conrad, 1837.

San Pedro, California, to Cape St. Lucas, in shallow water.
This elegantly sculptured, pure white species is well known. Dione
nohtJ/s Reeve, 1863, is based on a specimen somewhat more rounded
than usual.

CALLOCARDIA AGRIOPOMA) CATHARIA

Dall, 1902.

(

Ballenas Bay, on the Pacific shore of

Lower California,
Panama in 7 to

of California and southward to the Ba}^ of

White, somewhat chalky, sharply concentrically
cuneate outline and pap3a*aceous periostracum.
West Indian C. aresta Dall and Simpson, 1901.

PITARIA NE\ArCOMBIANA

to the

Gulf

66 fathoms.

striated,

with a sub-

The analogue

of the

Gabb, 1865.

Monterey, California, to Clarion Island and the Gulf of California
in 15 to

31 fathoms.

Thin and delicate, with zigzag brown markings and a papery periostracum when fresh.

PITARIA TOMEANA
Bay

of

Panama (Galapagos

Dall. 1902.

Islands?)? inid

Tome,

Chile, in about 10

fathoms.

The apparent analogue

of P. faliiilnata

Menke

of the Atlantic

fauna, but without color painting on the specimens so far obtained.

PITARIA CONSANGUINEA

C. B.

Adams,

1852.

Panama.
Belongs in the group with C. alh'da, etc., but has
markings and pinkish umbones. I have not seen it.

PITARIA POLLICARIS
Gulf of California, Cape

A

St.

radial

brown

Carpenter, 1864.

Lucas, and south to Callao, Peru.

young with brown painting, the adults
mostly polished white,
it is Dione prora, varietv, of Reeve, 1863,
but not of Conrad; Ci/therea ohliquata Romer, in part, but not of
Hanley, 1844. The ivxx'^ prora comes from the Hawaiian Islands.
fine,

large species, the
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PITARIA UNICOLOR
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Sowerby, 1835.

Humboldt Bay, Lower California, and south to Panama,
Somewhat compressed, the concentric sculpture obsolete in the
middle of the disk, the color uniform white or brownish. The brown
variety

is

Cliione

had la Gray, 1838, and Oytherea Kguhi Anton, 1839.
is perhaps identical.
Some specimens

Cytherea luhrica Sowerby, 1835,
are almost rostrate.

PITARIA VULNERATA

Broderip, 1835.

Magdalena Bay, on the P^icitic shore of Lower California, to the
Gulf of California and south to the Bay of Panama.
Remarkable in its violet zones of coloration and for havino- the
inner margins often obscureh" crenulate, a feature not known elsewhere in the genus. It is the CytJierea tricolor of Pease (MS.) accordThe young are maculated with brown and the
ing to Romer, 1867.
adults sometimes radially lineate with the same color; young specimens of elongate ovate form, which have not assumed the violet rim,
have a very different aspect from the mature shell or the normally
orbicular

young

ones.

PITARIA (HYSTEROCONCHA) LUPANARIA

Lesson, 1832.

Lower California, the Gulf of Caliand southward to Payta, Peru.
larger l)ut less elegant analogue of the Antillean P. dione Linnaeus,

Ballenas Bay, Pacilic coast of
fornia,

A

easily recognizable

by the

violet spots at the base of the spines.

appears, as from China, under the

Gaudichaud,

name

in the Recueil des Coquilles

of

It

Cytherea mniUameTlosa

non ligurees of Delessert

in

been regarded by several authors as a mere variety
of P. dione.
Dione exspinata Reeve, 186§, is a mutation in which the
spines are abortive.
Northern specimens usually have the concentric
sculpture carried evenly across the disk, but in the south a variety is
common in which the ribs are obsolete on the posterior half of the disk.
The name is frequently misspelled Ivpinaria. It is Oytherea dronea
Gray, 1833.
1841.

It has also

PITARIA (LUPANARIA

var.)

MULTISPINOSA

Sowerby,

1851.

Realejo, Central America, and southward to Payta, Peru.
This is a small form in which the concentric sculpture and spines are
sharp and crowded, while the coloration is less intense, so that the

whole shell is more like P. dione than the better developed normal
form is. There seems to be insufficient reason for regarding it as a

The Cytherea Irevispinosa Sowerby, 1851, seems to
have been founded on a single bleached specimen in which the inner
distinct species.
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row abortive. Dione hrevlDcsliayes, 1858, are variants of this name.
Call'iHta longispina Morch, is doubtless a mutation of this species.
of spines

and

,s2)in<(ta

is

wanting- and the outer

1). hrevisj^ina

PITARIA (HYSTEROCONCHA) ROSEA

Broderip and Sowerby, 1829.

Gulf of California to Panama.
Reddish brown, flattish, with only hints of spines, which lie in a
white streak radiating from the umbo.
Cytherea lej^lda Chenu, 1847,
is synonymous.

PITARIA (LAMELLICONCHA) CONCINNA

Sowerby, 1835.

Magdalena Bay, Pacific coast of Lower California, to the Gulf of
southward to Panama Bay, the coast of Ecuador and Payta,

California,

Peru.

Donaciform or even

rostrate, with concentric

round-edged ribs,
brown; or all white.
Broderip, 1835, and Venus paytensis Orbigny, 1847,

white, with radial streaks of brown;

Cytherea affinis

all

are synonymous.
C,

is a white specimen with the ribs more
According to Romer, C. suppositrix Menke,

tortuom Broderip, 1835,

irregular than usual.
1849,

may be

this species.

PITRARIA (LAMELLICONCHA) CIRCINATA

Born, var.

ALTERNATA

Broderip, 1835.

Gulf of California to Payta, Peru.
fully developed this is larger, more convex, and with more
distant concentric ribs than any Atlantic specimens I have seen.
Immature specimens are often hardly distinguishable. For synonymy

When

see Atlantic

The

list.

original alt&rnata of Broderip was founded on

two

shells, per-

The description was taken from one
and the suggestion of the name from the other, which last is represented by Reeve's figure 28J, in the Iconica, 1863. Those writers who
haps distinct from each other.

have had an opportunity to examine Broderip's types agree in referring them to P. circinata as a variety; from the figures I should suppose them to be closer to P. concmna. Romer, in 1868, figures the
second or white form with alternating ribs (pi. xxxvi, fig. 2), whicii
is more like P. circinata than the other.

PITARIA (LAMELLICONCHA) CALLICOMATA

Dall, 1902.

Panama, in 7 to 30 fathoms.
White and rather earthy, with primary concentric himelUv, from
one to three secondary smaller lamella^ intervening between each two
primaries.
It is more elongate, with a longer and narrower lunule
than circinata and more oval than alternata.
Ba}" of
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CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) FORDI

Yates, 1890.

Santa Barbara Islands, California, and south to the (xulf of CaliPanama Bay, in 13 to 58 fathoms.
This fine species is near to but quite distinct from Venus toreuma
Gould a Polynesian species, with which Carpenter doubtfully united
fornia and to

'^'

it,

and by w^hose name

it

has passed for some years.

a length of 65 mm., and is easil}^ recognized b}"
concentric undulations and sharp radial stria?.

It reaches a

its Ii<ocardia-Y\\;A

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) MAGDALENE

form,

Dall, 1902.

Oft' Magdalona Bay, west coast of Lower C'alifornia. in 36, and in
Panama Bay in 18 fathoms.
The analogue of C. strlgillina Dall, of the Atlantic fauna, but
thinner, less inflated, with more delicate sculpture, and pale yellowish
coloration spattered with brown flecks.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) RIGIDA
Gulf of California

in \)^

fathoms, sand,

oft'

La Paz. Also in the Atlantic fauna.
The discovery of this well-known Atlantic

Dillwyn, 1817.

the peninsular coast near
shell

by the United States

Fish Commission steamer Alhatrosv in the Gulf of California was a
surprise; but the specimen, 85 mm. in length, does not seem to dift'er
The synonymy
constantly in any respect from the West Indian shells.
It is not Venus rlglda Gould,
is summarized in the Atlantic list.
The Pacific shell was named Venits isocardia by Verrill in 1870.

CYTHEREA (FOVEOLATA

VAR.?)

LEPIDOGLYPTA

1850.

Dall, 1902.

Purchased at Acapulco by W. H. Dall in 18«)8.
This species has an extraordinary" resemblanc(» externally to Venus
campechlensis of the same size, but it has the hinge of Cytherea. It
also resembles the figure of Venus foveolata Sowerby, 1853, a species
referred to both Martinique and China by Deshayes.
The raised lamella are minutely, trans versel}^, closely striated, but there is no radial
interstitial sculpture.
The shell is of a yellowish white color. It was
purchased with a lot of beach shells, all West American, at Acapulco.

CYTHEREA (CYTHEREA) MULTICOSTATA
Gulf of California and south to Panama Bay,
water; also at the Galapagos Islands.

in

Sowerby, 1835.

moderate depths of

Belonging to the group of C. listerl, but more oval and with somedifferent sculpture.
Venus thouars! Valenciennes, 1816, is probably synonymous. The anterior lateral is usually obsolete in adult
specimens, but distinct in the young.

what

« Venus toreuma Gould, July, 1850,

1853,

and

V. jukesii

from Mangsi Island -f T'. crehrisulca Sowerby,
Deshayes, 1853, Luzon, and Port Essington, North Australia.
;
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Conrad, 1837.

Baulinas Bay, California, and south to San Diego.
There are two species of Saxidorn/m on the coast, of which one has
brownish niarkings near the beaks in the young, and a trace of purple
internally on the upper posterior margin.
The other is all white or
3^ellowish.

The present

120 mm., and

is

species is rather thin, but reaches a length of
usually rudely concentrically sulcate.
It is the Vemix

viaxima Anton, in Philippi, 1846; the Saxidoians aratus Gould, 1861,
also called by him in the index S. ovatus (1862); while the young, with
its colored markings, he named TajJes gracilis in 1855.
Conrad's tyi)e
was young, 50 mm. long, but his allusion to the color markings settles
the identit}" of the species referred

to.

SAXIDOMUS GIGANTEUS

Deshayes,

The Aleutian Islands, from Attn eastward
ward to the Ba}" of Monterey, California.
There

to

1839.

Kadiak, and south-

no sufficient evidence of the occurrence of this species on
It is solid, broad, and heavy; the young are yellowish white; the adult attains a length of 130 mm., and the concentric sculpture is much less pronounced than in ^S'. nutUdUi.
The
exterior is sometimes fulvous, but the interior is always white.
Specimens which have nestled in rock crevices are usually stunted and
distorted.
The synonymy has been much confused. It is the Vemis
sulcata of Potiez and Michaud, 1844, but not of Montagu, 1803, or
Lamarck, 1818. It was named Venerupis gigantea by Deshaj^es, and
has been confounded with S. squcdidus Deshayes, a South American
species, and N. uuttallii Conrad.
is

the Asiatic coast.

CYCLINELLA SUBQUADRATA
St.

to

Elena,

Hanley, 1845.

West Colombia; Panama Bay; Mazatlan. and northward

Guaymas, on the

(xulf of California, in 7 to 25 fathoms.

1851; Cyclina saccata Desha N^es, 1853;
Artemis tenuis Sowerb}^, December, 1852, not of Recluz, June, 1852
(and not Artcuiix tnrgid(( Reeve, 1850), are synonymous.
Artheniis

saccata Gould,

CYCLINELLA KROYERI

Philippi, 1847.

fathoms; and the
Chile and Peru; Salango. West Colombia, in
Gulf of California in 14 to 26 fathoms.
It is
Artt'ijiix niaciJenta. Reeve, 1850, appears to be synonymous.
Vi'H n.-< I'l'dt/er! Philippi, 1847, but not Zaciaojfs'/s hroyen Poulsen, 1878.
It is smaller, more orl)icular, and proportionately flatter than (\ suh!>

qaadrata.
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CYCLINELLA PRODUCTA

vol. xxvi.

Carpenter, 1856.

Panama Bay, Bridges.
This

.species,

represented by a unique valve in the Cumingian colbe produced behind like Cyrena maritima C. B.

lection, is said to

Adams.

CYCLINELLA SINGLEYI

Ball, 1902.

Guaymas, on the Gulf of California, and at the delta of the Yaqui
River near GuaA'^mas, Singley.
This is a moderate sized but turgid species with fine, sharp striation,
heavy shell, and the posterior adductor scar very large.

CHIONE (CHIONE) FLUCTIFRAGA

Sowerby, 1853.

San Pedro, California, to the Gulf of California and on the shores
of the Gulf.

The sculpture of the middle of the disk is strong in youth, obsolete
or absent in older stages; some large oblique specimens recall in sculpThe species is Veiius callom of Sowerby and
Deshayes, in 1853, but not Oytherea callosa Conrad, 1837; Diane glhhosula Deshayes, 1853, and Reeve, 1863, and Venits cortezi (Sloat MS.
in) Carpenter, 1864, are synonymous.

ture Venus mercenaria.

CHIONE (CHIONE) UNDATELLA
San Pedro, California,

to the

Sowerby, 1835.

Gulf of California and southward

to

Guayaquil.

A species larger than but varying like C. cancellata, with many
names; a large series of good specimens leaves no doubt as to the con
solidations needed.
The characteristics are the generally inflated and
closely concentrically lamellose form.
The young have the lamellse
more distant, but they are always thin and sharp. The type is painted
with angular brown lines like Venus notata; young specimens with
dark brown })lotches are Carpenter's Venus excavata of 1856. Specimens without brown painting, adult, and conspicuousl}^ lamellose are
V. shnilJhna Sowerby, 1853.
The left half of the escutcheon is usually
smooth; the right half may be smooth or lamellose. When coarsely
lamellose

we have

the variety neglecta Sowerby, 1839.

nuich confused in his

synonymy

of these species.

Carpenter is
Conrad,

V. nuttaUll

V

1837; V. entobapta Jonas, 181:5;
2>erdix Valenciennes, 1846; V
Ulineqta Reeve, 1863; and
subrostrata Reeve, 1863, not of Lamarck,
1818, are synonymous.
V. sugillata Reeve, 1863, recalls a young

V

acidulated specimen.

CHIONE (CHIONE) SUCCINCTA
San Pedro, California, the
This

is

Valenciennes, 1833.

(iulf of California and south to Panama.
another variable species, about which Carpenter fell into
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It can he discriminated from C. undateJla l)y its coarser
and more distant sculpture and the fact that in the adult the ribs of
the middle of the lower half of the disk generally are thickened and
flattened, showing a polished surface which nearly covers the interspaces.
Y. californiana Conrad, 1S37; Y. californlensk Broderip.

confusion.

T" lemodon Sowerb}^, 1835; Y. simillima Carpenter, 1857. not
Sowerby, 1853; and
crassa (Sloat, MS. in) Carpenter, 1864, are

1835;

Y

of

.synonymous.

CHIONE (CHIONE) COMPTA
Peru and northward

Broderip, 1835.

Gulf of California in 21 to 20 fathoms.
This species has the concentric ribs few and veiy distant, is relatively flatter than C. siwcincta of the same size, and the pallial line
is

to the

unusual^ distant from the ventral margin of
Ycnus califoriiica Carpenter, 1850 and 1872, is this
the name arising from an error of the types.

hardly sinuated and

is

the valves.
species,

CHIONE (CHIONE) SUBROSTRATA

Lamarck,

1818.

Mazatlan, Central American coast, and south to Payta. Peru.
Also
on the Atlantic coast.
This is Yenus. crenifera Sowerby, 1835; T" porteslana Orbigny,
1816;
1811.

heau! Recluz, 1852; and probably Y. lunularl>< Philippi.
Carpenter, in 1863, identified Y. sngiUata Reeve with this

Y.

species.

CHIONE (CHIONE) PURPURISSATA
Cape

St.

Dall, 1902.

Lucas and the Gulf of California.

This beautiful species, with the interior of the disk rosepurple, was
as a variet}^ of Yenus crenulata of the West Indies
which Chione pabera Valenciennes is meant), and was named
variety lilacina by Carpenter, 1861; but it is not Chione lilacina
Gray, 1838, and so a new name is proposed for it. It is a rounder shell
than C. puhcra^ with less prominent lamellation, especially on the posterior slope, which, in this species, is often wholly destitute of lamelhv.

figured b}"

Reeve

^'

(b}^

CHIONE (CHIONE) PULICARIA
Gulf of California from

its

Broderip, 1835.

head to Guaymas and south to Chiriqui,

West Colombia.
Yena^ chujnJxfa Reeve. 1863, not of Lamarck, 1818; and Y.
This species is the Pacific
p!)iaixite)i!^!x (Sloat, MS. in) Carpenter, 1861.
analogue of O. mtapiirpurea Conrad^ of the Atlantic fauna, but a more
elongated and pointed species.
It is Yenus pfcfferl Dunker, MS., according to Romer, 1867.
This

is

«

Conch. Iconica, Venus,

pi. xiii, fig. 46, 1863.
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CHIONE (CHIONE) AMATHUSIA

vol. xxvi.

Philippi, 1844.

Gulf of California to Panama, in 7 to 24 fathoms.
Perfectly distinct from C. gnidia, with which it has been confused,
Venus encausta is said b^^ Sowerby to be a synonym, but no author is
cited for

much

it

less

in the Thesaurus.

It is smaller,

prominent lamellation and

CHIONE (CHIONE) GNIDIA

more pyriform. and with

finer radial sculpture.

Broderip and Sowerby, 1829.

Cerros Island, on the Pacific shore of Lower California, the Gulf of
California, and south to Panama Bay, in 7 to 24 fathoms.
This is the largest and finest of the genus, reaching a length of
It is white inside and, when fully adult, has the crenulated
85 mm.
I suspect V. ornatissima Broderip,
inner margin of the valves brown.
1835, to be founded on a particularl}^ oval and lamellose young shell of
this .species.

CHIONE (CHIONE) EFFEMINATA
"Panama

Bay;"'

Stearns, 1890.

Thomas Bridges.

A small, compressed, closely

I'eticulate species, gra>'ish white exterwholly
purple
internally,
with the hinge and profile of an
nally,
A^iomalocardia., to which group I am tempted to refer it, though it,
in some respects, seems closer to Cldone.
It has a verj^ Indo-Pacific

aspect.

CHIONE (CHIONE) DARWINI

Dunker, 1857.

Mazatlan to Panama (Romer).

Regarded

as a vai"iety of C. gnld'ia

variety of C. amathusla

by Deshayes,

bv Carpenter, 1857, and

1858.

as a

It is stated to differ b}'

having the ventral faces of the concentric lamellae polished purple
brown, as well as the lunule and escutcheon. I have seen no specimens which agree with the descriptions, and regard it as a doubtfully
distinct form and perhaps a variety of C. suhrostrata.
It was
described from Dunker's manuscript bv Romer. 1857.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) OBLITERATA
Humboldt Bay, Gulf
This

is

of

Ball, 1902.

Panama; Arthur Schotl.

the analogue of C. latUlratd Conrad of the Atlantic fauna,

from which it differs in having the concentric ri])s less elevated and
more irregular and tlie shell more rostrate. The coloration is about
the same.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) KELLETTII

Hinds, 1844.

Gulf of California and south to the Bay of Panama

in

S to 50

fathoms.

A

remarkable species, in which the concentric ri])s (of a yellowcolor) are smoothly coalescent on the disk, l)ut are expanded as

brown
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end of the

leaflets at (^ach

are white, smooth, globular, with one or

shell.
The nepionie young
two sharp distant concentric

lamella?.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) MARI^

Orbigny, 1847.

(xulf of California and south to Guayaquil, in 12 to o(» fathoms.
This analogue of Chione paphia has narrow, high, and recurved
concentric ribs, with fine radial wrinkles, obsolete in the interspaces,

The

except near the beaks.

young

is

closeness and

number of
from C.

It is quite distinct

quite variable.

the ribs in the
papilla.

It is

the YeniiH cypria Sowerby, 1835, and Chionr- cypria Deshayes, 1853,
but not Yen an cypr'ia Brocchi, IHl-t, or Kisso, 1826. Venus diserepaftis

Sowerby, 1853. should be compared with

this species.

CHIONE LIROPHORA SCHOTTII
(

Humboldt Bay, Gulf

1

of

Panama; Arthur

Small, white, with close,

flat,

Ball, 1902.

Schott.

subconcentric, low ridges, abruptly

attenuated or duplex on the posterior dorsal area; the valves rounded
below with high beaks. The sculpture, on a small scale, recalls that
of Antidnfh eallosa.

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) ASPERRIMA
Gulf of California,

at

La

Sowerby, 1835.

Paz, and southward to Payta, Peru.

from which
more rasplike surface, larger lunule,
extremely long anterior cardinal, and more cuneate outline. It is \e\This shell

it

is

easilv confused with PrototJiaca grata. Say,

ma}" be distinguished b}"

its

lowish or olive, sometimes maculated with brown.

Sowerby, 1852,

is

synonym though the
The dubious Lamarckian name

said to be a

like C. pecto7')na.

also been assigned to this species,

work.

The

V.

but

this

VeniLS intersecta

figures look

more

of cardioides has

depends chiefly on guess1839, is said to be

pectuncnlo'ides Valenciennes,

identical.

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) TUMIDA

Sowerby, 1852.

Panama and West Colombia.
is distinguished frtmi the preceding by its tumid, squarish form,
and more delicate sculpture, and longer hinge line. It is not the
variety tumida cited by Carpenter for a Californian Protofhaca.

This

finer

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA COLUMBIENSIS
I

Sowerby, 1835.

Mazatlan to Payta, Peru.
This is remarkable for the strength of its flat ribs and rounded,
Cardiwn-Wki^ outline. It is not th(> Venus domheyi or doinhell of
Lamarck, as was supposed by Deshayes, but it shares with that species
the peculiarity of having the concentric sculpture absent over the middle part of the disk.
It is generally of a dark mottled brownish color
externally, and white or with a faint purple

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

27

flusli

internally.
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CHIONE (TIMOCLEAl PERTINCTA

vol. xxvi.

Dall, 1902.

Galapagos Islands.
is a remarkable shell, white, with brown Hames on
the posterior dorsal slope, and a brown lunule; the sculpture almost
exclusively
of distant narrow sulci, which tend to fail at an anterior space in
front
This

The inner margin is crenulate and white
and except the cavity under the beaks, the interior is usually of a verv
dark rich purple. Worn specimens were referred toPajjhia gnda Say,
by Stearns in his list of Galapagos shells, in 1898.
of the vertical of the beaks.

ANOMALOCARDIA SUBRUGOSA

Sowerby, 1834.

Margarita Island, Lower California, the Gulf of California,
and
southward to Valparaiso.
This well-known and (diaracteristic form was named Cytherea
suhsidcata by Menke according to Philippi, 1844; and
Vemis {Triquetra)
triradiata Anton, 1839.

ANOMALOCARDIA SUBIMBRICATA
Cape

Sowerby, 1835.

Lucas, the Gulf of California, and south to Panama
Bay.
UUneata Reeve, 1863, may perhaps be synonymous.
Chione
Verrill, 187(», is one of the numerous mutations.
St.

Ve7ius

tyj/wns

VENUS KENNICOTTII
Ncah Bay, Washington,

Dall, 1871.

to Little River,

Mendocino

(

'ounty, Cali'

fornia.

^

Shell of a yellowish-white color and apparently
very rare. It is
over the whole surface and the rugose area of
the hinge is nmch smaller than in V.
finely closely lamellose

The corrugated space

mercenaria.

IS

more narrow and

delicate than in the Atlantic species, but this
area

IS still further diminished in
the Japanese V. sf I mj>s<m I GonV\ the
only exotic species of the group, first
named V. orlentaJh in MS.
according to Carpenter, 185().

VENUS APODEMA
Humboldt Bay, Gulf

Dall, 1902.

Panama, Arthur Schott.
low, wide concentric riblets, radially
striated
and with very feeble crenulation of the
inner margins.
of

-

A rounded species with
on the umbones

MARCIA KENNERLEYI

(Carpenter

MS. Reeve,
,

1863.

Kadiak Island and Port Etches, Prince
William ^V)und, Alaska: and
southward to Monterey, California,
in 8 to 18 fathoms.
Ihe shell IS grayish white, with
low, coarse, somewhat irregular
concentric ribbing.
It has been confused
bv Gabb with V.n.^ perImn^sa Conrad 1855, a miocene fossil, and
another form afterwards
called perteniu-s by Gabb,
1869.
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1818.

northward to the Gulf of Panama.
the Venus opaca of Sowerby, 1885, and has the external

tures (but not the hinge) of /Saxidomv.s; there

fea-

also a oircuniscriljed

is

Venus lithotdd Jonas, 1844, is synonymous and T" e^cpullexcenH
is based on the 3'oung shell.
The striation on the anterior half of the shell varies and may be obsolete.
On a smooth specimen Deshayes, in 1853, founded liis Saxldoimis sfjiudidus, a name
which has been wrongly applied to a northwest coast species. Jonas
stated in his diagnosis that there is no lunule, Imt his own drawing,
given by Philippi, shows it to l)e present; and in separating Philippi's
figure from Jonas's name Deshayes overlooked the fact that both were
deriv^ed from Jonas himself.
He also duplicates the species bj^ entering it as Chione ritfa in his list.
lunule.

Philippi, 1844,

MARCIA (VENERELLA) SUBDIAPHANA
Unimak

Carpenter, 1865.

Pass, Alaska, east and south to the Santa Barbara Channel,

in 10 to 120 fathoms.

Thin, white with olive gray periostracum; variable

in

form from

Described by Carpenter under the name of
reaches a length of 63 mm. and is found in the Pliocene

trigonal to long ovate.

dementia

.

It

of California.

PAPHIA (PROTOTHACA) GRATA

Say, 1831.

From
!St.

Turtle Bay, on the Pacific shore of Lower California, to Cape
Lucas, the Gulf of California, and southward to Panama Bay.

This beautiful species revels
received names.

Thus

it

is

in color variations,

many

of which have

the Venus discors^ tricolor, fuseol/neata^

and JuKtrioniea of Sowerl)y in 1835, and was called straminea (as of
Conrad) by him in 1852. Deshayes referred it to Chione and described
a Tapes grata from the Philippines in 1853, which is a wholly different
shell, named T. deshayesii by Carpenter in 1864.
It was called Venus
m/uscaria hy Reeve in 1863, but it is not the Oytherea muscaria of

Lamarck

pectun cut aides Valenciennes, 1846, ma}' be
varies from distinct to obsolete, and
Tapes iJuetuosa
the species can not be divided on this character.
Sowerby, 1853 not of Gould. 1841, is prol)ably a young shell of this
in

synonj'mous.

1818.

V.

The escutcheon

species.

PAPHIA (PROTOTHACA

STAMINEA

Conrad, 1837.

North Japan, Sakhalin, Kamchatka. Bering Island, the Aleutians,
and the west coast of America, from the peninsula of Alaska southward to Cape St. Lucas and Socorro Island.
I have seen no specimens of this species from the Pribilof Islands
or from south of Socorro Island.
The specimens from Panama
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referred to this species should be united with F. thaea Molina, which
occurs there abundantly. It is one of the common market clams of
California, and is even canned for export.

There are a number of recognizable varieties which will be noted.
The typical form is elegantly radially ribbed with fine even riblets,
the concentric sculpture inconspicuous, the color yellowish white with
This variety has been collected at
pale purplish l)rown maculations.

Crescent City, California, and occurs from thence southward to the
limits of the range, though the species is not abundant an^^where south
of Monterey, California.

Conrad's original specimens came from Santa Barbara and 8an
Diego. Absolute synonj^ms of the t3^pical form are Yenus mundidus
Reeve, 1863; Chione straminea Deshayes, 1853, but not of Sowerby,
1852; and Veiius disjMr and amplkita (Gould MS.) in Carpenter, 1857.

PAPHIA STAMINEA

var.

PETITI

Deshayes, 1839.

This is the most common form of the species, the form especially
abundant north of the Columbia River. It is larger than the southern
variety, of a yellowish, chalky white, or dull gray color, without
maculations; and the separation of the sculpture into areas is often
well marked.
It was described as Venerujjis and afterward referred to Saxidonnis
by Deshayes. It is Venus rigida Gould, 1850 (not of Dillwyn, 1817),
in major part, and Tcqyes diversa Sowerby, 1852.

PAPHIA STAMINEA

LACINIATA

var.

Carpenter, 1864.

Monterey, California, to San Diego.
This extremely elegant variety is evenly reticulated b}" concentric
and radial sculpture, and derives its individuality from the development of small prickles or spines at each intersection. When these
spines are worn off it can not be separated from the variety pet it i^ but
with them

it is

unmistakable.

PAPHIA STAMINEA
This form, which

is

var.

RUDERATA

found chiefly

Deshayes, 1853.

in the north, is characterized

the turgidity and prominence of the concentric

by

sculpture, which

becomes more conspicuous than the radial ribs. Occasionally the
shells are delicate and elegant, but usually specimens of this variety
are rude and irregular, coarse and unattractive.
It was referred to
Chione b}^ Deshayes, and sometimes it looks not unlike Marcia hennerleyi^ which, however, has no radial sculpture.

PAPHIA STAMINEA

var.

ORBELLA

Carpenter, 1864.

This variet}' comprises those specimens which have nestled in the
borings of the large Pholads of the coast, especially at Monterey, and
have been obliged to grow into an abnormally swollen and tumid
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A variety

txinida

Sowerhy, 1853) has been proposed b\" Carpenter, hut it does not dift'er from (yrbdhi sufficiently to name, though it
was i-enamed Chlone conradl by Homer in 1867.
(but not Tajh'x faiiiida

PAPHIA STAMINEA

var.

SULCULOSA

Dall, 1902.

San lo-naoio lagoon, west shore of Lower California.
This ditlers from the ordinary forms of the species in having the
concentric sculpture obsolete, the ribs fewer and stronger, and behind
the middle of the shell separated b}- equal or even wider unsculptuied

The color is pure white, and the only specihave seen were collected hy Henrj- Hemphill.

channels or interspaces.

mens of

this varietv I

PAPHIA (PROTOTHACA) THACA
Ba}' of

When

Panama

Molina, 1782.

to Valparaiso, Chile.

form is very striking on account of the
discrepant sculpture on the ditierent parts of the disk, a feature which
exists, more or less distinctly, in all the species of this group.
The
well developed this

young are sometimes

prettily painted with purple brown.

notable species for economic purposes in Chile, where

it

is

It is a

largely

food, and called taca.

It was first described by Molina as
and referred to Verms by Gmelin. It is the Y. domheli
Lamarck, 1818; T^ chllensts Sowerby, 1835; Y. ignohtlls Philippi, 1844;
but not Veivus <y)himh{e7isis Sowerby, as stated l)y Deshayes in 1853.

used

f()r

ChaiiKi tJutca

PAPHIA (CALLITHACA) TENERRIMA
Victoria. British Columbia,

Carpenter 1856.

and south to San Quentin Bay, Lower

California.

This magniticent shell is markedh' distinct in its characters from,
and much larger than an}^ of the other west coast species of the genus.
It seems to be rather rare.
When Dr. Gould described his Yeini-^
rigida (not Vermes rigida Dillw3'n, 1817) he included representatives
of two species.
One of these was Paphia staminea Conrad, and the
other the present species, which w'as discriminated by Dr. Carpenter,

LIOCYMA BECKII

Dall, 1870.

Plover Bay, Eastern Siberia, near Bering Strait, and southward to
Unalaska, eastward to Kadiak and Prince William Sound, in > to 00
fathoms.

Also North Japan.

Shell subtrigoiial, inflated, with yellow or greenish yeriostracuni,

irregular concentric sulci.
ter, 8.5

and

Leng-th of largest individual, 18.0: diame-

nmi.

LIOCYMA VIRIDIS

Dall, 1871.

Point Barrow, Arctic Ocean, south through Bering Strait and Sea
Okhotsk Sea, the Aleutian Islands, and eastward to Kadiak
Island, Alaska, in 4 to 70 fathoms.
Also North Japan.
to the
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Shell oval, quite inequilateral, when fresh of an olive-green or rich
olive-l)rown color, l>leaching- on the beach to cream color, with regular,

rather distant concentric sulci; subcompressed, sometime almost rosMaximum length, 38.0; diameter, 13.5 mm.
trate behind.

The

3^oiuig are ver}" like the adult Z. Jluctuosa

Atlantic. ])ut

have a deeper

Gould, of the boreal

pallial sinus.

LIOCYMA SCAMMONI

Dall, 1871.

Port Simpson, British Columbia, Scammon.
Brown, dark, solid, with heavy hinge and strong, prominent

liga-

The umbones are more central and the pallial sinus more
ment.
shallow than in any other species. Maximum length, 24.0; diameter,
11..5

mm.

VENERUPIS LAMELLIFERA
Farallones Islands,

oft"

Conrad, 1837.

San Francisco Bay, and

soutli

to

Lower

California.

This ver}^ irregular species has obsolete radial and often very strong,
though under favorable conditions, especially in adolescent specimens, the lamelh\? may be thin and sharp.

distant, concentric lamellae,

The young are brightly

colored, the adults dull and earthy, though
toward the southern extreme of its range the shell becomes more
porcellanous.
It was described as Yerius JaiiieUlfera by Conrad, and
Petricola cordlerl Deshayes, 1839, is synonymous.
It has been generally known as Rupellaria lamellifera., as determined by Carpenter.

VENERUPIS FOLIACEA

Deshayes,

1853.

Cape St. Lucas, the Gulf of California, and southward to Acapulco
and the Bay of Panama.
A short and foliaceous species, more or less stained with purple.
Ta2Jes squamosa Carpenter, 1857, from Mazatlan, is the nepionic young
of this species.
Venerupis jpaupercula Deshayes, 1853, if nnilly from
Mazatlan, is perhaps identical, and Venus troglodytes Morch, 1861, is
certainly synonymous.

VENERUPIS OBLONGA
Bay

of

Panama

Sowerby,

1834.

to Payta, Peru.

Sowerby, 1853, is prol)ably synonymous; T. ellipand Y. solida Sowerby, 1831, ])elong in the genus Petricola, where
Sowerby originally placed them, and not in Venerupis, to which they
w-ere referred by Deshayes.
The relations of
oUonga to V. foUacea
are in need of elucidation.
Yenrriiplsfim'brlata

tica

V
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Baird, 1863.

to CataPort Etches, Prince AVilliam Sound, Alaska, and southward
fathoms.
to
15
in
4
lina Island. California,
White, pale green, or straw color, quite tri.uonul and ])luinp. often
containing- the nepionic young.

PSEPHIDIA OVALIS

Dall, 1902.

Bering Sea, the eastern Aleutians, and the main
Diego, California, in H to 20
coast eastward and southward to San
Pril)ilof Islands,

fathoms.
a largei- size
Yellowish white, oval, su])compressed, and attaining
than P. lordl.
''nephU t,minyaUs'' Carpenter. 1S(U, is the nepionic young of
specimens. The name has
Petricola. as determined from the type
and the latter has also ])een
often been mistakenly applied to P. ovalix,
or typically named
mistaken for P. lordi in the absence of figures
A species of P.^ephldhi quite near to P. ovalix occurs in
specimens.
Yesso. Japan, where specithe Pleistocene terraces of Volcano Bay,

mens were

collected

by Pumpelly.

GEMMA GEMMA

Totten, 1834.

with '-seed" oysters from
Shores of San Francisco Bay, introduced
Chesapeake Bay about 1SH9.
synonymy,
form obtained is the variety pnrpw^ea Lea. For

The

etc., see

Atlantic

list.

It is

not yet certain that the species

is

estab-

lished on the Pacific coast.

SRECIES.
NOTES ON AND DESCRIPTIONS OF WEST COAST AMERICAN
America is so
The available material for the west coast of South
which do not
species
include
to
made
meager that no attempt has been
Peru.
Payta,
near
fauna
Panamic
reach the southern limit of the

CLEMENTIA SOLIDA,
Plate

XIV,

new

species.

fig. 4.

obscure ridge extending
Shell large and solid for the genus, with an
margin; umbonal
from near the beaks to the posterior end of the basal

undulnted and the whole shell conccMitrically,
small; unusomewhat irregularly, strongly striated; beaks prominent,
no defined lunule or
region deeply hupressed, though there is

reo-ion concentricallv

lar

three entire cardinal
escutcheon; ligament short, on strong nymphs;
adductor scars large; palteeth in each valve; inner margins smooth;
ascending, rather blunt in front.
lial sinus narrow, long, obliquely

Height, 63; length, 79; diameter, 34

mm.
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A single valve of this rather remarkable shell was brought to the
United States National Museum from Topolobampo, Mexico, by ProCat. No. 126352, U.S.N.M.
fessor Daniels.
CALLOCARDIA CATHARIA, new
Plate

XIY,

species.

iig. 3.

Shell large, white, somewhat earthy, with a pale olive periostracum;
beaks high, prominent, strongly anteriorly directed over a large cordate lunule delimited by an impressed line; extremities slightly produced, base arcuate; anterior slope short and straight, posterior

arched, a shallow sidcus cutting off a narrow raised area on each side
of the ligament; surface more or less shining, finely, closely, sharply
sulcate; the middle of the shell in the earlv stages
smooth or with the sulcations feeble, but in the adult they are uniformly continuous: interior white with a faint salmon flush in the
cavit}' of the beaks; pallial sinus very near the margin, exceptionally
wide and shallow, rounded in front: the muscular impressions quite
small; hinge well developed, normal.
Length, 52; height, 43; diame-

concentrically

ter,

30

Bay

mm.

Panama, in 30 fathoujs, nuKk at station 2799, United States
Fish Commission steamer Alhatro.ss. Cat. No. 9636S, U.S.N.M.
The species appears to be abundant and always pure white externally.
it is

of

The

seems to vary in form; in the younger shells
narrower and more angular, in the adults shorter and

pallial sinus

relatively

moi-e rounded.

Thos(> differences are rather surprising, as the

the pallial sinus in most bivalves

is

PITARIA TOMEANA, new
Plate

form of

fairly constant.

XV,

species.

iig. 2.

Shell small, yellowish white, rather earthy in texture, smooth except
for very fine concentric wrinkles: beaks small, pointed; lunule small,
defined by a feebly impressed line; periostracum thin, papyracous;
interior white, margins entire, the area within the pallial line earthy,
the pallial sinus linguiform, short; hinge normal, solid, the anterior
lateral subconical.
Length, 23.5; height, 20; diameter, 12 mm.

Brought up with mud on the anchor at Tome, Chile, by the United
Commission steamer A/hatnm.. Cat. No. 109220, U. S. N.M.

States Fish

This is an inconspicuous little species, which may in some instances
develop color markings, though the specimens obtained do not.

PITARIA (LAMELLICONCHA) CALLICOMATA, new
Plate

XVI,

species.

fig. 8.

Shell white, rather earthy, moderately convex,
elongate ovate; cov-

ered with prominent sharp, thin, concentric
lamella?, everv third or
fourth of which is higher than the others; near the
anterior end the
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lainellation

is

soinowhut more prominont, as

^roup; there are

also

some

iisuiilly tlic

tine coneentric wrinkles;

case in this

luiuile small,

lanceolate, nearly smooth, impressed; ligament defended on each side
interior pure
a narrow raised rib; there is no radial sculpture;

by

nearly
white; pallial sinus long, linguiform, upper boundary of it
atiterior lateral
normal,
hinge
smooth,
margins
internal
horizontal;
Length, 47; height, 36; diameter. 22 nmi.
strong.
I'nited
of Panama, in 14 fathoms, mud, at station 2S(>1, l)y the

Bay

Commission steamer

States Fish

Cat. No. 96388, U.S.N. M.

Alhatros-s.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) FORDI
XV,

Plate

Yates.

tig. 7.

the original tigures in tlie Bulletin of the Santa Barl)ara Society
I have added a figof Natural History are accessible to few students,
the United States
of
collection
the
from
valve
ure of a well-grown
of Catalina Island
side
north
the
off
me
by
dredged
National Museiim,

As

in 16

fathoms.

Cat. No. 12o7(>4.

U.S.N.M.

CYTHEREA (VENTRICOLA) MAGDALENiE,
Plate

XV,

new

species.

tig. 6.

beaks near the
Shell thin, inflated, suborbicular, inequilateral, the
series of pale
radial
with
yellowish,
color
anterior fourth of the length;
escutcheon
brown;
pale
fiattish,
striate,
brown painting; lunule cordate,
conadjacent
secondary
and
distant
not defined; sculpture of primary
coalescent
summits
expanded
their
centric lamella? which are pedicillate,
radially, closely striate; interior white or yellow-

and microscopically
ish; inner margins minutely crenate;

pallial sinus small, angular;

hinge

anterior right and posstrong, anterior lateral distinct in the young,
and sulcate or bifid.
thicker
others
the
terioi^left cardinals thin, entire,

26 mm.
steamer A/hafross
Commission
Fish
Dredged bv the United States
at station
California,
Lower
of
shore
off Magdalena Bay on the west
U.S.N.M.
109214,
Cat. No.
2989. in 86 fathoms.

Length, 42

(to 48); height, 38; diameter,

CYTHEREA (FOVEOLATA
Plate

VAR?)

XV,

LEPIDOGLYPTA

Dall.

figs. 4, 5.

yellowish white, profusely
Shell suborlucular, moderately convex,
directed; lamelUe
anteriorly
concentricallvlamellose; beaks prominent,

secondary lamellfe
on the beaks somewhat alternated, three or four
ones, but over
higher
slightly
appearing between each pair of primary
with slight y
snndar,
and
uniform
the greater part of the disk they are
closely
finely
very
lamella
each
wavy edo-es and the ventral face of
ribs
the
between
channels
the
of
striated, the bottom
transverselv
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without sculptim? except lines of growth; hinule large, cordate, circumscribed by an incised line, lamellose, the apposited edges slightly
pouting; escutcheon bordered by a sharp keel in the left and a rounded
rido-e in the right vahe; wider and smooth in the left, narrower and
more or less lamellose in th(> right valve, the latter slightly overlapping behind; ligament sunken but not covered; the concentric sculpture slightly more prominent distally; interior white, the margins
tinely crenulate; the pallial sinus short, wide, angular, reaching forward only to the vertical of the posterior end of the ligament; hinge
strong, the posterior pair of right cardinals and the middle left one
Length, -tl; height, 36; diamesubsulcate; anterior lateral distinct.
ter,

23

mm.

west coast beach shells at Acapulco, Mexico,
Cat. No. 103286, U.S.N.M.
This looks almost exactly like a young quahog, externall}', and the
Only one specimen has been examined.
Cytherea hinge is a surprise.
It agrees with dealer's shells which come to me named foveolata
Sowerby, a species which so far seems positively located only in the
lot of

Purchased with a

in 1868,

by W. H.

Cape Verde

Dall.

Islands.

CYCLINELLA SINGLEYI, new
Plate

XV.

fi^-.

species.

M.

Shell suborbicular. white, shining, but not polished, covered with

sharp concentric striation and marked with obscure obsolete radial
slightl}" flattened on the posterior dorsal
slope; beaks small, pointed, slightly anteriorly twisted; lunule lanceolate, defined by an impressed line; ligament long, strong, deeply
inset; interior white, earthy, with entire margins and a deep, angular
Length, 39;
pallial sinus, pointing toward the umbo of the shell.

fine,

lineation; valves convex,

height, 38; diameter, 23

mm.
West Mexico, ))y J. A.
U.S.N.M.
more sharply scidptured, and more shining

Collected near the delta of the Yaqui River,
Singley.

This

is

Cat. No. 108817,

a

more

species than

inflated,

any of the others.

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) SCHOTTII, new
Plate

XVI,

species.

fig. 7.

Shell small, white, rounded-trigonal, with high, pointed, slightly
recurved beaks; lunule long, lanceolate, narrow; escutcheon, limited
by an inconspicuous keel, nearly smooth; .sculpture of close-set subconcentric, flattened ribs, separated only by much narrower sulci, and not
always in harmony with the incremental lines; these ribs are abruptly
attenuated or l)ifurcate on the posterior dorsal area; there is no trace

of any radial sculpture; interior white; pallial sinus small and rather
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Len^h,

by Arthur Schott, at Humboldt Bay, (lulf of Panama.
No.
Cat.
6226, U.S.N.M.
These specimens .are small, and very likeh' not of full sizi;; they
may also be somewhat bleached, but they certainly can not be identified with any of the other species of the coast.
Collected

CHIONE (LIROPHORA) OBLITERATA, new
Plate

XVI,

species.

fig. 2.

Shell solid and heavy, subtrig'onal, with very po.sterior beaks; of a
pale yellow or 3'ellow-brown color, with faint purplish radial flames or
flecks;

lunule short cordate,

smooth; escutcheon elongate,

nearl}-

excavated, smooth; beaks small, anteriorly directed; surface smooth
or obsoletely radially striated, sculptured with heavy tumid concentric

waves which in the adult become somewhat irregular and sometimes
coalescent on the disk, more or less angular and bifid on the posterior
dorsal slope; interior yellowish with a flush of purple near the hinge;
hinge normal; pallial sinus very short and small, angular, inner margins minutely crenate.
Length, 24; height, 18; diameter, 14 mm.

Humboldt Bay, Gulf of Panama, two left valves, Cat. No. 11(S21
and 6227 U.S.N.M.
This is the analogue of the Atlantic O. latUlrata Conrad, but differs
by well-marked characters from that as Avell as from the species of the
pajpMa or inarise, type which have regular ribs. It reaches a length
of

some 30 mm.

CHIONE (TIMOCLEA) PERTINCTA, new
Plate

XVI,

species.

fig. 9.

Shell solid, ovate or cuneate, white externally, with a flush of pink

near the umbones, the small lanceolate lunule dark brown, the posterior dorsal slope with

There

is

a very

wavy red-brown

narrow

lines irregularl}?^ longitudinal.

striated escutcheon

;

beaks low, at the anterior

third; surface with feeble concentric sculpture not rising into lamella;

and
whole interspace to the next posterior
sulcus; near the lunule the sulci are close and well marked, then for a
short space they are almost absent, after which they extend with rather
wide interspaces to the posterior end of the shell; these characters of
the sculpture may not be invariable, but in the two best preserved
valves are similar; interior with the hinge strong, the middle left carradial sculpture conspicuous, of sulci with the anterior slope steep

short, the other covering the

dinal bifid, the pallial sinus short, linguiform, the cavity of the valves

except near the beaks and margin stained with very dark purple, the
imier margins finel}'^ crenulate.
Length, 37; height, 28; diameter,
19 mm.
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Indefatigable Island of the Galapagos group; a

The youngis
is

number

of

worn

Cat. No. 102457, U.S.N. M.

valves.

valve,

vol. xxvi.

which

shells
is

appear to be oval, the only well-preserved adult

figured,

is

distinctly cuneate.

more elongate than the other

In general the species

species of the coast and the sculpture

quite unlike any of the others, the nearest being C. columhiensis,

which has channeled and regular sulci between

VENUS APODEMA,
I'late

XV,

new

flat ribs.

species.

tig. S.

Shell suborbicular, convex, white, concentrically ribbed with narrow,
solid,

hardly elevated riblets separated by narrower sulci; beaks very

anterior, incurved, low, finely radiall}^ striated; anterior slope short

with a small cordate lunule; posterior slope arcuate, w^ith an elongated
area })ounded by a rounded ridge which does not interrupt the sculp-

margins with fine obscure crenulation; pallial
angular sinus; hinge normal, the corrugated area
Height, 43; length, 47; diameter, 2<S mm.
small and narrow.
Humboldt Bay, Gulf of Panama, Arthur Schott. Cat. No. 6243,
ture; interior white, the
line with a short

U.S.N.M.

A single somewhat worn \'alve was collected by Schott with numerous other beach shells, which he presented to the National Museum
It has been named and figured, because of the
nearh" fifty years ago.
interest attaching to the discover}- of this genus in those waters, and
because it seems certain that it does not agree with any already known
It is very probable that the sculpture was considerably
sharper when the shell was fresh and the concentric sculpture unworn,

species.

but

it is

evident that the latter never was sharph^ lamellar as in the

Atlantic species.

MARCIA KENNERLEYI
Plate

A
is

tig. 1.

figure of a specimen obtained alive in the harbor at Sitka, Alaska,

included.

A

XIV,

Reeve apud Carpenter.

Cat. No. 23441,

worn ^alve of

U.S.N.M.
was collected hy me

this species

at

Carmel Bay,

near Monterey, California, in 1866.

PAPHIA (PROTOTHACA) STAMINEA
Plate

XIV,

var.

SULCULOSA. new

species.

tig. 2.

San Ignacio lagoon. Lower California; Henrv Hemphill. Cat, No.
105421, U.S.N.M.

This form, through its modified sculpture, is so different from the
ordinary type that it seemed best to figure it. Only with a large series
can its relations to the type be fully appreciated.
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LIOCYMA BECKII
Plate

XVI,

407

Dall.

fig. 3.

Lioeymti heckn Dall, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. History, XIII, 1870,

Jouru. Conch., VII, 1871,

}>.

257;

Am.

p. 145, pi. xiv, fig. 7.

Plover Bay, eastern Siberia, at the western entrance of Bering
Cat. No. 163110, U.S.N.M.

Strait.

LIOCYMA VIRIDIS
Plate

Lioq/ma

viridis Dali.,

XV,

fig. 1.

Am. Journ. Conch.,

Kyska Harbor, Great Kyska
U.S.N.M.

Dall.

VII, 1871,

p. 146, pi. \iv, fig. 8.

Island, in 8 fathoms, sand;

W.

H. Dall.

Cat. No. 160904,

LIOCYMA SCAMMONI
Plate

XVI,

Dall.

fig. 1.

Liocyma scammoni D.vll, Am. Journ. Conch., 1871, VII,

p. 145, pi. xiv, fig. 9.

Port Simpson, British Columbia: Capt. C. M. Scammon.
163121,

Cat. No.

U.S.N.M.

PSEPHIDIA lord:
Plate

XVI,

Baird.

figs. 5, 6.

Chione lordl^Ai-RD, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1863, p. 69,

pi. ii, fig. 10.

Psephis Jordi Carpenter, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. for 1865, p. 57.

Lituya Bay, Alaska,
1630Tl',

in 8

fathoms, sand;

W. H.

Dall.

Cat. No.

U.S.N.M.

The specimen figured is perhaps more trigonal than
more produced behind.

usual, others

are slighth'

PSEPHIDIA OVALIS, new
Plate

XVI,

species.

fig. 4.

Shell small, white, polished, oval, subcompressed; surface with obso-

threads near the anterior base, but over most of the
beaks small and very low, at about the anterior third
of the length; lunule elongated, extremely narrow, n«>arly as long as
the anterior dorsal slope; escutcheon linear or none; interior white,
the pallial sinus moderate, pointed; internal margin delicate h' striated;
hinge well developed, like that of J*, hn-di^ with three entire cardinal.^
and no anterior lateral tooth. Length, 8.5; height, 6.5; diameter,
lete concentric

disk smooth;

3.0 umi.
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sand;

The

side Catalina Island, California, in 16

W. H.
species

Dall.
is

fathoms gravel and

U.S.N. M.

Cat. No. 163089,

viviparous;

vol. xxvi.

some of those taken having

as

many

as

chamber. It is always distinguisha1)le
from Psej)his tantilla (Gould) Carpenter by its hinge and oval form,
and from P. lordi by its oval outline, compressed valves, and thinner
Pf<ephh tellimyalia of Carpenter, 1861, is the nepionic young
shell.
of a species of Petricola, and his Psephis mhnonea bears the same relation to some other bivalve, apparently a species of Tivela, not T.
thirty

young

shells in the anal

sttdtoruiit.

NOTES.

Dfmnia amjuloxa Philippi, through having the name of the Chinese
province of Chi-li, latinized into clullenHe by Deshayes, has been erroneously supposed to extend its range to South America.
The National Museum contains a valve of Doshria pr(>xtr<(t»i said to
have been dredged in the Gulf of California, but as the collector had
and collected on the coasts of China and Japan, I suspect
Clementia
a mixture of labels to be responsil)le for an obvious error.
graciUihia Carpenter, 1857, from Mazatlan, is an unidentifiable nepialso visited

onic shell, less than a tenth of an inch in length.
The genus Glrce does not occur on the west coast of America; even

Gauldla, which might be expected,

is

unknown. Two shells described
by Carpenter, in 1857, from

as Circe margarita and C. siihtrigona

Mazatlan, are nepionic shells, which are so juvenile in their characters
as to be impossible of identihcation at present.

We may assume

it

to

Circe nui/ibe certain that they do not belong to the genus Circe.
midina Lamarck, 1818, was listed from Central America by Sir E.
Cytherea
Belcher, but his localities were notoriously not dependable.
petechialis Lamarck, 1818, is listed by Carpenter from Mazatlan, having been found among the Keigen shells, but it is certainly exotic,
none having appeared from there for half a century. Saxidoinus

hrevisiphonatus Carpenter, 1865

(and

Darina

declivis of

the same

have never been collected since they were described from the
Vancouver region. I believe them to be exotics which were accidentally mixed with West Coast shells.
Specimens supposed to be the
Saxidomus, sent by West Coast collectors, have invariably proved to be
mutations of aS". glganteus. The name Saxidomus squalldus^ given to a
South American shell, probably a Ma/pcia, has been frequently applied
to the 8. giganteuf<, following an erroi* of Carpenter.
date),

NO. 1312.
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INDEX TO NAMES OF SUBDIVISIONS.
[Synonyms

in italics.]

Page.

Aeora

Agriopoma
Amiantis

353, 370, 381

,

Page.

346

Cryptogramma

387

Cuneus

352, 370, 387

Cyclina

343

Amphitlnvd

346

Cyclinella

Amyantis

352

Cyclorisma

Amygdala
Amygdnhuii

364

Cydothyris

364

Cyprimeria

Anaith
Anomalocardia
Anonialodisous
Antigona
Antigona

356,358
359, 375, 376, 396
359

357, 373, 391, 392, 404

Cyther,ra

Cytherea

.

355^ 357

357
357

352
354,355,372,381,382,390,403

Cytherea

355

Cy theriopi^is
Diow

Antigonns

355

Dollfusia

Aphrodina

355

Dosina

355, 356

Avctoa

346

Dosinella

Arctoe

346

Dosinia

Artena

356

Dosinidia

Artenkt

356

Dosiniinse

346

Dopiniopsi^

Arthem

/.s

Artemis

346

Dosinisca

Asa

346

Dosinorbis

Assa
Atopodonta

346

Eucallista

353

Etitapes

Aiistrodosinia

347

Eutivela

Baroda

362

Exoleta

BlainviUia

348

Gafrarium

365

Gemma

Callidstronia
Callista

Callistotapes

352,355
362

Catelysia

360

Cerana

346

Iltnnitapes

Callocardia
Caryatis

357, 364, 399
353, 370, 381, 387, 402

353, 354

34^, 352, 358

343
352, 354

349
346, 355

347
346, 366, 379, 384, 408

347, 366, 379, 384

345

345,346,355
'.

347
347
352, 370
3(32

349, 369

346
350, 369
365, 378, 401

Gemminae
Gomphina
Gouldia
Grateloupia
Grateloupina
Hemitaj^es

Callithaca

359
350^ 354

365
356, 358, 359, 375
350, 369

359, 361

348

348
360

Chamelea

359, 360

Hermione

359

CMona

356, 358

Hyphantosoma

354

Hysteroconcha

354, 371, 388, 389

Chione

357, 373, 374, 275, 382,

392, 393, 394, 395, 404, 405

Chione

Chionella
Circe

Circenita

352, 356, 358
350, 351, 353, 369, 386, 387

350, 351, 408

351

Circoinphalus

356

drcoviphalufi

358

Citherea

Clausiiia

Clausinella

Clementia
Ora^sivenus
Crista

352
355, 358

358
348,384,401,408

360
350

Icanotia
Irus

Katelysia

Katelyda
Lamelliconcha
Lepidocardia

Leucoma
Leukoma
Lioconcha
Liocyma
Lirophora
Lucinopsis

Lyocima

362
-

365
360
360, 361
354, 372, 389, 402

356
358
358
351
364, 378, 399, 400, 407

358,375,394,395,404,405
357
364
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359

Macridiscus

Psephis

366
363

Macrocallista

351, 353, 369, 386, 387

Pullastra

Marcia

359, 360, 396, 397, 406

PuUastra

362

360, 361

Radiocrista

350
363, 364

Mercenarid
MerciiiKuiia

361

Meretric'iiijr

348

Ruditapes
Samarangia

Meretrix

352

Saxidomus

Meroe

350

Solanderina

350

Metis

363

Sunetta

349

Murcia

Sunettina

358, 359, 360

-

361
356, 364, 391, 408

Myrsopsi.^i

363

Tapes

Myrsus
Mysia

363

Taurotapes

357

Nympha

352

TetMopsw
Textivenus

350
356, 362, 363, 364

362
357
354, 361

358

Textrix

362'

346

Thetiopsis

357

Orthygia

359

Thetironia

Ortygia

359

Thetis

Omphaloclathrum
Orbiculus

-

Timoclea

349, 368, 386

Pachydesma

Tivela

362, 397, 398, 399, 406

Paphia

PapMa

357
350, 357

358, 374, 375, 395, 396, 405
348, 349, 367, 380, 381, 385, 386

Tivelina

350

354

Parastarte

365, 379

Paratapes

362

Transennella

363
351

Trigona

349

Trigonella

349

Parvivenus

359

Triquetra

Pasipha'e

358

Venerella

Paremhola
Parmulina

.

-

-

-

Tottenla

365

^

348, 367, 379, .384

359
361, 397

Pelecyora

346

Veneriglossa

Petrifora

365

Veneriiipe

357

PHav

354

Venerirupis

365

Pitaria

Venerupis

353,
354, 370, 371, 372, 387, 388, 402

363

Polititape?

Protapes

362

Protothaca
Psephidia

353

365, 400

Ventricola .... 355, 372, 381, 382, 390, 403
Venus. 354, 355, 360, 376, 377, 378, 396, 406
355

Venusarius

Volupia

364, 397, 399, 406
366, 401, 407

358

:

358

Zucleica

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XII.
EAST AMERICAN VENERID.K.
Fig.

1.

Dosinia {Dosinidia) discus Say.
lengtli, 70.0

2.

mm.;

Tivela nasuta Dall.

Marta, Colombia;
3.

Cat. No. 54094,

U.S.N.M.; South Carolina;

p. 379.

Cat.

No. 153377, U.S.N.M.; length, 33.0 mm.;

Santa

p. 380.

Tivela braziliana Dall.

Cat. No. 125468, IT.S.N.M.; length, 40

mm.;

Brazil;

p. 381.
4.

Callocardia {Agriopoma) zonuta Dall.

mm.; North
5.

Cytheren

(

Ventricola) strigiUina Dall.

mm.; Key West,
6.

Cat. No. 92015,

U.S.N.M.; length, 22.0

Cat. No. 95608,

U.S.N.M.;

Carolina; p. 381.
lengtli, 38.0

Florida; p. 381.

Dosinia (Dosinidin) elegans Conrad.
nmi.; Texas; p. 379.

Cat. No. 6120,

U.S.N.M.; length, 68.0
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Tlate XIII.
EAST AMERICAN VEXERID.K.
Fig. 1. Dosinia {Dosinidia) discus Say, interior

view.

Cat.

Xo. 54094, l^S.X.M.;

length, 70 nam.; South Carolina; p. 379.
2.

Chiune mazyckii Dall.

Xo. 92022, U.S.X.M.; length, 15.0 nmi.; North

Cat.

Carolina; p. 382.
.3.

Island,
4.

Bahamas;

Croix,

mm. Abaco
;

p. 380.

Cat. Xo. 54135,

TrfoiseimeUucuhaniann Orh'igny.
St.

5.

Cat. Xo. 103551, U.S.X.INI.; length, 11.0

rirela abaconis Dall.

West Indies;

U.S.X.M.; length, 10.6mm.;

p. 379.

Transennella conradina Dall, interior view, showing characteristic sulcations
of

mm.; West

Cat. Xo. 64437, U.S.X.M.; length, 11.0

the margins.

Flor-

ida; p. 379.
6.

15.5
7.

[Vcntricola)

Ci/thcrea

caUunorpha Dall.

mm.; Barbados;

Dosinia {Dosinidia)
length, 68.0

Cat.

Xo. 64292, U.S.X.JI.; length,

p. 382.

eh'i/ans

mm.; Texas;

Conrad, interior view.

Cat. Xo. 6120,

U.S.X.M.;

p. 379.

Plate XIV.
\\'E.ST

Fig.

1.

Marcia

kennn-Iei/i

A.MEKIfAX VEXERID.E.

Carpenter.

Cat.

Xo. 23441, U.S.X.M.; length, 71

mm.;

Sitka, Alaska; p. 406.
2.

Paphia { Protothaca) staminca Courad, \Ariety suladosa DaW. Cat. Xo. 105421,
U.S.X.M.; length, 55.0 mm.; San Ignacio Lagoon, Lower California;

3.

Vallocardia [Agriopoma) ratJiaria Dall.

p. 406.

52.0
4.

mm.; Panama Bay;

j).

Cat. Xo. 93638,

U.S.X.M.; length,

402.

dementia solida Ball. Cat. Xo. 126352, U.S.M.M.; length, 79.0 mm.; Topolobampo, Mexico; p. 401.

Plate XV.
WEST AMERICAN VENERID,E.
Fig.

1.

2.

Liocyma liridis Dall. Cat. Xo. 160904, U.S.X.:M.; length, 31.0 mm.; Kyska
Harbor, Aleutian Islands; p. 407.
Pitaria iomeana Dall. Cat. Xo. 109220, U.S.X.M.; length, 24.0 mm.; Tome,
Chile; p. 402.

3.

O/dineUa singleui Dall. Cat. No. 168817, U.S.X.M.; length, 39.0 mm.: Yaqui
River delta. Gulf of California; p. 404.

4.

Oijfherea

5.
6.

7.

(Ventricola) foeeolata variety lepidogb/pia

Dall

Cat. No.

103286,

U.S.X.M.; length, 41.0 mm.; Acapulco, Mexico; p. 403.
The same, vertical view, showing lunule and escutcheon.
Cijtherea {Ventricola) magdaleme Dall.
Cat. Xo. 109214, U.S.X.M.; length,
42.0 mm.; Magdalena Bay, Lower California; p. 403.
Cgfherea { Ventricola) fordi Yates.
Cat. Xo. 120704, U.S.X.M.; length, 47.0

mm. Catalina Island, California; p. 403.
Venus apodema Dall. Cat. Xo. 6243, LT.S.X.M.; length, 47.0
;

8.

view

of a

somewhat worn specimen from Humboldt Bay,

p. 406.
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mm.;

exterior

Ciulf of

Panama;
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Plate XVI.
WEST AMERICAN VENERID.E.
Fig.

3.

Cat. No. 163121, U.S.X.M.; length, 20.5 mm.; Port
Dall.
Simpson, British Columbia; p. 407.
Chione {Lirophom) oUitemlit Dall. Cat. No. 11821, U.8.N.M.; length, 24.0
mm.; Humboldt Bay, Gulf of Panama; p. 405.
Liocyma beckii Dall. Cat. No. 163110, U.S.N.M.; length, 14.0 nnn.; Plover

4.

Psephidia ovalis Dall.

1.

2.

Lioajmascammoni

Bay, near Bering

Strait,

Eastern Siberia;

Cat. No. 163089,

p. 407.

U.S.N.M.; length, 9.0 nun.; Catulina

Island, California; p. 407.
5.

Psephidia lordi Baird. Cat. No. 163071, F.S.N.M.; length, 7.5
Harbor, Aleutian Islands; p. 407.

6.

The same, umbonal view showing

7.

Chione (Lirophora?)

schottii D-Al.

Humboldt Bay, Gulf
8.

Pifaria {Lamelli concha)

47.0
9.

mm.; Bay

of

of

lunule.
Cat. No. 6226, U.S.N. M.; length, 14.0

Panama;

mm.;

p. 404.

caUkomata Dall.

Panama;

mm.; Kyska

Cat. No. 96388, U.S.N.:\I.; length,

p. 402.

Chione {Timoclea) pertincta Dall. Cat. No. 102457, U.S.N.M.; length, 37.0
mm. Galapagos Islands; p. 405.
;
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ON THE LOWER DEVONIC AND ONTARIO FORMATIONS
OF MARYLAND.

By Charles Schuchert,
At<sis(aid t'anitor, Dlrision of Stratigrapluc PaJeontolorjij.

Cumberland, Marvljiiul, has long been famous for its Oriskany foswhich were tirst l)rouo-ht to the attention of paleontoloo-ists by
Mr. William Andrews, and described by Hall in the third volume of
the Paleontolog}" of New York.
The Helderbergian fossils are more
difficult to secure, and these ""Medals of Creation'' become more and
more rare as one proceeds downward in the section. It is for this
reason, as avcII as for the great amount of folding and sometimes of
crumpling to wdiich the formations have been subjected, that the perfect succession of the Ontario " and Lower Devonic rocks of Maryland
has so long remained in obscurity.
In a general wa}' that succession
has been knowni for many 3'ears, but as late as 1897 the term Lewistown formation was used to cover the equivalents of the New York,
Niagara, Salina, and Lower Helder])erg.
Mr. Robert II. (irordon
began to collect fossils about Cuml)erland in 1894, and through him,
in the autumn of 1899, m}^ own interest in this locality became so
great that since then we have together gone over the sections five
times.
In the main our studies have been confined to the Helderbergian and Oriskanian deposits, though we have investigated the lower
formations often enough to learn that the composite section (p. ^±2)
is essentially correct.
In regard to the lower beds of the Ontario
here discussed use has been made of the work of the Maryland
Geological Survey, b}" R. B. Rowe and C. C. O'Harra.
In this connection, I desire to express \\\\ indebtedness to Mr. Gordon, whose detailed knowledg'e of the formations around Cumberland,
sils,

"The American equivalent for Upper Silurian. For definition of this and the
Lower Devonic terms here used see Clarke and Schuchert, Science, December 15,
1899, lip. 874-78.
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and whose aid

iind interest in

my work

vol. xxvi.

liave greatly increased the A'alue

The work of the local collectors of Cumberland,
of the present paper.
Messrs. Frank Hartley, George M. Perdew, and G. M. Roeder, has
also

l)een

uneai'thing

much benetit. These united efforts have resulted in
many new species and new faunula? in wdiich the Cystidea

of

form an important part. The best material in the collections has been
deposited in the United States National Museum, and will serve as
the basis for a monograph of the Ontaric and Lower Devonic fossils
of Maryland,
State,

now

in preparation for

under the direction of Dr.

W.

the Geological

Survey of that

B. Clark.

—

The Ontaric and Devonic deposits, from the
('intilN'vIand Bashi.
Juniata to the close of the Oriskany, were laid down in an Appalachian
trough, which Ulrich and Schuchert" have termed the Cumberland
This basin was liounded on the west by the Helderbergian
Basin.
barrier, which existed possibly from Clinton, but certainly from
Niagaran time, and extended from the region of Cayuga Lake, New
York, southwestward to west of Altoona, Pennsylvania, through westernmost Maryland, central West Virginia, into eastern Tennessee. To
the east of this barrier and about parallel with it was the Appalachian
Valley fold. - Between these lay the Cumberland Basin, which steadil}''
subsided from early Ontaric time to the close of the Oriskanian. The
area of greatest subsidence was in central Pennsylvania (Lewistown),

since here occurs the greatest thickness for nearly

To

all

the formations.

the north and south the formations pinch out, but during Helder-

bergian time a transgression sets in which

tirst attains

the

MohaAvk

River in New York and subsequently spreads as far south as Hancock
County, Tennessee. During the Becraft of Helderl)ergian time, in the
western area of the Cumbei'land Basin, throughout West Virginia,
Maryland, and southern Pennsylvania, little deposition took place, l)ut
about 60 miles east conditions were normal and here occur faimas of
Becraft time. This sea spread north to the Mohawk River, but south
of Covington, Virginia, it had no great extent.
In the western area
the Lower Oriskany black chert rests conformablj" upon, but sharpl}'
separated from, the late New Scotland shale zone.
In the eastern area
nothing as yet has been foimd <'omparable with the Lower Oriskany
of the Cum})erland region, and it may be that no deposits of this time
were there laid down. During Upper Oriskany time sedimentation was
agaiji general and continued until the close of the Maryland Oriskanian.

Then

a land condition prevailed in this basin south of middle Pennsyl-

vania, throughout

Esopus and Onondaga time. To the north of middle
Pennsylvania, however, the Oriskanian sea continued, and linally, in
late Oriskanian time (Decewville), the Atlantic fauna spread l)y way
of the Mohawk depression into the Mississippian province.
The
«

Report of the

New York

State Paleontologist, 1901 [1902],

i)p.

647-652.
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Mississippian Middle Devonic transgression did not attain its g-reatest
extent until Marcellus time, when it crossed the Ilelderhergian barrier
and completely invaded the Cumberland Basin as far (Mist as the Ap])a-

Then the Atlantic fauna again spread into the
lachian Valley fold.
Marcellus sea of the Mississippian province.
Jim'intiu TiiMcarora^

and-Nlagaran deposits of Cumherland Basin.—

In the present paper the lower members of the Ontaric will not 1)6
further described than to mention that the formations beneath the
More detail is given in
Salina have a united thickness of 1,934 feet.
The fauna from these formations
the composite section (pp. 423-4).
is

at present a small one,

and outside of

Arthi'o2>Jiycus /ia7'Jani,

Atryjm

and L<q>txna rhomhoidalis,2i\\ the species appear to be new.
While these formations have the position of the New York Medina,
Clinton, Rochester, Lockport, and Guelph, they are not all to be
/Ytic(/Iari.%

by these names, because, in the absence of characteristic species,
the faunas indicate that the Maryland Niagaran deposits belong to
another sea province. The conspicuous life element of these sediments is represented by a few species of Ostracoda, which are at
called

times so wonderfully prolitic as to make up. in large part, limestone
bands 2 to 4 inches thick. These foi-ms appear in the so-called Clinton, attain greater development in the thin limestone bands of the following formation, and in the Salina are the essential fossils, where the
small Ostracoda are joined by large Leper ditia. The other fossils of
the lower formations are a few species of brachiopods of the genera
BJnjnehnnella and Bhyneho.pira; sometimes quite prolific, and of the
This faunal
Ilomalonotas.
trilol)ites Odymene. Dahnanites, and

development is wholly unlike that of the Niagaran of the interior
United States, and is known to be restricted to the Appalachian
For this
region from southern Virginia north into New York.
area note the absence of the following fossils characteristic of the
New York Niagaran: Spirifer radiatus^ 8. niagarenMs, S. crispus, S.
etc.
sidcatus, Pentamenix oUongus, Caryocidnus, Eucalyptocrinus,
derived
probal)ly
These facts show that the Maryland faunas were

from the east or the Atlantic during Siluric time, and that this sea
then had no communication with the one farther west, which Walcott
has called the Mississippian sea."
along the
Sallixi formaf ion. —Ton miles southwest of Cumberland,
the staof
west
little
line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and a
rocks.
Salina
of
section
tion of Pinto, Maryland, there is a splendid

beds of this formation,
which is described in detail in the composite section, can here be
The Niagaran deposits are seen to ptiss without apparent
studied.
up,
break into the Salina, but no part of its fauna is found higher

Every foot of the 1,125 feet

«Proc. Amer.

A^=soc.

in the vertical

Adv.

Sci.,

XLII, June,

1894, pp. 129-169.
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The
it be a few of the Ostracoda which remain undetermined.
lower 400 feet of the Salina formation are characterized by Ostracoda,
particuhirly the lowest 130 feet, or the cement beds, Avliere these small
Not a fragcrustaceans are often present in considerable numbers.
unless

ment of Eurypterm has been secured here.
The next 285 feet introduce a \ei'y meager fauna, u small 2frr!steUa
predominating- and becoming the common fossil in the higher beds.
Here also has been found a single plate of the fish l^ilmas'ijii^ liltninJust above, or about TOO feet above the base of the formation,
a well-marked, but thin, fossilif erous zone, having small BJiynchonella ImneUata in abundance, a R?njnehosplra recalling li. (jlohom,
cata.

there

is

a small Meridella. OrthothcteSj new species; ILurclilmnhi, a small
Modiolojpds-Wk.^ bivalve, and, rarely, ToitacuJltes (jyrac<mthH.s. Above

425 feet no fossils other than the small Mci'hhive been found. Then a prolific fauna indicating the Manlius
formation rapidly makes its appearance.
The Salina formation of Maryland is a continuous series of deposits,
and appears to be the equivalent not only of all the Salina and Waterlinie of New York, l)ut also includes the hiatus ])etween the Waterlime
beds with Euryj/tcrxs and the "Bull Head'' rock of western New
York correlated with the Manlius. In eastern New York the whole
of the Salina lies beneath the ""Corralline limestone"' of the Schoharie
section, yet some of the diagnostic fossils of this zone occur in Maryland at the base of the next, or Manlius, formation as here defined.
In New Jersey it appears that all of Weller's "Decker Ferry formation,"' from what he calls the "" Bossardville limestone," up to the
"Coralline limestone"' bed of his "Rhynchonella lamellata zone,"
representing a thickness of 42 feet, includes the horizon either of our
bed ha of the Salina formation, or part of this zone and our 4;"' of the
Manlius. It seems hardly probable that all of Weller's Decker Ferry
is so young as the base of the Marjdand Manlius, for if it were one
would expect to find some of the cystids, especially Sp}uerocyxt!irs^ the
leading fossil of the lower Manlius.
In any event this formation is
either transitional to or lies partly in our l)asal meml)er of the Manlius.
This correlation is further supported by a study of a niuu))er
of sections extending from southern Pennsylvania into New Jersey,
and thence to the type locality of Schoharie, New York. These sections will be published elsewhere.
The Salina of INIaryland is continuous with that of Pennsylvania,
where it attains a thickness of 1,600 feet in Perry County. Parts of it
have received various names, as Bloomsburg red shale, Bridgeport
sandstone (= Lower Salina), and Bloomfield or Landisburg sandstone
(= Middle Salina). In Pennsylvania, as in Maryland, the formation is
devoid of Euryj^terus (except at Selinsgrove Junction, where were
found a few thoracic segments), but it abounds in large Leperdltla
this horizon for nearly
telhi

NO. 1313.
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The Pennsylvania Salina unites the deposits
with those of Maryland and the Virg-inias.
Manlius formation. -This formation has in Maryland a thickness of

and, rareh', in Palxaspii^.
of

New York

—

about 110 feet and consists, as a rule, of thin-bedded, impure limestones,
which in the lower third are more shale than limestone. It should be
said in this connection that there is no natural line or lithologic difference bv which the Manlius can be separated from the Salina below or
from the Coeymans above. The sequence of deposition is here continuous, and there was no marked physical event in the Cumberland
Basin to cause a change in the lithology at this time. Our line of separation is therefore somewhat arbitrary, and is based on the first
abundant occurrence of fossils of the tj^pe of the New York Manlius,
The earh' abundance
a criterion of unequal value in different places.
of life in this horizon recalls the '"''Coi'alline limestone" fauna of New
York, and it soon is blended with the Bryozoa and cystid faima found
a little hig-her in the lower third of the Manlius.
At Pinto, Maryland, near the base of the Manlius, occurs a great
abundance of Cladoj>ora rectilitieata Simpson, one of the guiding fossils for these beds.
It is also found at Cash Valley, near Cumberland,
at about the same zone, where occasionally are ol)tained Acervulmna{f)
inseqnalh Hall, Ilalysite.s, and Oho7ietes jersey ensis^ three of the leading
fossils of the " Coralline limestone" of Schoharie, New York.
At this
locality Sp'irifer octoeostatus, NucleoHpira cf. ventricosa^ and RhynchoneJJa approaching R. cwnpljeUana are likewise found.
Near the middle of the Manlius there is a zone of hard, massive,
dark blue limestone, well shown near the Market street bridge, in the
city of (\imberland.
It was from this place and horizon that Mr.
Andrews collected some of his "Lower Helderberg" fossils, which
were described as such by Hall. The}^ are Merista tyjM^ M. camura.,
None
Splrlfer niodestux., S. octocosiatus, and Stroj)hone7Ja geniculata.
of these species are known to occur outside of the Manlius, and they
must therefore be eliminated from the Helderbergian as now restricted,
which begins with the next formation or Coeymans. The exact locality
of the t3'pe specimen of Sj^hxroajstltes multifasciatus is not known,
but it could have been found only in the Manlius horizon about
Cumberland.
In the ballast quarries of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, near
Keyser, West Virginia,^' ma}^ be seen to good advantage an extended
section not only of the Manlius and about 100 feet of the Salina, but
also of the entire Coeymans and New Scotland formations.
The
lowest zone {!/) does not yield the corals of the "Coralline" horizon,
« It

is

reported that this railroad had spent upward of $2,000,000 in this quarry
Tlie great amount of work thus represented has made

tluring the past three yearn.
it

possible to gather a

Proc. N.

new and unique Manlius

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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fauna.
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but the brachiopods associated
occur here.

vol. xxvi.

with them, ^and mentioned above,

Zone 4^ is the most interesting fuunally, and is marked l)y a great
abundance of the cystid Sj}ha'roci/f<tt'te.s iitulflfaschifiis. Associated
with this species, but as a rule far less abundant, occur ten new
species of cystids, several new crinoids, Sjpirifer modestus and S. vanvxenil in profusion, Bhynchot/rema formosa, and many other forms.

Immediately above (46') occur numerous, fine specimens of that littleimderstood fossil Cainarocrimm ; also Calymene cainerata and TentaThen comes a zone with anew form of (ryphhda
cnlites gyracanthux.
near G. galeata.

The Manlius may also be studied to advantage at the Devil's Back
Bone near Cumberland. At this point the formation is less shal}',
with more pure dark ])luc limestone, and the fauna is somewhat
difi'erent because the fossils are derived from slightly different
For the sake of completeness
horizons than at the Keyser quarries.
the Manlius part of the section
D. B. B.

is

here given:

Thin-bedded shaly limestone abounding

a.

in

Bryozoa

of

the genera

Fcnestdla, Pobjpora, Ptilodictya, Orthopora, Drymotnjpa, Sticfoporhia, Batostomella,

and Liodema;

also OrtJiothefes deformis,

Rhynchotrevia formosa, and very rarely
32

Sphwroeystites muliifasciatus

feet.

Massive hard dark blue liniestyne, the upper 7 feet abounding in a
new form of Gypidula. Just below this horizon are found Merista typa, Spirifer

D. B. B.

b.

modestus,

S.

vanuxemi,

Strophonella

geniculata,

Orfltothetes deformis,

and

D. B. B.

Thin-bedded limestone with slender Bryozoa

c.

of the

From

feet

this

more
it is

32

of the beds

feet.

below are regarded as Manlius.

seen that the faunulie of the Manlius are not constant

even within so small an area as
instance, at Kej^ser,
tids,

feet.

genus Orthopora and

rarely a Camarocrinus

About 20

rarely

26

Tentacidiies yyracantlius

West

2.5

For
swarms with cysAt the Devil's Back

miles around Cumberland.

Virginia, the lower third

while elsewhere these fossils are very rare.

Bone there is a bed 7 feet thick aboiuiding in a Gyjndula of small
size.
At Keyser this form is found higher up and has increased in
size,

while near Pinto

it is

found

still

higher and has developed into

the almost typical Gypidula g<deata of the Coeymans.

As

a rule,

Stromatopora does not develop abundantly in the Manlius, and yet
near Hyndman, Pennsylvania, just over the Maryland line, there is a
bed 5 feet thick composed of this form (see section on p. 419). Generally, however, most of the fossils occur in a restricted zone, and the
difference in the faunulte

is

probably due to the greater local develop-

ment of certain groups, as the Cystidea, Brachiopoda, Bryozoa, and,
more rarel}^, Stromatopora.
Coeymmis limestone. This formation throughout Maryland is fairly
constant in its lithologic aspect, being a purer, heavier bedded, and

—

tougher limestone than the Manlius. Faunally it is, as a rule, easily
recognized by the Stromatojyom beds, which weather out as curly or
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In the vicinity of Cumherlaiid there arc two Stromatopora beds, fairly constant in their position, but at Keyser, West
Virginia, they are nearly obsolete.
On the other hand, at Hyndnian,

nodular masses.

Pennsjdvania, a few miles north of Cum])oi-land, specimens of Stromato2>ora are exceedingly proliiic, and to bring out this development
the following section is given, based on two quarries just back of the

The

village.

^

<

strata 'ayv nearly vertical:

Partially covered slope of hill over

which occur many pieces

of Stroma-

topora

30

ITpper quarry zone

o

of this quarry and the intermediate limestone are filled with
masses of Siroinatopora of two species. Here also are found Favositen,

Both walls

->-'

03

feet.

24 feet.

Aulopora, RJn/nchosjy'tra,

etc.

C'overed area

90

feet.

83

feet.

Siromatopora also occurs abundantly here.

,^
*^

f

2
"
{

5J

^
X

f

Lower quarry zone
The upper 10 feet

have an abundance of a small form
(lypUhild galealci.
The lower 5 feet abound in Stromafoporn.
Thin-bedded limestone and shales, about
The fossils are those of the cystid zone of the Keyser quarries.
of limestone

Nodular limestone, quarried
Thin-ljedded dark lilue limestone containing

of

30

feet.

50

feet.

,

Leperditia.

This

is

the

transition zone to the Salina formation.
]S\'ir

Scotland and Becraft Hinestone.

passes without break into the

New

— The

Scotland.

Coeymans limestone
In the upper 15 to 20

former the typical Helderbergian fauna appears, 3^et the
is not found here, but above,
in the massive gray cherty limestone from 40 to 60 feet in thickness.
This limestone is ver}^ constant in occurrence throughout western
Maryland, and may be seen to best advantage in the Corrigausville
quarr}^ near Cumberland, and again at the Twentv-first Bridge of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, near Keyser. West Virginia.
feet of the

diagnostic fossil Spirlfer 'niacropleura

The

fossils

thus far secured are those of the t^^pical area for this
New York. Almost nothing new occurs

horizon in Albany County,
in ISlarjdand,

but a marked difference in this fauna

is

the almost total

absence of the proliiic bryozoan development of New York.
These heavy -bedded chert)^ limestones gradually pass upward into
shales, of

which 20

feet are present in western

Maryland.

They,

in

New

Scotland, since Splrifei" macropleui-a has here been found in the lower third.
Less than 60 miles to

part at least, belong with the

at Cherry Run, West Virginia, the New Scotno shale present) continues without break into
the gray arenaceous Becraft, and here may be gathered a fauna not
to be had about Cumberland.
This occurrence shows that while the
Helderbergian sea was continuous east of Cumberland, west of it
there may have been land conditions or possibly a shallow sea in
which almost no deposits Avere laid down. At several localities, how-

the east of

Cumberland,

land limestone (there

is
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ever, more than 20 miles apart, this New Scotland shale horizon is
always about '20 feet thick, upon which follows conformably, but
with a sharp litholog-ic ditferenee, the black siliceous shale of the
Lower Oriskany.
A noteworthy fact connected with these shales at Twenty-first Bridge
is the occurrence of mang-anese-phosphatic nodules, which have the
These,
general aspect of those dredged from the present deep seas.
however, in this case do not indicate deep waters, since the stratigraphic evidence denotes a shallow sea before and after New Scotland

time in the Cumberland area.
Onshany formation. In western Maryland, upon the shale beds
of the New Scotland, and sharply separated from it, lies the black

—

meager fauna. That collected recalls the Oriskany of Camden, Tennessee, and point to an older stage than the
Oriskany as usually known. This horizon gradually passes upward
into the arenaceous limestone containing the well-known Oriskany
It does not, however, occur in full force until nearly 200
fauna.
feet above the base of the formation, and the fauna then continues
through the upper 150 feet. It is these uppermost Oriskany beds,
just across from Cumberland, along the banks of the Potomac in
West Virginia, which now furnish the local collectors with fine
Mr. Andrews, however, secured the specimens described by
fossils.
Hall mainly from two quarries, now abandoned, in the city of Cumberland.
One of these is on Green street, below the Episcopal Church,
Both are
and the other is back of the German Lutheran Church.
in the upper 75 feet of the Oriskany, as in the Green street quarry
the Marcellus shales plainly mark the top for measurement.
However, at these quarries, and particularly in the one back of the
German Lutheran Church, on Schriver's hill, the excavation was
carried far below the surface into lower layers that are not shown
siliceous shale with a

in

West

This explains

Virginia.

enmherlandise^ S.

trihulls.^

etc.,

why

certain forms, as

S2>irif<'r

no longer, or but rarely, are found

about Cumberland.

A peculiar condition
made

of leaching of the Oriskany in this locality has

completeh" weathered out of the
This condition is restricted
to Cumberland, and the reason for it will be shown presently.
So
many of these delicate fossils have been sent out by local collectors
that it has become a general l^elief that they can be secured anywhere
in the Oriskany of Maryland.
Regarding this preservation Hall " has
it

possible to secure

its fossils,

inclosing rock, as siliceous pseudomorphs.

written:

While in the State of New York the accessible portions of the rock furnish us for
the most part with casts of its fossils, or, if beyond the reach of weathering, with a
compact mass of calcareous sandstone in which the fossil remains are closely
«Paleontology of

New

York,

III, pp. 401-402.
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find, in
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Maryland and >^ome i)arts of Virginia, that in the friable sandand quite free from adhering stone, so that the

stone the shells are entirely silicitied
exterior markings

and internal structure are perfectly preserved; the

interior being
In these localities, not only do we find
tlie cavities of large gasteropods with no more adhering matter than those of the
Tertiary sands, but more unfrequently the delicate internal apparatus of the Brachiopod is almost entirely preserved.

quite hollow, or filled only with loose sand.

Mr. 11. l^. Rowe" was the lirst to explain the cause for this restricted
leaching out of the Oriskany fossils and their occurrence in ".sand
pockets." He writes:
grounds for Oriskany fossils in this region are within
minutes walk from the hotels in Cumberland. The disintegration of the
sandstone has been carried on there much more completely than at any other place,
and has been due, no doubt, to the cutting of the Potomac River and Wills Creek

Most

of the fine collecting

five or ten

across

Knobley Mountain and Shrivers Ridge.

The constant downward percolation of the water from the Potomac
River and Wills Creek, when both flowed over this part of Cumber-

away the calcareous material of the Oriskan}- arenaceous limestone and the fossils, and has partially replaced the latter
with silica. As leaching continued, all the calcareous material was
land, has carried

finally

removed and more or

caves were formed,

filled

less large, partialh"

wdth loose sand,

in

empty pockets or

which the

fossils are

found

at times in considerable quantity.

In western Maryland the Oriskanian is present in greatest volume,
and it continues so both to the north and south along the strike of the
Ciunberland Appalachian folds.
Eastward the lower black shale
rapidly disappears, and at its most eastern outcrops the upper portion
is generally much reduced in thickness and the calcareous material is
usually absent.
Here the Oriskany closely resembles the Tuscarora
sandstone near the base of the Ontario. The most easterly locality
for the Oriskany, near the old shore line, shows a depth of only 50
feet, while but 8 miles west, at Hancock, it is 225 feet thick.
The thickness of the Oriskany is variable. On the W^inchester road,
at Pinto, the Upper Oriskany is almost entirely absent. At the Devils
Back Bone it also is decidedly thinner than at Ridgely. These facts
lend additional support to the evidence that western Maryland was a
land area during Onondaga time, when the Oriskan}' formation was
locally considerably

removed.

The small Lower Oriskany fauna thus far collected is nearly all new,
and the Upper Oriskany, also, has yielded a number of new forms
since Mr. Andrews made his collection.
«The Paleodevonic formations
faunas.

A

of

Maryland, a study

Hopkins University for the degree of Doctor
be published by the Geological Survey
the Devonic formations.

will

of Philosophy,
of

Maryland

and
Johns

of their stratigraphy

dissertation presented to the board of University Studies of the

May,

in the

1900.

This thesis

volume devoted

to
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LOWER DEVONIC AND ONTARIO OF
MARYLAND.

COMPOSITE SECTION OF THE

of the Middle Devonic rests directly upon the
No Esopus, Schoharie, or Onondao-a deposits

The Marcellus stage

eroded Oriskanian.
occur in Maryland or farther south.
uorreiations with

NO.

vm.
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Correlation.s

with

New
York.

—Continued.
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Composite section

Correla
tions with

New
York

I

—Continued.

Locality

DESCRIPTIONS OK HORIZONS.

for
sections.

6a.

Thin-bedded sandstones

66.

Grayish-black shales abounding in poorly preserved Bryozoa.

2 feet 6 inches

13 feet 6 inches.
6r.

Black shales, with thin bands of sandstone and some layers of limestone;
22 feet.
Ostracoda abundant

M. Thin-bedded

dark-blue limestone;

common toward

fossils

the bottom;

Ostracoda in great profusion. RhynchoneUa, Rhynchospira, Tentaculites, etc.
225 feet.

"Si

J

6f.

Dark-blue limestone with thin shale partings;

much

folded.

(Spring here.)

Thickness estimated

So

oi
t.

70 feet.

(The Pinto section continues exposed for 159 feet lo'ver. The remainder
of the section is again taken up 10 miles east, at Wills Creek, near Cum-

be

berland, and

is

supposed to include the above-mentioned 159 feet of the

Pinto section.)

*

3
o

t*

2S

7«.

Shales and fossiliferous limestone, mostly concealed

111.

Reddish shale, with a few thin limestone bands (concealed in part;
contain the upper iron-ore band of o inches)

1c.

Fossiliferous gray shale

and blue limestone, with

53

.

S

c3S

"^

oj

5i feet of shaly

to

03

w

ill

:=;

u

a>

28 feet.

Reddi.sh fossiliferous shale

7e.

Concealed

If.

Lower

7(7.

Rusty olive shale

17 feet.

7/i.

Fossiliferous olive-colored shale

85 feet.

7('.

Rusty shales above, followed by gray sandstone interstratified with olive

Ij.

Olive-colored shales, with thin beds of brownish-gray quartzite

24 feet.

238 feet.

fossiliferous ore

10 feet.

shales

S^^S

eS a* cS

8.

tic

Snow-white

.36

to light-gray quartzite, in places a tine

cus haiiani. the onlv fossil

oi

C C

sandstone

"id.

>.

0<5 >

may

29 feet.

near the bottom
0)
a>

33 feet.

9.

Pennsylvania,

is

total thickness,

probably not

'Hudson River

conglomerate; Arthrophy287 feet.

Interbedded dull red sandstones and shales.

can be seen, but the

feet.

27 feet.

less

In Wills Creek gorge 530 feet
on the basis of that in Bedford County,

than 730

shales."

feet.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE NUMBER OF YOUNG OF THE
LASIURINE BATS.
By Marcus Ward Lyon,

Jr.,

Aid, Division of Mammals.

There

i.s

a very general belief that the

at a birth l>y bats is usually one, or at

number of young produced
most two, so that a recent

" Such an occurrence as four young- in a bat is, I believe,
saj's:
unheard of;"' and rather doubts the correctness of the observations
of an experienced collector who recorded an adult female of Lasiunis
Ixn'ealis salinse with that number of young.
While the rule for most bats is one or sometimes two offspring at
parturition, yet a careful examination of material and the literature
shows the number of young produced at a time by members of the
genus Laslvnis and probably Dasypterus is usually double that number.
This might safeh' be inferred from the fact that four mammae
are found in bats of this group, as has been noted b}- several
writer"

writers.*

mamm«,

In

all

other bats, so far as the writer

each of which

is

of the pectoral muscle.

there
is

is

is

aware, there are two

placed near the middle of the outer border

In the Lasiurine bats, in addition to these two,

a second pair, located

more

posteriorly, each

mamma of

nearer the back and pretty well up under the wing.

(See

which
lig. 3,

Plate XVII.)

As

to the number of voung in Las/m'us^ Professor Wilder found
embrvos in each of two specimens of Z. horealls from Massachusetts.
Dr. Harrison Allen ^ refers to two embryos of L. horealis

three

An

examination of the material in the U. S. National
A pregnant female of Lassiunis
hlosseviUei from Paraguay (No. 105631) shows on dissection three welldeveloped fetuses, each with its own membranes and placenta. There

as twins.

Museum

gives the following results:

are also in

alcohol

three

embryos from the same locality (Nos.
Mr. AV. T. Foster, says were taken

105636-8), which the collector,

ser., IX, April, 1902, p. 238.
Monthly, YII, 1875, p. 652. Merriam, Mammals of the
Adirondacks, Trans. Linn. Soc, Xew York, II, 1886, p. 81. Miller, North American
Fauna, No. 13, October 16, 1897, pp. 105, 115.

«01dfield Thomas, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 7th
''Wilder, Popular Science

^Contrib. Zool. Lab. Univ. Penn.,

Proceedings U.

S.

I,

1895, No.

2, p. 22.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— 1314.
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from No. 105586, an adult female of L. hlosseviUei. The embryos
all united by shreds of membranes and uterus, so that there is no
doubt they came from one parent, A specimen of L. horedlis from
Illinois (No. 14273), preserved in alcohol contains two fetuses.
The most interesting specimens in this connection are Nos. 114044-48,
an adult female nursing four young, brought into the National Museum
alive by Mr. J. C. Lawson, of Washington, District of Columbia, on
June 18, 1902. Photographs of the living family were secured shortly
A young
before the mother's death and are reproduced in Plate XVII.
one was at each of the adult's nipples, where it held on with great
tenacity, having in its mouth a good deal of its mother's hair into
which its hooked milk teeth firmly caught. As Dobson has suggested,
it is probably for the purpose of holding securely to their mothers
that the milk teeth of bats differ in form from those of other mamare

mals.

shows the weights (taken while living) and sizes
young ones were less than a third
grown as to weight and about half grown as to linear measurements.
The combined weights of the four young amounted to 12.7 grams,
while the mother weighed but 11 grams.

The following

of the family.

table

It is seen that the

Mother and young of Ldsiurus
Description.

borealis.

U. S.

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXVI

PL. XVII

O

>

o
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NOTE ON THE SEA ANEMONE, SAGARTIA PAGITRI
VERRILL.
By

J.

Playfaik McMureich,

Of the

University of Michigan.

In 1869 Verrill described briefly an actinian obtained by Stimpson
China Sea, where it was found adherent to the chela of the
pag'urid D'wgenei< edwardsll (De Haan).
It had been termed in manuin the

by Stimpson Carcinophilus paguri but Verrill

correctly, though
genus Sagartia."
Specimens of Diogenes edwardsH collected by Messrs. Jordan and
Snyder at
akanoura, Kii, Japan, and now in the National Museum,
bore upon the larger chela and also upon ^ae shell which they inhabited
an actinian, specimens of which were sent me for identification by the
U. S. National Museum. They proved to be the species described by
Verrill, and since the original description contains no details regarding the anatomical characteristics, it has seemed advisable to make a
brief statement concerning these.
The base is adherent, broader than the column and thin; no definite
chitinous membrane, secreted by the base, was observed.
The column
is low, forming in the contracted specimens a low dome, or in the
more expanded individuals a short cylinder. The walls are destitnte
of tubercles or verruca? and showed on surface view no indications of
cinclides, although Verrill was able to distinguish these structures in
the individuals he examined, stating that " openings, which appear to
be cinclides, are sparingly scattered over the surface, arranged in
imperfect rows." They are undoubtedly present, since I observed
one in sections of the column wall; it had an acontium lying in it and
seemed to be an ectodermal invagination.
The margin is smooth and there is no fosse. The tentacles are
slightly exposed in all the specimens; they are short and conical and
al)out ninety-six in number.
Verrill describes the coloration of Stimpson's specimens to have

script

^

evidently with some doubt, referred

it

to the

W

"A. E. Verrill, Synopsis of the Polyps and Corals of the North Pacific Exploring
Expedition, under Commodore C. Ringgold and Capt. John Rodgers, U. S. Navy,
from 1853-1856. Collected by Dr. William Stimpson, Naturalist to the Expedition.
Proc.

Essex

Inst.,

VI, 1869.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum. Vol.
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.

been 'hDaleOTange,
or throe gray rings; inside blacRTentacles pale, annulated with two
specimens the color is a unipresent
In the
ish."
In the endoderm of
brown.
form dark chocolate
brown pigment ocdark
of
granules
the tentacles

\

manner. They
cur, arranged in a characteristic
situated
])readth,
in
varying
form two streaks,
of the
line
median
the
of
side
either one on each
its
along
else
or
(fig.
tentacle
1)
the
oral surface of
somewhat
vary
to
seem
they
and
lateral surfaces,
in breadth.
Fig. 1.— Cross-section of

OF

TENTACLE

Sagartitt

Ectoderm;
ec.
Dark brownpigment

paguri;

This arrangement corresponds with

coloration of
Verrill's statement as to the blackish

the inner surfaces of the

but 1 was not
able todeterminethe existence of the gray rings which he mentions.
The base of the largest individual measured 2.3 cm. in diameter and the height of
p,

tentacles,

IN endoderm.

the column (contracted) 0.5 cm.
The ectoderm of the column wall

is

thin-

outer

ner than the mesogkea, which on its
surface is raised into numerous horizontal
The circular musculature is rather
ridges.
feeble, but the sphincter is strong

and of

the form represented in fig. 2. The longitudinal muscles of the tentacles are moderately developed and are ectodermal in position

(fig. 1).

The stomatodffium possesses two

pairs of

but moderately developed siphonoglyphs.

The mesenteries are arranged hexamerously
in four cycles with, in some individuals,
The
occasional representatives of a fifth.
The
first and second cycles are perfect.
longitudinal muscles are well developed and
end abruptly at their inner edges, while externally they taper gradually, the parietobasilars

and

basilars are feeble,

and indeed

hardly noticeable.
Reproductive elements were found only
on the mesenteries of the third and fourth
cycles.

Acontia were present but were not

2.—Longitudinal section of
COLUMN WALL OF Sagartia jmguri,
showing sphincter muscles.
en, Endoderm.
ec, Ectoderm,

Fig.

abundant.
its reference to the genus Adanisza,
clearly indicates it as a memmesenteries
the
but the arrangement of
to the genus Sagartia.
assigned
be
is
to
it
and
ber of the SagartiiniB,

The

habits of this

form suggest

ON A SMALL COLLECTION OF CRUSTACEANS FROM THE
ISLAND OF (3UBA.
By William Perry Hay,
Of Howard

University,

Washington

City.

In the earh^ spring of 1902, Dr. C. H, Eigenmann, of the State
Cuba for the purpose of

Universit}^ of Indiana, visited the island of
collecting specimens of blind lish

life known to
The successful result

and other forms of

inhabit certain limestone caverns of that region.
of the exploration, so far as the fish

were concerned, has already

been reported at the Pittsburg meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, which organization had by a grant
of
I

money helped to defray Dr. Eigenmann's expenses, but so far as
know no report has hitherto been made on the miscellaneous

collections.

The
vials,

collection of crustaceans,

includes 14 species.

which

is

contained in 25 jars and

The}^ were collected at various points along

the seashore, in fresh -water streams, and in the caverns.
species are well

known and have been reported from the

Most

of the

island; all are

mentioned here, however, for the sake of completeness. Of the three
new species, two belong to the subterranean fauna and are of especial
'interest in that they are the first spelaean crustaceans to be recorded
from Cuba and belong to genera which until very recently have not
been suspected of adapting themselves to a subterranean life.
In the identification of the shrimps and the Brachyura I have
enjoyed the benefit of the extensive knowledge of these groups of Miss
Mary J. Rathbun, without whose assistance this paper woukl have been
considerably delayed.
In the case of all new species Dr. Eigenmann has allowed me to
deposit the types in the collection of the U. S. National ^Museum while
the cotypes are in the collection of the University of Indiana.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.
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LIST OF SPECIES.

OEDER ISOPODA.
new

species.

1.

Otrolana cubensis,

2.

Oniscus asellus Linnseus.

ORDER DECAPODA.
MACRUKA.

new species.
new species.

3.

Palsemonetes eigenmanni,

4.

Palasmonetes cubensis,

5.

Bithynis jamaicensis (Herbst).

6.

Bithynis

7.

Bithynis acanthurus

olfersii

{Wiegm&nn).
(Wiegmann).

8.

Xiphocaris clongata (Guerin)

9.

Penscus brasUiensis Latreille.

10.

Cambarus

cubensis Saussure.

BRACHYURA.

I.

Rathbun.

11.

Callinectes sapidus acutidens

12.

Epilobocera cubensis Stinipson.

13.

Goniopsis cruentata (Latreille).

14.

Ucides cordatus (Linnaeus).

CIROLANA CUBENSIS, new

Types.— CsLt No. 26348, U.S.N.M.
Eigenmann, Col., 1902.
Body oval, a little more than twice

species.

Cavern

at

San Isidro, Cuba.

C. H.

as long as broad, widest a little
behind the middle, rather strongly convex, and perfectly smooth.
Head a little broader than long, slightly produced in front. Mesosome broader, with its
greatest width at thefif th segment; coxal plates

of the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

segments successively more enlarged and more
strongly produced backward as an acute angle.
The plate of the seventh segment is about the
same size as the one preceding it. Metasome
narrower than mesosome, of five segments,
each of which, except the last, has the lateral
angles strongly produced posteriori}^; telson
as long as the metasome, its margins gently
curved and convergent for about two-thirds of
its length, and then rather abruptly strongly
Fig. 1.— ciROLANA ruBENsis.
convergent to form a short, obtuse tip. The
eyes are altogether wanting. First antenna Avith three basal segments and a short flagellum which, when extended backward, reaches
slightly beyond the posterior margin of the lirst thoracic segment.
Second antenna with live basal segments, and a long, slender flagel_
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which may extend slightly beyond the middle of the body, and
composed of about twenty-nine segments. The mandil)le. maxilhc,

luui
is

and maxillipeds do not present specific characters of importance, being
The appendages of the mesosome
of the type usual in the genus.
are of moderate strength, and are armed with a few rather stout
The branchial appendages of the meta.some are
spines and stiff setse.
membranaceous and small; the uropoda are well developed, the outer
branch lanceolate in outline, the inner much broader and very slightly
longer, and with the tip somewhat acuminate; both branches and the
margins of the telson as well bear a rather dense fringe of hairs.
Color in alcohol, white, with no markings of any kind. Length, 5 mm.
This Isopod, which is reported by Dr. Eigenmann to be abundant,
is represented in the collection by about twenty-five specimens, all
from the one locality. Of the species of C/'rokau/ known to inhabit
American waters, C. mayana^ which occurs on the coast of Yucatan
and Colombia, is the nearest relative of the present species. Between
the two, however, there are several important structural difi'erences.
The phj^siological difierences between this species and all the others
of the genus must be very great to admit of its living in the subterranean streams of fresh water. It may be added that (Jlrolaud cxhensis is very distinct from Cirolanides texensis Benedict," which occurs
in the waters which flow from the large artesian well at San Marcos,
Texas.
2.

ONISCUS ASELLUS

Linnaeus.

Five specimens, for which no locality is given, appear to l)elong
They answer perfectly the description given by Sars from
specimens collected in Norway.
They are doubtless importations
from Europe, and probably came from Spain, where the species is
here.

''

common.
3.

PALiEMONETES EIGENMANNI,

new

species.

Types.— Out. No. 26349, U.S.N.M. Cavern at Ashton, Cuba. C. H.
Eigenmann.
Carapace thin, very delicate and transparent, in form slightly compressed near the middle of the body but rather broad anteriorly; the
anterior border, below the eye, is produced as a broad, obtuse angle,
which bears, near its lower margin, an acute, forwardly directed
spine; this spine is the anterior end of an obscurely marked ridge,
which extends obliquely downward and backward along the, sides
of the carapace.
The rostrum is long, slender, compressed, and
rather markedly upcurved; on its superior margin it bears a row
of six or eight slender, acute teeth, which begins well back on the
carapace and extends forward to the rostrum; these teeth are directed
« Benedict, Proc.

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XVIII,

1896, p. 616.
'

b

Crust,

Norway,

II, Pts. 9, 10, 1897, pp. 171, 172.
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obliquely forward; the inferior margin is unarmed; the tip of the
rostrum is acute and reaches forward to a point opposite the distal
The eyes are much reduced in
extremities of the antennal scales.

are without pigment, and the corneal surface comes to an
obtuse point in front. The-first antenna has the basal segment well
size,

excavated above and provided with a small, acute spine at the outer
distal angle; there are two long and one short flagella, the short one
slightly exceeding the rostrum, the long ones somewhat longer than
The second antenna has the basal segment provided with
the bodv.
a small spine near the distal end; the antennal scale is broad and with
subparallel margins; the tip is slightly rounded, and there is a small,
obtuse spine at the outer distal angle; the flagellum is slender, and
about twice as long as the body. The mandible has an incisor portion with three or four sharp teeth, a small molar surface with several

obtuse teeth, but

is

without a palpus.

The

third maxilliped

strongl}- developed and presents no characters of importance.

Fig.

first

pair of pereiopods

is

not

The

2.— Pal«monetes eigenmanni.
is

chelate,

and except for

its

much

smaller

and weak; the carpal segment is long and slender; the meros is of about the same length,
but stouter; the remaining segments short and rather thick. The
remaining pereiopods are very long and slender. The abdomen is
of the form usual in this genus, but the sixth segment is neither
elongate nor compressed; the telson narrows gradually from the base
to the obtusely angulate tip; on the upper surface there is on each
side at about the middle and again about one-fourth the distance
from the tip a small, appressed spine, at the tip there is on each side
one minute and one long, slender spine, and in the middle a fringe of
setje.
Color in alcohol, white. Length, 23 mm.
Nine specimens of this interesting shrimp were sent to me, three
from Ashton, two from Modesta, one from the cave of Jaiguan, and
three from the cave at San Isidro.
Dr. Eigenmann reports that they
were common.
size is exactly like the second; the chela is slender
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very markedly from Palaemonetes antroniui Benedict,
known blind Palsemonetes, in the shape of the ro.strum
and the character of the chela". The shape of the 63^6 is rather remarkable, even in a group, where through atrophy the eye tends toward the
I know of no other in which it is produced into a
conical form.
So far as I have been able to ascertain, this is the first
blunt point.
record for this genus in Cuba. In the material from San Isidro there
is one specimen which agrees in every way with the types, but the
other two differ in such a manner as to lead me to believe that a second species may be found to inhabit the subterranean waters of Cuba.
The two specimens just mentioned have the sixth segment of the
al)domen two and one-half times as long as deep, and the anteunal
Unfortunately, the rostrum of one is
scale is more slender and acute.
entirely gone, while of the other only the abdomen remains.

They

differ

hitherto our only

4.

Ti/j}e.^.— Cut

maim

PAL.(EMONETES CUBENSIS, new
No. 26350. U.S.N.M.

species.

Palacio, Cuba.

C. H. Eigen-

Col., 1902.

Carapace of the character usual in this genus, rounded above, slightly
compressed, and prolonged in front into a large, upcurved, serrated
rostrum; at the anterior
margin, a short distance
below the eve, there is a
minute incurved spine,

and below it, slightly
back of the margin, a
second
spine.
larger
The rostrum is longer

than the

carapace,

strongly compressed and
serrate

above and below;

is somewhat upcurved and the base is

the tip

usually inclined slightly

downward
middle,

but

basal half

toward

the

often

the

line

with

is in

the top of the carapace;

b, Second an«, C.\rapace.
First antenna, c, Mandible. /, Third
First chelate appendage, h, Teeson and

Fig. 3.— Pal-emonetes cubensis.

tenna,

c,

Eye.

MAXiLi^ED.

g,

rf,

sixth abdominal appendage.

upper
margin of the rostrum number seven or eight, live or six being disposed with some regularity from the base to a point anterior to the
middle; there is then a toothless space which is followed bj' two small
teeth close together at the tip; on the lower surface there are about
live teeth, the most posterior one being the largest and placed just in

the teeth on the

advance of the eye.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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The eyes are large and abundantly supplied with pigment. The
first antennae have the basal segment strongly excavated, while the
is expanded into a plate-like process which bears just
back of the rounded tip, a small spine; the three flagella are slender.
The second antennae are very slender and exceed the body in length:
the scale is broad and long, ])ut does not exceed the rostrum there is
a small spine on the outer face of the basal segment and another on
The mandible does not bear
the outer margin of the scale near its tip.
a palpus, the incisor portion is provided with two or three sharp teeth,
while the molar surface has three souiewhat obtuse ridges. The third
maxillipeds are pediform as usual, but are small. The second pair of
pereiopods are chelate like the first pair and exceed them slightly in
size; the carpus is longer than the hand and the fingers are shorter
than the palm. The telson narrows uniformly from the base to the
Color in alcohol
small rounded tip, which bears five small spines.
Eighteen specimens were collected from
yellowish; length, 30 mm.
the following localities: Palacio, 8; Pinar del Rio, 7; San Cristobal, 3.

outer margin

;

5.

BITHYNIS JAMAICENSIS

(Herbst).

Represented by one large specimen from Calabazar.
6.

BITHYNIS OLFERSII (Wiegmann).

Represented b}' specimens from Calabazar
San Juan (4), and El Sumidero (7).
7.

Pinar del Rio

(4),

BITHYNIS ACANTHURUS (Wiegmann).

Seven specimens of
8.

A

(3),

this

shrimp were collected near San Juan.

XIPHOCARIS ELONGATA

series of seven

(Guerin).

specimens labeled "Calabazar" represent this

species.
9.

Two

PEN^US BRASILIENSIS

Latreille.

specimens from San Juan.
10.

Two

CAMBARUS CUBENSIS

Erichson.

specimens, male and female.
No locality given.
These specimens difi'er considerably from individuals from other
localities and may represent an undescribed form.
The abdominal
appendages of the male and the annulus ventralis of the female are
those of C. cubensk, but there is a well-developed spine on the side of
the carapace, the areola is much narrower than usual (seven times as
long as wide), the margins of the rostrum are raised into high, sharp
ridges, the lateral teeth of the rostrum are well developed, and the

acumen

is

slender.
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II.

CALLINECTES SAPIDUS ACUTIDENS

Five specimens as follows: Mouth of Yuimiri"
large male), San

Juan

(1

female),

unknown

Rathbun.

(2),

Pinar del Rio

(1

locality (1 small male).

EPILOBOCERA CUBENSIS

12.
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Stimpson.

A small

series of two males, one female, and one young from Ashton
one
young
from Modesta represent this species.
and

GONIOPSIS CRUENTATA

13.

Two
female.

(Latreille.)

specimens from the mouth of the Yumuri River, a male and a
The male is the larger and more brilliantly colored. The

female carries a large mass of eggs.
14.

UCIDES CORDATUS

(Linnaeus).

Two

specimens (male and female) from the mouth of the Yumuri
The male has recently suffered the loss of two of his legs and
is beginning to reproduce them.
They now consist of buds about
one-half an inch long in which five segments can be distinguished, but

River.

bound down tightl}^ against the other two and
them in a chitinous envelope. If the limb is removed
from this capsule and extended it is about 25 millimeters in length.
To what extent this method of reproduction obtains among the
the last three are
inclosed with

Crustacea I

am

unable to say, but I have observed

it

in several species

In the Macrura, on the other hand, in the few cases
which I have observed, the new limb appears as a bud in which the
segments are extended as in the fully developed appendage.
of Brachyurans.

"The following note has been supplied by Dr. Eigenmann: El Sumidero is a river
running in part underground west of Pinar del Rio. The Yumuri River is a stream
emptying into the ocean at Matanzas.

MAMMALS COLLECTED BY

DR. W. L. ABBOTT ON THE
COAST AND ISLANDS OF NORTHWEST SUMATRA.

By Gerrit

S.

Miller,

Assistant Curator, Dimsion of

Jr.

Mammals.

The period from November,
Dr.

W.

1901, to April, 1902, was spent by
L. Abbott in exploration of the coast and islands of north-

western Sumatra.

As a

result of this

valuable collections were obtained,
to the

United

States

National

all

work

large and exceedingly

of which have been presented

Museum.

This paper contains an

account of the mammals, numbering^ 492 specimens.

ITINERARY AND DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES.
Leaving- Singapore about the middle of October, Dr. Abbott sailed
northward through the Strait of Malacca. His first collecting station
was at Loh Sidoh Bay, on the west coast of Sumatra, a few miles south
Only
of Acheen Head, the extreme northwestern point of the island.
four da3's, November 5 to 8, were spent at this locality, which, to
judge by the remarks in the collector's field book, is a moderately
hilly region abounding in dense jungle and in cocoanut plantations.
Dr. Abbott sa3^s of this locality:
was probably a pretty good place for collecting, but one dare not go far off, and
my traps. There was a Dutch patrol there, but the sergeant in
charge said it was anything but safe.
It

the natives stole

The next locality visited was the large island forming the northern
end of the archipelago oil' the west coast of Sumatra. It is variously
known as Pulo Simalur, Pulo Simaloe, Pulo Si Malu, Pulo Babie, and
Hog Island. The first of these names is the one adopted by Dr.
Abbott. This island is about 55 miles in length and is moderately
high and hilly.
Here about six weeks
Its surface is well wooded.
(November

16, 1901, to

January

2,

Mammals were
Telok Dalam, at about
Sibabo Ba\', a short distance

1902) were spent.

collected at several localities on the island:

middle of east coast (November 18 to 28);
north of Telok Dalam (December 10 to IT); Sigoeli River, near north
end of island (December 19); Pulo Siumat (December 27 to 80), and
Labuan Badjan Bay (January 1, 1902), at southern extremity. Pulo
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1317.
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Siumat lies about 5 miles off the eastern coast of Siraalur, about halfway between Telok Dalani and Labuan Bacljan Ba}'. It contains
about 1,000 acres and is mostly cleared and planted with cocoanuts, etc.
Two small islands, the Tapak or Flat Islands, about 16 miles from
the southeastern extremity of Simalur, were next explored (January 4
Pulo Lasia (pronounced Lahseea), the more northerly and also
to D).
is an uninhabited mass of coral rock covered with dense
smaller,
the
Separated from
It is about 2i miles long and 2 miles wide.
forest.
Pulo Lasia by a strait a mile and a half wide is Pulo Babi, a slightl}^
larger island, also of coral rock, but with more sand and soil than there
Like the smaller island, it is uninhabited, though the
is on Lasia.
forest contains some cocoanut palms, and pigs are very abundant.
Nineteen miles east of Pulo Babi and 31 miles north of Nias lies
Pulo Bangkaru, the most westerly and second largest of the Banjak or
Banyak (many) Islands, the group next visited (January 16 to February 6). The surface is irregular and heavil}^ forested, its highest
The island covers an
point probably rising 1,000 feet above the sea.
A week was spent here at an anchorage
area of about 20 square miles.
Great Banjak Island, Pulo
in Cameleon Bay on the southeast coast.
Tuangku, or Tunanku (spelled Toeankoe on the Dutch charts), is 6
miles east of Pulo Bangkaru and 25 from Singkel, the nearest point in
Sumatra. It is about 17 miles long by 5 wide and probably contains
40 or 50 square miles. The highest points are Bukit Teressa, a coneshaped hill about 1,000 feet in altitude, and Batu Lauteh, which rises
Both are situated at the north end of the island,
to about 800 feet.
where are also the few clearings and paddy tields. Cultivation on any
extended- scale is prevented by the abundance of pigs and monkeys, T)ut
on the islets off the coast cocoanuts are successfully grown.
From the Banjak Islands Dr. Abbott crossed to Tapanuli (or Tappanoeli) Bay on the west coast of Sumatra.
Here he spent the last half
of February and the month of March, par tl}?" at points on the mainland and partly (March 2 to 14) at Pulo Mansalar (also spelled Moesalla, Massalla, Mansalla, and Mensilla), at the entrance to the ba}.
The principal collecting stations were Tapanuli and Siboga settlements,
near the north end of the bay, Jaga Jaga, a stream near the south end,
Butik Kebong and Butik Sawa, hills 1,224 and 1,100 feet in height,
respectively, lying near the coast just south of the Jaga Jaga, Lobo
Pandan Bay, at the south foot of Butik Kebong, and Gumong Panjamurong Udong, a hill on the south side of Lobo Pandan Bay. The
country throughout this region is fertile and well forested. Pulo
Mansalar, at the mouth of Tapanuli Bay, is 7 miles from the mainland.
It is 11 miles long and contains 45 square miles.
The heavily
forested surface is mountainous, with scarcely any level ground,
though the highest point is only 1,660 feet above sea level. The timber is very fine, and much is cut and taken to Siboga for house
buildinsr.
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SYSTEMATIC LIST OF SPECIES.
Family TRAGHLID.E.

TRAGULUS NAPU

(

F. Cuvier)

Moschus 7iapuV. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. des MauiniilV'res, IV.

1822.

I't.

37,

[]>.

108],

November, 1822; Sumatra.

An

adult male and three immature specimens were taken at Tapa-

nuli Bay.
first

(For measurements see table, page 442.)

representatives of

the species received

b^^

These are the
United States

the

In all respects they agree with those recently
National Museum.
recorded by Stone and Rehn" from the Lampong district.'' Tragvlns
napu proves to be a grayish animal quite distinct from T. pretiosus

and
the

T. ntgricoUis^

but somewhat closely resembling T. ea/iesee/is of
The general appearance is well indicated Iw the

Malay Peninsula.

larger figure on Cuvier's plate.

TRAGULUS AMCENUS,
Type.— Adult male

(skin

and

skull),

new

species.

Cat. No.

114563, U.S.N.M.

Collected on Pulo Mansalar, off Tapanuli Ba}' , Sumatra,

by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Characters.

somewhat

March

8,

1902,

Original number, 1632.

— A yellowish, dark-necked member of the napu group,

closely resembling Tragidas nigricoJJix^ of Sinkep Island,

but smaller and more richly colored.

Throat pattern normal, the dark

stripes blackish.
Color.

—Type:

Upperparts orange ochraceous, darkening toward

ochraceous rufous on outer surface of legs, and lightening to a buff

Ridgway on sides, the hairs everywhere pale ecrudrab at extreme base and black at tip. The black tips
produce a heavy shading on both back and sides. On the former it is
slightly in excess of the orange ochraceous, but on sides the two colors,
Throughout, the grizzle
as seen in the skin, are about equally mixed.
caused by the contrasting colors is more coarse and conspicuous than in
Tragulus pretiosus, a difference which may prove to be seasonal. Neck
mostly black, this color clear and unmarked immediately behind occiput,
but elsewhere speckled with dull tawny ochraceous. At sides this
speckling is rather conspicuous, but on dorsal surface it is not ver}^
considerabl}" yellower than that of

noticeable except posteriorly.

Crown

black, slightly speckled with dull

tawny ochraceous anteriorly. Cheeks and the usual superciliary stripe
dull tawny ochraceous, slightly grizzled with black.
Throat markings
normal, the dark bands black, slightly speckled with tawny ochraceous;
«Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia, 1902, p. 127, June 4, 1902.
examine the Lampong material I am indebted to the

''For the opportunity to

kindness of Mr. Witmer Stone and the authorities of the Philadelphia
Natural Sciences.
<^

Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadcl]>hia, 1902, p.

14.'),

June

Academy

11, 1902.

of
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('ollar broad aiid distinct, concolor with
Underparts and stripe down inner surface of legs white,
a narrow brownish longitudinal line along middle of chest, and a faint
buffy sufi'usion on middle of belly. Tail lacking in the type. In an inmiature female it is similar to back above, but duller and less washed with

the light stripes pure white,

sides of body.

black, pure white below and at tip.

—

Skull and teeth. The skull and teeth are rather smaller than in
Tragidus napu and T. nigricollis.^ about equaling those of T. i/petioms.
In form they show no peculiarities worthy of note, though the skull
is relatively broader than in the Sumatran animal.
Measurements.'' External measurements of type: Head and body,
520; hind foot, 129 (115); ear from meatus, 32; ear from crown, 27;

—

weight, 2.7 kilograms.
Cranial measurements of tj^pe: Greatest length, 108.6

(116);'^ basal

length, 101.4 (108); basilar length, 96 (99); occipito-nasal length, 98
(104); length of nasals, 33 (32); greatest breadth of both nasals

together, 13 (13.4); diastema, 11 (10.6); zygomatic breadth, 47 (47);
mandible, 86 (88); maxillary

least interorbital breadth. 31.4 (31.4);

tooth

row

(alveoli),

35 (37); maxillary premolars (crowns), 18.4 (18.4);
(alveoli), 42(42); mandibular premolars (crowns),

mandibular tooth row
19

(19).

—

Specimens examined. Two, both from Pulo Mansalar.
Remiirhs.
While Tragidus amaenus is very different from the grayish T. naj)u of the near-b}" mainland, it rather closely resembles the
yellowish T. pretlosus and T. nigriGollis from Linga and Sinkep
islands off the east coast of Sumatra.
The details of its characters,
however, readily distinguish it from both of these.

—

TRAGULUS JUGULARIS,

new

species.

Ty^e.— Adult male (skin and skull). Cat. No. 114574, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Pulo Mansalar, off Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, March 8,
1902, by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Original number^ 1627.
Characters.— '&\ZQ about as in Tragidus am am us. No white an}^where. Apparently rather closely resembling Tragulus annm Matschie,^

but ear smaller, and dark loral stripe and light bands on throat

clearly indicated.

—

Color.
Type; With the exception of the under parts, inner surface
of legs, and under surface of tail, the color is almost exactly as in the

type of Tragulus ammius. The neck, however, i.s less speckled with
tawny ochraceous. and the cheeks and superciliary stripes are somewhat more washed with black. This wash is not enough to obscure
a The measurements in this
paper are all in millimeters.
''Measurements in parentheses are those of an adult male Tragulus napu from
Tapanuh Bay, Sumatra (No. 114434).

cSitz-Ber. Gesellsch. naturforsch.

Freunde zu Berlin,

1897, p. 157.
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the .strono- contrast between the superciliaiy stripes and the black,
very obscurel}' grizzled crown. Inner surface of legs, under surface

and entire ventral surface behind throat markintrs orano-e
on legs and middle of chest, duller on tail, and paler
and more gray in axillary and hypogastric regions; middle of belly
with a distinct dusky wash. The portion of chin normally white is
conct)lor with cheeks, and the light throat stripes are merely indicated by a stronger grizzle of tawny ochraceous in the general black
This indication, however, is so distinct that it can not
of the throat.
be overlooked, and in many specimens it is even more evident than in
In none of the 17 examined is it absent.
The pattern thus
the type.
outlined is in every respect normal.
Collar of normal extent, but
rather morc^ tawny than in Tragulus arii(Vinn<.
Ears, naked area
around and in front of eyes, feet, and lower half of tarsus and carpus
covered with minute blackish hairs.
The series is very uniform in color. Some variation is shown in
the distinctness with which the throat markings are indicated, and in
In many skins the blackish
the amount of dusky wash on the belly.
hairs on feet and distal portion of legs are mostly replaced ])y tawny,
but in general the dusky feet are characteristic. None shows distinct
white on any part of the body.
of

tail,

buti'.

])riohter

and

—

While the skull is smaller than that of Traguhm
nothing to distinguish it from that of T. amcenus^
with which it agrees in both size and form. The teeth, on the other
hand, particularly the premolars, are distinctly larger than in the
Shill

teeth.

najju, I can see

related species.

—

Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 578;
head and body, 513; tail vertebra?, 65; hind foot, 130 (114); ear from
meatus, 28; ear from crown, 25; weight, 2.4 kilograins. Average of
five adult males from the type locality: Total length, 587(575-618);
head and body, 514 (505-538); tail vertebrae, 72.6 (65-80); hind foot,
130.2 (126-133); hind foot without hoofs, 115.4 (111-119).
Average
often adult females from the type locality: Total length, 610(570670): head and body, 536 (495-590); tail vertebrt^?, 74.2 (65-80); hind
foot, 132.9 (128-138);

hind foot without hoofs, 118.5 (111-124).

For

details see table, p. 442.

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 106: basal length,
99; basilar length, 92; occipito-nasal length, 97; length of nasals, 28.6;

greatest breadth of both nasals together, 13; diastema, 8.8; zygomatic

breadth, 45; least interorl)ital breadth. 29; mandible, 85; maxillary
tooth row (alveoli), 38.6; maxillary premolars (crowns), 20; mandibular
tooth row (alveoli), 45; mandibular premolars (crowns), 20.6.

from Pulo ]Mansalar.
examhied. — Seventeen,
—The only species with which this animal needs comparison

>Sjjechnens

Remai'hs.
is

the Tragulus annse, described

all

by Matschie from specimens from an
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unknown

locality.

The main
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points of difference are as follows: In

no trace of the pale throat markings « or of the
black loral stripe,* all of which arc present in T. jugidaris; the length
of ear is stated to be 37 mm., wl^iile in none of the specimens of T. juguTragidus annse there

laris does this

exceed 32

is

measurement, taken with the greatest possible amplitude,

mm.
Measurements of Tragulus of

Name.

the

Napu

group.
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TRAGULUS BREVIPES,

new

443

species.

and .skull). Cat. No. 114326, U.S.N.M.
Bangkaru, Banjak Islands, January 20, 1902, by
Original number, IWi.
Dr. W. -L. Abbott.
General size as in Tragidas kanchlJ, but ears and feet
Charactei's.
much shorter. Coloration slightly paler than intheSumatran animal,
Skull with rostral portion more
but of exactl}^ the same type.
Ti/pe.—Adi\x\i female (skin

Collected on

Piilo

—

slender than in the related species.
Color.

— Back

a line grizzle

former slightly

of black and

light

Sides buff-yellow, a

orange- butt', the

clouded by the
Outer surface of legs bright orange-buff, the hairs
excess.

in

black hair-tips.

little

of the front legs with faintl}' indicated black tips, those of the hind
legs

rather strongly shaded

with black.

Nape-stripe clear black,

sharply contrasted with the dull, slightly grizzled, orange-buff sides of
neck.
Crown blackish, the hairs very obscurely annulated with dull

Cheek from below outer canthus of eye to muzzle
cream color, in rather strong contrast with surrounding parts.
Under parts and inner surface of legs white.
Median line of chest
with a narrow, grizzled brown stripe, and middle of belly with an
Throat pattern normal, the brown stripes
obscure buffy wash.
strongly grizzled and considerably darker than sides of neck, confluent
in front.
Collar narrow but well defined, concolor with sides of neck.
Tail clear, dull, orange-buff' above, pure white below and at tip.
SJi'uU and teeth.
In size and general form the skull closely resembles that of Tragidus kancMl and T. russeus, but the rostrum is distinctly narrower than in an}" of the specimens of the related species
a difference easily appreciable on comparison.
Teeth as in Tragulus
yellowish brown.
dirty

—

hancJtll.

—

Meas'itrements.
External measurements of type: Total length, 520;
head and body, 450; tail vertebra^, 70; hind foot, 108 (98).
Ci'anial measurements of type: Greatest length, 97 (95);^' basal
length, 90 (89); basilar length, 85 (83); diastema, 11.4(10.4); length of
nasals, 29.6 (28); greatest breadth of nasals posteriorly, 12 (12.6);
least interorbital In-eadth, 26 (28); breadth of palate at middle of
diastema, 11 (13.6); zygomatic breadth, 42 (42); mandible, 77 (73);
maxillary tooth row (alveoli), 34 (32.6); mandibular tooth row (alveoli).

41.4

(35)'.

Specimens examined.
JRemarl'i^.

— In

its

— One, the type.

small feet and pale color Tragulus hj'evipes suggests

T. ])allldns., but the latter is a much more pallid animal and
has an exceedingly short, heavy rostrum.

its

skull

"Measurements in parenthesis are those of an adult female Tragulus kundiil from
Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra (No. 114421).
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TRAGULUS RUSSEUS,
Type.—MuM

iiialo

(.skin

and

new

skull), Cat.

species.

No. 114337, U.S.N. M.

Collected on Pulo Tuangku, Banjak Islands, February 15, 1902, by
Dr. W. L. Abbott. Original number, 1518.

— Size and general appearance as in

Tragulus fulvlmnter
Gray," but brown throat stripes not as dark and white stripes often
obsolete and occasionally absent.
Type (xeneral color above orange-ochraceous, slightly paler
Color.
on sides and darkening to raw sienna on neck and outer surface of
The hairs of the back are tipped with black, which, when the
limbs.
fur is undisturbed, form^ a dark shading decidedly in excess of the
orange-ochraceous. Across shoulders this shading deepens rapidly
On sides of body and neck the lighter
into the clear black nape stripe.
color is in excess of the black, which practically disappears along lower
edge of sides, where the color passes into the clear raw sienna of legs
and very pale orange-ochraceous with which the under parts are sufCrown blackish, strongly grizzled with yellowish brown.
fused.
Characters.

—

:

Cheeks distinctl}^ paler than neck, the exact color intermediate
between the })uff-}' ellow and straw-yellow of Ridgway. Muzzle darker
and duller than cheeks. An indistinct pale line borders dark color of
crown from ear to nuizzle. Ears blackish. Chest and belly pale
orange-ochraceous, fading nearly to ochraceous buff in axillary region,
and with white markings as follows: (1) A large patch in h^^pogastric
region, continued downward along inner side of hind legs and forward
as two narrow stripes to about level of diaphragm; and (2) a narrow
Chin white to about 10
stripe on each side of median line of chest.
mm. behind median bare area, the posterior outline of the white nearly
straight, and 55 mm. in length. Behind this the region usually occupied
by the white throat stripes presents a peculiar mottled aspect, due to
the fact that the white is mostly replaced by clear orange-ochraceous,
which forms no distinct contrast with the collar and dark stripes, both
of which are essentially like sides of neck, therefore distinctly grizzled.
The white persists as a semilunar spot 20 mm. wide by 10 mm. long (the
concavity directed backward), the remnant of the posterior extremity
of the median stripe, and a very faint, easily overlooked trace of each
of the lateral stripes.
The collar sends back a dark median stripe 90
mm. in length between the two white chest stripes. Inner surface of
front leg with a few whitish hairs, not enough to produce a white
area.
Tail white beneath and at tip, concolor with flanks above.
While the type represents the more extreme phase of the species, one
specimen (female Cat. No. 111336, U. S.N. M., original number 1507),
carries the peculiarities much further.
In this the white is all replaced
aSee Stone and Rehn, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia, 1902, p. 131, June

4,

1902.
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by orange-ochraceous except a veiy narrow line along- under surface
of tail, and two faint traces 20 mm. in length on middle of chest.
In
the majorit}^ of specimens the under parts are as in th(> type, except
that the white areas are slightly more extended and the throat markings are normal in extent and pattern.
The dark throat stripes,
however, are never as dark as those of T. kanchil or as those of th<J
specimen described as T. f\dvlventer hy Stone and Rehn.
Shdl and teeth. Except that they are larger throughout, the skull
and teeth are essentially as in the Tragulus fuhnventer of Stone and
Rehn.
Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 505
(440) ;« head and body, 455 (400); tail vertebne, 60 (40); hind foot, 120
(113); hind foot without hoofs, 110 (103); ear from meatus, 29 (—);
Average of eight males from the type
ear from crown, 22 (15).
locality: Total length, 531 (505-563); head and body, 467 (450-493);

—

—

tail

vertebra, 65 (55-70); hind foot, 120.3 (116-125); hind foot without

Average of four females from the type localTotal
length,
head and body, 458 (435-470); tail
525
(500-540);
ity:
vertebra?, 6<S.8 (65-70); hind foot, 118.8 (117-120); hind foot without
hoofs, 107.9 (104-113).

For

hoofs, 107.3 (106-109).

details see table,

page 446.

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 99

from inion to

tip of premaxillaries, 97

{^'S)\

(

basal length, 91

—

— );" length
— basilar
(

);

); length of nasals, 31.4(24); diastema, 8 (7); zygomatic
breadth, 45 (41); least interorbital breadth, 28 (25); width of palate

length, 85

(

between anterior molars, 17.8 (16.4); front of orbit to tip of premaxillar}^ 44.4 (41.6); mandible, 78 (73); maxillary toothrow (alveoli),
35 (32); mandibular toothrow (alveoli), 41 (37).
Specimens examined. Fifteen, all from Pulo Tuangku.
RemarJtS.
This species is readily distinguishable from Tragidus

—

—

Tcanchil

by

its

smaller size, brighter,

more fulvous

color, the greater

extension of the fulvous wash on belly and chest, and the character of
the throat markings.

With

It is evidently

more

closely related to Tragidus

agrees in size and in the general type
of coloration, but differs in the very light color of the brown throat

fulm/ventefr.

this

animal

it

markings and the tendency of the white stripes to become obsolete, in
the latter peculiarity showing an interesting parallelism with Tragidus
jugular /s of Pulo Mansalar. Of Tragulus fulviventer I. have examined
the specimen described by Stone and Rehn, and Mr. Oldfield Thomas
has sent the following measurements of Gray's type, an adult female
in the British Museum: Head and body (skin), 450; hind foot with
hoof, 122; basal length of skull, 84; palatal length, 59; interorbital

breadth, 24.5; combined length of three upper premolars, 18.5; combined length of three lower premolars, 18.5.
'^ Measurements
in parentheses are those of the specimen Tragulus fulviventer of
Stone and Rehn, male adult, No. 642, Philadelphia Academy of Sciences.
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Family SCIURID^.

RATUFA FEMORALIS,

new

species.

Ti/pe.^Adu\t female (skin and skull), Cat. No. 114361, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Pulo Tuang-ku, Banjak Islands, January 27, 1902, by
Dr.

W.

Original number, 1479.

L. Abbott.

— General

appearance as in Ratufa hangiira/nensis, but
and under parts not as dark, and short
hair of under surface of tail not forming a conspicuous, dark, median
Pale fiank patch more conspicuous than in any other known
stripe.
Characters.

color, particularly of face, feet,

species.

—

Type: Upper parts and outer surface of liml)s raw sienna,
Color.
everywhere overlaid with pale ecru-drab, the combination very diffiThe shorter hairs are raw sienna throughout (except
cult to describe.
slate-gray base), the longer, coarser ones light ecru-dral> with indistinct

dark

tips.

Many

of

the longer hairs are

rather distinctly

The general effect is intermediate betw^een the clear, pale,
upper surface of Ratufa affin/s and the distinctly grizzled R. j)i/r.s(>nota.
On crown and forehead the brown nearly disappears and the ecru-drab
On sides of body and outer surface
lightens almost to cream color.
of legs the ecru-drab gradually gives place to the raw sienna, which
darkens nearly to tawny on forearm. Under parts and inner surface
of legs raw sienna, paler and duller than that of back and sides

annulated.

and fading almost to buff in axillaiy region and at front of thigh.
Pale flank patch well defined, whitish cream buff in strong contrast
with surrounding parts. Cheeks and chin to level of ears grizzled
smoke gray. Patch 10 mm. in diameter at base of whiskers, whitish
gray.
Ears concolor with cheeks internally, prouts brown externally.
Feet prouts brown, blackening on toes, the brown extending
around wrists and ankles, but much mixed W'ith raw sienna on
inner side. Tail dark prouts brown, irregularly washed with raw
umber (somewhat paler than that of Ridgway), perhaps as the result

Most
from base to about
suggested light median area
enough to form any marked

are

of incipient bleaching.

of the hairs of the sides of the

dull buff

This color produces a faintl}^
on under surface, but not distinctly
contrast with edge or with the short

tail

middle.

prouts-brown appressed hairs of median line.
Skull and teeth. The skull and teeth closely resemble those of
Ratufa hunquranensh., but the interpterygoid space and nasal branches
of the premaxillaries are narrower, and the premolar, both above and

—

below,

is

larger.

—

Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 690;
head and body, 320; tail vertebra, 370; hind foot, 72 (68). Average
of eight 'adults from type locality: Total length, 700 (670-740); head

and body, 321 (310-335); tail, 378 (360-405); hind foot, 72.6 (70-76);
hind foot without claws, 67 (65-69). For details see table, page 450.
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vouxxvi.

basal length,
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 62;
breadth,
interorbital
least
nasals,
of
20;
length
49;
52; basilar length.
23.'4:;

zyo-omatic

Ijreaclth,

mandible, 36.6; maxillary molar series

:-'.T;

(alveoli), 12.8; niandil)ular

(alveoli), 13.6.

molar series

SjJecimens exa/uined.— Eight, all from Pulo Tuangku.
Beniarks. This squirrel is undoubtedly a near ally of tlie Bufufa
It differs so widely, however, from
affinis aureimiiter of Bonhote.".
Sciurus aureimnter that I have no
of
description
original
Geoff rov's

—

hesitation in applying to

it

a

new name.

RATUFA NIGRESCENS, new

species.

female (skin and skull). Cat. No. 114556, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Pulo Mansalar off Tapanuli Bay. Sumatra, March 11,
Original number 1641.
1902, by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
known members of the (ijjj7nslargest
Characters.— One of the
pattern
as in Ratufa hungiiranemls and
hmguranensis group. Color
almost to black. Pale
darkened
tail
R. femora lis, but upper parts and
T^y^^. —Adult

i

flank patch obsolete.

—Type:

first sight appear to be l^lack, but
to be seal brown, which in certain
seen
on closer inspection the color
On sides of body and neck
umber.
lights shows faint traces of raw

Color.

The upper

parts at
is

and outer surface of legs the raw umber slightly predominates and the
hairs show a fine grizzle, due to minute annulations of the lighter color.
Under parts and inner surface of legs raw umber, paler in axillary
Pale flank patch barely indicated by a
region and at front of thigh.
Cheeks and chin to level of ears a flne
sprinkling of cream buff hairs.
grizzle of blackish and whitish; region surrounding base of whiskers
Ears blackish externally, concoler with cheeks interslightly paler.
Feet blackish. Tail uniform seal brown like back above, the
nally.
This color appears^
basal half of the hairs tinged with dull raw umber.
but without
disarranged,
irregularly at the surface when hairs are
under surThe
brown.
forming any noticeable contrast with the seal
disarrangon
but
face of tail appears at first sight the same as the upper,
ing the hairs

many

of

them are seen

to be rather thi-kly annulated

with cream buff bands, of which there are usually about six, for the
most part confined to the basal half. In certain lights these annula-i
tions produce the faint indication of a light

able on basal third of

Shull

and

teeth.

median

area,

most

notice-

tail,

—The skull and teeth show no marked peculiarities.

In general form the skull

hungaranensls.

is longer and narrower than that of Ratufa
Teeth, as in R. Imnguranensis, therefore relatively

smaller than in R. femoralis.

—

Measuremerds. External measurements of type: Total length, 750
head and body, 340; tail vertebrje, 41(); hind foot, 78 (70). Average
of five adult females

from the type locality: Total length, 728 (705-750)

«Ami. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 7th ser., V, June, 1900, p. 495.
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head and body, 332 (320-340); tail vertebra, 396 (365-410); hind foot,
77.2(75-79); hind foot without claws, 70.4 (69-72).
For details see
table, pag-e 450.

measurements of type: Greatest length, 66

Cranip-l

(64) ;«

basal
55 (54); basilar length, 52(50); length of nasals, 21.4(21); least
interorbital breadth, 25 (26); zygomatic breadth, 38 (40); mandible, 40.4
(40); maxillary tooth row, 13 (12.6); mandibular tooth row, 14 (13).
Icng-th.

— Five, from the type
—The specimens of Ratufa ntyrescens show no individThis squirrel — one of the most striking
ual variation worthy of note.
immediately recogniza])le by
of the genus —
rich blackish-brown
Sj?eciviens examined.

Remarl's.

all

locality.

live

is

upper parts and

its

and yellowish- brown luider
apparently more bushy than in the related species.
tail

RATUFA PALLIATA
Ritliifd biculor lujpolcuca

1902.

phia, 1902, p. 134,

June

4,

The

tail

is

Miller.

Stone and Kehn, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. PhiladelNot Sciurus hiipoleucoa Horsfield.

1902.

Ratufa pal/iata Millek, Proc. Acad. Nat.
11, 1902; Indragiri Kiver, Sumatra.

1902.

parts.

8ci.

Philadelphia, 1902,

p. 147,

June

An immature

female was taken at Tapanuli Buy, Sumatra, March

For measurements

28, 1902.

see table,

page 450.

It closelv

agrees

with the original specimens of
the

Lampong

district,

Ratufa palUata and with the skin from
recorded by Stone and Rehn as R. hypoletica.^

RATUFA LiENATA,
(Plate

new

species.

XIX.)

Type.—X&wXt male (skin and skull). Cat. No. 114350, U.S.N.M.
Collected on Pulo Tuangku, Banjak Islands, January 27, 1902, by Dr.
W. L. Abbott. Original number, 147S.
Characters.

— Externally

similar to Ratufa- palUata, but hind foot

not as long (see table of measurements, p. 450); general

form of skull

but nasal branches of premaxillaries extending farther
behind nasals, and anterior median termination of maxillaries narrower.
Color.
The color of Ratufa Ixnata so closelj^ resembles that of
R. paJliata as to need no detailed description. The twelve skins show
considerable variation in color, due partl}^ to the greater or less suffusion of dark brown in the mantle, and partly to bleaching.
None,
however, shows any approach toward R. hicolor or R. melanopepla.
SI' ul I and teeth.
While the general form of the skuli shows no

as in U. palliata,

—

—

characters

paUlata,

by which

may be

it

the outline of

Tuangku animal.

distinguished from that of Ratufa

certain individual bones

is

peculiar to the

In R. palliata the premaxillaries scarcelv extend

behind the nasals, while in R. Isenata their posterior extremity

is

'''Measurements in parentheses are those of a considerably older female of Ratufa
bunyuranensis (No. 1046-36).
of

*For the opportunity to examine this specimen 1 am indebted to the kindness
Mr. Witnier Stone and the othcers* of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

31
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usuallv

mm. behind

2 to 4

from

that of nasals (see Plate

narrower relatively to

its

vol. xxvi.

XIX).

The

length than

bony palate in R. Ixnata is
extension of the maxillaries which
in E. imlliata, and the anterior
extremities of the premaxillaries
posterior
rnns forward between the
is very noticeably narforamina
incisive
to form hinder margin of
the anterior extremity
skulls
the
of
most
rower (see Plate XIX). In
in
the related species,
than
narrower
is
of the interpterygoid space
but their character

is

not wholly constant.

Teeth as in Ratufa ])alliata.
MenmremeriU.—^^i^^x^^ measurements of type: Total length, 740;
head and body, 330; tail vertebrjB, 410; hind foot, 76 (68). Average
of eleven adults

from the type

locality: Total length, 732 (710-765);

vertebra, 398 (380-420); hind foot,
head and Iwdy, 334 (325-345);
For details see
68.7(65-71).
claws,
without
75.8 (73-79); hind foot
tail

table,

page 450.

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 68.6 (68); « basal
length, 56.8 (57); basilar length, 52 (53); length of nasals, 22 (21);
least interorbital breadth, 27 (29); zygomatic breadth, 41 (42); mandible, 43.4 (42); maxillary

molar series

(alveoli),

13 (12.8); mandibular

mohir series (alveoli), 13.6 (13.8).

—Twelve,

al] from the type locality.
which distinguish this squirrel from its
nearest ally are of an unusual kind, but their constancy is such that
they must be regarded as valid. Three skulls of adult Ratufa palliata
have been compared with the twelve of R. Isenata.

Specimens examined.

Remarks.—"Wi^ charactei-s

Measurements of Ratufa.
Hind

Name.

Total
length.

Locality.

Head

Hind

and

foot.

body.

foot

with-

out
claw.s.

mm.
Ratufa nigrescens.

Do
Do
Do
Do

PuloMansalar..
....do
....do
....do
....do

Ratujajemoralis

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Ratufa Iwnata.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Raliifdpalliata.

Do

.

PuloTuangku..
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do
....do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Tapanuli Bay
Did ragiri River
.

,

114554
114565
114556
114557
11455S
114358
114359
114365
114360
n 114361
114362
114363
114364
114346
114348
a 114350
114352
114353
114356
114354
114357
114347
114349
114351
114355
114517

"113162

Female adult.
....do
....do
....do
....do

Male adult ...
do
do
Female adult.
do..,
.....do

do
do
Male adult
do
do

...

.....do

do
do
do
do
Female adult.
do
do
do
Female young
Male adult

730
750
750
705
705
710
710
685
715
690
680
670
740
720
720
740
755
685
735
710
725
730
730
765
720
640
770

vim.
320
340
340
320
340
325
325
310
325
320
320
310
335
335
330
330
338
315
345
340
325
330
330
345
330
270
345

mm.
410
410
410
385
365
385
385
375
390
370
360
360
405
385
390
410
417
370
390
380
400
400
400
420
390
370

425

a Type.

"Measurements

in parentheses are those of the type of Ratufa palliata.

mm.
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SCIURUS MANSALARIS, new
r?/i?<?.— Adult

male (skin and

Collected on Pulo Mansalar,

oti'

451

species.

Cat. No. 114633, U.S.N.M.
Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, March 2,

skull),

Original number, 1583.
—Size and general appearance about as in Schiru-s tefnc/s,
but underparts clear gray as in S. hrookel.
6(y/f/'.^Upperparts, sides of body, and outer surface of limbs a
uniform tine grizzle of raw sienna and black, neither of which distinctly
predominates, though the raw sienna is slightly in excess on shoulders,
Feet and sides of head like back,
flanks, and outer surface of legs.
Underparts and inner surface of
but paler and more closely grizzled.
On chest and hind legs
legs mouse gray washed with dull white.
1902, b}^ Dr. AV. L. Abbott.

Characters.

there

is

a faint

brownish tinge.

Hairs of

tail

with six color l)ands:

{<{)

extreme })ase black, (J) 1.5 mm. raw sienna, {c) 2 mm. black, {d) 4 mm,
mm. black, {f) 4 mm. whitish cream buff. The genraw sienna, (r)
eral effect aboxe is a coarse grizzle, chiefly of black and whitish cream
buff", through which the raw sienna appears when the hairs are disarBelow there is a broad median area of dull raw sienna edged
ranged.
with black, this fringed with whitish.
Skull and teeth.
The skull very closely resembles that of Sciurus
tenuis but is a little narrower, longer, and deeper, characters that
suggest, though very remotely, the much larger skull of S. hrookei.
Teeth as in Scuirus tenuis.
Measurements.
External measurements of type: Total length, 255;
head and body, 140; tail vertebrte, 115; hind foot, 37 (35). Average of
eight specimens from the type locality: Total length, 259 (245-278);
head and body, 146.5 (135-158); tail vertebra?, 112 ( 8-122); hind foot,
37 (36-38); hind foot without claws, 35.4 (33-35).
For details see

—

—

table,

page 452.

Cranial measurements of t3'pe: Greatest length, 38; basal length, 32;
basilar length, 29; length of nasals, 12; least interorbital

breadth, 13;

zygomatic breadth, 22.6; diastema, 8.8; mandible, 24; maxillarv tooth
row (alveoli), 7.4; mandibular tooth row (alveoli), 7.
Specimens examined. Eight, all from Pulo Mansalar.
Remarhs. This squirrel is readily distinguishable from Sciurus

—

—

by

gray underparts, a character that gives it a close
resemblance to the much larger S. hrookei of Borneo. Its
relationships are undoubtedly with Sciurus tenuis^ as the skull shows
only a slight tendency toward the relatively narrow, elongate form
characteristic of the Bornean species.
tenuis

its

clear

superficial

SCIURUS BANCARUS, new
Type.—Ki\\x\t male (skin and skull),

Cat.

Collected on Pulo Bangkaru, Banjak Islands,

W.

L. Abbott.

Original number, 1422.

species.

No. 114311 U.S.N.M.
17, 1902, by Dr.

January
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Characters.

parts

—Very similar to Sckiriis mansaJaris, but brown of upper

more tinged with yellow and gray of underparts

distinctly

washed with whitish cream buff.
In size this animal closely agrees with Sciurus man3feasure?nents.

—

shown by the table of measurements, page 452.
Specimms examined.—Ten, all from the type locality.
The characters which distinguish this squirrel from
ReniarliS.

salaris, as

—

its

relative of Pulo Mansalar are so strictly comparative that it is impossible to state them in such a manner as to insure positive identification

Comparison of the eight skins of one form with

of single specimens.

the ten of the other shows, however, that the slight differences are
remarkably constant, so nmcli so that, with the exception of a single

specimen from each

series, there is

no

difficulty in assigning

every skin

to its pi'()]xn" place.

SCIURUS TENUIS

Horsfield.

1824. SciuruK tenids IIoksfield, Zoological researches in

Ja\a and

tln^

neighliour-

ing islands (pages not numbered); Singapore.

Five skins from Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra. They are in all respects
and show no approach to Sckirus mansalaris and S. Ixincarus.
For measurements see table, page 452.
typical,

Measuremeniis of Sciurus bancarus, S. viansalaris,

and

S. tenuis.

Hind

Name.

Total

Number.

Locality.

length.

mm.
Sciurus bancarus

Pulo Bangkaru.

. .

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Sciuru.'i

do
do
.....do

mansalaris

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
fiCiurus toiuis

Do
Do
Do
Do

.

do
do
do
do
do
do
Pulo Mansalar..
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Tapanuli Bay ..
do
do
do
do

114308
114309
a 114311
114312
114313
114315
114310
114314
114316
114317
114632
"114633
114634
114636
114637

Male, adult

.

....do
....do
....do
....do
....do

Female, adult
....do
....do
....do

Male, adult

..

....do
....do
....do
....do

11463.5

Female, adult

114638
114639
114542
114545
114543
114544
114546

...-do
--..do
Male, adult...
....do

Female, adult
....do
....do

Head
and

Tail.

body.

mm.

262
266
260
265
267
255
264
275
253
265
245
255
270
260
255
245
278
263
255
235
255
220
235

150
160
145
145
142
162
155
150
139
145
147
140
148
1.50

145
135
158
150
140
120
140
117
125

mm.

Hind
foot.

foot

without
claws.

mm.

112
106
115
120
125
93
109
125
114
120
98
115
122
110
110
110
120
113
115
115
315
103
110

36
36
37
35
37
35
35
37
35
36
38
37
36
36
38
"36

38
37
35
34
36
34
36

mm.
32
32
34
32.5
34
32
32
34
32
33
35
36
33
33
35
33
35
34
32
31.4
33
32
33

"Type.

SCIURUS ALBESCENS

(Bonhote).

1901. Sciurus notatus albescens

May,

1901, p. 446;

Six specimens from
species.

Bonhote, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 7th
Acheen, Sumatra.

Loh Sidoh Bay,

For measurements

see table,

ser.,

YII,

practically topotypes of the

page 456.
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This sciuiircl shows a striking- and unexpected resemblance to the
The skins are quite indisJSc/'k/'i/.s Khhottll of the Tanibelan Ishmds.
tinguishable, except that the red element of the underparts

The

is

salmon

show certain slioht though constant
The rostrum is somewhat broader proportionateh" to its
differences.
length in the Smiiatran animal, and the audital bulhe are more inflated.
The maxillary teeth of Scmrus (dhescrufi^ while of the same general
rather than rusty.

skulls

S. ahhAtll, may be distinguished b}' their less thickened
crowns, a character easily appreciated on comparison of the tooth rows
viewed from the lingual side.
size as in

SCIURUS VITTATUS
1822. Sciurus vittatus Raffles, Trans.

Raffles.

Linn. Soc. London, XIII,

ji.

259; Ben-

coolen, Sumatra.
1901. Sciurus vittatus
1901, p. 447.

Bonhote, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 7tli ser., YII,

May,

(Part.)

Twelve specimens (two in alcohol, one skull without skin) from
Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra. For measurements see table, page 456. The
In none is there
skins present no color variation worthy of note.
any indication of such red in the tail as is characteristic of Scii/nis
riihiiatus,

though a few show a tendency for the light anuulations
more tinged with orange than the}" are elsewhere.

in

the pencil to be

SCIURUS SATURATUS, new
%>^. -Adult female

(skin

and

skull),

species.

by Dr.

W.

L. AI)bott.

CJiariietcr.s,

— Similar

U.S.N.M.
March 9, 1902,

Cat. No. 114629,

Collected on Pulo Mansalar, off Tapanuli Ba3% Sumatra,

Original number, 1633.
to Sciurus rlttatus but general color darker,

pale lateral stripe less well defined,

noticeably darker than back,

its

though of normal extent, and

tail

pencil mostly black.

—

C'olor.
T3'pe: Upper parts and sides a uniform fine grizzle of black
and ochraceous, the latter decidedl}- paler and less bright than that of
Ridgway. The two colors are everywhere mixed in nearh' equal
Outer surface of legs
quantity and the hair is distinctly glossy.
somewhat paler and more buffv than back; cheeks and inner surface
of ear decidedly so.
A distinct buff' e3^e ring. Muzzle marked with
light grayish ])uff.
Lateral stripes of noriual extent, the upper one a
light grayish l)uff", quite different from the gra^nsh white stripe of S.
vittatus.
Tail essentialh' like back, l)ut grizzle coarse, and black
element more noticeable, particularly along edge and at tip, where the
pencil is almost entirel v black.
Under parts and inner surface of legs
intermediate between the ochraceous-rufous and tawn}' of Ridgwa}'',
but rather darker than either. This color extends to wrist and almost

to heel.

Skull
vittatus,

and

—

The skull and teeth resemble those of Sciurus
teeth.
though perhaps averaging slightlv larger.
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Measurements. External iiicasurcinents of type: Total length, 400;
head and body, 215; tail vertebraB, 185; hind foot, 51 (47). Average
of ti\M^ adnlts from tlie type locality: Total length, 81)5 (375-411);
head and body, 20S (185-221); tail vertebrae, 187 (180-190); hind foot,
For details see
51.4 (51-52); hind foot without claws, 48 (47-49).
tabU>,

page 456,

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 52 (51) ;« basal
length, 43.() (43); basilar length, 40 (40.2); length of nasals, 16.4 (16);

breadth of ])oth nasals together anteriorly, 7.4 (8.2); diastema, 11.6
(11.8); least interorbital breadth, IS (17.8); zygomatic breadth, 30
(30.4); mandible, 32.4 (31.4); maxillary tooth row (alveoli), 9.6 (9.6);

mandibular tooth row (alveoli), 10 (9).
Specimens examined. Five, all from Pulo Mansalar.
Memm'l's. This is a well-marked form of the Sciuriis notatus group,
closely related to S. mttatus, but readil}^ distinguishable by its dark

—

—

general coloration, dull outer lateral stripe, and black-tipped
The series shows no variations worth}- of special note.

SCIURUS PRETIOSUS, new
Type.— Mu\t female

and

(skin

species.

skull). Cat.

Collected on Pulo Bangkaru, Banjak Islands,

tail.

No. 114325, U.S.N.M.

January

20, 1902.

Orig-

number, 1442.
Like Sciunis saiurafus, but average size less, red of
Charaeters.
underparts not as bright, tail not darker than back, and pencil not
inal

—

darker than rest of

Skull distinctly smaller than that of Sciurus

tail.

saturatus.
Colm'.

—In

general the color so closely resembles that of Sciurus

On comparison of

saturahis as to need no detailed description.

the two

series the red of the underparts is seen to be less bright than in the

Mansalar squirrel, and the pale element in the grizzle of the upperparts
lessj'Cllow, though so far as possibility of description is concerned the

The most

colors are essentially the same.

amount

of black in the

tail.

tangi])le ditference is in the

In the Pulo Bangkaru animal this shows

no tendency to form a black pencil or dark lateral fringe, as in Sciurus
saturatus.

—Both skull and teeth are smaller than in Sciurus
differences in form.
Measurements. — External measuremoftts of type: Total length, 375;
Skull and

teeth.

saturatus or S. vittatm, but I can

head and body, 200;
of seven adults

head and

Wy,

tail

detcc^ft'-no

vertebra?, 175; hind foot, 46 (43).

from the type
207(192-220);

Average

387 (372-400);
vertebrjs, 181 (170-195); hind foot,

locality: Total length,

tail

47.6 (46-49); hind foot without claws, 44.3 (43-46).
table, page 456.

For

details see

aMeasurements in parentheses are those of an adult female ScrnrKs viUatm from
Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra (No. 114518).

,
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Cranial measurements of t3^pe: Greatest length, 49.4 (52); basal
43 (43.6); basilar length, 40.4 (40); length of nasals, 15 (16.4);

|length,

breadth of both nasals together anteriorly, 7.4 (7.4); distance from
front of nasal to back of frontal, 25 (27.6); diastema, 11.6 (11.6): least
interorbital breadth, 18 (18);

32 (32.4); maxillary tooth

row

zygomatic breadth, 29 (30); mandible,
(alveoli), 9 (9.<;); mandibular tooth row

(alveoli), 9.8 (lO).

—

Specimens examined. Eight, all from the type locality.
The specimens of this squirrel show no noteworthy

Hemarh'i.

—

variations.

SCIURUS UBERICOLOR, new

species.

Ti/pe.—Adu\t female (skin and skull), .Cat. No. 114373, U.S.N.M.
Tuangku, Banjak Islands, Fel)ruary 5, 1902, by Dr.
W. L. Abbott. Original number, 1517.
In general appearance like Sciurus saturatus and S.
Characters.
pretiosus^ but red of underparts darker and duller than in either and
median line of belly frequently blackish; tail not distinctly darker
than back; outer lateral stripe reduced in both length and width; size
Collected on Pulo

—

nearly as in S. saturatn.s.
Color.

—The

general color

is

closely similar to that of Scluriis satu-

rahis and S. pretiosus^ but the tone of the upperparts
in the

former and more red than

in the latter.

Tail

is

lighter than

more coarsely

grizzled than back, but the general effect scarcely darker.

Outer
same dull color as in the related forms, but its
length usually less and its width generall}^ not more than half as great
Underparts a duller red than in the
(about 5 mm. at middle in tj^pe).
related species, this due chiefly to the darker bases of the hairs.
Along
median line the dark bases increase sufficiently to form a distinct
median dusky stripe in some specimens (including the type). The
black lateral stripe tends to extend its inner margin in the same manner.
Skull and teeth. The skull and teeth are essentially like those of

lateral stripe of the

—
Measurements. — External measurements of type:

Sciurus saturatus.

Total length, 405;
head and body, 215; tail vertebrae, 195; hind foot, 51 (48).
Average
of seven specimens from the type locality; total length, 389 (345-415);
head and body, 215 (205-225);* tail vertebra?, 180 (170-210); hind foot,
49.3 (46-51); hind foot without claws, 45.9 (43-48).

For

details see

page 456.
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 52; basal length,
44; basilar length, 41.4; length of nasals, 17; breadth of both nasals
together anteriorly, 7; distance from front of nasal to back of frontal,
38; diastema, 13; least interorbital breadth, 19; zygomatic breadth,
34; mandible, 34; maxillary toothrow (alveoli), 9.6; mandibular toothrow (alveoli), 9.8.
Specimens examined. Nine, all from the type locality.
table,

—
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darker beneath than in either
parts are not as dark as in S. saturof the two i-elated forms, its upper
The reduction of
and the tail is much less suffused with black.

Remarks. ^Whi\e Sciunts

ithericolori^

atus

the pale lateral stripe easily distinguishes

from

it

its allies.

Measurements of squirrels of the Sciurus notatus group.
Hind
Locality.

i

Total
length.

Nximber.

mm.
Sciuriis albescens.

LohSidohBay..

.

....do
....do
....do
....do
....do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Sciurus vittatus

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Sciurus saturatus .

Do
Do
Do
Do
Sciurus ubericolor

.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

TaiianuHBay...
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
PuloMansalar..
do
do
do
do
Pulo Tuangku
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
.

.....do..

Sciurus preliosus.

Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Pulo Bangkaru
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
b

a Type.

114154
114155
114157
114158
114156
114159
114518
114522
114623
114524
114525
114526
114519
114.520

114521
114627
114628
« 114629
114630
•114631
114366
114367
114369
114371
114368
114370
114372
a 114373
114374
114318
114320
114321
114322
114323
114324
114319
u 114325

Male adult...
do
do
do
Female adult
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Male adult
do
do
do
do
Female adult.
do
do
Male adult
...

Head
and

.do

do

Female young
Female adult.
....do
....do

do
Male adult
do
do
do
do
do
Female adult.
do

<•

(skin

and

skull).

W.

L. Abbott.

<'120
?)210

215
225
205
205
192
210
210
215
220
200

195
190
170
195
180
180
126
185
180
175

<•

1

mm.
42
41.4
44
42
42
43.4
45
47
43
45
45
45
46
47
44
48.4
48
47
49
47.4
45
47
43
46
39
45
46
48
47
46
45
44
43
45
44.4
45
43

I

.

Cat. No. 114537,

March

U.S.N.M.
by

IT, 1902,

Original number, 1053.

— Similar to the Bornean

red area on legs

&205

46
45
47
46
46
47
48
50
47
48
48
48
48
50
48
52
51
61
62
51
48
60
46
50
47
49
50
61
61
48
48
47
47
48
48
49
46

species.

Collected at Tapanuli Bay, northwestern Sumatra,
Characters.

150
160
190
175
180
170
185
197
192
200
180
165
185
185
180
190
180
185
190
190
175
ISO
170
185
135

foot

without
claws.

Tail injured.

SCIURUS EREBUS, new

Dr.

193
190
200
195
170
203
220
200
206
190
205
215
208
210
200
221
220
215
200
185
207
220
205
210
175
225

,

mm.

mm.

mm.

Estimated from dry skin.

Ty^e.—Adult female

foot.

body.

343
350
390
370
350
373
405
397
398
390
385
380
393
395
380
411
400
400
390
375
382
400
375
395
310
345
6 415
410
415
375
400
372
390
335
400
400
375

....do

Hind

Tail.

more

Sciurus pluto Gray, but larger,

extensive, and pale lateral stripe completely

obliterated.

—

Under parts and inner surface of limbs bright chestnut
and more rod than that of Ridgway); elsewhere glossy ])lack.
On cheeks, feet, and outer surface of front legs the black is slightly
grizzled with whitish and red, and along flanks and thighs a few hairs
bear a single whitish annulation rather less than 1 mm. in length, but
these markings are lost in the general black effect, except on very
Color.

(lighter

1
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cheeks extends und(>r chin across an
front legs the red area is much wider
than the black, and on inner side it extends to naked surface of palm.
In S. j}/uto the l)iack area is the more extensive, and it encircles the
wrist just above pahii. On hind legs the same ditlercnces occur. The
red area is much wider in the Sumatran than in the Bornean form,
close inspection.

area about 10

and

it

mm.

in

l)laok of

width.

On

usually extends to edge of naked sole, though occasionally the

black narrowly encircles ankle.

Skull

and

teeth.

— The

skull

and teeth so closely resemble those of

Sciurus jyluto that I can detect no tangible differences.
Measureiiient.^.

— External measurements of type:

Total length, 485;

head and body, 260; tail vertebrae, 225; hind foot, 58 (53). Average
of twelve adults from the type locality: Total length, 473 (430-1:98);
head and body, 247 (230-263); tail vertebra?, 227 (200-240); hind foot,
58.1 (57-59); hind foot without claws, 53 (51-55).
For details, see
table,

page 457.

Cranial measurements of tj'pe: Greatest length, 58

(56);^*

basal

length, 50 (49); basilar length, 46.6 (46); diastema, 13.6 (13.6); length
of nasals, 17.8 (16.6); greatest breadth of both ntisals together, 8.8
(8.6); least interorbital

(34);

breadth, 23 (22.6); zygomatic breadth, 34.6

mandible, 37 (37); maxillary toothrow

(alveoli),

11 (11); man-

dibular toothrow (alveoli), 11 (11.4).

—Twelve, from Tapanuli Bay.
—While Scinrus erehus rather
resembles S. pluto,

Sjjecliiiens exaiiiined.

Remarks.

all

closel}^

it

from the Bornean animal by its greater size
and by the absence of the pale lateral stripe. There is not the slightest
indication of this stripe in any of the twelve skins, while in each of five
specimens of Scinrus j)lut(> it nia}^ be easily traced. The difference in
is

readily distinguishable

extent of the red on the

lesfs is

a less constant character.

Measurements of Sciurus erehus.

Locality.
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RHINOSCIURUS LATICAUDATUS

(Miiller

VOL. XXVI.

and Schlegel).
Verhandel. over de

Sciurm laticaadutus Muller and ScHLE(iEL,
overzeesche bezittingen, p. 100; Ponnatmirlijko^ Gew-hiedenis der Nederl.

1839-1844

tianak,

Western Borneo.

Banjak
adult female was taken on Pulo Tuangku,
body,
230; tail vertebrae,
and
head
360;
length,
Total
ary 15 1002.
Skull: Greatest length, 59; basal length, 52;
130- hind foot, 46 (44).
length of nasals,
length, 49.4; palatal length, 31; diastema, 17;
Island.^, Fel)ru-

An

basilar

together anteriorly, 6; least interorbital
mandible, 35.6; maxillary toothbreadth, 13; zygomatic breadth, 28.6;
21- breadth of both nasals

row

(alveoli), 12;

tained one

mandibular toothrow

embryo the

size of a pea.

(alveoli), 10.4.

Mammas,

'^

Uterus con-

4."

Family MURID.E.

MUS SIMALURENSIS,

new

species.

U.S.N.M.
T!/pe.-Adn\t female (skin and skull). Cat. No. 114216,
Abbott.
L.
W.
Dr.
by
1901,
Collected on Simalur Island December 14,
Original number, 1372.
rather
Chnracters.—Uke Mus pcmyiosus of the Butang Islands, hut
yellowish;
less
and
darker
color
smaller; fur shorter and less coarse;
teeth smaller;

mammte

10, as in other

members

of the group.

much more so
^^//.._The fur is rather close and
bristles.
grooved
many
contains
than that of 3fus jyanmMKs, though it
hairs.
terete
longer
the
than
These, however, are scarcely more stiff
the
length,
in
mm.
about
14
At middle of back the body of the fur is
hairs
long
These
mm.
scattered long hairs exceeding this by about 6
fine in texture,

show no

distinct

tendency to increase

in

length on

rump and lumbar

region.

Color.— Bsick and sides a moderately coarse, but not very conspicuim
ous grizzle of })lack and dull ochraceous buff, the former a little
bristles
of
tips
and
sides,
on
excess on back, the latter distinctly so
and longer hairs with metallic iridescence. Underparts buff, rather
lighter than that of Ridgway, and somewhat clouded by gray along
median line of chest. Feet dull brownish. Ears and tail uniform
dark brown.
Skull and teeth.— The skull is larger than that of 3fu8 alexandrinus,
though of essentially the same form. In size it closely approaches
that of Mus pannosus, but the average length appears to be less than
In form the skulls of Mus simaluremis and
M. jxinnoxus closely resemble each other, except that the rostrum is
more slender in the Simalur rat and the incisive foramina are longer,

in the

Butang animal.

narrower, and more nearly parallel-sided.

Teeth as

in

Mus patwosiis,

but smaller.

Measurements.— Extavna] measurements of type: Total length, 402;
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head and body, Sol; tail vertebrae, 198; hind foot, 42.4 (40).
Avcrag-c of 5 adults from the type locality: Total length, 388 (877-402);
head and body, 200 (200-218); tail vertebrae, 182 (176-198); hind foot,'
40.4 (39.2-42.2); hind foot Avithout claws, 37.8 (36-40).
For details,
see table,

page 459.

Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 47.4 (46) ;« basal
length, 41.8 (40); basilar length, 89 (37); diastema, 13 (12.4); length

foramen, 9 (8); combined breadth of incisive foramina, 3.4
length
of nasals, 18 (17.6); greatest breadth of ])oth nasals
(3.8);
together, ,5.2 (5.6); zygomatic breadth, 23 (22); least interorbital
of incisive

breadth, 7.4 (7); breadth of brain case above roots of Z3^gomata, 17
(17); depth of brain case at front of basioccipital, 12(11.4); fronto-

depth at posterior extremity of nasals, 11.8 (11.6); mandible,
28 (28); maxillary tooth row (alveoli), 8 (8.4), mandibular tooth row
palatal

(alveoli),

8 (8.4).

—

Specimens exmnined. Thirt3'-two from the following localities:
Simalur Island (main island), 8 (2 in alcohol); Simalur Island (Pulo
Siumat), 6 (1 skull without skin); Pulo Lasia, 16 (3 in alcohol; 3
skulls without skins); Pulo Babi, 2 (skulls only).
Remarks. This is a well-defined memljer of the Ifus rattus group,
most closely related, apparently, to the form occurring on the Butang
Islands on the opposite side of Sumatra.
Its presence on Simalur and
the neighboring islands may have been originally due to human
agency, though there is no reason to suppose that the animal has been
introduced within historic times.

—

Measurements of Mus simalurensis.

Locality.

Sex.

Total
length.
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MUS SURDUS,
7>/^;^.,_ Adult

imilc (skill

Collected on Simalur Island
Original number, 1359.
Chivmcter^.

— Similar

to

and

new

skull),

December

Mus

are as in

Mus

species.

No. 114184, U.S.N.M.
by Dr. W. L. Abbott.

Ciit.

concolor Blyth and

Mm jyullus Miller,

—The fur,

tail, ears, feet, etc.,

characters in general.

concolor and

xxvl

11, 1901,

but larger and paler.

Fur and external

vol.

Mus pull us.

Mammae,

2-2, p.

i.

2-2=8.

—

Back and sides a coarse, inconspicuous g-rizzle of dull ochraColor.
ceous buff and blackish brown, the former slightly in excess on back
and distinctly predominating- on sides. Underparts and inner surIn the type there
face of Hmbs dirty white, tinged with cream buff.
the
color of sides
between
demarcation
of
line
defined
well
is a fairly
not
so
conspicuous,
though
always
contrast,
This
belly.
of
and that
pull
type
of
Mus
in
the
than
m or the two
noticeal)le
more
is invariably
Ears
blackish
brown
examined.
I
have
that
concolm^
Mus
of
specimens
externally, lightly sprinkled with fine, silvery hairs internally.

dirty whitish.

Skull and

Mus

teeth.

concolm'

in form.

and

Feet

—Both skull and teeth are noticeably larger than
Mus

pullus.,

in

but I can detect no tangible difference

—

Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 265;
head and body, 127; tail vertebrtv, 138; hind foot, 28 (26). Average
of 21 adults from the type locality: Total length, 268 (238-321); head
and body, 130 (112-143); tail vertebra?, 139 (119-182); hind foot, 27
For details see
(26-28.2); hind foot without claws, 25.4 (24-27).
table, page 461.
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 33 (30);" basal
length, 28.6 (26); basilar length, 26 (23); diastema, 8.8 (8); length of
incisive foramen, 6.4 (5.4); combined breadth of incisive foramina, 2.8
(2); length of nasals, 12 (11); greatest combined breadth of nasals, 3.4
(3); zygomatic breadth, 15.4 (13.6); least interorbital breadth, 5 (4);
breadth of l)rain case above roots of zygomata, 13.6 (13); depth of
brain case at front of basioccipital, 9.6 (9); frontopalatal depth at posterior extremity of nasals, 7.4 (fi-'o); mandible, 18.8 (15.4): maxillary
tooth row (alveoli), 5.6 (4.6); mandibular tooth row (alveoli), 5.6 (4.6).
Specimens examined. Thirtj^-two (11 in alcohol), all from the type

—

locality.
Rt'inar'ks.

this species
it

—Though closely related

to

Mus

concolor

appears to be well differentiated.

probably owes
man.

its

introduction and therefore

Like
its

and

Mus

Mus

existence to prehis-

toric

"Measurements

in parantheses are those of the

indlus

simalurensis

type of

Mm pullus.

.

).
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Measurements of

Mus

Total
length.

Locality.

malur Island

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.;

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

snrdus.

rt

114181
114182
114183
114184
114185
114186
114187
114190
114191
114192
114193
114194
114196
114198
114200
114201
114188
114189
114195
114197
114199

Male adult
do

. .

....do

do
....do
....do
....do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Female adult
do
do
do
do
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at surface of the

The longer

hairs

gray (very nearly Ridgeway's No.

show

6) of

VOL. xxvr.

the under fur.

Under parts and

a distinct bluish luster.

innei

Ridgeway's No. 6) faintly washed witbi
surface of legs gray (about
the color of this region and that ol|
between
crrayish ])uff, the contrast
back, but grizzle more fine. Feet!
to
similar
Head
sides very sHght.
blackish.
uniform
tail
and
Ears
dull, dark brown.
closely resemble those oi
so
teeth
and
skull
Shdl and teeth. --VaQ
by which to disi
characters
tangible
no
find
j\hisjirmm that I can
tinguish them.
Memurements.—^yitQV\vA\ measurements of type: Total length, 490.
Averagtl
foot, 47 (44).
head and body, 243; tail vertebrte, 247; hind
(400-497)
length,
457
Total
locality:
type
the
of 5 specimens from
hind foot,
head and body, 227 (200-251); tail vertebrsB, 230 (200-252);
details
seej
For
(42-45).
43.6
claws,
without
foot
4(5.4 (45-48); '^hind
table,

page

4«)2.

basa
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 53 (53);^*
nasals,
of
21
(21.4)
length
43.6
length,
(43);
basilar
length, 46.4 (46);
greatest combined breadth of nasals, 5.8 (5.6); diastema, 15 (15)

zygomatic

l)readth, 26 (27); least interorbital breadth, 8 (8);

depth o

depth at posi;
brain case at front of basioccipital, 13 (13); frontopalatal
maxillar
31.4
mandible,
(32.4);
12.4
nasals,
(13);
terior extremity of
(lO).
(alveoli),
9.6
row
tooth
mandibular
tooth row (alveoli), 9 (9.4);

Specimens examined.— ^QY^n (one skull without skin),
Mansalar.
Rem,ar'k.s.—T\iQ distinctness of this species

the near-by mainland

is

Measurements of

Name.

from the

unquestionable.

Mus

firmus and

Mus

domitor.

all

from PuL

3f%is

Jirmus o

.
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Miller.

Mils fremms Miller, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1902,
March, 1902; Sinkep Island, off east coast of Sumatra.

1902.

p. 154,

Twenty-four specimens, from the following localities Fulo Tuangku,
7(2 skulls without skins); Pulo Bangkaru, 1; Pulo Mansalar, 7 (1
skull without skin); Tapanuli Bay, 9 (5 skulls without skins).
This
series shows variation in both size and color, but for the present I
prefer to refer it as a whole to Mus fremens.
None of the skins
show an}" close approach to the bright colors of Mus vociferans. For
measurements, see table.
:

Measure)!

PuloTuangku.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Tapanuli Bay

.

Do
Do
Do
Pulo Mansalar.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

67 dfi

of

Mus

Sex.

Locality.

Pulo Bangkaru

1

114307
114401
114402
114403
114404
114405
114451
114452
114453
114454
114581
114586
114582
114583
114584
114585

Female young.
Male adult
do
Male young
Male adult
do
Female adult...
do
Male adult
do
Female adult...
do
Male young
Male adult
do
do

fremens.

Total
length.
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Many

of the skins are in fresh,

unworn pelage,

vol. xxvi.

a stage in which

almost as strongly from the bright-colored Mus surifer of
as was the case with the original specimens taken
Peninsula
Malay
the
the general color of the rats of this group
fact,
In
midsummer.
in
appears to be only slightly affected by abrasion of the fur. In the

they differ

six specimens

from Tapanuli Bay there

is

no indication of a dark

col-

present in about half the skins from the Banjak
Mansalar form.
Islands, though in none is it developed as in the Pulo
lar.

The

collar

is

Measurements of

Locality.

Mas

lingensis.

i
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—Type:

Back and sides tawny ochraceous, considerably paler
Ridgwa}",
everywhere heavily clouded })y the blackish
than that of
and
the
spines
longer hairs. On middle of back the dark
brown of
Color.

color

is

greatly in excess, but on sides the tawny-ochraceous .slightly

Crown and forehead

predominates.

like

l)ack;

cheeks clear, dull,

Outer surface of limbs tawny-ochraceous, paler
sides,
and
somewhat dulled by appearance at surface of
that
of
than
of
hairs.
The
tawny-ochraceous completely encircles heel
bases
slaty
middle of lower leg and forearm. Underextending
up
to
wrist,
and
parts dull white, distinctly marked with cream buff.
Throat just in
forelegs
crossed
b}an
ochraceous
buff
band
of
about
front
25 mm. in
Feet dull whitish. Ears and tail blackish brown, the latter
width.
indistinctly whitish beneath and at tip.
Nine of the skins show no variation worthy of note, but the other
three (Nos. 114611, 11-1:612, and 114613) are so peculiar as to suggest
tawny-ochraceous.

their specific distinctness.

In these the tawnA'-ochraceous

from median dorsal region, the whole of which
clear slaty

brown from shoulders

to base of

tail,

is absent
consequently a
strongh' contrasted
is

Entire ventral surface dull, light, ochraceousslightly marked with whitish along median line.
Otherwise as

with color of sides.
buft",

in

the type.

color, I

As

these specimens

show no

peculiarities other than

think they are to be regarded as a dichromatic phase of 3fus

catelUfer.

—The skull and teeth are not distinguishable from
Total length, 348;
Measurements. — External measurements of
Sl'ull

and

teeth.

those of Jfus lingensis.

t3'pe:

Average
head and body, 202; tail vertebrae, 146; hind foot, 40 (39).
of nine specimens from type locality: Total length, 350 (309-398);
head and body, 195 (176-221); tail vertebrae, 155 (133-177); hind foot,
41 (40-43); hind foot without claws, 38.9 (37.4-41).

For

page 466.
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 46

details see

table,

(47.5);'^ basal

length, 39 (40.4); basilar length, 37 (37.5), diastema, 13 (13.4); length
of incisive foramen,

7

(7);

combined breadth of incisive foramina,
combined breadth of na.sals,

4.4 (4); length of nasals, 17 (19); greatest
5 (5.4);

zygomatic breadth, 20

(20); least interorbital

mandible, 25 (25.4); maxillary tooth
tooth row (alveoli), 7 (7.2).

—

Specimens examined. Thirt3^-two
from Pulo Mansalar.

row

breadth lo.Q (6.8);
mandibular

(alveoli), 7 (8);

(2 in alcohol;

18 skulls without

skins), all

.

^

«,^

«

Measurements in parentheses are those

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

32

of the

type of Mus

lingensis.
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Measurements of Mus

VOL. XXVI.

catellifer.

Hind
Locality.

Total
length.

Sex.

Number.

Head
and

Tail.

body.

Hind
foot.

foot

with-

out
claws.

vim.

Pulo Mansalar

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

114588
114.^89

114590
114593
114596
114612
114591
114592
114594
114.595

114611
114613

Female adult.
do
....do

do
do
do
Male adult
Male young
Male adult
Male young
do
do

. .

.

.
.

.

('322

376
348
366
333
383
338
297
398
333
328
309

mm.
220
208
202
222
177
219
183
1.57

221
186
179
176

mm.
«102
168
146
144
1.56

164
1.55

140
177
i47
149
133

mm.

—
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In the tj^pe specimen there is an
almost naked area about 4 mm. wide and 70 mm. in length extending
It has the
along- median line of belly to posterior portion of chest.
rather closely resembles in color.

appearance of a normal character.
Upper parts and outer surface of limbs ecru-drab, irreguColor.
larly tinged with l)roccoli-brown and clouded, particularly along middle
Both under fur and long hairs
of back, by the blackish long hairs.

—

have a distinctly gloss}- texture, which causes much variation in the
Cheeks light
exact shade as the skin is viewed in difi'erent lights.
Underparts and inner surbroccoli-brown. Whiskers shining black.
face of limbs cream-buff, the line of demarcation between this color
Feet dirty whitish, shaded with
mid that of sides fairly well detined.
Ears blackish. Tail
ecru-drab, this color extending around heel.

blackish throughout basal fourth, the rest white.
Tail.

—The

tail

shows no

peculiarities of importance.

It is distinctly

and uniformly annulated, about 11 rings to the centimeter at middle.
The rings are not very clearly divided into scales except toward base.

Beyond middle the rings become much more closelv crowded, ])ut they
On basal fourth the hairs
retain their distinctness to extreme tip.
which spring from between the rings are too minute to cause any concealment of the annulation, but beyond this region they increase in
At tip they are
length and slightly obscure the outlines of the rings.
about 5

mm.

long.

—The ears are of

moderate size and normal form. Laid forThe surface of the ear is naked,
ward they extend about to eye.
except for a sprinkling of minute blackish hairs.
SkuN. The skull is in size and general form not unlike that of a
large house rat.
The brain case, however, is less deep, the audital
buUpe are much smaller, the incisive foramina are shorter, the nasals
flaro abruptly anteriorly, and the plate of the maxillary which forms
outer wall of antorbital foramen is not produced forward beyond
level of upper zygomatic root.
The most striking differences are
found in the interorbital region. In general contour this region is
much as in 3fi/s norveglcus, but the supraorbital beads are developed
into upturned blade-like ledges between which the main surface of the
frontal lies at the bottom of a distinct trough.
A similar condition is
suggested by some skulls of very aged members of the Mus surifer
group and by those of species of Tylomys.
Teeth.
Incisors as in Muh narvegicus, except that those of the upper
jaw are a little less strongly curved. Molars (Plate XVIII, tigs. 4 and 5)
slightly larger than those of the house rat.
Fh\st np2)er moJiir: The
anterio]- ridge contains three distinct cusps, the outermost of which is
nearly as large as the innermost and situated distinctl}' farther forward.
As a result, the outer side of the tooth appears longer than the inner
the exact opposite to the condition in JIus.
Between central and inner
JEJars.

—

—
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Another small reentrant
a distinct reentrant angle.
cusp. ^ The second ridge
angle lies at the posterior base of the outer
first, except that the reentrant angle
is practically a repetition of the
middle and inner cusps is broader and not as deep, while that
cusps there

is

between

developed. There is also a
at posterior base of outer cusp is better
rudimentary reentrant angle at front of outer cusp, so that the
a large median
resulting form of the cusp is an imperfect trefoil with
anterior
minute
size, and a
lobe, a posterior one of nearly the same
In the type the process of attrition has extended far enough
seo-ment.
the inner edge.
to'imite the median ridge with the posterior along

Third ridge with median cusp larger than in either first or second,
and inner
the outer cusp rather smaller than that of first or second,
posterior
base
cusp obsolete. There is a distinct reentrant angle at
represented
by
Second upper molar: Anterior ridge
of outer cusp.
in
present
a laro-e inner cusp and a minute outer one, both joined
Second like
state of wear to front of main cusp of second ridge.
that of iirst tooth, Init with outer cusp smaller and lacking the anterior

;

ii

|

j

i;

\

,;

\
I

^^

|

(I

^

Third irpp&r^
limb of the trefoil. Third ridge as in anterior tooth.
molar: Anterior ridge represented ])y a large internal cusp, as well''
developed as that of middle tooth, but quite distinct from second
Second ridge formed by a simple, transverse loop, narridge.
row on the inner side, but expanding externally to a rudimentary
Third ridge consisting of a single large cusp, prolialjly
the median. It is fully as large as the median cusp of the other teeth.
First lower molar: This tooth consists of three very similar bilobate
cross ridges, slightly convex or concave in front, deeply concave
behind. The anterior is somewhat concave anteriorly and is preceded

median cusp.

by a small median tubercle. A similar Init rather smaller tubercle
lies between first and second loop on outer side, and a still smaller one
between the same loops on inner side. Posterior loop like second,!
It is fol-'
is a small reentrant angle on outer side.
lowed by a median tubercle, rather larger than that at front of tooth.
Second lower violar: Essentially a duplication of the second and third
loops and posterior tubercle of first tooth, but anterior lobe w4th a
rudimentary external tubercle and reentrant angle on outer side of,
Third loiver molar: This tooth is reduced to an
second lobe deeper.
anterior loop about like that of middle tooth, and a broad, crescenti(
posterior loop, the slightly concave side of which is directed forward,
Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 534
head and body, 236; tail, 298; hind foot, 41 (38.6).
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length, 49.6; basal length
44.6; basihu- length, 42.6; palatal length, 22; least width of palat(
between antei'ior molars, 4.8; diastema, 14.6; length of incisive fora
men, 6.8; combined breadth of incisive foramina, 3.2; length of nasals
18; greatest combined breadth of nasals, Q.Q] zygomatic breadth, 25

except that there

—
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least interorbital breadth, 5.8; ])readth of brain case

z3^goniata, IT;

aboM' roots of
depth of brain case at front of basioccipital, 11.0: fronto-

depth at posterior extrendt}^ of nasals, 11.4; least deptli of
rostrum immediately behind incisors, 9.0; mandible, 28.0; maxillarj^
tooth row (alv^eoli), 9; width of front upper molar. 2.0; mandibular
tooth row (alveoli), 8; width of front lower molar, 2.
Specimens examined. One, the type.
pahital

—

—

among- Malaj^an
woolh' fur, long tail, and bluish gray color, cond^ined with
In general appearance it somewhat resembles
the rather large size.
Musfeireocanux., but the quality of the fur in the two animals is cjuite
RtnidfJcs.

rats

by

Le7i()fhri.r raviis is easily recogniza])le

its

unlike.

Family HYSTRICID^E.

TRICHYS MACROTIS, new
Tyj)e.—M\\\t female (skin and

species.

Cat. No. 114488,

skull).

U.S.N.M.

Collected at Tapanuli Bay, northwestern Sumatra, February' 20, 1902,

by Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Character's.

Original number, 1555.

— Similar to the Bornean

Trichys fascicidafa (Shaw) but

more strongly angled hamulars.
from those of Tricky s fasciculata in form as

with longer ears; skull with broader,
Ear's.

—The ears differ

well as in size.

the tip

The

more

is

anterior border

broadl}^

rounded

off

is

very moderately convex and

than in the Bornean animal.

These two characters, in connection with the greater length, give the
ear an almost spatulate appearance quite different from the contour of
the ear of the i-elated species.
Color..

to

—The color so exactly resembles that of Tricky
and
—The skull closely resembles that of

s fasciculata

as

need no description.
Sl'idl

teeth.

Tri.chysfasci-

except that the hamular processes of the pterygoids are of a distinctly different form.
In T. fasciculata these processes are slender
and uniformly curved throughout, the lower margin slightly thickculata,

ened and the tip tapering rather abruptly to a point. In T. macrotis
thej^are much wider, there is an abrupt angle near middle, the lower
edge

is

not thickened, and the tip

is

broadened and swollen into a

dis-

tinct head.

Teeth as in T. fasciculata.
Measurements. External measurements of type: Total length, 653;
head and body, 428; tail vertebra, 225; hind foot, 64 (01); ear from
meatus, 28. Average of four adults from the type locality: Total
length, 614(590-653); head and body, 420 (410-428); tail vertebrw,
197 (180-225); hind foot, 64 (62-00); hind foot without claws, 00.3

—

(58-62).

For

details, see table,

page 470.

Cranial measurements of type:

Greatest

length, 82 (84^);

basal

" Measurements in parentheses are those of a young adult male Trichys fasciculata
from Mount Salikan, Borneo (No. 8;?940).
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72 (72); basilar length, ()8 (67); length of nasals, 27 (25.4);
diastema 24 (24); zygomatic breadth, 44 (44.4); least interorbital
Iciiuth,

breadth, 16 (19); mandible, 52.4 (52); maxillary toothrow (alveoli),
13.4 (14.8); mandibular toothrow (alveoli), 14.8 (15).

Specimens ex(i II) hte(L—T\xQ, all from the type locality.
Remm'Tcs.—Thowgh. closely related to the Bornean form. Tricky
'inacrotlx appears to l)e readily distinguishable l)y its large ears and
peculiar hanudars.

An embrvo with

head and body about 40

mm.

in length clearly

shows

that scaly integument, the vestiges of which in the adult have been
The scales are very distinct on the
called att(Mition to l)y Jentink.''

back, sides, thigh, upper arm, and proximal third of tail, much more
so, in fact, than in an embryo M((nis jamnica of about the same size.
The largest average a little more than 1 mm. in length. Longitudinally
there are about 52 rows, each of which contains 24 scales at middle of
kt the posterior border of each scale the incipient spines
body,
appear as minute rounded projections, of which the central is usually

Five of these rudiments to each scale appears to
be the usual number, though seven may occasionally be counted. The
middle and terminal portions of the tail lack scales, Init in a favorable
Near tip the
light traces of rings are visible along the second third.
developed.

the

l)est

tail

rather al)ruptly thickens, and

its

surface becomes somewhat rugose.

Measurements of Trichys macrotis.
Hind
Locality.

Total
length.

Niimlier.

Head

Tail

and

verte-

body.

brae.

H4487

Do
Do
Do
Do

a 114488
114491
114489
114490

Female adult.
do
do
Male adult ...
do

mm.

(I

Family

225
195
180
185

I

64
64
60
66
62

mm.
61
60
j

>
i

'

i

57
62
68

Type.

VIVERRID^.

HERPESTES BRACHYURUS
1837. Herpestes brachyurus

425
428
422
410
415

653
617
590
600

without
claws.

loot.

mm.
Tapanuli Bay

foot

Hind

Gray, Mag. Nat.

Hist.,

Gray.
I,

November,

1837, p. 578;

"Indian Islands."

A pair of adults, Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, March 24 and 26, 1902.
Measurements: Total length, male, 630, female, 650; head and body,
male, 430, female, 435;

tail vertebrae, male, 200, female, 215; hind foot,
male, 83, female, 82; hind foot without claws, male, 78, female, 78.

"Notes from the Leyden Museum, XVI, 1894,

p. 209.
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1830. "Viverra hardwickii (jkay, Spit-.
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Gray.

Zool., 11, p. 9."

Adult female, Tapiinuli Bay, Sumatra, Februaiy 12, 1902. Measurements: Total length, 830; head and body, 520; tail vertebrne, 310;
hind foot, 73

(71).

PARADOXURUS HERMAPHRODITUS
1778. Virerra herinapJirodita
" Barbary."

Pallas, in

Six specimens from Simalur Island.
page 171.
Dr. Abbott writes that the

weight and
Peninsula.
ences,

and

I

musang

Hchreber,

(Pallas).

Saugthiere,

111,

For measurements, see
of Simalur Island

is

p.

426;

table,

lighter in

much more slender in form than that of the Malay
The measurements, however, show no appreciable differcan detect none in the skins or skulls.
Measurements of Paradoxurus hemapJirodiliis.

Locality.
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ERINACEID^.

Family

GYMNURA GYMNURA
1822.

[

Vtnerra']

(Raffles).

gi/mnura Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc, London, XIII,

p. 272;

Ben-

coolen, Sumatra.

March

adult male, Tapanuli Bay, Smiiatra,

One

measurements see

table,

29,

For|

1902.

page 472.

Family TUPAIID^E.

TUPAIA FERRUGINEA

(Raffles).

Tupaia ferrugiuea Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XIII,

1822.

256;

p.

Singapore.

Five specimens, two from Loh Sidoh Bay and three (one skull with-i.
out skin) from Tapanuli Bay. For measurements see table, page 472.
Both skins and skulls closely agree with those from the southern
extremity of the Malay Peninsula and show no approach toward the
Tupaia pheeura" of Sinkep Island.

TUPAIA TANA

Raffles.

Tapaia tana Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XXIII,
Sumatra.

1822.

p. 257;

Bencoolen,

A pair of adults,

Pulo Tuangku, Banjak Islands, January 29 and
For measurements see table, page 472.

1902.

TUPAIA MALACCANA
1879.

31,

Anderson.

Tupaia mal< ccana A^derhon, Anat. and Zool. Researches,
i

A male was taken at Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, March
measurements see table, page 472.

i>.

134; Malacca.:

22, 1902.

For

Measurements of Oymnura and Tupaia.
Hind

Name.

Total
length.

Number.

Locality.

Head
and

Tail.

body.

Hind
foot.

foot

with-

out
claws.

Gymnura

mm.
r/i/mnura

Tupaia ferrnginea

Do
Do
Do

."

Tupaia tana

Do
Tupaia malaccana

Tapanuli Bay
Loh Sidoh Bay
do
;.
Tapanuli Bay .
do
Pulo Tuangku
do
Tapanuli Bay .
.

.

.

114551
1141.52
1141.53

11454S
114549
114412
114413
114550

Male, adult...
Female, adult
Male, adult...
Female, adult
Male, adult...

do
Female, adult
Male, adult...

632
305

"330
305
390
375
305
284

mm.
377
190
190
195
200
215
205
132

mm.
255
175
a 140
170
190
160
160
152

mm.
53
45
47
45
47
46
45
43

"Tail imperfect.
a Miller, Proc.

Acad. Nat.

Sci.

Philadelphia, 1902, p. 157, June 11, 1902.

mm.
50

43
44
42.

45
43
42
41

.
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Family

VESPERTILIONID^E.

MYOTIS MURICOLA
VespertiUo muricola

1846.

(ex Hodgson,

unable to distinguish

(Gray).

"Catal. Mamni.,

Nepal and

etc.,

Thiljet, p. 4,

;" Nepal.

from Simalur Island. While it is
do not represent true Myati^i marlcold^ I am

(in alcohol),

quite possible that these

They

Gray

nomen nudum)

Seventeen specimens

473

them

in the

absence of material for comparison.
from Trong, Lower Siam.

closely ag'ree with specimens

Measurements of Myotls muricola.

Num-

Locality.

ber.

mm mm m,m mm,
Simalur Island

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

'

I

I

Female, adult.

114
114:
114'

do
do

114
114
114
114
114
114

....do

do
Female, young
Female, adult
Female, young
Female, adult

114:

do

114:

Male, adult

114
114
114

do
do
Male, young
do

114'

Male, adult

I

114:
;

I

I

114

do

Family

. .

.

.

78
73
75
73
75
52
75
65
79
80
75
71
76
55
65
75
72

36
35
37
37
37
23
37
28
37
37
35
31
35
22
37
35
33

15
15
14
15

29
30
32
30

8
7
7

16
10
15
14
15
15

31

19
31
22
32

15
15
15
11

13
16
15

61

60
03
62
61
35
01
44
65

50
49
52
48
50
30
48
37
50
52
48
47
49
28
40
45
46

46
45
47
45
45
33
43
35
45
48
44
43
46
26
38
42
42

11
10

12
11

11
8.4
10
9
13
10
10
9
11
8
10
10
10

EMBALLONURID.E.

EMBALLONURA PENINSULARIS
1898.

mm mvi mm mm

7

Miller.

EmbaUonura perdnsularls Miller, Proc. Ai-ad. Nat.
July 25, 1898; Trong, Lower Siam.

S(;i.

p. 323,

Six specimens (in alcohol) from Pulo Babi.
Measurements of EmbaUonura peninsularis.

Pliiladelphia, 1898,
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NYCTERID.E.

Family

MEGADERMA SPASMA

(Linnaeus).

IVespertiUo] apcwna Linn.eus, Syst. Nat.,

1758.

vol. xxvi.

I,

10th ed.,

p. .32;

Nine specimens: Pulo Siumat, off Simalur Island, 8
Pulo Lasia, 4 (2 in alcohol); Pulo Babi, 2 (in alcohol).

"Asia."

(2 in alcohol);

Measurements of Mcgaderma spusrna.

Num-

Locality.

Sex.

ber.

mm mm
Pulo Siiamat

Do
Do
Pulo Lasia

Do
Do
Do

,

I

....

Pulo Babl.

Do

....

« 114227
114228
114229
« 114249
114252
a 114250
114251
114272
114273

Female adult.
do
do
Male adult
do
Female adult.
do
Male adult
Female adult.

69

68
80
77
85
70
78
79

. .

.

!

.

i

mm

mm\
50
53
51
56
63
55
55
53
53

75
5
3

'....

2
I

!....

mm mm

109

83
82
85

101

81

108

85
83
88
83
88

!l05
1110

107
1

110
108

(112

i

39
36
36
37
37
36
38
36
37

mm'
31:
30:

30
30
3C
29
31
25
3C

aSfcrn.

Family

PTEROPODID^.

CYNOPTERUS TITTH.^CHEILUS
1827. Pteropus titthiccheilus

(Temminck).

Temminck, Monogr. de Manini.,

I, p.

198; Buiten-

zorg, Java.

1902.

Ci/nopterus titthiecheilm

phia, 1902, p. 136,

June

Stone and Reiin, Proc. Acad. Nat.
4,

Sci.

Philadel

1902.

Twenty-four, from the following localities: Pulo Babi, 3 (2 in alco<
Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra, 21 (19 in alcohol). They closely agref
with specimens of true Cynopterus titthsecheilus from Java, and an
readily distinguishable from the C. montanoioi the southern extremit}
hoi);

of the Malay Peninsula by their larger general size, and particularly
by their large skulls and heavy teeth. As in C. montanoi the ear;
show no indication of a whitish border.
The original description of this species was based on material f ron

Java, Sumatra, and Siam.

As Temminck expressly

Cynoptermmontaiioi
specimens were take)
safe to regard this as the type locality.
It therefore included

states that

at Buitenzorg, Java, it is

most of

his

,

NO. 1317.
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Measurements of Cynopterus

Num-

Looalitv.

Pulo Babi

ber.

1

1142G9
114271
114270

K

11440(1

Do
Do
Tapanuli Bay
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

1144.S(i
(

114467
1144(;s

114409
114470
114471
114472
114473
114474
11447.'i

114476
114477
114478
114479
1144S0
1144X1
1144.S2

114483
114484
114485

Sex.

Female adult..
do
Male adult
do
Male, young
Female adult.
Female, young
Female adult..
do
do
do
Female, young
Female adult..
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
Female, young
Female adult..
Female, young
do

,

,

.

.

,

,

titthsccheihis.
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MACACUS "CYNOMOLGUS"
Macacus cynomoUjus Ksjcy. not
,

Smkt

VOL. XXVI.

Auct.

ojninimhjns Lixn.eus.
^

macaques were obtained.^
Seven specimens of
and two at Tapanulij
Mansalar,
Pulo
on
three on Pulo Tuaugku, two
477.
pag-e
tahle,
see
For measurements,
V>A\\ Sumatra.
the common

cral)-eiiting

MACACUS FUSCUS,
Tyjye.-OU male

(skin

and

new

species.

Cat.

skull).

no.

lt41«U,

U.S.N.M.

Sumatra, Novem])er 20l|j
Collected on Simalur Island, northwestern
number, 131S.
1901 by Dr. W. L. Al)lwtt. Orig-inal
to Micarus amlro.sus" of the Nicobar Islandsll
Characters.--S\m{VAY

but smaller and with relatively shorter
blackisl:
^^^^^._Type: Upperparts and outer surface of limlis
with
and
})ase
drab
at
brown with a paint tinge of drab, each hair
fur i
the
As
tip.
wood-brown annulation 2 to 1 mm. in width near
con
varies
colors
quality, the exact effect of the two
tail.

j

of a soft, silky

disarrangement of hairs, bu
siderably witli reflection of light and with
though not in excess Oi
the wood-brown is everywhere very distinct
Underparts and inner surface of limbs'
the dark underlying brown.
No. 8). This color suffuse
light bluish gray (very nearly Ridgway's
above, but wit
cheeks and region surrounding ears. Tail like back

below and at tip.
the light annulations very indistinct, like belly
of Macacfu^
Skull mid teeth.—T\^^ skull and teeth resemble those
urabrosus except for their much smaller size.
Measurements.— Y.^iQVw^\ measurements of type: Total length, 92(^

Average c
head and body, 170; tail vertebra?, 150; hind foot, 125
939 (905-985); hea
five males from the type locality: Total length,
foot, 12
and body, 178 (160-195); tail vertebra, 167 (135-190); hind
For details see table, page 177.
(118-130).
inci
Cranial measurements of type: Greatest length (exclusive of
lear
122 (131);^ basal length, 93 (102); l)asilar length, 87 (96);
palatal length, 19 (57); palatal l)readth (between front molars), 21 (25
zygomatic breadth, 83 (90); mastoid breadth, 61 (71); greatest breadt
of braj
of brain case above roots of zygomata, 60 (61); least breadth
case immediately behind orbits, 38.6 (39); orbital breadth, 61 (67
(19); greate
distance from orbit to alveolus of inner incisor,

sors),

H

least

depth of brain case (exclusive of sagittal crest), 15 (50); mandibl
ro
.82 (97); greatest depth of ramus, 19 (19.6); maxillary tooth
(exclusive
(exclusive of incisors), 10 (44.6); mandibular tooth row
£
incisors), 15 (5(»); crown of middle upper molar, 7.1 by 7 (8.8 by

f^

crown of middle lower molar, 8 by 6 (8.2 b}^ 7.1).
Specimens examined.—Tqh, eight from Simalur Island and two
Pulo Lasia.
« Miller, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
6 Measurement- in

adult male, with

XXIV, May

fro

28, 1902, p. 789.

parentheses are those of the type of Macacus mnbrosus, a you

unworn

teeth.

;

NO. 1317.
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—

Bemarks. In color and size the .spec'imen.s from Simalur Lsland are
In the two
very constant, presenting no variation worthy of note.
from Pulo Lasia the tail is considerably longer, making- the proportions
essentially the
ble

same

as in Jfacacits umhrosus.

from the Nicobar

species,

readily separa-

however, by their much smaller

Measurements of Macacus.
Name.

They are

skulls.
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Family SIMIID.E.

HYLOBATES AGILIS

F. Cuvier.

<les
1821. Hylohates agiUs F. Ccvier, Hist. Nat.

Mammiferes,

September, 1821; Sumatra.
Nat.
1902. Hylohates hoolock Miller, Proc. Acad.

Sci.

III, Pts.

.32

and

Philadelphia, 1902, p.

83^

159,ij

.Time 11, 1902.

I

Three .specimens from Tapanuli Bay, Sumatra. For measurementsS
This animal is the same as that from the Indraj
see table, page 478.
as Ilylohatei.
giri River, eastern Simiatra, which I recently recorded
undoubtedly the IT. agUis of F. Cuvier, some of thj
light-colored specimens almost exactly matching the figure in tW.
original account of the species.
JuM,Jocl\

It is

SYMPHALANGUS SYNDACTYLUS
1822. S'mim si/ndacti/la Raffless, Tran.^. Linn. Soc.

(Raffles).

London, XIII,

p. 241;

Ben

coolen, Sumatra.

Four adults were taken
common.
Meamrements of

Name.

at

Htjlohafcs

Tapanuli Bay, where the animal

and Symplialangusfrom Tapanuli Bay.

i;

—
MMA LS OF NORTH WEST S UMA TEA—MIL LER.
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An adult female (No. ll-il7T) was
they are hard to catch sig-ht of.
while
feeding?
on
forest
the trunk of a sago palm.
the
in
killed
Others
were killed in clearings and

Mus
Mus

among

the mangroves on the shore.

simalurensis.

— No

rats were caught in the forest, though man}- traps
Afterwards the traps were moved to stumps, dead
tree trunks, and stony, weedy places in paddy fields with much })otter
A few of the larger kind {Mus .^uiKihirctisls) were caught in
results.
these situations, and they were common in heavy jungle on Pulo
The smaller species was common in the
Siumat, 5 miles offshore.
Some were found in the stomachs
padd}' fields, and also about houses.
of snake eagles and also in snakes.

surdus.

were set there.

—

Common.
Only once seen in the
but natives caught several; said to be very destructive to

Paradoxurus hermaphroditus.
jungle,

poultrv.

Myotis muricola.

were caught

in

— Brought in

hollow

Megaderma spasma.

))y

natives at Sibaboh Bay, where they

trees.

— Obtained

in

some small caves

at the seashore

on Pulo Siumat.
Pteropus
squirrel.
to be

sp.

— Called

A "camp"

l)y

the natives "tupai," the Mala}^

existed on Pulo

on Pulo Siumat.

evening, no specimens

Asu and two

name

Although frequently seen flying about
were secured.

—

Macacus fuscus. Common.
monkey on the island.

Has

for

others were said

the usual habits of Macacus.

in

the

The

onl}-

Pulo Lasia (January

4 to

T,

1902).

— Common in the jungle.

Mus simalurensis.
Megaderma spasma.

-X bunch

of four

were shot while hanging under

a projecting rock in the jungle.

Macacus fuscus.

— Common.

Is not

found on the neighboring Pulo

Babi.

Pulo Babi (January
Sus vittatus.

7 to 14, ltH»2).

— Although no pigs occur on Pulo Lasia they are

dant on Pulo Babi, but are not easily seen in the dense jungle.

sibim-

Only

were shot. Their "sarongs" or nests were very common in the
jungle.
These are generally made of the leaves of a small palm and
resemble little haycocks.
The pig of Babi appears to be different
from that of Simalur. It is considerably larger.
Mus simalurensis. A large gray rat was not luiconmion, but all the
specimens trapped were so cut to pieces by crabs that no skins could
be saved.
Several skulls, however, were preserved.
three

—

Emballonura peninsularis.

— No notes.

Cynopterus titthaechseilus.

— Common.

the midribs of the leaves of

Found hanging by day from

an areca palm.
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PuLO BanCxKARU, Banjak Islands (January

vol. xxvi.

16 to 21, 1902).

monkeys were seen, and the natives say that none occur.
were seen, and at least two kinds of smaller bats,
Pteropus
A number of
My Malay sailing master said that he saw a
obtained.
but none were
''
It was proba])ly the form of Tuixvia tana
ground.
the
tupai^' on
red

No

pigs or

afterwards taken on Palo Tuanku.
taken.
Tragulus brevipes.— Several seen; only one
Sciurus pretiosus.

— Common.

Sciurus bancarus.— Very common.

Mus firmus.
Mus fremens.
Mus lingensis.— Rats were very

plentiful, but land

abounded to such an extent that trapping was
specimens caught were ruined.

PuLO TuANGKiT, Banjak ISLANDS (January

—

and hermit crab^l
and many of tMi

difficult

22 to February

5, 11H)2).

Am

not certain whether there
Tragulus russeus. Very common.
Three males w^eighed over 5 pounds each, bu
are one or two forms.
none of the females were so large. Now in Tragulus the female
larg.
con.siderably larger than the male; but no correspondingly
examined
females were obtained among the thirty or more that I
i:

of the females were pregnant.
Sus vittatus.— A rather .small form.
and an inunature male obtained.

Most

Sciurus ubericolor.

Ratufa

Common, but

only one femal

—Conmion.

palliata.

Ratufa femoralis.— Both very

When
together in the same tree.
appears smaller than the other.
Rhinosciurus laticaudatus.

—A

Often see
alive the brown one {femoralu

common and very

noisy.

female was caught in a rat trap

a

Ujong Tumbaga.
Mus firmus.
Mus fremens.
Mus asper.
Mus lingensis. All four species of Mus were common.
Lenothrix canus. Only one taken.

—

—

Galeopithecus volans.

— Common.
— Common.

Macacus "cynomolgus."
Sumatra.

A

small form similar to that

PuLO Mansalar, at entrance to Tapanuli Bat (March

<

2 to 1

1902).

A

monkey, apparently

identical with the Preslyytes

maurus

of

tl

mainland, was observed, but no specimen could be secured. It w
shy and not very common. The tracks of pigs were abundant, h

—— —
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Natives reported Galeo-

and also said that no niusano-.s occur.
Tragulus amoenus. Two were brouglit in by natives.
Tragulus jugularis. Common.
About thirt}- were brought in l)}^
Three Nias men with two dogs went to the northwest end of
natives.
the island, and returned in two days with fourteen najju, so the animals
must be very plentiful.
plthecKs; comiiion.

—
—

Sciurus saturatus.

— Common.

— Very common. Crepuscidar, but a few may be
Ratufa nigrescens. — Common, but neither as plentiful nor as noisy as
Sciurus mansalaris.

seen at all hours.
the species of

Mus
Mus
Mus

Pulo Tuangku.

domitor.

fremens.
catellifer.

— All three species of rats were common.

Tapanuli Bay, Northwestern Sumatra (February VJ, to 28
Pandan Bay, and March 16 to 29 at Jaga Jaga).

No elephants are
common only a few

at Lol)o

immediate vicinity, but they are said to be
A rhinoceros is said to have come
close to the village while I was at Lobo Pandan.
Rusa.
A female or 3'oung male seen.
Cervulus.
Heard at Lobo Pandan. One seen.

—

miles away.

—

Yqtj common.

Tragulus kanchil.
Tragulus napu.
ture except
it is

in the

one

— Several snared and brought

tine male.

a different animal

in,

but

all

If this is typical najni^ as

from any that

I

it

were innuaprobably is,

have heretofore obtained.

— None seen, but their tracks were everj^whero plentiful.
Sciurus vittatus. — Common.
Sciurus tenuis. — Common.
Sciurus erebus. — Generally common, but
so than the
Sus.

less

good man}' met with
nuts at

Jaga Jaga

Ratufa palliata.

A

Pandan.
Kol)ong,

in the

last.

mangroves, and particularly

in

A

the cocoa-

village.

— Not very common.

Heard

several times at Lolio

pair often seen and tired at unsuccessfully on

where a half -grown female was

Gunong

tinall}- shot.

Mus firrnus.
Mus fremens.
Mus lingensis. All three rats were common.
Mus asper.— Only one taken.
Trichys macrotis.
Several caught by Malays on Bukit Sawa.
Herpestes brachyurus.
A pair were caught by Malays m

—

—

—

a ](M"at

on Bukit Sawa.

(snare)

Paradoxurus.
alive is

now

— No

(April

Proc. N.

M.

skins.

6) well

vol.

A

half -grown

and growing

xxvi-02

33

fast.

female

While

brought to
it

me

does not look
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/*. heryaaphroditm of the peninsula, it close!}' resembles the
on Simalur; so the latter may have been introduced/' The
found
form
keep musangs as pets.
often
Malays
Hemigale hardwickii. — One snared by Malays on Bukit Sawa.
Aonyx cinerea. A female snared on Bukit Sawa. It is apparently
adult, thono-h weighing- only 5f pounds.
Gymnura gymnura. One caught alive by a Malay on Bukit Sawa.
Tupaia ferruginea.— Apparently not common. Three specimens ob-

like the

—

—

Lobo Pandan.

tained at

Pteropus sp.

but

— Often

water unless very

Two were shot,
Pteropus usually sinks in

seen flying over Jaga Jaga.

and were

into the water

fell

lost.

fat.

A bunch of twenty females were found
hanging on a cocoanut leaf at Jaga Jaga. All were killed at one shot.
A male found hanging alone on another tree about 20 feet away was
Cynopterus titthsecheilus.—

also shot.

The animal

Presbytes

more

—

One brought in alive. Malay name, "konmuch used in medicine and magic.
sumatranus. — Not as common as P. 'inanrns^ and keeps

Nycticebus malaianus.

kong."

is

strictly to the hills

and heavj^

forests.

Local name, " booro."

— Common, especially among the mangroves.

Loname, "chinko.''
Macacus nemestrinus. Malay name, ""broh," but locally called
"beroh." Met with a number of times, but only two, both females,
shot.
These short- tailed Macacus are alwa3's shy and hard to get.
Did not observe them in captivity in Sumatra, although I have seen
many in other places trained to climb for cocoanuts. A well-trained
broh is said to sell for $20 to $25 (Straits dollars) in the Straits
Presbytes maurus.

cal

—

Settlements.

—

Macacus " cynomolgus." Malay name Krah, from its call. About
Tapanuli the local name is Karo. Very common. Apparently a
rather small form.
Some few males seem to g-row to a large size.
I shot one very large male, but he tumbled into the river and sank
immediately. I do not think that more than one male in a hundred
ever reaches this large size probabl}' 15 or 16 pounds.
It is the same
with M. cynomolgus everywhere.
Hylobates agilis. Common; some are pale brown and some ])lack.
x\ l)rown female (No. 11-1501), killed on February 22, had a black husband and a black baby. Gibbons are monogamists.
Symphalangus syndactylus.— Common.
Their extraordinary crie^
heard in^erywhere about Tapanuli Bay, also at Tapat Tuan, 140 mile,^

—

—

farther
«

In a

up the
letter

coast.

A

new born young,

dated September

26, 1902, Dr.

nearly adult, has grown to resemble in
the Malay Peninsula.

all

killed

by the same

Abbott writes that

respects the

common

this

shoi

musang, nov

P. hermaphroditus o

3fA3fMALS OF
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which killed its mother, was naked except on its scalp, A few days
This had a bab}'- about a month old,
after another female was shot.
well covered with hair and has cut all its milk
which is now (April
It thrives on condensed milk and bananas and is too affecincisors.
A later note says that this
tionate to l:»e an altogether ag-reeable pet.
siamang died of diarrhea on April 14.
Simia.^ The orang utan exists, ])ut not al)undanth', about Tapanuli
Two miles up the Jaga Jaga River some nibong palms were
Ba}".
had been broken off by orangs, and also an old sarong
that
seen
There were said to be more a few
(shelter), but the traces were old.
(*))

—

up the Berdiri River. The natives
about
in
pairs.
This is probal)Iy true, as all the
they
always
go
say
siamang I met with were in pairs, and all gibbons, as far as I know,
miles farther inland, particular!}'

monogamous.

Often one meets with two or more pairs on a
young ones with them;
but they never go in gangs like 3fac<(cus and Pu>il>ytes^ and it is usual
for a pair to lie alone or Avith one baby.

are

favorite fruit tree, and, of course, they have

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate XVIII.
Lenothrii:
Figs. 1-3, skull (natural .size); fig. 4,

crowns of upper molars (about

X

amus, Type.

crowns

of lower molars (about

X

4);

fig. 5,

4).

Plate XIX.
Ratnfit hcnnta R. palliata.

termination of nasals and premaxillaries in 9 skulls of Ralufa
same in 3 skulls of R. palliata; figs. 13-21, anterior termination of maxillavies in 9 skulls of R. Ixnata; figs. 22-24, the same in 3 skulls of R.
pallmta (all about X 1.75).
Figs. 1-9, posterior

Lrnata;

figs.

10-12, the

and
and
3 and
4 and
5' and
6 and

Figs. 1

13,

2

14,

male, No. 1143.52.
female, No. 114349.

15,

male, No. 114354.

16,

female, No. 114355.

17,

male, No. 114346.

18,

male, No. 114356.

Nop.
locality

and 19,
and 20,
9 and 21,
10 and 22,
11 and 23,
12 and 24,

Figs. 7

8

male, No. 114357.
male. No. 114350. Type.
female, No. 114347.

—
—

,

No. 114003.

No. 114004.
male. No. 113162. Type.
,

13-21, from Pulo Tuanku; Nos. 10-11, 22-23, from Sumatra, exact
not known; Nos. 12 and 24, from the Indragiri River, eastern Sumatra.
1-9,
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Skull and Teeth of Lenothrix canus, Type.
For explanation of plate see page 483.
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PL.

XIX

BIRDS COLLECTED RY DR. W.

L. ABBOTP OX ITIE COAST
AND ISLANDS OF NORTH WP:ST SUxMATRA.

By Charles W. Richmond,
Assistant Curator, Division of Birds.

The collection noticed in the following- pages was received l)y the
United States National Museum in July, 11)02, It consists of about
45U specimens, representing nearly 1-iO species, man}^ of which arc of
great interest, and

was made by Dr. Abbott

in the course of a five

months" cruise on the northwest coast of Sumatra.
traveler sailed

from Singapore

This untiring

in the latter part of October, 1901, for

the purpose of visiting certain zoologically unexplored islands on the

His first stopping place was Loh Sidoh Bay, a
few miles south of Acheen Head, where, owing to the unfriendliness
of the natives, work was carried on for a few days only (November
west side of Sumatra.

5-S).

Simalur (Babi, Simalu, or Si Malu of some maps), a

hilly

well-wooded island about 55 miles in'length, was next visited.

weeks (November

and

Here

1901-January 3, 1902) were very profitDalam, November IT-December 1;
Sibaboh Bay, December 8-17; Sigoeli River, December 19; Pulo Asu,
December 25-26; Pulo Siumat, December 27-30; and Labuan Badjau
Bay, January 1-3) on the Sumatran side.
Early in January Dr.
A])bott sailed to Pulo Lasia and Pulo Babi, small islets h' ing 14 miles
southeast of Simalur, and separated from one another b}' a narrow
strait only 1:^ miles wide.
Pulo Lasia is about 2A^ miles long by 2
miles wide, while Pulo Babi is even smaller.
Both are uninhabited,
low, wooded islands (the ''Flat Islands" of some maps) of coral
formation.
After a few days (January -l-l-l) spent here, the Banjak
Islands were visited.
This group consists of Pulo Bangkaru (or Beng
Karu), Pulo Tuangku (or Tunangku), and about four unnamed islets.
Pulo Bangkaru, heavih^ forested, with an area of about 20 square miles,
was first visited (January 16-22), and later Pulo Tuangku (January
22-February 6), which is 17 miles long by about 5 miles wide. On
the latter, birds were found in abundance, both species and individuals
outnumbering those observed on Simalur. Man}' species additional
several

16,

ably passed at various points (Telok
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to those given in tlie list at the end of this paper were seen, but the
coUeetor writes that " no Uirge parrots, horn))ills, or barbets were seen
or heard, and no drongos or orioles were noticed;'' also, "no par-

tridges or pheasants Avere found on any of the islands visited." From
the Banjak l.slands Dr. Abbott proceeded to Tapanuli Bay (February

11-March), on the coast of Sumatra, where he remained for six weeks,
visiting various points on the bay, including a short trip to Pulo
Mansalar, situated about 7 miles from the mainland. Tapanuli Bay
and Pulo Mansalar are both heasily forested, and birds were abundant
at the former place, but the time spent here was mainly occupied in

\

;

collecting manunals.

The

birds enumerated Iselow are referable to 152 species, of which

19 are believed to be new,^' namely: Macropygiaslm,alv7'ensls^ Spllornls
ahhotti^ Pimrliina nuihra^ Palxornis major^ Pditivus ahhotti^ Pelargopsis fihnalurensis^ P. sodalix.^ Thriponax ])arvim^ Macropteryx per-

Malacoptenm

longa, Cy<woderina fulviventrls, Stachyris Jxwjakensis^

notation^ I/yjjot/iymis ahhotti, If. consohrina, TcliitTea procera.^ Gran-

cahis hahiensis.,

G. mnalnrensis.,

Cumpcpliaga

eonq)fa.,

and Orlolm

rnundus.
All measurements in this

list

Those of

in millimeters.

ai'e

total

length were taken from the fresh l)ird by the collector, and have been

reduced from English inches to milluneters.

Family

CHARADRIID^.

CHARADRIUS DOMINICUS FULVUS
iCImnuJrniH']

Three

Jitlnii^ (\nF.\.is,

.s])ecimens

Syst. Nat.,

from Simahir.

I,

(Gmelin).

Ft. 2, 1788, p.

Lengtli.

687 (Tahiti).

285-248 nun.

"Feet

slaty.''

"Conunon about

river

mouths and on the padangs.''

OCHTHODROMUS GEOFFROYI
Ch\_armlriuK]

(jnilfroi/i

Waolku, Systeina Avium,

I,

(Wagler).
1827

[)).

(il],

(Pondicliery;

Java).

Three examples from Simalur, where they were common.
One specimen, a female, has an unbroken dusky band across the
chest.

OCHTHODROMUS PYRRHOTHORAX
Charadnus pyrrhothorax Temminck MS., Gould, Birds
1837 [p. 299], pi. ccxcix ("Russia").

Two females from Simalur.
" Common on the seashore,
«

(Gould).
of

Europe, IV

(Pt. 20),

Length, 191-197 mm.
company with the last."

in

Eight of these were described in Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,

XV,

1902,

pj).

187-190.

I

'

'

'

.

.
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Family

SCOLOPACID^.

GALLINAGO STENURA
Scolopax stenura

487

"Kuhl" Bonaparte, Aim.

(Bonaparte).

Stor. Nat. Bologna, IV, 1830, p. :535

(Sunda Islands).
Olio pair

from Simalur. Length, 267 mm.
in the paddy liclds and in the wot padangs (meadows)."

'Common

TOTANUS TOTANUS EURHINUS
Totdnaa totanuf: cin-hinax Oberholser, Proc. U.

Oberholser.

Nat. Mu.s.,

S.

XXII,

1900,

jt.

207

(Lake Tsoninriri, Ladak).

"A

few seen along the Sigoeli

ACTITIS HYPOLEUCOS
[rW/iz/rt] lii/poleucos LiNN.EiT.s, 8yst. Nat.,

"Common'"

Simalur.

River,''' in

(Linnaeus).

10th ed., Pt.

LEIMONITES RUFICOLLIS
Pallas, Reise Russischeu Reiehs,
Dauuriae eampestris " )

Tnjtujii rujlaillis
sals(

),s

A

single female,

j).

149 (Europe).

(Pallas).
III, 1770, p.

700 ("circa I^acus

from Simalur.

NUMENIUS ARQUATUS

(Linnaeus).

[Scolopax'] (irquata LinnyKUS, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

A

175S,

1,

in Simalur.

female from Pulo Tuangku.

I't.

Length. 559

NUMENIUS PHiEOPUS

Linnaeus

(

[ScoIojxLr] pJnviipiis Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., Pt.

One female, from Simalur, where
mm.

it

175S, p. 145

1,

(Europe).

mm.

1,

).

1758,

]).

140 (Europe).

was '"coumion."

Length,

445

ARENARIA INTERPRES

(Linnaeus).

[Triiu/ic] inlcrpjrs Linn.eijs, Syst. Nat., lOtli ed.,

America septentrionali "

A

I't.

I,

1758, p. 148

("EuropaA

).

female was collected December 20, on Simalur.

Family

Length, 235

CEDICNEMID.E.

ESACUS MAGNIROSTRIS

(Vieillot).

(Edicnemus magnirostris Vieillot, Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., XXIII, 1818,
(

mm.

p. 231

Nouvelle-Hollande )

An adult male, from Pulo Babi, where "a pair frequented a sand
beach at the east point of the island." It was noted on Tuangku, and
at Simalur ''three were seen on the seashore at Sigoeli."
LtMigth.
558 nnn.; weight, 1.134 kg.
"Iris yellow."
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Family RALLID^E.

HYPOTiENIDIA STRIATA
\_Jlaliuii'] .s/r/a/us

"Coinmoii

ill

LINN.EUS, Syat. Nat., 12tli ed.,

the sowahs.

One caught

(Linnaeus).
l>t.

phmiicumx Forsteh, Zool. Indica,

trap" (Simalur).

imii.

AMAURORNIS PHCENICURUS

IRallm']

1766, p. 262 (Philippines)]!

in a rat

Thi« si)echnen, a female, measures 241

brown."

1,

"Iris pale yelloN

(Forster).

1781, p. IH, pi. ix (Ceylon).

Three specimens, from Simalur, where it was "common in the
These examples, all males, measure 298-318 mm.
fields."
brown; bill green, brownish over nostrils; forehead red."

Family

padd;';

"Irii

ARDEID^E.

ARDEA SUMATRANA

Raffles.

Ardea xainatraua Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII,
( Sumatra)

Pt. 2, 1822, p.

No specimens were shot, but the species was observed
On Simalur it was noted as "common.

andTuangku.

IL

both on Bab
This specie;

seems to nest singly, not in heronries. A nest, with two well -grow;
ones, was found in a tree overhanging the fresh-water ci^eeij
at Telok Dalam."

young

DEMIGRETTA SACRA
[Ardea'] sacra

One

Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

Pt. 2, 1788, p.

female, from Simalur, where

shore."

Also noted as

(Gmelin).

"common"

it

640 (Tahiti).

"common

w'as

along the

se&i

on Tuangku.

BUTORIDES JAVANICA

(Horsfield).

Ardea jamnica Hoesfield, Trans. Linn. Soc^ Loud., XIII,

Pt.

1,

May,

1821,

]

190 (Java).

"Common" on Simalur, where two males were obtained. Tlic^
measure: Length, 470, -ITP); wing, 192, ISO; culmen, 0^) and <i4 luiii
respectively.

ARDEOLA,
" Ardea grayi

(or hacclius).

One

species.

seen in Telok Dalam."

TRERONID^E.
SPHENOCERCUS OXYURUS (Temminck).
Family

Columba oxyura "Reinw." Temminck,

PI. Col.,

IV

(Pt. 41), Dec. 1823, pi. cc:

(Java).

One specimen, from Tapanuli Bay. This is sexed as a female, bi
agrees with Salvadori's description of the young male.^' Length, 32

—

—

"Catal. Birds Brit. Mus.,

^

XXI,

p. 8.

ij
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127

"Iris, inner circle

bliio, outer circle pink;
base green, cere blue; naked orbital space
dusty green; claws pale horn}^ brown."

zing, 158; tail,

bill leaden,

bright red;

!oet

mm.

lale

BUTRERON CAPELLEI
Columha

Temminck,

capellei

PI. Ci^L,

IV

(Temminck).

(Pt. 24), July, 1822, pi. cxliii (Java).

The wing and

Four adult males, from Tapanuli Bay.
lents of these individuals
is

489

agree with those given

l)y

tail

measure-

Salvadori in

account of this species in the British Museum (Catalogue, l)ut the
much greater (387-1:00 mm., instead of 330 mm.).

jngth, in the flesh, is

"Iris dull red; eyelids, orbital skin, and feet ^^ellow."

.

TRERON NIPALENSIS
Hodgson,

Toria nipalensis
fig.

(Hodgson).

Asiat. Researches,

XIX,

Pt. 1, 1836, p. 164, pi. ix,

(Nepal).

Three adults, from Tapanuli Bay. The length of the wing varies
129-137 mm. in two females, while that of the male is 129.
'Iris pale orange, with an inner blue circle; naked orbital skin greensh blue; feet deep purple red; bill horny yellow, base deep red."
loni

TRERON FULVICOLLIS
'

\olumh(i\ fulvlcollin Vf ACri^Y,R,

One

pair

Systema Avium,

from Tapanuli Bay.

1827 [p. 229], ("Java").

I,

The male

"'Bill leaden, base

nm. in length.

(Wagler).

is 281 and the female 273
dark red; feet deep red."

TRERON VERNANS

(Linnaeus).

Columba vernanf< LinnvEus, Mantissa Plant., 1771,

p.

526 (Philippines).

Three specimens, from Simalur, where it was " common, and the only
<inall fruit pigeon seen."
Length of a male, 298; of a female, 280 mm.
Che wing measurements are: Male, 153-156; female, 152 mm.
A species of Ti'tvon was common on Tuangku, but no specimens were
preserved.

CARPOPHAGA CONSOBRINA

Salvadori.

Carpophafjd coiisobriiia Salvadori, Ann. ^lus. Civ. Geneva, 2d ser.

,

IV, 1887,

p.

558 (Nias Island).

A fine

from the islands of Simalur, Babi. Lasia,
which
it was found to be "common, and not
each of

series of 18 skins,

md Tuangku, on
iitallshy."

These birds agree with the original description of O. consohrtna^ and
the absence of Nias examples for comparison, I am content to refer
them to this species.
in

As

is

the case with a numljer of oth(>r species

the islands, the birds living

on the insignificant

common
islets

to several of

Babi and Lasia

prove to be larger than their neighbors.
In the present species the
length of males from Simalur and Tuangku varies from 400 to 432 mm.
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and Lasia measure 4:82 t
(winos, 218-232), while those from Babi
iirst-namod localities ari
the
from
females
241-245);
440 mm. (wings,
Babi and Lasia ar|
from
those
211-231);
(wings,
from 381 to 407'mm.
eyelids
red; bill leadeni
red,
deep
"Iris
232-234).
(winos
419

mm.

dark honoath.at

liase;

cere dull purple; feet purplish red."

MYRISTICIVORA BICOLOR
Columha {bicolor) Scopoli, Del. Fh.r. Faiin.
Guiana")-

(Scopoli).

Insul).,

II,

178(5,

p.

\H

("n,,N

I

Reported as "common'' on Tuangku,
on Babi and Lasia.
Two examples (Simahir and Babi).

Family

on Simahir;

less so

nottxl alw'

COLUMBID.E.

COLUMBA PHASMA,

new name.

CoUimha (/risen (Bonaparte, ex Gray), which is preoccupic
by Columha grisea Bonaterre, 1700.
Three adult males of this rare species, from Simalur. are apparent!
not ditierent from an individual collected by Dr. Abbott on Tulo Ta}
Length, in the flesh, varies fromi
(southeast of Singkep and Lingga).
mm.
to
245
231
from
wings,
mm.:
419
403 to
up
a fresh-water creek at Tel*
was
one
places
two
at
seen
"Only
Badjau Bay. I only sin
Labuan
and
at
common,
was
it
where
Dalam,
Only thr(
four or tive in all, and they were in very poor plumage.
This

is

;

The colors of the soft par
It was shy and hard to get.''
horny, base, cere, ai
greenish
bill
i-ed;
orange
"'iris
as
noted
are
naked skin about eye dull purple; feet leaden, distal parts of to
pinkish white, claws white; anterior parts of tarsi, purple."
skinned.

another specimen the

iris

was "bright

red.''

MACROPYGIA SIMALURENSIS

Richmond.

Macropygia dmalurensis Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soo. Wash.,
p. 187 (Simalur Island).

XV, August

6, 19V<

Three specimens, from Simalur, where it was "common."
M. rujice]?s (Temminck) appears to be its nearest relative, l)ut ^
have no specimens of this form for comparison. The Simalur' bi
diti'ers from Salvadori's description of 31. rufcep'S" in not having t
"pectoral feathers more or less broadl}- tipped with whitish buH
and in lacking a whitish throat: the colors of the soft parts are ab
difterent.

"Iris bluish gray; feet dark purple brown; bill dark brown,
at tip."
"CaUil. Birds Brit. Mus.,

XXI,

p.

361.

blat,[

1

.
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so. I3ts.

CHALCOPHAPS INDICA
[Odumba]

Lrxx^rs, Syst. Xat.,

indu-n

orientali

Linnaeus

(

lC»th e<l.,

Pt.

49

i.

1758.

2.

^nrlia

le>4

p.

).

••Occa.sionally seen in the juntrle"

on Pulo Siuiuat." It was also
specimens were preserved.

on Siraalur.

"heard

juid

•(juit*-

in the forest"

CALCENA5 NICOBARICA

Linnaeus

[Columba] nicobarica Lixx^ECS, Sygt. Nat., 10th efL, Pt.

1,

<ommon
No

on Babi.

.

1758, p. l&t (Nicobars

).

"A few seen at Telok Dalam," on Simalur. and noticed on Puio
No specimens.
Babi.
Family

FALCONID.E.

ASTUR SOLOENSIS
FfUco ml^Mcwti^ HoK.-.FiELi>, Trans.

Linn.

Horsfield).

>.«-.

XIII.

Iy.n<l..

I't.

1.

Mav.

l.>:jl,

p. 137 (Java).

Labuan

'*A single male, shot in

mm.

280

Badjaii Bay." Simalur.

"Iris dark brown, eyelids green:

Length,

black, leaden at ba.se,

bill

cere orancre: feet vellow. claws V^lack."

ACCIPITER VIRGATUS Temminck
Fnlco rirgnlwi "Reixw."'

Temmixck,

PI.

Col.,

j

i

pt.

ift).

fVTimary. Is22.

rd.

cix (Java).

Four immature females, three from Simalur and one from Lasia.
The stomach of one individual and the crop <^>f !tn'<thf'r contained the
remains of small birds.

"X number were

seen. lx)th in the forest

and about the clearings.

Also seen on Pulo Siumat."

SPIZAETUS ALBONIGER
yixai^tn.-'
(

"A

""itiuiijT

Malacca

Blyth, Jouni.

S<x:.

Ben<r.,

XIV,

Pt.

1.

1^4').

[<.

173

)

single male, shot on

wing. 811:

A.-iat.

Blythi.

tail. 'lOs

nmi.

Pulo Asu.

in

dense jungle."

Length. 514;

"Bill and cere black: lores dull leaden: toes

yellow, claws black."

A

SpizottuJt, probaljly of this .species,

was seen on Bulo Bangkaru.

HALIyEETUS LEUCOGASTER
\Falcf)\ leticogagier

Gmelis, Syst. Nat.,

I.

Pt.

1,

Gmelin

i.

17K8, p. 257 (no locality given).

On Simalur

One
it was •"generally common along the sea shore.
was nesting on Pulo Asu and two or three on Pulo Siumat.
One nest on the latter island wa-; <r.u)]»l<t«rl ^ km it Christmas day.
pair

I
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were afraid to climb and
There were probably eggs, but the natives
and rotten.'' It was oonnnon on
got them, the tree being large
Babi, Lasia, Bangkaru,
Tuangku,' and individuals were observed on

j

|
'

and Mansalar.

Two

fine adult

2.154 kg.

"Ii"is

males were collected. Length,
brown, mottled with dark spots.''

ICTHYOPHAGA

Genus

Idhyophaga Lesson, L'Echo du

Monde

Savant,

r.r>0

luni.;

weight,

i

Lesson.
2" ser,

VII, No.

January

1,

5,

1843, col. 14.

Type, Icihy(}])haga javann Lesson {=Falro

ichtlnju-tus Ilorsfield).

ICTHYOPHAGA ICHTHYiETUS

(Horsfield).

Lond., XIII, Pt.
F<dco ichthyxtns Horsfield, Trans. Linn. Soc.
of
Java).
coast
(north
136
]).

An

1,

May,

1821,

Length, i\m mm.; weight,

adult female, from Tapanuli Bay.
"Iris straw yellow."

2.494 kg.

i

IcthyopJiaga, of Lesson, has priority over the other generic names,

employed for

this eagle.

SPILORNIS BACHA

(Daudin).

Falco hachd. Daudin, Traite d'Orn., II, April, 1800, p. 43 (from Levaillant, Ois.
d'Afr., I, p. (i9, pi. xv).

inmiaturc female, from Tapanuli Bay, appears to belong to thi;"Iris grayish olive;
Length, 612; wing, 369; tail, 253 mm.
species.
feet pale yellow; bill leaden, black at tip; lores pale yellow."

An

SPILORNIS ABBOTTI, new
2^^^2M.— Adult male, No. 179094,

coast of Sumatra,

December

1,

species.

U.S.N.M.; Simalur

1901; Dr.

W.

L. Abbott.

Island, wesi

Cap black

the feathers Avhitc at base; longest nuchal feathers pale cinnamon ai
tips; mantle, scapulars, back, rump, tertiaries, greater and middle wing
coverts, dark brown, with a purplish gloss,

most of the feathers

tippec

with pale cinnamon; lesser wing-coverts black, sparsely dotted witl
small white spots; primaries, and primary coverts, glossy black, sonuj
of the latter narrowly spotted with white at the tips; secondaries lik<
the tertiaries, becoming black terminally, most of

them narrowb

tipped with white; upper tail-coverts like the back, rust}^ at the tips
some of the feathers with small lateral white spots at the tips; tai
black, most of the feathers narrowl}^ tipped with whitish; near th

mm

is a band of grayish white, about 20
of the feathers; this band obscurely mottle
with })rownish gray above, but paler and of a more uniform shade o

outer third of the

tail

there

wide, extending across

all

the under surface; near the base of the

tail,

and concealed by

th
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coverts, there are indication.s of a second pale bar.

Ear-coverts and
malar region dark brown (between sepia and clove brown); sides of
neck similar, each feather tipped with pale cinnamon; chin, throat,

and chest brown (paler than the ear-coverts), barred and tipped with
Mars ))rown, the j)ars darker and broader on the latter; breast and
sides

Mars brown, narrowly barred with blackish brown, with

occa-

white .spots; abdomen, flanks, and under tail-coverts
Mars brown, with more numerous lateral white spots, which are surrounded l\y dark brown; under wing-coverts and axillaries like the
abdoinon, the edge of the wing being more prominently mottled with
sional lateral

wing dusky, with a broad obscure pale bar on
webs of the feathers about 95 nmi. from their tips; near the
base of each feather there are one or two white spots of irregular
shape and size.
Length, 527; wing, 347; tail, 228; tarsus, 82; bill, from gape, 38 mm.
"Iris yellow; cere and naked face deep j^ellow; bill horn blue, black
white; imder surface of

the inner

claws black."

at tip; feet yellow,

There is some variation in color shown in this series, especially in
th(> markings of the tail, under surface of the wings, and of the throat
and chest, ])ut the general appearance of each ])ird is very like that of
•

thetvpe.

some 3'ounger individuals many feathers of the scapulars, tertiaand greater wing-coverts are narrowly tipped with white, or have
small lateral white spots at the tips, while the black crown feathers
In

ries,

ha^'e pale

rusty edges.

The dimensions of
328-360;

tail,

this sjiecies are: Males, length, 502-546; wing,

217-233; tarsus, 77-83

wing, 315-358;

mm.;

210-235; tarsus, 75-87

tail,

This species seems to have

its

females, length, 495-559;

mm.

nearest relative in S. davi.soni

Hume,"

being smaller, and in having the bend of the wing mottled, instead of uniform white or yellowish white; in S. davlsoni the
tibial plumes are barred, but in the ncAv species they are spotted.
The dimensions of S. davm/m'., as given by Hume, are: Length,
559-609; wing, 356-394; tail, from vent, 254-280; tarsus, 79-97 mm.*
Dr. Abbott found the new species "common in the jungle, and
especially on the edges of clearings.
Not at all shy, and easily called
up.''
Snakes, centipedes, lizards, and remains of crabs were found
in tiie stomachs of the specimens collected.
All (jf the specimens, 15 in number, were obtained on Simalur.
A bird of this genus may occur on Tuangku, where "the peculiar
cry of Spilornis was never heard, but a large hawk was seen once or
twice in the forest which may have been Spilornis.''''
but

difl'ers in

"Stray Feathers,
^

Proc. N.

M.

I, p.

306; II, p. 147.

Measurements originally in inches.

vol.

xxvi— 02

34

1
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HALIASTUR INDUS INTERMEDIUS
{HaUastwr'] intermedins BhY-vn

"Common

at Sigoeli,

(Gurney MS.),

ll)if^,

(Blyth).

1865, p.

L'8

(Java).

and several seen at other places" on

Two

also noted on Tuangku and on Mansalar.
them from Tapanuli Bay.

MICROHIERAX FRINGILLARIUS

Siniului-;

specimens, one of

(Drapiez).

Falco fringillarius Drapiez, Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat., VI, 1824, p. 412 ("des Inde.s").

Four

adults,

from Loh Sidoh Bay.

One specimen

a male,

has indi-

cations of a white collar on the nape.
?

i

FALCO PEREGRINUS

Tunstall.

[Falco] peregrinus Tunstall, Orn. Britannica, 1771, p. 1 (Great Britain).

"A falcon was seen in Telok Dalam and fired at twice, when it
dropped a Calornis which it had in its claws. The dark cheek stripe
was plainly visible."
Family BUBONID^.
PISORHINA UMBRA, new
22/^9^.—Adult male. No. 179101,

species.

U.S.N.M.; Simalur

Island, west

November 29, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott. General
upper parts, brown (between Mars brown and russet),

coast of Sumatra,

color of the

paler on the wings,

all

of the feathers finely dotted with dusky, those

crown being prominently marked with irregular black streaks
and bars; feathers of the crown, ear tufts, and mantle with more or
less concealed russet bars or bases, mingled with blackish bars or
of the

markings; outer scapulars with conspicuous white spots, tipped with
black and russet; wing-coverts mainly like the mantle, the greateii
coverts somewhat paler; primary coverts and alula more prominently'
marked with dusky, the feathers of the latter with three or four pale
bars on the outer webs. Primaries narrowly bordered with dusky.)
the outer webs with several deep buff or cinnamon bars; rump, upper
tail-coverts, and tip of tail like the mantle, basal two-thirds of the tai
darker, with several pale cinnamon bars, each one with dusk}^ bordersi,^:
Sides of neck and chest like the mantle, but with distinct narrow'

some of the feathers of the chest witl
blackish shaft spots; throat paler, with irregular blackish markings
base of malar region with more prominent black spots, mingled witl

blackish bars or vermiculations,

white and russet, forming a well defined patch ear-coverts and sidel'
of face russet, with obscure dusky markings; chin white; forehead
and feathers above eyes, white, mottled with russet and black. Breast
sides, flanks, and abdomen like the chest, but the feathers barred an(
freckled with white, especially on the latter; thighs and tarsus russet
;

"
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under tail-coverts white, barred and mottled
at the tlp.s; under wing-coverts and a.villaries pale russet or ])uff, Avith l)lackish markings; under primary
coverts butt', with broa<l dusky tips; under sui'face of wings dusky,
paler and obscurely dottcxl at tip; inner featluM's butt', ])asalh' barred
with buff for about two-thirds of their length (outer primary barred
freckled with dusky;

with ru.sset and dai'k

brown

,

at base onl}^).

Length, 191; wing, 143; tail, 61; tarsus, 23; bill, from gape, 19 mm.
"Iris greenish yellow; bill pale brown, black at tip; feet pale fleshy
brown. Stomach contained insects. Shot in bright sunlight while
sitting on a ])ush b}^ a fresh-water creek at Telok Dalam."
This species ajjpears to be nearest to P. alfredi Hartert, from
Flores, l)ut is smaller, has the tail plainly barred, and differs from it
in

various details.

SYRNIUM NIASENSE

Salvador!.

Syrnlum niascnsr Salvadoki, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova,

2(1

ser.,

IV, 1887,

p.

526

(Nias Island).

The dimensions arc: Male, length,
pair, from Palo Bangkaru.
wing,
tail,
female,
length, 106; wing, 303; tail, 170
297;
156;
381;
mm. "'Toes and bill leaden; cere dark leaden."
One

These birds appear to be S. 7iiasense, but the measurements are
somewhat greater than those given by Salvadori.

Family PSITTACID.E.

PALiEORNIS MAJOR

Richmond.

Falseomis major Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,

XV, August

6,

1902, p. 188

(Pulo Babi, west coast of Sumatra).

Six specimens from Babi and one from Lasia.
is

even larger than the type, measuring: Length,

The
-I-IS;

latter, a male,

wing,

19-1; tail,

Another male, from Babi, has a wing 196 mm. long. The
females are a little smaller (wing about 186 mm).
The color is exactly
229

mm.

that of P. fascU(tu>!.

"Upper mandible

red, tip yellow; lower

mandible black;

iris

pale

yellow, with an inner circle dull green; cere greenish leaden; feet
pale green."

In the female the whole

bill is black.

"Much

larger

than the Palseornis of Simalur, about 16i Inches long.
Common. In
pairs, evidently breeding.
Owing to the dense jungle difficult to see

and shoot.

PAL.ffiORNIS

FASCIATUS

(Miiller).

Psittacus jasciatus P. L. S. MtJLLER, Natursyst., Suppl., 177(5, p. 74 (Pondichery).

" Generally common " on Simalur. Nine specimens were obtained,
agreeing in size with Andaman birds.
Males measure: Length, 368394; wing, 171-176; females, length, 351-368;

wing, 165-175

mm.
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PSITTINUS ABBOTTI Richmond.
Pdttlnus abhoitl Kichmond, Proe. Biol. Soc. AVash.,
(Simalur Island, west coast of Sumatra).

XV, August

6,

1902,

p.

188

Eight specimens, all from Simalur.
This species is conspicuously unlike the only previously known
member of the genus, P. incertus^ differing in having the mantle,
rump, uppei- tail-coverts and lower surface green, a brighter blue head,
a greenish patch on the crown, and a black band across the nape. It
is also considerabl}^ larger than the conunon species.
The female is duller in color, has no blue on the head (which is like
The upper mandible is
the mantle), and no black band on the nape.
green
is
dull
in both sexes, but in
cere
The
red.
brown instead of
In
males
"dark
brown."
the length of the
marked
as
two males is
females
from
mm.
in
134
to 111.
IJrJr
139
to
wing ranges from
obtained
them
Sibaboh,
only
at
Avhere ft
1
but
"Pretty common,
or
three
trees
that
were
bearing
a small
two
frequent
flock used to
tame,
and
would
allow
me
were
verj'
within
parrots
wild fruit. The
the
forest,
them
flying
over
and
used
to
see
saw
often
I
a few feet.
obtained
them
again."
but
never
Siumat,
Pulo
few on

i

.

;

:i

LORICULUS GALGULUS
[Ps-f/toc^.v]

(Linnaeus).

rjidgnlm Linn^us, Syst. Nat., lOtli ed.,

I,

1758, p. 103 ("India").

One example, from Pulo Tuangku, where "common."
This specimen was sexed as a male, but appears to be in the plumage of the female, a specimen of which is not available for comparison.
In the

Tuangku

bird there are traces of

back, separating the green

from the

coverts extend to the tip of the

a'

scarlet,

golden band on the lower
and the longer upper tail-

tail.

"Cere dark brown; upper mandil)le dark brown, lower one palei
brown; tarsi greenish; toes pale fleshy brown." Length, 133 mm.
Family

CUCULID^E.

CACOMANTIS SEPULCRALIS
V\uculas] sepulcralis

S.

(S. Miiller)

.

MtJLLER, Verb. Nat. Gescli. (Land-en Yolkenkunde).

1843, p. 177, note (Java;* Sumatra).

Two immature birds, male and female, from Simalur. The formei
has the "iris gra}" brown; e3"elids greenish yellow; feet yellow, clawt
black; bill black, brownish yellow beneath at base; inside of mouth
orange;" in the latter the

'

iris is
reddish brown, becoming gray exter
Length of the male, 235; wing, 115; of the female, 232; wing
113 mm.
"Oiu> shot in dense forest and one sitting on a dead tre(

nally."

in a clear HP."
i

'

j

i
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(Cabanis and Heine).

K[^ndynamls] malayana Cabanis and Heine, Mu.s. Heiu., IV, Ft.
(Sunda Islands; Sumatra).

1,

18(52, p.

52

"Common"

on Simalur and liabi; also noted on Lasia.
The
each, from Simalur, Babi, and Loh Sidoh Ba}'.
the
second
(male),
wing,
187;
(female) measures, length, 307;

One specimen

;

first

438; Aving, 205;

'ieng-th,

bill,

from gape,

mm.

419; wing, li»5

RHOPODYTES DIARDI
Melina dlardi Lesson, Traite d'Orn. (Pt. 2),

An

[

adult female,

dark brown?,
lark leaden;

the third (male), length,

-13;

(Lesson).

May,

1831, p. 132 (Java).

from Tapanuli Bay. Length, 368 mm. "Iris
naked skin about eye deep crimson; feet

sclera blue;

bill

green, with a pale blue spot above nostril."

PHCENICOPHAUS ERYTHROGNATHUS
[Pliaoiicophaeus'] eryihroynathus

Bonaparte.

"Temm." Bonaparte, Consp. Gen. Avium,

I,

1849, p. 98 (Sumatra).

Length, -±57 mm.
ditferences in plumage between males and females of the allied
P. microrkinus, pointed out by Berlepsch" and confirmed by Biitti-

One
The

adult male, from

Loh Sidoh Bay.

Another sexual character,
the color of the iris, which is blue

kofer,^ are equally evident in this species.

apparently not before mentioned, is
in the male and orange yellow or yellow in the female.

Biittikofer

found the color of the iris Jn P. microrhinus'to be very variable, but
considered it to be independent of age or sex.^

Family

CORACIID^.

EURYSTOMUS CALONYX

Sharpe.

Eurystomus cahmy.v "(Hodos. )" Sharpe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., Pt.

3,

1890, p. 551

(Nepal'O.

•A few seen" on Simalui-, where an

December
«Nov.

adult

male was obtained

15.

Zool., II, p. 73.

Notes Leyden Mas., XXI, p. 172.
cidem, p. 171.
<^This locality is not specifically mentioned in the original description, where only
Uhe general distribution of the species is given (" extends throughout the Himalayan
Terai from Kumaon to Darjiling and upper Assam, probal)ly breeding throughout
theMdiole of this range"). Later, we learn (Catal. Birds Brit. Mus., XVII, 1892,
It is a common practice with many Eurojiean
p. 38) that the type is from Nepal.
authors to give the entire distribution of a new species, at the same time omitting the

.

&

I

i

all-important type locality.
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MEROPID^.

MELITTOPHAGUS URICA

(Swainson).

Zool.
Merops urica Swainson (from Horsfield, MS.),

Illustr., I,

No.

2,

November,

1820, pi. VIII (Ceylon).

Melittophagus sivinhoii of authors, but Swainsoivs name has
clear priority and should be used.
Dr. Abbott saw a single individual at Sibaboh Bay, Simalur, which
he identified as "i/. swinhoii,'" but no specimens were obtained.

This

is

MEROPS PHILIPPINUS

Linnaeus.

\_Merops] philippinus LiNNiEus, Syst. Nat., 12th ed., Pt.

1,

1766, p. 188 [errata]

(Philippines).

from Simalur and Tapanuli Bay.
It is reported as "common about the clearings" at the first- named
locality and also on Tuangku.
Specimens are

in the collection

FAMILY ALCEDINIDiE.
PELARGOPSIS JAVANA FRASERI

(Sharpe).

PelargopsiK fraseri Shakpe, Proc. ZooL.Soc. Lond., 1870, p. 65 (Java; Malacca;

Penang).

adult female from Pulo Mansalar measures, length, 368; wing,
147; three adults from Tapanuli Bay give the following measurements:
Female, length 3S1, wing 160; male, length 368, wing 144; male,

An

wing 146 mm. These examples have slightly darker caps
and somewhat deeper blue upper parts than specimens from Singapore, Lingga, and eastern Sumatra.
length 356,

PELARGOPSIS SIMALURENSIS, new

species.

%.?^^— Adult male, No. 179205, U.S.N.M.; Simalur Island, west
November 29, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott. Crown,

coast of Sumatra,

nape, lores, ear-coverts, and infraorbital region Isabella color, with a
bufi' line above the lores, eyes, and ear-coverts, and a wash of bull'

under the eyes; mantle and wing-coverts dark brownish green (near
edged with greenish blue (near verditen
l)lue); wings dusky black at the tips, sea green externally, except on
apical part of outer primaries (first primary without any green and
second with basal part only green); tail sea green, the inner webs of
all but the middle pair of feathers dull black; shaft, and a narrow

bottle green), each feather

bordering the shaft of each feather, dull black. Back, rump, and
median upper tail-coverts pale turquoise or silvery blue; lateral upper
tail-coverts and longest median ones, like the mantle; under parts,
including under wing-coverts, axillaries, sides of neck, a narrow lineij
across nape, and malar region, ochraceous, paling to deep buff on
throat; under surface of wings (basal portion), buff.

line

"
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I

Length, 369; wing, l-tl; tail, 04; tarsus, 17; culmen, 81.5 (bill, from
" Feet red, claws
92); width of lower mandible, at base, 26 mm.
lorn brown; bill red, with black tip."
The green shades of the upper surface are changeable, as in other
jirds of this genus, becoming deep purplish blue in certain lights,
rhe above description was taken with the bird held in Gadow's
,^ape,

position '"A."

This form differs from fraserl in having a paler cap (the feathers
darker centers), darker mantle, and less of a bluish shade on

kvithout

upper parts, especially on the wings and tail. The bill appears
be slightly longer and broader than in fraseri; but birds of the
^ame sex should be compared, as females are usually larger than
:he
:o

A

nales.

female of P. tiimalurensh has the following dimensions:
tail, 97; tarsus, 17; culmen, 83 (bill, from

Length, 381; wing, 152;
yape, 95)

mm.

Five specimens, from Simalur, where
3oast

it

was "common along the sea

and creeks.

PELARGOPSIS SODALIS, new

species.

%>e.— Adult

female, No. 179208, U.S.N.M.; Pulo Tuangku, Banwest coast of Sumatra, January 25, 1902; Dr. W. L.
Color as in P. simaluren^h., but cap rather lighter and

Islands,

jak

A-bhott.

grayer; size larger.

Length, 1:07; wing, 160; tail, 101; tarsus, 19.5; culmen, 88 (bill,
from gape, 100); width of lower mandible, at base, 29 mm.
"Bill
red, brownish above at tip; feet red, claws dark brown."

A second
men, 87

mm.

female measures: Length, 391; wing, 158; tail, 103; culfrom gape, 99); width of lower mandible, at base, 27

(bill,

"Remarkably large

sized.

A

female was 16

ALCEDO ISPIDA BENGALENSIS
[.4/recZo] bengalensis

Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

Pt.

1,

Four specimens, collected on Simalur and
seen, but not obtained, on Tuangku.

ALCEDO MENINTING

in,

long."

(Gmelin).

1788, p. 450 (Bengal).

at Tapanuli Bay.

It

was

Horsfield.

Alcedo meninting Horsfield, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt.

1,

May,

1821,

p. 172 (Java).

Several specimens.

oxharfmi was seen on
Dalani.

"A small bright-colored

kingfisher, either this

a fresh-water creek in dense forest at Telok

Probably the same as that afterwards obtained
at Tapanuli Bay."

in

Pulo

Tuangku and

CEYX,

species.

" Frequently heard in the forest and once or twice seen " on Simalur.
A Ceyx was also seen on Bangkaru.

"
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HALCYON COROMANDA
{Alcedo] coromanda

Two from

Latham, Index Ornith.,

Tapanuli Btw.

It

was

PL

(Latham).
1790, p. 252 ("C'oromandela").

also noted

HALCYON PILEATA
Alcedo pileata Boddaert, Tabl.

I,

on Simalur and

Enl., 1783, p. 41 (China).

not so

males.

all

The

Total length varies from

stomach of one specimen contained a lizard.

On

Lasia.

(Boddaert).

Four from Simalur and one from Tapanuli Bay,
292 to 299

vol. xxvi.

(

i

mm.
was "found along fresh- water creeks and streams:
Seen also on Babi.

Simalur

it

common

as the last" {A. cMoris].
?

HALCYON CHLORIS

Alcedo chloris Boddaert, Tabl. PI. Enl., 1783,
p. 190; Bouro, Moluccas).

(Boddaert).
p.

49 (Buffon, Hist. Nat. Ois., VII,

,.

Three adult males, from Simalur. In these specimens the color
seems to be that of H. armstro7igi, with perhaps a little less green on
Size large;
the ear-coverts. They are very much like Natuna birds.
wings, 115-117; bill, from gape, 58-60 mm.
'

*•

Generally

common
?

.

HALCYON ARMSTRONGI

Sharpe.

Halcyon armstrongi Sb^a-rte, Catal. Birds Brit. Mus., XVII, 1892, p. 277 ("from
the Sunderbunds to Burmah, Tenasserim, and Siam, south to the Malayan
Peninsula, Sumatra, and Northern Borneo").

An

from Loh Sidoh Bay.

This individual has greener
Loh Sidoh Bay
practically the same as Acheen, whence Sharpe has recorded
adult male,

ear-coverts than those recorded above as IT. chloris.
is

JI. chloris.

Family

BUCEROTID^.

DICHOCEROS BICORNIS

(Linnaeus).

{Buceros] Hcorms Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

One specimen, from Tapanuli Bav.

I,

1758, p. 104

("China").

Length, 109.2 cm.; weight,

2.381 kg.

ANTHRACOCEROS CONVEXUS

(Temminck).

Buceros convexm Temmi-^ck, PI. Col., II (Pt. 89), Feb., 1832,

"Common"

on Pulo Mansalar.

Length, 787

RHYTIDOCEROS UNDULATUS
Buceros undulatm Shaw, General ZooL, VIII, Pt.

"Common"

1,

pi.

dxxx

(Java).

mm.
(Shaw).

1811, p. 26 (Java).

on Pulo Mansalar, but no specimens were obtained.

i

i'

.
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(Temminck).

Huceros galerilus T-EMTsimcK, PI. Col., II (Pt. 88),

May,

dxx (Sumatra;

1831, pi.

western part of Borneo)

Three males, from Tapanuli Bay. Length, 800-813 mm.
"Iris dull red; gular space and naked orbital ring white, dull blue
ti

front of eve."

Family CAPITONID.E.

CHOTORHEA CHRYSOPOGON
Bucco chnjsopogon Temminck,
(Sumatra).

An

PL

Col., Ill

adult male, from Tapanuli Bay.

(Temminck).

(Pt. 48), July, 1824, pi.

Length,

CHOTORHEA MYSTACOPHANES
Bticco mystacophanes

Temminck,

Pi.

Col., Ill

30,5

cclxxxv

mm.

(Temminck).

(Pt.

53),

Dec,

1824, pi. cccxv

(Sumatra).

Three adults from Tapanuli Bay, where " common in heavy forest,
Length, 232-235 mm.
;itting' on high trees."
"Iris dark brown; bill black, leaden at base, beneath; feet greenish."

CYANOPS HENRICn
Bucco henricu Temminck,

(Temminck).

PI. Col., Ill (Pt. 88),

Tapanuli Bay; one adult
vidth of bill, at base, 20

female.

May,

Length,

f/H cauceZii

dxxiv (Sumatra).

culmen,

226;

27.5;

mm.

MEZOBUCCO DUVAUCELII
Bucco

1831, pi.

(Lesson).

Lesson, Traite d'Orn. (Pt. 3), July, 1830,

Three adults, from Tapanuli

p.

164 (Sum^atra).

Ba}'.

Family PICID.E.

CALLOLOPHUS MALACCENSIS
[P(«f.s] »i«/acce?w?.s

An

adult male,

Latham, Index Ornith.,

I,

(Latham).

1790, p. 241 (Malacca).

from Loh Sidoh Bay.

BLYTHIPICUS PORPHYROMELAS

(Boie).

Picus porphyromelitfi BoiB, " Briefe geschr. aus Ostind., p. 143 (1832)."

Au

adult male,

from Tapanuli Bay.

Length, 229

mm.

"Iris deep red; feet dark leaden."

MEIGLYPTES TUKKI
Picustukki Lesson,

Revue

(Lesson).

Zool., II, June, 1839, p. 167 (Sumatra).

Three specimens; a pair from Tapanuli Ba}', and an adult female
from Pulo Tuangku. In color the Tuangku bird is identical with
fukki^ but it is larger than an^- other specimen in our series of this
species.
Length, 225; wing, 110; hill, from gape, 30 mm.
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MICROPTERNUS PHAIOCEPS BRACHYURUS
Nouv.
Pirns brachynrm Vieillot,

An

Dicrt.

(Vieillot).

XXVI,

d'Hist. Nat.,

VOL. XXVI.

1818, p. 103 (Java).

adult female, from Tapanuli Bay.

TIGA JAVANENSIS
Aka.l.
Pious javanensis Ljungh, K. Vet.
(Batavia, Java).

One

(Ljungh).

Nya

specimen, an adult male, from

llanclL,

XVIIl,

1797, p. 137,

pi. vi

Loh Sidoh Bay.

THRIPONAX JAVENSIS

(Horsfield).

Soc. Lend., XIII, Pt.
Picus javenm Horsfield, Trans. Linn.

1,

May,

1821, p. 175
^

(Java).

A

female,

"contained wellThis individual has distinct white tips to some of

from Pulo Mansalar, shot March

developed eggs."

13,

;j
'

this species.
the primaries,, as is often the case in

THRIPONAX PARVUS

Richmond.

Wash.,
TJiriponax parvus -RiCB^ioi^-D, Proc. Biol. Soc.
(Simalur Island, west coast of Sumatra).

XV, Augusts,

1902,

]>.

189

indistinguishable

Twelve specimens, from Simalur. This species is
of the specifrom T. jamnsis, except by its smaller size. Not one
The
primaries.
the
of
tips
the
on
white
mens, however, shows any
female,
the
in
to
179;
166
from
varies
wing'measurement in the male
mm.
from 169 to 176 mm. Length, in the male, from 359 to 381

"Common.

The only woodpecker

A miniature of

seen.

T. javensis.

Iris straw yellow, bill black; feet dull leaden."

Family

TROGONID^E.

PYROTROGON DUVAUCELII
Trogon duvmicdii

Temminck,

PI.

(Temminck).
49), August, 1824, pi.

(Pt.

Col., Ill

ccxcIm

(Sumatra).

One

i

adult male, from Tapanuli Bay.

Family

MACROPTERYGID^.

MACROPTERYX PERLONGA,

new

species.

Type.— Adult female. No. 179169, U.S.N.M.; Simalur
coast of Sumatra,

January

2,

W.

1902; Dr.

L. Abbott.

Island, westj

Color that

oil

the female of 3f. longipennis, but size larger.

Length, 232; wing, 184; tail, 113.5
wing is about 165, and the tail 102 mm.

mm.
,

or

In 31. longipennis

less.

th(
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M. perlonga doubtless occnrs on other

i.sknds off the west coitst of
Eng-ano
by Salvador!," with a
Himatra, as it has been recorded from
vinu' measurement of 185 mm.
'"Common, but Hies very high, and when settling- does so upon
-erv hio-h trees, so that though I fired a number of times I only got
This seems much larger than longipennis.''^
)ne, a female.

I

MACROPTERYX COMATA
Ciipselus

comatus Temminck, PI.

Col.,

lY

(Temminck).

(Pt.

45),

April,

1824,

pi.

cclxviii

(Sumatra).

An

adult female, from Tapanuli Bay.

Family
?

MICROPODID^.

SALANGANA FRANCICA

(Gmelin).

The nests are gathered in considerable quantities,"
seen.
Tuangku. Identified as above by Dr. Abbott. Possibly S. inexoectata (Hume).

"Many

)n

SALANGANA FUCIPHAGA

(Thunberg).

Rirwndo fuciphaga Thunberu, K. Vet. Akad. Nya Handl., XXXIII, 1812,

j;.

153,

pi. IV (Java).''

One

pair,

from Simalur, where

it

was "common."

Family EURYLAIMID.F..

EURYLAIMUS OCHROMALUS

Raffles.

Eurylaimas nchromulus Raffles, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt.
297 (Singapore; interior of Sumatra).

2,

1822, p.

Three females, from Pulo Tuangku.

"Common.

A partly

finished nest obtained

January

29,

hung from

the extremity of a branch of a lime tree in a clearing; 30 feet

from

the ground.''

CYMBIRHYNCHUS LEMNISCATUS
Enryiaiimts lemnmntus Raffles, Trans. Linn.
p.

Socr.

(Raffles).

Lond., XIII, Pt.

2,

1822,

296 (interior of Sumatra).

An adult male, from Tapanuli Bay. Length, 235 mm.
The white spots are almost obsolete on the tail of this specimen,
The crissum and longer
occurring on the two outermost feathers only.
upper tail-coverts are orange-rufous, instead of crimson.
"Iris, emerald green; feet leaden blue, soles pale fleshy."
«Ann. Mus. Civ. Geneva, 2d ser., XII, 1892, pp. 128, 129.
& Authors <,'enerally, since the time of Horsfield and Moore's catalogue, have given
his
"1772" as the date of publication of this name. Giebel gives the correct date

m

Thesaurus.
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Family P1TTID7R.

PITTA MOLUCCENSIS
inuluccensis

T»7v/h.s-

Mullek,

(P. L. S. Miiller).

SuppL, 1776,

Natiirsyst.,

p.

144 ("molaccisclien

Inseln").

from Pulo Tuangku. Length, 200; wing, 116;
Compared with a series of fresh;'
29 mm.
gape,
from
tarsus, 40; bill,
this bird is rather small, with
Peninsula,
Malay
the
specimens' from
parts; the white patch cm,
upper
the
of
green
the
in
more yellowish

A

single adult female

i

the feathers occuis much restricted, the black tips of
specimens.
other
our
of
any
in
than
space
pying more
Common. Feet pale purplish fleshy."
the primaries

't

'

'

Family

Genus

MOTACILLID^.

DENDRONANTHUS

Dendronnnthus Blyth, Ann. and

Blyth.

1844, p. 116.

]\Iag. ^'at. Hist.,

Type, Motacilla indica Gmeiin.

DENDRONANTHUS INDICUS
[Moiadlla'] indica

Gmelin,

Syst. Nat.,^

bergeronnette grise des Indes"

Two

I,

Pt.

(Gmeiin).

1788, p. 9G2 (Sonnerat's

2,

"La

).

specimens, one from Simalur, the other from Loh Sidoh Bay.
at the first-named locality, and was noted also on

was "common"
l*ulo Bangkaru.

It

This bird has received several generic names, the earliest of which
appears to be Bendronxmtlms Blyth (1844). The next is Nemorkola
"Blyth,"« which may clash with Nemoricola of Hodgson, for a species
LivionidTonius^ of Gould, commonly used for the species,
of snipe.
dates from 1862, and Fitzinger's Mmorivaga was proposed about th(^
^'

same time.

BvdytantJvus, of David,^

is still later.

MOTACILLA MELANOPE

Pallas.

Motacilla melanope Pallas, Reise Russischen Reichs,

ITT,

1776,

p.

696 ("Ti

Dauuria circa ripas glareosas rarius occurrit").

An

adult male, from Simalur.

where "common."

BUDYTES FLAVUS LEUCOSTRIATUS
Budytea leucoMriaim Homeyer, Jouvn.

One specimen, an

adult male,

«Jerdon, Madras Journ., SIIII,

p.

fiir

Orn., 1878,

from Simahir.
132,

(Homeyer).

]i.

128 (Baical region).

•"Common."

dated 1844, but not published befor

August, 1845.
Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, Yl, 1837, p. 491. Hodgson writes: "I have set it dowi
notebook as the type of a new genus or subgenus, under the style of Ncmon
Gray used thi
cola Nipalemiif, but I forbear, for the present, from so naming it."
fc

in

my

name

in 1842 (Appendix to List Genera Birds, 1842,
^Nouv. Arch, du Mus., Ill (Bull.), 1867, p. 33.

p. 14).

.

.
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Family

PYCNONOTID.E.

CHLOROPSIS CYANOPOGON
IV

Phyllonua cijanopogon Temminck, PI. Col.,
fig. 1 (Sumatra).

All iidult male,

505

from Tapanuli Bay.

Temminck)

{

(Pt. 81), October, 1S29, pi. dxii,

mm.

Lenj^th, 178

IRENA CRINIGER

Sharpe.

Irena criniger Sharpe, Catal. Birds Brit. Mus., Ill, 1877,

267 (Borneo and

]).

Sumatra).

Six specimens, from Pulo Mansalar, Tapamili Bay, and Tuangku.
These birds are identical in color with / criniger, but the Tuangku
specimens, four in number, differ in having larger and heavier bills,

with rather larger wings

(bill,

from gape,

30; wing, 123-129 mm.).

"Common," on Tuangku.

HEMIXUS MALACCENSIS
H\ypsipetes\ malacccnsis Blyth,
p.

(Blyth).

XIV,

Journ. Asiat. Soe. Beng.,

I't.

1845,

2,

574 (Malacca).

Four specimens, all from Tapanuli Bay.
Length, 219-229 mm.
"These two pairs shot in heavy forest on Gunong K^bong. where
Iris' clear brown; feet dark fleshy
they were pretty common.
brown."

IDLE OLIVACEA

Blyth.

Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng., XIII, Pt.
posed to be from Singapore).

T[ple\ olivacea

1,

1844, p. 386 (sup-

•

An

adult male,

from Tapanuli Ba}.

Length,

19-1

mm.

"Iris

gray."

EUPTILOSUS EUTILOSUS
Bracliypus cut ilosus J AUDI'S^
1837, pi.

Ill

and

(Jardine and Selby)

>Selby, Illustr. Orn.,

new

No.

ser.,

1,

Feliruary,

(Singapore).

One specimen, from Tapanuli Bay.

Length, 206

mm.

"Iris red;

and feet black."

bill

MICROTARSUS MELANOCEPHALOS
[Lanius] mekmociphalos Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I, Pt. 1,

(Gmelin).

1788, p. 309

(

"in

insulis

Sand-

wich maris australis").

Seven adults from Simalur and one from Tapanuli Bay. The Simdo fiot differ in color from those of Borneo and the Malay
Peninsula, but the bills are perceptil:)ly stouter.
Length, 172-18-1;
wing, 77-79 mm.
"The oulj^ bulbul noticed. Common about the

alur birds

clearings in

scrubby jungle" (Simalur).

TRICHOLESTES CRINIGER
Br{achypodiuH\? criniger "A.
2,

Hay" Blyth,

(Blyth).

Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng.,

XIV,

Pt.

1845, p. 577 (Malacca).

Three specimens are in the collection, from Pulo Mansalar and Tapanuli

Bay.

i
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TRACHYCOMUS OCHROCEPHALUS
{Turdm'] ochron'phalm Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,
Java").

A

Loh Sidoh Bay-

female, from

ish red."

I,

(Gmelin).

2,1788, p. 821 ("Zeylonetl

Pt.

Length, 267

PYCNONOTUS ANALIS

mm.

"Iris l^rowu-

(Horsfield).

Lond., XIII, Pt.
Turdus analis Horsfield, Trans. Linn. Soc.

1,

May,

1821,

j

p. 147 (Java).

!

One male, from Loh Sidoh Bay.
brown; bill and feet black."

Length, 203

PYCNONOTUS PLUMOSUS
Plyc7ionotus']
p.

mm.

"

Iris

dark

i

Blyth.

plumosus Blyth, JoUrn. Asiat. Soc. Beng., XIV, Pt.

2,

1845,

567 (Singapore).

Adults from Tuangku, Mansalar, and Tapanuli Bay. These do notd
" Iris brownish yellow; feet fleshyi
differ from Singapore specimens.

brown."

PYCNONOTUS SIMPLEX

Picnonotus simplex Lesson,"

Revue

Lesson.

Zool., II, June, 1839, p. 167 (Sumatra).

Seven specimens, from Loh Sidoh Bay. Timngku, and Bangkaru.'
common " on both of the Baiijak islands. Length,
It was found to be
from 181 to 191 mm. The irides in six of the skins are noted as
"red," but in one male from Tuangku are stated to be "brownish
'

'

yellow."

One

PYCNONOTUS,

pair,

158 ram.

from Tapanuli Bay.

"Iris pale yellow; feet

This species

is

species.

Length of male, ITS; of
fleshy brown."

related to P. simj}lex, but

is

femalejj
\

easily distinguished bjj

paler color below, paler sides and under tail-coverts, smaller siz(
(or slenderer appearance in the prepared skin), and white or pah'

its

We

have about thirty skins of this form and an equa
number of P. simplex, all nicely prepared and properly sexed, witl
color notes, and no difficulty is experienced in dividing them into tw(
lots, except in the case of birds from Subi and Sirhassen, in the Natu
nas, which have the plumage of the present bird, with the red irides o
P. slmj'le.r. We have P. simplex, with red irides, from Trong, Pul(
Lankawi, the Dindings, the Butang Islands, Singapore, Pulo Tioman
the Anambas, Indragiri River (Sumatra), Borneo, Loh Sidoh Bay, an«|;
the Banjak Islands. The present species (white or yellowish whit
irides, except as mentioned above) is represented from Tapanuli Bay
Lingga Island, Singapore, east coast of Johore, Borneo, Trong, ani

yellow

irides.

from the Anambas and Natunas.
"Lesson's description

is

as

follows:

"Corpore supra griseo-luteold, allm
Hab. Sumatra."

tincto infra; rostro corneo; pedibus bruneis.

lute

.
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Lesson, in his description of P.
the irides, but

The

it

507

did not give the color of
that he had the red-eyed form.

sim/plex.,

may be assumed"

status of the white-eyed bird can be properly

determined only

by.

an examination of the types of P.

hrwmeus and P. modestus Blyth,

and of J/icrofarsus (dlvaeeu.s Moore,

an}'^

one of which

PYCNONOTUS ERYTHROPTHALMOS
Hume,

llxos] erythropthalmos

tSti-ay

may

refer to

it.

(Hume).

Feathers, VI, 1878, p.

;il4

(Pakchan, Ten-

asaei'im )

Length, 165 mm.
orange; angles of mouth and inside of mouth

One adult male from Pulo Tuangku.
''Iris red; eyelids

orange; feet brownish fleshy."

This is P. picsillus Salvadori (not IIcBinatornis pusillus Blyth),
renamed P. Salvador ii by Sharpe.^

Family TIMALIID.E.

ANUROPSIS MALACCENSIS
Brachyptery.r malaxcenslK
I,

One

Vogel, 1844," p.

pair

(Hartlaub).

Hartlaub, "Syst. Verz.

—

nat.

Bamml. Gesellsch. Mus.,

(Malacca).

from Pulo Tuangku.

"

Common

in the forest."

These are similar to Malaccan birds.

MIXORNIS PILEATUS

(Blyth).

Prinia pileata Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng., XI., Pt.

1,

1842, p. 204

(Malay

Peninsula).

One

adult male from Pulo Bangkaru.

surface as

3L

everetti,

This

is

from the Natunas, but

as

dark on the upper

in other respects is

Singapore birds.
<jid(iris {MotaciUa gnlaris Rafiles, 1822) as commonly
applied to this species is preoccupied {MotaciUa gularis Shaw, Cimelia
similar to

Mi,

mm

is

Physica, 1796, p. 61).

CYANODERMA FULVIVENTRIS,
%?e.— Adult

new

species.

male, No. 179359, U. S. N. M. Pulo Tuangku, Banjak
west coast of Sumatra, February 1, 1902; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Similar to C. erythroptera^ but throat, breast, sides of head, and
neck darker slate color; abdomen, sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts
;

Islands,

bill slightly longer and total length a trifle greater.
Length, 146; wing, 59; tail, 50; tarsus, 21; culmen, 17 (bill, from
gape, 20) mm.
"Iris brownish red; naked skin on throat pale blue;
naked skin about eyes dark blue."

deeper fulvous;

''The type

was

in

the collection of Dr. Abeill^, of Bordeaux, and

extant.
''Catal.

Birds, VI, 1881, p. 401.

may

still

be

j
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males and two females from Tuangku,

Two

all

vol. xxvi.

agreeing with the
|

being a
above characters; the females, as in C. erythroptera,
^'Common."
males.
the
than
smaller

STACHYRIS BANJAKENSIS
Stackyris banjakensis

Richmond.

Biol. Soc.

Wash., XV, August

6,

1902,

190 (Pulo Tuangku, Banjak Islands).

p.

Two

Eichmond, Proc.

little

adult males

from Tuangku.

This species has a longer bill than typical S. maculata; is morei
Bothl
heavily spotted below, and has a paler nape, back, and wings.
the
neck,
whic^
of
side
on
the
space
bare
pale-blue
species have a large
is

ordinarily hidden

by the

feathers.

"ALCIPPE CINEREA
''Alcippe dnerea,

Blyth,

J.

Brit. Mus., VII, 1883,

A.

S.

Blyth."

Beng., XIII, p. 384" (Sharpe, Catal. Bird?

p. 622).

Iris brownBay. Length, 153 mm.
gray; feet fleshy brown; bill dark horn brown, pale leaden at Itase.'
'

An adult male from Tapanuli
ish

'

beneath."'

unable at present to consult Blyth\s paper; my recollection h]
did not intend to name a new species, but merely included whai'
he
that
to be Eyton's Malacopteron cinereiis in his new genus!
thought
he
I

am

Alcippe.

MALACOPTERON MAGNIROSTRE

(Moore).
[!

Alcippe inagnirostrin Moore, in Horsfield
India Co., I, 1854, p. 407 (Malacca).

and

IVloore,

Catal.

Birds Mus. Eas;

•

Three males from Pulo Mansalar and Tapanuli Bay.
wing varies from 77 to 81 mm.

The

lengtl

of the

MALACOPTERON NOTATUM

Richmond.

Malacopteron nofatum RicnMOXD, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,
p.

XV, August

6, 190'

190 (Pulo Bangkaru, Banjak Islands).

"Iris brown; bill dar:
Five specimens from Pulo Bangkaru.
found to be " common
It
was
brown, leaden beneath; feet leaden."
on both Tuangku and Bangkaru.
In the original description this species was compared, in part, witi
''31.
cantori (Moore);" this should have been "if. magnirostr

(Moore)."

CHALCOPARIA SINGALENSIS
\_Motadlla'] singalensis

Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

Pt.

(Gmelin).
2,

1788, p. 964

("in insu

Zeylon").

One adult female from Tuangku.
The lower surface in this specimen is
females from the Malav Peninsula.

Length, 108

mm.

"Iris red,

of a brighter ^^ellow than in foi
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MUSCICAPID.E.

MUSCITREA GRISOLA

(Blyth).

Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, XII,
("near Calcutta ").

T\_ephrodorni'f\ grisola

Pt. 1, 1843,]). 180*

One female from Simalur, where

it was "not plentiful."
Length,
eulmen, 14.5 mm. This specimen agrees fairly well with
the description of PacliyceplialavandepoUi Finsch," a species from the
Batoe Islands said to be nearl^v related to M. cjrisola. Our bird, however, can be matched b}^ examples from Lingga and the Natunas both
in color and dimensions.

165; wing,

Si);

HYPOTHYMIS ABBOTTI

Richmond.

Hypothynus ahbottiRicnyioyj), Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,
(Pulo Babi, west coast of Sumatra).

Seven specimens, from Babi and Lasia.
female, 178

XV, August

6,

1902, p. 189

Length, male, 178 to 187;

mm.

The male,

as originall}^ described,

is

wholly blue, without the black

occipital spot and band across foreneck of II. azurea.
The color is
bright light cyanine blue (of Ridgway's Nomenclature of Colors),
with a tinge of deep campanula blue on breast, abdomen, and sides.
Wings and tail black, with a bluish shade above; under wing-coverts
and axillaries, dusky gray, with bluish tips; wing feathers, from below,
with dusky gray edges.
Length (in ilesh), 181 mm.; wing, 76; tail, 77; tarsus, 19; eulmen,
13 (bill from gape, 20).
In another male the wing measures 79 mm.
"Iris blackish; feet dull leaden blue; bill blue, tip and a narrow
line along commissure black; inside of mouth yellow."
While there is no visible black nape patch, or black band across the
chest, the feathers of these areas have black tips on their under

surfaces.

The female has the head, neck, and throat as in the male, but duller;
and bend of wing are of the same color. The remainder
of the plumage is brownish black, with a blue wash, most prominent
on breast and center of abdomen, less so on back, wing-coverts, outer
edges of primaries, and tail feathers.
Wing, 78 mm.
The immature male is like the female, but the thighs are dusky,
while the wing-coverts and secondaries (possibly new, adult feathers)
the thighs

are similar to those of the adult male.

From

its

solid blue color this species appears to be considerably

H.

azurea., but in its various dimensions it hardly exceeds
specimens of the latter from the Anambas and Tambelans.
II. abhotti
was "common'' on Lasia, and on Babi it was "the commonest bird."

larger than

«Notes, Leyd. Mus.,

Proc. N. :M. vol.

xxvi— 02

XX,

35

p. 224.
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HYPOTHYMIS AZUREA
MmcicapaazuveaBoimx^^T, Tabl.

vol. xxvr.

(Boddaert).

PI. Enl., 1783, p. 41

("Philippines").

Pulo Tuangku, and Bangkaru.
Five specimens, from Tapanuli Bay,
(length,
165; wing, 72-T3) are just a
Males from the Banjak Islands
(length, 162; wing, 71-72).
Bay
Tapanuli
tritle larger than those from
This species is
tail-coverts.
under
and have a bhiish wash on the
the Banjak Islands.
"Feet dull leaden blue; bill blue; tip black; inside of

reported as

common on

mouth yellow-

ish green.''

HYPOTHYMIS CONSOBRINA

Richmond.

Hypothymis comobrina Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.,
of Sumatra).
p. 189 (Simalur Island, west coast

XV, August

6, 1902,

adult males, from Simalur, where it was "common." //.
reen recorded from Engano by Salvadori, but the bird from
has
tytleri
will doubtless prove to be B. consohrina.
island
that
black at tip; inside of mouth yellow; feet leaden blue."
blue,
"Bill

Two

RHIPIDURA JAVANICA
Mxiscicapa javanica

One

Sparrman, Mus.

adult male, from

:

(Sparrman).

Carls., Pt. 3, 1788, pi.

lxxv

(Java).

Loh Sidoh Bay.

TCHITREA PROCERA, new species.
Tyj)e.—X^\\\i male, No. 179415, U.S.N.M.; Simalur Island,
coast of Sumatra, December 12, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott.

west
This

species closely resembles T. nicobarica in the white plumage, but has
shorter wings, and the color of the head is glossy blue black, without

a greenish sheen.

Length, 445; wing, 86;

tail,

320; tarsus, 17.5; culmen, 17

(bill,

fromi

"Iris dark brown; eyelids blue; inside of mouth
gape, 26.5)
tip
and commissure black; feet leaden blue."
bill
])lue,
green;
The central rectrices jjrocera are broad, as in nicobarica and/w/s,

mm.

m

and incH. The wings of nicobarica^
sumbaensis, and insularis are 90 mm. or over;
In affinis, incii, nicolyrocera they vary from 81 to 87 (both sexes).
barica, and Jlor is (I have not seen the others) the head is of about the
not

much narrowed

as in affinis

m

affinis^ incii, Jloris,

same shade of glossy greenish black, but

it is

glossy bluish black

in

In nicobarica the feathers of the mantle are white, almost to
the base, with narrow black shaft lines; in proce'r a they are similar,
but a little darker at the base; in affinis and incii these feathers are

procera.

largely dark gray at the base, with the shaft stripes broader and more
pronounced in the last-named. It has been stated that T. incii has no

white plumage, but we have several in this phase from the Malay
'\Miinsula. and one from north China.

.
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The female and immature male (with short

!

wood brown and tawny

olive), instead of

of

tail)

[resemble the female of 1\ nicoharlea^ having the back
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procera

T.

brown (between

cinnamon rufous, as

in T.

the under tail-coverts are russet, and the abdomen, sides, and

((ffinis;

flanks are pale buff}' cinnamon, like nicobarica., not white as in affinis.

The}^

may

be distinguished from nicoharica by the rather bluer shade
young male has a gray throat, lores, and sides

of the cap, while the

of head, as in the females, not glossy greenish black as in the j^oung

male of nicoharica.
The white plumage of T. msula7'is, if it has one, does not appear to
have been described. In the dark phase the cap is gray, instead of
black; it has a longer wing (93 mm.), but shorter tail than T.
procera.

Six specimens, from Simalur, where

it

was found

PHILENTOMA VELATUM

to be

"common."

(Temminck),

Drymophila velata Temminck, PI. Col., Ill (Pt. 56), March, 1825,
( " Timor; et isolement ou par paire dans celle de Java")

One

pair,

of female,

from Tapanuli Bay.

1)9

cccxxxiv

pi.

Length, 203; wing, of male, 104;

mm.
RHINOMYIAS PECTORALIS

(Salvador!).

Alcippe pectoralisSAhy ABORi, Atti. R. Ace. Sci. Torino, III, 1868, p. 530 (Borneo).

One adult, from Pulo Mansalar. Length, 162; wing, 81; tail, 68
mm. "Iris brown; bill black; feet purplish fleshy." This specimen
is

very like one from Lingga, in color, but the

CULICICAPA CEYLONENSIS

Two

a

little larger.

(Swainson).

Platyrhynclms ceijlonensis Swainson, Zool. Illustr.,
XIII

bill is

I,

No.

3,

December,

1820, pi.

(Ceylon);

males,

from Simalur.

''Common."

Family

TURDID.E.

PRINIA,

One male, from Loh Sidoh Bay.

species.

"Iris brownish gray; feet pale

brownish fleshy."
This bird is in very poor plumage, with the feathers of the tail worn
down to the shafts. It resembles P. fiaviventrls., but is much less
greenish olive on the back, and has no yellow on the underparts, which
are white with a slight buffy tinge.
The tail is very long, measuring
(although much abraded) 85 mm. wing, .50 mm.
;

?

Orthotowns

ORTHOTOMUS ATROGULARIS

airof/uJaris

Temminck,

PI.

Col.,

Ill

Temminck.
(Pt.

101),

1836,

text

(Malacca, Borneo).

"Common" on Tuangku,

but no specimens were preserved.

only
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CISTICOLA CISTICOLA (Temminck).
Sylvia cklicola Tkmmin<;k, .Maiuu'l d'Orn,

Three males, from Simalur, where
ticlds

and

in long*

2d

ed.,

it

I,

in

the padd}'

grass."

KITTACINCLA MELANURA
Cittocliicla

1820, p. 228 (Portujral).

was "common

iiidanura Sai.vadori,

pi. VIII, fig. 1

Ann. Mus. Civ.

Salvador!.

(iencn-a,

2d

Her.,

IV, 1886,

p. 549,

(Nias Island).

Five specimens, from Simalur, Bal^i, and Lasia.
These specimens are smaller than typical lu melamira, having- a
wing measurement of 86-95 mm. for the Nias bird Salvadori gives
95-97 mm. In our birds the outermost tail feather has a bare sugLength, male, 258-286; female, 216-241.
gestion of white at the tip.
The two females in this series are slightly paler on the underparts
;

than the males.
"'Iris dark brown; feet dull purplish brown; bill })lack."
On Simalur the species was found to be "not very conmion, and
very shy." It was "common, but ver}^ shy," on Balii and Lasia,

KITTACINCLA MALABARICA

(Scopoli).

Musdcapa {malabarica) Scopoli, Del. Flor. Faun. Insubr., II, 1786, p. 96 (based
on "Le gobe-mouche a longue queue de Gingi" of Sonnerat, Voy. aux
Indes, etc., II, p. 196; Malabar).

Five adult males, from Pulo Mansalar, Tuangku, and Bangkaru.

matched with examples from various
China Sea, from the Mergui Archipelago, etc., but two
of them have uuusuall}^ long tails, measuring 198 and 218 mm.
The
wing measurement (five males) varies from 95 to 99 mm.
"Common" in the Baujak Islands.
The name //lalaharlcd antedates both tricolor and tiKicroura^ and is
of unquestionable application, butScopoli's reference to "tab. Ill" of
In color these birds can be

islands in the

Sonnerat's

work

is

erroneous.

COPSYCHUS SAULARIS MUSICUS

(Raffles).

Lanius musicus Rakkles, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt

2,

1822, p. 307.«

Five specimens froui Loh Sidoh Bay and Simalur.
It was "common about clearmgs" on Simalur.
"It appears to ine doubtful whether Raffles's name should be used for this form.
certainly did not give a recognizable description, and apparently had no intention of describing a new species, as will be seen from his account: "The Dial Bird,

Me

or Tardus mindanensis of Gmelin
propriety placed under Lanius.

and Gracula

saularis of Linnaeus;

now

with more

It is one of the few singing birds of India, and its note is pleasing.
It is about
eight inches and a half in length.
In the female the feathers of the throat and
breast are whitish, mottled with grey and brown; and several of the wing-coverts
are also white with reddish-brown shades.
Ail the colours are duller than in the

male."

.
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HIRUNDINID^.

HIRUNDO GUTTURALIS
Hirundo
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{guituralis) Scopoli, Del. Flor.

Scopoli.

Faun. Insubr,

11, 1786, p.

96 (Antique,

western Panay, Philippines)

Two specimens, from Simalur, where it was
noted as "common" on Tuangku.
Family

" common. "

It

was also

CAMPEPHAGID^.

GRAUCALUS BABIENSIS,

new

species.

7^7^.^— Adult female, No. 179220 U.S.N.M.; Pulo Babi, west coas^
of Smnatra, January 13, 1902; Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Head, back, scapulars,

rump, and upper

tail -coverts

ture), the feathers of the

gray (No. 7 of Ridgway's Nomencla-

rump and upper

tail-coverts indistinctly

edged with grayish white; underparts gray, like the back, but slightly
paler, becoming still lighter on the abdomen, which is unbarred; thighs
gray, like the back; under tail-coverts grayish white, with obscure
grayish bars; under wing-coverts white, with blackish bars; axillaries
pale gray, with dusky grajnsh bars; wings black, the lesser, middle,
and greater coverts and outer webs of tertiaries, secondaries, and of
primar}^ coverts gray like the back; inner primaries washed on edge
of outer webs with the same color; under surface of wings pale gray,
with a whitish line on edge of inner webs of inner primaries.
Tail
black, the middle pair of feathers with a wash of dark gray, the outermost pair with grayish tips.
Length, 305; wing, 168; tail, 117.5; tarsus, 29; exposed culmen, 28
" Iris pale yellow;
(bill, from gape, 41); width of bill at base, 20 mm.
bill

and feet black."

A

second female measures: Length, 318; wing, 170; tail, 123 mm.
is a large bird, like G. Txannegieteri., but the lower breast and
abdomen are entirely unbarred; there are no l)lack bars on the upper
tail-coverts, and the iris is pale yellow instead of white.
"Common.
Larger and differently colored from that of Simalur."

This

GRAUCALUS SIMALURENSIS,

new

species.

%?<?.— Adult male. No. 179215, U.S.N. M.; Simalur Island, west
November 19, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott.

coast of Sumatra,

This species is very like the female -of G. hahiensis (the shade of
gray on the upper and lower surfaces is exactly the same as in
that species), but smaller; the

under tail-coverts and

axillaries are

unbarred, and there are onl}^ a few obscure grayish bars on the under
wing-coverts.

Length, 299; wing, 166; tail, 121; tarsus, 26; exposed culmen, 26
from gape, 39.5); width of bill, at base, 20 mm. " Iris pale

(bill,

greenish white;

bill

and

feet black."
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differs from the male in having the under wing-coverts
conspicuously barred with slaty black; the under
white,
and axillaries
white, less plainly barred with gray and
grayish
are
tail-coverts
like that of the male, but on the abdomen
is
breast
the
darker slate;

The female

and flanks there are almost obsolete bars of gray (the bars being of
Wing, 165-167 mm.
about the same shade as the breast).
primaries, primary-coverts,
the
has
female
younger
obviously
An
the rump and upper tailwhite;
with
edged
narrowly
secondaries
and
tipped with white; the
and
slate
blackish
with
barred
are
coverts
bars, mingled on the
black
with
slaty
white,
are
abdomen
l>reast and

>

>

breast with new, unbarred, gray feathers.
The male resembles that of G. swnatrensis and G. lnmgurensi% but
is a little paler, both above and below, and the under wing-coverts are
obscurely barred. It is larger than G. sumatremis, and about the
size of G. himgurensis^ but the bill is longer and broader (about 18

mm.

broad in Imngurensis^ and 20

"Common

mm.

in simalairensis).

in the forest, generally in parties of three to five."

In addition to G. hahiensis and G. simalurpisis^ the following species, related to G. sumatrensis^ have been described from islands off
the west coast of Sumatra: G. crissalis Salvadori (Mentawei group),
G. enganeiuix Salvadori (Engano), and

from

G. kannegieteri (Biittikofer)

Nias.

CAMPEPHAGA COMPTA,
7)//>^.— Adult female. No. 179222,

coast of Sumatra,

November

new

species.

U.S.N.M.; Simalur

28, 1901; Dr.

W.

Island, west

L. Abbott.

Top of head, lores, nape, back, scapulars, rump, and upper
coverts bluish slate color, the feathers of the rump and upper

tailtail-

coverts with narrow white tips, immediately preceded by still narrower obscure blackish slate bars; some of the feathers of the crown

wifh blackish centers; a narrow fringe of feathers on the forehead, a
distinct line over the lores, eyes, and above ear-coverts, white; ear-^
coverts and malar region white, with conspicuous bluish slate stripes,
(darker than the upper surface); a broad line between ear-coverts and

white superciliary stripe dark bluish slate color; entire under parts,
including sides of neck, under wing-coverts and axillaries, white,'!
prominentl}^ barred with slaty black, with a grayish suffusion on the
sides (thighs almost uniform slate) the black and white spaces on the
;

under surface are of nearly equal width, except on the axilliaries,
under wing-coverts and under tail-coverts, where the white spaces
are much wider than the black ones; on the under tail-coverts the
black markings are mainly U-shaped.
Wings black, the coverts,
secondaries, and tertiaries with the outer webs washed with bluish
slate color; feathers of the inner greater coverts and secondarie.^with a narrow white border on the outer webs; primaries and pri
mary coverts black, with a narrow dark-gray edging to most of
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the feathers; secondaries obscurely and very narrowly tipped with
white; under surface of inner primaries largely white on basal half of

inner webs (some of the secondaries also edged with white). Tail
black, the middle pair of feathers washed with bluish gray, except at

some of the other feathers edged with gray, and all of them
white, the middle feathers very narrowly so, the white
with
tipped
becoming more extensive toward the outermost pair, on which there
is a narrow white line bordering the shaft on the outer web, extending
almost to the base.
Length, 203; wing, 101; tail, 85; tarsus, 21; culmen, 11 (bill, from
the tip;

gape, 21)

mm.

"Iris clear brown;

bill

black, pale

brown beneath,

at base."

Another female, apparently a younger bird, is less distinctly barred
on the breast, abdomen, and sides, these areas being much suffused
with gray.
In this species the color of the under parts suggests that of the
lower breast in Graucalus sumMrensis (typical); on the upper parts C.
com])ta is of a darker and clearer color.
This species

related to C. neglecta, but

is

more strongly barred below, has a

is

darker above,

much

distinct white superciliary stripe,

etc.

PERICROCOTUS FLAMMIFER Hume.
\_Pericrocotus\

flammifer

Hume, Stray Feathers,

III,

No.

4,

May,

1875, p. 321, note

(Pakchan, Tenasserim).

Ten specimens, from Simalur, where "common."
The males are identical in color with P. flammifer irom. Tenasserim
and Trong, but they average slightly larger. I have no females for
comparison with the three contained in the present collection, but
these appear to be very dark above (almost slaty black, with a slight
gloss), not "ashy brown tinged with green," as described by Oates.^
Length, males, 190-207; wing, 90-91; tail, 81.5-88 mm. Females
are smaller, measuring, length, 190-197; wing, 87-89; tail, 80-82 mm.
" Iris dark brown bill and feet black."
;

PERICROCOTUS IGNEUS
P\^ericrocotus] igneus

Blyth.

Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,

XV,

1846

(

1847

?)

,

p.

309

(Malacca).

Two

males,

from Simalur,

These have rather long wings (78-80 mm.), and the two middle pairs
of rectrices are wholly black.
In the descriptions of P. igneus^ given
by both Sharpe and Gates, the two central feathers are said to be
black, the next pair with an "orange-red mark at the tip,"^ or "with
some red at the tip."''
Burmah, I, p.
Fauna Brit. India,

« Birds Brit.
'^

Oates,

237.

Birds,

6
I, p.

Sharpe, Catal. Birds, IV, p.

485.

78.
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Length, 168-172; wing, 78-80; tail, 75-76; bill, from gape, 17 mm.
"Apparent! V not common. V)ut several that were shot were lost in the
dense underbrush."'
P. igneus has been recorded from Nias,

Family

'^

DICRURID^.

DISSEMUKUS BRACHYPHORUS
Eldolius'] hrachyphorus

(Bonaparte).

"Temm." Bonaparte, Consp. Gen. Avium,

I,

1850, p.

351 (Borneo).

Ten specimens, from Loh Sidoh Bay, Simalur, Babi, and Lasia, those
from the last-named island having longei* tails and wings than the
The dimensions of this series are given below:
others.
Measurements of Dissemurus brachyphorua.

Locality.
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Family LANIIDJE.

LANIUS TIGRINUS

Drapiez.

Lanius tigrinus Dkapikz, Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat., XIII, 1828,

Two males, from Simalur, where
mm. "Iris dark brown."

it

p.

528 (Java).

was "not common."

Length,

178

PLATYLOPHUS CORONATUS

(Raffles).

Lanius coronains Raffles, Trans. Linu. Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt.
(Sumatra).

Three specimens, from Tapanuli Bay.
(male)

mm.

1822, p. 306

Length, 270 (female) to 280

"Feet leaden blue."
Family

2,

,

ORIOLID^.

ORIOLUS MUNDUS, new

species.

Type.—Adult male, No. 179268, U.S.N.M.; Simalur Island, west
November 19, 1901; Dr. W. L. Abbott. General
color bright lemon yellow, inclining to cadmium yellow, especially on
coast of Sumatra,

back, breast, and sides of neck; paler on greater wing-coverts, axillaries,

under wing-coverts, abdomen, and under

tail-coverts;

wing-

very narrowlv
edged with white on outer webs; secondaries with almost obsolete pale
yellow tips, the yellow (extending down the shaft on the innermost
feather; primary coverts all black, without a yellow specuhun; under
surface of primaries with a narrow white border on inner webs. Lores,
a line over and under the eye, passing back to and including the nape,
black (the black 11 mm. wide, on nape); middle tail feathers black,
narrowly tipped with yellow, and very narrowly edged with j^ellow
on both webs for a short distance; remainder of tail black, tipped with
3'ellow, the outermost feathers black on basal half, the inner ones with
the black extending progressivel}^ toward the tips.
Length, 280; wing, 151; tail, 103; tarsus, 26; culmen, 35 (bill, from
gape, 40 mm.).
"Iris dull red; feet leaden."
The female is duller than the male, with a greenish-yellow wash on the
back, central tail feathers, wing-coverts, and outer webs of tertiaries.
Oriolus mundus belongs to the black-naped section of the genus, in
the group of species having no wing speculum, but it is not very nearly
feathers, including alula, black; third to sixth primaries

any described species. It differs from most, if not all, of the
members of this group in having the back and mantle clear rich yel-

allied to

low, not sordid or greenish.

Four specimens, from Simalur.

ORIOLUS MACULATUS
Oriolus tnaculatus Vieillot,

Nouv.

Diet.

Vieillot.

d'Hist.

Nat.,

XVIII,

1817, p.

194

(Java).

One
mm.

adult female,

"Iris red."

from Loh Sidoh Ba3^

Length, 260; wing, 142

:
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Family

CORVID^.

PLATYSMURUS LEUCOPTERUS

(Temminck).
45), April,

Col., II (Ft.
Glaucopi^ leucopterus Temminck, PI.

1824,

pi.

cclxv

(Sumatra).

Three

Length, 407-438; wing (male),
"Iris deep red; inside of mouth white.".

from Tapanuli Bay.

adults,

197-199, (female) 181

mm.

CORVUS COMPILATOR, new

name.

and not
Three specimens, from Simalur, where ''tolerably abundant
brown."
dark
"Iris
mm.
445-457
Length,
at all shy."
Biittikofer,* is
Cbrvus temdrostris Moore,« used for this form by
no other name
as
and
Brehm,^
L.
C.
tenuirostris,
preoccupied by C.
appears to be available,

I

have given

Family

it

a

new

one.

STURNIDiH

AGROPSAR STURNINA

(Pallas).

Gracula sturnina Pallas, Keise Russischen Reichs, III, 1776,
Argununi" ).
salicetis Dauuriae australioris, circa Ononem et

female, from Simalur.

One immature

Family

"A

altirostris

pi. IX, fig.

1

695

("In

flock seen at Sibabo."

EUL'ABETID^.

LAMPROCORAX ALTIROSTRIS
Calomis

p.

(Salvador!).

Salvadori, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, 2d

ser.,

IV, 1887,

p. 553,

(Nias Island).

Four specimens, from Simalur and Pulo Babi.
Dr. Sharpe thought this form might be closely related

to Z. tytleri,"

but tytlerl has the small bill of chalyhea, with green, rather than
bronzy, upper parts, and differs also in size and in the more prominent
In other words, Z. alti-^
lanceolate feathers surrounding the head.
rostris is allied to Z. chalyhea rather than to Z. tytleri.

Lamprocorax

altirostris

Babi; on Simalur

it

was seen on Pulo Lasia, and "common"

was "common, especially on the small
of the specimens are given below

or

islets."

The measurements

Measurements of Lamprocorax

altirostris.

Length.

Sex.

Locality.

Male

Simalur Island.
I'lilo Babi

..

...do...

Female

Do
Do

...do...

«Catal. Birds Mus. E.

I.

Co., II, 1856-58, p. 558.

Notes Leyden Mus., XVIII, 1896, p. 185.
«Vollstandige Vogelfang, 1855, p. 57.
t^Catal. Birds, Xlll, p. 147.
6

207
213
216
210

Wing.

Tail.

Mm.

Mvi.

100
105
100
100

.
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Eulabes javanus Cuviee, Regne Animal, 2d ed.,
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Cuvier.
I,

1829, p. 377 (Java).

Six specimeiiis, from Sinialur, with lappets larger, and the fleshy
portion which passes anteriorly toward the e^^e wider, than in true
jcmcnus; but in color and measurements these Simalur birds can be

matched by individuals from various
feet yellow; wattles bright yellow."

"Iris dark brown;

localities.

Length, 299-318

EULABES ROBUSTA

mm.

(Salvadori)

Gracula robusta Salvadori, Ann. Mus. Civ. Geneva, 2d
IX, fig. 2 (Nias Island).

ser.,

IV, 1887,

p. 554, pi.

Eight specimens, from Babi and Tuangku. Length, .313-372 mm.
"Iris dark brown; bill red at base, yellow at tip; feet and wattles
yellow; claws horn brown, base whitish."
This species was found to be "common" on Pulo Babi, and on both
of the Banjak Islands (Tuangku and Bangkaru).

Family NECTARINIID.E.

ARACHNOTHERA FLAVIGASTRA

(Eyton).

Anthreptes flavigaster JLYTOii, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1839, p. 105

An

("Malaya").

from Tapanuli Bay. Length, 197; wing, 97; culIris dark brown; bill dark horn brown, paler beneath,

adult male,

men, 39

"

mm.

at base."

ARACHNOTHERA CHRYSOGENYS
Nectarinia chnjsogenys Temuit^ck, PI. Col.,
fig. 1

IV

(Temminck).

(PI. 65),

May,

1826, pt. ccclxxxviii,

(Java).

Three adult males, from Tapanuli Bay. Length, 178; wing, 87-88
"Iris dark brown; bill black, with a narrow dull yellow line on
edges of both mandibles; angles of mouth white; feet pale brownish

mm.

fleshy."

ARACHNOTHERA LONGIROSTRIS
ICerthia] longirostra

Latham, Index Ornith.,

I,

(Latham).

1790, p. 299 (Bengal).

Three specimens, from Bangkaru and Tuangku. Length, of male,
171-171; wing, 67-69; culmen, 41-13; of female, length, 156; wing,
The bills of these individuals are rather longer
62; culmen, 37 mm.
than those of

Malay Peninsula

birds.

"

Common"

ARACHNOTHERA MODESTA
Anthreptes modesta Eyton, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,

on Tuangku.

(Eyton).

18.39, p.

105 ("Malaya").

Three adult males, from Loh Sidoh Bay and Tapanuli Bay. Length,
80-82 mm. "Iris dark brown; feet pale brownish fleshy;
bill dark horn brown above, paler beneath."

172: wing,
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ANTHREPTES MALACENSIS
Certhia {malacensL^) Scopoli, Del. Flor.

vouxxn.

(Scopoli).

Faun. Insubr.,

11, 1786,

91 (Malacca).

]..

common about cocoanut plantaFive adults, from Simalur, where
Malay Peninsula examples,
than
longer
perceptibly
are
These
tions."
mm.
134-1J:3
Length,
identical.
bat color is
''

ARACHNECHTHRA BRASILIANA
[Certhia'] hrasiliana

Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

ij

i

(Gmelin).

Pt. 1, 1788, p. 474 (-'Brasilia").

Qne adult male, from Simalur. Length, 108; wing, 49; culmen,
This specimen agrees in all respects, except that of bill, with
10 nun.
Ordinarily the culmen measures about
l)ii-ds from other localities.
Some specimens f rom
12 mm., but in this individual it is 16 mm.
do not quite match
they
but
bills,
islands in the China Sea have long
this

)|

I

i

i

Simalur bird.

"Not very common."

Also seen on Tuangku.

i^ETHOPYGA SIPARAJA
Certhia siparaja Raffles, Trans.

(Raffles).

Linn. Soo. Lond., XIII, Pt.

2,

1822, p. 299

(Sumatra).

Twelve specimens, from Tapanuli Bay, Simalur, Babi, Lasia, and
Bangkaru. The males from Babi and Lasia are a little darker on the
abdomen than any others in our collection, and the color of the female
is rather brighter than in those from other localities.
On Simalur it was "generally in thick jungle about the edges of
Most plentiful on Pulo Baba
clearings, and in cocoanut plantations.
"
common at edge of jungle on the shore"^
It was
in Telok Dalam."
of Lasia, Babi, and on the Banjak Islands.

CHALCOSTETHA INSIGNIS (Jardine).
Nectarinia insignis J ARDiNE, Naturalist's Libr., XXXVI (Birds,

XIII), 1843,

p.

274 (Java).

Four specimens, from Simalur and Tapanuli Ba}^ On Simalur
in the mangroves about Telok Dalam."

it

was " common

Family

DIC^ID^.

DICTUM TRIGONOSTIGMA

(Scopoli).
t

Certhia

{trigonostigma)
"

Scopoli,

Del.

Faun Insubr.,

Flor.

II,

1786,

p.

9];

("Chine").

Three specimens, from Simalur and Lasia.
Island it was "common."

Family

maja Linnaeus,

Five from

the first-named

PLOCEID^.

MUNIA MAJA
[Loxia']

At

(Linnaeus).

Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

Loh Sidoh Bay and

I,

1766, p. 301 (Malacca).

three from Simalur.
"in large flocks upon the fields of paddy " on Simalur.

It

was

,

founo!
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OF SPECIES MENTIONED IN THE PRECEDING CATALOGUE, BY
LOCALITIES.
LOH SinOH BAY.

'^Aidynamys honorata malayana.

Pycnonotus simplex.
Rhipidura javanica.

iVioenicophails erythrognathus.

Prinia, sp.

fiaroMerax fringillariufi.

\Inlcyon annstrongif.

hllolophus malaccensu.
riga javanensis.

\')endronanthus indicus.

frachycomus ochrocephahis.

(

'opsychus saularia

mimcus.

DIssemurus brachyphorus.
Onolus maculatus.

Arachnothera modesta.
Munia maja.

^jcnonotus analis.

SIMALUR I8LAND, INCLUDINC; PULO ASU AND PULO SIUMAT.
liaradrius dominicus falvus.

Alcedo ispida hengalensis.

khthodronms geoffroyi.
}cht]i odromus pyrrhothorax.

Alcedo meninting.

lallinagn stenura.

Halcyon coromanda.
Halcyon pileata.
Halcyon chlorisf.
Thriponax parvus.
Macropteryx perlonga.
Salangana fuciphaga.
DendronantJms indicus.

fotav'us totanus carhinus.
iditis hypoleucos.
'jeimonites ruficollis.

Vumenius phxopus.
irenaria interpres.
'^sacns viagnirostris.

lypotxnidia striata.
I
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maurornis phrenicurus.

Irdea sumatrana.

Ceyx, species.

Motacilla melanope.

Budytesflavus leucostriatus.
Microtarsus melanocepit alas.

Demiegreita sacra.

Muscitrea grisola.

Butorides javanica.

Hypothymis consobriva.

irdeola, species.

Tchitrea jyrocera.

Treron vernans.

Ctdicicapa ceylonensis.

JarpopJiaga consobrina.

Cisticola cisticola.

Myristmmra bicolor.
'Johmiba phasma.

Kittadncla melannra.

Wacropygia simalureiisis.

Hirundo

Ohalcophaps indica.
Oala^nas nicobarica.

Graucalus simalurensis.
Canipephaga compta.

Astur soloensis.

Pericrocotus igneus.

iccijnter virgatus.

Pericrocotus flammifer.

'ipizai'tus

alboniger.

Copsychus saularis musicus.
gutturalis.

Dissemurus brachyphorus.

Ualixetus leucogaster.

Buchanga

"ipilornis abbotti.

Lanius

Ualiastur indus mtennedius.
Falco peregrinus

?.

PisorJdna umbra.

Palxornis fasciatus.

cineracea.

tigrinus.

Oriolus mundus.

Corvus compilator.

Agropsar sturnina.
Lamprocorax altirostris.

Psittinus abbotti.

Eulabes javanus.

Oacomant is sepidcraiis.

Anthreptes malacensis.

Eiidynamys honorata malayana.

Araclinechthra brasdiana.

Eurystornus calonyx.

JEthopyga siparaja.

Mclittophagus urica.

Chalcostetha pectoraUs.

Mcrops philippintis.

Dicxuni trigonostigma,
Munia maja.

Pelargopsis simalureiisis.-

.

.
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ISLANDS.

PULO BABI AND PULO LASIA.
Halcyon coromanda (L. ).
Halcyon 2nleata (B. ).
Hypothymis ahbotti (B. L.
Kiitacincla melanura (B. L.•)•

Esaeuf< 7na(jnirostris (B.).

Ardea sumatrand (B.

).

Carpophaga consobrbia (B. L.
Myristicivora bicolor (B. L.

).

).

Graucaius babiensis (B.)
Dissemurus brachyphorus (B. L.).
lMmp>rocorax altirostriH (B. L. ).

Chalcophaps indica (B.)
Calccnas nicoharica (B.).
Accipiter virgatus (L.).
Ilalixetus leucogaster (B. L.

Eulabes robusta (B.

).

Eudynamys

).

JSlhopyga siparaja (B. L.

PaLrornis major (B. L.).
honorata malayana (B. L.).

).

Dicseum trigonostigma (L. ).

THE BANJAK ISLANDS.
PULO BANGKARU.
Spizaetus, species.,

Malacopteron notatum.

Halixetus leucogaster.

Hypothymis azurea.

Syrnium

Kitlacincla malabarica.

niasense.

Ceyx, species.

Eulabes robusta.

Dendronanthus indicus.
Pycnonotus simplex.

Arachnothera

longirostris.

JEthopyga dparaja.

Mixornis pileatus.

PULO TUANGKU.

Numemxis arquatus.

Irena criniger.

Esacus magnirostris.
Ardea sumatrana.

Pycnonotus plumosus.

Dcmiegrctta sacra.

Pycnonotus erythropthalmos.

Treron, species.

Anuropsis malaccensis.

Pycnonotus simplex.

Carpophaga consobrina.

Cyanoderma fulviventris.

Myristicivora bicolor.

Stachyris banjakensis.

Halaretus leucogaster.

Malacopteron notatum.

HaUastur indus intermedius.

Chalcoparia singalensis.

Loricidus galgulus.

Hypothymis azurea.

Merops philippinus.

Orthotomus atrogularlsf.

Pelargopsis sodalis.

Kittacincla malabarica.

Alcedo ispida hengalensis.

Hirundo

Alcedo menintiiig.

Eulabes robusta.

Meighjptes tukki.

Arachnothera

Scdangana '\francica.^'
Eurylaimus ochromalus.

Arachnechthra brasiliana.

Pitta moluccensis.

gutturalis.

longirostris.

jEthopyga siparaja.

'
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TAPANULI BAY, INCLUDING PULO MANSALAK.
Sphenocerais oxyurus.

Butreron capellei.
Treron nipalensis.
Treron f>

(

Ivicollis.

Pyrotrogon duvauceli.
Macropteryx comata.
Cymbirhynchus lemniscatus.
Chloropsis cyanopogon.

Ilalixetus leucogaster.

Ireiia criniger.

Ictkyophaga ichthyaetus.

Hemixus

Spilornis bacha.

lole olivacea.

Haliastur indus intermedius.

Euptilosus eutilosKS.

Rhopodytes diardi.

Microtarsus melanocephalos.

malaccensis.

Merops ph ilippinus.

Tricholestes criniger.

Pelargopsis gurial fraseri.

Pycnonotus plumoms.

Alcedo ispida hengalensis.

Pycnonotus, species (white

Alcedo meniniing.

'

'A Icippe cinerea.

'

Halcyon coromanda.

Malacopteron rnagnirostre.

Ualcyon pileata.

Hyj)othymis azurea.

Dklioceros bicornis.

PhUentoma velatum.

Anthracoceros convexus.

Rhinomyias pectoralis.

Rhytidoceros undulatus.

Kiltacincla malabarica.

A norrhinus

Buchanga

galeritus.

atra.

Chotorhea chrysopogon.

Platylophus coronatus.

Chotorhea mystacophanes.

Bbjthipicus porphyromelas.

Platysmurus leucopterus.
Arachnolhera flavigastra.
Arachnoth era chrysogenys.
Arachnolhera modesta.

Meiglyptes tukki.

.Mlhopyga siparaja.

Micropiemiis brack yurus.

Chalcostetha pectoralis.

Cyanops henricii.
Mezobucco duvaucelii.

Tliriponcu javensis.

iris).
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A REVIEW OF THE SYNENTOGNATHOUS FISHES OF
JAPAN.

By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin
Of the Leland Stanford Junior

In this paper

is

most of

>nyder during the

fishes of

Japan belonging

The material examined belongs

Museum and

to

Leland Stanford Junior
having been collected by Messrs. Jordan and

he United States National
Jniversity,

University.

an account of those

g-iven

the suborder of SynentognatJu.

Starks,

it

summer

to the

of 1900.

Suborder

Lower pharyngeal bones

SYNENTOGNATHI.

fully united; second and third superior

iharyngeals variously enlarged, not articulated to the cranium, sendqg processes forward; the fourth small or fused with the third,

abdominal ones much more
abdominal, without spine,
lumerous than the caudal. Ventral
to the cranium by a
suspended
he rays more than five. Scapula
furcate in Bdonidx.
simple,
)Ost-temporal bone, which is usually
bone perhaps
supplemental
small
i^rticular bone of lower jaw with a
absent,
usually
bones
Parietal
bone.
•orrcsponding to the coronoid
supraoccipital.
the
by
separated
well
yhen present much reduced,
No mesocorapupraclavicle small when present; no interclavicles.
firmly
sometimes
and
premaxillary
i'oid.
Maxillary very close to
in
double
cranium
of
Basis
distinct.
joined to it, the suture always
without
Fins
fin.
adipose
No
tube.
I'ront, but without muscular
/'ertebra;

numerous

to

(45

TO),

the

fins

;pines.

Lateral line concurrent with the belly, peculiar in structure.

Vir bladder usually large, without pneumatic duct.

Intestinal tract

This order is allied to the Haplomi on
iimple, without pyloric cseca.
on the other, and, like these
Percesoces
he one hand and to the
soft-rayed to the spiny-rayed
the
from
groups, it marks the transition
Synentognathl most resemthe
characters
ishes.
In their anatomical
in the fins, and the lower
spines
never
)le the latter, but there are
is divisil)le into four closely
regarded as di visions of one
))een
usually
•elated families, which have

The group

pharyngeals are united.

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

S.

vol.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1319,
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The remarkable differeucos in
family, Exocoetidm or Scomhresocidse.
the pharyngeals seem to us to permit the division of the group inta
four families.
{ffvv^ together; fV, witlHin;

yvnOog, jaw.)

Third superior pharyngeal on each side sc-arcely enlarged, not longer than its
anterior process, and armed with comparatively few (about 15) pointe<l teeth;
fourth superior pharyngeal distinct on each side; lower pharyngeals united into
a small linear plate, armed with small teeth; vertebrae with zygapophyses; l)oth
jaws produced in a long beak in the adult (the upper short in the young);

a.

teeth in jaws strong, unequal; maxillaries firmly appressed to the premaxillaa distinct suture along the boundary; "coronoid" bone (attached to the

.ries;

articular) evident.

Species carnivorous

Belonid.e,

.'

1.

Third superior pharyngeal greatly enlarged, covered with bluntish, tricuspid
teeth; fourth superior pharyngeal wanting or fused with the third; lower
pharyngeals large, fused into a thick triangular bone with transversely concave surface, covered with blunt, tricuspid teeth; teeth in jaws always small,
conic, or tricuspid; maxillary close to premaxillary, l)ut not suturally joined
to it, there being some open space between; coronoid bone small, but jtresent;

aa.

no canine teeth; no zygapophyses to the vertebrte.
Third superior pharyngeal solidly joined with its fellow to form an ovoid jtlate,
which sends two processes forward; cleft of mouth narrow; the lower jaw
usually produced; teeth of jaws tricuspid; herbivorous species.
Hemiramphiixe, 2.
66. Third superior pharyngeals more or less closely appressed, but not united;

h.

species at least partly carnivorous.
<:

cc.

Dorsal and anal fins each with several detached finlets; cleft of mouth long,
both jaws being more or less produced in a pointed beak; paired fins small.
SCOMBEESOCID/E, 3.
Dorsal and anal without

mouth short, the jaws not produced
produced, forming an organ of flight.

finlets; cleft of

in a beak; pectoral fins

more or

less

EXOCCETID.E,

Family

1.

4.

BELONID^E.

NEEDLE-FISHES.

Body

elongate, very slender, compressed or not, covered with small,

Lateral line very low, running as a fold along side of
Both jaws produced in a beak, the lower jaw the longer, very
much the longer in the young, which I'esemble Hemiramphni^ ; maxillaries grown fast to premaxillaries; each jaw with a band of small,

thin scales.
belly.

sharp teeth, besides a series of longer, wide-set, sharp, conical teeth.
No finlets. Dorsal fin opposite anal, both tins rather long. Air bladder present.
Lower pharyngeals united to form a long, slender, nar-

row plate, with flat surface, covered with small, pointed teeth: upper
pharyngeals distinct, the third pair little enlarged, each with some 15
moderate, unequal, pointed teeth {TijloKurv^ viart/mfi); fourth pair
well developed, with similar teeth, but without anterior processes.

Vertebrte numerous, with zygopophyses.

carnivorous

iishes,

Ovary

single.

Voracious,

bearing a superlicial resemblance to the gar pikes;

NO.
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sometimes entering i-ivers. Their habits are
hut when startled they swim
jalono- the surface with extraordinary rapidity, often leaping
above
jthe water for short distances.
When thus leaping the large species
|of the tropic-s are sources of danger to incautious fishermen, sometimes
piercing the naked abdomen of the natives.
Most of them are good
food-lishes, l)ut the green color of the bones of the larger species often
causes them to be avoided, for no good reason.
jjfound in all

Ordinarily

a.

(Jill

much

seas,

like those of the pike,

rakers wanting; no teeth on vomer; anterior rays of dorsal and anal elevated.
Tylosurus,
1.

TYLOSURUS

"Lettere in Uiornale
trami^mperiaiis).

Tylosurus Cotx'o,

1.

Cocco.

Sci.

Sicilia,

X\'ll," 1829,

p.

18 (can-

Body elongate, very slender, not nuu-h compressed. Both jaws prolonged into a beak, the lower jaw somewhat the longer, much the
longer in young tisiies. the ver}^ young resembling IIe//nnunjj/it(s.
Each jaw armed with a band of small, sharp teeth, beside which is a
series of longer, wide-set, sharp, conical,

vomer or

palatines.

side of the belly,

more or

unequal teeth; no teeth on

Scales small, thin; lateral line running along the

becoming median on the

less elevated anteriorly;

caudal

tail.

No Unlets.

fin short,

Dorsal fin
unequally lunated or

forked; pectorals 'moderate; ventrals small, the latter inserted behind
the middle of the body.

green.

less

Gill rakers obsolete.

Size comparatively large,

Bones usually more or

Species luimerous.

Voraci-

American; one .species crossing to Europi;; some of
them entering rivers. This genus differs from the Old World genus,
Bf'Joiie Cuvier, in the absence of gill rakers and of vomerine teeth.
[TvXoi:^ callus; ovpa^ tail; in allusion to the caudal keel, on which
the genus was originally based, a character of little importance.)
ous fishes,

chiefi}'

Dorsal rays aljout 25.

rt.

Lateral line not forming a black keel on caudal peduncle.

h.

Posterior dorsal rays

produced to form a rounded lobe aa high or nearly as high as produced anterior lobe, these rays longest in the young.
Jaws slender and long; upper jaw
from anterior orbital rim 2j times longer than length of rest of head.
ftchismatorhynchus,
hh.

iui.

1.

extending on caudal peduncle, forming a low black keel.
Jaws short and stout; upper jaw from anterior orbital rim If longer than rest
giyanteus, 2.
of head; posterior rays of dorsal elevated; size very large
Jaws slender and long; posterior rays of dorsal short; body scarcely com-

liateral line

'•.

'•<.

coroiniiiidelicKs, 3.
pressed
Body much compre.<sed,
Dorsal rays alujut 18; posterior rays of dorsal short.
the width one-half the depth; i-audal peduncle much compressed, without

keel

anastomella, 4.
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TYLOSURUS SCHISMATORHYNCHUS

voi- xxvi.

(Bleeker).

DATSU.
Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p. 246, pi. ex, fig. 1;
Belone granJl^ Rchlegel, Fauna
from Madeira.— Bleeker, Nu-nwe
Nagasaki; not of Lowe, 1839, a species
Akad. Handl., 1887, p. 44;
Japan, 1857, p. 116.— Nystrom, Svensk. Vet.
Nalez.,

111.
gracUI>^ Bleeker, Ned. Tyds. Dierk., 1866, p.
Nat. Tydschr. Ned. Incl, I, 1850, p. 95
Belone srMsmatorJwichns Bleeker,
15.-Gdnther, Cat. Fish, VI, 1866,
Bleeker, Verh. Gen., XXIV, 1866, p.

MaM<mhelux

Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 18; Boshu.
p 239; Mozambique, Zanzibar.—
Atlas Ichth. Ind. Belon., about 1870,
Bleeker,
schmnatorhynchus
Mashwembelus
p. 49; Java,

Head from
orl)ital

Ternate, Nagasaki.

tip of

upper jaw

part of head; dorsal

24:

-ii

to

-li

in length;

depth equals post-

to 27; anal 25 to 27.

the sides vin-Body very elongate and ratber strongly compressed,
head to
from
parallel
outlines
anal
and
Dorsal
tical and parallel.
or])ital
anterior
from
jaw
upper
long;
Jaws very slender and
dorsal.

j

i

Premaxillary toward base conIjy a mass of bone along the
above
stricted slightly and strengthened
in a point as ^'iewed from
ends
which
posterior fourth of the length,
width and is contamed
interorbital
Diameter of eve equals
above.
head from above eyes
of
Top
head.
2 to 2i in postorbital part of

rim 2^ times longer than rest of head.

smooth with a translucent cartilage-like tissue. Nostril an
a simple undivided
elongate, somewhat triangular pit containing
of scales above
patch
a
except
Head apparently naked
papilla.
mixillary.
of
base
to
eyes
from
cheeks and another on top of head
slightly
sometimes
or
head
of
Pectoral equal to postorbital part
thau
eye
the
of
margin
anterior
Ventrals inserted nearer the
longer.

to occiput

i

diameter of the eye, y
the base of the caudal bv a distance equal to a
placed well mii
Anal
eye.
their length twice the diameter of the
of the first;
base
the
under
ray
•advance of dorsal; the base of the sixth
its pes-,
on
concave
strongly
dorsal ray, the anterior part of anal
of auxbase
from
ray
anal
Distance of base of last
terior margin.
ray
last
the
eye;
the
of
iliary caudal ravs li to li times the diameter
anal
of
front
from
Distance
reaches a little over half this distance.
from middle of eyo
to base of ventrals is contained 5 times in length
by li times the
length
to caudal base; the anal base exceeds this
concave behind
strongly
Dorsal scarcely so
diameter of the eye.
the middle
behind
are
the anterior rays as anal; its longest rays
base
reaches
last
the
from
depressed the tip of eighth ray

When

tin is

l)ase o1
Distance between base of last dorsal ray and
dorsi
depressed
the
eye;
auxiliary \'audal rays equals diameter of
th«;
half
about
rays
caudal
reaches hve-sixths of this distance. Median

of last rav.

little longe:;
length of longest rays of lower caudal lobe, which is a
as a keel oi
produced
all
than the upper. The lateral line is not at

caudal peduncle.
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A

bluish diffused lateral band
follow7th7(X)ntour
of hack, ruruinig from the pectoral base to
just above the niiddle
of the caudal base, growing- narrower posteriorly.

Above lateral band
body is greenish or brownish; below uniformlv
bright silvery
Upper part of head dark, except translucent cartilaeinous
area; base
of upper jaw black; head otherwise silvery.
Distal half of pectoral
black; outer rays and tips of ventrals dusky;
anterior rays of anii!
dusky toward tips; dorsal blackish, except bases of
anterior
the

rays, the

rays usually green; caudal dusky.
Here described from specimens

from Nagasaki 45 cm.

in length.

Other specimens are from Wakanoura.

pvyxog^

(o-j/or^or. split;

snout.)

TYLOSURUS GIGANTEUS

2.

(Schlegel).

OKIZAYORI (OFFSHORE NEEDLEFISH).
Le Sueue, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., II, 1821,
p.
Belone giganU'u Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss.,
1846, p.'

rSelone indica

1.31;

245;

Bleeker, Ac. Soc. Indo-Nederl., Ill, Japan, p. 21.
Below ((unulata Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

India.

Nagasaki

XVIII,

447; Celebes, Friendly Islands, Seychelles, Pondicherry.
Bi'Jone annulata Gunther, Cat. Fish.,Vl,
1866, p. 240; Pinang,
KAw.v, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 18; Tokyo, Formosa.

—

1846, p.

China.— Ishi-

MaMacembelus annulatus Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Belon.,
1870, p. 48; .Java, Madura,
Bawean, Cocos, Sumatra, Singapore, Celebes, Pinang, Batjan,
Ternate'
'

Amboina,

Gilolo.

f Belone vielanurus

I

Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXII, 1849, p. 11.
Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXIV, 1851, p. 18.
Belone brachi/rht/nrlni.^ Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind.,VI,
1854,

Belo)u' cylindrica
:'

p. 61; Gilolo,

vouns.

Head from

lower jaw 3f in length; depth at ventrals li in
Dorsal 23; anal 21.
Body as wide as deep to within a short distance of dorsal,
the
nterorbital sj^ace and head above gently convex.
Jaws rather short
.nd stout, the lower slightly the longer;
their sides nowhere parallel
j)ut approaching rather rapidly
to a point.
Length of snout from
|,nterior margin of eye equal to the
distance from same point to middle

\

tip of

wstorbital part of head.

•f

longest pectoral rays.

jDe-half of interorbital.

Eye

one-third of postorbital part of head,

Interorbital space with

two low ridges, sepafrom each other by a space equal to two-thirds diameter of eye,
npreceptibly diverging anteriorly.
Between them are two narrower,
tioi-ter, parallel ridges
separated by a space one-tliird of diameter of
w. Nostrils broad, triangular, containing
a

ated

fleshy process divided

,ito

many

folds.

Cheeks entirely scaled;

scales on top of

head before

yes to base of premaxillary.
I

Length of pectoral equals postorbital part of head and
one-third
Length of ventrals contained 2i times in space between their
ise and front of anal.
Insertion of ventrals midwav between

/e.

middle

i
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Front of anal directly under front of dor^
dunnetor of
that of dorsal by three-fourths
sal Us base shorter than
Outline ot
anal.
and
ventrals
between
eve and cciual to the distance
rays

of eve

and base of caudal.

Anterior
anterior rays.
and anal deeply concave ],ehin(l
last anal ray
the
ot
Base
dorsal.
of
those
of the latter longer than
from la.st
distance
the
twice
rays
caudal
distant from base of auxilliary
dorsal rays
Anterior
ray.
caudal
dorsal ray to the corresponding
When dorsal is depressed
dorsal rays.
longer than the long posterior
base ot the last ray and
the
to
reaches
the seventh from the last rav
of the auxiliary caubase
the
reach
last few ravs barely

dirk

I

the tips of the

the lower lobe the longer. Lateral
dalrays. Caudal evidently forked,
forming a keel.
peduncle
caudal
line stronglv produced on
rather gradualV>^ greenish
growing
Silvery on sides and lower parts
A long black b otch at
black.
jaw
CD back. Top of head and upper
black; head otherjaw
lower
of
Dentate margin
edo-e of preopercle.
face dusky.
outer
of
part
posterior
wise silvery. Inner face and
Dordusky.
anal
ot
ray
Anterior
Ventrals dark except inner rays.
black.
peduncle
caudal
on
Lateral line
sal and caudal blackish.
from Nagasaki, 33 inches in
Here described from a single specimen
related species from
A\^ouno- specimen of this or some closely
of the dorsal lengthrays
Wakanoura diliers in having the posterior
dorsal is depressed),
the
(when
ened to well beyond the base of caudal
at its base the eye
blotch
a black
the caudal scareelv forked and with
darker and without
much
and the general color

^'

of course,

much

larger

It is but 12 cm. in length.
silvery pigment.
examined by him m tb.
Accordino- to Bleeker the tvpe of giganteus
The name gigmiteiu^
Levden Museum is identical with annulatus.
the pertinence o
about
apparentlv the earlier of the two, but indims,
A species appai:
either.
than
which th^re is some doubt, is earlier
Samoa.
in
and
with these occurs in Hawaii
v.

ently identical
3.

TYLOSURUS COROMANDELICUS

Bdone coromcmdcUcm Van Hasselt,

Alg.

(Van Hasselt).

Konst.,

1823,

p.

130; Coro.nande

according to Bleeker.
372, after \ an Hasselt.
tirnucoides de Ferussac, ZooL, 1823, p.
md-,
Ned.
Tyds.
b 1850 p. 94^-BLEEKEK,Ae
Belone melanofus B.eekek, Nat.
Cat. Fish., VI, 186b, p. 2o9, E.
U.-Gunther,
p.
1851,
XXIV,
Genootsch.,

Bdone

Indies.
_,
io-a
Ind. Belon., 18.0,
Mastacembdm mdanotm Bleeker, Atlas Ichth.
,

,

p.

i-- t.i\
4., Ja^

Singapore, Molucca, Celebes.

postorbital part of head by on
3i in length; depth exceeds
24.
fourth eye. Dorsal 25 or 26; anal 23 or
Ja^
flat between eyes.
nearly
Head
Body scarcelv compressed.
equal
Snout from anterior margin of eye
rather slender and long.
edge of opercle. Lye one-H.
twice the distance from same point to

Head

I

i

I
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postorbital part of head, five-sixths of
interorbital width. I„teror},it.d
rough, with longitudinal striations; a
shallow groove along its middle
Length ot pectoral equals depth at ventrals,
or 2f in dorsal base."
Length ot veiitrals contained 2| times in
space between their base and
front ot anal
Ventrals inserted midway between
caudal base and
po,stenor third of eye.
Anal a little in advance of front
of dorsal
Its base shorter than that of
dorsal by the diameter of eve.
Outline
of dorsal and anal deeply concave
behind anterior ravs
Anterior
rays ot dorsal equal in length to those of
anal.
Base of last anal rav
twice the diameter of eye distant from
base of auxiliarv caudal rays
Last dorsal ray three-fourths eye from
auxiliary caudal ravs
Posterior dorsal rays not much elongated;
the longest scarcely as long
as
eye; he third ray from the last reaches
base of last rav in reclined
fin; the last ray reaches three-fifths
the distance between ks base
and
base ot auxiliary caudal rays.
Caudal not deeply forked, the lower
obe much the longer. Lateral line on
caudal peduncle slightl v raised
to a keel which is black.
*

Color

in spirits;

Greenish on back, silvery below; jaws
and teeth
green; pectoral dusky toward tips of
rays; axil black; tips of front
dorsal rays dusky, and dorsal black
behind; tip of middle anal rays
"^
black; dorsal dusky.

Here described from a specimen 78 cm. in
length from Tsuruga
Another specimen is in the collection from
Yokohama.
There is no other record of the species from
Japan,

'it is

Ifrequently taken in the East Indies.

apparently

{OoroniandeUcus, from Coromandel.)
4.
I

TYLOSURUS ANASTOMELLA

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

DATSU.
1

-BeZone aHf«tomf??a

Cuvier and Valenciennes,

Hist. Poiss., XVIII 1846 p 446Cat. Fish., VI, 1866, p. 249; Shanghai,
Japan, India.IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 18;
Tokyo.-SxEiNDACHNER and Doderlein,
l^ische Japans, IV, 1887,
p. 37; Tokyo.

Chma—GtiNTHER,

Tylosurm anasfomeUa Jordan and Snyder,
Check List Fishes, Japan, 1901 ^p 611

okohama.

'

p. 264;

Canton, on a drawing
*

Depth at ventral fins fi in postorbital part
of head, which
from opercle to base of caudal. Dorsal,

.ength

Body compressed, the width
^aws broken in

all

a

little less

Eye

feven-eighths of interorbital width.
Ibaunel alpng its middle.
Base of
ridge, but outline of

is

H

in"

18; anal, 23.

than half depth.

our specimens; upper jaw to eve at

fame point to base of caudal.

my

'

"

Beloniadconia Richardson, Ichth. China,
1846,
by Eeeves.

Tips of

least 3f

from

3f in postorbital part of head,
Interorbital with a wide, shallow

upper jaw not strengthened bv a
head evenly and slightly concave from
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Nostril as broad as deep, triano-ular.

occiput to tip of jaw.
bital space equal to

depth of eye.

SuborTeeth rather slender; no teeth on

})alate.

Leno'th of pectoral 1\ in postorbital part of head. Ventrals inserted
and base of caudal, their length two-

niidwa}^ between base of pectoral

Base of eighth anal ray under first dorsal ray.
Base of anal slightly less than space between its first ray and ventrals.
Anterior anal rays longer than those of dorsal, or If in postorbital part
Base of last anal ray one-half diameter of eye anterior to
of head.
base of last dorsal ray. Space between last anal ray and auxiliary
Base of dorsal 1:^
caudal rays equal to length of anterior anal rays.
Lower ra,ys of caudal scarcely longer than upper
in that of anal.
Caudal
ravs; the caudal scarcely forked, lunate when fin is extended.
peduncle compressed, without keel.
Color in spirits: A narrow bluish silvery lateral band, following
outline of back, runs from above pectoral to caudal base; above the
back is abi'uptl}^ brownish; below the sides and belly are uniformly
bright silvery; top of head dark; a dark band along posterior upper
part of preopercle; tip of pectoral dusk}^; axil colorless; dorsal and
thirds tliat of pectoral.

caudal dark.
H(M-e described from a specimen TOcrn. in length from Yokohama.
Other specimens are from Tokyo, Matsushima, and Hakodate. It is
not certain that the name anastomella is prior to ciconia., but the

description

is

better.

{avaaroixo';^ sharp mouthed.)

Family

II.

HEMIRAMPHIDJE.

HALF-BEAKS.

Body
scales;

elongate,

more or

less

compressed, covered with large cycloid

upper jaw short, lower jaw various, sometimes much produced,

the toothed portion at base fitting against the toothed premaxillaries;
teeth eciual, mostly small and tricuspid; maxillaries anchylosed to premaxillaries.

Gill rakers long.
Caudal fin rounded, or forked; if
forked, the lower lobe the longer.
Anal fin modified in the viviparous
species {Zcnareliopti^rms), unmodified in the others and usually similar

to the dorsal; no finlets; air bladder large,

sometimes cellular. Third
upper pharyngeal on each side much enlarged, solidly united with its
fellow to form an oval plate, with slightly convex surface and covered
with blunt tricuspid teeth; this is about as large as the united lower
pharyngeals, and fits into the concavity of the latter; fourth upper
pharyngeal wanting or grown fast to the third; lower pharyngeal
large, thick, triangular, with concave surface.

Vertebra about 50.
Herbivorous fishes of the warm seas; mostly shore species; a few
pelagic, a few confined to fresh water.
They feed chiefly on green
algai, and, like the related

forms,

swim

at the surface, occasionally

—

.
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Size rattier small, rarely exceeding a foot in

air.

species are closely related to the flying fishes, and the

two families apparently closely intergrade.
Lower jaw acute, longer than upper, or more

or lees produced; teeth small; species
oviparous, the anal fin in the male not modified, the caudal lin unequally lunate.

a.

b.

Lower jaw produced in a long, pointed beak, usually longer than rest of head.
Body moderately compressed; pectorals moderate; shore fishes,
c. Air bladder simple; sides of body more or less convex; ventrals inserted anteriorly, far in

advance of dorsal

Hyporhamphus,

HYPORHAMPHUS

2.

Hyporhamphus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci.

Phila.,

2.

Gill.
{trlcuspidatus=

1859, p. 131,

unifasciat'us)

Body

body not verconvex; the dorsal outline parallel with that of
the belly. Upper jaw short; lower jaw prolonged into a slender beak,
bordered with membrane; this beak shorter in the young; premaxil-

tical,

laries

elongate, moderately compressed, the sides of

but more or

less

forming a triangular

plate, the teeth of

which

fit

against the

toothed portion of the mandible; maxillaries joined to premaxillaries.

Teeth feeble, mostly tricuspid. Gill rakers rather long. Head covScales large, deciduous.
ered above with large, shield-like scales.
No finlets; caudal fin more or less forked, the lower lobe the longer;
dorsal and anal similar, opposite each other, not modified in the males;
last ray of dorsal usually short; ventrals small, inserted well forward,
Air
nearly midwa}" between opercle and base of caudal. Oviparous.
bladder large, simple, not cellular. Young with the lower jaw short.
Species
Sides usually with a distinct silvery band, as in Atherina.
numerous in all warm seas, going in large schools, but usuallv I'emaining near shore, feeding chiefly on green alg». Size comparatively
small.
(vTto,

below;

p'a/j.(f)og^

beak.)

Front of anal not behind front of dorsal.

a.

b.

Anal and dorsal opposite each other; scales 106
Anal slightly iji advance of dorsal; scales 70
Front of anal under middle of dorsal

xajori, 5.

bb.

aa.

5.

HYPORHAMPHUS

SAJORI

hirumeus,

6.

japonicus,

7.

(Schlegel).

SAYORl.
Hemiramphus sajorl Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,
Nagasaki.— Bleekek, Verb. Bat. Gen., 1853,

Poiss., 1846, p. 246, pi. ex, fig. 2;

XXV; Jai)an, p.

1

16;

Nagasaki.

GtJNTHEE, Cat. -Fish., VI, 1866, p. 265 (copied).— Steindachner and DoderLEiN, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, p. 38; Tokyo.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 18;

Tokyo, Toshima.

Hemiramphus

occipitalis

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859,

p.

148;

young

specimen from Shimoda.

Head from

tip of

anal 17; scales 106.

upper jaw 4f

Eye

in length;

depth

12.

2 in postorbital part of head.

Dorsal 16;
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Mandible not extremely elongate, its
not much compressed.
from posterior angle of mouth equal to distance from same
Upper jaw a little longer than wide. Gill
point to hase of ])ectoral.
rak(M-s slend(>r, the longest half the diameter of eye, 8+21 in number.
Top of head and tip of upper jaw scaled to tip, the scales more
Sides of mandible with scales; 74
imt)ricat{Hl than in /L kxrut/Mus.
scales in a median row on back between dorsal fin and occiput.
Dorsal and anal opposite to each other and of about the same length;
base of dorsal (Mjual to distance from tip of upper jaw to posterior of
Ventrals inserted midway between anterior margin of eye and
eye.
Bod}'^

leno'th

Length of pectoral equals postorbital

median caudal rays.

tips of

Lower

part of head and half eye.

caudal lobe the longer, as long as

The middle ra^'s not quite twice the diameter of e5"e.
Color in spirits: Brownish above, silvery below lateral stripe; scale
pouches outlined with dark-brown dots on back. Sides of head silver^'; mandible black; top of head and upper jaw dusky or black;
base of dorsal.

under front of dorsal, outlined above b}^
Dorsal and caudal dusky, other fins colorless.
Her(^ described from a specimen 25 cm. in entire length from

lateral stripe distinct, widest

a dusky stripe.

Aomori.

The young of

this species

agree very well with Dr. GilFs description

of JL (Hxtlpitalis (which was taken from a specimen 4 inches in length)

except that his specimen is alleged to have fewer anal rays and 2 or 3
fewer dorsal rays. Owing to the small size of his type, a mistake of

might easily be made. No species other than II. sajori has
been recognized along the coast of Hondo. Specimens were collected in salt water at Nagasaki, Matsushima, Aomori, Same, Tokyo,
Misaki, Wakanoura, Kobe, and Hakata. It is one of the commonest

this sort

fishes of

Japan, much used for food.
the vernacular name.)

{sayori.,
6.

HYPORHAMPHUS KURUMEUS

Head from
or

iti;

tip

of upper jaw 5

Jordan and Starks,

new

depth 10 to

11.

in length;

species.

Dorsal 15

anal 17 or 18; scales 70.

Body not much compressed, the depth appearing greatest just behind
Lower jaw from tip of upper half length of head; upper

opercles.

jaw slightl}' longer than wide. Teeth in upper jaw in a straight band
at extreme sides, becoming broader anteriorly; those in lower jaw in
a ])and narrowcM- than the l)and at front of

narrower anteriorly.

Eye equal

twice in postorbital part of head.
as pupil,

7+19

upper jaw and becomingand contained

to interorbital space,

Gill rakers slender, scarcely as long

number.
Scales on top of head extending to snout.
They are scarcely imbricated, circular, and with concentric striations, which form complete
circles; similar scales on sides of mandible; from 47 to 50 scales in a
median series on back between occiput and front of dorsal.
in

—
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Pectoral rather slender and pointed,

its length equal to eye and postbeginning
slightly in advance of dorsal.
Anal
Jorl)ital
from
anterioiedge of preorbital. The
to
head
dorsal
equal
Base of

part of head.

ray when declined reaches to within a distance
of
the eye of the base of the upper caudal vnys.
diameter
equal to the
midwa}' between the base of the caudal rays
inserted
are
ventrals
The
The lower lobe of the caudal is
middle
of
opercle.
the
point
at
and a
that
of
pectoral, and is two-thirds the
length
equals
longer;
its
the
diameter of the eye longer than the upper lobe. The caudal is not
deeply forked, the middle ra3's equal the postorbital part of the head.
No silvery pigment remains upon the body except along the lateral
stripe, which is very conspicuous, much broader posteriorly than antei-iorly, and bordered above by a dark line; back sparsely covered with
small dark brown points, which sometimes outline the scale pouches;
the}' usually arrange themselves in three lines medially along the back;
tip of the last dorsal

Fig.

1.

Hypoehamphus kvrumeus.

top of head and upper jaw dusky, with black
on mandible below maxillary; process of mandible jet black; tins all colorless except caudal, which is dusky.
This species differs from II. intermedlm (as described by Dr. Giuither) in having a slightly shorter anal, smaller eye, more anterior ventral, and pectoral not " blackish."

opercles bright silver}'

;

dots; a black blotch

This
the

is

a fresh-water species.

Chikugo River

at

Kurume,

Numerous specimens were taken
in the

in

province of Chikugo, island of

Kiusiu.

The type

is

175

mm.

in entire length

and bears the number 7126

Ichthylogical collections, Leland Stanford Junior University Zoological

Museum.

Dr. Ishikawa further records Ilyporhamplius dus-sHmien (Cuvier and
Valenciennes) from the Riukiu Islands. In this species of the Indian

Ocean the dorsal and anal are nearly scaleless and the ventral midway
between the head and the base of caudal. Sides with a silvei-y band.
D. 15; A. 14.

Scales 52.

7.

HYPORHAMPHUS JAPONICUS

(Brevoort.)

Ilemirhamphus japoniciis Brevoort, Perry's Exp. Japan, 1856,
(Riukiu) known from a figure only.

ji.

280;

Loo Choo

Tip of lower jaw to edge of opercles 3 times in length from same
Tip of upper jaw to edge of
Height of head or
opercles half of last, or 6 times in total length.

point to center of margin of caudal.
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bod}" 9 times,

and origin of dorsal to center of caudal a

vol. xxvi.

little less

than

Origin of anal to center of caudal 7 times and to
one-fifth of length.
Lower lobe of caudal Oi times in
origin of vontrals 'di in total length.

same distance; upper lol^e one-third shorter and much narrower. Eye
Head and beak strong and stout. Body of equal height
2i in depth.
Pectorals pointed and equal to height of body in
as far as ventrals.
Ventrals with emarginate border, first and last ray of equal
length.
Dorsal with first ray nearly as long as height of body, with
length.
emarginate l)order, and last rays quite short. Anal beginning under
middle of dorsal, and resembling it in foi'm, ])ut smaller. Caudal
so deepl}^ forked that it appears separated into two distinct lobes.
Lower lobe longest and broadest, both pointed. Scales large, appearing to resem))l(^ those of Ilyporliainplim coitunersonii.
Color bluish, darkest on back, lighter below. A tinge of green on
sides

and upper lobe of caudal.

A

narrow

strip of

green on middle

of sides reaching from pectoral to caudal, with a ])roader stripe of
pale silver}' blue, tinged with greenish, bordering

Lower jaw dark

it

on each

side.

indigo blue toward the tips, lighter toward the head.

Scales on back appear
all pale bluish, caudal dark dusky blue.
have darker on their margins. (Bjrevoort.)
This species has not been seen since the drawing was made from
which Brevoort compiled his description. Jlis type was from Nafa, in
The species is very doubtful and may
the Kiukiu Islands (Okinawa).

Fins
to

not

difi'er

from

//. sajori.

Family IIL

Body

SCOMBRESOCID^E.

with small, thin, deciduous
being that of a mackerel. Both jaws in the
prolonged, forming a slender beak, the upper jaw

elongate, compressed, covered

scales, the general aspect

adult

more or

less

always the longer; teeth very feeble, pointed; maxillaries joined fast

and ventrals small; dorsal and anal low,
(\ detached finlets, as in the Scomhridse; gill rakers numerous, long and slender.
Pharyngeal bones
essentially as in Exocmhis- fourth upper pharyngeal on each side
wanting or fused with the third; third pharyngeal greatly enlarged,
separate from its fellow, covered with tricuspid teeth; second with
simple teeth; first toothless; lower pharyngeals united, forming a
to premaxillaries, pectoral

similar to each other, each with 4 to

triangular Ijone with concave surface, covered with tricuspid teeth;
into the hollow of this bone the

upper pharyngeals

fit.

Species few;

swimming close to the surface in large schools
perate regions.
They bear strong analogical rescnnblances
pelagic tishes,

in tem-

to the

mackerels in form, color, and habits, as well as in the dorsal and
anal finlets.
The significance of this resemblance is unknown.
a.

Jaws produced

in a short beak, about half-length of rest of

head

Cololabis, 3.

—

—

)
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3.
Cololahis Gill, Proc.

U.

S.

COLOLABIS

Nat. Mus.,

XVIII,

Fishes North and Middle Amer.,

This genus

is

I,
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Gill.

Jordan and Everman,

1895, p. 176.

1896, p. 726 {brevirostris.

close to Scombresox^ differing chiefly in the very short

beak, the upper jaw, even in the adult, not being at

jaw having only a short
the immature state of Scomhresox.
the lower

(/coAo's-,

flexible tip.

all produced, and
This genus represents

defective, curtailed; Xa^ig, forceps.)
8.

COLOLABIS SAIRA

(BreVoort).

SAMMA.
Scombresox saira Brevoort, Perry's Exp. to Japan, 1856, p. 281,
Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, ji. 18; Tokyo.
a drawing).

Scomhremx saurus Nystrom, Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl.,
not of

j)!.

vii, fig.

4 (on

1887, p. 46; Nagasaki,

Walbaum.

H in length; depth 7f. Dorsal 10
U to 14— VI or VII; scales 120.

Head, including tip of lower jaw,
to

12— V

or

VI

(rarely VI); anal

Body elongate and much compressed, the width of head li the
diameter of eye. E3^e placed exactly between tip of mandible and
diameter contained 2i in snout. Teeth extremely
row on edge of jaws, sometimes not evident.
Maxillary produced to a sharp point; as viewed from above it is as
edge of opercle,

its

small, in a single scattered

long as broad.

upper

profile

Mandible projecting to a short

when mouth

eter of eye, opercle

is

closed.

point,

which enters

Interorbital width equals diam-

and subopercle together forming a ])road plate

continuous on lower outline with that of the rest of head and ending
behind in a blunt right angle. Gill rakers slender and niunerous, as
long as three-fifths the diameter of eye, 27 on lower part of arch.

open aljove upper ray of pectoral. Top of head to tip of
upper jaw with scales. One or two specimens show slight traces of
large scales on opercles, cheeks, mandible, and preor})ital.
Usually,
however, no trace remains, and in none of our numerous specimens
arc there an}" scales remaining in this region.
Scales on body caducous, about 90 in a median row between occiput and dorsal.
Pectoral
short and broad, the lower rays growing rapidly shorter, its length
twice diameter of eye.
Ventrals inserted midway lietween base of
caudal and middle of eye.
Front of anal half the diameter of eye in
advance of dorsal. Dorsal and anal finlets connected to body I)}' an
extremely thin delicate mem])rane which is usually broken and not
evident, Init through our large series it has been found with each
Gill slit not

finlet ])ut

the

last.

Color in spirits abruptly silvery on lower half of body, above which
is

usually a bluish silvery lateral

band nearly as wide

as eye.

Back
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above lateral band abruptly slaty blue. Top of head to tip of upper
jaw dark. Dorsal, caudal, and inner surface of pectoral dusky. Base
Other fins colorless.
of pectoral dusky.
numerous specimens 15 to 18 cm. in entire
from
described
Here
from Yonekichi Koneyama, a local natobtained
Awa,
from
length,
uralist.

Other specimens are from Otaru, Aomori, and Hakodate, the longest
29 cm.

in

length.

It is locally

known

as

Samma.

The name Saira

used only for Ily^jorhainphus. Although not recognized
{Sayor!)
except Ishikawa since Brevoort, the species is common,
author
by any
is

in large schools in sheltered bays from Tok^^o northward.
Scombresox saurus with shorter snout ("mendre ut dragen
Strom's
Ny
The figure of Brevoort does not
Cololahls mlra.
evidently
is
nos")

running

show correctly the number of finlets, which are 6 or T, as in Scornhresox
The rare Calif ornian species, Cololabis hrevirostris, is close to
saurvjS.
Cololahis saira.

{Saira \_Sayori\, Japanese name of Ryporluimjphus.)

Family IV.

EXOCCETID^.

FLYING-FISHES.

Body oblong

or elongate, covered with cycloid scales, which are

rather deciduous.

Lateral line running very low, along the sides of

with vertical sides. Mouth modprolonged into a long beak. Premaxillaries not protractile, hinged at base mesially; margin of the upper
jaw chiefly formed by the premaxillaries; the short maxillaries entering the lateral margin; maxillar}^ free from the premaxillary, its edge
slipping under the front of the preorbital.
Dentition various, the
teeth small and weak.
Dorsal fin without sphies, inserted on the
posterior part of the bodj", opposite the anal and more or less similar
to it; ventrals abdominal, of several soft rays, inserted posteriorly;
pectoral fin inserted high, used as an organ of flight; shoulder girdle
and pectoral muscles very strong; caudal fin forked, the lower lobe

the bell3\

Head more or

less scaly,

erate, terminal, the jaws not

the longer.

No

double, near the

finlets.
ej^e.

Vent

close in front of anal.

Nostrils large,

Lower pharyngeals enlarged and

full}^

united,

forming a large, transversely concave plate, covered with large, closeset, blunt, tricuspid teeth; third upper pharyngeal greatly enlarged,
not united with

its fellow, both covered with large, blunt, tricuspid
fourth superior pharyngeal wanting in the adult (probably
coossitied with the third; vertebras without zygapophyses. Gill membranes not united, free from the isthmus. Pseudobraiichia^ hidden,

teeth;

glandular.

Gill rakers various. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Air
bladder very large, not cellular, so far as known, and extending far

backward among the haimapophyses of the caudal vertebrae.

Vertebne

—
flO.

SOifE

1319.

about 50.

cceca.
Carnivorous or
mostly pelagic, swimmingthe surface, and skipping or sailing through the air, sometimes

Abounding

in all

warm

seas,

considerable distances.

[for
'.
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without

Intestinal canal simple,

herbivorous.
laear
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mouth nearly

of

organs of

Anal

b.

toothless; pectoral

and ventral

very long, both used as

fins

flight.

fin long, its

|l

base al)Out equal to that of dorsal,

its

rays 11 or

12.

Exonautes,
bb.

Anal

fin short,

4.

notably shorter than dorsal,

EXONAUTES

its

rays 9 or 10

Jordan and Evermann.

Exonautes Jordan and Evermann, Check List Fishes N. Amer., 1896,
{exsiliens.

4.

Cypsilurus, 5.

p. 322,

)

This genus includes those
elongate and the anal

iventral

%ing
fin

fishes having both pectoral and
about as long as the dorsal fin, of 11

or 12 rays.
;

Species numerous, smaller in size than those of Oypselurus, although
larger than those of Eoaocmtus proper.
(f'^o,

out of; vavrr}z^ swimmer.)
9.

EXONAUTES BRACHYCEPHALUS

Exoccetus Jn-dchycepladus GiJNTHEE, Cat. Fish., VI, 1866,
Vid. Med. Nat. Foren, 1876, pp. 110, 405.

Head,

-1^

in length; depth, 6^.

(Giinther).
p.

297; China.

Dorsal, 11; anal, 12; scales, 49.

Lutken,

Eye,

3^ in head.

Snout short,
width a

little

H

in diameter of eye; interorbital space broad, its
greater than diameter of eye; supraorl)ital region pro-

FiG. 2.— Exonautes

BEACHvcEPHALrs.

making interorbital concave; maxillary reachingto
below anterior margin of eye. Thirty-four scales on a median line
of back before dorsal.
Lateral line forming a more than usuallv conspicuous ridge along lower sides of belly.
Pectoral reaching to tip of
declined anal ray; its first ray contained 2i times in entire fin and
exceeding the head in length by a distance equal to the diameter of
the eye.
The outer half of the divided second ray fails to reach the
tip of the third or largest ra}^ by a distance equal to eye and snout;
the inner half extends nearly to the tip of the third.
Ventrals inserted

trading on each side,
just
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the posterior inargin of
the base Of the caudal and
The
past the tips of the pectorals.
e3^; they reach slig-htly
protrude
and the outer part ot the third
inner part of the second ray
and form a sharp angle. The outer
beyond the tips of the other rays
ray is
not graduated. The hrst or outer
rays of the ventrals are
as the longest part of the second.
scarcely over a third as long
The
light brown above, silvery below.

midway between

L

Color in spirits a clear

without spots or mark-

membrane of the pectoral is dark brownish,
making the hn appear
The rays on the outer side are silvery,
ings
inner
Ventrals brown like pectorals, with the
silvery when closed.

colorless and dorsal colorless, except
and outer ray very light. Anal
Caudal
tips of fifth and sixth rays.
for a small dark brown spot at

specimen from Misaki, presented by
^""nlve described from a small
Tokyo. It is 13 cm. in length. It is
the Imperial University of
in the warm current, or
probably rare in Japan, drifting northward
China. It has been
from
described
It was originally
Siiiwo.

Kuro

identified,

species, LxonaMes
probably incorrectly, with the European

Tondeleti.

{fipaxvz, short; KE^aki), head.)
S.

CYPSILURUS

S^^vainson.

etc., 11, 1839,
Q/psti«7m SwAiNSON, Classification Fishes,
young with barbels).

p.

296

[nuttalli,

based on

somewhat compressed. Head short,
Mouth small. Jaws very short, about equal.
blunt, narrowed below.
two long fragile
without barbel in the adult, often with one or

Body

elongate, broad above,

Chin

Maxillaries not joined to the premaxil lanes.
Gill-rakers moderate.
Teeth very feeble or wanting. Eyes large.
No finlets. Dorsal fin short, opposite anal,
Scales large, deciduous.
widely forked,
which is shorter than dorsal, of nine or ten rays. Caudal
past the
reaching
Pectoral fins very long,
the lower lobe the longer.
size
great
their
beginning of the anal, and serving as organs of flight,
Ventime.
some
enabling the fish to sustain themselves in the air for
barl)cls in the

young.

tral tins large, posteriorly inserted, also

})ladder very large.

No

pyloric ca?ca.

used as organs of

flight.

Air

Species numerous

in all

warm

mostly in the open water and swimming in great schools.
flying
The species are largely cosmopolitan and are the largest of the
seas, living

fishes.

{kviI:€Xo5,
a.

swallow,

ffvpci, tail.)

Second pectoral ray divided.
b. Ventrals pale or slightly dusky.
r.

Pectoral fins unspotted, reaching nearly to
scales, 52

end

of

dorsal:

D. 13.

A.

9;

agoo, 10.
11.

pceciloptei-us,
Pectoral fins spotted with black; anal pale; scales, 42
dark: D. 12. A. 9.
66. Ventrals mostly jet black; anal black posteriorly; fins all
hinuido, 12.
cc.

—
SO^fE

NO. 1319.
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(Schlegel).

TOBI-NO-UWO (FISH OF FLIGHT:) TOBISUWO (FLYING-FISH): AGU.
Exoccetus agoo Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1846, p. 247; Nagasaki,

Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 18; Tokyo.
Cypselnriis agoo Jordan and Snyder, Check List Fishes of Japan, 1901,

from

a drawing.

p. 60;

Yokohama.
Exoccetus doderleini Steindachner, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, p. 38; Tokyo.
Cgpselurus doderleini Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 60; Yokohama.

Head, 4^

in length; depth,

scales, 52; eye,

The depth

Dorsal, 13 or

of to 6i.

1-i;

anal, 8 or 9;

3i to 3i in head.

of head

and bodj^

very variable; in some specimens the
upward and backward
more obliquely and has a slight flap. Between these extremes there
opercle

is

is

l)roadly rounded; in others it slants

are all intermediate conditions.

The pectoral reaches in the shortest examples nearly or quite to
the base of the last dorsal ray; in the longest to the tips of the last
declined dorsal ray.
The simple upper ray is contained about If
times in the length of the entire

Fig.

fin.

The second ray

is

branched,

its

3.—CYPSILURUS agoo.

lower branch the longel-, and reaches to within from 1 to 2 times the
diameter of the eye to the tip of the third or longest ray. The succeeding raj^s rapidl}^ and uniformh^ diminish in length to the ninth
ray, and thence more rapidly to the last.

The

from slighth^ beyond the middle to
The base of the dorsal is contained from

ventrals reach

the anal base.

the end of
1^ to li in

head; that of the anal, 2i to 2f

Color in spirits slaty brown on back, shading to silvery on lower
and body; when scales are lost, as in most of our specimens, the color is bluer and the edges of the scale pouches are conspicuously dark.
The maxillary is dusky; a dark band is on eye
around and above upper part of iris. The ventrals are white on lower

parts of head

on upper either white or slightly dusky along the outer rays;
nearly always the base of the first ray is dusky.
In the closed pecto-

surface,

upper rays to their tips appear lighter than the median rays,
which grow gradually darker to black toward their tips. The membrane is bluish black, fading out below and colorless between lower
ral the

I'ays.

Color in
Proc. N.

life

M.

metallic bluish above.
vol.

xxvi—02

37
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The
from

ii1)ove

doscription

i.s

taken from specimens 10 to 12 inches long

iS'ao-asaki.

Numerous specimens were collected at Tsuruga, Nagasaki, Tokyo,
Myiako (north of Sendai), Hiroshima, Hakata, Onomichi, and Aoniori.
It is the common flying-tish or Tobis-Uwo of Japan, abundant all
It is subject to a number of variaalong the coast in the summer.
tions,

but

Exocmtm

all

specimens examined by us seem to belong to one species.
is evidently identical with Cypsih(.rus agoo.

diklerhlnl

{agu, a vernacular name,
II.

now

rarely used.)

CYPSILURUS PCECILOPTERUS

Exoccetus pcedlopterns
pi.

New

Dcxi;

(

Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist.

Britain.

— GtJNTHER, Cat.

No. 309, Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,

Exoccetus, sp.

Poiss.,

XIX,

Fish., VI, 1866, p. 291;
p. 18;

p.

112,

Formosa.

Hakodate.

specimen in the Imperial Museum at Tokyo is probably referable
to the above species. The following notes were taken on this specimen:
Scales 42, 24 before dorsal; anal short; head flattish above; body
rather plump; pectoral reaching to middle of dorsal, its second ray
divided; dorsal low; ventrals reaching past front of anal.
Color: Ventrals dusky behind, perhaps faded; dorsal unspotted;
pectorals profusely and coarsely spotted with black, the spots unequal.
According to Giinther the dorsal has 12 or 13 ra3^s, the anal 9, the distance from first dorsal ray to first of caudal being much greater than

A

length of head.

Described from a stuflFed specimen, 10 inches in length, taken at
Hakodate. It is questionable whether this species is really identical
with 0. poicilopterm., but no other described species agrees as well.
{noiKikoz, variegated: Ttrepov^

12.

fin.)

CYPSILURUS HIRUNDO

(Steindachner.)

Exocoetus hinindo Steindachner, Ichtliyol. Mittheil., \^III, 1866, p. 482, pi. iv,
fig. 2;

Hongkong.

Head 4^ in length; depth 6f. Dorsal 12; anal 9; scales about 53.
Body not compressed, about as wide as deep, the head short, widest
upper edge of pupil; its width equal to distance from
edge of opercle to middle of eye. Eye two-fifths longer than snout,
contained 1\ times in postorbital part of head. Lower jaw projecting, the tip injured in our specimen and the barbels missing.
The
interorbital space is wide and shallowly concave, its width a little
greater than the diameter of the eye.
Snout short and broad at the
anterior margin of the eyes; its width is three-fifths of its length.
The pectoral reaches to under the seventh or eighth dorsal raJ^ Its
upper ray is undivided and is contained 2f times in the length of head

at a level witli

NO. 1319.
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Its second ray is divided, the under ray the longer, reaching
diameter of the eye of the tip of the third or longest ray.
The ventrals reach to the base of the lower caudal rays. Their base
is midway between their tips and the edge of the opercle; three or
four of its outer rays grow gradually shorter; the outer one is twice
the diameter of the eye in length.
Color in spirits light brown on back, abruptly silvery on head and
body below the level of middle of eye. The maxillary is dusky and
the suborbital and opercular regions are du.sky with points of l)rown

and body.

to within a

The pectoral is jet black, changing to white on the
The ventrals are colored like the pectoral and with lighter
inner rays. The dorsal is dusky toward the ends of the raj^s. The
posterior fourth of the anal is abruptly black.
The caudal has two
over the silver.

lower rays.

dusky spots, which appear in Dr. Steindachuer's plate of this species
The caudal peduncle is
as the interspaces between two white spots.
dusky above.
This description is taken from a specimen 10 cm. in length from
Wakanoura.
A small specimen, 35 mm. in length, differs in having the pectoral
reaching only to below the third dorsal ray. At the symphysis is a
wide, flat, triangular barbel, which is ver}^ slightly tritid at its lower
margin.
This species is apparently identical with Exocoatus hirundo described
and figured from Hongkong. It is not yet recorded from elsewhere.
{hirundo^ swallow.)

SUMMARY.
Suborder

SYNENTOGNATHI.

Family
1.

I.

Belonid^.

Ti/losurus Cocco.

1.

fichmnatorhynchus (Bleeker); Nagasaki, Wakanoura.

2.

giganteus (Sclilegel); Nagasaki,

3.

coroinandelicus

4.

anaxtouii'Ud (Cuvier

(Van

Wakanoura.

Yokohama.
and Valenciennes); Yokohama, Tokyo, Matsushima Bay,
Hasselt); Tsuruga,

Hakodate.

Family
2.

5.

6.
7.

II.

HEMiu.vMPniDji:.

Hgporhamphus

Gill.

Aomori, ]\hitsushima, Tokyo, Misaki,
Hakata, Nagasaki.
kurumeux Jordan and Starks; Chikugo River at Kurume.

mjori (Sclilegel);

japonicus (Brevoort).

Wakanoura, Kobe,
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IT I. RcoMBRESociDiE.
Cololabis Gill.

mira (Brevoort); Awa, Aouiori, Hakodate, Otaru.

Family IV. ExocoeTiDiE.
4.

9.

Exouautex Jdi'daii and Evermann.

bradnjcephalm ((Kinther); Misaki.
5.

Ci/pfi'd'umii

Swainson.

Aomori, Tokyo, Miyako in Rikuzclm, Tguruga, Nagasaki, Hiro-

10.

(Kjuo (Schk'gel);

11.

shima, Onomichi, Hakata.
pa'cilopterm (Cuvier and Valenciennes); Hakodate.

12.

hinmdo (Steindachner); Wakanoura.

NOTES ON THE OSTEOLOGY AND RELATIONSHIP OF THE
FOSSIL BIRDS OF THE GENERA HESPERORNIS HARGERIA BAPTORNIS AND DIATRYMA.
By Frederic

A. Lucas,

Acting Curator, Section of Vertebrate Fossils.

Our knowledge

of the

ered in North America

few Cretaceous birds that have been discov-

is

very imperfect

Professor Marsh's

in spite of

memoir on the Odontonithes; their origin and man}^ points
structure are still unknown and their relationship uncertain.
kindness of Professor Williston, I

edge of the structure of

am

ITe><per<yrniH

able to add a

little

of their

By

the

to our knowl-

grdcUlH and Bdj^tornis advenus^

while the acquisition of a specimen of IL'sperornis regalis, by the

United States National Museum, enables

me

to

add a few details con-

cerning that species.

CRANIUM OF HESPERORNIS GRACILIS.
The example

'

of Ilesperornis gracilh belongs to the Universit}'' of

Kansas, and comprises a large portion of the skeleton, including the
skull.
Unfortunately the neck was doubled backward, so that the

and sternal ribs
had become crushed into and intimately associated with the cranium,
so that it was impossible to make or.t the shape of the palatal bones,
provided even they were present. This was particularly unfortunate,
as information as to the character of the palate of the toothed birds is
Theoretically, the arrangement of the bones of
greatly to be desired.
the palate should be somewhat reptilian, or, if the struthious ])irds are
survivals, the palate of such a bird as Hesperornis should present some
droma^ognathous characters. But, as was pointed out by D'Arc}^
Thompson, the skull of Hc'iperoniU regall^^ as described and figured
by Marsh, differs very considcra])ly from that of an ostrich, and the
present specimen emphasizes oi' adds to th(^ dili'orences already noted.
The presence of depressions for su})raorl)ital glands and the size of the
sagittal and lamlxloidal crests neitlier denotes affinities with grebes
and loons nor separation from struthious forms, since these characters
are associated with aijuatic juid predatory habits and have no morphoskull lay against the pelvis, while portions of dorsal

logical value.
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Owing to the crushed condition of the smallei" bones and presence
of nunieroas fragnients of other parts associated with the cranium, it
has proved luipossibk*, to ascertain the exact ai'i'angenient of th(^ j)alatal
it is apparent that this was (juite diti'erent from that
found among existing ])irds, either the Droma'ognatha> or EurhipiWhile the head of the quadrate is undivided, the body of the
dur;B.

bones, although

Pi(j. 1.

bone

is

Internal

anl)

kxternal aspect of left quadrate of Hesperornig gracilis, x

1|.

slender and not overlapped and held in by a descending process

of the squamosal; and these are important characters, especially the

The short, heavy quadrate of the Dronuvognathw, locked in
latter.
by the squamosal so as to be practically immovable, is a decidedly
reptilian feature, eminently characteristic of the group and widely at
The ascending or
variance with the conditions found in Hesperornis.
lachrymal process of IIesper<>rn!s

{fracilis is ver}' long,

quite unlike

that of Hespei'wnis reg alls as

described and figured by Professor

Marsh/'

Just

at

its

junction with the body of the

quadrate there

P/J
2.—Superior and inferior views op right
PTERYGOID OK Hespcroriiis gracilis, x I5. jil, Articulation OK palatine; rj, articulation of quadrate; s, articulation ok sphenoid.

Pig.

a very evident

The pterygoid has much the
same general shape as that of
llexijMrornls regalh^

from
is

rhomboidal

is

articulation for the pterygoid.

it

but

differs

slightly in details.

It

a small, flat bone, roughly

and with three articular surfaces, for the quadand palatine, as indicated on the accompanying
The most important of these is an elliptical facet at right
in outline

rate, basisphenoid,

figures.

angles to

tlie l)ody of the bone, for this is considered to
be the
facet for articulation with the ])asisphenoid, and this is connected with
the ([uestion of the presence or absence of basipterygoid processes.

The

entire under surface of the skull

«Dr. Beecher,

who

is

considerably cracked and com-

has kindly examined the Yale specimen, the original of Prowrites me tliat the process was naturally short and not the.
result of any breakage of the superior margin.
fe^isor INIarnli's figdre,
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pressed, and at first sig-ht there appeared to be no surface for articu-

mentioned.
Close inspecti()n, however,
an apparent articular face of the proper size
to receive the fiat, articular portion of the pteryg'oid. thouo-h not proThe basisphenoid of
jecting above the general level of the sphenoid.
lation with the facet just

showed on the

left side

Hesperornis has thus absolutely nothing of the ci-uciform shape, due
to the large, projecting l)asipter3^goid processes, so eminently characteristic of the

Among

DromajognathaB.

the Dinornithida?. Emeus, and Meionornis have compara-

tively short basipterj'goids. but even in these birds the processes

project markedly above the level of the basisphenoid, while in Hes-

perornis this bone was in appearance not unlike the corresponding

region of a loon, or penguin.

The

third articulation on the pterygoid

would be for the palatine, but it is not easy to imagine the shape of a
palatine that would fit such a surface and accord with the rest of the
The bone considered as a palatine bv Professor Mai-sh is long
bones.
and slender, with an articulation indicated on one side at about onethird the length of the bone; a somewhat similar, though imperfect,
bone is present in the specimen of Hes-perornis regalis belonging to the United
States National Museum, but neither of
these seems adjustable to the present
In the present instance the

pterygoid.
pter3"goid

la}^

immediatel}' over the left

...

quadrate, but in spite of this intimate
association, it appears probable that it

iiiiij-

fig. 3.-supposed
rornis regalis.

lachkymal of ne^eSlightly reduced.

With its point directed Ijackward the supposed
would be brought on the anterior side and in the
proper position for union with the palatine and vomer. Such a disposition would give an arrangement of the ])ones of the palate somewhat analogous to that found in the Cassowary. The bone heretofore
supposed to be a palatine ma}', perhaps, be the Aomer, although it is
difficult to account for the long portion back of the articulation.
The vomer is said to have been double, and judging by the freedom
of most of the bones of the cranium this may Avell have been the case.
The bone figured as vomer in Odontornithes appears rather small for
that of so large a bird as Hesperornh regalis.
In the specimen of
He8])erornis gracilis under consideration no bone* representing the
vomer can be made out, nor are there an}- evidences of the presence

is

from the right

side.

palatine articulation

of maxillo-palatines.

By one of the curious chances of fossilization, the fragile sphenoid
rostrum has been preserved. It is long and slender, and its anterior
portion underlies and unites with the mesethmoid precisely as it does
in Urinator. there being a further similarity between this genus and
Hesperornis in the large size of the interorlntal vacuity. This is very
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unlike the condition prevailing- among the Dromfeognathfe, in which
there is an extensive interorbital ossification.
Not only the component bones of the lower jaw, but the majority' of

those included in the cranium, appear to have l)een free from one
another, with the exception of the premaxilla?. Whether this is due to
the age of the individual or is a character common to the members
of the genus Hesperornis can not now be decided; nor is it certain

whether or not

this

freedom extended to the bones of the

])rain case,

as the skull of Hesperornis gracilis has this portion still embedded in
In the Yale specimens the bones of the brain case appear
the mati-ix.
fused, although it is said that man}^ of the other bones
been
have
to

were

free.

of Hesperm^nis regalis in the United States National
lacks the calvarium, but the bones of- the jaw are quite free
and so are two supposed to be the lachrymal and nasal, the former of

The example

Museum
which

is

here figured.

SHOULDER GIRDLE OF HESPERORNIS REGALIS.
Turning

to the shoulder girdle,

of the skeleton, based on

my own interpretation of

material in the

this portion

United States National Museum,'^

somewhat from that given by Professor Marsh in the memoir
on the Odontornithes, the most important points being the shape of
the distal end of the clavicle and the fact that the scapula and coracoid do not lie practically in the same plane, but the angle formed by
them is little more than a right angle, which is different from what
That the scapula and coracoid are
is found among struthious birds.
quite free from one another and posvsess all the articular faces found
in corresponding bones of birds of flight is, of course, well known.
While the open angle between the scapula and coracoid of struthious
birds was used by Huxley as one of the diagnostic characters of the
Ratitiv, it has come to be quite generally regarded as mereh' due to
differs

degeneration, and practically a qviestion of mechanics; as the coracoid

shortened the proximal end of the scapula would be lowered and the
coraco-scapular angle opened, until with a greatly abbreviated coracoid
the scapula was almost in line with

it,

as in Casuarius.

That the coracois less open

scapular angle in Hesperornis, a bird with a vestigial wing,

than in the Dromteognatha?

The

is

perhaps

still

a question of mechanics.

struthious bii-ds are heavy, s^hort-bodied land birds, whereas Hes-

perornis was a long, lithe, proportionately slender-bodied diver, and
unless the entire scapular arch was reduced the scapula could not be

turned upward

sufficientl}' to

In this connection

it

long coracoid, the scapula
"This

is

that in Rhea, which has a rather
bent abruptly downward a short distance

comes from the gray chalk, and the bones are but
by pressure.

speciiiien

distorted

form an open angle with the coracoid.

may be noted

little

crushed or
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union with the coracoid in order to adapt itself to the curvaThe suggestion may be made here that perhaps the
ankylosis of scapula and coracoid which occurs among struthious birds
may be of more value than is usually accoi'ded it. This ankylosis
above

its

(ture of

the body.

occurs in these birds oidy, while the scapula and coracoid are in younobirds suturally united as in dinosaurs.

The clavicle terminates distally in a small, slightly cup-shaped
expansion which articulates with a small facet on the head of the
coracoid.
This is quite different from the description and figures in
the Odontornithes where the clavicles are represented as pointed
distally and articulating with the precoracoid process only, and 1 can
only suggest that the specimens examined by Professor Marsh were
slightly imperfect.

Fi(i.

4.— Right clavicle and part op right coracoid op Hcsperornis rcgalis, natural
LINE SHOWS THE FACET FOR DISTAL END OF CLAVICLE.

size.

The

The proximal ends of the clavicles appear to have been only slightly
apposed, the major portion of the articulating surface l)eing directed
backward, proliably for union with the anterior end of the sternum.

We

have

things

in Harris's

Cormorant a suggestion of how

may have been brought

this condition of

about, for in this flightless bird the

sternum has aborted until its anterior end is even with
end of the l)ody of the sternum, and yet the keel still
supports the clavicles as in other cormorants. This is an extremely
good example of the retention of a morphological character while
keel of the

the anterior

the entire pectoral girdle

is

undergoing degeneration and has ceased

to be of use.

The

relations of the })ones of the pectoral arch in Hesperornis sug-

gest that the conditions of the

sternum in cormorants, where the keel
confined to the anterior portion, vaay represent a primitive type of
sternum. Very similar conditions are found among the larger species
of pterodactyls where the bodv of the sternum is smooth but a large
anterior projection is present.
IS
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description in Odontornithes Dr. Gadow" writes that
articulate with the precoracoid process
in Hesixn-ornis the clavicles
brought about in the specimen in the
be
not
a union can

^Following
onlv.

the.

Such

Ignited States National

Museum

wiiil.% as said

above, there

is

a very

and coracoid as shown in figure 4.
evident union between
for if the clavicles ended in a point
cn^dent,
is
The importance of this
the shoulder girdle would
precoracoid
tlie
with
and articulated only
is, the conditions are not very
it
as
facies;
reptilian
have a strikinglv
The retention of a complete
unlike those found among existing birds.
girdle
is, however, an important
shoulder
clavicle in a degenerate
wings it is the proximal
degenerate
with
birds
point, for in modern
clavicle

heavier distal porpart of the clavicles which disappears, leaving the
of the claviseparation
complete
The
tion attached to the coracoids.
is also
heaviest
the
much
is
portion
proximal
cles and the fact that the

a generalized condition.
The scapular arch of Hesperornis may be thus defined: Coracoid and
faces, and
scapula free from one another, preserving all articular
clavicles
another;
one
with
angle
right
forming little more than a

with the
complete, free, without scapular process, and articulating
and
scapula
the
hand,
other
the
on
birds,
In struthious
coracoid.
articulation,
humeral
the
only
bear
adult,
coracoid are ankylosed in the
or
and form a very open angle with one another; clavicles absent

and represented by distal ends only.
In^skuU and shoulder girdle Hesperornis presents an interesting
combination of characters, on the one hand showing generalized feaThus we
tures and on the other close resemblances to modern birds.

vestigial

that
have in the Cretaceous a bird with a palatal structure quite unlike
preserves
yet
which
wing
vestigial
of any struthious bird and with a
many features found in the liml)s of birds possessed of the power ol
Add to this that no struthious l)ird is, as yet known, fron
flight.
North America,* and we ha^-e an argument for those who believe thai
least divided int(
if birds did not have a diphylletic origin they at

two very distinct branches early in their career.
In Animals of the Past attention was first called to the fact tha
the tarsi of Hesperornis were directed laterally outward almost a

right angles to the body, instead of being directed downward as ii|
other >)irds. This is brought about l)y the narrowness of the pelvij

and straightncss of the femur and ])y the outer and inner condyles o'
the femur being on the same level, instead of the outer being the lowe
of the two, as

is

among swimming

usually the case

arningement, with similar results,

is

found

in seals.

birds.

From

A simila
this poS'

tion of the tarsi it would seem that the legs should naturally have bee
moved together, like a pair of oars, instead of alternately, althoug

"Newton's Dictionary

of Birds, p. 858.

^See that part of this paper relating to Diatryma.
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Having- such a disposition of the

combined with a total a))sence of external Avings, Hesperornis
must have })een particularl}^ awkward on land and probabl}^ came
ashore as seldom as possible.
Related to this peculiar position of the
legs, it is suggested that the breeding habits must have been something
like those of the grebe and loon and were such that at no time was the
Even though Hesperornis was a marine bird,
bird far from water.
there is no reason why it could not have found plenty of suitable
nesting places at once eas}" of access and yet beyond reach of the sea.
That Hesperornis was a bird of cursorial habits before it took to the
legs

is a supposition contradicted by every part of the skeleton.
The elongate body, short femora, and great development of the outer

water

5.— Lateral, palatal, and dorsal views of the anterior portion of the cranium of a
YOUNG (X)EMORANT, Phakicroconix urilc, showing the character of the palate and of the
lachnarial openings. The palatines have been removed, all enlarged. /, Frontal;

Fig.

I,

rymal; mxp, maxillopalatines; na, nasal; pmx, pbemaxillaeies;

sr,

sphenoid rostrum.

opposed to such an idea, and were other evidence required
supplied by our present knowledge of the position of the legs.
few words may, perhaps, be said here regarding the relationships

toe are all
it is

A

The alleged col3aubine affinities have never been
apparent to pae, those portions of the skeleton which are thought to
indicate kinship with grebes and loons appearing to me as similarities
There are many
of structure, connected with similarity of habits.
cormorants,
as well
points of resemblance between Hesperornis and the
the
tibia,
of
as
the
shape
as between Hesperornis and the grebes, such
functioning
aml)iens
and
the presence of a large patella pierced for the
of Hesperornis.

and the arrangement of the bones of the pectoral
arch.
As for the cranium, all these birds Hesperornis, grel)es, and
In the cormorants
€ormorants^ are holorhinal and schizognathous.
as a cnemial process,

—

—
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the nostrils are intermediate in form between a tj^pical holorhinal and
sc'hizorhinal nostril, lioing- elono'ate and posteriori}' somewhat angular,
well in advance of the postcM'ior termination of the preThat llesperoriiis was schizognathous is, of course, uncer'rh(> ligur(>s a('coini)anying this show the nostril and palate of a
tain.
voung nestling of Plialncrocin'Wd' nrlle, and similar conditions prevail
The desmognathism of the cormorants is
in th(^ young of /*. dllo^ms.
clear! V a secondary condition and is not brought about until some time

thov

\vhih>

lit^

niaxillai'ies.

after hatching.

very nuich

The

closing of the nostril does not take place until

or apparently just before the

later,

water.

As previously noted by Mr. Pycraft,

remains

in the

shape of a minute

young takes

to the

a trace of the nostril

by horn. My own
from that of Mr. Pycraft,

orifice closed

interpretation of the maxillo-palatines differs

a fact which I regret, as he is usually right; but, in the present instance,
the maxillo-palatines are so clearly defined in the nesiling that I have

The collections of the United States National
number of species of cormorants and a series
of skulls representing individuals from the time of hatching up to
shortly ])efore the young take to the water, and it is upon this series
no choice in the matter.

Museum

include a large

that I have based

my

conclusions.

That Hesperornis should stand

in the direct line of ascent of the

it would imply the
modern bird of flight from a degenerate, flightless
form. That the two may have had a common ancestor is an entirely
different proposition, hut if such be the case we must go far back in
time to seek for this hypothetical form. And it must ever l)e borne
in mind in dealing with l)irds that our knowledge of early forms is
extremely slight, so that we have a very small foundation of facts for
a very large edifice of theory, a pyramid resting on its apex, as it were.
Our knowledge is indeed so limited that what we are pleased to term

grebes

is,

of course, quite out of the question, as

derivation of a

theory

is

really little better than speculation.

HARGERIA,
Ilespei'ornis gracilis differs so

n.ew genus.

much from

its

larger relative that

it

should be i)laced w a distinct genus, for which the name ILtrgeria is
proposed in honor of Mr. Oscar Harger, who was one of Professor
Marsh's assistants at the time of his investigations of the toothed birds,
and, as noted in the preface to Odontornithes, rendered valuable aid
Th(^ most important character is the size of the
quadrate and length of the ascending process, and in l)irds tiiis means
much, as there is a remarkable constancy in the shape of this l)one
among rehitcd forms.

in its preparation.

As

contrasted with Ilesperm'nis the genus Harger in

may

l)e

defined

Quadrate with a large, upwardly directed lachrymal process; processes of nasals short; length of femur more than twice its
greatest width across the head.
as follows:

NO. 1320.
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BAPTORNIS ADVENUS.
skull of this bird is still unknown, so that we do not know posiwhether or not it had teeth, although this is probably the case.
Neither do we know the relationship between Baptornis and Hesperornis; both were rtightless aquatic birds, but the structure of the limbs
shows that at least they l)elono- in separate families.
The body appears to haw been stout, the neck long- and slender, the

The

tively

being nuich more elongate than in Hesperornis,
approaching in this respect Plotus or Podiceps.
The vertebra? present, unfortunately, are not consecutive, a portion
onlv of the cervicals being present, while some of the dorsals belong
indi\'idual vertebra^

and others to the posterior part.
developed, much as in Hesperbeen
The hypapophyses appear to have
in contrast to what occurs in
region,
ornis, well forward in the dorsal
and loons, in which the
auks,
penguins,
modern water birds, such as
of the sacrum and are
advance
in
hypapophyses begin immediately
series.
longest about the middle of the
This would throw the center of effort farther forward in the old
diving birds than in modern species, and may be due to the use of
the luuscles either while capturing fish or in moving about on land.
The synsacrum seems to have comprised ten vertebra^, but this is
not certain, the first of which belongs to the dorsal series and bore a
The sacrum of Hesperornis contained fourteen vertebra. Nothri!).
ing of the pelvis is present save the anterior portion of an ilium, and
to the anterior portion of the series

although weathered, resembles the corresponding portion of the
The dorsal vertebrse were all free, and so were
ilium of Hesperornis.
the ossa innominata in both Baptornis and Hesperornis, but this freedom is to be regarded as due to the aquatic habits of these birds and
While the bones of aquatic animals
not as morphological characters.
animals, ossification and union
land
are heavier than are those of
much more slowly, and in such
place
between contiguous parts takes
this,

strictly aquatic birds as the

penguin and great auk the dorsal vertebrae

and ossa innominata are similarly free.
The coracoid is rather wide and thin, much longer than that of
Hesperornis, and apparently without a precoracoid process or perforation; an articulation is present for the reception of the clavicle, but

bone was not preserved.
Only the proximal portion of one scapula, the left, is present; this
indicates a stout lione, and there is a suggestion that it may have
expanded distally, as in penguins, but this is suggested, nothing

this latter

more.

The humerus is short, round in section, and considerably curved, as
in Apteryx.
Although the proximal end is lacking, it seems to have
been not far from 4 inches (100 mm.) long. The radius and ulna are
extremely short, measuring but three-fourths inch (20 mm.) in length.
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The extraordinary thing about them

is

that short as thc}^ are they

ar(>

perfectly formed and possess the muscular insertions of much larger
bones, while it is evident that the bones of the manus were also pres-

This is quite different from Hesperornis, in
which the humerus is rather long and straight, and
the bones of the forearm and manus absent; it carries
to an extreme conditions found in the great auk, a
bird in which the forearm is much reduced, though
Baptornis thus prestill functional,
sents the peculiarity of a forearm of
diminutive size, whose bones are perfectly formed, bear the muscular im

ent.

pressions of

much

and portion of
Baptomis adveuus,

Fig. 6.— Right coracoid

LEFT

SCAPULA

NATURAL

OF

SIZE.

larger wing l)ones,
and imply the presence
of quill feathers, and not
improbably the use of the
wings in conjunction with

the feet in aquatic loco-

motion.

In other birds

which the wings have
undergone extensive reduction, such as Rhea and Struthio,
to say nothing of Apteryx, the radius and ulna lack the
well-defined form and muscular ridges of Baptornis.
The femur, while short and stout, has nothing of the
squareness shown by Hesperornis, but reseml)les rather
The greater
that of a loon on a more massive scale.
trochanter is slightly raised above the level of the head
of the femur, and the outer condyle extends below the
level of the inner; the antitrochanter also appears to have
locked slightly downward, so that the position of the leg
in swimming was doubtless like that of existing waterfowl.
This is the ordinary arrangement and would not
be specially mentioned but for the fact that it is the
in

reverse of these conditions, coupled with the character of

the tibio-tarsal joint that causes the tarsus of Hesperornis
to stand out almost at right angles to the bod3\
The
procnomial process of the tibia is higher than in Hesper-

and the large patella appears to have articulated
on one side of this, somewhat as in grebes, and not as in
jH'nguinsand cormorants, where the patella functions as

ornis,

a cnemial process.

The

patella

is

large, of a modified tri-

Fig. 7.— Left hu-

maeus, radius
and ulna of
liaptornin
VOfVfS,

ad-

NATURAL

SIZE.

hedral form, and has a large perforation for the ambiens.
The taxonomic value of such a perforation is lessened ])y the fact that

among cormorants such

a perforation is present in some species and
absent in others, and while this may prove to be correlated with
other characters the available material does not show this.

—
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is stout and somewhat compressed hiterally; although
there
ai)pear to have been no tendinal o-roovos, much less
iveathered
these hist marking a degree of tarsal specializaforamina,
my tendinal
was possessed by any Cretaceous bird. If it is
than
higher
tion vastly

The tarsus

permitted to borrow a little of the style of W. K. Parker it might be
reptilian coarseness in
said that the early birds show a great deal of
of finish that
sharpness
and
detail
the
lack
and
articulations,
their

eame later and marks a higher degree of specialization. The lower
end of the tarsus ])ears a faint imprint of the presence of tlie small
some ducks. The phalangeal
first digit, but still as much as exists in
digits; this is also
compressed
indicating
narrow,
are
articulations
Compressed
digit.
median
of
a
fragment
proximal
the
by
shown
far
as we know,
so
thus,
and
feet,
lobate
with
associated
now
are
digits

Our
of time.
the lobate foot preceded the webbed foot in point
knowledge of early birds is, however, so trivial that it is scarcely
worth while to make any generalizations on this subject, the more that
there

is

no reason why the two types of foot may not have been evolved

piG.

8.

Right i'adella of Baptornis

udrniiis,

natural

size.

the
independently of one another. The waders indeed suggest that
such
of
beginning
evolution was independent, as this group shows the
feet in such forms as the phalarope and avocet.
process;
In the length of the coracoid and absence of a precoracoid
shortthe
wing;
in the existence of a complete though greatly reduced

and position when m
more like existuse, Baptornis is very different from Hesperornis and
and patella,
tibia
In the slender cervicals, arrangement of
ing birds.
grebe than
like
a
and general structure of the le^- Baptornis is more
ness of the sacrum; proportions of the leg bones

with the small amount of
connection
material available, it is deemed essential to establish any
that the
suggested
between groups of existing and fossil birds it is
also the
been
have
ancestors of Baptornis are much more likely to
Hesperornis.
of
progenitors of the Colymbine group than are those
is

the contemporary Hesperornis, and

if,

near the l)eginning of the notes on Baptornis,
Hesperornis,
that this bird belongs in an entirely different family from
may prove
it
bird
the
and if it is ever given to us to know more of
to belong in a separate order.
It is certain, as said
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THE POSITION OF DIATRYMA.
Diafrynin glgantea, from the Eocene of New Mexico, was yjlaced
with the struthious birds by Professor Cope, mainly, it would appear,
on account of its size, since he points out some differences between
the tarsus and that of the ostrich and emeu, and notes resemblances

between the distal articulations and those of Gastornis. At the time
Diatryma was described the great South American Stereornithes had
not l)een discovered or Professor Cope would doubtless have instituted
comparisons between them and Diatr^'ma.
Unfortunately, the type and only specimen of Diatryma is a fragmentary tarsus, while the only material at hand representing the
Still there are sufis an indifferent cast of Brontornis.
warrant
between
the
two
to
the
suggestion that if
resemblances
ficient
material comes to light it will be found that the affinities of Diatryma

Stereornithes

are with the Stereornithes and not with the Droniffiognatha?.

There

is

nothing more improbable in the North American origin of

the Stereornithes than in the similar origin of the large edentates and
llamas, both of which are subscribed to.

For the present there seems to be no evidence of the occurrence of
any large dromasognathous bird in North America, and the presence
of the tinamous may be regarded as the northward extension of a
southern fauna.

.

REDISCOVERY OF ONE OF HOLBROOKES SALAMANDERS.
By Leonhard Stejneger.
OurcUor, Division of Reptiles

and Batrachians.

the man}^ synonj^ms usually cited under Desniogna. usfusca
(Ratinesque), Salamandra (juadrlmaculataoi Holbrook'^ has oeen con-

Among

sidered as belonging- to this species without a

shadow of a doubt.

An

even dozen, old and young, salamanders from North Carolina recently
acquired by the United States National Museum seem to indicate that
Holbrook's name belongs to a species well separated from Desmognafhus fusca and in some respect approaching D. nigra. It may be
formally recharacterized as follows:

DESMOGNATHUS QUADRIMACULATA
1842.

(Holbrook).

Salamandra quadrimaculata Holbrook, North Am. Herpet., 2

ed., V, p. 49,

pi. XIII.

and the Carolinas.
and sides of head roughly granular; dentition
essentially like I), fusca; head broad, its width less than 5 times in
distance from tip of snout to groin; body short, distance between tip
of digits of adpressed limbs about one-half the distance from tip of
mandible to gular fold; 13 costal folds; chest and belly in adult more
Ti/pe localiti/.—GeoYgm

Diagnosis.

—Top

or less uniform slate color (in alcohol).

jSpedmens examined.— CM. Nos. 30891-30902 U.S.N.M.; from a
small stream flowing into the Catawba River, between Linville and
Blowing Rock, North Carolina, collected September, 1902, by State
entomologist Mr. Sherman.'^
Bemarks. As already said this species approaches I), nigra in several features, for instance, in the shape of the head, but especially in

—

its

shortness of body and

than D. fusca.

tail.

The number

Like

this species it is also

of costal folds

is

much

somewhat

larger

variable,

North Am. Herpet., 2 ed., V, 1842, p. 49, pi. xiii.
have learned since from Mr. Sherman that these specimens were taken in a
pool on the side of Grandfather Mountain, probably the same one whence came tlie
types of Dr. J. Percy Moore's Leurognathus marmorata. In view of this I had the
skull of one of my specimens cleaned, but found it to be that of a typical Des)nognathus.
There is consequently no possibility of Doctor Moore's species being the same as the
«

bI

one here described.

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

xxvi— 02

38

XXVI— No.

1

321
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nigra and fmca. In
though, on the whole, intermediate between D.
the upper side, on
as
color,
in
intermediate
also
is
it
some respects
while the under side is
the whole, is more like that of D. fusca,
nigra.
of
D.
that
approachingThe granulation of the skin of the head is quite characteristic. In
be perfectly
series of D. fmca and nigra it was found to
a large'

twelve specsmooth, more or less pitted with minute pores. In all the
skin on top of the
the
quadriniacnlata
be
D.
to
take
I
what
of
imens
upper
head as well as on the sides of the face, notably the sides of the
this peculand
leather,
grain
resembling
granular,
distinctly
jaws, is
specimens alike.
iarity is equally pronounced in old and young
belong to Holbrook's
really
mentioned
here
specimens
the
That
proportions of body and
far
as
So
certain.
seems
quadrimaculata
D.
limbs are concerned, Holbrook's plate agrees perfectly with our spec-

The squarish spots in the figure appear considerably more
in the specimens before us, among which there is a very
than
regular
variation in this respect, but the dorsal pattern of a
individual
great
imens.

couple of the medium-sized specimens
they belong to Holbrook's species.

is sufliciently

close to

show

that

p

A NEW PROCELSTERNA FROM THE LEEWARD ISLANDS,
HAWAIIAN GROUP.
By Walter K.
During the past spring- the U.

S.

Flshek.

Fish Commission steamer Alhatross,

while engaged in deep-sea dredging in Hawaiian waters, made a trip to
Laysan Island, and on the return voyage stopped at Necker Island
(latitude 23° 35' 2i" N. longitude 164° 41' W.).
Here the naturalists
;

were landed. Almost at once we noticed a little
gray tern about the rocks, and promptly secured specimens. The
same species had previously been seen at sea near the French Frigate
The tern proved to be a new species of the
Shoals, to the westward.
genus Proeelsterna Lafresnaye," and is here described.
I wish to record my best thanks to Mr. Witmer Stone, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for kindly comparing the type with that of Anous
ciiirveus Gould {^^Proeelsterna cinereci) and for giving me measurements, and notes on the literature appertaining to P. eerulea (Bennett)
and P. cinerea (Gould). I am also indebted to Mr. Robert Ridgway, of
the IT. S. National Museum, for the loan of a specimen of P. cendea and
one of P. cinerea^ which have been of the greatest value; to Mr. J. O.
Snj'der, who shared the discovery with the writer; and not least to
Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, chief of the expedition, who encouraged in
every possible way the ornithological side of our Avork.
of the Expedition

PROCELSTERNA SAXATILIS,

new

species.

NECKER ISLAND TERN.
Specific cJuvracters.

—Nearest Proeelsterna cinerea

(Gould) but more

upper parts, darker breast, sides, iianks,
and lower tail coverts, and with pearly gray under wing coverts
(instead of white of cinerea)^ shorter and slenderer bill, and shorter
bluish in color, with darker

wings.

%>.— Adult

male. No. 188651, U.S.N.M.; Necker Island (longi-

W.; latitude 23° 35' 24" N.), Hawaiian group, May
collected by Walter K. Fisher; orig. no. 143.

tude 164° 41'
1902;

«Maj. de ZooL,

(2), Ois., pi.

XXIX, cum

dewript. (1842).

Type

Sterna cerulea

Bennett.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

31,

1322.
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Geographic distrihition. Necker Island, French Frigate Shoals,
and Bird Island, of the Leeward Islands, Hawaiian group.
Male adult. Bill Idack. Pileuni and fore part
Description ofUjpe.
throat clear light gray (about No. S or 9 of
and
chin,
lores,
of cervix,
shading to darker (between French gray
nomenclature),
Ridgway's
and sides of neck, and passing into a
cheeks,
on
nape,
cinereous)
and
hind part of jugvdum, breast, flanks,
sides,
on
(No.
lighter
grav
triilc
7)
part
of juguluni and central portion of
Fore
coverts.
tail
lower
and
abdomen pure white, blending into surrounding gray of sides and
The Ijreast is almost as pale centrally as the pileum, but
breast.
darker on sides, shoulders, sides of neck, and malaigradually
becomes
region inclosing the conspicuously lighter throat and white jugular
An orbital ring is black in the anterior two-thirds of upper, in
patch.
whole of forward, and first third of lower portion, and pure white for
The black and white are conspicuous, being from 1 to 2
tlio remainder.
miHimeters wide. A small white area occurs just above black portion
of orbital ring on "eyebrows." The gray of the nape and hind neck

—

and shoulders shades gradually into a darker and less bluish gray over
the mantle (about gray No. (j, or slightly darker), which darkens into
a decidedly ashy gray (between slate gray and mouse gray) on wing
coverts.
Secondaries conspicuouslj^ edged with white. The feathers
of the mantle are vermiculated with almost obsolete bars of lighter
gray (present also in cinerea 2in^ cerulea)^ which show plainly in favorPrimaries dark slate color, an indistinct light-gray wedge
able lights.
on the inner web of the first three primaries (reaching to within 25
mm. of tip on first), less conspicuous on fourth, and represented on
rc^nainder by an indistinct lighter edging.
Shafts of primaries very
dark sepia. Under wing coverts pearl gray, whitish at bend of wing.
Hump, upper tail coverts, and rectrices like mantle. Inner web of
each rectrix edged with pale gray distally, becoming almost white
proximally (less extended than in clnered). Legs in life dull sepia
black, paler toward and on tibias and toes, webs creamy flesh color,
rather lifeless, with an indefinite edging of sepia next to toes.
Iris
deep sepia, pupil black.
Measurements of tj^pe in millimeters: Length in flesh, 285; wing,
1S6; tail, 113; culmen, 26; depth of bill at nostril (post, end), 5.5;
l)ill from nostril, 17.5; tarsus, 25; middle toe, 32.
Adult female.— Q>oi^^Q, No. 188652, U.S.N.M. In color like the
male, but a trifle smaller.
(For size see table of measurements.)

Immature.— {^QwvdX^) cotype, No. 188653, U.S.N.M.

Uppei- parts

whole darker than adult; the pileum of dark feathers edged with
gray, giving a mottled appearance; mantle darker and more ashy than
adult, lacking faint })ars except on longest tertials.
Inner tertials and
upper tail coverts edged with light gray. Lower parts, as a whole,

as a

lighter than adult, being white except an illy defined

band across

.

A

NO. 1322.
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breast and on throat, which parts are grayish.

Sides of head and
neck darker than adult. Black portion of orbital ring much wider
and more conspicuous than white. White area over orbital ring as

Malar stripe white.

in adult.

Measurements

in millimeters:

Wing,

157; tail, 80; culmen, 17; tarsus, 23.

—

Recently hatched (male) cotype, No. 18865-1, U.S.N.M.
Nestling.
Completely covered with soft down.
Pure white Ijelow. Crown
white, sides and back of neck very pale buff}^
Ends of wings white;
inner portion of alar, and the humeral and spinal tracts brownish gray
(down white at tips and brownish gray below). Feet greenish gray,
bill

black.

Egg.

— Bluntly

Ground

color dull

ovate and broadly elliptical ovate (two specimens).

creamy white;

in

one specimen not thickly marked

with roundish rod-shaped, Y-shaped, U-shaped and irregular small
Color, light sepia, and

spots of clay.

ing various shades of bluish gray.

wood brown,

shell

marks show-

In this specimen the spots are

rather evenly distributed over the whole &^g. The other specimen
has more numerous smaller and more regular spots about the size of

dust shot, which are scattered over the whole Qgg,, but are thicker at
the blunt end.
The gray spots are larger and more numerous than the

brown

ones.

The two specimens measure

36.5

by 26 and 39 by 27

millimeters.

In some respects the present form

is intermediate between Proceland P. cinerea (Gould). This is true of the
The
size, in a general way, and also of the color of the under parts.
under parts of cerulea are fully as dark as the back, which (in an old

8terna cerulea (Bennett)

by T. R. Peale, Dog Island, Low Archipelago) is more
ashy than that of saxatiUs. Procelsterna saxatilis shows its closer
relationship with cinerea in the light lower parts and light gray
wedges on the four outer primaries. As mentioned above, however,
and
it is smaller than cinerea., with conspicuously shorter wing,
skin collected

bill.
The under wing-coverts are pearl gray
and the breast, sides, and lower tail-coverts are
decidedly gra}^, whereas in cinerea' the lower parts are almost white
and entirely so on the belly and lower tail-coverts. The general tone
of the plumage of cinerea is ashy, but in mxatills it is bluish.
We tir«t saw this handsome tern off the French Frigate Shoals,
between Necker and Laysan. Here it undoubtedly nests on a precipitous rock, which rises 125 feet above the sea.
It was at this locality
that Henry Palmer, Rothschild's collector, mentioned seeing a little
gray tern," which he was unable to secure. He probabl}^ meant the

shorter and slenderer
instead of white,

present species.

We

found Procelsterna saxatilis very soon after we landed on

"Avifauna of Laysan,
IX and XII)

pp.

etc.

By Walter

Kothschild (Henry Palmer's Diary, Pt.

1,
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31.

Necker

is

vol. xxvi.

a dark, forbidding, rather precipitous*

rock of volcanic origin, attaining a height of 300 feet. It is about
seven-tenths of a mile long and is shaped like a rude lishhook, the
"shaft" extending nearh' east and west, the "bar))" being a rugged
peninsula extending toward the northeast and inclosing a rocky and
turbulent cove. The island is entirely composed of lava, mostly of a
sooty gray or black, with streaks of dull dark red through it. The
sides of the rock, though steep, are intricately terraced, especialh'^ on
the northeast point, where there are a series of shelves and all sorts
of knobs and craiuiics, making the island ideally fitted for the occupation of birds.

The Necker

Island tern was found to be

fairl}^

common on

Necker,

but not so abundant as St€7'na fidig hiosa or Gygis alba hittlitzL We
first noted them perched on the rocks near what was probabl}^ their
nesting

seen

ofl'

site,

and recognized them as the curious

the French Frigate Shoals.

A

single

Qgg

little
is

terns

we had

laid in a shallow

recess of the rock, but no nest is made; a few sticks and stray feathers
only are sometimes gathered. The eggs were not common. The
terns usually perch on the rocks somewhere near the "nest," and it
was difficult to find a bird on the egg. In fact only one was actually

by Mr. J. O. Snyder, on the north side
This made the identification of the few eggs we had
Incubation was so far advanced that we could save
collected certain.
only two specimens.
At Bird Island this tern is abundant. We were not able to land on
the rock, but saw many of the graceful birds from the deck of the
U. S. Fish Connnission steamer AVxitross as they flew back and forth.
The stomachs of those collected at Necker contained small silver}^ fishes.
Its near relative Procelsterna cinerea is distributed over "Australian
and New Zealand seas, Lord Howe, Norfolk, itnd neighboring islands,
and Kermadec Group; also the islet of San Ambrosio, which is nearest

flushed off the ^g^., and that

of the island.

to the coast of Chile, but lies outside the cold Antarctic current,""

and Eua, Friendly Islands.^ Procelsterna ceTulca is distributed over
"Central Polynesia: Paumotu or Low Archipelago, the Marquesas,
the Society to the Ellice Islands, the Phoenix group, and the Fannings
(Christmas Island), and a little north of the equator."^ It is of interest, therefore, to note that Procelsterna saxatilis is separated from its
nearest relative by many thousand miles of ocean, and that a quite
different species, cerulea, ranges in between.

The statement that some of the characters of saxatilis are "intermediate" does not in any way indicate that this species is a connecting
The form is quite separate ivom. the two other species, and
fortunately can not justify the introduction of trinomials into the
genus Procelsterna.
link.

« Saunders, Cat.

Birds Brit. Mus.,

XXV.

p. 135.

''Idem., p. 136.

cidem,

p. 134.
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of measurements of T adult Frocelsterna saxatilis is here
comparison measurements of 3 adult P. cinerea, including
for
and
given,
the same number of P. cerxdea.
of
and
type,
the

A table

Table of measurements.

PROCELSTERNA SAXATILIS.

•

Number.

THE STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE BRYOZOAN GENUS
HOMOTRYPA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES FROM
THE CINCINNATIAN GROUP.

By Ray
Of

S.

Bassler,

the Division of Straiigraphic Paleontology.

In 1882" Mr. E. O. Ulrich established the genus Homotryjpa for a
group of species typified by H. curvata^ a common and characteristic
fossil of the lower Lorraine at Cincinnati, Ohio, and vicinity.
In
the one just mentioned and
that paper two species were described
In subsequent papers this author added twelve species
II. (Miqua.
and varieties. Other authors have described four species which have

—

been referred to the genus. In the course of their collecting Messrs.
Ulrich and Nickles and the writer have discovered a large number of
forms belonging to this genvis, which will eventually include not less
than fifty species.

may

With

so great a specific representation Ilomotryjxi

well rank as the most important genus, not only of the Mmiticu-

but also of the order Trepostomata. Moreover, the genus
from both the geologic and biologic standpoints; geologically, because most of the species are common fossils, usually
of restricted vertical distribution and thus are good horizon markers;
biologically, because many species exhibit remarkably well certain
structures which indicate the bryozoan nature of the monticuliporoids.
It is the purpose of this paper to point out and describe these structures as studied from thin sections, and to define and tabulate the
species found in the Cincinnatian group.
The number of species of trepostomatous brA^ozoa is so large and
their external characters often so similar that it appears a hopeless
task to identify them without thin sections, joi it is a mistake to think
that thin sections are always necessary.
Sections are desirable, but
liporidpe.,

is

interesting

are a necessity onh'

being studied.

The

when

the internal characters of a

structures

shown

«Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., V, 1882,

Proceedings U.

S.

new

species are

in tangential sections are often

National Museum, Vol.

p. 240.

XXVI— No.

1323.
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brought out by smoothing the surface of the zoarium with the
and after etching
edge of a knife bhide or rubbing upon a gritty stone,
thus treated, moisspot
the
lens
a
with
examining
acid
with
slightly
nicel}^

tening

it

slightly.

Similarly, vertical fractures

when

treated in the

this ready
same way show the characters seen in vertical sections. By
as the cystiTlomotrypa
a
recognize
to
difficult
seldom
is
it
method
phragms in the peripheral region are easily detected, if not in the
Except in the mattangential, then certainly in the vertical section.

are
ter of size, the surface characters of the zonecia

seldom distinctive

similar in all the
of any species of Jlomotrypa and are more or less
characters of
internal
and
zoarium
the
only
reason,
that
For
species.
surface charthe
when
only
and
figured
are
described
here
species
the
To obtain the
acters are out of the ordinary are they described.
is made from the
measurement
a
space
given
in
a
zooecia
of
number
The average of
center of one macula to the center of one adjoining.
which may be
number,
correct
the
gives
measurements
such
several

by counting the number of zooecial tubes in the same space
region of vertical sections.
peripheral
in the
verified

HOMOTRTPA

Ulrich.

Homotrypa Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat.

Hist., V, 1882, p. 240; Geol. Sur.

YIII, 1890, pp. 370, 409; Geol. Minnesota, III, 1893, p. 235; Zittel's
(Engl, ed.), 1896, p. 273.—Fooed, Contr. Micro.-Pal. Cambro.Pal.
Textb.
Pal., 1889, p. 309.— Nickles
Sil., 1883, p. 9.— Miller, North American Geol.

Illinois,

and Bassler,

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 173, 1900, p. 29.

The genus has been

briefly defined as follows:

Zoarium frondescent or ramose; maculse or monticules of larger cell apertures a
crenucharacteristic feature; apertures often oblique; zocecia with very thin or finely
or
isolated
cystiphragms,
and
region
immature
in
diaphragms
remote
lated walls and
acanthopores genseries, confined to mature region; mesopores few, in clusters;
in

erally developed."

The essential generic characters are the upright zoarium, the presence of cystiphragms in the peripheral region only, and the development of few mesopores. The form of the zoarium, the shape and size
of the maculte and zooecia, and the number of the latter in a given
space, thickness of zooecial Avails, distribution of diaphragms and
cystiphragms, and the number, size, and distribution of acanthopores
and mesopores are the important variable quantities upon which ther
specific characters are based.

The species of Jlomotrypa may be classed into two well-defined
groups, the presence or absence of diaphragms in the peripheral
region of the zooicial tubes being the distinguishing chai-acteristic.
In the typical section, which may be designated the JI. curvata group.
"Nickles and Bassler, Bull. U.

S. Geol.

Survey, No. 173, 1900, p.

29.
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diaphragms as well as cystiphragms are present in the peripheral
The Warren beds of the Lorraine formation show the
region.
advent of a group of species in which diaphragms are seldom, if ever,
**

shown

in sections either in the axial or peripheral region of

the

an abundant Ilichniond species, may
be considered the type of the group, and a glance over the appended
zooecial tubes.

11. coiiwiunls,

table of species will

and

11.

show

that this section will include

libana from the Lorraine, and

daimoni^

IT.

eylmdriea, and

II.

//,

hissleri

communis.,

from the
diaphragms were
membraneous and not capable of preservation, or whether they were
II. noduJo.sa^ II. austinl^ II.

not developed at

all,

II. rlc1imondeni<i.'<

Whether

various divisions of the Richmond.

can not be determined.

the

Associated species of

show diaphragms well developed in either the peripheral or
in both regions, and this fact, would seem to indicate that their
absence in this group is of structural importance. A subdivision of
the II. eommunis group is suggested under the discussion of the

the genus

cystiphragm.

The

typical section of the genus, the II. ciirvata group, includes all

and the new forms of this paper with the
It is by far the more important
group, and ranges through the Mohawkian and Cincinnatian groups,
while the II. communis section is confined to the upper Lorraine and
Richmond.
of the described species

exception of those mentioned above.

THE CYSTIPHEAGM.
The peculiar structures which were termed cystiphragms by Ulrich
and constitute a generic feature.
These cystiphragms, or cystoid diaphragms as formerly termed, occupy
are well developed in Ilomotrypa

« The

subdivisions of the Cincinnatian group recognized in this paper are those

published by Nickles (Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.,

convenience of reference the classification

1902, pp. 49-100).

Upper beds.
Middle beds.
Lower beds.
Warren beds.
Mount Auburn

i

Kichmond

XX,

For

here repeated.

is

.

.\
I

beds.

Corryville beds.

Cincinnatian.. Lorraine

Bellevue beds.

Fairmount beds.
-Mount Hope beds,
r

Utica

\
I

Upper

beds.

Middle beds.

Lower

beds.

The Richmond strata exposed in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Manitoba,
and termed the northwestern Richmond in the appended tables, are here correlated
with the Upper beds of Nickles's classification.
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o-enerally
vesicles.

one side of the

When

zooecial cavity as a series of

tangential sections

cut

vol. xxvi.

superimposed

these vesicles, they show

within and extending- across the zooecial cavity, a curved line, the
amount of curvature depending- upon the gibbosity of the cystiphragm.
In If. callosa Ulrich, and //. rfmmilosa (see Plate XXV, lig. 3) this line is
but slio-htly curved, showing that the vesicle was little rounded. In
the type species the vesicle is of such a shape and occupies so much
space as to cause the cut edge shown in tangential sections to extend
around about two-thirds of the circumference of the zorecial chamber.

cystiphragm occurs in such species as IT. jndehm
and //. cincinnatiemis. Here, occasionally, the cystiphragm extends
entirely around the bounding wall l)ut leaves the central portion of
the zooecial cavity unoccupied, and here ordinary horizontal diaphragms

A

diti'ercMit

style of

In this case, tangential sections (Plate XX, lig. 12, Plate
XXI, lig. 7) show the cystiphragm as a more or less rounded, central
In vertical sections the cystiphragms appear as semicircular
ring.
lines lining usually one side of the zocecial tube, but when the vesicles

are developed.

extend entirely around the cell cavity both sides show a series of
curved lines.
The portion of the peripheral region of the zooecial tube not occupied l)y the cystiphragms is generally intersected by transverse partitions, the diaphragms, which may or may not be as numerous as the
cystiphragms, seldom however exceeding them in rmmber. It is also
to be noticed that in forms showing no diaphragms in the zooecial
tubes the cystiphragms seldom overlap, the lower end of one not
reaching to the next below. If this interpretation is true to nature it
would imply that the cystiphragms were open at the bottom. However, one or both of the following explanations may account for thisi
The cystiphragms are seen in vertical sections to bei
appearance.

thickest at the upper end, and often are reduced in thickness to extreme thinness at the point of overlap. In the forms under discussion

the lower part of the cystiphragm may have been so thin that sections
do not reveal it at all. Another interpretation is that suggested by

Nickles in the description of
state

II.

hasderl, that calcitication in the living

was more or

Upon

less incomplete.
the basis of the distribution of the cystiphragms the

II.

com-

nmnk group of the genus maybe further subdivided into two sections,
one in which cystiphragms line the peripheral region of all the zocecia.
and another in which the zoacial tubes of the maculae only are prowith cystiphragms, as seen in sections of //. austiiri. Tht
latter, an unusual occurrence, may throw some light upon the functions of l)()th macuhe and cystiphragms,
Ulrich has considered th(
macula' (including the monticules and groups of larger zocecia, all OJ
which are evidently identical in function) of trepostomatous bryozoj
vided

to

l)e

coimected in some

way with reproduction,

these groups perhapi

•

ro.i323.
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In Ceriocava ramosa of the Creta-

aeing set aside for that purpose.
3eous (see Plate

XX,

figs.

5, 0),
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ovarian-like A-esicles, very similar to

have been found, and this fact leads to the belief that
cystiphragm also had a reproductive function. Hence the restric-

3ystiphrao-nis,
the

of these structures in this species to the

tion

maculte onl}^

may have some

zoa>,cial

tubes of the

significance.

THE ACANTHOPORE.
The majority
structures

of the species of IIomotTypa exhibit these spine-like

— the acanthopores.

The ordinary acanthopore when show-

seen to be a blunt spine situated on the cell wall,
usually at the angle of junction of adjoining zooecia.
Tangential sections show that this spine is composed of concentric

ing at the surface

is

A

vertical
rings of laminated tissue inclosing a minute, round canal.
section brings out the fact that the spine is not a mere surface orna-

ment, but that it is a tube inclosed in the wall substance of the zooecium;
that this tube is developed generally with the mature region and conIn some species
tinues as an independent structure to the surface.
they are well developed and here exhibit their structure most clearly.
The acanthopores of // nodulosa and IT. cyUndrica of this paper show
all

that has been learned concerning these structures.

That of

JI.

nodulosa viewed in a tangential section (Plate XXllI, fig. 7) difl'ers from
the ordinary form in having a comparatively large central space, the
diameter of this sometimes being as much as one-half that of the entire
vertical section (Plate XXIII, figs. 5,6) shows clearly that
structure.

A

the acanthopore is not only a tube,

but that this tube

is

also crossed

by

transverse partitions about the tube diameter distant from each
,other.
Such a section also shows that instead of being limited to the
mature region, the acanthopore may develop in any part of the
(thin

immature region, pass through in turn both this and the mature region,
and then, instead of stopping with the zoarial growth to which it belongs,
.continue through the inmiature and mature regions of an incrusting,
secondary growth of the species if this be present. This section also
shows that the concentric rings seen in tangential sections surrounding

,

the central space are the cut edges of overlapping, conical layers of
The acanthopore of H. cyUndrica
tissue forming the wall of the tube.
(Plate

XXII,

fig.

10) is interesting because it

,

,

;

;

shows to how great an

and, in contrast with
the central cavity may be. Yet even
in this species, in which the diameter of the tube is generally less than
one-twentieth that of the entire acanthopore, the transverse partitions
extent these conical layers

preceding species,

may be developed

how minute

may be seen under favorable circumstances.
Possessing such structure, it must be conceded
were of no

little

importance to the zoarium.

that the acanthopores

Just what their function
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not known, but, as suggested by Ulrich, they may have supported appendages similar to the avioularia or vibracula of recent
bryozoa. They certainly are not, as considered by Waagen and Wentzel,«mere thickenings preceding gemmation. Nor do they give rise

was

is

develop into true zooecia as schematically
In actual sections such a development
illustrated by these authors.
of trepostomais not known, and among the thousands of thin sections
seen that in
been
one
has
not
tous bryozoa examined by the writer,
mesopores,
zooecia,
The
interpretation.
anywise countenanced their
independent
and
distinct
are
as
and acanthopores of these fossil forms

to mesopores,

which

in turn

structures as are the polypides, avicularia, and vibracula of recent
chilostomatous bryozoa, whose wholly distinct morphological develop-

ment has been demonstrated by students of

living species.

COMMUNICATION PORES AND INTERMURAL STRUCTURE.
Under certain conditions tangential sections indicate that the zooecial
walls and the intermural space are seemingly pierced by communication pores or connecting foramina.

These were

first

recorded by

Ulrich in the descriptions of H. curvata and H. ohliqua. Dr. Rominger, in a critical paper,* subsequently denied the presence of these
I have figured tangential sections of H. wm'theni and TI. nodupores.
losa (Plate XXIV, fig. 12; Plate XXV, fig. 15) which show that such
structures do exist in Ilomotrypa and are found in other species than
those mentioned l)y Ulrich. Indeed, they have been found in so many

may be considered a generic
These pores are best observed when the section is rather
thick.
As the section is thinned the pores become less distinct, and
when very thin disappear altogether. This is because the denser
tissue of the zooecial walls in thick sections brings out into relief thei

species of this genus that their presence
feature.

clearer substance of

the connecting foramina, but as the section

is'

thinned the substance of the walls becomes more and more translucent,
until, finally, both wall and pore are alike in clearness and the outline
of the latter

is lost.

Thin sections show that each zocecium has its own bounding wall distinct from adjacent zooecia, the space between, which is here termed
the intermural space, being occupied hj the acanthopores and a dotted
or granular layer, which in sections has a structure very similar to
that exhibited by the parenchymal chord of more recent bryozoa (see
Plate XX, fig. 2). The width of this intermural space varies with th(
species and with the age of the zooecia.
Sometimes, even in the f ullj
matured condition, it is represented by merely a fine granular lin(
(Plate XX, fig. 1), but in some species (see H. aicstini, Plate XXIV
« Paleontologia Indica,
i>

13th Ser., XIII, 1886, pp. 861, 871.
Studies on Monticulipora, American Geologist, VI, 1890, p. 118,

TO. 1323.
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width often equals that of the zooecium itself. Often the
arranged in regulaj", transverse lines, and give a
Figures 2, 3, and. 4, on Plate XX,
vrery pretty appearance in sections.
show similar intermural str^icture in Uttepora columnifera Busk, a
chilostomatous bryozoan, and. in Eseharopora pavonla (D'Orbigny) a
typical example of the order Cryptostomata.
The following tables, showing the geologic and geographic distribution and the specific characters, are here introduced to aid in the idenlig.

5) its

[xranules or dots are

tification of

the species:
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES.

HOMOTRYPA CURVATA

Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., V, 1882,

Ilomoti-ypa curvata
^pl. X, figs.

Ulrich.a
p. 242,

7-7d.

In growth this species is between the cylindrically ramose species
frondesccnt forms as 77. Jlahelhiris. Acanthopores,
and
diaphragms are present in a moderate degree. The
iystiphragms,
ind the truly

species may be recognized are the
and smooth surface; in thin sections,
by the average number of acanthopores (three or four surrounding a
30oecium), absence of mesopores except in the macule, ten zooecia in
mm., the presence of diaphragms in the axial region, and of both
diaphragms and (33^stiphragms in the peripheral region.
common and characteristic fossil in the Fairmount
Occurrence.
the
Lorraine
of
at Cincinnati, Ohio, and vicinity.
beds

by which the

ixternal characters

compressed, flattened branches

2i

—A

Cat. Nos. 41729-41734,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA CURVATA
Plate

name

This varietal
the Utica.

It

is

var.

XXIII,

PR.ffiCIPTA, new

variety.

fig. 15.

proposed for the only Honwtrypa known

in

has the internal characters of 77 curvata^ but differs in

growth of the zoarium. Its branches are cylindrical, smooth,
mm. in diameter, and divide at short intervals, while the
zoarium of 77 curvata takes the form of broad, compressed branches,
dividing at less frequent intervals.
Thin sections show that the Utica
the

about 6

form generall}' exhibits more acanthopores, but the number of acanthopores varies slightly in every species.
Rare in the middle division of the Utica at West
Occurrence.
Covington, Kentucky.
Cumings^ records the same form from the

—

Upper

Utica.

Cat. No. 41735,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA OBLIQUA
Plate

XXIII,

figs.

Ulrich.

12-14.

Homotrypa ohliqua Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat.
pi. X, figs.

This abundant Lorraine species in

much

like II. curvata.

The absence

its

internal characters

<"

Under

given.

is

very

of diaphragms and the slightly

crinkled walls in the axial region distinguish

is

Hist., V, 1882, p. 243,

6-6b.

it

from H.

curvata.

species heretofore described, the reference to the original description only

The complete synonymy

is

presented in Bulletin No. 173, U.

Survey, 1900.

^American Geologist,

XXIX,

1902, p. 215, footnote.

S.

Geological
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Externally, however, the two species are readily separated by their
methods of growth, the ramose zoarium of IL ohUqua, with
its cylindrical or slightly compressed, more or less tul^erculated,

different

branches being quite characteristic. In the Fairmount beds of the
Cincinnati area a form of the species with strongly tuberculated, cylindrical branches seldom over 5 or 6 mm. in diameter, occurs very
abundantly. The succeeding Bellevue beds also hold the species in
abundance, but here the zoarium is more robust and the branches are
Specimens 6 cm. or more in
often subc3'lindrical and nearly smooth.
length without dividing and 15 mm. in diameter are often found.
The prevailing form of zoarium in the Corryville beds is a rather
broad, somewhat compressed, tuberculated branch, and specimens of
this kind probably led Nicholson to identify II. dawsoni at Cincinnati.

The

internal structure of these various forms of the species is essen-

tially the

same.

Occurrence.

About 10

of the Lorraine at

form occurs

mm.

zooecia in 2

—An abundant species of the above-mentioned divisions
many localities

in the Cincinnati area.

Cat. Nos. l:l736-tlTiO,

t3^pical

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA CINCINNATIENSIS,
Plate

Zoarium

The

in the Bellevue beds.

XXI,

figs.

new

species.

4-10.

small, generally less than 3 cm. in height, ramose, dividing

rather regularly at short intervals; branches subcylindrical but with a

tendency to become frondescent, 2 to -t mm. thick and 3 to 9 nun.
wide.
Surface commonly smooth, the clusters of usually larger cells
rarely forming low monticules.
Zooecial apertures angular, direct,
about nine in 2 mm. A moderate number of mesopores present both
in the clusters and elsewhere.
Acanthopores small, varying in number, sometimes as many as eight or ten surrounding a zooecium.
Diaphragms and cystiphragras rather numerous and developed in the
peripheral region only.

The shape

of the zoarium, the small cells and smooth surface char-

acterize this species.

ably

its

The

points of difference from IL duuiosa^ prob-

nearest relative, are indicated under the description of that

form.
Occurrence.

— Common in the Fairmount beds of the Lorraine forma-

and vicinity. Apparently the same form
occurs at Maysville and McKinneys, Kentucky, at the same horizon.
Cat. Nos. 41742-41746, U.S.N.M.
tion at Cincinnati, Ohio,

HOMOTRYPA DUMOSA,
I'late

XX,

fig. 1

;

Plate

new

XXI,

species.

figs.

1-3.

Zoarium consisting usually of small, inosculating, palmate branches,
an average entire colony being 5 cm. high and from 3 to 5 cm. in width;
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expanded fronds occur that do not seem to inoscuSurface with ver}^ distinct clusters of larg-e cells, usually raised
into low monticules, but sometimes sharp tubercles. Zooecial apertures
angular, direct or nearly so, inclosed by thin walls, seven to eight in
occasionally larger

late.

Mesopores few, usually restricted to the cell clusters. Acanthopores seldom showing at the surface, but tangential sections reveal
a limited number, best developed in the clusters.
Zooecial tubes with
2 nnu.

walls thin

and

less crinkled

than usual in the axial region and thick-

the peripheral region, where a few diaphragms and
rather large cystiphragms are developed.

ened

slightl}^ in

The

characteristic features of this species are its thin walls, compar-

and conspicuous clusters, II. clnclnnatiensis,
with which this form might be confused, is distinguished by a different
mode of growth, smaller zooecia, less conspicuous clusters, and more
abundant mesopores and acanthopores.
Rather rare in the Fairmount beds of the Lorraine
Occurrence.
atively large zoo^cia,

—

formation at Covington, Kentuckv, and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cat. No. 41741, U.S. N.M.

HOMOTRYPA PULCHRA,
Plate

Zoarium

XX,

large, consisting of

figs.

new

species.

11-14.

expanded fronds, subdividing or send-

ing off other fronds, and ranging from 5 to 10 or

frohds 8 to 5
width.

mm.

in thickness

and sometimes

more cm.

as

much

in height;

as 8 cm. in

Surface smooth, the clusters scarcely ever rising above the

general surface, but nevertheless conspicuous on account of the large
Zooecial apertures thin walled, angular, direct,

size of their cells.

An occasional mesopore is developed, but
Acanthopores are apparently always wanting,
although the thickenings sometimes seen at the angles of junction simulate these structures.
Diaphragms from 1 to li tube diameters apart
in the axial region and four or live times as numerous in the peripheral region.
C3^stiphragms in an increasingly crowded series in the
peripheral region and extending close to the surface.
This fine species can be readily distinguished externally by its handsome mode of growth, smooth surface, large and thin-walled zooecia,
and conspicuous clusters; internally, by the absence of acanthopores
and the unusual development of diaphragms and cj^stiphragms, of which
It is scarcely necthe outermost are commonly visible at the surface.
essary to distinguish this from other species.
H. curvata bears a slight
resemblance in growth, but differs in all other features.
Occurrence.
A characteristic and common fossil restricted to the
Platystrophia lynx horizon of the Mount Auburn beds, Lorraine forAt
mation, at Cincinnati and Lebanon, Ohio, and other localities.
seven to eight in 2

mm.

only in the clusters.

—

Cincinnati this lied occupies the tops of the highest
Cat. Nos. 41747, 41748,

U.S.N.M.

hills.
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HOMOTRYPA GRANDIS,
Plate

Zoarium

large, 10 em. or

XX,

more

figs.

new

vol. xxvi.

species.

7-10.

subcylindrical or com-

in height,

pressed, })r!UK-hing rather frequently, an average example l^eing 2 cm.
Surface generally smooth,
in width and half as much in thickness.
Apertures polygmonticules.
rounded
low
exhibiting
but sometimes
onal, direct, thick walled, nine in 2

mm.

Mesopores restricted to the

macuhe. Acanthopores inconspicuous at the surface, but in thin secsixtions they are seen to be small and very numerous, as luany as
space
finely
Intermural
zo(x-cium.
a
surrounding
teen sometimes
In tangential
dotted, the dots often arranged in transverse rows.
arranged
regularly
numerous,
their
with
zooecia
sections the polygonal

acanthopores and intermural dots present a very pretty appearance.
In vertical sections the zo(£cial tubes show thin crinkled walls in the
axial region, and develop diaphragms only as the peripheral region is

In the early part of the latter region, especially in the
bend from the axial to the peripheral, numerous cystiphragms and
diaphragms are developed, but in the remainder of the long mature

approached.

region only an occasional cystiphragm
tinue as

numerous

seen, while

is

diaphragms con-

as before.

In the mode of development of diaphragms and cystiphragms this
species resembles Ilomotri/j^eUa, but otherwise it has the characters of
The large subcompressed branches, the numerous, small
IIomotrijjM.
acanthopores, the intermural structure, and the unusual disposition of

diaphragms and cystiphragms are characteristic of the species.
Occurrence.— Khwwdiiiwi in the Platystrophia lynx horizon of the Lorraine formation exposed along Lumsleys Fork, 2 miles west of Goodlettsville, Davidson County, Tennessee.
Cat. No. 41764,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA BASSLERI
Homotrypa

bassleri

Nickles.

Nickles, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1902, no.

2, p.

103, figs. 1-5.

small, cylindrical or slightly flattened tuberculated branches,
small zooecia (ten in 2 mm.), and internally the presence of cystiphragms unaccompanied by diaphragms characterize this species.

The

of the upper
and OreLebanon
at
formation,
beds, Lorraine

Occurrence.— A rather
part of the

Warren

common and characteristic fossil

gonia, Ohio.
Cat. No. 34330,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA LIBANA,
Plate

XXII,

figs.

new

species.

1-3.

Zoarium, composed of small, thin, flat fronds, the most complete
example seen being 5 cm. high, 3 cm. at its greatest width, and less

"

NO. 1323.

than 3
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Surface smooth, with maculae of decidedlyApertures thin wailed, direct, eight to nine in 2 mm.

in thickness.

larger zocecia.

Acanthopores not ob.served at the surface. Mesopores of not infrequent occurrence both in the maculge and among the ordinary zooecia.

Diaphragms practically wanting in both regions.
Axial region with thin crinkled walls, which are but slightly thiciened
in the short peripheral zone.
series of generally four cystiphragms
Internal characters:

A

developed in the peripheral region of each zooecial tube. Acanthopores rather few and inconspicuous, generally situated at the junction
is

angles of the zooecia.

The smooth,
the associated

thin, flat fronds will distinguish this neat species
11.

hassleri.

There

is

no other species

from

sufiiciently

related to require comparison.

Occurrence.

— Not uncommon

in the

Warren beds

of the Lorraine

formation at Lebanon, Ohio.
Cat. No. 34329, U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA FRONDOSA,

new

species.

Homotrypa frondosa (neither Montlculipora frondosa D'Orbigny nor
frondosus Edwards and Haime.) Cumings, American Geologist,
1902, p. 208, pi. X, figs. 11, 12; pi. xr, figs.

2, 5;

Chxteles

XXIX,

pi. xii, fig. 1.

In 1850 D'Orbigny proposed Monticuli'pora frondosa.,'^ based on
specimens said to have been found at Cincinnati and Oxford, Ohio.
In 1851 Milne-Edwards and Haime redefined and figured the species
as Chsetetes frondosus,^ basing their description it seems upon the same
specimens used by D'Orbigny. Since the internal characters are not
described in either case, and as there are several forms of different
genera with which 31. frondosa might be identified, it is probably
impossible without the aid of the type specimen to definitely fix upon
D'Orbigny's species. The status of the species was further complicated
by Nicholson in redefining D'Orbigny's Montlculipora onammtdata^'^
since, as shown later by Ulrich, he really described a species more like
M. frondosa. Recently Cumings identified D'Orbigny's, or rather
Edwards and Haime's, species with a rare form of Iloraotrypa., found in
the

"very top

of the Lorraine or base of the so-called

Richmond

formation.

An effort to find D'Orbigny's type specimens

is

now being made, and
How-

should this succeed the standing of his species will be adjusted.

ever, for the present I prefer to adhere to Ulrich's identification of

Monticuliixjra frondosa, and Cumings's Homotrypa frondosa
recognized as a new species, preserving that writer's name.
«Prodr. de Pal.,

I, p. 25.

&Pol. Foss. Ter. Pal., 1851, p. 267, pi. xix,

cQuar. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1874,

figs. 5,

p. 508.

5a.

is

here
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Hojiotrypa frondosa belongs to the typical group of the genus and
should be compared with IL jiaheUark. The flabellate growth, large
rounded monticules, few acanthopores, and the presence of both diaphragms and cystiphragms in the peripheral region are characteristic
features.
Occut'^'ence.

— Rare

Indiana and Ohio.

in the Warren beds of the Lorraine formation
Harmans Station, Indiana, is the type localit3^

HOMOTRYPA FLABELLARIS
Homotrypa

flahellaris

Ulrich, Geol. Surv.

Illinois,

in

Ulrich.

VIII, 1890,

p. 411, pi. xxxii,

3-3c.

This species with its varieties has quite a range, both geologically
and geographically, specimens being found, generally abundantly, in
the Lorraine and

Richmond

at

many

localities in

the Mississippi

The species was described from specimens found in the
Valley.
Richmond at Wilmington, Illinois. The figured sections illustrating
the internal structure were prepared from a colony in which the
mature region was not fully developed. Mature specimens show a
moderately crowded series of cystiphragms and diaphragms in the
peripheral region. If the large acanthopore was omitted from our
fig. 14, on Plate XXI, it would shoTv the characters seen in a vertical
The specific characters are the flabellate
section of this species.
growth, smooth surface, nine zooecia in 2 mm, few small acanthopores, mesopores tabulated, numerous in the maculae and not uncommon among the ordinary zooecia, a moderate number of diaphragms
in the axial region and a well-developed series of diaphragms and
cystiphragms in the peripheral region.
Occurrence.

—A

formations of

common

Illinois,

the Lorraine and Richmond
Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and

species in

Indiana,

Wisconsin.
Cat. Nos. 40217-40223 Harris collection, 41 772, 41774-41777, 4178041782,

U.S.N.M

HOMOTRYPA FLABELLARIS var. SPINIFERA,
Plate

XXI,

figs.

new

variety.

11-15.

This variety agrees with II. Jlabellaris in all essential characters
save one, namely, that at rather regular intervals among the zooecia
very large acanthopores are developed, the place of a zooecium often
being occupied ])y one. This gives the otherwise smooth surface of
the zoarium a spiny aspect. The acanthopores often originate in the
axial region and proceed to the surface irrespective of the course of
the zooecia.

—

Occurrence.
Abundant in the Fairmount beds of the Lorraine at
Cincinnati, Ohio, and vicinity, and in the Richmond at Richmond,
Indiana, Oxford and other localities in Ohio.
Cat. Nos. 41773, 41778, 41779, 41783,

U.S.N.M.

NO. 1323.
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HOMOTRYPA DAWSONI
Plate
Monticulipora

{Heterotrypa)

p. 141, pi. V,

3-3

XXV,
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(Nicholson).

figs. 9, 10.

dawmni Nicholson,

1881.

Genus Monticulipora,

f.

With the exception of one feature thi.s fine species was well described
His vertical section (Plate V, fig. 3e)
and figured by Nicholson.
shows complete diaphragms in the mature region, and in his description he says of that region, "a moderate number of complete horizontal tabula3 being developed;" and again, "tabulae are in all cases
complete and approximatel}'^ horizontal." The normal condition of
the species, as seen in vertical sections, is shown in our figure 9 of
The cystiphragms are here seen to be large and rather
Plate XXV.
irregularly developed or altogether absent, but in the zooecial tubes of
Diaphragm-like structhe macule a full series is usually present.
tures occur, particularly in the outer part of the peripheral region,
but these are probably cystiphragms, which, extending almost across
the cell cavity, give in certain sections the appearance of true diaphragms. In the section, figured by Nicholson, apparently all of the
cystiphragms presented this appearance. An entire zoarium, with its
broad frond and prominent, closely set monticules, is a handsome
cabinet specimen.
Oceurrenee.
A characteristic but rather uncommon fossil of the
Lower Richmond in Ohio and Indiana, Waynesville, Ohio, being the
type locality. The species has been recorded as coming also from,
This is now known to be erroneous, the Lorraine form
Cincinnati.
so identified being a broad, monticulated variety of 11. (Miqua., externally quite similar, but internally very different.
U.S.N.M."
Cat. Nos. -il749-41T52.

—

HOMOTRYPA COMMUNIS,
Plate

XXIII,

new

species.

'

figs. 1-1.

Zoarium of subcylindrlcal or more commonly compressed branches
Surface smooth,
5 to 10 cm. high and 4 to 8 mm. in thickness.
with clusters composed of larger cells and raesopores. Apertures
direct, polygonal, rather thick-walled, with about nine in 2 mm.
Acanthopores seldom seen on the surface, ))ut sections show a zocecium to be surrounded by from four to seven. Walls thin and
from

crinkled in the axial region,

phragms wanting

in

much thickened

both regions.

in the peripheral.

Dia-

Cystiphragms few, generally

restricted to the region transitional to the

mature condition.

Externally this species sometimes resembles //. carvata^ but internally is very different.
The only associated form with which it might
be confounded is Bythopmn weel'l (James), which often bears a superficial resemblance.
Sections show the two species to be very distinct.
Occurrence.

—A common

fossil

in

the lower part of the

Richmond

^

,;
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formation at Oregonia, Waynesville, Clarksville, Hanover, and other
Indiana.
localities in Ohio and at several localities in southeastern
Cat. Nos. 40234-1:0236 Harris collection, 41755, 41756.

HOMOTRYPA RICHMONDENSIS,
riate

XXIV,

figs.

new

U.S.N.M.

species,

1-4.

prominent tubercles, few mcsopores, numerous
acanthopores, and aljsence of diaphragms are characteristic of this
species. The zoarium consists of ramose, somewhat flattened l)ranches,
varying from smooth to slightly tuberculated. Zooecia thin-walled,:,
Acanthopores numerous, small. Mesopores few, as
cio-ht in 2 mm.

The more or

less

;

a rule restricted to the clusters.

Diaphragms wanting; cystiphragms

well developed.

Although resembling several species

in

one or more

details, the

combination of characters readily distinguishes this form. For exam-i
pie, specimens of JI. wortheni, with the tubercles poorly developed,
are very similar externally, but internally are distinguished by the

presence of diaphragms.

—Not uncommon

lower and middle divisions
the Richmond formation at Eichmond and Versailles, Ind.; and
Hanover, Oxford, and other localities in Ohio.
Occurrence.

Cat. Nos. 41784-41787.

in the

at

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA NODULOSA,
Plate

of

XXIII,

figs.

5-11; Plate

new

XXV,

species.
fig. 15.

Zoarium ramose, growing from an expanded base attached to othe]i
organisms; branches cylindrical or slightly compressed, 2.5 to 6
Surface with small, well-marked, sharp tubercles, ano
in diameter.
Apertures irregularly polygonal,
bristling with large acanthopores.
At the surface there are tw(,
direct, thin-walled, about nine in 2 mm.

mm

one set very large, perforated, and distributecj
much .smaller and more numer
Tangential sections seldom show the smaller set because of thei
ous.
Mesopores numerous, though less so when the acanthaj
shortness.
pores are greatly developed. Walls thin in the axial region am
Cystiphragms sparing!;
considerably thickened in the peripheral.
developed and restricted to the early portion of the mature regioDil
Diaphragms wanting in the zooecial tubes, but abundant and muc

sets of acanthopores,

at rather regular intervals, the other

thickened in the mesopores.

Vertical sections

show

that the larg

acanthopores may arise in the axial region and proceed at variou
angles to the surface, and are crossed by thin, transverse partitiou^
The structures supposed to be communication pores are often seen i
tangential sections.

NO. 1323.
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particularly interesting because of the unusual devel-

opment of acanthopores and mesopore?. Some specimens, however,
exhibit few mesopores at the surface, and these in vertical sections
show that as the surface is approached the mesopores close, while
tangential sections have a strong development of acanthopores. Other
specimens show at the surface few acanthopores and man}- mesopores,
so that some relationship seems to exist in the development of these
Externally the acanthopores form the distinguishing
structures.
character, producing the sharp, knotty tubercles and the spinulose
Under a lens the tubercles are seen to be clusters of a few
surface.
larger
cells, scarcely raised above the general surface and
slightly
or
bearing one
two large perforated acanthopores at their summits,
these acanthopores causing the knotty appearance.

—

Occur >'''nce. A common form in the lower part of the Richmond
formation at Hanover, Ohio, and less abundant in the middle division
at

Richmond, Indiana.
Cat. Nos. 40227-8 Harris collection, 41753-4,

HOMOTRYPA WORTHENI
Plate
Monticulipora (Monotrypa)

No.

7,

1883, pi.

I,

XXIV,

wortheni

figs.

U.S.N.M.

(James).

10-14.

James, Paleontologist, No.

6,

1882, p. 50;

fig. 2.

James's description and figures of 3f. rooi'theni are scarcely sufficient
even to place the form generically. The

to recognize the species or

following description

M. wortheni

is

based on material identical with specimens of
U. S. National Museum with Mr.

in the collections of the

James's label attached.

Zoarium ramose, branches cylindrical, usuallj" about 6 mm. in diamand dividing frequently and rather regularly. Surface marked
with strong, prominent tubercles, usually 2 mm. apart. Apertures
polygonal, direct, rather thick walled, about nine in 2 mm.
Mesopores in the tj^pical form few, although in the variet}^ described below
they are quite numerous.
Acanthopores numerous, often inconspicueter

ous at the surface, but blunt

when

present.

In tangential sections the striking characters are the thick walls,

numerous acanthopores, and wide intermural space with its dotted
Here also communication pores are well shown. Vertical
sections show that the walls in the axial region are thin and rather
straight, but become greatl}^ thickened in the peripheral, where a
series of cystiphragms larger than usual is developed with a correstructure.

sponding number of diaphragms.
The sharply tuberculated branches of this fine species readil}' distinguish it from associated forms.
H. hasderi is quite similar externally, but the different internal characters, the few acanthopores, and
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absence of diaphragms especially, will distinguish it. IT. hibet'culata
Ulric'h, from the Black River shales of Minnesota, also has a similar
zoarium, but in other respects

is

quite different.

—A very abundant

and characteristic fossil of the midOhio and Indiana. James's specimon.s
were recorded from Lynchburg, Highland County, Ohio. Other
localities are Oxford, Waynesville, and Oregonia in Ohio and Richmond, Indiana.
Cat. Nos. 40224, 40228 Harris collection, 41765, 41766, U.S.N.M.
Occurrence.

dle division of the

Richmond

HOMOTRYPA

in

\A/^ORTHENI

INTERCELLATA, new

var.

XXIV,

Plate

variety.

fig. 17.

This seems to be a constant and well-marked variety, agreeing with

H. wortheni in its general zoarial characters, but differing in having
the walls more crinkled in the axial region and an abundance of mesopores and small acanthopores in the peripheral. Viewed under a lens,
the zooecia at the svirface with the numerous mesopores and small
acanthopores resemble those of IloinotrypeUa., but otherwise the structure is that of Hornotrypa.
Occurrence.

— Abundant

the

in

Richmond near Osgood and

near

Versailles, Indiana.

Cat. Nos. 41768, 41769,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA WORTHENI
Plate

var.

XXIV,

PROMINENS, new

variety.

figs, 15, 16.

The very prominent, elongated monticules will distinguish this
The zoarium also differs from the cylindrical branches ol
II. wortheni by forming broader, subcompressed to flat fronds.

variety.

Internally this variety and species are practically identical.
Occurrence.

— Abundant in the

highest bed.s of the

Richmond

alon^

Elkhorn Creek near Richmond, Indiana.
Cat. No. 41767, U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA
Plate

The branches
in diameter,

AUSTINI, new

XXIV,

ligs.

species.

5-9.

of this neat species are small, cylindrical, 4 to S

and divide rather frequently.

small, polygonal to rounded,

Surface smooth.

thick walled,

mm

Zo(ccii

nine to ten in 2

mm

Acanthopores numerous, four or more often surrounding a zowciuD
and generally visible at the surface as blunt spines. Mesopores
except an occasional one in the macula?, wanting. The zooecia in th
axial region are without diaphragms and have thin, crinkled walls, th
greatest

amount of crinkling occurring

just l)efore the periphera

[to.i323.
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a rule, both cystiphragms and diaphragms are

iibsent in the peripheral region of the ordinary zooecia, but in those of

an abundance of the former.
after its discoverer, Dr. George M. Austin,
Wilmington,
Ohio,
who,
notwithstanding arduous professional
bf
duties, finds time for enthusiastically collecting and studying the
:he

I

maculjB there

This species

fossils

is

is

named

of that region.

—

Abundant in the middle division of the Richmond formation at Dutch Creek, 41 miles northwest of Wilmington, Ohio, and
at Cowans Creek, 7 miles southwest of the same place.
Occurrence.

Cat. No. 41762, U.S. N.M.

HOMOTRYPA CYLINDRICA, new species.
Plate

XXII,

Zoarimn ramose, branches long,

tigs.

8-13.

cylindrical,

from \

to 15

diameter, dividing dichotomousl}' at intervals of from 3 to

mm.

in

cm.
Surface varying from smooth to tuberculated, the macule or montiZooecial apertures
cules generally somewhat transversely elongated.
Mesopores
thick walled, usually angular, direct, about nine in 2 mm.
few, seldom occurring outside of the clusters.

-1

Only well-preserved

examples show at the surface the numerous and very large acantho-

The

pores characteristic of the species.
axial

region are thin and but

little

walls of the zooecia in the

crenulated, but in the mature

region they become so thickened as to almost equal in breadth the
diameter of the zooecial cavity. Cystiphragms well developed. Dia-

phragms very few,

if

present at

all,

the structures simulating them

probably being large cystiphragms.
The large and nimierous acanthopores and the thickness and minute
structure of the walls give a very characteristic, even bizarre, appearThe number of acanthopores varies, the
ance to tangential sections.

normal number being four to five when the}^ are large to five to nine
In vertical sections the acanthopores
smaller ones around a zooecium.
are seen not only to proceed directly to the surface parallel with the
zooecial walls, but they also sometimes cross them obliquely.
Occurrence.— ^\^\\mo\\^\ formation, Richmond and Versailles, Indiana,

and Oxford, Ohio.

Cat. Nos. 41757-41759,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA RAMULOSA, new
Plate

XXV,

species.

figs. 1-4.

Zoarium consisting of subcylindrical or somewhat compressed stems
from which branches proceed frequently and without regularity; an
average example is 8 cm. high and 8 to 12 mm. in thickness. Surface
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with low broad monticules, the center of each usually occupied by a
composed of mesopores only and surrounded by cells
Apertures polygonal, direct, ten to
slio-htly larger than the averao-e.
Mesopores restricted almost entirely to the clusters.,;
eleven in 2 mm.
Acanthopores few and rather small, although now and then one ofl
large size may be present, and these in vertical sections have thini
Diaphragms are developed in the zooecial tubes,
transverse partitions.
as the peripheral region is approached and are quite numerous neari
star-like cluster

Cystiphragms of rather small

the surface.

size line the tubes as usual'

in the peripheral region; in a tangential section

curved than

they appear much

less

generally the case, sometimes showing as a straight

is

line across the cell cavity.

i|

and much branched growth externally, and thei'
strong development of both diaphragms and cystiphragms in the
pei'iphei'al region, are characteristics which readily distinguish this:
form from other Richmond species.
Middle division of the Richmond formation at Ver-j
Occwrrence.

The small

cells

—

sailles,

Indiana.

Cat. No. 41760,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA
Plate

Zoarimn

XX,

fig.

NITIDA, new

15; plate

XXV,

of small, frequently branching,

mm.

species.
fig.

5-8.

more or

less cylindrica

Surface smooth. Macula
large, composed of zooecia, which are often twice the diameter of th(
ordinary cells; 10 zooecia in 2 mm. Diaphragms few in the axia
region, not very abundant in the peripheral region, where also the
cystiphragms are large but not abundant. Acanthopores small, few'j
stems, usually 4 or 5

in diameter.

usually wanting.

This species

\

is

closely related to 11. gelasinosa,

and may be

The larger maculaj and acanthopores
growth of the latter are deemed of sufficient value to
tinguish it from H. nitlda.
Occtirrence.
Richmond formation, near Osgood, Indiana.
Cat. No. 41771, U.S.N.M.

onljl

a variety of that form.

anc

llabellate

dis

—

HOMOTRYPA
Plate

NICKLESI, new
XXII,

figs.

species.

4-7.

In growth and external features this species resembles H. comm unis
but is readily distinguished by the less robust growth and the tendency
to

branch more frequently.

guishes the two, since

The

internal structure further distin

of the II. curvata group, while II
the
of
group to which it gives its name. Surface smooth
with regularly disposed maculae of larger cells and mesopores. Zooeci;

communis

is

//. nicklesi is
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kth moderately thick walls, about nine in 2 mm. Acanthopores not
iresent at the surface and usually also absent in sections.
Diaphragms
bsent in the axial region, appearing in the transitional zone to the
region and increasing in number toward the surface.

Peripheral

H'stiphragms in a moderately crowded series in the peripheral region.
The well-developed diaphragms and cystiphragms and the almost
omplete absence of acanthopores, together with the growth and sur-

'

lace

The

features, characterize this species.

specific

name

Mr. John M. Nickles, who collected the species.
Rather abundant in the Richmond
Occurrence.

\i

—

at

is

in

honor

Ray wick,

lentucky.
Cat. No. 34328,

1

U.S.N.M.

i

HOMOTRYPA GELASINOSA
Homotrypa gelasinosa Ulrich, GeoL Surv.

[

Illinois,

Ulrich.

VIII, 1890,

yi.

411, pi. xxxii,

'

2-2d.

The very pronounced elongate maculae characterize this species. In
and general characters it is near JT. Jlabellaris, but the smaller
ooecia, of which there are ten in 2 mm., few acanthopores and elongate
The nearest relative is probably
iiacute, separate it from that form.
T. nitida, which see for comparison.
Occurrence.
Rare in the Richmond, at Wilmington, Illinois.

j;rowth

—

Cat. No. 41770,

U.S.N.M.

HOMOTRYPA SPLENDENS,
Plate

XXV,

figs.

new

species.

11-14.

an average example measuring 4 to 5 cm. in
4 cm. in width, and 3 to 4 mm. in thickness. Surface
vith strongly elevated monticules, 2.5 to 3 mm. apart, measuring
rem center to center. Apertures varying from subpolygonal to subIrcular, with very thick walls, about seven in 2 mm.
Acanthopores

Zoarium

liabellate,

leight, 3 to

In the axial region the walls are very thin and
numerous, averaging a little more than their
liameter apart.
In the peripheral region the walls are very much
hickened and both cystiphragms and diaphragms are abundant.
ppareutl}^ wanting.

he diaphragms rather

This splendid species, with its large cells and thick walls, requires

comparison with other forms. The associated II. flahellarls
in zoarial growth, but the ditference in the size of the
ells of the two species can be seen with the unassisted ej^e.
Sections
how that a great deal of calcareous tissue is deposited along the tube
vails and even on the cystiphragms.
This accumulation often obscures
he cystiphragms and the boundaries of the cells.
The unusual thinless of the walls in the axial region is in marked contrast with their
'reat thickening in the peripheral region.
The apparent absence of
10

detailed

•Gsembles

it
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acanthopores in this well-developed species of Ilomotrypa

noteworthy.
Occurrence.

—Not

uncommon

Richmond formation

in the

is also

at Wil-

mington, Illinois.
Cat. No. 41761, U.S.N.M.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate

new

Homotriipa dumosn,
Fig.

1.

XX.

species, p. 576.

j).

4.

1-3.)

571.

Tangential section of this recent chilostomatous bryozoan, showing structun
of walls and parenchymal chord.

Escharopora pavonia (D'Orbigny),
3.

figs.

Tangential section X 35, showing the thin walls, small acanthopores, ano
narrow intermural space.
Lorraine formation, Covington, Kentucky.
Rctepora columnifcra Busk,

2.

XXI,

(See also Plate

X

Vertical section

p. 571.

35.

Tangential section X 35.
Lorraine formation, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ceriocava ramosa D'Orbigny, p. 569.

5, 6.

Vertical

and tangential sections of this cyclostomatous bryozoan, showin
supposed to be homologous with the cystiphragms. ( After Ulrich.

vesicles

Cretaceous of France.

Homotriipa grandis,
7.

Tangential section

8.

A^ertical section

X

X

new

species, p. 578.

20.

20,

showing only a portion

of the axial

and

peripheri

regions.
9.

X

50 of a single zooecium.
fragment of a zoarium.
Lorraine formation, Lumsleys Fork, 2 miles west of Goodlettsville, Davidso
County, Tennessee.

Tangential section

10. Natural-size

view

of a

Homolrypa jmlchra, new
11. Vertical section

X

20,

species, p. 577.

showing the distribution

of

diaphragms and

phragms.
12, 13.
14.

Tangential section X 20, and a small portion of same
A small but nearly complete zoarium, natural size.

X

50.

Lorraine formation, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Homolrypa
15.

nitida,

new

species, p. 586.

(See also Plate

Tangential section of several zooecia X 40.
Richmond formation, near Osgood, Indiana.

XXV,

figs.

5-8.)

cyst

to.
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Plate XXI.
HomotryiM dumosa, new
^'ig.

(See also Plate

species, p. 576.

1.

Fully matured region of a tangential Section

2.

Vertical section

3.

X

fig.

1.)

20.

20.

A complete zoarium, natural size.
Lorraine formation, Covington, Kentucky.
Ilomotrypa cmc'mnatierms,

•1^6.

Three nearly complete

7, S.

Tangential and vertical sections

9, 10.

X

XX,

Tangential sections

X

new

species, p. 576.

zoaria, natural size, exhibiting variations in growth-

X

20.

50 of zo(fcia in the peripheral region in different

stages of maturity.

Lorraine formation, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Homotrypa JJabellaris
11.

Portion of a frond, natural

new

var. spinifcra,

variety, p. 580.

size.

12, 13.

Nearly complete zoaria, natural

14, 15.

Vertical

a narrow form of the variety.

size, of

X

and tangential sections

20.

Lorraine formation, Covington, Kentucky.

Plate XXII.
Homotrypa
^'ig.

X

new

libana,

1.

Vertical section

2.

Tangential section

3.

Tangential section of several zooecia
and the small acanthopores.

species, p. 578.

20.

X

20.

X

40,

showing the intermural structure

Lorraine formation, Lebanon, Ohio.

Homotrypa
4, 5.

Vertical

and tangential

new

nicklesi,

sections

X

species, p. 586.

20.

X

6.

Tangential section of several zoircia

7.

Natural-size view of a fragment of a zoarium.

40.

Richmond formation, Raywick, Kentucky.
Homotrypa
8, 9.

10.

cylindrica,

Tangential and vertical sections
the species.

11.

species, p. 585.

20, illustrating

Tangential section of several zoiocia

and the large acanthopores

12, 13.

X

new

X

40,

the internal characters of

showing the intermural structure

the small central tube.
Vertical section X 50, exhibiting structure of walls and cystiphragms.
Natural-size views of two nearly comjilete zoaria.
witli

Riclimond formation, Richmond, Indiana.
.

Plate XXIII.

Homotrypa communis, new
?igs. 1, 2.

Tangential and vertical sections

X

species, p. 581.

20.

3.

Tangential section of a single zooecium

4.

matured region.
Natural size view of a small zoarium.
fully

Richmond
Proc. N.

formation, Oregonia, Ohio.

I\r.

vol.

xxvi— 02

40

X

50,

showing the characters in the
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Homotrypa nodulosa, new
Figs.

Vertical sections

5, 6.

20 and

X

Tangential section

7.

(See also Plate

species, p. 582.

X
X

20,

X

30, illustrating

the

XXV,

fig.

15.)

internal i-haracters.

showing large acanthopores and few
with numerous mesopores.

mesopore8,,|

20,
Tangential sectif»n
9-11. Three fragments, natural size.
Richmond formation, Hanover, Ohio.
8.

':

lb»nt)triipa ohliqua Ulrich, p. 575.

X

20.

12.

^'ertical section

i:i

Natural size view of a complete zoarium of the fi)rm found in the

mount

Natural size view of the prevailing form in
Lorraine formation, Cincinnati, Ohio.

14.

Ilomotrijpa rurvdtd var. pritcipta,

new

Homotrypa richmondemh, new
1

tlie

Bellevue

l)etls.

variety, p. 575.

Utica formation, West Co\ingtoj
Fragment of zoarium, natural size.
Kentucky.
Plate XXIV.

15.

Fig.

Fai'

beds.

.

Tangential section

X

2.

Vertical section

3.

Tangential section

X

20,

species, p. 582.

through the fully matured region.

20.

X

50, illustrating

the structure of the walls and acanth

pores.

Richmond
4.

Specimen

formation, Hanover, Ohio.

of the natural size.

Richmond

formation, Richmond, Indiana.

Homoiriipa
5.

Tangential section

6.

Vertical section

7.

8,9.

X

X

20,

attstini,

new

species, p. 584.

showing the wide intermural

20, illustrating

Fully matured condition of a single zooecium X 50.
Fragments of zoarium, natural size.
Richmond formation, Dutch Creek, near Wilmington, Ohio.

Homotrypa vortheni (James),
10.
11, 12.

spaces.

the distribution of the cystiphragms.

Vertical section

X

p: 583.

20.

50 and X 20, illustrating the characters of the matu
showing communication pores.
zoaria, natural size, showing variations in size and surfa

Tangential sections

X

region, the latter
13, 14.

Fragments

of

characters.

Richmond

formation, Richmond, Indiana.

Homotr)jpa wurthevi var. pronmiens,
views of two fragments.
Creek near Richmontl, Indiana.

15,16. Natural size

Homotrypa
17.

wortliciii var. interce/lata,

new

varietj', p. 584.

Richmond

new

variety,

Tangential section X 35, through mature region.
near Osgood, Indiana.

formation, Elkho

ji.

584.

Richmond

formatic
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Plate
ITomo(ri/j>((.

Figs.

1, 2.

3.
4.
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XXV.
new

mmulo.su,

species, p, 585.

Vertical and tangential .sections X 20, illustrating the
internal characters
Tangential section X 50, through fully matured region
of several zocecia.
Natural size view of a nearly complete zoarium.
Richmond formation, Versailles, Indiana.

llomntrupa nitida,

new

5.

Tangential section

6.

Vertical section

X

species, p. 586.

X

(See also Plate

XX,

fig.

15.)

20.

20,

showing form and

dislril.ution of

cystiphragms and

diaphragms.
7, 8.

Natural size views of fragments.
Richmond formation, near Osgood, Indiana.

Homotrypa dawsunl (Nicholson),
9.

10.

Vertical section

X

Tangential section

Richmond

20,

X

Vertical

p. 581.

showing distribution of cystiphragms.
through fully matured region.

20,

formation, Waynesville, Ohio.

Homotrypa spkndens, new
11, 12.

and tangential sections

X

species, p. 587.

20, illustrating

the internal characters

of the species.
13.

14.

A single zoa-cium X 50, as seen in tangential section.
Natural size view of a fragment of a frond of this species.
Richmond formation, Wilmington, Illinois.

Homutri/pa nodulosa,
15.

new

'

species, p. 582.

(See also Plate

XXIII,

figs.

5-11.)

Tangential section of a single zocecium X 35, showing communication
pores.
Richmond formation, Hanover, Ohio.
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'Muf^fcl

A REVIEW OF THE ELASMOBRANCHIATE FISHES OF
JAPAN.
David Starr Jordan and Henry W. Fo^vler,

B}^

Of the Leland i^Uwford Junior

In the present paper

University.

given a record of the species of Elasmobranand chiman-as, known to inhabit the waters
It is based on the collections made l)y Messrs. Jordan and
of Japan.
Snyder durino- the summer of 1900, and on the material contained in
the Japanese museums and in the United States National Museum,
some of which were collected by the U. S. Fish Commission Steamer
Alhafrfws.
The accompanying figures are chiefly ])y Mr. William
Sackston Atkinson.
is

chiate fishes, sharks, rays,

Subclass SELACHII.
among recent fishes the sharks and the rays, marine
mostly of large size, abounding in all seas.
We begin the group with the archaic type, the order or suborder
Notidani, proceeding thence from the more generalized sharks to the
specialized skates.
The true sharks form an idmost perfect gradation
into the skates, l)ut there are no forms extant which connect the Notidani with modern sharks.
This includes

fishes

(of'Aarjos-,

shark; the

word

originally

meaning

cartilage.)

ORDEES OF SELACHII IN JAPAN.
7; dorsal fin single; vertebral column imperfectly segmented,
each segment l)eing equivalent to 2 vertebra^, and bearing 2 neural arches; anal

Gill-openings 6 or

(I.

fin
ii((.

NOTIDANI,

present

Gill-openings 5; vertel)ral
arch and 1 centi'um.

column

well segmented, each

segment forming a

I.

ni>nral

Vertebr;e each with the internal calcareous lamelhe radiating from the central

/'.

III'.

ASTEIK )SI'ONI)Yld, II.
ring; anal fin present
Vertebnc with the internal calcareous laiiiellic not radiating, but arranged in
one or mure concentric circles or series around the (-entral ring; no anal fin;
palatoquadrate arch not articulated to tlie skull.

c.

cc.

TECTOSPONDYLl,

111.

posterior, or wanting; boily

and

BATOIDKI,

IV.

(dll-openings lateral; dorsal fins 2
(lill-openings ventral; dorsal fins small

and

pectoral fins forming a depressed disk

Proceedings

U. S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1324.
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NOTIDANI.

I.

Sharks with the ])ranchial apertures in increased number, 6 or 7;
Vertebral cohunn imperfectly segmented so that
tin.
from each segment 2 neural arches and 2 vertebral l)odies arise.

only one dorsal

Among existing sharks this group contains 2 families. Numerous
genera represented hy fossils seem allied to these and to the Cestracioiit

types.

{XoflddUK^'i^ vGotidavog^

dry back, the Greek name of some shark,

in Athenseus.)
I'alatoquadrate apparatus articulated with the postorbital processes of the s^kuU;

(I.

two jawn unlike; mouth inferior.
Hexanchid.e, I.
Palatoquadrate apparatus not connected with the skull; body greatly elongate,
almost eel-shaped dorsal, anal, and ventrals close together on posterior part of
body; teeth in the two jaws alike; mouth anterior.. Chlamydoselachid.e, II.
hody moderately elongate; teeth

(to.

in the

;

Family

1.

HEXANCHID.E.

Body moderately elongate, somewhat depressed anteriorly, tapering
toward the caudal tin. Head depressed, o})long, with the snout projecting.
Eyes submedian or anterior, without nictitating membrane.
Mouth subinferior, large, arched in front; no labial fold. Teeth in
the two jaws unlike; in the upper jaw 1 or 2 pairs of awl-shaped teeth,
the next six teeth broader and each provided with several cusps, one
of which is nnich the strongest.
Lower jaw with 6 large comb-like
teeth on each side, l)esides the smaller posterior teeth.
Spiracles
small, on the sid(^ of the neck.
Ox\\y one dorsal tin, without spine,
opposite the anal, and similar to it.
No pit at the root of the caudal.
Gill-opcMiings wide, G or 7 in numlier.
Viviparous sharks, sometimes
reaching a ver}^ large size.
Species of the warm seas.
a.

(iill-openings, 7

(

m

1.

Ilrptravrhi'in

each side

IleptrancJiias,

HEPTRANCHIAS

Rafinesque, Caratteri, 1810,

Nutorlnivchus Aykes, I'roc. Cal. Acad. Sci.,

j).

I,

1.

Rafinesque.
14 {chiereu^).
1856,

j).

72 (inarnldtus).

Ifcplamlivs of Authors.

Gill-openings 7 on each side.
Lower teeth uniform in size or
decreasing toward corners of mouth; cusps on the cutting edge more
or less i-egularly graduat(d.
{sTCTa^ seven; fiftdyxKv^ giUi^-)
n.

NoTOKiiYNCHUs. Mcdiaii tuotli of lower jaw with the central cusp small or wanting.
Color, gray; cusps of most teeth growing smaller from the second
deani, 1..

l>.
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HEPTRANCHIAS DEANI
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Jordan and Starks.

ABUEAZAME (FAT SHARK).
Heptranchias deani Jordan and Starks, Proc. Cal. Acad.

Sci., 1901, L, p. 348;

Misaki.

in length; width of body at pectorals, 1^ in head; eye about
snout
about
3^; width of mouth at corners, 2i; pectorals, 1^; base
4i;
depth
of caudal peduncle, 4i in head.
ventrals,
of
2;

Head, 6

more or less rounded, though somewhat
compressed, elongate, tapering. Head elongate, pointed, compressed, broader than deep; snout produced, compressed above, flat, roundly pointed; eye large, anterior, lateral, superior; mouth large, triangular, narrowly rounded in front; symphysis
of mandible a little before eye, which is over anterior part of mouth;
lips not especially thick; corners of mouth forming a long groove
equal to one-half length of exposed dental margin of mandible; teeth
in upper jaw sharp, long, pointed, hooked backward, without lateral
cusps; a median tooth at symphysis of mandilde with two or three
small cusps on each side; teeth in mandible 4 on each ramus, each
or more cusps; first
tooth with a serrated cutting edge composed of
cusp with a very small notch in front, second enlarged, and all arranged
Body very

elongate,

depressed in front;

in the

formula

tail

1+1 + 3+1, 1 + 1+4+1, 1+1 + 5+1, 1+1+6+1, accord-

ing to individualsize; while the cutting edge

is

continuous

it is

not

uniform and even, as depth of each tooth is a little less behind, edge
above a trifle oblique; inner l)uccal fold in mandible thick and fleshy;
tongue not free from floor of mouth; nostrils large, a])out midway on
snout below, between its tip and front of eye; interorl)ital width convexly flattened.
Spiracles small, superior, and about midway between
Gill-openings large, ])road, becoming
eye behind and gill-opening.
progressively smaller behind,

Body very

finely

all

entirely in front of root of pectoral.

roughened.

fin small, its greater portion before origin of the anal; anal
base long; pectorals small, edges posteriorly slightly emarginate; ventrals low, base long, origin nearer origin of anal than origin of
l)ectoral; caudal very long, lower l()])e deep in front, then very nari-ow

Dorsal

low,

its

Caudal peduncle
till near end, where a terminal notch is formed.
compressed, somewhat triangular in cross section, flattened above.
Color in spirits dark gray l)rown above and on the uppei- parts of
tins, below pale or whitish; in a photograph in the Imperial Lhiiversity

few whitish spots are shown.
Length 3Sf inches (98 cm. 3 mm.).
This description from the original type, a female, No. 12()20, ichthyIt
ological collections, Leland Stanford Junior University Museum.

a

—

—
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at Misaki b}' Kuuiakichi Aoki, with

was taken

hook and

vol. xxvi.

line, in

deep

water.

The .species is not rare on the
(Named for Bashford Dean.)

FamUy

eoast of southern Japan.

CHLAMYDOSELACHID^E.

II.

FRILLED SHARKS.
Head
Bod}-^ ver}' elongate and slender, the tail tapering to a point.
very broad and depressed. Snout broad. Eyes lateral and without
nictitating

membrane.

Nostrils large, the nasal cavity separate from

Mouth anterior,

the mouth.

the jaws almost equal.

Teeth

in oblique

Spiracles
rows, the bases extended backward, arid the cusj^s slender.
Dorsal fin posterior, without spine; anal
Gill-openings six.
present.
No pit at root of caudal. First gill-inembrane
fin well developed.

not free across the isthmus, but joined by median and rather thick
membrane. Intestine said to have a spiral valve. Anterior basibranchial cartilages present.
2.

CHLAMYDOSELACHUS

ChlamydoselachuK Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., Jan.
Chlamydofielac]i('

Opercular

flap

rather small;

Gunther

Garman.
17, 1884. p.

47 {anguineus).

(variant in spelling).

forming a

l)road frill over first gill-opening.

mouth very large, extending

far

beyond the eye.

Ej^es

Teeth

similar in the jaws, each with three slender, curved, sulx'onical cusps,

separated by a pair of rudimentary denticles, on a Inroad base; no
median series of teeth above like that on the symphysis of the mandi-

Mouth larger than broad, and with no labial folds at angles.
Fins lu'oad, roiuided; caudal without a
Pupil horizontally elongated.
ble.

notch.

Of

genus but a single living species is known. It inhabits the
waters of some depth, and is most abundant in the Kuro
Shiwo or warm current on the east coast of Japan.
{X^ajuvg, mantle or frill; ffsXaxog, shark.)
this

open sea

in

2.

CHLAMYDOSELACHUS ANGUINEUS Garman.
RABIJKA; KAGURAZAME (S(JAFFOLD SHARK).

Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., Jan. 17, 1884, p. 47, with
Japanese seas; Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1885, XII, N(i. 1, with plates
and account of anatomy; off Japan. Gunther, Deep Sea Fishes Challenger,
1884, p. 2, with plates; Japan.— Collett, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1890,
Jordan and Evermann, Fish N. M. America, I,
p. 219; Funchal, Madeira.

ChlaviydoHelachus anguineuH
figs.;

1896, p. 15 (after

Head about 7i
eye 8 J

in

Garman).

in length; depth about 12|; tail 1^ in trunk and head;
head; snout 4; maxillary 1|; interorbital space 2f\ width of

ELASMOBRANCHIATE FISHES—JORDAN' AND FOWLER.

NO. 1324.
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mouth

at cornors

^i^i;
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internasal space 3f; pectoral 1^; internasal space

If in interorl)ital space.

Body very elongate and tail greatly compressed, roughen(>d, and
Head rather small, oblong, greatly depressed,

tapering to a point.

broad, and its greatest depth two-thirds its width; snout depressed
broadly rounded, and projecting but little bej'ond mandible; eye small,
its posterior margin about first two-fifteenths of length of head
nostrils
large, lateral, on sides of snout and a little low in position; mouth
;

J

}

I

very large, more than half the head; teeth tricuspid, spaces bc^twcen
])()th jaws, and in

each cusp with a small denticle at base, similar in
,

formula

13-0-13
wzri^ll'

,,

.

^®^^ separated,

m
.

,,.

oblique rows, with not more

than 6 teeth in each row; tongue small, slightly elongate, point rounded,

and a

free in front; inside of

little

mouth roughened,

especiallv the
the largest, the others progressively smaller; inner edges of branchial arches roughened; gill-

tongue.

Gill-openings ver}^ large,

first

ifilaments flattened, adnate to inter])ranchial septa except at tip;

pharynx
and broad; gill-membrane joined to isthmus medially by a thick
membrane.
Scales very small and sharp, a little enlarged along lateral line, most
of edges of fins, and jaws, becoming especially large at angle of the

•long

latter.

Dorsal small,

its

origin about over that of anal; anal about twice as

large as dorsal; pectoral small, ))road, with a veiy l)lunt angle; ventrals large,

to

broad, and rounded; caudal with broad lower lobe, tapering

an elongate and sharp point, upper rays very short and uniform.

Color in spirits uniform brown.

Length 39i inches (99 cm. 6 mm.).
This description from a Misaki specimen.

Kuro Shiwo,

off Izu,

Sagami, and Awa, on the oast coast of Japan;

our three specimens from off Misaki, in Sagami.
It has also been
taken off' Madeira and off Norway in deep water, and it is probably
widely distributed.

Our

largest

{anguineus^

example measures 59i inches (148 cm. mm.).
from an</vix^ the slow worm, the word allied toAfu/ui/la —

iyxef^vs, eel.)

Order

II.

ASTEROSPONDYLI.
TYPICAL SHARKS.

The
bra.

essential character of this ordei-

is in

the structure of the verte-

The calcareous lamelhe within each vertelu-a
The group contains the great body

central ring.

including

all

of those with 5 gill openings, 2 dorsals,

{(XGT?'/p^ star;

dTtoydvXos^ vertebra.)

radiate

from the

of living sharks,

and an anal

fin.

i
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FAMILIES OF ASTEROSPONDYLI.
Ckstraciontes. Palatoquadrate apparatus articulated to preorbital part of skull;
dorsal fius with .spines; liead short and blunt; teeth of differing forms in the

I.

HeterodontidzE, III.
with skull; no dorsal spines;
teeth not differing widely in form in the

same individual

(talei. Palatoquadrate apparatus not articulated

II.

a.

head more or less pointed in profile;
same individual.
First d( >rsal fin )ver or behind ventrals; spiracle present; no nictitating meml)rane.
Tail not 1)ent upward; nostrils not confluent with the mouth.
(

}).

r.

(T.

aa.

Hcyliorhinid.k, IV.

Sharks oviparous
Sharks ovoviviparous

First «lorsal fin inserted
d.

more

Hemiscvij.iid.k, V.

or less in advance of ventrals.

First dorsal fin high, highest anteriorlj', its base

wholly

in front

(if

that

of ventrals.

Caudal fin not lunate, its upper lobe two or more times length of lower,
with a notch below toward its tip; side of tail not keeled.
/. Last gill-opening above base of pectoral.
Tail moderately developed, forming less than one-third of the total
(J.
length; eyes with nictitating membranes.
Carchariid^, VI.
h. Head normally formed
////.
Head hammer-shaped or kidney-shaped by the extension of its
SPHYRNIDiE, VII.
sides
Tail exceedingly long, forming about one-half the total length;
[III.
Alopiid.e, VIII.
eyes without nictitating membrane
entirely in front of pectoral; snout ending in a long
ff. Last gill-opening
Mitsukurinid.e, IX.
flat blade
ee. ('audal fin lunate; caudal peduncle with a keel on each side; size large.
/.
Last gill-()pening entirely in front of pectorals.
(Jill-openings moderate; teeth large and sharp. .Lamnid.e, X.
Jill-oi)enings very wide, nearly meeting under throat; teeth
jj.
very sniall and numerous; size enormous.
Cetorhiniu.k, XI.
ii. Last gill-opening above base of pectorals;
teeth small; size
Rhinodontiij.e, XII.
large
ee.

;'.

(

Family

III.

HETERODONTIDvE.

CESTRAC^IONT SHARKS.

Body

elongate; obtusely trihedral, gradually tapering backward;

prominent. Mouth
the lower witli a
fold; dentition similar in both jaws, small obtuse teeth in front, and
the hiteral teeth niolar-lilvo and enlarged.
Nostrils confluent with the
mouth. (Jill-openings ^k Spiracles small. Dorsal tins 2, and each
provided with a strong spine. Caudal tin usually notched at tip.
()vii)ar()us, the egg-cases very large, sul>conical, without tentacles,
and spii-ally twisted. Small sharks now inhabiting the Pacific Ocean.
Species supposed to belong to the same family are widely distributed
as fossils in the Mesozoic and earlier periods.

head

liigh,

with the forehead declivous, and

little

rather nai'row, the upper lip divided into 7

lol)es,

I

.
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Blainville.

Blainville, Nouv. Bull. Scien., 1816, p. 121 {jjliiUppi).
Regn6 Animal, 1st ed., 1817, p. 129 {2)hUippi)
Gyropleurodm Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 489 {frandsci).
Tropidodus Gi-Lh, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 489 [pantherinm).

jyetero(Zon<«s

CeMracion Cuviek,

Body elongate, thick and heavy
Head thick, oblong, broad. Snout
protruding.

P^^^es small,

prominent.

No

anteriorly, and the tail tapering.
l)lantly

rounded, rather long, and
more or less
Mouth rather small and

high, with the ridges above

nictitating

membrane.

narrow; teeth small and obtuse in front, in the young pointed, and
provided with 3 to 5 cusps; the posterior teeth molar-like, twice as
broad as long, and arranged in oblique series, one series being formed
by much larger teeth than those in the other series. Spiracles small,
Gill-openings rather
a short distance from the lower part of the e3^e.
narrow\ Scales small, sometimes cruciform.
First dorsal opposite
the space between |)ectorals and ventrals; second dorsal in advance of
anal; pectorals very large and below gill-openings; caudal tin modSpecies about 5, and usually placed
erate, more or less bent upward.
in one genus, IFeterodoNtiis^ often called by the later name of Cestr<(cwn.
(hepng, differing: oSovg^ tooth.)
3.

HETERODONTUS JAPONICUS
NP:K0ZAME (CAT

Heterodonlits pJnlipjn var. j(i])onir(i

(Dumeril).

.SIIAKK).

Dumekfl, Hist. Nat.

Poiss.,

I,

1870,

]).

424;

Japan.
Cextrariun japonicus Miklouuo-Maclay and Macleay, Proc. Linn. iSoc. N. S.
Wales, VIII, p. 428, pi. xx Japan.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat. 1897, p. 61 Tokyo.
Hrt('rodonlusja])07iin(s STEixDAcirNEK, Reise Anrora, 1898, j). 224; Kobe.
Ileterodoiihis zehra Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXVI, 1854, p. 127; Nagasaki
;

,

;

(not of Gray).

Head

t)|;

depth Oi

eye 5i; snout If

;

in length;

mouth about

width of ])ody at pectorals 1\ in head;
space 2; width of mouth

3; interorbital

If; ventrals 1\.

Body elongate,

thick, heavy,

compressed anteriorly;

tail

rounded,

Head broader

than deep, oblong, elevated above;
snout very blunt, flattened above, nuich longer than interorbital si)ace;
cheeks rounded, convex, full, swollen; eye very full, elongated horizontally, high, and nearer gill-opening than tip of snout; snout protapering backward.

in front, median
and large;
rounded
cusp largest, but posteriorly becoming molai'-like,
nostrils
moutlr.
of
lips very thick, fleshy, with a deep fold at corners
and
concave,
l)road,
large and confluent with mouth; interorbital space
distinct,
a
very
Spiracles
superorbital ridges elevated on ])oth sides.
front
in
(xill-openings
short distance below posterior margin of eye.

trudes so that

mouth

is

not terminal; teeth tricus])id
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at first, then rising

above base of pectoral,

tirst largest,

vol. xxvi.

equal to l\

the interorbital space, the others progressively smaller to
is one-half the length of lirst.

last,

in

which

Body rough on the top of head and back. Fins large, first and
second dorsal each with a strong, sharp-pointed spine, the origin of
tirst midwaj' between tip of snout and origin of the second dorsal; first
dorsal higher than second, its margin concave and its height a little
less than head; second dorsal with its origin midwaj' between origin
of first dorsal and tip of caudal, low, and with its margin also concave;
fin.

posterior to second dorsal; pectorals very large, equal

to caudal, ])road

and with margin straight; origin of ventral nearer

anal smallest

first

dorsal than second dorsal, short, blunt behind, and margin straight;

Caudal peduncle long, compressed,
caudal with lower lobe broad.
above and below, its least depth equal to its l)readth a trifle

flattened

more than eye or about 2^

in interorbital space.

Color in spirits pale brown, dark above; across snout a l)road pale
bar, then one behind eye, crosswise, above, two narrow pale bars
between eye and first dorsal, then two more from first dorsal, two
more between first and second dorsal, two from second dorsal, a broad
pale one on middle of caudal peduncle, and then another at junction of
caudal and caudal peduncle; pectorals and ventrals pale al)Ove.
Length 19 1 inches (48 cm. 5 nmi.).
Described from a specimen from Nagasaki.
Our specimens
Coasts of Japan; generally common southward.
taken at Misaki, Tokyo, Wakanoura, Ko])e, Hakata, and Nagasaki.
It

is

close to the Australian HetcTodontus 2)h;ilippi^ diflering at least

in the coloration.
still

To the Chinese

species ITeterod<n\tux

nearer, but according to Steindachner

the form of

th(>

head, and of the individual

Family IV.

it difi^ers

zebi'a"^

it is

in coloration, in

fins.

SCYLIORHINID.E.

CAT SHARKS.
Dorsal fins 2, both rather small, without spines, the first more or
behind the ventrals; anal fin present, usually before the second
dorsal; caudal fin rather long, usuall}^ with a basal lobe; the tail not
keeled and not bent upward.
Spiracles present, close behind eye; no
less

nictitating

membrane; gdl openings small, the last one above the root
Mouth usually broad, with small teeth, several seri(»s

of the pectorals.

being in fuiutioii; teeth small, each with a median cusp and 1 to 4
small cusps on each side; nostrils riear mouth, not confluent with it,

sometimes pi'ovided with cirri. Gill openings 5, nearly equidistant.
Mucons pores about iiead numerous, especially on lower sidt^of snout.
Oviparous.
Egg cases hirge, quadrate, with prehensile tubes at the
angles.
Small sharks, the species rather numerous in warm seas.
('

C'eslraciomebra Gray, Zool Miscel., 1831, p. 5; Canton.

iro.1324.

a.

—

—
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Nasal and Duccal cavities separate; spiracles close behind eye;
openings nearly equidistant; teeth small, usually tricuspid.
Nostrils separated from each other l)y a broad isthmus,
c. Scales on upper margin of the tail little if at all enlarged, usually similar to
those on rest of l)ody, or at any rate not forming a serrated edge.
d. Head not very broad
stomach not inflatable; second dorsal behind anal,
which is far from caudal
Ilalxluraa 4.
dd. Head extremely broad; stomach capable of great inflation; second dorsal
over anal
Cephaloscyllium, 5.

ScYLioBHiNiN.E.
gill

h.

;

4.

HALvELURUS

Gill.

Halxlurux GihL, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., ISHl,

Body and head

p.

407 {hurgeri).

behind eye; nasal and
buccal cavities separate; nasal valves simple, without lobe or groove,
.slender; spirjiclo small, close

the nostrils separated

by a broad

interspace; teeth small, tricuspid.

First dorsal behind ventrals, second dorsal behind anal, v^hich

is

far

from caudal.

Very small spotted sharks,

allied to Scyliorhinus

and Catulus.

{aXg, sea; aiXovpog, cat.)

4.

HAL^LURUS BURGERI

(Mialler

and Henle).

SeylUum burgeri MtJLLER and Henle, Plagiost., 1837, p. 8, pi. ii; Nagasaki.
ScHLEGEL, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1850, p. 301; Nagasaki. ^Bleeker, Act.

—

Amboyna,

GtJNTHEB, Cat.
p. 69; Amboyna.
Japan, Formosa, Amboyna. Dumeril,
Hist. Nat. Piss., I, 1870, p. 320; Nagasaki.
Halsclurus burgeri Gill, Am. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, p. 407.
Soc. Sci. Ind. Neerl.,

I,

1856,

Fish Brit. Mus., VIII, 1870,

p. 404;

Head Tf; depth about 13^ in length; width of head 1^ in its length;
snout 2^ in head; interorbital space 2i; width of mouth about 2; eye 4;
eye If in snout; If in interorbital space; pectoral li in head; base of
anal 2.

Body very elongate, depressed somewhat in front, and
Head small, rather broad, but not as broad

tapering.

tail

long and

as long, and

depressed above; snout depressed, produced, lateral profile pointed,
but when seen from above, broadly rounded; eyes rather large, lateral,

about in center of length of head; mouth very broad, mandible beginning in front of eye, and corners ])elow posterior part of eye; teeth
small, numerous, tricuspid in both jaws; nostrils rather large, nearer
eye than tip of snout, but not confluent with mouth; interorbital space
broad and flattened like top of head and snout. Spiracles large and
directly behind the eye at a yevy short distance.

Gill-openings small,

and above base of pectorals.
Body very finely roughened.

lateral,

First dorsal

much

larger than second,

its

origin

second dorsal entirel}^

much

nearer base

and behind ventrals;
behind anal and distant from first dorsal 3 times

of lower caudal lobe in front than tip of snout,
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the latter's base; anal small, low, its origin a little nearer origin of
ventrals than origin of lower caudal lobe; pectorals larger than other
fins, broad, and with their niai'gin nearly straight; ventrals rather
long; caudal equal to space between origin of

its

lower lobe, which

is

not very deep.
trifle darker above; small round black spots
grouped in dou])le rows over back, on the sides, and
between them more or less of a warmer thit; lower parts pale,
immaculate, except on tail, where there are one or two dark spots;

Color light brown, a

irret>-ularly

spots on caudal small.
Total length 15^ inches (39 cm., 4 mm.).
Thi.s description is from a dried skin taken at Nagasaki by

M. Yahiro.

Coast of Japan and southward, not common; seen at Misaki and
Nagasaki.
(Named for M. Burger, who collected specimens and paintings
about Nagasaki for Temminck and Schlegel.)
8.

CEPHALOSCYLLIUM
Am.

Cephalosqillium Gill,

This genus

differ.s

power or habit
(/cf^aA.7/,

5.

Gill.

Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861,

from Catnlm

in the

of inflating the stomach

p.

407

{laticeps).

very broad head, and

when

in the

disturbed.

head: iScyllium.)

CEPHALOSCYLLIUM UMBRATILE

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

NANUKAZAMI (SEVEN DAY SHARK); OSEIBUKA (CROWD SHARK).
Kong. Svensk Vet. Ak., 1887,
IsHiKAWA, Prel Cat., 1897, p. 62; Tokyo (not Scyllium
which is an Australian species).

CephaloscijUium laticeps Nystrom,

p. 49;

Nagasaki—

laticeps

Dumeril,

depth of head li in its length;
width of mouth about 2; eye
3i in interor])ital space; mouth 2 in head; pectoral li; depth of
caudal peduncle about 3 in interorbital space.
Body elongate, more or less depressed anteriorily, tail narrow,
tapering downward.
Head rather large, broad, its breadth a little less
than length; snout produced, bluntly rounded, flattened above; eye

Head 6^

snout

:2f

in length;

depth about

8;

in head; interorbital space 2;

small, lateral, nearer tip of snout than flrst gill-opening;

mouth large,

rather bi-oad; teeth small, numerous, tricuspid; nostrils nearer tip of

snout than eye, not confluent with mouth; interorbital space broad,
flat; spiracles small, -behind eye, and a little below, or for space less
than diameter of the e3^e; gill-openings 5, posterior smallest, and a
little

al)ovc base of pectoral.

Scales small, rough.
First dorsal
it

much

larger than second, behind ventrals; space between

and second dorsal much

greatei- than base of first dorsal; origin of

—

)
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3

isecond dorsal nearer first dorsal than base of caudal lobe; anal fin below,
land a trifle in front of second dorsal; pectorals large, nearer tip of

snout than origin of ventrals; ventrals rather low, their origin nearer
origin of anal than that of pectoral; caudal longer than head.

Color pale brown, ver}- light below, marbled above with shades of
dark and deep brown; on back fiv^e broad cross bars of pale rudd}^
brown, with blotches of darker brown, first behind the eye, next over
base of pectoral, next between

it and first dorsal where another i^j, and
second dorsal on caudal, two broad cross bars, one at
base of caudal, the other near its tip.
Length 38i inches (9<s cm).
Type a dried skin, No. 12693 Ichthyological collections, Stanford
Universitv Zoological Museum.

tinall}'

last at

;

Locality, Nagasaki.

^^g^^F^
Fig.

Coast of Japan

1.

Cephaloscyllium umbratile,

southward,

apparently quite rare, as

we have

obtained only one specimen from Nagasaki, collected by Mr. Yahiro.

From
(

the

same

locality

umbratllisj shaded

also recorded l)y

it is

Nystrom.

.

Family V.

HEMISCYLLIID^E.

This group

is closely allied to the Scyl/orJiinida'^ differing mainly
being ovoviviparous, the young being brought forth alive as in
most sharks. The nasal and buccal cavities are confluent, the anal is
behind the second dorsal, the large spiracles are more or less behind

in

the eye,

and the body

is

usually

marked with dark

Hemiscyllin.e. Sides of head with no dermal flaps or

a.

aa.

cirri; spiracles

second dorsal
Orectolobin.e. Sides of the head with dermal flaps or
oblique slits behind and below the eye
tiuct

below the eye; anal

6.

cross-bands.

CHILOSCYLLIUM

very dis-

ChilnxciiHhun, 6.

far l)ehind

cirri;

si)iracles

wide,

Orcctolohui<, 7.

Muller and Henle.

Cliilosci/l/iKiii MtTLLEK and IIenle, Plagiostomen, 18o7, p. 17 {pkKj'iomm).
Symhivims Gill, Am. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., ISiil, p. 40S [tuberculatus).

Nasal and buccal cavities conLower lip Avell developed,
valve folded, with a cirrus.
continuous across the symphysis. Teeth small, triangular, with or
without lateral cusps.
Last two gill-openings close together. Dorsal
Spiracle very distinct, below the eye.

fluent; nasal

——
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first l)ehind

two, the

fins

;

vol. xxvi.

Anal far behind

the front of ventrals.

East Indies.
ScylUuin, a related genus of sharks.)

second dorsal, close to caudal.
(jf/Aog-, lip;

CHILOSCYLLIUM INDICUM

6.

Gkonow, Mus. Ich., 1, p.
which the anal Ihi was cutaway).

Sqnalits sp.

,s</>(((his

iudlriis

(Imklin, 8yst. Nat.,

Chiloftn/lliuin. indieniii.

(after

No. 133; India (from a specimen

(H,

17HS,

in

1503 (after (ironow).

\>.

Gonthek, Oat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 411; China, Japan,:!
Java, Ceylon, etc. (and of most recent authors). Jordan

India, Cape 8eas,
and EvEKMANN, Proc. U.
Sqan/ii>< groiiovianns

I,

(Gmelin).

'

Nat. Mus., 1902; Formosa.

8.

LACEPiiDE,

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

I,

1798, p. 280, pi. xi,

fij;.

I

Gronow).

Squdle dmleU' Lacevkve, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

I,

1798, p. 281, pi. xi,

fig.

1.

Bhovu and i^CHm:u)FAi, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 137.
inberculdlHs iiiu., Am. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, p. 408.

Sgn(dui< tiihervuliitns
Si/uchiviiUK

ScyUium 2il<igioKum Bennett, Life
ChUofiqjUium plagiomm

of Raffles, 1830, p. 694.

Muller and Henle,

Plagiost., 1837, p. 17.

Dumeril,

Elasmobr., 1870, p. 328 (and of various authors).
Scyllium ornatum Gray, Ind. Zool., Ill, 1830-35, pi. c, fig. 1; India.
ChUoKcgUium griseum MIjller and Henle, Plagiost., 1837, p. 19.
Clillonn/Hmvi vKirgaritiferum Bleeker, Ned. Tyds. Dierk, I, 1851, p. 243.
Sciilliiim h(isfic/li

BhBBKER, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXIV, 1852,
Bleeker, Verli. Bat. Gen. Plagiost.,

Scylli ion phuiixtlodt'ii

Sijiudas randdtii^i

Head

Gronow,

Syst.,

Ed. Gray, 1854,

I

Plagiost., p. 19.
p. 21.

p. 8.

8 in leng-th; depth 18; snout 2i in head; interorhital space 2|;

width of head li

in its length;

eye 8 in interorhital space; base of pec-

toral 2^ in head; base of anal If.
liod}'^

very elongate, slender,

depressed, broadly rounded

tail

long and tapering.

Head

long,

above, flattened below; snout broadly

depressed, produced, and rounded above so that lateral profile isi
bluntly pointed; eyes small, high, lateral, rather far apart, in middle'

mouth very broad, transversely straight, nearer
eye than tip of snout; mandible with a broad, undivided flap, posterior edge undulated; teeth pointed, with a basal cusp on each side,
numerous, rathei' small; nostrils large, confluent with corners of
mouth, and each with a pointed barbel; interorhital space elevated a
little, very broad, flattened.
Spiracles very large, below and behindi
of length of head;

eye.

and

Gill-openings about ciiual, the posterior above root of pectoral,
last

two

\

ver}^ close together.

Scales rather large and coarse.

Origin of

first dorsal a little nearer tip of snout than origin of lower,
caudal lobe, similar to second dorsal, and only a trifle larger, space

j

between two fins al)out equal to head; anal short, far behind second
dorsal and only separated from caudal by a deep notch; pectorals
broad, a

little

shorter than head, and nearer the tip of snout than origin

of ventrals; ventrals before

first

dorsal, their tips reaching nearly to

IjNO.
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its ])aso; caudal not l)ent up, upper lobe low, straight, and
lower lobe long, deeper than upper and with a notch near its tip.
Back with a low median keel.

[middle of

Color in alcohol pale brown above, whitish beneath, and with
deep l)rown cro,ss-l)ar8 above, l)etween which on median

thirteen broad

back a deep brown spot; sides of body and ])road cross-bars
of light spots, of more or less irregular size, and some
of those on sides of abdomen greatly enlarged.
Head with a number of pores.
line of

:with a

!

'

number

Length 26i inches.
This description from a male from Formosa, loaned us bv Dr. Shinnosuke Matsu))ara.
Coasts of China and Formosa,

recorded once from Nagasaki by

Gunther.

Fig. 2.— CHILOSfYI^UUM INPICITM.

The synonym}' above given

is

from

valuing the nominal species included

we have no means of
Gunther under the name of

(xiinther;
))y

Ghiloscyllium, indlcmn.
7.
Orectolohiii

ORECTOLOBUS

Bonaparte.

Bonaparte, Selach., 1836, p. 11 {barbatus).
MtiLLER and Henle, Plagiost., 1837, p. 21 {barbatus).

Cros-sor/iimw

behind and below the e3''e; nasal and
broad, flat, the snout very obtuse;
mouth wide, partly anterior, a free nasal cirrus; sides of head with
numerous skinny flaps; chin with or without barbels. Lips well developed.
Anterior teeth rather large, long, and slender, without lateral
Spiracle a wide oblique

buccal cavities confluent.

slit

Head

lobes; lateral teeth smaller, tricuspid in

ings close together.
anal,

which

is

very close to caudal.

M,

series; last

Tail short,

{opsKTog^ stretched out; X6/3og, lobe).

Proc. N,

few

two

gill-open-

First dorsal behind ventrals, the second before

vol.

xxvi— 02

41

—

—
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ORECTOLOBUS BARBATUS

7.

Squalns

fxtrlxifntf

Gmelis, Syst. Nat., 1788,

p.

(Gmelin).

1493;

New

Holland

of BrousHonet, Act. I'aris, 1780, p. 657).
Croxsorhimix Ixtrhatm Mri>LKR and Henle, Plagiost., 1837, p. 21, pi.

Fauna Japonica,
1870, p.
p. 414;

Pois.s.,

1850, p. 301;

vol. xxvi.

Nagasaki.

(after

Rarbu

v.—Schlegel,

Dumekil, Elasmobr.,

I,

China.— Gunther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870,
Japan, Tasmania, Australia. Macleay, Australian Fishes, 1881,
338; Australia, Japan,

ji.

301; Port Jackson.

Sqnahis inaculahin Bonnaterre,
Coll. Capt.

F>ncycl. Meth.,

1788,

p.

8 (after Broussonet;

Cook).

Squahis ajypendiculattis Shaw, Naturalists' Miscellany, 1809,

p. 727.

H

in head; depth of head
Head 6i in length; depth 9; deptli of body
about 1| in its lonotb; U^ngth of head l/t in its width; eye It^ in head;
2 in spirach^; i)^ in snout; 4^ in interorbital space; snout 8 in head, It^
in interorbital space; If in space between spiracles; width of mouth 2
in bivadth of head; pectoral about li; base of ventral If in length of

1

pectoral; caudal peduncle 8 in space between spiracles.

Body elongate, very much depressed and broadened anteriorly; tail
Head very l)road, flattened,

rather narrow, compressed, tapering.
its

breadth greater than length; snout broad, protile very

l)lunt, trun-

rounded edges, upper surface flat; eyes very small, superior,
superorbital ridges slight!}' elevated and broadly flattened; jaws nearly
e(|[ual, upper projecting b(?yond but little; teeth without cusps, sharp,
cate, with

elongate, pointed; lips

ver}'^

thick, fleshy, fringed inside; nostrils con-

mouth, lateral, far apart, inferior; mouth with deep labial
groove at corner, which is a little in front of eye; tongue broad, flat,
compressed, little free in front; sides of head and snout each with 9
compressed dermal flaps or appendages of difl'erent sizes, first pair
from nostrils arp largest; interorbital space like rest of top of head,
flat.
Spiracles very large below and behind eyes.
Gill-opening rather
small, above pectorals.
Scales small, rough when stroked backwards.
First dorsal the larger, higher than second; space between its base
and that of second two-thirds length of its own base, and its origin
over posterior part of base of anal; origin of second dorsal nearer
origin of ventral than tip of anal; anal smallest, beginning directly
>)ehind second dorsal; pectorals large, broad, margin truncate; venfluent with

nearer origin of anal than flrst gill-opening; caudal moderate,
with a notch near tip, equal to space between origin of tirst dorsal and
l)ase of second posteriorly.
Color in spirits pale brown, whitish beneath; upper surface beauti-

trals

marbled and variegated with darker brown; crosswise about ten
broad dark bai's made up of similar mottlings; a whitish spot behind
the corner of spiracle.
fully

Length 33 inches (84 cm. 2 mm.).
Described from a female taken at Hakata.

(
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Japan to Australia, rather common to the southward. Our specimens from Nagasaki, and one from Haktita, where it was found abunThe identity of the Japanese species with the Australian
dant.

I

Ovectolobus harbatus

is

yet to be proved.

{barbatus^ bearded.)

Family VI. CAliCHAKlID.E.

TYPICAL SHARKS.
Sharks with two dorsal

tins,

the

first

short and high, entirely before

the vcntrals, the second comparatively small, opposite the anal; no
spines; gill-openings moderate, the last above the base of the pectorals;

more or

less l)ent upward from the base of the caudal Hn; sides of
not keeled; eyes with nictitating membranes; head not hammershaped, the snout longitudinally produced, as usual among sharks.
tail

tail

Spiracles small or obsolete.

A

related

and

difficult of

Mustelin.e: Teeth

a.

Species oviparous.

large family, found in

flat

all

seas.

The

species are often closely

determination.

and paved, without cuspH or

ridges; spirat-les present;

no

pit at root of tail; labial folds well developed.
b.

%a.

Teeth very blunt
Carchariin^e: Teeth more or
c.

Mvsfrlns, 8.
less

compressed, with entire or serrate sharp edges.

Spiracles present.
d.

Root of tail without pit.
Teeth rather small, each witli a medium cusp and one or two small lateral
cusps on each side.
/. Teeth larger, with sharp cusps; snout of moderate length; embryo not

e.

attached to uterus

by a placenta

Trintis, 9.

Teeth larger, with a single cusp, oblique, notclied and coarsely serrated
on the outer margin
Galcux, 10.
dd. Root of tail without consi^icuous pit above; teeth all coarsely serrate, alike
in both jaws, and all with a deep notch on outer margin; caudal fm with
Galeocerdo, 11.
a double notch
cc. Spiracles obsolete; lower teeth narrower than upper teeth.
Angle of mouth without groove or with merely a slight depression,
(/.
which does not extend along either jaw.
//.
First dorsal fin inserted posteriorly, nearer ventrals than pectorals;
embryo not joined to the uterus by a placenta; slender sharks,
Prionace, 12.
with very strongly serrated teeth
/(/).
First dorsal inserted anteriorly, nearer pectorals than ventrala;
embryo (so far as known) attached to the uterus by a placenta.
/.
Teeth all serrate more or less (entire in the very young).
ee.

Carclun'ias, 13.
gg.

Angle

of

mouth provided with more or

less distinct

groove, which

extends along one or both jaws; teeth entire, or very nearly so,
more or less obliquely j)laced, their points turned away from the
median line; eml^ryo (so far as known) with ])lacenta.
Scoliodon, 14.

—

—

.

—
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8.

MUSTELUS

OiTvtioK,

Regne Animal,

Cuvier.

SHARKS.

1)()U
3/y/.v/c/».v

vol. xxvi.

1st.

ed,, 1817,

ji.

128 {mustelus).

Ph'uracroinylnn Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 148 (LTvis).
Cra/cus

Jordan and Evermann,

Fish. N. Mid.

Am.,

I,

1896, p. 29 (aftiT Rafinesquei

1810)

1

liody clonjrate, slender; .snout comparatively

mouth

many rowed,
in

lonj^ uikI

flattened;'

crcsceiit-shajxHl, with well-developed labial folds; teeth small,

Hat and smooth, rhombic, arranged lik(> pavement, alikci
in any other sharks; eyes lai'ge, oblong;;

both jaws, and blunter than

spiracles small, just ])ehin(l the eyes; pectoral fins laroe; first dorsallartj;e,

not

much behind

pectorals; second dorsal somewliat smaller;'

anal opposite second dorsal and

still

smaller; ventrals

Avell

developed:

basal lobe of caudal almost ol)solete, the tail nearly straight; embryo'

attached to the uterus

))y a

attaclied belonging to the

among

the smallest of the American species.

{iiiustehis^

the

placenta, or else without placenta, those so;
subgenus Pleuracromylon. Small shark8,v|

a weasel or marten; the

synonymous word
8.

I

same word used for shark,

as

is'

galeus.)

MUSTELUS MANAZO

Bleeker.

MANAZO; HOSHIZAME (STAR-SPOTTED SHARK); HOSHINOKURI

(STAI'I

CHESTNUT).
Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1850, p. 803, pi. cxxxiv
Nagasaki (not of Miiller and Henle). Nystrom, Kong, Svensk, Ak. Vet.)

Mustelus vulgaris Schleijel,
1887, p. 50; Nagasaki.

Mustelus innmizo Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen.,

;

XXVI,

1854, Japan, p. 126; Nagai'
saki.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 387; Japan. Dumeril, Elasmoil
I, 1870, p. 403 (after Eleeker).— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,
Hokkaido, Boshu, Tokyo. Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat.
1900, p. 336; Tokyo, Hakodate.

branches,

Head 6^

p. 62,

Mu8.|i
j

depth Hi; width of head 1^ in its length; deptl
of head 2; snout 2^; width of mouth 3; interorbital space 2i; ey<
4r|; space between spiracles If; pectoral about li; height of dorsa;
If; caudal peduncle li in e3'e.
Body long, slender, back elevated in front; tail long, tapering
Head broad, broader than greatest depth of body, depressed in front
elevated behind; snout greatly produced, depressed, flattened, rathe
broadly rounded; eyes elongate, lateral, in middle of length of head
mouth obtusely angular, breadth much greater than either of rami
and tip of mandible not before eye; teeth small, pavement-like,
man}' rows; lips thin, at corners of mouth a fold on each side; nostril,
very large; on lower surface of head, nearer eye and mouth than ti]
of snout; interorbital space broad, flattened. Spiracles small, ver
near posterior margin of eye. Gill-openings rather small, posteriori;
above base of pectoi-al in front.
in length;

ii
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Body everywhere very

'

finely

(iOV)

roughened.

First dorsal larger than second, nearer origin of pectoral than that
iof ventral; origin of second dorsal nearer that of first dorsal than tip

caudal,

jof

and with greater part of
caudal than

smallest nearer
first

its

base in front of anal; anal

ventral; pectorals a

dorsal, broad, very slightly emarginate;

nearer that of anal than pectoral; caudal short, a

Caudal
between two dorsals.
fgreater than least width,

little less

than space

peduncle rather long, least

Color in spirits uniform grayish-ljrown,

I

larger than

little

ventrals small, origin

depth

much darker above,

pale

below; upper surface of bod}^ anteriorl3% also along the lateral line,

jnarked with small, round, whitish spots.

Length 22 inches (56 cm.).
This description taken from our largest example, a male, secured

'

jat

Tokyo.
Coasts of Japan, generally abundant in shallow bays, especially to

I

southward, our specimens from Hakodate, Aomori, Matsushima,
It is a
Tokyo, Misaki, Kobe, Onomichi, Hiroshima, and Hakata.
small shark, reaching a length of about 2^ feet, and is used for food.
In young specimens the tips of the caudal and dorsals are blackish.
[Manaso^ the flapanese name.)

jthe

9.
Triakis

TRIAKIS

Muller and Henle.

Muller and Henle, Magazine

of

Natural History,

II,

1888,

p.

36,

{scyUium).
Triads, corrected spelling.

Body compressed, elongate; mouth

large,

crescent-shaped, with

well-developed long labial folds; teeth moderate, numerous, similar in
both jaws, each with a longer median cusp, and one or two smaller
ones on each side; eyes small, with nictitating

membrane;

spiracles

small, behind the eyes; no pit at the root of the caudal; no lower
lobe to the caudal; first dorsal fin opposite the space between the pectorals and ventrals.
Embryo without placenta. Coloration variegated,

black and gray.
(rpe/cr,

Pacific

and Indian oceans.

three; ciKig^ point).
g.

TRIAKIS SCYLLIUM

KOROZAME (KORO,
Tiiakis scylUum

Muller and Henle.

INCP^NSE BURNER; ZAME, SHARK).

Mullek and Henle, Plagiostomen,

1838,

p.

63,

pi.

xxvi;

Nagasaki.— DuMERiL, Elasmobr., 1870, \^. mi (after Muller and Henle).—
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 330; Tokyo.
Triads SCI/Ilium Gunther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 384 (after Muller and
Henle).— IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 62; Tokyo, Saganii.

U

in its length; depth
6| in length; depth 8|; width of head
over
2; eye 6i; width
head 2; snout 2^; inlerorbital space a ti-ifie
of mouth 2|; snout to mouth 2|; space between spiracles 1^; base of

Head

of

dorsal 1^; base of anal 2.
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Bod}' long, slender, back elevated, and tail compressed, tapering.
Head depressed, flattened below, much ])roader than deep; snout in

rounded, when seen from above Aery broadly rounded
small, lateral, with nictitating- mem})rane; mouth
eye
and flattened;
profile pointed,

ver}' broad, crescent-shap(Hl. not angular, so that it begins in front of

eye and ends below mi(kUe; teeth small, numerous, sharp-pointed,
tricuspid; labial fold at the corner of mouth on each side; nostrils
large, on lower surface of head, nearer mouth than tip of snout; interSpiracles small, directly behind eyes.
orbital space broad, flattened.
above
posterior
base of pectoral.
lateral,
Gill-openings

Body

.

^

entirely roughened, the prickles coarser above.

First dorsal large, a

little

nearer origin of second dorsal than tip of

snout, also nearer origin of pectoral than that of ventral; second
dorsal midway between posterior base of first dorsal and anterior base

;

of lower caudal lobe; anal well behind second dorsal; pectoral shorter

than head,

its

posterior margin slightly emarginate, reaching l)eyond

middle of space between

its

own

I

origin and that of ventral; ventrals

nearer origin of anal than posterior base of pectorals; caudal small,

4i

length.

in total

Caudal peduncle narrow, compressed above and

Lateral line present along sides, superior.

beneath.

Color dark gray brown, with a number of indistinct broad lilackish
cross-bars; in the

upper surface of ])ody a number of

scattei'ed, indis-

tinctly defined, blackish spots; lower surface of bod}^ pale: sides and

lower portions of pectorals and ventrals grayish l^rown.

Length 10^ inches (-4:7 cm.).
This description from an example from Tokyo.
Coasts of southern Japan; rather

common

in the Inland Sea.

A

u

Our specimens from

small shark, reaching a length of al)out 2^ feet.

i

Tokv'o, Tsuruga, Onomichi, and Hakata.
(sc'i/llim/i,

the cat shark; from (TkvXco, to rend.)
lO.

GALEUS

Rafinesque.

TOPES.
Gahuna

Nuovi Generi, ISIO, p. 13, in part {galena,
not explicitly mentioned, the first species men-

R.\finesqite, Caratteri Alcuni

etc.,

aftliongh thats])ecies

is

tioned being a species of Pristiuitui, P. melxmtomm)

"From the
names

.

and from Rafinesque's custom of talking Linnjcan specific
making such species always the types of liis genera, we may infer
galmn was his type of Galeus.
At least this arrangement may be

definition,

as generic,

that S(jualus

accepted pending an agreement as to the generic nomenclature of sliarks. In case
the name GaJem is finally used for Prisliuras or for Mustelus, the present genus will

In a private notebook belonging to Rafinesque, now preserved
Smithsonian Institution, he refers to Galeus, Carcharids, and several other
genera named by Cuvier in 1817, as " described by me in 1810, but don't yon tell
it !"
Pending a decision of the application of Galem and farrhanax we retain them
l)ecome Gah-orhiuuK.

in the

for the grou]is to

which Rafinesque obviously intended the names

to apply.

li

i
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{galeus).

CvviER, Regne Animal, Isted., 1817, p. 127 (r/aleus).
Eugakus Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, p. 148 (galem).
Oaleiis

First dorsal opposite the space between the pectorals and ventrals;
mouth crescent-shaped, with the teeth alike In l)oth jaws, ohli((ue,
notched, and .serrated; spii-acles present, small; nictitatino- nuMn})rane

I

[present;

no pit at the base of the caudal; caudal

tin

with a single

Tropical seas.
[yaXeos^ a kind of shark, like a weasel.)

notch.

GALEUS JAPONICUS

10.

(Miiller

and Henle).

YERAKUFUKA.«

1

Galeus japonicus

Muller and Henle, Plagiostomen,

— DuMERiL,

Elasmobranches,

1838, p. 58, pi. xxii; Naga-

Muller and Henle).
GuNTHER, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 380 (after Miiller and Henle).— Nystrom,
Kong, Svensk, Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 50; Nagasaki.

saki.

'

I,

1870, p. 391 (after

Head Ci

iorbital

in head; depth 9^; width of head If in its length; interspace 2i; snout 2f pectoral li; width of mouth 2f e^^e 2i in
;

;

interorbital space.
';

Body

elongate,

back elevated

in

front, sides compressed.

Head

greatly depressed, elongate, convex above, flattened beneath; snout

when viewed from

al)ove, roundly pointed, flattened;
mom])rane large, well de\eloped;
mouth crescent shaped, though rather bluntl}' obtuse at symphysis of
[mandible; corners of mouth each with a well-developed labial fold;
teeth very ol)lique, without serrations on their edges, and with .several
jshort cusps behind; nostrils laterally inferior, moderately large, nearer

ipointed in profile;
:oyes elongate,

lateral;

nictitating

[mouth than tip of snout; interorbital spac(; liroad, slightly elevated
and flattened in middle. Spiracle a small slit a short distance behind
eye.
I

Gill openings 5, in front of the base of pectoral above.

Surface of body. finely roughened.
Dorsals similar, far apart, ongin of

first

much

nearer tip of snout

than origin of second; origin of .second dor.sal nuich in advance of anal,

nearer first dorsal than tip of snout, and

midway between

ventral and origin of lower caudal lol)e; anal small,
.caudal than ventrals; pectorals large,

its

origin of

origin nearer

with emarginate edges, reaching

[beyond origin of dorsal; ventrals behind first dorsal, their origin
nearer that of anal than origin of pectoral; caudal much larger than
head, with a notch near tip so that terminal portion is one and two-

lower lobe. Caudal peduncle long, much deeper than broad,
above and below, without any pit.
Color in alcohol light gray-brown, below lighter or whitish.
Length 26i inches.

ithirds the

flattened

oYeraku, the antefeudal period; foika, shark.

Yeraku is the name of the period
Tokugawa. It closed about 1600.

in Japanese history preceding the feudal period, or

—
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Described from a very large specimen from Nagasaki, where examples, 15 feet or more long, were seen.
A very large shark, reaching a length of 25 feet and a weight of
The head of a huge specimen is in possession of
nearly 2,000 pounds.
It has
of a natural-history shop in Nagasaki.
proprietor
Yahiro,
M.
the snout very short, nostrils
alike in l)oth jaws, those in

midway

in its length; teeth

seriate,

back deeply notched; width of jaws nuich

exceeding snout; jaws with short labial fold; spiracles small; second
little smaller than first, slightly before anal; caudal considerably

dorsal a

than space between dorsals.
This species was taken at Onomichi, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki, and
appears to be generally common on the shores of Kiusiu.

less

it

11.

GALEOCERDO

Muller and Henle.

Galeocerdo Muller and Henle, Plagiostonien, 1838, p. 59 {lUjrinus).
Borfoffcdcm G\Lh, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hint. N. Y., VII, 1861, p. 411 {arclirm).

Mouth

crescent shaped; teeth alike in both jaws, large, oblique,

coarsely serrated on ])oth margins, with a deep notch on outer margin;
spiracles present; caudal tin with a double notch; a pit on the tail

above and below at the base of the caudal tin; first dorsal opposite the
Large sharks, found in most
space between pectorals and ventrals.
seas.

[yaXeos, a kuid of shark, like yaX?}^ the weasel; K^pdoo^ a fox or
weasel.)
II.

GALEOCERDO TJGRINUS

Onleocerdo %?-mn.s

Muller and Henle, Plagiostomen,

GtiNTHER, Cat. Fish, VIII,
Elasmobranelies,

Head, Ti

I,

1870,

1870, p. 393;

in length; depth,

space, li; width of

mouth

orbital space; space

between

Hody

p.

1838, p. 59; Pondicherry.

378; Japan, East Indies.— Dumeril,

Pondicherry

(Coll.

Dussumier).

about 10; snout, 3^ in head; interorbital
about 1|; eye, 5| in the inter-

at corners,

nostrils, 2.

elongate, tapering to caudal.

dee}), depres.sed;

Muller and Henle.

Head very much broader

eyes small, lateral, nearer snout than

gill

than

opening;

snouL luoad, short, rounded; mouth very broad, rounded; teeth
numerous, rather large, compressed, with several basal cusps, and
with edges moi'e or less serrated; a labial fold at corners of month:

about midway between tip of snout and eye:
Spiracles very small )>ehin<l eye.
Gill openings large, posteriorly above base of pectoral.
Body very finely roughened.
Fii'st dor.sal beginning about first foui'th of interspace between
oiigin of pectoral and that of ventral; second dorsal small, a little
nearer origin of tirst dor.sal than tip of caudal; anal small, beginning
behind origin of second dorsal: pectorals rather long; ventrals very
nostrils large, mfcnior,

interorbital space very l)road, Hat.

8

.

w.
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G1

much nearer anal than pectorals; caudal very long, lower lobe proCaudal peduncle rather short.
duced.
Color brown above, whitish or pale below, upper surface marbled or
blotched with dark brown.

Length about 51

[

inches.

This description from a dried skin, a young male from Nagasaki,
icollected by M. Yahiro.
[

I

East Indies, rarely northward to southern Japan. Dr. Giinther
young specimen from Japan. It is prol)able that comparison will show that the American species, Galeocerdo maculatiis

irecords a

(Rauzani),

is

from G.

distinct

tigrinus.

{figrinuSy tiger-like.)

12.

Muller ami

Brlonodon

PRIONACE

Cantor.

IIenle, Plasiostomen, 1S3S,

p. ?,6

{glmmia,

etc.,

name

preoccupied)

Malayan Fishes, 1850, p. 399 (suljstitute for Brhmodnn).
(hinocephalm (Klein) (till, Ann. Ia'c. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, \^. 401 {i/hinrii.-^).
Prionare Cantor,

Large sharks, with the body and head slender; no

spiracles;

the

I

both jaws strongly seri-ated in the adult, tliose in the upper
jaw broad, those below narrower, straight, and claviform; tirst dorsal
teeth in

midway between axils of pectorals and ventrals; second
smaller, usually not larger than anal; embryo not attached

large, inserted

dorsal
to

much

the uterus

by a

placenta.

jvoracious sharks of the
(tt/j/gjk,

saw;

«r/cz?,

12.

warm

Species rather few; large, slender, swift,
seas.

point.)

PRIONACE GLAUCA

(Linnaeus).

Squalus glaucus Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 235; seas of Europe.
Carcharias glaucus Gunther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 364; England, St. Helena,
Pondicherry, Port Arthur, Australia.— Dumeril, Elasmobr., 1870, p. 353; New

Zealand.

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 22; San Francisco,
Monterey.
Prmiace glaum JonvAS and Evermann, Fish North and Middle America, I, 1896,
p. 33; San Francisco, Monterey.
Squalus cicruleus BLAiNVihhE, Fauna Fran^aise, 1828, p. 91; Mediterranean.
Squalus kiruiullnaceus Valenciennes, in Muller and Henle, Pli^iostouien, 18.38,
Carcharhinus glaucus

!

i

p. 37; Brazil.
I

Snout very long, nostrils rather nearer to mouth than to extremity
snout; no labial fold except a groove at angle of mouth; teeth of
ipper jaw oblique, scarcely constricted near l)ase; lower t(>cth slender,
iriangular in young examples, lanceolate, with a broad base, in old
pnes. Pectoral tin long, falciform, extending to dor.sal, which is nearer
^^entrals than root of pectorals.
Color light bluish gray above, paler
|)f

)elow.
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A

lar^e shark of the

warm

taken

seas, occasionally
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pAirope and

in

on the coasts of Japan and California. A mounted specimen from off
photoo-raph is in the
jNIisaki is in the Imp(M-ial Museum of Tokyo, and a
secured at Misaki.
specimen
Imperial I'niversity, takiMi from a larjj-e
really
identical with
is
We have no six'cimens. Whether this species
th<»

Euroi)e:in (jldttcn is uncertain.

[y\(\VKog. oruyish
13.

l)hie.)

CARCHARIAS

Rafinesque.

Carrharias Rafinesque, C^aratteri Alcuni, Nuovi Generi, 1810, p. 10 (in intention; the only species named being C. taurus, an Odontaspis) Squulus carchari((x R-afinesqce, not of Linnfeiis, being the intended type as shown by
;

the Indice d'lttiologia SioiUana, 1810,
(

called

'(ircharias lamia.

The

j).

44,

where the Pesce-Cane

definition of Rafinesque, copied

f rf)ni

of Sicily

is

Lacepede,

intended to cover the shai-ks allied to C. laiiiia.
Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817, p. 125 {carcJianas, expressly
identified with Canis carcharias oi Belon [de Aquatilibus, I, p. 60], which is
the species commonly called, after Rafinesque, Carcharias lamia).
Carrharinns Bl.vixville, Journ. Phys., 1816, p. 264 {rommersoni, a name based
is

Carrharias Cuvier,

on Lacepede's figure of "Squalus carchariax;"
cJiaria.'f

apiiarently represents Car-

it

lamia).

1861, p. 401 (lamia).
N. Y., 1861, p. 401 {menisorrah).
fsof/omphodon Gii.1., Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, ]>. 401 {o.njrhyncus)
//r/y//'oy;.s/.s' (Jill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, ]). 401 {frmmiiicl-i).

Enlamia

CIill,

I 'lalypodon

Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.,

GihL, Ann. Lye. Nat.

PTist.

broad, depressed; mouth inferior; teeth
in both jaws strongly serrated in adult, less so or entire in young;
those in upper jaW l)road or narrow, those below narrow, straight and
No spiracles. First dorsal large, placed not far behind
nearly erect.

Body

ratiun- i-olnist.

Head

Embryos

pectorals; pectorals falcate; second dorsal small.

by placenta

to the

uterus, as

attached

ScoUodon, TriaMx^ and GdJeux.
Voracious sharks
of separation.

in

Species very numerous and difficult
of the Avarni seas.
If

name
must be

the

g(Muis

(/crv/j^rvp/^r?,

name

first

Careh<n-l<is

be transferred to

Odo/ittf.yri.s,

the present

called Ckircharhinut^.

an old name of

applied to Squatina, fi'om
13.

from

C. lamia.,
its

jo'px'^/-'"?

jagged; the

rasp-like skin.)

CARCHARIAS JAPONICUS

(Schlegel).

MEJIUO (WHITE EYE); WANIZAME (CROCODILE-SHARK).
J'rinnoddii japdiiica.^ SciiLEciEL,

Head

5;^

in length;

2n; interorltital space

Fauna

depth about
111;

T;

.Taponica, Poiss

snout

pectoral alwut

rapidly

Head very broad, depressed,

becoming elevated behind; snout

1850, p. 802; Nagasaki.

head; width of mouth
snout from tip to tip of

21 in

11;

;

mandil)le 2^; eye -t in interor])ital space.
Bod}' rather elongate, back high, elevated,
taprring.

,

tail

flattened,

compressed and
neck and back

in profile elongate,

more

or
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roundly pointed, when viewed from above ver}- broad, rounded,
of top of cranium; eyes
iimall, lateral, nearer tip of snout than tirst gill-openinir; ))readth of
;nouth much g-reater than leng-th of either of rami of mandil)l(>, which
"orm a rounded ang-le at symphysis; teeth finely serrate, upper i-ather
)road, compressed, lower more elongate; nostrils large, on lower surface of snout, nearer tip of mandible than tip of snout;
intei-orbital
;pace very broad, flat, slightly convex in middle.
Gill-openings
•ather small, last above base of pectoral.
Bod}^ flnelj^ roughened.
First dorsal about midway between tip of snout and origin of
pecond dorsal, elevated, its height a little greatei- than interor})ital
iipace; second dorsal small, low, much nearer origin of flrst dorsal than
ess

jiot

forniiiijr distinct jjoint, flattened like rest

i

ip of caudal; anal small, its origin
saudal, a little

Ijefore

nearer that of pectoral than tip of
second dorsal; pectoral large, nearer tip of

Bnout than origin of ventral; ventrals rather low, much nearer anal
han pectoral; caudal three and three-fifths in ])ody, lower lobe low.
Jaudal peduncle rather thick, rounded, fljittened above and l)elow,
ind with

Color

,

deep pit at
in alct>hol

its

base above.

deep gray-l)rown above, lower surface of })odv

vhitish; terminal portions of flns

more or

less white.

Length ITi inches (48 cm. 5 mm.).
This descrii)tion from a small specimen from Kawatana.

A large shark, generally connnon. Specmiens
seen at Hakodate, Tokyo, Wakanoura, Kawatana, and Nagasaki.
-Vhead in Yahiro's collection is from a specimen r^Jo feet long, and said
Coasts of fJapan.

;vere

have weighed iJ,0()O pounds. It presents the following characters:
Snout rather short, acute, bluntish at tip; nostrils midway between
;ip of snout and mouth; the eye nuich nearer angle of mouth; width
;)f mouth almost twice leng-th of snout; teeth not large, uppermost
j'aintly serrate, subtriangular, without distinct notch on lower margin,
lind lower teeth erect, ahnost entire, long, narrow.
In young of 3 feet the snout is ol)tuse, and a little longer than
jiiouth is broad; eye about midway between angle of UKmth and snout;
beeth weakly serrate, small, u})pei- bi-oad, not notched, nearly erect,
iind lower narrow; second dorsal small, sniallcr than anal; pectoral to
|iear end of dorsal, long, nai'row; first dorsal not dusky; second dorsal, pectoral, and lower lobe of caudal tippcnl with black.
po

I

,

This species has ))een identitied with

('(wrJiiirias (/ang<4ictis^

Car-

I

seems to be dis':inct from all other East Indian and Polynesian s})ecies, and there
Jeems to be no evidence that any of these occui' in flai)an.
('archarlas
\nela7iopterus of Polynesia has the tin lo])es much blacker than in
bhar/as

\G.
i

nieJ<()U)pt( rux^

and

C<ircJi<()'l((><

hlith'rl,

but

it

jaj>on!cHS.

One

I'nore

small specimen from Nagasaki

pointed snout.

difl'ers

only

in liax

ing a slightly

—

—

'
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SCOLIODON

voi. xxvi.

Muller and Henle.

ScoKodon Mi-llkk and IIenle, Wiegnumn's Arcliiv.

f.

Naturg., 1887,

I,

397

p.

{laticaiidi(x.)

Teeth entire, or very nearl}^ so, oblique and flat, the points directed
toward the sides of the month, so that the inner niarg-ins are more or

more nearly erect; teeth not
them with a deep notch on the outer mar-

nearly horizontal, the teeth in front

less

swollen at the base, each of

below the sharp point; lips with conspicuous j^rooves. Otherwise
as in CareJiartds, from which the genus is scarcely distinct.
Size
ji'iii

-

'

small.
((r/c-oAzoV,

Length

o.

oblique; odovg^ tooth.)

of the anal nearly eqnal to its distance

torals

almost a right angle; pectorals

from ventrals; onter angle of
jaw withont lal)ial fold.

pec-

blacik; niiper

laticaudas, 14.

Length

an.

of anal mncli less

than itsdistan<;e from ventrals; onter angle of pectorals

I

I

ac-nte.

Upper jaw withont

b.

1)1).

labial groove; length of

eye from gill opening
Upper jaw with a short
long
14.

snont alxmt e(|nal to tlistance

of

<tci(fns, 15.

labial

gnxive; cleft of

month much broader than
irdlJifcluni, 16.

SCOLIODON LATICAUDUS

(Muller and Henle).

and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 28,
Dumeril, Elasmo])ranches. II, 1870, j). 'M?> (same

Carchari<i^ {Sroliodun) Idticduduft Mui.lkji

East Indies.

viii;

pi.

types).

Carcharias laticaudus Gv'NTK'ER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 358; Bengal, East Indies,

China,

Amoy, Japan.

Carcharias {^coUodon) mdcrorhyiichus Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen.,
Plagiost., p. 31, pi.
p.

I,

fig. 1;

Batavia.

XXIV,

Dumeril, Elasmobranches,

II,

1851,
1870,

343 (after Bleeker).

Snout from front margin of mouth equal to, or a little more than,
from gill-opening; a very short labial groove at angle
of mouth, not extending on upper jaw, and for a veiy short distance
only on lower. Pectoral fin with posterior margin nearly straight,
upper angle nearly a right one, not extending to first dorsal; base of
anal equal to, or but little less than, its distance from ventral, and its
distance of eye

pointed lobe terminates at a distance from root of caudal; tei"minali
lobe of caudal obliquely truncated.
Pectoral tins ])lack.
Length, 18
inches.

(Giinther.)

East Indies; noted by Dr. (ximther from Jainra<'h's Collection
Japan, a record Avhich needs verirtcation.
{hiiiis. l)r()ad;

cdndd,
15.

tiiil.)

SCOLIODON ACUTUS

4;

(

Riippell).

Nene Wirbelthiere, Fische, 1837,
Red 8ea.— (JfNTUER Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p.

Carehnrid.s itcntus liiippELL,
fig.

in

rinang, Vi/.agapatam, Japan.

p.

65,

358;

pi.

Cape

xvni,
Seas,

;

—

—
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iNo.1324.

Carcharias (Scoliodon) acutns

Mullek and Henle, Plagiostomen,

Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 1850,
p. 345; East Indies, China.

ix

399.— Dumeril,

()l7

1838, p. 29.

Elasuiol:)ranrlies, II, 1S70,

Snout from front margin of mouth equal to, or a little less than,
from gill-opening; very short lalnal groove at angle
of mouth, not extending on upper jaw, and for a very short distjince
only on lower. Pectoral with posterior margin slightly concave,
upper angle pointed, extending to, or somewhat beyond, origin of
distance of eye

dorsal; length of base of anal one-half, or less, its distance frotn ventral; its

pointed terminal lobe terminates not far from root of caudal;
Posterior margin of pectoral whitish,

terminal caudal lobe tapering.

upper margin of caudal blackish. Length 17 inches, ((jiinther.)
East Indies: Noted by Dr, GiUither as collected by Mr. Jamrach
Japan, This record needs verification,
i6.

SCOLIODON WALBEEHMI

in

(Bleeker).

toalhcehmi Bleeker, Nat. tyds. Ned. Ind., X, 1856,
Dumeril, Elasniobranehes, II, 1870, p. 344 (after Bleeker).
Carcharias tvalbeehmi Gf nther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 359; Bintang, Japan.
Nystrom, Kong, Svensk. Vet. Ak., 1887, ji. 50; Nagasaki.
Scoliodon walbeehmi Jordan and Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902,
p. 318; Formosa.

Carcharias

p. 353;

(Scoliodon)

Bintang.

Snout from front margin of .mouth, more than distance of eye from
mouth extending for a
short distance on upper jaw as well as lower; distance between outer
angles of nostrils equal to that of nostril from extremity of snout.
Pectoral fin with posterior margin slightly concave and upper angle
pointed, extending somewhat beyond origin of dorsal fin; the length
of base of anal fin is about two-fifths of its distance from ventral, and

gill-opening; a short labial groove at angle of

its

pointed terminal lobe terminates

of

caudal;

terminal

caudal

lobe

at

some

tapering.

distance

from root

Coloration

uniform.

(Giinther.)

common. This or some related species was seen at Nagasaki, and at Kawatana on the ba\^ of Omura,
but no specimens were secured.
We have examined a specimen from
Coasts of southern Japan, not

Formosa,
(A personal name.)

Family VH.

SPHYRNID^,

HAMMER-HEADED SHARKS.
General (jharacteristics of the Carcharlidce, but the head singularly
formed, kidney-shaped or " hammer "-shaped, from the extension of
its

sides, the nostrils

"hammer;" mouth

being anterior and the eyes on the sides of the

crescent-shaped, under the

"hammer:"

teeth of

both jaws similar, oblique, each with a notch on the outside near the

—

.
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base; no spiracles; last j^ill -opening over the pectoral; first dorsal and
pectorals large, the dorsals nearer pectorals than ventrals; second
dorsal and anal small; a pit at the root of the caudal; caudal tin with

One genus
a single notch toward its tip, its lower lobe developed.
sharks,
known at
Large
seas.
warm
most
with 5 species, inhabiting
once by the singular form of the head, which

any two

is

not quite the same

in

species.
15.

SPHYRNA

Sphyma Rafinesque, Indice

Rafinesque.

d'lttiol, Siciliana, 1810, p.

CcMrorhinns Bi.ainville, .Tourn. Phys., ISKi,
Zyg;r)in CvviER, Rcgne Animal, Isted., 1817,

284

!>.

Cestracion

Klein (i)re-Linnaian)

in

(Jill,

60 {zygxna).

{zyrjiena).

127 {zyr/Rma;

]>.

in Insects).
PlntynqualuH Svvainson, Classn. Anim., II, 1839,

]>.

name

preoccupied

318 {''tiharo" =tudes).

Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., VIII,

1861, p. 412 {zyywmi).

Emplnjra Chi.i,, Ann. l.yc. Nat. Hist. N. Y., VIII, 1861, p. 412 {hlockii).
RnurrpH Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., VIII, 1861, p. 412 [tUnirv)

Characters of the genus included above. In the form of the head,
there is a perfect gradation among the species, from the narrow liammer of 8. l)lochil^ with the lobes three times as long as broad and
deepl}^ grooved along the anterior edge, to the kidney-shaped head of

which the anterior grooves are obsolete.
{ffdvpa. hammer.)

8. tihuro, in

Sphyrna:
a.

which extends alonf>r the front
hammer-shaped head, the anterior and posterior outlines of which are

Nostril with a well-developed groove,

of the

nearly

zygima,

parallel

17.

SPHYRNA ZYGiENA

17.

(Linnaeus).

SIIINOKUZAME (HAMMER SHARK): KASEBUKA (CROSS-HTAFF SHARK).
Squalu.s zyypcna Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 234;

Cedracion zygwnn Dumeril, Elasmobranches, II, 1870,

Europe, America.

p. 382.

Sphyrna zygsena Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 25. Jordan and EverMANN, Fish. North and Mid. Am., I, 1896, p. 45; Cape Cod, Point Conception.

Squaleus malleus Risso, Ichth. Nice, 1810, p. 34; Nice.
Zygxna malleus Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1847, p. 306, pi. cxxxviii; Nagasaki.— Storer, Fish. Mass., 1867, p. 238.— GtJNTHER, Cat., VIII, 1870, p. 381.f

Nystro.m, Kong, Svensk, Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 49; Nagasaki.
Zygxna levdni'LoRD, in Griffith, Animal Kingdom, X, 1834,

p. 640;

Leeuwen,

Australia..

Zygxna subarcuata

Head

i

vStorer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1848, p. 70;

truly hammer-shaped; width of head about twice

length of hinder margin of

hammer

Cape Cod.
its

length;

nearly equal to width near eye:

prolonged into a groove w^hich runs along nearly
first dorsal large; second quite small,
smaller than anal; pectoral rather large.
Color gray.
A large voracious shark, reaching a length of 15 feet or more, found
nostiil close to eye;

the whole front

margin of head;

i'

—
N0.132J.

—

.
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warm

(U9

northward to California, Massachusetts,
Japan, as far northward as Tokyo.
Our specimens from Nagasaki, Misaki, and Wakanoura. The species
needs comparison with the Hanmier-head shark of Atlantic^
{Zvyaiva^ Zygsena^ the ancient name, from Cxjyov^ yoke.)

jin all

seas; occasionally

.and France, rather

I

—

common

in

ALOPIID^.

Family VIII.

THRESHER SHARKS.
Body moderately elongate, the snout rather short; mouth crescentshaped; teeth eciual in both jaws, moderate sized, flat, triangular, not
serrated; the third tooth of the upper jaw on each side

than the others;

gill -openings

moderate, the

nmch

smaller

one above the root of
the pectorals; no nictitating membrane; spiracdes just behind eye,
minute or absent; tirst dorsal large, midway between pectorals and
ventrals; second dorsal and anal very small; caudal hn exceedingly
long, about as long as the rest of the body, a pit at its root, a notch
on the upper lobe near its tip; lower lobe moderately developed; no
caudal keel; ventrals rather large; pectorals very large, falcate.
A
single species, reaching a large size, inhabiting most seas, known at
once by the great length of the
16.

last

tail.

ALOPIAS

Rafinesque.

Alopias Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Generi, 1810, p. 12 {macrourun=rulpes)
Muller and Henle, Plagiostomeii, 1838, p. 74 (amended orthography)

Alojjecias

The characters of the genus are included above.
{aXaoTtos^ a fox; Latin, vulpes.
A. vidpes was known

to the ancients

as aXco7t€Kiag^ fox-like.)
i8.

ALOPIAS VULPES

(Gmelin).

ONAGAZAME (LON(t-TAILED SHARK); NADEBUKA (SMOOTH SHARK);
NEZUMEZAME (RAT-TAILED SHARK).
Squalus vulpes

GmeUn,

Syst.

Nat.,

I,

1788,

p.

149H;

Mediterranean

(after

Pennant).
Carcharivs vulpes
fig.

De Kay, New York

Fauna, IV, Fishes, 1842,

p. 348, pi. lxi,

199.

Alopias vulpes Dumeril, Elasmobr.

ment, 1888,

p. 810.

EvERMANN,

Fish.

I,

1865,

j).

421.

Day, Fishes

of India, Supple-

Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 27.
North and Middle America, I, 1896, p. 45.

Jordan and

Alopecias vulpes GtJNXHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 393.

Squalus vulpinus Bonnaterre, Tableau Encycl. Ichthy., 1788, p.

9;

Mediterranean

Pennant).
Alopias macrourus Rafinesque, Garatteri di Alcuni Generi, 1810,
(after

Squalus alopecias

Gronow,

Cat. Fishes, 1854, p.

p. 12; Sicily,

7.

Body fusiform, cylindrical, thickest ])efore dorsal fln; back reguarched from above pectorals to end of snout, and gradually
[decreasing in size posteriorly to caudal.
Head short, bluntly conical;
larly

520
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snout blunt; eye rather large; mouth horse-shoe shaped, teeth ahout

^M^
third
19+10'

or fourtli tooth on either side of center of upper jaw

Spiracles very small or wanting.
smaller than others.
in front of pectorals.
slightly
openings aF)ove or

Body more or

less

Last

gill-

roughened.

First dorsal high, triangular, somewhat higher than its base is long,
slightly slender toward its sunnnit, superior angle rounded; second
dorsal similar in shape, but nuich smaller; anal small, placed behind
second dorsal, which it resembles; pectorals long, wide, emarginate,
with small process behind; ventrals wider than high, nearest tirst

doisah caudal nearly as long or longer than body, composed of three
distinct lobes, one small, triangular, at under side of tip, a second long

and low, extending along upper side of
broad, at lower base of

tail,

;

>

•

•

;

and a third short and

tail.

Color, slate-blue al>ove, beneath soiled white, marked with obsolete
bluish spots; i)upils a longitudinal slit, edged with golden.

Length, 12

feet.

large shark, abounding in all warm seas, common on the east
It was seen at Misaki, Nagasaki, Tokyo, and Yokacoast of Japan.
hama. No one has yet compared specimens of the Japanese fish with

A

those from California or the Mediterranean, and the species

may

prove different.
{mtlpes, fox.)

Family IX.

MITSUKURINIDyE.

Skeleton iiexible; snout produced in a flat, flexible Idade varying in
length; spiracles large; teeth aciculai*, only the lateral ones with small
basal cusps; last gill-opening above base of pectorals; fins all low, the'
the claspers very small; lower lobe of
caudal long; no pit at root of caudal; first dorsal well advanced;
second" shorter and higher than anal.
Two genera are known: Mitsuhurlna, and the extinct genus Scapaventral Avith very long base;

norh(/nehus of the Eocene.

Dr. Arthur Smith

Mitsukurina as identical with Scapanorhijnchm.
however, the rostral blade is much longer than
minor difierences are apparent.

The family

is

Woodward

regards

In the latter genus,
in

Mltsuhur'ma^ and

closely allied to the Odontaspididai, differing in the

produced snout.
17.
i¥(7.sMfc(i?-m«.

MITSUKURINA

Jordan.

JoKD.vN, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1898,

p.

200 {uiiMonl).

Characters of the genus included above.
(Named for Kakichi Mitsukuri, professor of zoology in the Imperial
Universit}- of Tokyo.)

I.

S.
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19.

MITSUKURINA OWSTONI

MitMtkimiin vivstoui Jordan, Proe. Cal. Ac.

621

Jordan.

Sci., 1898, p. 200;

Misaki.

Length of specimen, apparently 3^oung male, 42 inches!. Head
4f in length; dej^th about 10; snout from eye

j

irst g-ill-opening)

(to

If-

from front of mouth 24; length of blade of snout from its
nsertion below If; length of gill area 2f depth of last gill 6; eye
12 in snout from eye; interorbital area 2|; spiracle a little smaller
n head;

;

length of one mandible 2f in head; length of maxillary 2|;
which is 2f in head; first
lorsal base If in its height, which is 2f in head; second dorsal l)ase
Lf in its height, which is 3 in head; ventral base 2 times its height,
;han eye;

jectoral base If in length of pectoral fin,

ength of base 3 in head; claspers very short (perhaps immature),
head; anal base 2^ times its height and 2f in head;

learly 12 in

oaudal,
of

measured from above, 2f

in length of

body; greatest height

lower lobe nearly 3 in head.

Body elongate, compressed behind, fiesh and skeleton extremel}^
wet rag. Head moderate; snout produced in a
long, flat, flexible, leaf-like blade, somewhat like that of Polyodon
HpatkuJa ])ut narrower, more limp and more pointed; median line of
snout with a thick, rounded median keel; lower side of the blade free
for a considerable distance backward from upper jaw, almost to eyes;
eye small, without nictitating membrane; mouth inferior, with elonlimp, folding like a

gate cleft; dentar}" bones broad, loosely connected, movable, capable
of being

spread wide apart, but normally lying close together and
jaw strongly curv-

nearly parallel; a notch at S3aiiphysis, tip of lower

upward and inward; similar notch

at tip of upper jaw between
middle of each jaw without teeth in
front; teeth few-rowed, about || on each side, all needle-shaped, verj'slender, pointed, more or less curved backward and inward; each tooth
with a two-rooted base, large teeth in front simple, smaller ones on
sides of jaws each with two small basal cusps; second and third tooth
of lower jaw longest; the second about as long as eye; first and second
ing

rather loosely joined maxillar}-;

upper jaw similar to these but somewhat shorter; lateral teeth
jaws progressively smaller, ))ut all slender and sharp; nostrils
about as large as eye, their distance from (>.ye twice the eye;

tooth of
of both
large,

each nostril with a small notch on lower edge and a free flap within.
Spirach^ large.

Gill-openings about equal in height, the

last

above

base of pectoral.

Skin everywhere rough, the scutes very small, granulated
lateral line

No

or conspicuous nuicous pores.

papery, the broad bones somewhat exserted
moderately high, not emarginate,
the insertion above axil of pectoral, second dorsal lower, remote from
Hrst, interspace
in head, the insertion m^aily midway between
Fins

all thin, flexible,

from soft

flesh; first dorsal short,

H
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ventralsand anal; anal much longer than second dorsal, rather lower
pectorals short, narrow, rounded flexible rays longest; ventrals witl
ver}^ long base; no caudal keel; no pit at root of caudal; lower lobe o
caudal long and rather high, with a sharp notch near its tip.
Color light reddish gray, brownish abov'e; fins darker l)rown; nuchal!
region a

little

(Jordan.)

darker; belly paler.

now

in the Imperial University of

Tokyo, wa.
Misaki and presented l)y Capt. Alai
Owston, of Tokohama, for whom it is named. Captain Owston ha:
had engravings of this species made, and scattered them far and widii|
among the Japanese fishermen, but until 1902 he found no seconcj

The type

specinuMi,

captured in deep water

off

In a recent letter (Novem!
specimen and no one who knew the fish.
ber, 1!H)2) he announces the acquisition of another specimen.
i

Family X.

LAMNID^.

MACKEREL
Sharks of large
large teeth, and the

size,
tail

.SHARKS.

with the body stout, the mouth wide,

wit.i|

two lobe
bent upward; cauda

slender, the caudal fin lunate, the

not very unequal, the upper lobe strong!}^
peduncle with a strong keel on each side; gill-openings wide, all
front of the pectorals, entirely lateral, not extending under the throat
i

first

dorsal large; pectorals large; ventrals moderate; second dorsr

and anal very small; a
or absent.

Numerous

pit at the root of the caudal; spiracles minut
fossil species are

In this family th

know^n.

dentition, as well as the nuiscular system, reaches its highest degrc

of specialization
a.

known among

sharks.

Lamnin^. Teeth slender and sharp, with

entire edges.

Teeth without basal cusps, long, flexuous, acute; first dorsal inserted nearl
midway between pectorals and ventrals
Isuropsis, l!'
bb. Teeth each with one or two basal cusps; first dorsal not far belund pectorals.i
h.

Lamnny V.
Teeth with serrated edges, compressed, triangular in forn
without basal cusp
Carcharodon, 2'

aa. ('AKcnARODONTiN.E:

18.

ISUROPSIS

ImropmGiiA., Ann. Lye. Nat,

Hist. N.

Y

,

Gill.

VIII, 1861,

p.

153 {glaums).

Snout rather long and pointed; the body formed much like that c
a tunny or mackerel; first dorsal large, inserted, entirely behind pe(
torals, nearly midway between pectorals and ventrals; pectorals large
and anal very small; caudal peduncle slender; teet
long, lanceolate, with sharp, entire cutting edges and no basal cusp^!
{i'ffo^, equal; oiJpd^ tail; the two lobes
of the tail being nearly equa

.second dorsal

^^

oi/'i?;,

appearance.

tion of the dor.sal.)

From /sums

it is

separated by the backward

insei

—

—

.

.
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20.

(Miiller

623

and Henle).

AOZAME (BLUE SHARK); MOROZAME.
Muller and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 69, pi. xxix; Naga(erroneously stated to be from Java).— Schlecjel, Fauna Japonica,

Oxijrhina glauca
saki

Poiss., 1850, p. ;]03;

Nagasaki.— DuMERiL,Elasmobranches,

1870, p. 409 (after

Muller and Henle).
Laiiiiia

Snout

glauca Gunthek, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870,

p. 391;

Cape

Seas, St. Helena.

pointed; teeth in four rows, very long, tlexuous, withbase.
denticles
at
Spiracles very small.
First dorsal inserted
iOut
well backward, midway between pectoral and ventral, scarcely longer
.

long-,

than high,

upper angle rounded.

Color dark

white below.
Nagasaki.
Many jaws and a stulied foetus are in possession of Mr. Yahiro.
A specimen 7 feet long was taken b}" Jordan and Snyder at Matsushima, the head having been preserved.
its

Coasts of Japan and southward, rather

{(/laucm,

hoary blue.)
19.

LAMNA

Lamna Cuvier, Regne Animal,
Lamia

l)lue,

common about

Cuvier.

1st ed., 1817, p.

126 {cornubicus).

Risso, Eur. IMerid., Ill, 1826, p. 123 {cornuI>icus,

name

preoccupied).

Selanonius Fleming, British Animals, 1828, p. 169 {walkeri=cornubicus)

Body short and

back considerablj^ elevated; snout promione with a small
cusp on each side at base; one or both of these sometimes obsolete on
some of the teeth in the young; gill-openings wide; dorsal and pectoral
fins somewhat falcate; second dorsal and anal fins very small, nearly
opposite each other; first dorsal close behind the root of the pectorals.
This genus is very close to Isurns^ with which fossil forms seem to
connect it.
Perhaps the two should be united under the older name,
stout, the

nent, pointed; teeth triangular, pointed, entire, each

Iswrus.

from Xa/uia, a horrible anthropophagous
monster, a bugbear used by the Greeks to frighten refractor}^ children.)
{Xa/Ava, a kind of shark,

21.

LAMNA CORNUBICA

(Gmelm).

SALMON SHARK; MACKEREL SHARK; PORBEAGLE.
Squalus cornubicus Gmelin, Syst. Nat.,

I,

1788,

p.

1497; shores of Cornwall

Beaumaris of Pennant)
Lamna cornubica Gunther, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 389. Jordan and Gilbert,
Synopsis, 1883, p. 30. Jordan and Evermann, Fishes North and ^Middle
Am., I, 1896, p. 19 (and of most authors).
(after

Snout conical, pointed, rather longer than cleft of mouth; teeth
if:f| on each side; third tooth on each side in the upper jaw small;
first dorsal beginning over axil of pectorals.
Color bluish gray. A
(Jordan
large and fierce pelagic shark reaching a length of 10 feet.
and Evermann.)

.

.

—

.
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Common

Europe and rather frequent on the coast of southern

in

Alaska, where

it

may

is

\'ery destructive to the

salmon, thence southward

has been ascril)ed to Japan by Dr. Giinther, and
occur in ,Iapanese waters, but no authentic record exists, and no

to California.

It

Japanese museums. It is unknown to naturalists afe
be looked for at the mouths of salmon rivers, as;
the Ishioari, in Hokkaido.
{cornnhicu><^ from Cornwall, from which region the species was earlyt
specimens are
Nagasaki, but

in

may

it

described.)

20.

CARCHARODON

Smith.

MAN-EATER SHARKS.
Carcharodon

Andrew Smith,

Proc. (aeol. Soc.

-

London, V,

1837,

p.

86 {capensis—\

carcharias)

General characters of Isnra^ and Lammt^ but with a different dentition, the teeth being- large,

flat,

erect,

regularly triangular,

edges serrated; first dorsal moderate, nearly

midway between

theiri

pecto-j

and ventrals; second dorsal and anal very small; pectorals large,'
ventrals moderate; caudal peduncle rather stout; spiracles minute or
Sharks of very large size; -the strongest and most voracious
absent.
pelagic, found in most warm seas.
lishes;
of all
rals

(/ca/jjt»'/Jog,

jagged; oSovg^ tooth.)

22.

CARCHARODON CARCHARIAS

(Linnaeus).

MAN-EATER SHARK; GREAT WHITE SHARK.
Lamia Rondelet,

Hist. Poiss., 1558, p. 305; Nice, Marseilles (good figure).

Sfjualm carcharias Linn^us, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758,

235; pAirope (after

p.

not of most later authors )
Carcharodon carcJiarias Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 1883,
Artedi

;

EvERMANN,

Fish. Nortli

and

IVIiddle

Am.,

I,

p. 875.

Jordan and

1896, p. 50.

CarcJiarias vn-us Agassiz, Poiss. Foss., Ill, 1836, p. 91.

Carcharodon rondelcti

Muller and Henle, Plagiostomen,

ranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean (after Rondelet)
Carcharodo7i rondeleti GiinTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870,
Carcharias atwoodi Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,
town, Massachusetts.
Carcharodon capcnsis Smith,

1838,

j).

70; Mediter-

p. 392.
II, 1848, p. 71;

III, Zool. S. Africa, 1842, pi. iv;

Carcharodon smithi Bonaparte, Selach. Tab. Anal., 1839,

Cape

of

p. 9 (after

Province-

Good Hope.
Smith).

mouth very large; both
rows of large, triangular, serrated teeth, those in lower
jaw narrower, about || in each row; flrst dorsal somewhat behind
pectorals; caudal fin large and strong.
Color leaden gra}'; tips and
edges of pectoi-als ))lack. One of largest of sharks, reaching a length
of 30 feet.
It is found in all temperate and tropical seas, and is occaBod}^ stout; depth about 5^ in total length;

jaws with

five

both in the Atlantic and Pacific. One caught near
Soquel, California, was about 30 feet long and had a voung sea lion,

sionally taken

.

.
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weighing about 100 pounds, in its stomach. (Jordan and Evermann.)
A large pair of jaws is preserved in the museum of the Imperial
Universit}^ taken somewhere off the east coast of Hondo, near Misaki.
This constitutes the onl}' record of the species from Japan.
{Kapxocpiag, an old name of Carcharim lajida and of other maneating sharks.)

CETORHINID.E.

Family XI.

BASKING SHARKS.
Sharks of immense size with the gill-openings extremely wide,
extending from the back nearly to the median line of the throat, all of
them in front of the pectorals; mouth moderate, the teeth very small,
numerous, conical, without cusps or serratures; no nictitating

mem-

brane; spiracles \Qvy small, above the corners of the mouth;

dorsal

large,

small;

first

midwaj^ between pectorals and ventrals; second dorsal and anal
caudal

A

small.

lunate, the

fin

upper lobe considerably the larger;

keeled; pectorals and ventrals large.

caudal peduncle

Brain very

single genus, with probably but one species; the largest of

living fishes, pelagic,
21.
? Tetroras

and inhabiting the northern

CETORHINUS

Rakinesqxte, Caratteri, 1810,

p. 11

seas.

Blainville.
{angiom).

C'etorhhms Blainville, Jfnirn. Phys., 1816, p. 264 {gunneri^maxlmits).
SelacJw CuviER,

Regne Animal,

1st ed., 1817, p. 129

Polyprosopiis Couch, Hist. Brit. Fish.,

Hannovera

Van Beneden,

I,

(maximus).

1861, p. 67 {rashlcighanus=maximus).

Bull. Ac. Ro}'. Beige,

XXXI,

1871, p. 504 {aurata,

fossil )

The characters of the genus are included above.
(/c7/rocr, whale; piyi]^ a shark (Squatina), from pi-yy,
the

rough skin of

this

a

file

or rasp,

shark being used for polishing wood and

marble.)
23.

CETORHINUS MAXIMUS

(Gunner).

UBAZAME (OLD WOMAN SHARK); TECtUZAME (LONG-NOSED SHARK);
BAKAZAME (FOOLISH SHARK); ZOZAME (ELEPHANT SHARK).
maximus Gunner, Trondhjein,
Norway.

Sqiudufi

Selskaljskr.,

HI,

1765, p.

Sdaclms maxlmiis Stoker, Fish. Mass., 1867, p. 229.
maximus GiiNTTiEn, Cat. Fish.,yiII, 1870, p. 394.
Cetorhlims maximus Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, 18S3,

.S8;

Coast of

SelacJie

Evermann, Fish N. M. Amer.,

I,

)>.

.il.— Joudax

and

1896, p. 51.

Squalus gunnerianns Blainville, Jonrn. de Phys., 1810, p. 256 (after Gunner).
Squalus pelegrinus BijAiyiviLi.E, Jdurn. de Phys., 1810, p. 257; Europe.
Squalus homianus Blainville, .hxirn. de Phys., 1810, p. 257 (after l^verard

Home)
Cd(yr}iimis xhariamis V,\..\\'s\u.\,K, .lourn.

de Phys., ISK!,

p.

264 (after Sliaw).

)
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Squalm hodm Saverio Macri, Mem. della R. Ac.
fi^.

1;

pi.

fig. 2;

11,

Squalus elephm

Napoli,

Sci.

I,

vol. xxvi.

1819, p. 55, pi.

i,

Naplen.

Lk Sueur, Journ.

Ac. Nat.

S(u.

Phila., II,

1821, p. 343; New-

Jersey.

Sijualm

a'taceu.^

Gronow,

Cat. Fish, 1854, p.

(>;

Norway.

S..c., XIV, 1S25, p. 91; Cornwall (a
Sqnahts vaMeighamiH Coucn, Trans. Linn.
monstrosity).
LSOCi, p. 21.
.{((uiihlns hldini'illn C'U'iihho, Plagiostom., I,
„>nnT CovcH, Hist. Brit. Fishes, 18(11, p. 67; Fnglaml.

||

I'ohijH-osopvs

snout blunt; eyes small; teeth in (3 or 7 rows in each
Gill-nikers slender, long and close set,t|
jaw, about 200 in each row.
rugose, the skin very rough with small
Body
rescml)ling whalebone.
over the space between pecto-i
triangular,
large,
dorsal
First
spines.
rather hirger than anal;l
smaller,
nuich
dorsal
second
rals and ventrals;
reaching a length of
sharks,
the
of
Largest
large.
pectorals long; tail
Ilciul small:

I,

1,

.|

(Jordan and P^an-mann.)

nearly 40 feet.
Found in Arctic seas and occasionally oft' the coast of Japan. It isi
Principal
figured by Dr. Matsubara in the colored plates of The

Animals of Japan, under the name of " Ubazame."
mens were seen by us in Japan.
{maximus, greatest.

Acpiatic

Family Xll.

'

^

No

speci-i

'

.

RHINEODONTID.E.

WHALF SHARKS.
Very large sharks, formed much

,

as in Cetorldnm^ the caudal lunate,

with w.ell-developed lower lobe and a keel on each side of the tail.
Origin of first dorsal in advance of ventrals; second dorsal small,
opposite anal; no spines, no nictitating membrane, snout broad and
and nostril nean
flat; eyes very small; spiracles very small, mouth

extremity of snout. Teeth conical, or with a heel at base, very small
and niunerous. Gill-openings wide, the last one above the base ol
Species very few, mostly in the Pacific.
the pectorals.
22.
Ti/ttH/WoH

Andrew

RHINEODON

Smith,

Smith.

Illustr. S. Afr. Fishes,

Micrhtodus GiTuh, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Rhinodon Gunther, revised spelling

Teeth conical, very small.

1837 {typicus).
177 {pundatus).

Sci. Pnila., 1865, p.

{typicus).

Characters otherwise included above.

{piy, snout; odovc;.^ tooth.)
24.

?
?

RHINEODON TYPICUS

Smith.

Illnstr. S. Afr. Fish, 1837; Cape of Good Hope.
Micristodus punctatus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, p. 177; ihiU

Rhineodon typicm S.Mnii,
California.

Rhinodon pentallneatus Kisuinoiye, Zool. Anzeiger, Nov.
Inubo, Janan.

25, 1891, p. 694; Cap<

NO. 1324.
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A gigantic shark from Japan has been described by Dr. Kishinouye
under the name of BJdnodon pentalhieatus. It is apparently a species
of Rhlneodon, but it is impossil)]e to say whether it is different from
RJi!neodo)i fypicius or Rhlneodoii jninctatus, or whether these two
nominal species differ from each other.
Rldneodon typicus is widely
diffused in the tropical seas

record having ])een published
th(?

and has been lately taken
hy Mr. Barton A. I)ean.

only species of the genus.

The following

is

in Florida, a

It is prol)ably

Dr. Kishinouye's

description:

Head Hat, ])lunt; eyes very small, situated on sides of head near
margin of colored area; nictitating membrane wanting; mouth neai'h'
straight, terminal; a labial fold runs fi'om nostril to corner of mouth
on upper jaw, and shorter fold from corner of mouth on lower jaw;
teeth very minute, numerous, nearly e(|ual in size and shape, each
acutely pointed, laterally compressed, and with an ellipsoidal root;
band of teeth in upper jaw curved a little, each end of band with a
detached group of teeth, l)and in lower jaw crescent-shaped, and in
each l)and arranged in a great many transverse row's, about 300 in niunber, middle part of band with 16-30 teeth in one row; nostrils at
anterior extremity of head, and opening at labial boundary of mouth.
Gill-openings 5, very wide, the second pair widest, measuring Sd cm.,
last pair most narrow, opening above base of pectorals, where body is
Spiracles nearl}' same size as eye and on the
very broad and high.
same level.
Skin tine grained, except

tive longitudinal smooth bands, one dorsal
median, two pairs lateral; ventral lateral l)and seems to be continuous

with keel on each side of

tail.

First dorsal tin inserted a little behind middle of body; second dorsal
fin

ver}' small;

anal very small, just below second dorsal; pectorals

large, strong; ventrals inserted

below tirst dorsal

;

caudal large, lunate,

ventral lobe well developed; clasper simple, with dorsal groove.
Color grayish brown, with round white spots and transverse bands,

its

round white spots small and crowded near anterior end of body, gradually larger and fewer backward; caudal, second
dorsal, ventrals, and anal destitute of white markings.
Length at present 800 cm., in circumference behind pectorals, 365
cm. (stuffed specimen), but when fresh measuring nearly 1,000 cm.
Taken in a drift net June 10, 1901, off Cape Inubo; now in the col(Kishinouye.)
lection of Tsurutame Oseko of Asakusa Park, Tokyo.
described
example
The Japanese form is known only from the
{Echeneis)^
fishes
above. When taken it was covered with many sucking
and one, besides an oak pole, was taken from its stomach. It is
said to differ from Rhinodon typicus Smith and Mhrlstodxs punctattis
But it is impossible
Gill in the form of the teeth and the labial fold.
are ))etter known.
members
its
to distinguish species in this genus until

ventral side colorless;

{typ/cKs, typical.)
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Order

vol. xxvi.

TECTOSPONDYLI.

III.

one or more concentric series or
Spiracles present.
Anal
without
fins
with
or
spine.
As here underDorsal
wanting.
fin
2,
stood, the order Tectospondyll includes the sharks of the groups called
The vertebr{\3 in the order
Oyclospondyli and Tectosjwndyll by Hasse.
it
is
probal)le
structures,
and
that from sharks
similar
show
Kays
of
Calcareous

liuiu'lhi'

arranged

in

rings about a central axis in each vertebra.

of this

group the Kays are descended.

(TtKTc^i\ builder; ff7rov6i>\o5., verte})ra.)

FAMILIES OF TECT08P0NDYLT.
Cyclospondyli: Vertebnc with calcareous lamelLe arranged in a ring about the
central axis; pectoral fins normal, not expanded or deeply notched; anal lin

a.

absent; spiracles present, no nictitating
torals;

caudal bent upward, lower lobe

membrane;

little

Dorsal fins each provided with a stout spine,

h.

gill-openings before pec-

developed.
first

dorsal far in advance of

Suualid.e, XIII.

ventrals
bh.

Dorsal fins without spine,

first

dorsal over or in advance of ventrals.

Snout not produced in form of a saw; no l)arbels; first dorsal much l:»efore
ventrals; skin moderately rough
Dalatiid^, XIV.
CO. Snout produced in a long, flat ))lade, with sharp, saw-like teeth on each side;
a pair of barl)els below snout; first dorsal i)efore ventrals.
r.

PRISTIOPHORIDiE,

XV.

TErTospoNDYLi: Vertebne with calcareous lamelhe ranged in several concentric
series or rings about a central axis; pectoral fins very large, expanded horizontally, and extended forward at base in front, giving body the form of the
flattened disk of rays; anterior extension separated from neck by a deep ntitch,
in which gill-openmgs lie; no anal fin; dorsal fins small, posterior; mouth

act.

broad, anterior

Squatinid.e,

Family XIII.

XVI.

SQITALID.F.

'D()(4-FISHES.

Body more or
nictitating

groove on each

Head

less elongate.

membrane.
side.

Mouth

depressed.

Eyes

lateral,

without

inferior, rather large, arched, a deep

Teeth compressed, variously formed.

Nostrils

inferior, separate; spiracles rather large; gill-openings moderate,
in front of the pectoral tins.

Dorsal

tins 2.

all

each armed with a spine;

the

first dorsal in front of the ventrals; anul lin wanting; caudal fin
with the lower lobe small or ob.solete, ventral tins inserted posteriorly,
not much before second dorsal.
Oviparous. Genera 6 or more;

species about 15; rather small sharks, chiefly of the Atlantic.

sharks represent a comparatively primitive
descended from any oth(M' existing Sqadll.
n.

type,

These
apparently not

r.ddy rather elongate, no fold of skin along side of belly; dorsal spines hoth
directed hackwani.

.
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Upper

teeth simple, without smaller cusps at base,
Teeth alike in both jaws, subquadrate, each witli a nearly horizontal
oblique cutting edge and a point directed outward
..Sfjii(thi.% 23.
cc. Teeth unequal; upper teeth erect, with a single cusp; lower teeth more
or less oblique, iwints directed outward; dorsal spines not hidden.
d. Scales leaf-shaped, with a strong midrib, and sometimes a lateral rib on
each side, attached Ijy a peduncle; dorsal spines strong.
c.

LejiidoHilniis, 24.

Scales not leaf-shaped

del.

at l)ase.

Scales not imbricate, each of three or four radiating spinule.s; dorsal
spines strong
Deania, 25.

(-.

Scales imbricate, each with three or

more strong ri])S, eacli ending in
a spine, the nuddle strongest; dorsal spines short
Zameus, 26.
Upi^er teeth each witii 1 or 2 small cusps at Ijase on each side.
/. Teeth unequal, upper erect and tricuspid, lower oblique.
ee.

bb.

and not pedunclate

Etmoplerus, 27.
Jj.

Teetli e(iual, very small,

23.
Sijivdnti

and

tricusj)i(l in Ijoth ]ii\VH

SQUALUS

.

Co ilroscyllium,

28.

Linnseus.

LiNN.EUS, Syst. Nat., X, 1758, p. 238 {acnnthiax,
all sharks)

species

first

named;

includes

Squalus Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Generi, 1810, p. 13 (*/^r^»//((V^saIld vynto;
first restriction of th(^ name Squalus to species with spiracles and without
anal

fin).

AranihoHtinun BL\isyiLi,K, Journal de Physique, 1816, p. 263 (acanthias)
AcanlJiia^ Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. :\r('rid.. Ill, 1826, p. 131 {acnntldas).
Ent<jj-i/i-}driis

Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Body rather

slender.

Sci. Phila., 1862, p.

Mouth

deep, ol)li<(ue g'roove on each

little

496 {uyato).

arched, with a

no labial

long-, straight,

Teeth rather small,
all simple, equal in the two jaws, their points so much turned aside
that the inner margin forms the cutting edge.
Spiracles rather wide,
just behind the (\ye.
Fins moderate!}" developed, the first dorsal larger
than the second, much in advance of the ventral tins, which are behind
the middle of the body, although in advance of the second dorsal.
Dorsal spines strong, not grooved. Tail scarcely bent upward. Small
sharks, abounding in the temperate seas.
{sqi(ah(i<, shark, a word cognate to the Greek yaXt'f.)
25.

.side;

SQUALUS MITSUKURII

TSUN(JZA]\IP:

Jordan and Snyder, new species.

(horn shark); TSUNOGE (HORNY

Squalus mllsukura Jordan and Snyder,

name

Head

fold.

Check

List,

1901,

I'TSH).
p.

129

;

Misaki,

onlj-.

al)out 41 in

interorbital space

'l:,

body; width of head 1\ in its length; snout
width of mouth 2^; tip of snout to mouth 2;

2f,
&ye,

2| in interorbital space.

Body moderately

elongate,

tail

from above angular,

Head
when viewed

tapering moderately Ijchind.

broad, depressed, flattened above; snout pointed in profile,
tip rather broadly rounded,

and upper surface

flattened; eyes rather large, lateral, a little nearer tip of snout than

.

.
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mouth very broad, slightly curved, a deep labial'
lips thin; teeth moderate, forming a cutting edge i
corner;
each
fold at
rather large, inferior, while nearer eye than tip
nostrils
jaw;
in each
the latter than mouth; interorbital space is
nearer
are
they
of snout
more or less like upper surface of head.
flattened
elevated,
very
l)road,

first

gill-opening;

The

spiracles large, directly behind eye.

:i

Gill-openings

in

front of

base of pectoral.

Body everywhere

finely

roughened.

dorsal spine a trifle nearer tip of snout than that of
dorsal spine is three-fifths height of fin; spine of
first
dorsal;
second
height of fin; pectorals large, smaller thani
three-fourths
dorsal
second

Origin of

first

head, reach l)eyond base of first dorsal, emarginate behind; ventrals
nearer second dorsal than first; caudal broad, lower lobe rather long.
Caudal peduncle rather long, with a pit at base above. Lateral linei
indistinct along side.

j

Color in alcohol gray above, white beneath; upper surface of pec-

and ventrals grayish.
Length 28^ inches.

torals

Fig.

Type No.
Universit}^

3.—Squalus mitsukueii.

'

-

7184, Ichthvological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior

Museum.

Locality, Misaki.

common from Hokkaido as far south-l
ward as Formosa. Numerous large adults taken at Misaki, one of
them the type, a female. Several embryos were also obtained, part
A young example was also ol)tained
of them from this specimen.
from near Aomori in Tsugaru Straits, and another one, probably of
Specimens are in the Imperial Muthe same species, from Formosa.
seum from Kagoshima, and Boshu in Awa near Misaki. These arc
recorded by Ishikawa" as AcantJiias vulgaris and A. uyatus, but the
two specimens are alike.
(Named for Prof. Kakichi Mitsukuri, who was present with Messrs.
Jordan and Snyder at Misaki, when the type was taken.)
Coasts of Japan, generally

24.

LEPIDORHINUS

Bonaparte.

Bonaparte, Selach. Tab. Analyt., 1836, p. 9 {srjuamosus)
Srymnodon Boc AGE and Capello, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1864, p. 263

ieptdor/iinus

(ringnis).

Machephihts Jouiiso's, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1867, p. 713 {dumerili).

This genus
scales,

is

close to Centrophorus^ differing in the

form

which are leaf-shaped and pedunculate, with a strong
«Prel. Cat., p. 61.

of the
raediai
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which ends in a point. The single Japane^ species
belongs to
the snhgcims Seym nodon, characterized by the presence
of three

[keel

keels '

the scale ending- in three points.
{kenig^ scale; pi'vi]^ shark.)
26.

LEPIDORHINUS FOLIACEUS
Gunther, Deep Sea
Enoshima).

Centrophorus foliacem
fig.

A

Head 4f
^orbital

(off

(Gunther).

Fishes, C'hallen<,a'r, 1SS7,
^
'

'

j).
•

5, n]
-

11
•

>

body; width of head 1^ in its length; snout
8i; intcrwidth of mouth 2i; snout to mouth If; space between
eye about If in interorbital space.

in

space

|spiracles 3;

2;

Body rather elongate, tail tapering. Head elongate, depressed,
broad; snout broad, flattened, tip broadly rounded; eyes large,
lateral,'
nearer snout than gill-opening; mouth rather small, slightly'curved,'

f

deep labial fold at each corner; lips thin; teeth forming cutting
edges in jaws, those in lower jaw with several small cusps; nostrils

'with

large, inferior, nearer eye than tip of snout, and nearer
latter than
mouth; interorbital space broad, flattened. Spiracles large, round,
space between one and one-half in interorbital space.
Gill-openings
llow, in
f

front of pectorals.

The body covered with large leaf-shaped

front and on a pedicle; they are large
.but especially enlarged, in

front of

scales, 3 pointed, keeled in

on trunk, both above and below,

first dorsal.

Both dorsals provided with sharp spines, with only the

tips exposed;
origin of first dorsal nearer tip of snout than base of second, and a short
distance behind base of pectoral; pectoral short, truncate, less than
I

two in head; ventrals small, in front of second dorsal, nearer tip of
caudal than tip of snout; caudal four and one-fourth in body.
Caudal
-peduncle short, its depth three in interorbital space.
Color in alcohol uniform gray brown, edges of nostril and lower

[

lips

blackish.

Length 14^ inches.
Described from a specimoji from Misaki, taken

in

deep water

l)v

K. Aoki.
j^

jm

Deep waters off Japan, known oidy from off' Enoshima and
Sagami Bay. Our specimen is from near Misaki.

INIisaki

{foUaceus, leaf -like.)

23.

DEANIA

Jordan and Snyder.

Dcania Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 80 {eglanfma).

Scales minute, villous, each star-like, and with three or four long
Doints.

The skin velvety

^pines strong.

to the touch.
Snout long, flattish. Dorsal
In other regards similar to Centrojyhorus, but the

iquamation quite different.

(Named for Prof. Bashford Dean,
iition of his

)thers.)

of Columbia University, in recogresearches in sharks, those of the present genus among

;
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27.

Dmnia

DEANIA EGLANTINA

ajlantina

vol.

xxvl

Jordan and Snyder.

JoiwAX and Hxydkk, Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Miih.,

XXV,

1902,

]..

SO;

Totomi Bay.

H

snout about 2 in hoad; eye 4f
in space from tip of snout to
ill snout; 2 in width of snout; 3f
2(5
width
of snout.
in
mouth; space l)etween spiracles if
with short, ))ush-like
each
scales
Body rather elongate, slender;

Head

length; depth aWout

ill

!»r,

with two small prickles on each side, whole body having- a kind i
of hairy appearance.
Head large, greatly depressed; snout long, depressed, broad; eyesij
gill-opening;
large, lateral, anterior margin nearer tip of snout than
lower side
on
large,
nostrils
skin around eyes more or less loose, free;
si)incs^

.|

I

of snout laterally, about midway betw-een tip of snout and eye; mouth
opening below posterior part of eye, rather l)road; lips moderately,
^.piracies
fleshy; teeth small, compressed, with a small basal cusp;
a littlelj
between
space
rather large, nearer eye than flrst gill-opening,
,

more than length

of snout.

Gill-openings in front of base of pectoral,

|

largest al)out half eye.

yT-^^s

..^^^f^m^^

a b

Fig. I.— Dkania eui.antina.

a. ui>i.cr

jaw;

\k Iciwri-

jaw,

<,

si-alc (iimcli

enlarged.)

each with a spine, ))ase of first a little behind tip oi
pectoral, rather short, sharply pointed, and projecting little abo\(
skin; second dorsal spine nearly as high as tin, upper half exposed

Dorsal

tins

ventrals small, po.sterior, entirely
in front of second dor.sal spine; caudal elongate, lower lobe littkj

pectorals about equal to snout;

produced.

Color in spirits, uniform grayish-brown.
This description from the original type, a young female from Totomi
12 inches in length, dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission steame
{eglcmttjins^ the brier lo.se.)

26.
Zameuft

ZAMEUS

Jordan and

Jordan and Fowler, new

Fo>A'ler,

new

genus.

geiuis {'•(juamuluifUK).

Dor.sal tins each with a small, partly concealed spine;

mouth

wide,

little

no anal

arched; a long, deep, straight, oblique groove

tin
oi

..
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mouth; teeth of lower jaw oblique, with the points directed
outward of backward; upper teeth erect, triangular or
with a single cusp. No nictitating membrane; spiracles

ich side of

lore or less

imceolate,

behind the eye; gill-openings narrow; scales not leaf-shaped, nor
edimaculatc, each with a strong median keel and two or more lateral
In CentropKorxia, the nearest
leels, each of these ending in a spine.
ride

is no midrib to the scales, which are nearly
In Cejitroseymnus the scales are smooth with a depression
Small sharks, living in deep water.
the base.

genus, there

ialated

3100 th.
t

{zame, shark, in Japanese.)

i

ZAMEUS SQUAMULOSUS

28.

Centrophurus sqiuuiiulosus (iuNTiiKK,
fig.

Deep Sea

Fis^li,

(Giinther).

Challenger, 1887,

p.

.5,

]>].

n,

B; Enoshima.

Snout much i)roduced, mouth nearly midway between lirst gillpening and end of snout; laliial fold extends a little wa}' along marins of mouth; upper lip fringed; distance between nostrils two-fifths
'f

length of preoral portion of snout.

eel,

Scales tricuspid, with a median

and so mimite as to give a velvety appearance to

skin.

First

orsal small, its l)ase (without spine) shorter than that of second, nearly

ne-sixth of distance
»rojecting

beyond

between two

tins;

spines yery small, scarcely

skin; pectoral short, with lower angle rounded, not

below end of second dorsal. UniLength, 27 inches. Oti' Inosinia, Japan, Station

ifoduced; extremity of ventral tins

orm deep

l)lack.

32 ((Challenger) in 345 fathoms.

(Giinther.)

Known only from Sagami
ky, about Enoshima (misspelled Inosima by Giinther) and Misaki,
v'here our specimen was taken.
{/i(/Ka?nulosus, with small scales.)
Coasts of Japan, in rather deep water.

27.

ETMOPTERUS

Rafine^que.

Etmopterns Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcnui Generi, 1810, p. 14 {aculeatua)
Spinux CvviER, Regne Animal, Isted., 1817, p. 129 {acmithias and spinax)
Spiiiax MiJLLEii and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 86 (spinax).
Acanthidium Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1839, p. 91 (pusillum).

Mouth little arched. Teeth of lower jaw with the point so much
urned aside that the inner margin of the tooth forms the cutting edge;
ipper teeth erect, each with a long, pointed cusp and 1 or 2 smaller
on each side; spiracles wide.
Small sharks of the warm seas, living in deep water, and nearly black

ines

n color.

{erpicxyev^ an aorist from Tt/xroj, to cut; Trrepoy,
ype having frayed tins.)

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

43

tin,

the original
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29.

ETMOPTERUS LUCIFER

vol. xxviJ

Jordan and Snyder.

BOZUZAME (PRIEST SHARK).
Elrnopterm lucifcr Jokdan an<l Snyder, Proc.
(Misaki).

l^. S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902,

]..

71

1

Head 4^ in length; depth al)out T; snout about 'if in head; 63^6 5|!
i" -^P'^^^ from tip olj
in head; 2 in snout; 2-^ in width of snout; 2/r
of snout.
width
in
spiracles
between
2i
space
mouth
to
snout
Body moderately elongate, rather robust, with slender caudal
peduncle; scales forming longitudinal stria- above, abruptly anc
sharply separated on sides from lower surface, which is CAcidy rough:

1

;

with

tine

Head

shagreen.
large, thick, rather short; snout short, thick,

more

convej

pores; eyes moderate, lateral, ante
of snout and spiracle; skin abou
tip
between
midway
margin
rior
eyelid overlapping and forming
upper
free,
loose,
or
less
more
eyes,

below than above, also with

many

below poste
a pit in front; nostrils very large, lateral; mouth opening
compressed
small,
teeth
thin;
rather
lips
broad;
of
eye,
i)ortion
rior
each of those in upper jaw with two sharp, basal cusps; spiracle

Yn;_

5._Etmopterus lucifer.

a.

iipixT jiuv;

/-,

large, nearer eye than first gill-opening, space

Iowit jaw.

between

1\

in siioul

Gill-openings in front of base of pectorals, rather short.
Dorsal fins each with a si)ine, base of first a little before tip of pec

projecting little above skin; second dorsf
nuich larger, longer than first, the greate
portion exposed, and nearly a third greater than snout; ventrals moc
lob
erate, entirely in front of second dorsal; caudal cUingate, lower

toral, short, sharp, pointed,

spine not as high as

fin,

produced.
Color in spirits, dark grayish-])rown, lower margin of caudal
together with marginal portions of all other fins, very pale brown.
Length, 12 inches.
Type No. 6Sm, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Juniol
From the collection of Capt. Alal;
Locality, Misaki.
University.
Owston.
Some 30 others of the same species were obtained off Misaki on Ion
lines handled hy Mr. Kumakichi Aoki, assistant to Professor Mitsukur

little

The pale

areas on the side of the belly cover a glandular substanci

said to be luminous in

life.

{lux, light; fero, to l)ear; the

translucent.)

thickened skin of the belly said

to

1

|»o.

f
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CENTROSCYLLIUM

Ceiiirusci/llium

Miiller

Mullek and Henle, Sy.steiuatisflie

635

and Henle.

Bcs(:lireil)uiig (k-r riaj^ioHtonieii,

1838, p. 191 {fabricii).

Teeth

e(|iial in

both

jaw.s,

very

.small, straig-lit,

2 smaller cusps on each side at base;

pointed, each Avith 1

mouth crescent-shaped, with

a
angle; spiracles moderate; gill-openings
Irather narrow; dorsal fins small, each with a strong spine; the second
|or

jstraight,

oblique groove at

its

behind the ventrals.
{Kevrpoy^ spine; (TKvXXiov^ Scylliuiii^ an allied genus, from ffKvXXoo^
[to rend or tear to pieces.)
[dorsal entirelv
i

30.

CENTROCYLLIUM RITTERI

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

\
>|

Head 5^ in length; snout about 8f in head; interorbital space 2;
width of mouth 2; eye about 5; space betAveen spiracles 2^; pectoral
ibout

2.

Body

elongate; head ver}- broad and depressed, flattened above;
snout short, very broad, flattened above, rounded; eye large, near
snout; nostrils large, inferior, mid^vay between tip of snout and eye;

Fig.

mouth distant from

0.— CENTKOCYJ.I.IVJI kitteri.

tip of snout a space equal to a trifle

more than

interorbital width; teeth very sharp, tricuspid, alike both jaws; lips
irather thin, a labial fold at corners of

Igreater

mouth; interorbital space broad,

than space between spiracles.

Spiracles

large,

superior,

Ibehind eyes.
\

I

Bod}^ covered with small, single prickles, scattered, though not pres-

on lower surface of snout, small on lower abdominal surface.
-Head with many pores, especially on lower surface of snout.
First dorsal spine smaller than second, slightly more than half
height of fin; second dorsal spine long, curved, but not quite to tip of
,tin; origin of first dorsal nearer that of second than the tip of snout,
inserted w^ell behind pectoral; second dorsal nearer first dorsal than
tip of caudal, tip of fin anteriorly not extending for more than half
ient

I

I

its base and origin of upper caudal lobe; pectoral
broad, short, about equal to width of snout in front of eyes; ven|trals small and entireh^ in front of second dorsal; caudal moderate,

tthe

space between

ifins

than space between two dorsal spines. Caudal peduncle long,
above and below. Lateral line with
pores, rather far apart, running superiorly in front and along sides.

less

irather slender, thick, flattened
:

.
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Color, uniform dark gray -brown, blackish below, in front, tins
more or less broadly cdo-ed with whitish. Length 16i inches.

Type No.

7185, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior

University Museum. Locality, Misaki.
This species is known to us from 2 examples obtained
It differs

from

('<'ntr(),^rijUlum fahrlcii,

oenus, in having the caudal peduncle
in the shorter pectorals,

and

all

at Misaki.il

t\\Qon\\ oihev species of

much longer and more

thel

slender,'

which do not reach to below the

first':

dorsal.

j

(It is

named

for Dr. William

Emerson

Ritter, of the University

California, in recognition of his excellent

work on the Tunicates

of.!

andi

Enteropneustaiis of the Pacilic Ocean.)

Family XIV.

DALATIID^.

SCYMNOID SHARKS.
Sharks with no anal

tin

and with two dorsal

tins,

each without spine;

gill-openings small, entirely in advance of pectorals;

mouth

l)ut little

arched; a long, deep, straight, oblique groove on each side; spiracles
Oviparous, the eggs without horny case (at least in Sotnnwpresent.
ms).

The absence of dorsal spine chiefly
from the Squalidx^ of which these are some^i
Sharks mostly of the North Atlantic, some ol

Vertel)rie cyclospondylous.

distinguishes this family

what degenerate allies.
them I'eaching a large size.
a.

Dalatiin.e: First dorsal well l^ehind ventrals; upper teeth small, pointed, lowei

much

Dalatias, 29.

larger, triangular

h.

much

advance of ventrals.
Ui)per teeth narrow; lower quadrate with a horizontal edge ending in a
point directed outward; body very robust, fins very small, dorsals aboul
Somniosus, 30.
equal; skin moderately rough

na. Somxiosin.e: First dorsal

29.
Dalatias Rafinesque,

in

DALATIAS
Caratteri di

Rafinesque.

Alcuni Generi, 1810,

p.

13

{»parophagxis,

description very incorrect)

Scymnm

Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817,

p.

130 {lichia; preoccupied

in

insects).

Scymnorhinuii Bonapakte, Cat. Pesci. Europ., 1836, p. 16 {lichia).

Mouth

transverse, a deep straight groove at each angle.

jaws close

set,

the upper small, pointed; the lower

much

Teeth

in

larger, dilated,

Skin uniformly covered with
minute scales. Two short dorsal tins, without spine, the tirst at a
considerable distance from the ventrals; no anal fin.
No membrana
nictitans.
Si)iracles wide.
(Gunther.)
Gill-openings narrow.
erect, triangular, not

very numerous.

.

(cJaAocr, torch,

the

name unexplained.)

—
0.1324.
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Bonnaterre).

(

YOROIZAME (ARMOR SHARK).
SrjuaJens lirhac

Bonnaterre, Encycl.

Gatto, Eroussonet,

Mem.

Ac.

Iclith., 1788,

Sci., 1788, p. 677;

12 (after

p.

"Le

La Lidio ou

Caj) Bn'toii," in south-

ern France).
Scipnnorhimis licha

Garman, Deep Sea

Fishes, 1899, p. 31.

americmms Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1788, p. 1503 (after Broussonet, "Cap
Breton" being assumed to be in Nova Scotia).
Acanthorhinus amcrlcanus Blainville, Fauna Fran^aise, 1828, p. 63, pi. xv, fig. 2.

Sq^laltls

Squahis nicieenm Risso, Ichth. Nice, 1810,

43, pi. iv, fig. 6; Nice.

jj.

Dalatim .yxiropjidgus Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Generi, 1810, p. 13;
Palermo (description very incorrect, but certainly referring to this species).
Scymnu}^ Jidda CrviER, Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817. Dumeril Elasmobrauches,
Gunther, Cat. Fish, YIII, 1870, p. 426; Nice;
1870, p. 452; Mediterranean.

Madeira (and of writers generally).
Gray, Chondropt., 1851,

Dahdin.'i lichia

p. 75.

Snout rather projecting, anterior edge of

mouth before front

of eye;

narrow, lanceolate, close-set; lower teeth triangu-

upper jaw
Skin covered
margins somewhat convex and slightly serrate.
First dorsal
scales.
spinous
sharp,
close-set
with a shagreen of line,
teeth of
lar,

inserted nearer pectorals, than ventrals

by a distance equal

to length

of pectoral; second dorsal a little before posterior end of base of ventrals; distance from second dorsal to beginning of caudal, 2i in distance

between dorsals. Color black. Length 650 mm. (25i inches).
This incomplete description is from a stuffed specimen in the
Imperial Museum in Tokyo, The specimen, l)oing hastily compared
with Midler and Henle's figure, showed no evid(Mit difference, though
its relations may appear on close examination.
Mediterranean Sea and neighboring waters, and, as above recorded,
'^

once taken in Japan.
{licha,

the meaning of the

30.
Somniosus

Le Sueur,

name unexplained.)

SOMNIOSUS

Jour. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Le Sueur.
I'hila.,

1818,

I,

p.

222

{hrenphma=

microceplialus).

Leiodon Wood, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

IT, 1847,

j).

174

(,'rhin<ilitm

= m!cro-

ce])hahis).

Lsemcmjus

Mullkr and Henle,

Plagiostomen,

1838,

]>.

93

{ht,rralh

= mirro-

ceplinlns).
Bhino>ici/nm>(>< (\\Lh, Proc.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864,

p.

264 [rostra Im).

mouth transverse, little arched, with a deep,
from its angle; nostrils near the
backward
straight groove running
in upper jaw small, narrow,
teeth
feeble;
extremity of the snout; jaw
more series, the point so
or
two
in
numerous,
conical; lower teeth

Body

thick and clumsy;

«The name

licha, of

the same date as americanm,

''Ishikawa, Prel. Cat, p. 61, as Sri/ wnus lichia.

is

nnich

less inappropriate.

)

piinrEEDiNGs;
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of the national museum.

margin forms a cutting edge, which
no nictitating membrane; gill-openings
narrow; fins all very small, the ventrals between the dorsal lins; skin
Tail short, much bent
uniformly covered with minute tubercles.
upward. Eggs large, soft, globular, without shell, dropped in the
Species of the northern seas.
ooze on the sea bottom.

much turned
is

aside that the inner

entire; spiracles moderate;

{som n ios us, sleepy
32.

.

SOMNIOSUS MICROCEPHALUS

iScjualus mirrocepJidluH

Bloch and

Bloch and Schneider.

Sciineidei:, Syst. Ichtli., 1801, p. 135, northern

seas.

Somniosus rnicrocephdhin JonDAN and Evermann, Fish Nortli and ^Middle Anier.,
I,

1896, p. 57.

S()mmos^^s brevipivmi

Le Sueur,

Jour. Ac. Nat. Rci. Phila.,

I,

1818,

j).

122; Massa-

chxisetts.

Sq/mnuK hrevipmna Storer, Fishes Mass., 1867,
Squalus borealis Scoresby, Arct. Reg.,

I,

p. 2;]5.

1820, p. 588, pi. xv, figs. 3

and

4;

Arctic

Ocean.
Litrnargus borenlisXiiiiiTUiEB., Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870, p. 426.

Squalus glacicdiH Faber, Fische IsL, 1829, p. 23; Iceland.

Sqnalus norve(jiannsBL,Ai^yiLi.v:, Fauna Fran(;aise, 1828,

p. 61;

Norway.

Leiodo7i erkinafum^Vocm, Proc. Best. Sac. Nat. Hist., II, 1847, p. 174.

Massa-

J^;

chusetts.

Body

robust, rapidly tapering behind; greatest depth

than one-Hfth length; head somewhat

jaw

Avith 5

rows of small, sharp

less;

teeth,

little

more

mouth moderate, upper

which are incurved,

lancet-

shaped; lower jaw wntli 2 rows of broad, ((uadrangular teeth, divided
in their centers

by perpendicular

ridge, directed outward, about 26

teeth on each side; fins small, first dorsal about as large as ventrals,
largiu-

than second dorsal; pectorals short, caudal short, l)luntish.

Ijcngth al)out

2.5

feet.

Arctic seas south to Cape Cod, Oregon, France,

and Japan.

A

huge, clumsy shark, not rare northward; an

biting out Lirge masses of Hesh

from

enemy

to the whales,

their l)odies.

The only Japanese record
and Snyder
the Pacific

is that of a large example, seen by Jordan
market of Tok3'o, in June, 1900. Specimens from
have never been compared with those from the Atlantic,

in the

and may Ix'long to different species.
(/tu/cpo?, small;

,

KecbaXy^ head.)

Family

XV. PRISTIOPHORID^.
SAW SHARKS.

Body elongate, covered with fine, smoothish scales, forming shagreen;
snout produced in a long, flat blade, with sharp teeth on each side projecting at right angles, these of unecpial lengths; a pair of barbels on

;
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lower part of snout near its middle; teeth small, close-set, each with
nostrils inferior, with conspicuous valves;
I sharp cusp on a l)road base;
?3^es

large,

arge,

no

nictitating-

distant from head

;

membrane;
first

spiracles large; pectorals rather

dorsal in front of ventrals; second dorsal

arge; no dorsal spine; no anal

tin;

gill-openings moderate,

all

before

Species few; found from Japan
pectoral; lower caudal lobe narrow.
{Pristididse) of the New World,
the
sawfishes
resembling
to Australia,
but smaller in size
31.

and ditferent

in details of structure.

PRISTIOPHORUS

PrhtiophormMvu.vMawl Henle,

Muller and Henle.

Plagiostonu-n, 18o8, p. 07 {cirratus).

Characters of the genus included above.
{npiffTic;, saw; (j>opeoj. to bear.)
33.

PRISTIOPHORUS JAPONICUS

Giinther.

XOKOGIRIZAME (SAW SHARK); HOKABUKA (HALBERD SHARK);
DAIGIRIZAME (SAW SHARK).
Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1847, p. 105, pi. cxxxvii;
Nagasaki.— Richardson, Ich. China, 1846, p. 317.— Bleekek, Nieuwe Nalezing, Ichth. Jap., 1854, p. 128; Nagasaki (not of Latham, 1794).
PristinpJinrns japonicus Gunther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 43; .Japan. —IshiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 61; Sagami Bay.

Fridiopltorus cirratii.'^ScJiLEGm.,

Head a trifle less than 3 in bod}-; tip of snout to eye 3i in head;
greatest width of head 4| in its length; interorbital space 8f in head;
spiracle 2| in interorbital space; eye If; pectoral 3 in head; height of
first

dorsal 4i; caudal 2^.

Head small, except for elongate
thick.
depressed snout, or saw, greatly depressed and flattened, both above
and below; saw rather broad, thin, becoming narrow at tip. truncately
rounded; in each margin of saw a series of sharp teeth of uneven size,
the larger with one, two, or three smaller between; on lower marginal
Body elongate, moderately

surface of snout a single series of small, backwardly hooked teeth,
each at some distance apart; in lower surface of saw, near edges,
in
a pair of flattened tentacles about equal in length to width of head
front of eyes; teeth on edge of saw become smaller posteriorly and
in space between e,ye and first gill-opening; mouth
broadly ol)tuse l)elow posterior part and behind eye; teeth small,
pointed, in many rows in jaws; no.strils area trifle closer together than
corners of mouth, nearer latter than tentacles, or about in last third
though
of space between; interorliital space more or less flattened,
less
placed
there are slight supraocular ridges; eye elongate, lateral,
the
half
large,
than
diameter posterior to no.strils. Spiracles very

extend halfway

its

eye, placed directly behind its posterior margin.
erate, in front of base of pectoral.

Entire bodv finely roughened.

Gill-openings mod-

'
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Origin of first dorsal nearer tip of caudal than tip of saw, nearer
origin of ventral than that of pectoral, nearer posterior margin of eye
than second dorsal ; two dorsals are similar, of about equal size, second
with posterior part of

its

base

midway between

first

dorsal and tip of

caudal; pectorals large, broad, blunt, rounded, nearer origin of second
dorsal than tip of saw; ventrals behind Mrst dorsal and nearer origin

i

of second dorsal than that of pectorals; caudal not ver}' broad, upper
lobe much l)roader than lower, whole fin a little more than space between
dorsals.
its least

Caudal peduncle rather long, thick, flattened above and below,
A lateral keel
depth one and one-half in interorbital space.

along each side of

t,dl

from ventrals

to caudal inferiorly.

No

r

pores

in lateral line.

Color, pale graj^-brown above; 'below, whitish.

Length, 40:^ inches.
This description from a large example from Aomori.
Coasts of Japan; our specimens from Aomori and Nagasaki, theij
A specimen is in the museum of
latter received from Mr. Yahiro.
i

Aomori, taken

The

at

Ajigasawa on the Japanese Sea.

teeth are placed

in Schlegel's figure,

somewhat

but the species

diflerently
is

from those represented

doubtless the same.

i

Family XVI. SQUATINID^F:.

\

ANGEL SHARKS.
Ray-like sharks.

mouth

Body depressed and

flat,

the snout obtuse, the

anterior; teeth conical, pointed, distant;

body, but not adherent to the side
of the head, l>eing deeply notched at the l)ase; ventral fins very large;
dorsal fins 2, small, subequal, on the tail behind the ventrals; no anal
fin; caudal small; gill-openings wide, parti}' inferior, partly hidden
by the l)ase of the pectoral; spiracles wide, crescent-shaped behind

large,

expanded

,

pectoral fins very

in the plane of the

the eyes; nostrils on the front margin of the snout, with skinny

flaps;

males with small prehensile appendages; vertebra^ tectospondylous.
A single genus among living forms, with ])ut one species certainly
known; a small shark of singular appearance, found in most warm
seas.
In appearance, as in structure, this family is strictly intermediate between the sharks and the rays.
Its nearest living allies are
probably the Dalatiidae.
32.

SQUATINA
ANGEL

Dumeril.

FISHES.

Squnlina'Dvmmu., Zool. Analyt., 1808, p. 102 {angdus—squalina).
Rhina Rafinesijuk, C'aratteri Aleuni Nuovi Generi, 1810, p. 14 {tt(jiiatina).
Rh'mii Klein, in Aucuste Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 464 {fn/ivitina).

Characters of the genus included above.

i

i
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words "skate"

and "squat.")
34.

SQUATINA JAPONICA

Bleeker.

TEGAIZAME (CAN0PY-8HARK) KASUZAME
KOROZAME.
;

Squnlina vulgaris 8chlegel, Fauna Japoiiica, Poiss.,
Naga.saki (not of Risso).

Squatina japonica Bleeker, Act. Soc.
40; Nagasaki.

Rhina squatina Ishikawa,

Head

]sr)0,

RHARK);

p. 305,

pL cxxxvi;

Indo. NeerL, 1857, III, Japan, IV, p.

Sci.

Prel. Cat., 1S97, p. 61,

5 in length; space

(CHAFF

Tokyo (not

between spiracles 1^

of Linnaeus).

in head; interori)ital

space, 2i; eye 3f in interorbital space.

Body broad,

flattened,

width of disk equal to one and five-eighths

Head very

broad, flattened, its length a trifle more
width; snout very broad, short, obtuse, projecting
very slightly beyond mandible; eyes small, a little closer together
total length.

than two-thirds

its

than spiracles, directed upward; snout well separated from mouth
below b}^ a deep furrow; jaws with about three rows of sharp, pointed
teeth,

upper projecting slightly bej^ond mandible; lips rather broad, a
corner of mouth; inferior margin of head with a narrow,

flap at the

thin flap; nostrils closer together than eyes, on edge of snout in front;
interorbital space broad, concave, this concavity extending to posterior part of head.
latter distant.

lamina?

Spiracles less than

ej^e,

and about diameter of

Gill-openings very large, septa with broad dermal

crowded together before base of

Above rough,

pectoral.

especially along edges of dorsal and caudal;

down

middle of back a series of small, sharp tubercles; a number of small
tubercles over eye between nostrils al)ove; lower surface of Ijody perfectly smooth, with exception of anterior ])orders of pectorals and
ventrals and lower surface of

tail.

Dorsals small, of about equal

size, first just

behind tips of ventrals,

second a])out midway between origin of first and origin of upper
caudal lobe.
Pectorals with length of base about one-half of length
of anterior margin, the latter not equal to breadth of head; ventrals

from their origin

to tip behind, shorter than anterior edge of pectoral;

caudal about half head;

tail

broad at

first,

then tapering,

its

width in

front not equal to space between outer edges of spiracles.
in alcohol gray-brown above, marked with very luuiierous,
dark spots, so that lighter color between forms a reticulated
network; toward edges of fins spots ])ocome smaller and crowded;
dorsals and caudal with a few, indistinct, dark spots; lower surface of
body creamy; outer edges of pectorals, deep gray-])rown, blackish
posteriorly, also some blown spots about liases of former, on breast,
throat, a large blotch before the vent, and two streaks down tail.

Color

small,

.
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Kobe and

Nagasaki,

where

Coasts of Japan, conmion southward.

Dumeril unites the Japanese species with the European Squatina
The
several species of tiiis genus, if really distinct, have 3'et to be defined.
aculeata^ while Dr. (iiinther unites l)oth witli Squatina Mjnathia.

Order IV. BATOIDEI.
THE RAYS.
Gill-openings inferior,
anal

dorsal fins,

fin;

if

number; spiracles present; no
tail; body typically
the margin of the disk being formed by the

slit-like, 5

in

present, inserted on the

and fiat,
expanded pectorals; tail comparatively slender, the caudal
disk-like, broad,

Vertebrae cyclospondylous.

w^anting.

most or

Raj!(l;i\

all

fin

With the exception

small or
of

the

of the ravs are ovoviviparous.

{fSdrog^ a ray; eidog^ likeness.)
a.

Sarcura. Tail comiiaratively tliick, with 2 dorsal.s and a caudal fin; no serrated
caudal spine.
h. Snout not saw-like.
c. Electric organs absent; skin not perfectly smooth.
d. Species ovoviviparous; young developed within body of parent; disk passing gradually into long, stout tail; pectorals not extending to snout.
RlIINOBATID.E,
(hi.

XVII.

Species oviparous; eggs deposited in quadrangular, leathery egg cases,

with a projection at each corner; disk abruptly contracted at base of tail;
pectorals extending to snout
Rajid.e, XVIII.
cc. Electric organs present; a structure composed of
honeycomb-like tulles
between pectoral fins and head; skin perfectlj' smooth Narcobatid^, XIX.
Ta:il comparatively slender; dorsal fin single or wanting; back of
aa. Masticura.
tail usually with a serrated spine.
e. Pectoral fins uninterrupted, confluent arotmd snout; teeth small.
DASYATIDiE,
ee.

XX.

Pectoral fins interrupted, one portion forming detaclied appendages on

the snout ("cephalic fins").
f.
ff.

Teeth very large, flat, tessallated, tew in number.. Myliobatid^, XXI.
Teeth numerous, very small, flat or tubercular; size of body enormous;
cephalic fins conspicuous, resembhng horns
Mobulid.e, XXII.

Fanidy XVII.

KHllSOBATID^.

GUITAR-FISHES.

Trunk gradually passing into the long and strong
provided with 2 well developed dor.sal fins, a caudal fin
and a conspicuous dermal fold on each side; disk not very broad, the
rayed portion of the pectoral fins not being continued to the snout; no
con.spicuous spines, the skin being nearly smooth, or with warty tubercles; no electric organs.
Warm seas; distinguished from the j^c/;'/^/.*
Shark-like rays.

tail,

which

is

—

—
i3-;4.

jhielly

—

.
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by the fact that the eggs are hatched within the body.

The

ypical species are also

much more elongated

in form.

with lower lobe well developed.
Snout short and rounded, not much longer than interorbital \vidth...7,'////«(, 33.
Ill
Snout narrow, produced and pointed, its length much greater than interorbital width
RkijnchoJxdm, 34.
II. First dorsal much behind ventrals; anterior nasal valves not confluent; disk subtriangular or rlioml)ic; snout more or less produced; skin covered with fine
shagreen, usually with somewhat larger s]iines on the ba(;k of tail.
'.

First dorsal opposite to ventrals; caudal

/(.

I.

RIi'iikiIkiIiix^

88.

RHINA

.'J5.

Bloch and Schneider.

Rhina Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 352 {ancydoslomux; not of
Aristotle and Klein, who, before Linnajus, used the name for Squutina).
Rhamphobatis Gill, Am. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 1861, p. 408 {am-tidostonmn)

Bod}' depressed, the snout very broad and obtuse, its length not
nuch greater than interorbital width, its anterior outline semicircular;
Pectoral fins with the anterior margin free,
jack with large tubercles.
Gill-openings narrow, inferior, below the
lot extending to the head.
Spiracles wide behind the eye.
lase of the pectoral.
No nictitating
Tieml)rane.
Nostrils inferior; oblique, wide slits.
Teeth, obtuse,
rraiuilar, the dental surfaces of the jaws undulate.
First dorsal oppoite ventrals; lower caudal lobe well developed.
(pivy, a shark.)
35.

RHINA ANCYLOSTOMA

Bloch and Schneider.

Rhina anci/Io.stoinu.'< Bloch and Schneidek, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 352,
Coromandel. Richardson, Ichth. Chin., 1846, p. 195; Canton, and

pi.

of

lxxii;

numer-

ous authors.
RhampJiohatlfi ancuclodomuii Gill,

Am.

DuMERiL, Elasmobranches, 1870,

L5'c.

p.

Nat. Hist., N. Y., 1861,

\i.

408.

482 (after Bleeker).

Rhyncobatu.'^ ancijcliMomuii Gf'XTHER, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 440; ]\Iadras, China,

Seychelles, Pinang.

Day, Fishes

of British India,

I,

1889,

\).

41.

Snout very broad, obtuse, with semicircular outline; large, comform longitudinal ridges, one on each side of upper
part of head, one on median line of trunli; an incomplete series of
smaller tubercles round front margin of eye and below spiracle; two
short series of small tubercles on each side of trunk may be regarded
as continuations of those on head; teeth 77-75, twentj-two vertical
rows in center of upper and twenty-seven in center of lower jaw, surface deeply undulated, with one large median and a smaller lateral
slevation on the lower jaw, and with corresponding emarginations in
upper; the teeth are largest on sununit of each elevation, and all are
Color
obtusely rounded with several longitudinal ridges across each.
with
fins,
covered
iull brown, lighter beneath; bod}^ and sometimes

'

pressed tubercles

whitish

Day.)

s])ots;

occasionallv

some

toi'tuous l)lack

liiu>s.

((xunther.

—
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East Indies; a single specimen was obtained at Kinkwazan, an island
Matsushinia Bay, in September, 1900, by Professor Mitsukuri,
(<^^'j/ct;/\ob, undulate; oroyun', mouth.)

off

34.

RHYNCHOBATUS

Mliller

and Henle.

Rhynchohatus Mxii^hER and Henle, Plagiostoiuen, 188S,

p. Ill (L-rrix.)

This genus differs from jRhina chieflj^ in the form of the snout, which
produced and pointed as usual in Rhinobattis. The tubercles on the
back are arranged much as in Ehma, but are very small.
is

(pvyx^s^ snout; ftatog^ skate.)
36.

RHYNCHOBATUS DJIDDENSIS

(ForskSl).

I

TONGARI (SHARP-POINTED RAY); KOTAINOZU; SAKATAZAME; KASUKA;
SUKINOSAKI (PLOW-POINT); SAKAFUTE; SUKINOSAZAKI.
Raja djidden^-h Forskal, Descr. Anim.,

II, 1775,

p. 15, figs.

1, 2;

Djidda, Red

Sea.

lihynchobatus djeddensis

Gunther,

Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 441;

Red

Sea, Zanzi-

bar, Seychelles, Sumatra, India.
]

Rhinobatus

Bloch and Schneider, Syst.
Schlegel, Fauna Japoniea,

Isevis

mandel.

Ichth., 1801, p. 354, pi. lxxi; Coro-'
Poiss.,

1850,

p.

306,

pi.

cxxxix;

Nagasaki, in open sea.
DiniERih, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 484; Malabar, Pondicherry.

Rhyncobatus

la'vis

RJiyncobatuH

duhamdi Blainville, Fauna Fran^aise,

1828, p. 48 (after

Duhamel).

Snout elongated, distance between mouth and end of snout equal*
one-fourth to one-tifth of entire length, excluding caudal

fin,

shortest

wider than broad, with a horizontal cusp across center of each, 40- 42—40- 42, twenty to twenty-five
vertical rows across the middle of jaws, and dental plate with a cen-i
tral, and a smaller lateral elevation; corresponding emarginations exist
in upper jaw.
Spiracle close behind eye.
Scales minute, of irregulai
shapes and sizes, keeled; a niuuber of tubercles, directed l)ackward,
exist in rows in some parts of body; a supraorbital row extends from
in adults; eyes rather large; teeth oval,

anterior margin of orbit round

its

upper edge

to

above spiracle;

second passes from a central point ))etween termination of
and proceeds along ])ack to base of first dorsal, tubercles on
farther apart than in other lines;

from

last
it

a

twc

much

slightly l)ehind beginning ol

dorsal line of spines, a short, div^erging row on either side, also a row
on shoulder, and two or three spines on scapula. Second dorsal begins
opposite extremity of first dorsal; smaller than latter fin; its shape
the same.

Lateral keel begins a little above termination of ventrals.
In color, immature specimens dull-gray above, whitish, sometimes
tinged with red beneath; a dark or black band on the upper eyelid,

and a dark spot beneath on either side of snout; also usually, but not
invariably, a black spot at root of pectoral, which may have several
small white ones aroiuid it; ])ody, and sometimes pectoral fin, spotted

—

—

.

—
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—
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whitish, or light gray; iris golden; adult of a dull gray above
abdomen. (Day).

,nd lighter on

East Indies, north to Japan; seen by Jordan and Snydcu- at Ononiicrhi,
Jiroshima, Tsuruga, and Hakata.

A large ray, measuring 4 feet.
We have half of the head and a

j

poi'tion of the disk of a large cxamfrom
Tsuruga.
There
is
a
small
i)le
black spot on each side of the
|noiit at tip; two blackish spots over the eye, and another at base of
I

)ectoral,

with a couple of light spots near

(Named for Djidda

:

85.

in

it.

Arabia.)

RHINQBATUS

Bloch and Schneider.

A'/a«o6f//«.s> Bloch and Schneider, Kyst. Ichth., 1801, p. 353 {rhinobalus)
Lciobatus Rafinesque, Caratteri Alcuni Generi, 1810, p. 16 {panduraius)

Syrrhma Muller and Henle, Plawiostomen,
( llaucoslerjm Bonaparte, Catologo Metodico,

1838, p. 113 {colnm)iw).
1846, p. 14 (rhinobaina)

Body depressed, gradually passing into the tail. Cranial cartillage
)roduced into a long rostral process, the space between the process and
he pectoral tin being tilled ])y membrane; spiracles wide, behind the
?ye; nostrils oblique,

wide; anterior valves not confluent; teeth obtuse,
Dorsal tins without spine; both

vith an indistinct, transverse ridge.

behind the ventral

without lower lobe. Claspers
warm seas, var3ang con'dderably as to the form of the snout; those with the snout shortened
md the nasal valves broader, constituting the subgenus LeioJxitus^
[Syrrhwa), to which the Japanese species belong.
{pivr/^ a shark; ^drog^ a skate.)
"ar

slender

(.

and pointed.

tins;

caudal

tin

Species numerous in

Anterior nasal valve continued toward median line.
Anterior nasal valve slightly continued toward median line by a short fold, far
from meeting its fellow of other side; snout produced; dorsal tubercles obso-

Leiobatus.
6.

lete; color
bh.

uniform brown; young with brown spots

sddeijeli, 37.

Anterior nasal valve continued toward median line, nearly meeting its fellow
of other side; snout moderately produced; back with a median series of very
small tubercles; back with dark rings
37.

RHINOBATUS SCHLEGEL

pulijophthalmus, 38.

Muller and Henle.

SAKATAZAME (SKATE-SHARK).
MIjller and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 123, pi. xlii;
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1850, p. 207; Nagasaki. RichardBleeker, Act. Sci. Xeerl., Ill,
son, Ichth., China, 1846, p. 95; Nagasaki.
1857, Japan, p. 41.— Gunther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 445; Japan, Formosa.— Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 497. Ishikawa, Prel. Cat.,
1897, p. 30; Boshu.— Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1898, p. 225; Kobe.
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. 337; Tokyo.

Rhinohntus

schlegeli

Nagasaki.

Tip of snout to spiracle 4f in length; width of disk 3| in body; space
aetween spiracles 4^ in space between tip of snout and spiracle; inter-

.

i
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orbital space 3i; width across body at origin of ventrals If; width of
mouth 3|; spaco l)otwoen nostrils 7 in snout; eye 7.

Body elongate and greatly depressed.
exi)anded, width of latter a])Out two-thirds

Head and
its

disk

broadly

length; snout triangu-

narrowly rounded; eyes rather small; mouth
small, below posterior margin of eye, almost straight across; teeth
small, pavement-like; nostrils large, each inclined obliquely toward
mouth, and space between two-thirds length of either; interorbitaht
Spiracles.space flat, a supraocular ridge at each side above eye.
Gill-opening small.
large, and very near posterior margin of eye.
Body very finely roughened on upper surface, more or less smooth
below, with a very obsolete trace of a median keel down l)uck of;
lar,

long, nsirrow,

its tip

|

enlarged denticles.
Dorsals rather large, second only a trifle smaller than first; firstdorsal nearer second than origin of ventral; second dorsal nearer firsttlian end of tail; pectorals very broad, forming greatest width of disk
slightly'

at its posterior third; origin of ventrals nearly midway between front
Caudal broad, depressed, its
of eye and origin of second dorsal.
Sides of tail each with a strong, lateral keel
length two in snout.

below.

Color in alcohol, light brown above, below whitish; young specilittle bunches of blackish brown spots.

mens are marked with

Length, 27i inches.
Described from a male specimen.
Coasts of Japan; not unconmion. This species was seen at Tokyo,
Wakanoura, Onomichi, Hakata, and Nagasaki. We have specimens
from Hiroshima, Hakata. Nagasaki, and AVakanoura; also one from
Tokyo, taken by K. Otaki. In this latter specimen, the lower surface
of the snout is dark brown.
(Named for Professor Schlegel.)
38.

MhinohatKx

RHINOBATUS POLYOPHTHALMUS

jxjIi/opJttJuthnu.s

Bleeker, Nieuwe Nalezin^,

Bleeker.
1854,

Japan,

]>.

129;

Nagasaki; Nat. Tyd. Ned., Ind., VI, 1854, p. 423; Act. 80c. Sci. Indo.
Neerl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV, pi. iv.
Rlimohahm columnx Steindachner, Reise Aurora, 1898, p. 225; Ko))e (not of

Bonaparte )

Head

4.i in

length; snout 6^ in head; eye 5 in snout; width of disk

Snout acute, processes of rostrum not distinct;
nares more than their length, distant, continued below till narrowly
separate; nasal flap frmged; li})S without sulcation above, continu-

2f in

its

length.

ous l)elow; mouth .scarcely undulated, remote from margin of disk.
Spiracle close to eye.
Orbital ridge armed in front with some spines;
lower surface of rostrum smooth; scales very small, 40 small spines
down ((Miter of back in front of first dorsal. Dorsals subequal,
scarcely emarginate, much higher than length of their bases, and

.
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about double their length distant; pectoral broadlj^ rounded; ventrals
subrhomboid anteriorly, and obtusely rounded, acute behind; above,
yellowish-o-reen, with oblong and rounded rings of olive-violet, frequenth^ interrupted with numerous spots; below, whitish.

I

Nagasaki.
(Bleeker.)
Length, 312 mm.
Coasts of Japan. This species was seen by the senior author at
Wakanoura, Hiroshima, Hakata, and Nagasaki. It may be identical,
as Dumeril indicates, with H. annulatus Smith, from the Cape of
Good Hope, but this should not be admitted without comparison of
According to Steindachner, it is the young of the East
specimens.
Indian Mhlnohafus n>J>i)n)ix Bonaparte.
[rtoKvg^

many;

o(/)6aX./.i65^

eve.)

Family XVIII. RAJIDyE.
SKATES.
Disk broad,
or prickles;

rhom]:)ic. the skin

tail stout,

side; usually 2 dorsal tins

the

more or

roughened with spines

less

rather long, with a longitudinal fold on each

and sometimes a caudal

lin

present, all on

pectoral tins extending to the snout; ventrals large; no ser-

tail;

rated spine on the

tail;

Oviparous, the eggs being

no electric organs.

egg cases, 4-angled, with 2 long, tubular '""horns"
Found in all cool seas, some of the species in deep water.

laid in large, leather}'^

at each end.
a.

Caudal

lin well

developed; ventral

fins seixirate; pectoral fins confluent

snout
aa.

Caudal

fin

rudimentary or absent; pectorals not confluent around the snout;

ventrals deeply notched

36.
Platijrhlnd

around

Discobatus, 36.

-

Rtij^',

-

DISCOBATUS

37.

Garnian.

Mullku and Henle, Pla^iostomen,

IS.'JS,

p.

125 {aiiienxh,

name

])re-

occupied )
Discobatus

Garman,

Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus., 1880, p. 522 (sinensis).

Disk rhoml)ic, the snout rounded in front; tail very distinct, with a
and w4th two dorsals and a well-developed caudal.
Body rough, with spines above. Pectoral fins united in front, forming fore part of snout.
Ventral tins separate.
fold on either side,

39.

DISCOBATUS SINENSIS

UCHIWAZAME
Raie chinoisc Lacepede, Hist.

(Bloch and Schneider).

(FAN-FISH

Nat. Poiss.,

I,

).

pp. 34,

157, pi.

ii,

fig.

2

(from a

Chinese painting).
Rhina sinensis Bloch and Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 1801, p. 352 (after Lacepede).
Platyrhina .nnensis Muller and Hexle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 125, \i\. xlhi;
Nagasaki (on a figure of Burger) .—Sen legel, Fauna Japonica, 1850, p. 307
(no description).— Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 57G; Cochin Chi*^a.—
GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., VIII, 1870,

p. 471;

China,
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Snout 71

between spiracles If in snout; space between
Qy^ 7 in snout.

in head; space

-ii in snout;

nostrils
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Head orcatly flattened;
Di.sk very broad, much bi'oader than long-.
snout confluent with pectorals; ej'cs small; mouth nearly' straig-ht, and
not quite as wide as space between outer margins of e3"es; teeth
numerous, small, and flattened, or molar-like; nostrils laroe, ol)lique
toward mouth, and cither equal to space ])etween; interor])ital space
even a trifle concave, and a supraoral ridge on each side,
somewhat l)r()ad; spiracles directl.y l)chind eye, and rather round and
flattened,

deep.

Gill-openings small.

Upper surface

of body very rough with small i)rickles; a median

from behind the head to first dorsal, and
between the latter and second dorsal; several small bucklers over eye
in front, and over the spiracles; several bucklers on each side of the
body near the base of pectoral; lower surface of the body vei-y flnely
roughened.
Dorsals small and posterior on tail, alike in shape, and posterior a
series of small bucklers

littl(>

larger; origin of first dorsal nearer that of ventrals than tip of

caudal; second dorsal a short distance

from

first,

its

origin a

little

nearer tip of ventral than tip of caudal; pectorals very broad, and
with snout form a very blunt angle in front; space between ventrals

below greater than snout; caudal equal to snout and eye.
tail below, with a fold on each side, running" from ventrals
Caudal peduncle very short.
Color in alcohol

muddy brown

Sides

of^

to caudal

I

above, white l)elow; bucklers ove

eyes, and spiracles, together with those on sides, and the first four of

the median row, cream white.

Length 20| inches.
This description from an example taken at Hiroshima.
Coasts of Japan and China; not rare. We have specimens obtained
at Wakanoura and Hiroshima.
{sinensis^ Chinese.)

37.

RAJA

Raja LINN.EUS, Syst. Nat., 10th

Linnaeus.

ed., 1758, p. 231 {hatis).

Dlpturus Rafinesqite, Caratteri Alcnni Generi, 1810, p. 16 {hatis).
Platopteruti Rafinesuue, Analyse de la Natui'e, 1S15, p. 93 (hatis).
Dasyhatus Blainville, Journ. Phys., 1816, p. 260 {communii^).

Nova Acta Acad. Cses. Leop. Carol. Nat. Curios, 1824, p. Ill
monstrous example, with fins not adnate to head).
Lieriraja Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, XXV, 1839, p. 130 {oxyrhynchus).
Uraptera MfiLLER and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 155 {agassizi; species witli-

Propterygia Otto,
{hijposticta;

out caudal

fin).

Bonaparte, Cat. Metod.,

1846, p. 12 {radnia; no description).
Mus. Comp. Zool., XI, 1881, p. 236 {plutonia;
species with imperfect rostral cartilage; probably recognizable as a valid
genus when the species are better known).
Raia various authors, change of spelling.
jBo<is

Malacurhinus Garman,

Bull.

1324.

jo.
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This genus, as here understood, comprises all those Rajidse, which
continued around the snout, the ventrals

lave the pectoral tins not

and the caudal tin little developed, or wanting. The
ail is very distinct from the disk, and is provided with 2-ra\cd dorsal
The skin of the body is usually more or less spinous; the dentiins.
ion ditfers in the two sexes, and the male is usually provided with a
Species numerous,
lifl'erentiated patch of spines on each pectoral.
leeply notched,

Qostly of the northern seas.
((raja or /'«/«, a ray, or skate.)
Snout not produced.
Dorgal fins united; a single row of spines on l)ack of tail; everywhere roughinDiradiyx, 40.
ened above; no spines on supraorbital ridge
hb. Dorsal lins well separated; skin above mouth smooth.
on ])ack
r. Angle of disk posterior to middle of its length; several rows of spines
h.

of tail (only 1

row

in young); spines

on

supraorl)ital ridge.

.fusai, 41.
Teeth in oO rows; size large
mcerrlervoorti, 42.
<ld. Teeth in 45 rows; size moderate
Angle of disk about opposite center of its length, and its anterior margin
broadly convex; 5 irregular rows of spines on back of tail; teeth in 45 rows.
(/.

bb.

kenojei, 43.
lia.

.Snout very long, produced, tapering to a

narrow point; teeth

in 38 rows.
(eiK/a, 44.

I

RAJA ISOTRACHYS

40.
Rrija imtrachii>i

Gunther, Deep Sea

Giinther.

Fishes, Challenger, 18S7,

p. 7, pi.

in; south

of Japan.

Snout rather produced, anterior margins meeting at nearly a right
distance
angle; distance between outer margins of nostrils equals their
backward
directed
point
with
a
each
small,
teeth
:from end of snout;
Body and tail entirely covered on
itoward interior of ))uccal cavity.
each with a stellate base; no
asperities,
minute
with
upper surface
spine in middle of back;
small
single
a
margin;
spines on superciliary
the median line of tail,
along
(eighteen)
spines
strong
|a series of rather
margins of fin would
rounded,
angle
pectoral
Outer
none on sides.
lower
l)rownish-gray;
uniform,
parts
Upper
angle.
meet at a right
in 3(55
235
Station
at
taken
female
A
brownish-black.
iparts smooth,
i

i

fathoms.

(Gunther.)

The i^late
This species we only know from GiintherV descrijition.
base.
at
joined
as
dorsals
represents the
inches long.
South of Japan, in deep water; one female known, 22i
(/(TOST, equally; rpaxvz, rough.)

RAJA FUSCA

41.

R<yafmca Garman,

Garman.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, p. 42; Japan.

the egg case.)
(Type, No. 26542, Mus. Comp. Zool.; taken from
Baja meerreseml)lnig
skate,
large
some
of
A Very young specunen
Garman:
by
Mr.
described
thus
is
cascN
dervoorfi, taken from the eg^
Length, 4f inches; width,

Proc. N.

M.

2;

vol.

length of pectorals,

XXVI— 02

44

U

inches.

—
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Disk three-fourths as long as wide. Snout moderately jjrominent. General outTail from vent equals the length of the disk
similar to tliat of Rnja orellntd.
including the ventrals; depressed, rather l)road at the dorsals, hehind which it
liiu'

extends in a long point that i)rnl)al)ly is much reduced in comparative length in the
Teeth in 80 stories. Eyes moderate; interorhital space nearly hail their
Mouth hroad, with a slight forward curve. A
distance from the end of tlie snout.
pair of large spines in front of each eye; a single spine ahove each spiracle; one
behind the head on the anterior en<l of the vertebral column, sometimes a second
behind this on the shoulder girdle, and a median row on the tail, beginning behind
Dorsals separated by two spines.
Exceptthe vent and reaching the second dorsal.
ing these spines, the back is smooth.
Light reddish brown; a black ring, half as wide as the mouth, incloses a light cola(Uilt.

ored space near the shoulder girdle on each pectoral.

The large

.size

species distinct

of

renders

tliis fetii.s

from Raja

it

proV)al)le that it beloiio-.s to a

Dieerdervoortl

and perhaps

allied to

Raja

*

ocellata.
{fimciui^ dusk}'.)

42.

RAJA MEERDERVOORTI

Bleeker.

Raja meerderrooriil Bleeker, Act. Sci. Ind. Xeerl., YIII, 1860, p. f>6;
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900, p. .337; Tokyo.
'I

.Ia])an.

space If in snout; width of mouth L|;
eye 3^ in interorhital space.
Body broad, disk much wider than long, its anterior margin undulated.
Head small; snout slightly produced, pomted; eyes small,
interorhital space greater than distance of eye from margin of disk;
mouth rather small, undulated, about as far from tip of snout as latter
is from e3'e; nostrils large, their distance from corners of mouth two
and two-thirds in space between latter and tip of snout; intcrnastd
space one and one-fifth width of mouth; teeth rather small, sharply
pointed, in about 45 row^sin upper jaw; upper lip free in middle; nostrils very large, broadly separated at corners of mouth, with which
they are confluent, and with a large flap, posterior margin of which
is broadly fringed; interorhital space broad, concave, supraoral ridges

Snout T|

in head; interorhital

leno'th of first dorsal, 1|;

not particularly elevated.
directly posterior.

Spiracles

much

smaller than the eye and

Gill-slits small.

Above, roughened on snout in front, along anterior undulated margins of disk; a patch of thorns on each side of pectorals, on their outer
third; several spines or tubercles on each supraorbital ridge; several
in front of eye; a

couple on middle of back in front, and three rows

«Disk rhomboid,

its anterior borders undulate, a httle broader than long; snout
than mternasal space, length from mouth half more than width
of latter; median teeth ni male, pointed.
Back smooth, with a single, conical,
curved spine on its median region; several spines before, and within the eyes; the
outer Hi)ines on the anterior region in 3 to 5 series. Tail a little shorter than the
disk; clasi)ers (in the type 21 cm. long) very large.
Olive-green above, orange along
the edge of disk; pale ocelli of varying size more or less evident; pores on the lower
side of head bordered with black.
Bleeker),

very

sharj), greater

(
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ipper surface of
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tail; also
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row of .small spines;
body perfectly smooth,

a supero-lateral

these exceptions, smooth; lower surface of

.ji?pt

F(J

end of snout,

irst dorsal larger than second, from which it is well separated,
rvening space equal to one-fifth length of base of first; second

;^
N>^'

Pig.

irsal
li-al

ui

v.— Raja meekukkvoorti.

and caudal joined, only separation a deep notch; angle of pecfour-fifths length of claspcrs; daspers more

ol)tuse; ventruls

half of

tail,

when measured

al>()ve

from posterior

l)ase of

narrow lateral fold along each side of tail.
Color in alcohol, brown above, clouded with darker, and with

ven-

ds; a

many

—

—
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light blotches on pectorals; at

—

—

middle of

])ase
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of i)ectorals, two large,

two round

round, light spots; behind these, also farther apart,

black-

edges of disk, ventrals, and tail light brown; lower surface
of body whitish, more or less soiled with dusky, and pores with
ish spots;

blackish dots.

Length

l-lf inches.

Described from a young male from Nagasaki.

A

large male from K()b(>

dili'ers in

uniform, the spots ol)soletc.

Its

more or

hav^ing the coloi's

lower surface

is

less

greatly soiled with

i

pale brown.

Our adult

females,

all

larger than any of the males, differ principally

in their greater width.

They

have the eyes closer together, the

also

space l)etween alwa3^s less than their distance from the margin of the
They are more or less uniform in color like our adult male
disk.

One from Tokyo

from Kobe.

mouth

is

is

ver}' dark, or soiled, below.

The

nearly straight.

In a smaller specimen than any yet mentioned the spots and mar-

blings above

become more distinct, especially the two large spots at the
However, there are still three rows of tubercles

the pectorals.

})ase of

on the upper surface of the tail.
In our still smaller and yoimgest specimens there is great variation.
In most of the males the distance between e3^es is less than distance
from (he margin of the disk. The lower black spots on the pectoral
al)o\(' disappear, and the light spots at the base of the same tin vary
from narrow-rinuued ocelli to deep blackish blotches. The tail is
seldom with more than a single median row of tubercles above.
Coasts of Japan, very abundant.
Our specimens from Tokyo,
Nagasaki, Kobe, Wakanoura, and Hakodate.
It is possil)le that more
than one species is included in our series.
(Named for J. L. 0. Pompe van Meerdervoort, who collected for
Dr. Bleeker.)
43.

RAJA KENOJEI

Miiller

and Henle.

GANGI-EI (SEA-WALL RAY); KENOEI, KASUBE, 8EBITA (FLAT-BACK);
IGA-EI (SPINY RAY); RENTE-EL
Rnja

kenojei

Muller and Hknle, Plagiostouien,
Fauna Japonica, 1850, p.

— ScHLEGKi-,

1838,

p. 149,

pi.

XLViii; Naga-

Richaroson,
Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Ind. Neerl.,
Ill, 1858, Japan, IV, p. 42; Japan, VI, 1859, p. 65.— Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, {). 557; Nagasaki.— Gunther, Cat. Fi.*:*}!, VIII, 1870, p. 463;
Japan. Nystrom, Kongl. Svensk. Vet. Ak., 1887, p. 51; Nagasaki. IshiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 60; Tokyo.—Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat.
saki.

308;

Nagasaki.

Ichth. Cliin., 1846, p. 197; Canton.

Mus., 1900,
7v'aja.yV(/)omm«

p. 337.

Nystrom, Kongl., Svensk. Vet. Ak., 1887,

p. 52;

Nagasaki.

Baja japonica is characterized thus by Nystrom:
"Distance from middle of forehead l)et\veen eyes to tip of snout less than half
breadth of head at same pcjint; distance Ijetween outer angles of nostrils somewhat
<'

'
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mouth If: lenj^-th of first
caudal
oye
8^ in interoi-bital space.
i;
!^f
rhomboid, very broad, width of the disk much greater than

Interorbital space li in snout; width of

more than

dorsal, a little

Body
its

length.

Head

;

small; snout very little produced, though ending in

a small point; anterior margin of disk full, slightly undulated, and
eyes nearer to it than their space between; mouth large, slightly

unduhite; teeth in about 45 rows in upper jaw, small, I'ounded; nosvery large, broadly separated, hut not eipial to width of mouth

trils

with which it is also confluent; nasal Haps lai-ge. post(»margin fringed; length of nostril to corner of mouth e((ual to two
and one-half in space between lattei- and tip of snout; interorbital
space concave, though flattened in middle, and supraorbital ridges
at its corners,

rior

little

elevated.

Spiracles

oblique, directly posterior.

rather large,

a

little

smaller

than

e^^e,

Gill openings very small.

Bod}^ almost perfectl}^ smooth, with exception of some roughness
on snout, several small tubercles on supraoral ridges, one in center of
back in front, and 5 irregular rows of thorns on back of tail.
Dorsals separated, distance between al)()ut one-sixth base of lirst;
second dorsal confluent with small caudal, only sepai-ation a deep
notch, and equal to first dorsal in size; angle of pectoral would fall at
about middle of length of disk; ventrals moderate.

Color

in

spirits,

marked with

brown

al)ove,

whitish beneath;

upper surface
two large,
apart, also two

small, ])lackish spots; at bases of pectorals,

blackish rings above, ])elow which, though fai'ther

imperfect rings, and still posterior on last rays, a small,
black spot; nine indistinct, blackish cross-bands on upper surface of
tail; lower surface of body whitish, soiled with l)rown, pores with
indistinct,

grayish borders.

Length 17i inches.
Coasts of Japan, rather common.

We have specimens from ]\risaki,
Tokyo, Wakanoura, Kobe, Tsuruga, and Nagasaki. As this species
is mature at about the length of the specimen described, the rays "de
taille enorme" noticed by Schlegel must l)elong to Raja tengaov some
other species.
In our young specimens the spots on the back form
more or less distinct ocelli, and the mottlings above are distinct, frequently with a number of light spots. The lower surface is white,
but the outer third of the pectorals broadly borden^l with pale ))rown,
which in the adult is paler.
{I'eno-ei, the Japanese name.)
than their distance from tip of snout; snout somewhat rounded; mouth with 40
rows of teeth; interorbital space concave. A few small tubercles about eyes; rest of
body smooth, except for a large tubercle behind eye and a row of larger or smaller
ones along middle of back. Color dark brown, with larger and smaller yrll.iwish
spots.
Described from a specimen 2.^ cm. long, taken at Nagasaki."
less

—
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44.

RAJA TENGU

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

TENGU-L:I (LONG-NOSED RAY).

width of mouth 2f leng-th of fi
eye
in
interorhital
dorsal 4f
<>;
space.
4^
Body N'ery ln'oad, width of disk niucli g-reater than its lenj^th. Hei
hirge; snout greatly produced, tapering to a sharp point; eyes smai
i-athei- far apai't, though farther from margin of disk than this intervr
mouth large, sliglitly curved or arch(»d, with l^S rows of large teeth
jaws; upper lip not free in middh^; nostrils very lai"ge, broadly sep;
rated at corners of mouth, with which they are confiuent, and witfci
Intei'orbital space 3 in snout;
;

;

<'audal

Fi(i. 8.

Raja tengu.

large flap, the posterior margin of

which is ])roadly fringed; spa*
between anterior part of nostril and corners of mouth 5, in spar
between former and tip of snout; interorhital space broad, concavi
the supraoral ridges large, broad and convex.
Spiracles smaller thai
eye, oblique, directly posterior.

Gill-slits small.

Snout roughened above; a number of small spines in front of ar
over eye, several on back behind head; a single row of spines dow
middle of tail above, a row on each side of same, and all rest of uppt
surface perfectly smooth; lower surface of body, except ventrals an

roughened, especially on snout.
little larger than second, from which it is well sepJ
rated, intervening space equal to two-thii-ds length of second dorsa

tail,

First dorsal a

NO. 1324.
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second dorsal and caudal separated by a notch; anu-lc of pectoral
obtuse; ventrals small.

Color in spirits brown, more or less finely mottled with lighter, and
lower surface like upper; pores l)elow blackish.
Length 44 inches.
Type No. 7138, Ichthyolog-ical collections, Leland Stant'ordJunior
University Museum. Locality, Matsushima Hay.

Cotypes are in U. S. National Museum, from station No. HT70,
Matsushima, where they were dredged by the V. S. Fish Connni.-^sion
steamer A/hafross.
The type is a young female, but is easily distinguished from other
species by the elongate snout, which is, however, not so long as that
of the adult; distance between eyes le.ss than their distance from the
margin of the disk; a pair of stout spines in front of each eye, a single
one behind each, and a single one on the middle of the back, in front;
middle of the tail with a single row above, and all the rest of the body,
both above and below, smooth. Color more or less deeper brown
above, marbled with darker; below, brownish; the pores on the under
surface of the head, bordered with blackish.
Length S^ inches.
Coasts of Japan, especially northward; rather common. Tt was
obtained at Aomori, Hakodate, and Matsushima.
(Named from Tengii or Tegu^ in Japanese mythology, a comical
being with a very long nose, which he is fai)led to thrust into the 1)usiness of other people.)

Family XIX.

NARCOBATID^.

ELECTRIC RAY8.

Trunk broad and thick, covered with perfectly smooth skin. Tail
comparatively short and thick, with rayed caudal fin, and commonly
2 rayed dorsal fins, the first of which is over or behind the ventrals; a
longitudinal fold on each side of the tail; anterior or nasal valves confluent into a quadrangular lobe; a large electric organ, composed of
many hexagonal tubes between the pectoral fins and the head. Ravs of
moderate or large size, noted for their power of giving electric shocks;
found in most warm seas. According to Fritsch the torpedoes pass

—

through three distinct phases of development a shark-like, a ray-like,
and finally a torpedo-like stage. The very young have long, external
gills.
II.

Dorsal

till

single; spiracles close

behind eye;

tail

with a fold on each

side.

Axtntpe,

38.
Afitr ape

Dorsal

ASTRAPE

MuLLEiiiind Henle, I'lagiostoinen, 183S,
fin

single.

;\S.

Muller and Henle.
p.

130

(r<i/)eii!<l.s).

Disk rounded, not cmarginate

in front;

snout

short, not keeled; spiracles with entire edges, near the eyes; mouth
narrow, protractile, surrounded l)y a circular fold of skin, joined to the

.
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nasal valve by u eartilaginou.s frenum; teeth flattened, quadrangular
whole cleft of mouth. Skin smooth.

ij

at base, not oocupvini*- the

{aarpani]^

'

liolitninu-.)

45.

ASTRAPE JAPONICA

Schlegel.

SHIBIREI (SHOCKED RAY).
Astrape jivpomca" ^Q^\XGVA., Fauna Japonica, 1850; p. ;]07, pi. cxl; Nagasaki.
Astrape dipteri/</ia Ishik.wva, Prel. Cat., 1897, ]». 60; Tcjkyo, Sagauii Bay, Ajiroin
Izii

(

Disk round and equal

Head very

ing.

1

probably not of Schneider)
to tail,

which

is

broad, compressed, and taper-

small; snout short, equal to space })etween spiracles;

eyes very small; 4 in space l)etween spiracles; nostrils large, rather
close together, median flap only separated slightly by a thick frenum;
w^idth between spiracles, and
jaws with flattened pavement-like teeth; interorbital space nearly flat.
Spiracles larger than eye, and with their edges elevated.
Body perfectly smooth, l)ut with many pores, especiall}' along

1

mouth not very broad, about one-half

outer portions of pectorals.
First dorsal, when depressed, reaching base of caudal, and equal
half

its

length; length of base of ventral

at base; tail greatly depressed, broad,

is

to

equal to widtli of caudal

and along sides, a rather narrow,

lateral fold.

Color in alcohol, ))rown above; caudal, dorsal, and middle of tail,
deep brown; lower surface with greater portion soiled with pale l»rown,
remaining portions whitish.
Length, T inches.
This description from a male from Wakanoura.
Our single example is
Coasts of Southern -Japan, not conmion.

from Wakanoura.
Family

XX.

DASYATID.F].

STING RAYS.
Disk usually more or

less

broad than long; the pectoral

ruptedly confluent in front, forming the tip of the snout;

fins uninter-

tail

variously

formed, usually whiplike, sometimes short and stout, sometimes bearing a single dorsal or caudal tin, but never with two dorsals; usually
one or more vertical folds of skin on tail, rarely a lateral fold. Tail
generally armed with a large, sharp, retrorsely serrate spine on its

upper surface toward the base; 2 or 3 spines occasionally present.
Ventral fins not emarginate.
Skin smooth, or variously prickly or
spinous, roughest in the adult; no diflerentiated spines on the pectorals
in the males, the sexes being similar.
Mouth rather small; teeth
"Narrine
ard.son.

timlei,

There

Aslra/x' has bi-en

a related

is

spei-ies, is

ascribed to Japan ])y (Tiinther, following Rich-

no eviilence that

mistaken

fi»r it.

it

has ever been taken in Japan.

Perhaps

,

)
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more or

less

pointed or tubercular.
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Nostrils

forming a roctanoular Hap, which is joined
to the upper jaw by a narrow f renum.
Spiracles large, placed close
behind the eyes. Skull not elevated, the eyes and spiracles superior.
Species ovoviviparous.
Found in most warm seas, some of them in
the fresh waters of the northern i)arts of South America.
'Vlw lar<>-e
jagged spine on the muscular tail is capable of inllicting a severe and
[even dangerous wound.
close together; nasal valves

I

I

Frolophin.k. Tail stout, provided wit! a rayed caudal liu; nodunsal fin; disk
rouudish caudal spine strong
UrolopJiux, 39.
Tail slender, without caudal lin; jielvis without swoi-d-shapcil
u(i. Dasyatin.e.
process.
(Marine species.
b. Tail whiplike, longer than disk, which is rhomboid, or roundish; caudal spine

a.

i

;

strong
bb.

Dasynlis, 40.

Tail very short, shorter than the very broad, transversely rhond)ic disk; caudal

spine weak, often wanting; no trace of dorsal

39.
Lfiubalm"

UROLOPHUS

Blainville, Jour. Phys.,

LelobaiH.^,

Mlillep

Pteroplated, 41.

fin

and Henle.

LXXXIII,

1816,

j).

262 {crurifttus; not

Rafinesque, 1810).

Blainville, Faune Fran^aise, 1828, p. 4'A (no type named).
MtiLLER and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 17S {uurantiaeux=criiriaiu.'<)
Urotnjgoii Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. 8ci. Phila., 1863, p. 173 {mimdns).

Leiobatlf<

Uroloplmii

.

Disk oval or rhom))ic, the length and breadth not very unequal;
snout rounded or the tip exserted; skin smooth or more or
Tail rather short, little

if an}-

with a distinct rayed caudal

less prickly.

longer than the disk, muscular, provided

tin;

no

dor.sal lin.

Warm

Upper part

of the

tail

Sting rays of small size,
the most vigorous and most dangerous of the group, mostly contined
with a strong, serrated spine.
to tropical

{ovpd,

seas.

America.

tail;

Ao^og, crest.)
46.

UROLOPHUS FUSCUS

Garman.

JUNORUI.
Urolophus fuscu.'i

(Type No.
Trnlnphna
(C(j11.

p. 338;

Garman,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885,

p. 41;

East Coast of Japan

7058, U. S. Nat. Mus.).

Nystrom, Kongl. Svensk. Vet. Akad., 1887, p. 53; Nagasaki
Tulll)erg).— Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1900,

ln/lbrriji

Dr.

W.

Tokyo.

Disk round, angles of pectorals about opposite tirst two-hfths its
Head small, snout produced only in a short point; anterior
i»
edge of disk broadly convex; eyes rather small, 5 in snout and
length.

H

interorbital space; nostrils large, confluent with

middle by a thick frenum; mouth small,

in

H

mouth only separated
in

interorbital space;

In the Faune FranQaise, 1828, Blainville changes "batus" in this and all similar
In this form the name Lriobdti.'^ has prito "fta//.s," thus Leinbufis, Ai'tobnih.
ority over UroIophuK, l)ut being not a new name, but a mere variant in spelling, it is
perhaps not necessary to adopt it as the name of this genus.
"

names
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jaws with flattened, pavement-like teeth; interorbital space concave
Spiracles large, much greater thai
supraocular riclocs little elevated.
than eye.
perfectly smooth, with many pores.
Base of ventral about e<iual to snout; caudal rather broad, rounded
lower lobe )K\oinning- bcfoi-e upper, and width of fin :2f in snout; tai

Body

depressed,

its

width at base 2

in

snout,

armed with a strong,

(ompr(\s.se(-|

spine with siM'rate edges.

brown above, pores with blackish borders
below each eye and upper surface of tail blackish>
low(>r surface^ whitish, except lower surface of tail, which is blackishedges of ventrals and of disk broadly edged with blackish or brownishLength, 14f inches.
This description from a female from Tokyo.
Southern riapan. generally conunon. Our specimens are from Tokyo;
Kobe. Hii'oshinia, Hakata, and W'akanoura.
{fnsciis, brown, dusiiy.;
Color

caudal

alcohol, light

in

tin,

a blotch

40.

DASYATIS

Rafinesque.

STING RAYS.
D(tsyfj(i(tix

Dasi/alis

Klein, missus, 1742 (pre-Linnpean).
Rafinesque, Caratteri di Alcuni Nuovi Geiieri,

1810,

p

=2}aslinaca).

Uroxis Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiol. Sicil., 1810, p. 61 {ujus).

Trigonobatus Blainville, Jour. Phys., 1816, p. 261 (vulgaris).
Trygon Aoanson, in Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1st ed., 1817, p. 186 {pa»t'macn)
.\

Hi^niifri/gon

MvLhER and Henle, Mag.

Nat. Hist., 1837, p. 90 {hennetti).

MttLLER and Henle, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1837,
Swainson, Classn. Anim., 1889, p. 319 {olivacea).
Anacatdhus Ehrenbeeg, in Swainson, Classn. Anim., 1839,
///nKn/YHrfl

p.

400 {iii(nmk)\

p.

319

Pasliiiara

Fustinaca

De Kay,

N. Y. Fauna, Fishes, 1842,

Dasibatig

Garman,

in

Jordan and

p.

(orbinil'iris):

373 (pastinaca).

(iilbert, Synopsis, 1883, p. 65 [pastiimca; cor-

rected orthography).

Disk oval,

flat,

with rounded angles.
fln, but often with

whip-like, without

Tail very long and slender,

or '2 vertical, membranous
toward the base of the tail. Skin more
or less spinous or prickl}^, rareh' smooth.
Teeth small, paved; a
few papillas usually present in the mouth behind the lower jaw.
Species a})()ut
Sting- rays of large size, abundant in warm seas.i
Many of the spinous species are nearly or quite smooth when younJ,^
becoming rough with age. Some of the species are yet imperfectly
known and unich of the synonymy is uncertain.
{6(X()i'^, shaggy or rough; (iang^ a skate; abbreviated from Jhii<yfolds; a strong serrated spine

/'>(».

hafls.)
(t.

Dasyatis: Tail with cutaneous folds.
Siioiit not long and jiroduced.

//.

1

—
.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Two appendages at bottom of month iiisi(U>; tail larger than disk; underside
dusky gray, without red in life
kulilii, 47.
cc. Three appendages at bottom of mouth inside; under side, pale orange red in
r.

.1

„

life

afcajei, 48.

Snout long and produced, so that greatest width of disk would be about opposite to middle of its length
zn(/<'i, 49.
IIimantura: Tail without cutaneous folds; three riiii(»s l(>ngth of disk.

////.

(III.

yerrarili, 50.

47.

DASYATIS KUHLII

(

Muller and HenleU

and IIeni.k, IMagiostomen, 1838, p. 104, pi. or; Vaniooro,
(drawing from a specimen from Nagasaki). Sciilegel, Fauna
Japonica, 1850, p. 308; Nagasaki.
Bleeker, Verb. Rat. Gen. Plag., XXIV,
Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, ]>. 603; Amboina, Java, Vani1852, p. 73.
coro. New Guinea.
Guj^ther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, j). 479; Zanzibar.

Trijgon kaldl MiiLi.EH

New Guinea

The

margin.s of snout form an obtuse angle; only two appendages
bottom of mouth, behind teeth. Body entirely smooth, or with a
series of spines, pointing- backward along the median line of back to
caudal spine. Tail with a distinct cutaneous fold aV)ove and below,
at

al)out one-half larger than disk.

Coasts of Japan and southward, not common,
I),

readil}'

known from

akajei b}' the grayish, not reddish, coloration of the lower side,

Our specimens from Hakodate, Tokyo.

Misaki,

Wakanoura, Ono-

michi, and Hiroshima.

(Named

for the naturalist,
48.

M. Kuhl.)

DASYATIS AKAJEI

(Muller and Henle).

AKA-EI (RED SKATE).
MvhLER and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 165, pi. liii, Nagasaki.
Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 1850, p. 308; Nagasaki. Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci.
Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870,
Indo.-Neerl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV, p. 44.

Ti-ygon akajei

p. 604;

Nagasaki.

Disk broadly oval; widest part about second tifth of its length.
Head moderate, snout produced into a short, though very blunt point,
and anterior edge of disk ver}- broadly convex; eyes small, elevated a
little, and 5 in interorbital space; nostrils large, contluent except for
the thick, cartilaginous frenum; mouth small, more than one-half
snout; teeth tiattened, pavement-like; lower lip with narrow folds;
interorbital space broad,

flat.

Spiracles not quite twice eye.

a patch of asperities between and ])osterior to
each eye, and a median series on back, developing posteriorly, into
large thorny spines to caudal spine; end of tail rough; rest of l)ody

Body smooth, except

smooth
Base of ventral less than interor])ital sjmce; tail much larger than
disk, tapering rapidly till very slender, its width at base more than
half interorbital sptice; spine on upper ])art of tail inserted a little
before tirst third of its lenoth. longer than snout, and serrate on both
]

)erfectly

—

m)

.
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small keel on
edges on outer half:
long' one runs along lowei' surface.

tail

:i

VOL. XXVl

above, behind spine, and

sj

1

Color in aleohol dark, dusk}^ brown a])ove, becoming lighter or
outer and marginal portions of disk; lower surface of body a creuni\
white; a creamy buff bar in front of and below (\^•e, also another al)ou1
spiracles, above and at cc)rners; sides of tail whitish, also edges ol
The belly is more or less bright orange red in life.
claspers.

Length, 27^ inches.

from an adult msde from Tokyo.
are perfectly smooth al)ov(\ without an^' asperities;
or thorns, the c-olors more pronounced, the outer half of th«^ tail black,
and the lower surface of the bod}" more or less tinged with ci'eamy ok
llei'e

de8cril)ed

Young specimens

liQ-ht buti'.

Fig.

Coasts of elapan, very

9.

Dasyatis akajei.

common southward

in

sandy bays.

Our

speci-

mens from Matsushima. Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura. Onomichi, Hiroshima, Tsuruga, Hakata, Kawatana, and Nagasaki.
{<(hf-r/\

red skate,
49.

in

Japanese.)

DASYATIS ZUGEI

(

Muller and Henle)

ZUG-EI.
Trygon ziujei Mui.lek and Henle, Plagiostomen, 1838, p. 165, pi. liii; Nagasaki.—
ScHLEGEL, Fauna Japonica, 1850, p. ;W9; Nagasaki.— Cantor, Malayan Fishes,
p. 426.— Bleekek, Yerh. Bat. (ien., XXIV, 1852, Plagiost., p. 68;
Macao, Pondicherry.— Dcmeril, Elasinobranches, 1870, j). 606.— Gunther,
Cat. Fisli, VIII, 1870, p. 481; Japan, Finang, Madras.

1850,

Disk as deep as broad:
its

length.

Head

its

greatest width a))Out opposite middle of

large, with produced, pointed snout; snout about

—
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21 in disk, and anterior margins of disk, concave; eyes veiy small,
and about equal to 5^ in interorl)ital space; nostrils large, conHuent, except for thick cartilaginous frenum, and

slightly elevated,

mouth

with edges of flap fringed;

and 4f

nostrils,

in snout; teeth in

small, about

l.'r

in

space between

somewhat roughened, pavement-

like patches in

jaws; interorbital space concave in middle, elevated
on l)oth sides, and equal to 3 in snout. Spiracles very large,
rounded, and equal to 2^ eye diameters. Gill-openings moderately

a

little

small.

Body
spine,

entirely smooth, with exception of

where

it is

upper surface of

tail

behind

roughjened.

Base of ventral about If

in interorbital space; tail

slender, greatly exceeding length of disk; width of

very long and

tail at

base, 2i in

on upper part of tail, less than interorbital
space, sharp, slender, serrate on both of outer edges, and insei'ted
about tirst tifth the length of tail; rather low keels on tail, one above
short, and behind spine, the lower nuicli longer.
Color in alcohol, brown above, more or less uniform, and below,
interorbital space; spines

whitish.

Length, 29^ inches.
This description from a specimen from Kobe.
in a young specimen, with two caudal spines, the eves are larger, the
tail is smooth and with keels long, and the color darker aliove, and
more or less mottled indistinctly.
Coasts of flapan and southwaid, known })y the long snout. Our
specimens from Tokyo, Kobe, Wakanoura, Onomichi, and Hiroshima.
[ziKj-ei^

the Japanese name.)

50.

Gray, Chondropt.,

Trijgon gcrrard'i

VIII, 1870,

DASYATIS GERRARDI
1S51, p.

Japan, East Indies.
Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen.,

(Gray).

Gi-xtiiek. Cat. Fish,

116; India.

p. 474;

T/V/r/o?; ;/mcr?n-H.s

Sumatra.— DuMERiL,

XXIV,

1852,

Flag., p.

74; Java,

Elasniobranclies, 1870, p. 588 (after Bleeker).

Disk broader than long.

Snout rather obtuse, margins foi-ming an

or more largo tul)ercles in center of "back, round
which, or in front of which, generally smaller tubercles are gi-ouped.
forming a .small patch or short band, and not extending beyond central
portion of disk. Tail without cutaneous fold, exceedingly long and
obtuse angle.

One

slender, al)out thrice as long as disk, without tubercles at

l)ase.

Color

posterior parts in

brown, with round, yellowish spots, limited to
tail ornamented with alternat(> brown
and yellow rings, ((xiinther.)
India, East Indies, and a half-grown specimen recorded from Japan
by Dr. Giinther. We have seen no Japanese specimens. A related

young examples, which have

—

.
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species

D. nvdus

(Giinther),

known by

Blceker as from Japan, bnt no locality
Diinieril linds 2 buccal papilhv.

(Named

for

INI.

41.
P/<'roptaYfa

PTEROPLATEA

by

Muller and Henle.
1838, p. 168 [altarela).

anterior margins meeting in a very

more or

less acute, the

form, therefore,

Tail very short and slender, shorter than the

transversely rhombic.

armed with

a very small, serrated spine, which is
smooth,
or
very nearly so. Size rather large.
Skin

The

seas.

long-, its

outer angles

disk, without fin.

often Avanling.

is listed

given.

MuLLER and Henle, Plagiostomen,

o))tuse angle, its

xxvl

(ierrard.)

Disk much broader than

Warm

the smooth skin,

is

vol.

species are closely related.

{Ttrepov, fin; rrXaTv;^ broad; an ancient

name

of Pteroplatea alta-

vela.)
51.

PTEROPLATEA JAPONICA

(Schlegel).

TSUBAKUROEI (SWALLOW RAY); YOKOSAEI (CROSS-WISE RAY).
Pleroplalea japo)nca Schlegel,

Fauna Japouica,

Poiss.,

1850,

p.

309,

pi.

cxli;

Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo. Neerl., Ill, 1857, Japan, IV,
DuMERiL, Elasmobranehes, 1870, p. 614.
p. 45.
Das^/cttix micrura rar. jnpo)tirnfi Gray, Chondropt., 1851, p. 122; Japan, Canton.
Pteroplatea hirundo, Ishikawa, Prel. Cat. 1897, p. 60; Tokyo, Boshu; (not of
Nagasaki.

—

Lowe)

Disk very broad,

its

length onl}- a

little

more than

half its width; its

greatest width would fall about opposite last fourth of

Head very
its

its

length.

broad, and flattened; snout only a .small, blunt point, and

length equal to two-thirds interorliital space; anterior margin of

disk broadly convex;
or))ital

eyes small, somew^hat elevated,

T

in

inter-

space; nostrils large, well separated, with large flaps;

mouth

moderate, equal to its length from tip of snout, undulate; teeth in
broad, pavement-like patches in jaws; interorbital space very broad,
flattened.

Spiracles directly behind eye,

much

larger than the same.

Gill-openings moderate.

Body entirely smooth.
Base of ventral If in interor))ital space; tail very small, short, its
length about twice interorbital width; a small, weak spine on upper
surface of

tail at its first third.

Color in alcohol, olivaceous browni above, marked with very fine,
numerous, darker punctuations, tail whitish with eight dark rings
al)out as broad as interspaces; lower surface of body whitish.
Length, 9i inches.

Here described from a female from Wakanoura.
Coasts of Japan, rather common.
It was taken

at

noura, Hiroshima, Hakata, Kawatana, and Nagasaki.

Tokyo, Waka-

—
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MYLIOBATID^E.

EAGLE RAYS.
broad; the pectoral

fi)i8 not contiTined to the end of the snout,
on the sides of the head and reapj)earing in front of the
ut as 1 or '1 fleshy protuberances (cephalic tins), which are supted by tin rays.
Tail very long- and slender, whip like, with a
^le dorsal iin near its root, behind which
is usually a sti'ong,
rorsely serrated spine.
Nasal valves forming a rectanguhir flap,
h the posterior margin free, attached by a f renum to the upper
Skull less depressed than usual among rays, its surface raised
uhat the eves and spiracles are lateral in position.
Teeth hexangularge, fiat tessellated, the middle ones usually broader than the
ers.
Ovoviviparous.
Skin smooth; no differentiated spines on
pectorals in the males, the sexes being similar.
Yentrals not

)i.sk

cea.sing

,

Large sting rays;

[arginate.

inhal)iting

warm

seas,

feeding chiefly

mollusks, which they crush wdth their large, grinding teeth.
'eeth in several series, the

middle

series

very broad.

Muzzle entire

Myliohatw, 42

42.
Miiliohndx

Dumeril

MYLIOBATIS

in Cuvier,

Dumeril.

Regne Animal,

1st ed., II, 1817, p. 137 (aquila).

HolorJiiiius Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862,]). 331 {vei^pertilio—californicHs).
I

Disk bi'oad. the outer angles acute.

Cephalic

ivex appendage in front of snout.

Jaws about

forming a soft,
Median

tins,

equal.

very broad, much broader than long in the adult, proportionally
(rower in the young. Several series of narrower teeth on each side
Free
the median series; teeth changing considerably with age.
Tail very long and
ye of the nasal valve not deeply emarginate.
nder, with a small dorsal tin, and one or more serrated spines,
ith

in

smooth, or nearly

'jxvXog^

grmder;

Size large.

so.

In

all

warm

seas.

fiariz^ I'ay.)

Ions: as broad
Disk twice as broad as long

Disk two-thirds as

52.

tnhijci, 52.

nteuJtoJi, 53.

MYLIOBATIS TOBIJEI

TOBI-EI (KITE RAY,
Mijlhhatis aqutla Schlegel,

Fauna

Bleeker.

OR FLYING RAY).

Japoiiit-a,

1847, p. 310,

i)l.

fXLii; Nagasaki

(not of Linnaeus).

M

Bleeker, Vt^rh. Bat. Gen., XXVI, 1854, Nieuwe Nalez. .lapan,
Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 640 (after Bleeker).
Myhohatia conmta Gt'NTiiER, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 490; Japan.— Isiiikawa,
Prel. Cat 1897. p 60, Matsushima.
1/1

lohalis tobijti
p. 130,

Nagasaki.

3 in hody (from t\\) of snout to base of ventrals l)ohind): ^nout
n head, eye 6 in uiteiorbital ^pace; spiracles 2i; width of mouth 2^.

Head

—

—

riiOCEEDINaS of the national museum.

QCA

Disk very broad, length of body from tip of snout to

vol. XXVI.

tip of ventral

Head thick, depressed and
a little more than 1^ in its g'reatest width.
inferior,
flattened,
and rounded; eyes
flexible,
snout
rounded above;
some distance

advance of spiracles; nostrils large,
by thick, cai'tilaginous and fleshy
papillose
or warty; lips and nasal flaps very
is
coarsely
which
frenum,
pavement-like
teeth
in
plates; interorbital space
fleshy;
thick and
broad, fontanelle hollow in middle, and on each side of this a
Spiracles large, oblique.
little elevated and flattened.
Gill-openings
moderate.
Body smooth.
small, lateral, at

in

rather close together, separated

Dorsal fin small, its base a little less than length of spiracle, inserted
behind vcntrals; caudal very long, filamentous; upper surface of tail

with a compressed, pointed spine with serrated edges a little less in
length than space between spiracles; ventrals long and free, bases
rather narrow.

Color

in

dusky brown above, with many rather

alcohol,

whitish spots, distinct posteriorly;

large,

lower surface chalky white;

tail

blackish.

Total length. 54^ inches; without

tail,

about 10 inches.

Description from a male taken at Tokyo.

uncommon. Our specimens from
Hakodate, Tokyo, Onomichi, Hiroshima, Hakata, and Nagasaki. Some
of these have the dermal thickening, or horn, over the eye, said to
characterize 31. corriuta., and others are without it.
This is evidently
Coasts of southern Japan, not

not a specific character.
{tobi-e'i.,

Flying Kay
53.

in

Japanese.)

MYLIOBATIS NIEUHOFI

(Bloch and Schneider U

Raja nieuhqfii Buk'h and Schneider, Sy.st. Ichth., 1801, p. 364; Indian Sea (after
Zee-Vleermuis of Nienhof, in Willughby, Appendix, p. 6, pi. x, fig. 3).

Regne Auim., 1st ed., 1817, p. 138. Mullek and
Henle, Plagiostomen, 18.38, p. 177.— Dumeril, Elasmobranches, 1870, p. 638;
Pondicherry. Gunther, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 491; Pinang, Molnccas,

Myliobatis meuhofil Cuvieu,

Japan.

RajafasciataHiww,

Body smooth,

(ivn. Zool., Ill, 1804, p. 286, pi. <'XLIIi (after Schneider).

disk

al)<)ut

twice as broad as long.

tion of snout, short; no hoi'n on orbit.

of base of

tail,

rior to

tail

Fleshy jirolonga-

Dorsal situated at beginning

opposite end of insertion of ventrals, no spines posteabout three times as long as disk. Color, olive superiorly, tinged externally with a reddish hue, and a dark, outer margui
to disk; young have about seven blue bands across disk and two more
it;

l>etween or close to eyes; as fish increases in size first bands on head

and finally those on body. (Gunther, Day.)
Indian Ocean and archipelago; a half -grown specimen in the British

disappinir,

.
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Museum,

said to be

from Japan

ioubtful, but the species,

if

(coll.

The record

Jamrach).

may

occurring in Japan,

)y the anterior position of the dorsal tin, nearly

665
is

very

be recognized

over the root of the

and by the very broad disk. It was not seen by us.
(Named for Dr. Jean Nieuhof, of Batavia, died in 1671, once goverlor of Ceylon, author of Voyages par nier et par terre a differens
ieux des Indes Orientales, with 20 plates of fishes.
centrals

Family XXII.

MOBULID^.

SEA DEVILS.
Rays of enormous

size,

with the disk broader than long, and the

oectoral fins not continued on the sides of the head, the anterior or

developed as 2 long horn-like or
appendages. Mouth wide, terminal or inferior. Teeth very
miall, flat or tubercular, in many series; those of the upper jaw someEyes lateral. Nostrils widely separated, their valves
Limes wanting.
Tail long
inited, forming a flap as wide as the cleft of the mouth.
k,nd slender, whip-like, with a single dorsal fin at its base, and with or
Skin more or
Without a serrated spine. Ventral fins not emarginate.
Males without differentiated spines on the pectorals, the
less rough.
Ovoviviparous. Largest of all rays and among the
^exes similar.
•ephalic portion being separate,

jar-like

largest of all fishes; thenspecies few,
|Qt.

Teeth in

botli jaws;

mouth
43.

found

in the tropical seas.
Mobula, 43

inferior

MOBULA"

Rafinesque.

Mohiihi Rafinesque, Indice d'lttioi. Sicil., 1810, p. 61 {anrlrulain=edentula).

Apltnmis Kafinesuue, Indice d'lttioi. Sicil., 1810, p. 62 {fabroni^edentulns).
Cephalopterus Dumeril, in Risso Ichthyol., Nice, 1810, p. 14 {gionia=edentula;
not of (Jeoffroy St. Hilaire, 1809, a genus of birds).
Dkerobahis BhAiNviLhE, Jour, do Phys., 1816, p. 262 {mobular=^edeni:ula).
Cephaloptera (Dumeril) Cuvier, Regne Animal, 1st ed., II, 1817, p. 138 {giormi).
Fterocephala Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, II, 1839, p. 321 {giorna)

j

Head

free from pectoral fin, truncated in front, with the cephalic
on each side developed as a straight, horn-like appendage, pointing
Mouth inferior, wide. Teeth
forward.
Nostrils widely separated.
Tail very
in both jaws very small, flat, or tubercular, in many series.
Islender, with a dorsal fin between the ventrals; the serrated spine
[present or absent.
Species about 5, in tropical seas, reaching an
tin

[enormous size and therefore not well known.
(Jfohtdar

is

a

name

said to

l)e

used for the European species, Mobula

edentida (Briinnich), "le diable des Caraibes," in the Azores.)

The name Aodon, accepted

for thi.g genus by Jordan and Evermann, was origion a shark of the Red Sea, Aodon viassosa, said to have microscopic,
serrated teetli, and very large pectoral fins.
It may belong to the Scglorhinidie.
c

nally based
:

1

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

45

—

—

.
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54.

MOBULA JAPONICA

(Miiller

and Henle)

ITOMAKI-EI (SPOOL RAY).
and Henle, Plagiostonien, 1836, p. 185; Nags.
Fauna Japonica, 1850, p. 810; Nagasaki.- Dumeril, Elas
mo])ranches>, 1870, p. 659 (after Miiller and Henle).
Dicerobatis japonica Gunthek, Cat. Fish, VIII, 1870, p. 496 (after Miiller aii'
Cephalnptera japonica Mfi.ler
saki.

— SciiLEGEL,

Henle).

Teeth very minute, obtuse tubercles, extending laterally to thil
Back rough. Tail nearly thrice as long a

angles of the mouth.

J

-v

T

I
j^

Fig. 10.

body.

On

Morula

each side of

(Giinther, after Midler

tail,

.i.\p<>ni(a

(from

a fd-tiis).

a series of

small,

white tubercles.

and Henle.)

Coasts of Japan, occasionally taken.
A fetus, 22i inches long, was
by us from Kumakichi Aoki of ^Nli.saki. Two mounted specimens are in the nuiseum at Hakodate, both from Volcano Bay. The

()])tained

largest
is

is

a little

8 feet across, the

more than twice

tail

about twice the length of disk, which

as broad as long.

—
||N0.i32i.
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Subclass HOLOCEF»HALI.
CHIMERAS.

,

Gill cavity with four clefts vvitiiiii, but liavSkeleton cartilag-inous.
external
opening
only,
which is covered by a fold of skin.
one
iing
No spiracles. Mouth inferior. Jaws Avith teeth, confluent into bony
plates; upper jaw, palate, and hyoniandilnilar, coalescent with the skull;
!

r

•

j

I

i

.

intestine with a spiral valve.
Pectoral fins normally developed, placed
low; ventral tins abdominal, with claspers in the male; a cartilaginous

hook, with a l)rush of teeth at the tip (frontal holder) on the forehead
Derivative radii sessile on the sides of the basal
bones of the limbs. Skin scaleless, its muciferous system well devel-

of the adult male.

This group contains a single order, Chinueroidei, among existmany extinct forms belong to it, and the group is perhaps
not less ancient than that of the sharks.

oped.

ing fishes;

{oXog.^ solid;

Ke(/j(x\t},

head.)

Order V.

<

CHIM^^ROIDEI.

CHIMiEROIDS.
Characters of the order, included above.

The

grouj) includes three

existing families, Rhinochima?rida? (Bassalian), Chimwridse. and C'allo-

rhynchida^ (Antarctic).
defined b}'
a.

The two

families found in

Japan are thus

Mr. Garman:

Proboscis long and pointed; lateral canal system subtu])ular; notochord with

hemispheres distant from both olfactory and optic lobes.
Rhinochim.erid-e, XXIII.
aa. Proboscis absent; lateral canal system, silicate; notochord with ring-like segments; cerebral hemispheres fused with the olfactory lobes, and distant from
rings; cerebral

the optic lobes

Family XXIII.

Chim.erid.e,

XXIV.

RHINOCHIM^ERID.E.

Snout ver}- long, with a cartilaginous midrib, and foliaceous lateral
expansions of the skin at the base. Two dorsal fins, the anterior one
with an immense triangidar spine, finely serrated on its lateral edges.
Frontal region in the adult
Tail ver}^ elongate, with filamentous tip.
male with a ''frontal holder," as in Chiman-a. Ventral claspers small
and simple, gill-openings separated by a wide isthmus. Lateral canal
system subtubular; notochord with rings; cerebral hemispheres disTwo genera Harrlotta
tant from ])oth olfactory and optic lobes.
in the deep waters below the Gulf Stream, and RJihKxhhiia'ra in
ILirriotfd has t(H^th much like those
similar situations in Japan.
of Ch>tii;fi'<i.
liJuiKK'Jiunsera is the most primitive of existing
Chimnn'oids.
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44.

RHINOCHIM^ERA Garman.

lUi'mochinntni (Jakman, Proc. N. Kng. Zool. Club, 1901, II,

]>.

75

(piir-itica).

Teeth without tritors or dental hiaiina. much like the horny covers
l)irds.
Snout stronger and more compressed
than \\\II(tri'ioit((. Japan, in deep seas.
of the jaws of tortoises or
{piy^ snout;

ji/«'»'/p<^v,

55.

HarrioUn

chimiera.)

RHINOCHIM/ERA PACIFICA

(Mitsukuri).

Mitsukuri, Zool. Mag., June, 1895,

jxiciJicK

i)l.

xvi;

Knrihama, near

Misaki.

Rhinochimivrn

bought

No
kuri's

The

in

(iahman,

]>ac{fic<i

I'roc.

N. Kng. Zool. Clul>, 1901,

p.

75 (specimen

Japan).

detailed description of this si)ecies has

3

et

been given.

Mitsu-

paper reads as follows:
reader's attentio*

the Chima'roid group.

is

XVI,

called to Plate

The lower

figure

is

giving the figures of individuals of

copied,

somewhat

redncetl,

from the

American Naturalist, and represents the new chima-roid Harrlwhich Messrs. Goode and Bean discovered among the collection made

April iium]>er of the
utl<( r<ilei(/}i(i)i.a,

by the

Albatroni^.

Its habitat is said to

l)e

the coasts of Virginia, Maryland, and

Delaware, 707-1080 fathoms.

The upper
possessit)!! of

figure represents a chimicroid

the Zoological

Museum

which has been

for

some

j'ears in the

of the Science College in the Imperial Cniver-

Tokyo. The specimen (male) was liought in the Tokyo market and is marked
from Knrihama, province of Sagntiii. There can be no doubt that fishermen of that
village caught it in the deep water (200 fathoms or more) contiguous to ]\Iisaki.
Its
unique characters had not been noted by us.
Unfortunately, I am not yet in possession of the original descrijition of Ilarriotta
raJeighana by Messrs. Goode and Bean; but the short description, the extremely
elongate muzzle, and the feeble clasi)ers, as well as a comparison of the two figures,
leave no doul)t in my own mind that the individuals figured belong to the same genus.
There can be very little question that they belong to different species.
(1) The
general shape of the body, (2) the shape and size of the pectoral and ventral fins,
(3) the point to w'hich these fins reach when back, (4) the shape and disposition of
the dorsal fins, (5) (listril)ution of lateral-line sense system, all seem to point to the
specific distinction of Atlantic and Pacific specimens.
The name of Ilarriotta ]>acifica
sity of

as

will V)e ai)proj)riate to

the Jai)anese species.

and to give fuller notes at no distant date. The
occurrence of this interesting genus in both the Pacific and Atlantic oceans is, however,
an interesting fact well worthy of being placed on record as speedily as possible.
I liojie

Of

to return to the subject

few specimens have l)een obtained h\ Professoi'
deep water ofi' Misaki,
These the senior author has
l)ut has not minutely described.

this species a

Mitsukuri
examined,

in

Family

XXIV. CHIM.^^RID^E.
CHIMERAS.

Body elongate, rather robust anteriorly, tapering posteriorly. Head
compressed, without proboscis, mouth small, inferior, the upper lip
deeply notched. Nostrils confluent with the mouth, separated by a
narrow isthmus; jaws with the teeth confluent into 4 bony laminte
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(tritors) above and 2 below.
No spiracles. Pectorals free, placed low;
ventral fins abdominal, man}- rayed, provided in the male with claspers,
the male also with '' frontal holders '' on the forehead.
Dorsal tin usu-

with a very strong spine, Avhich is orooved
fold-like.
Skin naked, rarely, somewhat
Lateral line present, usually WMth numerous bi-anch<»s anteprickly.
riorh", the canal system, sulcate.
Notochord with i'iiio--like seo-ments.
Cerebral hemispheres fused with the olfactory lobes, and distant from
the optic lobes.
(Garman.)
Three free gills and 1} half gills, I on cacii side; istinnus niodci-ate;
gill-rakers .small.
Oviparous, the e\^^ cases long, elliptical, with silky
filaments.
Fishes of singular a])pearanc<', found oidy in the seas of
ally divided, anteriorl}^

behind; caudal

tin

low,

the cold I'egions.
45.

CHIM^^RA
ELEPHANT

C7i;ni;era

Linnseus.

FISHES.

Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 236 {moiistrom).

Hydrolagufi Gihh, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, p. 331

Head somewhat compressed, the snout

{rolliei).

bluntish, protruding, fleshy,

not armed at tip with an appendage.

Eyes very large, lateral. Teeth
Lips thickish, the lower w^th a frenuni. Lateral line
rather strong.
simple on the l)ody, ])ut forking anteriorlv, forming several series of
mucous tubes on the head. Male with a club-shaped, cartilaginous
hook on the head above the snout; this hook is curved forward and
downward, and is armed at its tip with decurved spines, its tip fitting
into a depression in front of the eyes; females without this appendage.

Gill-opening small.

Pectorals moderate; ventrals rather large, with

form partly dependent
on age or season; male also with rough appendages at the base of the
First dorsal triangular,
ventrals, protruding from a sheath of skin.
preceded by a strong spine, which is grooved behind and serrated on
its edges; second dorsal and caudal fins low, often more or less notched.
Tail extending in the line of the axis of the bod}^ often more or less
produced in a filament at tip. Skin smooth. Fishes of singular appearance; mo,stly of the northern seas; not valued for food.
[xi^iocipa^ chima3ra, a fabulous monster, with the head of a lion, body
of a goat, and tail of a serpent.)
large bifid or trifid claspers in the male, the

56.

CHIMiERA PHANTASMA

Jordan and Snyder.

GINZAME (SILVER SHARK).
Chimxra monstrcsa Schlegei., Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1850, p. 300,

j)l.

cxxxii;

Nagasaki (not of Linnanis).
Cfdmiera jjfiantasina

Jordan and Snyder,

Proc.

\J. S.

Nat. Mns., 1900,

p.

338;

Tokyo.

Body very elongate, tapering from head
Head deep, oblong, its width about

tail.

into the long, filamentous
three-fifths its length, its
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depth less than length snout very deep, blunt, rounded, short, soft;
eyes oblono-, luroc. high, a littlo antorior, their length 3 in head (measured from .surrounding cartilages); hook on tip of head in front of
;

snout, depressible in sockets, and with

its lower rounded extremity
man}' sharp spines, directed backward; mouth

beneath, ])eset with

upper jaw, forming a serrate cutting edge in front, and posteriori}" broad, oblique,
molar-like teeth are found; in mandible, 16 lamina', forming a serrate
small, inferior, with thick lips; teeth of 10 laminte in

cutting edge in front, laminaj becoming broad posteriorly and with a
concave space in front at symphysis; no broad, posterior, molar-like
teeth on mandil)le, edges of jaws elevated and enameled; nostrils large,

mouth; space between eyes
narrow, less than their diameter. Gill-openings small, in front of and
below base of pectoral; isthmus ])road, with a fold of skin across.
First dorsal arising directly behind head, armed with a long, curved,
compressed, pointed spine, much longer than tin, when depressed, 7
close together, confluent with corners of

tmies length of pupil, triangular in cross section, keeled in front, with
a serrate edge, posterior edge, from

its separation from the soft part
and with each of edges finely serrate; first
dorsal is depressible in a deep groove; second dorsal long, even, of miiform height to base of upper caudal lobe; upper caudal lobe not so
high as second dorsal, shorter than lower lobe, sinking on fin anterior
to it; pectorals very long, broad at base, pointed, not reaching tips of

of

fin,

grooved

in middle,

claspers; ventrals inserted behind tip of dorsal spine, broad, rounded,

about equal to length of head; lateral line running around e3^e above
and below, over the top of head, joined behind eyes and along sides
superiorly.

Color
very;

alcohol, brown above, white below, and washed with
with their outer portions blackish.

in

fins

Total length,

2*Jg

sil-

inches; without caudal filament, IH^ inches.

from a male taken in Sagami Bay. It ditlers
from two other specimens from the same locality, and from the original
This description

is

type, in having the anal and caudal lobe below% confluent, and formuig

a single

fin.

This species

is not rare in rather deep water along the coast of
have secured three specimens from Misaki, besides the
original type found by Mr. Otaki in the market of Tokyo.

fJapan.

We

{(l)avTd(r/.ia^

ii

vision.)

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.
In a recent letter (January, 1903) Dr. K. Kishinouye notes the discoveiy of the East Indian shark, Stcyostoma tigrhium (Gmelin), on
the coast of Japan, near Tokyo.
It belongs near the Ilemiscijlliidx,
being remai-kal)le for the very long tail, half the length. Body with

brown spots or bands.
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SUMMARY.
ELASMOBRANCHII.

Class

Subclass Selachii.

Order

Family

Hexanchid.e.

Jordan and Snyder; Almrazamc; Misaki.

Family

CnLAMYnosELACHin.E.

II.

ChJami/doscIachux

2.

Garman.

angnlneus Garman; Rabiibt, Kagurazanie; Misaki.

2.

Order

Asterospondyli.

II.

Family

III.

Heterodontid^.

Heterodontus Blainville.

3.

3.

I.

Notidani.

TIeptrcmchinK Rafinesqiie.

1.

f/^a?i/

1.

I.

Tokyo, AVakanoura, Kobe, Hakata, Nagasaki.

japonicH.t (Diimeril); Misaki,

Family IV. Scyliorhinid.e.
4.
4.

?/?frr/^n"

(Miiller

and Henle)
5.

5.

withratile

;

Halselurus Gill.

Nagasaki.
Cephaloscy Ilium Gill.

Jordan and Fowler; Nanukazamc, Oseibuka; Nagasaki.

Family V. Hemiscyllid.e.
6.

6.

indicniii

((Tmelin);

CJiUoffCiiJVnnn

Keerun
7.

7.

Ixirhatiiii

in

Midler and Henle.

Formosa.

Orectolobu^ Bonaparte.

(Gmelin); Nagasaki, Hakata.
la. Stegoatoma Miiller

and Henle.

Tigrinum (Gmelin); not

In.

.seen.

Family VI. Carchariid>e.
8.

Mustcluii Cuvier.

vmnazo Bleeker; Hoshizame; Hakodate, Aomori, Matsnshima, Tokyo,
Kobe, Onomiehi, Hiroshima, Hakata.
8.

9.

9.

isciiUiniii

_yV/;)o»/r«.s-

(Jah'un

//(//•U(».s-

Ratinesqne {(udenr}imn.'< Blainville).

(Midler and Henle);
11.

11.

TriaMs Midler and Henle.

Midler and Henle; Korozame; Tokyo, Tsuruga, Onomichi, Hakata.
10.

10.

AIi.«aki,

Miiller

I >r«A-i(/uAvf;

Nagasaki, Onomichi, Hiro.shima.

Gakocer'do Midler and Henle.

and Henle; Nagasaki.
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Linnfeus; Misaki.
13.

18.

xxvt

/V/oMf/ce Cantor.

12.
12. (jlaucn

vol.

Carrh((ria)i

japonicus {Sch\ege\)

;

Rafinesque {f'archarhhin.^ Blainville).

Wanizame; Jiakodaie, Tokyo, Wakanonra, Kawa-

Mejiro,

tana, Nagasaki.
ScoJ'iodon Mi'iller

14.

14.

and Henle.

and Henle); not seen.
not seen.
walbeehmi (Bleaker); Nagasaki, Kawatana.
to<icm«/(/.s' (^liiller

15. aewiu.v (Riippell);
16.

Family YII. Sphyrnid.e.
SpJninia Ratinesque.

15.

17. zygsetia (Linnfeus)

;

Sliimohizanw, Koxt'lmzaine; Misaki, Wakanonra, Nagasaki.

Family VIII. Alopiid.e.
Aldpiits Rafinesque.

16.

18. vuJpes

(Gmelin);

Onogazainr,

NuMmka,

Neznmez<tme;

Tokj'O,

Yokohama,

Nagasaki.

Family IX. Mitsukurinid.e.
Mitsukurina 3 ovd&n.

17.

19. owstoni

Jordan; Misaki.

Family X. Lamnid.e.
Isuropsi.^ Gill.

18.

20.

glmicn (Miiller and Henle)

Aozame, Morozame; Matsushima, Nagasaki.

;

Lainnd Cuvier.

19.

21. <:ornuhl('(t

(Gmelin); not seen.
Carcharodon A. Smith.

20.

22. C(irchari(ts (Linna'us); Misaki.

Family XI. Cetorhixid.k.
21.
2.3.

CetorJiinns Blainville.

maxinms (Gunner); Ubazame, Tenguzame, Bakazame, Zozame; not
reported on good authority.

seen, Imt

Family XII. Rhineodontid.e.
22.

24.

<i/piCMS

Smith

Rhineodon A. Smith.

{peni(d'meatui< K.ish.monye);

Order

III.

not seen.

Tectospondyli.

Family XIII. Squalid.e.
23.
25.

Squaliis Linnious.

mH.mknrii Jordan and Snyder; Aomori, Misaki, Awa, Kagorhima, Boshu.

N0.1324.
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26. foliaceus

eglant'uKi

Deania Jordan and Snyder.

Jordan and Snyder; Totomi Bay.
26.

28.

Lepidorhinust Bonaparte

(Giinther); Misaki.
25.

27.

()73

sijaariiithisiiK

ZainoiK Jordan and Fowler.

(Giinther); Misaki.
27. Etntopteraa Rafineaque.

iurifer

29.

Jordan and Snyder; Bozuzame;
28.

oO.

litlerl

i?n<ro.sc(/Z/uim

<

Mi.saki.

and Henle.

Miiller

Jordan and Fowler; Misaki.

Family XIV. Dalatiid.k.
29.
31.

licltd

I)a](din!<

Rafinesque.

(Bonnaterre); Yoroizaine; Misaki.
30. Soiuniosiis

Siienr.

and Schneider); Tokyo.

mk-rocrplmhix (Bloch

32.

Le

Family XV. Pristiophorid.e.
31.

Pristiophorus Miiller

and Henle.

japonicus Giinther; Nokogirizame, Hokohitka, Daigiriz(tme, Aoniori, Nagasaki.

33.

Family XVI. Squatinid^.
32.

Sffiatina Dumeril.

japonica Bleeker; Tengaizame, Kasuzame, Koruzinne; Nagasaki, Kobe.

34.

Order IV. Batoidei.

Family XVII. Rhixobatid.e.
33.
35.

36.

and Schneider.

ancyclosiomvs Bloch and Schneider; Kinkwazan, Matsnshiina Bay.
34.

chi,

Rhiiui Bloch

djiddensls (Forskal);

Rhynchobatus Miiller and Henle.
Tongari, Kotainozu,

Kamkn, Shhiomki,

Sakafute;

Onomi-

Hiroshima, Hakata, Tsuruga.
35.

37. schlegell

Miiller

and

Rkinobatus Bloch and Schneider.

Henle;

Sakatazame;

Tokyo,

Wakanonra.

Onomichi,

Hakata, Nagasaki.
38. polyop]ithaimun

Bleeker; Wakanonra, Hiroshima, Hakata, Nagasaki.

Family XVIII.
36. Discobatus
39.

s/xeH.s'/.y

Ra-iid^e.

Ciarman.

(Bloch and S<!hneider); Uchiwazarne; Hiroshima, Wakanonra.
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Raja

37.
40.

Liniiteua.

hotrachyH (Jiiutlier; not ^een.

41. fasca

Garnian; not seen.

42. meerderroorti
43.

vol. xxvi.

Bleaker;

Tokyo, Nagasaki, Kobe, Wakanoura, Hakodate.
Tokyo, Waka-

Sehita;

kenojei Schlegel; Kcnoei, Geng'wi, KaHube, Igaei, Rentiei; JVIisaki,

noura, Kobe, Tt^nruga, Nagasaki.
44.

ti'iKjn

Jordan and Fowler;

Aomori, Hakodate, Matsushinia.

Tciujaei;

Family XIX. Nakcobatid.k.
38.
4.").

jajioii'ica

Axtrapt'

Wakanoura.

Schlegel; Shlhivfci;

Family

/M.sr».x

(iarnian; .iKuoruei; Tokyo,
40.

47.

kulilii

XX.

D.\syatid.e.

Urolop}nts Miilier

39.
40.

Midler and Henle.

and

Flenle.

Kobe, Hiroshima, Hakata, Wakanoura.

D((t<!/atis

Rafinesque.

(Midler and Henle); Tokyo, Misaki, Flakodate, Wakanoura, Onomichi,

Hiroshima.
48. akajel (MiiUer and Henle); Aka'ei; Matsushima, Tokyo, .Misaki, \\'akanoura,
Onomichi, Hiroshima, Tsuruga, Hakata, Kawatana, Nagasaki.
49. zugcl (Midler and Henle); Zitgei; Tokyo, Kobe, Wakanoura, Onomichi,
Hiroshima.
50. gerrarili (Gray); not seen.

41.

(Schlegel)

51. jdixniica

;

and Henle.

Pteroplaten Midler
Tsubak-nraei,

y<tf:o!<a?i;

Tokyo, Wakanoura, Hiroshima,

Hakata, Kawatana, Nagasaki.

Family XXI. Myliobatid.k.
42.

52. tobijri

Bleeker;

Mi/liobaliK

Hakodate,

Toblcl;

Dumeril.

Tokyo, Onomichi,

Hiroshima,

Nagasaki.
53. iiieuhojl

(

Bloch and Schneider); not seen.

Family XXII. Mobulid^e.
43.
54. jajjoiiica

Mobiila Rafinesque.

(Miillcrand Henle);

ltoiiial:icl:

Misaki, Volcano Bay.

Bubclass HoLocEPHAi.i.

Order Y. Chim^roidei.

Fannly XXIII. Rhinochim.'erid.'f.
44.
55. pacijicii

Rlii))ncliiiii;irii

(Mitsuknri); Kurihama, Misaki.

Family
45.
5(i.

(hirman.

jiliai/lasiiia

XXIV.

CniM.Kiun.K.

Ctiimcera I>inna'us.

Jordan and Snyder; Ginzainr; Sagann Bay, Tokyo.

Hakata,

THE CEREBRAL FISSURES OF THE ATLANTIC WALRUS.
By PiERKE A.
Of

Fish,

Cornell Univermty, Ithaca, Neir York.

Through the courtesy of the

officials

of the U. S. National

there were sent to me, for examination and description,

Museum

two walrus

brains obtained for that institution by R. Stein at North Greenland,

The specimens had been preserved in a fluid of
10, 1901.
which formaldehyde was apparently a constituent. In both brains the
cerel)ellum had been removed b}' a sectit.n through the brain stem at
the level of the junction of the optic thalami with the mesencephal, so
that in the process of removal the epiphysis (pineal body) remained
attached to the cerebellar portion; the two hemicerebrums were then
divided b^' a median section.
The two brains difl'ered quite markedly in size, the one being but
The smaller of the two
slightly more than half as large as the other.
brains had sufiered quite material mutilation during its removal from
the cranium, a considerable portion of the brain substance having ))een
Li the process of hardening all of
lost fi'om the right hemicere1n-um.
The mesal
the hemicerebrums had undergone considerable distortion.
surface in each case, instead of being relativeh' flat, was very distinctly convex in its cephalo-caudal direction, and on this account
the gyres (convolutions) and Assures of the lateral aspect were closely
crowded together, rendering the study of these parts more diflicult.
On this account, also, it was decided not to photograph the brains, as
the relationship of the parts would l)e misleading and tend to cause
The tigures which illustrate
error and confusion to the observer.
the
parts at the same time being
free-hand,
this article were sketched
as possible to their normal
as
nearly
them
bring
so
manipulated
as to
on the l)rain itself as the
part
each
verifying
relations.
carefully
By
August

drawing progressed, it is believed the tigures may be accepted as
representing with approximate accuracy the normal i-elatiojiship of
the more important parts.
Turner" gives tli(> weights of tlii-ce walrus brains •"after
Weight.

—

« Challenger Reports, Zoology,

Proceedings U.

S.

XXVI,

1888, pp. 89-134.
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the removal of the membranes and hardening in spirit." Brain A^j
weighed 24 ounces 7 drams avoirdupois; B 13i ounces, and C 26
In the specimens examined by me only the larger of the two
ounces.

'

all of the membranes having been removed from
from the cerebellum and the brain stem adjanot
but
the cerebrum,
arachnoid still adhering. The total weight of
and
pia
the
cent to it,
was 29 ounces avoirdupois. The
conditions
these
under
the l)rain
without
the
pia was 22f ounces, leaving a
cerebrum
the
weight of
woiolit of ()i ounces for the cerebellum, oblongata, mesencephal, and
Turner has
epiphysis, the latter having adhered to the cerebellum.
leaf-like
or
pyriform
remarka])lc
size
and
shape
the
to
called attention
the
but
does
not
mention
body)
in
walrus,
(pineal
its
e])iphysis
of the
dram,
scruple,
and
specimen
it
weighed
1
1
3
grains,
Ill my
weight.

brains was weighed,

or a total of 88 grains.

FISSURES AND GYRES.

The

olfactory tissure

is

scarcely represented; a slight, short depres-

sion at the attacinnent of the olfactory peduncle

is all

that can be found.

The olfactory bulbs were missing, but the peduncles have a])out the
same size as those in Callorhinus and Monachus, and are relatively
much smaller than in the bear.
The rhinal tissure is well developed. The olfactory peduncle for
most of its length lies in this tissure. At the base of the peduncle
the rhinal sw^erves obliquely in a caudo-lateral direction and
the depths of the sylvian.

It reaches a considerable

is

lost in

depth under the

presj^lvian lobe (sub-operculum).

The post rhinal is represented upon the ventral surface as a short
spur or outcrop of the submerged postica, resembling in this respect
the condition found in Zalophus, Callorhinus, and Monachus. In IJrsus
and Phoca the post rhinal i.s a continuation of the rhinal caudad of the
sylvian.
Lat&i'ol aspect.— ^\i^ sylvian points in the usual dorso-caudal direc-

tion on the latei'al surface.

cate at

its

end.

It

It is a straight tissure,

measures 60 millimeters

and does not bifurand has a depth

in length,

ranging from 20 to 30 millimeters. It is the deepest fissure of the brain,
extending to within .5 millimeters of the lateral ventricle (paracade). On
opening the sylvian fissure one sees a fissure, the presupersylvian, quite
near the lateral surface of the hemicerebrum. The two fissures run
nearly parallel with each other, Init diverge dorsally where the presupersylvian becomes an ordinary surface tissure. From three to six minor
submerged fissures are found in the cephalic wall of the sylvian. These
pass upward toward the surface, and some have a superficial connection with the presupersylvian, but the majority usually do not appear

upon the

lateral aspect of the brain.

Submerged minor

appear in the caudal wall of the sylvian.

These

fissures also

in general

have the

1

i

I

•

,
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One

striking

exception with regard to the direction of the siihmorg-ed Hssures I have
called attention to in a preceding paper." This fissure I have compared

with the postica. It corresponds to a fissure of the same name in the
feline brain, but differs in this instance, in that it is submerged in the
Ursus, Zalophus, Callorhinus, and Fhoca also show this pecusylvian.
The postica differs from the other submerged fissures of the
liarity.
sylvian by extending in a direction at nearly right angles to them, that
is,

dorso-ventrally, paralleling approximateh" for a short distance that

of the sylvian itself.

The

true insula

is

but scarcely developed

in the walrus,

and api)ears

The
merel}" as a slight elevation in the })ottom of the sylvian fissure.
mistaken
b(^
easily
submerged gyre formed by the postica fissure may
has approximately a suitable location.
Whether the submerged gyre later forms a closer relationship with the
true insula, and is the precursor of the more complicated insula found

for a well-developed insula, as

it

a question that can not be answered here.
Ziehen^ describes in the walrus a well-developed insula divided by fisin

the higher forms,

is

sures into three gyres.

—

Supersijhvdn fissure. This fissure arches around the distal end of
the presupersylIts frontal portion
the sylvian in the usual way.
until near the
gradually
converging
sylvian,
vian— passes close to the

—

base of the sylvian the presupersylvian becomes a submerged fissure,
cropping out later to a slight extent upon the ventral surface. There
is no evidence of a shallow or vadum indicating a separation of the

presupersylvian and the supersylvian proper, as sometimes occurs in
In Phoca the two fissures are entirely distinct and are
the fur seal.
without evidence even of a superficial connection. In the walrus the

two fissures are continuous w^ith each other, as in th(^ dog and bear,
and the differentiation is therefore an arbitrary oni\
Perhaps the most puzzling fetiture regarding the fissures of this
specimen of the walrus brain

is

the relationship of the su[)ersylvian

The conditions appear very nuich as in
The apparent postsupersylvian
(Zalophus).

with the postsupersylvian.
the brain of the sea lion

four times as far removed from the sylvian as is the presupersylvian.
In this wide area between the sylvian and postsupersylvian Zalophus
shows a few minor fissures extending horizontally. In the walrus
is

there are also minor fissures present in this area but also a fairly welldeveloped fissure nearly vertical in its direction, almost connecting
with the supersylvian on the right hemicerebrum, but totally disconnected on the left hemicerebrum. This vertical fissure se^'Uis to be too
well developed to be classed with the minor fissures and its position
and relations suggest the possibility of its being a poorly developed
"Fish,

The Brain

of the

Investigation, 1896-97, pt.
&

Fur Seal {Callorhhms nninus). Report

3,

pp. 21-40.

Anatomischer Anzeiger, V,

1890,

i)p.

092-709.

of the

Fur Seal
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and disconnected postsupersylvian fissure. In the cat there is usually
a disconnection between the supcrsylvian and postsupersylvian, and
occasionally this disconnection is seen in ('allorhinus and Monachus.
the other hand, the vertical fissure is much shallower than the
supersylvian, and the latter is contiinious with a deep and well-

On

developed fissure apparent^ correspondin*^- with the postsupersylvian
of the sea lion, Phoca, bear, and dog.
The matter is further complicated by the fact that if this be regarded
as the postsupersylvian, it is longer than usual, since it passes down

from the

lateral surface

and appears upon the ventral aspect, and

lies,

in part, in the situation generally occupied b}^ the ectolateral fissure.
The ectolateral generall}^ occupies a jjosition Ix'tween the postsuperit comiects with the lateral, ))ut
such a connection was once
although
rarely with the pontsupersylvian,
The examyoung
fur seal.
of
a
observed by me on the hemicerebrum
the
ectolateral
is a more
shows
that
ination of a luunber of brains
and
in the
postsupersylvian,
than
the
varia])le and inconstant fissure

sylvian and lateral fissures; sometimes

seems safer to infer that the
postsupersylvian and ectolateral have run together to form a king
and continuous fissure and that the vertical iissure above mentioned is
an unusually well-developed minor fissure. In the sea lion, where this
present specimen of the walrus brain

region

is

so similar to that of the Avalrus, the postsupersylvian

shorter fissure and

The

it

si/lv/'an

gyre

from the

entirely disconnected

is

that arch-like portion of the cortex around the

boundary

line

narrow and completely submerged

ectolateral.

formed by the super-

The

sylvian and pre- and post-supersylvian fissures.
is

a

is

sylvian fissure included within the

the gyre

is

in

cephalic limb of

the ventral third of

The caudal limb has a much greater area, being
wide as the cephalic. A few minor fissures branch
out from the sylvian into this frontal limb. The caudal limb has a
greater number of these fissures, and one in particular is developed to
such an extent as to suggest the possibility of its representing the
the sylvian fissure.

easily four times as

postsupersylvian.

Lateral .finmre.

hemicerebrums.

—This
The

nivorous and seal brains
the left hemicerebrum

fissure is

unequally developed on the two

well-defined arch which

it

forms

in

some

car-

On
not well represented in the walrus.
apparently an interrupted fissure; a 7V/ de

is

it is

passage or fold of cortex separates it a little in front of the level of
the sylvian.
From this point on it arches fprward and downward.

Caudallv

it

does not extend bej^ondthe level of the caudal end of the
On the right hemicerebrum, instead of arching in a

supersylvian.

it extends toward and nearly reaches the mesal surface.
having the direction tiie lateral should take is separated
from the lateral proper b}- a narrow pll de jxixxagc
The lateral
fissure of the sea lion accords quite closely with that of the walrus, in

caudal direction

A short fissure
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its cephalic portion is much better developed than the caudal.
Ursus, Callorhinus, Phoca. and Moiuichus. on the other hand, the

that
Ill

lateral is the long-est fissure of the brain.

—

Ansate fissure. No distinct line of separation exists in the walrus
between the ansate and the lateral, and the separation into individual
fissures is therefore an ar])itrary one.

cat

some

A

like condition exists in the
In Phoca, Callorhinus, Monachus, and the

and dog.

sea lion, bear,

differentiation exists,

(oro/ial fissnrf.

— In

the left hemicerebrum of the wah-u.s there

is

demarcation between the coronal, ansate, and lateral fissures,
no
and the three together appear as a long, continuous fissure reaching
over upon the ventral aspect. On the right hemicerebrum the coronal
is an independent fissure, being separated from the ansate by a pU de
jyasxage or isthmus H millimeters in width.
On each hemisphere the
line of

extent of the coronal upon the ventral aspect

is

It reaches nearly to the rhinal fissure just in

front of the sylvian.

remarkable.

((uite

In the bear and sea lion the relation of the coronal, ansate. and lateral
fissures is quite similar to that of the walrus.

Supersylvian

<jyre.

—This

bounded on the one

side

gyre surrounds the sylvian gyre and is
by the supersylvian and pre- and post-

supersylvian fissures; on the other side by the coronal, ansate, and
and caudo-ventrally l)v a fissure whicii corresponds, in

lateral fissures,

The

position, to the medilateral fissure.

frontal and dorsal portions

of this gyre are well developed, averaging 30 millimeters in width.

Numerous minor
lar to

fissures,

having a direction,

the l)Oundary fissures, break

number

of secondary gyres.

tapers until

it

The caudal

perpendicuinto a

liml) of the supersylvian

reaches a width of only about

dition probably being

in general,

up the supersylvian gyre
:20

millimeters, this con-

due to the extraordinary width (40 millimeters)

of the sylvian gyre in this region.

Ectolateral fissure.

—This fissure

has already been discussed

nection with the postsupersylvian fissure.

the ectolateral
of the brain.

may

or

in

con-

In the allied forms studied

may not extend over to the ventral surface
may not coimect either with the lateral or

It ma}' or

postsupersylvian, or

lie

between the two

fissures.

The

fact that the

postsupersylvian does not as a rule reach to any extent upon the
ventral aspect makes it seem probable that if the ectolateral is at all

represented upon the walrus brain it has fused with the postsuperOn the left hemicerel)rum it reaches nearly to the postrhinal fissure.
On the right hemicere])rum it is shorter and a minor

sylvian.

fissure intervenes,

—

Mtdildtend fixsure. In some foi'ms the name is ])arti('ularly approif it has any connection with the relation of the fissure to the
median and lateral aspects of tlu^ hemicerebnun. Its situation is
never very far from the edge or margin separating these two aspects.

priate
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exactly along this margin (Monachus);

upon the

partly upon the lateral and partly

in other

niesal surface

(Callorhinus), or, as in Zalophus, it may be better seen upon the
In the walrus it is better seen upon the lateral aspect.
mesal aspect.
it arches forward to the vertex, but does
hemicerel)rum
left
the
On
margin.
At this point another fissure 55
mesal
the
reach
quite
not
millimeters in length continues forward from the mesal margin in the
same direction that the medilateral would take if it were longer. The
inference is that it is properly a portion of the medilateral cut off by

narrow isthmus of the cortex.
Another fissure, 70 millimeters in length, separated (from the tissure
just described) by an isthnuis 13 millimeters, continues forward and
downward ii[)on the mesal aspect as far as the cruciate tissure, and has
a

a slight su))('rticial connection with
th(>

The appearances

it.

medilateral on the left h(nnicerel)rum

tions

— the caudal portion,

1)0

is

indicate that

divided into three

i)or-

millimeters long, located on the lateral

surface; the middle portion, 55 millimeters, lying in the margin ])etween

the mesal and lateral surfaces; and the cephalic portion,

7<>

millimeters

upon the mesal aspect. On the right hemicerebruni the medilateral lies upon the dorso-lateral aspect and begins far
down on the caudal portion of the hemicerebrum, arching upward and
long. l3'ing entirely

forward as far as the vertex. It lies very close to the meso-lateral
margin but recedes from it gradually until the vertex is reached. It
is interrupted at this point by a cortical isthmus 5 millimeters wide.
The cephalic portion of the tissure begins a little mesal to the termination of the caudal portion.
As it arches forward and downward it
mesal
from
the
margin
recedes
and extends to a point a little lieyond
the cruciate.

Turner " figures the medilateral upon the

lateral aspect

of both hemicerebrums of the walrus as a long uninterrupted fissure,

quite close to the niesal margin caudally but receding from

downward and

it

as

it

my

specimen the medilateral is
divided into two portions on the right hemicerebrum, both lying on the

arches

dorsolateral surface.

forw^ard.

On

the left hemicerebrum

portions and the frontal portion

were a continuous

fissure

In

it

it is

divided into three

upon the mesal surface. If it
would be by far the longest tissure of the
lies

brain.

—

Cruciate ^fixsurc.
This fissure just cuts through the mesal margin
and extends only 12 millimeters u})on the frontal portion of the lateral
surface.

On

the left

hemicerebrum there

triradiate in form, represented.

is

a postcruciate fissure,

The precruciate

is not well represented except by a short fissure lying in the mesal margin, which
fuses into the cruciate.
On the right hemicerebrum the postcruciate
is

not represented as a distinct fissure.

It

may have become

« Report on the seals collected during the voyage of H.
years 1873-1876, Zoology, XXVI, 1888, pp. 89-134.

M.

fused

S. Challenger, in

the
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with the medilateral, which at this point has a superficial connection
with the cruciate. There is no distinct evidence of a prccruciate

upon

On

this heniicerebruni.

correlated in any

way with

in showing a relationship between
In the walrus the cruciate area is cpdte
In Monachus a slight or rudimentar}'

importance

to be of considerable

the seals and the carnivora.
similar

this account there is no area that nia}- be
the ''Ursine Lozenge"" thought by Mivart

to that of Phoca.

"Ursine Lozenge'' may be detected.

In Ursus, Callorhinus, and
Zalophus the ''lozenge'' is well developed. The sigmoid gvre surrounds the frontal portion of the cruciate fissure.
Suj>erorhital fissure.
This fissure occupies the usual position upon

—

the ventro-iateral surface of the frontal portion of the brain.
left

hemicerebrum

about 50 millimeters in length.

it is

On

It arises

the

near

the rhinal fissure not far from the base of the olfactory peduncle.
It
curves laterally and then back again toward the mesal aspect so that
its termination is covered b}'^ the olfactorj^ bulb.
At the lower third
of

gives off a short and ver}^ superficial lateral branch.
hemicerebrum the fissure is very similar to that on the
except that the lateral branch is much smaller.

its

On

course

it

the right

left,

Lateral gyro (Mediolateral convolution of Turner).
ent specimen this gyre

is

—

In the presnot well represented upon the caudal portion

The short length of the lateral fissure brings about the
unusual condition of having the mediolateral fissure form a portion of
of the brain.

the

boundary of the supersylvian

In this case, therefore, the

g3're.

medilateral gj^re begins well up toward the vertex in a tapering-

manner and gradualh' becomes wider

as

it

arches toward the frontal

portion of the brain, attaining a width of from 30 to 40 millimeters in
its

Like the supersylvian gyre,

widest parts.

minor

it

contains a

number

of

fissures.

—

On the left hemicerebrum this is a very
It disrepresented onh' on the caudal portion.
appears at the vertex. This disappearance is due to the fact that the
2lar</!nal or sagittal gyre.

narrow gyre and

is

frontal portion of the interrupted medilateral fissure lies

upon the

Two or three traces of minor fissures appear
On the right hemicerebrum the gyre has a

in the left

mesal aspect.
saggittal gyre.
in its

fair

width

caudal portion, but liecomes narrower, until at the vertex

almost disappears, but

it

it

gradually widens again until in the frontal

On this hemicerebrum
minor fissures present,
which in almost every instance extend over upon the mesal surface.
Pre and post sylvian areas. The post sylvian region comprises the
unusually wide caudal limb of the sylvian gyre, the supersylvian gyre,
and the narrow marginal (or sagittal) gyre. The presylvian region
includes the very narrow frontal limb of the sylvian gyre, and the
wide frontal limbs of the supers3dvian and medilateral gyres. On the
portion

it

attains the width of 17 millimeters.

there are a

number

of quite well-developed

—

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

—
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The preright liemicerebrum the marginal g3'^re should be included.
The former is
svlvian has a greater area than the postsylvian region.
of the medilateral and siipersylvian gyres and the
by the sylvian and sui)ersylvian gyres.

made up mostly
latter

MESAL ASPECT.

—

This occupies the usual position.
It is seeji
I/ij)j>()c<uiq><il ^fixxni'c.
arching from the splenium of the callosum around the optic thalamus
to the ti]) of the pyriform or temporal lo))e.
CdlloKdl

ijss}(r('.

callosum.

It

— As

name

its

indicates,

it

is

closely related to the

separates the callosum from the adjacent cortex.

It

is

deepest in the region of the splenium and gradually grows shallower
until as it curves around the genu it becomes flush with the surface.

On

the right hemicerebrum

it

diverges somewhat from the genu of

the callosum.
Sjdeii/al

^-/issure.

— This

fissure is wxll

developed

in the

walrus and

occupies the usual position upon the tentorial surface of the l)rain. It
arches upward and forward, curving around the splenium on the mesal

On

surface.

hemicerebrum

the right

is

it

a continuous fissure and

extends as far as the frontal portion of the callosum;

it then extends
upw^ard almost vertically nearly to the dorsal margin of the hemicere-

brum.

On

the left

hemicerebrum the

fissure is interrupted.

Its ten-

The mesal

torial portion stops at the level of the splenium.

portion

begins as two small superficial fissures converging in a fork-like man-

ner to form the mesal splenial proper.

At the

level of the

genu

it

terminates in a fork, the lower branch passing nearl}^ to the frontal

margin of the hemicerebrum.

In neither case did the splenial con-

nect with the cruciate, as described by

Turner

in his

On

specimens.

the right hemicerebrum there was a slight indication of a superficial
conn(K-ti()n.

but a subi:5ierged gyre or l)uttress shut

off

any

free

connuunication.

Wppocmnpal
brain.

It

pocampal

gyre.

forms the
lobe.

—

j

.This

gyre

lies

upon the

tentorial surface of the

of the mesal portion of the pyriform or hip-

mos-^v

same general direction

It take,- the

as the

hippocampal

upward
boundary is formed by the
tentoi-ial portion of the-^pJ6{iial fissure.
The hippocampal gyre averages 15 millimeters in width and possesses a few minor fissures, which
in the main are ofl'shoots froi the splenial and have a horizontal direction.
On the left hemicorel^r.um, 1} ing in the hippocampal gyre just
fissure

(which forms

jphalic or inner boundary), arching

its

to the lev(d of the splei

caudal to the splenium,

Am.

is

a

Its caudal

\j,yvy

shallow sulcus corresponding in posi-

subhmica^ ti Kiikenthal.
the right hemicerebrum.
,>!
tion to the fissura

Callosal gyre.

callosum.

—This, as

It is a

It is

the ^jiame indicates,

narrow gyre and

its

not noticeable upon

lies just

average width

is

dorsal to the

about 10

milli-

:
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meters.
It is

Only one or two

minor

faint traces of

the simplest gyre of the brain and

is
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fissures are evident.

contirmous

witii the liippo-

campal gyre around the splcnium of the callosum.
I\\'.s/)lenkd^/i.'i-surt'.— This fissure is not well represented on either
hemicerebrum of the walrus. On the right heniicerebrum a shallow
and short vertical fissure may indicate it. On the left hemicerelirum
the only representative of it would be the upper branch of the frontal
Neither Turner nor Ziehen figures or describes
portion of the splenial.
The fissura sublimica anterior is not shown at all unless,
its presence.
as in Kiikenthars diagram, it is confused with the cruciate.
In Phoca and Callorhiiuis the tcnitorial portion
P()sts2)lenlaJ JinHure.

—

of the splenial terminates in a bifurcation, the caudal horizontal branch
of which

men

is

This is not the case in my speciRespecting this region in the walrus. Turner

called the post splenial.

of the walru.s brain.

says
Behind and below the end

of tlie

specimen the

.splenial fis^snre

gave

off

a postero-

horizontal fissnre, which, running horizontally ])ackAvard, extended almost to the
* * * The j^ost-splenial fissure of Krueg
posterior border of the hemisphere.

was situated behind the ascending part of the splenial fissure and ran backward and
upward nearly to the postei'ior border of the hemisphere below the postero-horizontal
fissure.
It was separated from the splenial tissure l)y the splenial convolution, which
is consequently bounded in front l)y the splenial and behind by the post-splenial
fissure.

On

the left hemicerebrum of

my

specimen there

is

a small fissure

15 millimeters in length which corresponds in position to the postero-

On

horizontal of Turner.

the right hemicerebrum a

millimeters long from the splenial represents

With regard

mere spur

5

it.

found on the right hemibranching out of the splenial
This I regard as the post-splenial

to the post splenial there is

cerebrum a well-developed vertical
not far from its tentorial origin.

fissure

although its direction is vertical anc' not horizontal. On the
hemicerebrimi there is no connection 'letween the splenial and
what I regard as the post .splenial. The fi.ssi're is not .so well developed as that described ))v Turner, unless in y specimen it is an interrupted fissure. An unnamed but well-de\'^loped fissure extending
dorsally is separated from what I consider tht^'bost splenial by a cortical
isthnms of only 4 millimeters' width. Thtf' "appearances suggest an
interrupted fissure. Turner docs not de.-.-rr.c any coimection between
the po.st-.splenial and splenial fissures, bnt calls the intervening space
fissure,
left

•

the .splenial convolution (gyre).

Marginal

— In

Zalophus, Phc- \ and Oalloi'hinus this is a
approximately j)arall('l with,
a:
^eems to con-espond in man}^
and medilateral fi.ssures.
f.s.siire.

well-de^•eloped fissure

the .splenial

hnng between,

'

cases with the suprasplenial fissure of i ^ueg,

and

in

some

.special cases

with the combined post and supra s'->lenial of the .same author. In
On both
the walrus the marginal is not especial I3' well developed.

.
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a fair-sized fissure occupying the proper loca-

The appearances are very suggestive

of those in Monachus,
and undeveloped and sometimes
appears interrupted. On the left hemicerebrum where the splenial is
interrupted there is a fissure dorsal to, and running parallel with, the
tion.

fissure is rehitively short

where the

From

callosal portion of the splenial.

its

position the

name

supra-

would be very appropriate, although in some respects it differs
from Krueg's. On the right hemicerebrum it is not represented.
Maniinal gyre. This, in general, refers to the cortical area l3nng;
between the splenial and medilateral fissures, and would therefore
include, in the walrus, the dorsal margin of the hemicerebrum, on
accoiuit of the extended development of the medilateral fissure.
What 1 have described as the marginal fissure lies within this gyre.
and the name therefore seems appropriate.
This fissure appears upon the tentorial surface,
Collateral fissure.
and is perhaps best seen on the ventral or mesal aspect. Its form is
somewhat arched, and it lies ventrally to the origin of the splenial.
It begins not far from the hippocampal, and its termination caudally
spl(>nial

—

i

i

•

—

usually

is

more or

•

with either the lateral or

less closely associated

medilateral fissure, so that in

some

may appear upon

oases, at least, it

the ventro-lateral aspect of the hemicerebrum.

—This

Genual fi,ss\ire.
of and

is

more or

from which

fact

of the walrus.

is

it

takes

On

its

the left

nects superficially with an

cerebrum

it is

commonly

a shallow fissure, lying in front

less closely associated

farther

name.
it

It

with the genu of the callosum,
found in both hemicerebrums

is

has a short frontal ])ranch which con-

On the

unnamed minor fissure.

right hemi-

removed from the genu, and ventrally

it

fuses

with the rostral fissure.

Hostral fissure.
frontal

sure

;•)()

—This

is

also a shallow fissure

margin of the hemicerebrum.
millimeters long.

same length, and

its

On

On

and

the left

lies

it

is

the right hemicerebrum

dorsal end reaches the margin.

the convergence of the rostral and genual fissures
third represents a combination of these

The lateral ventricle {paracoele).

two

th(>

nearer to the

a straight
it

On

is

fis-

of the

account of

basal or ventral

fissures.

— On removing the dorsal portion of

the hemicerebrum just dorsal to the callosum the lateral ventricle is
revealed. The cavity dips cephalo-ventrad, ending blindly, to form the

precornu;

it

also dips caudo-latero-ventrad to

The striatum (caudate nucleus)

is

form the medicornu.

a convex and well-defined body

forming the most of the

Paralfloor and lateral side of the precornu.
with the oblique caudal margin of the striatum is the fimbrial margin of the hippocamp, which, extending down into the medicornu,
forms with the hippocamp the floor of this cavitv- Between these
lel

two margins (striatum and fimbria)

—

the rima (great transverse fissure),
the choroid (para) plexus a continuation of the velum enters the floor
of the medicornu.
The rima is narrow and the thalamus does not

—
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all in the floor of the ventricle.
slight caudal projection
the cavity, at the beg-inning of the medieornu, extending- just

beyond the

level of the splenial fissure, represents the postcornu.

In
walrus brain, Turner shows no indication of a
postcornu, but in the text he states: "Where the cavity of the ventricle curved downward and outward into the horn, an indication of a
recess was seen in its posterior horn, but it did not amount to a cornu
and there was no elevation which could be called a hippocampus minor."
In Ursus there is no postcornu.
In Callorhinus a slight caudal spur of
the cavity indicates its position.
Zalophus was not examined in this
region.
In Monachus there is a fairly well-developed postcornu.
Murie describes a well-developed postcornu in the Manatee and Otaria,
and in both a well-developed hippocampus minor or calcar. In Phoca
mtuVina the postcornu is relatively large, and the hippocampus minor
is well developed, being correlated with the splenial fissure and making
his dissection of the

t

of

it,

for a portion of

Terminology.
the terms to be

—A

its

course at least, a total fissure.

diflicult}"

employed

of

some importance

particularly in the brain of the Pinnipedia,
especially abundant.

extensive, but as

is

the selection of

in the description of the fissures

The

where the

and gyres,

literature

literature on the carnivorous brain

many authors have employed terms

is

is

of their

not

more

own

without reference to the nomenclature used by others, some confusion
has naturally resulted.
It has therefore seemed best in the present
case not to follow the terminologv of an}" one author, but to use those
terms which, b}^ their special fitness, seemed most appropriate. On
this account the priority of terms has not been especially considei'ed,
for in some cases later investigations have shown that some of the
earlier terms were not the best to use in considering the homologies
between the various forms.
Some of the more common synonj'ms of the names of the various
fissures used in this article are as follows: The supersylvian is very
commonly called the suprasylvian. Turner and Gratiolet have apparI have preferred
ently confused this fissure with the lateral in Phoca.
the term postsupersylvian, as used by Krueg, Turner, and others, to
The term prepostsylvian. as recommended by Owen and Wilder.

supersylvian has been introduced to appl}' to what is conmionl}"
described as the anterior or frontal portion of the supersylvian or the
superorT)ital of Flower and A^"ilder
This fissure has
Turner and Langley
The
also been designated as the presylvian by Krueg and others.
term presylvian has also been applied ])y some writers to describe what

ectosylvia antica of Ziehen.
is

The

preferred to the intraorbital of

commonly appears

to be the coronal fissure.

.

Cruciate

is

retained, as

is

done by most writer's, although frontal fissure is the term originally
suggested by Owen. I have also employed the tei-m marginal fissure,
as used by Owen and Wilder, instead of suprasplenial, as used by Krueg
and Turner.
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SUMMARY.
After obliterating- the numerous minor fissures and the branches of
the principal fissures from the cerebrum of the walrus there is left a
very good fissural pattern resembling, in general, the typical arrange-

ment of the

fissures in the brain of carnivorous animals.

As

in the

dog, and bear, the presylvian area is greater in length than the
In the sea lion the two areas are about equal. In Monpostsjdvian.
cat,

achus, (^allorhinus. and

Phoca the postsylvian area

is

longer than the

presylvian.

very highly developed in the walrus, and in the seals
developed than in carnivora. The olfactory l)ul])s
and peduncles resemble those of the seals and do not attain as relatively
great development as in carnivora. The postrhinal resembles the conThe fissure postica
ditions in Zalophus, Callorhinus, and Monachus.
resembles that of Ursus, Zalophus, Callorhinus. and Phoca. The

The epiphysis

it is

much

is

))etter

supersylvian resembles that of the dog and bear. The postsupersylvian is correlated more closelv with that of Zalophus than in any of
the other forms studied.

The

cctolateral,

by fusing with the post-

superylvian, difiers from any of the other forms.

The

lateral fissure

corresponds with Zalophus in that it is relative!}" short. The ansate
fissure resembles the condition found in Zalophus, Ursus, and Canis.
The coronal is quite similar to that in Ursus and Zalophus. The

from that of the other forms in that it is interrupted;
it would be the longest fissure of
The cruciate resembles the conditions found in Phoca and
the brain.
Monachus. The splenial accords more closely with the conditions
found in Zalophus and Monachus. The marginal fissure resembles
that of Monachus; it is not especially well developed.
The development of the postcornu suggests a condition between that found in
Calloi'hinus on the one hand and Monachus on the other.
As a matter of convenience, a tal)le of the more important regions
in the re))resentatives of the different groups examined is herewith
medilateral differs
if

considered as a continuous fissure

append(>d:

No.

i
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NEW

DESCRIPTION OF A

SPECIES OF SCULPIN FROM
JAPAN.

By David Starr Jordan and Edwin Chapin Starks,
Of

Lelnnd Stanford Junior

the

In the present paper

University.

given a description of a new species of

is

Sculpin belonging- to the genus Cottunculuf>\ dredged by the U, S.
Fish Commission steamer Atbati'oss in Japan.

COTTUNCULUS BREPHOCEPHALUS
Head 2i
12.

in length

Jordan and Starks, new species.

without caudal; depth

3i.

Dorsal Vl-IH; anal

E3"e 4i in head; maxillary 2^.

Head considerably wider than deep, Hat on top; the nape somewhat
produced, the rostral region evenly rounded; jaws equal or the lower
very slightly included; maxillary reaching to below middle of ej^e;
rather sharp villiform teeth in moderate bands on jaws and vomer;
the bands of equal width on premaxillaries and mandible, wider in
front than at sides; vomerine patches small, narrower than those on
jaws, and having a Avider

maxillaiy bands.
in head, the

bone only half as wide.

the anterior separated

length of eye.

may

be

felt

interval between than that between pre-

Intcrorbital space wide and

between

from the posterior a distance equal

Head without

between

tiat;

ej^es

iris

2^

Nostrils ending in short tubes,
to half the

spines; a pair of very slight tubercles

and one on upper part of preopercle, but

the occipital, the suborbital, the preopercle, and the other spines as
possessed by Cottunculus inicrops and (J. fJiomjmml are entirely
absent.

Origin of dorsal directly above upper end of gill-opening, the
length of the fourth spine li in head, the rays toward the posterior

end the longest, 2^

in head, the tips of the last rays,

when

tin

is

depressed, reach to the rudimentary caudal rays, or slightly beyond

Origin of anal midway between tip of lower jaw
and anterior third of caudal rays, its posterior or longest rays a little
shorter than those of dorsal. Pectoral reaching to above base of fourth
the tips of anal rays.
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anal ray, its
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upper 6 rays branched, its lower (14) rays simple. Length
Caudal truncate, rounded at its outer corners.

of ventrals 2| in head.

Skin entirely smooth.
Color in spirits: Back and dorsal dusky, with tine blackish points
surroundino- lioht spots; under parts and lower tins without color,
probably pinkish or red in life; a row of (J or 7 large light spots along
side from opercle Hap to base of middle caudal rays; light clouded

COTTUNCULUS BREPHOCEPHALUS.

areas above and on dorsal; a dusky band extending

downward

aii(i

backward from eye, and some dusky, irregular spots on opercle; to])
of head colorless; caudal crossed by a broad band of dusky, the tip
colorless.
Peritoneum black; inside of gill-covers white.
This species may be known by the absence of blunt spines and b}^
the coloration.

The type was dredged b}^ the U. S. Fish Commision steamer ^Uhafross
in Suruga Bay in 94 fathoms, Station 3704.
It is 18 cm. in length,
and bears the number 50591, U.S.N.M.

ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIES OF EUCALYPTUS
FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
By Joseph Henry Maiden,
Government Botanist of Neiv South Wales and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

In the Botany of the United States Exploring- Expedition during

command of Charles Wilkes, U. S.
Navy/' there is given* an account of a plant found near Caldera,
Mindanao, one of the Philippine Islands. Leaves and fruits were
available, and Asa Gray says, '"I thus record the plant under the name
Eue(dy2)tus niultijlora Rich, given by Mr. Rich^' in the collection.''
Bentham refers'' to this specimen in the following words:
the years 1838-1842, under the

A

fifth species of

Philippine Islands,

Eucalyptus from a
is

still

more

distant region, Mindanao, one of the

described by A. Gray in the Botany of the American Explor-

under the name of E. multiflora Rich, from a specimen in leaf, and
from which the calyx limb and operculmn, if any, are
The four-celled (not
fallen away and the open capsules have lost all their seeds.
three-celled ) capsule is the only character leading us to suppose that it may be a
No mention of it occurs in
Eucalypttis rather than a Tristania or a Metrosideros.
ing Expedition,

''

witli a panicle of old fruits

Blanco's Flora.
It will

thus be seen that the ver}' identity of the genus of this plant

was doubted by an eminent authorit3\
A short time ago, through the kindness of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, I was able to examine (rray's
specimen.
It is No. 25483 of the U. S. National Herbarium, and as
it turns out to be identical with Eucalyptux iKiiidhilana F. v. ^Miillei',
E. 11)1(1 till ora Rich, must fall because the name is pn^occupied {E.
multiflora Poiret, probablj a

«Phanerogamia by Asa Gray,

I,

synonym

of E. jj'dularlx. Smith).'

1854.

Page 554.
•William Rich, botanist of the U. S. ship Relief. In Captain Wilkes' narrativiMr. Rich's name is given as one who made an excursion from Manila, and he
speaks of "our botanical gentlemen botanizing in the forests of Mindanao."
"Journ. Linn. Soc. (Botany), X, p. 14S.
« Page 554.
/See DC. Prod., Ill, p. 217, under E. persicifolia Tjodd.
''
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There are so few Eucal3'pti found outside Australia that the question
of the identity of one found beyond the limits of that continent is oi
interest, and the occurrence of the genus in the Philippines is now set
at rest and doubtless its range in that group will be ascertained bj

American botanists.
E. naudhiiana F.

v.

Miiller

is

so

known

little

i

that the foUowin^i

was described by Miillej
under the title oJ
Pharmacy,"
of
Journal
the
in
Description of a hitherto unrecorded species of Eucalyptus from Ne\^

notes in

regard to it
Australasian

Britain.

New

may be

Britain

is

acceptable.

of course

now

It

a

German

possession undej

of Bismarck Archipelago.
correspondent in that group writes to me:

the name

A

Eucalyptus naudiniana

is

common in'New Pommern, though

not in the Ralun

from the coast to the moun
district, where
especialli.
tains, and is so common in the forests that two sawmills have been started
Eucalyptus
but
still
Australian
the
hard
as
so
is
not
timber
The
for this timber.
I live.

It

grows especially on the

rivers,

.1

HOod, useful timber.

i

'

1

know

of no locality for the species other than that indicated

paper.
«July.^-1886.

in thi

iSUPPLEMEISTARY NOTE ON BLEEKERIA MITSUKURIl,

AND ON CERTAIN JAPANESE

FISHES.

By David Stark Jordan,
Preffideiit

ofthr Li'hind Stanfard Junior Unu'enity.

In the present paper are oiven a few notes supplementary to different
papers on Japanese tishes recently published in these Proceedings.

EMBOLICHTHYS MITSUKURIl

(Jordan and Evermann).

In Notes on a Collection of Fishes from the island of Formosa, in
these proceedings," Jordan and Evermann have described a new species
of

Annnodytoid

from Giran, Formosa, under the name of Bleeh-

tish

Fig. ].— EMBOLICHTHYS MITSUKURIl.

This species differs from the type of lileekeria in
having ventral tins. These are small, jugular in position, and composed of a short spine and three slender rays. There are 115 scales
The presence of ventrals may detine a distinct
in a horizontal series.
and Evermann, of which Bhel-ena m'lUuJordan
EmhoUchtkys
genus,
in this species of jugular ventral lins
presence
The
the
type.
I'uril is
that the Amnwdytidx have no
shows
I,
.5,
than
fewer
the
rays
with
erla mlUuhiirU.

with the Percesoces, nor with the extinct family of (Mifopsirht^.
Their place must be near the Ophidudx^ as supposed by earlier and
affinity

some recent

writers.
«Proc. U.

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 333.

National Museum Vol.

xxvi-02

17

XXVI— No.

1328.
^^-'-^
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(Jordan and Fowler).

Chsetodontldse 'dnd related families of tishes
Fowler," a new
found in the waters of Japan by Messrs. Jordan and
Bay, Japan, under the name
.species of Zeidx is described from Siiruga
This species ditfers from the type of Cyttopsls {rosea)
of Oyttopsis itea.
In the review of the

2.— Zen itea

Fig.

in having-

the ventral rays

I, 9,

this

imperfectly shielded,

the species standing as Zen

is

and

in ha\'ino- the breast flat

the type of a

and broad,

new genus, Zen Jordan,

itea.

HENIOCHUS DIPHREUTES.

is

In the same paper'' a Japanese lish from Wakanoura and Nagasaki
From this;
described under the name of TIeniockus macrolepidotm.

well-known East Indian species, the Japanese form differs in having
the posterior black band from soft dorsal to anal not extending forward to cover the anterior part of the anal tin. It seems to be a
distinct species, which may receive the name of ILeniochm dipJircuiei^

The type is No. 7247, Ichthyological Collections, Stanford
l^niversity.
The description of Ileniochus 'macrolepidotus, Jordan and
Fowler* applies to this species. The accounts given by Schlegel^ and

Jordan.

«Proc. U.

&Idem,
<-

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

1902, p. 519.

p. 542.

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 184(i,

\>.

82, pi. xliv, fig. 1.

0.1328.
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by Steindachner,'* refer also to Ileniochus dijjhreutes. Schlegel's specimens like ours, canie from Nagasaki; Steindachner's came from
Kochi in Shikoku. HeniocKus riiacrolepidotus has not been taken in
j

I

Japan.

The

plate here given

is

drawn by Kako Morita.

Fig. 3.— Heniochus diphreutes.

TEUTHIS DUSSUMIERI.
Misaki,*
The specimens of Teuthis recorded from Nafa, Umesawa, and
dnsTeuthis
to
belong
to
seem
argentem,
under the name of TeutJus
Polynesian
mmieri (Cuvier and Valenciennes). There are several
complicated.
much
is
synonymy
their
and
this,
to
species closely related
by
The larval specimens from Hawaii, named Acanthurus argenteus

Quoy and Gaimard, may have

l)elongcd to any one of half a dozen

most resembling Teuthis dusmmlcrL
Hilo, and as we can not positively
from
such specimens
species, although

«Fische Japans, II, 1883, p. 24.
&Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXV, 1902,

p. 553.

We

have just

ide ntify

them
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with one species rather than another, it is probable that (oyfrnteus
should not be used for any species of TeuthiK.

CHASMICHTHYS GULOSUS
The

species of

Goby

vimtMiis"' Avas earlier

first

o-enus

described by Jordan and Snyder as CIkisihIks

named

Saccostoina gidosuin. by Sauvao-e.'''

the type of the genus Saccostuina.

then made
the

(Guichenot).

name suggested by

must retain the

The known

still

us,

Chasmias^

later sul)stitute

is

It was
This name, as well as
preoccupied, and the

name

of

CJiasiitlcJdhij!^.

species of the genus are CJiasmlcJithys gulosus {misal'im)

and Chasmichthys
«Proc. U.

doUchog7iat}iu><.
S.

''Guichenot

Nat. Mus.,

M 8.,

XXIII,

1901, p. 761.

Bull; 8oc. Philom., VI, 1882, p. 171; .lapuu.

U. S.
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THE USE OF THE NAME TORPEDO FOR THE ELECTRIC
CATFISH.

Theodore Cill,

Bn^

Jlonnnoy Am)dat('

hi Zoologi/.

Muscuiii for isi*;-) (p. 101)
In the Proceeding-y of the U. S. Natioiuil
cattish, o-enerally known
electric
for
the
revived
was
the name Torpedo
adopted hy several
been
has
view
This
electricm.
as J[aJaj)terurHS
be oenerally by
will
doubtless
and
etc.)
Evermann.
authors (Jordan,
already been
has
It
priority.
of
rules
to
strictly
those who adhere
rays by the
electric
the
to
name
the
of
application
indicated that the
was as
term
the
that
and
primary,
not
and
secondary
ancients was
I was not
rays.
applicable to the electric cattish as to the electric
other than Forskal.
aware, however, that it had been so applied by any
fact that in 1843
Recently mv attention was accidentally drawn to the
name
Heckerhad indicated that the cattish was mentioned under the

Torpedo bv Athenfeus and Purchas.
Athena?us for any
have searched in vain in the Deipnosophistiv of
referred to the elecmention of the Torpedo or ra^p/c// which could l)e
VII, c. 140)
All the notices found (VII, c. 95; VII, c. 120;
trical catHsh.
miperfect
an
In
avowedly or in all probability.
I

relate to a sea tish,

(VII, <•• 1»2), only sixteen"
of ^-the chief tish found in the Nile"
•• there are
tilso a or^-at
species are named, but it is remarked that
reference to
no
given
numl)er of others." Unfortunately Heckel has
to the
reference
that
suppose
the chapter of Athenians which led him to
Beschreiund
Abl)ildungen
the
cattish was meant; his onlv citation (in
a chronological
hunoen der Fische -Svriens) under -Atheuanis" is
in a list of
where,
tishes,
summarv of authors treating of Egyptian
- lorpedo.
made:
is
reference
sixteen species (p. 218), the following
list of species,
systematic
the
In
electricus LacepSr
list

m

Malapterurus
under Mahn>fen>n,s .leetricm

(p. 230),

-Torpedo Aihen^u>^f

named.

is

also

.

had justhefore mentioned in the
«This list IS exclusive of species which Athen.-eus
and the M.oUv. Incidental y, it
Coracim,
different
same chapter; that is, the Ixitos,
Lato. "is like the tish c-alied the (dan,.
the
that
says
Athenanis
that
added
mav be
The Coracim doubtless included the celebrated Bolti
which is found in the Danube
'

'

!

{Tdapki mlotica).
1329.
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Pilgrimes, published in 1625, two notices of the

Kaad of the Nile appear.

In the seventh booke Abyssinia, called then Abassia,
and a notice of Abassine animals is given (p. 1183).

is

described,

In tliefe Rincrs and Lakes

hand,

if

not,

it ftirn>

it

is alio found the Torpedo, whicli if any
man hold in his
doth produce no effect: but if it nioue it feife neuer fo little,,

of him which holds it, that his Arteries, Joints,
Sinewes, &.
exceeding paine with a certaine numbneffe; and as foone as
iti
is let go out of the hand, all that paine and numbneffe is
alfo gone.
The Huperftitious Ahaffirm beleeue that it is good to expell Deuils out of humane
bodies, as if iti
did torment Spirits no leffe than men. They fay, if one of thefe aliue
bee laid
aniongft dead Fifhes, if it there ftirre it felfe, it niakes thofe which it
toucheth to
ftirre as if they were alive.
There is great ftore of this kind in Nilus, in the
it fo

tornienteth the

all his

Members

body

feele

>

furtheftl

parts of Goy<twa,

where there

a Meere or Fenne without bottome, welling andi!
admirably l)oyling forth waters continually, whence Nilus fpringeth.
is

'

In the twelfth booke, in

which the present country of Mozani])ique
is named in the margin, and thei

(

described

is

(p.

1545), the

following notice of

it

In the Riuer of Sofala

Torpedo

appears:

ftore of Fifh fat and sauorie, as Mullets, Needles, Dolftrange fifh in qualitie is common in thofe Riuers, which the
Portiigals call Tremedor, and the Cafres, Thinta, of fuch nature that no
man can take

phins, &c.

is

One

it in

hand while it is alive, for it filleth the hand and arme with paine, as if every
would go afunder; but being dead is as another fifh, and nuich efteemed for
his

meate.

The Naturals

fay, that the skin of this fifh is vfed to forceries.

It is

ioint

good
medic-

inable againft the Cholick, rofted and ground to powder and drunke
in Wine.
The
biggeft of them is two fpannes and halfe long, the ukin blackifh,
rough and thick.

It is (juitc likely that Forskal may have read these
accounts, and
thence been influenced in appropriating the name Torpedo as
the
generic designation of the lish in question.

>

I

A REVIEW OF THE CEPOLTD.T: OR RANO-FTSHES OF
JAPAN.

Ry David Starr Jordan and Henry W.
Of

the

Ldand

Fowi.er.

Stanford Junior University.

given a review of tlie species of Rand-fishes or Ccpostudied is
lidw known to inha))it the shores of Japan. The material
in the
and
University
Junior
Stanford
Leland
in the museum of
Messrs.
by
collected
ehieiiy
was
It
Museum.
National
United States
Jordan and Snyder during the summer of 1900.
In this paper

is

Family CEPOLID.E.
BAND-FISHES.
small
elongate, compressed, band-like, covered with
mouth
the
of
cleft
Head obtuse;
cycloid scales, lateral line ol)scure.
large, lateral;
wide and oblique; teeth moderate on jaws only; eyes

Rody very

gill-openings wide, the

membranes not

united, free

from the

isthnuis;

6; air-bladder large;

branchiostegals
gills 4; pse^udobranchite present;
Dorsal and anal tins each very
Skull well ossified.
pyloric coeca few.
simple or branched
long, composed of slender rays, which are either
more or less joined
tins
both
and more or less distinctly articulated;
5.
I,
rays
their
to the caudal; ventral tins thoracic,
of a deep red color;
Coasts of tropical Europe and Asia; shore fishes
the Ophidmhv,
with
common
in
a peculiar group, having something
the ordinary
of
position
in
thoracic,
but with the normal ventrals
than any
Latilida^
the
nearer
perhaps
relations are
Its

l)ercoid tishes.

known groups.

other of the better
a
aa

unarme.l
Preopcrde
'

Preoperde with

;

dor>.al rays

articulate, usually l.ran.'hcl.
Cepolti, 1.

4 to 8 l.luut

'

spinouH teeth; dorsal rays indistinctly articulated,
2.
Acanthoc£pola,
^

I
not l)rancnea
]

Proceedings U.

more or les.s distinrtly

S.

National Museum. Vol. XXVl-No. 1330.
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I.

CEPOLA

Cepola LiNN^.us, Syst. Nat., 12th ed.,

This genus

includes

the

unarmed; dorsal rays rather

1,

Linnaeus.
1769, p. 445 (tseiiin).

^||

which have the preopercle
articulate, and in typical species

Cejpolidse
distinct!}'

also distinctly branched.
{cepola, a name unexplained, probably of Italian origin.)

I.

CEPOLA SCHLEGELI

Bleeker.

AKADASHI (RED WEASEL).
Cepola hruMiisterni Schlegel, Fauna Japoniea, Poiss., 1845, pi. lxxi. lig. 1; Naga-r
Nystrom, Svensk, Ak. Handl., 1887, ]>. 39; Nagas^aki.
saki, not description.

Cepola i^cMegeli 'QiuEEK^R, Nat. Tijds. Ned. Ind., 1854, Japan, p. 412; Kaminoseki;
Verb. Bat. Gen., XXVI, 1854, Japan, p. 110; Act. Soc. Sci. Ind. NeerL, VI,
1859, p.

256.— GtTNTHER,

Cat. Fish., Ill, 1861, p.

1

488.— Steindachner and Do-

DERLEiN, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, p. 12; Tokyo, Kochi, Tango.— Ishikawa,
Jordan and Snyder, Check List, Fish, Japan,
Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 32; Bingo.

!

1901, p. 111.

depth 12; D. more than 70; A. more than 60;
300; eye 3 in head; width of head If in
Body elongate, strongly comPectoral If to If in head.
height.
Head obtusely convex, longer than high; snout half the
pressed.
length of the eye, profile convex; maxillary reaching below posterior
part of eye, oblique; teeth in jaws uniserial, curved and conic; preo-'

Head 10

in length;

P. 18; V. 1-5; scales

more than

percle without spines; opercle a
small, present

on opercles.

little

over 3 in head.

Lateral line concurrent with

Scales very
])ack.

Dor-

and caudal continuous; pectoral rounded.
Color, body and fins rosy; the membrane between premaxillary and

sal, anal,

maxillary with a black spot.

Length 212 mm. Kaminoseki, in the sea. (Bleeker.) In young
examples, the spines on the lower margin of the preoperculum are
sharp and pointed, and the body is nnich shorter and deeper in comparison with the length of the head.
In most all of the specimens the
dark spot hidden between the maxillary and intermaxillary is evident.
No specimens were taken by us, although the species is said to bei
not rare in southern Japan.
Our description is condensed from that
of Dr. Bleeker, made from a specimen fi"om Kaminoseki on the inland
sea.

2.

ACANTHOCEPOLA

Bleeker.

Acanihocepola Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Anisterd., VIII, 1874, p. 369 {krusensterni).

This genus mcludes those CepoUdpe. in which the preopercle is armed
with 4 to 8 blunt spines. The dorsal rays are simple and indistinctly
articulate.
Color bright red.
{ocKavBix, spine; cepola.)

;
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no black dorsal spot,
Scales small, about 150 in a longitudinal series; D. 80, A. 76;
dorsal and anal tins
go far as known; preopercle with about 5 blunt spines;
margined with blackish
M. Scales minute, about 300

krusewiemi,

2.

Preopercle with about 7 blunt
D. 104; A. 105; a black spot in front of dorsal; dorsal not conspicuspines.
limbcUa, 3.
ously margined with blackish; anal brown-edged

!

in a longitudinal series.

ACANTHOCEPOLA KRUSENSTERNI (Schlegel).
SAKENOUWO (WIXE-FISH); AKATACHIUWO (RP^D BLENNY)
2.

RINGUROTAIMATSU.
Ccpola kmsenMerni Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1845,« p. 130 (not figure);

Nagasaki.— Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen., Ichth. Japan,

XXV

(1854), p. 39;

XXVI,
Natursk. Tijds. Nederl. Ind., VI, 1854; p. 411; Verb. Bat. Gen.,
pi. ii, fig.
Japan, 1854, p. 108; Act. Soc. Sc. Indo. Neerl., Ill, Japan, 1859,
l._GuNTHER,

Cat.

Fish.,

Ill,

1861, p.

Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,

Japan.— Steixdachner and
Tokyo.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat,

488,

p. 32;

Wakayama, Nagasaki.
1897, p. 32
Canton.
Cepola hungta Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 277;
;

depth 13|; D. 80; A. 76; P. 1-17; V. 1-5; scales
Body very elongate, compressed,
164. 28 in a vertical .series in front.
anterior
and covered with cycloid scales, which are very small on the
than
larger
eye
compressed
deep,
than
Head longer
part of the body.
the
in
and
head
the
in
1^
above,
the snout, in the front of the head
produced;
jaw
lower
the
with
rounded,
snout very bluntly

Head llf

in length;

;

H

maxillary;

mouth verv oblique, superior, and the jaws each with

a single series

extending to
of strong teeth; lips moderately fleshy; maxillary
in the eye.
flattened,
li
space
eye; interorbital

below
Gill-

the middle of the
slender; lower
opening large; the gill-rakers numerous, long, and
rather broad
and
blunt
five
with
armed
margin of the preoperculum
the former a
of
origin
the
confluent,
anal
Dorsal, caudal, and
spines.
dorsal
gill-opening;
the
of
margin
posterior
little in advance of the
filamentous
a
into
produced
caudal
height;
low, more or less equal in
pectorals, and, like the
point; the origin of the anal at the tips of the
of the body ])ehind the
half
lower
the
in
pectorals
the fin low;
dorsal,

behmd
in the head; ventrals below, a trifle
gill-opening and about
point.
a
into
produced
but
length,
in
equal
pectorals and nearly
anal and caudal
Color in spirits, almost uniform pale brown, the

U

.spots a little deeper in
narrowly margined with blackish, with some
In life bright cherry-red, with spotcolor; no black spot on dorsal.
of rather deeper shade.
differ
Edgar R. Waite (in lit.), the dates of publication of the
are as follows:
Japonica
Fauna
the
of
Fishes
on
volume
the
ent parts of
'

«Acc^n^to Mr.

Decade I, pp. 1-20, 1842.
Decades II-IV, pp. 21-72, 1843.
Decades V-VI, pp. 73-112, 1844.
Decades VIl-IX, pp. 173-269, 1845.
Decades X-XIV, pp. 173-269, 1846.
Decade XV, pp. 270-324, 1850.

—
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Length

20^®^ inches.

This species

abund^mt than

Hero described from Nagasaki specimens.

common through Southern Japan, being far more
Cepola i^chlegel!. Our specimens are from Tokyo,

is

Misaki, Wakanoura, Onomichi, Nagasaki, Mogi, and Obama.
(Named for tiie traveler, Krusenstern.)
3.

ACANTHOCEPOLA LIMBATA

(Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Umhnta Cuvier and Vai.enciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 402;;
Japan, after Krusenstern, j)l. lx, fig. 2 (dorsal and anal bordered with deep'
red; a small hlac-k sjiot on front of dorsal; sides of body with red points).—

Crjxt/d

Nystrom, Svensk, Vet. Handl.,
head 9 in body.)
Ccpola margbmta Cuvieh and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., X, 1835, p. 402;
Japan, after Krusenstern", pi. lx, fig. 1 (brick red, dusted with dark points, finsij
bordered with brick red; dorsal spot black, smaller than in the preceding).—
GitNTiiEK, Cat. Fish, III, 1861,p. 489, copied.
1887, p. 39; Nagasaki.

(D.

more than

80;

1

ij

GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish, III, 1861,

p. 489.

Copied.

Cepola mesojwion BiMEK^n, Verb. Bat. Gen.,
saki.

—GiJNTiiER,

XXVI,

Japan, 1854,

p. 109;

Naga-

Cat. Fish, III, 1861, p. 488.

Aainthocepola memprion
1902, p. 363; Giran,

Jordan and Evermann,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

Formosa.

ACANTHOCEPOLA LIMBATA.

Of this species, distinguished b}' the very small size of the scales
and the very large number of the fin rays, we have examined one
specimen from Giran, Formosa. This specimen is certainly typical
of Acanthocepola memprion and A. limhata is probably the same.
A description and good figure (see above) of this specimen has been
published Jordan and Evermann."
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mas.,

XXV,

1902, p. 363.

.

A GENEALOGIC STUDY OF DRAGON-FLY WING
VENATION.

By James G. Needham,
Of Lake

Forest College,

Lake

Forest, lllmois.

INTR0DU(1TI()N.
It
of one of the oldest subjects in entomology.
to the
morphology
comparative
of
n.ethods
the
\s an
employed in
interpretation of some external characters universally

This

is

a

new study

application of'

3y8tematic

work upon

insects.

studied
The richly veined wings of dragon-flies have been carefully
peculiarities are well
interesting
their
entomologists;
i)y many able
have been
known -/the homologies of the various parts of the wing
exists a considerdetermined throughout the order; and there already
I

extent of variation in
able body of evidence as to the nature and
There has been as yet no serious effort to use
Jvenational characters.
within the order
khese characters to determine genealogic succession
the records of natural
Sit is the main purpose of this paper to translate
of these wings..
selection as written in the al)undant characters
to the f ollowAt the outset I wish to acknowledge ipy indebtedness
J. H. ComProf.
generously: To
ino- oentlemen, who have all aided me
constant
for
all
of
indebted first
stock, of Cornell Universitv, I am
Henshaw,
Samu(4
Mr.
to
advice throughout the progress of this study;
for free use of the llagen
Zoology,
Comparative
of
IVIuseum
of the
Cambridge; to
two months
Collection of Odonata during a stay of
privileges in
similar
for
T. Jackson, of Harvard University,
Dr
to l^i'- !'• ?•
museum;
same
the study of the fossil Odonata of the
of valuable
loan
the
for
Pennsylvania,
Calvert, of the University of
ot specigift
the
for
Blanc,
specimens; to Monsieur R. Martin, of Le
the
examining
of
privilege
the
for

I

!

'

I

'

m

R

S. H. Scudder,
and also some of his original
types of fossil Odonata in his collection,
unpublished drawings.

mens- and to Dr.
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I.

vor .. xxvi.

THE ONTOGENY OF THE VENATION.
Historical.

It is pleasant to find that the first

contribution to the knowledge of
In 1846 he published a

developing veins was made by Dr. Hagen.
little

paper, a page in length, entitled Ueber die Bildung des Geaders
In this he wrote that by simply rubbing the

der Libellen-tiiigel,"

expanding wing of a transforming dragon-fly between the thumb andi
finger the two membranes of the wing may be slipped apart, audit
be readily seen that the venation is double, i. e., developed alike;
both membi-anes, and that the double network thus formed is united'
and exactly coincident along the courses of the wing trachea. At this
day one who wishes to see the relation of veins to trachea3 can hardly
do better than repeat this simple experiment. Thus he may at leasts
see, a thing too little comprehended hitherto, that the trachea? passing
will
in

out from the body cavity into the wing cavity are essentially internal
organs as compared with the cuticular (hypodermal) thickenings formed
about them constituting the veins.

Oswald Heer appears

to have been the first to use the wings of

nymphs as an aid to interpreting the homologies of the adult
venation.*
He made no use of trachea?, however, but only of the
veins marked upon the exterior of the wing sheath, these being essendragon-fly

tially the same a.s the veins in the adult only served to confirm
him in
an erroneous interpretation of homologies.
Roster first figured the tracheation of a nymphal wing.^ His figure

(of ^Exclina cyanea)

was made

reference to venation.

remark

in the text

It

is in

show tracheal distribution without
several points incorrect, and a chance

to

shows that Roster did not perceive the order which

I

exists in the ai-rangement of the trachea?.''

In 1888 Brauer and Redtenbacher published a paper on immature
insect wings, using mainly a species of

/Eschna to show the fallacy of
Adolph's theory of alternating convex and concave veins.*^ Of the*
"Stettiner Ent. Zeit., VII, pp. 115-116. A similar paper by Dr.
Hagen, Kurze
Benierkung ueber das Flugelgeiider der Insecten Wien. Ent. Zeit., V,
pp. 311-312),
was called out in 1886 by the theories with which Adolph and Redtenbacher
IukI
encumbered their useful works upon the homologies of the wing veins in general.
Then in 1889 he published (Spaltung eines Fliigels um das dopplete
Adernetz zn
zeigen, Zool. Anz., XI, pp. 377-378) a similar
article with a figure, shewing the main
(

facts set forth in all these papers.

''Heer, Oswald, Die Insectenfauna der Tertiargebilde
von Oeningen und von
Badoboj in Croatien, Neue Denkschr. Schweiz. Ges., XI,
1850, Libellulidw, pp.

36-89, pi. IV.

'Roster, D. A., Contributo

all

'anatomia ed allabiologia degli Odonata, Bull. Soc.

XVII, pp. 256-268, 2 pis.
'/Mandando in questo percoreo cinque

Ent.
in

Ital.,

o sei diramazioni che innervano
rano modo, la superficie dell 'ala. [The italics
are mine.— J. G. N.]
^Ein Beitrag zur Entwickelung des Flugelgeaders

intrecciandosi

der Insecten, Zool. Anz., XI,

pp. 443-447.

>
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>ranches of a single main tractiea, some were shown to be incorporated
Thus disappeared the funnto convex and some into concave veins.
lamental difference which had been assmncd to exist between the two
iLinds

of veins.

homology of veins
of
n remotely related insects is only to be determined by the study
been
a suggestion which has until (juite recently
f,heir developuient
in
[generally commended in theory and more generally disregarded
Brauer and Iledtenbacher

i

also affirmed that the

—

practice.

Etude sur la nervulation des ailes des insectes/'
careful detail, and
figures both the tracheation and the venation in
He fails to
two.
the
ipoints out the close correspondence between
desighowever,
trachea%
^•ecognize the individuality of the veins and
the
confuses
and
he
nating mere branches as independent veins,
i

Brogniart,

in his

identity of one branch (Bs)

by giving

it

a different designation in the

cwo stages.
The foregoing papers have shown (without expressly stating) the
subsefollowing points: (1) The precedence of the trachea and the
hypodermal
through
them,
about
jquent development of the veins
become hollow
selevations becoming paired troughs, which by fusion
\

the difference in kind, and (3) the
the two structures: and (4)
between
^correspondence in arrangement
in the earlier stages.
found
are
the fact that simpler conditions
through a series of
venation
the
of
I have traced the development
,tu^es inclosing the tracheiv;

(2)

nymphal stages and have published

recently, in collaboration with
it.'^ but nuist for present

Professor Comstock. a preliminary account of
purposes review the matter more at length.
ONTOGENY

I

For the present

IN (JOMPHUS DESCKIPTUS.

structure, not as
I pass l)y all points of histological
to the
uness(>ntial
being
as
but
or unimportant,

being uninteresting
specific

problem now

in

hand.

1 shall deal in this

paper with facts

and, for the most
that may be observc^l without the aid of sections,
whatever.''
part, with no special preparation
in all stages.
principal trache?^ traverse the wing of a dragon-tiy

Six

These arise verv earlv

in the l)udding

wing, springing separately from

makes a slight bend
a longitudinalthoracic tracheal trunk which
and their cortrachea'
These
wing.
he
of
t
outward to meet the base
"

and
''

Recherches sur
pi.

lea insectes fossiles, etc., Paris, 1894.

See especially pp. 204-208,

vni.

Comstock,

J.

H., and Needhani,

J. G.,

The Wings

of Insects, Anier. >at.,

VXXli

-v-x-x-ir

903-911, 9 figs.
and XXXIII, 1898 and 1899; Art. Odonata, XXXII, pp.
the facts cited in the folloxvmg
'•The only preparation necessary to demonstrate

removed fresh, mounted
pages is that of the wings of nymphs, which should he
air in the trachea- ) and
the
retain
(to
su.ldenly
quickly in glycerin jelly, and cooU-d
observation.
for
ready
are then
,

—
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responding veins will be designated, beginning at the anterior margini
of the wing, by the following names and abbreviations:
Media {M.).

1.

Costa [C).

2.

Subcosta{Sc.).

•'>•

Cuhitns {Cu.).

3.

lindius{R.).

6.

Anal

-l-

veins {A.).

Typical branches will be designated by added numerals (as J/j, J^,'.
and 3£^, designating from front to rear the branches of the media),
except the posterior division of the radius, which has received thei
Accessory and secondary
special name of "radial sector" (Es.).
branches will be designated by small letters added in the order of thei
J/j,

development of the branches

(as

i?.s',„

i?.s>^,

etc.,

^.s',.^

for the secondary

branches of the radial sector).
Fig. 1 represents the tracheae in two early stages of the development]'

nymphal wing of Gomphui^

of the

descrlptus.

A

is

from a nymph

less-

than one-fourth grown, the wing 1 mm. long. The trachete so closely
resemble those in the developing wings of insects of many other orders
there can he no doubt as to their homologv.

Fig.

1.

The

radial sector

is

Trachea.tion of the wings of two nymphs of Oomphus dcscriptus Banks, two early
For explanation of lettering see text; also, n = nodus and St = SUPERTRIANGLE.

STAGES.

—

•

I

—

generally branched in other orders and there is a single
In other orders there are oftenest three." Otherw^ise the
tracheie are entirely t^^pical at this stage. It is worthy of note that

simple

it is

anal vein.

bilaterally symmetrical and the
and length.
Fig 1. B is from an older nymph with wings 3 mm, long. The twc
marginal tracheae are reduced or, rather, outstripped by their competitors, the wing has become quite unsymmetrical, and the radial
sector has come to lie across the distal end of the media.
Fig. 2 represents the tracheation of both fore and hind wings of a
grown nymph of the same species. The costal trachea is so dwarfed
as hardly to enter the costal vein.
The radial sector lies back of the
two anterior branches of the media which it crosses. The othei
ti'achea', also, are assuming their definitive positions, and some of them
are becoming strongly angulated at the middle and toward the base ol

at this stage the

wing

is

somewhat

trachea^ are of almost equal size

the wing.

These three stages show clearly how the primitive insect wing
"Prol)al)ly tlu" three terminal ])rancheHi of this trachea represent the typical

second, and third anal trachetc fused together.

ha!-/

tirst.
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which the most anom-

the crossing of the radial >!ector over two hranchcs of
I can not now suggest even a possi])lc reason why this

is

he media.

jhould have taken place.
inctive of the order

It

is

apparently a character

(luite

dis-

Odonata.

A photograph of fore and hind wings of a grown nymph of the
iame species, showing the tracheae and the veins together as they
Ippear during the last nymphal stage, is reproduced in Plate XXXI,
This will assist greatly in comparing the adult wings shown in
fio-. 1.
the preceding figures. This also shows that certain wellwith
3
4g.
Snown features of the dragon-fly wing are due to strong cuticularisation

Fig.

and hind wings of a grown nymph of Gomphus descriptus, showing
The permanent venation which shows distinctly at this stage is omitted.

2— Fore

between the

tracheae.

Such are the stigma

parts of the arculus (ar.) and triangle (f.).
The radial sector.— In the adult wing (fig.

3)

(sf.),

the nodus

trache.*-.

(>^),

and

the radial sector appears

always been so interpreted. The
persistent
only indication of its connection with the radius is the
This
Rs.
obliquity of an apparent cross vein between veins J/., and

to be a branch of the media.

is

It has

sector, while the
in fact not a cross vein, but a part of the radial
point to (^onthis
trunk (hr.) extending proximally from

longitudinal

any principal
nect vein lis with vein J/i+/' is not homoloa-ous with
advantage.
mechanical
vein, but is a secondary structure developed for
this
preceding
twig
There will be seen in the plate a recurrent tracheal
structure.

«The

plus sign

tracheje, the

is

or
thus used as a convention for indicating united branches
conjoined.
it connects designating the branches

numerals

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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—The radius and the media tend from the

Arculus and triangle.
and

firsl'

wing appear to form a single veii
as far as the arculus.
But even in the adult wing this vein may be
seen, as pointed out by Brogniart, to be composed of two, whose unior
he aptly compared to that of the barrels of a gun. Media suddenh!;
bends away from the radius and is met by a cross vein from the cubi;
tus, and thus the arculus is formed.
A similar deflection of the cul)ita
trachete just beyond the arculus makes a place for the development oji
the triangle, which is completed hy two cross veins approximated upoi
vein J\f^.
Thus only the upper end of the arculus and the inner sid(
of the triangle are formed from principal veins.
to unite at the base,

in the adult

Fig. 3.— Venation of

the imago of

Gotuiihitt; dc^criptus.

and cuticular thickenings thus combine to produce a m\u[\u
wing, whose chief peculiarities arise from three transversa
unions of its veins, at stigma, nodus, and arculus, respectively.
Adde(
to the usual thickening of veins and corrugation of
membrane at th(
front border, those three unions make the part of
the wing whicl
Tracheji?

insect

cuts the air and supports other parts very strong.

It will

be observec

that at the stigma })ut

two or three veins are thus conjoined, at th(
nodus, more, and at the arculus (by means of parts
accessory to th(
arculus) all the principal veins are bound
together across the basa
part of the wing.
A line drawn from the outer end of the stigmi
to the hind angle of the triangle divides
the wing into two ai^as
the anterior of which includes the
strong framework of the wing
whd.^ the other is yielding membrane with
weak venation, adapting th(
wing for that rapid sculling action in air by which forward
motion
i.-

produced.

NO. 1331.
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THE STUDY OF THE WING BY AREAS.

II.

These three points of transverse bracing- are also the points about
which have phxyed the forces wliich have evolved tlu^ dragon-fly wing.
They are the points about which one can best follow the shifting of
In a study of genealogy one can hardly do l)etter,
veins and trachetv.

wing by areas with these points as
drawing freely upon ontog-eny, comparative anatomy, and
paleontology for evidence of the changes that have taken place.
therefore, than to discuss the
centers,

THE AREA OF THE STIGMA.

The stigma

is

developed upon the cutting edge of the wing at the

point of greatest impact against the

air.

It

would seem

to serve the

4.— Ptero.stigmas; p, ok Aikix jimiiis Oiury; 7. ok Minthiiria innreclln Sei.ys: r, ok Nro(jo»iplius
Sklys; s, of Uropetala carovci Selys; t, ok Ayrion mcrcurinlc CHARrE.VTiER: «, of Anomalaurion liasfatitm Say; v, of Tliorc gUjanlea Selys; xv, of Mccisloyagtcr liicniia Dri'KY; .r, Calopleri/j:

Fig.

iiii}lciitug

maciihtta BKAVXoiti;

//,

MicioKtifiiiia

si''!;

z,

Mkruatiiima

riilundafHiii, Ski.ys, iiink win(;.

double purpose of tirndy uniting Mic veins of the Front margin and of
iucreasiri"' the elliciiMicv of the wing stroke l)v adding weight at this

^
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shape and extent vary considerably and are often
characteristic of groups; but the stig'ma seems not to contain in itself
such characters for the critical determination of the coui-se of specialistriking- point.

Its

by surrounding parts.
In the wings of the more generalized members of several families:!
of Odoiiata there is ])etween veins i?i and J/j a series of cross veins,
several of which fall directlv under the stigma, and all of which are
zation as are furnished

(

One of these
nearly or quite perpendicular to the veins they connect.
cross veins which happens to lie at the proximal end of the stigma;

(j

waxes stronger than

way

as to strongly

its feilow\s,

and

is set in

an oblique position in suchi

brace the stigma against vein

31^.

Three not

remotely related Gomphinfe will illustrate the stages in the development of this strong brace from an ordinary cross vein. In Ejngom-]
plim 2^aludo8us (fig. 8) the proximal end of the stigma has no cross

ij

Cydophylla d/phylla (Plate XXXIV,
fig. 1) it is in line, but little strengthened; but in Gom.pltus dilatatus
(Plate XXXIII, fig. 1) it has become a strong and evident brace.
K\
parallel series might be pointed out among the ^schninte (compare
such genera as StaurojMehia (Plate XXXIX, lig. 2), Basia^scJina
(Plate XXXVII, fig. 2), and Gynacantha (Plate XXXIX, fig. 3), and
the Agrioninfc offer another parallel, with the addition of an interesting feature, which is illustrated by a series of such g-enera as Lestes
(Plate LIU, fig. 1), Philogenia (Plate LIU, fig. 4), Argia (Plate LIU,
In this series there is
fig. 5), and JSfeJudlennia (Plate LIV, fig. 8).
the same development of a brace from a cross vein; and, correlated
vein exactl^v in line with

it;

in

therewith, a progressive angulation of vein

M^

at the base of this

cross vein, forming a triradiate brace at that point.

An entirely dift'erent method of bracing the front of the wing at the
stigma has prevailed in a few forms {Tliore, fig. 4, i', etc.). The cross
vein below vein li^ is not utilized, but the two veins bounding the
proximal and posterior sides of the stigma are deflected so as to meet
vein R^ in a strong Y-shaped brace, which, doubtless, serves a purposes
analogous to that served 1)}' the other triradiate l)race described above.
Fig. -t shows at p the normal stigma of Anax jiniius, greatly,
enlarged.
It shows, also, a few conmion forms of stigma, bothi
braced and unbraced (</ to t), and a few unconunon and more or less
degenerate forms {w to s), which will be discussed under another:
heading.
THE REGION OF THE NODUS.

Here

at once

The nodus

is

we come upon very

peculiar

wing

features.

the stout cross vein near the middle of the costal bor-

der of the wing, joining the costa, the subcosta, and the radius. It is
traversed by a more or less evident suture, making a flexible and
elastic joint

which, without loss of strength in the parts which need

DRAfiON-FLY WING VENATION— NEEDHAM.
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rigidity,

would seem

more

to allow

eflfcctive flexion of
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the distal parts

of the wing/'

We

have already

crossing tracheie

bind them

all

.soen

M^ and

the trachea
Jf.,.

solidly together.

Bs

descending- at the nodus and

The veins formed about these tracheje
For convenience of reference we now

designate that portion of the radial sector which unites the lower end
of the nodus with the median vein as the .^nhiKxhis {sn.) and tli(> short
oblicjue portion of the radial sector

appearing as a cross vein Ix'hind
and
the
trunk secondarily developed
(<>),
sector proximally with vein i/j+^, as the

vein J/, as the ohJique vein

connect

to

hridge

the

radial

(br).

In the sul)order Anisoptera
fuses with vein J/, for a

we may then note

that the radial sector

way, carrying the oblique vein a variable distance beyond the subnodus.
The bridge is outlined in tracheae
of two very different types, which are almost characteristic of the two
families of the suborder.
have
(1) In all the ^Eschnina^ of which
had nymphs for examination the antecedent trachea is simple, and
little

1

springs from the radial sector near what will be the distal end of the
bridge (tig. 5) and extends in a direct line proximally toward vein
J/i+2.

(2)

In most Libellulida? the trachea which precedes the ])ridge

springs from the radial sector near the origin of the latter

(tig. 6),

descends to the level of the bridge that is to be, forks, and sends its
branches in opposite directions to meet veins 31^+, and ^.v respectively.

In the Macromiime, however,

of the latter type, as
7

B

shows how,

two oblique

Compare

b}'

formed by a moditication

transversa in

tig.

7 A.

a further division of the radial sector near

A'eins are

also with

it is

shown for Dldyrnojps
formed

in the CordulegasterintB

and

Fig.

its l>ase,

Petalurinffi,

fig. 28.

In the suborder Zygoptera, so far as known to me, trachea Rs
appears as a branch of the media, the subnodus, while formed in the
usual place, being destitute of a tracheal trunk.
The Zygopterous
nymphal wing figured herewith (Plate XXXI, fig. 2) shows that the
trachea Rs has, in this (well grown) stage, at least, no direct communication with the radius at all.
But if we compare the adult wings
of the two suborders there can be no question as to the identity of
the vein Rn^ or of its homology in the two groups.
The explanation of this at first rather surprising state of the tiachea> I believe to l)e that the trachea 7?.s' has l)een detached from the
There are everywliere bi^twecMi the
radius and attached to the media.
con)munication. formed by the
channels
of
principal tracheae open
« This suture seems to have cut off the subcostal trachea, or else to have dwarfed
and diverted its tips. In the cicada the subcostal trachea crosses the nodal suture;
and doubtless it once did so in Odonata, for the adult vein extends a little waj'
beyond in three living jrenera of .Eschnina' (t-oinpare Stdiiroiilihljia, Plate XXXIX,
The nodus
fig. 2), and was well developed l)eyond in the fossil genus ^Et<<'}niidinm.
when present in other orders is nearer the wing apex than in the CKlonata.

—
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universal anastomoses of the smallest tracheoles.

Fig. 5.— Trachkatkin of

Fig

(>.

Open

Any one

of these

the nddal keuion ov the nymphal wing ok Anax Junius Drury.

Traciieation of tiir nodal region of the

:i

vol. xxvi.

nymphal wing

f>F Lihcllnla

piiU-hHla

Drury.

it-passages niioht t)ecomc enlarged, should necessity arise for

DRAGON-FLY WING YENATTON-XEEDIIAM.

lo.l331.

:he

entrance of the air from a

new

quarter.

And

I
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think that in this

from the thinninj.- of the ^\mg
whereby the communication of the
leases of the slender Zygoptera,
be gradually pinched oflf. With
iradial sector with the radius woukl
the original source an increased
'the decrease of the air supply from
trunk through tracheoles,
jaraount must needs come from the medial
of which might finally
isome of which would be enlarged and one
jase the necessity

may have

arisen

attain the proportions of a tracheal

branch, while the base of the

would atrophy."
was made at three
Either the attachment of the radial sector to media

radial sector

transversa say; B, op
-TRACHEATION OF THE NODAL REGION OF THE WING. A, OF Didymops
origin of the two oblique
of
mode
the
showing
latter
the
Cwduleoastrrdiastatops Selys;
PETALUKIN.I'..
VEINS characteristic OF THE CORDULEGASTERIN.'E AND

FIG

7

it has taken a different
different places, or else, since its reattachment,
suborder Zygoptera.
the
within
series
difiercnt
course in each of three
we find it separating from vein 31, far ])eyond the sub-

In the Lestinix?
nodus, the point of

departure marked by a more or less evident
about numerous approxnnated
()bli(}uc vein, and a long bridge formed
branches of the media.
tracheoles, mainly deprived from neigld)oring
vein J/,+. near the nodus,
In the AgrioninjE {s. str.) it separates from
Calopteryx it sepaand there is neither bridge nor oblique vein. In

"^ch~^iftin-s
Another

of

instanc-e will

its

unprecedented
tracheal branches in insects wings are not
of the anal
be cited further on in the case of the branches

has been
A case of the attaclunent of trachea M, to the radius in Pkr,s
lig. 24, and Knderf. Wiss. Zool., Tdll, 1892,
(Zeitschr.
8puler
l)y
hKlicated
clearly
pi. iii, fig. 20.)
lein (Zool. Jahrl)., Abt. f. Anat., XVI, 1902,

trachea

'
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from vein J^+s far to the proximal side of the nodus, and about
more usual position of the proximal end of the bridge/'
In this group l)ridge and oblique vein are lost; but similar parts are

rates

in the

found, as will be noted later, extending the attachment of the radial
still nearer the arculus.

sector to the media

THE REGION OF THE ARCULUS.

Across the base of the wing a strong transverse union of all thd
principal veins is effected by means of arculus in the middle, triangle
Distinct tra-:
at the rear, and antenodal cross veins at the front.
cheal twigs precede the antenodals of the first (costal) series, while;

those of the second (subcostal) series are of independent cuticulai
is to be traced among these cross veins ini
number
and matching in position in the two series;.{
their reduction in
some of them to form stout triangular
hypertrophy
of
and in the

origin.''

Specialization

trusses,

which entirely

furrow between the costal
some
distance
apart, are thus hyperTwo antenodals,
fill,

in section, the

and the radius.
trophied in most aEschnidfe, one at either side of the arculus; in the.
Thorina% but one, and that one meeting the arculus; in SyritJiemit:
alternate antenodals

are thickened, ])ut

to

a

less

degree.

Theii

reduction in numbers will be discussed under the general subject

ol

"cross veins."

We

have already seen that arculus and triangle are formed where
media and the cu])itus, respectively, are met l)y strong cros,'
veins.
We have seen that the medial and the cubital trachete are at
first straight or slightl}^ curved as in other insects, and that the bending takes place late in nymphal life, at the time when the veins are
forming. The genus Anax (Plate XL, tig. 3), while highly specialized
in man}' ways, has preserved a rather primitive condition of the
arculus.
It is composed here largely of cross vein, which the media
bends but slightly to meet, and the veins J/1-3 and J/^ depart from it
in straight lines.
Media tends to descend the arculus, and the veinsii
Mi-^ and J/^, departing from it, ])ecome arched strongly toward the
radius.
In the LiVjellulida? the branches of the media become fused
at the base whih; arching upward.
This may be traced in the stagesj
attained by such genera as Neocordulia (Plate XLII, fig. 1), Raphismid
(Plate XLIV, fig. 3), and Pachydiplax (Plate XL VII, fig. 1).
The
bends

in the

« Indicatiug that in this

bridge in the .'Eschnidte,

group at

least a recurrent tracheole,

may have developed

such as precedes th€

into the basal attachment of the radial

sector to the media.

*In other orders of insects cross veins are generally wanting from this space, and

where present are very few

in

number.

be observed that the tracheal twigs which precede the antenodals of the
first series are derived from the subcosta; those of the postnodals of the first series,
from the radius. These tracheal branches are clearly the homoiogues of the longei
anterior branches of the subcosta and the radius in the Neuroptera and the
It will

Orthoptera.
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upward arching of the medial branches reaches its climax in some
Calopterytrina% when JI/1+2 after separating from J/., again rejoins the
radius; its basal part tlien appears as a cross vein, and when its trunk
appears as a branch of the radius. Pseudophaea
and VMaJIs (tig. 41) have preserved the steps by which such condition has been attained.
In Epigomjykus (tig. 8) there is a curious tendency for these medial
again frees itself
(Plate Lll,

it

iig. 8), Calopteri/.r (tig. 34),

branches to become conjoined just after their separate (h^partun^

fi-oni

the arculus.

In all these tendencies cuticularisation outruns tracheation; the
This will
veins become sharply angulated; the trachea^ much less so.

be clearly seen by comparing nymphal (Plate XXXII, tigs.
and adult (Plate XXXV, tig. 3) wings of Lantlnis j^arvuUi^.

FiQ.

The

2

and

?>)

8.—Wings of Epigomphus paludosus Selys.

by several writers the "cardinal cell,"
a feature of cardinal importance in tlie Odonate

triangle has been called

and worthily, for it is
wing." ^Ve have already observed that it is ordinarily fornunl in
Gomphux and others of the suborder Anisoptera, between an oblique
deflected portion of the cu])itus and two cross veins approximated
upon the hindmost branch of the media. Between the proximal one
of these two cross veins and the arculus is a narrow space which may

conveniently be termed the '"supertriaiigle" (.v., of all the tigures;
also called elsewhere "supnitriangular space").
The quadrangle of the Zygoptera.— In the suborder Zygoptera triangle and supertriangle l)ear different relations to each other and to

surrounding parts of the wing.

wing structure.

Together they constitute a unit of
in line, not directed apart by an

They are placed

The name is a very con« It is not always triangular, but the exceptions are few.
sense without
venient one and in general use, and I use it in a strictly technical
regard to shape.

—
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obtruding- ang-le of the cubitus, and are oftenest confluent through the
atrophy of the middle cross vein. To the four-sided figure, which
together they always present, we will apply the technical term 'N(uadrangle" {</, of all the figures; also called elsewhere "quadrilateral, aud

Fig.

9.

Wings OF a

fossil, i'NnEscRiBi:i),

Ageionik genus,

in

thk Museum ofCompar.^tive Zoology.

The fossil Agrionid genus illustrated in fig. 9
from the conditions just seen in the Anisoptera
to those of the Zygoptera, and renders homologies plain.
Comparing this wing with the fore wing of T(irathemi>< (fig. 10) with respect
quadrangular space").
oflers easy transition

Fig. 10.— Win(js of Tdnitlmnisf

liiialina

Kikhy.

to the points in question, triangle and supertriangle are recognizable
readily in both (though in Tefrathemls the latter is elongated and contains an extra cross vein), and both may easily be derived from ordinary

rectangular

cells.

DRAGON-FLY WING VENATION— NEEDHAM.
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In Agrionida? (Plates LllI and
iniddle cross vein ])eing absent.

LIV) the quadrangle

is

717

undivided, the

In the Calopterygida? (Plate LII) the

middle cross vein is occasionally wanting, as in AnhopJiHi'd and Kpalbut in general the quadrangle is elongated and contains numerous
[extra cross veins, among which the identity of the typical one is lost.
\lage,

The quadrangle
ally

rectangular

is

generin

this

^

R+M

^-.^w

R

"

.

but in Ilefxrinn
(Plate LI, tig. 4) it i^ widened distally and convex anteriorly; in Thore (tig. 35)
family,

and

its

allies,

exactly the

These facts are
[illumined when one sees Fig. 11.— Diagram illustrating the behavior of the
quadrangle in the cai.opterygid.e. solid lines, a
what has been the behavior
somewhat primitive quadrangle; line of dots, the
of the cross vein which
QUADRANGLE OF HcUrrhuV. LINE OF DASHES, THAT OF
Rhinocypha; arrows indicate the opposite course
terminates the quadrangle
of rotation. compare with plates li and lii.
in this family.
Vein C^i/^,
separating from vein Ou^ at a right angle, and as suddenly bending
again distally, sets off a transverse basal portion which is in direct line
with this cross vein. The two thus joined rotate together about the
hind angle of the triangle as an axial point, while the two forms of
quadrangle described above are developing. In Iletxrina (Plate LI,
tig. 4) and Lais the medial end of the
cross vein has proceeded distally, while
the base of Cuo^ has been retracted; in
Thorc (tig. 35), Rhinocypha^ Lrstcx^
,

reverse.

I

\

I

1

*

I

I

1

I

etc.,

the

reverse rotation has taken

place, as illustrated in the acconqjany-

ing diagram

:^^^
setting forth the
behavior of the triangle in the subORDER ANISOPTERA. The heavy LINES
BOUND A SOMEWHAT PRIJIITIVE TRIANGLE.
1,2, 3, 4, AND 5 ARE STAGES IN THE DESCENT
OF THE UPPER CROSS VEIN. 1', 2', 3', AND
4' REPRESENT SUCCESSIVE STAGES IN THE
RETRACTION OF THE CUBITUS AT THE TRIANGLE. 1", 2", 3", AND 4" REPRESENT
STAGES IN THE RETRACTION OF THE BASE
OF VEIN C»2. 1'", 2'". 3'", AND 4'" reprp:SENT STAGES IN THE ASCENT OF THE VEIN
CH] up THE OUTER SIDE OF THE TKl AN(; LK.

Fig. 12.— Diagram

(tig. 11).

Tlte triangle

turning
tera,

now

of the Anisoptera.

— Re-

to the suborder Anisop-

and to the triangle

ual feature of the wing,

as an individ-

we may

follow

with the aid of tig. 12 the changes that
have taken place in it, bringing it
from the condition of an ordinary recIt
its present estate.
convenient to begin with a
triangle hardly more generalized than
that of the fore wing of Tetrathemis^

tano'ular cell to
will l)e

and to follow the shiftings of its parts severally.
At the dividing cross vein of the
1. The angulation of the cnhitm.
quadrangle, the cubitus tends in ail Anisoptera to form an angle,
which pu.shes triangle and supertriangle out of line, thus destroying
the unity of the quadrangle, in making of it two elements of wing

—
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The increasing angulation

structure.

at this point

may he

vol. xx^

followe'

the fore wings of a series of Libclhiline genera, such as Mierodlplu
(tig. 13), Anatya (Plate XLIV, tig. 2), J/ew^Ac^/yi/.v (Plate XLV, tig. 3
in

and Perithemis (Plate XLIII, tig. 3). It is only .a little less evidei
in such Goniphine genera as AgrlogoniphMH (tig. 37), Gomphoid,^
(Plate XXXIII, tig. 2), and Gomphm (Plate XXXIII, fig. 1).
It wr
be observed that this deflection of the cubitus results in the widenini
of the space between veins M^ and 6\ beyond the triangle.
Th:lj
may be seen in the aforementioned genera.

The

—

of the iniddle crosft vein of tlie quadrangle. It
makes the distal half of the quadrangle triangulai;
Successive positions of the cross vein are shown at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 c
figure.
Such genera as Tetrathentk (tig. \iS)^ Anatya (Plate XLI\
tig. 2), Macrothemis (Plate XLVI, fig.
1), and Ephidatia (Plat'
2.

deflection

this process that

XLV II,

tig. 2)

will be seen

A similar but less striking seriti
such Gomphine genera as Agriogomj^hus (fio-. 27

exhibit these stages.

in

Fig. 13.— Wings of

Microdiplax delicatula Selys.

Gomphoides (Plate XXXIII, tig. 2), and Ilagenins (fig. 23). Thi
become greatly elongated in most ^Echnidfe, resultin;
in the elongation of the whole triangle, as seen in such genera
a
Gomph^schw (Plate XXXVII, fig. 1), Brachytron (Plate XXXVIIl
fig. 2), and Nasixschna (Plate XXXIX, fig.
Thus this cross vei
1).
has come to lie in such position that it appears in the adult wing
U
cross vein has

be a continuation of the cubital trunk, and

it

has generally been

s

interpreted.
^Pentathemismemhranulata Karsch (Ent. Nachr.,

XVI,

1890, pp. 33-35) presents

somewhat unusual condition of this cross vein, in that it is dechned to the maximui
and bent upward in the middle at its junction with a cross vein
in the supertriaugl
which has migrated outward upon it half the length of the triangle. This
conditior
very like that seen in the hind wing of Tetrathemis (fig.
10), only a little
i

advance of that, has resulted in the
becoming again four sided. Clearly,

triangle, after

once attaining triangular

forn:

it is not five sided as Karsch thought.
Hi
alternative exi)lanation (same reference,
p. 35), rejected because the triangle woul(
not reach vein M^ and the supratriangle would
be in contact with the discoida

areolets— a condition seen in the hind wing of
NecorduUa and Hemicordidla (Plat
XLII, figs. 1 and 3) and in many Libellulina?— is
the right explanation, and th
name Pentathemis is the result of a misinterpretation.

DRA GON-FL Y WING
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fo.

3.

The ascent of vein

Oii^.

1

'/;X

1

TION—NEEDII.

—The cubital fork

I

is in till

7U)

M.

Odonata

at the

When the distal end of the anal vein
lind angle of the triangle.
this point, a struggle ensues between
squarely
at
cubitus
Ijneets the
branches of the cubitus for the maintenance of this strong point
In a series of genera 6^?^^ wins, and Cu^ is starved and
[)f support.
much the weaker vein, and is forced to ascend
becomes
out,
•rowded
This has happened in both fore and
triangle.
the
of
side
die outer
fhe

The suckind wings of Pseudophlehia minima (Plate XLV, tig. i).
tlicy
may
diagram;
in
the
epitomized
are
assumes
it
positions
essive
wings of such genera as Agrioncyptera (Plate
Mesothemis (Plate XLV, fig. 3), Dlplacodes (Plate XLV,
lig. 2), and Mierodlplax (fig. 13).
of the struggle just
^. The descent of vein On^.^A happier solution
Ije

verified in the hind

jXLIV,

fig. 1),

j

I

fiientioned is

found when vein Ott^ is left in possession of the hind
Ou^ descending at a right angle from the

ingle of the triangle, vein
fork, carrying

with

it

have

for

its

the tip of vein

own

that

seen

already

A^^

We

support.

very

a

adjustment of this sort
exists throughout the Calopterygidte, where vein Ou,^ appears as
perfect

the direct continuation of vein A^.
Our diagram illustrates the manner
in which this adjustment is brought
about in the Lil)ellulidtv'. This will
be better understood by examining
the fore wings of such genera as

XLIV, fig. 1),
XLIV, fig. 2), RaXLIV, fig. 3), and Ephldatla

Agrlonoptera (Plate
Atiatya (Plate

pkkmia

(Plate

showing base of typical
deagon-fly wing; showing at (t and h first
and second cubito-anal crossveins; showing also quadrangle ((/), subquadhangle
(Sg), SUPER-TRIANGLE (.<), TRIANGLE (0, AND
SUBTRIANGLE (<').

Fig. 11.— Diagram

(Plate

XLVII,

fig.^ 2).

Differentiation hetweenfore and hind wings at the triangle.^Vvimiarculus
tively, fore and hind wings of Odonata were alike, and the

with the anal vein extending
Corduto the hind angle of the triangle (conditions still preserved in
will
l-t)
(fig.
parts
these
of
The above diagram
legast<n' (fig. 25)).
therefore stand for either wing.
In the space between the cubital and anal \ cins before the triangle
which,
are two crossveins which may fairly be considered typical, and

jwas a

little

beyond the triangle

in both,

because of the frequent necessity for reference to them, we will desall the
ignate as the first and second cubito-anal crossveins (« and }> of
cubito-anal
first
the
beyond
space
cubital
the
of
The part
figures).
(which it
crossvein will be seen to lie directly beneath the quadrangle

much

resembles).

rangle"

(.svy),

It

may be conveniently

and the part of

vein as the subtriangle

{t'

designated as the

^-

sul)quad-

this ])eyond the second cubito-anal cross-

of

all

the figures; called also, elsewhere,

"subtriangular space" and ''internal triangle'^).
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and hind wings

been most com

ha.s

pletely carried out in the Libelkdidae/' and, fortunatel}^, almost all thi
In this family two ver'
steps are still to ])e seen in living genera.
different })roce.5ses

have operated

in the

two wings:

TJui precession <>f ihe trlan(jle in the

A.

more

f(n'<>

generalized Li])elhdida^ the anal vein

irimj.

— In

hut th

all

seems to run directly

the antero-internal angle of the triangle, while retaining in the

wing

its

t

hini

usual course to the hind angle.

to the puzzle

is

found

in the

This is a puzzle; but the ke
behavior of the second cubito-anal cros.'

The accompanving diagram (tig. 15) epitcl
vein and the anal vein.
mizes what has taken place.
The anal vein formerly went directly to the hind angle of th
Then, through the simultaneous dellectio
triangle in the fore wing.
of crossvein and anal V(Mn, the latter

came
it

—a

stagi

still

mairi

appear forked

to

has reached and

most Gomphina

tains

in

Then

the l)asal part of th

anal trunk was carried foi

ward
the

into direct line wit

further

still

second

deflecte

cubito-anal

cros.'

veins, so that the latter ap

pears as the continuation
the vein, and not at
crossvein,

while

the

end of the anal vein
lost
Fig. 15.—Diagram illustrating

the procession

(jf

the

among

is

distr

almo?

the crossveins o

the proximal side of the tr

triangle and the deflection of the anal vein and
second cubito-anal crossvein in the fore wings of
libellulid.e. a, the first, and 6, the second cubito-

angle.

ANAL crossveins:

anal vein seems to join

1, 2,

3,

AND

4,

SUCCESSIVE POSITIONS.

c

all as

Thus

it

is

that th
tl:

front angle of the triangh

With

new responsibilities, the second cubito-an:
waxed stronger and longer, and has pushed the iniK
angle of the triangle toward the outer, making the triangle narrov
and bringing about by this means its apparent remoteness from tl
arculus.
Such genera are illustrated in Plates XLIII, XLV, an
XLIX, and show the steps in this process. Simultaneously tl
the ac(iuisiti<>n of

crossvein has

«Their differentiation in function was proved experimentally by Girard (186
Note sur divers experiences relatives a la fonction des ailes chez les insectes, An
See. Ent. France, (4), II, pp. 153-162).
His results that are of most interest he
were gotten by simply clipping off one pair of wings at a time. Thus he showed th
in A(/rion, with fore and hind wings practically alike, flight is fairly well sustaint
with either pair of wings alone: Li))elluhi can fly with the fore wings only, but wi
the fore wings removed the hind wings alone will not sustain it in the air. I ha
veriiied these results, using Enalhujtna and Sumpclndii.
1 have also made stuuent
exiierinients to determine the utility of certain structures. Brief reference will
i

made

to

my

results farther on.

—
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deflected portion of the cubitus (the inner side of the triangle) has

producing the very narrowly elongate triangle of
tig. 3) and its allies.
B. The recession of the triangle in the hind wijuj. The Ijcliavior of
ithe triangle in the hind wing has consisted siinpl}' in its retraction
through the successive position shown diagraniaticalh' in fig. 16, and
^illustrated in such genera as Agrionoptera (Plate XLIV, fig 1),
[Raphi.Kinia (Plate XLIV, fig. 3), TJracis^ (Plate L, fig. 2), and PantaJa
Doubtless this recession of the triangle of the hind
((Plate L, fig. 3).
Jwing could only be advantageous in connection with the developments
(described under the next heading and discussed again farther on.
The anal area. In the Odonata there is no anal furrow or suture,
The anal
as in most other insects, sharply delimiting an anal field.
ivein, except in a few fossil forms {TstpJdehia^ fig. 31, etc.), is solidly
We now ])ass to notice the
joined to the cubitus, as already shown.
jbeen elongated,
iLibellula (Plate

XLVllI,

—

'

—

\

i

i

the

distribution of

branches

back of the cubital
i

anal

in the small

area

deflec-

tion.

Pro])al)ly

the

in

early

Odonatii the anal tracheal

trunk occupied the position of the anal vein, well

back of the cubitus. Ontogeny (see figs. 1 and 2)
and analogy with insects

li).
Diagram repkesentini; the recession or the
TRIANGLE IN THE HIND WINGS OF THE LlBELLULID.K, 1,

Fk;.

'1,

3,

AND 4, SUCCESSIVE

STAGES.

would l)oth
support this view. But in such recent forms as I have had for study
this anal trachea is closely approximated to the cubitus beyond the
of other orders

base, and,

midway

to the triangle, descends to the lexel of the anal

and sends branches both proximal ly and distally, about which
that vein is formed (fig. 2, and Plate XXXI, figs. 1-3).
Even in
the thick wings of nymphs of Anisoptera the contorted position and
vein,

decreasing size of the anal trachea indicate that, like the costal trachea
of the opposite wing margin, it is sufiering from lack of room; or, perhaps, outstripped by the intxn-vening traciiea' that are l)etter situated
in

relation to

narrow wing
all its

supply.

At

least

we

find, especially in

and

thin

and

loses successive!}''

which then become incorporated into the cubital air
we have seen is that of Anax
fig. 3), in which it will be noticed that the terminal branch,

)n-anches,

system.
(Plate

air

cases, the anal trachea dwindles,

The

XXXI,

best developed anal trachea

^1, is continued l)eyond its ]K)sition of fusion with the cubitus in a
recurrent positioti.
In the hind wing of (Tonij>Inix{V\\\iQ. XXXI, tig. 1)
it will be ol)served that this recurrent portion is attached to vein <'i(.,\
-4i,

ai)parently, wanting;

of the

same nymph

^1..

yl.,,

strongly developed.

In

the

tore

wing

has also been transferred to the cubitus, being
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attached to the cubital trunk at the place where the anal vein bends
In all the Zygoptera I have been able to
strono-ly awa}' from it.
the ])ranchcs of the anal vein have been transferred to
the cubitus in both wings, the anal trunk lieing very greatly reduced
or wanting (see Plate XXXI, fig. 2).
Such transference of the branches of the anal trachea lends the

examine,

all

strongest support to the assumption alread}- made regarding the transference of the trachea Es to the media, in which case possible reasonsi
for shifting and reattachment were much more clear.
The cDial loop. Owing to such shif tings of trachea,

—

expansion of this region in

owing also to the
some wings, occasioning the development

of accessory tracheal branches and its reduction in others, causing alli
the branches to disappear, the homologies of those branches which arei
oftenest present are followed with difficulty.

(designated as A^ and

A.^ in the figures),

Two

of them, however

must be considered

here, since

they together form an inclosure, which ])ecomes one of the

strongest;

OF the anal loop in the ANISOPTERA: 1, ANAL LOOP OF Cyclophylla diphylla
OF Gomphokles stujinatus; 3, of Gomphxschna furc'llata; 4, of Gornpliomacromia imradoxa; 5, oi
Syncordulia gracilis: 6, of Agrionoptera insignis; 7, of (?) Nannophya maculosa; 8, of Ephidatii'
longipcs; 9, of Hydrobasileus extraneus.

Fu;. 17.— FOKMS
2,

of the supporting structures of the

expanded anal area of the

hinc

wings of the Anisoptera. This inclosure may fitly be designated
the anal loop (al. of all the figures).
Fig. 17 will serve to show some
of its more common and characteristic forms.
In some Aeschnine genera we find a supplemental loop (al') devel

a.'-

oped between veins A^ and Chi^^. Fig. 3 of Plate XXXI shows how
this is brought about; it is another accompaniment of the widening ol
the base of the wing.

from vein A^

Since in the Libellulidaj the anal loop extends
to vein Ou^a., it is to be considered as the equivalent o:

both loops in Anax. Of the characteristic foot-shaped loop of th(
commonest Libelkdidte the "toe" is of later development, and result
from the concurrent elongation of veins A.^ and C>/^^ with the expan
sion of the hind angle of the wing.

After considering these changes severally, if we again compare for(
and hind wing in an}- of the more specialized Libellulidse we shall sec
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wing which lies back of the median vein has
But thut part has l)eon iiiodiliod j)rofoundly;
'in it entirely different ends have l)een wrought out in the two wings,
and l)y different means. The fore wing is characterized by greater
modification of parts ])resent in the ])i-imitive wing; the hind wing, by
the greater development of new parts.
that only the part of the

been affected

l)v thcni.

III.

SOME (tENERAI> features OF THE WING.
VEIN SHIFTING AND VKIN DIKKKKENTI ATION.

There are two kinds of specialization occurring simultaneously in
enough
to enable us to understand in a measure the reasons foi- th(> success of
insect wings, not clearly delimited, but, nevertheless, distinct

First, there is the shifting of veins for the mechanical advanboth.
tage of position and the development of strong cross veins to aid in
maintaining favorable positions. These developments have occupied
have seen that the course of specializaour discussion hitherto.

We

tion

is

traceable in each part, and

we

shall see further

on that the

parts, varying independently or being modified together, collectively

furnish most excellent characters for interpreting the genealogy of the

group.
is not confined to any parany particular structure, l)ut which consists in the progressive differentiation between veins and membrane,
in the concentration of strength-giving wing material within the supporting veins, and in the reduction of cross veins. Although less tan-

Second, there

a specialization which

is

ticular part of the

wing or

to

and certainly less useful for tracing genealogies, this
kind of specialization is none the less real. The first furnishes char-

gible, perhaps,

acters differing in kind; the second, only those diflering in degree.
The first, rath(>r than the second, is characteristic of fossil species,

forms having carried the shifting of veins already described
The second, rather than
to extremes unparalled at the present time.
which belong to the
genera
modern
the first, is characteristic of those
by very
accompanied
is
often
first
The
cooler regions of the globe.

some

fossil

abundant" venation. The second is indicative of keener competition
in temperate climates, necessitating greater
in recent times and

economy of wing-lniilding substance.

A comparison of

the wings of ^^'urotluuils

(fig.

JS)

and Tetragon,mria

as expo(fig. 19), two genera of Libellulida' that nray fairly be taken
difference
the
make
will
specialization,
of
kinds
two
nents of the
In Nexrothcnilxy^e. have \enatioii •' run wild"
])etw^een them clear.

the vein-building material scattered with great i)rodigality throughout
the meml)rane, forming a very irregular and inconstant mesh work,

"One

iiiiKlit,

Possibly the advantage of the

almost say luxuriant.

attained by the shifting of parts

is

so great that over

tirst.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

4i>

development

new

results

position

from

it

at

—
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early fossils of other orders and such as
In T<tr<i<j<nn'im,i
characteristic of the too-min:i of the Locustidie.

such as was
is still

vol. xxvi.

common

to

many

Fig. 18.— Wings of Ncurothcmis oculatn Fabeicivs.

Fig.

19.

Wings of

Tctragonruria npioxura Say.

is wrought out of this seeming confusion in the wing membrane.
The veins are strong, the membrane is thin and more transparent,

order

—
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cross veins are reduced so as to leave those that remain in such position

that^ach seems to bear its individual share in the stress upon the wing.
Instead of a dozen, nioi-e or less, of inconstant cross veins in the space
between veins B^ and 31^ between nodus and stio-ma, as in yeurothemis,
there are but three, and these three are constant, and so for other
In and about the triangle of Nearotheinin arc many veinlets
parts.

which have been sacrificed to make the triangle itself stronger in
An actual count of the cells in a hind wing of JVeuroTetragoneiiria.
them/s gives the number 2,695; in a hind wing of Tetragoneurta^ 265,
the latter wing being at the same time a little larger.
Neurothemis
has far outrun Tetragoneurla in all those adjustments of parts in the
region of the arculus, already described, as characteristic of the spe-

but Tetragoneuria^ having attained a
measure of mechanically advantageous arrangement of parts, has
attained success by disposing of its strength-giving wing material
Tetragoneiiria is vastly superior in flight "
where it is most effective.
is, indeed, one of the fleetest and most agile of winged creatures.
cialization of the Libellulida?;
fair

CKt)fSS

VEINS.

The vein-building substance of which we speak is of course hypoThe insect wing is essentially but a flat evagination of the
During early develbod}' wall, with a few trachea gi'own out into it.
opment the hypodermis of the Aving does not differ in an}' essential
As elsewhere, it conrespect from that of other parts of the body.

dermis.

sists

of a single laj'er of cells which secrete a protecting external

layer of chitine.
of the

At

processes, blood
erally.

is

when the hypodermis
bound together by fused internal

the time of transformation,

two walls of the wing sac

is

forced out into the wing, greatly extending

The hypodermis

is

it

thus spread out in a very thin layer.

soon as a definitive layer of chitine

is

lat-

As

deposited, the hypodermal cells

all cells known to me, possess the greatest capacity for
and extensive shifting and readjustment) begin to be segregated
into groups along the lines of the veins that are to l)e, and there
deposit additional chitine, which differentiates veins from meni])rane.
Doubtless in the earliest insect wings the segregation of the hypodermal cells was such as to give a membrane crowded with somewhat circular areoles, such as we find in the expanded lateral margins of the
pronotum of the Tingitida\ in the tegminaof the Locustidiv, in ahnost
the entire wing of the fossil dragon fly ^'Esch)ii<Jh(iii^ and in the wider
spaces of the wing of NeirrofJtern/x.
The principal veins first would
become strongly marked by the accumulation of the hypodermal cells
about the trachea?. Cross veins would emerge from the meshwork, as
they seem to be emerging in the wing of y^eurothemts^ in the spaces
between veins R^ and J/^, between J/j and J/"^, etc., by the dropping

(which, of

speed}'

«I

venture this unqualified statement without having seen Neurothemis

fly.

—
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out of veinlets that are longitudinally pla(^ed; or, as illustrated in the
following diagram (tig. 20).
A few .strong cross veins for binding the longitudinal veins together

would be developed first. In the wider spaces between the longitudinal
would take on hexagonal form as soon as necessitv for
economy in the disposition of vein-forming substance arose, and hexaveins the cells

gons would, of necessity, fall into regular series or rows. This conhas been attained or surpassed by
dition would early be attained
almost all living Odonata. Meanwhile the reduction among cross
veins goes on apace, and the fiuidamental thing in this reduction consists in the better marshaling of the hypodermal cells at the proper

—

moment

of transformation.
This brings us to the practical point, that cross veins are constant in
number and position only when they have attained individual responsiwhen each has its own share in the stress of the wing stroke.
bility

—

Utility determines survival

among

among

cross veins as

better illustration could be found than the

species.

No

two cubito-anal cross veins

before the triangle in the wings of the Libellulida>. The lirst of these
is formed, as we have seen, about the descending portion of the anal

Fig. 20.

Diagram illustrating the emergence of strong cross

trachea, and that

veins

it

is

a sufficient reason

never disappears.

The second

why

in the I'cduction of cross

in the fore

wing l)ecomes braced

against the front angle of the triangle and acquires

which insures

its

veins.

new

responsibility,

preservation; one would as soon expect to miss those

which l)ound the triangle. But in the hind wing
same cross Acin acquires no such importance rather loses through
the recession of the triangle any importance it may have had to begin

othei- cross veins

—

this

it early disappears.
In the more generalized Li])ellulida^ it
always present; in the more specialized it is uniformly a])sent, Imt
in a few, in this respect transitional genera, it is present or absent
inditl'erently.
Similarly in the more specialized Libellulidte ])ut one

with, so
is

cross vein persists in the space which the bridge incloses,

a very good reason

why

that one never disappears

—

it is

and there is
formed about

the descending trachea which precedes the bridge.
Very similar are the antenodal and postnodal cross veins, of which
so nuich use has ])een made in systematic work.
In the fore wing of
Neut'de.schna the antenodals are more than forty, the number being
inconstant; in Paehydiplax they are always six.
In the hind wing of

Nmraeacluui

th<>

antenodals

ai-e

about twenty-tive;

in

that of Tet/ra-
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Those antenodals which early chance become
qoneurid they are four.
costal
and subcostal spaces ])race the deepening
l)otli
across
"matchecr'
subcostal furrow lietter and are

Then

there

is

more sure

to

])c

preserved.

a reduction of cross veins which seems not solely

directed toward strengthening those that remain, ])ut rather toward
clearing out of spaces between the points of ti'ansverse union of longi-

This clearance takes place in difierent places in LibelGomphina>, correhited with the difference in shape and
In the former the cross
position of the triangle in the two groups.
XLVIl,
fig. 1) from the spaces
Plate
Pachydiplax,
(see
disappear
veins
adjacent to the subnodus and the oblique vein and under the stigma.
In the latter (see GoiiqtJtiis diJ<(tatii-^, Plate XXXIII, fig. 1) from the
In the ^schnins^, with triangles
spaces just beyond the arculus.
similarlv disposed, while the cross veins do not actually disappear just
beyond the arculus, we find sometimes (as in A)i<i.i\ Plate XL. tig. 3)
tudinal veins."
lulida^

and

in

Fig. 21.— Diagram

showing how hexagonal cells become rectangles and how crossveins
become matched in transverse lines across the wing.

the veins on the anterior side of the base of vein J/",, between it
and the radius, so dwindled that little more than thin membrane
remains. This is much more evident in the actual wing than in the

all

figure.
\^'e

have already referred

the Agrionina? this process
the body of the

to the
is

matching of nodal crossveins.

carried so far that

wing become arranged

Argia (Plate LIII,

illustrate the

fig. 5),

fig.

in

the crossveins of

in transverse lines.

parison of the wings of Archilcdes (Plate LI,
fig. 1),

all

(>). Zr.s-^t.v

A

com-

(Plate LIII,

and Nehallennla (Plate LIV, fig.

8) will

progress of this tendency.

"Allowing, perhaps^, for readier flexion of the portion of the wing posterior to the
am not sure. In :\Iynneleonid;e (Plate XXXVI
stigma, while
fig. 2) subcosta and radius are strongly bound together at base and at
the long narrow space between is free from cross veins. It would seem, since the
cleared spaces, though of this I

wing is easily flexed behind this space, the costal margin remaining rigid, that an
imaginary axis of flexion joins the two strong yet elastic terminal points of union.

'

The
veins

I
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accompanying diag-ram

may be brought

(fig.

into line.

21)

shows the steps by which

All these steps

may

cross-

be seen in the

wiiu's of Agrionina? represented in the plates and better still in fig. !).
In Caloptervgi(hi> crossveins are so numerous it seems to have l)een

Calopteryx and its nearest allies) that the
should become straight, allowing the
base
of the wing to be extended to the
the
of
furrowing
longitudinal
margin.
of

more moment

(at least in

longitudinal lines of crossveins

SECTORS

AND SUPPLEMENTS.

wing membrane are potential hexagons.
by
one
side
a straight vein they are converted into
on
bordered
Where
pentagons by the elimination of one angle; where included in a single
row between two veins they become quadrilaterals, through the elimEven in the broader areas of the wing their
ination of two angles.
hexagonal regularit}' is early disturbed by two more or less distinct
means: (1) ])y the development of new tracheal branches, which penetrate into the broader spaces, straightening out certain liroken lines of
crossveins and converting their bordering hexagons into pentagons;
(2) by the development of longitudinal veins, independently of the
veins which traverse the same spaces in a direction generally
tracheae
more or less transverse to that of the accessory trachea? and complete
By the first means are produced extra
the havoc of the hexagons.
branches of principal veins, which so appear in the adult wing. Some
of the most important of these are designated J/ja, ^-Sa, Cn.^a.^ etc. in
the figures.
B}^ the second means are developed curved veins, which
are generally opposed in position to the principal veins bounding the
wider spaces anteriorly. These may ha called SKjiplciuents. Both are
well shown, and the difl^erence between them is clearly demonstrated by,

The

areolae, or cells, of the

.

;

i

t

—

,

Plate
is

XXXII,

fig.

1 of

Anax j mines.

The

principal trachea

shown

i

the radial sector, whose branches are accessory; the strong, develop-

ing vein that sets across them, bending toward the radial sector at both
its ends, is the radial supph-inent {B. su.ppl.., of all the figures).
It will
be seen to be a purely cuticular vein, without trachea of its own.
Behind vein 3f^ is an exactly similar vein, the median supplement {M.
suppL, of all the figures). Behind vein If^ and proximal to vein J^a,.'

:

.<

.'

though often joined to the latter, is another, the apical supplement {ap. ]
suppL), well shown in Tramea (Plate XLIX, fig. 3) and its allies. From
the outer side of the triangle there starts another, the trigonal supple-

ment

{fr/'(/.

snpj}].)

ninte (Plates

well

shown

in

ILujcnlm

(fig. 28),

and

in

most ^Esch-

XXXVII-XL).

Both supplements and extra l)ranches, being relatively recent
acquirements, are well developed only in the more specialized members of the several groups.
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UNEQUAIJA' DEVELOPED WINGS IN THE SAME SPECIES.
1.

to an unequal degree^
arefoUmovng similar lines.—

The speckdizaffon of fore and hind wings
hoth)

nhen hoth {or the parts concerned (f
V single illii.stration of this will suffice.

In Chalcopteryu'

(fig.

22)

he fore wing has in several points outrun the hind. For instance,
the subnodus, as
^ein M. separates from vein M^ in the hind wing at
for the space of
with
M^
fused
has
usual: but in the fore wing i/^
s

eA^eral

cells'

length

Again,

beyond the subnodus.

the space

in

)etween veins 21^ and JT^ there are a number of interpolated sectors,
of the veius in the hind wing, but in the
ill of which are independent
of these has become attached to vein
longest
'ore wino- the next to the

M^ in such position that M.,

now appears

forked.

Fig. 22.— Wings of Chah-iipkri/.r riilHan.f

It will

be seen at a

Rambur.

thing as the
glance that the anterior branch of this fork is the same
in the
relations
and
position
same
the
independent sector occupying
straightened
became
crossveins
of
line
First, a broken
hind wing.
the crossveins
out longitudinallv to form the sector; then, one of
declined to
became
wing
fore
the
in
end
lying below its proximal
tip did
wing
the
of
bracing
the
But
3J,.
brat^ the sector against vein
lesser
a
acquired
has
fork
the
of
branch
upper
not stop with this. The
developed
manner
like
in
is
branch
anterior
fork of its own, whose
independent in the
out of a still shorter sector, which has remained
the space between
in
sectors
two
the
of
longer
hind wing. Again, the
vein M,; a (symto
attached
become
wings
veins i^.^Tand Jf, in both
but in the
wing,
fore
the
in
developed
been
metrical fork has thus
hind wing the adjustment is -still imperfect.

—

.

.
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Unequally developed wings in the tico sexes.. The wino\s of the
male often outrun those of the fennUe. The best-known instance
the frequent anoulation of the anal area of the hind win«^ in the male,
In Jlaz/eninx
the hind angle of the female always remaining rounded.
in
conformation
of the anal
difference
that
the
(Ho-. 23) it will be seen
2.

i.s

angle has slightly affected the form of the anal loop also.
In that part of the Calopterygine series in which the stigma
it is retained longest in the females.
In Ai/rioii (tig. i, t.) it retains a much more primitive form

is lost

.

in thet

stigma of the fore wing of the male of Anom(thK/rioii (tig. 4, K.) has outstfipped that of the hind wing, l)ut event
the lattiM- is somewhat less primitive^ than either stigma in the female.

The

female.

cuT'ious

,

Fig. 23.

The reason
of course,

Wings of

Ilagniins

hrrviitti/lus Sei.ys.

for the greater specialization of the wings in the male
well

.so

known

as to need only passing mention.

males, and not the females, seek their mates and compete for

upon

th(^

TFIE

MORE GENERAL TENDENCIES OF VEIN EVOLUTION WITHIN THE ORDER.

ontogeny and comparative anatomy hitherto presented
number of conclusions as to the development of the
several parts, which conclusions may be expressed in tabular form as

seem

facts of

.

'^

to wari'ant a

follows:
Generalized condition

Subcosta

nodus

Developmental

tendencie.t.

from

Subcosta becoming shortened and the
nodus retracted.

Antenodal and postnodal cross veins
numerous, weak, irregular (not matched),
and none of them hyj)ertrophied.

Antenodal and j)ostnodal cross veins
becoming reduced in number, stronger,
more regular, sometimes matched in
position or differentiated among them-

wing

i

i

wing, often amid great rivalry.

SUMMARY OF

The

is,

The
them

long;

remote

base.

selves.

Stigma without

.special

support.

Stigma ])ecoming supported, i)roximally by a brace vein (hypertrophied
cross vein), and distallv by a sector

'|

.
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Bridge weakly or incompletely developed; oblique vein remote from the subnodus.
All principal veins straight or gently

curved and evenly forking.

Media

supertriangle,

Triangle,
etc.,

Bridge becoming strong and directly
lfi+.^; oblique vein, retracted toward the subnodus.

attached to vein

Some principal veins becoming strongly
angulate at points of special l)racing.
Media descending the

at the top of the arculus.

Veins J/j-s and M^ at their de^iarture
from the arculus, separate and straight.
subtriangle,

ordinary quadrangular areoles (per-

731

arculus.

•Veins M^-^ and M^ becoming fu.^cd, or
strongly arched upward, or both.
Triangle, etc., becoming strong
highly differentiated inclosnres.

and

haps traversed by weak cross veins)

somewhat

Cubitus

symmetrically

forked.

Cubital

fork

becoming strongly uni-

lateral.

Anal angle

of the

wing unsupported.

Anal angle becoming supported by the
^1, and, sometimes, by the development of an anal
junction of veins C«2 and
loop.

Cross venation dense, irregular,

and

Cross veins becoming fewer, stronger,

more

inconstant.

definite

and

regular,

and the mem-

brane, tliinner.

Fore and hind wings alike.

Fore and hind wings differentiating (1)
by following parallel paths with unequal
speed, and (2) by following different
paths.

IV.

Hitherto

LINES OF SPECIALIZATION.

we have been

discussing wing characters more as individual

dependent parts of a single organ. The
development of each, drawn from adult
wings, have been selected arbitrarily, and have not always been drawn
from a single line of development. The}^ have served the pvirpose of
entities than as mutuallj^

ilhistrations of the steps in the

illustrating in a general

way

the progressive modifications of each part,

confirming the ontogenetic record.

we have
each.

here,

In their application to this end

necessarily overlooked the lesser individual peculiarities of

Correlated characters varying independently preserve, some
there, bits of the ancestral record, but with more or less of

some

individual alteration of

it.

It

is

probable that eveiy one of the char-

would be found on closer study to posearmarks of the genus. This,
sess distinctive features in each genus
of course, applies not to wing parts alone, but to every other part as
acters discussed in this paper

—

well.

We come now to consider these same characters in their ensemble.
Did they agree, we
Their individual records, of cour.se, do not agree.
should have a single lineal series, very well adapted to book making.
We should have a wing exhibiting the generalized characters just
mentioned with which to begin the series. But while it has been easy
to

show by concurrent ontogeny and comparative morpholog}'

that
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for the jrroup,
thTcharacters there presented are relatively primitive
of the more
some
in
exhil)itod
is
characters
and while ouch of these
embodywing
single
liiul
a
to
impossible
o-eneralized forms, it is quite
the
several
compare
carefully
now
therefore
Let us
hi"- them all.
principal
Odonate
the
of
history
the
may,
records and discover, if we

wing

tvpes.

THE FIRST DICHOTOMY.

dichotomy has been already indicated, or, at least, implied.
which all
Aside from the crossing of the radial sector, respecting
has cercpiadrangle
the
agreement,
essential
in
dragon-fly wings are
wings.
these
of
evolution
the
in
role
important
tainly played the most
producing
operated,
have
tendencies
distinct
two
Upon the quadrangle
In the former the tendency
the subt)rders Zygoptera and Anisoptera.
unit of wing structure, to
a
as
quadrangle
the
has been to preserve
line, and to set off Cu^
direct
in
it
from
outward
continue vein Ct/^

The

first

In the latter the tendency
squarely upon the distal end of vein .l^.
and supertriangle, and
triangle
into
quadrangle
has been to divide the
are develSupplements
wing.
hind
and
fore
to differentiate between
of
matching
the
toward
tendency
the
while
oped only in the latter,
cross veins and the reduction of the l)ase of the

wing are

.

^

,

.

characteristic

only of the former.
SUBORDER ANISOPTER.\.

Again,

in the

two great families of

this sul)order

two dominant

tend-

In the ^Eschnidtv these are toward
encies are almost equally plain.
in both wings; (2) the develop(1) the similar elongation of the triangle
ment of strong supplements; (3) the hypertrophy of two antenodal
cross veins; (1) the development of a brace to the stigma, and (.5) the
In the
angulation of the hind angle of the hind wing in the males.
Libellurulie there is the single, more definite, and more exclusive tend-

i

ency, already discussed, toward the differentiation between fore and

hind wings at the triangle.
a: ^Fsc/i liida^. -^The family ^Eschniche

is

a bundle of remnants.

In

The

are found no less than eight fairly distinct types of venation.
types represented by IleteropJdeUa, StenojihlSia, and ^Eschnidium''
That of Petalura was much more abundant in past times
are extinct.
it

Chlorogomphm and Cordidegaster are represented by but
Only the groups of Gomplim and ^Eschna area few isolated species.
dominant at the present time. In some cases, therefore, there is nc

than now.

should be called here to the peculiar and altogether isolated type of venaIn winjjs, otherwise like those of the vEschnidte, the
shifting of the anal vein up toward the inner angle of the triangle is completely carried
out in both fore and hind wings. In this, and also in the secondary developments for
In the
supporting the expanding anal angle, .Kfchiidlum far outran all living forms.
matter of differentiation between veins and membrane, however, and the reduction
« Attention

tion found in .Esrhildiiun.

of cross veins,

it

riMuaint-d verv generalized indeed.
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be had for tracing- genealogies, and we will attempt to
pint out only the niore important venational features, comparing
for the order.
tern with the conditions we l)elieve to be primitive
type, specialized
living
isolated
an
is
24)
{ /Jorogoviphus.^Thh {^g.
wing by the
hind
and
fore
between
differentiation
the extensive
i
iterial to

cvelopment of an exi)anded anal area upon the latter, generalized in
in the space
V unbraced stigma and in its retention of cross veins
I'fore

the arculus.

It parallels

Macromia

vioorel in the peculiar

form

XXX

VJ, lig. 3) in
anal loop, and IIrm!(inax ephippiger (Plate
among
the Odonata
unique
is
It
C>i.,.
vein
of
re circuitous course
elongated
been
has
wing
hind
the
of
triangle
the
lown to me in that
wing is
fore
the
of
while
that
wdng,
the
of
axis
ansversely to the
( its

ijuilateral.

Flc. 24.— WlNiiS <iF

C!il()yoriniiii)liii.<!

ma(inifirii!< Hki.YS.

FEMALE.

Cordidegaster gnnip.^'nu^ small group has retained some deciddly primitive features. Anal vein and second cubito-anal cross vein
wmgs.
retained their primitive position and relations in both

ne

,iave

and only moderately elongated. No supplethere is no brace to the stigma, or only a
and
nents are developed;
and its allies. There is, however, a modI^ialla
L-ery imperfect one in
of the hind wing, and this becomes
base
the
n-ate enlargement of
mter say! (tig. 25) and PhijUopetaUa
eg
Corded
uioulate in the males.

The triangles are

alike,

uni'ipkidU (Hg. 20) represent the divergence of the group; there is
a
been
has
There
characters.
wing
important
iformity in the more
sector, and
radial
the
upon
branches
accessory
of
idight development
the undulate course taken
iin the wing of Ph)/U<>petal!a will be noticed
by
and Rs, and by ^f., and J/,; but the reduction of redun3n

veins J/,
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dant cross veins, and the strengthening- of the principal veins and In-ace
seem to have been the means whereby these wings have attained thei
goodl}' measure of efficiency.
yEschiiyirV.

— We come now to a g-roup that

time the woi'ld over.

It

is floarishing in our ow
contains the largest of our common drao-oi

Fig. 25.— Wings of CorduUgastcr sai/i Selys.

flies, all

strong-flying species,

specialized genera are

many

composing many genera. In the mor<
There is great variety in th(

species.

details of the luxuriant venation of the group.
Here, then, we hav<
opportunity to apply the facts of development pre\'iously outlined t(
the unravelling of a bit of genealogic history.

Fig. 2(>.— WING.S OF Phyllopctalia apicalis Selys.

The most characteristic features of the ^Eschnine wing are (1) the
approximation of veins 3f^ and M^, brought about by the bending
forward of vein M, at the stigma, (2) the development of strong and
broadly curved supplements, and (3) the elongation of the triangles in
the direction of the axis of the wing.
These will be seen in their best
development in such genera 'dSu£schna and Ana.v (Plate XL.)

DRAGON-FLY WING VENATION—NEEDHAM.
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Doubtless, the most generalized group within the Aeschnine series
composed of Ci/matophleh!a (fossil), and Goinj)hvi<chna (Plate

which have the triangle little elongated, all .suppledeveloped, the anal loop small and compact, with no
uppleniental loop, and the anal angle of the hind wing, therefore, not

j?CXXVII,

but

inents

tig-.

1),

little

but which always have the stigma braced against vein
forward
bond in vein M.^. These all exhibit affinities
opposite a
preceding
and
the
next following groups. Even the upward
vith the
the
stigma
is hardly more marked in Gomjjhseschna
)end of vein J/j at
^reatl}^ dilated,

t^T/j

Pkyllopetalia (lig. 26).
Passing by these two genera,

;-han in

we next come upon a number of
which have a more pronounced /E.schnine aspect, as Boyeria
Plate XXXVII, fig. 3), Basiseschna (Plate XXXVII, fig. 2), and
HoploniVKchna (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 1). These have vein J/, more
strongly bent toward the stigma, the triangles longer, radial and
'nedian supplements well developed, and trigonal supplement and supplementary anal loop developing.
In these genera the radial sector is
)thers

lot forked.

In uEscJina and

its

nearest allies (Plate

There

[progress of these tendencies.
?ector

has

become forked.

branch of this fork

is

is

It will

XL) we

i)e

separated from vein

a line of cross veins tending to straighten out.

bf the

fork

is

—

M^ by a

^md that in the same place in Basia^schna (Plate
IS

see the further

added feature the radial
observed that the anterior

this

single

row

XXXVIl,
The

of cells,

fig. 2)

there

anterior liranch

developed out of this line of cross veins.

In the Aus-

tralian ^EseJina hrevistyJa (not figured herein) all stages of its

com-

may

be found in a series of specimens.
In the nj^mphal wing of Anaxjunhis^ a strong trachea is seen to precede only the posterior branch of the fork.
Thus the anterior branch
of the fork is clearly a relativel}^ recent acquisition of such genera as
pleteness

and incompleteness

^c/uid ,( J yn(fca

ti

f

ha and

Atia^i\ the

dominant genera of the subfamih^

In tracing this relatively simple developmental line that leads to the
highest specialization of this kind to bo found, we have purposely passed

by several lateral offshoots. The one of these which seems nearest
dlied to yEschmi is represented by Neura^sclnKt and Staurophleb'ia
(Plate XXXIX, fig. 2), which, having retained the tip of the subcosta
which extended beyond the nodus and many cross veins in important
spaces, are not to be derived directly from forms in which those have
been lost; lacking a brace to the stigma, can not have sprung directly
from such genera as those of the Boyeria group in which this useful
>tructui-e is well

mon ancestor

Furthermore,
found

in

l)ut

may

well have sprung from the com-

Anax

(Plate

XL, fig.

3),

while very highly speciali/ed,

most primitive position of the media at the arcuhis to
the group, and has the hind angle of the liind wing rounded,

has retained the
1)6

developed,

of Boyeria and ^EscJma.
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These characters, together wit
and not angiilatcd, in the male.
others found in other organs, give cause for setting apart Aiid.r (wit
Ifeiiiiaiuhv,

Phite

XXXV

1, tig. 3)

as constituting a diti'erent develof

mental line from the one in which ^E^chui

Then there
tron (Plate
3),

the imi)ortant Brachytron

is

XXXV

Planxschnd^

1

11, tig. 2),

Caliaischna^

is

found.

group of genera {Brach^

^EschnopJdebla (Plate
JSfasimschmi

(Plate

XXXVllI,

XXXIX,

%

tig.

1

which seems at first sight so closely allied to ^Exchih
which was set apart by Karsch" for systematic purposes, on excellci
venational characters, the manner and the purport of whose develoj
ment remain to be indicated. The radial sector is forked in these, bi
after the anterior branch is acquired the whole sector does not, a
in yEsehna^ bend anteriorly, arching away from the radial supplenienii
which becomes bent in the opposite direction, but both remain straighil
and the tcndeniy seems to be toward strengthening and deepening th'
fork.
As a consequence, vein J/ja is allowed in the Brachytron grou
to occupy its accustomed place and to bear its share in the stress c
the wing stroke, not being crowded out, as in the ^^^schna group, 1)
the encroaching distal end of vein 31^^.
Boyer'm seems to stand near where was the parting of the ways ths
led to the development of these two groups.
One may see that eitht
form of radial sector might readily have been derived from that
Epi;vfich))(f, etc.),

(

Boyena

(Plate

XXXVII,

fig. 3).-

The study of the trigonal supplement adds force to such opinioi
it might be interpreted as joining the median supplemeni
or as passing below it with a single row of cells between; its positio
is not decided.
But in the ^Eschna group it distinctly joins tt
median supplement, and in the Brachytron group it distinctly exten(
below b}^ one row of cells.
The l)chavior of the distal ends of veins J4 and M^ oft'ers sti

In Boyeria

further corroborative testimon3\
that found in Boyeria,

Beginning with a condition lit
where there are several rows of cells include

between these two veins for the distal third or fourth of their

lengtl

the veins themselves being parallel, development takes place

aloii

two distinct lines. In the Brachytron line these veins remain paralle
and specialization consists in the progressive reduction of the eel
between them to a single row. In the ^Eschna line, vein M^ becom»
bent away from \ein J/3 at a point opposite the ])i'oximal end of tl
radial supplement, while reduction proceeds as usual

place.

XL,

(See yE. californica^ Plate

lie

fig.

1,

on either side

and ^E.

im/ens.,

th

Pla

be observed that the vein M^ finally appears to ri
wholly due to the increasing deflection of ve
and to the straightening out of two cross veins which happen
|
fig. 2.)

into vein J/3.

M^

XL,

It will

This

is

opposite the point of deflection.
«

These cross veins

Kritik des Systems der yEschniden, Eiit. Nachr.,

XVII,

i^p.

first

273-290.

arq
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blaced as to cause vein 3£^ to

XL,

fig-.

1),

appear forked (see ^. califarnica, Plate
as the upper branch of that fork; finally

when they appear

ihey appear as the true continuation of the vein.

fwitched
so

upon the second cubito-anal cross vein

here vein J/^

i^ross
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is

As
in

the anal vein

is

the Libelulidae,

switched into an entirely new position upon two

veins.

It is

worthy of passing remark that this shifting is an accompanidifferentiation between longitudinal veins in very highl}^

•nent of

This will be much more clearly seen in actual
,;pecialized ^Eschnina?.
glance at such wings as those of
wings than in the best of figures.
Anax jn?iius or ^Eschna californ'ira will discover that Ra is strong,

A

M^ is weak; M^ is strong, J/, is weak; Cu^ is strong, Cu^ is weak.
The strong vein bounds posteriorly the space in which the weaker one
The cross veins just discussed, which join vein J/j so solidly to
ies.
rein J/,, together with several lines of cross veins descending from the
j>itrongest part of the radial sector, complete the boundary of the space
n which the weakest part of vein J/j is included.
But to return to our theme, we have seen that the ])ehavior of radial
pector and supplement, of trigonal supplement, and the distal ends of
reins J/, and J/^ furnish cunmlative testimony to two divergent lines
:)f development, which, starting with forms a little less ^lilschna-like
than Boyeria, have e^'olved the groups of Brachytron and ^Enchna.
And we have shown that, with respect to venation at least, the groups
of Neurx^clina^ A/ia,/', and OontphcWc/uiaavG successively more remote.
GompMnse. In this group we come upon another type of vEschnid
venation, a type which is chiefly characterized by the similar shifting
of the anal vein in both wings, but only to such extent that that vein
There are few venational
tvppears more or less symmetrically forked.
•specialties.
Neither the shifting of veins for advantage of position
That venajtior the reduction of cross veins have proceeded very far.
tion is at a standstill is indicated by the unusual constancy of mechanically unimportant cross veins, such, for instance, as the one traversing
ithe supertriangle.
Variation from the type is slight, considering the
large luimber of genera in the group; and such as there is, it does not
lend itself readily to serial arrangement.
The very moderately
widened anal angle of the hind wing is supported mainly by straight
and parallel anal and cul)ital Ijranches, as in the more generalized
^Eschninfe.
An anal loop is developed in many genera. ])ut has so
different aspect in several of them it seems quite ])ossil)le it may have
;

—

.

ibeen

(See Lanthiis^ Plate
developed several times independentlv.
CyclophyUa, Plate XXXlV,'fig. Land Hagenhix, tig.
The
trigonal supplement is developed in Jlageinux.

XXXV, fig. 3;
2.3.)
A strong

declined portion of the cubitus (inner side of the triangle) becomes
elongated in the fore wing more than in the hind in CyvlojthyUa and
ApJiylla (Plate

XXXIII, fig.

3).

Accessory sectors of unusual strength

—
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are developed upon the posterior side of veins Rs and M^ in Gomjyhid'h
(Plato XXXIV, tjo-. 3). Possibly these features indicate the tips o

numerous short developmental twigs. The brief records of the sovem
parts arc certainly contradictory; and the parts themselves, which on
mig-ht use as bases for the first divisions of the g-roup, seem so ncarl
of equivalent importance that one may hardly choose l)etween thei
with assurance. Probably the records of other organs will, bo mo'

easy of interpretation.

The South American genus Agrlogomphm

(tig.

27) exhibits vena

tional characters that are quite as generalized as are to

Tritmgle and su])triangle are

tn-oup.

anal veins before

them

weakly braced, there

is

still

be found

in th

four-sided, the cubital an

but moderately augulated, the stigma
no anal loop and there are no supplements.

})eing

Fig. 27.

Wings of Agrmgomphus

i

sp'i

We

ma}^ remark, in passing, that the Gomphina?, having attained
measure of advantageous vein arrangement, and a fair (or, in tt
strongest species, even a superior) degree of vein diti'erentiation, see)
to have turned to a specialization of another sort.
The imagoes are o
the wing less constantly than other Odonata and fly for a shorter perio(
During this time their chief concern is with reproduction, hence ^^

fair

The shortening of tl
with extreme specializatio

find the external genitalia highly specialized.

period of imaginal
of the

nymph.

life is correlated, also,

In fact, the struggle for existence has })een mainl

transferred to nymphal
" I liave

life.'*

discussed this niatttcr

more

at length in

North American Gomphina^ Can. Ent.,

XXIX,

my

paper, PreUininary studies

164-168, 1897.

—
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The type of venation presented by this singular group
remotely, the Libellulid^e in the behavior of the anal
rather
Parallels,
it does upon the second cubito-anal cross vein to brace
as
shiftingj/ein,
Fetalurma:'.

bhe antero-internal angle of the triangle in the fore wing, retaining a
more direct course to the hind angle in the hind Aving. It parallels

wing outlines, tending
The very peculiar, narcorrelated with the wing form. It will

the fossil Stenoj)hleUa in the curvature of the

bward

somewhat sickle-shaped wing apex.

a

rowly linear stigma is directly
ije observed in the genera TJropetala

(fig. 4, .y) and Phenes, in which the
narrowed
and
the
most
stigma most curved and elonis
space
bostal
gated, the brace vein has

away from the

nigrated

^tigma toward the nodus.
Tn this group the anal loop
often not well dift'eren-

.IS

pated

mg

(fig.

base of

the

reduction of cross-

ivving,

has not been carried

'reins

Tachoi^teryx
29) seems to

ver}" far.

hagenl

(fig.

the

be

Except-

28).

the

at

most generalized

member

living

of

the

^roup (compare with Plate
XXXVI, fig. 1). It will be
observed this one is most
like

Gomphina?,

the

subfamily which
less

nearest

g-roup

is

is

akin.

the

doubt-

The

a veiy small one,

apparently on the wane.
It

is

well

represented

among the Tertiary
of

Europe.

fossils

Of living spe-

Bases of wings of Petalura gigantea Leach, and
X detail fkom the region of the nodus, showing the
BRIDGE WITH TWO OBLIQUE VEINS, O' AND O.

Fig. 28.

in the eastern United States, one in Nevada, one in
Japan, and there are several each in Chile and the Australian region.
cies

there

is

one

B. Lihellulidse.

—This

famil}^, unlike the JEschnidje, exhibits a single

is toward the differentiabetween the wings, by means of the procession of the triangle, and
the switching of the anal vein in the fore wing, and in the hind wing
the recession of the triangle and the elongation of the anal loop.
The stigma is never braced, and the bridge remains shorter than in
the -^schnidfe, with fewer included cross veins.
Macro))iiu}£e.
Members of this group (Plate XLI, figs. 1 and 2)
have followed these tendencies a little wav, and have then gone off on

type of venation, whose dominant tendency
tion

—

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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lines of their

The

speciiilizing highly.

own,

VOL. XXVI.

shifting of the anal vein

the media be3^ond the
in the fore wing, the fusion of the ])ranches of
(of
almost Cordulegasarculus, the development of a strong anal loop
terine form, to be sure), the retraction of the nodus in the hind wing,
and especially the general reduction of cross veins and the nan-owing

of the apex of the Aving,

mark

thii^

more
and well worthy

as a peculiar group,

,

distinct

of subthan any other Avithin the Libellulid series,
family rank.
Passing Macromla, and
lAheUullncV, indudliig ConlaluicV, k. dr.
passing also a few isolated forms with triangles in the fore wing four
sided and in the hind wing often little retracted and with the anal loop

—

—

'

i

all lateral offshoots, 1 believe, from
short, indistinct, or wanting^'
near the bottom of the Libellulid series we come upon a series of

closelv related forms, the
It Avere idle to

attempt to indicate

Fig. 29.— AViNGS ok

found

in

—

most extensive and flourishing

Tiirlioptiri/.r

all

hagciii Selys,

the Avings of this series.

in the order,

the lines of specialization to be

i

i

details in part omitted im fore wing.

We

Avill

endea\^or to point out only

a fcAv of the leading tendencies that are superadded to the

more gen-

eral ones already noticed.
It is

most interesting

to note, in this series, hoAV the

two venation-

evolving processes already discussed, vein adjustment and vein

differ-

have alternately held sway. Thus, in the ffrst instance, vein
adjustment has been carried out to a very moderate extent, vein differ-

entiation,

«I pass these by because

have not found the genetic thread that will bind
seen but few of them {Tetrathemis, fig. 10;
Nannodythemis, Nannothemis (Plate XLIII, fig. 2), Nannodiplax, and Nannophya),
and in this paper we are dealing only with lines of development. These are among
the rarest of specimens in collections, and differ so much among themselves that
there are of them almost as many genera as species. They have all the earmarks of
developmental remnants. If Karsch's group Nannophyx (Ent. Nachr., XV, pp.

them

into a natural series.

245-26:>)

I

I haA'e

should be made to include

and perhaps

fdiiovy.r,

the CorduHiiic proper.

all

it should include also Cordnlephya
with some of these than with any of

these forms,

which have more

affinity

i'

,
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remarkable extent, and the result has been the evolution
6\ str.
(Plate XLII.) The l)ranchos of the media

of the Corduliiniv,

are never extensively fused at their departure

from the arculus.

true course of the anal vein behind the triangle

is

The

never obscured.

The anal loop never becomes distinctly foot shaped. It is short in
Goinphoniacro7nla (Plate XLIll, fig. 1); longer and shaped like the
conventional diagram of a simple gland in Oxygastra (Plate XLII, fig.
2), truncated on the end l>ut not widened in Neocordnlia androqynis
(Plate XLII, fig. 1); squarely truncated and slightly widened in the
undescribed Neocordnlia shown in fig. 3(»; and obliquel}^ truncate and
increasingly widened on the "toe'' side in Hem /cord id! a (Plate XLII,
tig. 3),

lidpe

is

Soinatochlora, etc.
far from reaching

Fig. 30.— Wings

In short, the vein shifting of the Libelluits maximum in this group, but a fairly

of an undescribed species of yeocordtilia from Brazil.

advantageous arrangement of the veins has been attained, and reduction of unimportant and strengthening of important veins has proceeded until the Corduline wing has become the equal in efliciency of
the best of insect wings and the superior of most others in its own
family.

Among Libellulinge proper, AgrionojHera and its nearest allies seem,
on the whole, about as generalized as any (Plate XLIV, figs. 1-3) in
'having cubitus and anal vein ver^^ moderately angulated before the
triangle in the fore wing, slight recession of the triangle and a short
anal loop in the hind wing, and in the form of the wing as a whole.
Passing up the series we find the triangles progressing along lines
we have already pointed out, the anal loop becoming foot shaped, and
extending a support for the ever-widening anal area. When it was
just becoming foot shaped, with a rudimentary "toe" meeting the hind
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margin of the wing, the hind angle only moderately enlarged, specialization by reduction seems again to have dominated, producing a group
of genera of which Macr(jthendf< is a good exponent (Plate XLVI,

ij,

'

fig.l).

group of genera allied to LiheJhda, in
media
at their departure from the arculus
which the branches of the
and transverse elongation of
narrowing
are hardly fused, in which the
before the triangle have
anal
vein
the
of
the triangle and the deflection
moderate reduction of
only
a
very
which
progressed very far, but in
The
tendency of vein if^
XLVIII).
cross veins has occurred (Plate

Then there

the important

is

become undulate is also a feature of this group.
There is also the heterogeneous group of genera allied to Neurotliemu.
These will at least agree in exhibiting the highest degree of vein

i

'

to

adjustment together with the lowest degree of vein reduction to be

At some point

in

this

may have

fig. 2)

([

(lig. 18).'

•found in the series

XLVI,

r|

1

series not remote from Celithemk (Plate

i

set in the extensive reduction of cross veins

number of genera allied to Symjyetnim.
and Plate XLVII, fig. 1.)
Another offshoot from near the same place, combining in a high
degree both kinds of specialization, culminates in Tramea and its
allies (Plate XLIX), which I regard the most specialized of Libelcharacteristic of a verj^ large

XLVI,

(See Plate

lulinjv, if

not of

fig. 3,

all

Odonata.

In the three last-mentioned groups there

is

a pretty adjustment of

the second cross vein in the space between veins J/j and J[/^ in oppoand
Plates
sition to the proximal end of the radial supplement.

,

ij

XLV

XLVI

and

fig.

2 of Plate

XLVII

will

show

its

increasing definiteness

and obliquity of position and the perfecting of the brace of which it
is a third part, the other parts being the supplement and the oblique
vein.
A trivial character this ? Indeed it is but a straw, yet it shows
the way biologic winds blow.
ZYGOPTERA.

In this suborder we have again two families, the more generalized
abounding, as before, in venational experiments (if I may so speak),

some of which have been abandoned in recent times, the more specialized, being more homogeneous, characterized by a single principal
trend in its wing development. The suborder as a whole has retained
in recent times two primitive characters, in the similarity of fore and
hind wings" and in the total lack of supplements.
A. CalojAerygidx. There are four fairly distinct types of venation
in this family, the most peculiar of which is represented by the fossil
genus hophlebia (fig. 31). In this type the hind wing was as much
dilated at the base as in the Anisoptera, but by very different means.

—

"

For this reason we figure in most cases but one wing.

i;
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The support for the expanded area developed upon vein (7^2, which
was set off from vein Cii^ liy a long- posteriori directed stalk; secondaiy branches developed upon the posterior jside of vein 6Vo radiating
The anal vein did not join vein Ou.,. The stigma
to the wing margin.
was unbraced, and the wings were decurved at the tips, much as in the
j'^

Petal urinie.

Among
i

living Calopterygida? the tendency has been to

match cross

veins in lines parallel with the veins, thus producing a large

number

between the principal veins.

This has been
'carried so far that few vestiges of the primitively hexagonal form
This has facilitated (perhaps we should sa}' has
of the cells remain.
'of interpolated sectors

•

'

the throwing
wing membrane into
longitudinal furrows, and we
the sectors, in some
find
convex
forms, alternately

accompanied)
of the

and concave even to the disIn
tal margin of the wing.
those forms in which the
furrowing of the membrane
is most general we tind the
least tendency toward
reduction of cross veins.
Perhaps the fanlike folding of
the

membrane enabled

it

to

bending and rendered
unnecessary the differentiaresist

tion

of

stronger veins

for

that purpose.

—

EpaUagin ». This group
comprises the more generalized living

members

of the
-BASE

family, especially in the Le-

WINGS OF Ix(,ii),\( pia
AKTEE DeICHMOIJ,EK.

(IF

(FOSSII.)

IN

PART

Euphwa of de Selys,
wherein the nymphs, so far as known, have paired gill filaments along
the sides of the abdomen and have biramous mandibles. In this group
the media tends to descend to the middle of the arculus, the nodus to
recede moderately toward the base of the wing, and the quadrangle to
lose the dividing cross vein. The quadrangle behaves similarlv in both
gion

Pseudopltsea seems, on the whole, as primitive
any genus of the group (tig. 32). Rhinocypha and its allies (Plate
De Selys longLII, tigs. 1, 2, and 5) constitute a short lateral series.
ago showed, from characters not drawn from the wings, that they
constitute a distinct suliordinate group, but he did not point out the
These will be disvenational characters in which they are peculiar.

fore and hind wings.
as
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covered by observing the behavior of the medial and cubital branches
Just bcvond the arculus veins J/i+g and
just after their separation.
directions, forming a symmetrical
t)pposite
in
arching
M. separate by
quadrangle
vein J/^ arches forward, vein
the
of
end
At the
fork.

sometimes arching with it, and vein 6^1*2 arches backward, the
two thus becoming set in opposing positions. Vein Cu^ remains
simpU\
Cu^^

Fl(i. 82.

— WlNC

OF

Pt<ruiliipli:tii

t:}/^

In the space
Throughout the group the stigma is well developed.
of
occupies
an interlongest
the
sectors
between veins J/j and JI^ the
either
side
of
it.
The
sectors
on
South
mediate position, with shorter
parallel
and
D'lcterian
the
American Cyanocliar'ix (Plate LI, fig. 3)
the
radius
bej^ond
next following group in the fusion o-f vein M^_^ with
the arculus, but in general the group is wholly lacking in those
peculiar developments that characterize the two next groups.
Anisopleura, Epallage (Plate LI, fig. 2), Bayadera^ CyanocharisiPhiiQ

Fig. 33.— Ba.se of

fohewinu and a bit of hindwing of Rhinocypha sp? o, oblique vein that
I'OINT OF SEPARATION OF THE TRACHEA OF THE RADIAL SECTOR.

WORKS THE

LI,

fig. 3), Dlphlehia, and IViiloganga (fig. 44) illustrate a tendency
toward the reduction of the base of the wing, and toward a considerable degree of vein difiercntiation throughout the membrane.
The
general result is analogous to that arrived at in the Agrionina\

discussed below.

—

VcKtalina?..
In all this extensive group the media descends the
arculus and departs from it in a line that is continued directly by\i
vein J/",, Avhilc \em M^+o arches strongly from its anterior side. The'j

—
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ffork is thus unilateral.

In such genera as Calopteryx (fig. 34) and
with the radius completel}^ fuses

—

^Yestalis (fig. 41), vein J/i+o reunites

with

it

745

— only to separate again, after which

its

base appears as a cross

and its distal end as a branch of the radius." The longest of the
between veins J/^ and ilQ closely parallels vein J^, with all
The stigma tends to atrophy, more
the- shorter sectors liefore it.
The quadrangle becomes unusualh^ elongated,
rapidl}^ in the males.
and is almost alwaj's convex on its anterior side and traversed by a
number of cross vems, among which the identity of the typical one is
Vein Chu, just beyond the quadrangle, sets off a recurnever evident.
[Vein

sectors

Fig. 34.

Calopfcryx maculata Beauvois,

fore wing and base of hind wing.

rent liranch for the support of the anal angle of the wing.

The longer

become attached as forks to the front side
of the principal veins, and to become set in opposition to the same
interpolated sectors tend to

beyond the point of their attachment.
well the culmination of nearly

A short side
these
it

is

all

line includes only ILtcerlna

neither toward narrowing the

beyond, but

it is

Vestalis

(fig.

41) illustrates

of these tendencies.

and Lars.

wing

The tendencj' in

at the base nor widening

found evolving a unique transverse wing brace out

of the bases of the cubital branches.

(Plate LI,

fig. 4.)

"Thus the radius gained its typical complement of branches, which enabled
Redtenbacher to see in Calopteryj; the form of wing from which all other Odonate
wings might be derived! (Ann. k. k. naturhist. Hofmus. Wieu, I, 188G, p. 1(37.)

'
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such forms as Pfiaon, Mnai.^^ CaJoptery.r
43), and Vestalh (fig. 41), m which the
(fig. 34), NeHrohas/s
vein adjustment without nuich furtlier
further
tendenc}^ is toward
sectors to principal veins, tuid widening
attaching
vein differentiation;

The main

line includes
(fig.

the

wing

distally, losing the stigma.

— Another

t^^pe of venation is found in Tliore (fig. 35) and
group, comprising but a few South
circumscribed
its allies, a very
ago set this group apart upon an
long
Selys
De
American genera.
the media does not descend thei
i.
e.,
character,
excellent venational
Tlior'uise,.

arculus at

all.

To

>

this

may be

added, the media departs from

tli(>

J/i, while J/, arches strongly from its:
ai'cnlus in lin(>
fork which is in position the
unilateral
a
making
posterior side, thus
reverse of that of the VestaliucT.

with

its

branch

The

longest of the sectors be-v

tween veins

J/j

and

JSL^

closely-

parallels vein J/j, with all the

shorter sectors behind
hasal curvature of vein

it.

The

<

M^ makes

the quadrangle concave anteri-

and widest at the proximal
There is an odd diti'erentiation between quadrangles
of fore and hind wings, that of
the latter becoming twice the
orl}",

end.

length of that of the former. In

Cora

(fig.

simple;

36) vein Cu^^ is almost

in Tliore^ Euthore,

Chalcopteryx

it is

and

symmetrically

forked just be3'Ond the quadrangle.

While in this group a form
and general aspect of wing much
Fig. 35.— Base

op wings of Thore

like that of the typical Calopgifjantca Sel.

teryginse has been developed, a

comparison of the venational characters will show that the means
employed have been almost diametrically opposite.
Some synthetic types. In Plate XLI, fig. 3, there is shown a new

—

figure of the nuich-discussed Pdlxoi^ldehia snperstes Selys,

pan

from

Ja-

— fore

and hind wing of a female specimen, photo-enlarged. It
is b}' no means easy to indicate the nearest relationship of this isolated
species. "Wing characters, like other characters, are contradictory. It
agrees with the Lestinte and with the more generalized members of
de Selys's heterogeneous and untenable Legion Podagrion in the form
of the stigma and arrangement of cross veins behind it, and in the

arrangement of the interpolated sectors in the space between veins
J/j and J^, and also in the obliquely placed quadrangles.
It agrees
furthoi- with

Lestina> in the possession of a long bridge terminated

)
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distally

by an oblique

vein.

It differs utterly,
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however, in the form

of the quadrano'le of the hind wing-, in the remoteness of the nodus

from the arculus, and in the relation of the arculus to the hypertrophied antenodal cross veins
It agrees with generalized Gomphines in the last-named particular
(compare with Plate XXXV, tig. 3), also in the general relations of
bridge and oblique vein, and relations between arculus and nodus;
but its quadrangles are undivided, and the hind margin of both wings
unlike

all

known Anisoptera.

In having a quadrangle that

is

utterl}"

is

obliquely placed, narrowing distally in the fore wing and widening

distally in the

hind wing and undivided in

l)oth, it

stands entirely

alone.

De

Selys pointed out

when he described

the species that

striking reseml)lance to the fossil genus Ileterophlchia
tunately,
is,

still

insufficiently

it

showed

— a genus, unfor-

known. The quadrangle of the fore wing
and other parts of the wing, so far as

in fact, practically identical;

known (whether there were hypertrophied antenodals is uncertain), are
similar.
But the quadrangle of the hind wing in IleteropJdc'hki is
very different. The cubitus, instead of being declined before the

Fig. 36.— Hind

wing of Cora incana Hagen.

in Palseophleb'ta^ is bent at the middle of its posterior
and from that point springs the dividing cross vein, as in Anisoptera; and the cross vein is declined so far that it rests against the
upper end of the terminal cross vein of the quadrangle. There is yet
another point of difference, of perhaps even greater importance. The
bridge at its inner end is directed toward and attached to vein J/j in
Ileterophlehia, whereas it turns the other way and attaches to vein
(Although in the
|J/i+2in Palxoplilebia and in all living Odonata.

quadrangle as

i

side,

'

:

'

more generalized Gomphina? it is apparentlv symmetrically forked
and not turned either way, whenever the fork happens to be un.symmetrical the leaning is seen to be toward the anterior side.) This is a
difference of kind that is not to bo passed over lightly.
HeterojMeUa shares this peculiarity with one other genus, Tarso\phlehia, likewise fossil, and it is a strong bond of union between them,
iof more importance than their rather striking differences, these being
mainly differences of degree.
Tarsop!deb la" has the quadrangles

,

[

a Libellula panneuitziana Goppert belongs in Tarsophlebia, as will be seen by comparing Assman's figure of the type (Zeitschr. fiir Entomologie, I (n. s.), 1870, pi. i,
Heterophkbia jucunda Hagen is
[fig. 11) with fig. 3 of Hagen'a plate cited herewith.
i

f

not a Heterophh-hia at

all,

nor even nearly related thereto.
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even more obliquely placed, similar in fore and hind wing, without
the dividino- ci'oss vein, and also without the basal cross vein, so that
the quadrangle is confluent with the basal space, much as in the fore
wing of fig. 38. The space between veins M^ and M^ is narrower also,

arrangement of interpolated sectors. These characters
l)v Dr. Hagen, to whom we owe our best knowledge
of these remarkable forms.
B. Aqrionhhe. This family is in essential agreement in all those
venational characters which are most fundamental. The tendency
throughout is toward extreme reduction of the anal area, making the
wing "petiolate," and toward the matching of cross veins in transwith a

difl'erent

are well

shown"

—

The antenodal cross veins are almost alwaj'S reduced to
The nodus is greatly retracted and the quadrangle approximated to it. The media does not descend the arculus.
verse lines.
two.

Lcstincr.

—This group

is

quite unique in

its

own

family in one char-

acter that has been already indicated, the radial sector fuses with vein
il/g

for a long space, and an oblique vein and a ver}^ long bridge, reach-

FiG. 37.— Wing

of Majaloprepus ceruleatus Drury.

ing more than halfwa}' from the nodus to the arculus, are preserved.

Nodus and quadrangle are but moderatel}^ approximated, and the matching of cross veins seems only begun (see Plates LI, figs. 6 and 7, and
LIII,

fig. 1).

—In this curious

group the radial sector leaves
and nodus and quadrangle are quite approximate. The part of the wing beyond the nodus becomes very greatly
enlarged. The stigma is never braced; on the other hand, it becomes
Anormosttgmatini.

vein

M^

difi'use

at the subnodus,

or

is lost.

erable part of the

Cross veins

wing

fall into

(Plate LI,

transverse lines over a consid-

fig.

8),

especially in the smaller

and interpolated longitudinal sectors in Megaloprcpm (fig. 87)
and Microstigma become attached to principal veins, of which they
then appear as branches. In the space between veins M^ and J/, the
longest sector parallels vein 31^.
Here the retraction of the nodus
toward the base of the wing and the migration of. the base of vein
J/, outward toward the stigma have attained their maximum.
These
are among the most grotesquely specialized of living insects.^
species,

« PaUeontographica,

XV,

1866, pi.

ii.

paper was written the venation of the genus Thaumatoneuria has
become known to mo thrnngli Dr. Calvert's figures (Biol. Centr. Amer., Neur., pi.
''Since this

\
'

>

—
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This group contains a larger number of genera and
than any other of equal homogeneit}'^ of venational characterThe radial sector leaves vein 3f^ near the nodus (sometimes

Agrioninse.
;pecies
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j'ollowing vein J/g in its

migration along vein 31^ toward the stigma),

Cross veins
'md nodus and quadrangle tend to close approximation.
fire generally matched in transverse lines, and the stigma is generally
krongl}' braced.

Two minor

[

lines of

development may be

briefly indicated in passing:

Palximia
DisjMroneura (Plate
LIV, fig. 2), Idioneura (Plate LIV, fig. 3), and Oamoneura (Plate LIV,
'ig. 4); and a second, including nearly the whole of the group which
lacked this tendency, but in which nodus and quadrangle become more
uid more approximate, and the veins J/j, R^, and M.^ migrate separately along vein J/j from their accustomed places toward the stigma
'[Plate LllI, tigs. 4, 5, and 6), or in which progress has consisted in
i3ne,

tending toward the loss of the branches of the cubitus

•Plate LIIl, tig. 2), Platysticta (Plate

LIU,

tig. 3),

Fig. 38.— Wings of Hcniiphkbia mirabilis Selys.

mere reduction of cross veins and better matching of them in transverse
lines, and in the perfecting braces at the nodus and elsewhere.
This series furnishes in the genus Ileiiuphleh'ia (tig. 38) a striking
[example of the loss of a cross vein that
III,

figs.

16

and

21).

I

is

elsewhere very constant

think Thaumatoneuria belongs here;

venational characters of this group,

and surely these are

it

has

all

—the

the essential
It

sufficiently distinctive.

more generalized than Megaloprcpus, in that vein M., has made less progress along
vein 3fi away from the nodus, some vestiges of the primeval extra antenodal cross
veins are preserved, most of the interpolated sectors are still unattached to the veins,
and the stigma is larger and better preserved. It is a curious and probably significant
in
fact that in the two series of Zvgoptera— Vestalin.e and Anormosti(;.matin.e
which the long sector between veins J/j and M.2, parallels M.^ should lie the only ones
in which the stigma progressively dwindles and disappears.
It is conceivable that
the stigma might lose importance for want of the support that this sector would give
if approximated to it at the apical bend.
Perhaps the concavity on the costa in
Mecistogader lucretia (Plate LI, fig. 8) and the conjoining and the sharp bending
is

—

backward

of the veins beliind

it

may be a unique way

bracing, preserving the utility of the stigma as a

end

of the cutting edsfe of the wing.

of supplying such deficiency of
weighted striking point toward the

.
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cross vein forming the lower end of the arculus/' This is ontirel
absent from the fore wing of the males; it is present, however, in tb
hind wing of both sexes, and often also in the fore wing of the femah
loss of this cross vein has resulted from a shift of other veins an
a consequent shift of responsibility in stress of wing stroke. Tl
synmietrical fork formed at the separation of veins 31^+^ and J/, (els.
where always unilateral unless the fork be very narrow) and the upwai

The

bend of the anal vein at

departure from the hind margin, to

its

mefti

the cu])ito-anal cross vein and the very considerable progression of tit
arculus beyond the second antenodal, are the visible signs of the reac

justment which has relieved the basal side of the quadrangle of

i

former responsibility.
It is needless to

remark after observing the form of the wings,

th;

Most (
the Zygoptera there are no strong flying species.
them fly so low over the surface of the water that their winge;
enemies can not safely descend to their level. The Lestina^ live ami

among

Vestalinfe seem not to be desire
suggest that they are not good eatinj
that of sculling solely; only the distal po

sheltering semiaquatic vegetation.

may

for food; their coloring

The

action of the wings

is

wing which takes the active part in insects' flight is we'
developed. There is no soaring basal aeroplane, as in the Anisopteri
to support the body passively by merely gliding upon the resistant ai
1 ort'er below a scheme of subfamilies for the order, which seems
me to be, in the light of the evidence that present knowledge of vent
tion affords, an approximation toward equivalent values for theft'
groups. The weakest distinction seems to me to be between the Co
dulina^ and the Libellulina?; the most doubtful association of recei
forms that of Cor did eg aster and Petalia together. The fossil grou]i
seem not onl}^ more isolated but also more strongl}^ characterize
tion of the

I

structurally than the others.
1.

yEschnidfe.

Anisoptera.

Lil)ellulida

Gomphinx (recent and
and

fossil).

2.

Petalurinse (recent

3.

Stenophlehinas (fossil).

4.

Cordulegasterinie (recent

5.
6.

Chlorogomphinx (recent).
JEschninx (recent and fossil).

7.

yEsdmidiinve (fossil).

8.

MacTomiimr, (recent).

9.

Cordulinx (recent and

fossil).

Libcllulinic (recent

11.

Ileterophlebinse (fossil).

12.

Palaeophlebimx (recent).

14.

fossil).

fossil).

and

10.

CalopterygidsB. 13. Epalhui'mx (recent

and

fossil).

and

fossil).

Vestalimv (recent).

Zygoptera.

Agrionida;.

«This arcnlus cross vein

is

15.

Thor'ma'

16.

Lestime (recent and fossil).

17.

Agrioninse (recent

(

absent in the

recent)

fossil

and

fossil).

genus Tarsophlebia as already note

jo.
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IN VEIN EVOLUTION.

I

So numerous are the evidences that veins are largely controlled in
heir development by purely mechanical causes, it would be impossible,
We have come
^ere it not also undesirable, to enumerate them here.
We have seen essentially the same
Ipon parallelisms at every turn.
iiechanical feature of efficient wings made out of homologically difBut the adult wing is only a machine, and
ferent things repeatedly.
been
expected.
It remains now for us to notice a few
his was to have
the
operation
in these wings of far-reaching
indicate
|eatures which
\

nechanical principles.

we should Hnd the first regular form
wing
to l)e hexagonal.
The hexagon is
liken on by
figure,
and
there
is a good mathematical reason
plane
[lature's favorite
yhy it should be so: economy is a good biological reason. We have
It is

not at

all

surprising that

the areoles of the

fiG.
I

39.— Diagram illustrating a typical (hypothetical) arrangement of
ONE OF the wider SPACES OF THE WING.

the aeroles

in

r
f

shown that bordering, straight veins eliminate certain angles
them into pentagons and rectangles. We
)ass now to notice the arrangement of the areoles in the wider areas
The spaces between
>f the wing, where least influenced by the veins.

ilready
|»f

the hexagons, converting

')rincipal

veins or branches of veins, widening distally, are filled proxrow of rectangles or b}" a double row of alternating

mally by a single

Actual hexagons are present onl}^ when there are three or
rows of areoles included. The first cell in each added row is
ypically a pentagon, which presents an angle to the cleft between the
eparating rows of areoles and a straight side to meet succeeding hexagons.
A triangle or a heptagon would of course do the same, but
Opposite the
lot with so little disturbance of surrounding hexagons.
nitial pentagon an areole in one of the preexisting rows acquires an
)entagons.

laore

becoming a heptagon (or a hexagon, of course, if it
Thus pentagon and heptagon arc complemcntal,
nd together initiate new rows of cells with the least possible disturb-

idditional side,
v^ere first

a pentagon).
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ance of the series of hexagons. The accompanying diagram (hg, 39
shows the ideal cell arrangement.'*

now to add that a perfectly typical arrangement of th
a single entire space in a dragon-fly wing 1 hav
throughout
areoles
I hasten

not found, althougli

it is

easy to find in

many

of the

more

generalizei

forms ample evidence of the
of the principle.

opoi'atio

The accompanyin;

drawing (fig. 40) of parts of actufi
wings will serve for illustration,
have made no hunt for better, for thes
show, also, wh}^ the typical conditio
is so early lost.
Accessory trachea
branches penetrate along broken linei
of cross veins, bringing

them

into line

then supplements are superadded,
the havoc of the hexagons

Enough

is

ani

completel

of the typical arrangement fo

is to be looked for only i
wings lacking strong accessory trachea:
branches and supplements.
Tissue cells often appear hexagone

recognition

and when crowded into sin
shaped areas, often behave a

in section,

ilarly

do these areoles of dragon-flies' wingt
histologist who looks over the plate
accompanjdng this paper will not fa
to see here and there groups of areok
showing conformation entirely compai
able to familiar images of tissue cell'

The

Coming now

to

some points whic

have to do probably only with win*.'
and with aerial navigation, we reca
that a form of wing broad at base an,
narrow and pointed at the apex, we

known

for

erally,

we have

upon two
nating in

wing apex
behind

it,

Anax and Tramea

its

efiiciency in insects get

seen developed twic

ver}' difi'erent plans,

respectively.

culm

Both have adjusted

tb

to a degree of rigidity

on the costal margin, and of plianc
which gives the greatest resultant in forward motion f(

«Dr. R. T. Jackson has shown (Bull. Geol. See. Amer., YIII, 1896, p. 164) that tl
interambulacral plates of sea urchins are potential hexagons, that the border ro\
are pentagons hexagons, with one angle eliminated, as here and that pentagon ai
heptagon together initiate new rows of plates. Practical] y the only difference bet we(
the typical arrangement of these areoles and that of the interambulacral plates,

—

figured

by

Dr. Jackson, arises out of the difference in the

—

shape

of the areas to

be occ
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Botii have developed at the wing base close
the body a broad soaring surface, an aero-plane, which in

inipid vibration in air.
again.st

rapid flight supports the weight of the body upon the resistant air.
[Wings of broad base and pointed apex are characteristic of other
finsects of rapid flight, but in most others (hawk moths, cicadas, bees,
etc.)

the two wings are united and used as one.

The

})asal

by shortening the hind wing and directing

'Secured

Difl'erent as are the

it

expanse

is

posteriorly.

wings of birds, these also are sharply pointed in

the species of swiftest flight (ducks, swallows, etc.).

I can not state
aeronautic principle involved in the pointed wing, but I ask no
better proof of its existence than is furnished b}" the efScienc}" of

ithe

s,\xc\i

wing and

a

its

repeated independent development.

In the arrangement of the principal veins we have called attention
to the fact that the Odonata, except in the earliest stages, difl'er very

I,

widely from

all other insects.
There is hardly a group from which
more in fundamental plan than the Ascalaphida?. The latter

'they difl'er

Fig. 41.— Wing of Vedali^

amoena

Sei.ys.

have the radial sector enormously developed and in its accustomed
place, occupying the central held of the wing, while the media is
greatly reduced; in the Odonata the development of these parts is
reversed and the radial sector

The differences at the
is out of place.
border of the wings is so great that I will only invite comparison of the Ascalaphid wing in Plate XXXVI, fig. 2, with the wing of
any dragon-fly. If now, without reference to homologies, we examine
costal

wing of Ulida, we

this
(1)

From

will see in

it

familiar mechanical features.

the stigma there extends obliquel}- across the

margin

the posterior

wing

tip to

and probably
the Odonata.
(2) Inter-

a vein whicli occupies the position,

performs the function, of the vein J/j^ in
wing obliqueh% so as to mark ofl' a basal posterior

secting the

tliird

pied in the two cases. In the echinoderm the area is symmetrical, and new rows are
introduced alternately on the two sides.
In the dragon-fly wing the space is unilateral,

as

anterior,

how

shown

convex

in the diagram,

side.

solid plates; in

and the rows are introduced

principle

is

the same; ])ut

chiefly

we should not omit

—

upon the
to notice

two things whose arrangement it controls in the one case,
the other, a mere rim of solid matter surrounding an almost emi)ty

different are the

i'pace.

The

—
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are two parallel veins, separated by a single row of cells, anal
(3) Behind these is
ogou's to the veins 31^ and J/^ in the Odonata.
analogous to the
the
wing,
of
part
basal
the
of
bracing
transverse
the quad
beyond
special
braces
the
to
and
Anisoptera,
the
trianole in
of

it,

si

ranfflc in Z(n\^

and Jletxrlna.

^^

XJfi^.

Fig. 42.— Diagram (hypothetical)

of the evolytion of a brace for a unilateral fork;

1, 2, 3,

SUCCESSIVE stages.

We

have shown that the brace vein to the stigma and the supple
developed in several groups. We hav(

nients, etc., arc independently

shown that the sectors interpolated between the tips of veins in severa
oroups have become attached to veins, making the latter appear forked
bur illustrations of this were veins /i-v in the Aeschnin*, and vehi
i/g and

M^

in Clialmpteryx (fig. 22)

Fig. 43.

;

but

Wings of Ncurobash

if

one wishes to see how

kaiipii

fa

Brauer.

this process has been carried on independent lines, let him examiii
such wings as those of Megaloprepus (fig. 37) and Vestalis (fig. 41).
There is one frequent tendency toward purel}' mechanical improve

ment

of

which we have given but a single example— the bridge,

joinin

manifest alwaj^s in a brace (
the same kind as the one which we have technically designated as th
bridge, and is formed at a point where a branch springs from the sid
the radial sector to vein

M^^^.

It is

of a straight vein and then bends parallel.

The accompanying

diagrai

dragox-fly wing venation— needham.
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42)

(fig.

shows how such a brace

[Ordinary

is
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evolved out of the boundaries of

cells,

This brace joins the main vein with the elbow in the branch, thus
^correcting the mechanical weakness of the unilateral fork.
Aside
I

such a brace is developed in Rhlnocyjyha {^g. 33),
extending the attachment of vein Rs along vein J/1+2 toward the
arculus;" also, in Chalcopteryx and many Calopteryginse; again, at the

ifrdin the bridge,

I

\

proximal end of vein 31^ in Neurobasis (fig. 43) and a few closely
related genera,^ as it was, also, in some fossil species referred to
Stenoj)hlebia; again, at the proximal end of vein M^^ in Nasi?esch7ia

XXXIX,

pentacantJia (Plate

fig.

1)

and many other Anisoptera,

in

\

which, however,

it is,

as a rule, imperfectly developed or not developed

and again in Philoganga montana (fig. 44). The bridge itself
seems to be still extending proximally in some LestinaB (Plate LI,
figs. 6 and 7, and LIII, fig. 1), its slender proximal end being often
unattached to vein M^ + 3.
Here we have strong side light upon the early history of that most
distinctive peculiarity of dragonliy wings, the crossing of the radial
at all;

ji

Fig. 44.— Wing of Philoganga montana Selys.

sector over

two branches of the media and the development of the

Why

crossing should ever have taken place is left
That it was established very early in the hisentirel}^ unexplained.
tory of the group is indicated by its occurrence in very early nymphal
bridge.

this

crossing being no longer possible after the internal fusion of the

life,

hypoderm

But, once across, it
cells to form the tracheal channels.
formed a weak unilateral fork upon the posterior side of vein J/3,
while occupying a field where strong developments were possible.
Hence a strong bridge was evolved for its support, and the development of the bridge doubtless followed the lines we have just indicated.
The proximal end of the bridge in most living species joins vein M^..^
directly, but in most Gomphinfe it appears as if forked, and in the
fossil

Heterophlebina?

it

joined vein J/, directly.

whose venation
manner by Hagen,*" there is a con-

In the singularly isolated fossil genus iSfenoph/ehJa,

has been figured in a very detailed

remembered that the trachea Rs here
The oblique vein (r/, fig. 34) marks the place

«It will be
3/1

+

side

^.

is

springs directly from trachea
on the proximal

of its origin;

the added brace {hr^).

is better developed in the fore wing than in
the hind in Neurohasi}<; similarly, the other brace just mentioned for Choh-opteryx;
two further exanijiles, therefore, of unequal development of fore and hind wings.
6 It

'•'

will be observed that this brace

Pala?ontographica,

XV,

pi. iii, tig. 1.

Proc. N. M. vol.

xxvi— 02

51

I
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one hesitates at
on the ground of published figures that were
It looks as if, a little bej^ond the
draAvn without ontogony in mind.
iKxhis, the radial sector had crossed over but one branch of the media
and had then developed a short supporting bridge; as if a stage a little
less primitive than that shown for trachea in fig, 1, B^ had been the
permanent condition in this genus. But perhaps the interpretation of)
homologies given by Hagen is correct (naturally it is the only one thati
would occur to him), in which case the bridge is developed as a supdition of the crossing of the radial sector so curious

attempting- to explain

it

port to vein J/j. and the radial sector is shifted proxinially at its;
base a very curious state of things for Anisoptera! And Stenopldebid
is distinctly anisopterous, notwithstanding its lack of differentiation

—

between fore and hind wing. Aside from the characters just disit is a very curious form in its sickle-shaped wing tips, its
dislocated nodus with the subcosta descending upon the radius,its undifferentiated subtriangles, its triangles transversely placed im
both fore and hind wings, and its remarkably developed trigonal
cussed,

supplements.
If I

mistake not,

it is

to the readjustment of stress after the crossing

due the curious bendings of veins J/g and
Cymatophlehia)^ in some living forms
of ancient aspect {^l^hyUopetalla^ fig. 26, and Cldorogoriq^hus^ fig, 24,
etc.), and in some of the more generalized members of groups at present
dominant ( Gomphiexehna. Plate XXXVII, fig. 1 I)!(lymops, Plate XLI,i
This bending is very different from the undulation of the
fig. 2, etc.).
This is primitive, defective, and
radial sector in certain Libellulinse.
early disappears in the dominant groups, or becomes transformed into
something ver}' ditt'erent and more useful. That other is recent, local,
and is but one among several factors in the bracing of the wing area
in which it occurs.
A\'hen vein Cu became unilateral on its posterior side, the weakness
of this fork was corrected })y the apposition of the distal end of vein
of the radial sector that

J/^ in

many

is

fossils (notalily in

;

It must be borne in mind that dynamic control in vein development,
dynamic genesis, or whatever we call it, may be but the result of the
natural elimination or subordination of those variations w^hich do not'
tend toward the mechanical perfecting of the machinery of flight.

VI.
1.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

In the course of this study I have

come upon numerous mani-

festations of developmental dynamics:
{a) I

have shown the operation in dragon-fly wings of far-reaching

"This type of I)racinff, which is so confusing of homologies as generally to require
ontogenetic study for their unraveling, is of very cominon occurrence near the apex
of grasshopper wings.

—
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mechanical principles, in accordance with which the potentially hexagonal areole.s of the wing are arranged in the spaces they must

\

occupy, as are other wholly unrelated potentially hexagonal structures in other organisms.

have shown that there is developed in this group, several
independently,
a form of Aving that is elsewhere most etlicient
times
and long and pointed at the apex, rigid at the
at
base
broad
a wing
(h)

\

\

[

,

,

front and pliant toward the rear margin

— a wing combining the prin-

ciple of the aeroplane with that of the scull.

have shown that the development of wing braces follows
mechanical principles, analogous braces being repeatedly
developed out of homologically different parts. Many examples have
been cited within the order, and one without, in the comparison of
Odonate and Ascalaphid wings.
2. In this study I have indicated processes concerned with the
development of these wings which will probabl}^ be found affecting
the evolution of insect wings in general:
have shown that there are two kinds of specialization in
{(/) I
operation throughout the order vein shifting, concerned with securing- advantageous position of the parts, and vein differentiation, concerned with the strengthening of the most important veins by an
economical use of all strength-giving wing material. The former
alone seems to have been made use of in venational studies hitherto;
the latter is often a more sure criterion of the degree of specialization.
(h) I have offered a hypothetical explanation of the progressive
differentiation between veins and membrane.
3. In the study of dragon-fly wing venation only the comparative
anatomy of the adult wings has been drawn upon hitherto. I have
added the ontogenetic method, beginning my study of the veins with
that of their antecedent trachea.
I have found this method to furnish most satisfactory evidence as to what was the primitive position
of the veins in almost every part of the wing for all the principal
groups of the Odonata. This, followed by careful study of adult
wings, both recent and fossil, has enabled me to make some slight contributions to Odonatology proper:
(a) I have for the first time homologized in detail the parts of the
dragonfly wing- with those of the wings of insects of other orders,
applying the simple Redtenbacher terminology, retaining the special
terms already in use for parts not represented in other orders, simplifying some of them, and adding a few new terms for parts not hitherto
designated by name.
(?>) Homologies within the order have been pretty well understood
(c)

I

I

I

strictly

ji

[

i

i

I

j

!

1

I

I

I

I

—

for a long time, thanks to the labors of

many

able entomologists,

among whom may be mentioned Hagen, Walsh, and
lifelong student of this order,

especially that

Baron de Selys Longchamps.

In 1893,

—
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Calverf critically reviewed and correctly stated the matter, adding
some results of his own. I have been al)le to extend the study of
homologies in a few parts, such as the region of the bridge, the supplements, the anal area, and several spaces in which special bracings
In these places occur the most distinctive venational features
occur.
of the smaller groups.
Incidentally, I have
{(•)

shown something

J

of the relative values of

the different characters that have been used hitherto to distinguish
groups. Characters drawn from the form and position of the arculus

and triangle and other strong braces have always proved reliable, but
it is very clear that antenodal and other cross veins have been greatly
overvalued, and it is equally clear that many other more important
It is not the presence or
venational characters have not been noted.
absence of weak cross veins, but the position and relations of those that
strongly brace the wing; not the number of rows of areoles that may
till a wide area, but the course of principal veins and of their supporting sectors, that are of first importance.
have been able to indicate many new minor lines of special!and to add new and corroborative evidence to
some lines alreadv indicated by Kollie, Karsch, and Calvert. Owing
to the presence in these wings of a number of characters which may
vary independently, for each of which primitive conditions are easily
determined, and in each of which the several courses of specialization
are easily traced, I have often been able to put forth conclusions
based on the cumulative testimony of several parts. I have attempted
not to create any
to find such genealogic evidence as is preserved
and have been content to drop, without any suggestion that might
hinder future studies, cases in which evidence from wings alone seemed
insufficient.
But 1 have not hesitated to indicate relationships when
these seemed well evidenced by the facts of venation.
4. Following my morphological stud}" of the order with a review of
its members, as distributed among the several families and genera, I
mention some facts which might themselves serve independently as
{(I)

;

.

l|

v.

i,

}]

1

y

I

,

zation within the order,

,1

:

:,

J

—

1

Ij

biological indications of specialization:

A large group of closely related species, numerically dominant
proper range, indicates the culmination of some type of specialization.
This may affect either the nymph or the adult or both.
{h) Small and scattered genera, which include only the more rare and
(a)

in \t^

delicate species, are pretty apt to be the conservators of

numerous

generalized characters.
However, since development has not stood
still with any species, certain marks of specialization will also alwaysappear.
"Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XX, pp. 162-169. The papers therein discussetl, together'
with the few referred to in footnotes to these pages, constitute the whole of tiie use-'
ful literature of

Odonate venation, hence no bibliographic

list is

hereto appended.
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Set apart from any group

remain those

members

of

it

its dominant forms and there will
which most closely ally the group with its

neighbors.
:>.

What

of genealogies based on external characters?

In this paper
characters

we have been

dealing almost entirel}^ with external
from the standpoint of the

— superficial characters, viewed

But hard parts, though dead, are the enduring mold
which the living being is cast, and represent the outcome of its
struggle with environment.
Therefore we may make more use of the

physiologist.
iin

principle of natural selection than

is

usually possible in the ordinar}^

iinorphological work, having frequent recourse to the almost axiomatic

principle that "useful structures once acquired will not be lost (other

things being equal) in a single series, unless replaced

by more advanbut a partial paraphrase of the more
fusual statement of the principle of natural selection, which mav itself
fbe condensed into three words
utility determines survival.
In order to apply this principle, we have, therefore, to know that
[the structures whose development we are tracing are useful strucThe proof of their utility may be derived from various sources.
ftures.
;Take, for illustration, the brace to the stigma, which, we have seen, is
[developed from an ordinary cross vein:
(a) Its efficiency may be demonstrated mechanically.
This I have
'not done, though it would not be diflicult.
(h) It may be demonstrated experimentally.
This I have done (on
Agrioninas) by cutting out a little piece of the brace in each wing and
tageous structures."

This

is

—

I

I

noting the resulting weakening of

flight.

demonstrated biologically by the success in life of those
forms which possess the brace. They are the dominant members of
their respective groups, being in numbers of species and of individuals
vastly in the majority.
With creatures absolutely dependent on their
wings in mating, in feeding, and in escaping their enemies, this is
ample demonstration of the efficiency of the wings as a whole, and,
incidentall}^, of each part that is found here better developed than in
the less successful members of the series.
While this proof is less
specific, while one may not learn from it the contribution any one
(c)

It is

structure has

made

to the excellence of the

wing

as a whole,

it is

the

proof after all.
(d) I ask no better proof of the efficiency of any structure than is
furnished by its repeated independent development in those forms
real

which are acknowledged to be the most specialized members of the
several groups.

By

these

means we may arrive

at

some knowledge

of the efficiency

even of structures about whose use we know so little as we do of the
several parts of the insect's wing.
The application of the principle above stated furnishes the means
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for critical determination of the course of specialization. For instance,
forms with unbraced stigma are not to be derived directh^ from other

forms which have the sti^^ma braced; and so for every other useful
When
structure; and so for every stage in the development of each.
the records of the several parts (or of the several organs) agree, the
arrangement of forms is simple enough. When they conflict when

—

—

and the other in that we
one form
of
development,
and the group is to
lines
diflferent
with
dealing
are
fundamental
ancient
or
character
concerned.
most
on
the
divided
be
in
disagreement
seem
of
characters
equal
of
impornum])er
When a
in
of
evidence
favor
of
any
preponderance
one
no
as a
with
tance,
tentative
arrangement
division,
only
a
of
the
first
groups,
for
a
basis
subject to change after study of other parts (or organs), is possible.
Even when a number of characters are studied and all are in accord,
and a small group may be arranged with confidence, evidence from
additional parts or organs may show the group to be somewhat less
homogeneous than it at first appeared. It is obvious that in a genealogic study that organ or part is most valuable which possesses the
largest number of characters of which one may be sure he knows both
primitive form and secondary conditions and characters, which may
is

specialized in this character

var}' independently.
It is probable that every single functional organ exhibits developmental features that are characteristic of even the smallest groups, and
that the true record of relationships is preserved in ever}" organ if we
could but read it.
While a classification based upon a single organ
is

necessarily incomplete, the necessity for the incompleteness arises

out of our

While a
it is

inal)ility to

classitication

interpret or even to see the significant features.
based on one organ is necessarily incomplete,

not necessarily incorrect.

It will at least be self-evident that the

classification

which must prevail because

record of

the parts will

it expresses the concurrent
hastened by the serious and careful
study of each character singly, to determine the facts of its origin,
development, and utility, and to trace these facts to their logical and

all

l)e

necessary conclusions.
6. This is only a beginning of what should be done in the study of
the venation of the order. The distinctive group characters need to be
known, not for whole wings alone, but for every part of the wings.

The

results

worked out

in this

paper are not

at least three immediate, practical needs.

specific

enough to meet

It is frequently necessary

to determine fragments of wings:
((/)

In food studies,

Q}) In the study of unknown nymphs, whose developing wings contain the full outline of the venation of the imago.
Such wings are
often imperfectly preserved and are to be removed only in fragments.
Their correct determination makes the most exacting demands on one's

knowledge of venation.
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In the study of fossils, that are oftener fragmentaiy than otherwise and that present no other characters so well preserved. From
the standpoint of pure science, the need of better knowledge is greatest
(c)

The present systematic arrangement of the known fossil Odoa miserable jumble, and some statements that have been drawn
nata
from it in a number of l)ooks and papers on geographic distribution

'here.

is

!are quite

misleading.

Instances have already been cited of fossil

'forms that are referred to the

wrong suborder.

There have been some

manv lesser unnecessarv errors of reference. LiheUuUum
is probably not a dragonfly at all, while Heniei^oWestwood
\lcaupii
is a dragonfly of the subfamily hopldehinse,
Buckman
gigantens
loides
Buckman's figure with the f orewing of
comparing
by
seen
be
may
(as
greater and

'fig.

31),

liuiii

that

and not a huge hemerobian, as has been supposed.

Lihellu-

Westwood belongs in the ^Eschnidfe, being in every detail
Westwood figured diametrically opposed to Libellulida?. Lihelagrias

\lMlium antiquum Brodie belongs in the ^I^schnidiina^, and so also does
The only fossil ^Eschna that
the ^Eschna fmdersiensis Woodward.
seems to fit that name in the modern sense of it is ^K soUda Scudder.
^schna separata Scudder and jEsclina metis Heer, especially the latter,
[

I

:

'I

'

'

which was improperly removed to Ayiax by Hagen, will go in lloplo^Eschna perainpla Brodie and ^Eschna hageni Heer, judged
na^schna.
by poor figures, will hardly go in the iEschninie. Stenogompkus carMoni Scudder," which was independently determined by the two most
distinguished students of the Odonata, de Selys and Hagen, to be

Gomphoides stigmatus (Plate XXXIII, fig. 2) among living
forms, and which stands as the only known American fossil Gomphine,
hind wing been preis in fact a Libellulid in every line, and had the
served no one would have thought it a Gomphine.
While it would be manifestly impossible, owing to defective presercleavage
vation, to refer fossils, in most cases, to genera of such thin
that
obvious
as modern practice allows for recent species, it is very
toward
much
help
a new study of the types of the older authors would
nearest

New figures of these are espea better arrangement of our system.
Mr. Scudder\s figures are the only ones that I have
cially needed.
All others show omissions or alterations of
entirely reliable.
found

oblique
unnoticed characters of critical importance. For instance, the
surprisnot
is
This
vein, even in Hagen's drawings, is rarely shown.
ing, so

long as

it

was regarded merely

as

one of a row of cross veins;

standdisconcerting in a study made from the ontogenetic
preserved
])y
actually
are
point.
When the structural characters that
shall
we
interpreted,
fully
fossils alreadv in collections have been
concerning the history of the group. Generalisa-

buT

it

is

know much more

tions can not safely

proceed faster than the development of real

knowledge.
"Bull. 93, U.

S.

Geol. Surv., pp. 12-15,

pi.

i,

%

1-
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Pi..\TE

Fig.

XXXI.

Nyinj)hal wings (photomicrographs).

L Wings of Gontphna dexcrijdus Banks, nymph full grown.
Wing of Lestes r-ectcmgularis Say, grown nymph, showing the

2.

radial sectof

attached to the median trachea.
8.

Portion of hind wing of young

development of any
and anal loop.
Pi.A'i'K

Fig.

1.

2.

veins,

nymph

of

Anax

Junius Drury, previous to thi

first

indications of bridge, trianglfl

showing the

XXXII. Nymphal wings (photomicrographs).

Small portion of wing of a nearly grown nymph of Anax Junius Drury, witl
veins developing, showing the formation of the radial supplement {i
supj)l. ) and of the brace vein between veins A/^ and Af^.

The

basal part of the fore

wing

of a

nymph

of Lanthus parvulus Selys, show-j

ing the formation of the arculus and the triangles,
o.

The nodal region

of the

same wing, showing the formation

the obli(ine vein.

Plate
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

Hamhur.

W^ings of

(joiiij>Iins

Wings
Wings

Gomphoides stigmatus Say.
AphjiUa producta Selys.

of
of

dilalatus

Plate
Fig.

I.

2.
3.

Wings
Wings
Wings

.

2.
3.

Wings
Wings
Wings

of Proijomplms ohscurux
of

Rambur.

Gomphidia sp?

1.

2.
3.

Gomphus vulgatissimus Linnaeus.
Hemigomphus ochraceus Selys.

of

Lanthus parculus Selys.

1.

2.
3.

XXXVI.

Wings of Ttichopteri/x ihorqii Selys.
Wings of Ulula sp ? (from Brazil).
Hind wing of JL'tnianax epldppigcr Burmeister.
Plate

Fig.

XXXV.

of

of

Plate
Fig.

XXXIV.

of CycJopJiyUa diphylla Selys.

Plate
Fig. 1

XXXIIL

Wings
Wings
Wings

of

XXXVII.

GomphxschnafurciUata, Say.

of Hasixsclina Janata Say.
of Boyeria Irene

Fonscombe.

Plate XXXVIII.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

Wings
Wings
Wings

of lloplonasclma
of

armata Hagen.

Brachytron pratense Miiller.

of .Eschnopldebia anisoptera Selys.

Plate
Fig.

XXXIX.

2.

^Xings oi NasUvschnnpentacantha Rsimhur.
Wings of Staurophlehia reticulata Burmeister.

3.

Wings

1.

of

Gynacantha

trifida

Rambur.

of the bridge and

m.
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1331.

Plate XL.
Fig. 1.
2.
3.

Wings o jEschna californica Calvert.
Wings o ^Eschna ingens Ranibur.
Wings o Ana.v Junius Drury.
Plate XLI.

[Fig. 1.
2.
3.

Wings o Synihemis brevistyla Selys.
Wings o Dldj/mops transversa Say.
Wings o Palicophlebia superstes Selys,

female.

Plate XLII.

2.

Wings o NeocorduUa androgynis
Wings o Oxygastra curtisii Dale.

;!.

AVings

JFig. 1.

o:

Selys.

Hemicordulia tau Selys.

Plate XLIII.
Fig. 1.
2.
3.

Wings
Wings
Wings

o:

Gomphomacromia paradoxa Brauer.

o:

Nannothemis

(

Perithemis domllia Drur}-.

Uhler.

bella

Plate XLIV.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

Wings o Agrionoptera insignis Rambiir.
Wings o Anatya guttata Erichson.
Wings o Raphismia bispina Hagen.
Plate XLV.

Fig.

1.

Wings

2.

AVings o Diplacodes parvula

3.

Wings

o

o:

Pseudophlebia )ninima Kirby.

Ram bur.

Mesothemis simplicicolUs Say.

Plate XLYI.
[Fig. 1.
2.

3.

Wings o Macrothemis celeno Selys.
Wings o Cellthemis eponina Drury.
Wings o Leucorhinia intacla Hagen.
Plate XLVII.

Fig.

1.

Wrings o Pachydiplax longipennis Burmeister.

2.

Wings o Ephidatia longipes Hagen.
Wings o Paltothemis Uneaiipes Karsch.

I

3.

Plate XLVIII.
Fig. 1.
2.
3.

Wings o Orthemis ferruginea Fabricius.
Wings o Belonia uniformis Kirby.
Wings o Libcllula pulchella Drury.
Plate XLIX.

iFig. 1.
2.
I

3.

Wings o Schizopyga lucilfera Selys.
Wings o TauriphUa ip]iigenia Hagen.
Wings o: Tramea onusta Hagen.
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Plate
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

Wings
Wings
Wings

L.

of Trithemis sp?
of Uracis sp?
of Pantala flavescens Fabricius.

Plate LI.
Fig.

Pseudophxa ochracea Selys.
EpaUage fatima Charpentier.

1.

Wings

2.

Wing

3.

AVings of Cynnocharis valga Neerlham.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing

of

of

of //«"/.rn?ia sp? (from Brazil).
of Rhlnociipha (rifasciataf Selys.
of Arrhilesies grandii

Earn bur.

of Mcgdkstes major Selys.

of Mecistogaster lueretia Drury.

Plate LII.
Fig.

2.

Wing
Wing

3.

AVing of Pseiulophaca sp?

1.

4.

5.

Wing
Wing

of Micromerus hlandus Selys.
of Libellago callgala Selys.

of

EpaUage fatima Charpentier.

of

Rhinocypha sp?

Plate LIII.
Fig.

1.

Wing

2.

AVing of Palxmna

3.

AA'ing of Platgsticta macv.lata Selys.

4.

AA'ing of Philogenia sp?

5.

Wing of Argia fumipennis Burmeister.
AVing of Heteragrion flavovittutum Selys.
AVing of Agriocnemis pulverulans Selys.
AA'ing of Amphipteryx agrioides Selys.

6.
7.
S.

of

Leste.'i

tricolor

Erichson.

sjif

(from Trinidad).

Plate LIA\
Fig.

5.

Wing of Tatocnemis malgassica Kirby.
AVing of Dispuroneura sp?
Wing of Idioneura ancilla Selys.
Wing of Genoneitra carnatica Selys.
AVing of Hesperagrion heterodoxum Selys.

6.

Wing

1.

2.

3.
4.

7.

8.

of

Enallagma annexum Hagen.

AVing of Eryihragrion salvum Hagen.
Wing of Nehaltennia irene Hagen.
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A REVIEW OF THE

COBITID.E.

OR LOACHES OF THE

RIVERS OF JAPAN.

By David Starr Jordan and Henry W.
Fowler,
Of the Leland Stanford Junior

UmrerHlty.

In t^e present paper

known

small lishes

J

m

is given an account of the
species of Oobitid^
English as loach, in Japanese as Dojo,

recorded

trom the streams and lakes of Japan. It
is based on the collections
made by Messrs. Jordan and Snyder in
1900, preserved in the U S
National Museum and in the collections
of Leland Stanford Junior
University.
The plates are by Mrs. Chloe Lesley Starks.

Family COBITID^E.

Body more or less elongate, oblong, compressed,
or cylindrical, but
never depressed.
Head depressed or compressed; snout more or less
fleshy, blunt, inferior; the lips
fleshy and furnished with from *> to 12
barnels.
Pharyngeal teeth few, in one row and in moderate
numl)erno pseudobranchise.
Scales small, rudimentary, or
entirelv absent-

when present, usually immersed

cycloid,

in raucous skin,

and rarely
present on the head.
Lateral line single; air vessel entirelv or partially inclosed
bone. Vertical fins spineless, the dorsal ravs
varying
from 8 to 30, the anal with about 7 or
8, and the ventrals

m

sometimes

absent.

Small

^and Asia.

fishes confined to the rivers of the

They

Old World

in

Europe

are used as food.

No

a.

erectile opines below the eye.
Barbels 10 or 12; 4 about the mandible;
dorsal, short; caudal n.unded; lateral

/'.

line
I'O.

medium

Barbels

c.

8,

ir-

.

liarbels 6 or 8;

i

none about the mandible.

a pair of nasal barbels

l^eing present; dorsal short; caudal

lateral line obsolete

aa.

Barbels

^Y.c/.s

no nasal barbels being present; dorsal
cate; lateral line median
An erectile spine below the eye.
re.

6,

fin short;

caudal

Barbels

6;

body rather

U. S.

3.

Cobitis, 4.

robust; lateral line complete; dorsal rather long.

Uymenophysa,
Proceedings

2.

fin trun-

Ortlirias

d. Caudal fin rounded; lateral
line incomplete; dorsal short
dd. Caudal fin deeply forked.
e.

n.unded;

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1332.
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1.

Misgurnm Lacepede,

MISGURNUS

vol. xxvi

Lacepede.

Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 16 {fosdlis).

compressed
Body elongate, compressed. Head triangular, elongate,
lips; barbels 10 or 12, c
fleshy
with
inferior,
mouth
snout projecting;
lateral; lateral lind
which 4 are mandibular; eye small. Gill-openings
scales, oxcep
small
with
Body
eye.
the
below
No spine
complete.
in the middl.i
about
dorsal
the
of
Origin
naked.
is
on the head, which
behind dor
entirely
anal
ventrals;
the
over
fish,
the
of the length of
less equal to the head; caudal nearly equal t(
in a bony capsule.
Air-bladder
head, and rounded.
used by Willughby for Misgtirnti
name
vernacular
{mlsgurn. a

sal;

more or

pectorals

fossilis.)

a

Barbels

12, 4

aa. Barbell 10,

belonging to the mandible
4 belonging to the mandible
I.

polynema Bleeker, Act. Soc.

CobiticJithys

n,

MISGURNUS POLYNEMUS

fig. 3;

Sci.

polynemus,

]

anguUUcaudatus,

S

(Bleeker).

Indo-Neerl, VIII, 1860,

p. 90,

p

(Jeddo=Tokyo).

(afte
Misgurmis polynema GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., VII, 1868, p. 346
Bleeker).— Jordan and Snyder, Annot. Zool. Japan, III, 1901, p. 45.

V. (3. Barbels 12; 4 belonging to the mandible. Scale
conspicuous. Origin of the dorsal midway between the root of th
caudal and the gill-opening; pectoral fin shorter than the head. Colo
nearly uniform brownish, tail and caudal fin with scattered blackis
D. 10; A.

spots.

7;

Jeddo. (Giinther.)

Not seen by us.
(TToA-Wb, many;
2.

vi)f.ia.

thread.)

MISGURNUS ANGUILLICAUDATUS

(Cantor).

DOJO.
Cobitis

anguUlicaudaia Cantor, Ann. Mag. Nat.

Hist.,

IX, 1842,

ARDSON, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 300; Canton.
Misgurnm angiiillicaudatus Gv-STRER, Cat. Fish, VII, 1868,

Jordan and Snyder, Check
McClelland, Calcutta Jour. Nat.

Japan, Formosa.
CoUtis bifurcata

xxui,

fig. 1;

Cobitis pedoralis

p. 345;

p.

485.— RiC'ij

China, Chusa.

List, 1901, p. 45.

Hist., IV,

1844, p. 400,

i

India.

McClelland, Calcutta Jour. Nat.

Hist.,

IV, 1844,

(Specimens with long pectorals.)
rubripinnis Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846, p.

i^.

400,

i

XXIII, fig. 3; India.
Cobitis

near Nagasaki.
Cobitis maculata Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1846,

p.

220, pi.

cm,

fig-

221, pi.

cm,

fig.

near Nagasaki.
Cobitis micropus Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XVIII, 1846,
China.
Cobitis psammismus Richardson, Ichthy. China, 1846, p. 300; Canton.
Cobitis

decemcirrosus Basilewsky,

Peking.

Mem.

Soc.

Nat.

Mosc,

1855,

p.

239;

p. -

w
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Cobit ichthys enalios BhEEKER, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Neerl., VIII, 1860,
Japan, VI
p. 88, pi. II, fig. 4; Japan; specimens with long pectorals.
Cobitichthys dichachrous Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Neerl., VIII, i860,
Japan;
IV, p. 89, pi. II, fig. 2; Yeddo (Tokyo); specimens bicolor, the two shades

1

sharply defined.

Misgurnus dichachrous GtiNxiiEH, Cat. Fish, VII, 1868,
specimens.

p.

346;

Yeddo- same

Head

6 in length; depth Of; D. 9; A. 8; P. L 9; V. 6; width of
its length; eja 3 in snout, If in interorbital space; snout
2^
in head; pectoral 1|; A'entrals 2^; scales about 150.

'head 2 in

I

!

I

Body elongate, greatly compressed. Head small, triangular, and
compressed; snout long, obtuse, rounded and produced; eyes small,
anterior and superior; mouth inferior, with thick fleshy lips; barbels
10, of which tt are on the lower jaw; nostrils close together and in
front of the eye, the

pair in a short tube; interorbital space
than the length of the snout; cheeks not
Gill-openings lateral, joined below in front of the base of

slightly convex,

swollen.

much

first

less

the pectoral.

Head naked,

the trunk covered with small cycloid scales.
Origin of the dorsal about midwa}' in the length of the body,
including caudal, and directly over the ventrals, the fin short; anal
entirely l^ehind the dorsal, and nearer the origin of the ventrals than
the base of the caudal; caudal ol)long, broad, rounded, and about equal

and low; ventrals short. Caudal peduncle
depth about three-fourths the head. Lateral line

to the head; pectorals short

long and deep,

medium along

its

the sides to the base of caudal.

Color in alcohol dark gray-brown, above spotted and muihled with
darker, the spots smaller on the tail, and those on the caudal and
dorsal fins very small; sides of the bod}' with man}* narrow more or
less even longitudinal blackish stripes; lower parts of the body together
with the ventrals and anal, pale; pectoral pale, except some dusky on

upper part of the longer ra3'^s.
Length Tf inches.
This description from a specimen from the Yodo River in Osaka.
Of this species, which is very abundant in all the rivers and lakes
of Japan we have many examples.
They are from Junstii Lake in
Aomori, Hakodate, from the Sapporo Museum, Tsiu-hiura, Niigata,
Aomori, Sendai, the Yodo River in Osaka, the Iwai River at Ichinoseki, and at Morioka, Misaki, Tokyo, Nagasaki, and Formosa.
In this large series we are unable to distinguish more than one
Li some examples the lower surspecies, subject to great variations.
We also notice
face of the body is mottled or spotted like the back.
many examples, as Dr. Giinther has observed, with deep bodies and
the

adipose layers along the rudimentary caudal rays, perhaps better fed
than usual.

{anguiUa^ eel; ccmdatus, tailed.)

e
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2.
Elxlx

ELXIS Jordan and Fowler.

JouDAN and KowLEU, new

T><k1v luodiM-atcly

clono-ate,

j,'enus {)ilL-ko)iis).

compressed; head elonoate, sometimes

depressed; ev(>s small; snout produced and rounded; mouth inferior,
with fleshy lips and four rostral, two maxillary, and two nasal ])arl)els,
none on the mandil)le; scales large and cycloid; lateral line incomplete:
caudal r()und(Hl, sometimes longer than the head; pectorals variable;
o-ill

openings lateral; color variegated with l)lotches and mottlings, and
Small loaches, of the waters of

I

usuallv a dark spot at base of caudal.

I

Japan.
(/A-^z?, a trailing.)

3.

Head

ELXIS NIKKONIS

^ in length;

56; width of

head

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

depth 6^; D.

S;

A.

li in its length; snout

7; P. 12;
?>

V. 6; scales about

1

in head; ijiterorbital space

in interorbital space.
2i; pectoral li; ventral 1|; eye 2

Fig. 1.—Elkis nikkonis.

Body elongate and rather slender, the tail compressed. Head broad,
depressed, and elongate; snout broad, depressed, rounded, and pro-'
duced; eyes small, anterior, lateral; mouth rather broad, inferior and

Ij

8, of which there is a nasal pair, and the maxil-i
the longest, though there are no mandibulars; interorbital
space very broad and depressed like the top of the head, flattened:
Gill openings rather large,
nostrils large, in front of the eyes above.

with fleshy lips; barbels
lary pair

lateral

is

and joined below the base of the pectoral in front.
body rather large and cycloid, none on the head.

Scales on the

Origin of the dorsal nearer the tip of the caudal than the tip of
snout, about equal to the height of the body, and

its

tht

length, wdiei

depressed, al)out three-fourths the length of the head; anal entirel}

behind dorsal and reaching two-thirds of the space between its origii
and the base of the caudal; caudal less than head, and rounded; pec
torals small, low, reaching about two-fifths in the space between theii
origins and those of the ventrals; ventrals a little before the origin o
the dorsal, nearer the gill opening than the base of the caudal, an(
reaching more than half the distance between their own origins an(
that of the anal.
Caudal peduncle long, equal to head without snout

i
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Lateral line

absent.

Color in alcohol brown, dark on the back, and top of the head, with
small blotches and niottlings of deeper; along the sides a rather irregularly defined longitudinal

dark band, ending

in a l)Iackish

spot at the
spotted Avith
dark brown, deepest, best defined, and largest on the dorsal and caudal;
lower surface of the body pale or whitish.

base of the middle caudal

Length 2}|

raA^s; all

the fins

more or

le.ss

inches.

Type No. 7848, Ichthyological Collections Lcland Stanford .hinior
University Museum.
Locality, Chitose, in Iburi, Hokkaido.
Of this species we have a number of examples from the province of
Shimotsuke, near Nikko, and from Chitose, in Iburi, Hokkaido, the
latter received from the Sapporo Museum.
3.
Orthrias

ORTHRIAS

Jordan and Fowler.

Jordan and Fowler, new genus

Allied to JVer/uwhet'lus

Van

(oreas).

Hasselt.

Body elongate and compressed. Head sometimes depressed, and
with the dorsal profile nearly horizontal; no spine below eye; mouth
and with flesh v lips: barbels 6, none on the mandible.
and situated over the ventrals. Ventral ravs 8. Air
bladder more or less inclosed in a bony capsule.
Caudal rounded or

small, inferior,

Dorsal

fin short,

truncate, not forked.

Lateral line complete.

Fresh waters of Eastern

Asia, the species apparently numerous.

This genus is related to Nemache'dm^ but the original type of that
group {y. fasclatm) has about 13 dorsal vays and the caudal forked.
The Japanese species with a short dorsal and a truncate caudal is
therefore made the type of a distinct genus, Orfhr/as, to which numerous Chinese and other Asiatic species apparently also belong.
{opdpiog^ of the dawn; hence Japanese.)
4-

Head

4-f

head If in

ORTHRIAS OREAS
in length;
its

depth

9;

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

D.

1();

A.

8; P.

14; V.

8;

width of

length; snout 2^ in head; interorbital space 4; eye 2 in

snout; pectoral li in head; ventral If.

Body moderately elongate and compressed, the tail compressed.
Head elongate, broad, depressed; snout long, blunt, obtusely rounded
and produced; eyes small, a little anterior and superior; mouth small,
inferior and with thick fleshy lips; barbels 6, none on the mandible,
and the maxillar}' pair the longest; nostrils close together and in front

and the anterior in a small tube; interorbital space like the
top of the head, broad and slightly convex.
Gill-openings lateral, and
the membranes joined below the base of the pectoral in front,
of the eye,
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Scales minute, and embedded in the skin; bead apparently naked.
OriiJiin of the dorsal midway between the tip of the snout and the
base of the caudal; the hoio-ht of the dorsal is greater than the depth
of the body, and whcMi depressed its leno-th is only a little less than
that of the head; anal entirely behind the dorsal, and reaching more

than half the space l)etween its own origin and the base of the caudal;
caudal about equal to the depressed dorsal, truncate, its margin straight,
and with sharp corners; pectorals rather long, three-fourths the length

space between their own origins and
below
and just a trifle behind the origin
those of the ventrals; ventrals
halfway in the space between
than
of the dorsal, and reaching more
Caudal peduncle long, comanal.
their own origins and that of the
pectoral
and its least depth about
pressed, its length alxmt e(jual to the
median
along the sides.
Lateral line continuous,
2i in the head.
with
about
15 large blotches of
Color in alcohol pah brown above,
deep brown; a dark streak from eye to tip of snout; head lineh' mottled with dark bi'own above: dorsal and caudal whitish, with broad,

of the head,

and halfway

in the

Fig. 2.— Ortiikias oreas.

deep, brownish cross bars; pectorals, anal and ventrals whitish, with
dusk}' blotches, indistinct on the latter tins; lower surface on the head

and trunk whitish.
Length 3yV inches.
Tj'pe, a specimen in the nuiseum at Sapparo, kindly loaned to us

Mr.

S.

Nozawa.

])y

Locality, Chitose, in Il)uri, a province of Hokkaido.

This specimen, received from the Sapporo
of the species Ave have seen.

Museum,

is

the only example

(opeia^, of the hills.)
4.
CW/(7,/s

COBITIS

(Artedi) Linnseus.

Aktedi, Genera, 1738 (nonbinoniial).

Oj6(Y/s Lixx.ia-s, Syst. Nat.,

Acanthojms Agassiz,

M6m.

10th ed., 1758,

p.

303 {Urnia).

Soc. Sci. Nat. Neuchatel,

I,

p. 36 {Lruia,

not of \'an

Tlasselt, 1823).

liody elongate,

Head

more or

compressed, and the back not arched.
eyes small; snout produced, blunt and

less

elongate, compressed;

rounded; mouth small, inferior, and with six barbels about the upper

—

—

.
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paw; below the eye, an erectile bifid spine.

Dorsal tin about over the
behind dorsal: caudal rounded or truncate; pectorals
than the head; ventrals ])elow dorsal.
Air-bladder inclosed in a

jventrals; anal
jless

bony capsule. Lateral line incomplete, timall fresh-water tishes of
Europe and Asia. Probably all the species described, will l)e referred
|to the widely distril)uted and variable form descri})e(l below.
I

'{cohlfis^

a loach.)
5.

COBITIS TAENIA

TAKANOHADOJO (IIAWK-WING LOACH),
r()/>(7/,s

te;(/a

Linnaeus.

SHIMADO.J() (8TRIPED LOACH).

LiNN^iiS, Syst. Nat., 10th ed., 1758,

;Wo; Europe.

p.

('fvier

Valencienxes, Hist. Poiss., XVIII, 1846, p. 58.— Guntheu, Cat. Fish.,
1868, p. 362; Holland, Bavaria, Sweden, and of authors generally.
Cobltis t.Tuiajcrponira ScHijEGEia,

•1846; near
(hbitis

mspia

Nagasaki (not

Fauna Japonica,

Cohitis japonica

Poi.s8.,

p.

222,

])1.

ciu.

aii<l

\'\\,

fig. 3,

Houttuyn).

Mosc, 1838, p. 133; near Caspian Sea.
HECKEi-and Kner, Siissenwasserfisehe Oester., 1858, ])j>. 164, ,305;

Eicn\v.\Li), Bull. Soc. Nat.

Cohitig elongafa

Austria.
(Jobltis

larvata

De

Cohitis sinensis

Filiimm,

Mem.

Accad. Torin.,

XIX,

Sauvage and De Thieksant, Ann.

p. 71; Italv.

Sci. Nat.,

(6)

1875,

I,

]».

8;

Fowler, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1899, p. 182.
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1901, j). 748; Lake Biwa,

Setchuan, China.
Cohitis hiwcx

substitute for Cohitis japonica, preoccupied.

Plead 41 in length; depth 5i; D. 8; A. 7; P. 10; V. 8; width of head,
little
over 2 in its length; snout 2^ in head; pectoral 1^; ventrals If;
a

eye 5f interorbital space 5f
Bod}' elongate, compressed.
;

Head elongate, much compressed,
and with the upper profile convex; snout long, produced, and bluntly
rounded; eyes small, superior, lateral, and nearer the tip of the snout
than the gill-opening; mouth small, inferior, and with iieshy lips, the
Slower divided and with two lobes; barbels 8, two of which are mandibulars; nostrils nearer the eye than the tip of the snout, close together,
and the anterior pair in a short tube; interorbital space narrow, about
iequal to the eye and convex.
Gill-openings large, lateral, and the
gill-membrane joined below the base of the pectoral in front.
Scales very small on the trunk, none on the head.
Origin
of the dorsal nearer the base of the caudal than tiie tij) of
I
the snout and a little in front of the ventrals; length of dorsal when
depressed a little less than the length of the head and the height of
the tin much less than the greatest depth of the l)ody; anal entirely
behind dorsal and reaching two-thirds the space between its origin
jand the base of caudal; caudal equal to depressed dorsal, and rounded;
[pectoral If in head, and 2i in the space between its own origin and
J

between their own origins
and that of the anal. Caudal peduncle compressed, its length equal to
Lateral
the pectoral, and its depth a little less than 2 in the head.
line short, only running a little beyond the middle of the pectoral.

'that of the ventral; ventrals 2 in the space
I

I

'

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi ~(i2
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Color in alcohol pale brownish, dark above, and the sides with two
rows of (lark ))lotches, those in the lower row large, and between the
two roAvs a narrow paler marbled brown streak; 6 blotches of dark
lirown between occiput and origin of dorsal, and 7 more betwetni the
latter and the base of caudal; base of caudal al)ove with a jet-black spot;
dorsal and caudal barred broadly with Idackish brown; head marbled

and spotted with brown above, and a blackish streak from eye
snout; loAvor surface of the l)ody, pectorals, ventrals, and anal, pale

to

or

whitish.

Lengtii

;>li5

inches.

from an example from Kawatana, on Omura Bay.
Fresh waters of Japan; our very numerous series from Aomoii,
Kitakami Kivei, lake near Sendai (collection Awano), Niigata in Echigo (collection Eitaro lijima), Tamagawa in Tachikawa, Kinu, River,
in Utsunomiya, Iwai River in Ichinoseki, Tokyo, Tsuruga, Nagoyaini
Owari (collection K. Otaki), Yodo River at Osaka, C-hikugo River ati
Kurume, Kawatana, and Lake Biwa.
The examples from Lake
In this series great variation occurs.
the brown l)lotches on
and
have
elongate
more
nuich
are
very
Biwa
longitudinal
band, and the space
continuous
into
a
mergc^l
sides
the
between it and the superior dorsal row of spots, which is also more or
less continuous, light and plain colored, like the lower surface of the
body. The colors are altogether more distinct and sharpl}^ defined,
and the dorsal and caudal are with only one or two blackish bars,
This form has been described from near Nagasaki under the namei
As the name japonlca isii
of '"Cohitis tsenia japonica'''' by Schlegel.
preoccupied in Cobitis^ Jordan and Snyder have sulistituted for it the
name of Cohlt/.n hlivae. But there seems to l)e no permanent value in
Examples from Kawatana andji
these differences in color and form.
the Chikugo River at Kurume, collected together in both localities,-;
contain ])oth this striped form and those with the lateral bands broken'
This description

r

i

up

into spots.

We

can not lind any difference between the Japanese species and the
Loach of Europe, and hence retain for it the ancient name of (ohitlS'
tmnia.
Should the Asiatic species prove distinct, the name Cobitu-\
sinenHh may be retained for it.
[raivia, ribbon.)
5.
llilinenopluixn

Siincnmnx

HYMENOPHYSA

McClelland.

McClelllanm), Indian Cypriuidfe,

P>i,YTn, .lonrn. Asiat. Soc.

18.')8,

Bengal, 1860,

p.

p. 44.'? {hi/mc'iiopln/x't).

Kid (hcrdmorei).

Body sli(n-t. deep, and compressed. Head elongate, compressed,
and pointed, the snout long, pointed and its tip bluntly rounded:
eyes small; mouth inferior and with fleshy lips; barbels 6, the maxillary i)air long, and the others close together at the tip of the snout:
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»p.

77^

^

li

mental barbels; a strong-

bitid spine

below the eye in front. GillDorsal inserted in advance of
the orig-in of the ventral; caudal deepl^^ forked.
Air-vessel consistim'iof two divisions, an anterior inclosed in a partly osseus capsule and a
lio

Scales ver}^ small.

lopening-s lateral.

ipo'sterior

which

is

free in the abdominal cavity.

This genus differs from Botia (= Sckistum= Diacantha)
jSnce of but six ])arbels instead of eight.
[

(v/utJv^

membrane;
6.

in

the pres-

(pvdog, swollen.)

HYMENOPHYSA CURTA

(Schlegel).

AYAMADOKI; AYABATA.
Corbitis ctirtd Schlegei-,

Fauna

Jai)oniea, Poiss., 1846,

p. 223,

pi. cxii,

fi^r.

4-

near Nagasaki.

BoHa

cm-fa

Gunthek,

Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 868 (after Schlegel).

Head 4 in leng-th; depth 4f D. 12; A. H; P. 14; V. 8; scales 130;
width of head 2^ in its length; snout 2'i in the head: pectoral If;
in interobital space.
iventral If; eyes 2i in snout;
Bod}' oblong-, rather deep and compressed.
Head oblong, comjpressed and pointed in front; snout long, pointed, and compressed,
tthe tip bluntly rounded and slightly projecting be^^ond the mouth;
|eyes moderate, anterior, superior and with the eyelid freeh' circular;
[mouth small, inferior, and with fleshy lips; barbels 6, the maxillary
'pair reaching the eyes, and the remaining -4 are close together at the
;

i:

H

\

tip of the snout; nostrils close
Ithe tip of the snout,

^space convex.
;

I

'

'

together, a

and the anterior pair

little

nearer the eye than

in a short tube; interorbital

Gill-openings large, lateral,

Bod}' and sides of the head covered with very small cycloid scales.

Origin of the dorsal about midway between the tip of snout and base
about equal to the length of the pectoral; anal
entirely behind dorsal and reaching about two-thirds in the space
between its own origin and the base of the caudal caudal nearly equal to
of caudal, its height

;

the length of the head, deeply forked

and the lobes pointed; pectorals

narrow, lobate, nearly two-thirds the length of the head, and equal to
about half the distance between their own origins and those of the
ventrals; ventrals behind the origin of the dorsal, and their tips not
reaching as far as the tip of the depressed dorsal, or about two-thirds
Caudal
the space between their own origins and that of the anal.

peduncle very deep, compressed, its length about equal to the ventral
and its depth a trifle more but not equal to the length of the pectoral.
Lateral line straight along the sides to the base of the caudal.
Color in alcohol more or less uniform brown, the back slightly
darker; anterior edge of dorsal blackish-brown, and the fin with an

broad brown cross-bar; anal with
and two on each caudal lobe.
Length, 54| inches.

indistinctly deiined
bar,

a

brown

cross-
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Described from a specimen taken at Kibama, Japan, near Lake Biwa;
our specimens all from Kibama, in Omi, presented hy the Imperial
Universit}^ at Tokyo.
{curtus^ short.)

SUMMARY.
Family Cobitiu.e.
1.
1.

Misgurnua Lacepede.

poh/ncnnis (Bleeker).
(nigxilUcdudnins (Cantor); Junsai

2.

Sendai,

Yodo River

Lake

in

Aomori, Hakodate, Tsueliiura,

Niigatii.

at Osaki, Iwai River at Icliinoseki, Muriuka, Misaki, Tokyu.

Naganaki, Formosa.
EJxis

2.

8.

Dikkonh Jordan and Fowler; Shimotsuke, near Nikko,
3.

4.

orean

Orthrias

5.

tscnia

Jordan and Fowler.

Cobitis Linnteus.

Linnaeus; Aomori, Kitakanii River at Sendai, Niigata, Nagoya,

Bi\va,

Chikugo River

at

Kurume.

5.

tj.

Cliito.se in Iburi.

Jordan and Fowler; Chitos^e in Ibnri.
4.

Lake

Jordan and Fowler.

cHrto (Sclilegelj;

Kibama

Ifymeno)>hiis(i ^IcClelland.

in Omi.

Yodo

River,

NOTES ON ORTHOPTERA FROM COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, AND TEXA8, AVITII DESCRIPTIONS OF

NEW

SPECIES.

AxDREw Nelson

B}'

Of

tlie

Caitdklt.

Ih'jutrhiwnt of AgricnHnre.

The following- paper deals with three separate ('ollections: (1) a
large collection fi'om Colorado, including a few from just across the
line in New Mexico, made }\v Dr. H. G. Dyar and myself during the
months of May, June, July, and August, 1901; (2) a small collection
made in Arizona, mostly at Williams and Hot Springs, b\' Messrs.
Schwarz and Barber during the summer of 1001; and (3) a small collection made by the writer in Texas in June and July, 1902.
This
material forms part of the collection of the U. S. National Museum.
The Colorado collection, which furnishes material for the greater
part of this paper, but partially confirms the result reached by

Dyar regarding the

zones of that State as recently described
four faunal regions in Colorado:
prairie, foothill, alpine, and western slope.
The orthopterous faiuia
Dr.

by him"

indicate

— that
the

is,

first

life

there are

that

three zones only, which are in most cases

([uite

sharply defined, but there are a numl)er of species that occur in two

The line between the prairie and the foothill
exceedingly well defined at some places, while at other places
the transition from one to the other is more gradual.
The primary aim of the Colorado expedition was to woi'k out the
life history of Lepidoptera, and not to collect Orthoptera, and in consequence it was not possible to visit all parts of the State. Therefore
or

more of the zones.

faunas

is

worked over is not extensive and does not include places
by rail. A few specimens from Middle Park were purchased from E. J. Oslar, a professional collector of Denver, and are
the range

inaccessible

included in this pajjer.

The various
tude, location,

alphabetical

localities visited by the writer in Colorado, their altiand notes on the vicinity are given in the following

list:

7,7Ufeet.—Th\H place is some miles
up the Platte canyon. One day only was spent there and l)ut nine
si)ecies of Orthoptera were taken.
Baileys, Pari: County; altitude,

«Proc. U.

Proceedings U.

S.

S.

Nat. Mas.,

XXV,

1902, p. 369.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1333.

___
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County; altitude .,5^335 feet. —Two trips were made
done in and along the base of the
Insects were not at all numerous at
foothills just back of the town.
the time the visits Avere made and })ut five species of Orthoplora
B(>,ihlri\ Botildrr

to this place iind a little collecting

were taken.

—

Chama, Rio Arriha County., New Mexico; altitude, 7.^863 feet.- Half
an hour only was spent here, six species being- taken, of which D!xsoxteira Carolina was the most connnon.

Chimney Gulch.

— See Golden.

County; altitude, 9,396 feet.—RuM a day was
spent at this interesting locality out near the Golden King gold mine.
Clrcotettix undidata was the common species.
Cripplecreel:, Teller

—

County; altitude, 10,015 feet. One hour of profwas put in here when it began to rain, and a wet
afternoon was utilized in riding down the western slope of the mountains on a freight car rather than wait in a section house for the passenger train next day. Five species only were taken, all alpine forms,
Cuinhi-es, Conejos

itable collecting

one of them a new species.
D(^ta, Delta County; altitude,

—

Several hours were spent
If, 980 feet.
mostly in investigating garden insects.
Two species of JEolojplus were taken. At this place some daniage was
threatened by Melanophis differentials.
Den eer. Arapahoe County; altitude, 5,198 feet. Most of the collecting in the vicinity of Denver was done in two localities, one soutii of
the city, on the prairie just be3^ond the city park, and the other on the
opposite side of the oxty.
Nearly fort}^ species and many specimens
across the river

from

this place,

—

were taken here.
Durango, La Plata County; altitude, 6,520 feet. A few hours
were spent collecting north and east of this town. The limited time
prevented the discovery of the excellent collecting grounds said l)y
Mr. Oslar to exist in that vicinity.
Fort Collins, Larimer County; altitude, Ji,,972 feet. Two visits
were made to this productive localit}" and many desirable specimens
taken, mostly north and west of town.
No opportunity presented
itself to go up into the neighboring foothills, and the specimens taken
w^ere therefore all prairie forms, or ones common to two or more

—

.

—

One species only, Ereinopedes halll, may be considered as belonging strictly to the foothill fauna.
Forty-eight species
fauna! regions.

were taken

at this place.

Glenvyiod Springs, Garfield County; altitude, 5,758 feet.
stops were made at this place, but little collecting was done.

—Three

A few
specimens were taken out east of town a half mile or so and also a
few in town near the station. But seven species were taken, of which
four ludong to the genus Melanoplus.
Golden, Jrfersort County; altitude, 5,667 feet. This is a good collecting ground and very accessible from Denver, being about 13 miU\s

—
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west of there near the foothills.
The collecting was done on the
between the town and the foothills, less than a quarter of a
mile in width, and up the canyon known as Chimne}- (luh-h to the
top, about a thousand feet hiuher.
Over tifty species were collected
prairie

The prairie and foothill faunas are here quite disand abruptly divided.
Grand Junction^ Mesa County; altitude^ .f^^oOJp p<4. Two stops of
short duration were made here.
The collecting was don(^ northeast
of town and also in town just across the railroad from the station,
where many tine specimens of MelanopUis different /alls were taken.
3/aneos^ Jfontesiima County; altitude^ 7,008 feet.
Two species were
at this locality.
tinctly

—

—

taken near the station while the train stopped, JfilanopI as frmur
ruhi'um. and Stenoljotlirus curtipennh.
Moiitevlsta,

Rio Grande County;

altitude, 7,665 feet.

—A

bicj^cle trip

town was taken August 18. Insect life of all kinds
was very scarce and but nine species of Orthoptera were taken, the
most desirable one of which was probably Nem.obius utaJienda.

several miles out of

—

Montrose^ Montrose County; altitude, 5,811 feet. ^Half an hour's eollecting in the vicinity of the station resulted in the capture of nearly
a dozen species.

—

Morrison, Jefferson County; altitude, 5,753 feet. Several visits were
here.
Just south of the station, across the creek bcA'ond and
to the right of the school house, grasshoppers were found to abound

made

in countless

numbers.

Collecting trips were

made

to

and beyond the
up

picturesque red sandstone formations northwest of town and

But two species were collected in the
however, Trimerotropis siniilis and Goniphocerus clavatus.
The bulk of the specimens taken on the prairie at this place was
the canyon into the foothills.
foothills,

Melanopliis occidentalis.

—

Mesa County; altitude, -'^,71^1 feet. At this little town,
from Grand Junction, ^Eoloplus cliernqjodii was taken in

Palisade,
12 miles

considerable numbers on the plants just across the railroad from the
station.
A few other species, including a new species, were taken in
the immediate vicinity.

Pikes Peak, El Paso County; altitude,
here and the ascent of the peak made."
the halfway house, and

8,91-) feet.

—A day was spent

The above

it is to that locality

which

altitude
all

is

that of

the Pikes

Peak

labels refer unless otherwise specified.

Pine Grove, Park County; altitude, 0.738 feet.— Th'i^ is a small resort
some miles up Platte Canyon, and there a couple of days were spent
collecting along the railroad and up a side canyon for a mile or so,
A dozen species
leading up probably a thousand feet above the town.
were taken here, mostly true foothill forms.
Platte Canyon, Douglas County; altitude, 5,W'' /ic'/.— Numerous
trips were made to this place, which is but a station at the mouth of
«See account

in Proc. Ent. Soc.

Wash., V, 1902, pp. 74-82.
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was done up the canyon as far as a small
and up that <>-ulch for more than a
But most of
mile, as well as up other gulches for lesser distances.
But ten
the Orthoptera were taken near the mouth of the canyon.
species were taken here.
Insects were very scarce
Rlco^ Dolores County; altitude^ 8 Jo7 feet.
here, two hours' collecting resulting in but three species of Orthoptera
and practically nothing else. The Orthoptera were all alpine forms.
Two weeks were spent
fSat/'dfi, CJuifW County; nJtitade^ 7^,050 feet.
Other duties prevented much time
here, including a couple of visits.
being devoted to collecting Orthoptera, and nearly every afternoon
By far
it rained, but still quite a number of good things were taken.
the most productive locality was the side of the large hill, called
Tenderfoot Mountain, just across the railroad from the station.
Here ^Eoloplus plagosus and Derotniema hiydeni occurred in luunbers.
Lejnnis eymieus was also taken here, though not so numerous
and usually some distance farther up the hill.
Sed(dla, Douglas County; altitude, 5,835 feet.- This small town is
a few miles south of Denver, and is in a broad valley formed by the
foothills on the west and high mesas on the east.
Collecting was done
across the entire valley, but only eleven species were taken.
At the above localities over a hundred species of Orthoptera were
taken and the collections from Arizona and Texas bring the lumiber
up to one hundred and lifty-four. All are here mentioned, even if
Collecting-

Platte Can3-on.
side gulch

known

as Mill Gulch,

—

—

—

only for the value attached to record of exact locality,

})ut

many

of the

bv a considerable luunber of specimens and
thus usually furnish some notes of value on variation or distri])ution.
species are represented

Family BLATTID.^^.

PHYLLODROMIA GERMANICA

I.

BlaUa

(jeniKinifii JjXN.F.rs, Syst. Nat.,

One nymph
August

of

tiiis

species

12th fd.,

was taken

at

BLATTA ORIENTALIS

Blattn or(«i<a//.s LiXN.EUS, Syst. Nat., 10th cd.,

Glenwood Springs on

I,

Linnzeus.
1758, \k 424.

specimens, both males, one at Denver and one at Pueblo

August, the

latter ))y E. J. Oslar.

3-

ISCHNOPTERA UHLERIANA

Jsriniophra /'/(/crm/za S.m-ssuke, Rev. .Ma^. Zool.,

One

1707, p. 6SS.

18.
2.

Two

II,

Linnaeus.

spreiiiicii at Victoria,

Texas,

in

June.

Saussure.

NIV,

1S()2, p.

169.

in

—
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|PERIPLANETA AMERICANA

4.

Bluttn ameriniiKi Linn.eus, Byst. Xat., 10th

This insect

is

very coininon

in

I

r<l., ],

Unnseus.

]758, p. 424.

southern Texas, indeed ainountino- to

comes into the houses through the open \vin(U)\vs
.and ))ut for the ever-present canopy of netting- over the heds in that
[part of the country would very probably establish itself as an unwelcome and very uncomfortable spiny bedfellow. Happily the netting
prevents this, ))ut uidiappily the Acuntha hehdarla is not so easily
ja veritable pest.

It

;

1

excluded.

A

I

[

1

razor case left for a couple of weeks in a drawer in one of
had the covering- nearly all eaten off by this

Victoria's leading- hotels,

large roach.

^Bhitta

The

(>i'i<)if(il!s.

ordinar}^ house species, PhyUodroinla germ.anica and
do not appear to be common in localities where this

species thrives.
I

5.

\

\

PERIPLANETA TRUNCATA

Periplaneta tranada Krauss, Zool. Anzeiger,

Zehntneu,

Two female

Biol. Cent. Ainer. Orth.,

I,

XY,

Krauss.

1892, p. 165.

Saussuke and

1893, p. 74.

specimens of this species were collected

in the laboratory

of the boll weevil investigation at Victoria, Texas, in the early part of

July, 1902.

This

is

a

new

insect to the United States, but there can

be but little doubt of the correctness of the identification.
variety ''a"" of Saussure

6.

HOMCEOGAMIA APACHA

HoDin'of/amiii itjjdchd Saussure,

The

It is the

and Zehntner.
Saussure.

Rev. Suisse de Zool.,

collection of the U. S. National

I,

Museum

1893, p.

89(5.

contains specimens of

from Texas, Colorado, A]-izona, and ("alifornia. This is
the tirst record of this species from the United States, though it seimis
to be not at all rare.
HovKEogamia suhdiaphmia Scudder seems somewhat allied to this species, but Mr. Rehn. who has taken xiilxl'mphnna
this species

in

New Mexico,

says they are distinct.

Family
7.

MANTIDiE.

YERSINIA SOLITARIA

Jprxinid KoJitnriK Scudder, Can. Knt.,

Two
Collins

XXVIII,

Scudder.
189(5,

]).

209.

innnature specimens of this species were taken, one at Fort
and one at Golden, the former on August 9 and tli<> lattei- on

Julv IT.

]>li()('KEI)IN(}S.OF
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LITANEUTRIA MINOR

8.

Stagmatoptera minor Hcvinniii, Kept. U.

voi,.

xxvi.

Scudder.

Hurv. Nebr., 1871, p. 251.

8. (jeol.

Females of what I take for this species were taken at Golden and
Fort Collins in August. The greedy habits of this species were
rocontly noted."

Family

DIAPHEROMERA DENTRICUS

g.

I >i)t /ihiroinera

PHASMID.E.

(Indrirns i^TAh, Kec. Orth., Ill, 1875, p.

One male, June

'21,

Stal.

7().

This specimen was on weedsll
this tine large walking
in the river bottoms.

at Victoria, Texas.

by the roadside. Mr. Mitchell tells me that
stick is not unconuuon at times on grape vines

Family ACRIDIID^E.
s^xi>iainii>^ a\T±;'r'^riG-i:N"..s].
10.

TETTIX CRASSUS

Morse.

TeUh-rrassux Morse, Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VII, 1899,

p. 201.

Two

specimens of what Professor Morse thinks is probably this
The median carina
at Platte Canyon on Ma}' 10.
of the thorax is marked with white, strongly contrasted with the rest
species

were taken

of the insect.
II.

Tettl.f iiicnrraliix

TETTIX INCURVATUS

JlwvovK, Amer.

Nat.,

Five specimens, Platte Canyon

XXIX,

May

Hancock.
1895, pp. 761-7H2,

10, in

company

fig. 1.

Avith

T.

crmsus.

Dr. Hancock veriHed this determination.
12.

Tririx

(:ucullatit)<

PARATETTIX CUCULLATUS
BvRMEisTEH, llandb. Kut.,

Burmeister.

II, 18:;8, pj).

658-659.

One female
tliis

at Fort Collins August 11.
I*rofessor Morse examined
specimen and pronounced the determination correct.

13.

}fi'nniria te.rava

MERMIRIA TEXANA

Bkuner, rroe. U.

S.

Nat.

I\Iu8.,

Bruner.

XII, 1890, pp. 53-54,

One
is

pi.

i,

fig. 11

pair at Fort Collins on August 1>, and one male nymph, whict
probably of this species, at Salida on August 2.
«Ent. News, XIII, 1902,

p. 60.

NOTEI^

'no.1333.

on ORTHOPTERA—f'ArnELT..

SYRBULA ADMIRABILIS

14.

Uhler.

SimohothruH iuhiurnbiUn Uhler, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad.,

'in

II, 1864, p. 55.3.

Both mature and immature specimens of both sexes taken
June and July.
15.

GryUus

The
is

781

hirtipes

ACROLOPHITUS HIRTIPES

Say, Anier. Ent., Ill, 1828,

"o-i-een fool." as Dr.

very

common

Dyar and

p. 78, pi.

at Victoria

Say.

xxxiv.

T christened this

handsome insect,
more than a hundred beingYoung nymphs were taken early in May,

along- the eastern foothills,

taken, mostly at Golden,

and mature individuals began to appear about the middle of July.
16.

ERITETTIX NAVICULA

Scudder.

Gomphoce'rus navicula ScvDDER, Ann. Kept. Chief Eng., 1876,

p. 506.

Three males, seven females, Sedalia June 12; Denver May 7; BoulOne of the females taken at GokhMi on
der May 27; Golden June 5.
June 5 is placed here with some hesitation. It is remarkable in having the pronotum uniforml}^ fuscous dorsally and without a trace of
supplementary carina on the pronotum, though they are present on
the head and diverge anteriorly to meet the raised margins of the
vertex.
The upper half of tile lateral lobes of the pronotum is piceous, a coloration unlike any other specimen of any species of this genus
that I have seen.
The original description of navlcula offers no distinguishing features to separate it from ^. tricar hiatus, which was
described from the female sex alone.
In fact, the females of the two
species, as I have them determined in the collection of the U. S.
National Museum, are inseparal)le, but the males are very readily distinguished, those of navlcula having the antenna^ gradually enlarged,
the club composing about one-third of the entire length, while in tricar'matuH the enlargement of the antenna^ is abrupt, the clul) composing
no more than one-sixth of the entire length. The Museum contains
specimens of navicvla from Wyoming and Colorado in considerable
numbers.
Tricarinatus does not appear to occur in Colorado, all the
Museum material being from Wyoming, Montana, and the Dakotas.
17.

AMPHITORNUS BICOLOR

Thomas.

StenobotJmis hicuJor Thom.\s, Ann. Rept. U. S. (xeol. Surv. Terr., V, 1872,

j).

465.

Three males, eight females, Golden June > to 27; Fort Collins
Denver July 7 and 1().

A^ugust 9 and 11;

18.

0.rycnri/phi(x uhnnini

One male,
Auo-ust

1().

OPEIA OBSCURA Thomas.

Thomas, Ann. Kept. U.

eleven

females.

S. Cifol.

Surv. Terr., V, 1871,

Golden August

21;

Fort

]>.

466.

Collins
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CORDILLACRIS CINEREA

19.

OchrUidca cinerea BurxER, Proc. U.

Thn'o

niiiles.

Bruner.

Nat. Mu8., XII, 1890, pp. 52-58.

8.

one female, Salida August 2L; Morrison June

CORDILLy?CRIS

20.

Orhriliili'd rrcimliitd

Bri-nek, Proc. U.

CRENULATA
8.

August

25.

Bruner.

Nat. ]Mn8., XII,

Five males, two females, Montevista

Denver July

vol. xxvi.

18;

1.S90, pi>.

51-52.

Morrison June

2!»;

21.

CORDILLACRIS OCCIPITALIS Thomas.

Stt'iiohothriix occijiiidlis

Thomas, Kept. U.

S. (ienl. Siirv. Terr.,

V,

1S7:5,

]).

81.

Fourteen males, eleven females, Morrison June 23; Fort Collins
August and 11; Denver July IT.
22.

'

10.

PHLIBOSTROMA QUADRIMACULATUM

StenubothrHH (jaadrimaculatuin

Thomas, Ann. Kept, l^

8.

ijj

Thomas.

Geol. 8nrv. Terr.,

11,11,

1871, pp. 166, 280.

1'

Thirty-seven males, forty-four females. Golden July 12 to August
23.

ORPHULELLA PELIDNA

21.

Burmeister.

fiomphoci'run pelklnd Burmeister, Hand)). Knt., II, 1888, p. 650.

One

June, 1902, and two males from
widely separated localities in Colorado, one from Grand Junction on
August IT and one from Fort Collins on August 10. The specimen
from Texas is a little over the usual size, measuring as follows:
Length of body, 20.5 mm.; elytra, 18 mm.; hind femora, 12 mm.
The larger males of this species superficially reseml)le the darkli
form of the males of Syrhila admiralnlis very closelj".
luale at Victoria, Texas, in

24.

ORPHULELLA PICTURATA

Orphtih'lht j)irtnr(itaA<cvnDKR,

Can. Ent.,

XXXI,

Scudder.

1899,

j)p.

178, 182.

Many specimens of both sexes collected at Victoria, Texas, in June'
and July, some of them taken in cotton fields. This is a ver}" variable
species and there are both green and brown forms.
25.

(>ri>liiil(lht

Two

ORPHULELLA SALINA

^alina i^vi-mwAi, Can. Knt.,

XXXI,

Scudder.

1899, pp. 179, 185-186.

specimens from Colorado, one male at Montrose on August
and one female at Grand Junction on Jul}^ T.

17,

'"^
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DICHROMORPHA

26.

Chloeallix rirldis f>cvin)E\i, BoHt.

CldocaUix

briiiiiira

VIRIDIS

Scudder.

Jouni. Nat. Hist., VII, 1862,

Scuddek, Froc. Bost. Soc. Nat.
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Hist.,

1..

XVII,

4r,r>.

1,S75

p. ,510

Both sexes of this species. to(,^ether with the nymphs, Averc found
plentiful at Victoria, Texas, in June and July.
This species varies in
the character of the lateral carina of the pronotum, some having the
and others quite noticeably bowed out in the center
One specimen before me from Florida
has the vertex abnormally acute.
1 have carefully studied the type of
hrunnea in the Museum collection and compared it with brown forms
of viridis and find no apprecial)le diti'erence not covered by variation.
I have therefore included it as a synonym.
carina^ parallel

both forms occurrino- togvther.

27.

LucvMa

STENOBOTHRUS CURTIPENNIS

curtijifinus

Harris, Cat. Ins. Mass., 1835,

Harris.

p. 56.

One female

at Montevista on August 13, one at Mancos on August
and
one
male
and two female specimens from Cumbres on August
16,
The females from Cumbres have the elytra very short, ])ut little
14.
more than half as long as the abdomen.
28.

G omphorerus

GOMPHOCERUS CLAVATUS

Thomas.

clavatus THOMAi^, Kept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr.,

GompJiocerus carpcnterii Thomas, Bull.

IT.

S.

\',

1873, p. 96.

Geol. Surv. Terr.,

I,

No.

2,

ser.

1874, p. 65.
Goriiphorerutt dcpsj/dra

Scudder, Daws., Rept. Geol., 49 Par.,

1875,

j).

344.

Fourteen males and IT females from the following points in ColoJune 30 and Juh^ 3; Morrison on June 2l», at an elevation of about T,<>()0 feet; Boulder June 9; Rico August 1(3; Pine
Grove July IS; Pikes Peak July 21; and at Chinuiev Gulch on
July 21.
From a stud}- of these specimens and a long series in the United
States National Museum, it seems very clear that there is but one
rado: Baileys

species.

There

is

considerable variation

among

the ditierent indi-

but no characters present themselves
McNeill, in his
that warrant the retention of more than one name.
revision of the Tryxaninffi, recognizes two species and gives a table
for their separation, using the character of the anterior tibia> being
viduals, especially the males,

and size small, about 14 mm.,
which is described as Inning the
fore tibia^ but slightly and regularly expanded apically and size larger,
about IS nun.
With these characters in mind I carefully examined
the type material in the collection of the United States National
Museum, which is composed wholly of male specimens. The type of
davatm is 1H.5 nun. long and the anterior tibite is moderately
clavate and distinctly sulcate externally
to separate elavdtvs

from

cJypscdra.,

t
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cxi):iihI('(1,

not distinctly davate,

nallv. hut this sulcntion
tihiie is

is (iiiite

and

is

xxvi.

very distinctly sulcate exter-

obviousl}^ due to shrinkage as the left

Such shrink-

sulcate than the right one.

more coiispicuously

vou

a*n' is not renuirkuble as the sjjecimen was alcoholic and described
The describer gives the length as 0.56 inch in length,
after diving.

wliich

is

measures

piiictically 1-t

mm.

1(5.5

measurement

is

in

not

mm,

Why Thomas

length.

cleai-,

i

But, as above stated, the type really

nor

is

it

clear

gave

this erroneous

why McNeill used

it

i

as a

synoptic character when he had the original type before him.
The type of carpenteril^ which is an admitted synonym of davaius, isil
18 mm. ill length, the fore tibiae strongl}^ clavate and not at all sulcata
I'he type of clypsedra is not at present in the United
externally.

Museum as mentioned by McNeill, nor is the original
from
New Mexico, but females from farther north on thei
male
type a
River.
is
Sour
The range of variation presented by the types of chduitKS and car-i\
pente)ni more than covers all variation found among the specimens of
Therefore if clavatvs and carpentert't are synonymous, and
clejmjdra.
I agree with McNeill in so considering them, clyp^edra must also be a
synonym. That this is a valid conclusion is pretty evident when,
a long series of specimens from different parts of the country and from
The anterior tibias of the males vary
various altitudes is examined.
considerabl}^ in the amount of apical expansion, though none examined
are quite so conspicuously clavate as in the type of carpenterll. The
States National

elytra of the males are also variable, reaching quite to the tip of the

abdomen in some specimens and in others falling noticeably short of it.
The elytra of the females also vary in length, but never nearly reach
the tip of the abdomen, generally onh" about as long as the pronotum.i
29.

GV////W.S nu.hlhi.'f

BOOPEDON NUBILUM

Say, Jouni. Acad. Nat.

Say.

Sci. Pliilad.,

IV, 1825,

p. 308.

This species was found quite abundant in open woodlands
vicinit}^ of Victoria,

Texas, during the

Only mature individuals were
30.

lattei'

part of flune and

thi

seen.

STIRAPLEURA DECUSSATA

Stirapleura decuHsata Scuddek,

in

in July,

Ann. Kept. Chief

Scudder.

iMig., 1876,

]>.

510.

Nine males, 15 females. Golden May 21); Sedalia June 15 and
Denver May 10 to July 16; Baileys July 13; Boulder June 9.
The foveolse of this species, according to McNeill's tables in
revision of the Tryxalina^, are as long again as wide.

Therefore

21

hi.

thest

specimens could be called ddiattula as justitialily as they are callec
decmmta for the foveohe are usually l)iit little longer than wide
DecuKsatK and ddkatidn may prove to be forms of one species.
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AGENEOTETTIX SCUDDERI

31.

Avhx-urd sritdderi Bruner, Proc.

l'.

S.

785

Bruner.

Nat. Mu8., XIII,

1,S!»0,

pp.

(vMU.

Sixteen males, twenty-eig-ht females, (loldeii June Ll> to July :>T;
Denver July 1(5; Fort Collins Auofust 10; Cripple^ Creek Julv 20;

Montrose August

17.

32.

StaunmotHx

elUotti

AULOCARA ELLIOTTI

Thomas, Proc.

Thomas.

At-ad. Nat. 8ci. Philad., 1S7(), p. S2.

Sixty nine males, sixty females, Denver July 10; Morrison July 18;
August 10; Golden June 19; Durang-o August 15; Glen-

I

'Fort Collins

wood Springs July 5;
Golden on June 19.

also

two apparently

full

grown female nymphs

[at

This large series of fresh specimens shows a remarkable range of
both sexes varying greatly both in color and size. The

j)

{variation,

[females are

more variable

in color

while the greatest variation in size

The posterior femora

varj^ from 10 to 14
and in the females the color ranges from
fuscous and the elytra of ])oth sexes vary from

ioccurs in the opposite sex.
'millimeters in the males
Preddish j^ellow to

almost immaculate to quite conspicuouslv spotted with black.

Some

approach ^>^/yv///d/?^7;i somewhat, inasmuch
as the lateral caringe of the thorax do not seem quite so much conIstricted mesially as usual and the disk of the pronotum is unicolorous.
of the rufous tinted females

33.

AULOCARA FEMORATUM

Scudder.

Aulocara fcmoratnm Scudder, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

Sci.,

XXXV,

1899, pp.

I

M,

55-56.

Four males and eight females referable to this species were taken
Fort Collins on August 19 and one pair at Denver on July 11; the
latter were taken en copula.
They all agree in having the elytra much
more abbreviated than in elliottl and the pronotum is more generally
|less angulate.
The tegmina of the males are inunaculate but those of
'the females are noticeably spotted with l)lack, sometimes however (pute
at

dind}' so.

34.

ARPHIA ARCTA

Scudder.

Arphia Arcfa Scudder, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., II, LS76,
Arj)hia feporata Scudder, Ann. Rept. Chief Eng., 1876, p. 508.

p. 263.

Eleven males, seven females, Golden May 23; Pine. Grove July 8
:and 18; Baileys July 13; Platte Canyon May 10; Sedalia June 15;
Denver May 10. Also collected at Williams, Arizona, on May 27.
and June 9. The color of the hind tibial vary in color from clear
fvellow to blue.
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above synonomy, and iun
but a rod-winged form of the
Tlio type of fi^pordln has yellow wing-s.

I feel quite sure of the correctness of the

ludiovc that .L./r/r/^V^/

inclined to
•samo

si)(M-i(>s.

35.

is

ARPHIA LUTEOLA

Scudder.

XVII,

Arjihia l.utmlK Sc'I'ddkij, I'roc. Bust. Soc. Nut. Hist.,

common

Quite

in

36.

1S75, p. 515.

cotton fields about Victoria, Texas.

ARPHIA PSEUDONIETANA
Thomas, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Toiiwnotns jiseitdonietana

Thomas.
Sci. Philad., 1870,

]>.

82.

Ocdljxjda tcnebrusa Scuddeh, Re.pt. U. S. Geol. Surv. Nebr., 1871, p. 251.
ToiiionotuK tcnehromTHOMAf^, Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., V, 1873,
Arphia sdngninarla^TXL, Rec. Orth., I, 1873, p. 119.
Arphia oraticepa Sav^sure, Add. Prodr. Oedip., 1888, pp. 1()5-166.

p.

107.

•

i

Sixteen males, nine females, Denver July

August

August

21; Fort Collins

From

1(5;

Golden June 19

tot'

10.

a study of this series of specimens and as

Museum

many more

in the

have decided upon the
above sjnionomy. believing the changes warranted. That (>rat/'('ep6i\.
is but a variety of fe/u^'hrosa is obvious to anyone who has seen this
species in numbers, and that the name j?seudoiiiet(ma of Thomas was
applied first to the species under consideration and should take })recedence over teiK'hi'oxa^ described a j^ear later, also seems clear upon
collection of the

U. S. National

I

investigation of the original descriptions.

When

in

motion this

is

one of our most show}' locusts, the bright

red wings showing ver}' conspicuousU^ as the insect

flies

before the

collector.
37.

Ar]>hi((.fri(/i(ln

ARPHIA FRIGIDA

Scudder, Daws., Rep. geol. 49th

Forty-one males, five females, Golden

June

1.');

P>oulder

Denver

May

22;

38.

Scudder.

May

pai'.,

May

1875, p. 344.

29 to June 17; Sedalia
May 10 to 17

10 to June IT; Platte Canyon

Morrison June

29.

CHORTOPHAGA VIRIDIFASCIATA

Acriidriuti rh-idifascidtuni

DEliEEK,

^leiii., Ill,

DeGeer.

1773, p. 498,

pi.

\i,ii, tig. 6.

Both green and brown foi-ms of both sexes occurred quite com
monly around Victoria, Texas, in June and July. From speciinen:^
observed at this place it would a|)pear that l)rown individuals occuJ

more

often in the male than in the female sex.
In Colorado t\velv(
males and eighteen females were taken at Denver, Platte Canyon, anc
Golden. All these specimens were taken ))etween May 1<> and Jun(

Kiand were
l)artially

all

brown form, exce]:)t four femahvs, and they wen
Souk' variation exists in the amount of apical swell

of the

brown.

ing of the male anteniue.
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ENCOPTOLOPHUS COSTALIS

39.

<K(l(j>i>i/<i ni><lii/is

Found

Sfi'DDEK,

]>(),«t.

787

Scudder.

Jourii. Nat. Hist., VII,

],S()2,

p. 47;;.

cotton fields :it Victoria, Texas, in June and .lulv; not
Six males and two females were taken at Fort Collins on
and two males and two females at Golden on Auo-ust 21.

in

numerous.

August i»,
The males of

this species ])ear quite a superficial resemblance to
Oamntt/a peUur/da, Init the reddish ycdlow tibioe of the latter will
The smaller size, low median carina
serve to readily separate them.
and, especially in the male, the proportionately broader elytra separate

from sordidus.

costalts

40.

CEdipoda

j

(

I

[

t

I

I

CAMNULA PELLUCIDA

Scudder.

"r^cvDUER, Bust. Jourii. Nat. Hist., VII, 1862,

pf'llnci.d((

ji.

472.

Sixty-eight males, forty-six females, Cuml)res August 14; ]\IontAugust 16; Baileys July 18; Rico August 16; Pikes Peak

rose

July 21; Cripple Creek July 26; Chama, New Mexico August 14;
Pine Grove July 18.
This is a conmion insect throughout the elevated regions of Colorado.
41.

(Edijiodd

HIPPISCUS MONTANUS Thomas.
Thomas, Ann.

'iiionUntiiK

Rei)t.

II. S.

(ieol. Surv. Terr.,

V, 1872,

p. 402.

Three males, two females, Denver May lU. Identified by Professor
Except for the obscured markings this species is very

Bru'ier,

simiku" to JI. supotccus.

HIPPISCUS NEGLECTUS Thomas.

42.

(Ed'qmdu

urijliTtus

Thohah, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sc. Philad., 1870, pp. 81-82.

Nineteen males, seven females. Baileys July 18; Chama. New
Mexico August 14; Pine Grove July 8; Morrison June 29; Platte
Canyon May 25; Chimney Gulch July 27; Pikes Peak July 21.
Three of the males, one from Pikes Peak and two from Baileys,

have the posterior

tibia?

43.

Ifippincux

,sv<«.s,s(t7-('(

HIPPISCUS SAUSSUREI

at Victoria, Texas, in June.

HIPPISCUS TUBERCULATUS

Arvidiurti iuhercitlaliiiii

Pausot dk

at Sedalia

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

Palisot de Beauvois.

Beai'vois, Ins. Afr.

fig. i.

One female

Scudder.

tScuDOEK, Psychc, VI, 1892, pp. 268, 302.

One female specimen
44.

pale yellowish with scarcely a trace of red.

on June

xxvi— 02

15.

53

.Viiicr.,

1817,

}>.

14."i,

pi. iv,
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HIPPISCUS ZAPOTECUS

45.

Xaiitlilppii'^

Four
Bruner

:iii>ot('rii'< >^\v>^>^VR\i,

Saussure.

Protlr. (Edip., 18S4, p. 91.

thrco females, Denver May In to
the authority for this deterniinatioii.

lujilcs,
is

46.

f^r/n-iis ri/aneiix

vol. xxvi.

LEPRUS CYANEUS

June

Professor

IT.

Cockerell.

CovKERFAA., Ent. News, XIII, 1902,

Seven males, one female, Salida August

]>.

305.

2-l>.

shown by
Therefore, the reference of blue-winged specimens to:
Z. cyanetn^ is a
that species, as has so often been done, is erroneous.

The wings

of L. wheeler/' are a bright yellow, as plainly

ii

the types.

good

species.
47.

(Iri/lhis

{

Lorasfa)

DISSOSTEIRA CAROLINA
c/irolitia

Linnaeus.

LiNN.KUS, Syst. Nat., 10th ed.,

1,

1758,

i>.

433.

Connnon throughout Colorado, specimens being taken on
Denver to Grand Junction.

})oth sidesS

of the mountains from
48.

(Kdipoiiti

l<)ii(jlj>i'nnit<

One male
and

is

DISSOSTEIRA LONGIPENNIS Thomas.
Thomas;, Ann. Kept. U.

at Fort Collins

August

9.

S.

Geol. Sarv. Terr., V, 1872, p. 463.

A common

species at times

reported to come quite freely to light at night.
49.

Ori/lliis irqualc

SPHARAGEMON iEQUALE

^XY, Journ. Acad. Nat.

8fi.

Say.

Philad., IV, 1825, p. 307.

Four males, three females, Denver July 16; Golden August 21;
Fort Collins August 9. The specimens from Denver, two males, arei
not typical. They were identified by Prof. A, P. Morse,
The median
carina of the prothorax is somewhat elevated on the pronotum and
scarcely at all on the raetanotum, which is flat.
The change from the
elevated prozona to the scarcely carinate metazona is very abrupt.
These s])ecimens are also more slender than usual.
50.

SPHARAGEMON ANGUSTIPENNE

Spli<ir(t(/niiim aiu/iislipi'iiiie

One female from
51.

yioKHK, Psyclie, VII, 1895, pp. 295, 298.

Denv(>r on July Ki.

SPHARAGEMON COLLARE

(Edlpoilacnllarc ScrnnEK, Kept.

Two

Morse.

I'. S.

(leol. Surv.,

females from Golden on June

1.

Scudder.
Nebr., 1871,

p. 250.
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52.

789

Scudder.

Spharagemon rrktalMui Scudder, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist.,

XVII,

1.S75, p. 470.

Several .specimens ut Victoria, Tex., in June and July.
53.

SPHARAGEMON HUMILE

Spharagemon humilr Morse, Psyche, VII, 1895,

Two

Morse.

p. 292.

males, one female. Golden June 18 and Aujrust 21.
54.

SPHARAGEMON WYOMINGIANUM

Q^dipoda irgombupamtin Thomas, Ann. Kept. U.

Thomas.

Geol. Siirv. Terr.

S.

V

1872

p. 462.

Three males, Fort Collins August 10; Golden June
55.

DEROTMEMA CUPIDINEUM

is.

Scudder.

Deroimema cupidineum Scudder, Ann. Kept. Chief Eng.,

1876, p.

hVr,.

females, Montrose Aug-ust 17; Grand Junction
August 17; Palisades July 8.
Not so common as D. haydeiii^ from which it may be separated by
the narrower fuscous hands of the wings.

Five males, six

56.

DEROTMEMA HAYDENI

CEdipoda haydeni Thomas, Kept. U.

!S.

Thomas.

(Jeol. Surv. Terr.,

V, 1S71,

j>.

460.

Thirty-three males, twenty-seven females, Salida August
to G;
Montrose xlugust 17; Durango August 15; Denver Jul}^ 16; Fort
Collins August 10; Golden June 19 to August 21 Montevista August 13.
Both red and yellow winged specimens, male and female, were taken.
This species is very common in most localities throughout the State.
Individuals with yellow wings were the more numerous.
'2

;

57.

MESTOBREGMA BOREALE

Saussure.

Psinidia {Traclti/raclii-s) boreulr Savsuvre, Prodr. (Edip., 1884,

j).

164.

One female. Golden June 5.
The conspicuous character of this species is the unusually rugose
pronotum. The top of the head is marked with several tortuous carinas
and the frontal costa is traversed by a carina just below the ocellus.
The wings are yellow at the base and the tip is hyaline; transverse
black band a fourth as wide as the length of the wing with the costal
shoot extending three-fourths of the way to the base; elytra regularly
mottled with quite large fuscous spots.
The posterior tibiie are
yellow.
58.

MESTOBREGMA FUSCIFRONS

Psi7iidiafuscifrons Stal, Rec. Orth.,

Specimens of
Texas, in Jane.

this species

were

I,

Stal.

1873, p. 134.

collected in cotton fields at Victoi-ia,
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59.

MESTOBREGMA KIOWA

kiowaTnoMAfi, Ann.

(l'jlij)oda

Spot'iincns,

Ki'pt.

IJ.

S. (ieol.

vol. xxvi.

Thomas.

Surv. Terr., V, 1872, p. 461.

both mature and immature, were taken on the

.suunnit

and a number of mature individuals of
both sexes were taken at the following places in Colorado and New
Mexico: Montevista August 13; Chama, New Mexico August 14; Fort
Collins August 9; Denver July 16; Golden June 19; Morrison June 23.
But one specimen, a female, was taken at Montevista, and its wings
The same is true of four males from Chama,
are pale citron })asallv.
New Mexico, but all the others have the base of the wings hyaline,

snow

of Pikes l*eak on

fields,

This appears to be quite constantly the case with specimens from
opposite sides of the divide.
60.

(Edipodu

plattei

MESTOBREGMA PLATTEI

Thomas, Kept. U.

8.

1

'

1

;

r

r

1

Thomas.

Geol. 8urv. Terr., V, 1873, p. 123.

Seven males, seventeen females, Denver Juh' 20; Chimney Gulch
July 27; Pine Grove July 23; Golden June 6 and August 21.
The distinguishing feature of this species seems to be the pallid
coloring of the inferior posterior part of the lateral lobes of the thorax

and the ])ands of the tegmina extending only across the costal half.
The elj'tral markings resemble those of Tr'DiierotTopia pmudofasGiatv&A
61.

MESTOBREGMA PULCHELLA

Mestobrcgma puldieUnm Bruner, Proc. U.

One male

at Fort Collins

August

9.

S.

Bruner.

Nat. Mus., XII, 1890, p. 64-65.

This specimen agrees in every

particular with Bruner's type in the U. S. National

Museum.

This

was omitted from Scudder's catalogue. It is a true McMohregma.^ and is very closely allied to M. hkma in markings, and may
prove to be a synonym of that species. The color is its most distinguishing feature, and that may be due to environment. The food
plant from which it was described, Eurrotia lunata^ is recorded as occurring from the "Northwest Territories to western Nebraska, Ne\\
Mexico, Nevada, and California."
species

62.

METATOR PARDALINUM

Saussure.

(Edipodd pdrdaliimm Saussure, Rev. Mag. ZooL, XIII, 1861, p. 324.

Nineteen males, twelve females. Fort Collins August 11; Morrisoi

June

29; Golden June 19 and 30.
Nine males and six females having "the base of the wings yellow, bul
in every other particular like the red-winged specimens, were taker
at the same localities and on the same dates.
Very probably the^t
yellow-winged forms are the Mestohregina maculomm of Saussure.

)
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PSINIDIA SULCIFRONS var.-AMPLICORNUS, new
(Plate

LV,

variety.

fig. 2.

i

Superficially resembling P. .mlcifrons, but di fieri iigI

from

typical

{specimens in several particulars.

Color grayish mottled with fuscousihead as in sulcif'ron.s; the antennt\? are fuscous and greatly dopr(>ssed
in both sexes, and nearly twice as broad as those of typical Kuleifrom'
pronotum and elytra about as in sulcifron.s, except that the posterior

I

margin of the pronotum of the female is apparently more sharply
Wings with the black band usually somewhat wider than in

angulate.

\suLdfrmis, leaving slightly less of the tip free, the tip infuscated, more
Posterior femora slender and more flattened, the
so in the male.
I

dorsal carina nmch more elevated and thinner than in typical .mleifroiu; the posterior tibiffi are quite uniformly blue, paling somewhat
basally, those of the female much lighter colored than those of the
The color of the tibi^ may be expected to vary consideral)ly
male.

when a number of specimens are examined. The size
about the same as that of aulcifrona^ the measurements of the type
specimens being as follows:
in coloration
is

Length of body, male, 21 mm., female, 28; antennaj, male, 12 mm.,
mm.; elytra, male, 19 mm., female, 24 mm.; posterior

female, 13

femora, male, 13. mm., female 16

mm.

One male, one female, Victoria, Texas, June,
Type No. 6602, U.S.N.M.
64.

CONOZOA WALLULA

Psinidia wallula Scudder, Rept. U.

S.

1902.

Scudder.

Ent. Conim.,

II, aj)])., 1881, pp. 27-28, pi.

XVII, figs. 13, 14.

Thirteen males, four females. Grand Jiuiction July 7 and August
17;

Montrose August
65.

17.

TRIMEROTROPIS BRUNERI

McNeill.

Hadroteliix gracdh'ticvDD'ER, Psyche, IX, 1900, pp. 67-68.
Trimerotropis hruuert

McNeill, Psyche, IX,

Acad. Nat. Sc, IX, 1902,

Two

1900, p

31.— Scudder, Proc. Davenp.

p. 37.

females, Sedalia July 11.
66.

Trimerotropis

TRIMEROTROPIS CITRINA

ntnna Scudder,

Scudder.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr., II, 1876, p.

2(>o.

This species has been taken at various places in Colorado. One
male specimen taken at Golden has the black band on the wing somewhat broader than usual.
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67.

Oedipoda

gracilis

Derotmema

TRIMEROTROPIS GRACILIS
TnoM AS, Ann.

Rept. U.

S.

Thomas.

Geol. Surv. Terr., V, 1871, p. 461.

Scuduer, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

lichenosum.

vol. xxvi.

Sci.,

XXXV,

1900, pp.

394-395.

Durango August 15.
makes it almost invisible when

Kio-ht males, four females,

The

color of this insect

at rest

on

tlie

naked ground.
68.

7)-i nwrotropis

Two

TRIMEROTROPIS LATICINCTA

Saussure.

hUidncta Savssvre, Prodr. (Edip., 1SS4, pp. 169, 170.

males, three females. Fort Collins August 19; one male, two
August 13; one male, (irand Junction August 17;

females, Montrose

two femak's, Denver Jul3^16; one female, Baileys July 30; two males.
Golden August 21.
The males are somewhat variable in size, the measurements of the
It was quite unexpected to tind
elvtra ranging from 24 to 29 mm.
By the table given by
this species .so common and widely distributed.
McNeill these specimens run very persistently to this species.
69.

TRIMEROTROPIS MODESTA

Trhncrotropis tiiodesta

Brcner, Proc. U.

S.

Bruner.

Nat. Mus., XII, 1890, p. 72.

Six males, two females, Durango August 13; and Golden Jul}" 27.
The type of this species has the elytral l>ands quite distinct, decidAt Golden it
edly more so than the greater number of specimens.
This is the first recoccurr(Hl up in the gulch in the foothill fauna.
ord of its occurrence east of the Rocky Mountains.
70.

TRIMEROTROPIS MONTICOLA

Triinerotropis inontirola

Saussure, Prodr. CKdip., 1884,

Saussure.
p. 170.

Seven males, five females. Cripple Creek July 26; Bailej^s July 13;
Golden June 17 and July 27; Pikes Peak July 21; Denver July 22.
One of the females from Baileys has the black transverse band of
the wing scarcely one-sixth as broad as the length of the wing and
interrupted along the first anal vein. This specimen is also smaller
than usual, the elytra measuring 25 rtim. and the posterior femora 12
nun. All the specimens are from the foothill fauna except those f I'om
Denver. These Denver specimens, however, agree perfectly with
specimens froiu Pikes Peak and other high altitudes.
71.

TRIMEROTROPIS PSEUDOFASCIATA

Tnmrro1ropis))sendofasciuta ScvvDEii,

Scudder.

Ann. Kept. Chief Eng.,

1876, p. 514.

Eight males, four females. Chimney Gulch July 27; Pine Grove
July 23; Salida August 1; Durango August 15.
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The posterior tibitB of
The type,

tinctly blue.

tion of the National

thi.s species vaiy in color from vellow
to disaccording- to McNoili, should be in the collec-

Museum

l)ut

can not

now be

TRIMEROTROPIS SIMILIS

72.

Tri)iierotr(>plx ai mill fi
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Hcvmmii, Rept. IL

found.

Scudder.

S. Eiit. Coiiini.,

II, a.\>\>.,

1881, p. 27.

Ten males, three females, Platte Canyon May -2'^: Vuw Gi-ovc dulv
Palisades July S; Salida August 6; (lolden July U; C'hinniey (iulch
Jul}'^ 27; Morrison June 27.
All these specimens were taken in the foothill fauna, and they do
not seem to occur on the prairie.
There is some variation in the
elytral bands, some specimens having- them much more contrasted than
8;

i

!

I

others.

TRIMEROTROPIS VINCULATA

73.

Trimerotrrrpix viDCulata
i

Twentv males,

^cvDimR, Proc. BoHt. Soc. Nat.

Scudder.

XV HI,

Hist.,

187f), p.

270.

May

fifteen females, Platte Canj^on

25 and Jul}' 10;
17; Montevista August 13; Salida

Montrose August
August 6; Palisades July S; Delta July 9; Fort Collins Augu.st
Denver June 21: and Grand Junction Jidy 7.
Sedalia July II;

CIRCOTETTIX AZURESCENS

74.

TrimerolropiKozurescevs Bruner, Proc. U.

Tmnerutropix perplexa Bruner, Proc. U.

One
This

Bruner.

Nat. Mut^., XII, 1890, pp. 09-70.
Nat. Mus., XII, 1890, pp. 74-75.

S.

S.

male. Montrose August 17; one female, Fort Collins August
is

swollen.

1);

lo.

a true circotittix, the radials of the wings being distinctly

The above synonymy

is

based upon a study of type speci-

mens.
75.

(Edipoda

CIRCOTETTIX CARLINIANUS

(((rliiiiaiiiis

Thomas, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Thomas.

Sci. Philad., 1S70,

Six males, eight females, Fort Collins August

1<);

j).

81.

one male, Morri-

son June 29.

One of the male specimens has the hyaline portion of tlic wings
extending quite to the base in the anterior and middle tields.
76.

CIRCOTETTIX SUFFUSUS

Trimerotripiif finfiiKus

^CVBDER, Bull. U.

S.

Scudder.

Geol. Surv. Terr.,

Trlmerotropis coliitidda ScvTtDER, Rept. Ent. Soc. Ont.,

Three males, one female, Chama,
77.

II, 1870, p. 265.

XXI II.

189:>, p. 77.

New Mexico August

CIRCOTETTIX UNDULATUS

(Edipoda niididatax Thoma.s, Ann. Rept. U.

S. (tcoI.

11.

Thomas.
Sniv. Terr., V, 187

1,

p. 4(i0.

Twenty-six males, twenty females. Chimney (iulcli dune i:»: lxiik\vs
1P>; Pine Grove July 18 and 27; Golden, in foothills, duly 27;

July
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New

Chaiiia,
14;

Mexit-o Aui[yust

Durungo August

This

oommon

is

Rico August 16; Cumbres August
Peak July 21; Cripple C'reek July i>6.

l-i;

15; Pikes

species

vol. xxvi

one of the noisiest insects that inhabit the

canyons.
78.

CIRCOTETTIX VERRUCULATUS

Kirby.

IV, 1837,

p. 250.

Loeufitn vcrrnciddtiis

Kiuhy, Faun. Bor.

Aiiier.,

Eight males, one female. Pine (xrove July 16 and 23; Platte Canyon

May

25.

This

is

C

even a more noisy species than

undulatus.

The}^

fl}^

dur-

the hottest part of the daj' and the sharp crackling noise made by
On quiet daj's 1 have
their wings may be heard for long distances.
ino-

them for almost or quite half a mile. Often thev will
remain suspended almost stationary in the air, making the welkin ring
with their shrill crackling.
distinctly heard

79.

HADROTETTIX TRIFASCIATUS

Gryllus trifa><ciatus i^A\,

One female

Amer.

Ent., Ill, 182S, p. 7S,

Texas on July

at Victoria,

10,

])1.

Say.

xxxiv.

and many specimens

of

both sexes, ]K)th mature and immature, in Colorado at Denver, Golden,

and Fort Collins from June 7
This

is

apparentl}^ not a

farther north

At Victoria

1

it is

saw
80.

to

10.

insect in southern Texas, though

very common, as indicated by the above records.
the one specimen and no nymphs.

])ut

HELIASTUS GUANIERI, new
(Plate

Of

August

common

LV,

lig.

species.

3.)

small size, pale testaceous, scarcely paler })elow.

Head promi-

nent, nearly smooth, face almost perpendicular; eyes small, subglol)ular.

about half as long as the infraocular part of the gen;e; anteinue
and filiform

long, about four-lifths as long as the posterior femoia, fine
in the

female, coarser and slightly flattened apically in the male.

Pronotum constricted mesially, flaring ])oth in front and behind,
anterior margin slightl}' rounded, mesially subimmarginate, posterior
margin obtuse-angularly rounded; median carina' almost ol)solete except
on the metanotum where it is present as a fine raised line; lateral
carina present only posterior of the typical sulcus and there very
rounded; descending lobes of the pronotum apically subtruncate, in
no wi.se descending below the free pleural lobes anterior to them. The

tegmina extend to or slightly beyond the tips of the hind femora and
are quite broad, about one-fifth as broad as long, the tips well rounded
and the anterior and i)osterior margins about e(iually rounded, uniformly pale testaceous or with more or less maculation, along the
posterior mai-gin generally with separate and distinct fuscous spots.
Intercalary vein absent.
Winos hvaline, veins greenish. Fore and

—
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middle legs more or less distinctly banded with black, posterior femora
pale testaceous, paler below and on the inner side, dorsally and on the

upper part of the outer face marked by two oblique dark hands, one
median and one subapical; hind tibise red, paling somewhat on the
basal fourth; spines red at the base, the apical half black.

Length of body, male, 14 mm*; female,

l^-'M) mm.; antenniv, male,
mm.; elytra, male, 11 mm,; female, 15-10 nnn.;
hind femoi*a, male, 9 mm.; female, 9.5-10 mm.
No. 6600, U.S.N.M. Described from specimens from ColoType.
rado collected by G. Guanier at Pueblo many years ago.
I collected
7.5

mm.; female,

8

—

one specimen, a female, at Fort Collins, on August 11, and the U. S.
National Museum contains specimens from Douglas County, Kansas,
and others labeled " Colorado."
This species

is

probably the nearest

the long antennae and the red hind
will serve to separate them.

Regarding the posterior
writes

me

tibije of

HeUastns mininms, but
together wnth the habitat,

allied to

tibia?,

//.

minimus, Professor Morse

as follows: '"^Hind tibiae of Tleliastiis niinirnvs are luteous

pale yellowish Imff

— probably almost ixoyj white

8i.

BRACHYSTOLA MAGNA

in life."

Girard.

BrachypeplKs tnagnus Girard, Marcy, Expl. Ked River, 1853,

p. ^260, pi.

xv,

1-4.

figs.

Several specimens, mature and immature, at

Golden, on popp}Brachypephis virescens Charpenter is very probabl}'
If such should prove the case, the name
a synonym of this species.
vircsce/ix would have preference, being estal)lished several years
plants in July.

previous to

)iia(jna.

SulalaiTiily
82.

RJtomalea

A.CRIDII]Sr^E.

T^NIOPODA PECTICORNIS

pt'cfiroriiiii

Walker,

Cat.

Derm.

Walker.

Salt., Ill, 1870, p. 538.

Timiopoda jnctlcornh Stal, Rec. Orth., I, 1873, p. 51.—Thomas, Rept. U. S.
Geo!. Surv. west 100 merid., V, 1875, p. 898.— Scudder and Cockerell,
Proc. Davenp. Acad. Sci., IX, 1902, p. 39.

Specimens of this fine insect were sent to the Division of Entomology
by Mr. E. Meyenberg, of Pecos, Texas, with the statement that they
were taken at the base of the foothills of the Guadalupe Mountains.
This species does not appear in Scudder's catalogue.
83.

DICTYOPHORUS RETICULATUS

Dirti/o/>horiii<retlrulalUi<Tiiv^TiKRu,

This handsome insect
Victoria, Texas,

where

Acad.

St. Petersl).,

V, 1815,

p. 259.

quite conunon in some cotton fields about
matures al)out the end of June. The con-

is

it

Mem.

Thunberg.
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spicuously marked n_yniphs are no less striking in appearance than the
mature individuals, in fact being easier seen at a distjince than the

imagoes.

unrecorded fact regarding this species was noted in
Both sexes, but especially the males, when disturbed make
the field.
a distinct simmering or bubbling sound, high-noted, })ut of small volume. Upon investigation, this sound was found to proceed from a
gland. proba))ly a modified spiracle, opening from the side of the body
above and slightly behind the middle coxa;. The sound is produced
by the insects forcing out very minute bubbles of a clear liquid, causWhether
ing a sound sufficiently loud to be heard for some distance.
and
resulting
sound
properties
the
purely
this liquid has repelling
the
production
of
sound
is
main
o))ject
the
of
mechanical, or whether

An apparentW

the mechanism, was not determined.

SCHISTOCERCA ALUTACEA

84.

Acridium alutacea IIakkls, Ins.

One female specimen

at

Inj. Veg., 1841,

Harris.

13i).

]>.

Grand Junction August

17,

and one male

])y

Oslar, labeled "Colorado."

SCHISTOCERCA AMERICANA

85.

Drury,

(JryUtm (nnericamt

III.

Nat. Hist.,

I,

1770,

Drury.

128, pi. xlix, fig. 2.

i>.

This species is quite common at times in the cotton fields of Texas.
Several specimens were taken at Victoria in June and Jul3\

SCHISTOCERCA OBSCURA

86.

(iriilliiH

One

oljKcnrd Fabricics, Suppl. Ent. Syst., 1798, p. 194.

large female
87.

Acridium

Two

Fabricius.

from Quero, Texas July

11.

SCHISTOCERCA SHOSHONE

i^hoshoiie

TnoMAS, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Thomas.

Sci. Philad., 1873, p. 165.

from Yuma, Arizona, and one male from PhoeImmersion in alcohol seems to discolor these insects to
a consideral)le extent, changing the green to light brown and the color
of hind tibia3 from red to yellow.
large females

nix, Arizona.

88.

PARAIDEMONA MIMICA

Paraideniona miinica Scudder,
])!.

Ill,

%.

Proc;.

U.

S.

Nat.

Scudder.

Ivlus.,

XX,

1897, pp. 42, 4;!-44,

10.

]\Iany specimens of both sexes in cotton fields in the vicinity of Vic

This seems to be the common spcn-ies
no other species being represented among
the many specimens examined.
It is quite variable, both in size and
toria,

Texas, in June and July.

in that section of the State,

coloration.
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89.
Pezotetti.r alh<( I)()D{iE,

HYPOCHLORA ALBA
Can. Ent., VIII,

LS7(;

,,.

797

Dodge.

10.

Two

males and three females at Fort Collins
Auj>-ust
'female at Boulder on August lo.
I

HESPEROTETTIX PRATENSIS

90.

ir<'.^peroMti.r pra/eml.^

I

Scuddkk, Proc.

(T.

S.

Nat.

X\

Mm^

'

'

Four males, two females, Pine Grove July

^July

and

(,ne

Scudder.

pi. V, fig. 8.

1

U,

18,

,„. -,- rs rr
1897
^«'^'.l'I'-->'.''4-f.r,,

and Grand Jmu-tion

7.

HESPEROTETTIX SPECIOSUS

91.

PezotPtfix speriogus

Found

HcvmwAi, Kept. U.

S.

Scudder.

Geol. 8urv. Nebr., 1871,

p. 2.50.

common in long grass in southern Texas in June and
apparently matures in that section about the end
of June.
|A number of specimens were taken in cotton tields.
July.

quite

It

HESPEROTETTIX VIRIDIS

92.

Caloptrnm

Thomas, Ann. Kept. U.

viridls

S.

Thomas.

Geol. Surv. Terr., \., 1872,

'

pi.

j

[to
!

11,

450

'

Ten males, nineteen females, Pikes Peak July 21; Golden June
19
August 21; Fort Collins August 11; Denver July W.
Males of this species are quite variable
92.

Pezoiettix rhniopodii

j

p.

fig. 3.

in size.

^OLOPLUS CHENOPODII
Bkhxer,

Bruner.

Ins. Life, VII, 1894, pp. 41-42.

Numerous specimens

of this interesting species were taken at Palisade July 8 in a patch of low prickly shrubs just across the
railroad
from the station, which I suppose is the Chenipodaceous plant on
which the species was originally recorded as feeding. Specimens were
ilso

taken at Grand Junction and Delta.

They were seen mating at
on August IT, and on the latter date some a})par(>ntly
full grown nymphs were taken.
These nymphs were uniformly light
vellowish in color and the thorax more tectiform than in mature indiA^duals.
Among the mature specimens taken wore some indi\ifluals
idmost unicolorous, without fuscous markings.
the latter place

94.
Pezoiettix pdfKjosng

iEOLOPLUS PLAGOSUS

Scudder.

Scudder, Ann. Rept. Chief Eng., 1876,

p. 504.

Numerous specimens from the side of Tenderfoot Mountain, just
icross the railroad from the station at Salida from August 1 to 7.
rhey were very common and frequently found mating. One female
specimen was also taken at Sedalia and the color of that specimen

is

of
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a decidedl}' yellowish cast, radically different from the dark-l)rown
color that characterized all the Salida specimens except one which was
colored similar to the Sedalia specimen.
95.

Cahptenu!^

yEOLOPLUS REGALIS

rrr/iilix J)o\)C,K,

Ciin. Ent.,

VIII,

Dodge.

lS7t), i)p. 11, 12.

Four males, four females. Fort Collins Auoust

Some specimens have

lU.

the elytra greenish, but generally they arc

Oni^ i)air was taken mated,

brownish.

96.

Caloptenus turnhnlH

/EOLOPLUS TURNBULLI
Thomas, Ann. Kept. U.

8.

Thomas.

Geol. Surv. Terr., V., 1872,

]>.

452,

',\

'

pi.

IT,

fi<r.

10.

One male, one female. Delta July 13.
These specimens are unusually brachypterous, the elytra covering
but little more than half of the abdomen. The female is also smaller
than usual, but otherwise both specimens are typical. The posterior
tibiw are varia))le in color, those of the female greenish yellow with
a pallid subbasal annulus, while those of the male are testaceous
merging into pale reddish on the basal third. The measurements of
two specimens are as follows:
Length of bod}", male and female, 16 mm.; antennte, male, 5 mm.;
female, 1 nun.; pronotum, male and female, 3.5 mm.; elytra, male and

these

female, T

mm.;
97.

Pezotettiv

posterior femora, male, T.5

mm.;

MELANOPLUS ALTITUDINUM

female, 8

mm.

Scudder.

altitudmum Scudder, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1879,

j).

86.

Melanoj)lus hiironi Blatchley, Psyche, VIII, 1898, pp. 195, 196.

Seven males, eight females, Pine Grove July 18, at the head of a
above the town. Also one pair from
Pikes Peak July 21, one female above Boulder June 9, and one male
above (xolden June IT.
The elytra of these specimens are somewhat variable in length, in
the male sex varying from 4.75 to 6 mm.
There are several specimens of this species in the United States National Museum named by
Dr. Scudder, and the male tegmina vnvy from 5.5 to 9.5 mm. and thei
female tegmina vary from 7.5 to 11 mm. in length.
But these highen
nK^asurements seem exceptional, the usual length of elytra being about
t) mm. in the
males and 7 mm. in the females. Types of JI('/<(/toj)lus
h'uroni Blatchley are in the National Museum and seem to be identical
with specimens of (ilt'dudinHm from various localities in the West. It
is not clear why Dr. Scudder placed this species in the Borckli serie;of the genus, as it surely does not belong there.
side gulch nearly a thousand feet
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MELANOPLUS ATLANIS

98.
Calojih'iiKs (it/cniis

taken at various points

p. 109.

Colorado on both sides

in

Specimens were also taken on the snnnnit of Pikes
fields
on July 20. The color of tlie posterior tibia' var}^
on
snow
Peak
from l)right red to yellow and 1)1 ue.
of

•

Riley.

Riley, Ann. Rept. Ins. Mo., VII, 1875,

Thi.s species wa.s

799

tlie

divide.

99.

I

MELANOPLUS BIVITTATUS

Say.

GryUiis hirittntKs S.\y, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., IV, 1825,

I

ji.

308.

Six males, twelve females, Denver July K); (lolden June 19 and
August 21; Fort Collins August 10.
A pair from Fort Collins is brachypterous, the wings covering t)ut
little more than half of the abdomen.
The male is (juite small, measuring as follows:

I

Length, 22 mm.; elytra, 9 mm.; hind femora, 12 mm.

f

MELANOPLUS BOWDITCHI

100.

Scudder.

Melanoplui^ Ixitrditchi Scudder, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

I

XX,

1879,

]>.

72.

Two

males, six females, Fort Collins August 9; Salida August 0;
one male from Williams, Arizona. The Colorado specimens have
the male furcula shaped considerabh" like those of Jf. jHcfu.'^ as illustrated on Plate XI of Scudder's Revision of the Melanopli.
The specimen from Arizona has these organs more rounded out on the inner
side than usual.
Some specimens from Salida are in the collection of
the Colorado Ag-ricultural College labeled "bowditchi or n. sp.*'
also

I

'

I

I

'

loi.

MELANOPLUS COCCINEIPES

Scudder.

Melanoplus coccineipes Scudder, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc,

XXXVI,

1897,

pp.

26, 34.

Thirteen males and eleven females from Golden, Denver, and Fort
Collins

from July 11
102.

to

August

23.

MELANOPLUS COLLINUS

Scudder.

Melanoplus eolllnns iicvDVBR, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XIX,

1878, p. 285.

One male specimen taken at Fort Collins August 1<>. This specimen is indistinguishable from specimens from Virginia and Canada.
It

has not, I believe, been recorded from Colorado before.
103.

MELANOPLUS COLORADUS,
(Plate

One male specimen from
Of mediuDi
in general

Figs.

species.

1, 1^'.)

Palisade Jul}"

8.

very closely i-elated to Jf. projiinquus
Head quite prominent, llavo-testaceous, darker

size, testaceous,

appearance.

LV,

new

'
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above with a scarcely discernible trace of a postocular band, though
with more specimens there would i)r()l)a))ly be some variation in this
The vertex is tumid and slig-htl}' elevated above the thorax:
respect.
interspace between the eyes about as broad as the Ijasal segment of
the anteniKc: frontal costa subequal, flat, biseriately punctate above
the ocellus, below shallowly sulcate, just failing to reach the clypeus;

eyes moderately prominent, a little longer than the infracular part of
the gena?; antenna^ flavo-testaceous, about three-fourths as long as thei
Pronotum very slightly enlarging from in front
posterior femora.

backward, the carina^ as in 31. i^^opinquus; color testaceous with u
black postocular band on the prozona, not extending onto the metazona; front margin truncate, scarcely at all flaring, hind margin
Prosternal spine and mesosternal foramine as in
obtusangulate.
proplnquK^. Tegmina considerably passing the posterior femora,
Fore and
ver}' slender in form and uniformly testaceous, immaculate.
middle femora considerably swollen, hind femora very pale testaceous
above, paler below, without })ands, but with black genicular arcs.
uniformly red, spines wholh^ black, eleven in number
Extremity of abdomen quite noticeably clavate,
moderateh' recurved, the supraanal plate strongly depressed apically,
almost hidden by the more than usuul developed pallium, lateral margins moderately elevated, median sulcus moderateh' deep with narrow,
elevated margins; furcula two-thirds as long as the supraanal plate,
broad and touching at the base for a third of their length and quite
thin, narrowing abruptly to half their basal width and continuing as
C3dindrical oval terminating fingers, slightly curving inward; cerci
relatively broader than those of pr(>pin<iuu)i., tapering more on the
upper side than on the lower and obliquely truncate apically, the upper
edge of the apex blunth" acute; subgenital plate as in proplnquus.

Posterior

i

<

i

tibise

in the outer series.

Length of body from head to tip of the abdomen, 21 mm., antennae,
mm., elytra, 18 mm., hind femora, 12 mm.
Type.—^o. 6599, U.S.N.M.
The broader cerci, pallid lower surface of the posterior femora, and
the habitat will serve to separate this species from its nearest ally,
M. proplnquus. It belongs to the femur rubrum series.

8

104.

Arridium

MELANOPLUS DIFFERENTIALIS

differentialis

Many, specimens

Thomas, Trans.

111. 8t.

Thomas.

Agrie. 80c., V, 1865,

j*.

450.

in June and July and on both
At Grand Junction I took a number
both sexes on August IT that were uni-

at Victoria,

Texas

sides of the divide in Colorado.

of fine large specimens of

formly brownish in color and very large. In Texas they were very
numerous along roadsides in rank weeds, flying up in swarms at the
approach of the buggy. In the streets of Denver black individuals
were taken on several occasions.

i
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105.

Catopteiuiiffitriatiis

Two

MELANOPLUS FASCIATUS
Walker,

Cat.

Derm.

males at Pine Grove on July

Sail.,

Walker.

TV, 1870,

jt.

Acridnnii fetnur-rabraiii

680.

IS.

MELANOPLUS FEMUR-RUBRUM

106.

801

Ue Geer, Mem.,

De

Geer.

Ill, 1773, p. 4S)S, pi. xi.ii, lig 5.

Two

males, twent3^-seven females, Montevista August i;^; Golden
August 23; Fort Collins August 10; Denver July 16; Montrose

August

13;

Glenwood Springs August
Mancos August 10.

18;

Grand Junction August

17;

Palisade Juh' 8;

107.

MELANOPLUS FLABELLATUS

}fi'ln)inplui<Jhil)ell<it>ix

Sctdder,

Scudder.

Prijc. Bost. Soi'. Nat. Hii<t.,

XX,

1S71I, pj). SL'-<s3.

This species was found mating in considerable numbers
of an

open piece of woods near Victoria, Texas on June
108.

MELANOPLUS FLAVIDUS

in the

edge

28.

Scudder.

Melanoplusflmudus Scudder, Proe. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1879, p. 74.

Nine males, thirteen females, Golden June 19 and August 21; Fort
Collins

Some

August

11.

of these specimens are quite brightly yellowish and others are

quite uniformly brown, except the posterior

tibiae.

Some specimens

have the lateral lobes of the pronotum with a black postocular band
and some are unicolorous. All have the hind femora bifasciate with
fuscous above.
109.

MELANOPLUS GLADSTONI

Melanoplus gladdoni Scudder, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc,

Scudder.

XXXVI,

1897, pp. 28, 33.

Eleven males, ten females, Golden August 21 Fort Collins August 9.
The specimens from Colorado and Nebraska mentioned by Scudder
;

on page 230 of his revision of the Melanopli agree exactly with this
lot from Colorado, otherwise these would have been treated of here

gladdoni and that species must be very similar, in
Colorado specimens in the collection of the Colorado Agricul-

as conspersus^ for
fact,

tural College are labeled as conspersus.

The

cerci of

some of the

specimens, both of the present lot from Colorado and those mentioned
above from Nebraska, are apically bent inward at almost a right
angle.
It may be that they are the true co7ispersus, and ghidstoni
occurs only further north.

Or,

still

more

likely, (jladstoitl

forms of one variable species. To
conspersus^ or typical examples, must be seen.
spersus are

and contype of

settle this the
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MELANOPLUS INFANTILIS

vol. xxvi.

Scudder.

Sci-ddek, Proc. Jiost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XX,

1S7!», ])p. (;r>-(i7.

TiMi nuilcs, eight females, lkil<\vs July 13; Crii)ple Creek July
Fort CoUin.s August 10; Morrison June 27; Denver ,hily 10.
III.

MELANOPLUS INTERMEDIUS

Melanopln.s intermedins ^cvuDmi, Proc. Aiiier. Pliil. 8(jc.,

Scudder.

XXXVI,

Twenty males, nineteen females, Montrose August
Springs August

MELANOPLUS LAKINUS

Idkiiiiix S(Ti)])EK,

XX,

I'roc. Best. Soc. Xa,t. Hist.,

MELANOPLUS LATIFERCULA,
(Plate

LV,

tig. 4,

:',2.

Glenwood

,ji

l)raehypteroiis species of

!>.

new

1879, pp. 79-80.

One

pair mating.

species.

Aa.)

One male from Cumbres, Colorado, August

A

IT;

'2i),

Scudder.

Six males, four females. Fort Collins, August
113.

LSilT, \)\k

18.
112.

Pezokttix

i^(j;

14.

small size and very dark fuscous

in

head moderately prominent,, dark fuscous above and on the
upper portion of the gen^, elsewhere dark ashen except for a broad
piceous postocular band; vertex elevated considerably above the pronotum, somewhat tumid; interspace between the eyes noticabh^ l)roadt'r
than the basal segment of the antenme; frontal costa but slightly
broader than the space between the eyes, Avith the margins parallel
and punctate throughout, very shallowly sulcate at and below the
ocellus, just failing to reach the clypeus; ej^es neither large nor promAntennae
inent, a little longer than the infraocular part of the genfe.
fuscous, two-thirds as long as the posterior femora.
Pronotum subequal, ver}?^ slightly enlarging posteriorly, uniformly dark fuscous
except for a broad, slightl}^ broken, postocular stripe which does not
extend on to the metanotum; the disk passes into the perpendicular
lateral lobes with an abrupt turn, making the lateral carinse well
marked; front border truncate, in no wise flaring to receive the head:
posterior border very oljtusel}' angled, the angle rounded; prosternal
spine short, erect, subquadrate, and bluntly rounded at the apex;
interspace between the niesosternal lobes quadrate, metasternal lobes
approximate. Tegmina abbreviate, but little longer than the pronottun.
overlapping and apically pointed, immaculately fuscous; fore and middle femora (luite strongly tumid, the anterior ones the more so; hind
femora quite stout, dark fuscous except below where they are dark
red, with darker geniculations preceded by a pallid band; spines black
to the l)ase, ten in num})er in the outer series.
Tip of the abdomen
scarcely clavate, considerabl}^ upturned, the supraaual plate apically
color;

;

^

>;

>

j
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concealed by the ample pallium and with the sides partially hidden
beneath the short broad infraccrcal plates which overlie the borders of
the supraanal plate in this species; the median sulcus iiurrovv with

moderately elevated marj^-ins; furcula well developed, half as lon.r us
the supraanal plate and very broad, iKnirly half as broad iis loiif
touching- at the base and narrowed distally to a broadly rounded apex
the narrowing- more on the inner side; cerci very broad, about twice
as long as the basal width, tapering but little and that on the under
side of the apical third, the tip broadly rounded, thi; whole giMitiy
upcurved l)ut scarcely inclined inwards; subgcnital plate l)lack, the
tip elevated a little

above the

lateral

margins and narrowly und

shal-

lowly but distinctly notched.

Length of body, 16 mm.; antenna^,
el3'tra, 5

nun.; hind femora, 9.5

6.5 nun.; proiiotuin. 4 inin.;

mm.

Type.—'^o. 6601 U.S.N.M.
This species appears to belong to the mancus series.
114.

MELANOPLUS MINOR

Scudder.

Caloptenus unnor Hvuddkr, Vtoc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

XVII,

Sixteen males, sixteen females, Gleuwood Springs

June 15 and

Denver Juh'

21;
115.

]>.

,Jiily

,5;

47S:

Sedalia

16.

MELANOPLUS OCCIDENTALIS

Caloptenus uccidoitalia Thomas, Ann. Kept. U.
453, pi.

IS?'),

W.

Thomas.

Geol. 8nrv. Terr., V, 1S72, p.

II, fi'r. 2.

Seventy-four males, forty-nine females, Cripple Creek .July 26; MorJune 2!»; Golden June It) and July 11; Boulder June !»; Durango
June 12; Denver July 16; Pikes Peak July 21; Fort Collins August
10; Baileys July 30; Sedalia June 21; Glenwood Springs July 5.
rison

Though

Museum
The

the type of both this species and 21. cuneidu^s are in the

collection I can lind no stable character for separating them.

latter is the larger species, considering only the types, but with a

series,

such as the one

for their separation.

now before me, that
As for the tubercled

is

seen to be inadeciuatc

subgcnital plate of ocd-

given l)y Scudder for the separatit)n of that species from
cuneafm, I nmst confess an inability to make anything out of it. The
cerci of cuneatus seem however to be shorter and inferiorly more
lobed than in occidcutaIli<.
The males of this species, as represented by this series. \ary in
dentalis^ as

measurements as follows:
Length of body, 1!) to 2o nun.; elytra, S.5 to 16 nun.; hind femora,
lO to 11 nun.
The specimen from which the mininuim measurement
of the elytra was taken was collected at Glenwood Si)rings on duly 5,
and is an unique specimen of its kind so far as nrorded. no other
known individual having elytra less than 12 nun. in length.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

51
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ii6.

Melanoplns

MELANOPLUS PACKARDII

jMick-aniil ^vv}n)FAi, I'roc. Bost. 8i)r.

Nat.

vol. xxvi.

Scudder.

XIX,

Ili^t.,

1S7S, p. 2S7.

specimen in cotton ticld at Victoria, Texas, in late June;
apparently not veiy common. In Colorado specimens of both sexes
were taken at the following places: Denver July 16; Golden August

One

feiiiale

21 and Morrison

June

117.

28.

MELANOPLUS PLUMBEUS

Caloptenux jilnmlniix

1)(ii)(4K,

Can. Ent., IX, 1877,

Dodge

p. 12.

Seventeen males, nine females, Denver July 1(5.
of some spechnens are almost fuscous and distinctly
But the
maculate, and the general color varies from fuscous to tiavous.
Havous stripe on a darker background is constant, and specimens of
this species can ])e separated ivom. fetHur-ruhruut with considerable
But those two
certainty l)y that chara(;ter and the general appearance.
species are very close and may prove to be forms of the same thing,

The elytra

118.
Pezotctlix

PHOETALIOTES NEBRASCENSIS

iiL'hr(f.^ct'ii.sis

Thomas, Ann.

Thomas.

Kei)t. V. S. Cieul. >Surv. Ti-rr., V, JS72, p. 455.

Seven males, six females, Fort Collins August
macropterous.

l)ut all
119.

Cdlnjilciiiis jloriihiiKi

Two

One

pair

]S74, pp.

2, (iS.

lU.

is

the rest are l)rachypterous.

PAROXYA FLORIDANA

Thomas,

Bull. U.

vS.

Thomas.

(led. Surv. Terr.,

1,

These specimens are

females, Victoria, Texas, in June, 11H)2.

typical in having the fuscous stripe of the lateral lobes of the

pronotum

abruptly terminated at the posterior sulcus.
Specimens of this species
taken in numbers at Rosslyn, Virginia, usually have this stripe percurrent, though ])ehind the posterior sulcus

it is

not generall}^ so well

defined.
120.
Pezotelli.i- pici Kill

DACTYLOTUM PICTUM

Thomas.

THi)M\t>, Broc. Acad. X"at. Sci. Bhilad., LS70, p. 7S.

A few specimens of both sexes, also nymphs, at Denver, July
Golden, July 27; and Fort Collins, August 10.
LOCUSTID.E.
ARETH.^A PHALANGIUM

2»i;

Family

121.

Spudder.

J'Ajipdii jihiildiKjiinn't^vvinwM, T'nx;. Bost. 80c. Nat. Hist.,

Three females Avere taken
lattvi-

paii of June, 1902.

in

XIX,

1877,

\>.

the vicinity of Victoria, Texas,

They were

all

10.

in the

flying in open prairies, and

other specimens were seen but not taken. They do not usually take
long flights, generally no more than 50 or 1<»0 yards. There is some
variation in the radial branches of the elytra, the inultlramom of
Bruiuier representing such variation.
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SCUDDERIA CURVICAUDA

122.

De Geer,

Lnnisfii rurricauild

One

Meiu., Ill,

De

ITT.'i, p. 44(i,

805

Geer.
x.xxviii,

j)l.

(it;.

3.

Victoria, Texas, in Juno.

])iiir iit

123.

SCUDDERIA FURCATA

Brunner.

Scudderla furcatn Brunner, Monogr. Phaner., 1878,

p.

jil.

2;>!),

v, lig. 7:^a.

One mature female by E. J. Oslar, marked "Colorado." and one
immature specimen which probabl}^ belonj^-s to this species was taken
at Golden on Jul}' 18.

SCUDDERIA TEXENSIS

124.

Saussure and

Scudderia texenxis Saussure and Pictet, Biol. ('ent.-AiiKT.,

Pictet.
Ortli.,

ls'.»7, 1,

pp.

;!28,

329, 330, pi. XV, figs. 18, 19.

One female

at Victoria in

125.
P}njUoj)lrr((

June, 1002.

AMBLYCORYPHA HUASTECA

Saussure.

huasteca Saussure, Rev. ]Mag. Zool., XI, 1859, p. 205.

Quito conmion in lowlands in southern Texas. A number of specimens were taken near Victoria, and in earl}' July I saw hundreds of
them taking- short flights over a piece of low prairie.

AMBLYCORYPHA UHLERI

126.
^'

Amhhjcorypha

iihleri

Stal.

Stal, Bih. Sv. Vet.-akail. liandl., IV,

187(5,

No.

5,

ji.

57.

Several specimens at Victoria in June.
127.
Gri/IJiis

MICROCENTRUM LAURIFOLIUM

{TcUujoiiia) lanrifoliuin Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., 10th

One male

at

Durango, by E.
128.

Conocep}i(tlus oisiger

Inj. Veg., 1841, p.

Three males and two females, by E.

One

of the specimens, a male,
129.

O'rii/las [Tettigoni'i)

At

e<l., I,

1758, p. 429.

J. Oslar.

CONOCEPHALUS ENSIGER
Harris, Ins.

Linnaeus.

is

Harris.
1;'>I.

J. Oslar,

l)rown,

all

marked

*'

Colorado."

the others green.

CONOCEPHALUS TRIORS

Linnasus.

Iriups Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., lOtli lmI., I, 1758, p. 4.i0.

Victoria, Texas, a mature male and an a})parcntly half-grown
taken on July 10 in grass near an old irrigating reservoir.

nymph were

130.

ORCHELIMUM HERBACEUM

Orchcliiiiinii herlxiccwii

Servili.e, Ortli.,

18.'!9,

S])ecimens of this species Avere taken

common

as

Serville.

p. 524.

in

the next species, with which

Texas, where
it

it

is

not as

was found associated.

S[)ccmu'ns were also taken in Colorado, by E. J. Oslar, but are Avith-

out locality or date.

,.
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ORCHELIMUM LONGIPENNE

131.

Orchflhmim lonfppenne Scupder,

Scudder.

Journ. Nat. Hiyt., VII,

Boj-I.

1S()2, p. 458.

coiunion in the vicinih^ of lakes or water courses in southern
'rh(> speeie.s dit!er from hrrhnceuin in having- a slightly longer

(^uit(>

Texas.

form is not nearlv so slender, espeeiall}- in the males.
of a dorsal stripe on the pronotum is not a
al)sence
or
The presence
st^imration of species in this genus, as there
the
for
character
very stabl(>
ovipositor, and the

is

.

i

'

consideriibU' variation in this respect.

XIPHIDIUM FASCIATUM De

132.

De Geer, Mem.,

Xijihldiiiiii /(isrinlinii

Geer.

Ill, 1773, p. 45S, pi.

.\i,,

i'v^.

4.

conmion and widely spread species. It often comes to light,
sometimes in considerable numbers. Many specimens of both sexeswere taken at Victoria, Texas, in June and July, and one male specimen was taken at Montevista, Colorado, on August 13.

A

•

133.
Xi]>lii<liinH .saltdiix

One male and

XIPHIDIUM SALTANS

ScTDDER, Kept. U.

Xiphidii'vi xirlrlnm

Geol. 8urv. Nebr., 1S71,

Fort Collins, August

six females at
134.

8.

Scudder.

XIPHIDIUM STRICTUM

Hcudder,

10, in

rank grass.

.

Scudder.

Nat. Hist.,

I'vov. Bost. Soc.

p. 249.

XVII,

1S75, p. 4(i0.

Several females were taken near Victoria, Texas in June, 11)02.
in reeds near a swamp and both mature -find immature

They were

specimens were taken.
135.

No males were

seen.

XIPHIDIUM VICINUM

Xlphldhnii rirlnum Morsse, Can. Eut.,

XXXIII,

Morse.

1901, p. 208.

Three males and two females of this species were taken at Fort ColThe females and one of the males
lins on August 10, in rank grass.
are of the form i-nWed jm)ductH/it by Professor Morse.
136.

Lonixid
pi.

CAPNOBATES FULIGINOSUS

J'liliguiosiin
I,

Tiiom.ss,

Aim. Kept. U.

8.

Thomas.

Geol. Surv. Terr.,V, 1872, p. 443,;

fig. 9.

Two

males at Bright Angel, Ai'i/ona on July 13, in the Colorado^
at an altitude of 3,000 feet.
The spines on the outer inferior
sid(> of the fore femora of some specimens of this species are wholly^
wanting, their location being indicated ])v piceous spots.

Canyon

1

137.
A)i(ilini!<

ANABRUS COLORADUS

cnlonKliis Tiiom.vs,

Six males,

live

Ann.

I\u])t.

females, Cumbics.

U.

S.

Thomas.

Gcol. Surv.

August

11;

Tt'ir.

,

V, 1S72,

]>.

440.

Pikes Peak, July 21,

and South Park, bv Oslar.

i
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At

Cunil)ivs

niale.s

th(>

mornino-, and that

l(>d

wore

stndul{itinj>- aljout

to their capture.

807
o'clock

1(»

Tliev were

in

the

in

the orass and

would never have been discovered but for their .song. But even wIkmi
once discovered their capture was not at all assured, for liicv blended
in color with the tvniss so perfectly and were so active in chidiiiu- the
grasp that many would escape when almost in the bottle.

ANABRUS PURPURASCENS

138,

Amthnix

One

pvrpiiraf^cenfi

Uhlkr, Proc. Ent.

Soc.

Uhler.

I'liilail., II,1,S()4, p.

.">.")0.

Fort Collins, August 1(», on the piaiiie out half
from the foothills. The males were stridulatin^-.
pair,

139.

EREMOPEDES BALLI

Ernnoprde.'^ haJIi (Iaudell, Can.

l<]nt.,

XXXIV,

a mile

Caudell.

1902,

]>.

100.

Six males, three females, Fort Collins, August 19;

live

males and

three females, Williams, Arizona, from June 6 to July 80, and one

male at Flagstatf. Arizona, on July 4. The specimens from Williams were found under bark, quite a surprising fact considering the
hal)itat of the type specimens.
In the more immature specimens the
lateral lo])es are persistently striped

wnth a longitudinal ])lackish stripe

which extends across the thorax and nearl}- to the end of the abdomen.
On the thorax the stripe is sharph' defined above and fades out gradually below.
At Williams they appear to mature aliout a month earlier
than at Fort Collins, the mature specimens being taken at the former
place on July 1.
The mature individuals from Arizona have the posterior femora marked externally by two ])lack stripes, as mentioned
under the next species.
140.

EREMOPEDES UNICOLOR

Eremopr(h\'< viiiriiJor i>vvDJ^KR, Proc.

Scudder.

Davenp. Acad. Xat.

Sci.,

VIII,

]S!)i),

jt.

97.

One female from Hot Springs, Arizona June 12. This specimen is
somewhat larger than the type and the pronotum is somewhat infuscated, the infuscation confined to a little more than the anterior half
margins of the lateral lobes, though
margin just above the sinus. The
posterior femora have two longitudinal black streaks, converging
and not reaching
there

is

to the inferior

a dash of black next the

somewhat posteriorally. The nuMisurements ai"e as follows:
iniu.: hind feuioia,
Length of thorax, 8.5 mm.: fore femora.
'.»

nun.

:

ovipositor, 19
141.

mm.

PLAGIOSTIRA ALBONOTATA

Scudder.

PlagioMira alhonutata ScrnnER, Ann. Kept. Chief Kng.,

One

pair of this

on Julv

iJ-l.

i^tl

handsome

Tliev were found

insect
(>n

was taken

sagebrush.

lS7(i, p. ">01.

at Williams, Arizona,
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ATEI.OPLUS NOTATUS

142.

Scudder.

Atrlophis nohihis ><vvu]>KH, I'mc. Davcnp. Acad. Nat. ScL, \'III,

IS!)!),

]>.

<).S.

One mature female and three nymphs at Hot Springs, Arizona July
The smallest nymphs were collected on the earlier date. The
2!^.

18 to

mature specimen agrees with the type specimen in tiie collection of
Museum except that there is no doi'sul sti-i}ie pres(Mit.

the National

CEUTHOPHILUS DEVIUS

143.

Ceuthophilus (Jprinx

Scri)i)i.:K,

Proi;.

Scudder.

Ainer. Acad. Arts

1

XXX,

Sci.,

1S94, pp.

.'!0,

99-100.

A

mature* indi\i(lual was takiMi at Durano-o by Oslai".
144.

CEUTHOPHILUS VALGUS

Ceuthophih(i< rnhjios Sccddei;,

I'roc.

Scudder.

Amer. Acad. Arts

XXX,

Sci.,

1S94, pp. 21,

74-75.

Several specim(Mis of l)oth sc^xes
145.

CcnthnphUii^

in

South Park, by Oslar.

CEUTHOPHILUS VINCULATUS

riiiriildliis

Scudder.

SvTDDEK, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

Sci.,

XXX,

1S94, pp.

29, 91-92.

Specimens of what I take to be the'youno- of this species were taken
head of Chimne}" Gulch, above (Tolden, May l'P>. They were
found in an old decaying' stump.

at the

146.

UDEOPSYLLA ROBUSTA

J'halfnxjo/hfls rahiisld

One female

TIaldemax,

T'nic.

Amer. Ahhoc. Adv.

K. J. Oslar. niarkcMJ

l»y

Haldeman.
Sci., 1

1,

1850, p. o46.

"Colorado."

Family (IRYLLID.F:.
147.

MYRMECOPHILA NEBRASCENSIS

Mi)r7nrrophil(t iiehrdscnixis

HcviMmu,

I'syciie,

Scudder.

VIII, 1S99, pp. 425, 427-42.S.

Several specimens of this species were taken at Williams, Arizona,
on May 20 and June 8.
148.

C'ydoptihis

One

CYCLOPTILUS SQUAMOSUS

)t(jnrniiOfiiis

feinal(»

specimen on cotton
149.

Gryllvs fascial an

The macropterous

at Victoria.

NEMOBIUS FASCIATUS

Dk Geer, Mem.,

llist.,

Texas

XII,

ISliS, p. 142.

in late

De

Geer.

Ill, 177H, p. 522, pi.

xlhi,

June.

fig. 5.

foi-m of this species occurred in large numbers at
Texas during the latter part of June, many huneasily gathered in one (>vening from the various lights

light in Victoria,

dreds l)eing

Scitddkk, Proc. Post. Soc. Nat.

Scudder.

,
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8()i)

scattered around throuoh th(> town.
But few brach3^pterous forms
were seen at liuht. In Colorado Init a sin^-le .specimen of the macropterou.s form was seen, one hy Oslar without date or locality. Brachypterous specimens of both sexes were taken at Fort Collins on Auc>u.st 10.

NEMOBIUS UTAHENSIS

150.

Sccddek,

Nemohiii.s iihdicnuix

One male
In.

and

a

of what

fivshly

is

Ci'ryllus (tlihrerlatnis

N. Y. Eiit. .Soc,

.luui'ii.

I\',

lsi)(>,

evidently this species was taken

matured one

151.

Scudder.

at

Montevista Auoust

GRYLLUS ABBREVIATUS
Serville, Orth., lSo9,

]>.

np.

at

V)!t

l():;-i04

Sedalia June

i;).

Serville.

.'!'!»).

One male

referable to this species was taken at Fort ('ollins August
and one at Sedalia June 15. The one from Fort Collins wa.s f reshl}'
matured when found. An inmiature female was also taken at Fort
11,

Collins

August
152.

10.

GRYLLUS PENNSYLVANICUS

Burmeister.

frrfiHux juinisylixitiieiis JivRy\EifiTi:H, Ilandl). Ent., II, ISoH, p. TIM.

The nymphs

of what is evidently this species occurred in the cotton
about Victoria, Texas in late June.
Mature macroptcrous
females were taken in woods under logs in early July. Brachypterous
males and females were collected in Colorado at (lolden, flune 5; Denver, June 17; Platte Canyon, June 10, and Grand Junction, Juh^ 7.
Mr. Oslar took a macropterous female at (^anyon City. A pair of
GryUus ruylectus^ which may be considered a variety of this species,
WAS taken at Canyon Cit}^ in July by Oslar.
fields

153.

GryUus

personatui<

GRYLLUS PERSONATUS

Uhler, Proc. Ent.

Uhler.

Soc. Philad., II, 1864, p.

Two males, three females. Grand Junction,
terous; one brachypterous male

was taken

.^47.

Oslar, all macropWinslow, Arizona, by

l)y

at

Messrs. Schwarz and Barber.
154.

CECANTHUS QUADRIPUNCTATUS

dCaditliiin ijiiuilripnnctatus
lip. 2.50-2.51,

Beutenmc ller,

Beutenmiiller.

Bull. Anier. Mu.«. Nat. Hist., VI, 1894,

271, tig. 5.

This species is cjuite conunon in the cotton fields of southern Texas.
Specimens were also collected in Colorado at Fort Collins.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
Fig.

LV.

new species, male.
new species, male, end of al)domen.
2. Psiiiidiu sulcifrous \SLr.-ampUcorni(.% new variety, female.
Ileliastus (juanieri, new species, female.
4. Melanoplus latifercida, new species, male.
4«. Melanoplus latifercida, new sjiecies, male, end of alxlomen.
1.

1".

.3.

Melanoplus

colorada^i,

MeJmioplus colomdm,

U. S.
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Some American Orthoptera.
For explanation of plate see page 809.
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A

REVIE^A^

OF

CYPRINOID FISHES

TITi:

Ol'

JAPAN.

By David Stakk Jordan and Heniiy W. Fowlki:.
Of till-

In the present paper
like lishes,

known

fyr/iiiid

is oi\

SlanfiinJ Junior rnlni-aih/.

en

an account of the Cvprinida',

to inha])it the rivers and lakes of Japan.

oi-

In

carp-

Japan,

most other regions outside of Polynesia, Australia, and South
America, the Cyp)'inid{v far outnumber all other fresh-water iishes,
and probahlv nuniei'ous species yet remain undescribed, especially in
This paper is l)ased on material belong-ing to the
the rivers of Kiusiu.
United States National Museum and to the museum of Leland StanMost of it was collected in lUOO by Proford Junior University.
The illustrative plates are drawn by ]\Irs.
Jordan
and
Snyder.
fessors
and
Mr.
Charles Bradley Hudson.
Lesley
Starks
Chloe
as in

Family CYPRINID.E.
CARPS.

Margin of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries alone; lower
pharyngeal bones well developed, falciform, nearly parallel with the
gill arches, each provided with 1 to 3 series of teeth in small number,
i to 7 in the main row, and a less number in the others, if more are
Head naked: body usually scaly. Barbels 2 or 4, often
present.
absent.
Belly usually rounded, rarely compressed, never serrated.
Gill openiug-s moderate, the

Branchiostegals always

3.

branchia^ usually present.

meml)ranes ])roadly joined to the isthnms.
PseudoGills 4, a slit behind the fourth.

No

adipose

fin.

Dorsal

tin

short or elon-

Air l)ladder usually large, coiumonly

Ventral tins abdominal.
divided into an anterior and a posterior lobe, not inclosed in a l)ony
capsule, rarely wanting.
Stomach without appendag(\s. ai)p('ariiig as
Fishes mostly of moderate or
a simple enlargement of the intestines.

gate.

small size, inhabiting the fresh waters of the Old A\'orld and of North
America, excessively abundant where found, both in individuals and
often peculiar.
species. The spring, or ])reeding dress, of the males
The top of the head, and often the tins or various portions of the body,
are covered with small tubercles, outgrowths from the epidermis.
i:s

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1334.
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The

and lower parts of (ho

fins

charood
although

the spring males are often

])0(ly in

with hriuht pio-nicnt, the prevailing- color of
in

some genera

whieh

is

rt^d,

satin-\Yhite, yellowisli, or hlack.

is

it

vol. xxvi.

a Dorsal fin short, of 8 to 15 rays, usually without serrated spiiu"; no anal spine;

air

bladder normally placed.
Inte.'^tinal canal elongate, usually more than twice lenijth of l)ody;
h RHonKix.E.
teeth one-rowed, with grinding surface; lips thin; l)<>dy compressed; peritoneum hlack; species herbivorous.
(

Barbels none; Imdy deep, compressed; scales rather small, closely iml)ricated,
about 55 in lateral line; teeth 5—5, with serrate edges; anal fin ratiier

long

Pseudoperihiiiijiiis,

1.

the end of each maxillary; scales large, of) to 40.
P>ody rather deep, rhomboid, compressed.
f'<ir(tcliril(t<jn<(thit!<,
Teeth serrate; dorsal long, of about 15 rays
re Teeth with entire edges; dorsal moderate, of about 12 i-ays.

rr Barl)els present, at
(1

2.

('

AchellotjiKithus, 3.
<I(J

.||

P>ody rather elongate, lanceolate in outline; dorsal short, of alxmt 10 rays;
teeth entire

i

(iivitJiopiKjon, 4.

bb intestinal canal short, less than twice length of body; teeth (jne, two, or three

Species more or less carnivorous.
them molar, the grinding surface,

rowed; peritoneum usually pale.

/ Teeth hooked,

none

slender,

of

if

I

present, very narrow,
gr

Barbels present, well developed, one of them terminal on

tlie

maxil-

lary.
//

Dorsal

B.vRBiN.E.

fin

with

its first

developed ray thickenetl or spine-

like,
t

Barbels two on each side; teeth three-rowed;

mucous

Dorsal

hh GoBioNiNiE.
j

Teeth

1,

Hjjs thick;

cavities

2 or

k Lips thin;

3,

fin

5—6

without spine-like ray; scales
or 5, 3, 2 or 1, two-rowed.

Leucogohio,

kk Lips broad and papillose;

mouth

small, protracted

ward
jj

5.

large.

mouth, terminal, oblique; dorsal nearly over ven-

trals
•

head with

Hemibarbn,^,

6.

down-

Psendocjohio,

Teeth one-rowed, 5

/Mouth

—

7.

.

5.

inferior; lips rather thick, ventrals Itehind front of

I

dorsal.

m

Dorsal

tin

low,

its

median rays not produced; head

rounded alwne

//

(j(j

mm. Dorsal fin high, its median rays produced in males;
head flattened above
AbhoUhia, 9.
Mouth terminal, oblique, the lower jaw projecting; head

depressed and pointed
Lei-ciscix.e.
Barbels wanting.

Zezer<(,

n Teeth one-rowed, 5-^5; a notch on should(>r
below, inside

gill

1

0.

giiilii'

opening; scales large.

Snout very blunt, rounded; mouth inferior. 7>//''/(f, 11.
Snout long; mouth small, terminal, nearly verti-

00

cal

mi Teeth tworowed;
J)

})p

2,

5

—

1,

Psi'udorasbora, 12.
5,

or

Lateral line straight; teeth

minal,

l

Sdrrodifilichlhi/s, 8*

very oblique;

Lateral line curved

2 or

G,

2,

scales

downward.

1.

2;

mouth

ter-

large,

al)out

40.

Okdia,

13.

5—5,

I'

7.

JAPANESE VYPRINOID FISHES—JORDAN AND FOWLER.

NO. 1334.

q Dorsal

813

inserted in advance of ventrals; scales
small, about 75; dorsal tin short; teeth 2,
liu

•^5— '>,
Tnholodou, 14.
77 Dorsal inserted behind ventrals; teeth 2, 4 or
5— 5,2 or 1.
'^

lateral line complete

/

;/

Lnicm-ua, 15

Lateral line incomplete: teeth

2,

'

-

nnn Teeth three-rowed.
s Abdomen behind

5

—4

or

J'ho.rinils,

-

ventrals,

it.s

5,

m

edge rounded,

male elevated.
Upper jaw normal, without deep notch;

as usual; anal in
t

teeth

or

1

2,

4,

4 or 5

—

Scales 40 to 60
tt

5,

4,

2 or
/dcco,

1.
1

Upper jaw produced, with a deep notch;
teeth

2, 4,

5—5,

Scales about 50.

4, 2.

OpsariicJdhi/s, 18
s.s"

Abdomen

))ehind ventrals, comprcs.sed to

an edge; before ventrals rounded; anal
elongate of 15 rays; first dorsal ray more
or less enlarged and spine-like; teeth 2,
4,

5

—

scales small,

5, 4, 2;

about 70
hchlkai'ia, 19

aa Cyprinin.e. Dorsal fin many-rayed, preceded by a strong, serrated spine; anal
spine present; teeth molar.
u Barbels none; teeth 4
4, one-rowed..

—

Carasxiu.s,

uu Barbels two on each
rowed, 1,1, 3
1.

PSEUDOPERILAMPUS

Psen(loperUiiiiiini>f

Bi.eeker, Versl.

]\red.

—

20

side; teeth three-

3, 1, 1

Cyprlnui<, 21

Bleeker.

Ak. Vet. Amst., XV,

ISHli, p. 235, {ti/pns).

and rhomboid. Head small, and the upper profile
concave over the e3'es; eye large; snout bluntly pointed; mouth small,
oblique; no barbels; teeth 5
5, the sides serrate; interorl/ital space
Scales small, and very
Peritoneuni black.
broad.
Int«\stine long-.

Body

short, deep,

—

Origin of dorsal nearer
base rather long, with ]o developed
rays; anal with 1(» developed rays; caudal emarginate; \ entrals inserted
hefore dor.sal.
Lateral line nearly straight and continuous.
Herbivorous fishes of the Japanese streams and lakes, reseml)ling

narrowly imbricated, about 55

in lateral line.

base of caudal than tip of snout,

the

bream

its

{Ahr<itiiis).

{tf-evSifs, false; j)er/7a7r/ju(-s, a
I.

related genus.)

PSEUDOPERILAMPUS TYPUS

Bleeker.

ZENITANA(;0 (COIN-MINNOW); NIGABUNA (BITTER CARP).
Pseudoperilamjmft ii/pus Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Vet. Amst., XV, p. 235; Tokyo;
Ned. Tyds. Dierk, I, p. 382.— GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, VII, 18(38, p. 2S1; from

Japan, same type.
Pseudoperilampus sp. Ishihawa, Prel. Cat., 1897,

Tokyo, Tegauma.

depth, 2i; D. HI. 10; A. HI, 10; P. lL>; V. 8; scales. 55
the lateral line; 12 scales between origin of dorsal and lateral line.

Head, 3f
in

p. 12;

;
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uiul 10 l)i't\vo(Mi the liittcM- iind iniddlo of holly;

s])ac('. '1\\

pharvng-eal teeth

5-

length; snout, 41 in head; eye, 3i; intei-orh
pectoral, 1|; ventral, Itf.

widtli of hoiid.

i'i

in its

and compressed. Head small,
upper prohle of head concave over
than eye. rounded al)ov(> and l)luntly pointed; eyfi

liodv ratluM- short, deep

compressed and

rli()nd)()id,

l)luntly pointed;

the eves; snout less

mouth

small. ohli(pie. the maxillary protractiki

ratliei- hii'o'e.

anterior;

and

Ixdow the nostrils, hut not to the ant(>rior edge of

I'cariiiny

eye:

pharyngeal teeth compressed, with a narrow grindinjii
surfac(^ the sides serrate, and the tips slightly hooked; nostrils clos(
togetlier on the snout in front of (\ve; interorhital space and top oi
head hi-oad and slighly convex. Gill openings rather large; gill-i'akeri^'
Intestine long, with man\
small and weak; pseudobranchial present.
lips rather thin;

coiu'olutions.

Pei'itoneum hiack.

Fig.

Scales rather small, and
so that they are

1.

— I'sKiDoi'ERiLAMPrs

all

more or

much deeper than

typus.

less

very narrowly imhricatedS

long; no pectoral Hap; ventral Ha]

present.

Origin of dorsal nearer
rays

th<>

l)ase of

caudal than tip of snout, the anterioi

highest, the base of the tin about equal to the head, and the thirc

rudimentary ray stronger than the others; anal beginning about midorigin of pectoral and base of caudal, or a little before the
middle of base of dorsal, and its base a trifle more than head withoiil
snout; caudal emarginate, the lobes pointed; pectoral reaches to withii'

way between

a short distance of ventral; origin of ventral well before that of tlu
dorsal, or nearer tip of snout than base of caudal, and reaching within
a short distance of origin of anal.
its least

depth a

and continuous.

little

over 2

Caudal peduncle compressed, and

in head.

Lateral line slightly decurved

5

NO. 133^.

I

.71

1
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Color in alcohol, dark brown above, pale or

silver}^ below, and each
narrow brown maro-in, forming a reticulated appearance; top of head and snout dark brown; dorsal and anal grayish, with 2 longitudinal pale or whitish liands; caudal and pectoral grayish; ventrals pale; sides with a pale hiteral sti'eak,
becoming more distinct and darker along the sides of caudal peduncU;;
a dark ])lotch above and behind gill-opening.
Length 2^ inches.
This description from a specimen from Tsuruga.
This species is represented in our collection b}?^ manj^ examples from
Tsuruga in Echizen, Tsuchiura near Tokyo, ^Nlatsushhna in Rikuzeii,
and the Tokyo market. It is generally counnon in the streams of

of the scales above and on the sides with a

From

northern Japan.
tinguished by

its

the species of Acheilognatlim

it is

readily dis-

small scales.

(rvTtoz^ type.)

PARACHEILOGNATHUS

2.

Pararhrilognathus'BhKEKEii, Atlas Irhth., Ill, 1863,

Body

short,

Bleeker.
p.

33 (t'liomhem).

Head small; eye moderate; snout
mouth small, inferior, the maxillary

deep and rhomljoid.

pointed and slightly projecting;

not reaching eye; a small maxillary l)arbel, generally less than half
thee3"e; teeth 5
tine long.

—

5,

the edges serrate; interorbital space broad.

Peritoneum dark or

l)lackish.

Scales large,

Intes-

some of those

Origin of dorsal midway ])etween
snout and base of caudal, base of hn long, with 14 developed
rays; anal with 10 developed ra3\s; caudal deeply emarginate; ventrals
Lateral line slightly decurved,
inserted a little before origin of dorsal.
and continuous. Short, deep-bodied lishes of the rivers of Japan.
on the sides strongl}^ imbricated, 37.
tip of

{j/apa, near; acludUxjiKdliun.)
2.

PARACHEILOGNATHUS RHOMBEA

(Schlegel).

TABIRA (SHINER); AKABABIRA (RED-8HINER)i BOTE TANA(i()"
(POTBELLY).
Capocta rhombea Schlegel,

Fauna

Japoiiica, Poiss., 184(>, p. 205,

pi.

r,

li.u-

<3;

streams near Nagasaki.
Acheilo(jnat}u(s rJiombcus

Bleeker, Proilr. C'ypr., 1860, p. 255.
Bleekek, Atl. Ichtliyol. Cypr., 1863,

Parnrhi'ilognathus rJwmhens

p. 33.

rhomhnis GtJNTiiER, Cat. Fish, VII, 1868, p. 279; Nagasaki, I'mm
one of Schlegel's types.— Isiiikawa, Prel. Cat., 1S97, p. 12: Tokyo, Lake
Biwa, Yamashiro.
Luke
AcMlognatJiiix Mceixu'lrri Sauvage,'' Bull. >Soc. Pliiloin. I'ai'is, ISS:',, p.
Biwa.
Arhilogiiafhiis

;'.;

"The name Tcmago

is

used alike for the deep-bodied shiners and for the

surf-iish,

Dilrcina temm'mch.

''The following

"D.

is

the description given by Dr. Sauvage:

14-15: A. 11-12; L. lat. 38.

Hauteur du

eorj^s

contenue pres de

trois fois et

deniie dans la longueur totale; longueur de la tete cinq fois et un tiers dans

la

uicme
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Houd,
37

4,i;

in lateral

and

7 scales

depth, 2^; D., II,
line; 6 scales

between

width of head, 1|

latter

U;

A., Ill, 10; P., 11; V., S; scales,

between origin of dorsal and lateral
and middle of belly; pharyngeal teeth,

in its length; snout,

space, 2i; pectoral,

l-i;

line,

5

—

5;

1 in head; eye, 1; interorl)ital

ventral. If.

Head shoi't and
compressed; snout pointed, convex above, and slightly projecting
bevond the jaws; eye moderate, anterior about equal to snout; mouth
small, inferior, and protractile, the maxillary not reaching as far
Bod}' deep, rhomboid, and greatly compressed.

posterioi'ly as

thi^,

front margin of (!ye; lips

somewhat

fleshy; a small

maxillary l»arbel generally less than half the eye; pharyngeal teeth
serrated, and hooked over at tips; nostrils together, nearer eye than

and flattened
rakers short, weak, and rather

tip of snout; interorbital space broad, elevated a little,

:

I

i

i

I

Gill openings large; gill
in the middle.
y
Intestine very long, J
few in luunber; pseudo))ranchia' well developed.
and with numerous convolutions. Peritoneum dark or blackish.
Scales large, cycloid, and some on the middle of the sides strongly
ind)rlcated; no pectoral flap; ventral flap I'ather short.
I
Origin of dorsal about midway in the length of the body without I

s

caudal, the anterior rays the highest, the base of the fin a

little

over

rudimentary ray as long as flrst
developed ray, thick and strong, and the margin of the fin convex;
origin of anal about midway in the base of dorsal, or the space
between the origin of ventral and base of last anal ray, the anterior
rays the highest, tlu^ l)ase of the flu equal to head without snout, and
the margin of the fin nearly straight; caudal deeply emarginate, the
lo])es pointed; pectorals rather small, low, and reaching two-thirds the
3 in bod}^ without caudal, the third

j

p

distance to origin of ventrals; ventrals inserted a little before the origin

and reaching almost to origin of anal. Caudal peduncle
moderately long, and its least depth 2 in head. Lateral line continuous and nearly straight along the sides to l)ase of caudal.
Color in alcohol, dark brown above, the scale edged with darker;
below pale, washed with silvery; sides more or less brassy; a dark,
of dorsal

blackish streak, nai-row at

flrst and becoming wider posteriorly along
the sides, continued along the caudal peduncle, but not to the base of
(iiiiieiii^ioii.

Museau

aussi long

que

IVeil,

dont

le

diametre est compris

j

1

trois fois et.

j

demie dans

la

longueur de

espace interorbitaire plus large que le diauietre de
I'a'il
))arl)illon.s trew courts; dents pliaryngiennes nou dentelees; de gros pores autour
de la partie sujn'rieure de IVeil et sur le nniseau chez les males, nuls cliez les femelles.
Dorsale insen'e a egalo distance du nmseau et de la base de lacaudale chez les femella tete;

;

les,

un peu plus pres de

la

base de la caudale chez les males; pectorales s'etendant

I'origine des ventrales chez les femelles,

un peu plus courtes chez Ico males.
femelles un(> bande cerulescente sur le pedicule

de couleur argente; chez les
chez les in:*des des lignes cerulescentes
corps.

Un

vulgaire,

I.

caudal;

ngitudinales dans la partie posterieure du

long tube externe urogeuiia. chez les femelles.

Funa; Akababira.

a

Corps

Longueur,

0,

100.

Nom

j

ko.

,

1334.
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'

[~~

'or

lof

.

a dark spot above the giU opening; dorsal and caudal
dark
blackish with indistinct narrow l)ands, the other fins paler, but

.^he caudal

;

all

them more or
Color in

))r()wni.>5h.

blue; sides ])right crimson, with silver luster;

steel

life,

with

less tinted

;two blue bars at shoulder; belly

and lower

tins

crimson, witii dark

shades.

Length, 4 inches.
This description from a specimen from Lake Biwa at Matsul)ara.
|0f this species we have very many specimens from Matsubara on Lake
Biwa, from the Yodo River at Osaka, from the Chikugo River at
(Kurume, from the springs of Funayado in Kiusiu, Lake Yogo near
(Wakanogo, above Lake Biwa, and several examples from the coUecItion of K. Otaki, from near Karasaki on Lake Biwa.
It is the largest
lof the minnows of its tribe, and is almost everywhere common south
|of Tokyo, in the larger streams and ponds.
Li life it is brightly

[I
'

colored, the fins largely red.
{poju/5og^

diamond.)

[j

S.

ACHEILOGNATHUS

Bleeker,

AcheUognnthus

Irlith.

Archipcl.

Bleeker.

Imlic.

Prodr.,

II,

ISIK),

p.

228

[meJanogaster).
I

^

Body more or

less deep and compressed; head short; eye more or
snout rather short and blunt; mouth small, the maxillary
not reaching the eye; maxillaries each with a l)arl)el; teeth 5 5,
(Smooth, with a narrow grinding surface; interorbital space rather broad.
j

less large;

—

Peritoneum black.

Scales large, some of those on
Origin of dorsal about midway in the
length of body without caudal, base of fin moderate, with 8 to 10

(Intestine long.

the sides imbricated,

3()

to 39.

{developed rays; anal with 8 to

10 developed

emarginate; ventrals generally inserted a

little

ra3\s;

caudal deeply

before origin of dorsal.

and continuous.
Small fishes of the streams and lakes of Japan, Formosa, and China,
I
differing from Par(ichello<jn<ifhH>< in the shorter dorsal and smooth
edged teeth.
(a. without; jf/Aoj:. lip; yvoKpog^ j'lw.)
jLateral line slightl}" decurved,

a Shoulder with a more or less distinct, dark shoulder spot al)Ove <rill-openinp; sides
with a more or less distinct longitudinal band posteriorly; belly hlack in adults,
the color of the peritoneum showing through.
Barbels short, seldom more than half the eye; shoulder spot and hitoral hand
/*

/imlxitn,

very distinct
bb Barbels long,

somewhat

less

than the eye; shoulder spot and

lateral

.">.

band very

lanceolatu, 4.
indistinct or absent
aa Shoulder without dark spot above gill opening; a longitudinal dark ban<l l)eginniiig abruptly in a dark l)lue spot over pectoral on the sixth scale from liead
nianogligma, 5.
and continued to base of caudal
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3.

ACHEILOGNATHUS LIMBATA

(Schlegel).

ZAKO: TAN AGO.
CapoUa Umhata

Sciilegei.,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss,

184G, p.

Streams near Nagasaki.
Arliilogiialhux I'niihatm Guntiiek, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868,

p.

203,

i)l.

c,

lig.

5;

277; Nagasaki, from

one of Schlegel's types.
Arhc'iln(/)int}ins inter medium

1901, p. ;UI;

Jokd.\n and Snyder, Proc. U.

Lake Biwa (not

S.

Nat. Mas., XXIII,

of Schlegel).

IleucU; depth 3; D. Ill, 10; A. Ill, 10; P. 15; V. 8; .sc-ale.s 3»; in lateral
(i scales ])etween orig-in of dorsal and lateral line, and i) scales between the latter and middle of bell}-; i)luiryngeal teeth 5 5; width of
in its length; snout 4 in head; eye 3; interor])ital space 2f;
head
line;

—

H

ventral 1^.
Head
rather clong-ate, moderately deep, and compressed.
short, and compressed; snout short, rather ])lunt and not produced;
eye rather large, anterior; mouth small, obliciue, and reaching ])elow
pectoral i|

;

Body

the nostril; maxillary protractile, and furnished with a small barbel
which is s(ddom more than half the eye in length; pharyngeal teeth

with a narrow grinding surface, smooth, and without serrations; nostogether, and near the upper part of the eye; iiiterorbital

trils close

space rather

I)

road, slightly elevated

and flattened medianlv.

Gill-

openings rather large; gill rakers short, weak, and few in num])er;
pseudobranchial present. Intestine with numerous convolutions.
Peritoneum black.
Scales large, c3'cloid, and narrowly imbricated in the costal region;

no pectoral

flap;

a short, scaly, ventral flap.

Origin of dorsal about midway, or a trifle in advance, in the length
of the itod}^ without caudal, the anterior rays the highest, the base of
the tin about 4^ in body without caudal, the third rudimentar}' ray as
long as
fln

first

developed ray and rather strong, and the margin of the

straight; origin of anal l)elow the middle, or a trifle posterior, base

of dorsal

much nearer the

origin of ventral than base of last anal ray,

similar to dorsal in shape, with the anterior rays the highest, the base

of the

fln less

than head without snout, and the margin of the

fln

very deeph" emarginate, the lobes well developed and pointed; pectorals ecjual the head from anterior nostril to
edge of opercle, and reach to within a short distance of the origin of
nearl}' straight; caudal

the ventrals; ventrals slightly in front of the origin of the dorsaf, and
reaching l)eyond thv origin of the anal. Caudal peduncle rathei- hjng,

depth 2^ in head. Lateral lines nearly straight, and continuous along the sides to the base of caudal.
Color ill alcohol, dark ])rown above, tinged with olivaceous, and
})elow paler, except the abdomen, which is black; a narrow blackish
streak beginning on the sides in front a))ove tiie lateral line, and is
continued to within a short distanci; of the base of the caudal, ])ecom-

its least

—

)

—

—

JAPANESE CYPRINOID FISHES-JORDAN AND FO WLER.
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much wider upon the sides of the caudal peduncle; a dark spot
'above g-ill-opening-; dorsal g-rayish, with 3 darker longitudinal bands;
icaudal grayish, with several darker cross bands; pectorals grayish:
jing

Ijventrals

and anal

1)lack,

with white edges; lower surface of the head

[pale or whitish.

Length, 3 inches.
This description from a specimen from Luke
iLake Biwa.

Yogo

in

Mino,

:il)ove

Fresh waters of central and southern .Japan, very abundant. We
have a very numerous series from Lake Biwa at Matsubara and Karajsaki, from the river at Tsuchiura, the Iwai River at Ichinoseki, from

I

near Nagoya, and the Kitakami River at Morioka.
It is
is

the only species of the group

known by

its

common

more elongate form,

in

northern Japan.

as contrasted with

Jt

Pdniclic'do-

gnathns rhoiiJmi, though with a similar color pattern, with the addition
of a black abdomen, and dark pectorals, and ventrals, in some adults.
The dorsal radii are fewer than those of P. /7/(y//?/>rt< and the pharvngeal teeth are smooth.

bordered.

{limhatus,
I

4.

ACHEILOGANTHUS LANCEOLATA

(Schlegel).

ZAKO.
Capoeta lanceolata Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

1846, p. 202,

])1.

v, tig.

;>;

streams

about Nagaski.
AcheUognathus IdnrenlittiDii Jordxs and Snydek, Proc. I^. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII,
1901, p. 344; Lake Biwa.
Acheilognathus mdmioguMev Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo. Nedrl. Jaj^an, YI,
p. 92, pi. II, tig. 1; Tokyo.— Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philom., 1883, p. 8; Lake
Biwa. GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, VII, 1868, p. 278; Tokyo, from one of Bleeker's
types.
IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 12; Lake Biwa, Owari. Gunthep,
Sliore Fishes, Challenger, 1880, p. 72; Lake Biwa.
Capoeta intermedia Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, p. 203, pi. c, fig. 4; streams about

—
—

Nagasaki.
AcheUotjantkHS intermedins Guntxier, Cat. Fish,

Sauvage, Bull. Sci. Philom.,
1897, p. 12; Tokyo; Yodo R.
Biwa.

VII, 1868, p. 278, copied.

Lake Biwa. Lsiiikawa, Prel. Cat.,
Kyoto; Maebara and Matsubara on Lake

1883, p. 3;
at

,

D. Ill, 9; A. Ill, 0; P. 15; V. 8; scales 38 in the
j
lateral line;
scales between the origin of the dorsal and the lateral line;
and
scales between the latter and middle of belly; pharyngeal teeth
|o— 5; width of head 1^ in its length; snout li in head; eye 3i; inter'

Head4i; depth

3;

orbital space 2|; pectoral al^out 1|; ventral li.

Head
elong-ate, moderately deep and compressed.
compressed; snout short and bluntly rounded; eye moderately
anterior; mouth small, obli(]ue, the maxillary reaching to the

Body rather
short,
^large,

and protractile; maxillary barbel long. l)ut little shorter than
the eye; pharyngeal teeth smooth, and with a narrow grinding surnosti-il,

face; nostrils close together in front of the eye above; interorbital

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

55
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space broad, slightl}^ elevated, and flattened in the middle. Gill-openino-s rather larg-p; gill-rakers short, Aveak and few in number; pseudoIntestine with numerous convolutions.
])ranchiiv well developed.

Peritoneum

l)lack.

Scales laroe, cycloid, and

some narrowly imbricated on the

sides;

no pectoral flap; vential flap small.
Orio-in of dorsal about midway, or a trifle in advance, in the length
of the body, witliout caudal, the ant(?rior rays the highest, tiie ])ase of

i

the fln 4^^ in body without caudal, the third rudimentary ray more ori
less stiff" and strong, and the margin of the fin nearly straight; origin
of anal below the posterior dorsal rays, and about midway between
the origin of ventrals and base of last anal ray, similar in shape to the
dorsal, the anterior rays the highest, the base of tin less than head'

without snout, the third rudimentary ray stiff, and the margin of the
tin nearly straight; caudal deeply emarginate, the lo})es pointed; pectorals reach a little over two-thirds the distance to origin of

ventrals;

before origin of dorsal and reaching to within
venti-als inserted a
Caudal peduncle rather long and
origin
of anal.
a short distance of
Lateral
line slightly decurxed, and
head.
its least depth about 2i in
little

continu«Ml to base of caudal.

Color in alcohol, dark ])rowu above, pale below, except the a))(h)men
and ventrals, which are blackish; a very pale and indistinct brown
spot above gill-opening, and a pale, indistinct brown or grayish sti'ipe
along the sides above the lateral line, and posteriorily; dorsal and
anal grayish, with several longitudinal dark l)ands across the former,
and the latter ])roadly edged Avith whitish; caudal and pectorals grayish,

Length,

inches.

3/'g

i

Here described from an example from Tsuchiura.
The species is very abundant in central and southern flapan. Our
many examples from Tsuchiura, the Chikugo River at Kurume, the
Yodo River at Osaka, Lake Biw^a at Matsubara, Katata in Omi, Lake
Yogo in INIino, I'unayado in Kiusin, Wakanoura, in Owari near Nagoya.
This species
oration.

is

striY)e, l)ut ai'e

5.

distinguished chiefly

young are marked with

Th(»

{I(())<:<'<>lat((,

il

))v its

a

long ])arbel and plain

more

without a dark spot al)ove the

^

\
ij

col-i';

or less distinct lateral

i|'

opening.

gill

hinceolate.)

ACHEILOGNATHUS CYANOSTIGMA

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

'I

Head,

4; depth,

3^; D. IH,

in lateral line; 6 scales

scales

between the

8;

A. HI,

8; P.

1(5;

V.

S; scales. 39

between origin of dorsal and lateral line, and 6
and middle of belly; pharyngeal teeth .5 5;

—

latter

Avidth of head, 2 in its length; snout, 3| in head; eye, 4; interor})ital

space, 2|; pectoral, li; ventral, If.

Body moderately deep, and compressed.
pressed; snout rather bluntly pointed and a

Head
trifle

rather small, com-'.

produced; eye small,

1

1

JA PA XESE CYPRINOID

NO. 1334.

anterior;

mouth

FimES-JORDAN A ND FO

1 1

LER.

82

small, inferior; maxillary short, reaching- to
the nos-

and protractile; maxillary barbel very short; pharyngeal teeth
smooth, and with a narrow grinding- surface; nostrils close together
and near the upper part of the eye; intcrorV)ital space rather broad,
slightly elevated and flattened medianly.
Gill-openings rather lartre';
gill-rakers short, few, and weak; pseudobranchia' present.
Intestine with numerous convolutions.
Peritoneum black.
Scales moderately larg-e, cycloid, and some of them imbricated on
the sides; no pectoral flap; ventral flap small.
Orig-in of dorsal about midway in the l)ody without caudal, the antetril

rior rays the highest, the base of the fin

and the upper edge of the

fin

about 5 in body without caudal,
nearly straight; origin of anal below the

midway between origin of ventral and
base of last anal ray, the anterior rays the highest, the base of the tin
about 5 in body without caudal, and the upper edge of the tin nearly
posterior dorsal rays or aljout

Fig. 'J.— AtHEILOUNATHUS CYANOSTIGMA.

straight; origin of anal

below the posterior dorsal rays or

way between origin of ventral and base

jravs the highest, the base of the fln If in head,
'fin

a])out mid-

of last anal ray, the anterior

and the margin of the

nearh^ straight; caudal deeply emarginate and the lobes pointed;

pectorals reaching al)out two-thirds of the distance to origin of ven{trals;

ventrals inserted below the origin of the dorsal, and reaching

the origin of the anal.

than head, and

its least

Caudal peduncle rather long, a trifle shorter
depth al)out 2i in head. Lateral line slightly

jdecurved and continued to the baso of caudal.
Color in alcohol, brownish above, pale beneath; dorsal and caudal

former with sin'cral darker longitudinal cross bars;
broad marginal, whitish band; pectorals grayish;
Ventrals grayish black; snout dark brown; sid(\s with a longitudinal,
jgrayish black,

tlu^

|anal grayish, with a

blackish l)and ])eginning abruptly in a l)lack spot on the up})er part of

about over the middle of the pectoral, and on the sixth
from the head; no dark spot above gill opening.
Length, 2f inches.

[the sides

scale
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No., 7724, Ichthj^ological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum. Cotypes are in the United States National

Type

Matsubara in Omi.
from Lake Biwa at MatsuWc Ikivc many specimens
Mino.
It is distinguished chiefly
in
bara and its tributary. Lake Yogo
lateral
stripe ])eginnino- on
uniform
l>y the dark, distinct, and nearly
))luish
spot.
In young specidusky
the sixth scale from the head in a
are
easily
separated from
and
they
mens, the character is readily seen,

^luseuni.

Locality,

Lake Biwa

at

of this species

the

young

of other species.

(/cfcvKfoV, blue; ffTiyj^ia, spot.)

4.

frnathopoffon

GNATHOPOGON

Bleeker, Ichth. Archipel.

Iiidir.

Bleeker.

Prodr., II. 1860,

]>.

43-1 {I'lovgittn).

Body elongate and compressed. Snout depressed and without bony
pi-ominence in front; eyes superior, not covered with eyelids; jaws
Avith thin and simple lips; maxillary <)])li(]ue, ending before the eye;
two maxillary barbels. Abdomen not keeled. Dorsal w^ith few rays
before ventrals and ending in front of anal; anal with few rays.
line slightly decurved.

No

species of Gnafhopor/cm,

was obtained by Jordan and Snyder.

doubtful one, perhaps not distinct from Acheilo(j7iathiis.
East Indian species, javanlcus^ is referred ])y Dr. Bleeker to

The genus

An

Lateral

(Bleeker.)

is a

Gnath()}><)(jon.

(yvdOog jaw; Troycov, beard.)

— —
—

a Scales 5 38 7: pectoral.* not reaching root if ventral^
aa Scales 4 35—5: pectorals reaching ventrals

ilDiKjatim, 6.

<

GNATHOPOGON ELONGATUS

6.

gniciUs,

7.

(Schlegel).

MIGITSUKI.
Caj)0(':ta

clomjula SciilectEL,

Fanna

.Japonica, Poiss., 1840,

j).

200,

))1.

c,

lig. 1;

streams about Nagasaki.
(Inntluipogim rlnii'judiK

Joroax ami Snydeh, Check

List Fisli. Jajian, litOl, p. 47;

Lake Biwa.
BarhiiH //omo^e»r'.s GtJNTHEK, Cat. Fish., VII, 18()8, p. 136 (after Schlegel, the
cloiigatnn

name

being preoccujiied in Barhiis).

Head 4

in length of l)ody, ])etween tip of snout and emargination of
and somewhat more than depth of body; D. Ill, 7; A. II, G;
P. 15; V. 1, 7; about 38 scales on the lateral line; 5 scales l)etween
the back and the lateral line; diameter of the e3'e equal to the length
of snout, which is 4- in head.
Mouth somewhat spacious, its cleft
very ol)rKiue, and extending nearly to the tip of the snout; maxillary
prolonged posteriorly for three-fourths the length of the snout; diam-

caudal,

eter of th(> suliorbitals equal a third of the eye, Imt the length of the
posterior nearly twice that of the others; length of maxillary barbel
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scarcely oxceoding- half the diameter of the eye; nostrils only sepa-

a thin lobe which covers the posterior oritice, openinj»- upon
the lower sides of the snout midway between the intermaxillary and the
eye; interorbital space considerably more than tiie diameter of the eye.

rated

b}^

The edge of the opercle forms a somewhat obtuse and rounded angle.
Upper part of the head rounded upon the sides; its upper protile
Line of demarstraight until the snout, which is somewhat convex.
cation between head

and neck nearly

straight: the skin of head

and

opercles smooth.
Scales with their surfaces

marked with

tine striiv.

\erv compact and

somewhat divergent.
Insertion of dorsals slightly before the ventrals and nearer the head,
the second and third rudimentary rays like the first and second of the
anal, but the size of the tins a third larger than the latter; margin of

somewhat more than ventrals, and preceded
by a weak spine less than half the length of the shMider and flexi])ie
rav which follows, and which is also longer than the first divided ray

anal straight, equals, or

of the tin; caudal emarginate, lobes pointed, and their length about
half the fin; pectorals equal to head without snout and not i-eaching
to l)ase of ventrals ])y a space equal to half their own length; ventrals
a tifth shorter

than pectorals and almost reach the anus. Anus entirely
and a])out two-thirds of the distance

after the origin of the anal

tip of snout and base of caudal.
Color in spirits brown above with silvery reflections, below pale;
opercles pure silvery w^hite and the tins uniform yellowish; scales
sprinkled with numerous minute black dots; a broad and ill-detined
l)and of bluish-silvery extending along the sides of the body.
Two specimens, one 3 inches and the other 3i inches in length, taken
The specunen taken ])y
(Schlegel.)
-in some stream near Nagasaki.

between

Otaki at Karasaki on Lake Biwa has been sent away.
{el(m(/afm, elongate.)
7.

GNATHOPOGON GRACILIS

(Schlegel).

pi. e, fisr. 2;
Capoeta gracilis Schlegel, Fauiiu Jaixmit-a, Poiss., 184(5, p. 201,
streams near Nagasaki.
Sdih-el, the
Barbus homozonus Gunther, Cat. Fish., VII, Isr.S, p. i:;7, after

name

gracilis

preoccupied in Barhu>i.

tip of
elongate; depth 5i in the length of the body between
dorsal slender.
to
posterior
Body
caudal.
of
emargination
snout and
Head longer; eyes much larger; snout bulky and convex aV)ove;

Form

mouth

cleft

horizontal.

Su])orbitals narrower;

l)ar])els

longer; pectorals very long and reaching nearly to the

somewhat

ba.se of

the

from
ventrals; lateral line .slightly decurved; anus remote
rows of scales
-f
the scales much larger, only 25 in the lateral line:
and the
former
the
lateral line and back and 5 rows >)etween
the anal

between

fin;
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form of the fins cand the nuiiiber of their rays, the
the other churacter.s, are coniiiion with GnathojHHion

Tli(>

uiul all

c'oloi-,

vol. xxvi.

elo7igatus.

Leiio-th

'l^ iiu'hes.

(8chlco-el.)

Fi-om a stream near Nagasaki; perhaps identical with fh7afhopo<,nn
eloiigaius.
{</r((ciJlx^ sliMuler.)

5.

HEMIBARBUS

Bleeker.

IIemiharJ>ui^V>\.Kv.K^R, Prodr. Cyprin., 1861, p. 281

{liarf>u.s).

Body elongate, rathe;- slender, and compressed. Head elongate,
somewhat pointed, and with many mucous cavities about the eye.s'and
along the edge of the preoperculum; snout long, blunt at the
tip; eye
rather larg(\ high; mouth inferior, the maxillary not
reaching'eye;
lips tieshy; each maxillary with a barbel as long
as the eye; teeth 5,'
3,

1—1,

Gill-i-akers short; intestine short.

3, 5.

Peritoneum silvery;

about 49. Dorsal inserted nearer tip of snout
than'
base of caudal, and armed with a slender, sharp, strong,
and smooth
.spine: anal inserted far behind tip of depressed
dorsal; caudal de(>ply
scales cycloid,

emai-ginate, the lobes pointed; ventrals inserted behind
origin of the
Lateral line slightly decurved and continuous.

dorsal.

Large fishes of the streams of Japan and Formosa,
European Bar])el {BarlNs larhis).

allied to the

(V/n, half; harhHs.)

8.

HEMIBARBUS BARBUS

(Schlegel).

SOI, NIGOI.
fiohh, harhus

xcix,

ri<j.

Tkmminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,
1;

llcniharbm barbus Bleeker, Prodr. Cypr.,
1861,

Check

Poiss., 1846, p. 198, pi.

near Nagasaki.

List Fish. Japan, 1901, p. 46;

p.

281.-Jordan and Snyder

Yokohama.-JoRDAN and Evermann'

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902; Formcsa.
Barbus scJdegeU GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish., VII,
1868,
Prel. Cat. 1897, p. 15; Tokyo, Ise.

p.

134;

Formo.-a.-IsniKvw.
'

'

'

Hoad 3r, depth 4i; D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, G; P.
20; V. 9; scales 49 in
the lateral line; 7 scales in an oblique
series between origin of dorsal

and lateral line, and 7 scales between the
latter and middle of bellv
pharyngeal teeth 5, 3, 1-1, 3, 5; width of head
2i in its length; snout
2%- in head; eye 5; interorbital
space 3f pectoral U; ventral U; eve
"
;

2 in snout.

Body elongate and compressed. Head
elongate, pointed, greatlv
compressed, with many mucous cavities
around the eves, and below
and b(di,nd the edge of the
preoperculum; snout long, pointed, and
produced; eyes moderately large, anterior
and superior; mouth small
interior, and with the upper jaw
produced; lips fleshy and not broad;
a slender maxillary barbel equal
to the diameter of the eye; pharyn-

.
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geal teeth in 3 rows, several with grinding surface, and compressed,

and those in the inner row small; nostrils together, in front of the
eye and about over the base of the maxillary barbel so that they are
much nearer the eye than the tip of the snout; interorbital space

broad and flattened like the rest of the top of the head. Gill-open12, some of the lower ones rudimentary;
ings large; gill-rakers 7
well
developed
short and fleshy.
are
wliich
Intestine short.
those

—

Peritoneum

silver\'.

Scales large, of

more or

Dorsal
caudal,

tin

uniform

less

siz(>.

and cycloid; no scaly

moderate.

pectoral flap; ventral flap

inserted nearer the tip of the snout than the base of the

armed with a

long, straight, smooth spine, the anterior dorsal

rays the longest, so that

when

the

fln

is

depressed the

flrst

reaches

beyond the others; anal entirely behind dorsal and midway between
the origin of the ventrals and the base of the caudal; caudal deeply
forked, the lobes pointed; pectorals reach three-fourths the distance
to the ventrals; origin of ventrals behind that of dorsal, about mid-

way between
more than
depth a

tip of snout

and base of caudal, and reaching a

half the space to anal; caudal peduncle compressed,

little

over 3 in head.

little

its least

Lateral line continuous and slightly

decurved in front.
Color in alcohol, brassy-brown above, the sides and lower surface
silvery.

Length, 9f inches.
This description from an example from the Yodo River, in Osaka.
Fresh waters of Japan. Of this species we have examples from
Lake Jinsaburogata at Nishitsugaru, Aomori (collection Sotaro Saito),
the Yodo River at Osaka, the .Chikugo River at Kurume. and from
near

Tokyo

{Allatross collection).

{barhus^ the

European barbel.)
6.

I^EUCOGOBIO

Leucogobio Gunther, Ann. Ac.

Body oblong,

Sci.

Gunther.

Petersburg, 1896,

slightly compressed.

Head

p.

212 {herzemtdnl)

elongate; eye moderate;

oblique, the jaws about equal, and the lips
barbel sometimes as long as the eye;
maxillary
narrow and simple; the
5-5—3, 2 or 1; interorbital space
1—6
or
or
teeth 6 or 5 and 3, 2
Peritoneum generally
short.
Intestine
together.
nostrils close

snout not projecting; mouth

broad;

Dorsal inserted
Scales large, cycloid, and not imbricated.
and base of
snout
of
tip
between
space
of
advance
midway or in
only slightly
or
straight
nearly
line
Lateral
emarginate.
caudal; caudal
silvery.

in
decurved and continuous. This genus is related to Gobio, dilfering
Chinese
It embraces two
its mouth, which is like that of Leuchcus.
hvnkdm, and four
Leuco(johiv
and
Iwrzemteh/i
Ltucogohlo
species,
Japanese species.

I

(\£r'/cog,

white; gobio.)

.
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a Dorsal generally inserted midway between the tip of the snout an(l the base of the
caudal; young with a black spot at base of caudal.
Body deep; caudal eniarginate; sides with longitudinal l)rown Ijands.
}i

guntlierl, 9.

hb

Body more
band

elongate;

caudal very deeply emarginate; a l)luish-black lateral
jordani, 10.

aa Dorsal always inserted much nearer the tip of the snout than the base of caudal;
young without black caudal spot; coloration more or less silvery.
color silvery
maijeihi-, 1
c Body deep; eye 4 in head
vc Body elongate, rather slendei-; eye a little over ?> in head, above with a few
1

;

brown

spots

-

g.

LEUCOGOBIO GUNTHERI

Leucngobio
l>.

Head

gi'intlieri

31

;

depth

Ishikawa.

lsniKAW.\, Annot. Zool. Japon., Ill, Pt.

151; Mail)ara, Matsubara, etc.,

the lateral line;

hur;i\ 12

;-H;

D.

ITl, T;

4.

A])ril

.SO,

1901;

on Lake Biwa.

A. Ill,

6;

P. 15; V. 8; .scales

P>8

in

between origin of dorsal
])etween the latter and middle of belly;
width of head If in its leng-th; snout 3^

scales in an oblique series

and latei-al line, and 6 scales
pharvnoeal teeth 5, 3 3, 5;
in head; eye 4^; interorbital space 2^^; pectoral If; ventral 1|.
Body moderately elongate, compressed, and rather deep.
Head
elongate, and pointed bluntly; snout bluntly rounded, a little longer
than the eye and not projecting beyond the mandible; eyes anterior,
moderately large, and 1^ in snout; mouth rather large, oblique, so
that the jaws meet in front on a level with the middle of the eyes and
the maxillary reaches behind nearly to the front margin of the eye;
lips somewhat broad and fleshy; a slender maxillary barbel about
equal to the eye; pharyngeal teeth in 2 rows, several of the larger
ones with grinding surface and those in the inner row small; nostrils
together, in front and nearer the eye than tip of snout; interorl)ital
space broad and slightl}^ convex.
Gill-openings large; gill-rakers
short, and weak; pseudobranchiffi large; gill-tilaments long.
Intestine
short.
Peritoneum silvery.

—

Scales large, of

more or

less

uniform

size,

and cycloid; no pectoral

flap; ventral flap present.

Origin of the dorsal in most cases midway })etween the tip of the
snout and the base of the caudal, though when depressed not reaching
over the origin of the anal; origin of the anal nearer that of the ventral than base of caudal, and when depressed reaching more than half
way to the latter; caudal emarginate; pectoral about three- fifths of
space to ventral; origin of ventral about under that of dorsal, and the
tin reaching three-fifths the distance to anal.
Caudal peduncle compressed, deep, and in its least depth 2 in head.
Lateral line continuous, nearly straight, only very slightly decurved in front.
Color in alcohol dark brassy olivaceous brown above, and below pale
or Avhitish with silvery reflections; along the sides are a series of pale
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longitudinal stripes following in the series of scales, and that along the
lateral line very much darker than the others; at the ])ase of the caudal

a blackish spot; dorsal, caudal, and pectoral brownish, the other
pale; lips

Length, S/g inches.
This description from an example from Matsubara on Lake
in

tins

brownish.

P)i\vii

Omi,

Fresh waters of central Japan. Our very numerous .series of specimens are from Matsu])ara on Lake Biwa in Omi, Nagoya in Owari
Katata in Omi, and the Chikugo River at Kurume.

From

Ishikawa's description of LeuccHjohio jordaui we see little to
it from the present species, although we hesitate to unite
the two without further material.
have also not seen anv specimens with C teeth in the larger row.
(Named for Dr. Albei't Giinther.)
distinguish

We

LEUCOGOBIO JORDANI

lo.

Leucogofiio jordani

163;

Head

Ishikawa.

Ishikawa, Annot. Zool. Japon.,
at Shiwotsu and Matsubara.

Ill, Pt. 4, April

.'>().

liiOl, p.

Lake Biwa

3 (in total); depth 6 (in total); D. 10; A. 7; V. 8; scales in
40; scales transversely 5^-4^; pharyngeal Ci or .5. 3 3,

lateral line 39

—

—

eye 1^ in interorbital space.
Head relatively long wnth the snout a little longer than the eye,
which is a little less than the length of the head; mouth anterior,
deeper than wide, its corner being halfway between the end of the
5 or

f);

snout and the anterior border of the eye; barbels minute, about twothirds the diameter of the pupil.

Pharyngeal teeth hooked at the end.
Peritoneum with a
Number of vertebra? 33. of which

Intestinal tract with onl}^ a single convolution.

few pigments of brownish
14 enter into the

There are about 3
ventral

color.

tail.

series of scales

between the

lateral line

and the

iin.

Origin of the dor.sal slightl}' in advance of the root of the ventral,
and just in midw^ay between the end of the snout and the root of the
caudal; caudal tin very deeply emarginate: pectoral fin about half the
length of the head, without snout and terminating a long way from
the root of the ventral; ventral shorter than the pectoral and
terminating in front of the vent.
Color silvery; back dark brownish, and a bluish-black band on the
side of the body; a small triangular spot of a deeper color at the root
of the caudal

is

very distinct

in small individuals.

Length 78 mm. (about 3^ inches).
Shiwotsu and Matsubara on Lake Biw^a. (Ishikawa.)
This species, not seen by us, is said to differ in a maiked way from
Leucogohio giinther I by its slender form, its longer head, and its longer

—
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According to the figure the pectoral

represented as nearly two-thirds the length of the head, including
snout, or about equal to the space between the middle of the eye and
fin is

ij

\
'

the posterior margin of the gill-opening.
(Named for Dr. David Starr Jordan.)
II.

LEUCOGOBIO MAYED.(E

(Jordan and Snyder),

Gobio muiiechv Joiw.w and Snydeh, Proc. U. S. Nat. iVIiis., XXIII, U)00, p. ?A2,
Jordan and Snyder, Check-List
pi. IX, fig. 2; Lake Biwa, near Karasaki.
Fish. Japan, III, April

Head

1901, p. 46;

8,

i

D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, 6; P. 16; V. S; scales in
between origin of dorsal and lateral line, and
between the latter and the middle of the belly; pharyngeal
3
3, 5; width of head a little less than 2 in its length; snout
4i; depth

tti;

lateral line 42; 5 scales

6 scales
teeth 5,

—

3| in head; eye 4; interorbital space 3i; pectoral If; ventral 1^.

Fig.

Body

elongate,

oblong

3.

— LErroooBio

mayed.t:.

Head

and compressed.

pressed; snout rather bluntly roundtnl, and a

trifle

elongate,

com-

longer than the

e3'e; eyes moderate, anterior; mouth oblique. protractih\ the jaws
about equal and the maxillar}- not reaching to the front of the eye;
lips somewhat fleshy; a small maxillary barbel; pharyngeal teeth in
the larger row with narrow grinding surface, and some of them
slighth^ hooked; nostrils close together, in front of the eye above and
also a little before the end of the maxillar}^; interorbital space broad
and sligiitly convex. Gill-openings large and the meml)rane rather
broadly joined to the isthmus; gillrakers short, few, and weak; pscudo

branchiae large; gill-filaments rather long.

neum

Ij

Lake Biwa.

Intestine short.

Perito-

silvery.

Scales rather large, of more or less uniform size, and cycloid; head
naked; no pectoral flap and the ventrals with a well developed flap.
Origin of dorsal nuich in advance of the middle of the body without
caudal, and the tip of the first developed ray reaching as far posteriorly as the tip of the last when the fin is depressed; origin of anal
entirely behind dorsal and when the fin is depressed it does not r(>ach
quite half the distance to base of caudal; caudal deeply emarginate,

1

'

—
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j^d the lobes pointed; pectoral falling- rather in front of the orioin
of
Cirsal, and about three-fifths of the space to ventrals; oi-ig-in
of ven-

a trifle behind the orig-in of the dorsal, and reaching about threefths in the space to the origin of anal.
Caudal peduncle compressed,
tther long, and its least depth 2iV in head.
Lateral line continuous
3)ng the sides, and almost straight.
tils

iColor in alcohol In-own, pale or whitish below,

and the body more
on the sides and lower parts; a pale longitudinal l)and,
(oining darker along the caudal peduncle, along the sides; (ins tinted
ah brown, except the ventrals and anal, which arc pale like the lower
less silvery

:

I

jrface.

Length

inches.

4:i,

This description from a specimen from Lake Biwa at ]\ratsul)ara.
Fresh waters of southern Japan, very abundant in Lake Biwa.

Our many specimens are from near Karasaki, Lake Biwa

(cotypes),

Ichthyological collections Leland Stanford Junior Uniiisity Museum (collection K. Otaki)) Lake Biwa at Matsubai-a and
().

«!272,

Yodo River at Osaka in Settsu, the Chikugo lliver at
and from near Nagoya in Owari.
In young- examples the tins are longer, and the lateral bund more
tinct posteriorly but without a dark spot at the base of the caudal.
(Named for Kinichiro Maveda, a Japanes(^ student in Leland Stan'rd Junior Li^niversity.)
the

'zc.

[irunie,

X2.

(iohio h'urx

j

(Jordan and Snyder).

Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, \). ;i40. pi.
Lake Biwa near Matsnbara. Jordan and Snyder, Chcclc List Fish.
III, April 3, 1901, p. 46; Lake Biwa.

IX, fig. 1;

I

i

LEUCOGOBIO BIWiE

.Tai)an,

Head

depth about

7; A. HI, 6; P. IT; V. 8; scales
between the origin of dorsal and lateral
e. and
scales between the latter and middle of belly; phar3Migeal
'til f), 3
3, 5; width of head 2 in its length; e^'e a little over 3;
in

4;

the lateral line;

-4

6;

D. Ill,

scales

—

ciorbital space

-Ai;

pectoral 1^; ventral 1^.

and compressed. Head elongate, comand somewhat pointed in front; snout rather long, l)luntly
unded, and a little shorter than the eye; e3^es large lateral and ante»r; mouth oblique, inferior, protractile, the jaws equal, and the maxir}' reaching almost to the front of the eye; the jaws meet about level
itth the lower margin of the e^'e; lips somewhat fleshy; a maxillary
rbel equal to about two-thirds the orbit; several pharyngeal teeth in
3 larger row with narrow grinding surfaces; nostrils together and
(xillar the front of the eye; interorbital space broad and flattened,
^enings large; gillrakers short, few, and weak; pseudobranchi;e well
Peritoneum
Intestine short.
Jveloped; gill-fllaments rather long-.
B( uly elongate, rather slender

essed,

lith

a

little

dusty coloring-.
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more or

less niiiforin size,
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and cveloid; head

pectoral flap; ventral flap small.

naked; no
Origin of dorsal much in advance of the middle of the bod}- without
caudal, and the tip of the flrst developed ra}^ reaching as far posteriorly as the tip of the last when the fin is depressed; origin of anal
l)ehind tip of depressed dorsal a trifle nearer the origin of the ventral

reaching about halfwav in the space
l)etween; caudal deeply' emarginate and the lol^es pointed; pectoral,
reaching ahuost to the origin of dorsal and about three-fourths in the

than base of caudal, and the

fln

i

i

space to origin of ventral; ventral behind origin of dorsal, and al^out
Caudal peduncle compressed, rather
three-fifths in the space to anal.
Lateral line continulong, and its least depth about equal to the eye.
ous along the sides, very slightly decurved in front.
Color, in alcohol, brown, pale or whitish washed with silvery Ik'Iow;
above the lateral line and upon the upi)er surface of the head with fine

Pig.

4.

— LEurorjoBio

riw;e.

])lack dots grouj:)ed togethei' on the edges of the scales in small spots
and distributed irregularly; lateral line with a row of dark spots; a
median lateral pale brown longitudinal band; all fins except ventrals
with some dark color.
Length, 3} | inches.
Described from No. 6273, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford
flunior University Museum, cotype, from Lake Biwa, near Matsubara.
from collection of C. Ishikawa.

This species

With
know

only

known

to us from Lake Biwa, near Matsubara.
two sp(^cimens before us and the type, we

of no other specimens.

(/»V?/Y/,

in

is

the exception of the

the samisen.also the IcKjuat tree, the

name

of the largest lake

Japan.)
7.
I'xi

PSEUDOGOBIO

Bleeker.

ndoijohio I^>i,KEKKu, Athis Iclitlivol., Cyiiriii.,

Body

ISf).'!,

j).

2V),

elongate, rather slender and tapering l)ehind.

point(Ml; snout long,

{I'socinus).

Head

elongate,

concave al)ove, and slightly produced, with its
tip bluntly rounded; eye small, nearer posterior edge of opercle than

i

—
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ip of snout;

—

.

mouth

small, protractile

I
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downwards, inferior, the maxand covered with well-

llary not reaching- nostrils; lips broad, flesh}',

ileveloped papilla?;

mall, 6 or 5, 2

—

rather short,

thick, maxillary barbel; teeth
or 6; interorbital space broad and concave,

a

2, 5

Peritoneum silvery. Scales moderate, cycloid, about
Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than ])ase of caudal; origin
^f anal far l)ehind tip of depressed ventral; caudal cmarginate; venLateral line almost straight
Irals inserted w ell l)ehind origin of dorsal.
Dorsal and caudal Avith
)r very slightly decurved and continuous.
ntestine short.

r2.

narrow lilackish cross-bands.
Streams of Japan and Formosa.

'listinct

[if'svyg false; (johlo.)
13.

PSEUDOGOBIO ESOCINUS

KAMASUKA (SCYTHE

FISH):

Schlegel)

KAWASAKI

Schlegel, Fauna Japonica,

(UiJno csocimis

(

(RIVER-POINT).

Poipt?., 1846,

\).

196, pi.

xax,

(i<^.

2,

near Nagasaki.
IW'udogobio esocinus GiJS'TnKR, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 175: fronione of Schlegel's
Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philom., Paris, 1883, p. 3 reprijit; Lake Biwa.
tyjies.

IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 15; Yeshigo, Tama, Chichibu, Snwa.'Sliinsliin,
Owari, Lake Biwa at Matsubara, Katsuwa R., Yamashiro, Kyoto, Kurunia.—
Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 46; Lake Biwa.

A. 11, 7; F. 10; V. 8; scales 42 in the
an oblique series between origin of dorsal and
lateral line, and 5 scales between the latter and middle of belly: phai-yngeal teeth 6 or 5, 2—2, 5 or 6; width of head 2 in its length; snout
2 in head; eye 5; interorbital space 4:\; pectoral If; ventral If.
Body elongate, rather slender, tapering behind, and somewhat comHead elongate, pointed, and compressed; snout long, compressed.

Head

3|; depth 6; D. II, 8;

lateral line; 5 scales in

and slightly produced beyond the mandible,
the tip bluntly rounded; eye rather small, 2f in snout, high, and
nearer the posterior edge of opercle than the tip of the snout; mouth
pressed, concave above,

small, protractile

downwards, and

inferior, the nraxillary not reaching

posteriorly as far as the nostrils; lips very broad and fleshy, and covmaxillary
^.red with well-developed papilhe, a rather short thick
slender,
small,
teeth
pharyngeal
barbel equal to two-thirds the eye;

!ompressed, hooked, and those in the lesser row very small and fee])le;
of the
aostrils together and nearer the eye by two-thirds the length
head
the
of
top
the
and
snout; interorbital space broad and concave,
united
broadly
membranes
the
Gill-openings large and
ilso concave.
isthnms, forming a rather fleshy flap on each side below: gillgill-Hlaments
.-akers developed as numerous soft stumpy excrescences;
Tcnconvolution.
single
a
with
Intestine
long- and very numerous.

to the

boneum

silvery.

Scales large and
central flap present.

cycloid,

none on the breast;

no pectoral

thip;

i
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Origin of the dorsal nearer the tip of the snout than the base of the
caudal b}" the length of the snout; the anterior developed dorsal rays
extendi no- beyond the tips of the last when the fin is depressed, and
tlie upper edge of the lin straight or cmarginate; origin of the anal

about midway between the tip of the depressed dorsal and the l)ase
of the caudal, and the fin reaching two-thirds the distance to base
of caudal; caudal deeply cmarginate and the lobes pointed; pectoral
broad, rounded, and reaching beyond the origin of the dorsal, and
almost to the origin of the ventral; origin of ventral well l)chind the
origin of the dorsal, and when depressed extending for half the space

Caudal peduncle rather short and compressed, its
Lateral line nearly straight and continuin head.
about
4
depth
least

to origin of anal.

ous to the l)ase of the caudal.
Color in alcohol dark brown above, pale or whitish below and washed
Avith silvery; upper surface of the ])ody speckled with darker brown

about 12 large brownish spots along
narrow blackish cross
and caudal with 5 or
pectoral with a few ])rown spots, the ventrals and anal pale;

spots, the sides with a series of

the lateral line; dorsal
lines;

(!

barbels and lips pale.

Length

7||- inches.

This description from an example from Lake Biwa at Matsiibani.
Of this species we have numerous specimens from Lake Biwa

at

Matsubara, the Kitakami River at Morioka, Matsushima, the Kinu
River at Utsunomiya, the Chikugo River at Kurume, Tsuruga in
Echizen, tiie Yodo River in Osaka, Kawatana in Hizen, the Iwai
River at Ichinoseki, Kaminutani River in Omi, and an example from
the collection from Karasaki, Lake Biwa, from K. Otaki.
Jt is one of the connnonest of .lapanese fishes, lying on the ))ottom
among the rocks or weeds, in the fashion of the American species of
{ewelnuH^ pike- like.)
8.

SARCOCHEILICHTHYS

Bleeker.

Snrcocheilichlh i/H BhKEKEii, Cypriii. rrodr., 1860, p. 426 (na-Kyiihi.s).

Body

elongate, oblong, and compressed.

pointed,
small;

and compivsscd; snout

mouth

small, inferior; lips

Head

elongate, ))luntly

and obtusely rounded; eye
rather thick and fleshy; a very small
l)lunt

and short maxillary ])arbel; teeth, 5—5; interorbital space, convex.
Intestine short.
Peritoneum silvery. Scales rather small, 42. Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than base of caudal anal inserted
below tip of depressed dorsal; caudal cmarginate; ventrils inserted a
little behind origin of dorsal.
Lateral line almost straight and continuous.
P>reeding males with horny tubercles on snout and sides of
head.
Japanese species, resembling those of the American genus
;

Seij/ot/lifs.

{adp^^

flesh; X^^^og, lip;

/'j/97;?,

fish.)

I

—
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(Schlegel).

HIGOI (SCARLET CARP), ABURAHAE (FAT MINNOW).
Leiicisciix rariegafii)^

Schlegei,,

Fauna

Japonit'a, Poiss., 1846, p. 213,

pi. cii,

i'v^,

2; Nagafsaki.

Fseudo/johio

rariei/((li(s

OvjiruEii,

Cat.

Fish.,

VII, 1868,

p.

175;

after notes of

Ishikawa, Zool. Mag. Tokyo, VII, August,
1895, p. 125; Otsu, ]\Iatsubara, and Maebara on Lake Biwa; Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 15; Lake Biwa, Maebara; Matsulmra, Zensho, Tsuyama, .Minasuka R.,
Kii.— Sauvage, Bull. See. Philom., 1883, p. ?, Lake Biwa.
SarcocheiUchthys variegatus Jordan and Snyder, Check List, 1901, p. 46; Lake
Bleeker on Schlegel's type.

Biwa.

Head
j

1

'

3|

;

depth i; D.

Ill, 8;

A.

II, T;

P. 15; V. 8; scales 42 in

the lateral line; 5 scales between origin of dorsal and lateral line, and
6 scales between the latter and middle of belly; pharvng-eal teeth 5—5;
width of head 1| in its length; snout 2f in head; e3^e 5i; interorhital

space 3i; pectoral l^; ventral li.
Body elongate, oblong, moderately deep and compressed. Head
elongate, bluntly pointed and compressed; snout moderately long,

compressed, very l)lunt, obtusely rounded and not protruding beyond
the jaws; eye small, rather high, 2 in snout, and anterior in the head;
mouth small, inferior and protractile, the maxillary reaching as far
posteriorly as the posterior nostril; lips thick, rather broad and fleshy,
and the lower broadly separated l)y the hard, rounded, horny symphyteeth hardly
sis; a very small and short maxillary barbel; pharyngeal

hooked, and with broad grinding surfaces; nostrils rather large, close
together, and much nearer the eye than tip of snout; interorbital space
broad and convex, and the top of the head also convex, (lill-openings
gill-rakers
large, and the membranes broadly joined to the isthnms;
with
Intestine
few, short, and weak; pseudobranchice well developed.
a single convolution.

Peritoneum

silvery.

no pectoral
Scales large, cycloid, and imbricated ah)ng the sides:

with a scaly flap at base.
base of the
Origin of the dorsal nearer the tip of snout than the
of the tin
edge
caudal by a space a little less than snout, the upper
the tip
depressed
when
straight on, only very slightly concave, so that
of the
tip
the
as
far
of the first developed ray reaches posterioi'ly as
of
base
than
ventrals
of
last; anal beginning much nearer the origin
caudal
latter;
the
to
caudal, and the tin reaches more than half way
extending twoforked and the lobes pointed; pectoral rounded and

flap; ventrals

entirely l)ehuKl origin
thirds the distance to base of ventral; ventrals
the distance to anal.
two-thirds
of dorsal, and extending posteriorly

least depth 2:1 m
Caudal peduncle rather long, compressed, and its
the sides
along
straight
Lateral line continuous and nearly
head.
washed
whitish
or
pale,
below
Color in alcohol, dark brown above,
scales
the
ot
most
of
edges
with silvery, the sides more or less brassy;
lateral
the
along
sides
the
brown;
above and on the sides marked with

)
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with a rather broad, brassy-brown longitudinal band, becoming
most distinct along- the caudal peduncle; a black spot l)ehind edge of
opercle; tins all more less tinged with brown, the dorsal with a trace
Male deep steel blue in life, a dark lateral shade
of a dark cross l)ar.
Dorsal rosy tinted above.
interrupted on tail to form a caudal spot.

line

Caudal and anal l)right yellow; pectoral and ventral with a scarlet
area, head pink below.
Length, Tj'',; inches.
This dcsciiption from an adidt male taken at Matsubara on Lake
Biwa.
Fresh waters of southern Japan, very abundant, our many s])ecimens from ]Vlatsubara on Lake Biwa, the Yodo River at Osaka in
Settsu, the Chikugo River at Kurume in Chikugo, Lake Yogo nea)Nagoya, Funayado in Kiusiu, Tsuchiura, and Tokyo.

The young

of this species differs in color

from the

adult, as the

markings are much more distinct. The dorsal tin is pale, like the venThe lateral band is
trals or anal, and is crossed by a jet black bar.
also ver}-^ distinct and generally results in a black blotch at the base of
As they grow older these markings become more indisthe caudal.
During the l)reeding season the snout of the male })ecomes
tinct.
covered with horny tubercles like those found in certain species of
H3'bopsis, Notropis, etc.

of

The following notes are given
Lake Biwa:'*"

Young with

in a '"Preliminar}'

yellowisli ocher above, the

dorsum

Note on the Fishes

bhiisli tinted; scales of >slvy-l)lne in

front of dorsal; irregular sepia-brown markings, forming a straight line al(jng lateral

below which the ground color of the body fades away into a pale l)lue; sepial)lotches along the back; head with sepia-brown markings on upper jaw, interPupil, indigo-black, surroundejd by sky-blue; tins yellowish
orbital space, and neck.
ocher, the ends of dorsal, ventral, anal, and middle of caudal lighter; a row of elongated black streaks on upper third of dorsal l)etween fin-rays.
Larger si)ecimens brown above and on caudal; sides of head bluish, passing gradually to light crimson toward the ventral side; lips pale blue; pupil black with a
crimson ring; dorsal third of body darker brown with traces of indigo; dorsal twothirds of body covered with sepia-colored scales; dorsal, i)ectoral, ventral, and anal
light brown with indigo on anterior parts of dorsal and ventral; ventrals and anal
edged with liglit indigo; basal third of caudal with longitudinal streaks of brown.
Upper half of body deep indigo-blue, with scattered, darker-colored scales; below
yellowish, quite light on ventrum, and with scattered golden yellow scales; ground
color of head reddish yellow, the dorsal portion dirty green; eye deep indigo with
crimson and indigo streaks around; dorsal and caudal greenish ocher; ventrals and
anal white, with yellow stripes.
line,

brown

{raricgutus, varied.

«Zool. Mag.,

VII (Tokyo), Aug.,

1895, pp. 125-127,

by

Dr. Ishikawa.
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Ahbottina

||

^

J

ABBOTTINA Jordan

835

and Fowler.

Jordan and Fowler, new genus {psegma).

Body elongate, oblong and compressed. Mead elongate, pointed;
snout elongate, compressed, concave above, and slightly produced, with
the tip bluntly rounded; eye small, high, and midway in head; mouth
small, inferior, protractile downward, and the maxillary not reaching

!eye; lips rieshv, not papillose; barbels moderate, one on each maxilIntestine short.
Peritoneum
5; interorl>ital space flat.
lary teeth 5

I

—

;

,'

Scales

silvery.

large,

about 38, none on breast.

Origin of dorsal

'nearer tip of snout than base of caudal, and inserted far ])ehind base
caudal emarginate; ventral inserted a little behind
of last dorsal ra}'
;

1

[

1

I

I

I

'.

i

the middle of the base of the dorsal.
Lateral line slightly decurved on the

tirst 3 or 4 scales, after which
Dorsal and caudal with several dark,
well-defined crossbars, as in Pseudogohlo, which it resembles, but is
Breeding males have the
easily distinguished by its smooth lips.
median dorsal rays enlarged, so that the tin is very large.
(Named for James Francis Abbott, late of Stanford University,
since professor in the Japanese Military Academy at Etajima, who
assisted Professors Jordan and Snyder in their work on Lake Biwa,

it is

straight and continuous.

Lake Togo, Yodo River, and
15.

at

Tsuruga and Misaki.)

ABBOTTINA PSEGMA

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

ii, D. II, 8; A. 11, 8; P. I, 11; V. 8;

Head, 3i; depth,

scales 38

an ol)lique series between the origin of
the latter and the middle of the belly;
between
6
about
and
the dorsal
head If in its length; snout 2i in
of
width
5—5;
teeth
pharyngeal
head; eye 5; interorbital space 3ii; pectoral a little shorter than the
in the lateral line; 5 scales in

head; ventral \\.

moderately deep, and compressed. Head
snout elongate, compressed, concompressed;
and
pointed,
elongate,
the mandibles, the tip bluntly
l^eyond
produced
slightly
and
above
cave
length
in snout, high, and about midway in the
small,

Body

elongate, oblong,

rounded; eye

2i

and protractile downward, the
the
maxillary reaching posteriorly beyond the nostrils, but not to
fleshy,
anterior margin of the eye; lips moderately broad, thick, and
smooth;
covered with distinct papillte, as they are perfectly

of the head;

mouth

small, inferior,

but not

diameter of the
barbel short, thick, and about equal to two-thirds the
grinding surface
eye; pharyngeal teeth small, weak, with a narrow
nearer the
nostrils together, rather large, and

and slightly hooked;

the top of
eye than the tip of snout; interorbital space ])road and flat,
membranes
Gill openings large, the gill
the head also rather flat.
rakers short,
forming a rather fleshy flap on each side below: gill

Proc. N.

M.
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toneum

in

VOL. xxyiij

moderate number; gill filaments long; pseudoIntestine with a single convolution.
Peri-

well developed.

silvery.

'

Scales large and cycloid, none on the breast; no pectoral flap; ventral flap short.

Origin of the dorsal nearer the tip of the snout than the base of

theij

caudal by the length of the snout, and the upper edge of the iin greatly
convex on account of the great length of the median rays, so thati
wh(Mi

it

is

depressed

it

reaches posteriorly nearly to the base of the
its length is equal to 2f in the bod}^ with-

penultimate anal ray, and

out caudal; origin of anal at about the last two-fifths of the space
between origin of dorsal and base of caudal, and Avhen depressed
reaching about to the latter; caudal rather deeply emarginate, and
the lobes pointed; pectoral long, the
strong, and the tip of the fin reaching

rudimentary ray stout and
bevond the origin of the dorsal.

first

Fig. 5.— Abbottina psegma.

l)ul

not (juitc to the base of ventral;

\

entrals inserted a

little

nearer

origin of anal than that of pectoral, and reaching for two-thirds the'

space to the former.

Caudal peduncle rather short and compressed,
head.
Lateral line slightly decurved on the
first 3 or -t scales, after which it is straight and continuous.
Color in alcohol, dark, rich brown above, below whitish and silvery,
and the sides and upper surface specked and spotted with dark brown,
very distinct on the latter; dorsal and caudal with narrow, blackish
crossbars, the pectoral also with l)lackish spots above, and the veiitrals and anal pale; axil of pectoral with a black spot; lips and barbels
pale; length 4^ inches.
Type No. 7721, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum.
Locality, Yodo River at Osaka in Settsu.
Cotype No. 50765, United States National Museum and Nos. 7721,
7148, Leland Stanford Junior University.
its least

depth 2|

in

r..i334.
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have man}' specimens from the Yodo River at Osaka in Settsu,
the Chikugo River at Kurume, and the Iwai River in Ichinoseki in
Rikuchu.
In nonbreeding males, females, and young-, the middle doisal rays
are not elongated, the upper edge of the liii being straight, and the
sides are marked with rather large and distinct dark blotches.

We

[feyi-ioi^ dust.)

lO.

ZEZERA

Jordan and Fowler.

Zczmt Jordan and Fuwlek, new genus

{hllgendorji).

Body elongate, oblong, and compressed. Head rather small,
depressed, and pointed, the upper and lower profiles straight; snout
oblique; upper lips
long; eye rather small; mouth small, terminal,
than eye; teeth
shorter
but
long,
rather broad; barbels 2; rather
Intestine short.
flattened.
and
broad
small, 5—5; interorbital space
imbricated;
42 in
not
and
cycloid,
small,
Peritoneum silvery. Scales
and
snout
of
tip
between
midway
dorsal
Origin of
the lateral line.
caudal
dorsal;
depressed
of
tip
behind
base of caudal; anal inserted
Caudal
ventral inserted slightly before origin of dorsal.

emarginate;
peduncle rather deep and compressed.

Lateral line straight and

continuous.

name of a small minnow, from Zeze, a vdlage at
its very
the Yodo River on Lake Biwa, remarkable for

{Zezera, Japanese

the head of

Omi.")
long bridge, one of the "seven wonders of
i6.

ZEZERA HILGENDORFI

SarcocheiUchthys hilgendor-fi Ishikawa,

Head

4.^;

depth 3f; D.

Ill, 7;

new

A.

(Ishikawa).

species of Japanese fishes Ms. 1902.

Ill, 6; P. 16;

V.

8; scales

42 in

of dorsal and lateral Ime, and
the lateral line; 6 scales between origin
teeth 5-5; width
pharyngeal
and middle of belly;

6 between latter
head; eye 4i; interorbital space 2^;
of head li in its length; snout 3 in
pectoral If; ventral li.
Head rather smal
Body elongate, ol^long, and compressed.
prohles straight;
lower
and
upper
depressed, elongated, pointed, and the
about
and
If in snout;
anterior,
snout long, pointed; eve rather small,
produced
slightly
mandible
the
mouth small, terminaf, very oblique,
nostril; upper
the
reaching
not
and
in front, the maxillary protractile
or ess
the edge of the mandible more
lips rather fleshy and dilated,
is less than
that
barbel
a
with
each
horny in the middle; maxillaries
nostrils close tog-etber on the
the eve; teeth small, weak, and hooked;
posterior extremity of the imxilsides"of the snout and nearer the
and
eye; interorbital space l)road
lary than the anterior margin of the
restricted
Gill-opening rather
flattened, or only very slightly convex.
Intestine
present.
pseudobranchi^e
gill-rakers small, few and weak;
,

short.

Peritoneum

silvery.

.
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cj'^cloid.

and not imbricated; no pectoral
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flap;

ven-

tral flap present.

Orij^in of the dorsal midwa}'^

between

tip of snout

and base of caudal,

rays the longest, and when depressed, the tip of the fin
does not rciich the origin of the anal; anal inserted a little nearer base
of caudal than tip of pectoral, the fin short and reaching half way to
th(>

aiit(>rior

base of caudal; caudal I'ather deep, cmarginate; pectorals reaching
a])out two-thirds the distance to origin of anal; ventral inserted slightly
l)eforc the origin of the dorsal, or a little nearer the origin of the anal
than that of the pectoral, and reaching two-thirds the distance to former.
Caudal peduncle deep and compressed, its least depth about 1| in
Lateral line straight and continuous.
th(^ head.

Color, in alcohol, dark brown, tinted with dull olivaceous

at)()ve,

deep l)r<)wn,
lateral band, which realh' begins on the snout, passing through the
eye and backwards, even upon the middle caudal rays: lips pale; some
of the scales on the lower portions of the sides tinted with pale brown;
dorsal, caudal, and pectorals grayish, the other fins pale like the belly.
Length 4^ inches.
We have but two examples of this species, the specimen described
(No. 7722 L. S. Jr. Univ.) above from Funayado, in Kiusiu, the other
in the U. S. National Museum, from the Kamo River, in Yamashiro,
from the collection of the Imperial University. Dr. Ishikawa's specimens, the types of the species, came from the Ahasi River, in Mimisaku.
(Named for Dr. Franz Hilgendorf.)
below pale or

Avhitish; the lateral line is within a broad,

11.

Biirid .JoKDAX

Body
ward.

BIWIA Jordan and

and Fowlek, new

Fowler.

jjenuH (zezera.)

elongate, compressed, rather thick, and

Head

somewhat

])road for-

and below% together with the interorbital region,
broad and flattened; snout bluntly rounded and produced; eye rather
large; mouth small, inferior, the broad su])orbitals overlapping on
each side; no barbels; teeth, 5—5; interorlfital space more or less
small,

Inside of gill-opening wdth a deep notch below.
Intestine
Peritoneum silvery. Scales large, imbricated, cycloid and
about 38; no scales on the breast. Origin of dorsal midwaj^ between
tip of snout and base of last anal ray, the radii 7: anal short, the
radii 6, and its origin behind tip of depressed dorsal; caudal cmar-

flattened.

short.

ginate;
dorsal.

ventrals inserted about opposite the middle of the base of
Lateral line straight after the first 3 or 4 scales, and con-

tinuous.
This genus is close to Pseudorashom, the latter diflering
principally in the deep notch inside the gill-opening below.
Blwia%
dift'ers also in the form of the mouth, which is small, inferior,
and

ensheathed on each side by the broad suborl)itals.
(Named for Lake Biwa.)
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17.

BIWIA ZEZERA

839

(Ishikawa).

ZEZERA.
Ishikawa, Zool. Mag., VTI, 1895, p. 127, witli plate; Lake
and Matsu))ara; Prel. Cat., 1897, !>. KJ; naine ioralialso Zen^ho and Tsuyauia River.

I'itendfMiohin zczent

Biwa
ties;

at ()t8u, :Mael)ara

Head ^\ depth

J:f; D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, 6; scale.s 3H in the lateral
between the orio-in of the dorsal and the lateral line, and
5 between the latter and the middle of th(i l)elly pharyngeal teeth not
examined, but probably 5—5; width of head 1^ in its length; snout 4
in head; eye Sf; interorbital space 3; pectoral a little less than head;

4

line;

.scales

;

ventral li.

Body elongate, compressed, and somewhat broad forward. Head
rather small, thick, and below, together with the inter-pectoral region,
broad and flattened; snout very bluntly rounded and produced; eye
moderate, high, anterior, and a little longer than snout; mouth small,
inferior, the broad suborbitals overlapping on each side; lips ver}'

no

on each side of the
than the interorbital space;
top of head and interorlntal space flattened, the latter nuich Itroader
Gill-openings moderate, inside and below with a deep
than the eye.
thin;

bar])els; nostrils large, close together,

snout, and the internasal space

much

less

notch, gill-rakers very small and weak; pseudobranchige small.
tine short.

Peritoneum

Intes-

silveiy.

more or less even size, and those on the
on breast; no pectoral flap; no ventral flap.
Origin of dorsal al)out midway between tip of snout and l)ase of last
Scales large, cycloid, of

sides imbricated;

no

scales

anal ray; the anterior rays the highest; the base of the
in the

head; the length of the

fin,

when

depressed, 3i

fln

in

about

H

body with-

out caudal, and the margin of the fin convex; anal beginning well
behind tip of depressed dorsal, or about midway between the origin
of the ventral

and the base of caudal, the anterior rays the longest,
fin short, and when depressed, the tip of the fin

the base of the

reaches two-thirds the distance to base of caudal; caudal emarginate;
pectorals with the outer rudimentary^ ray enlarged and stiffened and

reaching three-fourths of the distance to ventrals; ventrals inserted
about opposite the middle of base of dorsal, or a little nearer the base
of caudal than tip of snout, and reaching three-fourths of the distance
Caudal peduncle compressed, its least depth 2 in
to origin of anal.

head.
first

Lateral line almost straight, only slightly decurved upon the

three or four scales of

its

course.

Color in alcohol, brown, darker above, the lower surface pale or
silvery; top of head and snout brownish; edge of each scale dark
brown, so that a well-defined reticulated color pattern is present; fins
all more or less grayish, the dorsal and caudal with some dark brown
mottlings or blotches; a series of round dark l)lotches along the sides.

Length, S^V inches.
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This description from an example from the Yodo Ri\'er at Osaka,
only locality where the spcH-ies was o])tained by us.
We do not
hesitate to identify these specimens with Ishikawa's l^iutjixjohii) .cezern^
th(>

main agree. llo\vev<'r, he does not mention a
notch inside the ^ill opening, a character also shared with l^xcKdoiutshorK.

as the characters in the

The oi'ioinal description
Head a little less than
the
5

—

is

as follows:

depth 5; D. I, 8; A. I, 7; scales 88 in
transversely 4i above and 3^ below; pharyngeal teeth
in head; snout with the front end abruptly turned down,
5;

latei'al line,

5;

eye

8|^

forming a rounded angle with the upper side; eye large; mouth inferior, horseshoe shaped, very small; bar])els none; lower jaw with
pendant, lateral lips; pharyngeal teeth arranged in two groups of
Origin of dorsal tin much nearer to end of wnout than l)ase
8 and 2.
General color, shining, yellowish ocher, }>elow silvery; a
of caudal.
series of round, blackish blotches along lateral line; a similar blotch

on the occiput, and also along the dorsum; 3 to 4
on the dorsal and the ventrals. Otsu, Maebara, and Matsubara, Lake Biwa (Ishikawa).
sometimes

j)i"esent

series of small black spots

12.

PSEUDORASBORA

Bleeker.

Pseudormbora Bleeker, Act. Soc. Indo-Neerl. Japan, VI, 1860,

p.

97 (parra).

Body elongate. Head pointed, compressed; snout bluntly pointed;
eye rather large; mouth terminal above, oblique, the mandilile projecting, and the maxillary not reaching nostril; no barbels; teeth 5—5;
interorbital space broad and tlat.
Inside of gill opening with a notch
below. Intestine short.
Peritoneum silvery. Scales large, cycloid,
and about 38; breast scaled. Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout
than base of caudal; origin of anal begins below tip of depressed dorcaudal emarginate; ventrals inserted below origin of dorsal.

sal;

Lateral line slightly decurved and continuous.
Breeding males with
the snout and sides of the head with horny tubercles.

Small

fishes of

Japan and China.

{i^evdijg, false; rasbora, a related
i8.

genus.)

PSEUDORASBORA PARVA
MOROKO:

(Schlegel).

IIAYA.

Leucisms parnts SonLEOEi,, Fauna Japonica, PoIhs., 1846,
streams about Nagasaki.

p. 215,

j)!.

cii, fig. 3;

Pseudorasbora parva Knek, Novara Fische, 1867,
p. 355, pi. xvi, fig. 2; Shanghai
(called Opsaras parvus on plate).— GtJNTHER,
Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 186;
Japan, Chi Kiang, China.— Ishikawa, ZooL Mag., VII,
1875, p. 128; Otsu,

Maebara, Matsubara; Prel. Cat., 1897,
p. 14; same localities, also Yodo
River, Yoga Lake, Shiuia and Zensho.—Jordan
and Snyder, Proc. V. S.
Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 344; Karasaki,
Lake Biwa; Annot. Zool.
Jap.,

Ill, 1901, p. 48;

Lake Biwa.
LeuclnniH puslUnH Schi.egel, Fauna Japonica,
Nagasaki.

Poiss., p. 216, pi. cu, fig. 4;

near

I
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in
4^; depth 4; D. Ill, 7; A. II, (i; V. I, IH; V. 8; ncales 38
line,
lateral
dorsid
and
ovii^in
of
between
the lateral line; 5 scales
pharyngeal
and 5 between the latter and the middle of the belly;

Head

5—5; width

teeth

interorbital space a

Ih
Body

its length; snout 'd\ in head; eye 3|;
than half the head; pectoral 1^; ven-

of head If in
little less

tral

^,

,

and compressed. Head pomted (compressed), the
surface and the sides more or less flattened; snout
lower
ui-per and the
elong-ate

mouth
bluntly pointed; eye rather large, anterior;
protractile,
maxillary
the
front
in
and projecting
rather
front of nostril; no l)arbels; pharyngeal teeth
a])ove;
eye
the
of
front
in
together
nostrils close

and not reaching
small and hooked;
interorbital space

Gill-openings moderate, lateral; gill-rakers merely
pseudobranchiaj developed. Intestine short and

broad, nearly
fleshy rudiments;
flat!

with few turns.

oblii^uely vertical

Peritoneum

silvery.

even size, and cycloid; pectorals
moderate, pointed.
with a narrow, fleshy flap; ventral flap
snout than base of caudal,
of
tip
nearer
anterior,
dorsal
Origin of
in head, and the
of the fin
the anterior ravs the highest, the base
nearer tip of
much
margin of the fin slightly convex; origin of anal
in shape;
dorsal
and similar to
pectoral than Imse of caudal, small
about
reach
pectorals
pointed;
caudal emarginate, the lobes roundly
origin
the
below
inserted
distance to ventrals; ventrals

I

Scales rather large, of

more or

less

U

two-thirds the

origin of anal.
and reaching two-thirds the distance to
more than the
trifle
a
and
Caudal peduncle rather long; compressed,
l.n(> almost
Lateral
and ventral.
space between origins of pectoral
continuous.
or only very slightly decurved, and

of the dorsal

straight,

the sides

brown or black al,ove,
Color in alcohol, very dark grayish
each scale with a brownspot;
and lower surface more or less silvery,
band, most distinct posteriorly;
sides with a pale, slaty gray lateral
indistinctly
or black, and more or less
all the fins grayish brown

w

spotted or speckled with darker.
,
the male with nuptial tu])ercles.
In life the adult is golden yellow,
.

Length,

3A

inches.

.

i

iv.i-vn
01.30.

from IVuchiumneai 1
Here described from an example
nci
represented in our collections M'
This very abundant minnow is
wa
u,
Nag^ya
near
Tsuchiura,
many series of specimens from
Lake Biwa at Matsu bara the
Lake Yogo near Nakanogo in Mino,
hej^c^o
at Kurume
L trlivtr at Ichinosekirthe Chikugo River
of K. Otaki,
collection
the
from
River at Osaka, and several examples

from Karasaki on Lake Biwa.
{parvus, small).
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OTAKIA

13.
O^aAvVf

Body

JoRPAN and Snydek,

XXVI.

Jordan and Snyder.

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mils., 1900, p. 3-45

(

head elongate, eye large, anterior;

elongate;

vol..

r((.s7;or/??a).

mouth very

oblique, lower jaw included, the maxillary protractile, and not reaching eye; no barbels; teeth 5, 2 2, 5, slender, hooked, and with a

—

two rows.

scarcely discernable grinding surface in

pointed;

arch slender,

first

large, with a

neum

pseudol)ranchi;e

median constriction.
Dorsal inserted a

Gill-rakers on

present.

Alimentar}' Canal

Air-bladder

.short.

Perito-

advance of ventrals, of 8
developed ra3's, the anterior rays weak, and the edge of the fin concave; anal of similar shape, with T rays; caudal deeply notched, the
tips pointed.
Lateral line straight after the first 4 or 5 scales, where
it is slightly decurved, and then continuous.
Color, light, with a silvery, lateral band.
silvery.

Species of small

a former student of the senior author;

professoi- in the Imperial Military
19.

Otakia rdshorina
fig. 3;

in

size.

(Named for Keinosuke Otaki,

now

little

OTAKIA RASBORINA

Academy

at

Tokyo.)

Jordan and Snyder.

Jokdax and Snyder, Proc. V.

Nat. Mns., 1900,

S.

p. 345, pi.

i.v,

Lake Biwa.

Head -t; depth 4f D. 8; A. 7; scales 40 in a lateral series, 10 in a
transverse series above ventral, and 17 between in,sertion of dorsal
and ()C('ii)ut; eye 4 in head; snout 3i; interorbital space 8^; height of
;

D. 5i

in 1)ody; anal 7^;

caudal 3|; pectoral

H;

ventral 0|.

Fig. ().— Otakia rasborina.

Body elongate, its depth al)out twice that of caudal peduncle. Head
elongate; eye large, nearer tip of snout than posterior
edge of opercle,
a di.stance equal to half its diameter; mouth
very oblique, the lower
jaw included, the maxillary protractile, and not extending
posteriorly
to the edge of the orl)it; no barbels, teeth
slender, hooked and with a
scarcely discernible grinding surface in
two rows. Gill-rakers on
first

arch slender, long, pointed, and about 10 in
number; p.seudo])ranchiie
present.
Air-bladder large, with a median constriction. Alimentary
canal short.

Peritoneum silvery.

Scales large.
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Dorsal inserted a little anterior to the ventrals, the anterior rays
shorter,
weak; S developed rays, the first the longest and preceded ))y a
other rays gradually shorter,
slender, closely-adnate, simple ray, the
appearance
and the edge of the fin concave, giving a somewhat falcate
developed
first
dorsal,
the
depressed; anal similar in shape to

when

adnate ray, the second ray the
ray preceded by a weaker, simpler,
notched, the tips pointed;
longest and the others shorter; caudal deeply
Depth of
vent.
reaching
not
pectorals obtusely pointed; ventrals
extending
line
Lateral
body.
caudal peduncle about 2 in depth of
and straight, with the excepalong middle of body and caudal peduncle
-i or 5 scales.
anterior
tion*of a slight upper curve of the
dark spot at base of
faint
and
a
Color light; a silver lateral band,
from head to
extending
band
dorsal
caudal; a narrow, dark, medium
upon the
especially
dots,
minute
with
base of caudal; upper parts
color.
without
others
the
dusky,
little
edges of the scales; dorsal fin a
long.
mches)
(about
mm.
73
2i
Our specimen, probably joung,

U.S.N.M.
Karasaki, Lake Biwa (Coll. K. Otaki) No. 49401
No specmiens
Snyder.
and
Jordan
The above description is from
were taken by Jordan and Snyder in 1900.
genus.
(Name, a diminutive of Rasbora, u related
Hindu name of Bashora rashora.)

TRIBOLODON

14.

Trlbolodon Sauvage, Bull. Soc, PhilouK

Rasbora

is

the

Sauvage.

I'ari., 1883, p.

IB {puvrtatu.).

not dilated; pharyngeal
Barbels none; mouth small; suborbitals
1 eriPseudobranchia^ i^resent.
teeth 5-2, recurved and hooked.
at
w.h
Dorsal
Scales small.
toneum sprinkled with black points.
short
ana
ventrals;
and opposite the
least 9 divided rays, short
and low, but termmatmg at middle
decurved
line
lateral
Scales small;
of caudal.

Of

the group Danlonliui.

(Sauvage.)

{rpiftoXa, harrow; o8ovg, tooth.)
20

TRIBOLODON PUNCTATUS

Triholodon p,mctaia,>

Sauvage,

Bull.

Soc-.

Sauvage.

Philouu

Paris,

1883, p. 6;

Lake

Biwa.

Head Si
lat!,;i linl

diameter

Is

in total;

depth 6i

in total;

D.

9;

A. 1"; scales 75 in the

Body 'elongate; ->""* ""-'^ '»"=-•
interorhital »paoe very much

Si in head;

""Z^;^;;^
S
"^^
'^

;
^^
••^<'.
snout and orig.n o -"'*'! ^'1
Dorsal midway between tip of
head
lop ot
caudal en,ar8>na e
in advance of the ventrals;
bhush
'^"^^^^"Sj^^
a
scales;
small black points upon the
Length to mn,. (about
yellow.
extremity of dorsal black; ventrals
'

Ik,

^^

Lake Biwa (Sauvage).
3J inches).
Jordan and Snyder.
This species was not taken by
(jmnetatus, spotted.)

)

.

.

.

.
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LEUCISCUS

15.

Lmciscus

(Klt'iii)

Cuviku, Regne Animal,

and phoxhms)

leadscHK, alhurnus,

Dvhala Rafinesque,

Oh.,

Ich.

,

Cuvier.
1st ed. LSI 7,

h'tuisnts,

1820,

194

mtlh

((JiiJmhi,

(No type mentioned; dohul

45.

p.

]>.

the natural type.

understood.
Leucisats Rafinesque,

Tcli.

Oh.,

1.S20,

p.

(No type mentioned;

45.

Jmrisc

understood.

Leucmus

Aciassiz,

Mem.

LeueiscuK Heckel,

being

Soe. Sci. Nat. Neufcliiltel, 1835, p. 38 {leuciseuH), (not'

and

of Gvinther, whicli

is

Eiiilliis

of Rafinesque, the tyjte

rutilus)

Sqwtlms Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, 1837, p. 6 {tyberimts)
Leuciscus Bon Av ARTE, Fauna Itahca, 1837, p. 6 {argenteus-lenciscus).
Telcsles Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, 1837, p. 6 {tnuticellus).
Cephalus Bonaparte, Catol. Metod., 1846, p. 39 {cephalus; no diagnosis).
Microlepia Bonaparte, Catol. Metod., 1846, p. 39 {turskyi; no diagnosis).
Richardsonius GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 201 {halteatus).
Tigoma Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 205 [pulcheUa).
Clu'onda (Jirard, Proc. Ac. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 207 {cooperi).

Sihoma Girard, Proc. Ac. Sci. Phila., 1856, p. 208 {crassicauda)
ClinostomuH Girard, Proc. Ac. Sci. Phila,, 1856, p. 211 {elongatus).
Proioporus Cope,

Hayden's Geol.

Surv.

Montana

for

1871,

1872,

p.

473

[domninus).

Head moderate; mouth usually
Bod}^ oblong, compressed or robust.
large and terminal; lips normal; no barbels; teeth 5, 2 2, 4, usually
5, 2
2, 5 in the European types, hooked and with rather narrow grind-

—

—

ing surface or none.

Intestine short.

Scales moderate or small.

Dorsal posterior, usually behind ventrals; anal basis short or more
or less elongate; caudal emarginate.
Lateral line decurved, complete
or variously

imperfect.

Size generally

large,

some species

ver}'

A

very large group, one of the largest current genera in
ichthyology, represented by numerous species in the rivers of Europe,
Asia, and North America.
The Japanese species belong to the typical subgenus, Leuciscus.
small.

{XsvKos, white.)
a Caudal peduncle not very stout, its least depth not two-thirds the head; scales not
closely imbricated; dorsal usually inserted behind- ventrals.
b Scales large, 35 to 45.
c Scales

about 38

japonicus, 21

a; Scales 45

cxrulesroix,

L'L'.

bb Scales small, 60 to 100.

d Scales 60 to 66.
Snout 3 J in head.
('

Sides nearly plain silvery

dd Scales 70 to 78
ddd Scales 80 to 95

phalacrocora.r, 23.
hakuensis, 24.
taczanowskii, 25.

,

an Caudal peduncle very deep and compressed, its least depth nearly equal to the
depth of head. Dorsal inserted behind ventrals, much nearer base of caudal
than tip of snout; scales loosely imbricated, 63 to 72; sides of body mottled
with darker scales.
/ Snout 35 in head teeth 2, 5 1, 2
Jouyi, 26.
:

—

1
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(Sauvage).

Squalius japofdcm ':>Avy AGE, Bull. Soc. Philoiu., Paris., 1883,

p. 4;

Lake Hiwa.

Head 4f in total; depth 5i in total, D. 9; A. 8; V. 8; scales 38 in
Snout slightly more than eye,
3.
the lateral line; pharyngeal teeth 5
subor])itals narrow; interorsnout;
on
pores
no
head;
in
which is 3i
Dorsal
inserted nearer tip of snout
eye.
than
more
flat,
bital space
behind
ventrals; caudal emarginsomewhat
and
peduncle,
than caudal
black points upon back
silvery;
Color
straight.
line
Lateral
ate.

—

and upon each scale of lateral line. Length 85 mm. (about 33Vin<'hes).
Lake Biwa. (Sauvage.)
This species has been observed only in the collection sent from Lake
Biwa to Dr. Sauvage by Dr. Steeuacker. It was not seen by Jordan
and Snyder.
22.

LEUCISCUS C^RULESCENS

Scfialius acruk'iicens

Head 5i

in total;

Sauvage, Bull.

depth 5i

(Sauvage).

Soo. Philom., Paris, 1888, p. 8;

in total;

D. 9; A.

8; scales 4.5 in

Lake Biwa.
the lateral

Snout somewhat shorter than the eye,
line; pharyngeal teeth 5—2.
upon the snout; suborbitals narrow;
pores
few
which is 4 in head; a
more than the diameter of the
somewhat
and
convex,
interorbital space
the extremity of snout tliuii
nearer
somewhat
Dorsal inserted
eye.
ventrals; caudal emarginato.
the
behind
somewhat
base of caudal, and
upon the back, and upoi
clouded
silvery,
Color
Lateral line straight.
Length 1l>o
line.
lateral
the
along
band
bluish
the top of the head; a

mm.

(about 4 ij inches).

known

This species

is

{c:rrii](scr)is.

Iduish).

23.

Lake Biwa. (Sauvage.)
only from the description of Dr. Sauvage.

LEUCISCUS PHALACROCORAX

Jordan and Fowler, new species.

HI, 8; P. 17; V. 9; scales about
3f ; depth 4f D. HI, 7; A.
of dorsal and lateral
62 in the lateral line; 12 scales between origin
belly; pharyngeal teeth 2,
line, and 12 between latter and middle of

Head

;

eye 4i; mterwidth of head 2 in its length; snout 3i in head;
orbital space 3; pectoral about lj^\ ventral If.
pointed, comBody elongate and compressed. Head elongate,
slightly
profile
upper
pressed, the sides somewhat flattened, and the
produced;
and
convex
convex; snout rather long; pointed and slightly
nearly horizontal, on y
eye small, anterior, and li in snout; mouth
reaching posteriorly
and
slightly inclined, the maxillary protractile,
dilated; pharyngeal
not
to the anterior margin of the eye; lips fleshy,
nostrils close
hooked;
teeth with narrow grinding surface, scarcely
ot snout;
tip
than
eye
the
too-ether on the snout above and nearer
giiilarge;
Gill-opemngs
interorbital space and top of head convex.

5—4,

3;

present.
rakers short, and firm; pseudobranchia^

Peritoneum black.

Intestine

short.

j
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Scales, cycloid, rather large,

no pectoral

flap; a

more or

small ventral

VOL. XXV

and not imbricated

less even,

flap.

midway between tip of snout and base of caudal
developed ray the highest, reaching beyond the others
to th

Orig-in of dorsal

the

first

origin of the anal

when depressed, the base of

1| in

fin

its

height,

aiK

upper edge nearly straight; origin of anal a little nearer
tip o
pectoral than base of caudal, the first developed ray the highest,
reach
ing beyond the others when the fin is depressed, and
its base 1^
its height, and its margin nearly straight;
caudal deeply emarginatei
its

i,

pectoral reaching a

over two-thirds the distance to origin of ven
the distance to origin of anal.
Cauda
IxHluncIo rather long, compressed, and its least depth
2i in head. Lat
eral line slightly decurved, and continuous.
tral; ventral

trifle

seven-ninths

Fig.

7.— Leucisciis phalacrocorax.

Color in alcohol dark slaty brown, whitish or silvery beneath;
dorsal
and caudal brownish, pectorals also tinted with brown, all the
other
fins pale; a dark blotch along gill-opening
above base of pectoral.
Length, 5f inches.
Type No. 7723, Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford Junior
University Museum. Locality Tana River at Tachikawa.

Cotypes 50784, United States National Museum.
this species we have a number of specimens
from the Tana River
at Tachikawa, Koshyu (Imperial Museum),
and the Kinu River in
Utsunomiya. The specimens from the Tana River were
obtained by
us, through the eflforts of trained
cormorants, procured

Of

by Dr. Mit-

sukuri. Dr. Watase, and Dr. lijima.
{pltalacrocorax,

"bald raven," the cormorant.)

24.

LEUCISCUS HAKUENSIS
UGUl;

AKAHARA (RED

Gunther.

BELLY).

UuchciiH ]mkuem\s Gunther, Shore Fishes
Challenger, 1880,
B; Lake Hakone (misprinted

p.

72 pi

"Hakow -).-STEiNnACHNKR,'

1881 p. 15; Japan. -Jordan

and Snyder, Check List,
/mX-wmm Sauvage, Bull. Soe. Philom., 1883,
p.
Lmcm^u, hakonemis Ishikawa, Zool. Mag.,

4;

Tokyo, 1895,

Biwa.

fig

Yokohama.
Lake Biwa
p. 129; Otsu on Lake

1901, p. 48;

-V/ua/iMs

xxxi

Ichth. Beitr.

).
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Mead

D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, 7; P. 12; V. 8; scales 74 in
between the origin of dorsal and lateral line, and
and middle of belly: pharyngeal teeth, 4, 2 2, 5;

4i; depth 4;
14 scales

iteral line:

4 between the latter
,'idth

847

of head about li, or a

ead; eye

5-k;

—

little less

than 2 in

its

length; snout H^ in

interorbital space 3; pectoral li; ventral 1^.

Head elongate, pointed, and coiuBod}' elongate and compressed.
dcssed, the sides flattened, and the upper i)rotile almost straiglit to

^

ip of snout; snout rather pointed, somewhat broad and ver}' slightU'
produced; eye small, anterior, 1^ in snout; mouth moderate, the maxilary protractile, reaching posteriorly almost to the anterior margin of

he eye, and not very oblique; lips fleshy, not dilated; pharyngeal teeth
hooked; nostrils close together on the sides
an eye diameter distant from the eye',
')f the snout, and about half
Gill-opennterorbital space and the top of the head slightly convex.
pointed,
and
4+9; pseudongs rather large; gill-rakers rather short
pale
gray.
Peritoneum
Intestine short.
)ranchia? present.
Scales cycloid, moderately small and of rather even size; no pectoral
vith grinding surface, not

ventral with a small fleshy flap.
Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal,
pointed, the first developed ray the highest, reaching beyond the others
and its
to origin of anal, when depressed, its base If in its height,

jlap;

upper edge nearly straight; anal inserted midway t)etween tip of pectoral and base of caudal, the first developed ray the highest reaching
beyond the others when the fin is depressed, the base of the fin is li
deeply emarginate, the
{in its height and its margin straight; caudal
lobes pointed.
!

Pectoral two-thirds the distance to ventrals; ventrals inserted a
of the pectoral, and a
little nearer the origin of the anal than that
Caudal peduni'le
former.
the
to
distance
trifle over three-fifths the
line slightly deLateral
head.
the
in
ratlier long, its least depth 2i

curved and continuous.
pale
Color in alcohol dark brown, slightly olivaceous above and
pale or
anal
and
ventrals
dark;
above
gill-openings
below; inside of
darker; pectoral
whitish; dorsal and caudal brown, the edges of the fin
gra^'ish -brown.

Length, 13i inches.
in Omori.
This description from an adult female from Lake Jusan
Japan, reachmg
This is the most abundant species of Ct/j>rmid» in
It ranges far to the northa large size and often entering the sea.
Leuoscxis tac-^
ward, farther than anv other of the Cyprinldm except
Jusan m Omori
zmioivsHL Our manv specimens are from Lake
(collection Mitonobu
(collection Sotaro Saito), Kawajiri in Rikuchu
Enoshima, Matsushmia Hay
Irako), Kitakami R., Katase River near
m Rikuoku, KitaRikuzen, Same in Rikuoku (in salt water), Aomori
River in IchiIwai
kami River in Morioka, Sendai, Niigata in Echigo,
Hakodate,
Utsonomiya,
at
poseki, Tsuruga in Echizen, Kinu River

m
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Otaru, Lake Biwa at Karasaki, Noyshiro (collection K. Otaki), Hiroshima, a lake near Oide (collection Jouy), and Yokohama (collection
The species freely enters salt water.
Joiiy).

(Name from Lake Hakonc on
25.

the mountain between Izu and Sagami.)

LEUCISCUS TACZANOWSKII

Steindachner.

KIKI.
/ymn«'«.<{<ao2rm(WwA-v,/

Stein i)A('HNKK,

Iclitli. Beitr.,

X,

1881, p. 16; Sea of Japan.

(Pectoral \l in lioad, misprinted "S^.")

7; A. HI, 8; P. 17; V. 10; scales 93 in thel
the origin of dorsal and lateral line) and'
between
lateral line (17 scales
middle
of belly; pharyngeal teeth 5, 2 2,4;
and
14 1)etwe(Mi the latter
snout
length;
width of head 2i in its
8i in head; ej^e of in head; inter-

Head

4;

depth 4f D. HI,
;

—

orbital space a little over 3; pectoral li; yentral 2.

Body elongate and compressed.
pressed, and the sides flattened;

Head

upper

to tip of snout; snout long, rather blunt

pointed, comhead almost straight

elongate,

profile of

and scarcely projecting be3^ond

mouth moderate,

the mandible; eye small, anterior. If in snout;

the

maxillary protractile, not reaching posteriori}^ as far as the eye, and
not very oblique; lips fleshy, not dilated; pharyngeal teeth with grind-

I

ing surface, slightly hooked; nostrils close together on the upper sides t
of the snout, and much nearer the anterior edge of ej^e than tip of the
[i

latter; interorbital

convex.

space and top of the head rather broad and slightly J

+ 10; pseudobranperitoneum silvery.
even size; no pectoral

Gill-openings large; gill-rakers short, 4

chise present.

Intestine with a single convolution

Scales very small, cycloid, and of

more or

less

.

;

I

flap; a small ventral flap.

Origin of dorsal nearer base of caudal than tip of snout, the first
developed ray the highest reaching beyond the others to the origin of
the anal when depressed, the base of the fin If in its height and its

margin nearly straight; anal inserted midway between tip of pectoral
and base of caudal, the first developed ray the highest reaching beyond
the others when depressed, the base of the fin 1^ in its height, and its
margin nearly straight; caudal deepl}^ emarginate, the lobes pointed.
Pectoral reaches about two-thirds the distance to ventral; ventral
inserted .slightly before the origin of the dorsal, and reaches two-thirds
the distance to anal.
Caudal peduncle long, its least depth 2f in head.
Lateral line slightly decurved, and continuous.
Color in alcohol dark ])rown, slightly olivaceous above, the lower
surface of the body pale or whitish; dorsal, caudal, and pectorals
grayish or brownish black, the other fins pale.
Length, lOf inches.
Fresh waters of .Japan. We have a number of examples of this
species from Lake Jusan, in Aomori, Noyshiro (collection, K. Otaki),
and Junsaburogata (Nishitsu Riverj, in Aomori (collection, S. Saito).
Its distribution is probably mainly northern.
(Named for Professor Taczanowsky, its discpyerer.)

I

I

i

I

I
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Jordan and Snyder.

Leudscusjouyi Job.t>a:s and Snyder, Proc. U.
of Tsushima, Straits of Korea.

S.

Nat. Muh., 1901; Sasniia island

D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, T; P., I(>; V., 9; scales, (iS
about IS scales between ori«-in of dorsal and lateral
line, and about 16 between the latter and middle of belly; phai'vnfeal
teeth, 2, 5- -l, 2; width of head, about li in its length; snout, ^ri in
head; eye, a little over -1; interorbital space, 2i; pectoral, nearly 1^;

Head,

4; depth, 3f;

in the lateral line;

ventral, If.

Body

and compressed. Head small, pointed,
width equal to its depth; snout pointed, rounded
and slightly produced; eye moderate, anterior, about 1^ in snout;
elong-ate, rather deep,

depressed, and

mouth

its

slightly oblique, the maxillar}- protractile,

edge of eye;

and reaching poste-

somewhat fleshy, not dilated;
several pharyngeal teeth of the outer row with narrow grinding surface, and others slightly curved; nostrils close together on sides of
snout, nearer front of eye than tip of snout; interorbital space and top
of head broad and slightly convex.
Gill-openings large; gill-rakers
short and pointed, 2+6; pseudobranchife pre.sent.
Intestine short.
Peritoneum silvery.
Scales large, cycloid, and of rather even size; no pectoral or ventral
riorly to anterior

lips

Hap.

Origin of dorsal much nearer the base of the caudal than tip of
when depressed it reaches within a short distance of the
base of the last anal ray; origin of anal about midway between tip of
pectoral and base of caudal; caudal broad and deep, emarginate and
the lobes roiuided; pectoral about three-tifths to A^entval; ventral
inserted well before the dorsal, and nnich nearer the tip of pectoral
than origin of anal.
Caudal peduncle ver}" deep and compressed,
the least depth about equal to the depth of the head. Lateral line
slightl}^ decurved and continuous.
Color in alcohol brown, a little darker above and somewhat i)aler
beneath, the sides mottled with scales darker than the others.
Length, 6jV inches.
This description from one of the cotypes. No. 6376, Ichth3^ological
Locality,
Collections Leland Stanford Junior Univ^ersity Museum.
Sasuna, island of Tsushima.
Of this species we have a number of specimens from Sasuna, island
of Tsushima (cotypes), and we refer to it others from Kaminutani Kiver
snout, and

near Lake Biwa, province of Omi.

Most of our examples have a dark median band running along the
back from the occiput to dorsal and then continued behind the tin to
caudal.
Some are also more or less tinely mottled with brown and
have pores about the head.

(Named

for

its

discoverer, Pierre Louis Jouy.)

.

.
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PHOXINUS

16.

rhoxhms Rafinesque,

vol. xxvi

(Rafinesque) Agassiz.

loh. Ohiensin, 1820, p. 15 (no species nieniion^d;

understood)
Pho.cinHS Agassiz, Mc'in. Soc.

Sci.

phoxinm

Nat. Neufchiitel, 1835, p. 37 (phoximii^).

Amer. Phil. Soc, 1870, p. 462 {vittnta)
and Evermann, Fish. N. M. Amer., I, 1898, p. 243

neinitremia Cope, Proc.
A»/(V7(//(//.s'.ToROAN

This

*>enu.s

pjui'ope,

contains small, hrig^htly colored

and Asia,

The

(Miil line.

diti'cring'

from

minnows

{jihliffelhonlis).

of America,

Leiiciscus onl}^ in the incomplete lat-

scales are usuall}' small,

and the

tins

of the breeding

males bright red in the spring.
(r^o^o's,

tapering).

27.

PHOXINUS STEINDACHNERI

Sauvage.

ABURAMUTSU (FAT CHUB).
Phoximis Hleindachneri Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philom., Paris, 1883,

Head

p. 5;

Lake Biwa.

depth (If in total; D. 9; A. 0; scales 80 in the
Snout longer than ej^e, which is 4^ in head; interorl)ital
Dorsal beginning at an equal distance from
space greater than eye.
caudal peduncle and center of eye; caudal emarginate, yellowish, with
numerous clouded black points; a blackish band from eye to caudal;
dorsal and caudal dark; top of head and tip of snout black.
Length 170 mm. (about Q\\ inches). Lake Biwa. (Sauvage.)
This species is know^n solely from the account given b}^ Dr. Sauvage.
(Named for Dr. Franz Steindachner.)
5iT

in total;

lateral line.

17.

ZACCO Jordan and Evermann.

Zarco Jordan and Evermann, Fishes of Formosa, Proc. U.
1902, p. 322 {plafiipus).

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXV,

Body moderately elongate and compressed head compressed; snout
pointed; eyes moderate; mouth oblique, not notched; no
barbels; teeth 5 or 4, 4, and 2 or 1—1, or 2, 4 and 4 or 6; interorbital
;

conical,

space convex.

Intestine short.
Peritoncnun black.
Scales cycloid,
narrowly imbricated, and 40 to CO in the lateral line. Dorsal nearer
tip of snout than l)ase of caudal, or midway between, and its developed
rays 7; anal inserted l)elow. or a trifle before tip of depressed dorsal;
its basis long, and composed of 1> or 10 developed rays; caudal emarginate; pectorals sometimes reaching ventrals; ventrals inserted a little
i)efore or below the origin of dorsal.
Lateral line continuous and
decurved.
Breeding males have the head, the lower surface of the
caudal peduncle, and the anal tin furnished with horny tubercles,

not as numerous as thof?e in Oj^sariichtliy^^ and hirger in proportion.

—

—
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fin also
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has the developed rays elongated and with adipose

expansions.
{Zako, a Japanese

name

for river miiuiows, notably for ArJi, lloqna-

thus Imiceolata.)
a Scales about 43; teeth in inner row 2

2;

niden with

l)r()a(l,

dark croHS

l>ars.

pl(tfij]>iift,

aa Scales about 52, teeth in inner row mostly

1—1 a dark
;

lateral

band

behind
lemminvki,
aaa Scales about 60; a dark longitudinal stripe most distinct posteriorly.
b Maxillary not extending to oiijKJsite pu])il, teeth 4, 4, 1
sieholdi
1, 4, 4

—

28.

ZACCO PLATYPUS

28.

mo.st distinct
29.

30.

(Schlegel).

HAE (MINNOW); OIKAWA.
Lenriscus pkUjiptis Schlegel,

Fauna

.Taponica, Poiss., 1840, p. 207, pi.

<i, fig. 1;

streams of Nagasaki.
Opsariichthys plat)/pHS Gui^TSER, Cat. Fish, VII, 1868,

mosa.
Mag.,

p. 296; Japan and ForLake Biwa. Ishikawa, Zool.
Hikone, Matsubara on Lake Biwa; Prel. Cat., 1897,

SauvactE, Bull. Soc. Phil., 1883, p.
189.5,

p.

121;

8;

Tega Lake in Shimosa, Fukiage, Tokyo, Chi R. in JNIusashi, Chichibu,
Sawa Lake, Ise, Kishin, Lake Biwa, Zensho, Kyoto, Tsuyama R.
Boriliunphtit/jms Jordan and Snyder, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., XXII, 1900, p. 344,
Lake Biwa; Coll. K. Otaki; Check List Fishes of Japan, III, 1901, p. 47; Lake
p. 11;

Biwa.
Lenciscus macrojnis Schlegel,

Fauna

.lapanica,

Poiss.,

j».

209,

pi.

ci,

fig.

2;

Nagasaki.

Leuciscm minor Schlegel, Fauna Japanica, Poiss,

Head

4;

depth 3i; D.

A. Ill,

Ill, Y;

p. 210, pi. ci, fig. 3;

9; P. 13;

Nagasaki.

V. 10; scales 43

in

the lateral line; 8 scales between the origin of the dorsal and hiterai
latter and middle of bellv; pharyngeal
width of head If in length; snout a little over
3 in head; eye 4i; interorbital space 2f; pectoral!; ventral liV.
Body elongate, compressed. Head moderate, compressed; snout

line,

and

5 scales

teeth "5, 4, 2

—

between the

2, 4, 4;

and not projecting; eye rather small, anterior
and superior; mouth very ol)Hque; the jaw.^- rather tliin and a])Out
equal; maxillary protractile, and not extending to the anterior margin
of eye, but a trifle beyond the nostrils; no barbels; pharyngeal teeth
without grinding surface, and slightly hooked; nostrils close together
on the sides of the snout and nearer the eye than the tip of the former;
Gillinterorbital space and top of head rather broad and convex.
slightly conical, pointed

rakers short and pointed; pseudobranchiie present.

and with few turns.

Intestine short

Peritoneum black.
somewhat narrowly imbricated upon the

Scales rather large, and

sides; pectorals with a small, fleshy flap; ventrals with a small, scaly

Origin of the dorsal nuich nearer the ti}) of the snout than the
base of caudal, when depressed reaching beyond the origin of anal,
and the base of the fin a little more than half the head; anal inserted

flap.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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nearer base of caudal than the origin of pectoral, and the l)ase
of tho tin equal to three-fourths the length of the head; caudal deeply
emarginate and the lobes sharply pointed; ]:)ectorals long, reaching
a

little

the origin of the ventrals; ventrals inserted ])el()w the origin of the
Caudal peduncle about as
dorsal ih\d reach to the origin of the anal.
Latlong as the ventrals, and its least depth about half th(Mr length.
to
continuous
])ase
of
and
caudal.
decurved
strongly
line
eral
Color in alcohol, dark bluish black above, the lower surface of the

body silvery, and the sid(\s with about 12 lead-blue cross-bands much
broader than the spaces between; dorsal grayish with black streaks
between each pair of rays and in the middle of the tin; caudal grayish,
the other tins whitish with the anal tinged with grayish; sides of the
head more or less grayish black. In life steel blue, the male with
crimson

tins.

Length, 5||- inches.
This description from an adult breeding male takcMi at Tsuchiura,
wh(M'e we found it a))undant and highly colored.
One of the most abundant of Japanese Cyprinid;e. It is represented
in our collections by very immerous specimens from Tsuchiura, the
Kiiui River at Utsonomiya, the Yodo River at Osaka, the Chikugo
River at Kurume, the Yabe River at Funayado; abundant in the clear
water and very brilliant, Nagoya in Owari, Tana River at Tachikawa
(caught 1)y tame cormorants), Kawatana near Nagasaki, and Lake
Biwa at Matsubara.
Breeding males are provided with numerous large and hard, horny
tubercles.
They have the anal tin enormously developed, so that it
extends beyond the base of the caudal, and it is also sometimes furf

nished with tul)ercles like those found upon the head.
The colors of
these males are also nuich brighter than otliers in which the coloration
is

more

silvery.

ish or pale

Young specimens

brownish

lateral

are silvery and with distinct gray-

bands posteriorly.

[TtXarvg, broad; TTovg, foot.)
2g.

ZACCO TEMMINCKII

KAWAMUTSU (RIVER
LeuciHcus temmhickii Schlegel,

Fauna Jajwnica,

(Schlegel).

CHUB).
Poiss., 1846, p. 210, pi. ci, fig., 4;

Nagasaki.
Opsuriichlhys temmincku

Gunther,

Schlegel's types.— Sauv age,

Cat. Fish, \ll, 1868, p.

Bull. Soc. Philom, 188.3,

295,

p. 5;

from cue

of

Lake Biwa.—

IsiuKAWA, Zool. Mag., 1895, p. 121; Hikone, Matsubara, Otsu; Zool. Mag.,
VII, 1895, p. 121; Hikone, Matsubara on Lake Biwa.
narllins tnnminrk! Jordan and Snyder, Check-list Fishes Japan, 1901,
p. 47:
Lake Biwa.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat, 1897, p. 11; Ise, Zensho, Kishin, Matsubara on Lake Biwa.

Head

3r, depth 3f; D.

HI, T; A. Ill, 10; P. I, 15; V. 9; scales 52
between the origin of the dorsal and the

in the lateral line; 11 scales

NO. 1334.
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and 6 scales between the latter and the middle of the bell}-,
pharyngeal teeth 5, 4, 1 1, 4, 4; width of head 2 in its length; snout
4 in head; eyes 4; interorbital space 3; pectoral li; ventral If.
Body moderate!}^ elongate and compressed. Head moderate and
compressed; snout slightly conical, pointed and not projecting; eye
moderate, anterior and superior; mouth obliciue, the jaws moderately
thick and al)out equal; maxillary protractile and reaching beyond the
anterior margin of the orbit; no barbels; pharyngeal teeth without
grinding surface and slightly hooked; nostrils close together on the
sides of the snout and nearer the eye than the tip of the former; interGill-rakers
orbital space and top of head rather broad and convex.
Intestine with few turns.
short and pointed pseudobranchiffi present.
lateral line,

—

;

Peritoneum black.
Scales moderate and somewhat narrowly imbricated along

tlie

sides;

pectorals with a small, fleshy flap; ventrals with a pointed, scaly flap.
Origin of dorsal midwa}" between tip of snout and base of caudal;

when depressed reaching

slight!}'

beyond the origin of the

anal,

and

the base of the tin 2i in head; origin of anal inserted a little nearer tip
of pectt)ral than base of caudal and its base 2 in head; caudal d(M*]ily
emarginate and the lobes pointed; pectorals long and terminating near
the origin of the ventrals; ventrals reaching for three-quarters the

Caudal peduncle li in head and its least
Lateral line strongly decurved and continuous to

distance to origin of anal.

depth 2f in head.
base of caudal along lower.
Color in alcohol dark l>rown above, pale or silvery ])elow; sitUs with
a distinct deep brown, lateral band, broader and darker posteriorly:
dorsal and caudal grayish, the former with dark streaks between the
flu

rays, and the other tins

more or

less pale.

Length, 4i inches.
This description from a male
together with the Mogi River,
where the species was obtained
numerous specimens from Mogi.
This species is close to Zacco

taken at Kawatana. This locality,
near Nagasaki, are the oidy places
by Jordan and Snyder, ^^'e have

sJehohU, and is distinguished chiefly
maxillary reaching to or slightly
the
having
and
scales
larger
by its
Breeding males have horny
eye.
the
of
margin
anterior
beyond the
the snout.
about
and
head
the
of
sides
the
on
tubercles
(Named for Prof. C. J. Temminck of Ley den, the associate of
Schlegel.)

—
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30.

ZACCO SIEBOLDI

Leuciscus sieboldii ScnLEciEi,,

(Schlegel).

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1846, p. 2]1, \A. ci,

fig.

Nagasaki.
Opmriirhthi/sftieholdiiGvNTaEii, Cat. Fish., YII,18ti8, p. 295 (cojiied).
Bull. 80c. Philom., 1883, p. 5;

SauvagbJ

Lake Biwa.

A. Ill, 10; P. 1, 11; V. D; scales 61
between the orioin of the dorsal and|
the lateral line, and 5 between the latter and the middle of the belly|
phai'vnj^eal teeth 4, 1, 1
1, 4, 4; width of head If in its length; snoul
Iload 4; depth 3|; D. Ill, 7;

in the

hiteral

line; 13 scales

—

eye 4f interorbital space 2i; pectoral li; ventral If.
Body moderately elongate and compressed. Head jwinted and com^
pressed; snout somewhat conical, pointed, but not projecting-; e}'^
rather small, anterior and superior; mouth very oblique, the jawi^
moderatel}'^ thin and about equal, the maxillary protractile and reachr
ing ])()steriorly almost to the anterior margin of the eye; no barbels;
pharj'ugeal teeth without grinding surface and slightly hooked; nos-^
trils close together, on the sides of the snout, and nearer the eye thai
the tip of former; interorbital space l)road and very slightly convex.1
Intestine
Gill-rakers short and pointed; pseudobranchiio present.
3i in head;

;

short and with few turns. Peritoneum black.
Scales small, cycloid and somewhat imbricated upon the sides; pec^
torals with a short, fleshy flap; ventrals with a small, scaly flap.

Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal,
depressf'd reaching beyond the origin of the anal, and its base 2

when

in h(>ad; anal

inserted a

little

nearer the tip of the pectoral than the

base of caudal, and the base of the

emarginate. the

l()))es

pointed;

tin

1^ in head; caudal deeply

pectorals moderate,

reaching a])Out

two-tliirds the distance to origin of ventrals; ventrals inserted before

origin of

fourths

dorsal,

tlie

bioad and bluntly rounded, and reaching three-

space to origin of anal.

Caudal peduncle about equtd to ventrals, and its least depth ab lut
Lateral line strongly decurved, continuous,
and i-unning along the lower part of caudal peduncle.
Color in alcohol, dark brown above, pale or Avhitish l^eloAv; a distinct median, longitudinal, dark, brownish- black band, becoming
broad posteriorly, and continuing to the base of the caudal; dorsal
grayish with a blackish strc^ak l)etween each pair of rays, forming a
broad band across the fin, the upper edge whitish; caudal grayish, the
edges dark: anal pale, with gi'ayish black luarkings between the rays;
two-thirds their length.

pectorals :ind ventrals pale, tinged with grayish.

Length, 5^^ inches.
This description from an adult breeding male from Lake Biwa at
Matsubara.

Of

we have many specimens from Lake Biwa at MatsuChikugo River at Kurume, near Nagoya in Owari, Kibami

this species

bara, the
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Omi (collection in Imperial Museum), Funayado in Kiu.siu. and
Karasaki on Lake Biwa (collection K. Otaki).
Breedino- males, like those of Zavco p/aff/j)>/s, have the sides of the
head furnished with many larg-e, horny tubercles, also the lower surface of the caudal peduncle and the anal tin.
The rays of the anal are
in

expanded and elongated. The color of the head is deep blackishbrown. Young specimens always have a blackish lateral ])and.
(Named for Philip Fredrik Siebold, of Leyden, who collected about
Nagasaki and Omura. and under whose direction the Fauna Japonica
was prepared.)
18.
OpxariichthijH

OPSARIICHTHYS

Bleekek,

Bleeker.

Atl. Ichthyol. Cyprin., ISHO,

j).

28 {unflrostris).

Body elongate, oblong, and compressed.
Head rather pointed,
greatly compressed, and the sides flattened; snout long; eye small,
high; mouth large, very oblique, the maxillary reaching anterior margin of eye, and with a deep notch into which each ramus of the mandible tits;

no

barl)els;

teeth

5, 4,

2

—

2, 4, 5,

bones; interorbital space broad and

flat.

on long,

thin,

phaiyngeal

Gill-rakers short,

8-|-S).

Peritoneum silvery. Scales moderate, about 50, and
more or less narrowly imbricated; a short pectoral flap. Origin of
dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal; anal basis
long, with 9 developed rays, and its origin falling a little anterior to
Intestine short.

the tip of the depressed dorsal; caudal deeply emarginate; ventrals

Lateral line continuous, and
Breeding males have the head, lower surface of the caudal
peduncle, and the anal tin furnished with numerous small horny tu))erThe anal flu has its rays elongate and more or less adipose.
cles.
Species of large size, inhabiting the Japanese lakes, especially deliinserted below the origin of the dorsal.

decurved.

cate as food.
{ot/:apiov^ a little fish; iXOvC^ fish.)
31.

OPSARIICHTHYS UNCIROSTRIS

(Schlegel.)

HASU.
Leuciscm undrostris Schlegel, Fauna Japonic^a, Poiss., 1846, ji. 211, pi. en,
fig. 2; near Nagasaki.
Opsariichthys undrostris Gunther, Cat. Fish., VII, 1868, p. 295 (copied).—

Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philoni. 1883, p. 5; Lake Biwa— Ishikaw.v, Zool. :Mag.,
VII, (Tokyo) 1895, p. 121, figs. 1, 2, 3; Lake Biwa in Omi— Ishikawa, Trel.
and
Cat. 1897, p. 12; Nagahama and Matsubara on Lake Biwa— Jordan
Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIII, 1900, p. 344; Lake Biwa; Coll. K.
Otaki—Jordan and Snyder, Annot. Zool. Japan, III, (Tokyo) 1901, p. 47;

Lake Biwa.
I, 10; V. 9; scales
3f depth Si; D. Ill, 7; A. Ill, 1>; P.
50 in the lateral line; 10 scales between the origin of the dorsal and
belly;
the lateral line, and 5 between the latter and the middle of

Head

;
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phaiyngeal teeth
Hi in head; eye
eye 2

in

2

5, 4,

7;

—

2, 4, 5;

width of head 2J

interorbital space 3i;

in its length;

pectoral

U,

snout

ventral If;

snout.

Body elongate, oblong, and compressed.

Head

rather pointed,

greatly compressed, the sides flattened, and the upper profile almost
straight; sides of snout roiuided, and the tip l)lunt and truncated; eye
small, anterior

and superioi" mouth large, very oblique, maxillary

reaching the anterior margin of the eye, protractile, ensheathed above,
and with a deep notch along the sides, into which the rami of the

mandible tit; lower jaw projecting, and the sjniiphysis fitted into a
notch in the upper jaw; pharyngeal teeth on thin and long bones, more
or less conical, several in the larger row with narrow grinding surface,
and all rather small; nostrils close together on the sides of the snout,
and about a half an e3'e diameter distant from the upper front of the
eye; interorbital space and top of the head broad and flattened, thea
former very slightly elevated. Gill-openings moderately large. Gill-*
rakers 3+9, short and firm; pseudobranchise present.
Intestine with
few turns, short. Peritoneum pale or silvery.
Scales large, cycloid, and more or less narrowly imbricated; a short,
iiesh}^ pectoral flap; ventrals with a scaly flap at base.
Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of caudal,
when depressed, reaching bej^ond the origin of the anal, the base o1
the fill 2if in head, and its upper edge straight; origin of anal a little
nearer the base of caudal than middle of pectoral, and the base of ihv
fin I'i in head; caudal deeply emarginate, and the lobes pointed; pec
torals long, reaching four-fifths the distance to origin of ventrals:
origin of ventral below that of dorsal and r(>aching to within a short
distance of the origin of the anal.

Caudal peduncle If in head, and
depth 3 in head. Lateral line continuous, inferior, and running
along the lower part of the caudal pedu cle.
j
Color in alcohol, dark brown above, the lower portions of the body \
pale; dorsal with the membranes between the rays and the tips of the
posterior rays, grayish black, the rest of the fin paler; anal and caudal
its least

more or

less

shades in

life.

grayish;

pectorals and ventrals pale.

Male with rosy

Length, 12^ inches.
This description from an adult male from Lake Biwa.
1
Of this species we have numerous specimens from Lake Biwa, at the
|
little fishing hamlet of Matsubara, near Hikone, Lake Yogo, in
''

Mino, the Yodo RiAer at Osaka, and a few examples from the collection of K. Otaki, from Karasaki, on Lake Biwa.
This and numerous other species were collected also at Otsu, the
chief town on Lake Biwa, hy Prof. James F. Abbott.
Breeding males have the sides of the head, snout, mandible, lower
surface of caudal peduncle, and anal fin provided with liorny tubercles.

—
.
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The anterior anal rays are elongate and extend to the
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))ase of

the

caudal.

The .species, known locally as Hasu, reaches a larger size than an\'
other Japanese minnow, except It<kikania uteenackert. Jt is very
delicate and finely flavored when boiled, and is nuich appreciated ]»y
fhipancse epicures.
{tCNCK.s^

19.

is

also eaten raw.

ISCHIKAUIA Jordan and

Isdiiktmla Jordan

and Snyder. Proc.

IT. S.

Nat.

elongate, compressed and deep.

Body
upper

It

hook; rostrun/^ snout.)

profile nearly straight; snout

Snyder.

JNIus.,

Head

1900, p. 346 {steenackeri)

small, compressed, the

and eye about equal, the

latter

about in the middle of the depth of the head; mouth ver}'- oblique, the
maxillary protractile and reaching nostril; no barbel; teeth 5, 4,2
Gill-rakers short and weak, about
2, 4, 5; interorbital space convex.

4+9.

Peritoneum

Intestine short.

Scales small, cycloid,

silvery.

Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout and base of
caudal; first developed ra}^ of dorsal stiffened, spinedike; anal inserted
behind tip of depressed dorsal, its base long, of 15 developed rays;
caudal deeply eniarginate, the lobes pointed; ventral inserted l)elow
Lateral line greatly decurved and (concurrent with
origin of dorsal.

about

70.

the lower profile of the

body

to the caudal.

Size large, color dusky.

This genus seems to be allied to the Chinese genus Xen<mjpTl><, dif(Named for Chiyomatsu
fering in the smaller num])ers of the teeth.
Tokyo, who first sent
at
Museum
Ishikawa, director of the Imperial
us the species

from Lake Biwa.)
32.

ISCHIKAUIA STEENACKERI

WADAKA; WATAKO
Opsariichtliys steeiKirkerl

(Sauvage).

(COTTON-THING); UMANO.

Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philoni.

Poii^s.,

Lake

1883, p. 3;

Biwa.
If^chiknuia stemackeri

Jordan and Snvder,

pi. x; Lake Biwa.
"Genus? species? Wadaka" Ishikawa,
Nagahama.

Proc.

I'. 8.

Nat. ]Mus., 1900,

]>.

346,

Zool. Mag., 1895, p. 129; Otsu, llikone,

Ill, 7; A. Ill, 15; P. 17; V. 9; scales 70 in
12 scales between the origin of the dorsal and the latthe l)elly pharyneral line, and 7 between the latter and the middle of
its length; snout 4 in
in
head
of
If
width
2—2,
5;
4,
geal teeth 5, 4,
head; eye 4; interorbital space 2i|; pectoral about 1^; ventral 1^.

Head

5;

depth 3|; D.

the lateral line;

:

and
Bodyelongate, compressed and deep. Head small, compi-essed,
bluntly
eye,
the upper profile nearly straight; snout about ecpial to
of the depth of
pointed; eye large, anterior, and nearly in the middle
ecjual, the maxillary
the head; "mouth very obli(iue. the jaws nearly

858
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and reaching- hek>\v the nostril; lips fleshy; pharyngeal
teeth compressed, and those in th(^ outer rows with a narrow j^rinding
surface; nostrils close together on the sides of the snout and near the
Opercles striated. Gilleye; interorbital space broad and convex.

protractile

openings large;
present.

gill

-rakers

short, pointed,

-1:4-

9;

pseudobranchite

Intestine rather short; peritoneum gray.

Scales large, cycloid and of even size; a .small pectoral flap; ventral
flap present.

Origin of dorsal midwa}^ between the tip of snout and l)ase of caudal;
when depressed reaching almost to origin of anal, the base of the tin
If ill its height, and its upper margin straight; anal inserted nearer
origin of ventral than base of caudal; the base of the tin long, about
equal to the length of the ventral, and its edge straight; caudal deeply
emarginate, and the lower lobe the longer; pectoral a little more than
two-thirds to origin of ventral; ventral three-tifths to anal. Caudal
in head. Lateral line
peduncle deep, compressed, and its least depth
"-l

decurved, and concurrent with the lower protile of the body to the
caudal.

Color in alcohol, dark brown above, below silvery or whitish; dorsal
and caudal brownish; pectorals tinted with brown, the other tins pale;
posterior edge of each scale upon the sides and upper surface with a
dark spot.
Length, 12 inches.
Described from No. 624:7 Ichthyological Collections, Leland Stanford
Junior University Museum (collection K. Otaki).
Of this species we have many specimens from the collection of K.
Otaki from Karasaki on Lake Biwa, Maebara on Lake Biwa, and the
neighboring village of tisheries, called Matsubara; the Yodo River at
Osaka, Noyshiro (collection K. Otaki), and Matsubara on Lake Biwa
(collection C. Ishikawa).

This tish is known only from Lake Biwa and its outlet, Yodo River,
being locally very abundant, and known commonly as Wadaka. It
grows to a large size, and is sold in the markets of Maebara, Otsu, and

Osaka, but

valued as food,
discoverer, Francisque Steenacker.)

it is little

(Named for

its

20.

CARASSIUS

Nilsson.

Carassms NiLssoN, Prodromus, Ichthy. ScaiuL, 1832

{carassius).

Body oblong, compressed and elevated. Mouth terminal, without
Teeth 4—4, molar, but compressed. Scales large. Lateral
barbels.
very long, with the third ray developed
a sundar
into a stout spine, which is serrated behind; anal short with
of
waters
fresh
the
of
species
Ventrals well forward. Large
spine.
line continuous.

Dorsal

fins

Europe and Asia; often domesticated.
vernacular names Karass or
carp, O. carassius.)
Crucian
Karausche, applied to the European
{carasdus,

a

Latinization

of

the

—
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CARASSIUS AURATUS

33.

vol. xxvi.

(Linnaeus).

FUNA, IIIWARA, GENCJOROBITNA (JOHNNY CARP).
Ciljyyinm (iimdvi^

LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., 10th

Qtrdsdiis

(Junther, Cat. Fish., VII,

D.

(III

A.

II, 18;

lar^e

rattan

sc-ah's.

II, 7;

Scales, 26; teeth

Dorsal and anal

fins

ed., 1758,
p. 32,

4—

i.

]>.

and

?>2?,.

of all rctvnt autliors.

Body

stout, covi'red with

with the spines strong,

t'oaisely

Coloration olivaceous, usually orange, or variegated in

serrated.

domestication.

Length, 12 inches.
Common everywhere in the streams of Japan and China. Our very
numerous specimens of the common goldfish are from (yhikugo River
at Kurume, Tsuchiura, Same, Matsushima, Lake Biwa at Matsulmra;
Yodo River in Osaka, Wakanoura, Aomori, Nagasaki, Owari near
Nagoya, Lake Yogo at Mi no, Aomori, Migata, Morioka, Sendai, Tokyo,
Kawatana, Tsuruga, and Tokyo. In its native condition the species
is plain dark olivaceous.
{aai'dtuK, gilded.)

21.

CYPRINUS

Cyprmus (Artedi) Linn^us,

1,3

Nat., 10th ed., 1758, p. 1520 {rarpio).

Syist.

Mouth moderate,

Bod}^ robust, compressed.
barbels.

(Artedi) Linneeus.

anterior, with 4 long

Snout blunt, rounded.

— 3,1,1.

Scales large.

Teeth molar, broad and truncate, 1,
Lateral line continuous.
Dorsal fin very

long, with a stout spine, serrated behind; anal

fin

short, also with a

Large fishes of the fresh waters of Asia; introduced into
Europe and America as food-fishes.

spine.

(KVTrpiyoZ^ the ancient

name

of the carp.)

CYPRINUS CARPIO

34.

Linnseus.

KOI.
Q/prliius nirpio Linn.eus, Synt.

VII,

p. 25,

and

Nat., lOtli ed., 1758, p. 320.

Gunther, Cat,

of all authorn.

Dorsal III, 20; A. Ill, 5; scales 5—38—5; teeth 1, 1, 3—3, 1, 1.
stout, more or less compressd, heavy anteriorly.
L. 18 inches
or more.
Fresh waters of central Asia; introduced as a food-fish into

Body

Europe and Ameri(;a.
ties,

distinguished

ment of fins.
The carp, or

))y

koi, is

In domestication,

it

has run into

differences in form, squamation,

common throughout

many

southern Japan, having

doubtless been introduced from China, although nuich loss
than the goldfish, or Funa.
{((irjilo^

carp.)

varie-

and develop-

common
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SUMMARY.
Family CIypkinidk.
PKcadoprrUdinjiiix lllcekcr.

1.

1.

typus Bleeker; Tsnruga, THUfliinra, Matsiisliiiiia, Tokyo.
Pardclii'ilogiKilliKs lileeker.

2.

2.

vhombi'a (Schlegel)

;

Matsubara and Karasaki on l^ake
Lake Yogo.

J>i\va,

Yodo

River, C'hikugo

River, Funayado,

Acheilognathus Bleeker.

3.

3.

Lake

limbata (Schlegel);

Y^ogo,

Ivvai

River

at

Tchinoseki,

Xagoya, Kitakami

River at Morioka.
4.

5.

(Schlegel); Tsuchiura, Chikugo River, Yodo River, Lake
Matsubara and Katata, Lake Yogo, Funayado, Wakanoura, Nagoya.
eyanostigiiia Jordan and Fowler; Lake Biwa at Matsubara, Lake Yogo.
hinceolata

elongatus (Schlegel);

7.

gracilis (Schlegel).

Lake Biwa.

Hemibarhnx Bleeker.

5.

8.

harhus (Schlegel);

at

Gnatliopoijon Bleeker.

4.

6.

liiwa

River, Lake Jen^almrogata in Aoniori, ("hikugo River,

Yodo

Tokyo, Formoi^a.
(5.

9.

Ishikawa; Matsubara, Lake Biwa, Nagoya. Katata, Kurunie.

giintheri

10.

U.

Leucogohid (Tiinther.

jordani Ishikawa.

(Jordan and Snyder); Karasaki, Ze/.e, and Matsul>ara mi Lake
Nagoya.
(Jordan and Snyder); Matsubara on Lake Biwa.

I'.iwa,

iii((>ied:i'

Y''odo River,
12.

h'linr

7.

13.

Kitakami River at
esodnuss (Schlegel); Karasaki and Matsubara on Lake Biwa,
River, Kawatana, Iwai River
Morioka
ioka, Matsushima, Kinu River, Tsuruga, Yodo
at Ichinoseki,

Kaminutani
8.

14.

Pseudogohio Bleeker.

variegatH><

River,

SarcocheilichUiys Bleeker.

(Schlegel); Matsubara on

Lake Biwa, Yodo

River,

Chikugo River,

Lake Y^ogo, Nagoya, Tsuchiura, Funayado, Tokyo.
9.

15. psegm<i

Ahboltiiut

River, Iwai Rivr.
Jordan and Fowler; Yodo River, Osaka, Chikug..
10.

16.

/,%,Wo/;/z:

y.ezi'fii

Jordan and Fowler.

(Ishikawa); river at Funayado

n.
17. zezera

Jordan and Fowler.

(Ishikawa);

/,'/(//(/

Yodo River

at

Jordan
Osaka.

in Kiusiu,

Ka

an.l Fowler.

River

in YauKisl.iro.
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Pseiidoraithora Bleeker.

12.

(Schlegel); Tsuchinra, Nagoya,

18. parvii

Lake Yogo, Lake BiAva

Karasaki, Iwai Kivcr, Chikut^o River,
Otdhiii Joi'daii

IM.

19.

rasfinrt'iKi .Tnrdaii

Yodo

at

Matsubara and

River.

and ^>nyder.

and Snyder" Karasaki on Lake Biwa.
Triholodon Sanvage.

4.

1

20.

vol. xxvi.

punctdtus Sauvage.
J^enrlscns Cuvier.

15.

21. japonicus

(Sauvage).

.

22.

civndescens (Sauvage).

23.

ph<dacrocorax Jordan and

Fowler; Tana River at Tacliikav/a, Koshyu,

Kinu

River at ITtsonomiya.
'J4.

Giinther; Lake Jusan, Kawajiri, Kitakami River near Morioka, KaRiver near Enoshima, Matsushima, Same, Sendai, Niigata, Iwai River at
Ic'hinoseki, Tsuruga, Kinu River at Utsonomiya, Hakodate, Otnru, Noysliiro,
Hiroshima, Oide, Lake Biwa at Karasaki.
faczrmovskii Steindachner; Lake Jusan in Aomori, Nisliit/u River, Aomori, NoyIiiikuentds

tase

25.

sliiro.

26. jouj/i

Jordan and Snyder; Sasuna, Tsushima, Kaminutani River.
1().

27.

ste'mdaclinm Sauvage.

28.

),](ili/pii>i

17.

29.
:iO.

I'hiKciini.'i

yAicco

(Ratinesque) Agassiz.

Jordan and P^vermann.

(Schlegel); Tsuchiura, Kinu River at Utsonomiya, Yodo River at Osaka,
Chikugo River at Kurume, Yobe River at Funayado, Nagoya, Tana River at
Tachikawa, Kawatana, Lake Biwa at Matsul)ara
tf'nnninch' (Schlegel)
Kawatana, Mogi.
n'h'holdi (Schlegel); Lake Biwa at Matsuliara and Karasaki, Cliikugo River
at
Kurume, Nagoya, Kitami, Funayado.
;

18.

31. uncirostrh (Schlegel);

OpHuriicldhys Bleeker.

Lake Biwa

at

Matsubara and Karasaki, Lake Yogo, Yodo

River.
19.

32. steenackeri

(Hauvage)

Yodo River

;

hrliil:<n(i(t

Lake Biwa at Maebara, Matsubara and Karasaki, Noyshiro,

at Osaka.
CarasKiiis Nilsson.

20.

33. aurattiH (Linnaeus);

everywhere
21.

34.

Jordan and Snyder.

c.urido (Linni.'us);

in central

and southern Japan.

Cjijirinvx Linnteufi.

througliout southern and central Japan, pro])ably introduced.

THE PHASMID.E, OR WALKTNGSTICKS. OF THE rNITED
STATES.

By Andrew Nelson Caudell,
Of the Depurtment of

Tho Phasmidae

is

Agriculture.

one of the most interesting families of the order
poorly represented in the United States, and the

Orthoptera.
Our
species, being mimetic in nature, are not commonly met with.
distribution
to
the
their
confined
in
are
and
apterous
all
forms are
of
of
the
species
the
exception
with
the
country,
the
half
of
southern
genus Dinpherontem^ one of which extends into Canada. The name
" walkingstick" is commonly applied to these insects, and the conunon
It is

northern species, T)i<(pJieromerafeiiiorafa Say, is the best known repThere is a popular belief extant in some
resentative of the family.
insects are very poisonous to stock when
these
that
country
the
of
parts
they have been called the ''mule
reason
this
For
by
them.
eaten
killer,'' though this name is more often applied to species of the family
ai-e said to be especially fatal to that useful animal.
other popular names given to the walkingsticks are DeviFs
riding horse. Prairie alligator. Stick bug. Witch's horse. Devil's darning needle. Scorpion, and Musk mare, the latter applied only, I believe,

Mantida-, which

Among

to the species of the

genus AniHomorpha.

more striking instances of protective resemblance than those ati'orded l)y members of this family of curious insects.
In the tropics, where these insects abound, such amazing adaptations as
the wonderful Walkingleaf, Fhyllmin scythe, and other large, winged
forms are found. In the United States the specries are all wingless

Nowhere do we

tind

and mimic different kinds of twigs, especially so the more slender
species of the genera Diaphenwiem^ Bacnnculm, and ParalxwilJux.
The Phasmidiy are insects of very deliberate motion, especially the
They do not depend upon locomotion for protection from
females.
some cases,
their eneiuies, but to their deceptive resemblance and, in
situated
glands
to the power of emitting an offensive spray from si)ecial
on the prothorax^.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1335.
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The species are exdusiveh' herbivorous, none being- known to take
animal food. One exception is recorded where some partially starved
leaf insects nibbled at the foliaceous expansions of their fellows, but
not enough to injure them in any way. The female of one of our
species has been recorded as eating- off the head of the male while

under the influence of sexual excitement, but the insect in question
was most surel}' not a Phasmid liut a Mantid, as this habit is not at all
uncommon among some members of that famih.
Regeneration of limbs is quite common among- the Phasmidae.
Such limbs are much smaller and may alwavs be distinguished by the
absence of one tarsal joint, all regenerated limbs being tetramerous.
According- to Scudder, if the leg- be removed nearer to the body than
the trochantero-femoral articulation the limb will not be replaced.
The eggs of our species are dropped at random on the ground.
Oviposition takes place in the fall of the year with our common northern species and the eggs lie over winter, and sometimes even through
a second, before the
in

is

nymphs

issue.

When

the

young walkingstick;

the egg, ready to emerge, the meso- and metathorax

remarkal)!}' elongate, but before the little creature

is

are not'

fairly out of

its

narrow prison the thoracic seg-ments. assume their usual pi'oportioiis.
It is said to he a most curious sight by those who have observed this
almost instantaneous development.
In my studies of these insects specimens of all of our species have
been examin(^d, excejit Dlapherouiera mcsillana and carolom and
PsendiMenuyl e strauihieux. The material of the U. S. National Museum
forms the basis of this paper. Specimens were loaned for study by the
Colorado and Oklahoma experiment stations. For various kindnessesI wish to ex[)ress ni}' sincere thanks to Professors Scudder and Pruiier
and Mr. J. A. (t. Rehn.
The family Phasmidte may be defined as follows:
i

-

I

Body

elongate, subcylindrical;

abdomen with

segments, tlie
basal one usually coalesced to the posterior part of the metathorax,
sometimes entirely invisible;" all of the legs equally ambuhitory;
wings wholly absent in the United States species, the location of the
metathoracic pair, and sometimes the mesotboracic pair also, gen(Mally indicated
abl}^ a scent

ten

by a stationary wing-like' pad, ])earing a gland, presunigland; tarsi live jointed, except in Thitona, terminated

two claws, lietween which
by the subgenital plate; cerci

b}^

« In descriptive work the
segment and tlie al)df)men

is

a large aroliuni; OA'ipositor concealed

inarticulate.

abdominal segment is spoken of as the intermediary
considered as consisting of nine segments. Thus the
basal or iirst al)doniinal segment as used in the following i)ages is really the true
second one. I>ike\vise the seventh, eighth, and ninth segments are, respectively,
the eighth, ninth, and tenth ones. The generally inconspicuous nature of th(> true
basal segment, which is sometimes even wholly invisible, makes this nomeni-lature
seem advisable.

first
is
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species occurring in the United States fall into four su])faniilics,

'separated as follows.
'a.

("i.rnMxix.K,.
Antennye not more than one-half as long as the anterior femora
Antenna' distinctly longer than the anterior femora.
Mesothorax never less than four times as long as the jjrothorax, generally more;
/(.
tibije not furnished at the apex V>eneath with a sunken areola.. BACUNriLiX/E.
hh. Mesothorax never more than three times as long as the prothorax, generally
less; tibia^ furnished at apex beneath with a sunken areola.
Anisomokchix.k.
c. Coxas visible from above; tarsi five jointed
Timemin.k.
cc. Coxfe invisible from above; tarsi three jointed

aa.

Svil^lainily CLia-'TJj\I]VI>J"^lH:.

The

insects representing- this subfamily in the United States are

very slender wingless walkingsticks with antenna' much shorter than
The legs are slender and unarmed
the anterior femora in lioth sexes.
the apex. The median segment
beneath
to
and the tibiae are carinate
short as in Bacioiculmm.
Pronotum
is short and inconspicuous.
Cerci moderate, incurved in the male and straight in the female.
have but one genus, which is here characterized as new.

We

PARABACILLUS, new
Bdril/iis

ScuDDKK (not

genus.

Latreille), Psyche, VI, 1S93, p.

:572.

Antenna? less than one-half as long^is the anterior femora, composed
about that number
of six or seven segments in the male and prol)ably
the segments
male,
the
in
in the female, but there, as also sometimes
and second,
first
the
are so closely connate as to be inseparable, except
Eyes small,
horizontal.
which are very distinct." Head subpyriform,
as the
long
as
one-tifth
round. Thorax with the pronotum about
as in
Cerci
slender.
and
mesonotum. Legs, smooth, luiarmed, long
Diaphenmie/'a.
to belong to the
Dr. Scudder considered the species of this genus
genus lUdllm.
world
old
subfamily Bacillina- and placed them in the
refers them
below
tibi»
the
But the absence of an areola at the apex of

to the subfamilv Clitumnina?.

many

In

particulars the genus seems

closely allied to' the genus ParacUtvinnnsoi
have a single species of the genus.

Brunner von Wattenwye.

We

PARABACILLUS COLORADUS
Plate LVII,

tig. 1

;

Scudder.

Plate I.VIIl, hg.

BarUlux coloradnx Sciddek, Psy.^he, VI,

18!»^, P-

-7^;

1.

I'''-''-

I'^^venp. A,.id.

S.-i.,

IX, 1902, p. 21, pi. I, fig. 4.
Bacillus carinatus Scuddkr, Psyche, VI, 1893, p. 372.
but the antenna- are con.posecl1
hispanicus Bolivar, belongs to this genus,
the author, recently descnhu.
of
Barillvs pclmeri
of sixteen distinct segments. The

aBadllm

from Mexico,

is

also a

member

of this genus.
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The following description

is

that of the author." which

vol. xxvi.

is

quoted

in

full:
Bacillus coloradn?

on Monarda

800(y

The following

'i^vvid.der (pi.

1, fig.

4), leaker's ranch,

Beulah, Sapello Canyon,

La Trementina (Alice Blake).
specimen, which is that figured:

atrida (Willmatte P. Cockerell);

description

was taken from the

first

clouded with fuscous dorsally. Head striped feebly with
fuscous, esjiecially above and with five subequidistant delicate longitudinal carinje;
whole thorax and abdomen similarly carinate, but otherwise smooth except for very
minute rather sparsely scattered ferruginous granules l)etween the dorsal and subdorsal cariu!!'; second joint of autennje small and globular, the remainder consisting
of a hardly articulate, slightly depressed, lanceolate, bluntly pointed mass.
Length of body, 48 mm.; antennae, 4.5 mm.; mesothorax, 10.5 mm.; metathorax,
8.5 nun.; abdomen, 25 mm.; hind femora, 12 mm.; width of metathorax in mi<ldle,
Testaceous,

1.5

more or

less

mm.

The a))o\'e description is from a female specimen. The males are
more slender, with longer antennge and legs.
From a study of a series of specimens, both male and female, from
Nebraska, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and California 1 conclude
They show a certain amount of variais but one species.
The antennae
tion in color and size, but afford no specific characters.
that there

from California measure 5 mm. in the female and 7
One male from Arizona has antennae measuring
12 nnu. in length. The color varies from almost wholly infuscated to
One female from California has an extreme length of
a light brown.
very nearly 70 mm. But there are all stages of gradation between
these extremes of color and size and no characters present themselves
to warrant the recognition of more than the one species.
of a mature pair

mm.

in the male.

Siil^fainily

B^cxj]srcT:i:^i]sr..;zE.

The m(>mbers of this subfamily are long, slender, stick-like insects
with the mesothorax at least five times as long as the prothorax;
tSeriityle^ more than twice as long as the anterior
without a sunken areola at apex beneath.
The slender body at once distinguishes this subfamily from the
othei's of our fauna except Clitumninie.
The long antenna?, however,

antenna', except in

femora;

tibia3

We

it from that group.
have four genera of
Bacunculina' occurring in the United States.
The following table
will serve to separate them:

readily separates

a.

Head subquadrate

or subcylindrical, usually distinctly longer than broad, attached
obliquely or horizontally.
(Plate LVII, fig. 4.)
Male cerci subequal throughout or apically trifid.

h.

Middle femora

of the

male not much swollen, not thicker than the posterior

ones; posterior femora
c.

Male

unarmed

cerci ai>ically trifid,

in

both sexes.

head carinate or longitudinally rugose between the

eyes; antenn;e rarely twice as long as the anterior femora.
Pseudosermijle,
tv.

Male

cerci simple;

anterior femora

new

genus.

head smooth; antenuie more than twice as long as the
Bacuncidus Burmeister.

«Proc. Davenp. Acad.

Sci.,

XIV,

1902, p. 21.
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Middle femora of the male much swollen, distinctly thicker than the posterior
apex
ones; posterior femora armed beneath on the median line near the
with a single spine, in the male very prominent, in the female often very
Diapheromera Gray.
- small and sometimes wholly absent
Head ovate, short, scarcely longer than broad, attached vertically (Plate LVII,
2a);

fig.

LVII

male

fi°"

cerci spatulate,

much

2&)

broader apically than at the base (Plate
Megaphasma, new genus.

PSEUDOSERMYLE,
subcylindrical,

Head

distinctly

ne^A^

longer

genus.

than

])road,

horizontally

between and ))ehind the eyes either
attached to the thorax and
no more, or but little more,
antennse
rugose;
carinate or longitudinally
legs unarmed; basal segfemora;
anterior
twice as long as the
in front

than

the female, twice or
ment of the abdomen generally subquadrate in
female simple, of
the
of
Cerci
male.
the
in
more than twice as long
the male apically trifid.
This genus, of which P. hanhsii

may be considered the type, is most
differs in the character of the male
but
nearly allied 'to Sermyle
genus.« The head of the only
latter
the
in
cerci' which are simple
from Guatemala, is very much
female
a
examined,
species of SermyJe
It
species of Pseudosermyle.
the
in
found
than
shorter in proportion
stable
the most
closely allied to Bacunculus, and
is also somewhat
exclusive of the male
genus,
that
from
separation
character for its
head.
seems to be the dorsally carinate or rugose
Stal,

o-enital characters,

"

The males

it

mav be

of

unknown and
Psmdosermyle strigata and arhvsmU are
S^rmyl^
will eventually prove to belong to

that these species

but until the male sex

is

made known

it is

deemed

safest to include

five species,
represented in the United States by
table i..
first
The
following tables.
which mav be separated by the
of the female:
based wholly upon the characters

^^Lnayle
a

is

multicarinate or longitudinally rugose.
Minr-vm-d
„-;.ltl.- sup.aanal
greatest. Nvidth,
more than three tunes as long as the
apex.
at the
nlate subtruncate or obtusangulate
lilatesuoirumai
&
posterior ones about mne
n«- N
and stout (Plate l.\
c. Femora short
arhnscula Rehn.
mm. in length..
posterior ones
V
3''V,'the
V/"pi'tp
fi'/ ^
i'"
(Plate L^ HI, h..
and more slender
a-. Femora longer
),^^^J^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^
about twenty mm. "^ ^"S^'^" -, ---^;-;;; VuhV^i.praanal plate acutely
NMcitn,
I
as long as the greatest
Ih. Cerci long, six tmies
g^^^^,,

Body

h.

Cerci short, no

m,

Yvm

-•

angulate at the apex

_

^ ^ ^

ort.

__^^^^.^^^^

__,f,.amineu,s

Body smooth

,

i..„.„,«.-«.fe ..«a.» doe, not

reason that the female

is

.,n-.

unknown,

ihe

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

..

<.i

o^

tC"^

8ta
'^^^^'^'^.f^^^
this, othtr Mexica
Besides

xxvi— 02

Scudder.

wu
ZZ^2:^^^
^pecie^,

'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
known, but . male specimen that
had simple cerci, as in Bacancalu..
cerci.
this genus have simple

i

58

referred to

p
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maj^ be separated by the following
upon the characters of that sex:

known

are

wholl}'

table,

vol.

which

is

xxvl

based

Seventh abdominal segment distinctly inflated on the posterior half.
Long and slender, length about 60 nun
hanksii, new species.
truncata, new species.
bb. Shorter and less slender, length about 40
stramineus Scudder.
aa. Seventh abdominal segment not inflated
a.

h.

mm

PSEUDOSERMYLE ARBUSCULA
Sermyle arbusculaHeun, Can. Ent.,

The following

XXXIV,

Rehn.

1902, p. 273.

description of this species

is

taken in

full

from the

author's article referred to above:
Type, female, San Diego, California, May 7, 1901.
This species does not seem to be very closely related to any of the previously
known species of the genus. From azteca Saussure, it is differentiated by having the
femora carinate and striate; from saussurii Stal, by the nonampliate sixth abdominal
segment; and from strigata Scudder, by the more robust limbs and the less strongly
striate body.
With mexicana and linearis Saussure, no affinity exists.
General form slender, the thoracic portion rather robust. Head rather elongate,
bearing two central longitudinal rugfie, which become obscure caudad, the whole
surface of the head rather tuberculate, the tubercles being longitudinally disposed;
eyes subspherical, slightly exerted; antenn?e longer than cephalic femora; the proximal segment large and broad, with the distal section contracted, this segment over

twice as large in bulk as the next.

Pronotum, mesonotum, and metanotum tuberbeing more apparent on
the metanotum, the mesonotum and metanotum being centrally carinate; pronotum
rather narrow, not quite equaling the head in length; mesonotum long (with pronotum equaling the cephalic femora), the lateral margins slightly tuberculate; metanotum very considerable shorter than the mesonotum, comparatively robust,
expanding in the caudal portion. Abdomen rather slender, multistrigate, none of the
segments exhibiting any special ampliation; ventral surface between the sixth and
culate, the tubercles resolving into longitudinal series, this

seventh segments exhibiting a pair of flattened longitudinal processes. Cephalic
femora heavy, with the proximal diastema (found in many representatives of this
family) rather well marked, the remaining section of the segment being inflated and
with three prominent angles; tibia^ as long as the femora, quadrate slightly tapering; first tarsal joint

short,

about as long as the succeeding ones.
triangular in section, equaling the metanotum (and

Intermediate femora
median segment) in

length; tiljia- depressed, about equaling the femora in length; first tarsal joint considerably less than the succeeding joints in length.
Caudal femora short, reaching
the middle of the third abdominal segment, roughly triangular in section; tibia'

rather longer, reaching to the apex of the

first segment.
brown, w^ashe^l with ashy gray on the cephalic limbs.

General color, reddish

3fe(tKiir<')m'n(s.

mm.
Length of body
Length of pronotum
Length of mesonotum
Length of metanotum (with median segment)
Length of abdomen
Lerigth of cei)halic femora

Length
Length

of intermediale
of

femora
caudal femora

54
3
^

12
8.

7

28
14
7.

5

37
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is shown at Plate LVII, fior, 8, and
the
indebted
to
descril)er.
This species seems
for this drawing
of
the
brevity
posterior
extreme
femora.
the
remurlvable for

The supranaal plate
1

of this species

am

PSEUDOSERMYLE TRUNCATA,
Plate LVIII,

figs. 3, 3a,

new

species.

?,h.

Color grayish brown. Head abo\e with two pairs of prominent
each pair sul)parallel at l)ase, flaring somewhat
just beyond the middle and then rapidly converging slightly l)eyond
the eyes hj the incurving of the outer carina. Just anterior of the
carina?, the carina? of

termination of these carina^ is an elevated, postei'iorly bifurcated
tubercle and between the two pairs of carim\? is a minute mesial carina
extending halfway along the length of the head. Antennje basally
Pronotum above with a slight mesial longithicker than in sfngata.
tudinal incision and with a shallow transverse furrow just l)ehind the
middle which does not extend to the borders, which are strongly carinate; disk with two subdorsal carinie, less distinct behind the transverse

furrow, and Avith a couple of indistinct, less elevated carina^ between
them and the border of the pronotum; mesonotum, and metanotum,
together with the intermediary segment and the abdoiuen carinated as
with tul)ercles,
in siric/ata, but the whole body is nuich less covered
and the thorax
them
of
destitute
entirely
almost
the abdomen being
luore robust
much
Legs
species.
that
in
than
supplied more sparingly
noticeable
than in strigata and showing traces of fuscous bands more
and
strigata
in
than
broader
plate
Supraanal
on the middle femora.
three
about
broad
comparatively
and
short
Cerci
subtruncate apically
.

,

times as long as broad.
Length of body, 73 mm.; mesothorax, 16.5 mm.; metathorax.
mm.: middle femora, 15 mm.; hind femora, 20 mm.

1(».5

Dos Cabezos, Arizona. June. ISOl.
Ti/pe.—^o. 6613, U.S.N.M.
Bright
One immattire female specimen, in poor condition, from

One

female,

posterior femora
Angel, Arizona, is referred to this species, it lias the
segment and the
extending onlv to the middle of the fourth abdominal
above
posteriorly
furnished
basal live segments of the alidomen are
side.
with two prominentlv elevated tubercles, one on each
female and six male
one
contains
also
Museiun
National
I The U. S.
f specimens from Los Angeles County, California, that evidently belong
in the last
The female is apparentlv immature, probably being
here.
are
16 mm. m
femora
It is 51 nnu. long, and the posterior
stao-e.
smootli
entirely
being
The males differ from the females in
lenoth.
head
the
of
part
except for the two main carina on the anterior
cerci
The
slender.
quite
between the eves, and in being smaller and
branch
are tritid apically, the center

project obliquelv

downward,

cerci, and engage each
formino- the terminus of the main body of the
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other at their

male

Plate LVIII,

tips.

fig. 3,

represents the cerci of the

In immature specimens the cerci are simple,

of this species.

merely flattened and slightl}' concave.
The measurements of these male specimens are as follows: Length of
])ody, 40 mm.; antennti?, 27 mm.; mesothorax, 9.5 mm.; metathorax,
including the intermediary segment, 7.5 mm.; fore femora, 13.5 mm.;
middle femora, 12 mm.; hind femora, 15 mm.; width of middle of
being-

mesothorax, 1.5 mm.
These Calif ornian specimens are much lighter colored than those from
Arizona, and may represent a new species, but without additional
material

it is

not deemed advisable to describe them as such.

The type specimen was re(;eived at the Department of Agriculture
on June 17, 1891. The following note regarding it is quoted from
the notebook of the Division of Entomology:
Rec. from F. W. Anderson, Asst. Ed. Am. Agr., N. Y., 1 specimen, female, of a
Diapheromera, new to the collection, received from Los Cabezos, Arizona, with the
statement that it is more deadly to stock than loco-weed if eaten by them. It is
called in that section " Campo mucho."

This species, while in general resembling strigata, is reall}" very
The broader supraanal plate with its subtruncate apex, short
broad cerci, larger legs and smoother body, will at once distinguish it

distinct.

from that

species.

PSEUDOSERMYLE STRIGATA
Plate

LVI,

fig. 3;

Plate LVIII,

Sermyle Ktrigata ScvDDER, Cat. Orth. U.

The

author's description

Whole body

dull ashy gray.

small tubercles.

Whole thorax

is

S.,

Scudder.

fig. 8.

1900, pp. 14, 94-95, pi.

i,

fig. 3.

as follows:

Head furnished above with

four longitudinal rows of

mesially carinate and also furnished above on either

side with a pair of carina, all the carinse equidistant

and furnished, as well as the
intermediate spaces, with small sparsely scattered tubercles. Abdomen and intermediary segment similarly marked, but with an additional pair of subdorsal carina? and
with fewer and much more obscure granulations, mostly confined to the carinae.

Hind femora reaching to the end of the fifth abdominal segment. Abdomen nowhere
expanded.
Length of body, 72 nmi. antenna', 30 mm.; mesothorax, 18.5 mm.; metathorax,
10.5 mm.; abdomen, 35.5 nun.; hind femora, 22.5 mm.; width of middle of mesotho;

rax, 3

mm.

Three males.

Texas, Boll, Lincecum.

This species appears to
with its dull coloring.

The

cerci, as

fall

shown

near

,S'.

azteca Sauss.,

but differs by the carinate thorax

in the table of species, are

times longer than broad.

very long, being six

)
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Plate

L VII r,
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Scudder.

tig. 2.

Bacunculus slramincm Scuddkk, Troc. Daveiip. Acad. Sc, IX,

li)02, p. 20,

j)!.

i,

fig. 1.

Described by the author as follows:
Bacunculus stramineus Scudder,

sp. nov. (pi. I, fig. 1).

Body

verj- slender, flavo-

testaceous, the sides of the thorax, the undersurface of the metathorax, and most of
the undersurface of the middle femora white or hoary, at least in the male, the

more or less tinged with green in the female; the terminal al)dominal segments are more or less hoary (male) or green (female). Head a little longer than
the pronotum, somewhat tumid in the female, laterally striped with white in the
male, in the latter with a pair of longitudinal rug.e following behind the inner margin of the antennal scrobes; antennae pale green (female) or testaceous, becoming
Body smooth,
apically infuscated (male), very slender and shorter than the body.
the thorax with a feeble median carina. Seventh abdominal segment of male nearly

tibiae

and ninth together, the ninth slightly longer than the eighth,
reaching the
the seventh segment not inflated, bearing beneath a bulbous body not
it; ninth segsurpasses
little
which
a
cap
with
a
segment
eighth
extremity of the
ment cylindrical, equal, truncate, bearing a pair of cerci, straight, rather stout, Imt
long
compressed, equal and apically very briefly and bluntly bifid plates, nearly as

as long as the eighth

as the segment.

mm., female,
of body, male, 50 mm., female, 42 mm.; antenna?, male, 22
mm.; head, male, 2.5 mm., female, 2.5 mm.; thorax, male, 23 mm., female,
abdomen, male, 23.5 mm.,
18.5 mm.; mesothorax, male, 12.5 mm., female, 9 mm.;
mm.; middle femora, male,
female, 22 mm.; fore femora, male, 14 mm., female, 10.5
female, 10.5 mm.; width of
11.5 mm., female, 8 mm.; hind femora, male, 14 mm.,
Between
female.
metathorax in middle, male, 1 mm., female, 1.5 mm. 1 male, 1
Morse.
P.
(A.
1.
July
Mountain,
Little
Park
and
Mesilla
The female is probably not quite mature.
Length

26

PSEUDOSERMYLE

BANKSII, new

species.

below. Head pale, slightly
anteriorly, the sides
longer than the pronotum and distinctly swollen
the usual longitudiwith
and
stripe
marked with a longitudinal black
Body smooth, with
eyes.
the
nal carina? on top between and behind
\ongvv than tlu^
nuich
mesothorax
scarcely a trace of a median carina;
shorter than
slightly
abdomen
the
of
metathorax. Seventh segment
posterior
the
on
swollen
considerably
the eighth and ninth together and
which is
appendage,
ventral
usual
the
half, and here furnished with
segments
ninth
and
eighth
segment;
slightlv longer than the eighth
The cerci are as
subequal in length, the latter the larger and equal.

Body very

slender, testaceous, paler

slender, slightly comlong as the last abdominal segment, moderately
and are apically
inward,
and
downward
pressed, curving verv slightly
inward quite abruptly and forming
triiid, tie center branch curving

the terminus of the main body of the cerci.
mesothorax, lb.;, mm.:
Length of body, G4 mm.; antennae, 50 mm.;
tore temora,
li> mm.
metathorax, including the intermediary segment,
;

,
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vol. xxvi.

25 111111.: iiii(l(ll(^ femora, 22 mm.; liind feiiiorti, 25 mm.; width at the
middle of tlie mesothorax. 1.25 mm.
One male from Brazos County, Texas, collected in September ])y
Mr. Nathan Banks, in whose honor the species is named. Also a
male from Buna, Jasper County, Texas, on November 15, l!>02. by
The latter specimen was taken on pine.
Dr. A. 1). Hopkins.
Ti/jje.—No. 6616,

U.S.N.M.

may prove

to be the male of Smnt/le sfi'!<j(if<( Scudder,
but more material is needed before it can be proven. The very
slender form, however, scmmiis to militate ao-ainst this.

This insect

BACUNCULUS

Burmeister.

Bacunculiis Burmeister, Handl). Knt., II, 1838,

yi.

566.

Burmeister estalilished Bacunculu.s as a subgenus of Bacteria.

As

represented in the United States, the genus is defined as follows:
Head smooth in both sexes,
Ver}" closely allied to Diaplieromera.
subcvlindrical, anteriorly swollen, elongate,
as l)road,

more than twice

and horizontally attached to the thorax,

more than twice

as long

x^ntennaj

much

Prothorax about
one-sixth as long as the mesothorax; mesothorax slightly longer
than metathorax.
Legs of male unarmed, slender, filiform; middle
femora of male not at all swollen as they are in T)iapherome7'a; legs
of female usually unarmed, but the middle and posterior femora are
sometimes armed below on the median line next the apex with a distinct, though usually minute, spine.
Body of male more slender than
in Diapheromei'a and the cerci of similar shape and relative proportion
as long as the anterior femora.

as in that genus.

The unswollen middle femora of the males make it easy to distinguish this genus from Dlapheromera, but from female specimens alone
more difficult. The more elongate and anteriorh" swollen head
together with the more generally unarmed legs will usualh^ serve,
however, to distinguish the females with considerable certainty.
In the United States we have a single species.
it is

BACUNCULUS TENUESCENS

Scudder.

I'late J. VI, lig8. 1, 2.

Bacunculiis tenuescenH i^cvanniK, Cat. Orth. V.

This

.species is figured

described

in

on Plate

I, figs. 1

S.,

app., 1899, p. 95.

and 2 of the above work, and

the foHowing words:

Body exceedingly

slender, flavous beneath,

brown (male)

or green (female) above,
forming a postocular .stripe.
Head greatly elongated, much longer than the pronotum; antenna^ much shorter
than the l>ody. Entire body quite smooth with a very delicatf mesial carination.
Seventh and ninth abdominal segments of male subequal in length, slightly longer
than the eighth and about half as long as the sixth, the seventh segment .scarcely

becoming infuscated on the lower portion

of the Hides,
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beneath a deflexed subspatulate convex plate, reaching the tip of
the eighth segment and no broader than it; ninth segment cylindrical, equal, truncate, bearing a pair of decurved and incurved, cylindrical but slightly clavate, lilunt
tipped cerci, about as long as the segment.
Leno-th of body, male, 64.5 mm., female, 53 mm.; antenna^, male, 41 mm., female,
inflated, bearing

head, male, 3.25 mm., female, 3.5 mm.; thorax, male, 31.5 mm., female, 25
mm.; mesothorax, male, 16 mm., female, 13 mm.; abdomen, male, 30 mm., female,
25 mm.; fore femora, male, 18 mm., female, 15.5 mm.; middle femora, male, 14.5
mm.; female, 13.5 mm.; hind femora, male, 20 mm., female, 16 mm.; width of me-

35 nmi.

;

sothorax at middle, male, female, 1 mm.
One male, one female. Cedar Keys, Fla., June
The tip of the abdomen of the female is lost.

6;

Capron, Florida.

description was made is evidently
do
not
at all agree with those of mature
immature, as the measurements
The folU.
S. National Mnseum.
individuals in the collection of the
Hubbard
and
collected
female
})y
mature
lowing- notes are made from a

The female from which the above

Schwarz

at

Cedar Keys, Florida,

in the

month

of June:

Color uniformly light greenish-brown, probably green in

life.

Ninth abdominal

segment slightly longer than the seventh. Supraanal plate sul)triangular, mesially
keded. Cerci long and slender, about as long as the last abdominal t'egment.
Extreme length of body from front of head to tip of cerci, 85 mm., head 4.5 mm.,
16.5
mesothorax 19 mm., metathorax 14.5 mm., fore femora 19 mm., middle femora
mm., hind femora 20.5 mm., cerci 4 mm,; width of mesothorax at middle 2 nmi.

specimen from Biscayne, Florida, from the Riley collecmuch above the
tion, which is referred to this species, is apparently
length of
Extreme
measurements:
following
ordinary size, giving the
19.5
metathorax
mm.,
21
mesothorax
mm.,
5.5
body 110 mm,, head
26
femora
hind
mm.,
21
femora
middle
mm.,
mm., fore femora 27.5
moderatethan
thicker
little
but
is
specimen
This
mm.', cerci 1 mm.
of a new species.
sized individuals and shows no peculiarities indicative
from light to
varies
species
this
of
males
the
of
The brown color

A female

some specimens,
quite dark, and the legs, probaldy also, the body in
are greenish-brown.

DIAPHEROMERA
Diapheromera Gray, Syn. Phasm., 1835,

Gray.

p. 18.

This genus has the following characters:
usually
Head'smooth in both sexes, subquadrate or subcylindrical,
thorax:
the
to
attached
obliquely
and
less than twice as long as broad
anterior femora: prothoantenna' much more than twice as long as the
mesothorax; meso- and
rax usually less than one-fourth as long as the
in the male;
metathorax subequal in length. Body linear, especially
twice as long as broad.
basal segment of abdomen ol)long. in male
thicker than the
Middle femora much swollen in the male, distinctly
not distinctly larger
hind ones, those of the female scarcely swollen and
median line
Posterior femora armed beneath on
than the hind ones.
in the
distinct,
male large and
near the apex with a single spine, in the

—

'
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female sometimes large and distinct but usually much smaller than in
Cerci of male
the male and sometimes niiimto or oven wholly absent.
a])dominal
segment
and,
except in
the
last
cylindrical, longer than
incurved.
D. riirxllhnia, strongly
Ourconnuon northern walkingstick belongs to this genus, the species
of which are distributed more widely over our country than those of
any other of our gt^nera. None of the species have been found west
Five species occur in the United States.
of the Rocky Mountains.
following table, which is for the greater
h\
the
They may be separated
this
genus by Dr. Scudder:"
part taken from a paper on
«.

Male

cerci strongly incurved.

Ninth abdominal segment of male subequal, scarcely larger at apex than at base,
the seventh segment much longer than the eighth; male cerci with a basal

h.

tooth.

i

Inner ventro lateral carina of the posterior femora with minute serrations;
meso- and metathorax unicolorous.
(/.
Male cerci with a blunt tooth at inner inferior base (Plate LVIII, fig. 6);
female cerci relatively stout, about half as long as the last dorsal segment.
femorata Say.
d(L Male cerci with a sharp thorn at inner inferior. base (Plate LVIII, fig. 5);
female cerci relatively slender, almost or quite as long as the last dorsal
veliei Walsh.
segment
carina of the posterior femora smooth; meso- and
cc. Inner ventro-lateral
metathorax longitudinally marked with black beneath.

c.

arizoueiisis,
hh.

aa.

new

species.

Ninth abdominal segment of male apically inflated, and here nearly half as
broad again as at base, the seventh and eighth segments of subetjual length;
caroliiia Scudder.
male cerci without a basal tooth

Male

mesillana Scudder.

cerci rigidly straight

DIAPHEROMERA FEMORATA
Plate LVII,

fig. 4;

Plate LVIII,

Say.

fig. 6.

Spectrum femoralum Say, Exp. Long., II, 1824, p. 297; Amer. Ent., Ill, 1828,
p. 37, pi. XXVII.— Leidy, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., Ill, 1846, pp. 80-84.
Diapheromera femorata Harris, Treat. Ins. Inj. Veg., 1840, p. 119. Scudder,
Psyche, IX, 1901, p. 188.

Phasma

{Bacteria) femorata Haan, Bijdr. kenn. Ortli., 1842, pp. 101, 134.
Bacunculus femoratus Uhler, Harris, Treat. Ins. Inj. Veg., 3d ed., 1862, p. 146.
Diapheromera myi Gray, Syn. Phasm., 1835, p. 18.
Bacteria sayi CnARPEiiTER, Orth. descr., 1841-1845, pi. iv.
Bacteria {Bacuncnlux) .soi/y Burmeister, Handb. Ent., II, 1838, p. 566.

Baruv cuius say Thomas, Trans.
i

111. St.

Agric. Soc, V, 1865. p. 441.

Bacteria linearis Gosse, Lett. Alab.,1859, p. 275.

Color fuscous or green,
color.

Mature

tlie

males more often exhibiting the latter

individuals, especially the females, are almost always

fuscous during th(> autumn months.
The middle femora of the dark
colored males are distinctly banded with lighter color.
Head smooth in both sexes, subquadrate, scarcely elongate, obliquely
"Psyche, IX, 1901, pp. 187-189.

TO.

132.5.
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attached to the thorax; eyes round, slightly more prominent in the
male than in the female. Antenna long- and slender, about as long- as
'the

body; prothorax short, about

oiie-tifth as

long as the mesothorax,

the dorsal cruciform impression distinct, especially the transverse incision; meso- and metathorax subequal in length, without median carina.

male long and slender, except the middle femora, which are
swollen and distinctly thicker than the others; of the female,
shorter in proportion, and the middle femora are not swollen, no
Fore legs unarmed, undulate and .smaller at
thicker than the others.

Leo's of

much

the base; hind and middle femora of the male armed beneath on the
median line near the apex with a large, prominent spine; of female,
similarly armed, but the spine is much smaller, often quite minute.

Abdomen smooth;

intermediary segment visible only from above and

firmly united to the metathorax; basal segment elongate, nearly or
quite twice as long as broad in the female and three times as long as
broad in the male; seventh segment in the male distinctly longer than

Cerci of male somethe ninth and three times as long as the eighth.
what longer than the terminal segment of the abdomen, cylindrical,
oval at apex, bluntly tubercled interiorly at base, clothed with microscopic stiff hairs and strongly curved horizontally inwards, usually

crossing each other at about the middle; female cerci straight, stout,
acuminate, less than half as long as the terminal segment of the abdomen, and partially concealed from above by the exposed tip of the
covtriangular supraanal plate, which, as well as the cerci, is sparsely

ered with very short hairs of microscopic size.
Length of body, male, 72 mm., female, 70 mm.; me.sothorax, male,
female, 13.5
17 mm., female, 16 mm.; metathorax, male, 16 mm.,
femora,
hind
mm.;
11.5
female,
middle femora, male, 15.5 mm.,

mm.;

male, 19.5

16

mm., female, 15 mm.; hind

tibia,

male, 25

mm., female,

mm.

a male and female colSeptember 12, 1900.
on
Virginia,
lected in copulation at Rosslyn,
are quite variable,
females
the
but
The males are quite uniform in size,
measurements were taken being a small

The above description was drawn up from

the one from which the above
gives the
large female from Massachusetts before me
specimen.
19
mesothorax,
mm.;
92
body,
of
following measurements: Length
femora,
hind
mm.;
14.5
femora,
middle
mm.; metathorax, 17 mm.;

A

18.5 nmi.; hind tibia, 20

mm.

occurs throughout
This species is our most common phasmid and
eastward.
Mountains
Rocky
the
from
the northern part of the country
is more rare in the
but
Mexico,
as
south
far
It is said to also occur as
the next species, veliez.
South, being quite generally replaced there by
mistaken tor
Many of the southern records pertain to allied species

femorata.

These insects mate

.

in the

autumn and

pairs are often seen

m
•

fu act
f
the
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The female drops the

of <'opulation.

eg'gs at

random

vol.xxvi.

in the woods,

where they lie till the following spring before hatching. P^ggs deposand kept indoors gave forth the young duringited on November
Some eggs are slow in giving
the last week of the following March.
forth the nymphs and so the insect may be found in various stages of
development all through the season. Some of the eggs lie through
even the second winter before hatching. The young are said to pass
through but two stages in the course of growth, which averages less
than two months. The newly hatched nymphs are of a uniform pale
yellowish-green color and measure about 5 mm. ii) length, ones reared
at the insectar\" of the Division of Entomology giving the following
measurements: Length of body, 8 mm., hind femora, 3.5 mm. The

young are
disturbed.

This

is

tance.

It

est trees.

eggs

is

low herbage and drop to the ground when
but one generation annually.
the onlj^ one of our phasmids that is of economic imporhas been recorded as occurring in injurious luimbers on forIn such cases burning over the ground in winter to kill the
said to live on

There

is

recommended.

DIAPHEROMERA VELIEI
Plate LYIII.

Walsh.

fig. 3.

Dinpheromera velii Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad.,
ScuDDER, Psyche, IX, 1901, p. 189.

This species

may

Of the same

size

Ill,

1864, pp.

409-10.^

be defined as follows:

and form as D. feinorata., and also agreeing with it
in being dimorphic in color, both brown and green forms occurring.
It differs from that species in the following particulars: Head slightly
more elongate; middle femora of male not usually banded with gray;
seventh abdominal segment of the male no longer than the ninth, while

mfemorota

it is

one-fourth longer.

Male

cerci with a sharp spine or

tooth at the base on the inner side instead of a l)lunt tubercle; female
cerci nearl}' or quite as long as the apical

segment of the abdomen

more slender
form of veliei
than that of the corresponding form of

instead of less than half as long, and they are usuallv

than in feiiKm.ita.

In general, the color of the dark

be somewhat lightei;
but in this respect both species are variable.
This species is more southern in its distribution than feviordta.
It
occurs east of the Rock}' Mountains from Nebraska to ^Maryland,
south to Georgia and Texas.
It occurs also in Mexico.
It was
described from Nebraska, and Scudder reports it from a num})er of

seems

to

^femorata,,

States within the region specilied above.
I have seen specimens fi'om
Virginia, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado.
Some of the

females from Oklsdioma have the spine beneath the posterior and intermediate femoni entirely aborted, causing them to be separable from
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the head

BaGunciduH only with great difficulty. The shape of
and the association of the males with the females, however,

made the

identitieation

the females of

(][uite

certain.

DIAPHEROMERA ARIZONENSIS,
Slenderer than

1).

new

species.

fcmordfa^ unifornially light yellowish brown, with

'the meso- and metathorax longitudinally marlced beneath with shiny
AntennjB nearly as long as the body and concolorous with it.
black.
Thorax smooth, with a very slight median carina; mesothorax slightly
longer than the metathorax; seventh segment of the abdomen distinct! v hunger than the ninth, somewhat constricted on the anterior
third; nintli segment with the posterior margin concave, exposing the
Cerci shaped as in femorata
tip of the triangular supraanal plate.
and vellei., with the basal tooth intermediate between those species.
Legs long and slender, the middle femora relatived; h'ss swoll(>n than

in allied species.

Length of body, 76 mm.; antenna% about 65 nun.; mesotiiorax.

mm.; metathorax,
22.5

16.5

mm.; middle femora,

IS

IS nun.; hind femora.

mm.

Onemale, Hot Springs, Arizona, June 28, 1901. Collected by Messi's.
Schwarz and Barber.
Type.—^o. 6612, U.S.N.M.
This species is closely allied to femorata and veliei, but can be distinguished from them by the characters given in the table and by the
more slender form. The elongate seventh abdominal segment will
It is quite a characteristic-looking
readily separate it from vellei.
allies are diffispecies, though the differences that separate it from its
cult to deiine.

DIAPHEROMERA CAROLINA
Dkipheromem

Carolina Scudder,

The following

is

Psyche, IX, 1901,

Scudder.
]>.

ISS.

the description as given by the author:

the thorax with a rather
Stouter than D. femorxta, testaceo-castaneous, glistening,
segment, and niter-

broad nie.lian bronze-fuscous stripe, not reaching the median
legs greenish, the antenna^
rupted at the posterior end of the mesonotuui, the fore
Mesothorax and metastriation.
testaceous; thorax with excessively fine transverse
and eight li abdomSeventh
length.
similar
of
segment)
median
thorax (including
the ninth a httle
base,
from
enlarging
inal segments of subequal length, each faintly
as broad again at apex as a
half
nearly
subglobose,
and
inflated
shorter, apically
but stouter, more compressed, and without
base, the cerci

much

as in

7^.

femorata,

basal tooth.

Length of body, 67 mm.; head, 3 mm.; mes..thorax,
mm.; hind femora,. 19.5 mm.
Onemale. North Carohna. (Morrison.)

Kl.o

mm.;

.

., ,

.

tore femora, -U.o

)
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DIAPHEROMERA MESILLANA
Diapheromera mesillana Scuddek, Psyche, IX, 1901,

The

original description

is

here given in

vol. xxvi.

Scudder.
j).

189.

full.

Slenderer than D. femorata, uniform greenish flavous, the antennae infuscated
third, the thorax smooth, with an obscure median carina; subajn-

beyond the basal

Mesothorax and metathocal inferior spine of middle and hind femora rather slight.
rax (including median segment) of equal length. Seventh and ninth aljdominal
segments sul)equal in length and distinctly longer than the eighth, all equal in width
and nowhere enlarged, the ninth rather feebly and angularly emarginate, exposing
a small, transverse, apically arcuate, supraanal plate; cerci about as long as the ninth
abdominal segment, rigidly

straight, directed

backward and not

at all

downward,

slender tapering, blunt tipped, externally convex, and internally concave.
Length of body, 55 mm.; head, 3 mm.; antenna?, circa 37 mm.; mesothorax, 12.5

mm.;

mm.; middle femora, 11 mm.; hind femora, 13.5 mm.
Between Mesilla and Las Cruces, New Mexico, June 30.

fore femora, 14.5

Two

males.

(A. P.

Morse.

MEGAPHASMA, new
Head

genus.

.smooth, rounded, .subvertical; antennae

more than twice

as

long as the anterior femora; prothorax one-fifth as long as the meso-

thorax and transversely incised; meso- and metathorax subequal in
length and with a distinct, though slight, median carina.

Middle and
hind femora swollen in both sexes, the middle ones somewhat larger
than the posterior ones in the male, and both the middle and posterior

armed beneath on the median line next the apex
with a prominent spine and sometimes, at least in the female, with a
row of equally large ones extending along the entire length of the
femora below.
This genus is erected for that large Southern walkingstick described

pairs in both sexes

by

Stal as Diapher'omera dentricus.

that are certainly of generic value.

This insect exhibits characters

The rounded,

subvertical head,

broad, spatulate cerci and unusually large size will readily separate it
from all other of our genera. Diapheromera is the most nearly allied

genus, but the characters given in the table will at once separate
from that genus of much smaller insects.
Ill the United States we have a single species.

MEGAPHASMA DENTRICUS
Plate LVII,

fig. 2,

Harpers Mag.,

Stal.

2a, 2h.

Di:ipheromera dentricus Stal, Rec. Orth., Ill, 1875, p.
1901, p. 187;

it

LXXXVIII,

76.— Scudder, Psyche, IX,

1894, p. 456,

fig. 1.

This species was originally described from Opelousas, Louisiana.
The following description is made from specimens, male and female,
in the U. S. National Museum collection:
Yellowish brown or fuscous. Head rounded, subvertically attached
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AntenriiB multiarticulate,"

the thorax.

more than twice
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as long as

Cruciform impression on the pronotum disrtinct,
meso- and metathorax subequal in length and furnished above with a
Ninth abdominal segment
scarcely perceptible delicate median carina.
Legs stout, anterior ones unarmed
slightly longer than the seventh.
and but half as thick as the others; posterior and middle tibi?e deeply
denticulate below on the median carina, which is considerably elevated
and terminated at the apex in a blunt spine, as is also the posterior
The posterior and intermediate femora are
ventro-lateral carinse.
in form, each border below denticulate
trapezoidal
laro-e and regularlv
line
with
small apinules, except the terminal
median
the
and spined on
male.
In the female all the spines are
in
the
large
one, which is very
terminal
one of the male; the
as
the
large
not
so
often large, but
swollen toward the
and
slightly
lower
side
the
on
broadest
femora are
rounded
more
than those of
somewhat
are
femora
male
The
base.
the
apex
of the third
extending
to
femora
Posterior
the female.
middle
of the
and
almost
the
to
the
female
in
segment
abdominal
expanded
slightly
coxal
cavities
above
margins
male;
the
fourth in

ithe

anterior femora.

and dentate. Cerci stout, in female less than one-half as long as the
last abdominal segment; in male expanded apically, somewhat spatulate and directed strongly downward.
The original description, which was made from the female sex
alone, gives the following measurements: Length of body 123 mm.;
thorax 53 mm. mesothorax 24 liim. metathorax 24 mm. abdomen 70
mm. fore femora 27 unu. middle femora 20 mm. posterior femora
;

;

;

23

;

;

mm. width
;

of middle of mesothorax 5

;

mm.

Often the general color is reddish brown, legs lighter. A specimen
hind
in the U. S. National Museum collection has the middle and
variegreen,
prothorax
the
of
two-thirds
posterior
and
the
femora
gated with light gray and brown; on the femora the gray is grouped
together in the form of liroad, illy defined bands. Other specimens
have the anterior portion of the prothorax and mesothorax, both above
and below, greenish black.
This insect has been recorded from Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico,
One female specimen in the U. S.
and, with doubt, from Alabama.
Missouri, the most northern
Joplin,
East
from
is
Museum
National
locality yet recorded for this species.
States, a
This is the largest walkingstick that occurs in the United
one
than
less
female before me measuring 145 mm., which is 5 mm.
Philadelphia.
Sciences of
in the collection of the Academy of Natural
eL^e m our
This species suggests tropical forms- more than anything
counted and were
«Theantennal segments of a male speoimen from Texas were
of the specimen figured is drawn
antenn*
The
seventy-eight.
just
number
to
found
nearly twice too thick, except basally.

—
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vol.

Mi
fauna, and the large size commands attention wherever seen.
Mitchell, of Victoria, Texan, informs me that they are not uncommon*"
in the

wooded bottoms

in that vicinit}-,

where they occur on grape

vines.

Subfainiljr ^ISTISOINXORIPIIINJE.

In this subfamily the antennae are more than twice as long as the
Tibiie furnished with a sunken areola below next

anterior femora.

coxaj visible from above; tarsi distinctly pentamerous.
Mesothorax not more than three times as long as the prothorax.
Intermediary segment invisible.
We have a single genus of this subfamily in the United States.

the apex;

ANISOMORPHA
Anisovwypha Gv.\\ Syn. Phasm.,
,

Gray.

1835, p. 18.

This genus, as represented in the United States, has the following
characters:

Head not more than one and one-half as long as broad, horizontally
Body bi'oad and stout, especiallj^ in the

attached to the thorax.

female; prothorax furnished with distinct odoriferous glands; mesoand mcta-thorax subequal in length. Legs stout and thick, unequal,
the middle pair the shortest; abdominal segments subquadrate or
transverse, especiall}" in the female, the seventh and ninth subequul
in length, intermediary segment invisible.
Cerci short, rounded,
similar in both sexes.

We

have two closely allied species, one occurring more commonly
extreme Southern States and the other ranging farther north.
Their differences are comparative and may be tabulated as follows
in the

1

a.

Female, color generally yellowish brown with conspicuous broad black dorsal and
lateral stripes.
Head noticeably longer than ])road; body more elongate, seven
to nine times as long as broad.
Male, color and head as in female. Body still
more elongate, about twelve times as long as broad, averaging about 45 mm. in
length

aa.

bu})restoides Stoll.

Female, color uniformly ferruginous of various shades or inconspicuously striped
with very narrow dusky dorsal and lateral stripes. Head less noticeably
longer than broad. Body proportionately shorter and broader, six to six and
one-half times longer than broad.
Male, color same as female. Head and
proportions about the same as in huprestoides but smaller, averaging no more
than 35
.fcrruginea Palisot.

mm

ANISOMORPHA BUPRESTOIDES
Plate

LIX,

Stoll.

fig. 1.

Phasma

hnpreMokles: S'roi.h, Repr. Spectr., 1787-1813, p. 68, pi. xxin, fig. 87.
Anisomorpha buprestoides Gray, Svn. Phasm., 1835, p. 19. Scudder, Can. Ent.,

XXVn,

1895, p. 30.

Phasma (Anisomorpha)

huprestoides

Haan,

Bijdr.

Kenn. Orth.,

Spectrum biviltatum Say, Amer. Ent., Ill, 1828, pi. xxxviii.
Spectrum viitata Jaeger, Life N. Amer. Ins., 1854, p. 123.

1842, p. 101.
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i-i

made from

,)tates

common Southern
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walkingstick

a series of both sexes in the collection of the United

National

Museum.

Color varj'ing shades of yellowish brown, often almost fuscous,
I
yith conspicuous broad, ])lack stripes extending from the front of the
Head to the tip of the

abdomen, one dorsal and one on each side.
more or less con-

Chese stripes, in dark-colored individuals, are often

used, but in light-colored specimens they are ver}^ conspicuous and

Some specimens, apparently killed soon after transdefined.
ormation, are paler in color and with the stripes narrow and indisLegs short and stout, unequal, the middle pair the shortest, in
inct.

yell

more slender than in the female, dark colored, except in lightolored individuals, where they are colored the same as the body; the
I'ib'vx and femora of each pair of legs are subequal in length.
Head
nale

loticeably longer than broad, horizontally attached to the thorax and

Antennae about
ulxjuadrate in shape, somewhat swollen anteriorl3^
hree times as long as the anterior femora, the fourth segment the
Prothorax raesially incised and transverseh^ sulcate in the
ihortest.
niddle, about twice as long as broad, usually

more than one-third

as

ong as the mesothorax, furnished above on each well-elevated border
n front with a prominent gland, opening laterally from Avhich is
Meso- and meta'jected a pungent spray when the insect is excited.
:horax subequal in length, the former usually slightly the longer and
)n the disk sometimes furnished, especially toward the sides, with
Abdoseveral granules, often quite acute: there is no median carina.
nen smooth, without carina, segments, especially the basal ones of the
the male usually somewhat
In the ft^xxiale the
Longer than broad, intermediary segment invisible.
seventh segment beneath forms a large scoop-shaped process, at the
Cerci short, in the
3ase of which are situated the genital organs.
female no more than one-half as long as the last abdominal segment,
in the male almost as long as the apical segment, straight and subcylindrical in both sexes, projecting subhorizontally backward in the
female and subperpendicularly downward- in the male. The male
female, subquadrate or transverse, in

abdomen curved under.
Measurements made from a mated pair from Key West, Florida, are
head, male
as follows: Length of body, male 45 mm., female 01 nun.;
male
3.5 mm., female 6 mm.; antenna?, female 40 mm.; prothorax,
mm.;
3.5 mm., female 6 mm.; mesothorax, male 7 mm., female 12
metathorax, male 6 nun., female 10 mm.; fore femora, male 9.5 mm.,
hind
female 13 mm.; middle femora, male 7 mm., female 10.5 mm.;
mm.,
male
2.5
mm.; width of head,
femora, male 9.5 mm., female
usually has the tip of the

U

female 4 mm.
This species, which is sometimes called the musk mare, seems to
S.
occur most commonly in the extreme Southern States. The U.

:
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contains over twenty specimens, all from Florida,
except some without la1)els, which are probably from Mississippi. It
has been recorded from various localities in the southeastern part of

National

Museum

|

the United States, but the more northern records doubtlessly belong
Several young specimens refera]>le to this species
to the next species.
are uniformly brownish gray in color, but otherwise resemble the
adults.

ANISOMORPHA FERRUGINEA
Plate

LIX,

Phasma ferruginea Paltsot de Beauvois,
XIV, figs. 6,

Palisot de Beauvois.

fig. 2.

Ins. Afr.

Amer., 1805-1821,

p. 167, pi.

7.

Anisomorpha ferruginea Gray, Syn. Phasm., 1835, p. 18.
Phasma {Aniso^norpha) ferruginea Haa^, Bijdr. Kenn. Orth., 1842,

p. 101.

This species is very closely allied to the preceding one. The color
general lighter than in huprestoides and usually uniform, and not
conspicuously marked by black stripes as in that species, sometimes
with narrow stripes, more often noticeable in the males. The head is
usually less noticeably longer than broad, and the body is proportionis ill

and broader as tabulated above. The males average
and the habitat seems to extend farther north than that of
The measurements from a pair from Tallulah, Georgia,
hujirestoldes.

I

ately shorter
less in size

are as follows

Length of head, male 3mm., female 5.5 mm.; body, male 81 nun.,
female 50 mm.; fore femora, male 8 mm., female 10 mm.; middle
femora, male 5.5 mm., female 8.5 mm.; hind femora, male 8 mm.,
female 11 mm.; prothorax, male 2.5 mm., female 5 mm.; mesothorax,
male 5 mm., female 0.5 mm.; metathorax, male 4 nmi., female 8.5
of head, male 2 mm., female -1.5 mm.
This species appears to extend farther north than huprestoides^ ))ut
The specimens in the collection of the United
it also occurs in Florida.
States National Museum are from Florida, Louisiana, Kentucky, and

mm.; width

Pennsylvania.
is said to be able to throw
from the w;'ll-developed scent

This species, as well as the preceding one,
a colored fluid to a considerable distance

glands, situated on the thorax.

TIMlEMmsr^E, new

snlafainily.

This subfamily presents the following characters:
Antennse longer than the anterior femora; tibiae furnished beneath
at the apex with a sunken areola; coxib invisible from above; tarsi

Intermediary segment as distinct as the rest of the
abdominal segments, freely articulated to the thorax and not at all
connate with it as in all other of our groups.
This well-defined subfamily is proposed for the genus Timeina of
three jointed.

I
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structure of the insects here inchidod is different from
as is shown by the legs being attached
all other of our Fhasniidse,
manner
as to conceal the coxa; from above.
a
such
in
beneath the body

The

^cudder.

The threeiThe three-jointed tarsi are also peculiar to this su})family.
first
imition
of
the
three segof
a
result
the
obviously
jointed tarsi are
ments of the normal pentamerous phasmid tarus. This is indicated by
showing obscure segmentation
the lower surface of the first segment
united.
have
segments
where the original
We have but one genus of this interesting subfamily in the United
States.

TIMEMA
Timema Scudder, Can.

Ent.,

XXVI,

Scudder.
1895, p. 30.

The characters limiting this genus are:
General form short and broad, not linear, head subquadrate, no
Antenna? much longer
longer than broad, as broad as the thorax.
very large, three times as
than the anterior femora, basal segment
quadrate, not narrowed
Prothorax
apically.
long as broad, enlarged
without distinct odorifand
metathorax
the
than
anteriorly, no shorter
length. Legs short and
in
subequal
metathorax
erous glands meso- and
shape and curving
in
irregular
forcipulate,
male
;

stout;

cerci

of

inwards, of female stout, vertically flattened
longer than the last abdominal segment.

We have a single

and straight,

in

both sexes

species.

TIMEMA CALIFORNICA
Plate LVII,

fig. 5;

Scudder. nev: species.

Plate LVIII,

figs. 7, 7«.

Dr.
never been described
This species, the tvpe of the genus, has
is
which
description,
following
the
Scudder has very kindly furnished

here published for the

first

time:

cylindrical, expandn^g somethorax depressed, abdomen depressed
l^^le nearly umtormlute.a
glistening
smooth,
body
what posterfokly, the whole
slightly
abdomen
Ltaceous with a'faint greenish tinge, the
most
and narrowly with brownish fuscous
thorax, the latter striped longitndinally
which are
distinctlyin a submarginal stripe, in
femora
^Zri'T'^'tr'tCln^T^nZ
All the legs short, behind
together.
about as Ion- as head and thorax

Head

large,

'^^^^^^^^

^^^^J^

segments. Last
abo: ^^lon^as the first three abdominal
nmi^u. sinuato^runcate th^^^^^^^^
^ind
the
tumid,
and
male somewhat expanded
ed, basalh depressed,
tortuous, abruptly lncur^
about as the last segment, asymetrical,
point.
apically tapering to a
+„„,„.>
body, male 14.25 mm.; female 22.5

Length

h "5

,„.-,].>

^^^l^^^'^^^^

of

mn.;
femal'7 mm.; mesonotum, male 1.5
iMoumau
One male, one female, Santa C ru/.
3.25 mm. female 4.5 mm.

nun
"

;

,,

.

^J^^^^::^^^^..
,

;

(L. Bruner.)

The U.
species,

S.

.

National

Museum

contains three typical

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

59

,,

•

^'^'^^^

Santa Cruz Mountains,
two males and one female, from

Proc. N.

..

Cali-
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vol. xxvi.

by Albert Keobele. The antennte of the males are
broken, but those of the female are intact and measure 14 mm. in
It would therefore appear that the antenna
length and are 22 jointed.
of Dr. Scudder's specimens, at least those of the female, were broken.
fornia, collected

of these insects are large and distinct, more so than
any other of our I'hasmida^. The head is marked by a narrow postocular stripe, which extends more or less distinctly across the entire
length of the pronotum.
Besides these specimens from the Santa Cruz Mountains, the U. S.
National Museum contains a male and a female from Los Angeles County,
California, that may represent a new species, but their condition is too
poor to warrant their description as such without additional and betThey differ from the typical specimens in
ter preserved material.
being proportionately^ shorter, head more flattened vertically, without
the postoculate black line, and, together with the pronotum in the male,
rugose above. The female cerci are more slender, and the meso- and
metathorax of both sexes seem less developed than in the specimens
from Santa Cruz Mountains. The male cerci also differ in being more
foliaceous.
Plate LVIII, fig. 7", shows the male cerci of the specimen
from Los Angeles County, and Plate LVIII, tig. 7, the same of the
Santa Cruz Mountain specimens.
This species apparently represents a step in the transition from the
Phasmidas to the Forficulidaj. The forcipal cerci of the males, ventrall}' attached legs, short, broad head, and especially the short, stout
legs with the three jointed tarsi, indicate a relation to the ear-wigs.
As Phasmids these creatures are certainly anomalies, and at a casual
glance are not always readily recognized, having, in one instance at
least, been mistaken for a species of Perlid larvae.

The trochanters

in

NOTE.
Since this paper has been

made up

I
into pages,

Mr. E. A. Sehwarz
new to our

collected a specimen of Phasmidte representing a species

fauna.

It

was taken

at

Key West,

for the discordant factor of the

Florida, on April 6, and, except
median segment being slightly shorter

than the metathorax, seems to fall quite naturally into the Bacterid
genus IlaplopuH of Gray. As the specimen is an immature female,
any attempt at specific determination would be unsatisfactory. It may
eventually prove to be the Ilaplojrus cuhensis of Saussurc, but it does
not seem to agree very well with the description of that species.

)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate LVI.
(After Scudder.
Fig.

1

.

2.
3.

Bacunculus tenuescens Scudder, male.
Bacunculus tenuescens Scudder, male, side view
Pseudosermyle strigata Scudder, female.

of the tip of the

abdomen.

Plate LVII.
Fig.

1.

ParahaciUus coloradus Scudder, male.

Megaphasma dentricus Stal, male.
2ff. Megaphasma dentricus Stal, male,

2.

2''.

3.

4.
5.

side view of head and pronotum.
Mf'gaphasma dentricus Stal, male, side view of the tip of the abdomen.
Pseudonermyle arbuscula Rehn, female, end ot the abdomen.
Diapheromera femorata Say, male, side view of head and pronotum.
Timema californica Scudder, female.

Plate LVIII.
Fig.

2.

Parabacillus coloradus Scndder, female (after Scudder).
Pseudosermyle siramineus Scudder, male (after Scudder).

3.

Pseudosermyle truncata,

1.

3«.

3&.
4.

new species, male, side view of the tip of
new species, female, right middle leg.
truncata, new species, female, tip of abdomen.

Pseudosermyle truncata,

Pseudosermyle

Pseudosermyle arbuscula Rehn, female, right middle

leg.

Diapheromera veliei Walsh, male, end of abdomen.
6. Diapheromera femorata Say, male, end of abdomen.
7. Timema californica Scudder, male, end of abdomen.
7«. Timema californica Scudder, variety, male, end of abdomen.
8. Pseudosermyle strigata Scudder, female, end of abdomen.

5.

Plate LIX.
Fig.

1.

Anisomorplia buprestoides Stal, female.

2.

Anisomorpha ferruginea Palisot de Beauvois, female.

the abdomen.

j
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PL. LIX

OF AN EXTINCT MINK FROM THE SHELL-

nFS(^RlPTIO]S

By Daniel Webster

Upon

Prentiss.

coast
of Penobscot Bay and the adjacent
the shores and islands
by
made
which were
shell-heaps, the majority of

exist numerous
theieexi.
there

l;t"the^

V

^^

^^^^

'^^^^^ few' square yards.

The

^^^.^

^^^

^.^t,„t,

age of the majority

and
but from the absence ot me als
rfthese^el -heaps is unknown,
allowable
.s
it
from many of them,
of EuropLn manufacture
a

tSe

p„„..

.,.c, o, »..-.„

..-*

;:— £T.'.;. «t

these at .ea.t date
to .uppoBC that

back to pv^Colum^^^^^^^

i-oj^

'»;'
strengthened by the
^^
representmg
mink,
of the skull of a
t
below described to the
to be new, and is

idea

is

-^

*P,,
,>

«•

.-hieh appears

«"»""'- "' "'^'^

^„,, ,^„„,,,age
^^^^
'1°"''.''«:!
anin.als
«y>
of
extinct species
'"f The drawings illustrate
ea^.^.
these *ell-heaps n

of the contents of
ditlerencesjwmte<UHrtbelow^
well the specific

^---^-^^;^;^;:^^;^^;7^^xv,-No.

,336.

^.

.
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species.

Type specimen.— "^o. 115178, United States National
Museum
by
W. True and D. W. Prentiss in 1897.
Type locality.—Y^YooXsXm, Hancock County, Maine.

col

R

lected

Condition of 25y^^. -Fragment (.f skull composed"
of the superior
maxilhe, portions of the nasals, right zygoma,
and palate extendinob nun. back of molars.
All of the teeth are present on the
right side"
three incisors and one premolar on the left
side.
The teeth are in
excellent condition except the canine, which
is broken at the point
and
portions of enamel missing.
The bones are very brittle and of a'yellowish color on their broken surfaces.

Descrlptloa.-^o^mn very wide, nasal aperture large,
ant-orbital
The nasals ascend more abruptly than in
L n\on
liitreocephakis, its nearest relative.
The dentition
very similar to
toramina also large.

i.^

this race

the

•

more

the skull.

the principal differences being the
large size of teeth and
acute angle which the carnassial makes
with the long
^ axis of

Meamirements.

Lutreola
viacrodon.

Type.

L. vison
ingens.
Type.ra

L. rinov
Intrean [tjm.
Im. 36915

U.S.N. M.''
Incisor

Mm.

row

'.

!

^'^^^'^^s^^^'!^'!i^^^^'^'^o^^v-^t};i

7.5
17.7
9.00
12.00

6.75
14.50
8.00
11.00

30.00
00
9.25

28.00
20.00
7.5

26.00
00
8.00
4.X3
13.00

22.

6x4
14.

"Fort Yukon, Alaska.

The

L

V.

6

Near Washington,

Mm.

8.25
25
9.00
12.50
18.

Between ant-orbital foramina
Breadth of nasal apertnre
Ant-orbital foramen
Base of incisor row to tip of liasai

adult.

Mm.

.'

Premolar row at base!
Palate between canines
Palate between molars

25

18.

5x3
13.25

District of Columbia.

from which the foregoing measurements
were taken are
Ihe measurements of L. macrodon,
compared with

skulls

those of

hUreocephcdus,

".
K^,hT.
f;
but L. decidedly

its

nearest relative,

"

""''^'^

show the enormous size of
"^^ ^^'^ I'^^-S-^^^ American mink,

^'^r'T'
smaller
than the one here described.
"''

'^"'

stHl
in T'rl^^'T.
tnk ing,
but the difference

'^^'^' '" ^' ' ^^^treocephalu.

is

very

in size of the teeth,

the angle of the nasals!
and the position of the carnassials
justify me, I belie, e, in the abs
)sence
of intermediate forms, in
describing it as a new species.
I wish to express my
thanks to the
^^^ Secretary of the Smithsonian
'
Insfifnfu.n +
'" """^^ ^^"^ ^-^P^^'t "P«^^ ti^i« 'Specimen, to
•

H .^V'''"""'^""
Halt
Merriam tor access to the coWections
of the ^^o'o^'^al
Biolooical
Survey, Department of
Agriculture; to Mr. G
Gerrit S. Miller, jr.; and
to Mr. Outran! Ikngs,
of Boston.
D

LJi. C.

REVISION OF THE CRUSTACEA OF THE GENUS
LEPIDOPA.

By James

E. Benedict,

Assistant Curator of

Marine

Invertebrates.

small nonparasitic animals is more inseparably and
the greater
picturesquely associated with the environment in which
of
Hippoidea,
super-family
the
of
members
numbers live than are the
of
Say,
time
the
since
taJ^yokW'
IIipj)a
as
which the sand bug, known
on the east coast of the United States.
is the best known representative
found even as far north as
occasionally
are
Members of this family
beaches, which have been
open
on
sand
the
Cape Cod. They live in
with the exception
collector
a
for
places
of
said to be the most barren
is always mterestmg.
shore
the
along
walk
a
Nevertheless
of a desert.

No group

of

beach-worn shells of
lines, and the fragments of
mollusks which have lived beyond the surf
momentarily attract the
innumerable things which the waves cast up,
and usually wellLiving things that occur are but few,
attention.
occasional swnmmng crab
known species. One may expect to see an
perhaps from the collector, by
protectino- itself from the surf and

The bleached and broken

tests of sea urchins,

runnmg

of sight, or a
kick into the sand nearly or quite out
plunging
off from this retreat
crab hastening to its burrow, or if cut
partially
of
rows
The long
nets.
into the surf out of reach of scoop
insects,
shore
and
Amphipods, Isopods,
dried sea-weed often shelter
Annesmall
tew
a
brings to light
and digging along the water's edge
sle^
aiid
shovel
with
hunt alongshore
lids and lynaptfs, but the
^"
^-^^^l^^^ "^^"^/"^
where the waves are pounding results
/^J^l
o
escape,
to
effort
vain
in the
Hippids, which scuttle about the sieve
spr^^^^^
been
hav.
shovel
contents of the
liev; is not at hand, and the
1^

settling

the sand only to.be

bioug^

in
upon the beach, quickly disappearing
the warmer Amor a. .a i.,
in
But
hand.
the
of
back by a plunge
or Z./>«%^w.l be found
among the Hippids an occasional Atbunea
as the Hippids, thoiigh
mlgly liv ng under the same conditions
s

diff^^^^^Jtt^^
«Now

Emerita talpoida.

'^^^^^^oi^.a^.

S.

Bull. U. S.

FishCom^^II^^900^p^

1337.
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Albuneids seem to be present at one time, and the question naturally
normal proportion, or do they occur in greater numbers in some more favored locality, perhaps farther out where
the
sands are not always in motion, and where they would be able
to use
arises, is this their

more

deliberately, in feeding, the hands which have been
altogether
denied their rehitives, the Hippids; or do they live deeper in
the sand,
where their long antennuL-v may not only warn them of the presenc('

of prey, but keep the way open and even entice the victim
within
reach of the strong hands ^ The answer to this question
must be
deferred until collectors have recorded more careful and
extended
observations; and it may not be out of place to here
suggest
that one reason for the scarcity of individuals is that
collectors,

having quickly obtained a sufficient number of
Hippids for their purposes, do not prolong the
search, and so miss a chance to obtain the
rarer
Albuneids.

Between these forms striking differences will be observed.
The Hippids are shuttleshaped, while the Albuneids, except in the case
of
Blepharijjoda, are broader across the front than

anywhere else. To some difference in habit is possibly due the great difference in the eyes.
Those
of the Hippids are on slender almost
thread-like
stalks, while those of the

Albuneids are remarkable for the peculiar and diverse shapes
of the

which furnish characters that may be used
not only to distinguish the genera, but to
quite an
extent, even the species in a genus.
In the genus
stalks

Alhunea they are

flattened, elongated, and in most
species acutely triangular in shape, with a
small
cornea at the apex. In the genus Lepidopa
they
•

1.— .Vntexnulae of
Lepidopa myops, x i.

Fig.

are scale-like, and in some species
almost rectangular, while the cornea, if the small
speck
can be so called, may be situated either
on the

terminal or lateral margin. It is hard to underthe function of the broad scale-like stalk.
The speck
which serves for the eye can hardly do
more than distinguish lioht
trom darkness. In the genera having
mere
stand just what

is

eyespecks on a scalelike stalk the antennulfe are
extraordinarilv developed.
This forces
another question upon us: Is not this
a case of one sense organ

having been developed at the expense
of or in compensation for another,
tor the antennulffi are sense
organs of no slight power, being from
two to live times the length of the
carapace-straight, stiff, and well
provided with hairs which are probably
sensorv.
These organs must
be more useful than eyes to an
animal living submerged in the sand
-Jn the situations where they
have been found. Bhphcmpoda has yet
aditterent eyestalk, slender as in
the Hippids, but jointed in the middle.
^
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The Hippidffi and the Albuneidae make up the super-family Hippoidea
of the Maerura Anomalia.
and, though the
In this paper four species are described as new,
were ol)tained
specimens
the
which
from
localities
the
material is scanty,
included in
now
species
seven
the
Of
distances.
longare separated by
the U. S.
of
collections
the
in
represented
are
six
the genus Lepidopa
UniverUnion
of
museum
the
of
those
in
one
and
National Museum
York.
New
sity, Schenectady,

GENUS LEPIDOPA

Stimpson.

Phila.,1858, p. 230.
Lepldopa Rtimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
Y., VII, April, 1860, p. 241.-Mier.s,
N.
Hist.
Nat.
Lye.
Ann.
Stimpson,
Lepidops
Soc. Lond., XIV, Oct., 1878, p. 331.
Linn.
Eevision of the Hippidea, Jour.

be immediately recognized by the
in connection
lashes of the anteunules or middle antenna^
ovate to
from
form
in
stalks which range

The Albuneids

verv long stiff
with the broad scale-like
quadrate. The carapace in
but

little

may

of this genus

broken by

all

species

shield shaped, the surface

is

is

lines.

species are believed to
The characters relied upon to distinguish the
be those least likely to vary.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS LEPIDOPA.
iV.

Eve-stalks ovate.
b\

With lobe between the central points of the
front
Without lobe between the points of the

dK Eye-stalks subrectangular.
margin
b^ Cornea on the frontal

of the eye-stalk

^ 892
^09

,„.
vem^a^

front

i/.

p.

^'^O'^'^^ P-

"

myope, p. 092

very small

'';:']:2Z^:^^e.^ produced much beyond the s..^^nor
. A^t:::rSgleno;p;oducedmuch;if;ny;i;yond
...

the line ^^ the side,

slightly concave.
anterior margin straight or very
more rounded than the outen^^^^
Inner distal angle of the eye-stalk

^ ^^^

eye-stalk more
^\*^,^^ ^^^
^. Outer distal angle of the
oj^^^^*^ by
teeth of the frontfif.'eupied
and lateral[^^^Jf
central
the
between
.'. Margin
«' '"
P;;;^
parts
- - «
equal
nearly
into
a sinus divided by a lobe
he usua
by
points
--P^^^
lateral
and
central
the
between
eK Margin
bet..^n^^^^^^^
'

ocLr

sinus, the lobe not

lateral teeth of the tront

forming a second smus
.-

J
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LEPIDOPA VENUSTA

Stimpson.

Lepidopa venusta Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 230 (without
description); Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of New York, VII, p. 79.
Lepidops venusta Mieks, Jour, of Linn. Soc. of London, XIV, p. 332.

Eyes

()bloni>-,

broadest a})out the posterior third, narrowing- toward
the cornea, which

is

terminal and very small,

from above. From below, under a
shown as a black speck with a little

barely visible
lens,

it

is

dark streak running to the })ottom of the peduncle.

The ocular sinus is separated from the spine
behind the antenna by a slight lobe in all specimens. Between the spine and the antero-lateral
angle the outline is slightl}^ concave. The front
and lateral projections are equally advanced.
Fig. 2.— Lepidopa venusta
Length of carapace of largest specimen, 11
X 2.
Savanilla, U. S. Colommm.; breadth, 14
bia; collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross; three

mm

specimens.

LEPIDOPA WEBSTERI, new
Lepidopa venusta, Kingsley, Proc. Acad. Nat.

March

9,

species.

Sci. Phila.

for 1879 (Part pub.

1880), p. 410.

In comparing the single specimen referred to by Mr. Kingsley with
Lepidopa venusta, it is found to be very closely related, but yet disIt differs in having the lateral teeth of the front closer to the
tinct.
rostral tooth, while in Z. venusta they are closer to the spines of the

antero-lateral angles; the lateral teeth of L. icehsteri

are also

more produced, and the lobe between the base

of the rostral tooth and the lateral teeth has almost dis-

appeared from this species, while prominent in L. venThe eye stalks are in a general way only like
usta.
those of L. venusta; they are not so long in proportion
and are not contracted as much near the apex. The Fig. 3.— Lepidopa
websteri, x 2.
specimen can hardly be said to have an eye speck; a
dark line on the lower surface may serve to distinguish light from
darkness.

The color of this species, as L. venusta, also is iridescent.*
The carapace is" 7 mm. in length and 9 mm. in breadth.

Named for

the collector, Prof. H. E. Webster.

The type belongs

to Union University, Schenectady, New York,
and was taken on the beach near Fort Macon, North Carolina.

LEPIDOPA MYOPS

Stimpson.

Lepidops myops Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. New York, VII, 1862, p. 241.—
MiERs, Jour, of the Linn. Soc. of London, Zool., XIV, 1879, p. 333, pi. v,
fig. 16.

The eyes are broad and very broadly rounded at both angles, the
inner distal angle is, however, more evenly rounded than the outer,.
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The eye speck is on tl^e
is vslightly produced beyond the inner.
and
the
angle
sinus
occupied b}' it could
outer
the
near
maroin
distal
it not for the slight colorawc-p
lens,
a
with
distinguished
be
hardly
which

tion remaining.

The front is

The

tridentate.

lateral teeth are acute, while the

median

blunt and evenly rounded, situated posterior to the line of the
lateral points just 1 mm., in the specimen described. Between the deepest part of the ocular
^^^^X^l/^L^v,^
^<^.J^\J^
Between the lateral point <
sinus is a broad lobe.
4.-lepii.o,.a mvops. x
^^'«and the antero-lateral angle the margin is deeply

tooth

is

^

concave.
The carapace of this species, like that of scutellata, has abroad, rather
depressed ridge running along the median line. The post-branchial
area has a group of from 8 to 10 large punctures.

The specimen from which the foregoing description Avas drawn Avas
obtained by Dr. E. A. Mearns,U. S. A., off San Diego, California.
%>.^— No. 28661, U.S.N.M.

LEPIDOPA DEAMiE, new

species.

The eye-stalks of this species are broadest near the anterior end.
form a
The inner and distal margins are about equally arcuate and
angle
exterior
anterior
The
meet.
slightly obtuse angle where they
of the" stalk

is

well
well rounded; behind this angle the eye spot is
narrows
stalk
the
place
this
From
indented.

rapidly to

its

base.

The median tooth of the front

is

advanced

lateral teeth.
to a point nearly in line with the
runs backmargin
the
tooth
rostral
the
From
ward, making an ocular sinus evenly concave

at its inner half;

from

this point

it is

straight

it
and almost transverse to the notch where
lateral
meets the sigmoid margin and the

FiG. .-j.-LEPiDOP.v DEAM.E, NATu-

lateral tooth
tooth of the front. From the
lateral angle the
to the spine at the antero
the sigmargin is sigmoid, an exact copy of
point
the
])etween
^^q[^ outllnc of thc marglu

and the eye

sinus, but

very nuich larger.
longitudinally.

The carapace is convex transversely, straight
into a broad carina, tnanAs in scutellata, the median line is raised
largest Lep^dojM in the collecgular in cioss section; this is by far the
tion.

It is 35

mm. broad

in front, is 32

mm.

long measured on the

o
to the posterior margin
middle line from the apex of the rostrum
Clareiice
^ ,^^*";:
Named for the collector, Mrs.
the carapace.
from babna C ruz. CuUt
specimen
the
obtained
who
Indiana,
•

Bluffton,

of Tehuantepec, Mexico.

Type.—^o. 26170 U.S.N.M.

,
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LEPIDOPA SCUTELLATA
fUippa

scuiellata

fAlbunea

Fabricius, Ent. Syst.,

scutellata

vol. xxvi.

Stimpson.

II, 1793, p. 474.

—

Desmarest, Consid. sur

le Crust., 1825, p. 173.
M. Edwards
Hist. Nat. des Crust., II, 1837, p. 204, pi. xxi, figs. 9-13.— Gibbes, Proc!

American Assoc, 1850, p. 187.— Dana, U. S. Expl. Exp., XIII, 1852, p. 40().
Lepidopa scutellata Stimpson, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 230; Ann.
Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, VII, Mar., 1859, p. 79.
Lepidops scutellata Miers, Jour. Linn. See. Lond., XIV, Oct., 1878, p. 332.

The eye-stalks are nearly rectangular, a little longer than wide.
The anterior margin is slightly concave and under a lens is seen to he
armed with denticles. The eye-specks are situated on the outer
margin

just posterior to the

rounded porThese specks are
much more prominent in this and other
tion of the distal angle.

species with rectangular eye-stalks than in

species with ovoid stalks.

The

of the anterior margin are a

lateral teeth

little

more

ad-,

vanced than the middle or rostral tooth, and
are placed nearer to the spine of the anterolateral angle than to this tooth.
The margin
of the front

is sigmoid between the apex of
the lateral teeth and the bottom of the ocui
a
lar smus.
At
this point it meets the concave

FiG. 6.— Lepidopa scutellata,

X

•

i.

j

^ i

•

•

,

•

which forms the margin of the rostral
lines meet there is a very small notch.
broader than long, straight on the median line, and
line

tooth; at the point

The carapace

is

where the

strongly curved laterally.

The carapace of

mm.
mm.

long and 19.5

a female

mm.

wide.

from Pensacola, Florida, measures 16.5
The eye-stalks are -l mm. long and 3.4

wide.

An

examination of the stomach of a specimen taken near Morris
Cut, opposite Miami, Florida, disclosed the seta- of Annelids, the skin
of a very small Synapta with some anchor plates still present, and
parts of the flagellse of

The type

some small

crustacea.

locality of the species called

earlier authors

Albimea

scutellata

by the

probably never be known.
When Stimpson
erected the genus Lepidopa by separating Alhnnea, he placed in it two
will

from the island of St. Thomas, West Indies. The species with
the more rectangular eye-stalks he very properly identified
with
Alhunea scutellata of Desmarest, Edwards, and others. This identifispecies

cation he could not have verified nor can we at this
time unless the
types are extant. As the matter stands the island of
St. Thomas can
be recognized as the type locality of the species.
The specimens in
the National Museum do not come from localities

nearer St. Thomas
than Florida, and it follows that the species here
described and figured
for Z. scutellata may prove to be new.

|

\
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species.

The inner distal angle of the
eye-stalks are almost rectangular.
outer.
The anterior margin i.s very
than
the
rounded
stalk is much less
or
cornea
is situated on the side just
eye-speck
The
slightly concave.
angle.
of
the
portion
behind the rounded
The

teeth of the front extend forward
to nearly the same line, the rostral tooth is,
however, a trifle shorter. The sinus behind

The three

the eye

is

divided by a lobe into two nearly

equal parts.

Fi<;.

7.— Lepidoi'A meaknsi, x

4.

This species is more nearly related to Z.
richmondi than to any other. It is represented by one specimen in
very bad condition, the front and eye stalks are, however, intact.
The unique type-specimen is labeled "West coast of Central

America."

Type.—^o. 26171, U.S.N.M.

LEPIDOPA RICHMONDI, new

speciea.

almost identical with L. mearnd, except
slightly smaller, the
that the eyes of this species are proportionally
inner margin is slightly
distal margin is more nearly straight and the
of the eyes

The character

more

arcuate.

is

The median

projection of the front

is

a

little

posterior

alters the character of
to the line of the projection of the teeth; this
the slight sinus
eliminates
sinus behind the eye and

the

found behind the antennula in Z. mearnsi. The martooth of
gin between the ocular sinus and the lateral
sight the effect of
margin is to give
the
the lateral tooth rising beyond
as in Z. mearnsi,
sinus
it the appearance of a double
this is erroneous,
that
shows
but a careful examination
exists at the
always
sinus
Fig. 8.— LEPIDOPA
except in the manner that a
RICHMONDI, X 24.
carapace
The
projection.
side of a spine or tooth-like
on the
ridge
low
a
forming
on the sides,
is arcuate but slightlv flattened
flagellum
The
straight.
is
median line. Longitudinally the carapace

the front

is

transverse.

At

first

of the richmondi has 8 joints.
front
Distance between lateral points of the
scales is 1.5

1.5 mm.
single specimen

is

5

mm.

Size of eye

mm. by

LocalUy.-K

from Greytown, Nicaragua,

by Dr. C. W. Richmond, for whom
Type.—^o. 25828, U.S.N.M.

it is

named.

.^ii^of/.r1
collected

A REVIEW OF THE SILUROID FISHES OR CATFISHES
OF JAPAN.
By David Starr Jordan and Henry W. Fowler,
Of the Leland Stanford Junior

In the present paper

University.

given a review of the catfishes or JVemaThe paper is has^d
on the collections made by Messrs. Jordan and Snyder in 1900, 'a
series of these specimens being placed in the U. S. National Museum.
tognath!

known

is

to inhabit the waters of Japan.

Order

NEMATOGNATHI.
CATFISHES.

Parietals and supraoccipital

confluent.
Four anterior vertebra
and with ossicula auditus or weberian apparatus. No
mesopterygium. Basis cranii and pterotic bone simple; no coronoid
bone. Third superior pharyngeal bone wanting, or small and resting
on the fourth; second directed backward. One or 2 pairs of basal
branchihyals; 2 pairs of branchihyals. Suboperculum wanting, or
modified into the uppermost branchiostegal. Mesocoracoid present.
Premaxillary forming border of mouth above, except in one famil}"
{Di^domystldde)^ in which the maxillaries also bear teeth. InterNo scales. Skin naked or with bony plates.
clavicles present.
This group comprises 2 families, Plotosidse and Slluridai among
Japanese fishes.
yva^oz^ jaw; from the maxillary barbels which are
{vfffxa^ thread;
coossitied,

always present.)
a.

Air bladder well developed, usually simple or with transverse constructions, lying
Mouth terminal, teeth villiform, conical, incisor
free in the abdominal cavity.
or molarlike; intestines short, arranged in longitudinal folds; body naked, or

with

1 series of lateral plates;

diaphragm membranous;

tip of scapular process

reaching basioccipital.
b.

Dorsal and anal nearly coextensive with the caudal portion of the vertebral column; the first dorsal short, the second not adipose, united to the caudal;
opercle present,
c.

isthmus, or unite<l only by a very
broad; 2 dorsals, the first short and with spine
in front; second donsal long and joined to caudal; anal united with caudal;
no adipose dorsal; ventrals many-rayed; air-bladder not inclosed in l)(>ue.

Gill

membranes not confluent with the

narrow

strip; gill-openings

PLOTOSID.i:,
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Dorsal short or wanting;; confined to the abdominal portion of the vertebral

d.

colnmn.
Opercle well develojied and movable; adipose tin normally present; gillopenings usually wide; caudal vertebne not compressed, the neural spines
simple, spine-like.

dd. Maxillary reduced to a rudiment, the intermaxillaries only forming mar-

gin of upper jaw

Silurid-e,

Family

I.

2.

PLOTOSID.E.

Front of head with at
the
wide
and
gill-membranes
not conGill-openings
least 8 barbels.
united.
Dorsals
only
narrowly
2, the tirst
fluent with the isthmus, or
second
and
front,
the
long
joined
to the
short and with a spine in
caudal.
adipose
confluent
with
No
dorsal.
caudal; anal long and
A dentritic post-anal organ. Air-bladder not
Opercle present.
Bod}'

more or

less

elongate and naked.

inclosed in bone.

Sea catfishes, often reaching a large size, and confined to the warm
and tropical coasts of the Indian Ocean, the seas about the East Indies,
and Australia, one species extending its range eastward to Samoa.
1.

PLOTOSUS

Lacepede.

Plotoms Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803,

p.

130 {angmUaris)

tail tapering.
Head depressed
snout rounded in front; eyes small; mouth
transverse; jaws with 8 barbels; conical teeth in upper jaw, those on
the mandible mixed, and vomer with molar-like teeth; nostrils far
Gill-openings
apart, the anterior tubular; 9 to 12 branchiostegals.
Dorsals 2, the
wide, the gill-membranes not joined to the isthmus.
first short, few-rayed, and with a spine in front, and the second ver}-

Body elongate,

thick in front, and the

and CO vered with thin skin

long,

many-rayed and

;

like the anal, confluent with caudal; pectoral

spines developed; ventrals with as man}^ as 12 rays.
erate in size and not inclosed in bone.

A

Air vessel mod-

dendritic post-anal organ.

East Indian Seas, from Africa and India to Japan.
{TcXcorog^ floating.)
I.

PLOTOSUS ANGUILLARIS

(Lacepede).

GIGl (CATFISH), SHIM AGIN (STRIPED CATFISH), UMIGIGI (SEA CATFISH.)
Plotosus anguillaris Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 1803, p. 130, pi. in,

tig.

2;

—

"Les Grandes Indes." RtjppELL, Fische, Neue Wirbelthiere, 1837, p. ?();
Red Sea.— Caxtok, Catal. Malay. Fish., 1850, p. 264; Malayan Peninsula.—
Bleekek, Ichthy. Archipel. Ind. Prodrom. Siluroid, 1858, p. 314. Guntiier,
Cat. Fish., V, 1864, p. 24; Pinang, Sumatra, Borneo, Amoy, Philippines,
Fiji, Marston Bay.— Steindaciiner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,
p. 287; Tokyo, Enoshima, Inland Sea, and Kagoshima.
Ishikawa, Prel.
Cat, 1897, p. 24; Tokyo, Izu.

«
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Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XV, 1840
p.412Red Sea, Seychelles, Malabar, He de France, Trinqnc-nialo, PondiVlierry'
Amboina, Celebes, Friendly Islands, Tahiti, Macao, Philippines.—
Richardson, Ichth. China, 1846, p. 286; Canton.— Schlegel, Fanna
Japonica Poiss.,
1846, p. 228, pi. CIV, fig. .3; Nagasaki.— Sleeker, Verhand. Batav.
Genootsch

Plotosus lineatus

XXI,

1858, pp. 4, 17, 57.

Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., II, 1862, p. 98, pi. xcv, fig. 2 (several figfounded on "36 (Silurus) (d) Arab Boa vel Bnja" of Forskal
Descript. Animal., 1775, p. XVI.— Day, Fishes India, I, 1878-88,
p. 483, pi.
cxii, fig. 4.— Day, Fauna Brit. Ind., I, 1889, p. (XI) 113.— Kner,
Novara,
Fische, 1865-67, p. 300.— Day, Fishes, Malabar, 1865, p. 195.— Kluxzinger'
Verhand. Zool. Botan. Gesellsch., 1871, p. 588.—Jordan and Snyder, Proc.

Plotosus arab &
ures),

U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XXIII,

Zool. Japan, III, April

1900, p. 340;

3,

1901, p. 44;

Tokyo.-JoRDAN and Snyder, Annot
Yokohama.

Head 31 in length; depth 5|; D. I, 5-80; xV. ()8; P. I, 10; V. 12;
width of head about li in its length; eye 2i in interorbital space, 3 in
snout, 7i in head; pectoral 2 in head; ventral 2^.
Body elongate, the trunk thickest in front, compressed laterally, and
the tail rather long and tapering.
Head large, broad, depressed; when

seen from above, the snout

is broadly rounded and flattened; eyes
and superior; mouth very broad; upper jaw produced;
teeth in the jaws rather few, large, coarse, with blunt ends, and similarly formed on the vomer and palatines; lips rather thick, fleshy and
with small laminated folds or papilloB; 8 barbels, more or less equal,
and distributed as 2 nasals, 2 maxillaries, and 4 mentals, the longest
not equal to half the head; interorbital space concave and broad. Gillopenings large, and forming a fold over the broad isthmus. Gill-rakers
numerous and slender; no pseudobranchia?.
Body perfectly smooth and naked.

small, anterior

First dorsal high,

its

base less than the interorbital space, the spine

more than

half the height of the fin, and the anterior
edge serrate above; second dorsal long, of uniform height, and beginning between the origin of the ventrals and that of the anal; anal similar to second dorsal, and both joined to the caudal, which is rounded

strong, a

little

behind; pectorals equal to
first dorsal,

more than

first dorsal,

the spine similar to that of the
fin, and with its outer

half the length of the

edge serrate; w^hen depressed the pectorals do not reach quite to the
The lateral line is well
ventrals, though these reach past the anal.
developed.
«

We are

A

well-developed dendritic post-anal organ.

indebted to Mr. Edgar R. Waite, of the Australian Museum, for the dates
Fauna Japonica. These are as follows:
Decades V, VI, pp.
pp. 1-20, 1842; Decades II, III, IV, pp. 21-72, 1843;

of publication of the different parts of the

Decade

I,

73-112, 1844; Decades VII, VIII, IX, pp. 113-172, 1845; Decades

X

to

XIV,

pp. 173-

Decade XV, pp. 270-324, 1850.
&The specific name arab adopted by Bleeker from Forshal was an abbreviated
form of the word Arabic or its Latin equivalent, and should in no wise be construed
269, 1846;

as a scientific term.

Proc. N.

M.
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Color in alcohol brown, pale on the abdomen and lower surface of
the head: alono- the upper portion of the sides, a narrow pale line
from snout above eye to near base of caudal above, and from below

eye another similar narrow stripe below lateral line and persisting to
the posterior portion of tail; edges of second dorsal, caudal and anal
blackish.

Length 8i inches.
This description is taken from a specimen from Misaki. The species
is found through the shore waters of east Africa, Red Sea, southern
Asia, the East Indies to Polynesia and Japan.

Our many specimens from Tokyo,

Misaki, Wakanoura, Mogi, and

Nagasaki.

This species is very abundant along the shores of shallow sandy bays
throughout southern Japan. It rarely exceeds a foot in length. It
is not much value as food, and its sharp spines cause it to be detested
by the fishermen. Great numbers are taken in the shallow bay of

Mogi near Nagasaki.
{anguiUari^, eel-like.

Family

II.

SILURID^.

less elongate, naked or covered with bony plates.
No
Anterior part of head with 2 or more l)arbels, the base
of the longest pair formed bv the small or rudimentary maxillary.
Margin of upper jaw formed by premaxillaries only. Suboperculum
absent; operculum present.
Dorsal fin usually present, short, above,
or in front of the ventrals. An adipose fin usually present. Anterior
rays or dorsal and pectorals usually spinous.
Air bladder usually
present, large, and connected with the organ of hearing by means of
the auditory ossicles.
Lower pharyngeals separate. Species numerous, mostly in fresh waters, the large subfamily of Ariinx confined
to the sea.
None of these occur in Japan proper.

Body more or

true scales.

a.

membranes free or forming a free fold across the isthmus, rarely joined to
anal fin shorter than caudal portion of vertebral column.

Gill

it;

ARiiNiE. Nostrils close together, neither with a barbel, the posterior with a

b.

valve; teeth
c.

on the

Lower jaw with 4

iialate;

caudal forked (species chiefly marine).

barbels; palatine teeth fixed; both jaws with teeth above;

Tachysnrus, 2.
above level of the mouth
remote from each other.
(/.
SiLURiN.E.
Dorsal and adijjose fins very short, if present; anal very long;
ventrals below or placed behind dorsals; gill juembranes entirely separate.
e. Eye situated above the level of the angle of the mouth; caudal rounded;
adipose fin none; barbels four; spinous dorsal small
Parasilurus, 3.
del. Bagrin.e.
Dorsal fin short, placed anteriorly on the trunk, in advance of
ventrals; adipose fin well developed, sometimes short; anal short, or of
moderate length; gill membranes not confluent with the skin of the
isthmus, with free posterior margin.
gill-rakers few, 5 to 25; eyes

hh.

Nostrils

.

NO.
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Adipose

fin

usual, the
g.
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not adnate, free behind, as in Amemrm; mental
barbels as
median pair not notably distant.

Anal rays 20 to 25.
Caudal fin deeply forked; upper surface

f.f head bony and {rranulated, the skin covering the bones being very thin. .
Fluridraco, 4.
hh. Caudal fin subtruncate; upper surface of head covered
/;.

with thick

smooth

skin, concealing the bones

Pscii(Iol»igriis, 5.

Anal rays 14 to 17; eyes very small; head covennl with soft skin;
caudal deeply forked
Leiocassis 6.
Adipose fin adnate to the back and connected with tlie caudal; caudal
rounded; median mental barbals far apart; body elongate; head

gg.

.//.

small,

smooth above; dorsal well forward

TACHYSURUS

2.

CuviER and Valenciennes,
not the "chef de file" or type

7.

Lacepede.

Tachgsunis Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1803,
Arius(f

Liohagrus,

p. 151, pi. v, fig.

Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XV,

2 {Sinemb).

1840, p. 52, in part,

{graiidicassis, arius, etc.; restricted to Pinte-

by Bleeker in 1858 = Tachysurus)
Ariodes Muller and Troschel, Horre Ichthyol.,
lodus arius

Ill, 1849, p. 9

[arenanm,

etc.)

{^=Tachiisuvus).
Pseiidariiis

Bleeker, Ichth. Archipel. Indi. Prodrom.

Siluroid.,

185S, p. 91

{Pimelodiis arius; grandicassis being regarded as type of Arius.)

Body more

or less elongate, subterete.

shield above, behind

which projects an

Head armed with

a bony-

occipital shield, another smaller

crescent-shaped shield at the base of the dorsal spine, these processes
and bones exposed or covered with very thin skin, and the bones on

top of the head together with the occipital process granular; skull

with a fontanelle; eyes with a more or less free orbital margin; mouth
not large, the upper jaw the longer; teeth in jaws villiform, more or
less granular, in a band in each jaw; palatine patches of teeth granular, without a backward projecting angle on the inner margin, and

never movable; barbels

(3

(no nasal barbels), close together, the poste-

and terete or somewhat compressed. Gill membranes not forming a free margin across
the isthmus.
Skin smooth, naked, except on the head above. Dorsal
fin short, in front of ventrals with a pungent spine: adipose tin well
developed, posteriorly free; caudal tin deeply forked; anal tin short:
General color brown
pectorals each with a spine; ventral rays six.
rior with a valve; maxillary barbels usually short

with blue reflections.

Marine

cattishes.

The

species abundant on sandy shores in the

tropical seas, never about coral reefs.

None

of

them occur

in

Japan

proper.

{raxvs, swift; ovpa,
c

tail.)

The generic name Arius may, however, properly be retained

for Arius gramiicams,

Valenciennes's "chef de file" or type, thus replacing Netuma, although
Arius is derived from an Indian name Ari.

tlu'

name

)
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2.

TACHYSURUS MACULATUS

Silurus maculatus Tjiunberg, Yet.

(Thunberg).

Acad. Nya. llandl., XIII, 1792,

Japan.
Ariiis maculatus Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., V, 1864, p. 166.
Tachysurus maculatus Jordan and Snyder, Annot. Zool. Japan,

p. 81, pi.

i,

fig. 1;

no locality.
ocellatus Bloch and Schneider,

III,

April

3,

1901, p. 45;

Silurus

Syst.

Ichth.,

1801,

p.

379

(after

Thunberg).
Arias ocellatus Cvvikr and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XV, 1840, p. 104
(after Bloch and Schneider).
Arius ocellatus Bleeker, Verhandl. Batavia, Genootsch. Kunst. Wetensch., XV,
1853, pp. 30 and 51.
Pbnelodus arius Hamilton-Buchanan, Fishes of Ganges, pp. 170, 376; Bengal.
Arius arius Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XV, 1840, p. 102;
Pondicherry.
Arius (jagorides Bh^EKFAi, Verb. Bat. Gen., XXI, Silur., p. 42; East Indies.
Arius cJiondrojUerygioidcs Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXI, Silur., p. 44; East

Indies.

Arius angulatus Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXI, Silur., p. 44; East Indies.
Arius heekeli Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., XXI, Silur., p. 44; East Indies.
Pseudarius borneensis Bleeker, Atl. Ichthy. Silur., p. 36, pi. xix; Borneo.

Head 3|
Head

10.

to 3i in length;

depth i^ to

rather broader than high,

length; band of intermaxillar}^ teeth
teeth on the palate granular, in
illary

D.

5;

I, 7;

A., 20 to 22; P.

I,

greatest width f to f its
six times as long as broad;

its
is

two separate semiovate patches; max-

barbels considerably shorter than the head; occipital process

granulated, su})triangular, scarcely longer than broad.

Dorsal fin
higher than body; its spine strong, serrated along both edges, and it
is contained 1^ to If in the head; adipose fin rather shorter than dorsal; pectoral t to | the length of the head, and its spine nearly as
long as that of the dorsal fin. Adipose fin with a large black spot.
(Giinther.)
East Indies and China, only

known from Japan in the record of
Thunberg, which was probabh" made at Miyako Island in the Riukiu
archipelago.

The SN'nonymy

aljov^c

given

is

compiled from authors and needs

verification.
{i/uiculatus, spotted.)
3.

PARASILURUS

Bleeker.

Amer. Acad., 1856, p. 333
Gronow, 1854.
Parasilunis Bleeker, Nederl. Tydschr. Dierk.,
Glanis Agassiz, Proc.

by

{aristotelin).

(Name preoccupied

Glanis

1863, p. 114 {asotus).

Body elongate, the profile of the back almost horizontal. Head
depressed and covered with soft skin; eyes anterior and subcutaneous;
mouth broad, transverse; barbels 4, two ver}^ long maxillaries and 2
short mentals; teeth cardiform or villiform, in broad bands in the

—
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\)[)^

jaw8 and on vomer; no teeth on palatines.
Gill opening wide, not
confluent with the isthmus, and narrowly joined together.
Dorsal
small, without spine, and anterior; adipose tin absent;
anal more or
less united with the caudal, very long; pectorals with
spine; ventrals
behind dorsal. Air bladder not inclosed in bone. Fresh-water
Siluroids found in India, East Indies, China, and Japan.
This genus is very close to Silurus and distinguished chiefly by
the
num))er of barbels, which are fi in that genus. The preoccupied name
6'/rr/^/.s,

based on the species of this genus found hi Greece (67«?//.sGarman has shown, a synonym of the later Para-

aristoteh'.^, is, as
sllurux!.

(TTapd, near; /S/lurus.)

PARASILURUS ASOTUS

3.

NAMAZU

(MUD-FI8H).

Silurus asotus LiNN,T.:rs, Syst. Nat.,

Schneider, Syst. lehth., 1801,

(Linnaeus).

p.

10th ed., 1758, p. 501; Asia.—Bloch and

378.—Basilewsky, Nouv. Mem.

Soc. Nat.

Mos., X, 1855, p. 240, pi. iir, fig. 4; Pechili, China.— Gunther, Cat. Fisli.
Brit. Mus., V, 1864, p. 33; Japan, China.— Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, ii.
23;

Tokyo, Suwa,

INIino,

Silurus japoiucus 8cRhEGEL,

Hikone.

Fauna Japonica,

Pisf., 1846,

p. 226,

]»1.

civ,

fig.

1;

Higo, Satsuma, Nagasaki. Bleeker, Verhandel. Batavia Genootsch. Kun.st.
Wetensch., XXV, 1853, pp. 30 and 51.
Silurus asotus

Steindachner and Doderlein, Denk. Akad. Wissensch., LIII,
Tokyo.—Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philomat. (Paris) 1883, p. 2; Lake

1887, p. 287;

Biwa.
Parasilurti.s asotus

Head

Jordan and Snyder, Check

List, p. 45;

Yokohama, Lake Biwa.

4f in length; depth 61; D. 6; A. 7S; P. 1, 13; V. 12; width of

head two-thirds

its

length; eye about 9 in head; 2i in snout; 5 in inter-

orbital space; pectoral If in head; venti'al 2i.
Bod}^ elongate, the trunk deepest in front, compressed laterally, and
tail long and tapering.
Head moderate, broadh^ depressed; when
viewed from above the snout is l)roadly rounded and flattened; eyes
small, lateral, and anterior; mouth very broad and superior, the mandible projecting; teeth sharp, in broad villiform bands in the jaws and
on vomer and palatines; lips rather thin and smooth; nostrils rather
far apart, the anterior in a small tube; barbels 1, 2 very long maxillaries and 2 short mentals; interorbital space verj^ broad, elevated,
and flattened in the middle.
Gill-openings large, very narrowly
Gill-rakers few
jointed, and separate from the ver}^ broad isthmus.
and rather short; no pseudobranchiaj.
Body perfectly smooth and naked.
Dorsal a little shorter than the ventral and inserted just before the
tip of the pectoral; anal very long, united with the caudal behind, of
uniform height, and its origin much before the middle of the length;
iDectoral spine stout, both edges with strong deuticulatious, and about

the

—

.
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the Acnti-als,

which are shorter and reach beyond the origin of the anal; tall sliuhtly
eniaroinate, the lobes distinctly rounded and the upper projecting- a
little.

Anal papilla present.
Color, in alcohol, brown, the middle of the back darker; lower surface of the head and the abdomen whitish.
Length 10^ inches.
This description from a specimen from Tok3'o, collected b}' K. Otaki.
China and Japan, our specimens from Tokyo, collected 1jy K. Otaki,
Niigata, Morioka, Tana liiver, Kawatana, Sendai, Ichinoseki, ('hikugo River at Kurume, Tsuchiura, Lake Biwa at Matsubara, and
I.iateral line

present.

Formosa.
This lai'ge catfish is very conmion in all the streams of middle and
It is largely used
southern Japan, reaching a length of 2 or 'A feet.
The Japanese species {Paradhinis jaj>on!cm) is considered
as food.

by authors,

doul)tless correctl}^, as identical with ParasilvntK ((sotus, a

species W'idei}^ distributed in eastern Asia.

{asotm, a sot.)
4.

FLUVIDRACO

Fluvidraco Jordan and Fowi.er,

This genus

is

Jordan and Fowler.

new genuH

{rnnsomiefii)

close to l^cndolxigi-HXi^ difiering in the deeply forked

caudal and in having the top of the head I'ough and gi-anulated, the
covering skin being very thin. Kivers of Japan and China. The

"Yellow Dragon"
seems to belong to

of

OA.\\io\\,

Fh(vidr((e(> fidridraco (Richardson),

this genus.

{jiuviu!<^ I'iver; draco.,

dragon.)

Outer edge of pectoral spine without serrations; bony occipital bridge and humeral processes granulate and covered with thin skin; anal rays 20.. vnisomieii, 4.
aa. Pectoral spine strongly serrated (along both edges?); head granulated above;

a.

anal rays 23
4.

tmdiceps, 5.

FLUVIDRACO RANSONNETII

(Steindachner).

Pseudobuijins rduKoimetil Steindachner, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,

Jordan and Snyder, Annot.

IWudobii</rus fiilridraco Ishikawa, Prel. Cat., 1897, p.

Lake

Head 4i

r)iwa,

j).

287; Osaka.

Zool. Japan, III, 1901, p. 44.
2'A

(not of Kichardson);

Hikone, Yamashiro, Tosa; Katsnura R.

length; depth

1). 1, 7; A. 20; 1'. 1, 7; V. (>; width of
(>;
eye 5 in head; 1^ in snout; 2i in interorbital
space; pectoral l^r; ventral a little more than half the head.
Body elongate, compressed. Head broad, depressed; snout broad,
obtuse, depressed, and flattened above; eye moderate, anterior lateral,
and more or less covered with the skin of the head; mouth very broad,
transverse, and its width about 2f in the head; teeth in broad villiform
})ancls in the jaws, and th(> i-oof of the mouth also with a ]»road trans-

head 1^

in

in its length;

NO. isas.
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^'er,se band; 8 barbels, the nasals and median
mentals about ecjual,
shorter than the outer mentals; which arc not as long as
the inaxillaries, the latter reaching- l)eyond the gill-openings,
and

all

of the

mentals rather evenl}^ distributed; lips moderately thick; interor])ital
space broad, flattened, and \'ery slightly elevatexl; anterioinostrils
tubular and in a shallow depression.
Gill-openings large, tlie membrane deeply notched and forming a free fold across the isthmus; the
isthmus broad. Gill-rakers narrow, 3+9.

Body smooth, top of the h(\ad smooth, the occipital proct>ss and tlu>
plate in front of the spinous dorsal finely striate or granular; humeral
process finely granular.

Origin of dorsal in advance of tip of pectoral spine, its spine long,
sharp, smooth, and shorter than the longest rays; base of anal long, and
its origin nearer the posterior margin of eye than tip of caudal; caudal
shorter than head, deeply forked, the

Fig. 1.— Fluvidraco

upper the longer; pectoral equal

to

lo])es soiu(>what pointed,

and the

ransonneth.

head without snout, the spine

is armed with strong
smooth, except along its
of anal; adipose fin
origin
reaching
and
))road
recurved teeth; ventrals
long, though less than the base of the anal, and its posterior edge not
adnate and not extending beyond posterior tip of anal, its form nmch
as in Ameiurus.
Anal papilla developed. Lateral line present.
Color brown, darker above, the abdomen and lower surface of the
head pale or whitish; the edges of the dorsal, anal, caudal, pectorals,

posterior edge, which

and ventrals broadly blackish.
Length 5f inches.
Rivers of Japan, common southward. Our specimens arc from
Waka River, near Wakanoura, Tsuruga, Matsubara on Lake Biwa,
Lake Togo in Mino, the Yodo River in Osaka, and Nagoya in Owari.
the last from the collection of K. Otaki.
(Named for Baron Ransonnet. who obtained the species at Osaka.)

—

—
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5.

FLUVIDRACO NUDICEPS

The

original description

I, 6;

A. 23; P.

is

J88.'],

p. 2;

Lake Biwa.

as folloAvs:

Longueur de

I, 7.

vol. XXVI.

iSauvage).

PifeudobagrHS nudicepsSAVVACxE, Bull. Soc. Pliilomat.,

D.

—

la tete

contemie cinq

foiH

dans

la

longueur

granuleux; processus occipital plus long que large,
etroit; os basilaire triangulaire, aussi long que le processus occipital, partage par une
Dorsale plus haute que le corps; (?pine dentelee, aussi longue que
suture transverse.
Epine pectorale la nieme longueur que I'epine dorsale, de
la tete, sans le niuseau.
totale; dessus

de

la tete osseux,

Adipeuse de nieme longueur
Dents du palais suivant inie })ande retrecieau milieu; Ijarbillons niaxils'etendant jusqu'aux i)ectorales. Longueur, 0,090.

nieine longueur que celle-ci, tres fortement dentelee.

que

I'anale.

laires

This species is near FJnvldraco fulvidraeo (Richardson), of the
streams of Canton. It is also near Fluvhlraco ransonnetil^ and ma}'
even be the same. There is no evidence that Flwudraco fultudraco
occurs in Japan.
{nudus, naked;

crjj^i,

5.

head.)

PSEUDOBAGRUS

IWndohagrus Bleeker, Act. 8oc.

Body

Sci.

Bleeker.

Indo-Nederl., VII, 1860, p. 87 {aumntiacus).

Head broad and

depressed, covered
moderately
thick,
smooth
skin;
eyes
moderate
or rather
above by
mouth
broad,
snout
broad,
obtuse;
transverse,
and
with
bands
small;
in
band
of
the jaws; a continuous transverse
teeth
of villiform teeth
on the roof of the mouth; nostrils remote, the anterior usually in a
small tube; 8 barbels, the maxillaries the longest, and the mentals
more or less evenly distributed. Dorsal tin short, with 5 to 7 ra3^s,
and like the pectoral with a stout spine; caudal rounded or su])truncate;
anal with 20 or more radii; ventrals broad, with 6 rays.
nioderatel}'^

elongate.

{il'€vd?fg false: BagruKi).
6.

PSEUDOBAGRUS AURANTIACUS

(Schlegel).

GIGI; GIBACHI.
Bagrus aurmHiacus Schlegel, Fauna Japoniea, 1840, Y'. 227, pi. civ, fig. 2; Satsuma, Kuruma, Higo.
Pseudobagrus nurantiacus Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sci. Indo-Nederl., VII, p. 85.
GiTNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., V, 1S64, p. 85.— Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philomat., 1883, p. 2; Lake Biwa.
Jordan and Snyder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XXIII, 1900, p. .340; Tokyo; Annot. Zool. Japan, III, April 3, 1901, p. 44.—
IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 22; Tokyo, Chichibu, Suwa. Tega Lake.
Pseiidobagrustokien.ns'DouERhKi^, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, i>. 288; Tokyo.
Jordan
and Snyder, Annot. Zool. Japan, II, April 3, 1901, p. 45.

Head, 5J in length; depth, 7; 1). I, 7; A., 20; P. I., 7; V., 0; eye,
4i in interorbital space; width of mouth, 2 in head; pectoral, li in
head; ventral,

2.

Body

elongate, with rather uniform depth, the tail strongly compressed.
Head broad, depressed; snout short, bluntly rounded when

viewed from above and

i)r()jecting

the head

length; eyes small, laterally superior, andcov-

is le.ss

than

its

beyond the mandible; the width of

)

.
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cred with thin skin; jaws with broad bands of villiforni teeth,
also on
the palate in a broad transverse band; lip.s moderately
thick and
slightly papillose; nasal and median mental barbels about equal,
al)out
half the length of the maxillary pair, which latter are much
longer
than the outer mentals, though considerably shorter than the length
of the head; the mental barbels are

all

rather evenly distributed

the

median pair slightly farther apart than either is from the outer, the
interorbital space is broad, elevated, and flattened; anterior nostrils
tu])ular and in a shallow pit.
Gill openings large, the gill membrane
deeply notched and forming a free fold across the isthmus; isthmus
Gill j-akers narrow, 3+7.
broad.
Body smooth; top of the head smooth; humeral process Hnelv o-rajiular.

Origin of dorsal, above the tip of pectoral, its spine sharp and half
the length of the dorsal; anal ])ase rather long; caudal truncate, its

edge rounded, very slightly emarginate, and with the two lobes rounded,
the upper slightly the longer; adipose dorsal

much

shorter than anal

and ending before tip of anal; pectoral with robust roughened spine,
the inner edge with large teeth, falling short of the end of the fin;
ventral broad, behind dorsal and reaching almost to the origin of the
anal.
Anal papilla well developed. Lateral line well developed and
superior in front; head with a number of pores.
Color l)rown, dark above, clouded with deep brown, the a])donien
and lower surface of the head pale or whitish.
Total length 9^ inches.

This description from our largest specimen taken

in the

Kitakami

River.

abundant in the streams throughout most of the islands
from Tokyo,' Kinu River at Utsunomiya,
Tana Kiver at Tachikawa, Tsuchiura, and Kitakami River at ^Nloi-ioka.
It is often spitted on sticks, roasted, and sold cold in the shops and
The Pseudoh g ru><
eating houses.
It rarely exceeds a foot in length.
This species

is

of Japan, our specimens

i

toMemis of Doderlein seems to
main characters

in

which

it

))e

identical with this species, as the

was supposed

to differ

do not seem

to he

tangible.
{ci

urantiaous, orange-colored
6.

Leiocassis

.

LEIOCASSIS

Sleeker.

Bleeker, Ichthy. Archipel. Indi. Prodroin.cSiluroid,

1858,

p.

139

(jjoecilojiterus)

longer; eyes below the skin; no free circular fold
round the orbit; no movable labial teeth; teeth on the palate in a continuous band; barbels 8. Dorsal short, with 7 rays, with denticulated
pungent spine, the teeth not projecting upward; anal short, with less
than 20 rays; caudal forked; ventral Avith six rays. East Indies and

The upper jaw the

Japan.
(A.f?o?,

smooth;

Kaffffig, casiiue.)
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Liocasm

LEIOCASSIS LONGIROSTRIS

longirostris

(Gunther).

Gunther, Cat. Fish, V, 18G4, p. 87; Japan.
Jordan and Snvder, Annot. Zool. Japan,

Leiocassis longirostris

III,

Ajiril

3,

1901, p. 44; Japan.

Head

3f in length; depth 5; D. I, 7; A. 17; P. I, It; V, (>; B. 8;
space 2 in snout; more than 3 in head, least depth of tail

intororl)itiil

more than i.
Trunk slightl}^ compressed, the tail elongate, tapering. Head as
high as broad, with the crown compressed, the sides obliquely sloping
outward; snout much produced and conical, so that the mouth is
about midway between the eye and end of the snout; eyes very small,
a little

without free ciix-ular eyelid, and much nearer the extremity of the
snout than the end of the operculum; cleft of the mouth transverse,
entirel}' at the lower side of the snout; teeth villiform, in broad
bands, the intermaxillary l)and 4 times as broad as long, and the

vomerine band, which is immediately behind, nearly as broad and
long as the former; the posterior nostril nearer to the eye than to the
extremity of the snout, and its barbel is slender, not much longer
than the eye; the anterior nostril is in the upper lip in front of the
maxillary barbel; maxillary and mandibular barbels small; upper side
of the head only slightly granulated, the median fonticulus does not
extend to the base of the occipital process, the latter tinelj^ granulated, arrow-shaped, twice as long as broad, and below the skin it
extends on to the basal bone of the dorsal spine, which is elongate,
triangular, and finely granulated; a skinny space between the basal
bone and the granulated part of the occipital process; opercles covered with skin. The gill-membranes are separate nearly to the front
of the isthnuis.

Dorsal spine strong, not much shorter than the head; its serrature
behind does not point either downward or upward, but is vertical to
the spine, and as long as and terminates in the same vertical with the
adipose fin; caudal deeply forked; pectoral spine somewhat stronger
and shorter than that of the dorsal fin; the ventrals extend somewhat
be3^ond the origin of the anal.
The free portion of the tail between
adipose and caudal fin equals the base of the adipose fin, and is a little
less than I the total (without caudal).
Humeral process of moderate
size, pointed behind; mucous cavity in the axil with 2 foramina.
Length 23 inches.
Japan; collection of Mr. Jamrach. (Gunther.)
This species was not seen by us, and may possibly not be really
Japanese.
{longus, long; rostrum, snout).

—

—
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Hilgendorf.

Liobagrus" Hilgendokf, Sitzungs. Gesellsch. iiaturforsch. Freuiid.,
Berlin, 1878
p. 1 {reinii).

Body elongate with compressed tail and rounded caudal. Head
broad and depressed; top of head snjooth, and the humeral i)rocess.
smooth; eyes small and covered with thin skin, anterior in position;
snout broad, obtuse, and projecting; teeth onl}- in jaws, in broad
villiform bands, and those on the mandible divided; no teeth on pala

and vomer; barbels

8, the median mentals Avidely separated.
placed anteriorly; dorsal and pectoral spines smooth, sharp,
and imbedded in the skin; adipose tin long- and low, joined to the

tines

Dorsal

tin

caudal as in JSfoturux; ventral tins'small, not reaching the anal, which
has 15 rays.
(Afros',

smooth, Bagras.)
8.

LIOBAGRUS REINI

Hilgendorf.

Hilgendorf, Sitzungs. Gesellsch. naturfonsoh. Freund., Berlin,
Southern Japan. Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philoinat., 1883, p. 2; Lake
Biwa. Jordan and Snyder, Annot. Zool., Japan, III, 1901, p. 44.
GnJ Sp.f IsHiKAWA, Prel. Cat., 1897, p. 23, Nos. 414, 415, 416; Toshiina, Iwa-

Liohagrns

reinii

1878, p. 1;

shiro, Kii.

Head 4^

in length;

of head, 1^ in

its

depth

8;

D.

I, 6;

A. 15; P.

I,

7;

V. 6; width

length; interorbital space 3 in head; eye 2 in intor-

orbital space; caudal equal to head.

Body

elongate, of rather uniform depth, and the

tail

strongh* com-

Head broad, depressed, with a more or less swollen appearance above; snout short, much less than the interorbital space, very
pressed.

broad and obtuse; eyes small, superiorly lateral, and covered with
thin skin; mouth very broad, transverse, and about equal to half the
length of the head; lips moderate, the upper jaw projecting; teeth in
a single broad villiform Imnd in the upper jaw, and in 2 narrowly
aThe

diagnosis of this genus and species

is

as follows:

"Liobagrus nov. gen.,

Gruppe Bagrina. Fettflosse lang, niedrig; Dorsalis kurz, mit I
stechendeu, ungesilgten und 6 weichen Strahlen; Analis kurz; Caudalis abgerundet;
Ventralis mit 6 Strahlen. Eight Bartfiiden. Zilhne nur im Zwischen— und Unterkiefer, als Flecken von Hechelziihnen auftretend, keine Vomer— und Gaumenziihne
(darauf soil der Name hindeuten). Augen unter der Haut, ohne Falte darum.
Kiemenhaut bis ganz nach vorn hin frei.— Unter den durch Fehlen der GaunmenFamilie

Siliiridn',

ziihne vervvandten asiatischen Bagrinengattungen

ist

Acrochordonichthgs durch enge

Kiemenoffnung, Ahjsis durch ausgeschnittene Sch\vanzflos.«e, r)/vra durch mehr als 20
Analstrahlen, Branchiosieus durch hervorragenden Unterkiefer zu unterscheiden.
Die amerikanischen Gattungen haben | strahlige Bauchflossen. LioOagrus Rel)tii
Prof. Rein im
sp. n., Br. 15, D. J, A. 15, P. i, V. 6.— 1 Exemplar, 9 cm. lang, von
sudlichen Japan aufgefunden. Mit den bisher bekannten japanis.'hen Bagriiien.
Pseudobagrm aurantiacus Schl. und Lioamis longirustris Giinth., nach Obigem sicher
nicht identisch."
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divided siniilur patches on the mandible; pahitines and vomer toothnasal l)arl)els, 2 lonoer maxillaries. and 2 still longer outer

less; 2

mentals which are about ecjual to the length of the head; inner mental
barbels far apart and nuich shorter than the maxillaries; interorbital
(rill openings large, rather
space broad and uiorc or less flattened,
inferior, and the meml)rane with a deep notch; isthmus broad; bi-anchiostegals larg(\

Bod}' naked and smooth; top of head smooth.
Dorsal beginning beft)re the tip of the pectoral spine, a little nearer
tip of snout th'.m base of ventrals. its spine smooth, without serrations,
and more than half the height of the tin; the adipose tin is long, low,
ascending gradually till al)ove and l)eyond the tip of the anal, and
adnate to the caudal ))y lueans of the rudiuientary rays of the latter;
origin of anal a little nearer the tip of caudal than the tip of snout,

Fl'... 2.

— LloBAUKUS

ilJilNl.

and well separated from the caudal; caudal truncately rounded; pectoral spine smooth, sharply pointed, slightly curved, and more than
half the length of the fin, which is equal to the width of the head, ventrals small, beginning be3"ond tip of dorsal, a little longer than the
pectoral spine, and not reaching the anal.
Length ?>'k inches.
This description from a sjiecimen from Tsu3'ama.
Southern Japan, our specimens from Niigata in Echigo (collected
by Eitarolijima); f rom Tsuvama and from Nagoya in Owari (collected
by K. Otaki).
(Na)ned for Di\ Rein, an eminent student of Japanese history.)
To the L'ujbagrus reini probably belongs a species described in
manuscript by Dr. Ishikawa, under the vernacidar name of Al'aza
(red thing).

The body comparatively short and thick. The head flattened, rather small, its
width 3| in the total length of the body; its depth about I; its length 3i. The
Hl)nies stout; the pectoral spine straight, situated at
3J in the distance from the
snout to the dorsal, and not serrated, and with a groove on the ventral side. The
dorsal fm higher than long, its origin is midway between the anal and the snout, its

JAPANESE CA TFISHES-JORDA N AXD FO WLEIL
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spine nearly as long as the longest dorsal ray.

The nmnher
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of anal rays 14.

The

upper jaw projecting. The humeral process short and sharp. Color:
Nearly uniform reddish-brown, with numerous spots, the ventral surface lighter colored.
f?mall
siluroid fish living under stones and rocks in rocky streams, attaining
the length of
105

mm.

Found

Hokkaido and in the IMain Island; our specimens in
Toshima in Hokkaido, and from Iwashiro, Owari, Kii and
(Ishikawa, M8.)

in different places in

the ^Museum are from

from Mimasaku.

SUMMviRY.

ORDER NEMATOGNATHI.
Family

I'lotosus Lacepede.

1.

1.

anguillark (Lacepede); Tokyo, Misaki, Wakanoura, Mogi, Nagasaki; in the sea.

Family

2.

3.

asotus (Linna'us);

Chikugo

5.

2.

Tachysarus Lacepede.

3.

Parusilurus Bleecker.

Tokyo, Morioka, Niigata, Tana
Lake Biwa, Formosa.

R.,

Kawatana,

.'-iendai,

Iclii-

Fluvidraco Jordan and Fowler.

rawsonnetii (Steindachner)

;

Wakanoura, Tsuruga, Lake Biwa, Lake Yogo, Yodo

Nagoya.
nudiceps (Sauvage).

.

5.

Paeudolxigrus Bleeker.

6.

aurantiacus (Schlegel); Tokyo,

7.

longir-ostris

6.

reinl

Kinu

R.,

Tana

R., Tsuchiura,

Leiocassis Bleeker.

Giinther.
7.

8.

Silurid^.

R., Tsuchiura,
4.

4.

II.

macidatus (Thmi])erg).

noseki,

R.,

Plotosio.e.

I.

LiolMyriis Hilgendorf.

Hilgendorf; Tsuyama, Niigata, Nagoya.

Kitakami R.

NOTICE OF A COLLECTION OF FISHES MADE WY II II
BRIMLEY IN CANE RIVER AND BOLLINC^S CREEK
NORTH CAROLINA, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW
SPECIES OF NOTROPIS (N. BRIMLEYI).
By Barton

A. Beax,

Assisfxinf Curator, Division of Fi^Jits.

In this paper

is given a list of a few fishes from a little known
and a description of a new species belonging- to the subgenus
Ilydropldox Jordan. It differs from the related species either in form,

locality,

On a whole it seems to be
coccogeuh (Cope), but has a much more
elongate body, the depth being contained 5^ times in the standard
size of eye,

most

number

of scales, or in color.

closel}^ allied to Notrcypis

The descripit is contained \\ times.
preserved in the National Museum, follows.

length, while in Cope's species
tion of the type,

which

is

NOTROPIS BRIMLEYI, new

species.

Body elongate, rounded, not compressed as \\\N. eocaxjenix, to which
seems most nearl}" allied; its depth is contained 5i times in the length
to origin of middle caudal raj^s; mouth moderately oblique, large, the
maxillary extending to line from front margin of pupil; intcrorbital
space broad, its width exceeding diameter of eye; jaws about equal.
The length of the head equals i of the total length, not including
caudal, and the diameter of the eye is contained 3i times in length of
head, slightly exceeding the length of the snout.
Teeth, 2—4—4—2. D. 9; A. 9; scales, 5 43/3; eighteen rows of
it

scales before dorsal.

Color.— lA^ht green on back, top of head darker; lower parts silvery
tail; a pluml)eous l)aMd from
upper angle of gill cover to caudal, where it broadens and extends
to top of caudal peduncle; a dark scapular band; upper parts with
white; a dark dorsal stripe from head to

dark punctulations; scales with dark edges; anterior portion of dorsal
and caudal plain, posterior parts ])lack; other fins plain.
The type specimen measures 3f inches in length; 3,i inches to origin
of middle caudal rays.
It was collected in Cane River, October 4,
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1339.
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Two
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cotypes from the same locality measure 2f and 2^ inches.

Typo No. 50601, U.S.N.M.
Other species collected are: Notropis urge (Cope), eleven examples,
2 to 4 inches long, Cane River, October 4.
Rhlnk'hthys cdtaraetx (Cuvier and Valenciennes), two specimens
from Boilings Creek, October 3, 1902. H. H. Brimley and Franklin
Sherman, jr.
Ilyhoj^ms I'entuehiensk (Ratinesquc), twenty-four specimens from

Cane River.
Ccmvpostoma a)ioiiudum (Ralines(pie), one small specimen from Cane
River.
Oatostoi/iu.s

commersonil (Lacepede), one very young example from

Cane River.
Catostomu.H nigrlnms

Le Sueur, one specimen from Cane

Percina caprodes (Ratinesque), one very fine

River.

example from Cane

River.
Cott/uH Ictdlopx (Rafinesquc),

nine specimens from 1 to 2^ inches long,

collected in Boilings Creek, October

3,

1902.

ON THE RELATIONS OF THE FISHES OF THE FAMILY
LAMPRIDID.E OR OPAHS.
By Theodore

Gill,

Associale in ZnoJogj/.

Dr. Boulenger, in the third number of his sug-o-cstivc and v}Uua})lc
Notes on the Class itication of Teleostean Fishes, has published some
novel ideas respecting- the systematic position of the Opah.
He has
found the same number of bones in the scapular arch as in that of
normal Acanthopterygians, but has homologized them ditferently from
his predecessors.
The "very large bone to which the pelvis is
attached" is designated as an '' infraclavicle" andhomologized with a
so-called infraclavicle of Hemibranchiate fishes.
A comparative!}^
small liono in serial relation with the actinosts or "pterygials" is
identified as the homologue of the hypocoracoid or "coracoid"' of ordinary Acanthopterygians. There would then be only three actinosts or
"pterygials," and it is especially remarked that the foremost of these
is "fused with " the hypercoracoid or " scapula."
As a result of these
identifications. Dr. Boulenger thinks that "all difficulties from the
systematic point of view disappear at once" and that "the Opah must
be regarded as more nearh' allied to the Hemibi'anchii than to an}'
other group of fishes with which we are as 3'et ac(j[uainted.'' Consequently the Opah is isolated not onl}' as the representative of a distinct family {Lamjrrididw)^ but an independent group {Sf/enic/it/ii/c-t)
of a new suborder {Oaiosteomi), which includes also the iremihranchii
and Lophohrcmchii.

IL

The great
has led

me

respect and admiration I have for Dr. Boulenger's work
grounds for the determina-

to consider ver}^ carefully the

tions in question, but I find greater difficulty in

accommodating myself

views than in accepting those (or nearly those) of his predecessors.
Among the latter was William Kitchen Parker, Avho in 1868
to his

commented on

the structure of the

Opah

in

A

Monograph

of the

Structure and Development of the Shoulder Girdle (p. 51). His
identifications essentially correspond with those now to be given,
although his meaning is somewhat obscured by the curious mode of
expression to which he was addicted. At any rate, he writes that
Proceedings U.
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" the coracoid [hvpocoracoidj reaches to the basal line below," and it
"seems veiy probably to have had originall}- some assistance from an
interclavicular ossicle."
Parker regarded the Opah and Dory as
"most aberrant Scombcroids," with atendency toward the Plectoynathi.
The difficulties of the homologization of the shoulder girdle of
piU,(SS)

Ca3)
pin

(J>ts}pd
Ca4.)

cr

..

/f^^^rl

....._

"^

'h>

.d (O)
(jf>ts.)

pel

Fig. 1.— Shoulder

girdle of lampris (;ittata, outer view.

GiU.

snprascapula.
*.s.

intenscapula.

;w. C(L'uosteon
/'!/

or proscapula.
hypercoracoid.

ho.
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may be made most evident and the explanation for other
views best elucidated l)y the reproduction of Dr. Boulenger's excellent
illustration of the shoulder girdle, of the Opah.
The names o-ivon are
those which are preferred for the present, and the ecjuivalents of Dr.
Lavipi'h

Boulenger

follow.-'

With

these identitications the structure of the Opah would be in
conformity with that of most acanthopterygians, and the normal number of bones of the scapular arch would be realized.

The three main bones of the arch (c(Bnosteon, intcrscapiiht. and
suprascapula) are developed essentially as usual, and as to them there
is

agreement with Dr. Boulenger except
and nomenclature.

as to general morphological

relations

The actinosts or "pterygials," according to the present \ie\v ol"
homologies, would also be realized. The almost universal number of
four would thus be developed. There seems to me no more difficulty
in considering that one actinost ma}'^ be "s3''nchondrosially united with
the scapula'' (or hypercoracoid) than that another should be coossified
or fused with '' it.
Consequenth^ the complete number of actinosts (4)
'

'

recognized, although none

is as slightly connected with the snpportThus, also, the relative proportions of the various
elements of the shoulder girdle and its appendages would be manifest
approximately as in ordinary fishes.

is

ing bones as usuaL

III.

One

objection against the homology of the hindmost (or lowermost)

Opah with an actinost is urged b3^Dr. Boulenger in the
statement " that the posterior of the supposed ptervgials [actinosts]
does not support rays and is altogether unlike a pterygial."
actinost of the

might be supposed by one unfamiliar with the intricacies of anatomical nomenfrom the difference in the nomenclature of the bones, that the differences
between Dr. Boulenger and myself are greater than they really are. The only extranominal differences relate to the two bones called coracoid and infraclavicle by BouI am happy to know that
lenger, and hypocoracoid and fourth actinost by myself.
the divergencies respecting the other names are simply the result of different interDr. Boulenger is the orthopretations of the same facts from a general standpoint.
dox party, inasmuch as he agrees with the majority of anatomists in accepting the
nomenclature that has been most current (except in Great Britain) since the time of
Gegenbaur. I have to confess to being the heterodox party. But a review of the
« It

clature,

and developmental history of the shoulder girdle, as well as of
comparative anatomy, compels me to reject a nomenclature which appears to me to
be extremely misleading. The hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid are only developed
in specialized teleost tishes and are (as well as the mesocoracoid ) the results of the
ossification and disintegration of a single cartilage occurring in ])rimitive and ganoid
The application of the names scapula and
fishes and inherited from the Selachians.

paleontological

coracoid, originally given to

it.-^

mammalian

idea of their relations and history,

meaning

at

all.

entails a very erroneous and
assumed that the words have any

part.«,

if it is

dist<irtcd
extrin.-^ic
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such great variety in the foiin of the fourth actiuost (as
is not of
very oreat importance. Even among tlie luiiversally recognized constituents of the- group of Ilemibranchs there is great diversity and

There

is

well as others) in fishes that the objection urged apparently

differences as important as those differentiating the

Opah from other

between the Centriscids or Amphisilids on the one hand
and the Gasterosteids and Aulorhynchids on the other.

fishes exist

The cases of exclusion of rays from the fourth actinost are rare, but
by no means confined to the Lampridids. We need, indeed, only look
In the genus Auloto the Hemibranchs again to find parallel cases.
rhi/riclius, as shown l>y Mr. Starks in his excellent article on those fishes,
recently publislied, the fourtli actinost

is

represented as destitute of

and that of the common Sticklebacks of the north is almost if not quite as much so. In fact, one of
the characters of the superfamily (lasterosteoidea would appear to be
the nearly or quite complete exclusion of rays from the fourth actinost.
Such a condition, too, is realized or approximated among Malacopterygians {e.. g.^ Salmonids and Esocids or Luciids). It is possibk" that
in the excessively modified Opah, deviation from the ordinary type is
manifested in such exclusion as well as in other characters and may
rays quite as

much

as that of Lann/pris^

be the result of mechanical adaptation to the special conditions of
position and other modification of the pectoral fin and supporting-

bones.

IV.

homologies of the bones in (jiiestion are
LampinH to the neighborhood of the
Hemibranchs can not be sustained, as the only ground for it was the
supposed homolog}' of the hypocoracoid of the present article with an
assumed infrachivicle. The supposititious infraclavdcle (or interclavicle) of the Hemibranchs has been recently shown, in an excellent paper
by Mr. E. C. Starks, to have no independent existence (a conclusion I
was forced to come to on scanty material many years ago). The
so-called infraclavicle of Lmnpria^ then, has no counterpart among the
Hemibranchs. As the supposed agreement of Lamprls with the Hemi))ranchs was based mainly on the assumed possession of the same
peculiar bone ("infraclavicle") by both t\^pes, the negation of that
agreement involves the denial of the relationship.
If the views as to the

correct, the approximation of

But what is the relationship of Lamprisf Cuvier and the elders
were perhaps not far out of the way in approximating it to the great
Scombroidean series with which it agrees in characteristic modifications
of the vertebra? and clasping rays.
So far as the scapular arch is
concerned, the Caproids agree better than any other known form.
Mr. Starks has recently published an article on The Relationship and
Osteology of the Caproid Fishes or Antigoniidaj, and given therein

—
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a figure as well as
ri(bescen><.

"

On

the whole, there

is

consideral)Ie shiularity

eorrespondino- parts of
the canosteon

is

\)l\)

descriptioiTorthT^shoidckr^^
between the

Lampris and Jjitlgonla. The front border
decurved backward in both, and the
prc,))ortion.s

of

of
the hypocoracoid and hypercoracoid do not differ
very widely. The
actinostsof-.l;^/;rA>/r/V/, however, are comparatively
free and the supra
scapula not forked. The pelvis is also quite different.

Fig.

In

fine, at

2.

SHOI'LDEK girdle of .VNTIGONIA KI'BESfENS.

(FltOM Stakks.)

])e found for
Scombroidean supcrfaniily.

present apparently no better position can

Lampris than somewhere

in the line of the

even agrees with the Scombrids, Xiphiids, Coryphivnids, Carangid.s
and their relatives in the deep bifurcation of the roots of the caudal
rays which clamp the hypural and epural bones, and provisionally at
least it should be approximated to them.
Dr. Boulenger has proved, however, that the Opah is not especially
related to the Scombroidea, and it is quite po.ssible that he may be
sustained in the isolation of the family Lamprididie a.s rt'presontative
It
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of a special

group or

8ii])order; at an}' rate,

distinction as a special

family

may

superl'aniily

it
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at least entitled to

(Lampuidoidea).

This super-

be briefly detiiicd in the following- terms:

LAMPRIDOIDEA.
Acanthopterj^gian fishes with the foremost ra3\s only spiniform, the
shut ofl' from the cerebral chamber, ribs sessile
on the centra of the vertebra", suprascapulars connected by S(]uamous

myodome completely

suture and ligaments with the cranium, ccenosteons postcurved toward
each other, hypocoracoids much enlarged and extended upward and

backward, actinosts diverted to a nearly horizontal row, pelvic bones
enlarged and connected by cartilage with the co?nosteons as well as the
hypocoracoids, ventrals subabdominal and with numerous rays, and
caudal ra3\s clasping epurals and hypurals.

named in 1S62, and has been adopted ])y the
S3'nonymy herewith given and in a few other
Many naturalists still prefer to leave it in the incongruous
places.
famil}'^ of Scomhndse.
The family name was originall}" written Laiiiprldidm^ and in this
form it w^as adopted ])v Jordan and Gilbert and by others, but Jordan
and Evermann have changed it to Laiitpridcv. The reason for the
change is not evident and has not been given. It is possible that it
may have been from confusion with XafXTtpog (radiant), but the generic name is not derived directly from the Greek but modified from
it, and agrees with such well-known fish names as
Chalcis, Etelis,
Jidh, Pelamis, IVii/cis, Sm<r/v'.s, Si/na<j?'/'s, and TeatMs^ which have
The

famil}'

authors

was

named

-id in the

first

in the

{e. (/., -idos in the genetive, etc.).
The original
consequently justified by analogy and should be

oblique cases

form of the name

is

retained.

The history of the nomenclature may be gleaned from the following
synonymy:
LAMPRIDID^.

partial

FAMILY NAMES.
Lampridoidx Gii.1., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1862, p. [127,] 241. (Named only.)
Lamprididx Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, p. 7. (Name only.)
Lamprididi FoEY, Enum. Pise. Cub., p. 93, 1876.
LamprkUdx JoRDATSi and Gilbert, Syn. Fishes N. Am., 1882, p. 453.
Lamprididse Gill, Johnson's Univ. Diet., II, 1885, p. 1621 (defined).
Lamprididx Smitt, Hist. Scand. Fishes, I, 1892, p. 121.
Lampridida; Goode and Bean, Oceanie Ich., 1895, p. 222.
Lampridie Jordan and Evermann, Syn. Fishes N. M. Am., I, 1896,
iamprididce BouLENGER, An. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7), 1902, p. 151.
subf.\milv name.

LamprmiM.ouv.\.v, H. N. Poiss., France,

II, p. 483.

p. 953.
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VI.
Tlie skeleton in the

scapular arch

is

United States National Mnseuni, so far
as the
conceriKHl, naturally manifests essential
similarity

with th(^ one fig-ured hy Dr. Boulenger. There are certtiin
differcMices,
however, which are noteworthy. The ecenosteon" and hypocoracoid
terminate in and are united by cartilage which also extends
backward
and under the hypocoracoid to connect with the infero-anterior anwle

Fig. ;?.— Shoulder

girdle ok lamx'ris guttata, inner view.

of the pelvic bone.

The upper

v.

mo.)

half of the anterior border and

of the posterior border approximate
line

(For lettering see

more toward

most

a straight oblique

than the corresponding margins of Boulenger's specimen.

The

names I have previously used have been abandoned in this comunmicapost-temporal giving place to the previously named Suprascapnla, posterotem-

« Several
tion,

poral to Interscapida, and proscapula to Ccenosteon.
Cwnodeon is named in the Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, by Mr. Edwin^Chai)in
In the Proceedings, Waahingtou Academy Sciences
Starks, but without any data.
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iiitorscapula has a convex inferior margin and reminds one of the lower
mandihle of some cuttlefishes. The postscaj^ula is more decurved.
The ca?nosteon and hypercorucoid are connected toward the front at
the symphysis b\'^ the intervention of cartilage.
The hvpercoracoid has a foramen which appears as a notch from
the outer side as the result of the overlapping of the ccenosteon b}^
squamous suture. ))ut internally the bone extends forward and is separated from the c(cnosteon 1)y a long luiguiform gap and intervening

membrane.
The fourth actinost is nuich broader

cartilage or

Museum

in front than in the British

more deflected and
between the hypocoracoid and styliform extension of the
postscapula, which is suturally connected with it as well as w ith the
h3q50coracoid; there is little cartilage between its anterior portion
and the liypocoracoid as well as third actinost. The third actinost
intervenes between the hypercoracoid and fourth actinost, quite
widely separating them, and has the same kind of union with the
fourth as with the third; the second is longer, and has an ol)long convex articular surface; its sutures, though close, are w^ell defined; the
first actinost has a still larger, more oblong, and more convex articular
surface, and is so intimately connected with the h^'percoracoid that
the sutures are obliterated; it is, in fact, completely ''fused with" the
wedged

skeleton and

its

posterior portion nuich

in

h3'percoracoid.

The pelvic bones are connected wdth the postflected lowermost or symphysial angles of the coenosteons through the intervention of cartilage

and have lamellar extensions, separated 1)y fissures from the body of
the bone, which are connected by cartilage with a slightly defined ridge
of the hypocoracoid parallel with its anterior margin.
The ventrals
are subabdominal and inserted in the pelvic bones some distance in
advance of the hinder ends of those bones.
VII.

The

Opah are represented inclined downward
Scandinavian Fishes (I, p. 123, 1892), as they are in the old
article by Gunner.
Boulenger remarks, "On examining the shoulder
bones on a skeleton of Lampris lima, I was struck by two things first,
pectoral fins of the

in Smitt's

—

(III, p. 521, 1901) the word is quoted under "55, Clavicle, Parker," and in a footnote the following remark is made: "I get this reference from'Owen's Comp. Anat.
Lectures (Vertebrates), p. 118. By some ichthyotomists the bone in question has

name of Cujnosteon." The name was given by Bakker in his
"Ostcographia Biscium" (1822). Bakker thoughtthat theso-called clavicleof fishes
was more than the clavicle of other vertebrates, corresponding to the clavicle and
humerus together (Nee tamen claviculam solam facere, sed e clavicula etosse humeri
componi milii visum est, p. Ill), and consequently gave the name coenosteon (evidently from Koivoi, common or shared in common, and odtiov, bone). The implireceived the special

cation

is

certainly false, but tlie

name

itt^elf

mav be

retained.

a
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that the disposition of the articulating facets of the pterygials allows

downward than upward movement
by which the fin can be pressed down

of a nmcli greater

of the pectoral,

of

the rays

close against

the sides of the body, and precludes the opposite vertical position—
which I have been able to verify on a specimen in the flesh. This

fact

mode

of articulation seems so contrary to our ideas tliat most ligun^s
and stuffed specimens represent the pectoral fin directed upwai-d. :is in
Brarna^ to which the Opah w^as believed to be r(dated.''
It is noteworthy that representatives of the genus Pcniphrrls are
also able to deflect their pectorals against

they are not limited to

tliat

tlie

movement and can

sidi^s

of the l)ody

l)nt

fold the flns backwaid.

VIII.

The Opah appears

to be not rare in certan^ regions, and the paucity
probably due to the want of sufficient motive to hniit
for them rather than absolute rarity or difficulty in ()V)taining tliem.
In the Twentieth Annual Report of the Fishery Board of Scotland
(1902), kindly sent to me recently, there is an interesting record (p.
541) of individuals ''landed at Aberdeen market during 18i>l," with a
"note of the place where they were stated to have been caught." \n
June, "three specimens;" in Juh', ten; in August, one, and in September two were received. All "were taken by line-' and the one
was caught at a depth of 125 fathoms.
The only previous notice of the capture of the Opah ofl' the coast of
Aberdeenshire I am acquainted with is one published in the Zoologist
It appears from an anonymous note in that magazine for
for 1896.
August^' on The Opah or Kingflsh off Aberdeen that "there was
in collections

is

on view at Messrs. J. and T. Sawers's fish market, Belfast, a tine
specimen of the Opah or Kingtish caught ofl' the coast of Aberdeenshire.
It weighed 70 pounds, was about 1 feet long, and measured

lately

2|^

feet at the broadest part."

IX.

The etymology of the curious name Opah is stated to be ludviiown
by the various English dictionaries, as the Century Dictionary ("Opah
[Origin unknown]").
Further research would have revealed it. The first appearance of
the name with explanation is in 1750, in the Fhilosophii-al Transactions (vol. 16). Therein is published "The Defcription of a Fifh f hewed
17-19-50:
to the Royal Society by Mr. Ralph Bigland, on March 22,
(o'pii) n.

D., Secret. R. S." (pp. 518-520.) This
seemed to the author "to be a new Species of Fifh not yet defcribed
by any author." It was a Lcmipris, and immediat ely after the dec-

Drawn

u))"by C. Mortimer,

M.

"3. S.,

XX,

p. 306.
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just ({noted tho

The

italics,

are reproduced from

vol. xxvi.

author appended the followino- two paras(l"), orthooriiphv, and l)nickets

capitals, antique
tlui

original:

C'oui'in, from An<(iiiah<»' on the Coaft of
Guhwa^ and ^Ir. Crclgldon. formerly Governor of (^ipo Corfo CaftJe^
upon feein<>- this Fifh immediately knew it, and faid it was connnon on
The Natives call it OpaJi.^ and the
that Coast, and is very good to eat.
Englifh there call it the Kimj ffli. I fhall therefore retain tho Gn!nea
Name, with thefci Character if tics; Opah (rnhiienfliuii e/t plfei>^ offcas^
non /(pKtiiiniofus^ edentulux; Itahenx vmc(mi in dorfo pinna m anterius
aculeatmn^ pone hanchias par pinnanim^ in medio ventre par j^in-

"The

black Prince, and his

naniin^adpofticairiventris partein%Lnicain 2^i nnain^caudara fm^^^^
"Mr. Bigland i?iji>,, that, upon opening of it, all its Bowels would
hav(^ gone into a Quart-Mug; that the Flefh of the fore Partw^as iirm,
and look'd like Peef, and the liinder Part like tine Veal; that the Bones
were like thofe of Quadrupeds; })articulary the Shoulder-blades,
which refembled thofe of Sheep. [See an Article in the Scots Magazine
for Octoher 17-i8, printed at Edinhurgh in Sro.] In a Letter to me, he
adds, that i)robably this was a [Pelagian or] Ocean Fish, wandring by
chance into the Frith of F(tiili\ and, by the Tide ebbing, IxMng left
upon a confidera])le Shoal, or liat Sand, near Leith, was difcover'd from
Land in a State of Distrefs; wdiereupon fome Fifhermen plunged into
the Sea, and with a Net furrounded it, and brought it to Shore."
It is not at all probalde that "the black prince " or the "former
governor of Capo Corso" ever saw a specimen of Lanipris. The fish
has never ])een recoi-ded from the western coast of tropical Africa^
and it certainly is not and never "was common on that coast." Inasmuch, however, as it is a wide-ranging pelagic form, it is no more
impossi])le that an individual may have been caught near the coast of
Africa than that one was actually caught near Cuba. Probably, however, the origin of the name is due either to the fanc}^ of a negro
chieftain and the subserviency of a white man, or to a misunderstanding or misrepresentation of what was said. It was a "ghost- word," at
least so far as the Lainpris is involved.

AMPHIPODA FROM COSTA
By

RICA.

Rev. Thomas R. R. STEBRiN(i,
Fellow of the Royal Society.

The specimens here described were sent to nie for determination by
Musemn, and represent two new species.
They were collected by Prof. P. BioUey, of the National Museum of
the United States National

Costa Rica.

TALITRID^.

Family
1900.

T<(litri(Lv

Stebbing, Fauna

liavvaiiensis, II, p. 527.

TALORCHESTIA

FRITZI, new

Plate

The

species.

LX.

largest of the male specimens have the perteon transversely

corrugated, each of the segments showing two folds, except the

first

segment, which has a single fold. All the specimens, however, 15 in
number, have the integument brittle and most of the muscidar parts
shrunken. The exceptional corrugation, therefore, in the large male
examples ma}^ not be a natural feature, but merely due to conditions
experienced since their capture. In the synoptic table published four
3^ears ago " for discriminating the genera of the Talitrid{\?, at that time
called Orchestiida?, the leading distinction between Orchestia and Talorchestia rests on the fact that in the former the first gnathopods of the
female are subchelate, whereas in the latter they are simple. So far
as this distinction is concerned, the present species clearly belongs to
Talorchedla. The sixth joint of the limb in question has no distal
widening to furnish a "palm" upon which the finger can close. In

seldom or never very great, but how far it
be reduced without effecting generic change has not yet been

Orchestia the widening

may

is

determined.

The eyes may be described as rotundo-quadrate, with
nmch larger than the interval between them.

a diameter

First antenna} of male have the middle joint of the peduncle slightly
the longest, the five-jointed iiagellum about half as long as the pedunthe last joint
cle, the whole appendage being subequal in length to
has three
flagellum
the
female
In the
the peduncle of the second pair.

m

«Trans. Linn. Soc. London, Zool., 2d

Proceedings U.

S.

ser.,

VII, Pt.

3,

1899, p. 397.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1341.
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and the whole appendage is nearly as long as the last two joints
of tlie peduncle in the following pair.
In the adult male the second antennte have the peduncle massive, its

joints,

longer than the penultimate, the flagellum consisting
of l-t-lT joints, many of which widen distally, with minute spines
In the female, alread}^ carrying marsupial
thrust into pi'omincnce.
shown
in the figure, are of insignificant size
as
plates, the antennte,
last joint a little

compared with those of the male. The ten-jointed flagellum equals
in length the last two joints of the peduncle.
The mouth organs exhibit no distinctive peculiarity. The palp of
maxilhe is minute. No trace of a fourth joint could he perceived on the palp of the maxillipeds.
The first gnathopods of the male have the long wrist or fifth joint
distally widened, and on the inner side of the spinulose prominence is
The sixth joint is shorter, but simia pellucid bubble-like tubercle.
larly widened, its prominence beset with spinules and capped with a
The small,
pellucid portion like the bu])ble on the preceding joint.
conical finger closes over a shallowly excavate palm, its point reaching
but by no means overlapping the clear prominence. In the female
the wrist is distally widened, but without special prominence or tubercle, while the sixth joint is for some distance parallel-sided, and then,
instead of widening, tapers slightly to the insertion of the finger.
Like the preceding joint, it has spines on both margins, those on the
hinder or inner margin being the more important.
The second gnathopods of the full-grown male have large oval hands,
with the palm ver}^ oblique, beset on both sides with spines, and in the
middle slightly flattened, so as to leave a shallow interval when the
massive, .strongly curved finger closes, bringing its apex into the pocket
at the end of the palm.
Near the hinge of hand and finger the palm
has a short but rather deep excavation, into which a corresponding
prominence of the finger's inner margin neatly fits.
This notable
feature occurs elsewhere in the Talitrida3, as in Orchestoklea tuherculata Nicolet, Orcliestla tucuTauna Fritz MtiUer, and Orchestia sulenson
Stebbing. These stand, it is true, in different genera, but the generic
position of the third is obscure, because the female is not 3'et known.
It is, however, clearly distinguished from the species now under discussion by the different character of its first gnathopods.
With Fritz
Miiller's species there are other difficulties, as will appear by the
the

first

following quotation from his celebrated treatise."

Miiller

is

calling

attention to the fact that the development of the sexual peculiarities

does not stand

still

on the attainment of sexual maturity, and proceeds

to give instances:

For example, the younger sexually mature males of Orchestia Tiicurauna, n. sp.,
have slender inferior antennae, with the joints of the flagellum not fused together,
« Fiir Darwin, 1864, p. 54; Accurately translated by Dallas under the title. Facts and
arguments for Darwin, 1869, pp. 79, 80.
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the clasping margin ("palm," Sp. Bate) of the hand in the second pair
of feet la
uniformly convex, the last pair of feet is slender and sindlar to the preceding.
Subsequently the antenna- become thickened, two, three, or four of the first joints
of the
flagellum are fused together, the palm of the hand acquires a deep
emargination
near its inferior angle, and the intermediate joints of the last pair of feet
become
swelled into a considerable incrassation. No museum-zoologist would hesitate
about
fabricating two distinct species, if the oldest and youngest sexually mature
males
were sent to him without the existing intermediate forms. In the younger males of
Orchrsiia Tncumtinga, although the microscopic examination of their testes
showed
that they w^ere already sexually mature, the emargination of the clasping margin
of

hand (represented

and the corresponding process of the finger, are
The same may be observed in Cerapus ami f'nprplh, and
still entirely wanting.
probably in all cases where hereditary sexual differences occur.
the

A

footnote

in

fig.

50)

saj's that

tig-. 50 represents the second gnathopod ol"
the
51 that of the female, of Orchestia tncuratlnga.
The original German edition adds the letters " n. sp." after the mention of O. tiicirratwga.
For the translation Miillor himself supplied

male, and

%.

corrections of printers errors in the original.

rauna and O. tucuratinga
of the English edition.

Yet we

lind CA tueu-

both in the text and index
If they are one and the .same species, the
left side b}^ side

remarks on the differences between the young and old males are needlessly repeated.
is

If the}^ are distinct species, not the smallest character

assigned by which

could have

made

tlie}^

can be distinguished.

No museum zoologist

Nothing is said about the first gnaththese were left unexamined, the species might

a w^orse muddle.

opods of either sex. If
belong to Ot'chestoidea or Talorehestia I'ust as well as to OrcJiestla.
A general resemblance in the second gnathopods of the Costa liican
species to those figured by Fritz Miiller excited a hope that his descripThe
tion might be supplemented from the specimens now in hand.
hope was dissipated by more exact comparison. Though the young
males showed the uniforml}^ convex palm and smoothly concave fingermargin of the second gnathopods, combining with these the common
youthful characters of slender second antennie and slender hind pcra^opods, the older males and the females did not
species represented

by Midler.

fall

into line with the

The length, compared with

the l)rea(lth

greater in the present species than in his,
and the palm is less convex. Also in the delicate second gnathopod
of the female there are several differences, most easily seen ])y a comof the large hands,

is

much

lu the species here descril)ed the second joint,
instead of being oval, has a straight hind margin and sinuous front
one, the fifth and sixth joints are narrower than in Miiller's species,
parison of the figures.

and the rounded apex of the sixth is much more produced beyond the
minute chela-forming finger. It may be added that, though the peduncles of the second antennsB. are greatly thickened in the large males,
the initial joints of the flagella show no additional fusion, nor is the

thickening of the middle joints in the hind peraiopods especially
conspicuous.
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The

latter

have, as usual, the small finger notched on the inner margin near the
apex. The fourth and fifth pora^opods are much longer than the third.

The second

joint in the fifth paii-

much broader than

is

that in the

being about as broad as it is long.
The hind corners of the second and third pleon segments are quadThe first uropods have equal rami, nearh" as long as the pedunrate.
The second pair are shorter, with the rami equal and as long as
cle.
the peduncle, the inner ramus so placed as not to reach quite so far
fourtli,

The slender ramus

back as the outer.
of four

row
The sixth
its armour

of the third pair carries a

than the stout peduncle.
dorsally incomplete, having the gap in
It is shorter

little spines.

pleon segment is
cloaked by the tclson. The telson has a dividing line down the center,
the apex being bilobed, carrying two or three spinules on each lobe,

and a pair of sublateral spines is placed higher up.
The male specimen, of which the parts are figured in the accompanying plate, measured from front of head to end of uropods seventwentieths of an inch, while a male with notch in palm of second
gnathopods still undeveloped was onlv four-twentieths of an inch long,
or 5 mm, as contrasted with about 9 mm, in the larger (^xample.
The specimens were forwarded to me as having been taken in Januiiry, 1902, by Mr. P. BioUey, at Isla del Coco, otf Costa Rica.
The specific name is chosen to direct attention to the points of comparison between this form and that which for the present should be

known

as Orchestla

tucm'mma Fritz

Miiller.

HYALELLA FAXONI,
Plate

new

species.

LXi:

The back is well rounded, devoid of

teetli.

The

first

three segments

of the pleon have the postero-lateral angles acute, those of the first

pair being scarcely, but those of the third conspicuously, produced.

The eyes are round, ver}^ small, and wide apart.
The first antennae have the peduncle well developed, but with
third joint a little shorter than the second,

The flagellum
number in the male.
first.

is

the

and the second than the

elongate, its joints attaining to fourteen in

A specimen

in

which the flagellum was eleven-

jointed had the eleventh joint about level with the eighth joint of the
flagellum of the lower antenna\

The second antennae have both peduncle and flagellum longer than
those of the preceding pair, the terminal joint of the peduncle considerably longer than the penultimate in the male, l)ut very little longer
in the female, an

seventeen joints.

unbroken flagellum in the male having as many as
In a female specimen a flagellum of thirteen joints

answers to one of ten in the

first pair.

AMPHIPODA FROM COSTA
The

first

IlICA-STEBBTXCr.

maxillpe have three setse on the apex of the
inner plate,
two whicli appear to be the usual number in this

instead of the

The

999

genus.'

gnathopods have a spiniferous boss, more developed in
the
male than in the femile, on the hind margin of the fourth and lifth
joints, and the palm of the subparallel-sided hand nearly
transverse,
not overlapped by the small finger.
In the male the large second gnathopods are very similar to those
of IlyaleJla dentata Smith, and Ilyalella longlstUus (Faxon), but the
hand is rather longer in proportion to the breadth. The palm ends in
a slight bulging beyond the pocket into which the apex of th<^ strongly
curved finger closes. Near the hinge of hand and finger the palm has
a somewhat tooth-like indent, just like the "notch" of 11. dentata
as figured and described by Prof. S. 1. Smith, the slope of the palm
being nearly straight and beset on each side with spines. In the
female the hand is as long as the wrist, considerably wider distally
than in tlie proximal half, the small, closely shutting finger not reaching the end of the palm.
So far as can be judged from Professor
Smith's complete lateral view of the female of his //. inernils, both
gnathopods in the female of that species are in close agreement with
lirst

those of the present species.

The

much

third pera^opods are

In

pairs.

shorter than the fourth or

three the second joint

all

broadly oval,

l)ut in

rounded than

in the. other

than the breadth.

the

No

fifth

pair

it is

may be

fifth

described as large and

considerably broader and more

pairs, with a length not much greater
"accessory branchiae ' were observed in con-

two

nection with any of the limbs.

The

third uropods are quite small, with the rannis taixM-inu-. nearly

much narrower.
almost square, the distal margin carrying a ])aii- of
setules, its corners rounded.
A male specimen measured from front of head to the extremity of
the slightly bent pleon three-tenths of an inch (7..5 mm.).
as long as the peduncle, but

The

telson

is

The specimens, 20

in

number, were

height of 2,400 meters, or 8,000 feet,
collected

The

by Mr. P. Biolle3\
name is given

specific

in

as coming from a
on Volcan Reventado, and

laljeled

compliment

to Dr. "Walter

Faxon,

who in 1876 described several species of this genus and directed
attention to some of the difficulties attending the delimitation of speDr. Faxon at that date« writes: "After an examinacies within it.
of Ilyalella dentata and //. huiunk from
The
satisfied that they are but varieties of one species.

tion of a large

Utah,

I

am

number

form with dorsal teeth on the first and second abdominal segments is
very probably synonymous with Amphitoe aztecus Saussure* and
« Bull. Mus. Harvard, III, p. 374.

ftMemoire sur divers Crustacc^s uuiiveanx du Mexique et des
pi. v, fig. 33.

Antilles, 1858, p. 58,
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pointed out by Professor Smith
be convenient to accept Saussure's name for the,
dentate form, although his description is vague and his figures rough.!
In the large second gnathopod, of which he gives a detailed figure,]
the wrist or fifth joint is entirely devoid of the characteristic project-'
In my opinion the same motive of convenience is sufiiing process.
Allon-hcfifcs Imicl-erhockerl Bate/' as

himself."

It ma}^

ciently strong to justify the retention of the specific

name inermh

for

This I have applied to specimens
obtained by Mr. Edward Whymper at great heights in Ecuador.^
None of these had dentate body segments. On first examining the
specimens from Costa Rica, I was disposed to identify them with the
the form that

is

not dentate.

me by Mr. Whymper. About the close general
resemblance there can be no question, but in detail I find the following difi'erences: The new species here described has the antenna? of

species submitted to

both pairs more elongate, the first joint in the third, fourth, and fifth
pera?opods larger and more broadly oval, and the postero-lateral
angles of the third pleon segment much more decidedly produced.
None of these characters, it must be confessed, are easy to appreciate
except by comparison of actual specimens or of accurate figures

drawn

to the

same

scale.

But the mouth organs show

a curious fea-

above stated, have three set?e on the
apex of the inner plate, alike in male and female, while IL inermfs
In the male of II. faxmu the first gnathopods have the
has onl}" two.
hand not, or very little, broader at the palm than in the middle,
whereas the II. hiermis from Ecuador has a strong bulging of the
palm beyond the point which the finger reaches, making the hand as
broad as it is long. Also in the large second gnathopods there is a
stronger bulge at the corresponding point, making the breadth of the
hand in the Ecuador species greater in proportion to its length, and
the
notch " at the other end of the palm is rounded off.
ture, in that the first maxillae, as

'

'

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate LX.
Talorcliedia fritzi,

Length

new

.yieciat.

male Rpecimen examined, not including the antennpe.
a.
a.
The uijper and lower antennae, respectively, of the two sexes, with further
enlargement of two joints of the flagellum in lower antennae of male.
gn. 1, gn. 2. First and second gnathopods, respectively, of the two sexes, with further
enlargement of some of the distal joints.
iwp. 2. 9 Second peraeopod of the female, with enlargement of finger.
n.

s.

.s-.,

of

I.

.

prp.
«

5.

Fifth pergeopod of the male.

Catalogue of the specimens of Amphipodous Crustacea in the Collection of the

British

Museum, 1862, p. 36, pi. vi,
among the Great Andes

^Travels

fig. 1.

of

the Equator, Appendix, 1891,

p. 125.

AMFHIPODA FROM COSTA RltA-STEBBiyG.

NO. 1341.

Lateral view of

ygj

uropods of male, together with the second and
third
uropods and telson, in attachment to the fourth, fifth, and .sixth segments
of

ur. 1.

first

the pleon.

9 Third uropod of female.
Telson of female.

ur. o.

T.

.

Plate LXI.
Hyalella faxoni, new specks.

Length

n. s.

a. s., a.

of

male specimen examined, not including the antennae.
of the two sexes.

Upper and lower antennje

i.

First maxilla (from a separate specimen).

m.r. 1.

gn. 1,

First

fjn. 2.

and second gnathopods

of

both sexes, with

furtlier

enlargement of

distal i^ortion.

prp.

PL

Fifth pera^opod of male.

5.

9 Third jileon segment of female.
Third uropod, respectively, of male and female.
Telson of each sex, that of the male from the specimen
s.

3.

.

ur. 3.
T.

is

The

of

which the

first

maxilla

figured.

from male specimens, unless accompanied by the symbol of the
9)
Only two scales of magnification are employed, all the figures except one being
drawn to the lower scale, while some are wholly or partially dujjlicated on the
higher scale. The first maxilla of Hyalella faxoni is represented only on the higher

female

figures are
(

•

magnification.
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SYNOPSIS OF THP: family ASTARTIDyE, WITH A KE\'1KW

OF THE AMERICAN

SPECIES.

By William Healey Dall,
Honorary Cvrntnr, Dirmon of MoUusks.

The group

of bivalve shells which composes this family

origin, the Crassatellitida'

having diverged from

is

of ancient

Mcsoand taken definite form in the Eocene. The chief characteristic
by which the two families are discriminated is found in the ligament,
which in Astartidx is external as well as the resilium, whiU' in the
Grassatellitidae, this organ is separated from the resilium, the lattei-.
except in ErlpKyla, being deeply immersed. In Er/jdn/Ja the process
has only begun, but the other characteristics of the shell are so close
to Crassinella that the two must obviously be associated in the same
family.
In Lirodlscns of the A.stdiitdx the resilium is separateil from
the ligament, but still remains external, while the other characters link
it to Astarte in a way analogous to those which bind Er'iplnjJn to the
Crassinellas; so each family has an exceptional and peripheral group.
it

in the later

zoic

Concentric sculpture, dense periostracum, absence of bright color
its fullest development, the fol-

pattern, and a hinge formula of, in
^
lowmg elements
.

,

its

-

/LO. 101010. 1\
I

pi

01 01 01 n

/

,

,

'^^"^

.

^.

.

„

•

.

-I
as
characteristic of this family,

is

preference for cold waters, the tropical species keeping chielly in
The CramddHtid», on the

the cold abysses or l)eing dwarfed in size.

other hand, are prevalent in the Tropics and

unknown

in the cold sea.s.

and there
formed by an
extension of the valve margin, which fits into a groove or socket in
the opposite valve.
These are usually alternated, one lateral and one
I have not found more than three cardinals

are usually several nearly obsolete.

socket to each valve.

The middle

The

in either valve,

laterals are

cardinals are usually well developed
left cardinals

and sometimes bifid, the anterior right and posterior
always (and the posterior right cardinal often) more or

The

less obsolete.

sides of the cardinal teeth are frequently vertically striated, as in

CrasmteUites^ especially in the fossil species.
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol.

XXVI— No.

1342.
933
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No Astarte has radial ribbing, but man^^ develop in the adult state
Some species are
crcnulations on the inner margin of the valves.
crenulate only when fully adult, others develop crenation at resting
stages, others are always without them.

frequently reversed as regards the valves.

The teetli of the hinge are
The laterals vary extremely

in the fullness of their development, and the outline of the valves

is

often ver}^ variable, most of the trigonal species having also
elongated or oblique varieties. The conditions in the boreal seas,
also

where these animals

chiefly

abound, seem to make for profusion in

individuals and paucity of species, a state of things obviously favorable to individual variation.

The dullness of color characterizing the shells of this group is to
some extent made up for by the l)right colors of the soft parts which
The anal siphon is short,
are usually yellow, orange, or vermilion.
complete, plain-edged and valvular. The branchial siphon is formed
The
l)v apposition of the ciliate border of the free mantle edges.
The eggs are
foot is subquadrate, the gills small reticulate, and free.
,

April in the latitude of Long Island Sound, and are discharged into the water for fertilization. The animals live partly
immersed in mud or sand and form a large part of the food supply of
ripe

in

the walrus and

many

fishes.

The

variabilit}^ previously alluded

has made the identification of species

difficult

to

and their synonymy

almost hopeless.
Dr. Jeffreys,

who

much about the northern fauna, unforlump together rather than discriminate, not

pul)lished

tunately was disposed to

having the large series necessary for elucidating our American species.
Sowerby's monographs of this group are very unsatisfactory and
imperfect, covering less than half the known forms.
The most successful attempt at a review of the species is that of Mr. Edgar A.
Smith, of the British Museum, in 1881, in the Journal of Conchology.
I have found in reviewing our American species that a more narrow
specific limitation removes some of the difficulties surrounding the
subject.
While assenting to many of the views heretofore expressed
by naturalists, and disavowing any claim of finality for the decisions
arrived at, I have endeavored to discriminate the rc^cognizable American forms whether these be regarded as species or not.
By adopting
names for them we at least have the satisfaction of knowing what we
mean when we employ a name, which is impossible under the system,
or want of system, of Dr. Jeffreys.
For the same reason 1 have been
unable to avail myself of much work, systematic and distributional,
which is in print, since it is impossible to know which of several forms
is intended in a given case where a name covering a number of types
has been usQd. The distrilmtion mentioned in my list herewith is
taken from actual specimens and only exceptionally from the literature.

The

collection of Astartes

from the boreal regions of the New

'
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exceptionally large, a fact

iiju)!)

review of the species is dependent. In a
general way the species common to both hemispheres belong to tlie
circumpolar fauna; extremely few if any of the more southern species
are common to Europe and America.
In a general way each fauna
has a set of species in which a given type is represented, but the representatives of the type when compared are found to be similar rather
than specitically identical. Thus, the European .1. sxleata, co/npnssa,
and incrassata do not in my opinion occur at all in America, though
the Atlantic and Pacilic faunas have analogues which areprobablv due
poHsibilit^y of a

to lining a particular similar niche in the environment rather than to
any close connection with the types of Europe referred to.
The distinctions upon which the sul)ordinate groups of jUtarfi(he
are founded are chiefly the greater or less development of the hingeteeth and modifications of external sculpture.
As the type of the
hinge formula does not change but merely submits to certain deductions from its possible total, it will be inferred that th(^ subgenera or
sections are not ver}' widely separated.
The genus GoodaU/ojjs/'s Munier-Chalmas and De Raincourt, 1863,
is a synonym of KelJla.
Pleslastarte Fischer, 1887, which has also
been referred to this family, may perhaps be more suitably placed in
the Cyrenidse^'ii not a nepionic shell.
Prsecrmiu Stoliczka, 1871, and
PacJiytypus Munier-Chalmas, 1887, I have not been able to examine;
l)oth are fossils.
Parisiella Cossmann, 1887, from the figures, mav be
It is from the
a member of this family and related to Microstagon.
French Eocene. Paleozoic forms referred to Astarte are dubiously

pertinent.

SUBDIVISIONS OF THE FAMILY.

Genus LIRODISCUS Conrad,

1869.

Shell solid, inequilateral, equivalve, the nepionic valves

concentricalh^ ridged, the later portion of the disk

ment normal, external; residium
external, but with

its

flat,

usually

more convex;

liga-

separate, situated between the l)eaks,

base encroaching on the umbonal ends of the

LOl.1010.01 ,,
.,
,
,
*^® ^^*^ anterior lateral often
rk) oiqi lO
indistinct; inner margins crenate; adductor scars rounded with elevated
margins.
Type Astarte tdlinoides Conrad, Claibornian Eocene. This genus
1-

,

.

,

..

,

,

cardinals; dental formula

.

,

,

,..

'

appears in the lowest Eocene and continues to be represented until the
Jacksonian.

Genus

ASTARTE

Sowerby,

1816.

Synonyms: Tridonta Schumacher, 1817; Crassiua Lamarck, 1818;
Trlodonta Agassiz, 184:7; Nicania Leach, 1819; Gonllia Stoliczka,
F\sc\iqi\
1871; Crassinella Bayle, 1879, not Guppy, 1874; Weoo'asmia
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1887; Grotriania Speyer, 1860; Digitaria S. V. Wood, 1853; Woodia
Deshayes, 1860; Rictocymn Dall, 1872; i?/itf<"i^r>6'ymr/ Von Martens, 1871;

Turton, 1822; 2f((cfr!na Brown. 1827; M!cr(>!<f(i<j<»i CossCreniviargo Crcs.sniann, 1903,
Lig'ainoiit cMifolding the resiliimi, both external, on narrow nynii)hs.

(loodiilJla

niann, 1896;

....

^ecixon Ai<tarte

T^
B. s.

.

,^

.

LO.101010.1

Dental tornni la

•>.

()i()ini

.,„

,

()•>

.

,

the middle noht

and two left anterior cardinals strong, the others obsolete; valves with
convex uni])ones, sn])equilateral, the inner niargins crenate when full}'
developed. Type, Astarte sulcata (Da Costa).
Like Astarte^ l)ut the inner maroins
Section Truhynta Schumacher.
always smooth. Type, T. horealls Schumacher, 1817.
Like Astarte^ but the uni})ones
Section ]^c(>eraf<^)n(( Fischer.
?
in
front.
Type,
terminal
A. (Mtqua Deshayes.
nearly
Bajocien
Oolite.

Section Rlctocyma, Dall.

Small, like Astarte^ but the valves with

irregular bitid or broken sculpture; inner margins not crenate.

A.

Type,

esqariiialfi (Baird).

Section AsJdarotha Dall, 1903.

Umbones

concentrically sculptured

and conspicuoush" flattened; disk smoother outside of the flattened
area; otherwise like Astarte.
Type, Astarte undulata Say, Miocene,
A. Mpartita Sowerln^ 1829, appears to ))elong here.
Section Gonilia Stoliczka,
Small, lentiform, hinge as in Astarte;
disk with divaricate ribbing centrally.
Type, Luclna hijxirttta Philippi, 1839 { — Astarte hlpartita Stoliczka, 1871, not of Sowerby; =
Astarte calUglypta Dall, 1903).
Section Digitaria S. V. Wood.

Valves rotund, shell small, lentiform, hinge as in GonUla^ having the larger cardinals bifid; surface
obliquely, arcuately sulcate, the sulci grooving more or less the inner

margin tangentially; Woodia Deshayes

is

synonymous.

Type, Tellina

digitaria Linnaeus.

Section Crenimargo Cossmann.

Shell like Digitaria, but the sur-

face smooth; the tangential sulcations of the inner margin are,
ever,

retained as in

TransenneJla ; hinge as in

Digitaria.

howTvpe,

huvquicrenata Cossman, Parisian Eocene.
Subgenus Goodallia Turton, Shell small, smooth, the hinge teeth
reduced by the absence of the anterior or posterior right cardinal or
both of them; inner margins crenate at resting stages only; dental
C.

formula

Brown

is

j?i

oioT)"

^^^P^'

^^^'^^t'''^^

triaiigidaris

Montagu.

Mactrina

synonj-mous.

Section Microstagon Cossmann,
Like Goodallia., but the hinge
usually with one or both laterals obsolete and a small (usually anterior) right cardinal present, which is not found in Goodallia proper.
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Formula

{herouvalens<^ or

^^^^^

^^^^

937

(p<^mtidnm).

Type,

GoodalUa herouvalemis Deshayes.

p]ocenc of Paris.
In considering- the distribution of the species
the following- fihle
may aid in grasping.- its chief features. The East
America.r fa'un'i
here is that south of Greenland, the West
American that south of
Bering Strait. The Arctic fauna includes those north
of those limits
an asterisk denoting that the species is conHned to
tiie limits of its

fauna as above defined.

ARCTIC AMERICAN FAUNA.
A. undala.
A. SiihicqnlJitlcrii.
A. crenata.

T. eUiptica.
T.

acntimstata*

A.

polaris.

T.

globosa*

T. arctlca.

T.

pulchella*

T. borealis.

T. banksli.*

T. rernicosa.

T. fabuJa.

T. striata.

T. hennettii.

T. soror.

WE.ST AMERICAN.

EAST AMERICAN.

A. polar in. \

A.

T. roUandi.*

A. castanea.*

subiequilatera.-ff

T. arctica. f

A. undata.

T. borealis.-f
T. alaskensis.*

A. crenafa.f
A. amithii.*

mmpacta.*

A. globula.*

T.

T.fabiila.t

A. nana.*

T. bennpttii.-f

A. liogona.*

T. rt'rvicosa.'l

T.

R. enquitnalti .*

T. t'llipfica.'\

bore<dl.'i.'\'

T. (jKddrans.*

T. striata.^
T. soror. ^^

ANTARCTIC FAUNA.
Axtartr I ongi rostra.

From

this

it

will

be observed that the

t^-pical Astartes,

which are

rather abundant on the shores of Europe, compared with the Tridontas, are in the majority on the Eastern coast, but in the Arctic they

form a much smaller proportion, and only one reaches the West
American fauna. Rictoci/ma is confined to the latter. In this hemisphere the Arctic fauna has 4 peculiar species, Eastern America <>,
and Western America only -i. Only one species, .1. {Tridonfd)
If we elimho real is^ is common to all three of the northern faunas.
inate from the east and west faunas those really arctic species which
invade them from the north (and which are marked with a dagger in
the table),

we

find only the peculiar species left, except in the casi^ of

.1.
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is

a\

liich

occurs

in

Greenland,

])ut is

very rare there, and really

characteristic of the fauna farther south.

The

fauna of the American hemispliere thus consists of 27
xm no- Antarctic, 10 Arctic, 13 P^ast and 10 West American.
Doubtless a more thofouo-h exploration of the arctic and abyssal seas
in both oceans mioht add a few more species and somewhat change
Asf((i'ti'

species,

1

I

the above figures.
In the geographical lists >yhich follow the names haye appended to
them the date of description. The more detailed references, if desired
may be had from the bibliography in the Journal of Conchology for
1881, giyen by Mr. Edgar A. Smith, pages 2()1-201.
The plates contain hguresof the newly d(^scribedor untigured forms.

LIST OF

THE SPECIES OF THE EASTERN

ASTARTE CASTANEA

COAST.

Say, 1822.

Coast of Nova Scotia and southward to the vicinity of Cape HatNorth Carolina, in .5 to 65 fathoms.
variety, p!cea Gould, 1841, has blackish tarry periostracum.
It
has been collected at Chelsea Beach, Massachusetts, and Sandy Hook,
teras,

A

New

Jersey.

The

form is smooth, equilateral, polished, of a
and with sharply crenate margins.
Totten described a variety, 2>'>'0cera^ from Provincetown Harbor,
Massachusetts, in 1835. It is characterized by a dull yello^y brown
periostracum and obliquely produced high beaks. It would seem that
the peculiar environment is connected with these characters,
as the
typical

rich reddish chestnut l)rown,

locality

is so isolated as to be almost like an oceanic
island, and on the
Pacific coast on such islands exclusively a variety of .1.
rollandi is

found

difi'ering

from the type

in the

same way.

ASTARTE UNDATA

Gould, 1841.

Greenland and adjacent arctic waters, and south to Massachusetts
Bay, and in deep cold water to the vicinity of Chesapeake Bay.
The
range in depth is from 5 to lol fathoms.
Dull chestnut l)rowni, subtrigonal as a rule, l)ut variable in outline,
with 10 to 25 concentric ripples, sometimes obsolete near the
ventral
margin. When the ripj^les are few, prominent, and distant,
we have
the variety latimlca Hanley, 1843, of which perhaps .1.
mortonl Sowerby, 1874, is a mutation.
This species was mistakenly identified
with the European .4. sulcata Da Costa by early
American writers
and by Jeffreys. A pale variety was named A. lutea
by Perkins in
1869.

ASTARTE SUByEQUILATERA

Sowerby,

1854.

Davis Strait and southward, usually in rather deep water,
along the
eastern coast of the United States to the vicinity
of Cape Florida in
22 to 410 fathoms.

SYNOPSIS OF THE ASTARTIDyE— DAL L.
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This species was named b};- Stimpson in manuscript A. /r//.s, and tW\s
name, though never described, has found its way into the htcraturc.
Through Dr. Jeti'reys it has also been confounded with .1. erenata
Gray and ^1. crehrlcostata Forbes, neither of which is closely related
The shell is ovate, compressed, pale or yellowish brown, the
to it.
deei)-water specimens sometimes nearly white, and it is sculptured
with numerous even, low, concentric ripples, which are obsolete in
Specimens reach a length of 39, with a height of
the adult behind.
31 and a diameter of 10 mm.

ASTARTE (SUB^QUILATERA
Gulf of

St.

Lawrence and south

var?)

WHITEAVESII

Dall, 1903.

to Long- Island Sound, in 67 to 428

fathoms.
This, which
ci'enata
nana.,''''

is the crc'bricostata of Dawson," has also been called
and lens, while I find it labeled by Jeffrej^s ".S'?/Zc«to variety
though it has no close resemblance to sulcata Da Costa. It

resembles the j'oung of suhdeqnilatera., but is more convex; has th(» concentric sculpture continued to the margin Ijehind, and is, on the whole,
It was dredged al)undantly by Whiteaves at
rather darker in color.

Gaspe,

in

200 fathoms.

ASTARTE POLARIS

Dall, 1903.

Polar Sea, dredged off Hare Island, Davis Strait, in 90 fathoms, and
also found near Bering Strait.
Plump, subtrigonal, with olive-brown periostracum, thin shell, deeply
excavated lunule, and delicate hinge. The sulcation of the margin
is

appears only with complete maturit3\ The concentric sculpture is tine,
Exterclose, and low, sometimes degenerating into mere striation.
nally the shell recalls Corlncula.

ASTARTE CRENATA

Gray, 1824.

Shannon fiord, East Greenland (as crehricostata Moebias): Prince
Regent Inlet, Melville Island and adjacent waters (Parry); and south
to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in 16 to 200 fathoms.
Some of the specimens collected by the Parry expedition, from
which Gray described the species, are fortunately in the Jeffreys colnamed
lection and enable me to fix this species, which has also been
A. olUnga by Sowerby

in 1854.

It

appears to

1)e rai-e,

and

is

a thin,

striated
inflated, elongate-oval shell, delicately, closely, concentrically

near
or grooved, with the sculpture often obsolete below and stronger
than
shell
It is a smaller, thinner, and much more inflated
the beaks.
somewiiat
suhsequRatera. and of a pale straw color or light brown color

polished

when

in fine condition.

"Can. Nat., 1872.

^
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ASTARTE SMITHII

Dall, 1886.

Gulf of Mexico, Cuha, Martinique, Barlnido.s, and Campeche Bank,
54 to 450 fathoms, bottom temperature 53'^ to 65'^ Fahr.
Shorter, more inflated, paler, and with ri})s of a different shape
from those of suhseqxtlatera or (cluteave^H of about the same size. It
in

is

siiarply crenate, while the young- of the other species referred to,

at an (M|uivalent growth, are usually without crenations.

was named

in the

The

species

Blake report.

ASTARTE GLOBULA

Dall, 1886.

Off Fernandina, Florida, in deep water, south to the coast of Cuba,
and in the Gulf of Mexico, in 294 to 539 fathoms. One valve, perhaps
drifted, in 1,568 fathoms.

Of the same general type as A. smitltii., but perfectly smooth and
The margin is sharply crenate and the color

attaining" a larger size.

It was at
more material

supposed

grayish white.

first

smithlt, but

indicates that

ASTARTE NANA

(Jeffreys

to

]:>e

a smooth variety of

it is

distinct.

MS.)

Dall, 1886.

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, and south to the Florida reefs and
Sombrero Island, West Indies, in 6 to 227 fathoms; temperature, 51°
Fahr.

This shell

is

somewhat larger and

flatter

than

^1. xniitJii!.,

with more

erect and prominent beaks, and the ribs cover the whole shell;

crenate onl}^

when

perfectly mature; the color varies

from

it is

light yel-

low brown to rose pink. A still more convex and triangular form
among the specimens dredged in the Gulf of Mexico, and among
the Florida reefs in 25 to 60 fathoms, which was labeled by Jeffre3^s
occurs

variety trigona.

ASTARTE LIOGONA

Dall, 1903.

Near the delta of the Mississippi River,
lis fathoms,

muddy

in the

Gulf of Mexico, at

bottom.

A single specimen of a small olivaceous species was dredged as above,
from all those hitherto known on the coast, by having the
beaks and main part of the disk smooth, while near the margin are a
few distinct narrow concentric ribs. The inner margin is sharply
it differs

crenate.
Section

TRIDONTA

Hchumacher.

ASTARTE ARCTICA

Gray, 1824.

Vadso, Norway; the Arctic Atlantic, Davis Strait, and Greenland,
60 fathoms. Also near Bering Strait.
This convex and smooth form is well distinguished from the A. l><>i'ealh^ and is whollj^ destitute of concentric ri))bing.
It is a circumpolar
in 15 to
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and of a dark blackish brown color. It has very generally
im itod
with horealis, doubtless for want of a sufficient series for
conii)ui-is()n.
It is the eorrugata and f1epre.'<moi Brown, 1827; according
to Sowerby^
species

the ojjyrinoides of Duval, 1841; the tdandica of Deshayes
(MS.), iSfiT;
mUrigona of Sowerby, 1874. It is somewhat vai-ijil)le

the hicfea and
in outline,

but the other characters are fairly constant.

ASTARTE BOREALIS

Schumacher, 1817

Bennett Island, Polar Sea; North Europe and th(> Baltic, Arctic
Atlantic, Iceland, and Greenland, and south to Massachusetts
Bay. in
15. to 100 fathoms.
Also Bering Sea and Strait, etc.
Shell compressed, with the beaks concentrically ribbed; the rest of
more or less smooth. This is the malmleatd of Leach, 1819;

the disk

Wood, 1828; the lactea of Broderip and Sowerl)y,
According to authors it is the vHthainl of J. Smith, 1889; and
producta Sowerby, 1874, is synonymous. The young luive been named
the veneTtfornvix
1829.

richardsonii by Reeve, in 1855; placenta (Morch) and rhomlokMis

Leche, Vega Exp., Lamellibraiichiata, 1883.

ASTARTE ELLIPTICA

Brown,

1827.

North Europe, Arctic seas near Greenland, and south

to ]VIassa-

Bav, in 8 to 90 fathoms.
elegantly ovate subcompressed

chiisetts

An
shell, with rather low beaks, the
upper half of the disk concentrically rippled, the lower part smooth or
The color varies from warm 3'ellow brown through
feebh" striated.
chestnut to blackish. It is the ovata. of Brown, 1827, the garensis of
J. Smith, 1839, and the intermedia of Sowerlw, 1854.
It has sometimes been referred' to Venus compressa Linnaeus, but this is a mere
hj^pothesis, incapable of verification, and should be rejected.
ASTARTE QUADRANS
Gulf of

A

St,

Lawrence

to

Long

Island

Gould, 1841.

Sound

in

to

40 fathoms.

small, smooth, compressed, quadrate species, which has not been

characteristically figured.

The inner surface

white, but sometimes dark colored.

named A. jyoHJandka by Dr. Mighels
castanea variet}'

nana''''

by

Jeffreys.

ASTARTE ACUTICOSTATA

A

of the shell

is

usually

specimen of this sort was

in 1843.
It is not a
Jeffreys

and

I find it labeled ''A.

coimnon

species.

Friele, 1877.

Arctic Atlantic, in deep water, Jan Mayen and Novaia Z(>mlia. in
200 to 649 fathoms.
A small quadrate species, with tine, regular, well-inaiktMl. ((.m-entric ribbing all over the shell.
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ASTARTE GLOBOSA
East and Wost
fathoms.
Small, bhmt,

entricose,

Moller, 1842.

and adjacent Arctic waters,

(Tn'onliiiid,

^

vol. xxvi.

in 10 to 150

yellow brown, the anterior end longer,

rounded, the posterior end subtruncate, the surface closely, tinely, conThe species was identified as conipressa
centrically silicate all over.

bv

and Jetfreys called

]\ro<d)ius, iST-t,

variety

it eompre.s.s(/

stri'ifa.

It

is one of tliree or four related forms fairly recognizable which have
Nothing- which can be
been usually "lumped*' under one name.

properly identified with

th(^

British

^1.

eoiiqyi'ema

is

known from

American waters.

ASTARTE FABULA

Reeve, 1855.

Land to Greenland and adjacent Arctic waters in 12 to
Also in the Polar Sea. near Bering Strait.
elongate-ovate, inflated species, with the posterior end

Fi-anz Josef
IHi

fathoms.

A

thin

slightly longer, the
sulcate,

and the

bi'own.

It

was

umbonal region peculiarly, squarely, concentricall}"
portion striated. The color is usually dark

l)asal

descrilied l)y Sowerljy in lST-1, as ^1. )<emillrata, and

has frequently been identified as

^4. haiiJi'xii^

but

it is

not A.

hanJi'sli

of Leach.

ASTARTE PULCHELLA

Jonas, 1845.

Hogarth Sound, Cumberland Lilet, and adjacent Arctic waters, also
Novaia Zemlia, in 5 to 10 fathoms.
Ovate, thin, polished; evenly, concentrically, elegantly sulcate, with
narrow lanceolate lunule; the color light brown, and the beaks nearly
central.
It is the A. inarhami Hancock, 1846.

ASTARTE BANKSII
Baffin's
in 12 to 60

Bay and adjacent waters

to

Leach, 1819.
lat. 80'^

N., also Spitsbergen,

fathoms.

Mr. E. A. Smith has shown that the numerals of the figures of
and ha/dsil, Leach, in Beechej^'s Zoology of the Voyage of
the Blossom, are exchanged and the figure formerly referred to .striata
This confusion runs through much
represents JkoiI-hU and vice versa.
of the literature.
JmiuIsH, which is a nearly smooth
Specimens of
species of a reddish brown or olivaceous tint, were labeled covtjrressa

striata

^^^1.

variet}^ striata

hy

Jeffreys.

ASTARTE STRIATA

Leach, 1819.

Bay, Davis Strait, and adjacent waters, and south to the
of St. Lawrence, and Massachusetts Ba}-, in
10 to 85 fathoms.
Subtrigonal, with somewhat coarseh^ sulcate umbonal region, the
Baffin's

Grand Banks, the Gulf
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ventral margin in the adult merely striated.
It is the hajihil of many
authors and is figured under that name in Binney's Gould,
1870, and
regarded as a variety of A. cmnjyressa by Jeffreys.

ASTARTE (LAURENTIANA

Lyell, 1845, var.?)

SOROR

Dall.

Type in the Leda clays and other Pleistocene bed.s of ea.stei-n
Canada and New England; variety soror, from m^ north latitude
through the Arctic waters southward to the Gulf of St. Lawrence in
5 to 90 fathoms.

The recent shell is more trigonal, larger, and the concentric sculpture coarser than that of the typical Pleistocene fossil.
I adopt the
above varietal name for the recent form until more is knoM-n. but I
suspect the species are distinct.

LIST OF

THE SPECIES OF THE WESTERN

ASTARTE POLARIS

COAST.

Dall, 1903.

Kyska Harbor, Aleutians; Constantine Harbor, Amchitka: and
near the Shumagin Islands, in 10 to 5.S fathoms, mud or sand, bottom
temperature 41^ to 45- F. Also in Baffin's Bay, on the Greenland
coast.

This

is

the only tvpical Astarte so far identified on the north we.-^t

coast.

ASTARTE LONGIROSTRA

D'Orbigny, 1847.

Falkland Islands, D'Orbigny; Straits of Magellan, in 20 to 61 fathoms, bottom temperature 48° F.
The A. magellanica Smith, 1881, judging from the specimens dredged
by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alhatross, varies so that the
it from ^4. longlrostra disappear in a
The name magellanica might, however, be retained in a
sense for the specimens with more pronounced sculpture and

distinctions relied on to separate

good

series.

varietal

protracted beaks.
southern hemisphere.
less

This

Section

is

the only species recorded from the

TRIDONTA

Schumacher.

ASTARTE ROLLANDI

Bernardi, 1858.

Avatcha Bay, Kamchatka, and eastward through the Aleutian and
Pribilof Islands, and along the Alaskan coast to Prince William Sound,
in 8 to 27 fathoms.

Suborbicular, nearly smooth, large and heavy, with dark chestnutbrown periostracum, which in the adults is dehiscent on drying. This
specie., takes the place in the Avestern fauna occupied ])y .1. castanea
a Dall,
on the eastern coast, and, like it, has a pale oblique variety {I
Midand
Semidis,
1903), which is found on oceanic islets, Chika, the
dleton, in 12 to 25 fathoms, sand.
<>.>•>
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ASTARTE ARCTICA

vol. xxvi.

Gray, 1824.

Bering Strait, Bering Sea, and the Aleutian Islands from Attn to
Unalga Pass east of Unalaska in 15 to 60 fathoms; also in the eastern
arctic waters.

See the eastern

list

for

synonymy and further

ASTARTE BOREALIS

data.

Schumacher,

1817.

Polar Sea, near Bennett Island; Jeannette expedition.
Macfarlane
Bay, near the mouth of the Mackenzie; Bering Strait and southward
on the American side to Port Etches, Prince William Sound, and on
the Asiatic side to Yokohama.

For synonymy,

etc.,

consult the eastern

list.

The

variety rliom-

based on an immature specimen,
while the variety placenta Morch is simply the young shell of the
normal type. A somewhat elongated specimen figured under the
holdalis Leche, 1883, as figured,

is

of A. scotica by Middendorfi', Plate XVI, figs. 10-12, 1849, may
be the young of this species or an unusually strongl}- ribbed eUijptica.
He gives localities from Lapland to the Okhotsk Sea. The latter

name

were

the former might have been dliptica.
His
on Plate XVII of the same name are probably A. sulcata.
Figs. 6 to 7 on the same plate under the name of corrugata Brown are
probably ^1. borcaUs; figs. 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10, perhaps, are dilapidated
A. rollandi. In the Sibirische Reise, Plate XX, figs. 1 to 4, 1851,
which are named A. scotica., represent A. horealis^ and it is evident
he regarded the two as S3''nonymovis. A. compressa., on the other hand,
he does not record from eastward of the Taimyr River. The Macfarlane Bay specimens are exceptionally smooth, compressed, and thin.
probaljl}^ horealls;

figures

ASTARTE ALASKENSIS

Dall, 1903.

Southern part of Bering Sea, the vicinity of the Shumagin Islands,
and eastward along the Alaskan coast and south to Puget Sound in 10
to TO fathoms.
Also in the glacial drift of Sucia Island, Straits of
Georgia.

Much

resembling

.1.

elllptlca of

the eastern coast, but shorter,

more trigonal. The periostracum is black or dark brown
and dehiscent when dry. It has usually been identified as undata but
heavier, and

is

never crenulated.

ASTARTE COMPACTA

Carpenter, 1865.

Puget Sound, Kenncrley, and Johnson.
Small, stout, trigonal, like A. esijuimalti., but with regularly arcuate,
uniform concentric ri])l)ing. It was described as a variety of A. comjyressa Montagu, which does not occur on the coast.
It appears to be
rare, and I have seen only one specimen beside the type.
The former
is figured, Plate LXIII, fig. 8.

5
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LL.
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Reeve, 1855.

Polar Sea, near Point Belcher, and south to the north end of
Xunivak
Also in the eastern heniisphoiv at Fr:uiz
Josef Land, the coast of Greenhmd, etc.
Island in 15 to 23 fathoms.

Leche's tig-ures of '^4. warhainr in his report on the Ve^rji
laiucllibranchs indicate that he probably included this species under
that
name. A. seiHtUratd Sowerby, 1ST4, is synonymous. For other

data

see eastern

list.

ASTARTE BENNETTII

Ball, 1903.

Polar Sea at Bennett Island, Jeannette expedition; also in Bering
Nunivak Island, in 24 fathoms, Dall.
Small, solid, rather uniformly concentrically striate; polished, olivaceous, with high beaks.
Leche's figures 11 and 12, Plate 32, may have
Sea, 5 miles west of

been taken from a specimen of this species, Avith the posterior end
rather blunter than usual, and not full grown.
In tiie Berino- Sea
specimen the striation is stronger near the beaks.

ASTARTE VERNICOSA

Dall, 1903.

Arctic Sea and northern part of Bering Sea, fi-oni Ic\- Cape to
Hagemeister Island, in 7 to 28 fathoms, and southern part of BerinoSea, through the Aleutians from Attn to Atka, in S to 14 fathoms.
Resembling ^4. fahula, but more coarsely and uniformly sulcate and
brilliantly polished, with an olivaceous yellow-brown periostracum,
narrower, longer, and less impressed lunule.

Leche's figures T to

8,

Plate 32, apparently represent this species.

Section

RIC^TOCYMA

Dall.

ASTARTE ESQUIMALTI

Baird, 1863.

Aleutian Islands from Unalaska eastward along the coast of Alaska
to Puget Sound in 6 to 80 fathoms.
Recognizal)le by its irregular sculpture, and reaching a height of

and south

21, with a length of 23

1872,

was based on

a

and a diameter of 11 nun.

young specimen

R. inirahiUs Dall,

of this species.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FORMS X]<:WLY NARIED.

ASTARTE POLARIS,
Plate LXIII,

new

species.

fig. 5.

Shell rounded-trigonal, moderately thick, ])luish white, covered with
a slightly polished light-brown periostracum; valves moderately convex,
with the umbones high, somewhat prosogyrate, over a well-impressed
lanceolate lunule, which is unequally divided, the right valve bi-aring

the larger share; escutcheon narrower and longer than the lunule,
impressed, smooth; sculpture of forty or more small, narrow, regular.
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concentric riblets reparated by about equal interspaces; in the adult
the posterior slope and ventral third of the disk have the ril)lets

lephiced h\ somewhat uneven concentric striation; interior smootli,
the inner margins finely evenly crenate; hinj^e rather solid, the middle
Height, 25; length, 28;
cardinal in each valve grooved or bifid.

diameter, 15 nnn.

The type specimen, No. 106859, is from 51 fathoms, sand, near the
Shumagin Islands, Alaska. The nearest form to this is ^1. sulcata var.
iniilt!c(>sfi(t(( Jefireys, which in form and outline approaches it very
closely, ])ut differs by sparser ribbing, which is also more regular and
extends over the whole

shell.

ASTARTE ALASKENSIS,
Plate LXIII,

new

species.

fig. 2.

Shell ovate, subcompressed, white, with a dark, strong, caducous

periostracum, which, like that of ^1. elliptica., becomes black in the
dead or senile shells; valves quite inequilateral, beaks at the anterior
third, elevated, slightly

compressed, prosSgyrate; lunule excavated,

sublanceolate, the escutcheon longer and Avider; sculpture of about a

dozen concentric riblets with wider interspaces, more feeble near the
ventral and posterior margins; inner margins entire, smooth; hinge
Height, 2(3; length, 31.5; diameter,
solid, the teeth narrow and entire.
1-1

mm.

of Unimak Island, in the southern
depth
of
part of Bering Sea, at a
70 fathoms; l)ottom temperature
39-^ F.
U.S.N.M., No. 109274.

Type specimens from northwest

ASTARTE BENNETTII,
Plate LXIII,
? Astiuie

varhami

I.kciik,

Vega exped.,

new

species.

fig. 6.

Ill, 1883, p. 442, pi. xxxii, figs.

H

and

12 (only).

Shell small, thin, subcuneate, subcompressed, with a polished oliva-

posterior end shorter, bluntly rounded; anterior
end longer, more sloping and direct dorsally, rounded; base nearly
straight in the young; surface finely concentrically striate, or nearly
smooth, the stria? more apparent on the beaks; lunule narrow, lanceo-

ceous periostracmn

;

late, impressed, escutcheon similar, a little longer than the lunule;
beaks high, slightly prosogyrate; hinge delicate, the large cardinals
slightl}" grooved above, the laterals apparent; pallial line rather near
the margin, which is not crenulate.
Height 10.5, length 11.5, diameter 5.0 mm.; Bei-ing Sea specimen height 14.5, length 15.0, diameter

7.0

mm.

In the terrible retreat from the Jeannette over the arctic fioes

Newcombe,

]\Ir.

the naturalist of the expedition, retained a small packet

"
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containing a few specimens of natural history from the most
northern
Land reached, Bennett Island.
Among- these were a fragment

of

Astarte horealls and a single perfect specimen of the present species,
U.S.N.M., No. 83221.
single other specimen was ohtained by nlr

A

within the limits of the arctic fauna in the northern part of Bering
Leche's ligure is slightly more oblique and conSea, in 24 fathoms.
vex, but very probably represents the same species.

ASTARTE (LAURENTIANA

var.

Plate LXII,

?)

SOROR, new

species.

fig. 11.

Shell of moderate size, subequilateral, rounded-trigonal or cvthcn-ibeaks moderate!}^ elevated, full and prosogvrate; the anterior end slightly shorter, the lunulc i-ather small, lanceolate and
forni, the

impressed, the escutcheon similar
fine,

])ut longer; surface covered with
rather harsh concentric sulci with subequal interspaces, vei'v

uniform over the surface; periostracum dull, of a dark brown color
sometimes paler or olivaceous in the young; hinge delicate, laterals
distinct,

large cardinals sulcate or

Height

entire.

striated

above;

inner margins

18.0, length 21.5, diameter 10.0 nnn.

This species differs from A. fahida by the sculpture of its uni])ones
and the sulcation of the whole disk externally; it has the same kind
of sculpture as A. Jaurentiana but coarser and more harsh to the
touch; the form in general is more trigonal or rounded than in
A. laurentiana^ but this is varia])le and some specimens agree well in
shape. A. polar is is distinguished by deeper excavation of the lunulc,
smoother and more open sculpture, and the crenation of the inner
margins.

This is the species of which young individuals have been taken for
recent specimens of A. laurentiana, but which I am inclined to regard
as distinct, especially since no fossil laurentiann api)roach it in size.

with a number of other things which api)ear to
me distinct, under the name of A. amipressa var. striata. The type
U.S.N. M..
locality is Godhavn Harbor, Disco Island, Greenland.
Jeffreys included

it,

No. 109278.
typical A. laurentiana was described l)y Lyell in his Travels
In the American edition, published the
in North America in 1815.
same year, it can be found figured, page 125, figs. 15a-15c. and

The

described on page 126 of the second volume, a reference which I had
some difliculty in finding and which was kindly supplied by Dr.
Whiteaves. It is found in the Pleistocene clays of the St. Lawrence
Valley.

«The other niolluscan specimens iiu-luded egg cases of Bcla s|>.,
and Natku sp., and fragments of Liocymdjtuclaosa Gould, Modhlarla
Yoldia abyssicola Torell; U.S.N.M., Nos. 83220-83227.
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ASTARTE SUBiEQUILATERA

var.

Plate LXII,

WHITEAVESII

vol. xxvr.

Dall.

figs. 7, 12.

rounded quadrate, plump, inequilateral, the anterior end
shorter; concentrically .sculptured with 20 to 25 sharply defined rounded
ribs with wider channeled interspaces, the ribs continuous over the whole
shell; periostracum thin and papery, of a pale yellowish lu'own; lunule
and escutcheon smooth, lanceolate, moderatel}' impressed; inner maroins, when adult and at resting stages, crenate, hinge strong, the cardiHeight 12, length 14.5, diameter 6.5 nun.
nals entire.
Type locality, Gaspe, Whiteaves, in 200 fathoms. U.S.N.M., No.
Shell

95748.

The continuous

more convex vah^es, and smaller size
from the typical sub^quilatera of Sowerby or

ribs behind,

distinguish this variety

the lens of Stimpson.

ASTARTE LIOGONA,
Plate LXII,

new

species.

fig. 9.

Shell small, compressed, rounded trigonal, beaks erect, somewhat
eroded in the type, umbonal region (outside of the eroded tract) smooth
or marked onh' with incremental lines, but near the base there are
indications of live narrow rounded concentric ribs, with wider interspaces; periostracum olivaceous, rather dark; lunule lanceolate, moderately impressed, smooth; escutcheon narrower and longer; ligament
short; hinge moderately strong, the teeth entire, inner margins strongly
crenulate.
Height 7.0, length 7.5, diameter 4.0 mm.
Dredged in 118 fathoms, near the delta of the Mississippi, on a
muddy bottom. U.S.N.M., No. 64434.
If this specimen is characteristic it differs from any other known to
me in having the umbonal region smooth, while the peripheral portion

exhibits raised ribbing.

ASTARTE VERNICOSA,
Plate LXIII,
Astarte ^carhauii

new

species.

fig. 1.

(Hancock) Leche, Vega exped.,

Ill, 1888, pi. xxxii, figs.

7-8

(only) 1883.

subcompressed, subtrigonal, subequilateral, covered
polished olivaceous ))rown periostracum; l)eaks
rather liigh, slightly prosogyrate, the lunule narrow, lanceolate,
impressed, the escutcheon similar Imt longer; base arcuate, anterior
end rounded, posterior end slightly more produced; hinge delicate,
inner margins smooth, hinge teeth nuich as in A. hennettU.
Length
17.0, height 15.0, diameter 6.7 mm.
Shell

with a

small,

])rilliantly

NO. 1342.

SYNOPSIS OF THE ASTARTIDM-DALL.

()4(,

Fy pe localit}^, off Icy Cape in 15 fathoms sand, W. H.^all. U.S.N.M
No. 109276.
Our specimens are somewhat more trigonal and attenuated heliiud
than in Leche/s figures.
cations which usually are

The sculpture is of quite even and regular sulsomewhat less pronounced on the ventral third

of the disk, ])ut never present the striking- contrast hetween the sulcate
and unsulcate portions which may be nsually noted in ^1. fdhidn. In

many

cases, however, the sculpture is continued to the base without
obsolescence, almost as evenly as in Hancock's imrhanu, but the shape
of the valves is different and the present species is much less in Hated.

Leche's figures 9 and 10 appear to represent J. /^//>/<^/, of wliidi
occasional specimens arc sulcate clear to the base, but which can usual! v
be recognized by the squarish and slightly wavy appearance of the
concentric umbonal sculpture.

ASTARTE (RICTOCYMA) ESQUIMALTI
Plate LXIII,

Baird.

tigs. 11, 12.

This species having been figured only imperfectly, better figures are
supplied from an adult specimen (U.S.N.M., No. 106802), dredged
near the Shumagin islands in 58 fathoms.

now

VENERICARDIA CRASSIDENS
Plate LXIII,
Astarte cruMklenn

Bkodehh' and Sowekhy,

Broderip and Sowerby.

tig. 9.

Zool. Joui\,

W

,

iSL'i),

p.

.j(>5.

Ic}' Cape, Belcher, in Bland's collection (Broderip and Sowerby.)
This species is described as '" obsoletely radiallv sulcate," nuich

eroded at the umbones, with a large striated cardinal in either valve
and with the margins coarsely crenulate, the crenulations having
"almost the appearance of low embrasures." It is represented as
reaching a length of 40, a height of 11, and a diameter of about 21
mm., with a tinge of dull reddish purple in the center of the valves
inside and the umljones nearly terminal and anteriorly directed.

Now,

these characteristics are not those of an Astarte.

Arctic Astartes are white within; none

embrasure-like crenations.

is

All ()ur

radiately sulcate: none has

Moreover, the vicinity of Icy Cape has

been pretty well dredged at various times, and Astarte

is

a gregarious

genus.
If a species with such striking characteristics appeared there
somebody would have been almost certain to r(>coverit. But no specimen is known, nor what became of that one which ser\ cd as the type

from "Mr. Bland's" collection.
There is a shell which has been more than once ol)tainedat ley Cape
which fulfills the reciuirements, and that is the species of Vmericardia
188!>.
identified by Gray with ''Arctaras /-^^^//n" (Humphrey .A[s.) in
state
authors
our
(which
umbones
the
on
except
sulcation,
radial
The
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were much eroded),

is

often obsolete,

its

vouxxvi.

beaks nearly anterior,

its

hingo broad, its margin with embrasure-like flutings, and it frequently
I have
has the disk tinged inside with a flush of livid purple-brown.
in my Synopsis of the Carditacea called this Yenericardia ritdis, but I
aiu now almost convinced that it is the present shell and should take

name of IT erassldens. It has the very markedl}^ l)road hinge and
more or less sulcate cardinals called for b}^ the description, and
one of the specimens in the National Museum comes within 2 millimeMr. Smith has referred this to
ters of the required dimensions.
the

large,

Astarte castanea, but A. castanea does not occur in that region, and
has (juite small though very distinct crenations, which have not the

square form recalling embrasures like those of Yenericardia. Nor
does A. castanea., as far as known, reach a size comparable with that
mentioned for A. crassidens. All the other Astartes known from the
region where Icy Cape is situated which are large enough to till the
requirements of the diagnosis of Broderip and Sowerby have very
white shells and perfectly smooth margins. There is onl}^ one crenate
species there, and it is quite small in comparison and has quite minute
crenulations.

The European

species which do not appear in the

Da

phere are A.starte Hulcata

Western Hemis-

Costa, A. incrassafa Brocchi (frequently

called A. fasca Poll), A. crel/ricostata Forbes, A. compressa Montagu,
A. pusin<i Forbes, A. ^wrvrt Searles Wood, ^1. (Gonilia) calVKjona, Dall
(/l. hipai'tita Philippi non Sowerby), A. {Digitaria) digifarla Linn<eus,
Goodallia triangularis Montagu, and G. macandrewi Smith. Astarte
triquetra Conrad is a Parastarte and belongs in the Yeneridse; A. fiahella Conrad, is a Yenericardia., and ^4. jiactnata Carpenter, is the

nepionic

young of

Crassatellites sp.

Since the figures of the
figures

of

new

species do not wholly

some recently described

])ut

till

the plates, the

yet untigured species are

included with those of the Astartidge, wdth references to the place of
publication.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate LXII.
Fig.

L

Crania palagonica Dall, upper valve, diameter 8.5

Museum, XXIV,
2.

Crassatcllitex brasiUenxis Dall,

mm.; U.

mm.;

Proc. U. S. Nat.

1902, p. 562; Straits of Magellan, U. S. N. M., No. 96913.

from

off

Rio de .Janeiro in 59 fathoms;

3.

N. M., No. 96104; The Nautilas, XVI, p. 101, 1903.
Crania patayonira Dall, inner face of upper valve showing
impressions.

4.

Crenella mega.s Dall, height 25

559;

5.

Ion. 37

S.

Panama Bay,

in 33

mm.;

I'roc. IT. S.

fathoms; U.

Nat.

INIus.,

nui.scular

XXIV,

1902, p.

N. M., No. 96256.
Echimjchanta callformca Dall. new species, from off Cerros Island, l^ower California, in 25 fathoms; length e.xdusive of tiie spines, 40 mm.; V. S. N. M.,
No. 96452. The coloration is vellowish white.
S.

;

SYNOPSIS OF THE ASTARTIDM-DALL.

NO. 1342.
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Venerkanlia urmilla Dall, length, 8 mm. from the Gulf of Mexico;
U.
No. 93374; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia for 1902,
713.
;

S.

\

M

p.

7.

Axtarte subn'quUaicra Sowerby, var. whUeavesu Dall, umbonal
view;
15 mm.; Gaspe, Gulf of St. Lawrence in 200 fathomsS

leiigtli,

XM

V

No'

95748; p. 948.
8.

Limoims pcmamenm

Dall, length, G mm.; Gulf of Panama in 1 030 fathomsN. M., No. 109028; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIV, 1902, p. 559.
Astarte liogona Dall, length 7.75 mm.; Gulf of Mexico; U. S. N
No

U.

9.

S.

M

64439; p. 948.
1

0.

1

>nericarclia inoniliata Dall, length, 6.5

U.

S.

mm.

;

Rio de Janeiro

off

N. M., No. 96132; Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

in 59'

fathoms

of Philadelphia, fur 1902-

p. 713.

11.

Adarte soror Dall; length, 19 mm.; Greenland; U.

S.

N. M., No. 109278;

p. 947.

Sowerby, var. wkiteavem Dall;
N. M., No. 95748; p. 948.

12. Astarte mbiequilatera

mm.; U.
13.

Cetoconcha

U.

S.

S.

scap]i.a Dall,

length, 13

mm.; Gulf

N. M., No. 109026; Proc. U.

S.

of

Nat. Mus.,

lateral view, length, 15

Panama

XXIV,

in 100 fathoms;
p. 561, 1902.

Plate LXIII.
Fig.

1.

Astarte vernicosa Dall, length

17.5

mm.; Icy Cape, Polar

U.S.N..M.,

Sea;

No. 109276; p. 948.
2.

Astarte alasJccnsis Dall, length 29

mm.; Bering

Sea; IT.S.N.M., No. 107274;

p. 946.
3.

Venerlrardia gouldil Dall, length 17

mm.;

U.S.N.M., No. 109270; Proc. Acad. Nat.
4.

Verier icnrdia incisa Da,\\,

length 9.5

off

Sci.

San Diego

in 823 fathoms;

Philadelphia for 1902.

mm.; Unalaska; U.S.N.M., No.

p. 714.

109267;

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia for 1902, p. 714.
5.

Astarte polaris Dall, length 28

mm.; Bering

Sea; IT.S.N.M., No. ]06S51(;

mm.; Bering

Sea; I'.S.N.M., No. 109279;

p. 945.
6.

Astarte hennett'd Dall, length 15
p. 946.

7.

Venericardia alaskana Dall, length 36

mm.; Nunivak

8.

9.

Island, Bering Sea.

Philadelphia for 1902, p. 710;
Astarte compacta Carpenter, length 13.5 mm.; Puget Sound; U.S.N.M., No.
129118; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia for 1865, p. 57.
Venericardia crassidens Broderip and Sowerby ( V. radis Gray) lengtli 31

U.S.N.M., No. 109271; Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci.

,

Island, Aleutian chain; U.S.N.M., No. 109273; p. 949.
Venericardia ventricosa Gould, interior of right valve; length 18.5

mm.; Kyska

10.

mm.;

California; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., for 1902, p. 709.
peculiar
11. Astarte (Rictocyma) esquimalti Baird, length 15 mm., showing
sculpture; from off Alaska Peninsula; U.S.N.:M., No. 106862; p. 949.
12.

Another valve

of the

same

species; p. 949.

Note.— In the synopsis of the Carditacea, in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelsubgenus
phia for 1902, p. 700, the name Jfiodon Carpenter, 18(54, was ad(3pted for a
iish before it
for
a
Dumeril
l)y
used
was
name
this
It appears that
of Vrneri cardia.
Carwas proposed by Carpenter for the mollusk, and I have therefore proposed for
commonly
Fn-ebra,
of
section
the
For
Miodontisms.
penter's Miodon the new name
of <t.n/,mris.
called Acus, also a preoccupied name, I now suggest the designation

U. S.
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PL. LXIII

AN ALASKAN CORYMORPHA-LIKE HYDROID.
B}-

Samuel Fessenden Clarke,

Professor of Natural Hhtonj, Williams College, Massachusetts.

In a report on the hydroids of Alaska, published by the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia in 1876, the material of which was
collected

by parties under the

charg-e of

William

11.

Dall,

and

is

now

deposited in the United States National Museum, I created the family
Rhizonemida^, provisionally, and the genus Rhizuiiema for two some-

what nuitilated specimens. Upon further examination, and with
opportunity to consult a wider range of hydroid literature, 1 find that
I was in error.
The specimens belong- either to the genus Coryinorplia
or to the genus Lampra., but they are not sufficientl}- well preserved
to determine whether the gonophores are of the medusoid type characteristic of OorymorpJia^ or of the pseudomedusoid type of Lampra.
The h^^drocaulus is smallest just below the In-dranth, enlarging gradually to near the base, where the basal filaments begin, and then tapers
rapidly to a small rounded end; a small section of the stem innnediatoly
above the filaments is roughened with transverse wrinkles. The membrane which bears the filaments has something of a mammillated surface and is easil}' freed from the cone-shaped base, see figs. 1, 2. The
hydranth is large; the proximal tentacles are in a single verticil; the
distal tentacles are short, very numerous, matted together, and I can
discover in them no regular arrangement. The proboscis is very large,
being but slightly smaller at the distal than at the proximal end; the
mouth is correspondingly large, the full width of the distal end of the
proboscis. Immediately above the proximal tentacles are the peduncles
of the gonophores; they are about thirty in number, and l)esides those
forming the circle there are a few which originate a little higher up
on the proboscis. The peduncles vary nuich in length in this imperprocesses,
fect, alcoholic specimen; they bear irregular clusters of
in Norton
collected
the gonophores, figs. 1, 3. These specimens were
Turner,
M.
L.
Sound, near St. Michael, Alaska, October 17, 1875, ])y
were of
specimens
'Hhesc
of the U. S. Signal Service, who writes that
Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1343.
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Fig.

1.— a restoration of the better specimen;
enlarged two diameters.
/.

Filaments.

g.

Gonophores.
Stem.

h.

t^.

/-.

u.
•m.

Distal tentacles.

Proximal tentacles.
Canals in the crenosarc.

Wrinkled area.

tol. xxvi.

1

A CORYMORPirA-LTKE ITYDrJUD—cLAnKK.

NO. 1343.

wur^

T'"^^^
Fu

-TllF, BASAI,

PART OK THE STEM, WITH THE FILAMENT .HEMHKANK PARTLY TORN

ANI>

ASIDE.

PEI.rNCI.ES oF THE GONOPHOKES.
Fig :,._A CAMERA OUTLINE OF ONE OF THE
.

IM

1.1. i;i.
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OF SECTION THROUGH THE BASAL
PART OP A STEM OF CORVMORPH,
PENDULA FRO.M
Woods Hole; ,}, exdoderm. For other
lettering see Figs. 4
.-S.

a deep coral red

specmiens

i.

when found; they ai-e not common."
One of the
complete, though it i,s somewhat
mutilated, the tentacles
and the sexual peduncles having
suffered especially.
The second specimen has no hvdranth.
An interesting structural feature is discovered
in
sections of the stem in the form
of an unusually
thick support- lamella, the
Stiitzlamella of Eeichort; it stains readily, and
is found between the
ectoderm and endoderm, well marked,
in all parts
of the stem.
Sections through the basal part of
the stem show many thread
cells in the ectoderm

also the relation of the
filaments to that layer.'

The filaments show no signs of cellular
structure
and are evidently developed from
the ectoderm
fig-. 5.
There
remnant of it

is
is

but

little left

seen in

fig.

of the endoderm- a
Sections of

4, a.

the hydrocaulus of Corymorpha
j>enduU^ figs. 6,
show a simular thick support-lamella
,
between
the ectoderm and the endoderm.
In the filamentbearing part there are manv
thread cells as in
the Alaskan form, and farther
up the hydrocaulus
^^^*^^"®^%ers decrease in thickness. While this
<

Fig.

—A

portion of the
SAME section AS FiG. 6,
7.

Bt'T A LITTLE HIGHER
fp
ABOVE THE REGION OF THE

BASAL FILAMENTS.
;.,,,.
It

lui

until

«

.

know

definitely as to its genetic
relations.

I

ON SOME NEGLECTED GENERA OF
By Theodoke
Honorani

Dr. Charles

FISHES.

Gill,

Associate in Zoolo(jy.

W. Richmond recently

purchased a serial in Iwclvo voldas Neueste aus der Physik and Naturgeschichte, published in Gotha from 1781 to 1799, and kindly called
my attention to it. In the sixth volume (3. Stuck, pp. 28-38) for 1790

umes

entitled

Magazin

f iir

is an outline of a division of fishes according- to their teeth (Versuch
einer Eintheilung der Fische nach den Zahnen) by Heinr[ichJ Fr[iedrich] Linck, in which several generic names are proposed which take

precedence of some in general use, but happily do not otherwise seriLinck is only known by the article
in question, which is duh^ recorded in the Bibliotheca Zoologica of
Cams and Engelmann (p. 971), and b}" a prize writing: De aiialysi
uringe et origine calculi, referred to b}^ the editor of the Magazin.
As the magazine is very rare, an outline of the classification seems
to be desirable, although there is nothing of value in it and characously disturb the nomenclature.

ters are often erroneoush' given

and misapplied.

CLASSIFICATION.
1.

Zahne in beiden kinladen [sic!] allein, ohne UnTEKSCHIED DER VORDER- UND BaCKENZAHNE.

Ordnung.
a.

Ohne Kiemendeckel.
Squalus, Mustelus

(p. 31), Pristis (p. 31),

Raja, Rhiiiobatos

(p. 32).
h.

MiT Kiemendeckeln.
Blennius,

Cobitis,

Callichthys

(Silurus

Linn.),

Caepala

= CepolaJ,

2.

Teuthys [=Teuthis], Zeus, Pleuronectes, Chaet[
odon, Acanthurus, Gasterosteus, Exocoetus, Sternoptyx.
Zahne in den Kinnladen und im Gaumen, Vordek- und Back-

enzahne sind nicht verschieden (p. 33).
Muraena, Gynmotus, Silurus, Trachinus,
nemus,

Cottus. Ainia.

etc., etc.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVI-No. 1344.
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3.

4.

5.

vol. xxvi.

in den Kinnladen, auf der Zunge und im Gaumen.
VORDER- UND BaCKENZAHNE SIND NIGHT VERSCHIEDEN (p. 34).

Zahne

Lophius, Uranoscopus, Salmo, Esox, etc., etc.
Zaiine in den Kinnladen und im Gaumen. Die Vorderzahne
SIND VON den BaCKENZAHNEN VERSCHIEDEN (p. 35).
Anarrchichas [Anarrhichas], Spams, Labrus, Perca.
Zahne in den Kinnladen allein. Die Vorderzahne sind von

DEN BaCKENZAHNEN VERSCHIEDEN.
Chiuuiora, Balistes, Ostracion, Morrayrus, Trichiurus?
6.

Zahne

in

den Kinnladen und den Lhten

(p. 36).

Atherina.
7.

Zahne

in

den Lippen und auf der Zunge.

Petrorayzon.
8.

Zahne

in

der Oberkinnlade allein.

Pegasus.
9.

Keine Zahne.
A. Das Maul ist in einen langen Russel vergezogen.
Xiphias, Acipenses [Acipenser], Syngnatus [SyngnathusJ,
Centriscus, Fistularia, Loricaria (p. 37).
B.

Vorstehende knocherne Kinnladen.
unmerkbare schuppen.

C.

Vorstehende Kinnlade.

Keine oder doch

Diodon, Tetradon [Tctraodon], Mola.

Schuppen

(p. 38).

Gehort zur 4ten Abtheilung*.
D. Keine vorstehende Kinnladen.
Unmerkbare Schuppen.
Ammadj^tes [Ammodytes].
E. NicHT hervokstehende Kinnladen. Deutliche Schuppen.
" Muraena (Salmo Linn.) Cyprinus." [Sic!]
Enough has been given to show the erroneous and worthless character of the author's views.
The new genera, however, demand further attention.
The punctuation, or want of it, is reproduced from
Soarus.

the original.

NEW

GENERA.

" Stumpfe Zahne ein rundlicher Korper M. l^vis
(Squalus Mustelus Linn.) Unterscheiden sich von dem vorigen
Geschlecht YSgualus] doch sehr dadurch, dass sie weniger gefrjissig
sind, sich mehr von vegetabilien nahren, und eine niehr glatte Haut
1.

MusTELUS.

haben."

The name is thus accompanied by a good diagnosis and typonym
and consequently is well entitled to place instead of Musfrhix of
Cuvier or Gahux of KaHnesque. The genus Miii^felus, as understood
by Jordan and typified by ''Ifusfdus cantK,'' is thus bereft of a name
and may take that of Cynias.

SOME NEGLECTED GENERA OFFISH-GILL.

NO. 1344.

2.

" Das Maul

Pkistis.

prist is

ist in

\U\l

eine Sage vergezoo-en " etc.

specified as the representative of the
genus. Tlie
genus is thus well detined, has a typonyni, and tho luuncr being long
anterior to Shaw's, must be accredited to Linck.
S(ju<(hii<

is

RniNOBATOS.

" Stunipfe Ziihne, Platter Kor per."
long prior to Mhinohatus of Eloch and Schneider ^(
»L),
Imtis not accompanied by a full definition or a typonyni. Ilappilv
this is not of much consequence, the names being essentially
similar
and different authors may exercise their preference of antlioiities
without difference of result.
8.

This name

is

(

1

Callichthys (Silurus Linn.). The meaning of this association
names is not evident, although the natural inference would ))<• that
Callichthys was proposed at the expense of Sihcrns of Limiicus. At
4.

of

any

does not militate against the restriction of CalUchthijs to
known by that name, and was, indeed, probiib-Iy
intended for that genus.
rate, it

the genus generally

.5.

This name stands out without any (lualitication as that
in both jaws.
Linck, consequently, must

CoBiTis.

of a fish with

uniform teeth

have intended to restrict the name to AnaUcps^ and did remove the
Cobitis Ixirhatula and tfenia from the Linnivan genus to constitute a
new one {Barhatula) on a later page (38). He referred to the ''"Cabifis
[Chiitis] heteroclita'^ of Linnaeus as a fish of uncertain relationship.

Ungewisse Stellen haben Blennius Cornutus Cabitis
Chaetodon Ciliaris, Gasterosteus ovatus" (p. 33).
6. Alosa.
("

7.

heteroclita.

Thymallus.

Linck, in a paragraph under section

3,

lingual teeth, and that Thymallas differs

is

Sal/no, but

many

words, that they are distinct generically.
reproduced from p. 35 to enable anyone to judge for

does not say, in so

The paragraph

remarks that Alosn has no

somewhat from

himself.
ist iioch nicht genau bestimmt, die meisten haben im
Alosa hat keine Ziihne auf der Zunge. Sie sind keine
Raubthiere. Thymallus weicht etwas von Salmo ab. 8ie liat nur wenig Ziihne ini
Gaumen, und zuweilen ein paar auf der Zunge. Auch ist sie kein Raubfisch.

Das Geschlecht Clupea

Gaumen

kleine Ziihne.

This seems scarcely sufficient to entitle Linck to recognition as tlu>
responsible authority for the generic names.
"Mola est zu sehr durch die korperform vcrscliieden,
8. MoLA.
als dass das Geschlecht konnte unter Tetradon [TetraodonJ stehen."
Mala is thus sufficiently named and differentiat(Hl from Tetraodoiu
but fortunately there need only be a change of authority for the

genus— Linck

(1790), instead of

Cuvier

(170S).

This name, already referred to (p. 960), is not presented
9. SoARUS.
entitle it t()
in a form sufficiently precise to require attention or to
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precedence over any other name. Indeed, it is very uncertain what
was intended hy the name. It was probabh- a misprint for Sauru.s.
Now there are four well-known fishes with which the name of saurus
has been associated— ^Z(9^s saurus^ Si/7iodihs munis^ Scomheresox sauNone of these is destitute of teeth,
rus^ and TracJmrus tixichiirus.
though the Scomheresox saurus has extremely small ones, the iaw^s are
much produced, and the lower one is considerably longer than the
upper. It is probable, therefore, that Linck had that species in view

when he named the genus Soarus^ but, of course, the name has no
right of way over Scomhefesox.
"Hieher gehoren Cobitis Barbatula Taenia. Sie
10. Baebattjla.
nahern sich Cobitis sehr."
This, a synonym of Cohitism a wide sense,

is left

after the elimina-

tion of Cobltls anahlejys 'dnd O. heferocUtus iroui the iW-dedned

hinnxan

genus.

Of the nine new generic names proposed by Linck, three arc well
The
entitled to adoption from him, Mustelus, Pristls^ and Mola.
others do not seem to be presented in such form as to demand recognition; the}^ are Rkinohatos, CalUchtkys, Alosa, Thy alius, Soarus,
//i

and Barhatula.

NOTICE OF A SMALL COLLECTION OF FISHES, INCLUDING A RARE EEL, RECENTLY RECEIVED VrOM II
MAXWELL LEFROY, BRIDGETOWN, BARBADOS WEST
INDIES.

By Barton A. Bean,
Assistant Curator, Division of Fishes.

On December 12, 1902, the United States National Museum loceived
from Mr. Lefroy a few fishes, including a small eel, which proves to
be the rare Ahlla egmoiUis, heretofore known onh^ from the type
described by Dr. David Starr flordan from a specimen 15 inches loiu*-,
obtained by him at Eg-mont Key, Florida.''
The example here noticed. No. 50594, U.S.N.M., is 5| inches long;
its proportions are essentially the same as those given, for the type.
The color is olive, tinged with yellow, thickly puuctulated with darker

"'**'ir-nV-'-*a-iiiT'f »"i«itiaiiiii-i''-'

Aplia egmontis.

everywhere except a narrow space, from tip of \o\\vy jaw to vent,
which is silvery. Eye, black. Mr, Lefroy's lal)el for th(> speciin(Mi
is ''No. 57. Wiiite Sand Eel, Barbados."
Since examining the above Dr. H. M. Smith, of the U. S. Fish
Commission, has called my attention to one of these eels just received
from Dr. J. C. Thompson, U. S. Navy, Dry Tortugas. Florida. It
"

gives the following life colors:
olive: on head an oblong dull red blotch, and a
similar colored streak on opercle, probably the blood showing through

measures 8i inches.
''Uniform yellowish
at these points;

Dr.

abdomen

Thompson

silvery."

«Proc. Nat. Acad.

Proceedings U.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

S.

Sci. Pliila., 1SS4. p. 44.
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Other specimens received from Mr. Lefroy are:
No. 50593. Striped .siind ool {Echidna catenata)^ Barbados,
low water.

No.

vol. xxvi.

in shal-

of the collector.

No. 50595. Yellow

fish {Chsetodron striatus), Carlisle

Bay, Barbados.

No. 80.
No. 50596. ^^'hite tish {Chxtodon ocellatus)^ Carlisle Bay, Barbados.
No. 83, Oct., 1902.
No. 50597. Black fish {Pomaccmthns zonipectus^ young), Carlisle
Bay, Barbados. No. 81.
No. 50598. Coffer or koff'er fish {Lactophrys triqueter), Carlisle Bay,
Barbados.

No.

81.

1

:

ON SOME FISH GENERA OF THE FHiST EDITION OF
CUVIER'S REGNE ANIMAL AND OKEN'S NAMES.
By Theodore

Gill.

Honorartf AsKOciatt' In

Ill

the

first

edition of the

Regne

Zoolotjy.

Aiiiiiml (ibilT)

Cuvicr introchued

many new genera or subgenera, but most of them were named only
in French guise.
Consequently many naturalists have refused to
accept them, but adopted the

first Latin names given subseiiuently,
whether they were simply Latin equivalents for Cuvier's or substi-

tutes for them.

My

desire to retain the excellent

for the pike-perches led

me

name Lurloperca

to search for earlier commentators on

Cuvier and

latin equivalents of his names than I had previously found.
Several years ago I concluded to look through th<^ volumes of the Isis

and ascertain if Oken had anything to say about the subject. Tiie
volume for that year in the library of the Smithsonian Institution was
without an index, but finally, at page 1145, I came upon an elaborate
commentary by Oken" on the classification proposed by Cuvier. and
that classification and Oken's arranged in parallel columns.
I communicated this discovery to several naturalists, and among them to

who

has consequently been able to "'get to hottom"
Cuyerian genera. In order that others
ma}^ have equal facilities, I hereinbelow give the names of Cuvier
which were prefixed by a French article and Avithout formal Latin

President Jordan,

in the case of several of the

Cuvier was quite inconsistent in the latin ization of the names,
sometimes giving them with all formality, within parentheses, after
The names
the French names, but generally neglecting to do so.
manifested.
was
neglect
here treated are those respecting which the
names.

The volumes of Isis are often quite difficult to consult. In the present
case, Oken's commentary extends through the whole of fi\e numbers
entitled and numbered as follows
No. 144, colunms 1145-1152; no. 145, columns Ilo3-ll(i0: no. 146,
columns 1161-1168; no. 147, columns 116!)-11T6. There are two columns to each page and the columns (not pages) are numbered.
col.
aCuviers und Okens Zoologien iieben einander gestellt: in I^is, 1817. jip. and
above).
explanation
see
nnmtered:
(irregularly
1182-1184
1779-1782
1145-1179

+

+
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S.
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" Zu 14:7," two leaves [1177-1178] = four pages.
The oiilv leaf numbered is 1178; there are two columns
page, as in case of previous

to each

numbers.

No. 148, pages [1779-1782].
On these pages there are also two columns, and the matter is continu(Hl without interruption from the last pag(> of the previous number.
The numbers 1779, 1780, 1781, and 1782 are merely slips for 11791182.

"Zu 1J:8,'' leaves [1183-1184] = four pages.
All these parts arc constituents of a number " VIII," which embraces
All are without indication of the month or week
parts 131 to 151.
'' 1817."
than
date
other
or
The

section relative to the fishes is in the last three columns of pages
"1781 " and " 1782 " and the first three cohunns of leaf 1183.

nunil)er(>d

Without

this explanation the reader w^ould

be naturally perplexed.

GENERIC NAMES.
No.

129
152
153
153
165
166
184
185
193
199
202
204
204
212
213
214
215
215
215
223
226
231

-235
239
246
252
252
262
272
277
279
280
281
281
283
286
291
294
296
299
299
310
316
324
327
328
334
339
342
344

Oken.

Cuvier.

Les Cestracions Cuv
Les Monacanthes Cuv
Les Alutorcs Cuv
Les Triacanthes Cuv
Les Curimates Cuv
Les Piabuques Cuv
Les Stomias Cuv
Les Salanx Cuv
Les Cirrhines Cuv
Les Lebias Cuv
Les Schilbe Cuv
Les Bagre Cuv
Les AgtSneiores Lacep.
Les Monies Cuv
Les Merlans Cuv
Les Merluches Cuv
Les Lottes Cuv
Les Mustel es Cuv
Les Brosme Cuv
o Monochires Cuv
Les Lumps Cuv
Les Congres Cuv
Les Alabes Cuv
Les Fierasfers Cuv
Les Vogmares
Les Gonnelles
Les Opistognates Cuv
Les Crenilabres Cuv
Les Dauradcs

o I'lcctrDiioiues Cuv
Les Prist ii>(>iiics Cuv
Les Diau'rainiiR'S Cuv
o Graniiuistes Cuv
Les I'riacantliesCuv
Les StollifiTes Cuv
Les I'tiTois Cuv
Les Poma tomes
Les Sauilrcs <'\iv
Les Cingk's Cuv
Les(ncililVics

Cuv

Les Aucylddous Cuv
Les CliiniiuTti'sCuv
Les VonuTs Cuv
Les Atropus Cuv
Les Voilicrs Cuv
Les Lcptopodcs Cuv
o Chclnious
Les Anabas Cuv
Les Soserinus
Les Amphiprions

Monacanthus.
Alutera
Triacanthiis

.

Curimatus
Piabiicus

Stomias
Salanx
Cirrhinus

Lebia (neu)

.

Schilbe

Bagre
.

Morr
MerlonguH

.

Merluceius
Lota
Mustel

.

Brosme
ISIonochinis

Lumpus
Conger
Alabes
Fierasfer

. .

Crenilabrus.

Aurata
Plectropomtis
Pristipom.

\

Grammistes.
Priacanthus
Stcllifer

PtcroiN

Pomatomus
Sander
Zingel
Otolithes (Joh. rub.)

Ancylodon (Lonch. A.)

..

Chironectes! (L. Histr.) L.

Vomer
Atropus (Brama A)
Istiophorus

Leptopod

Chelmo
Anabas ( Anthias
Seserinus

Amphiprion

1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
1183
Page 1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1782
1781
1781
1781
,

Diagramma
j

I

leaf.

Leaf 1183

Cestracion

[sic]

Page or

test)

.

ON SOME FISH a ENEIl A— a ILL.

NO- 1340.
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Several of these names have undesirable ending, as Lehia,
Bagre,
Brosme, and Otolithes.
Others are incomplete, as Morr., MuhL
Frhtlpoui., and Leptopod.
Apparently Oken was undocidod himself
as to appropriate endings, and left them as he hiis done on account of
this uncertainty.

In an article

"On

the relations and nomenclature of Stizostedion or
in 1894," I was unjil)le to find a latinized ircn-

Lucioperca," published
eric

name

for the pike-perches earlier than 1820, wiien RaHnescjue

published the

name

Stizostedion.

The name

Sa/idrr, pul)lished in the

year 1817 as Cuvier's, must now be received and take its phice. By
those authors, however, who consider the American and European
species to be distinct generic types, Stkostedion will he retained for
the former and Sander be taken for the latter.

Zingel must supersede Cingla or Acerina.
The generic names that may be accepted as

dating from this work

are Monacanthus, Alutera., Triacrait/iHS, Ctu'l mat a.s^ Plahavaa, Clrrhinus, Bagre^ Lota., Brosme^ Monochirus, Aurata {= Spams), Plectropomus, Priacanthus., Stellifer^ Sandei\ Zingel^ OtolitJtcs^ and Chehiio.
When Cuvier gave a Latin or Greek ending to a word, it may be considered as a genuine scientific name even if he did prefix it w ith a
French article or give a French accent.
«Proc. U.

S.

Nat. Mus.,

XVII,

123-128.

REPORT ON THE FRESH-WATER OSTRACX)DA OF TllF
UNriED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, INCLUI)I\(i \
REVISION OF THE SUBFAMILIES AND (JEXFJJV OF
THE FAMILY CYPRIDID^E.
B}^

Richard W. Sharpe,

Instnictor in Biologi/, WHmettc, TlUnois.

INTRODUCTION.

The following- report presents in part the results of ii study of the
fresh-water Ostracoda belonging to the United States National Museum.
The g-reater portion of the material was collected from quite widely
separated regions. Places as remote from one another as New Jersey
and California on the one hand, and Oregon and Mexico on the other,
are represented.

The material has been collected by friends of the U. S. National
Museum, somewhat cursorily and in small quantities. Dr. E. Palmer,
Dr. Alfredo Duges, Mr. E.' W. Berry, and Prof. H. I. Suuth, are
among- those who have contributed.
So much confusion and error has arisen on account of the genus
name Ot/prmotus, that I shall here use it as a subgeneric name under
the genus Cypris. The attempt has been made to distinguish the
genus Cyprinotus from the genus Cypris by means of the method of
propagation and the presence or absence of tubercles on the right

Cyprinotus was distinguished from Cypris by being
margin.
while Cypris parthenogenetic also by possessing a row of
tubercles on the right shell margin, which Cyprix lacked.
As regards the method of propagation, it is undeniably the case that
For instance.
it is not always a genus character among the Ostracoda.
Ilyocypris gihha Rahmdohr is not represented by mahvs. wliile f Iy< 'cyshell

sexual

—

—

pris lacustris Kaufmann is propagated sexutdly.
Indeed, European forms of Cy2Jris clmata Baird are parthenogeFurthernetic, while African forms of the same species are sexual.
more, Cypris testudinaria Sharpe is sexual, a character Avhich might
have allied it with Cyprinotus, but it is entirely without tubercles on
the shell margins.

any possible

bai-rier

seems that this species In-eaks down
between Cypris and Cyprinoim, indicating that

In fact,
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most Cyjyr'niotm should have but the rank of a division of the
genus Cypi'ls.
Furtheiniore. 1 entirely agree with the observations of Kaufmann
at

where he

saj's:

Ebenso ist das vorhandsein einer Tuberkel-reihe auf dem Shalenrand ein Gattungsmerkinal von sehr fraglichcn Wert, da es eben ein rein ilusserlichea ist, und was fiir
bedenklic'he Folgcn eine Beri'ickMicbtigung solcber rein ilusserlioher Meikniale in der
Systematik herbeifiihrt, haben uns de Diagnosen iilterer Antoren zur Geniige gelehrt.

The

tubercles also seem to be quite variously present on both right

and regardless of the method of propagation.
genus CyprmotuK as a subgenus of the
genus Cypriti., the genera Iletemcypris Claus and Aiiiphlcyprh Sars
being similarly used and for similar reasons (see key, genus Cypris).
All species of Cijprh that are evidently sexual and have a row of
tubercles on the right shell margin should fall in the Cyprinotus
group. Those seemingly sexual and armed with tubercles on the left
valve margin and with ''pore canals" should fall under the IleterocyProvisionally it seems necessary to establish another
pi'i.s group.
subgenus, with Cypris grandis Chambers as the typt^ Insufficient
All other forms
data, howevei', makes this division a dou})tful one.
of Cypris not included in the above four subgenera will here be
and

left valves,

I shall therefore regard the

classed in Cypris proper.

Of

the nine species described in this report, I have been enabled to

identify seven

with forms already recorded. The remaining two
genus Spirocypris., 1 regard as new to science.

species, as also the

a whole, the nmseum collection so far affords an addition of three
genera and tive species as new to the United States, and of these all
l)ut Chlamydotheea as new to America, this genus being originally
described from Mexico.
I owe thanks to Dr. S. A. Forbes, of the University of Illinois, for
loan of literature; to Dr. Richard Rathbun and Mr. Charles T. Simpson, of the U. S. National Museum, for loan of material, and to Dr.
A. C. Eyclesheimer and Mr. C. C. Adams, of the Universit}^ of Chicago,

As

for

many

courtesies extended.

SYSTEMATIC SUMMAEY.

The fresh- water Ostracoda of the U. S. National Museum are distributed as indicated in the following summaries. The species comprise
nine names, distributed in six genera and four subfamilies, as follows:
Family.

.

FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA-SIIARPR

N0.1347.

It is

.,7^

yet too soon to hazard any remarks regarding
geographical di^little is known of the
range of individual

trihution in America, as too

forms.

The following
the

table will, however,

museum forms

SUMMARY OF

at the time

show the

relative

ahundan.v

SPECIES OF FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA OF

NATIONAL MUSEUM.

1.

..f

and place of collection:
Till'

Family CYPRIDID^.
(n) Subfamily Cypridin.w.
1.

Genus
(rt)

2.

t'ypris.

Subgenus

C. wrens,

2.

C.

3.

C.

Genus

Guanajuato, Mexico, April (few).
pubera Jurine, Oregon (almndant).
pelludda Sharpe, Guauajuato, Mexiro, April (abundant).
Big Butte, Idaho, Sejitoniljer (abundant).

/Spirocypris,

4.
(/')

Cypris.

1.

,S.

new genus.
new species

passaica,

(few).

Subfamily Herpetocypridin.t:.
3.

Genus

Herpetocypris.

H. reptans Baird,

5.
4.

Genus CMamydothecu.
C.

6.

mexicana,

California,

September falnmdant).

,

new

species,

Mexico, September (abundant).

Saussure, Texas, October (conunon).
(c) Subfamily Cypridopsin.e.
C. azteca

7.

5.

Genus

Potattiucypris.

P. smarar/dina (Vavra), Mexico, April (few).

8.
((/)

Subfamily Cyclocypridix.e.
6.

Genus

Cypria.
C. exsctdpta Fischer,

9.

SY'NOPTICAL

Michigan, November (cdinmun).

KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES, GENERA, ANO SUBGENERA OF THE
OSTRACODA, INCLUDED IN THE FAMILY CYPKIDID.E.

FHKSH-\V ATER

Family Cy'pridid.e.
a Natatory set;e

commonly reaching beyond end

claws.

Second

feet usually

with

three terminal sette of different lengths, two backwardly directed and the middle one sometimes claw-like.

armed with 6
Subfamily Notodro.madin.k, I.

First maxillary process usually

strong spines
h

Second antennae ff-segmented in both sexes,
Terminal seta of caudal ramus missing. Branchial
c Second feet normal.
Xotodromcut, 1
plate on second maxilla of 2 setae
Furca normal, but terminal seta
cc Second feet with a claw on end segment.
small or missing in female.
c

Two

No

branchial plate

Neu-hamia,

both sexes. Branchial plate present.
terminal claws of ramus, seta-like. Second foot with a daw-like

Second antennje 5-segmented

bb

2.

in

seta.

Ci/iirnis, 3.

aa Natatory set:^ shortened; no swimmers. Second foot with a beak-shaped end
Subfamily IIerpctocypiudix.k, II.
segment and a short claw
Males
b Furca ending in 3 claws; dorsal seta replaced by a short spine.
Ib/odromm, 4.
unknown
bb
c

Furca normal.
Second segment of first foot with 2 set;e on anterior margin. Three spines
on first maxillary process, the first one commonly toothed.
C/dami/dothrca,

5.
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Second segment of

first

foot normal, Imt

1

vol. xxvi.

Two

seta.

sjiines

maxillaiy process.
Spines of maxillary process plainly tootlied.
Two sette on first segment of
e Length, 1.8 mm. or more.

(/

on

first

first foot.

irerpeiuci/pris, G.
ee

Length, 1.0

mm.

or

less.

One seta on

first

segment of

firstfoot.

Microcf/prix,

7.

I'rionoctjprk, 8.
Spines of maxillary process not tootlied
««a Natatory setai reaching beyond end claws, or approximately to tips of end
Second foot with a beak-like end-segment and a claw.
claws.
(hi

h

Two

Natatory

eyes.

setfe

Subfamily Cypridin/E, III.
reaching beyond end cla^\•s. Shell thick and

strong

No

bb
<•

Cnifrori/jiris, 9.

eyes, unless rudimentary.

Testes,

if

present, originating in anterior part of shell,

and anteriorly

in

form

of concentric circles or half-circles.

d Testes in form of concentric half-circles, anteriorly. Shell small, not
or 0.8 mm. in length
more than 0.6
Cypridella, 10.
dd Testes in form of concentric circles, anteriorly. Shell more than 0.8 mm.

mm

in length.

and excessively hairy. Fin-ca normal, slender, no more
than one-half length of shell
Spirocypris, 11.
ee Shell, as seen from side, narrow, oblong, and smooth.
Furca excessively
Cypricercas, 17.
develoi^ed, more than one-half length of shell
ddd Males unknown.
Furca with 2 long terminal sette in place of the
e

Shell tumid

usual claws; also usually a short dorsal one.

Ovary

spirally

wound.

Cypreita, 12.
cc Testes,

if

present, not originating in the anterior i)art of shell,

not in circles or half-circles.
d Right shell prominently armed

jvitli

and usually

a dorsal, longitudinal, ridge-like

process.
e

Dorsal process, with thorn-like projections at both extremities. Testes
appearing as 8 concentric half-circles in posterior part of shell.
Strandenia, 13.

ee

Dorsal process, with a thorn-like projection at posterior part only.

Furca excessively large
Acanthocypris, 14.
dd Shell comparatively smooth, at least no dorsal ridge-like process -present.
e Furcal dorsal seta rudimentary or absent.
Males present.
tSteiiocypris, 15.

ee

Furcal dorsal seta plainly present.

and fourth segments united. Shell
unusually broad. Furca and its claws smooth
EuryciijiriK, 16.
Furca usually normal.
ff First foot not 4-segmented, usually five.
Oypri>i, 1 8.
Propagation sexual or asexual
y Furca normal.
h Length, .3.00 mm. to 3.50 mm. Sexual. .Subgenus .!////>// /r//y;n'.s, 5.

/

First foot 4-segmented, third

Length

/(/(

i

than 3 nnn.
Valves with or without tubercles.
Subgenus Cypris,
Right valve with marginal tubercles.
Subgenus Cyprinotus,
J^eft valve with marginal tubercles.
Subgenus Helerorypris,

less

Parthenogenetic.

u

m

Sexual.
Sexual.

1.

2.

3.

.

FREm- WA TER OSTRA CODA-SIL

NO. 1347.

I

lil'K

c)

73

gg Furca abnormal, "terminal seta missing. "(•')
fexual. Length,3.00mn..ormore..:...;subgen«8««».,«e./,.J.
1,
aaaa Natatory setie usually long. Second foot usuallv
beak-shaped at ti,, with
claw.
Furca rudimentary, with a lash-Hke end bristle.

•,

Subfamily CYPKinoi-siN- v \\
and ending in a long bristle.
Shell irregularly sculptured and roughly tubercled.
Fin^t fuf.t -J-,..mented. End segment of second foot not beak-shaped,
but small ami

Furca with no dorsal

h

(•

seta, lamellar

conical
hl>

,.

'fiiron/jiriK,

1,.
1 1(.

t urea usually with dorsal seta, or at least with 2 end set;e.
r Natatory sette normal, or at least reaching to
middle of terminal claws.
<1 Shell covered with prominent concentric lines.
Second anteniuti of sexes
different
Zmon,prl.,'20.
dd Shell plain, at least no concentric lines or bands.
e Shell broad from above, tumid.
Branchial plate of from 2 to
.")

j)lniu(.se

Parthenogenetic
dfpndojmx, 21.
ee Shell rather narrow from above.
Second antennae usually 4-segmented.
Branchial plate of not more than 2 setie.
Sexual or
asexual
Potanioci/prU, 22.
cc Natatory setje very rudimentary, not adapted for swimming.
setse.

Paracypridopfiis, 23.

aaaaa Natatory

very long, usually twice as long as distance from their origin
to tips of end claws.
Second feet with 3 seta^ 1 long, the other 2 ratlu r
short and backwardly directed. Furca usually normal.
Subfamily Cvci,o('VPKiniN.K, V.
setse

b Natatory sette reaching well

beyond end-claws.
Terminal segment of second foot small. Ductus of circlets of spine-like
setie, and a distinct central axis.
Fourth segment of second antenna of
male with 2 sense organs
Q/pria, 24.
d V^alves of shell of about same size. Right valve margin not usually
crenulate
Subgenus Cgpria, 1.
dd Valves of shell of decidedly different sizes. Terminal margins of right
Subgenus I^hgifoqipria, 2.
shell crenulate
cc Terminal segment of second foot long and narrow, three times as long
Ductus of numerous long filaments; no distinct central axis.
as broad.
Fourth segment of second antenna of male with no sense organ on distal
e

end

Ct/cloci/prls^

-"1.

hh Natatory setie reaching but to tips of end-claws or slightly beyond.
PontoparUt, 2H.
Shell smooth
c Furca with 2 small dorsal set*.

Furca normal. Shell tubercled or furrowed
marine forms or Lbiinicythere

cc

aaiiaad.

in region of eyes, resend>ling
I- ;/"<7//j/"(-">',

2

<

Second antenna' 0:
Natatory set* entire lacking, or little developed.
female 5-segmented; of male mostly 6-segmented, and with 2 sense clubs.
Terminal segment of second foot with 3 unlike seta', 2 of whii-ii are backSubfamily Candomn.k, VI.
wardly directed

not reticulated or honeycombed.
Natatory seta of first antenna longer than entire antenna. I'enultiiuate
segment of second foot of 2 fused segments; foot therefore 4-segmente.l.

h Shell
c

cc

Cn/plocandoua, 28.
Furca normal
Second antenna
Natatory seta of first antenna shorter than antenna.
6-segmented in male and 5-segmented in female.
d Furca normal. Branchial plate of 2 seta\ Eye present, small.
Cdiidoiitt, 2!1.

—
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Furca abnormal.

r

ee

Anterior or termimil setu of furcu
IH'urinK' with a^e

Eye

Ini^^sin<r.

rudinientary, disa])Ti/iiJilori/pris, 'AO.

Unmchial plate

Posterior or dorsal seta missing.

of

:^)

setie.

Caiuiondjinix,
Ill)

Shell

more than

Small, not

retieulaled, luiniil.

0.8

mm.

.'!!.

in length.

I'drac'indona, H2.

text contains a few revised o-cnerie desei'ii)tion,s

The roUowino-

—

as also short keys to the known
North American species. A few other forms ai-e inchided for ]jiirposes of comparison tiiese, however, l)eino- marked witli an asterisk (^).

notably that of the g-enus Cypris

;

I.

Sulalkiiiily

ISTOTODROTv^^^lDIN^JK.

NOTODROMAS

1.

Lilljeborg, 1853.

Monoculus JuRiNE, Ilistoire des Monocles, qui se trouvent aux environs de Geneve,
1820.
LiLLJEHom;, De C'rustaceis ex ordinibus trii)us, 1858, p. 94.
('ijproh Zenker, Monographic der Ostracoden, 1854, p. 80.

—

Notodronias

Bkady and Nor.max, A Monograph

of the

marine and fresh water

Ostracoda, Trans. Koyal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 95.

Natatory

Shell high, smooth.

setse

reach to tips of terminal claws.

Second antenna^ six-segmented in both sexes.

First maxillary process

Second foot four-segmented, terminating;- in
two
are directed backward.
Branchial plate of
which
three setsB, of
seta-like,
with
the
two
terminal
claws
terminal seta
Furca
tw^o seta?.
three
seems
to
end
in
seta\
Two
eyes, separate.
missing, so that furca
with six toothed spines.

Sexual.
a

Female with spine-like projection

at lower posterior extremity of shell.

smootli, noticeably quadrangular

2.

Nev'lmmkt King,
III, 1855.

On

NEWHAMIA

Sliell

N. inomicJia O. F. Midler.

King, 185S.

Australian Entomos., Proc. Royal Soc.

Vavra, Die Ostracoden vom

Van Diemans Land,

Bisniarck-Archii)el, 1901, p. 179.

Shell roughly granulate^ or tuberculate on outside.
Natator}- sette
reaching tips of terminal claw^s. Second antennae six-segmented in
both sexes, that of female terminating with a simple terminal seta,
while that of male terminates with a coarsely toothed spine. Bran-

Terminal seta of furca is usually present in male,
but lacking in female. Two separate eyes. Second foot with three
setfe of ditlerent lengths, one almost claw-like.
Ductus of numerous,
thii;kly arranged, chitinous whorls.
Furca normal, l)ut terminal seta
occasionally missing in female.
This geiuis includes but two species at present, N'. patagomcaYnyra
chial plate missing.

(189S) from Patagonia, and
marck Archipelago.

iV: fcnei>tra

King, Vavra (1901), from Bis-

FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA-SHARPK

^"•^^^'-

3.

CYPROIS

()75

Zenker, 18S4.

d/prois Zenker,

Monog. der Ostracoden, Wieg. Archiv. f.
Natui-g XX 1854
80.-Braj)v and Norman, A Monog. of the
marine and' fresh water
Ostrac Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p.
96.-DAnAv, Die anatonnsehen
Verhaltnisse von Cyprois dispar, Termesz. Fus.,
XVIII, 1895.— Kait.mvnn
Oypriden und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse
de Zool ' VIII 19no'
Pt.

p.

1,

p. 258.

Shell

'

'

somewhat high, compressed, smooth.

Second antenna fiveboth sexes. First maxillary process with six
strong
toothed spines. Branchial plate of six setae. Second foot ending
w ith
a claw and a reflexed seta.
Furca with two terminal claws seta-like,
therefore an appearance as though four setie on tip of raimis.
No
American forms known.

segmented

in

II.

Suljfamily HKKPKT'OCYr'KIIJIlNrvK.
4.

ILYODROMUS

Sars, 1894.

Erpeiocypru Brady and Norman, A Monograph of the
Ostracoda, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc., 1889, p. 84.

niariiu-

and

fresh water

Herpetocyiirh Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer. Christ., Vid. Selsk. Fr.rhd.,

No.

1890, p. 60.

1,

Vavra, Monog. der Ostrac. Bohmens, Arcli. Naturw. Durchforseh. v.
Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 82.
Erpetocypris Cronenberg, Beitnig zur Ostracoilen- Fauna der IJnigegend von
Moscou, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, 1894, p. 14.
Uijodromm Sars, Cont. to knowledge of the f. w. Entoinos. of New Zealand, Vid.
Selsk. Skr. Math. Natur. Klasse, 1894, p. 41.— Kaufmann, Cyprideu und
Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse de Zool., A'lII, 1900, p. 298.
C'lipris

Natatory setw much shortened. Spines of first maxillary process
Caudal ramus ending in three claws, dorsal seta replaced l)y
a short spine.
Terminal seta present. Males unknown. No American species known.
toothed.

5.

Cyprls

CHLAMYDOTHECA

Dana, V.

S.

Saussure, 1858.

Explor. Exped. (Com. Ch. Wilkes), XllI, Crustacea,

Pt. 1,

1852.

Chlamydotheca Saussure, Memoire sur divers crustac^s nouveaux des Antilles,
et du Mexique, Mem. Soc. Phys. et Nat. Geneve, 1858, p. 487.— Brady,
Notes on p]ntomos. coll. by Mr. A. Haley in Ceylon, Jour. Linn. Soc, XIX,
1885; Notes on f. w. Entomos. from S. Australia, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886.
Fachycypriii Claus,
Zool. Inst.

Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Siisswasser-Ostracoden,

Wien, X,

Arl>.

1892, p. 55.

und Rotatorien, gcsammelt in ArgenAnz. der Akad. der Wiss. in Krakau, Pt. 5, 1S92.— Tirnek, Notes on
the Cladocera, Copepoda, Ostracoda, and Rotifera of Cincinnati, Bull. Sci Lab.
Denison Univ., VI, 1892.— Sars, Cont. to the knowl. of the f. w. Entomos.
1894.
•of New Zealand, Vid. Selsk. Skr. Math. Natur. Klasse, No. 5.
Chlamydotheca Yaxra, Siisswasser-Ostracoden der Hamb. Magal. Sannnl.. IS9S.
Cypris Wierzeiski, Si'isswasser Crustaceen
tinien,

p. 16;

Hamburg.
Daday, Micros. Susswasserthiere aus Patagonien, Termes.

Herpetocypris

XXV,

1902, p. 296.

Fiis.,
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Shell with flang-e-lik(^ projoctions, l3oth anteriorly and posteriori}-.
Swiniiuino- settc nioderateh' long.

Second segment of

jSIaxillarv process with three strong

foot with two

on anterior margin.
This genus
is at onc(^ distinguished by the presence of two setw on anterior margin of second segment of tirst foot, instead of one, as in other freshwater Ostracoda. Genus established ])v Saussure in 1S58, with the
peculiar flange-like projections on the shell as the basis of distinction
spines.

Fiirca

tirst

commonly normal, toothed on

setsi?

central margin.

Furca about 24 times as long as wide, its dorsal margin faintly toothed for onemexicana Sharpe.
lialf its length; shell broadly oval from above
na Furca about 18 times as long as wide, its dorsal margin faintly ciliate its entire
Shell wedge shaped anteriorly from above
azteca Saussure.
length.
(I

I.

CHLAMYDOTHECA MEXICANA,
Plate J>XIV,

figs.

new

species.

1-6.

Length, 2.75 nun.: breadth, 1.60 nnn.: height, 1.55 mm.
Color noticea])ly l)rownish ycdlow, two narrow, greenish stripes
rumiing from the lower posterior margin diagonall}' toward the anterior upper margin, passing on either side of the muscle impressions
and terminating a short distance be^-ond them (tig. 1).
Surface of shell comparatively smooth, but with a few ver}' short,
sparsely scattered papilhe.

Seen from the side

(tig.

1)

the shell

is

highest at the middle and

posterior third, sloping abruptl}- to the posterior lower angle, which

provided with a very noticeable hyaline flange. Seen from above
the shell is w-idest in the middle, rather broadh' ov-al, evenly
rounded posteriorly, and rather acutely pointed anteriorly. The anterior extremit}^ has a verj^ broad, strikingly noticeable flange, fringed
with rather long hairs.
Ventral margin nearly straight, except for a sinus at its union with
is

(tig. 2)

the anterior flange

(fig. 1).

Natator}- setfe of the second anteimte are very plumose, reaching

about to tips of terminal claws. Terminal claws slightly curved, the
longest about six times as long as the terminal segment, or sevenfifths as long as the last two segments, the shorter claw two-thirds
the length of the longer.

The "sense club"
is

is

quite near the base of the segment on which

it

located.

The second segment

of the first pair of feet is provided with two
a feature characteristic of the genus (fig. 3).
Terminal claw^
stout, nearly smooth, and a})out seven-ninths as long as the last four
setas,

segments taken togeth(M'.
The second foot ends in a beak-shaped segment; the terminal claw
very nuich ])ent and nearly smooth (fig. -1). The longer seta is about
three-fifths the length of the peiudtimate segment, or twice

as the terminal claw.

jxs

long-

^•"-

FRESH- WA TER

^'"-

OSTJi.

I

('(jD.

I

-SI/ A liPE.

Furoa almost straight, about twent3^-three times as lono- as w jdc
aiul
very faintly toothed on dorsal nuirgin for about oii(>-half its Icncrtli
(%•• 5).
_

Terminal claw straight, rather stout, nearly smooth, and one-lialf as
long as furca. Subterminal claw four-sevenths length of terminal one
and straight. Terminal seta very slender, two-thirds length of dorsal
one, which is slightly more than one-half as long as subterniinal <la\v.
No males seen by me.
Described from several specimens which wcit' sent to the Inited
States National Museum by Dr. E. Palmer from Durango, Mexico.
Received by the Museum 8eptem])er 11, 1897. Accession No. 3255!».
But one other species has been reported from America, ('. mfmi
(Saussure), which differs from the above in the form of the shell,
furca, and other minor details.
In C. azteca the ratio of length to
Itreadth of furca
as

2-1

is

as IT to

1,

while

in

to 1; moreover, its entire dorsal

but about one-half

azteca, while

this

mexicmui this ratio is
margin is faintly ciliate
edge is faintly toothed
O.

al)()ut

in

('.

in

C

mexicana.

CHLAMYDOTHECA AZTECA

2.

Plate
Cijpria

(

LXIX,

Chlaimidotheca) azfeca Saussure,

des Antilles et du Mexique,

Length,

3.3(>

figs. 1-4.

Memoire

sur divers erustaces iiouveaux

Soc. Piiys. et Nat. Geneve, 1858, p. 487,

45-54.

pi. VI, figs.

One

Mem.

Saussure.

mm.;

height, 2

mm.; width,

1.80

mm.

of the largest forms of this genus known, uniformly yellowish

gray in color, with occasionally a dark patch posteriorly. Shell smooth
and glistening to the naked eye, but shown to be quite thickly covered
with small papillar elevations by using a one-fourth-inch objective.
Seen from the side (tig. 1) the shell is highest at the posterior onethird, sloping rather abruptly to the posterior lower angle, which is
provided with a small hyaline flange.
Seen from above (tig. 3), as in ('. viextcana, the shell is widest at the
posterior one-third, bluntly rounded posteriorly, and wedge-shaped
a very noticeable hyaline flange, fringed with
Ventral margin nearly straight, (^xcept
the anterior margin.

anteriorly.
hair,

on

There

is

union with the anterior flange.
of the second antenna^ plumose, n^aching to tips of
terminal claws. Termuial claws stout, slightly curved, the longest
that of
a])out six times as long as the terminal segment, or live-fourths
of the
segment
second
the
As in C. mexicaini,
the last two segments.
most
a
anghdistal
its
at
setj^
flrst pair of feet is provided with two
for a sinus at

Natatory

its

setffi

prominent generic character.
,...,„<,.
Second foot not especially different from that of C m..
famtly
and
wide,
as
long
as
times
20
is
to
Furca almost straight, from
-1).
(flg.
margin
dorsal
pectinate on almost entire

—
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Terminal claw nearly straight, rather stout, nearly smooth, and oneSu})terminal claw two-thirds length of terminal
one and straight. Terminal seta slender, six-tifths length of dorsal
No males found
one, which is two-thirds as long as subterminal claw.
half leng-th of furca.

in the material at

hand.

from eighteen specimens sent to the United States NaCollected by
tional Museum by Mr. J. D. Mitchell, Victoria, Texas.
Mr. Mitchell from a ditch on a rice farm on the west side of the
Guadalupe River, Victoria County, Texas, October, 1902; also pools
"
in the neighborhood of Vera Cruz.
This species differs from C. mexlcana in size, markings, form of
shell as seen from above, and ratio of length of furca to its breadth.
C. azteca is larger, much more wedge-shaped anteriorly as seen from
above, lacks the greenish stripes on shell, and furca stouter and shorter
as compared with width.
Descril>ed

6.

HERPETOCYPRIS Brady and Norman,

Erpctorii'prii<

Brady and Norman, A Monog.

Ostracoda, Sec.

I,

of the

1889.

marine and fresh-Avater

Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 84.

Herpetocyprh Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer, Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forhd.,
No. 1, 1890, p. 62. Cronenberg, Beitrag zur Ostracoden-Fauna der Umge-

gend Moscou, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, No. 3, 189-t. Brady and Norman,
A Monog. of the marine and fresh-water Ostracoda, Pt. 2, Trans. Royal Dublin
Soc, 1896, p. 722. Kaufmann, Zur Systematik der Cypriden, Mitteil. dor
Naturf. Gesell. in Bern, 1900, p. 105.

rudimentary; no swimmers. Spines of first maxillary
Length, 1.80 mm. or more. First segment
of first foot with two setae.
Dorsal seta of furca very small. Sexual
or asexual. Three of the following species are reported from America:
Natatory

setffi

process plainh^ toothed.

a Length about 4.00

mm.

Furca al)out twenty times as long as wide.
harlKitus (Forbes).

aa Length between 2.00
b

mm. and

8.00

mm.

Terminal claw of second foot at least three times as long as terminal segment,
c Natatory set» of second antennte nearly reaching tips of terminal claws.
intermedia *
cc

Kaufmann.

Natatory set«3 of second antennpe not longer than the fourth segment.
d Dorsal edge of furca with five combs of coarse teeth. Terminal claw of furca

long and slender
rcp1uu!< Baird.
dd Dorsal edge of furca with seven combs of weak set;e. Terminal claw of
furca short and stout
brevicxtudaia* Kaufmann.
bb Terminal claw of second foot about as long as last segment.
c Caudal ramus about ten times as long as wide
sty-igata* O. F. Muller.
>T Caudal raiims aVmut seventeen times as long as wide
peregr'ma* Kaufmann.
"
ua<i Length l)et ween 1.00 mm. and 2.00 mm.
b "Furca with only terminal claws, lacking both terminal and dorsal setse"?
ii)inne.toten.vs

«De

Saussure,

Mem.

Soc. Phys. et Nat. (ieneve, 1858, p. 490.

(Herrick ).

—

—

K

FRESH- WA TER OSTRA CODASHA RPE.

NO. 1347.

3.

HERPETOCYPRIS REPTANS
Plate

('uprl^ rcpfans
XI,

fig8.

LXV,

ii7'.»

Baird.

figs. 1-4.

Lilljeborg, De Crustaceis ex Ordinihus

21-23;

pi.

XII,

figs.

7-9.-BRAnY,

A

tribui. 185S n ]-'s pi
Moiiog. of the recent British

Entomos., Trans. Linn. Soc, XXVI, Pt. 2,
1868, p. 370, pi x.xv (ig.
lO-U; pi. XXXVI, fig. 4.-VAVRA, Monog. der Ostrac.
Br.hniens Arch
Natiirw. Durchforsch. v. Bohmen, VIII, 1891,
p. 86, fig. 28.— Wierzeis»ki
Susswasser-Cru8taceeu und Rotatorien, ge-^ainmelt in Argentinien
Anz .ler
Akad. der Wiss. in Krakau, Pt. 5, 1892, p. 187.-ZAcnARiAs,
Fauni.stischc

Mitteilangen,.Forsch. d. biol. Station zu Plon, Pt. 2, VI,
1894, p. 63.
Erpetocyprh reptnns Brady and Norjian, A Monog. of the marine and
frenh-water
Ostracoda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 84, pi. xiii, tig. 27.—
CkoNENBERG, Beitrag zur Ostracoden-Fauna der Umgegend von Mc.scoii, I'.uil.
Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, No. 3, 1894, p. 15, pi. vii, fig. 14.— Riciiaru, S.ir
la faiine

des eaux doucea des Avores, Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, XXI, 1896,
p. 173.
Norges Crustaceer, Christ. Vid. S<'lsk.
Forhd., No. 1, 1890, p. 17.— Claits, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Susswa-sser-

Herjietori/pris reptans Sars, Oversigt af

Ostracoden, Arb. Zool. Inst. Wien, X, 1892, pi.
Die Ostracoden der Umgebung Berns, Mittlg.

iv, figs.

13-14.—

auk.ma.\x,

d. Xaturf. Ge.sell. in

Bern,

Hartwig, Verzeichniss der lebenden Krebsthiere der Pruvinz
Brandenberg, Statt. handsch. Mittlg., 1893, p. 25; Berlin.— Dadav, Fauna
Regni Hungarise, 1897, p. 6; Budapest.— Liexenki.ais, Erster Beitrag zur
p. 74, 1892.

Kenntniss der Ostracoden fauna des Regiernngs bezirks ()snal)nick, 12
Jahresber. d. naturw. Vereins zu Osnabriick f. d. Jahr. 1897, p. 111.—
Schneider, Die Tierwelt der Nordseeinsel Borkum, Ostracoda, Abhand.
Naturw. Verein, XVI, 1898, p. 161; Bremen. Kaukmaxx, Cypriden und
Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 282, pi.
XVI, figs. 1-3; pi. xviii,

figs.

21-26.

Dimensions, American: Length, 2.00 mm.; height, o.so mm.;
mm. European: Length, 2.50 mm.; height, l.ln mm.;

breadth, 0.65

breadth,

0.0<)

mm.

somewhat brownish yellow, with a darker patch
the side, smooth and glistening, yet rather opaque, and
Shell

as seen

from

co\-ered with

very small papillre.
Seen from the side the shell is more than twice as long as wide (Hg.
The lower margin is
1), the upper and lower margins nearly parallel.
shell
is a narrow oval,
the
(iig.
from
above
weakly sinuate. Seen
2)
rather sharply pointed anteriorly, blunter posteriorly, and widest just

back of the middle.
The second antenna^ are stout, terminal claws about as long as the
penultimate segment. Natatory setai short, extending about to the
base of the terminal segment. The two spines on the lirst maxilhiiv
process are stout and toothed.
Terminal claw of the second foot more than twice as long as

(lie

terminal segment and strongly curved (tig. 3). Furca ratiier stout
base, slightly
(tig. 4), about sixteen times as long as wide, broad at
curved, and the dorsal edge armed with five combs of coarse teetli.
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02
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Torniinal claw stout, slio'htly bout, about one-half as long- as the I'urca.
is slightly more than
claw.
Dorsal
terminal
slender,
of
seta
length
about twice as
one-half
and
situated
about
furca
one-fourth
of
width
Avidth
of furca
long' as

Subterininal claw as long- as terminal seta, which

from subterminal claw.
This species is characterized hy the shape of its shell, long terminal claw of second foot, and the ti\'e combs of teeth on the dorsal edge
While the specimens examined by me were somewhat
of the furca.
smaller than the European forms as described by Vavra and Kaufmann, 3'et they retain the same relative proportions. The Pairopean

forms of

this species var}- within quite

wide

limits,

hence the variation

of the American form as regards size is not at all surprising.
The specimens studied liy me were obtained in part from Ensenada,
Lower California, and from Oakland, California, and are now in the
Those from Ensenada were
collection of the U. S. National Museum.
collected by Mr. C. R. Orcutt and received l)y the Museum October
Those from Oakland were collected
18, 1885), Accession No. 22-156.
by Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, Cat. No. 12221.

This species occurs in England, Scotland, Ireland, Sweden, Norway, France, German}', Switzerland, Sicily, Lower California, and
California.
It has not heretofore

MICROCYPRIS Kaufmann,

7.

Microcyprix

been reported from America.

Kaufmann, Xeue

1900.

Ostrae. au8 dei" Schweiz, Zori]. Anz.,

XXIII,

1900,

p. 32.

Natatory

sette,

very short.

foot with l)ut one seta on

Spines of

its tirst

iirst

segment.

maxilhe, toothed.

Small Ostracods,

First

mm.

1.0(»

or less in length.

Kaufmann has

established this genus to receive those forms ditier-

number of seta? on basal segment of
have added the genus character as to size.
American forms known.

ing from TIerpefocyprh in
foot.

No

tirst

I

8.

PRIONOCYPRIS Brady and Norman,

Erpt'tocypris

Brady and Norman,

coda. Sec.

I'rionocyjms

I,

A monog.

of the luarine

1896.

and fresli-water

(

)stra-

Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 87.

Brady and Norman, A monog. of the marine and fresli-vvater Os-^tra2, Tran8. Royal DubUn Soc, V, 1896, p. 724.— Kaufmann, C\]>-

coda, Pt.

riden

mid Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse de

Zool., YIII, 1900,

p. 292.

Natatory

from

0.9

seta?, short.

mm.

to 1.6

Spines of

tirst

maxilhe, not toothed.

Length,

mm.

This genus seems not to be well distinguished from Ilrrj^rfoci/j/ns,
except by means of the two maxillary spines and smaller size. No

American fomis known.

Erpetocyprk serrata Brady and Norman,

1889, page 87, used as the type form.

—
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III. Svil>rainily 0^'T>KIl>IiV>H:.
Q.

CENTROCYPRIS

Vavra, 1895.

Vavka, 8iusswas8er-0«traco(lon Zanzibarn, Bfiheft
Anstalten, XII, 1895, p. 15.

(W//TOr//j^r/.s

.1.

llaml.

WiH.«

Two (listiiK't eves. Shell unusually stronjr. Natatory sctsc reaching well beyond terminal elaws. Two last segments of second antennjo
with weak seta-like spines. First mandibular process with four plain
Third and fourth segments of second feet long and nai-row.
Propagation, sexual. Ductus thickly covered with closely arranged
spines.

rows of chitinous spines. No American forms known.
This genus was established by Vavra to receive a very strikingly
spinous form from Zanzibar.

CYPRIDELLA

10.
Cj/ijridella

ten,

Vavra,

Siisswass. Ostrar. Zanziliars,

XII, 1895,

d.

Ilamh.

\\'is,<.

Anstal-

reach to tips of end

i-laws.

JV'ilit'ft

p. 7.

Shell short and tumid.

Furca, normal.

Vavra, 1895.

Natatory

setie

The testes originate

Propagation, sexual.

in the ante-

and extend to the lower posterior part, intermeforming three or four concentric half circles. Their anterior
origin in circles seems to be a characteristic of but two other genera
rior part of the shell

diately

Sj>/'ro('i/j)ris

and (ijprtcercus.

Genus established l)y Vavra
No American forms known.
11.

to receive a

SPIROCYPRIS,

Shell excessively hairy;

plump.

form found

ne\A^

in

Zan/.ibur.

genus.

Natatory

setie simple,

reaching

Caudal rami
Propaanterior half of sIk^II and

Feet, as in Cyprh.
barely beyond the terminal claws.
normal, slender, and not more than one-half length of

shell.

Testes of male originating in
arranged in form of concentric circles.
This genus is established to receive an excessively hairy Ostracod.
having testes arranged in an unusually pronounced concentric whorl
It differs from Ciipridelhi in form of testes,
in anterior part of shell.

gation sexual.

CyprideUa is in form of four half circles, also in being much
and
larger; from Oypricercnx^ its nearest relative, in shell characters

which

in

size of furca.

These three genera are seemingly the only ones so far known diarshell.
acterized by testes originating in circles in anterioi- i^art of
in

form of

a Rhell about twice as long ^^ high, excessively hairy. Tistrs arrangeil
alwut one-halt as
about four concentric circles in anterior part of shell. iMnca
ShariK'
../Kf.wnm
11,
'
long as shell
1

'

•
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4.

SPIROCYPRIS PASSAICA, new
Plate

Leng'th,

l.iJO

mm.;

LXVI,

hcitrht, 0.8<>

figs.

mm.;

species.

1-3.

l)readth, ().S2

mm.

which coniiect
Color brownish, witli dark
dorsally with a dor.sal band; another patch with a greeidsh tinge
These both
anteriorh^, and still another in the posterior region.
connect with the dorsal band (tig. 2) which runs longitudinally on
])luo

patclios laterally,

either side of the hinge.

Shell excessively hairy; hairs fully 0.0s nun. long; coarse and hack-

wardly directed.
Seen from the side (tig. 1) the anterior extremity is widei- than the
posterior, evenly rounded; dorsal margin almost straight, sloping
Ventral margin slightly sinuate.
slightly more rapidly posteriori}".
Seen from above (lig. 2) the shell is almost a perfect elongate oval,
widest just in front of the dorsal transverse dark band, wdiich is

midway.

The

testes of the

male are arranged

in the anterior half of the shell

(tig.

in the

1),

form of concentric

circles

a very noticeable and striking

feature.

Natatory seta? simple, reaching slightly beyond the terminal claws.
Terminal claws moderately curved, and as long as the penultimate
segment.
Sense club long and slender, three-fifths as long as wddth
Terminal claw of the tirst foot
of segment at its point of attachment.
moderately curved, faintly toothed; the two terminal set* about the
same length.
Terminal claw of second foot one and one-half times length of
terminal segment. Furca slightly S shaped (tig. 3), 23 times as long
Terminal claw nearly
as wide; dorsal margin very weakly pectinate.
Terminal seta
straight, faintly toothed, one-half as long as furca.
little more than one-half length of terminal claw, which is one and
three-eighths times length of su])terminal one.

Dorsal seta one-half

length of terminal one, and width of furca from subterminal claw.

Described from specimens obtained by Mr. E. W. Berry at Passaic,
Jersey, and now^ in the collection of the National Museum.
Received by the musevun eTune .5, 1894. Accession No. 28378.

New

12.

CYPRETTA

Vavra, 1895.

)i^trac. Zanzihan, Beilieftd. Hainb. WLss. AiiHtalten,
XII, 189.'>.— G. W. MfLLEK, Ostraf. ans Madagas. und Ost-Afrika, Abhaiid.
Senck. Naturf. Ges., XXI, 1898, p. 283.

(ilprdla N'avka, Hiisswas-seM

Shell short and tumid.
Natator}^ set^e reaching beyond end claws.
Furca with two long terminal seta^ in place of spines, and a short dorsal seta.
Usual terminal seta missing.
Ovary spirally wound.
Males unknown.

V

FRESH-WATER OSTRA CODA-SHARPE.
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to inchulo a very .small, pluinp

Ch^i-

cod with fuival armature of three terminal seta-, hut no spines.
Hut
two species are known, C. tenuicaudu from Zanzibar and ('.
wHtata
from Madagascar and also East Africa.

STRANDESIA

13.

Stuhlmanx, Vorl. Bericht

Sirandesia

Akad. der Wis8., XXXII,
zibars, Beiheft d.

Shell 2

mm.

to 3

Furca
Testes of male

Most

mm.

very

claws.

shell.

Hamb.

Stuhlmann,

iiber eine Reise Nacli ().*t-.\trika, Sit/. K.

1889; Berlin.—

Wis.s. Anstalten,

long-.

straight,

1889.

Natatory
but

.a

vra,

Siiss\vas.«er-r)stra.-.

XII, 1895,
seta^

reaching tip>

normal.

Zaii-

p. 18.

Propagation

..i'

end

se.xual.

in form of concentric half circles in posterior pail of
characteristically, however, the right shell is armed with

a dorsal longitudinal ridge-like iiange, having thorn-like projections at
both extremities.
Ductus of thickly arranged rows of chitinous
spines.

No American forms known.

ACANTHOCYPRIS

14.
Ariintliocypris

Claus. 1892.

Claus, Beitrage zur Keiintniss der SiiHswasser-Ostracoden,

Wien, X, 1892, p. 50.
Sars, Fresh-water Entomostraca

Arl>.

Zool. Inst.
Xeocifpris

Xaturvid.,

XXIV,

No.

1,

of S. America, Archiv. fur

Math, og

1901, p. 29.

Shell with a characteristic dorsal ridge-like process on right valve,

which

is

sharply produced at the posterior extremity.

Furca extraordinarilv

reaching tips of end claws.

Natatory

large.

setae

Partheno-

genetic.

This genus was established b}^ Claus to receive
American form, having the peculiar dorsal flange.

a peculiar South
It is Avorthy of

only relative so characterized [Strandesia) is from
Zanzibar and East Africa. Other examples indicate a close structural
n lation l)etween the Ostracoden fauna of Africa and South America—
note here that

its

a relationship which
continents.

is

Neocyprh

so apparent in other faunal groups of these
gladiator Sars evidently belongs here.

No American forms known.
15.
StenocypriH Sars,

STENOCYPRIS

On some

Sars, 1889.

fresh-water Ostracoda raised from drieil Australian

Siisswasser-Ostni8, 1889, p. 27.— Vavra,
10.— Vavra,
eoden Zanzil)ars, Beiheftd. Hamb. Wiss. Anstalten, XII, 1895, p.

mud,

Christ. Vid. Helsk. Forh., No.

IV, 1897.
Siisswasser-Ostrac. Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas, Tierwelt (^st-Afrika,

Shell usually long and narrow.

Natatory

seta^

p. 14.

reaching tips of end
dorsal edge usually

Furca large, somewhat lamelliform,
claws.
Propagation sexual.
pectinate, dorsal seta rudimentary or absent.
parthenogenetic, biit
being
This genus was oricrinallv described as
its

the investigations of

disprove

this.

Vavra

(18!«5).

Daday

(1892).

and

MouWa

(ISl.l)

—
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Vavra retains Aeoci/pris a.s a group of this genus as being nonsexual
and a group Stenoeypris as being sexual. Kaufniann discards this
genus and revises under a new name, Dolerocyprla^ on the ground that
Cypris faseiata O. F. Midler, of Sars 1890, is deemed Sttmocypris l\y
him, even though furca has an evident dorsal seta. This seems to me
As the shell
to be an insufficient reason for establishing a new genus.
of this species is long and narrow, it might well be regarded as a
transition

form between Oypn's and

possibly as the type of a

and Norman, 1889

^fetioeypris, but

The

new group.

(pi. xii. fig. 1) is

still

as a C'yprw.,

Oyjjrlsjyt.sclata of

Brady

without the furcal dorsal seta; so

evidently a Stenoeypris.

No American forms known.
16.

EURYCYPRIS

G.

W.

Muller, 1898.

Evrycypru G. W. Muller, Ostrac. aus Madagas. and
Naturf. Ges.,

XXI,

(

)st-Afrika, Al)liand. Seiick.

1898, p. 263.

Natatoiy seta reach tips of end

Shell extraordinarily broad.

First foot four-segmented

claw's.

from union of third and fourth segments.

Furca normal, slender, smooth; claws smooth. Sexual. This genus
has been established hy MiUler (1898), to include those forms of the
subfamily Cypridinae having the third and fourth segments of the first
foot united; foot therefore four-segmented, and with excessively ])road
shells.

No American fonns known.
17.
Cypriccrcus Sars,

CYPRICERCUS

On some

S.

Sars, 1895.

African Entomos. raised from dried mud, Christ.

Vid. Selsk. Skr. Math. Naturw. Klasse, No.

8,

1895, p. 37.

Shell as in Oypris, smooth, narrow, oblong, as seen

Natatory

from the

side.

reaching tips of end claws. Feet as in Oypri.s. Furca
excessively developed, toothed on dorsal margin, and longer than
sette

half-length of shell.

Sexual, the spermatic ducts of male forming a dense coil in the
anterior part of each valve.

This genus was established

I)}"

Sars, to

receive those forms resembling Cypyru in most respects, except that
the furca is unusually w ell developed and spermatic ducts as al)ove.

No American forms known.
18.

CYPRIS

O. F. Muller, 1792.

Oyprh O. F. Muller, Entomos. seu Insecta testacea, etc., 1792. Brady, A
Monog. of the recent British Entomostraca, Trans. Linn. Soc, XXVI, 1868,
Pt. 2, p. 360.

Cijpnnotm Brady, Notes on Entomos.
Soc, XIX, 1885, p. 301.

coll.

by Mr. Haley

in Ceylon, Jour. Linn.

Heterocypris .Claus, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siisswasser-Ostracoden,
Zool. Inst.

Wien, X, 1892,

p. 7.

Arb.

5

FRESH- WA TER OSTRA CODA-SI 1.

NO. 1347.

1

kl'E.

\)

ogNaturvid.,

XXIV,

No. 1, 1901, p. 16. "
Neocypris Sars, Fresh-water Entomos. of Soutli
Xaturvid., XXIY, No. 1, 1901, p. 29.

Natatory
beyond.

8

W.

G.

Mui.ler, Zool. Anz., Xo. 653 1901.
Amphicirpris Sars, Fresh-water Entonios^. of South Auicrica,
Ardiiv.

Siniocyprir.

lur Matli

Aiiierica, Ardiiv. for >hitli
•

...r
r-

•
-

•

reaching to tips of terminal claws or somewhat

.setiy

Second antennae five -segmented in both ninU» and femak\ liciiiicliiiil
pkimose setaj. Terminal segment of second foot hcakshaped, with a toothed hook-shaped claw. Fnrca normal, willi (wo
claws and two setffi.
Propagation sexual or asexual. Ductus, when present, of numerous
chitinous spines thickly crowded over entire surface of cylinder and
usually not in wreaths.
I have tentatively divided this genus into the
phite of six

following groups, for reasons given

five

Key,

a Length between

1

Both spines on
<

cc

mm. and

first

2

first

maxilla smooth.

Terminal claw of second foot as long as terminal segment.
(I Caudal ramus straight; subterminal claw two-thirds as loug as the ti-rmiual.
Shell four-ninths as high as long
clarata * liainl.
dd Caudal ramus weakly S -shaped.
e Subterminal claw of furca half as long as the terminal.
Shell two-thirds
rlrtiis Jurine.
as high as long
Shell one-half as
ee Subterminal claw of furca nearly as long as terminal.
altissiinus Chambers.
high as long
Terminal claw of second foot twice as long as terminal segment. Terminal claw

Both spines on
c

sec

mm.

process of

onuita * 0. F. Midler.

of furca nearly as long as entire furca

hh

ltt)I»:

Sujjgenus CYPRIS.

1.

h

in the introduction (p.

p. itTl).

first

process of

first

maxilla toothed.

Shell not reticulated with broken lines.

d Shell

less

than twice as longas high.

Terminal claw

of furca half as long

a.s

furca.
e

Subterminal claw of fnrca three-fourtiis as long as terminal, both smooth,
jielluridd

Sharpe.

fu.saita (Jurine).
Subterminal claw two-thirds as long as the terminal
dd Shell more than twice as long as high. Terminal claw of furca one-thinl
Subterminal claw two-thirds as long as terminal.
as long as furca.
ee

ti.'«'heri* Lilljeltorg.

Terminal claw of furca about three-fifths as long as ramus.
Terminal seta not more than one-fourth as long as terminal claw.

cr Shell reticulated.

rcliriddla Za<ldacli.

wi Length between 2

mm. and

Shell spinous

aaa Length 3

mm.

:!

mm.

Third and fourth segment.s of

first foot fused.

/'«'"•'"

<

>•

^'-

>^>''l^'''-

or more.
r^n-

Both spines of maxillary process smooth. Dorsal margin of shell strongly
h.rrirl.; Turner.
vex, marked with dark bands
Dorsal margin of sh<-ll nearly
hb Both spines of maxillary process toothed.
p,rde(jim.-< Ilernck.
straight, marked with dark bands
b

——

—

——

—
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CYPRIS VIRENS
LXVI,

Plate

figs.

vol. xxvi.

(Jurine).
4-6.

Monocnlvs vircns Jurine, Histoire des Monocles, qui se trouvent anx environs de
Geneve, 1820, p. 174, pi. xviii, figs. 15-16.
Ciijwu pilo^d 'Ak^mxcu, Synopseos Crustaceoruiii Prussicoruni rrodronius, 1S44,
p. 36.

Baird, The Nat. Hist, of the British I^ntomos., Ray Society,

Ci/prix trixtridta

1850, p. 152, pi. XVIII, figs. 1-3.
Ci/pris

ornata Fischer,

Abhand.

burg vorkommende Arten,

Genus Cypris und dessen bei Petersdes savants etrangers des sciences de St.

iiber das

Mem.

Petersbourg, VII, 1851, p. 157, pi. ix,
C'l/priK

puhera Fric and Nekut,

figs.

Korysi zemfi

7-10.
cesk(^,

Prag. Zeits. Ziva, v.

J.,

fig. 26.

1868, p. 46,

Brady and Robertson, The Ostracoda and Foraminifera

Ciipria ventricosa

of

Tidal Rivers, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., VI, 1870, p. 12, j)l. iv, figs. 1-3.
(Ujpris lu'lena Moniez, Liste des Copepodes, Ostracodes, etc., recueillis ii Lille en

de France, 1887, p. 2.
Zaddach, Synopseos Crustaceorum Prussicoruni Prodromus, 1844,
LiLLJEBORG, De Crustaceis ex ordinibus tribus, 1853, p. 117, pi. viii,
p. 35.
Brady, AMonog. of the recent
fig. 16; pi. IX, figs. 4-5; pis. x, xii, and xix.
British Entomos., Trans. Linn. Soc, XXVI, Pt. 2, 1868, p. 364, pis. xxiii,
1886, Bull. Soc. Zool.

Cypris rirens

—

Robertson, Fauna of Scotland, with special reference to
fig. 1.
Clydesdale and the western districts, Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc. Glasgow, IV,
Herrick, Cont. to the Fauna of the Gulf of Mexico and the
1880, p. 14.
XXXVI,

Denison Scd. Assc, I, 1887, p. 22. Brady and Norman, A
marine and fresh water Ostracoda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal DubVavra, Monog. der Ostrac. Bohmens, Arch.
lin Society, 1889, p. 75.
Naturw. Durchforsch. v. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 102, figs. 3-5; fig. 36.—
Turner, Fresh-water Ostracoda of the U. S., Report State Zoologist of MinSouth,

Monog.

Mem.

of

of the

nesota, 1895, p. 321, pi. Lxxiv,
cypris clierreaxi Sars,

Archiv.

f.

figs.

3-3e.

Sars,

On a new Ostracoda,

Stnio-

with notes on other Entomos. raised from dried mud,

Math. Natur. Christiana, 1896,

p. 24.

Length, l.<)9 mm.; heig'ht, 0.95 mm.; })readth, 0.90 mm.
Seen from the .side (lig. 4) the shell is highest just back of the eyeThe
spot, the height being much more than one-half the length.
upper edge is "himiped" just back of the eyespot. Anterior and
posterior extremities nearly similar, rounded, the posterior dorsal
margin sloping more gradually than the anterior. Shell covered with
short hairs.

Seen from above

rowed
shell.

is rather broadly egg-shaped, narbreadth being less than the height of the
The anterior extremity is tipped with l)luish-black, the entire
(tig. 5)

the shell

anteriorl}^, the greater

dorsal side

is

the same color, while in the region of the eyes are two

decidedly yellowish areas which

extend diagonally downward and
Margins of shell with

anteriorly for about one-half width of shell.
"pore-canals.''

The natatory
terminal claws.

sette of the

second antenna? reach to the end of the
first maxillary process are toothed,

The spines on the

FRESH- WATER OSTRACODA-SIIARPE.

NO. 1347.

may

a peculiarity which
of the

European forms

«»s7

constitute this form a varioty, a,s N^ivra
.spcak.s
as havino- plain spino.s on this process.

The terminal claw of the second foot
length of terminal segment.

is

about one and one-half times

Furca very weakly S-shaped (fig. 0), about twenty times as long as
wide, dorsal margin smooth. Terminal claw weak, smooth, nearly
straight, four-sevenths as long as ramus.
Terminal setu weak, al)()ut
twice as long as width of ramus. Subterminal claw about one-half
length of terminal on(% straight, smooth. Dorsal seta about length of
terminal one, weak.

The specimens studied l)y me seem to be somewhat smaller than the
European form of this species as described by Vavra, but agree in
most other respects. The furca are of somewhat ditlerent proportions; the European form with width to length about as 1 to 12, while
the American form exhibits a proportion of about 1 to 18.
The anterior diagonal light patches are very well marked in this
species so much so that even when examined with a hand lens they

—

attract

immediate attention.

The specimens examined b}^ me were collected by Dr. Alfredo
Duges (French Consular Agent) at Guanajuato, Mexico, April, lyoi,
ar.d sent to the U. S. National Museum.
Distribution world-wide.
6.

CYPRIS PUBERA
LXVII,

Plate

O. F. Miiller.

tigs. 1-6.

Mnnoculus ovatus Jurine, Histoire des Monocles, etc., 1820, p. 170, pi. wii, tigs.
5-6; Geneve.
Cypris stricia Zaddach, Synopseos Crustaceoruni Prusyioornni Prodnnnns, 1S44,
p. 32.

Cypris cuneata Baird,

The

Nat. Hist, of the British Entonios.,

Kay Soc,

IS.iO,

p. 256, pi. XVIII, figs. 22-24.

Cypris punctHlata Brady,

A Monog.

1850, p. 365, pi. XXVI,

figs.

of the

Recent British faitomos., Ray Society,

1-7; pi. xxxxi,

fig.

11.

Cypris 2>ubera 0. F. MtJLLER, Entomostraca, 1785, p. 56, j)! v, figs. 1-5.—
Zaddach, Synopseos Crustaceoruni Prussicorum Prodronius, 1844, j). 34.—
Fischer, Abhand. fiber das Genus Cypris, etc., M6m. des Savants Strangers
des sciences de St. Petersbourg, YII, 1851, \k 154, pi. viii, figs. 1-8.— Zenker,
.lahrg., I, 1854,
Monographic der Ostracoden, Wieg. Archiv. f. Naturg.,
freshwater Ostrap. 70.— Brady and Norman, A ]Monog. of the marine and
coda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 18s9, p. 74.— Vavka, Monog. der

XX

Ostrac.

Bohmens, Arch. Naturw.

Durchforscli.

v.

Bnhnien, VIII,

ISiH, p. MO,

figs. 2, 4, 30.

Length, 2.10 mm.; height. 1.25 mm.; ))readth, 1.20 nun.
This species is of a greenish color, with a darker patch at its highest
and central part, as seen from the side. A light yellowish band
extends diagonally backward from about the center of the shell. Shell
very sparsely hairy.
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Seen from the side

(fig-.

1)

the shell

is

highest in

third, the highest point being decidedly of a

its

vol. xxvi.

iintcrior one-

hump-like appearance.

The anterior end is more evenly rounded than the jjosterior, wider,
and is armed on the outer lip of both valves with a roAv of from 9 to
The posterior outer margin of the right
11 semitransparent tubercles.
shell (iig. 2) is armed with two spine-like tubercles, both being at the
lower angle near one another and of approximately the same siz(\
The European form of this species seems to be larger, and the two
posterior spine-like tubercles vary in size.

Seen from above the shell

is

broadly egg-shaped, widest just back

of the middle, narrowed anteriorly and bluntly rounded posteriorly.
first maxillary process are toothed.
The natatory
second antenme (tig. 8) reach about to the tips of the terminal claws and are plumose.
The terminal segment of the lirst foot is armed with a long, strong
claw and two sette, the outer one of which is not more than one-half
the length of the inner, which is about one-third the length of the
Third and foui'th segments of the first foot fused, so that the
claw.
foot is four-segmented (tig. 4).
The claw on the terminal segment of the second foot (fig, 5) is very

The

spines of the

sette of the

weak, al^out as long as the segment, the accompanying seta very
slender and about three times as long as the claw.
Furca nearl}^
straight, twent3'-four times as long as wide, dorsal margin smooth
Terminal claw nearly straight, faintly toothed near tip, and
(tig. 6).
three-fifths as long as furca; subterminal claws three-fifths as long as
terminal one, smooth. Terminal seta weak, twice as long as width of
furca.

Dorsal seta twice as long as the terminal one, and situated one and
one-half times width of furca from subterminal claw.

This species

may

be at once distinguished by the presence of the

tubercles and spines on the shell and the fusion of the third and fourth

segments of the first foot (fig. -f).
This description is from specimens sent to theU. S. National
by Mr. Bailey, from Oregon. (Date unknown to me.)
It has not heretofore been reported from America.

Museum

Distribution world-wide.
7.

CYPRIS PELLUCIDA
Plate

LXVIII,

CypriiiotuK peUucida Shari'e, Cont. to a
in the

figs.

Sharpe.

1-5.

knowl. of the N. Ainer. f. w. ostrac. iiicl.
Bull. 111. State Lab. N. Hist., IV,

Fam. Cytheridse and Cyprididse,

1897, p. 434, pi. XLii, figs. 1-6.

Average length; 1.20 mm.; height, 0.75 mm.; breadth, 0.60 mm.
Color a clear, uniform j^ellowish brown, with no especial marking.
«This name would seem
proves to be a

synonym

for

be preoccupied by
Candona hicens Baird.

to

C.

peUucida Koch.

However,

this

.

FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA—SHARPE.

NO. 1347.

<».S9

Shell alnio.st .smooth, with the exception of a f(>w small scattered papillar
elevations and anterior and posterior maroins with a frintre of sparsely

scattered long* hairs.

Seen from above

(fig-.

2)

the shell

is

quite a uniform elonj^ate o\al,

anterior end narrowed somewhat, posterior cud rounded, ))roadest in
the middle.

Seen from the side (%.

margin nearly

tral

1)

the shell

is

iiiohest

about the middle, ven-

straight, with a slight sinuosity at the middle.

right valve of shell

is

slightly smaller that the left,

its

The

anterior mar-

armed wdtli a row of about twenty -five tuberculiform teeth (tig. 8).
The margin of the left valve has a rather wide hyaline Hange and a
row of scattered tubercles along the inner margin (fig. 4).
gins

Spines of the
the

first

first

maxillary process are toothed.

Natatoi'v seta' of

antennae are plumose and reach well beyond the tei'minal claws.

Terminal claws three and one-half times
ment. Sense club large, about five-sixths

as long as the terminal seg-

as long as width of

segment

at its point of attachment.

Furca rather

stout, slightly bent, about twice as long as terminal

Shorter claw about three-fourths as long as the longer. Dorsal seta width of furca from subterminal claw, bent, somewhat ])lumose, and as long as subterminal claw; terminal seta tliree-tiftlis us

claw.

long- as dorsal one.

Collected by Dr. E. Palmer from a trough fed by a spring llowing
from a butte near Big Butte Station, Idaho, in September, 181>8, and
now in the collection of the U. S. National Museum (Accession No.

Dr. .Vlfredo Duges,
27409); also collected at Guanajuato, Mexico, by
Museum:
National
April, 1901, and sent to the U. S.

Quincy,

Illinois, 1882,

Havana,

Illinois. 189.5,

and Urbanu.

Illinois,

1895.
base(l

pellucuia,
This species was originally described as Cyprinotusthe manner of
valves,
the
on
tubercles
of
laro-ely on the marginal rows
contamed
hand
on
material
the
although
propagation being uncertain,
no males,
contams
hand
on
now
material
no males. The additional

Cypris,
therefore listed under the subgenus
with the preceding synopsis.

and

in

accordan,-e

it is

2.

a Dorsal seta

of furca

Subgenus CYPRINOTUS.

more than one-half length

of subterminal claw.

sul.ter.nmal claw,

l^'^-"''";^

'
of furca from
j^^^
h Dorsal seta at least twice width
>ncon,rue^.. Ra.ndohr.
curved
of second foot strongly
length ol s.il.teri.nual cla«
«« Dorsal seta of furca not m..re than one-half
claw.
subtermnial
from
b Dorsal seta width of furca
bluish-black ^-^g'
with
marked
yellowish-brown,
Shell
e
-^'""^^f ^ ^ ;
--.sum and sides, hairy
s;i,.,rn..
/
no
inconsistency
CO Shell dirty brown, leathery
-]-^^^Y'
from subterminal ^^bb Dorsal seta twice width of furca
on cephahc vo- 1. >i
lines, most noticeably
green, shell marked with contorte<l
-

.

T^^J^^^^^

^^^^^^

of valves

—

—
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3.

^s'o

Subgenus HETEROCYPRIS.

known.

Anici'icaii I'oniis

4.

(I

Lcngtl).

nun:

."i.titt

lieii^'lit,

2.0it

5.

TsO Ainoriciin

vol. xxvi.

Subgenus, unnamed.

nun.

Color, livid white

(jrandln (^Xi-wnhers.

Subgenus AMPHICYPRIS.

forms known.
lA'. Sviiiikiniiy c^^r»riii:)or'?^i3sr^.

19.
Oiicoeii])riH

G.

ONCOCYPRIS

G.

W.

Muller, 1898.

W. Muller, OHtrac. aus Madagas. und
XXI, 1898, p. 286.

Os^t-Afrika,

Abhand.

Seiick.

Natiirf. (;es.,

Shell irreouhirly roughened, with numerous prominent tubercles.
Second antennie four-segmented in both sexes. First foot foui"-segmented. Ductus of about eighteen rows of chitinous spines, in sack.
Terminal segment of second foot not beak-shaped, but small and conFurca with no dorsal seta, lamellar and ending in a long l)ristle.
ical.
This genus was established b}^ Muller to receive a form collected
near Majunga, Madagascar.
No American forms known.

20.
*

Zon(>ciji>ris (i.

ZONOCYPRIS

G.

W.

Muller, 1898.

W. Muller, Ostrac. aus Madagas. und
XXI, 1898, p. 284.

Ost-Afrika,

Abhand. Benck.

Naturf. Ges.,

Shell covered with a prominent series of concentric zones.

antenna3 of sexes d liferent.

Furca usually with no dorsal

Second

seta,

lam-

and ending in a long bristle.
This genus was established to receive two forms from Madagascar.
Cypr'tdopsiH costata^ a form from East Africa, evidently belongs here.
Vavra describes it as having a furcal dorsal seta, a feature not mentioned by Miiller.
This might, then, constitute the type of a group

ellar

of the genus.

No American forms
21.

reported.

CYPRIDOPSIS

Brady, 1868.

MonocaJuxivKi^'E, Histoire den Mon()cles(|ni setrouvent aux environs de Geneve,
1820.

J'ionocypris

Bkady and Norman,

A. Monog. of the marine and freshwater Ostra-

coda. Sec. II, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc,
('lipridopsls

XXVI,

Brady,
Pt. 2.

Ostracoda, Sec.

]>.

725.

Monog. of the recent British Entonios., Trans. Linn. Soc.
Brady and Norman, A Monog. of the marine and freshw'ater
I. Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889.— Vavra, Monog. der

Ostrac. B()hmens, Arch.
8.

189(),

A

Naturw. Durchforsch.

v.

Bijhmen, VIII, 1891,

Kaufmann, Cypriden und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue

Zool., VIII, p. 304.

p.

Suisse de

—

—

I
N.J.

FRESH- WA TER OSTRA CODA-SHA RPE.

13 17.

Shell very

<

» .

H

plump.

Natatory set» extending much beyond
the termiBranchial plate of two to five plumose seta'.
nal claw!>.
Second foot
tive-segmented, with a strong claw at its extremity.
Fumi flagelliform, with a small dorsal cilium, or at least two terminal seta'.
Males

unknown.
Those Oyj7tndopsis-\\VQ forms with a compressed dorsal aspect,
branchial plate of not more than two seta?, and sexual or asexual
propagation, I shall include under the genus Potamocyprk.
rt

Three transverse dark bands on dorsal and

lateral aspect of shell; very

common

plump;

v\dxm{i). F.'Miiller).'

22.

POTAMOCYPRIS

MomwuhiA JuKiNE, Histoire des Monocles

(jui

Brady, 1870.

se trouvent

aux environs de leneve
(

1820.

O/pridopsis

XXVI,

Brady,

A

Monog.

of the recent British Entonios., Trans.

Linn Soc

Pt. 2.

CandoneUa Claus, Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Siisswasser-Ostracoden, Arb.
Inst. Wien, X, 1892.— Vavra, iSiisswasser-Ostrac. Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas,

Zool.
Tier-

welt Ost-Afrika, IV, Berlin, 1897, p. 12.
CijpndopsisX A\B..\, Monog. derOstracoden B(')hmens, Arch. Xaturw. Durchforsch.
v. Bohmen, Vlil, 1891, p. 73.— Sharpe, Cont. to a Knowl. of the N. .\nierican freshwater Ostracoda, inch in the Fam. Cytheridfc and Cyprididte, Bull.
111.

State Lab. Nat. Hist., IV, 1897, p. 468.

Kaufmann, Cypriden und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse
deZooL, VIII, 1900, p. 131.
Potamociipris Brady, Notes on Entomos. from Northumberland ami Durham
District, Nat. Hist. Trans. Northumb. and Durham, III, 1870.
Bkady and
Norman, A Monog. of the marine and freshwater Ostraco<'a, Sec. I, Trans.
Cijprido2^sclla

Royal Dublin Society, 1889, p. 92. Daday, Mikros. Siisswassertbiere aus
Patagonia gesammelt von Dr. Filippo Sylvestri im Jahre, 1899 und 1900,
Termesz.

Fiis.,

XXV,

1902, p. 291.

Natatory seta> about as long or somewhat longer than end claws.
Second antennae usually four-segmented, armature of male coarser
than that of female.
Shell narrow

more than two

from
setw.

al)ove, rather smooth.

Branchial plate of not

Furca rudimentary, with a small dorsal cilium

and ending in a long slender bristle. Propagation, sexual or asexual.
Ductus of male of about fourteen spiral rows of chitinous si)ines.
This genus was first established by Brady to include those Cypridfopsis like forms having rather short natatory sctw, four-segmented
antennte, compressed shell, and sexual propagation. To prevent confusion, it seems necessary to add the additional characters, as above.
I consider CandoneUa and therefore Cypridopsclla as synonymous
with the above.
a Furca cylindrical, turgid at base, suddenly narrowing to a liristle, whicli is little
imdom ( Brady and Robertson ).
longer than the basal part
aa Furca broad, gradually narrowing to a bristle. Shell much compressed.

.
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Natatory sette of second antennje reaching to tips of terminal claws. Shell pale
rlllosn * ( Jurine).
green
Shell
hi) Natatory seta? of second antennjc reaching beyond tips of terminal claws.
.wiarcu/dina Vavra)
grass-green, at least dorsally

h

(

POTAMOCYPRIS SMARAGDINA

8.

Plate

LXV,

figs.

(Vavra).

5-7.

sii)anit/dl))a Yavk.\, Monog. der Ostrac. Bohmens, Arch. Naturw.
Dnrchforsch. v. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 80, fig. 26, 1-3.— Sharpe, Cont. to a
Knowl. of the N. American freshwater Ostracoda inch in the fam. Cytheridae
and Cyprididc-e, Bull. 111. State Lab. Nat. Hist., IV, 1897, ]>. 470, pi. xlvii,

Ci/pridopsi)^

figs.

11-12.

QindoneUa smaragdi)ia Vavka, Siisswasser-Ostracoden der Hamb. Magal. Sammel,

Hamburg.

1898, p. 12;

Leng'th,
I

mm.;

().«)5

height, 0.45

mm.;

horc give the description as given in

])readth, 0.34

my

mm.

paper of 1897:

This striking and interesting form appears at first glance, if seen from the side
be in the shape of a half moon, except that the ventral margin is nearly

(fig. 6), to

straight.

The

shell

is

light to grass gi'een, especially

on

its

dorsal aspect; alcoholic

specimens, however, commonly show but a trace of this coloration. Surface thickly
covered with long hairs, which are all parallel to one another, backwardly directed

and

closely appressed to the shell

The

(fig. 6).

eye-spot, instead of being at the highest part of the shell, as in tlie typical

forms described by Vavra, is slightly below and anterior to this location. Natatory
the second antenna*, long, reaching beyond the tips of the terminal claws by
the length of the claws, thus differing from C. villom. (Jurine), its nearest relative,
the natatory setie of M'hich reach l)ut to the end of the terminal claws.
Furca rudimentary (fig. 7), the basal part cylin(b'ical, more than three times as
long as wide, then suddenly narrowing into a long tlagelhnn, which is fully twice as
long as the basal part. The furca also has a dorsal seta at the termination of the
basal part, which is slightly longer than the width of the ramus.

set;e of

At

was written,

was not sufficient!}^
form as belonging
Further study causes me to believe that this genus is a logical
to it.
one, and that this form belongs here.
The specimens in the U. S. National Museum were collected in April,
1901, by Dr. Alfredo Duges, French consular agent at Guanajuato,
the time the above description

I

familiar with the genus Potafmocypris to rank this

Mexico.
This form occurs in Bohemia (Vavra); South Chicago (Sharpe), and
Guanajuato, Mexico.
23.
('[/jyridopxis

PARACYPRIDOPSIS Kaufmann,
Brady and Nor>[an, A Monog.

coda, Sec.

I,

Paracypridop.^is

of

1900.

the marine and freshwater Dstra-

Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 90.

Kaufmann, Cypriden and Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue

Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 131.

from al)ove. Natatory seta^ rudimentary, not
Furca rudimentary, lamellar, with a lash-like
and a small dorsal seta. Branchial plate of two seta?.

Shell rather nai-row

ada])t(Ml for swinuniiig.

end

bristle

FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA-SHARPE.

NO. 1347.

993

This genus has been estal^lishcd })y Kaufraann to
receive tho.se
Fofamoei/prk-like forms which have rudimentary natatory
setje.

No American forms known.

CYPRIA

24.
Cijpris

Zenker, 1854.

AucTORUM, 1785-1854.

Jurixk, Histoire di-s Monocles .lui «e trouvent aux
environ^ .lo
Geneve, 1820.
Ci/pria Zenker, Monog. der Ostracoden, Wieg. Archiv. f.
Naturg.,
Jahrg., I,

Moriorulus

XX

1854.— Brady and Norman, A Monog. of the marine and fresh-water
)st'racoda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 68.— Vavra, :sronog.
dei
Ostrac. Bohmens, Arch. Naturw. Durchfarsch. v. Bohmen, VIII.
^Siil,
p. 62.— Cronenberg, Beitrag zur Ostraooden-Fauna der I'nigegeiid voii
Moscou, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, No.
1894, p. I.S.— Kaifmann, Cypriden
nnd Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue 8uiH.se de Zool., \'III, l<)on, p". .•529.
(

.S,

Shell rather codnpressed.

of female five-segmented,

Second antenna^ of maU»

two sense organs on end

six-set^nnentcil.

of fourth .segmoiit.

Natator}^ setae excessively long, reaching far })eyond tips of terminal
Branchial plate-of six setje. Termhial segment of .second foot

claws.
small.

Ductus of male of circlets of spine-like
and not inclosed in a sack.

with a distinct

seta',

central axis

Furca normal,

Dorsal

stout.

f ureal seta

situated about middle of

dorsal margin.

Vavra has described a species of this genus as sufficientl}^ charactera subgenus J^hysocypria. 1 here use it in the group
sense, as the characters given seem to be of somewhat doul)tful worth,
if our experience with the old genus Cyj)r hiatus is any criterion.
The subgenus Physocypria is distinguished by the following characistic to justify

one shell higher or larger than the other, and the anterior and
posterior margins of the right shell crenulate. Otherwise as Genus
The subgenus Oyjyria includes the remaining Cyprhi formsCyprla.
Seven species have been reported from America.
ters,

1.

Subgenus CYPRIA.

a Terminal .short setse of the second foot approximately e(jual.
h Terminal short setae of second foot about as long as terminal segm«'iit.
c Terminal claw of furca half as long as furca.
d Shell covered with a close reticulum of longitudinally sultparallel line.s.
r.vKculpUi Fischer.
Abdomen without processes
cylindrical i>roctwo
with
Abdomen
puncta.
small
plain,
but
with
Shell
dd
(iptludmicit .lurine.

pgggg

cc Terminal claw of furca three-tifths its lengtli or longer.
d Subterminal claw with well developed comb of teetli near

tip.

dentifini Sharpe.

an Terminal short setfe of second foot evidently unequal.
Dorsal seta of fun-a
h Shell clear to brownish yellow, with a few scattered puncta.
<''"••>•" ShariK«.
three times width of furca from subterminal claw
Length
puncta.
comfluent
almost
numerous
h}> Shell white, shining, smooth, witli
;«,-». Chambers.
0.70

mm

,

——

—
—

—

—
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CYPRIA EXSCULPTA

9.

LXVIII,

Plate
Cijprk elegantula Lilljeborg,

De

vol. xxvi.

(Fischer).

6-9.

figs.

Crustaceis ex ordinibus tribus, 1853, p. 206.
Monog. der Ostracoden, Wieg. Archiv.

Cypris punctata rar. striata Zenker,

Naturg.,

XX Jahrg.,
Brady,

Ci/pris slnolata

XXVI,

Soc,

I,

A

1854, p. 77, pi.

Monog.

f.

iii.

of the recent British Entonios., Trans. Linn.

Pt. 2, 1868, p. 372, pi. xxiv, figs. 6-10.

Cyprix e.vsrulpta Fischer, Beitrag zur kenntniss der r»straroden, Abhdlg. der

math. phys. Klasse der
figs.

k. bayr.

Akad.

d. Wiss.,

VII, 1855,

p. 18, pi. xix,

36-38.

Cypria, r.rseulpta

Brady and Norman, A Monog.

of the

marine and freshwater

Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 68, pi. xi, figs. 1-4.—
Sars, Oversigt af Norges Crustaceer nied, etc., Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forhd.,
No. 1, 1890, pp. 24-25. Kaufmann, Die Ostracoden der Umgebung Berns,

Ostraeoda, See.

I,

—

Turner, Freshwater Ostraeoda of
the United States, Report State Zool. of Minn., 1895, p. 305, pi. lxx, figs. 1-8;
Hartwig, Die Krebstiere der Provinz Brandenliurg,
pi. Lx.xii, fig. 3.
Mittlg. d. n'aturf. Ges., 1892, p. 2; Bern.

Sharpe, Cont. to a Knowl. of the
p. 321.
X. American f. w. Ostrac. incl. in the Fam. Cytherida? and C'ypridida', Bull.
111. State Lab. N. H., IV, 1897, p. 465, pi. xlvii, fig. 4.— Lienenklais,
Erster Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Ostracodenfauna des Regierungs-bezirks
Osnabriick, 12 Jahresber. d. naturw. Vereins zu Osnabriick f. d. Jahr 1897,

Naturw. Wochenschrift, XI, 1896,

Stenroos, Das Tierleben im Nurmiiirvi-See, Helsingfors, 1898, p.
Kaufmann, Cypriden und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse

p. 109.

226.

de Zool., VIII, 1900,

p. 330, pi.

xx,

figs.

4-6; pi. xxiii,

figs.

17-27; pi. xxxi,

fig. 24.

Length, 0.60

111111.;

This species

is

height, 0.88 111m.; width, 0.26

mm.

seemingl}' as widely distri})uted as the ubiquitous

Cypridops'is vidua.

It

may

be readily distinguished by means of the

mesh work of longitudinally

parallel and anastomosing lines, which
extend over the entire surface of the shell (tig. 8).
Those in possession of the U. S. National Museum were collected
April 12, 1892, at First Sister Lake, Ann Arbor, Michigan, by Prof.
H. L Smith. Received by the Museum, December 13, 1892. Distribution, world wide.
2.

Subgenus PHYSOOYPRIA.

a Left shell higher than right.
long as terminal segment

aa Left shell longer than right.
long as terminal segment

2S.

Terminal short
Terminal short

second foot about twice a
piistuloxa Sharpes
of second foot only al)Out as

seta- of

set;e

inequivahn Turner

CYCLOCYPRIS Brady and Norman,

1889

Cyprix AucTORUM, 1785-1820.

Monondns Jurine,

Histoire des Monocles qui se trouvent aux environ.^ de
Geneve, 1820.
CypHa Zenker, INIonog. der Ostracoden, Wieg. Archiv. f. Naturg.,
Jahrg.,

XX

I,

1854.

Cydocypris

A Monog. of the marine and fresli-water OstraTrans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 70.
Vavra, Monog. der

Brady and Norman,

eoda, Sec.

I,

Ostrac. Bohnien, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch. v.

Bohmen, VIII,

1891, p. 67.

FRESH-WATER OSTRACODA—SriARPE.

NO. 1347.

995

Shells approximately .same height.

Second antennae six-segment
male, five-segmented in female, no sense organ on dist-it
end of
fourth segment.
in

Natatory seta? very long. Terminal Segment of second foot, long
and narrow, three times as long as broad. Ductus of numerous long
filaments, not on a distinct central axis, l)ut all inclosed in a
sack.
Penultimate segment of second foot Avith a coarse seta on dorsal distal
Furca as in Cypria.
angle.
Kaufmann speaks of one of the smaller terminal seta- of the second
feet as being bent S-shaped, and uses it as of generic value.
Since
this is not true of C. globosa^ at any rate, 1 have omitted this as a
genus character. Three species have been reported from America.
a Anterior edge of furca a})out twice as long as its terminal claw. ./cTr/'.s- (). F. Miiller.
aa Anterior edge or furca clearly more than twice as long as its terminal claw.
h Anterior edge of furca about two and one- half times length of terminal claw.
c The terminal claws of furca strong and much })ent
.forhe.v Sharpe.
cc

Terminal claws

of furca slender

and not

modestn (Herrick).

l)ent

bb Anterior edge of furca about three times length of terminal claws.

claws strong, nearly straight, weakly bent near end.
rior edge, also

with comb

26.

of teeth

on

its

Terminal
Furca toothed on poste-

side

PONTOPARTA

globosa* Sars.

Vavra, 1901.

Potiioparta Vavra, Die Ostracoden vom Bismarck-Archipel.

Shell white, smooth.

Natatory

setie

Prag., 1901, p. 184.

reaching approximately to tips

Terminal segment of second foot cylindrical, not
Males
])ill shaped, with two terminal bristles and a long reflexedone.
unknown. Furca strong, with two end claws, a terminal seta, and
of terminal claws.

two dorsal ones.
This genus has been established by Vavra with P.
peculiar form from Bismarck Archipelago.
No American forms known.
27.

mm as the type, a

ILYOCYPRIS Brady and Norman,

Monoculm Jurine,

Histoire des Monocles

cjui

1889.

se trouvent aux environs de Geneve,

1820.

Ihiocypris

Brady and Norman, A

coda. Sec.

I,

ISIonog. of the

Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889,

und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue

marine and fresh-water Ostra106.— Kacfmann, Cypri.len

}).

Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 343.

Shell hard, entire surface usually pitted or tubercled, and furrowed
Liinnlci/their.
in region of eyes, thus resembling marine forms or
termhial claws.
of
tips
to
approximately
seta^ reaching

Natatory

Ductus composed of eighteen or twenty spirally wound chitinous setaN
Second foot live-segmented, its terminal segment cylindrical
in sack.
same genand with three long set* of different lengths, all pointing in
with from
foot
second
of
segment
Penultimate
eral direction as foot.
cilia on dorsal
two to three seta?. Furca strong, usually with combs of
margin or

sides.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxvi— 02

66
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This genus, first established by Brad}' and Norman with 7. gihha as
the type, has been further defined by Vavra (1891) and Kaufmann
(1900) until it now numbers about eight species and two varieties, all

found

in

Europe.

28.

CRYPTOCANDONA

Kaufmann,

Oryptocandona Kaufmann, Cypriden iind Darvvinuliden
Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 361.

1900.

iler

Schweiz, Revue

J'irst antenna weak, its nataShell smooth, somewhat translucent,
tory set» longer than the entire antenna. Branchial plate of three
Penultimate segment of second foot unsegmented, therefore
set*.
Terminal segment of second foot with three
foot four segmented.

Furca normal.

setae of different lengths.

This genus has been established by Kaufmann to include C'avdonalike forms, but having very long natatory setse on the first antennae

and a branchial plate of three sette. I believe it will ultimately rank
group of the genus Oandotia, but consider it best here to use it as
given by Kaufmann.'^'
No American forms known.

as a

29.

CANDONA

Baird, 18BO.

Muller, Entonios. sen Insecta testacea, etc., 1792.
Candona Baird, The natural history of the British Entomos., Ray Society,
1850.
Vavra, Monog. der Ostrac. Bohmens, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch.
Cypris O. F.

V.

Bohmen, VIII,

1891, p. 41.

Shell white, translucent.

than entire antenna.

No

Natatory

seta3

of first

antenna shorter
Second

natatory setae on second antenna.

antennae of male six-segmented with

two

special sense organs, of

female five-segmented.
Branchial j)late of two seta?. Palp of second maxilla of female twosegmented, of male not segmented, and difl^erent in shape. Second foot
five- or six-segmented, with two unequally long backwardly directed
setae and one forwardly directed seta,
Furca normal, strong. Ductus
of about .seven rows of chitinous spines.
Shell of male ordinarily
larger and of another form than that of the female.
Can not swim,
but creep along the bottom, or burrow.
Eight forms are reported for America.
a One of shorter setfe at tij) of second foot sharply refiexed
reflexa Sharpe.
aa Setfe at tip of second foot not refiexed.
h Length of shell about 1.50 mm.
Shell ine(iuivalve, second foot nix-segmented.
crogmani Turner.
hb Length of shell about 1.25 nun, or less.
c Furca curved.
d Second foot six-segmented.
€ Claws (if furca stout, terminal one one-third length of ramus.
fahseformis Fischer.
«

Kaufmann, Revue Suisse de

Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 361.

FRESH- WATER OSTRACODA—SHARPE.
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of furca slender, maxillary spines not toothed.

/ Color uniform, white to brownish

nrinnlnnin Fischer.

Color greenish yellow, blotched with brown
ddnwnrnmH Turner
dd Second foot five-segmented. Length 0. 73
mnpsoni Sharpe.
cc Furca not curved.
d Both claws of furca S-shaped
.vf/moidcn ShariM-.
dd Both claws of furca not S-shaped, both gently curved. Terminal claw
fj

mm

half as long as furca

SO.

n-rtkaudn Sharpe.

TYPHLOCYPRIS

Vejdovsky, 1882.

Cyjms {TiipJdocyirriK.) Ve.jdovsky, Thicrischc Organismon «Ut Bruiuienwiisser
von Prag, 1882, p. 64.
Tyjihiocyprix \A\iiA, Monog. der Ostrac. Biiluncns, Arch. Natnrw. Durchfursch.
V.

Bahmen, YIII,

1891, p. 51.

Candona Turner, Freshwater Ostrac.

of the U. 8.,

State Zool.

Rei)t.

Minn.,

1895, p. 301.

Shell as in Candona.

Natatory sctte of tirst antonnic shorter tliaii
Natatory sota^ of second antenna' Jaekino-. similar to

entire antenna.

Eyes rudimentar}', disappearing- with age.

Candona.

Furcii !il)n()rnial,

anterior or terminal seta missing.

This genus was established by Yejdovsivy to include forms gcnerall}'
Candona
resembling Candona., l)ut lacking terminal seta of furca.
peircei Turner evidently lielongs here, judging from his figures.
a Terminal claws of furca of male about same
two-thirds length of other.

size; with female one claw is about
Color greenish yellow with blotches of brown.
{Candona) j)eirc(i (Turner).

CANDONOPSIS

31.

Vavra,

1891.

Candonopsis Vavra, Monog. der Ostrac. B()hmens, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch.
V. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 54; Siisswasser-Ostrac. Deutsch-Ost-Afrika.«, Tierwelt Ost-Afrika, IV, 1897, p. 4; Berlin.— Sars, Freshwater Entomos. of

Sydney, 1896,
1898,

p.

9;

p.

62.— Vavra,

Siisswasser-Ostrac. der Hand). Magal. Sanunel.,

Hamburg.— Kaufmann, Cypriden und

Schweiz, Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900,

Darwinuliden

der

p. 357.

Mandible with an
Shell and second antenna similar to Candona.
Fnrea
Branchial plate of throe plinuosc seta*.

excessively long palp.

slender, usual dorsal seta absent.

This genus was established by Vavra to receive those CandAjna-X^^
forms which lack the usual furcal dorsal seta.
No American forms known.
32.

PARACANDONA

Paramndona Hartwig, Candona
Zool. Anz., XXII, 1900.

Hartwig, 1900.

euplectella bildet eine selbst:indige (iattung,

Appendages as in
Shell tumid, reticulated, pitted as a honeyeonil).
forms, not nu.re
beautiful
Candona, but small and slender. Small,
than 0.80

mm.

long.

.

include forms, the

This genus has been e.stablished by Hartwig to
Robertson.
type of which is Paracandona {Candona) euplectdla
No American forms known.

—

—

—
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Family
33.
Ojfthcrc Baiki),
Ac<nith(i])iix

CYTHERID.E.

LIMNICYTHERE

The

vol. xxvi.

Brady,

Nat. Hist, of the British P:ntonios.,

1

Ray

Society, 1850, p. 163.

\'kknet, Acanthopus, uii nouveau genre d'Ostracodes, Forel's Mate-

riaux pour servir a I'etude de la faune profonde dii Lac Leman, Ser.

4.

1878, p. 506.

Limnocythere Dahl, Die Cytherideu der westlichen Ostsee, Zool. Jalirlracher,

Abth. f. Systematik, 1888, p. 597.
Brady, A Monoo;. of the recent British Entonios., Trans. Linn. Boc,
XXVI, Pt. 2, 1868, p. 419. Brady and Norman, A Monog. of tlie marine and
fresh-water Ostracoda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Du})lin Soc, 1889, p. 170. Vavra,
Monog. der Ostrac. Bfihrnens, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch. \. Bohmen,
III,

Limiilci/tJicre

VIII, 1891,

p. 107.

Shell strong', irregularly tuberculate or spinous, rather thin.

First

pair of antenna^, five-segmented, with short bristles on their outer

edge; second pair four-segmented, the '"spinning claw"" ])eing either

Branchial plate of the mandil)le
two segmented or unsegmented.
strongly developed (commonly rudimentary in other members of this
Furca rudimentar3% commonly but two short bristles. Males
group).
uncommon.
a Terminal segment of finst antennte seven times as long as wide. Furca cylindrical,
about three times as long as wide. Terminal claw of sei-ond antenna of male

smooth

Sharpe.

reticulaUi

aa Terminal segment of first antennpe four or five times as long as wide. Furca
Terminal
lamellar, six to seven times as long as broad, ending in a bristle.
claw of second antenna of male armed with three or four strong teeth.
illinoisensin

Family
34.
Polycltdcs

DARWINULA

Sharpe.

DARWINULID.l^.
Brady and Robertson,

1872.

Brady and Robertson, The Ostracoda and Foraminifera

Tidal

of

Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., VI, 1870.
Daruhnila Brady and Norman, A Monog. of the marine and fresh-water )straKaufmaxn, Cypriden
coda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 121.
und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 393.
Rivers,

(

Shell,

smooth and

fragile.

Right

shell larger than the left.

antenna? shorter than in the Cyprididfe, and

armed with

stout

First
sette.

Second antenna^ four-segmented, with four or five terminal claws, and
without "spinning seta" or "sense seta."' First maxilla with a large
branchial plate.
First pair of feet five-segmented, and shorter than
the second pair.
Furca subconical, small.
a First antennfe six-segmented, the second four-segmented. Antepenultimate segment of second antenna without a conspicuous one-jointed appendage.
MeveiiMmi

aa

and second antenna? five-segmented.

Brady and Robertson.

Antepenultimate segment of second
antenna with a conspicuous one-jointed aj>pendage, which terminates in one
long and one short filament
iniprurl>«i Turner.

First

FRESH- W. TEU
1

OSTL'. ro[,_ ^s/fAIU'E.
I

\

sn)\)

I'.lHLKxiKAPUY.
W., 1850. -The

Baiki.,

Brady,

-A

ii. S., 18(38.

luitinal liiHtory of the Britit^li
Kntoniostraca
ISIonograph of tlu> n .•out Briti^h

XXVI,

Soc,

Kay Socio tv
Kntoniostraca Tran.
T
inn
'^'""'^'"'•

Pt. 2.

ISTO.-Noteson Entomostracafroni Xorthiinil)e.rlan.l an.!
Durlmm Di.^tri.-t Nat
Hist. Trans. Northuni}). and Durham, III.
lS85.-Note.s on Entomos. coll. by Mr. A. Haley in
Ceylon, Jour. I.inn. So,-.,
188(i.— Notes on Freshwater Entomos. from S. Australia,
Proc Z<.ol Soc
S., and Norman, A. M., 1889.-A Monograph
of the Marine

I ond
and Fresh-

Bkai.v, G.

water Ostracoda, Sec. I, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc.
1896.— A Monograph of the Marine and Fresh-water Ostraco<la, I't.
2. Trans.
Royal Dublin Soc, V.
Brady, G. S., and Robertson, D., 1870.— The Ostracoda and Foraminifcra of
Tidal
Rivers, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., VI.
Clats, C, 1892.— Beitnige zur KenntnissderSiisswasser-Ostracoden \rb Zool
Jn^t
Wien, X.
Cronenberg, a., 1894.— Beitriig zur Ostracoden-Fauna der rmgegend von Moscou,
Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, No. 3.
Dadav, E., 1895. Die anatomischen Verhiiltnisse von Cyprois dispar, Termesz
Fiis., XVIII.
1897.
Fauna Regni Hungari;e, Enumeratio svstematica, HI. .\rtliropoda.

—

—

Budapest.
1902.

— Mikros.
vestri

Dana,

J. D.,

1852.— F.
Pt.

Fischer,

Siisswasserthiere aus Patagonia gesammelt von Dr. Filippo Sylim Jahre 1899 und 1900, Termesz Fiis., XXV.

S., 1851.

S.

Explor. Exped. (Com. Ch. Wilkes.),

XHI,

Crust., Phila.,

1.

— Abhand.

kommende

iiber das

Arten.

Genus Cypris und dessen

Mem.

bei Petersburg vordes savants etrangers des sciences de St.

Petersbourg, VII.

— Beitriig

zur kenntnis der Ostracoden, Abhdlg. der math. i>hys. Klasse
der k. bayr. Akad. d Wiss., VII.
Eric, A., 1872.
Die Krustenthiere Bohmens, Archiv. fur Laiides. von Bc'ilimen, IV.
Eric, A., and Nekut, F., 1868.
Korysi zemc ceske, Prag. Zeits. Ziva, v. J.
Hartwkj, W., 1893. Verzeichniss der lebenden Krebsthiere der Provinz l?randen1855.

—

—

—

berg, Statt. handsch.

^Nlittlg.,

Berlin.

— Die Krebstiere der Provinz Brandenburg, Naturw. Wochen.«clirift, XI.
1900. — Candona euplectella bildet eine selbstilndige Gattnng, Znol. Anz. XXH.
Herrkk, C. L., 1887. — Cont. to the Fauna of the Gulf of :Mexico and the South,
189().

Mem. of Denison Sci. Asso., I.
1820.— Histoire des Monocles, (pii se trouvent aux environs de (ieneve.
Kaif.mann, a., 1892.— Ueber die Gattung Acanthopus Vernet und eine neue Siiss-

JuRiNE,

L.,

wassercytheride, Zool. Anz., p. 393.

1892.— Die Ostracoden der Umgebung Berns,

—— 1900. —Neue Ostracoden aus der Schweiz,

Mittlg. d. naturf. Ges. Berns.

XXIII.
1900.— Zur Systematik der Cypriden, ]\Iitteil. der Naturf. Gesell. in Rem.
1900.— Cypriden und Darwinuliden der Schweiz, Revue Suisse de Zool., Vlil.
HI.
KiNc;, R. L., 1855.— On Australian Entomos., Proc. Roy. Soc. Van Dieman'.-. Lan<l
Lienenklaus, E., 1898.— Erster Beitriig zur Kenntniss der Ostraco.lenfauiia .les
Regierungsbezirks Osnabru<k,

LiLL.iEBoR(i,

Zool. Anz.,

12.

Jahresber.

Osnabruck f. d. Jabr 1897.
W., 1853.— De Crustaceis ex ordinilms
Copepoda in Scania occurentil)us.

d.

naturw. \'crcins zu

trilms: Cladocera. Ostracoda et
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MoNiEz,

—

Liste des Cop^podes, Ostraeodes, Cladoceres et de quelques autrea
Crustaces recueilliS a Lille en 1886, Bull. Soc. Zool. de France.

R., 1887.

—

W., 1894. Ostrac. des (lolfes von Neapel, Fauna and Flora des (lolfes
von Neapel.
1898.— Ostrac. ans Madagas. nnd Ost-Afrika, Abliand. Senck. Naturf. (ies., XXI.

MuLLEK,

(i.

—

Entoniostraca.
MtJLLER, O. F., 1785.
1792.
EntonioH. neu Insecta testacea,

——

—

Orlev,

RiCHAUT),

J.,

Fi'iaet.,

Sars, G.

1880.

— Fauna of

—
— Nye Bidrag

kundskalten oni ]Mi(l<lclhavets Invertebratfauna, Arch. f.
XII.
On some fresh-water Ostracoda raised from dried Australian mud,
Christ. Vid. Selsk. Fr.rh., No. 8.

Math.

—

X.
de

Scotland, with special reference to Clydesdale and
the western districts, Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc. Glasgow, IV.
1865.
Oversigt af Norges Marine Ostracoder. Christiania.

I).,

().,

1887.

Zool.

XXI.

France,

Robertson,

-

etc.

—IJberdie EntoniOHtraken-Fauna von Budapest, Termesz.
1896. — Sur la faune des eaux dovxces des Acores, Bull. Soc.

L., 1886.

1889.

—

1890.

—Oversigt

til

og. Naturg.,

Norges Crustaceer med foreloljige Bemaerkninger over de
mindre bekjendte Arter., Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forhd., No. 1.
Cont. to knowl. of the Freshwater Entomostraca of New Zealand, Vid.
Selsk. Skr. Math, naturw. Klasse, No. 5.
On someS. African Entomos. raised from dried mud, C'hrist. vid. Selsk.
Skr. Math, naturw. Klasse, No. 8.
On a new Ostrac. Stenocypris chevreuxi Sars, with notes on other Entomos. raised from dried mud, Archiv. f. Matli. Natur. Christ.
Fresh-water Entomos. of South America, Archiv. for Math, og Naturvid.,
XXIV, No. 1. 1901.

nye

af

eller

—
1895. —
1894.

1896.

—

1901.

—

Saussure, H., 1858.

— Memoire

sur divers crustaces nouveaux des Antilles et

du

Mexique, Mem. Soc. phys. et nat. Geneve.
Schneider, Osk., 1898. Die Tierwelt der Nordseeinsel Borkum, Ostracoda, Abhand.
Naturw. Verein. Bremen, XVI.
Sharpe, R. W., 1897. Cont. to a Knowl. of the N. American f. w. Ostracoda, inch

—

—

intheFam. Cytherid;e and

Cyprididte, Bull.

State Lab. N. IL, IV.

111.

— Das Tierleben in Nurmiiirvi-See. Helsingfors, 1898.
1889. — Vorl. Bericht iiber eine Reise nach Ost-Afrika,

Stenroos, K. E., 1898.

Stuhlmann,

Sitz. K.
Akad. derWiss. Berlin, XXXII.
Turner, C. H., 1892. Notes on the Cladocera, Copepoda, Ostracoda, and Rotifera
of Cincinnati, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison Univ., VI.
1894.
Notes on American Ostracoda, etc.. Bull. Sci. Lab. Denis. Univ., VIII.
1895.— Fresh-water Ostracoda of the I". S., Report State Zool. of Minn.
Vavra, v., 1895. Siisswasser-Ostracoden Zanzibars, Beiheft d. Ilamb. Wiss. .\nstalten, XII.
1897.— Siisswasser-Ostrac. Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas. Tierwelt Ost-Afi-ikas, P.erlin,

F.,

—

—

—

IV.

Vavra, W.,
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Monog. der
Bohmen, VIII.

1891.

Ostrac.

Bi'thmens, Arch.

Naturw. Durcliforsch.

v.

—Siisswasser-Ostracoden der Hamb. Magal. Samml., Hamburg.
— Die Ostracoden vom Bismarck- Archipel, Prag.
Vejdovsky, F., 1882. —Thierische Organismen der Brunnenwiisser von Prag.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Pl-ATE LXI\'.
FiL^

2.

Chlamijdotheca mexicana,
Cfilamydotheca mexicana,

8.

Chlamydolhem mexicana,

4.

Chlami/dotheca mexicana,

5.

<

6.

Chlami/dotheca mexicana,

1

'hlunn/dotheca mexicana,

new species,
new species,
new species,
new species,
new apetdes,
new species,

lateral view.

dorsal view.
first foot.

terminal segments

..f

.second foot.

furca.

spines of

(irst

maxillary process.

Plate LXV.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.
i.
5.
(5.

7.

Herpetocyprh reptans Baird, lateral view.
Herpetocyjms reptaiis Baird, dorsal view.

Herpetocypm reptans Baird, terminal segment of second foot.
Herpetocypris reptans Baird, furca.
Potamocypris {Cypridopsis) smaragdlna (Vavra), dorsal view.
Fotamocypris {Cypridopsis) smaragdina (Vavra), lateral view.
Potamocypris {Cypridopsis) smaragdina (Vavra), furca.

Plate
Fig.

new
new
new

LXVL

1.

Spirocypris 2}assuiea,

2.

tSpiroeypris passaica,

3.

Spirocypris passaica,

4.
5.

Cypris virens (Jurine), lateral view.
Cypris vireiis (Jurine), dorsal view.

6.

Cypris virens (Jurine), furca.

species, lateral view.
species, dorsal view.
species, furca.

Plate LXVII.
Fig.

1.

Cypris pubera O. F. Midler, lateral view.

2.

Cypris pubera O. F. Miiller, lower posterior part of right shell.

3.

Cyprispahera 0. F. Miiller, third, fourth, andfifthsegmentsof second autcima.

4.

Cypris pubera 0. F. Miiller, firstfoot.

5.

Cypris pidjera O. F. Miiller, terminal segments of second

6.

Cypris pmbera O. F. Miiller, furca.

Plate
Fig.

foot.

LXVIH.

Sharpe, lateral view.

1.

Cyjiris 2)elluc/ida

2.

Cypris pellucida Sharpe, dorsal view.

3.

Cypris pellucida. Sharpe, lower outer anterior margin of right shell.

4.

Cypris pellucida Sharpe, inner anterior margin of

5.

Cypris pellucida Sharpe, furca.

6.

Cypria exsculptu Hscher, lateral view.

7.

Cypria exsculpta Fischer, dorsal view.

8.

Cypria exsculpta Fischer, portion of

sliell

left shell.

showing

parallel

and anastomo.sing

lines.
9.

Cypria exsculpta Fischer, furca.

Plate LXIX.
Fig.

1.
2.

Chlamydotheca azteca Saussure, lateral view.
Chlamydotheca azteca Saussure, first foot, showing two
segment.

3.

4.

Chlamydotheca, azteca Saussure, dorsal view.
Chlami/dotheca azteca Sai^sswro, furca.

seta-

on

its

s

.n<l

U. S

NATIONAL MUSEUM

PROCEEDINGS, VOL. XXVI

Chlamydotheca mexicana, new

species.

For explanation of plate see page 1001.
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POTAMOCYPRIS SMARAGDINA.
HERPETOCYPRIS REPTANS AND
page 1001.
For explanation of plate see

PL.

LXV
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um

CYPRIS VIRENS.
SPIROCYPRIS FASSAICA AND
plate see page 1001.
For explanation of

FL. LXVI
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Cypris PUBERA.
plate see page 1001.
For EXPLA^ATlON of

PL. LXVII
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CYPRIA EXSCULPTA.
CYPRIS PELLUCIDA AND
PLATE SEE PAGE 1001.
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Chlamydotheca AZTECA.
1001.
For explanation of plate see page
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REVIEW OF THE FISHES OF JAPAN HKL()\(;i\(. TO
THE FAMILY OF HEXAORAMMIDyF.
B}^

David Stark Jordan

iind

Of til e Lehnid Stanford

Edwin Chapin Stauks,

Jtoiinr

Uiilreriiiti/.

In this paper is o-ivci a review of the tishes of tlie family of llexagrammida?, Rock Trout or Greenlings, in Japanese Ainamc. i^iK.wn t<»
inhabit the waters of the Japanese P^nipire.
It is based on material in
the museum of Leland Stanford Junior Fniversity and in t\u' Fiiitcd
States National Museum.

HEXAGRAMMID^.

Family

Body

elongate, covered with small scales, whi(;h are ctenoid or

cycloid; head conical, scaly, the cranium without .spinous ridges al)ove;

preopercle usually more or

less armed, sometimes with entire edges;
developed as a bony stay articulating w ith the preopercle; acute teeth in the jaws, and usually on vomer or palatines;
nostril single on each side, the posterior opening reduced to a minute
thii'd suborl)ital

4, a long slit l)ehind the fourth; gill membranes separate
or united, usually free from the isthmus; branchiostegals H or 7;
Dorsal tin continuous or divided,
pseudobranchite well developed.

pore; gills

the anterior half of

many

slender spines; anal

more or

tin

long, with or Avith-

behind the pectorals;
pectorals broad, usually with procurrent base, the lower rays simple,
more oi- less thickened; lateral line present, sometimes several series
Carnivorous
of pores developed; vertelu-a^ numerous; pyloric ca>ca.
tishes, mostly of large size, living in kelp and about rocks in the North

out spines; ventrals

Pacific;

1 to 5, inserted

some of them highly valued

less

as food

a Dorsal fins contiguous or connected.
fi Anal fin very long, its rays 20 or more.
('

Anal fin without spines.
modcraio. iluGill membranes broadly united; mouth
^/ Hkxagrammin.e:
canines.
no
but
teeth,
stronger
jaws with an outer series of
\i)ntnun,i.-<, I.
e Lateral line single on each side
side.
each
ee Lateral lines 4 or more on
by a .leep notch.
/Dorsal fin with the spines separatcl from the soft rays
Ifc.vdi/rdiiiniDX, 2.

Proceedings U.

S.

National Museum, Vol. XXVl-No. 1348.
UKI.)
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AGRAMMUS

Agrarmmis GihiTUER, Cat.

Head and

])od3^

Fisli, 18()0, II, p.

vol. xxvi.

Gunther.
94 {a;/ra)nmiis

compressed, rather elongate.

= schltyeli).

Scales small, ctenoid.

Bones of head not armed. Edge of preopercle
Lateral line single.
Dorsal continuous, elongate, with 17 or IS spines and 21 or
entire.
22 soft rays; a shallow notch between spinous and rayed portions.
Ventral with 1 spim^ and 5 soft ra3's. Teeth small, on jaws and vomer,
A flap
the outer row of teeth on jaws enlarged; palatines toothless.
above orbit and one at nape. Branchiostegals 6.

Japanese fishes, differing from
vided lateral line.
(«, without; ypaiAt-aj, line.)
I.

HexagrammoH mainly

AGRAMMUS AGRAMMUS

in the undi-

(Schlegel).

KUJIME.
^cniJEGv.1,, Fauna Japonica, Poiss., 1843/' p. 56; Nagasaki.
Agrammus a gran un us Jordan and Snyder, Check List., 1801, p. 101; Yokohama.
Agrdmvms schlegeli GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish, II, 1860, p. 94; Japan. Steindachner
and DoDERLEiN, Fische Japans, IV, 1887, p. 266; Tokyo. ^Ishikawa, Prel.

Lahrax agrammus

Cat., 1897, p. 51;

Tokyo.

Head dt in length without caudal ;. depth 3^.
Dorsal XVII or
XVIII, 21 or 22; anal lit. Scales 80. Eye 5 in head; maxillary 3J;
interorbital

6.

Maxillary reaching just past front of eye. Outer row of teeth
enlarged in both jaws; vomer with rather coarse teeth; palatine toothshort fringed flap over eye and a shorter similar one at nape.
less.
Pectoral scarcely reaching to tips of ventrals; its posterior edge is
broadly rounded; the seventh to tenth rays from the top the longest,
IyV in head. Ventrals reaching two-thirds the distance from their
base to front of anal.
Notch in dorsal not deep; the flfth spine 2
in head; the last spine 1^; the fourth soft ray equal in length to the
fifth spine; the spines or rays not produced ])eyond the membrane.
Tips of anal ravs free; the length of the fourth ray equal to the seventeenth ray, 2| in head.
Caudal truncate or very slightly rounded.
Scales strongly ctenoid on l)ody and top of head, slightly rough on
side of head behind eye, cycloid on cheek, opercle, breast, and in front
of pectoral.
Snout, maxillary, mandible, suborbitals, including staj'^,
interopercle and branchiostegal region naked.
There are 50 scales in
an oblique series running upward and forward from front of anal to
dorsal, IS of these between lateral line and dorsal.
Small scales on
extreme base of spinous dorsal between spines, and on basal third of
soft dorsal; basal third or fourth of pectoral and over half of caudal
with scales; anal entirelv naked.

A

a The fourth decade of the

Fauna Japonica,

Poissons,

was pubUshed

in 1843.

.
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Color in spirits: head and body brown, marbled with irrej^ular spots
of dark l)rown not of the same shap(>, on different examples, l>ut placed
with some uniformity; the dark areas darker at edj^es; a dark bar
between eyes followed by a light area; a dark spot at nape, nnited
with one at front of dorsal, at its lower edge inclosing a light spot in
front of dorsal; a dark spot above pectoral and 1)ehind operclc Hap; a
dark spot under anterior third of dorsal running up on dorsal; one
under posterior fourth of spinous dorsal, much l)r()ken up and running
irret^ularl}^ across body, sometimes running into the one under anterior
third of dorsal inclosing a spot of light color above, a spot under front
of dorsal and one under middle, both usually joined below with a larger
spot, which is continued down nearly to anal tin; another spot under
posterior end of soft dorsal extending up on the tin and margined

behind with light; a broken l)ar across caudal peduncle; caudal crctssed
about
with alternate bars of dark and light, the former the broader and
havi'
sides
of
part
lower
on
scales
the
of
many
sometimes
5 in number;
one
to each
eye,
from
radiating
l)ars
dark
center;
their
on
white spots
across cheek, the
end of maxillary, a couple downward and l)ackward
l)ackward. and
straight
one
stay,
suborbital
al)ove
being
upper one
-i or o light spots as
one to nape; lower part of head sometimes with
alternate light and dark bars,
large as pupil; an-al oldiquely crossed by
in number; the dark
very conspicuous in the young; these variable
spot at base of pectoral; the
bars from 5 to 8; ventrals dusky; a dark
crossed bv inconspicuous irregular bars.
Aomori. and I akoSpecimens were taken in abundance at Tokyo.
middle Japan, especially in
It is generally common throughout
date
species in the markets, although
bavs of rocky bottom. It is a common
Hexagrammo, ntakn.
much less abundant than the -fat greenling,"

tin

2.

HEXAGRAMMOS

(Steller) Tilesius.

Reise
Z)od.oa^mmmos Stellkh, in Kras.-heuinnikof,

in

Kamchatka,

1750, p. 175

{nonhhxomial)

ma-asrmTnmos, Steller, manuscript.
oor; ^„,„.,.^
H, 1809, p. .«5 i^a^^)
7fo4m»n.o.sTiLESi.s, Act. Acad. Petrop.,
Petersl>., II, 1810,
MS.) Pallas, Mem. Acad.

Lahrax
X..

p. 88.

(/«.<7

(Steller

J(sl:t MS.)
ciliosus).

C/™ (Steller

PALLA. Zoographia

(...rRosso-A.iat., HI. 1811, p. 27.

*
^
TTT
Rosso- A.iat. lib
MS.) Pallas, Zoographia
•

.

GiRARD, U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv.,
Amat
OctogrammusB...K.u, Versl. Ak.

1S11
IMK

11
i--

-

''7!'

{aiiiirr/

,

^ (mperdUosiu^).

cihosus).

Chiropsis

i.

X is
^-8.4

l
,

,

p. 1^

,.„„„„„,).
I

^

,„„,^.

Nat Sci.
Acantholebius Gi^i., Proc. Ac.
i.uTea.^^^
^__„arentlv
apparent
^^^^'J^'
of spines
the number
with the soft dorsal injured,
•

comj^essech
Body oblong, somewhat
Mouth rather small horizontal;
protile.

.^^^^^^^^
^,Z
ith band,.

yi^^ s

^^

—

—
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sized,

conical

the outer

teeth,

row

enlarg-ed; teeth

vol. xxvi.

on vomer, and

but not always a .small patch on the p•^latines; preopercle
unarmed; a fringed supraorbital cirrus, large or small; oill membranes
usuiilly

broadly connected, free from the isthmus; gill-rakers short, tubercleScales small, mostly ctenoid, sometimes parti}' or wholl}' cymore or less scaly, without spines; nostril simple, round,
head
cloid;

like.

with a pore behind it. Lateral lines usually 5 on each side. Dorsal
fin long, with a deep emargination between the spines and the soft
rays; dorsal spines slender, 1!» to 22 in number; anal fin elongate,
with a single rudimentary^ spine; ra\^s of pectorals and anal exserted
and almost simple; pectoral rounded with broad, procurrent base, the
rays thick; ventrals well developed, placed at a considerable distance

behind the root of the pectorals; caudal subtruncate. Branchiostegals,
Species of
P3doric cteca numerous (about 13.) No air ])ladder.
6.
bright
coloration;
al)undant
in
the
size
and
North
Pacific
rather large
on both shores, extending southward from Bering Sea.
(f^, six; ypoe/Ajxf}^ line.)
a Cheeks not fully scaled, the suborbital stay at least naked; no occipital
h Fourth lateral line not forked and not extending past tips of ventrals.

flaps.

median line on breast
otakii, 2.
median line on breast
aburaco, 3.
bh Fourth lateral line forked in front of ventrals; the upper l)ranch not extending
odogrammtts, 4.
to tips of ventrals; back with obscure dark bands
bbb Fourth lateral line running to above middle of anal; elevated about five scales
above fifth lateral line; back with dark spots and cloudings . .lagocephalus, 5.
c

Fifth lateral line joining

cc Fifth lateral line not joined to

.'

2.

HEXAGRAMMOS OTAKII

Jordan and Starks.

ABURA AINAME (FAT GREENLING).
Labra.r Jiexagrammux Schlegel,

Fauna Japonica,

Poiss., 1843, p. 53, pi. xxiii,

Nagasaki (not of Pallas).
IshiChirus hexagrammuK Bleeker, Verb. Bat. Gen. Japan, a])ont 18(57, ]». 80.
KAWA, Prel. Cat., 897, p. 51; Tokyo, Kii.
Hexagrammus asjyer Steindachner and Doderlein, Fische Japans, IV, 1887,
p. 266; Tokyo (not of Pallas).
Hexagrammos otakii Jordan and Starks, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 800;
Tokyo. Jordan and Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal ExpL, III, 1898, p. 453;
Tokyo.— Jordan and Evekmann, Fish. N. M. Am., II, 1898, p. 1867;" Tokyo.

Head 3f
or

XX,

in length

without caudal.

22; anal 21 to 23.

backward below third

Depth

-ii

lateral line, 107 to 112.

Dorsal

to 4^.

Series of scales running

XIX

downward and

Eye 4f

in head;

max-

illary 2f to 3; interorbital space (bone onl}^) 6i.

Maxillary reaching past front of eye scarcely to front of pupil.

Outer teeth enlarged and rather uneven on both jaws; palatines toothless; vomer with teeth similar to the smaller teeth on jaws; the band
on premaxillaries wider in front than on front of mandible. A short
fringed flap above eye, but little longer than diameter of pupil; a pair

NO. 1348.
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of small tentacles on nape.
without tentacles at nape.)

(We have

1(H)7

one specimen out of 50 or 60

spines and rays of dorsals not deep; the hist spine
one preceding it; the sixth spine 2\ in head,
the
than
not longer
Pectoral scarcely
rays, which are '2| in head.
longest
the
higher than
from
vent; the sixth
vertical
nearly
to
not
ventrals,
of
tips
reaching to
toward ends
divided
rays,
head;
in
17
longest,
1|
the
top
ray from the
rather
long and
Ventrals
head.
in
3
ray
anal
Fifth
only once.
tlieir hasc to front of unal.
from
distance
of
or
reaching
|
t
pointed,

The notch between

Caudal concave with

fin closed.

and breast rating- .strongly
Scales everywhere except on head, nape
of anal to dorsal in a .scries
ctenoid; 62 scales in a series from front
follows: 5 from front of
running upward and forward, distributed as
anal

to^'fifth lateral line;

dorsal.

85 to third;

1-1

to second: 5 to

first:

and

or a

:i

to

First lateral line running from front
anterior third of soft dorsal
to a point varying from under
of dors-al

before it
to posterior fourth.

little

running from a little m front
caudal base; third line from upper .-n.l of
of dorsal to upper part of
composed
middle of caudal base. Fourth line short,
ffill opening to
pectouchu^g
nearly
opening,
from gill
of very small pores, running

Second

lateral line

ventral:
ventral, not reaching to tip ot
toral base, to across base of
l.nc on
Median
base.
ventral
extend anteriorly past

does not
running to lower
under distal fourth of ventrals and
dividing
breast
at rather an
hue
median
join
parts
part of caudal base; these two
or fourth o
third
distal
to
anterior
obtuse angle; when they join it
.s never mud
union
of
point
their
ventrals they form an acute angle;
l.ttle u, front of
Scales on top of head to a
past middle of ventrals.
and preorlntal: oper e
Cheeks closely scaled below suborbitals
eyes
ni ei-opercle.
scales on upper part ot
completely scaled ami a few

often

it

-'--''^taK

in.-ludnig

maxillary, preorbital,
.^^^^^
interopercle and bianchiostc^xl.
mandible, the greater part of

Zot,

"clr

in

spirits light

.ri^dai;.
rts

t]

S

follows-

.7-- !;;----:t;"^
one.
11.4^.

11
across interorbital spme,
„„de,"P-"-';;-';
equally ai.tributed

One

two

brow;

on back and
brown, lighter below, marked

';: :;;t:.

soft rays, ""'
''^
,,„..„,
soft .-ays, one under nuddle
,^f^f;,;,.,
'"f of cu.da.
,
ot one across l>ase
traces
and
peduncle,
caudal

«
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Here described from the 4

typical specimens, the longest 23 cm. in

lenoth.

Many specimens Avere takt'ii l»y eJordan and Snyder at Tok>'o, Aomori,
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Hakodate, Kobe, and Tsuruga. It is abundant
throughout Japan, but is not known to the northward of Hakodate.
(Named for Iveinosuke Otaki.)
3.

HEXAGRAMMOS ABURACO
ABUUAKO

Head 3iin length without
21,

Jordan and Starks, new species.

(I^^AT

THING).

caudal; depth 4^.

Scales below lateral line 110 to

2|; interoi"l)ital width (bone only) 0^.
jSIaxillary reaching to front of pupil.

jaws;

vomer with

Dorsal

Kye 4f

12<».

in

XTX,

22; anal

head; maxillary J
^

Outer teeth enlarged in both
A short flap above eye,

teeth; palatines toothless.

fringed at the edge;

its

length

is

scarcely e(iual to diameter of pui)il;

a pair of very small tentacles at ntipe.

Fig.

1.— HEXAGRAMMOS ABUKACO.

Notch between dorsals shallow, the last spine not longer than the
one preceding it; the sixth spine 2f in head; the last -i. Third dorsal
ray 3 in head; tips of last dorsal rays on the same vertical with tips
of last anal rays; origin of anal midwa}" between tip of snout and tips
of median caudal rays.
Pectoral not quite reaching to tips of ventrals; it has 18 rays, their tips not much branched; the seventh raj'
from the top the longest. If in head. Ventrals reaching live-eighths
of distance from their base to front of anal.
Caudal concave when tin
is closed.
In life sometimes bright rust}' red with pearly spots; fins
rust}^ red, the lower dusky purplish, the red often replaced by dull
green.
Scales everywhere strongly ctenoid, except on head, breast, and in

Top of head to front of eyes, cheeks below and
above suborbital stay, and opercle, with fine cycloid .scales. Snout,
front of pectoral.

maxillar}', preorbiUd, suborbitals, including suborbital sta}^, mandible,

interopercle, and branchiostegals naked.

Scales on base of jjectoral

N0.1348.
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and caudal; and on membrano between

From

scaleless.

/.'A'.s.

1 ()()*)

soft dorsal rays; other lins

front of anal to dorsal in a series luimini;- u])\vard

and forward there are 07

scales, distributed as

foHows:

tl

s<-al('s

from

first anal ray to fifth lateral line; 41 to third line; 1'2 to second line;
First lateral line runninir from front
5 to tirst line; and 3 to dorsal.

of spinous dorsal to under middle of soft dorsal; the second from
sliohtl}^ in front of spinous dorsal to upper ed^e of caudal; the tliiid
from upper end of gill opening- to middle of caudal; the fourth very
short, not extending past ventral tips; the fifth l)eginning a short distance behind ventral base and running to lower edge of caudal: it does

not join

fellow of the opposite side, nor does it join the me(liim
median line starts a short distance in front of

its

line of the breast; the

ventrals and running between

them reaches nearly

to their

t\\)s.

and ])ack, becoming lighter l)elo\v;
no definite markings on body; one or two specimens show tniees of
dark blotches on sides; dorsal irregularly mottled with dusky: anal
sometimes obliquely crossed with 7 or <S dusky bars; sometimes uniColor in

spirits:

Brown on

sides

faint,
formly dark slate color, the tips of the rays white; pectoral with
lin:
the
of
edge
posterioidusky bars following the contour of the
spots;
jxMirly
with
red
In life sometimes bright i-usty
ventrals dusky.
purplish, the red often replac.-.l l)y
fins rusty red, the lower dusky

dull green.
chielly in not having
This species diflers from He,mgrami„oK otalll
nor with the median
other,
the fifth lateral lines connected with each

line

on breast.

One
from Tokyo, and is 225 millimeters m length.
Hakodate.
cotype from Nagasaki, and two from
Collection.s, Leland
The type is numbered 7374, Ichthyological

The type

is

Cotypes are

Stanford Junior University Museum.

m

the I

.

b. Nat.

Mus.

(Name from the
4.

vernacular, Al>vrah>: fat thmg.)

HEXAGRAMMOS OCTOGRAMMUS

(PaHas).

Ka-.-hatka,
Rosso-Asiat III, 1811, P- ^'s:i;
Labra. octogran.nus Pallas, Zoo^r.
Mcrk^
(Coll.
Petropaul8ki and Avatcha Bay.
-s- Ir„.iluska
"akuska.
-SAmer. Philo.. So,.. Plula.. Is-., lCkirus ordinalus Cope, Proc.
(Coll. Prof. Geo. Davidson.)

.

loc-

„

,m-'

He.agrammus ord^natus Jokdan and
Amst \ J, i«'4, ^1870;
^f '^^^l^'^;^^;
Ak.
Octogrammuspalkm Bleeker, Versl.

.i^e.- Pallas.

i

C/iirMSOcto^mmHmsGtJNTHER, Cat. 11,1860,

25

depth

caudal ;
31 in length without
86 to 95.
lino
lateral
teats belol

Head

interorbital (bone only) 7f.

p. y-.

»i.

Eve

H

Dorsal XIX. -M: anul
n, head: n,ax,lla,v ...
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.ALixillaiy reaching to below front of pupil.
Outer row of teeth
enlarged on both jaws; the bands of about equal width on
})oth jaws,
nnich Avider in front than on sides; a small patch of teeth
on middle

vomer; palatines toothless.

A short

of

fringed flap above eye, its length
one-half to three-fourths the diameter of eye; no tentacles
at nape.
The notch between spinous and soft portions of dorsals of
nioderate
depth; the tips of spines and rays scarcely produced
above membrane;
the last spine not lengthened beyond the one preceding
it; the sixth'
spine ^i in head, equal to the tenth or eleventh spine;
1:he' sixth ray
Pectorals usually reaching just past tips of ventrals,
2i in head.
but
not nearly to the vertic-al from vent; its posterior edge
broadh19 rays, not
li in head.
3 in head.

roundi^d;
the seventh to the tenth rays the longest,'
Anal rays free from membrane at their tips; the tifth
rav
Ventrals rather long and pointed; their posterior

much branched;

iifth

Fig.

2.— HEXAGRAMMO.S octogrammcs.

extending pastthe median point ])etween their
base and front of anal
Caudal sliort and broad and very bluntly
rounded.
Scales on top of head and on body, except
on ))reast and in front of
pectorals, ctenoid; scales on sides of head
smooth, slightly imbedded
and not unbricated; scales present at base
of soft dorsal, on membrane
between rays; and on base of caudal and
pectoral, covering the basal
half of the former, the basal third
of the latter.
Snout, maxillary
preorbital. suborbitals, including
suborbital stav, mandible, interoperclc and branchiostegal regions
without scales. A series of scales

from front of anal running obliquely
upward and forward to dorsal
number 4,, distributed as follows; 1 from
front of anal to tifth lateral

2b to third lateral line, 7 to second
lateral line, 4 to first lateral
dorsal.
First lateral line united to its fellow
of the opposite side at posterior end of
cranium and running
line,

Ime and 4 to

to under middle
dorsal; second line beginning
a little behind origin of first and
running to upper edge of caudal; the
third line as usual from upper
part ot gill opening to middle of
eaudal; the fourth forked in front of
ot

sou

1
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lower part running to base of ventrals, the upper not
reaching to tips of ventrals; the median line on breast forked in front
of anterior half of ventrals, and running to lower edge of caudal, or
sometimes stopping over posterior end of anal.
v^entials, the

Uniform dark brown

color on back, lighter below; a dark streak

along upper edge of suborbital sta}", one from eye to tip of snout, one
from eye to end of maxillary, one from eye to nape; these only evident in the small examples; a dark, humeral spot; anal unifonnly
dusky, the tips of the rays white, or in the young crossed l)y 7 or S
black bars.
Three large specimens from Hakodate, and numerous small ones
from Hakodate and Mororan. This species is abundant from Hokkaido, through the Kurile Islands (Robbcn Island, Iturup Island)

and the Aleutian Islands to Petropaulski and Unalaska.
yp(x/.t/x7J, line.)

{OKTGO, eight;
5.

HEXAGRAMMOS LAGOCEPHALUS

(Pallas).

Kuril

Miuuh.

Lahrax layocephnlusVAi.LA^, M6m. Ac. St. Petersb., II, 1810, p. a«4;
Fishes, 1896,
Grammotupleurus lagocephalus Jordan and Evermann, Check-List
p. 435.

Hexagrammus decagrmmnm Bean and Bean,

Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus.,

189.;, p. .SSH,

specimens from Petropaulski; not of Pallas.
Kept
of Bering; Sea,
Hexagrnmmo^ Ingoccphalm Jordan and Gilbert, Fishes
Isvermann, lish
and
450.-Jori)an
1898,
p.
Investigations,
U. S. Fur Seal
1873; Robben I., Bering I., Iturup 1.

m

N. M. Am.,

II, 1898, p.

depth 3| to3|; eye small, about :»1 in head.
20 to 21. Outer row ol
to XXIII, 22 to 2-t; A. 22 to 24; P.
D
Teeth on vomer and
jaws.
lower
and
teeth enlarged in both upper
middle of eye in
below
to
extending
Maxillary
front of palatines.
eye, frmg.d
above
flap
small
A
adults, 2* in head (2| in young).
Fins high, the spinous dornape.
alono- the margin; no tentacles on
longer than the one predeeplv notched, the last spine som(5what

Head3|

to

-t

in length;

XX

sal

length ot
is the longest, nearly .
ceding; in the adult the fifth spine
rom the
nearly equal to the httl.
head,'^the third and fourth spines
the h^
«f
-k
diminish in height to near the
fifth the spines gradually
notch.
rapidly shortened to form the
when the t n .
even
margin,
posterior
broad at base, convex at its
rounded, rather short, the lo".^- ^
J
closed; pectorals broadly
^
o
ventt.d
.
vertical from vent;
in head, not nearly reaching
on.ei
^>-onn.ig
in the young,
2 in head, ;hort and rounded
very - oad espec lal
rays
ventral
and
pointed in adults; pectoral
branched; -^t rays o ^::^;^
their tips, and much
fifth, as in other ^P-^',^
fins cleft on terminal
, ,.a
each side a.
diverging; 5 lateral lines on
^^^^^^
mu
beyond
Ime continued to
2 ventral; upper dorsal
sixteenth la,
under the fourteenth or
dorsal fin, us^ually ending

when they become

^--^

n

^^^

^^

Lard

v^iiU^ j^,

,
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and the median line extended to base of caudal; upper
ventral line originating- below and in front of the pectoral fin, passing
innnediatel}' above base of ventral, to which it does not send a sepadorsal line

and terminating opposite middle of anal fin; lower ventral
on breast, forking in advance of middle of ventral tins, the
branches passing to base of caudal. In the 3^oung the scales are all
ctenoid, except those in mid-ventral region, breast, prepectoral area,
and sides of head all becoming smooth in adult; snout, subocular ring,
rate branch,

line single

suborbital stay, interopercle, and usually the lowermost portion of
su])opercle, scaleless; basal half or more of caudal and basal third of
soft dorsal with the membranes densely scaled; pectoral basis also

densely scaled; scales on breast not greatly reduced, more than half
median lateral line with 110 pores;
S or 1) scales in an (oblique series between median line and the one

as large as those on middle of sides;

above it. Color in most of our specimens a nearly uniform warm
brown, lighter on under parts, marked only with irregular small black

Fig.

3.— Hexagkammos lagocephalus.

may extend on the dorsal and pectoral fins; anal
and ventrals black, the thickened tips of the rays in these and the
spots and lines, wnich

pectoral fins often white; a large blackish humeral spot in young
specimens, often disappearing in adults. One specimen (Iturup Island)
has the upper parts, including dorsal and caudal fins, bright reddish,

with some dusky blotches and cloudings, the humeral spot conspicuous.
West shore of Bering Sea; not known from Hokkaido nor from
Alaska.
We have numerous specimens from Robben Island, one spec-

imen each from Bering and Iturup islands. Young specimens up to
20 cm. in length have the scales all rough ctenoid as in //. stelleri 2^nA
11. OGtogramnmn.
Specimens 30 cm. long have most of the scales
smooth, a few along middle of sides still ctenoid. In an adult 54 cm.
long all the scales are smooth, those on head and nape partially imbedIn shape and general appearance this species very nnich resem(Hitograrnmns.
It has a deep caudal peduncle, a convexly
rounded caudal fin, and a rather bluntly rounded snout.
ded.
bles

//.

{Xayoos., hare; Ke^aX?}, head.)

NO. 1348.
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SUMMARY.
Family HEX.VGRAMMiDiK.
1.

1.

Agraminus Giinther.

agrammus (Schlegel); Tokyo, Aomori, Hakodate.

2. otakii

2. Ilexcujmmmos (Steller) Tilesius.
Jordan and Starks; Tokyo, Aomori, Hakodate, Hirosliinia, Kohc,

Tsnni<:a,

Nagasaki.
3.
4.

5.

aiarora Jordan and Starks; Tokyo, Nagasaki, Hakodate.
Itnnip
octograinmus (Pallas); Hakodate, Mororan, R()bl)en I.,
lagocephalm (Pallas); Robben I., Bering I., Iturnp I.

1.

Dr. Peter J. Strhmidt records
]SfoTE.— In addition to the species here enumerated.
du Japon, etc., 1903, p. 15) rievrogrammus vwnvptenigius (Palla.s),

(Faune de la mer
from near Vladivostok.
Sea.

This should be added to the known fauna

of the

Japan

NOTE ON THE FISH GENERA NAMED MACKODON.

By Theodore Gill,
Honorary Assonate

Having had occasion

hi.

Zoology.

recently to consider a question rolati\c to the

found that Drs. Jordan and Evermann had adopted the
name Sagen/chfhy.s of Berg (1805) for the genus called Ancijlodoi) h\
Cuvier (1817). No new name was necessary, however, as one had

Scifenids, I

been given long before as a substitute. The facts should be made
in order to avoid the continuance of improper usage.

known now
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Ancylodon was used l)y Cuvier (1817) for a geiuis of Scia'uoid fishes
and was generally adopted for that genus till 18!>5. It had, however,
cetabeen used previously (1811) by Illiger for a genus of Ziphioid
the
of
translator
the
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K.
This was known to Dr. H.
ceans.
Thier(Das
work
his
in
and
Animal,
first edition of Cuvier\s Kegne
1822 he substituted (H, 482) the name " Die Grossreich) published in
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for
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Ancydodon, Cuv." or '^Ancylodour and

in a

"'Das Wort Ancylodoiu Hackenzahn. kann

footnote (H, 483) indicated
so genannt
deswegen nicht gebraucht werden, well eine Walliischart
^
Schncid."
anry/odon,
LoncInmiH
Es o-ehort dahin:
wird.
regular, but the fact has been
is in every respect perfectly

This

universallv overlooked.

n.
in the Arch.v tur
used by Johannes Muller in 1842,
of the tamdy ot
genus
a
for
Anatomie, Phvsiologie [etc.], p. 308,
and has
Characins)
of
family
his
Erythrinids (bV him associated with
use of the
previous
The
since.
been nniversal'lv retained for it ever

MuTodon was

a late
however, renders it untenable tor
i.mi^
new
Muller may receive the
genus, and the one designated by

name bv Schinz

(in

1822),
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HoPLiAS, with the Macrodon tareira or traliira of Miiller as its tj'pe.
species will therefore be called Ilopllas tareira by those who object
to erroneous names and Iloplias malabaricus by those who insist on
retaining the first given name, however erroneous it may be;
The name Iloj^tJUu is derived from the Greek onXov^ onXa^ armor,
with the suffix -iocz and allusion is made to the defensive armature in

The

the waj" of the cranial shield-like surface as well as the oiiensive teeth.

An

analogous classical name is Xlplikiii.
iii given with full knowledge of the name llojjlla

This name Ilopllas
of Illiger.

The two names are

quite distinct.
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.
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.
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.
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